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I. The Intensity of Reflexion of X-Rays by Rock-Salt.— 
Part II. By W.L. Brace, F.R.S., Langworthy Professor 
of Physics, love: Untecrsie,. R. W. James, M.A, 
Senior Lecturer in Physics, Manchester Ciacin and 
©. H. Bosanqugt, Balliol College, Oxford *. 

Reflexion Formule. | 

1, i: a previous. paper in the Philosophical Magazine +, 
we described a series of measurements of the in- 

tensity of reflexion of X-rays by various planes of the rock- 
salt crystal structure. In analysing the results obtained, 
a formula for the intensity of reflexion was assumed rahich 
is essentialiy the same as that obtained by Darwin { and 
Compton §. 

Let the Intensity I) of a beam of homogeneous X-rays, at 
a given point, be defined as the total amount of radiation 
falling on an area of one square centimetre at right-angles 
to the direction of the beam. If a crystal-element of 
volume dV, supposed to be so small that absorption of the 
rays by the crystal is inappreciable, be placed so that it is 
bathed by the X-rays, and if it is turned with angular 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Bragg, James, and Bosanquet, Phil. Mag. vol. xli. p. 809 (March 

1921). 
t C. G. Darwin, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvii. pp. 315 & 675 (Feb. and 

April 1914). 
§ A. H. Compton, Phys. Rev. ix. p. 1 (Jan. 1917). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. B 



2 Prof. W. L. Bragg and Messrs. James and Bosanquet : 

velocity w through the angle at which some plane in it 
reflects the X-rays, the theoretical expression for the total 
quantity of,radiation Ei reflected states that 

Ka NDS, 2) lees? 20 
== SS F é 
Le Sim On tice 2 

=Q0Ven oe ek re 
In this expression : 

-Bam9gV . . (1) 

N = No. of diffracting units per unit volume, 
A = wave-length of X-rays, 
@ = glancing angle at which reflexion takes place, 
é = electronic charge, 

= mass, 
¢ = velocity of light. 

—_ ~— ~ 

The constant B, which occurs in the Debye factor e~ 8 ™?, 
was assumed to be 4:12, on the basis of an experimental 
determination by W. H. Bragg *. 

The contribution of a single electron is represented by the 
4 Cie : 

factor —-— in this formula. 
mct 

The factor F depends on the number and arrangement of 
the electrons in the diffracting unit. At zero glancing-angle, 
it has a maximum value equal to the total number of electrons 
in the unit. As the glancing-angle increases, If falls off, 
owing to interference between the wave-trains diffracted by 
the separate electrons. 

2. In the case of a large crystal, the linear absorption- 
coefficient, w, of the rays in the crystal has to be taken 
into account in calculating the intensity of reflexion. Two 
special cases present themselves. 

In the first place, a narrow beam of rays may be reflected 
from the face of a crystal cut parallel to the reflecting planes. 
In this case, if the intensity I of the incident beam is defined 
as the total amount of radiation falling on the crystal per 
second, calculation shows that 

ha @ 
T “32° * * 

where Q has the same significance as in equation (2). This 
is the case dealt with in our previous paper. 

* W. H. Bragg, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvii. p. 897. 
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The second case is illustrated by fig. 1. A beam of 
homogeneous X-rays is obtained by reflexion by the first 
crystal C. This beam is reflected by a second crystal 

Bie. 1. 

plate S, which is cut so that the reflecting planes are at 
right angles to its surface, and is turned with angular 
velocity ow. 

In this case, all the rays have to traverse a depth f sec @ 
‘in the crystal, where ¢ is the thickness of the plate. Calcu- 
lation shows that 

HO = Q.te™, Pers ep (an 

-~where t=¢y) sec 0, and Q and I have the same meaning as in 
equation (3). 

B2 
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This expression has a maximum ene when 
pe 

pole 

The Determination of Q. 

3. The object of the measurements described here and 
in the previous paper has been the determination of the 
absolute value of the quantity F over a range of glancing 
angles. EF can be calculated if Q is determined experi- 
mentally, since the other quantities in the expression for Q 
are known. 

In the former paper, Q was found by determining the 

reflecting power He for a crystal face, for which the formula 

eeu = holds good. The linear absorption-coefficient wu 

was measured directly, by passing the homogeneous beam 
through plates of rock-salt of various thicknesses. 1b wae 
pointed out, however, that in the ease of reflexions at small 
glancing-angles, the value of mw determined in this way is 
certainly too low. When X-rays pass through a crystal 
in such a direction that the crystal reflects the rays, the 
absorption of the transmitted beam is greater than that 
for other directions. This effect was first noticed in the 
ease of the diamond by W. H. Bragg *, and the effect 
also exists in the case of rock-salt +. Fig. 2 shows some 
determinations made with the apparatus arranged as in 
fig. 1, but with the ionization-chamber placed so as to 
receive the transmitted beam. The ordinates represent 
the strength of the transmitted beam, plotted for a number 
of crystal settings. It will be seen that the transmitted 
beam is reduced by 20 per cent. when the crystal is 
set at 4° 50'f, the angle at which it reflects the X-rays. 
most strongly. 

The value of mw is therefore greater than its normal 
value (10°7), for beams passing through the crystal in any 
direction In which they are reflected strongly, and the: 
values of Q, calculated using the value 10°7 for p, will 

* W. H. Bragg, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvii. p. 881 (May 1914). 
+ Cp. the figures obtained by Rutherford and Andrade in their deter- 

mination of the wave- -length of y1ays, Phil. Mag. ser. 6, vol. xxviii. 
no. 164, p. 263 (August 1914). 

iL Owing to a zero error in setting the ry ystal plate, this angle differs 
from the reflexion angle 6° 17’. 
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be too small. This was pointed out in the former paper, 
but no allowance could be made for this effect, as the 
increase in » had not been measured. This increase has 

Fig. 2. 

60 

fomsation in Arbitrary Units. 
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Crystal Setting. 

now been determined by a direct method, and in this paper 
the necessary corrections have been made to the values 
of Q, and so of F. 

A, The increase in uw cannot be determined from a curve 
such as that of fig. 2. The beam falling on the crystal 
is not absolutely parallel ; therefore it is not possible to 
set the crystal so that all the rays of the beam pass through 
at that angle for which absorption is a maximum. The 
apparent increase in » indicated by the curve sets a lower 
limit to the effect, which may be considerably greater. 

When reflexion takes place inside a crystal plate, as 
in fig. 1, the strength of the reflected beam is given by 
equation (4), K 

@ 
ae — pet pom ome 

where ¢ = t) sec @. 

In this equation, w is the effective absorption-coethcient 
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appropriate to tays passing through the crystal at the 
reflecting-angle, since all rays entering the ionization- 
chamber have passed through at this angle. 

If a number of plates of different thickness are taken, 
the intensity of reflexion measured in each case, and its 
value plotted against ¢), the points should lie on a curve 
such as that in fig. 3. The circles in this figure are the 

Fig. 3, 

experimental determinations of the intensity of reflexion 
(100) for a number of plates varying in thickness from 
0-2 to 25 mm., and a curve of the form y=ate-“ has 
been drawn so as to conform as closely as possible to the 
absolute experimental values. 

The constants of this curve give the values of Q and 
Ce by) 

ie 
pw” can be measured by noting the value of ¢ at which 

the curve has its maximum, since at this point t)sec 0= : 
be 

The maximum occurs at t)=0°610 mm.; whence »=16°30. 
The value measured directly is w=10°7, so that the increase 
in w at the reflecting angle is 52 per cent. 

The value of Q is given by the equation 

(=) =2. la 

The mean of our experimental determinations gave 

E 
(=*) = 3-65 10-5 
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Substituting e=2°718, w= 16°30, we obtain 

Qi100) = 16°16 x Om: 

From the value of Qo) the absolute value of (Fo + Fya) 
ean be calculated, from equation (1). 

This yields Fot+ Fx. = 20°10 

at the glancing-angle 6° 17’, corresponding to reflexion 
from (100). In other words, when the rays are diffracted 
through an angle of 12° 34’, the total effect of the 28 electrons 
in a pair.of sodium and chlorine atoms is reduced, by 
interference, to an effect 20°10 times that due to a single 
electron. 

This value for = may be compared with that obtained 

by reflexion from the face (100) of rock-salt. Formule (3) 
and (4) state that 

Ko _ Q 
i Oh 

Q 

for reflexion at a face. 

Ko 
(7) = bh for reflexion through a plate. 

The experimental value for the reflexion in the first case 1s 

ne — 5-41 x 10-**. 

If the effective coefficient of absorption w were the same 

for the crystal face and for the plate, the value of ue for 
reflexion through the plate would be 

9 
eA alae x = So SIO. 

The experimental value, as stated above, is 3°65 x 1074. 
As will be seen, the value of w for a crystal plate depends 
on the way in which the plate has been prepared, so that too 
much stress must not be laid on the numerical agreement ; 
but this comparison serves to show that w is approximately 
the same in both cases, and that the absolute values for the 
reflecting power of a small crystal element got by these 
different methods are in agreement with each other. 

* This redetermined absolute value is lower than that given in the 
former paper (6°12 x 10-4). 
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Effect of Imperfection in the Crystal. 

). The effect of irregularity in the crystal is discussed 
very fully by Darwin (Phil. Mag. April 1914, p. 685). 

When X-rays are passing through a homogeneous element 
of the er ystal at the correct angle for reflexion, the reflected 
beam is in its turn again reflected by the crystal. The beam | 
which has undergone this double reflexion is parallel to the 
transmitted beam, but its phase differs from it by 7, so that 
it tends to diminish it. The absorption of the transmitted 
beam is therefore greater than the normal absorption, for 
rays going through at any other angle. The greater the 
depth of the homogeneous element traversed by the X-rays, 
the greater is the increase in the effective absorption- 
coefhcient. It is this which gives rise to the diminution 
of the transmitted beam whien a crystal is set so as to reflect 
the rays. (See fig. 2.) 

If the homogeneous elements in a composite crystal are 
small, so that che Xe -rays traverse a few planes only in 
each homogeneous fragment, the increase in the absorption- 
coefficient at the reflecting angle will be inappreciable. 
In this case the formule (3) ang (4) will hold good for 
reflexion by a face and through a plate, p being the normal 
coefficient of absorption. On the other hand, "TE. the homo- 
geneous fragments are so large that the increase in the 
absorption-coefficient is appreciable, the intensity of re- 
flexion will be thereby diminished. The upper layers of 
each homogeneous element cut down the transmitted beam 
to an abnormal extent, so that the lower layers do not 
contribute so much to the total reflected beam. The more 
irregular the crystal, the stronger we should expect to tind 
the reflected beam. 

Darwin (loc. cit. p. 686) shows that, in a perfect crystal, 
all the radiation that can be reflected, is so, long before the 
depth is reached at which rays at a different angle are 
appreciably absorbed. Over a small range of angles 
reflexion is complete, the normal absorption-coefficient 
playing no part in diminishing the intensity. He takes 
the case of a crystal composed of homogeneous layers, 
each of sufficient depth to give the maximum possible 
amount of reflexion of the X-rays. The orientation of 
these successive layers is slightly different, so that the 
lower layers do contribute to the reflected beam when 
the X-rays fall on the crystal face at the angle which is 
appropriate to them, since rays reflected at them are 
able to pass through the upper layers. 
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To quote from Darwin’s paper: “... We have strong 
experimental reason to believe that the crystals are even 
more imperfect than this. For when the reflexion is 
evaluated . . . it will be found that the second order of 
reflexion is as strong as the first—a result known to be 
untrue. This must be taken to indicate that the crystals 
are so badly twisted that their planes do not remain parallel 
even long enough to produce a single perfect reflexion.” 
We may therefore distinguish two degrees of irregularity 

in a crystal structure. On the one hand, the crystal may 
be so irregular that the absorption in each homogeneous 
fragment is entirely due to the conversion of the X-ray 
energy into cathode-ray energy. The absorption-coefficient 
will then be the same for rays passing through the crystal 
in any direction. This absorption- nations which we 
will call jo, can be found by direct measurement, and, 
in the case of these very irregular crystals, it is the correct 
coefficient to substitute in all the formule for reflexion. 
On the other hand, the homogeneous fragments, while still 
irregularly arranged, may each be sufficiently large for 
the extinction of the transmitted beam at the reflecting 
angle to be appreciable, in comparison with the reduction 
in intensity due to normal absorption. In this case, 
X-rays, passing through the composite crystal at such an 
angle that some of the fragments are reflecting, will be 
absorbed more strongly than rays passing through at 
other angles. There will be an increase in the effective 
absorption-coefficient. If the effective coefficient of ab- 
sorption is now #, we can state that 

fb = Mot €. 

The coefficient e will be called the ‘“‘coefficient of extinction 
of the X-rays in the crystal. 

97 

The Measurement of the Extinction- Coefficient. 

6. Our experimental results show that the regularity in 
structure of rock-salt is such that ¢ is appreciable for strong 
reflexions, but is very small for the reflexions of high order. 
We have measured the normal coefficient of eee [Lo 
for rays passing through the crystal at any angle, and 
found it to be equal to 10°7. We have then determined 
the effective coefficient of absorption # at the reflecting 
angle by the method described in paragraph 4. This has 
been done for the reflexions (100), (110), (200), and (3800). 
The results are shown in figs. 4, 5, and 6. 
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In fig. 4(a), for example, the intensities of the (100) 
reflexion through slips of various thicknesses are plotted 
against the thickness of the slip. Since the object of the 
experiment is to determine the position of the maximum of 

Ew F 

hrelstive values of — 

Thickness t, 12 CMS. 

the curve, the intensities are relative, that given by one 
of the slips whose thickness was 0°49 mm. being taken 
as standard in each case. The X-rays were not rendered 
homogeneous by a previous reflexion ; but this does not 
affect the curves, since it was found that the allowance 
for “white” radiation of neighbouring wave-lengths was 
the same for all the slips. Figs. 4(6), 4(c), and 4 (d) 
are the curves for the reflexions (110), (200), and (300). 

It will be seen that the maximum of the curve occurs at a 
progressively greater thickness in passing from one curve to: 
that below it. Since the curves are placed in order of the 
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intensity of reflexion by the corresponding faces, this means 
that ~ diminishes in passing to less intense reflexions (cp. 
equation (5)). 

The effective coefficient u can be calculated more readily 
by plotting the results as in fig. 5. 

Since 
Ko = Hy sec 6 = — Ost, sec Geng! 08°? 
ii 

ealiies ) 
..( — } tcons = —yt log, Gare + cons pty sec O 

Fig. 5. 

t, 17 centimetre. 

In fig. 5, loze(42) is plotted against ¢. The slope of 

the curve then gives pw directly, allowing for the factor sec @. 
The results are tabulated below. 

Effective Hxtinction i ‘ fe 
Reflexion. coeflicient, coefficient, eee ne ee 

Il. 6=— [lo. | 
100 16°30 5°60 100 

110 13°60 2°90 50:5 

200 12°66 1:96 19:90 

300 10°72 0:02 4:87 

Normal coefficient of absorption, 10°70, 
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The intensity of reflexion is that from a rock-salt face, 
determined as described in a previous paper. It would be 
perhaps more accurate to compare e with Q, but the com- 
parison has been made in this way in order to facilitate the 
application for the correction for ¢ to our results. 

Fig. 6. 

ie) 20 40 60 80 100 

Relative values of Ew 

In fig. 6, w is plotted against the intensity of reflexion. 
It will be seen that the points, with the exception of (200), 
lie on a straight line which cuts the y axis at 10°80, a value 
very close to the normal coefficient of absorption 10°70. 
We may therefore assume, without introducing any large 
error, that we can calculate for any reflexion from the 
formula 

p= wot Fl, hie 3A (6) 

the value of & being determined: from the slope of the 
curve. 

The Relation between Regularity of Structure and 
Intensity of Reflexion. 

7. An interesting point was observed in measuring the 
intensities of reflexion through the crystal. plates. In 
the case of certain plates, the intensity was found to be 
abnormally high. In fig. 4, the points corresponding to 
these plates which gave the high values are denoted by 
crosses instead of circles. This abnormality is much more 
marked in the case of the (100) reflexions than for those 
which are less intense. 

This effect was traced to a greater irregularity in structure 
of the crystal plates. In every case in which tle value came 
to be abnormally high, it was found that the crystal gave 
reflexion over a wide range of angles. It was also found 
that this irregularity could be produced artificially by 

= 
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grinding the crystal plate on coarse emery-paper, plates 
prepared in this way giving a ‘reflexion over a long range, 
and abnormally high values for the intensity. 

Fig. 7 will illustrate this effect. A single crystal plate 
was cut across In two equal portions, and from these 
two plates of the same thickness (0°78 mm.) were prepared. 

IME Wc 

Crystal Set ting. 

5° ai ° s B° 

Cryste! Setting. 

A, Intensity of reflexion 0°93. 
B. ”) 7) oP] ib 20. 

The first plate was rubbed down on ground glass with water 
so as to avoid all mechanical strain. The second was 
ground down on coarse emery-paper. The curves of fig. 7 
show the amount of radiation reflected by the plates over a 
range of a few degrees. ‘The first gives a narrow maximum, 
showing that the structure is regular; the second, an irre- 
gular curve over a much larger angle. The intensities of 
reflexion in terms of that of the standard plate were 0°93 and 
1:20 respectively for the (100) reflexion, showing how much 
greater the intensity is for the irregular than for the regular 
erystal. In fig. 4, the points correspondiny to these two 
crystals are denoted by “A” and “B.” The irregularity 
of the points in fig. 4 is therefore to be ascribed to slight 
differences in the perfection of structure of the crystal 
plates, and the fact that they can be made to fit with 
a fair approximation to a te~#’ curve shows that all the 
plates have much the same degree of irregularity of 
structure. As stated above, the few abnormal points 
were all found to correspond to erystals which tor some 
reason had an exceedingly irregular structure, 
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Corrected Values for Pq and Fy,. 

8. From the curve in fig. 3, we can calculate the absolute 
value of Quoo) and therefore the value of F'oj+ Fy, for rays 
diffracted through an angle of 12° 34' (twice the glancing 
angle for reflexion from this face). This, as stated above, 
comes to be 20°10. Since allowance has been made for the 
extinction-coefficient, this 1s now an accurate determination. 
In the previous paper the value of Fo, + Fy, was obtained by 
measurements on the intensity of refiexion from a face, taking 
p to be 10-7. These measurements give Fq+Fy,=16 68. 
The difference between the two values shows the effect of 
allowing for the extinction-coefficient. 

We now have sufficient data to calculate the correct values 
for Fq and Fya over the whole range of angles which has 
been examined. When the glancing angle is large, the 
reflexion is so weak that the extinction-coefficient may 
be neglected. The values for Fo—Fy,, given in the 
previous paper, therefore hold good, allowance being made 
for the differences due to the re-determination of the absolute 
intensity of reflexion mentioned above. On the other hand, 
the measurements described in paragraph 4 make possible 
the absolute determination of Fq+ Fy, for the angle of 
most intense reflexion, by a method which is independent 
of any uncertainty as to the value of w. We can therefore 
estimate to what extent the (100) reflexion is diminished by 
the extinction-coefficient in the case of the measurements 
with a crystal face, and using the formula ph=po+ kl we 
an raise the values of the (110), (222), (200), and other 
strong reflexions, so as to bring them into line with the 
new data. The values for Fo) and Fy, so obtained are 
tabulated below, and plotted in fig. 8. 

Values of Fqj and Fy,. 

Foi) +F na: = 2 as ; 
(Corr. for €). Fo— Fa Cl. Ewa 20 sin@. FoqtFya: 

1000 17-12 21:05 4-40 12°72 8°32 11° 24’ 

1305 15°66 18°21 2°98 10°59 761 15° 

"1736 13°86 14:89 2°32 8:60 6:23 20° 

2164 We 12°35 2°53 ca 4°91 25° 

“2588 10°19 10°51 2°49 6:50 401 30° 

~3007 8°86 Cail 2°46 5°78 3°37 35° 

“8420 784 790 2°40 5°15 2°75 40° 

3827 6°83 6°83 2°39 4°61 2°22 45° 

4226 5°91 5-91 2°93 4:15 176 . 3502 

4617 5:07 5:07 2°33 3°70 1°37 55° 
5000 3.92 3°92 2°40 316 076 “Gf 
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The figures for (cq + Fy,) in the third column have been 
corrected for the extinction-coefficient. The intensity of 
reflexion is so weak in the case of the planes with odd 
indices that the extinction-coefiicient is negligible, and the 
values for Fq—FHy, need no correction. In the fifth and 
sixth columns are given the corrected values for Fo 

Va/ues of F. 

Sin @ 

The amplitude of the waves diffracted through an angle 20 by the 
Chlorine and Sodium atoms are expressed in terms of that scattered 
by a single electron. The wave-length X of the rays is equal to 
Vole lOSsiemiey ie 3 

and Hy, The angle of 20 through which the rays are 
diffracted is given in the last column. 

In fig. 8, both the former values, and those corrected for 
the extinction-coefficient, are shown. The maximum yalues 
for Ff at @2=0 would be expected to be 10 for sodium, 18 for 
chlorine, assuming both atoms to be ionized. The general 
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trend of the corrected curves is towards maxima in the 
neighbourhood of these values, whereas the uncorrected 
curves drop too quickly as they approach the y axis, 
this being particularly noticeabie in the curve for sodium. 
The fact that the corrected curves tend towards these 
maxima confirms the accuracy, both of the experimental 
determinations and of the assumptions which have been 
made in the calculations. 

SUMMARY. 

The object of these experiments has been the deter- 
mination of the amplitude of the wave diffracted in various 
directions by the chlorine and sodium atoms when homo- 
geneous X-rays of unit amplitude fall on these atoms. 
This amplitude is expressed in terms of that diffracted 
by a single electron, the results for chlorine and sodium 
being shown in fig. 8. 

The following formulee for the intensity of reflexion have 
been used :— 

Ko _ Q 
if 2h 

for reflexion at a face ; 

Ko 
a OF, see @, Hto sec 8 

I 

for reflexion at glancing angle @ through a crystal plate of 

thickness f) cut perpendicular to the reflecting planes. - 
Q is given by the formula 

ING P e* 1+ cos? 20 
—B sin26@ — — : e ; 

Q sin 20 mck 2 sin 29 

Allowance has been made for the increase in the effective 
coetticient of absorption pw, in the case of strong reflexions, 
due to the existence of the ‘“‘ extinetion-coefficient.” — , 

The amplitude of the wave diffracted by a pair of sodium 
2 , mee) | e 

and chlorine atoms is given by the factor F—;. The two 
: mc 

atoms diffract waves which are in phase with each other 
for all planes except those with wholly odd indices, when 
the waves are opposed in phase. By measuring the intensity 
of reflexion for both types of plane, it has been possible 
to assign values to the amplitude diffracted by the chlorine 
and sodinm atoms separately over a range of angles from 
10° to 60°. 
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The results confirm the accuracy of the measurements 
and of the theoretical assumptions, since they indicate the 
correct number of electrons in the atoms of chlorine and 
sodium. 

An estimate of the distribution of the electrons around 
the nuclei of these atoms may be obtained by analysis of 
the results, since the forms of the diffraction curves are 
dependent on the arrangement of the electrons. We hope 
to publish this analysis shortly. 

Manchester University, 
20th March, 192). 

Il. Triple Pendulums with Mutual Interaction and the 

Analogous Electrical Circuits—Il. By Prof. HH. H. 

Barron, F.R.S., and H. M. Brownine, M.Sc., FInst.P.* 
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Se I. InTRODUOTION. 

Ab HE present paper deals with the theory and confirma- 
tery experiments carried out with the modified 

apparatus referred to in the previous paper on this subject +. 
All three pendulums in use still have bobs of equal masses 
as before, and their total lengths are still all equal. Buta 
rather simpler system of suspension is here adopted which 
both facilitates the experiments and simplifies the theory. 
This mechanical form still secures a degree of generality 
equivalent to that which could be obtained with three equal 
electrical circuits in which each pair had a different mutual 

induction. 
The equations of motion for these pendulums lead to a 

general solution, showing that each pendulum may execute 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
| + See “Triple Pendulums,” ete. I., Phil. Mag. Noy, 1920. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42, No. 247. July 1921. C 
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a vibration which is the resultant of three simple harmonic 
components of undetermined amplitude and phase. ‘The 
frequencies of these components are identical for the three 
pendulums. On examining the general relations between 
the amplitudes of these nine components, it is found, that for 
one penduium, one of the possible components fails and 
for the other eight still remaining three constants are suffi- 
cient to express them. Further, for a component of a given 
frequency the phase was found to be the same for each 
pendulum. 

This left in the solution six arbitrary constants to be 
determined by initial conditions. These are then worked 
out for several typical cases. The theoretical results are 
found to be in satisfactory agr eement with the experiments. 

Thirty-six photographic records of the tripled traces are 
reproduced in the paper. 

Il. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS. 

The general disposition of the pendulum is shown in the 

Fig. 1. 

General Perspective View. 

perspective sketch of fig. 1. Side and end elevations are 
given in figs. 2 and 3 respectively, while fig. 4 shows in an 
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oblique plan one-half of the bridle cords and their con- 
necting bridges. This plan is needed for reference in 
developing the theory. We have omitted from all these 

Fig. 2. 

Side Elevation. 

views the framework supporting the points A A’ A”, E HE! B” 
and the rails for the sliding board. These are shown in the 
photograph which appeared as fig. 13, pl. v. Phil. Mag. 
‘ser. 6, vol. xxxvi. July 1918. 

; C2 
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The first method adopted for suspending three inter- 
connected pendulums was shown in figs. 1 and 2 of paper I. 
(Phil. Mag. Nov. 1920). The present simpler arrangement 
differs from that just referred to in that the suspension 

Fig. 4. 

Obligue Plan. 

points on the bridle cords are now all in one horizontal 
straight line, instead of the centre point being lower and 
advanced towards one end. We also now usually restrict 
ourselves to two bridges, BB’ and C’C”, which is understood 
to be the case unless anything to the contrary is specified. 

It may be seen from the figures, that if any one of the 
three pendulum bobs P, Q, R is displaced and let go (or 
started in any other manner), each of the other pendulums 
will respond accordingly. The nature of such response (in 
both qualitative and quantitative aspects) is calculable and 
capable of ready verification by means of the sand traces left 
from the funnels on the moving board. 

III. TuHeory or TRIPLE PENDULUMS. 

(a) Pendulum Lengths and Relations among them. 

In the first paper it was pointed out that if a bridge 
(BB’, say) were held still while one of the corresponding 
pendulums was isolated and started executing small vibra- 
tions, its virtual length would be given by a simple 
geometrical construction. This length is now called 6, and 
shown in figs. 1 and 2. The length in question is seen to be 
the vertical depth of the bob P below the point By on the 
dotted line BE. Similarly, for the bridge C’C”, the corre- 
sponding depth of the bob R below C) on the dotted line 
©" is called c, and is the virtual length of this pendulum 
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for small vibrations if isolated from the other pendulums. 
The depth of any bob below the level AE of the ends of the 
bridle is called a, and is clearly the virtual length for oscilla- 
tions of all the pendulums i in phase together. From analogy 
of the coupled-pendulums dealt with in earlier papers (Phil. 
Mag., Oct. 1917, Jan. 1918, July 1918) it was anticipated 
that ane frequencies involved would be functions of a, 8, 
and ¢, and so these lengths were forced into the analysis as 
early as possible. 

But, in addition to these three lengths, there are others 
which must be temporarily used. Thus the depth of the 
apex ‘D of the bridle below AH is called d. Further, with 6 
is associated the length b, (which equals a—6) and 6’, which 
is the depth of B below AH, on figs. 1 and 2. Similarly, 
Cy =a—c and c’ is the depth of C' below AE. 

For the symmetrical arrangement in the side elevation as 
shown in fig. 2 (2.e., AD=DE) we find the following rela- 
tions between the constants in question, to which are added 
those just mentioned : 

b=a—b), Co=a—C, 

sel 2db, _ 2d(a—b) ee 2d(a—c) 

eh d--a—b’ @ G6 * | 

og Cao po Oe) r (1) 
ea a halon” d+a—c¢ : 

2 hia een es 2d?(b—c) 
(d+a—b)(d+a—c) 

(b) Equations of Motion and their Reduction. 

The theory now to be developed is based upon the following 
assumptions and data :— 

Gi.) The oscillations contemplated are to be regarded as 
small, 

(ii.) The damping of the oscillations by friction, etc., is to 
be considered negligible. 

(iii.) Zotal lengths of all bridles and suspensions to be the 
same. 

(iv.) Masses of bridges and cords all negligible. 
(v.) Bridges to be considered rigid. 
(vi.) Changes in masses of bobs by discharge of sand to 

be neglected. 
(vii.) Masses of P, Q, and R to be equal (each of value 

2M). 
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Referring to the end elevation, fig. 3, let the displacements 
at time ¢ of the bobs P, Q, and R be respectively x, y, and 2. 
Also, let the displacement of B, on the bridle cord ABDE 
(figs. 3 and 4) be uw, and that of the point C, on the bridle 
cords A’ 0" D' BI" be w, both at time ¢. All these displace- 
ments are reckoned positively if to the right-hand in fig. 3. 
Then the equations of motion may be written in the form : 

For bob P, Mos ; +2Mg~ 7a “=0 | 

| 
For bob Q, 2 ued 4 2Mgl—* =o +. (2) 

For bob R, a : 

We thus have three equations involving the five unknown 
variables w, y, z, u, and w. To reduce these five unknowns 
to three, we need relations that depend upon the stresses in 
the bridle cords and bridges. This need involves the tem- 
porary introduction of two more unknowns, viz.: the force 
of compression U in the bridge BB’ and the ten aes force W 
in the bridge C/O”. 

Consider, first, the bobs P and Q (displaced # and y respec- 
tively) and the bridge BB’. Then, since the point Bo is 
displaced uw, the point “8 (see fig. 2) will be displaced ub/bc. 
This follows from the fact that the position of the bridge 
when supposed massless reduces to a static problem. And 
since the bridge BB' is supposed rigid, the displacement of 
B’ is ub/bo also. By use of equation (1) these displacements 

2ud 

d+a—b 
Further, because the cords are supposed massless, the 

portions EBDP remain in one plane, and therefore the dis- 
placement of D is found to be 

may be written 

i (z—u)(d—b,) pe (v—u)(d—at+b) 

a—by b 

Thus we have 

Displacement of D—that of B 

(e—u)(d-at+b) ud | 
b dta—b° — © Go? 

=u+ 
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Let Se bridle cords be inclined « to the horizontal, 
see fig. 2. 

Then true length of AB=6/sine and 

d— ve (d—a+b)d 
sine (d+a—b)sine ~ (4) 

true lengthyf BD= 

The tensions on the bridle cords BD and AB are each 

Mi ‘ : : ; 4 
<7 and their deflexions from their undisturbed position 

l 

ean be found from (3) and (4). 
Thus, the three forces acting at B are Mg/sine along BA, 

Mg/sins along BD, and U along B‘B. 
Then, by resolving parallel to BIB and reducing, we find 

U_a—b+d 
Big c= bod WOO) Uae 3 (0) 

In like manner for the point B’, we have the forces U from 
B to B’, Mo/sins from B’ to A’ _and Mg/sin « from B/ to C’. 

Now, ‘displacement of C’ is 2wd|(d-+a—0), the true length 
of A’B’ is b'/sint, and that of B'O’ is (c'—64’)/sins, whence 
the deflexions of each from their undisturbed positions as 
before. 
We thus find for the point B’, by resolving parallel to BB’ 

and reducing, that 

U _ (a—b+d)(ua—ue—wat wb) 
MG = (a—b)(6—c)d 

Hquating right sides of (5) and (6), we eliminate U and d, 
obtaining 

u(2ab—ac—be) =wh(a—b) + a(a—b)(b—c). . (7) 

(6) 

Let us next consider the point C"’ on the bridge C’C". 

~w)(d—a+ c) 
C 

The displacement of Dee eee 

The displacement of C= we'/eg=2wd/(d+a—c). 

The true length of A"C"=c'/sins, that of CD" 
= (d—c’)/sin ¢. 

Thus, we can write the sines of the deflexions from the 
undisturbed positions of the cords A'’C"’ and CD". 

At the point (’” we have the three forces: JV from C” to 
C', Mg/sine from C’”’ to A”, and Mo/sin u from C!' to D". 
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On resolving parallel to C’C" and reducing, we find 

W  (a-—c+d) 
Mg  (a—ejcd 

{z(a—c)—wa). 2-2 ee) 

Again, for the point C’, true length of B’C’ is (c’—b)/sinz, 
and that of C’D' is (d—c’')/sinu. The displacement of B’ has 

already been shown to be 2ud/(d+a—b), that of C' to be 
2wd|(d+a—c), while that of D! is w+(y—w)(d—a+to)/e. 
Hence the sines of deflexions of the various,portions from 
their undisturbed positions can be written. 

Thus, at the point C’ the forces acting are W from C’ to 
CY, Myjsin from C’ to B’ and from C’' to D’. Resolving 
these parallel to 0'C" and reducing, we find 

W _ (a-—c+d) 
Moye Cn: © fwb—we=y(b—0)}- meee) 

Equating right sides of (8) and (9), we eliminate W and d, 
and find 

uc(a—c) = —(y+2z)(a—¢)(b—c) +w(2ab—be—ca). (10) 

We may note here that the disappearances of d from 
(7) and (10) show that the couplings are independent of d. 

Then, from (7) and (10) we obtain u and w in terms of x 
y, and z. These values may be written : 

 (@=0) {2(2ab—be—ca) + (y + z)b(a—c)} 

a(4ab—3be—ca) » + CL) 

_ (a—e) {wc(a—b) + (y+2) (2ab—be—ca) } 

a a(4ab— 3be—ca) - + (12) 

Of the seven variables, w, y, z, u, w, U,and W, we have 
thus eliminated U and W, leaving five equations, viz.: (11) 
and (12) and those denoted by (2). Hence, putting (11) and 
(12) in (2), we may obtain three equations involving only 
the three variable displacements 2, y, and z. These may be 
written : 

@x ge gla—b){w(2ab—be—ca) + (y+2)b(a—c)} | 
CE = ab(4ab—3be—ca) : 

ay. gy _ gla—e){ axel a—b)+(y+2)(2ab—be—ca)} + (13) 

OG Tae c ca(4ab — 3be— ca) 

Pe, gz _.gla—c)iac(a—bd) + (y+z) (2ab—be—ea) } 

GE ca(4ab — 3be—ca) 5 
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These three equations may, be reduced to the compact 
form : 

oe + foxy + ke, | 

Cd + hyale + ke, a 

Ge 
dé sp lie ==ee 6 lop, 

where 

-_ (Be? —2ah—be~ Bea) ,) 
a(4ab—3be—ca) 

g(2a*b — bc? —c a) 

ca(4ab — dbe—ca)’ 

= gla—b)(a—e) 

i a(4ab—3bce —ca)’ 

pe ORT ea 4) 
ca(4ab—3be—eca) ? J 

A= oe 

By analogy with the case of electric circuits (Phil. Mag. 
p. 612, Nov. 1920) we might write for the three couplings 
involved the svmbols A, w, andy. Then referring to (14) 
and (15), we have 

=F 

fe Ni eee ce ee yo CLO) 

Dale be 

Or, by (15) in (16) we may write 

(a—c)(2ab—be—ca) > 
S 2020-002 Grd) a | 

| (16a) 
ae c(a—bh)*(a—c)? | 
Be = (eh —be?—ca)(2a? + 2ab—be—3ca) 5 

(c) General Solution. 

We have now to seek a general solution of the three 
equations of motion summarized in (14) and (15). This 
solution will be found to involve the frequencies, phases, 
and certain general relations between the amplitudes of the 
various vibrational components. It will be well to take 
these three topics in the following order. 
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(1) Frequencies.—As solutions of (14), let us try the three 
following expressions :— 

es Be. y= he = 2— Ge" ee 

Then, substituting (17) in (14), we have 

(m?—f)xe+ ky + kz=0, 

ket (nm? —h)y+le=0,)>. . 22 le 

het ly +(m?—h)z=0. 

Eliminating x, y, and z from these, we obtain 

| m?—f, k, k | 

| m—h, 1 l=:0. .) 7 ae 

| k, lf m?—h| 

This reduces to 

(m?—h—1){(m?—f)(m?—h+l)—2h=0, . (20) 

a cubic in m?. The roots of this cubic may be written 

m=h+l, | 

or, =4(fth—l) +iv 7 

By substitution from equations (15), and using subscripts, 
these roots become 

(21) 

5 

i — - | 

3Batb—4e | . 

Bics 7 hab— ea f Ce 

ie 

Accordingly, the six roots of (21) regarded as an equation 
in m may be written 

dem, a:m;, +7, . , 
And, corresponding to each of these six roots, there will be 
in the solution an arbitrary constant. 

(2) Arplitudes.—Referring to the equations of motion 
(14), and the trial solution of these in (17), let us now 
obtain relations between the amplitudes /#, F, G, which will 
hold generally, that is, for any of the six possible values of m. 
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Thus, by substituting in the first and second lines of (18) 
the values of w# and y from (17), we find 

—m?) FE mit. omit — > (f—m*) Ee | k fe | k | os 

(= m2) Fe" — ht Bie™ = lz, 

Eliminating z between these two, we obtain 

et SU Se ee i 
f= kha) =o), say. See (25) 

Again, from the first line of (18) using (17) and (25), 
we find 

Ne ie fl—lm? + k? > 

|Figeay k(h—m? + 1) 
mit — eae Her = Ge 

which reduces to 

mt—m?(f+h) +fh—l 

k(h—m? +1) 
G= He nCH cay... (26) 

It may be seen from (25) and (26) that the functions 
gd and have different values for m,, mp», and m3, but are 
alike for the positive and negative signs of any given 
numerical values of m. Thus the-functions may be written 
$1, bo, and 3; for +m, +m, and +ms3 respectively. The 
same applies to the w’s. 

(3) Phases—We may now use (23), (25), and (26) in 
(17) and write the general solution as follows : 

a= Hye + He-™* + Hoe’ + Ho/e~ mt 5 

+2 terms in F's, 
y= (Een dt bi( Lh; |) omnia bo( 1, jem f 2 

+ ho( H,')e~™" + 2 terms in }3(/3), | (27) 

z= (lye + ry Ey )e7™ + ro He ema” | 
+ po Hg Joma’ + 2 sean in W3(E3). J 

Owing to the fact that @ and w do not alter with the 
algebraic sign of m, these may be written in the more 
compact form given below in which the phase angles are 
constant in any one column 
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«= A, sin (mt +a,) + Ag sin (mot + ay) ) 

+ Azsin (m3t+ as), | 

= d;(A,) sin (myt + a) + do ( Ag) sin (mot + ao) ' 

+ h3(A3) sin (mt + ag), 

2=Vr, (Aq) sin (mt + @) + o( Ae) sin (mt + ae) | 

+3(A3) sin (mst+ #3).J 

Substituting the values of the m’s from (22) in (25) and 
(26), we have the following values of the functions ¢ and w, 

fi=~, fe=—-}, d= +1, L ee (0) 
Wi=-o, Wo= — 5; w= +1. 

(28) 

Hence, by (29) and (28) we may write the general solu- 
tion in the final form, 

i — Jabs, sin (mot + C5) aF A3sin (mst == ct) ee 

y= B,sin (mt+a;)— 4s sin (mot + a) + Agsin (mat +as), 
(30) 

JA Se. 
z= — B,sin (mt +a) — “9 sin (279t + a2) 

+ A,sin (mst + a3) .J 

It is seen that this set of equations involves only six 

arbitrary constants, viz.:—A,, A3, By, a4, 4; and «#3. The 
values of these six constants may be obtained for any given 
initial state, since that involves the specification of the 
three displacements #, y, and z, and the three corresponding 
velocities. 

(d) Initial Conditions. 

Case I—Take first (for the sake of its theoretical 
simplicity) the initial state in which two pendulum bobs, 

say Q and R, are held still in their equilibrium positions 
while the other bob P is held displaced, and then all three 

are let go. This may be represented by the following 
equations 

eae a. a} 

tO Gaal) ap 2 + ee 
Las yey Heo 
dt dt dt 
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Then, substituting (31) in (30) and its differentiation with 
respect to ¢, we have 

A, sin a+ Az sin a, = Lo, | 

et | 
By sin a— 9 ? sin a) + As sin a,=0, s 

e A e e 

— B, sin a,— = om a+ As Sin a3 = 
oi 

MA» COS dy + m3A3 COS & = 0, 

Mop 
mB, cos ei 1} A, COS &9 + m3A; COS @ = 0, 

me 
—m,B, COS 5 As COS &2 + m3A 3 COS 3 = 0. J 

The six equations of (32) are satisfied by 

2 Lo 
JS), Ay= 5 Xo, Ale == og 

fe (33) 
T Ti 

= 0; ao = 9? a: 9 an) 

That is to say, for these initial conditions only two of the 
three possible vibration components occur, the quickest 
(involving m,, whose square is g/c) being absent. 

Thus, putting (33) in (380), we may write as the solution 
for the present initial state, 

IL= 2X COS Mot + Ay COS Mest, | 

(34) 3Y = — Lo COS Met + xp COS Ms, | 

32 == — Xp COS Mot + &y COS mst. 

Case I1.—Consider now the initial state in which the 
bob P is pulled aside and held displaced a distance a) while 
the bobs Q and R are hanging freely at rest in equilibrium 
displaced, say yo and 2 respectively. Then it is seen at once 
that yp=2o=Wo (where w is the displacement of the points 
(, where the suspensions of Q and R produced vertically 
upwards meet the lines C’H’, C" HK"). 

Comparing the present Piel state with the general case 
treated in equations (3)—(12), we see that the equations 
which held for the points B, B’, C’, C” still hold, for, owing 
to the negligible masses of the bridges, the former dynamic 
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case is now reduced toa static one. ‘Thus, for the present 
case, equation (12) becomes 

Wo= (a—c) {woe (a—Bb) + (Yo + 20) (24b —be— ca) § (35) a(4ab— 3c —ca) 

Whence 

He CSO Sele 
JO dae 10 =a eat oe sop Sone re 

We may thus represent the present initial case mathe- 
matically as follows :— 

Rome—0: 

fae (a—b)(a—c) a Zl 
= SF ab—c) HGton@aa a oN i 

de _o dy _ dz _o ] mo 
dt a aa ao so mae 

Then equations (37), substituted in the general equations 
(30), lead to 

is BO eee ON) a 
Ties ee da(b—c) + (a+ 2b) ( (=o = 

oa(b—c) + 3(a+ 4b) (a—c) \ 
= 3a b = c) + (a + 26) (a—c}} oe: (38) 

J 
TT 

a=, CoO ag = 

nol 3 

This set of equations is like the set (33) except that A, 
and A, are different fractions of &p. 

It is accordingly scarcely necessary to write for this case 
a set of equations like (34), the solution bemg given by (30) 
and (38). 

Case 111.—lLet the pendulum bob Q be pulled aside and 
held displaced y=y, till the other bobs P and R are hanging 
freely at rest in equilibrium ; then Q is let go. It is then 
obvious that the displacements Zo and 2) of the bobs P and R 
will be calculable functions of yp and the constants involved 
in the systems. But these functions are somewhat cumbrous, 
and their exact values are not needed for a general examina- 
tion of the resultant vibrations which occur *. Thus we may 

* In any actual experimental case 2, and z, could be measured for a 
given y, and their values inserted in (40). 
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write, as sufficiently expressing this initial state, 

Fort=0, r=%m=¢(yo), YHYo == %=V(Yo); | 

dw _o gee dz _ 7?) 
dt ; dt dt : Se 

Then, by substituting Oe in (30), we obtain as the solution 
for this initial state in terms of 2, Yo, and 2 the following : 

6a2=2(229— Yo—%) COS Mgt + 2(ay + Yo + 20) COS Ml, | 

6y =3(Yp— <0) COS Myt — (2xy— Yo— Zp) COS Mot | 

+ 2( a + Yo + 20) COS mst, U (40) 

6z= — 3(Yp— %) Cos Mt — (2a) — Yo— Zp) COS Mot 

+ 2(&@ + Yot 2%) COS mse. J 

IV. MecHANnIcAL AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS. 

In the case of the interconnexion of three dissimilar 
vibrating systems nine constants may be seen to be mathie- 
matically possible. (See equations (1)-(8), p. 612, Phil. 
Mag. Nov. 1920, and (14) of the present paper.) But in 
the electrical case it is at once apparent that the mutual 
inductances reduce the number of their numerical values 
from six to three, each occurring twice. And in the appro- 
priate form of the equations for the mechanical case the 
same reduction must hold. Hence only six constants are 
possible as a maximum in either case. 

If now the three vibrating systems, when isolated, are 
made precisely ani two more constants are lost, the total 
number possible under these circumstances being reduced 
to four. Thus, in equations (1)-(3) (p. 612, Phil. Mag. 
Noy. 1920) on omitting subseripts from the L’s and Ss 
the four constants would become 1/LS, M,/L, M,/L, and 
M,/L, the first of these four occurring on the left side of 
the equations and the other three on the right. 

In the mechanical case the terms due to the coupling are 
not confined to the right side but affect also the variable 
occurring on the left. Hence in the mechanical case now 
under consideration, with masses of bobs and total lengths 
of pendulums all equal, it is not surprising to find that “tio 
constants, f and h, appear on the left side, leaving only 
two, k and /, on the right. Thus we have four constants in 
all, as in the somewhat analogous electrical case. But the 
latter shows a superiority in point of symmetry. Thus 
the mechanical case in question attains the same generality 
as the electrical case it imitates, but displays this cenerality 
in a less simple fashion. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

Thirty-six photographic reproductions are given, each 
showing the triple sand traces from the bobs P, Q, and R. 
Each such trace exhibits the resultant vibration of two or 
three components executed by the bob in question. 

Plate I. fig. 1 shows six sets of traces, each bearing a dis- 
tinguishing letter, the details of the corresponding pendulum 
lengths being given in Table I. For all these the bob P is 
pulled aside, and the experimental results confirm the theory 
that only two vibration components are present. The last 
trace 8 shows clearly that either the quickest or the 
slowest component is absent, since their frequency ratio 
would be about 2:1. Theory shows it is the quickest that 
is absent. 

AACE Taree 

a = 138 ems. retaG 

Trace. Ceere re i ~~ Brivie Lenets. 

Dg a peroneal 154 cms. 130 cms. 

FS neta a 1 ae 124h | 

AY enema ane tees eee Ux, 1G; ‘ 200 cms 

(rea 180 WG: & | 
PO aee seen 116: 1050 
(Gini tee teres entine Soa 34, oo 2a 

Plate I. fig. 2 shows twelve sets of triple traces, the pendu- 
lum lengths concerned being given in Table II. In all these 
the bob Q is started, and here, again, the theory is confirmed 

TaBLE ITI. 
a = 188 cms. 

Trace. ae ee = 
d, G. 

Or ace ean ce sene 134 ems. 154 cms. 

QS oer aeons Ils Saree 10) 55 

Vari ke ee eeee 134 ,, 124 = 

Xi) cs teaemeeee Sze ecy, D6ee. 

aE Vues Gan aaoae eee 134 ,, 1ODy-% 

Meri se OSE 1305-5 124 ,, 

Dol huntee oho eNee UO IG. ys 

BAPE int Cree en oO. NO. 

1 DG ROR aa orn Soe d 7 ale olGae 

ROE ime letras Sean DAS LODi =. 

Th as ty eee ee ae LCase pS Feces 

5 a OE er re tc eiGyer Obie 
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in that the. bob P shows a resultant compounded of only two 
simple vibrations, whereas Q’ and R for any considerable 
coupling show a resultant compounded of three simple 
vibrations. The cycles are, of course, distinctly shorter for 
the tighter couplings. | 

Plate I. fig. 3 gives six sets of triple traces, the corre- 
sponding pendulum lengths being given in Table III. In all 
these cases the bob R was started, and, as might be expected, 
the traces obtained for the same couplings are very similar to 
those in Piate I. fig. 2. 

TaBLeE ITI. 

a = 138 ems. 

a a —~ 

Trace. b. C. 

RS ee oN bend 134 cms. 130 ems. 

Kea Ee ane ee alae et 134 __,, 124 ,, 

Wig Pee, Steno tices 13007; NE ae 

[bic Nhs Ei ae ee NSO) IG 

UIs esc ne De iyged (coh O Pen we LOU i 

7) SD eo RE a 124. ,, LGier 

Plate I. fig. 4 gives six sets of triple traces with two bobs 
started simultaneously, the corresponding lengths being 
shown in Table IV. In the trace 8 the starting was by 
hand with slightly different amplitudes for the bobs Q 
and R. Consequently, as seen on the photograph, the 
bob P is set in motion. In the photographs T and y, 
the bobs Q and R were tied together in a displaced position, 
the starting being effected by burning the thread. Thus the 
bob P is scarcely moved. 

TaBLe LY. 

a = 138 cms, 
Trace. pe ese Ny a Ce wee 

b. Ge 

Sion on ot aes: 134 cms. 130 cms. 

DIRS ober Sate ta eee 134 ,, TSOw 

Tb Milne Rees eee Reet NOD,” 5, NOS 45 

Gi ae We Mes Ue RENE er Ging 1 Gere 

OP oe rare astlea sot As Gre TN oe ree 

Read Se rn ar IGE. thee 

Plate I, fig. 5 gives six triple traces with lengths as in 
Table V. In five of these cases (viz.: Z, 6, a, d, and e) two 
pendulums were locked together so as to form a single pendu- 
lum of double mass. This afforded an additional test of the 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. suly LO2T. D 
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theory of coupled pendulums of unequal masses and resulted 
in a satisfactory confirmation *. 

TAB Vee 
a= 1858 ems. 

Trace. Je 

b. C. 
Zi ee hee 134 ems. 116 ems. 

Ds ea eae pees Se Tb VIG 

Gs Tye tee loahee LAG ye 

7 Heine ee ea ee 104 _,, 104- 

Chicane spon ee 1Q4e. OA. Ge 

A emer May 80 40 _,, 

VI. SuMMARY. 

Bobs 
Locked. 

Q&R 
Q&R 
P&Q 
Q&R 
Q&R 
none. 

Bobs 
Started. 

iE 

Q&R 

R 

P 

Qa&R 

Q struck. © 

1. The present work is carried out with a simpler arrange- 
ment of three inter-connected pendulums than that used for 
the preliminary experiments. 

2. This arrangement is subjected to analysis which shows 
that the pendulums execute resultant vibrations each com- 
pounded of two or three simple vibrations. 
component vibrations have frequencies which are derivable 

Two of these 

from the lengths in use, as in the case of simple pendulums. 
The third component vibration has a frequency which is a 
function of the three lengths concerned. . 

3. Certain general relations between the amplitudes and 
phases of the components are also derived. These take 
special values for various initial conditions. 

4, A comparison between this mechanical case and the 
triple electrical system to which it is somewhat analogous 
reveals a strong general resemblance, but with a slight 
variation in details. 

5. Thirty-six photographic records are given, each showing 
triple traces, and on careful examination these are seen to 
give a satisfactory confirmation of the theory. 

Nottingham, 
January 13, 1921. 

* To trace this confirmation, see pp. 67-68 of paper II., Phil. Mag. 
January 1918. On these pages the following corrections need to be 
noted:— 

Page 67, equations (41), second part, should read : 

F= (1+ 8) pf 
1+p+£8p° 

This leads to changes in equations (42) and (48) on page 68, viz. : B and 
o need interchanging in the numerators of the coefficients of the second 
terms. Hence these numerators are (1+8)pf, instead of as printed. 
Consequently the coefficients of the e’s are 

beredie 
1+, 

1 ‘ 
and aesap respectively. 
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III. On the Theory of the Oscillations in Three Coupled 
Electric Circuits. By L. C. Jackson, B.Sc.* 

INTRODUCTION. 

HE problem of two coupled electric circuits has been 
the subject of a considerable number of investigations 

both from the experimental and theoretical standpoint. The 
question has been attacked from the theoretical point of 
view by J. v. Geitler, A. Overbeck, V. Bjerknes, P. Drude, 
RF. Kiebitz, and others. ‘The corresponding problem of 
three coupled electric circuits does not seem to have 
received any very great amount of attention. Apart from 
the work of B. Macktit and E. Bellini +, the literature 
of the subject is very scanty. 

In view of the growing importance of the use of systems 
‘containing three coupled circuits in wireless telegraphy and 
for the determination of various physical constants §, it 
seems desirable that the question should receive further 
investigation. 

The purpose of the present paper is to obtain a solution 
of the problem by a simple method not involving any 
considerable amount of complicated mathematical analysis. 

NOTATION. 

The following notation will be used throughout the present 
work :— 

ij, ly, lu, == Self-inductances of circuits 1, 2, and 3 
respectively. 

M,., Mos, Ms; = Mutual inductances between circuits 1 
and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 1 respectively. 

C,, C., Cz; = Capacities in circuits 1, 2. and 3. 
1» Rz, R3 = Resistances of circuits 1, 2 2, and 3. 
e1, is e; = Charges on condensers in circuits 1, 2, 

and 3. 
1), 15, 03 = Ourrents in circuits 1, 2, and 3. 
a, 8, y = Coefficients of coupling. 
l, m, n = Frequencies of the simple oscillations in cir- 

cuits if entirely separate from each other. 
Py ©}, ©, @; = Frequencies of oscillation in coupled 

circuits. 
g, 7, s = Damping factors. 

0, d, ww = Phase angles. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
t Jahrbuch der Drahtlosen Telegraphie, iv. pp. 188-195 (Dee. 1910). 
t ‘ Electrician,’ lxxxv. p. 78 (July 16, 1920). 
§ Cf. J. H. Vincent, Proc. Phys. Soc. vol. xxxii. pp: 84-90 (Feb. 1919) ; 

vand L. Pungs and G. Preuner, mone xx, pp. 043-545 (Dee. 1, 1919). 
— 
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THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR SOLUTION. 

Let us now consider the oscillations possible in three 
coupled electric circuits in which the inductances, capacities, 
and - resistances’ are Iy, Jus, Lz, C), Cy, C3, Ry, Row iueenes 
spectively, and which are inductively coupled through the 
mutual inductances M,,, M.;, Ms). 

The equations of motion of the circuits may be written : 

di li di C= GR +s Me G2 Mis 
€ e 

di 
di 

di G, = 7R,+ L, 7 a Mes Ma 7 

Cy dig diy _y, dis Car isRs + Ly —Maz —Mo7,, 

in which ¢;, é., e, are the charges on the three condensers in 
circuits 1, 2, and 3 respectively at any instant ; 7, 2», 23 are 
the corresponding currents, and also 

Mig = Moi, My; == M3p, M3 =e M31. 

ee the current 7 is the time rate of decrease of charge e, 
we have 

de, yu es aes 
Peas Salle Fi S05 ae = —123. a Sate (1) 

Using equations (1), the above equations of motion may 
be written in the form : 

X de 1 d? 1 d? atRC, +1, ie — Ma 1a 

i 
— M,3C, a = 0, 

l de, : e+ Ray F? 4 Lay 7? — MuaCy St | 

1 de, ; @) ay MC, ae 0, 

i ce ad? 3-+ RC. Al LC; a a M;,0, — | 

de 
Be M30C; Te aor 
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Following the usual practice, the coefficients of coupling 
may be written : 

M2” \ 
For coupling between circuits 1 enol Yer — mace ibe | 

ME S a 2randsa 0: — rt b . (3) 

M.,? g__ M23) a *, 2 @ Gin 1h o72 ole 

Let us assume a solution of (2) in the form 

Oy = AG 

On == Neyer, | 

Ox = (CEP 

Substituting these values in (2), we obtain 

ex(1 -- R,C, pe = L,C, p?) ar éoM 4.0, p? 

+e3;M,;C,p? = 0, 

(4) 

€yMa Cp? + (1+ RC, pi— Ly Cop?) 

+ €3M>3Cop? = 0, 

e,M3,C3 p? + €)Mo3C3 p? 

+ e3(1 -b R303 pe = L3C3p7) => 0. 

Hliminating ¢,, ¢,, and e; from these equations by means 
of the determinant 

| (1 + R,C, pe —L,C,p? No Mie.C, p?, Mi3C,p”, | 

MoCo p? 5 (1 “+ RCo pt a Ibo) M.3Cyp?, | 

| MaCyp’ MyOsp?, (14+ RCypi— Cp”), 
we obtain an equation of the sixth degree in p, viz. : 

: Pp? (2MyoMo3M5,; — L, LoL, + L,Me3?+ LeM5)? + L;Me,"| 

> +p% [Ri L,L; + L,R.L;+ L,L,R;—R,M,,?— R.-M;—R;M,.?| 

i Sp ee M,,” ne gli3— M3” _ daly el +R gk. RR, eee 1 Res 

- vi )2 

R,L, + L, Ro R,L;+ L.Rs 4, Rshy + LR, | 

- 2" | cs of Gren 
9 ay _L, a f L RiRy | R et R3Ry eal 

“d a C3; rae OHO C,C, C3 C 

tpi [ct tees tau = 4 C:C3* CiCs CHC) POG. w SS a. 
ed) | 
4 
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This is a complete equation of the sixth degree, of which, 
for our present purpose, we can assume a solution in the 
form 

P=19=oO, (OL Tso, “Ol Wis=aOe 

in which g, r, and s are small quantities whose squares are 

negligible. 
We thus obtain the equivalent equation 

(p-—ig—,) (p— ig +o)(p—ir—os)(p—irto2)(p—is—o3)(p—ts + @3) =0 

or, on expanding and omitting the negligible quantities, 

p—2pi(qtrt+s)—pt(@? +o? + a3”) 

+ 2p*itor(r +s) + o7(st+q)+os(gtr)} 
+p (@;7@>% + @.°@3" + 370") 

— 2pi( 2022" + @7@3°¢ + 270178) — 0170973" = 0. (6) 

Comparing coefficients in (5) and (6), we obtain 

C,C,C3 

1 = 2M,.Mo3M31— Ly be bs + Ly Mos? + L,M3)?+ L3Myo?, . . (2) ) 

—2(9+r+s) | 
— R,L,L3 + L,R,L3 + L,L,R3 a R, Mo»? = R,M3?— R3M,,.?, (11.) 

— (@;?+ @2? + @;”) | 

_ L,L,—M,,? , LpL;—M2;?  L3hL,— M3)? 
aie, TG fe | 

+R, L,R3+ rd tial be Fe bes 5 (ili. ) j 

—2{0)"(r +8) +@7(s+q) +o3°(¢+r)5 | tia R,L, a5 L,R, RL; = LR; Rsh, “+ LsR, | : 
a or af G a Lig ere (Cee abit Wolta (iv.) \ (7) 

— (40? + W273" + w3"@}”) | 

eels Ly ] E; Ls R,R, RRs Rak, 

tes S00. 00,2 .Caawe Ca) C,t...> ne 
_ 2(@°@,"s -— Wo" W3"g > @3°@)1"7") 

Jnl ae a = GC: Che. C,C,’ SOR erento? \f is Sa | (vi.) 

— @)?0,"@3" | 
1 

. . ° . . . BS (vii.) 
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From equations (7) i., iii., v., vii. we obtain the following 
equation for w, :— 

w2°(2M.M.;M3) — L,L.L3+ LM? + LM? + Ti3M 9”) 

eM? iol M2 Il, ~ Ma a( Ure 12 glug 23 3 hy 31 
test aes 86; aac, eb ret ase Reale ie RRL) 

eee i Ly RR, RR, Ral) 
WE a a Hoe c 3 uC, 

he Q 

th ee Oia fei are 8 G.0,C, ©) 
If now we make use of the abbreviations given below, 

equation (8) can be expressed in a slightly more compact 
form, containing only the couplings and the constants of the 
separate circuits as coefficients : 

pe rae m = i n? alee 
oF LC? y L,C,’ a L3C3, 

ee iy R, , ae Rs 

ky ee dee ky By ks tag oe 

Remembering the values of a, 8, and y given in equa- 
tion (3), we cau write equation (8) in the form: 

an(1 a — By — 208) 
— @24{ (1— a?) n? + (L—B?)P + (1— 97)? t hye + kaks + ksky} 
+ @9? (1? m* + m2n? + n2l? + kykon? + kgkgl? + kak”) 

—l?m?n2 = (). ee ee ene Ler hs oo. CQ) 

This is a cubic equation in w,”, of which the three (real) 
roots may be termed @,?, w,”, and w3”. The formal solution 
of equation (9) presents considerable difficulties. In any 
actual case in which the numerical values of the various 
coefficients are known, the roots may be obtained simply by 
graphical methods. As will be shown later, equation (‘) 
becomes more tractable if certain simplifications are applied. 
Solutions are thus obtained for certain cases rather less 
general than that represented by equation (9). 
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Returning to equation (7), we find that the damping 
coeflicients g, 7, and s have the following values : 

ek Ry aoe 
1=laGtag ac 

(laste Rols+T2Ry , Ral +LsRy 
(0) ; =a 

©; (OF C, 

ai o,'(R, LL, == L,R,Ls =e iby lbp let = vibes — R.M43? 
—RMy’) | 

-- R,R,Rs) 

= 2 (1°02? — @2°@3? + @3’@)? — @}'), 

= laGtagtac (CHO Cs HUGE Cy 

sof Ibs 7 Ly Rs | Ry aah alts « — FoR 4 RRR) 

- 1h D,Rybe- yl R,— Ri Mos = Rou Reh) | 

+2 (2? + 02°03? —@370)? — w,'), 

gk. NS pats | 
~ Lec au ECA, 

ies (= Pag Ry oe ee es ats 4) Holy s 

C3 y Cy 
+ R,RsRs) 

—wst(RiLsLs+ LR, ls + 1,L,Rs— Rae See RoM,2*) | 
+: 2(— 0/2? + w2?w3” + ws’)? — ws"). 

By means of the previously used abbreviations, the values 
of q, 7, and s can be written in the following form : 

g = [kym?n? + hon? l? + ks l?m? — aw, 2{n*(ky + ky) + 17( (kg + kg) +m?(k3 + ky) 7 
+ kykoks} —@y (hy + ko + ks — hy B? — heyy? — kya?) ] 

+ 21, LL; (@1@s? — @203" + 32 1? Or); | 

r = [kym?n? + kon?l? + kgl?m? — a? {n? (ky + ky) +P (ho + kg) + m? (k3 + ky) 

+ hy highs} — wo'(hy + hy +hy— key? = Roe. r (10) 
+ 21, L,13(@P?a,? + 5°03? — 03’, 7—@o), 

s = [ kym?n? + hyn? l? + ksl?m? — w37{n?(ky + ky) + 27( (ha + kz) + m?(ks + ky) 
t+ leykgk3}— wst(hy + ke + kg— kB? — Kesry” ~ kegec”) | | 

+ 21, L,L3(— @,?a,? + @2?o3? + ws"? *— 3"), 
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Then the general solution of equations (2) may be 
written in the form : 

€j= aye" cos (@t + 9) +. aye—" Cos (Wot + Fy) + aze—* Cos (w3t + 83), 

€o= bye & Cos (@t -- ¢1) + Ooem COs (@gt + dbo) + Osea” COs (wt —- 3), (11) 

é3=cye © cos (wt + Wri) + c,e—" COS (Wot + Wo) + c3e7’ Cos (Wst + Ws), 

ly = aye “fq cos (wt + 6,) + @, Sin (wt +0,) 
+ aye—"{ 7 COS (Wot + Ay) + wy Sin (Wot + A,) } 

+ aze—“{s cos (w3t + 63) + @3 sin (@3t + 85) }, | 
. 

B 
| lo = bye {gq cos (wt + >;) + @; Sin (wt + g)} | 

+ boe-"4 7 cos (@at + ho) + @2 Sin (wt + ho) | r (12) 
+ bge—“{s cos (wat + bs) + @; sin (wst + ps) }, | 

| 
J 

2g = Ce} g cos (@t +) +; SIN (@E +1) f 
+ c9e-"'{ 7 COS (Wot + ho) + we SIN (Wot + Wo) f 

+ ce "18 COS (wst + Yrs) + 5 Sin (wst +s) }, 

in which a, b,c, 0, 6, are arbitrary constants and the 
values of the other quantities are given by (9) and (10). 

From equations (11) and (12) we see that in each of the 
coupled circuits the electromotive force and the current 
each consist of three damped harmonic oscillations, of 
which the dampings and periods can be calculated as 
above in terms of the couplings and the constants of the 
separate circuits. We also see that the same three oscil- 
lations occur in each of the three cireuits, only the 
amplitudes and phase-angles being different. 

An attempt to visualize the resultant of three simul- 
taneous harmonic oscillations presents a more dificult 
problem than the familiar case of two simultaneous 
harmonic oscillations. Any means by which the signi- 
ficance of equations such as (11) and (12) can be orasped 
immediately without having recourse to the somewhat 
tedious process of drawing graphs of the oscillations under 
various conditions would be welcome. Reference may 
therefore be made to the recent work of Barton and 
Browning *, “Triple Pendulums with ee Interaction 
and the “Analogous Electric Circuits—I.,” in which the 
traces of actual oscillations of the Vee case of three 
mechanical vibrators are exhibited. These bring out in 
a very clear manner the somewhat unexpected nature of 
the resultant vibration. 

* Phil. Mag. Nov. 1920. 
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INITIAL CONDITIONS. 

Let us now consider the form of the general solution for 
certain initial conditions of starting the oscillations in the 
coupled systems, and so evaluate the eighteen constants of 
integration a, 6, c, 0, 6, and yr, each with subscripts 4, ”, °, 
which are not altogether arbitrary, but are such that they 
satisfy equations (2) for any value of the time. 

Suppose that, at the instant t=0, the circuits were 
without charge, but that a current 7 is suddenly started 
in the first circuit. | 

We may then write 

C= 6 — 63 =O 19, eo for ¢=0. 

Introducing these conditions into equations (11) and (12), 
we obtain 

0 = a, cos 6,+4a, cos O,+a3 cos 63, | 

O = 6, cos d, +b, cos he +b3 cos ds, Se. (13). 

0 = ¢, COS Py t+ C2 COS Wot C3 COS 3, | 

2) = ay(q cos 0; + @) sin O)) + ay(7 cos 6,+@, sin 05) | 

+ a3(s cos 6, +, sin 03), | 

0 = b,(¢ cos ¢,+ @, sin $;) + 8,(7 cos dg + @, sin ¢2) | 

+ b3(s cos b3 + w3 sin 3), f (i) 

0 = ¢:(q cosy + @, sinywy) + ¢o(7 Cosy, + wy sins) | 

| + ¢3(s cos3 + w3 Sin Yrs) .° J 

(13) and (14) are satisfied by G=$=W=-. 
Inserting these values in (14), we have 7 

1) = AO + AyW2 + A303, 
0 = ba, 4+ bow. + b303, (15) 

| 
| 
\ 

A | O = cy@, +o@. + C303. J 

In order to be able to evaluate a, 6, and ¢ in terms of the 
constants of the circuits, we must obtain some other relation 
between them. The values of a;, by, ¢), etc., bear the same 
relation to one another as the values of A, B, and C in 
equation (4), and we can easily determine the ratios, of 
A to B and A to C as below, thus providing the necessary 
supplementary relations required to evaluate a, b, and e. 

It may be noted here that the fact that a,, 6,, c,, etc., are 
related to each other in the same way as A, B, and C 
gives at once the information that 0;=¢,= 1, 0:5=¢2=Wo,. 
6;=¢3=Ws, agreeing with the conditions deduced from 
(13) and (14). 
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To determine the relations between A, B, and C, insert 
equation (4) in equation (2) and obtain 

A(1 —F R,C, pi —L,Cyp’) “1 BM,.C)p? 

+ CM43C, p? = 0, 

AM,,C,p? +B +R,C,pi— 1202p’) 
+ CMo23C, p? = 0, 

AM3),C3p? + BMs.C3p? 

+C(1+ R3C3pi1—L,C3p?) = 0. 

From these equations we find 

B= pt (MyyMoxC,C— Migl(sC,— Ma MosC,Cy + Mur ,U,Cs) 
+ p*i(M,.R3C,03— Ms, ReC,C,) + p? (M,.C,— Mi3C,) 

ip (Ly M30, Us at L, L3U,C; aie M,3M,,C,C, ote Ma)°C,Cs) 

— p#i(R,L;0,;C;—L,1R30,C3-+ MosR,C,C2) 
+ p?(L,C, + L303 + RyR3C,C3— Mo3C,) — pi (RaC3-+ RyC))—1 

: p* (My2Mo30,C.— Mo, L3C,C3— Msi M23C1C3 + MysL,C, Cz) 
= pt( My2R3C, Cz a Ma, R.C,C,) AP p” (M20, e My3C) 

p*(LyMo30,C3 — L,L,0,C.+ MyoMi301C3+ Myy?C)C2) 

—p* (R, LC, C2.— L, R.C, C2 + Mo3R,C,Cs) 

+ p?(L2C, + LC, + RyR2CiC2— Mo3C3) — pi( B,C; + ReC,) — 1 

Let us rewrite the above relations in the form 

B= HA 
POS ith, OU eaten OG 6 = FA, f oe 

in which each of EH and F have three values, which we will 

term H,, E., B3, F,, Fz, F3, corresponding to the three 

values @;, @:, @; of p. 
Then for the initial conditions considered above we tind 

that the constants of integration have the following values : 

2 ( E3F,— FE, F3+ EH, F,—E.Fy \ } 
aq = — 1— Ae 

aa ELF; — E3P,+ E3h)— Ey F3+ BE, F2—E2Fy / 

he = ( e tel na ) 
Wo EH. F3;— EF .+ Esk, — 0, F34+ Hiks— HF, : 

; > i) 

no a _ EEL EF, nie ) ate 
> @; \E2F;—E;F2+ B3F,—E,F;+ E,F2— B.F,/’ 

b= Ea, by = Eyay, b; = Kaas, | 

¢, = Pia, Co = Fede, c3 = Bsa. J 
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SPECIAL CASES. 

Let us now apply the theory developed above to various 
special cases of the configurations of the coupled systems. 

Case I. 

We will now obtain the solution of equation (9) for the 
following case. Let the oscillations be undamped, this case 
resulting when the resistances in the circuits are negligibly 
small either actually or virtually through the use of some 
means such as the thermionic valve; also let circuits 2 and 3 
be identical in all respects, and let the couplings between 
circuits 1 and 2 and 1 and 3 be equal. 

For this special case we may write 

Ia =e Ry SS Ihe =O, 
which gives 

(= F = = hh = hn Shs = 0; 

fi = 7, ANNO Cd ey. 

The solution of equation (9) can be more easily found 
if instead of using the equation itself we use the partially 
expanded form of the determinant from which it is 
obtained. 

Eliminating the damping from the determinant and 

writing w for p, we obtain 

wo? —[?}(w? — m?)?— B’w'} — 2eot{ Bo? + (@? — m?)} = (0), 

which can be re-written 

(@?(1 + 8) —m?){o4(1—8— 2a?) | 

—o*(P(L—B) +m’) + Pm?} = 0. 

From this we see that the three roots are 

» 2 PUB) met \ (Hel = 2) mt) 4 8 
2(1—B—22?) 

?(1—B)+m— Vv a 8) +m?)?—4(1— B— 22?) l?m? 
Do = ( B ( De = 2a”) ) > (18) 

the BE 

ar ere ss 

For the oscillations to occur these roots must be real, 
the condition for this being, since 1+ cannot be negative, 

(72(1—B) + m?)? —4(1—B—22?)Pm? = 0. 
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The solutions for the cases in which =m, B=y, and 
l=n, «= can be obtained from (18) by a cyclical inter- 
change of the letters. 

Eliminating the contribution of the third circuit from (18) 
we find the roots become 

24 m+ /(P—m®)?— 4022? m 
2 

sag Se I(1 2?) 

au ee m= — n/ (2? —m?)?—4271?m? 

oe 2(1— 2) 
the well-known result for the case of two undamped coupled 

circuits. 
Using equation (17) in the abbreviated form 

Ao = to ( ic ) 
2 @ \fFg thy 

w=2(=4,) 
@3 THgthlP 

we can now write the form which the general solution 
assumes for the special case here considered and for the 
initial conditions of the previous section : 

= -i,f —(1- fey ) sin t+ = (, L ) sin og } 

| 
| 

| 
S (19) 
| 
| 

a f+tg+h @,\ftgth 

ee oon} 
as\f+tgth 

Ree Es f+9 ) . Ky i . 
eo = —% at fignh sin @ tf + =| SIN Wot 

Ks g s ' 
Deere | SIN @st ¢ 5 

‘eee He Ee Ga eek 
ea, = is { gees sin @,t+ ae eee ta s1n @st 

iii g 0 \ 
So Gacaan SIN @3l ¢-. J 

Case II. 

In the ease in which all three cireuits are identical and 
undamped and the coupling coefficients are all equal, 
equation (9) reduces to 

f@?(l+a)—P} io? —2a)—F} == 
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thus giving as the three roots 

2 

©) [Ree } 

2 | 
Ly > dep ic (20) 

l 
i, Cane eas Blakes 

Roa riaf hoe ae 

It will thus be seen that in this case there are only two 
periods of oscillation proper to the coupled system. 

Case III. 

As a check on the theory, let us now consider the case in 
‘which the couplings are put equal to zero, and also, to 
further simplify matters, let the circuits be undamped. 

Then equation (9) gives the following values for the 
frequencies : 

Of oy — mM, Os) = n°, 2.) 

-and equations (18) give 

1 
q=—, &=a=0, H=F=0. 

@| 

Thus the case reduces to a single oscillation in the first 
-cirenit given by . 

q e 

= => sin li, 2°. >... =o 

as was to be expected, since the circuits are now entirely 
separate. 

SUMMARY. 

In the present paper the mathematical theory of the 
,oscillations in three coupled electric circuits is developed 
by a simple method. It is shown that the problem involves 
the solution of a certain. cubic equation involving the 
squares of the frequencies of oscillation proper to the 
system. This equation is obtained, and is then solved for 

-certain special cases. 

The author desires to express his thanks to Prof. E. 
H. Barton, F.R.S., for his ever kindly interest and useful 
advice in connexion with the above work. 

Physics Department, 
University College, Nottingham, 

Feb. 3, 1921. 
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IV. Recent Results of Northlight Investigations and the 
Nature of the Cosmic Electric Rays. By lL. Vecarp, 
Professor of Physics at the University of Christiania ™. 

[Plate II.. 

§1. FN a series of papersf previously published I have 
discussed the problem of determining the physical 

properties of the solar electric rays which produce the aurora 
polaris. 

Tt was found that a number of the most typical features 
of the aurore with regard to their structure, form, geo- 
graphical distribution, and position in space, would indicate 
that the cosmic rays had properties similar to those of the 
a-rays, and I put forward the hypothesis that the aurore 
were produced by some kind of positive electric rays. 
With regard to details I must refer to my previous papers. 

An account of the various ways in which we might get 
information about the question was given in a paper pub. 
lished in Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitdt und Elektronik, 1917 t. 

As the investigation of the problem has proceeded, and as 
through the examination of a more extensive observational 
material we have vathered more knowledge about details 
and peculiarities of the phenomenon, it appears that the 
problem of finding out the nature of the cosmic electric rays 
is not so simple as we might at first think. 

During the later years a considerable material has been 
collected and treated. After Professor Stormer in the year 
1910, by using very sensitive plates and lenses of a high 
light power, had succeeded in bringing the time of exposure 
of an aurora down to the order of magnitude of one second, 
a possibility was given of taking pictures which show even 
minute details of the auroral structure. The photographs 
have usually been taken from two stations simultaneously so 
as to make it possible from the pictures to determine the 
position in space of the auroral display. Besides, the pictures 
have enabled us to study—in a more objective way than 
before—the structure and luminosity distribution of any 
FTO 

After Stérmer’s first expedition to Bossekop in the year 

* Communicated by the Author, 
t+ L. Vegard, “On the Properties of the Rays producing Aurora Bore- 

alis,” Phil. Mag. Feb. 1912. ‘ Nordlicht Untersuchungen,’ dan. @. Phys. 
vol. 50, 1916. 

{ L. Vegard, “ Bericht iiber die neueren Untersuchungen am Nord- 
lieht,” Jahrbuch d. Rad. und Elektr. xiv. 1917. 
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1910*, an expedition to the same place was undertaken by 
the writer, mainly for the purpose of determining the prin- 
cipal lines of the auroral spectrum. At the same time 
parallactic photographs were taken in cooperation with 
Director Krogness at the Haldde observatory { with a base- 
line of 12°5 km., or about three times as long as that used by 
Stermer in 1910. With this longer basis the results of 
Stormer from 1910 were so far confirmed in that nearly the 
same average height of the aurora was found (108°2 km.), 
but the very small heights down to 40 km., which in some 
cases were found by Stermer in 1910, were not found by us. 
In all cases treated by us, the height of the bottom edge 
varied between 81 and 137 km. In the same year 
K. Wegener observed at Spitsbergen with a base-line 10 km. 
and found heights varying between 70 and 200 km. 

In the spring of 1913 Stormer undertook a second ex- 
pedition to Bossekop, and at this time he photographed 
simultaneously from the two stations Bossekop — Store 
Korsnes, 27°5 km. apart. 

Stormer has also succeeded in collecting a most valuable 
material of parallactic photographs from somewhat lower 
latitudes during later years. 

A complete account of the results derived from this 
material is not yet published, but some results have appeared 
in preliminary communications. The heights found vary 
between 86 and 325 km., in good agreement with the results 
found by Krogness, the writer, and by Wegener. ‘The 
greatest number of heights he finds between 90 and 130 km. 

Since the Haldde observatory in Finmarken was erected 
in the year 1912 a considerable material of auroral observa- 
tions has been collected by Director O. Krogness. These 
observations, mainly consisting of more than 400 successful 
parallactic photographs from the year 1914, have been 
worked out by the writer at the Physical Institute of 
Christiania. 

A complete account of the results is to be found in a work 
by Mr. Krogness and the writer, which has recently appeared 
in the series of publications issued by the Geophysical 
Commission of Norway $. 

With regard to details I must refer to this work. It is 

* C. Stormer, “Bericht tber eine Expedition nach Bossekop ete.,” 
Vid. Selsk. Skr. Christiania, 1911. 
+ L. Vegard, “ Bericht tiber eine Expedition nach Finmarken 1912-13,” 

Vid. Selsk. Skr. Christiania, 1916. 
t O. Krogness & L. Vegard, “ Hohenbestimmungen des Nordlichts 

etc.,” Vid. Selsk. Skr. Christeania, 1914, 
§ L. Vevard & Krogness, “The Position in Space of the Aurora 

Polaris,” Geofysiske Publikationer, vol. i. no. 1, Christiania, 1920. 
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my intention in this paper to state briefly some of our 
principal results, and to see what conclusions may be drawn 
from them with regard to the question about the physical 
properties of the solar electric rays. 

§ 2. Results of Herght Measurements. 

The average height of the lower boundary is given in 
Table I. for the most conspicuous auroral forms :— 

TABLE I. 

: Number of points : 
Form Beal Height. d, 

km. 

BET AV See aiu5.-8i0 5. fsa b sneer tee 61 11316 +522 

A PEGICS) \\c.-0c hones kt see 409 109°75 +1:°81 

Drapery-shaped Arcs ... 888 106°58 — 1:36 

SplteBands ..2k0.....0s. mee \ 409 109-08 +114 
Didttise Arcs ......-....: 

-Pulsating Aurore ......... 160 105 97 —1-97 

Total for all forms ... 1927 107°94 

d isthe difference from the mean voluine. 

We see the remarkable fact that the average value is very 
nearly equa! for all forms. The highest value is—strangely 
enough—found for the ray-form, contrary to the impression 
one gets by direct examination of an auroral display. It 
often appears as if the rays were shooting down far below 
-the other forms. In the case of rays and draperies there 
should be no systematic error which should tend to make the 
heights greater than those of the other forms. Possible 
‘systematic errors should have the opposite effect. Thus owr 
results show that the draperies and ray-forms do not on an 
average come so near to the ground as do the other forms. As 
we shall see later on, this result is of great importance in 
connexion with our studies of the distribution of luminosity 
along the ray streamers. 

The average heights of the upper limit of the various forms 
-are given in Table II. 

TABLE II. 
Form. Number of points, Height. 

km. 

IU a ister erera tices daeee chee as bisie's +939) 229°29 

IDFR CEMENT” Spoassanasaneneennor 160" 215 17625 

Drapery-shaped Arcs............ 174 174:38 

IDTV AROS) pottecdesenocactaeue 57 143-40 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. B 
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We notice that, despite the fact that all forms on an 
average had their lower boundary almost at the same height, 
the upper limit shows great difference. The ray-form may 
reach a height 400 km., while the ares usually are extin- 
guished at a height of 150 km. i 

The height distributions of the lower limit of the various 
forms is given in Table III, and graphically represented in 
fond (CeiLeln): 

Tasxe II. 
: Drapery- : : 

: Height Rays. Draperies. cies Ditfuse Pulsating Total. 
intervals. . Meee Arcs. Aurore, 

km. 
73 1 il 
16 il 1 
7S 1 I 
84 Ms 1 1 

85-87 : 4 i 1 6. 
87-89 se 3 4 - 2 13 
89-91 oe 8 14 7 3 32 
91-93 pas 8 16 6 2 32 
93-95 i 10 25 Tf 6 49 
95-97 ae 13 42 21 1] 87 
97-99 23 66 15 12 116 
99-101 3 42 113 32 13 203 

101-168 a 25 65 15 ld 120 
103-105 2 34+ 69 33 13 hay 
105-107 2 5 99 51 14 219 
107-109 10 26 70 30 10 151 
109-111 11 21 55 35 8 130 
111-118 5 21 51 27 6 110: 
113-115 3 15 50 18 7 93 
115-117 9) 15 31 18 5 74 
117-119 5 18 16 14 5 58 
119-121 5 9 16 WD 2 AT 
121-123 2 10 12 12 6 42° 
123-125 i! 6 23 8 3) 4i 
125-127 3 ~ 9 5 6 2h 
127.-129 1 4 6 5 2 18 
129-131... 3 6 6 2 17 
131-133 1 2 7 4 1 15 
133-185 as oa 6 3 13: 
135-137 1 1 4 1 Ff 
137-1389 6 3 a 13 
139-141 5 il 4 10. 
141-143 5 i : 6 
143-145 3 58 oh fi te 3 
145-147 2 ose AMS - 2 
147-149 2 3 as es 5 
149-151 2 - if ope 3 
151-153 i i 1 =i 3 
153-155 3 i axe + 
155-157 1 nee 1 2 
157-159 ae 
159-161 eS ae ne ie fe 
161-163 ae ze be _ ad 
163-165 es ane sa ae Re zee 

165-167 ore l 3S 52 ro if 
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We see that the height of the lower limit even for the 
same form comes out very different in the. different cases. 
Values have been found varying between 73 and 166 km. 
Now we must remember that even if the aurorz always 

reached the same height above the ground, the heights deter- 
mined would be spread out between fairly wide limits on 

account of inevitable errors. ‘The most serious errors are 
due to the fact, that it is often difficult to mark off corre- 
sponding points on the bottom edge on the two pictures. 
The parallax must often be found from the displacement of 
outlines on the pictures, and in such cases there may be an 
error due to what we have called ‘volume effect,” and 
which will have the effect of making the height of the lower 

limit to come out too large. : 

Errors may also enter into the results from the fact that 
the outlines are not sharp, and as the pictures do not always 
come out equally -well on both pictures the lines drawn as 
corresponding lines may not really be corresponding. 

I think that the extreme values given in the table are due 
to errors, as these are always found in cases where the 
definition of corresponding points has been less certain. 

In the case of very distinct pictures we never found such 
extreme values, but the lower limits were found at a heiglit 
of about 100 km. in all such cases. 

The height distribution for a number of determinations 
under the most favourable conditions are given in Table IV. 

TaBLE LV. 

Interval. Number of points. 

95-97 0 

97-99 6 

99-101 18 

101-103 5 

103-105 8 

105-107 a 

107-109 2 

109-111 0 

Average 103-2. 

In all these 66 cases the lower limit has been found 

between 98 and 108. 

Although the height distribution curve is influenced from 

inevitable errors there can be no doubt that real ditferences 

exist. 
i 2 _ 
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Thus we find that the height distribution curves for the 
three most frequent forms show two distinct maxima, one at 
100 km. and one at 106 km., and these maxima cannot be 
explained from errors. | 

The existence of these maxima is of great importance. 
First of all they show that the three most frequent forms 
Diffuse Ares, Drapery-shaped Ares, and Draperies, which 
give exactly the same maxima, must be produced by the 
same kind of electric rays. The fact that the same maxima 
do not come out in the case of Rays and Pulsating Auroree 
does not at all mean that these two forms are produced by 
another type of rays. In the case of the faint and diffuse 
pulsating forms the maxima are likely to be wiped out as an 
effect of errors. | 

In the case of the ray-form the distribution curve is 
drawn higher up into the atmosphere from causes which 
will be discussed later on. 

Secondly, the existence of two maxima indicates that a 
great part of these cosmic electric rays which produce the 
aurore is made up of two groups of rays, each of which has 
its own quite definite penetrating power. 

In the case of long bands which stretch across the sky, it 
would be of interest to know whether the height of the 
lower boundary keeps constant all along the band. We have 
examined a number of such cases which should give the most 
favourable conditions for an exact determination. 

The lower boundary was dividéd into two halves and the 
mean height was taken of the points belonging to each part. 

As the mean of 14 long bands we found 106°0 km. of the 
western part, 107:-2 km. of the eastern part. This result 
shows that inside the limit of possible errors the height of 
the band-form is on an average equal, in the western and 

eastern part, and there should be no change of the properties 
of the electric rays as we pass along the band. © 

§ 3. The Direction of the Ray-Streamers. ° 

It is well known that the direction of the auroral streamers 
very nearly coincides with that of the magnetic lines of 
force. The direction is given by the altitude and azimuth 
of the radiation point which is shown by the coronal-form. 
The earliest observations, which had to be undertaken by 
direct observations on the sky, were less reliable in indi- 
vidual cases, on account of the great variability of the 
aurore. <A series of photographs of coronal-forms were for 
the first time taken at the Haldde Observatory, and from 
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these the position of the radiation point could be accurately 
measured. 

In Table V.are given the results obtained from these photo- 
graphs. In the next two columns are given the coordinates 
of the magnetic zenith actually existing at the moment of 
observation. 

A is the angular distance between the R. Point and the 
Magnetic Z. 

TABLE V. 

: Radiation Point. Magnetic Zenith. 
pee Datel) Hour! = = en A; 

Hy aes é 6 6 
1) heaton ZS AO NOE = oe O42 76:60" 2:13. 1-50 

Dita, 26/ ES AOS 28 ea7O:0G = 2:15 5 1°63 

; Oras , 10 58 2 ‘Wott S20 WG eA eels 

‘Le ee ¥ 10 58 47 «75:30 = — 1°75 ILS 

eee - OQ 59.52 F575. ~—2°60 0-90 

(5 ene i el OMe Oe a Orso) Gul So fest 

eee i HOMO p44 305 =f6:008 2:62) 2122) 

ie atare BS Ost) 7o00 = 2:70 1°65 

Ont. rs Wi: 3.438 7545 —240 7668  —2°83 1:24 

HOM 9: a AEM eo Dol =I De ee (Orion — 24g 119 

ieee - 11 15 45 -7565 —2°70 1:08 

Mean tor 26/11 1A ce sccts.s TAO re oie OOle 20k 27 

MeanpRo tale’ ...26/5s.<nck wie aoscke Nora. 2565 27606 | — 2:52 24 

In Table VI. is given the mean position of the auroral 
zenith (radiation point) and the magnetic zenith for a 
number of arctic stations. - 

“Mein WIL 

ee paces ae a ae 

mor eens: h. ale h. a. ae No 

fe) O {e) fe} oO 

Bossekop 1839-40 ......... (Oh wi Voiom oad ea —ONT OS 43 

Jan Mayen 1882) 2.0. f.505 791 —862 79:03 —29:9 1-5 29 

Kineua Fjord 1882 ......... 833 —704 8385 —73'9 Ov 6 

EN IMA SSA stent enneienet.s 7196 —866 800 -—440 13 38 

Cap Thordsen 1882 ......... 7992 > — 72 80°58 —1275 Tl ll 

| Bay Treurenb, 1899-1992... 8082 — 815 8133 -—1055 O08 36 

: Henlelclep Ole eee... 741 — 265 7666 — 252 13 Il 

We see that ihe auroral and magnetic zeniths nearly 

coincide, but they show some small diiterences with regard 
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to position, which are too large and regular to be accidental 
‘or due to errors. On the northern hemisphere the auroral 
zenith is always situated somewhat below the magnetic 
zenith. 

In individual cases observers have found difference of 
10°-20° between the positions of the auroral and magnetic 
zeniths. 

If from these facts we were able to draw the conclusion 
that the ray-streamers might have a direction different from 
that of the magnetic lines of force, it would mean that the 
cosmic electric rays had a very small magnetic deflectibility, 
of the same order of magnitude as that shown by the 
a-rays; and rays composed of electrons were in these cases 
excluded. 
We are not, however, justified in drawing that conclusion, 

for we must remember that we have found the direction of 
the magnetic lines of force as it is observed on the surface 
of the earth, while the auroral rays are playing at a height 
of 100-350 km. above the ground, and at the place where 
the aurore appear the direction of the magnetic lines of 
force may be different from that which we observe on the 
ground. 

The polar magnetic disturbances which usually accompany 
the auroree will according to Birkeland be produced by 
current systems situated about 200-400 km. above the 
ground ; and altnough these systems may only slightly alter 
the direction of the magnetic lines of force at the ground, 
they may within the region of the auroree produce a mag- 
netic force of the saine order of magnitude as that of the 
normal field of the earth. Thus, even if we suppose the 
streamers always to take up the direction of the magnetic 
lines of force, the deviation of the radiation point from 
the magnetic zenith may be accounted for by perturbing 
influences. 

In this way we may explain the deviations shown in 
individual cases. For one certain station, it was not ex- 
cluded that perturbing influences might also produce a 
deviation of the mean position of the radiation point relative 
to the magnetic zenith. But if the deviation was due to 
polar magnetic storms only, we should expect that it would 
have a different direction at various places. Thus if the 
perturbing influence at a station to the south of the auroral 
zone on an average produced a lowering of the radiation 
point relative to the magnetic zenith, places to the north of 
the zone ought to show a deviation in the opposite direction. 

We see, however, that all stations independent of relative 
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position to the auroral zone give a lowering of the radiation 
point, and the same is found at lower latitudes*. , 
When we are going to interpret this result, we have to 

remember that the magnetic lines of force of the normal 
field of the earth are not straight lines, and we should have 
to compare the direction of the radiation point with that of 
the magnetic lines of force at the auroral region. 

From the magnetic potential of the ear th we have caleu- 
lated the change of direction of the magnetic lines of force 
at a height of 200 km. from the ground. If (hag) are the 
coordinates of the magnetic zenith at the surface of the earth, 
(h' a') the coordinates of the magnetic zenith at a height of 
200 km. relative to the same coordinate system, we find for 
a place near Haldde 

k= h = —0° 1’, 

a’ — Ao= ae ne 

Thus the curvature resulting from the ordinary potential 
functions is too small to explain the lowering of the radiation 
point relative to the magnetic zenith, and we haye to consider 
the following possibilities :— 

(1) The auroral streamers do not always follow the mag- 
netic lines of force. As we shall see later on from 
the study of the luminosity distribution, however, the 
cosmic rays probably have too large a deflectibility to 
give nearly straight streamers which form an angle 
with the lines of force. 

(2) The lowering effect is caused by some current system 
existing above the surface of the earth, which may 
either be more or less permanent or at any rate exist 
during auroral displays. As there is a lowering for 
all the stations on the northern hemisphere, the 
current systems which produce the lowering eftect 
are probably not of the type producing those polar 
magnetic storms which have their centres near the 
auroral zone, but are paolabhy of the type which are 
supposed to produce the ‘‘negative”’ equatorial mag- 
netic disturbances t, or they may be produced by 
those systems which are at any rate partly responsible 
for the diurnal variation of the magnetic field of the 
earth. In both cases we have to do with fairly 
distant systems, which are concentrated near the 
plane of the magnetic equator. 

* See Hermann Fritz, Das Polarlicht, p. 38 (Leipzig, 1881). 
+ See K. Birkeland, The Norwegian Aurora Polaris Expedition 

1902-03: Part 1. p. 62. 
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If this view with regard to the cause of the lowering 
effect is the right one, we should expect on the southern 
hemisphere to find an effect of the opposite direction, or the 
radiation point should be situated above the magnetic zenith. 

At present I am not in possession of observations to test 
this consequence, but it is to be hoped that observations from 
the Antarctic expeditions and from other stations on the 
southern hemisphere may give us the means of putting this 
consequence of our view to a test. 

$4. The Direction of Band-Forms. 

The determination of the direction of band-forms, arcs, 
drapery-shaped arcs and draperies, is a matter of interest 
in connexion with the auroral theory and the question 
with regard to the nature of the cosmic rays. Birkeland * 
has shown by experiment that the electric rays will strike 
a magnetized sphere in a band which has the form of a 
spiral round the magnetic axis-point, and this result can 
also be verified by calculations+. The reproduction of 
a photograph of one of Birkeland’s experiments is shown in 
ioe A (Aedle UE 

On the northern hemisphere negative rays would give a 
spiral like fig. 2a (PI. II.), positive rays one like fig. 2 0. 

On the assumption that the band-forms may be regarded 
as forming a part of such a spiral, the directions of the bands 
would give us a means of determining the sign of the charge 
earried by the cosmic rays. 

In order to compare observations with the theoretical 
results we must refer the directions to the magnetic axis- 
point, in a way similar to that in which we usually refer 
points to the astronomic pole, and we get ‘‘ magnetic” co- 
ordinates, such as magnetic longitude, latitude, hour angle 
and azimuth. Knowing the coordinates (¢) Ao) of the mag- 
netic axis-point, we can easily pass from astronomical to. 
magnetic coordinates. 

The direction of a band may be given by the azimuth of 
its westward directed end. Now from Birkeland’s spirals 
we should conclude that the magnetic azimuth should not be 
exactly 90°, but on the northern hemisphere it should be 
greater or smaller than 90° according as the cosmic rays were 
negative or positive. 

From the Haldde-material we determined the directions. 

* See K. Birkeland, The Norwegian Aurora Polaris Expedition 
1902-03: vol. ii. second section, p. 600. 

Tt See C. Stormer, Arch. des Sciences Phys. et Nat. Geneve, 1917, 
p. 287. 
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of 354 band-forms. The average direction (azimuth) of the 
three principal band-forms is given in Table VII. 

Tasue VII. 

Form. a. OR. 

Diffuse Arcs and Split Bands ...... 72° 49! 101°'3 

Weapery-siaped AGS a .ce.e esc. cess (Pe) 100°:9 

DTA MOEIOS Mees feniets isco cy codecs os 103° 24 epO2g) 

Mean of all except draperies ......... 72° 40' LOLs) 

a is the astronomic azimuth, 
dm 1s the magnetic azimuth, and 

An =A— An 5 

where A,, is the azimuth of the magnetic meridian which 
is referred to the axis-point. For Fidds we find for the 
year 1914 

Am = — 28°46. 

We see that the average magnetic azimuth of the band- 
forms comes out greater than 90°, or the auroral bands are 
not directed along the magnetic parallels (referred to the 
axis-point), but their westward directed ends point about 11° 
to the north of this direction. If this deviation from the mag- 
netic parallel was due to the “Spiral form,” it would mean 
that the cosmic rays had a negative charge. 

On account of the interest attached to the question re- 
garding the direction of the band-forms, we have tried to 
find the direction from the material collected by previous 
arctic expeditions. 

Very careful measurements were undertaken ee the 
French commission at Bossekop (near Haldde) in 1838-40. 
They observed the highest point of the arc, and we may 
assume the are on an average to be perpendicular to this 
direction. This fairly accurate method was later adopted 
by Carlheim-Gyllneskidld at Cap Thordsen (Spitsbergen) 
1882-83, by von Boébrik at Jan Mayen 1882-83, by Westman 
at Bay Treurenberg 1899-1900, oF at the German station 
Nain 1882-83. Adam Poulson at Godthaab found the 
direction from drawings of the ares made on a celestial 
chart. For a number of other arctic stations of the polar 
year the directions were merely given in the descriptions 

and expressed in terms of the directions on the compass card. 
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But even from such observations we ought to find fairly 
good average values. From observations of this kind we 
found the directions for the stations Kingua Fjord, Fort 
Rae, Point Barrow, Sagastyr and Fort Conger for the polar 
year, and for observations taken at Gjeahavn and King 
Point in 1905-06 by the Gjga Expedition of Roald 
Amundsen. The results are collected in Table VIII. and 
illustrated in fig. 3 (PI. I1.), which gives the mean direction 
of band-forms relative to the magnetic axis-point. 

TasLe VIII. 

Station. p. X. A. a. Chem 

Haldde dQ ws... 69° 56' 29° 55 B, —28:46 27 101-1 

Bossekop 1899 22.0... 69° 56° —- 22° 5d' H. =— 30°53 69'4 99°9 

Cap Thordsen 1882 ... 78° 29' 15° 42’ E. —4862 626 101-2 

Jan Mayen ool eee eae 8° 23'W. —361 63°3 99°4 

Godthaab Fike OE Oe sued be 519 447° W. —12°2 47-9 60:1 

Nain i eo OLO A NV Sa oe 984 Torg 

Kingua Bjord ,, ... 66°36’ 67° 22'W. — 1:24 66'3 67°5 

Port Rae eee G2° 39" ~ L159 44° W. 4-22°83 1989) Gian 

Rombt Bartow. 8 «01°023'- 156° 40’ Wie 32-62 ~ 133:8 101°7 

Ssagastyr peeeete to 2) I26C 36H. <1 6:3 84:3 78 

Fort Conger ,,  ... 81°44’ © 64°45’ W. No predominant direction. 

Bay Treurenberg 1900 79° 55' 16° 52’ EK. —49-52 75°92 1264 

Gidalrawne (24055 68° 37’ 95° 45’ W. 4-22 135 113 

SimosPoint. 2). 6eec5s 5: SID 7s SBS YT SES 132 100 

The table shows that the direction found by the French 
Commissiom in 1838-40 and that found by us for the same 
place in 1914 is very nearly the same. We also see that 
10 stations out of 13 give a magnetic azimuth somewhat 
greater than 90°, and among these we find all those stations 
tor which we have the most accurate determinations. 

The exception to the rule shown by the stations Godthaab, 
Kingua Fjord and Ssagastyr, might be explained from 
inaccuracy of the measurements, but if the results should be 
confirmed by future observations I think that the singular 
direction of the bands which has been found for these 
stations may be due to the tact that the magnetic field is not 
symmetrical with respect to the magnetic axis. In this 
connexion it is, however, of interest to notice that the station 
Gjgahavn, situated close to the magnetic pole, gives the 
normal direction, while the station Fort Conger, situated 
near the magnetic axis-point, shows no predominant direction 
at all. = 

Thus we find that on an average the magnetic azimuth 
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comes out greater than 90°. Now it might seem as if this 
fact should force upon us the assumption of a negative 
charge of the cosmic rays. But although it gives an argu- 
ment in favour of this assumption, we must remember that 
the directions of bands are subject to considerable varia- 
tions, which are probably to be regarded as an effect of 
perturbing influences, and it is also quite possible that these 
influences might chanze the mean direction of the bands. 

Indeed, our results from the Haldde Observa atory give 
indications in this direction, for we see that the draperies 
which usually appear during the interval of the most violent 
magnetic disturbances give a greater magnetic azimuth than 
the arcs. 

§5. The Variation of Light Intensity along the 
Auroral-Streamers. 

As pointed out by the writer in previous papers*, the 
investigation of the distributiun of luminosity along the 
ray-streamers, which constitute an auroral form, is of con- 
siderable interest in connexion with the determination of 
the properties of the cosmic electric rays. 

On certain assumptions with regard to the constitution 
of the upper strata of the atmosphere, I calculated { the 
luminosity-distribution that would be produced by a-rays, 
and 1t was found that the distribution found would account 
for some auroral forms, which end very abruptly and which 
have a maximum of light intensity near the bottom edge. 

It was also shown that a luminosity distribution of this 
type was not to be derived from the calculations of Lenard ft 
and Stormer § of the absorption of the electron-rays in the 
atmosphere. 

In a previous paper I pointed out, however, that the 
exponential law of absorption on which the calculations of 
Lenard aud Stormer are based, does not necessarily hold under 
the conditions present in the upper strata of the atmosphere. 
Thus we have to take into account that the absorption takes 
place in a magnetic field, and it was mentioned || as a possi- 
bility that if the effect of the magnetic field was taken into 
account, the assumption of electron-rays might come into a 
better position. 

cs Ue Vegard, “On the Properties of the Radiation producing Aurora 
Borealis.” Phil. Mag. 1912. 

+ L. Vegard, Vid. Selsk. Skr. Kristiania, 1916; Ann. d. Phys. vol. 50, 
p- 853 (1916). 

. £ P. Lenard, Sitzwngs-Ber. d. Heildelberger Akad. d. Wirss., 1911. 
§ C. Stormer, Arch, d. Sc. Phys. et Nat., 1911. 
| L. Vegard, Jahrbuch d. Rad. u. Elektr. xvi. p. 461 (1917). 
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By means of the material collected at the Haldde Obser- 
vatory, we were able to study in a more systematic way 
than had been done before the distributions of luminosity 
along the streamers. In order to characterize the luminosity 
distribution we measured :— 

(1) The distance /, from the bottom edge to the place of 
maximum intensity. 

(2) The distancé J, from the bottom edge to the point. 
where the strong luminosity ceases. 

(3) The distance /; ‘from the bottom edge to the upper 
limit of photographic j impression. 

A statistical summary of the results is given in Table IX. 
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The distribution of the values of J, J, 13, on the various 
height intervals is represented in the curves in fig. 4 
CET). 
An invariable luminosity distribution would mean that 

at any rate the two quantities /, and /, ought to keep very 
nearly consiant ; the quantity /;, however, might vary with 
the streneth of photographic impression, even if the lumi- 
nosity distribution kept constant. 

The curves and the table show, however, great variations 
of the quantities /,; and /,. In the case of ares, l, varies 
between 4 and 8 km. and /, varies between 10 and 18 km., 
and in this case /, represents practically the distance from — 
the bottom edge to the point where the photographic 
impression ceases. 

The drapery-shaped arcs show variations of 1, from 2°5 
to about 14 km. with a maximum at about 6 km., J, varies 
between 6 and 30 km. with a maximum at 12 km., and d, 
between 12 and 120 km. with a maximum at about 35 km. 

For draperies /, varies still more (4-23 km.) with a 
maximum between 6 and 7 km., /, varies between 10 and 
30 km. and 7; between 35 and 125 km. 

In the case of the ray-form, /; and /, are usually not well 
defined. The luminosity often increases quite graduaily, 
keeps fairly constant for long distances, and then the lumi- 
nosity gradually diminishes towards the upper limit. It is 
thus often only /; or the length of the ray which is a fairly 
well-defined quantity. From the table giving the height of 
the upper limit of rays, we see that the length of a typical 
ray varies between about 100-200 km., and in some cases the 
length of a ray is even greater. 

The typical luminosity distribution of the principal forms 
is illustrated in fig. 5 (PI. IL.). How now are these results 
with regard to the luminosity distribution to be explained 
from a physical point of view ? 

- Let us suppose that a bundle of electric rays were entering 
the atmosphere in orbits parallel to the direction found for 
the auroral ray-streamers. Let us further suppose that there 
was no effect of any electric or magnetic field to be con- 
sidered. If the ray bundle were heterogeneous and composed 
of a mixture of rays with different physical properties, a 
change of luminosity distribution might be due to a varia- 
tion of the composition of the ray bundle. Such an 
explanation, which might naturally suggest itself, is I think 
excluded, because any definite form of aurora, a drapery or 
an are say, must consist of a homogeneous bundle of rays, 

for on account of the magnetic deflexion produced by the 
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magnetic field of the earth a heterogeneous bundle of rays 
would be spread out over a considerable area and could not 
form a thin drapery *. 

If the change of luminosity distribution was wholly to be 
explained from variations in the properties of the rays, it 
should follow that each particular manifestation of a certain 
form should possess a definite luminosity distribution, because 
the rays are homogeneous, and to get a variation of lumi- 
nosity distribution we should have to suppose that the 
various forms were produced by rays of different properties 
and that even the same auroral form was produced by very 
different rays. 

Now the curves (fig. 1, Pl. [/.) which give the height 
distribution of the lower limit indicate that the aurore are 
produced by several groups of ravs, but the fact that ares, 
drapery-shaped ares, and draperies give the same typical 
maxima of the height distribution curve seems to show that 
the three forms are produced by the same groups of rays. 
This is also in accordance with the fact that an are by 
gradual changes may take the appearance of a drapery- 
shaped are, and the latter may change into the form of a 
deapery f. Further, we have any transition form between 
draperies and rays. ‘This change of form is accompanied by 
great changes of luminosity distribution along the rays. 

The difference of form and the corresponding difference 
of luminosity distribution cannot, therefore, be due to a 
change of ihe type of rays, because the new types of rays 
could give no such eet change of a form, which the 
whole time may be kept coherent, and which during the 
changes of form and luminosity distribution may remain 
very nearly at the same region of the sky. We also many 
times observe that different parts of the same band-form 
may show a different luminosity distribution, althouzh we 
found the height of the lower limit to be the same along the 
whole band, showing that the rays producing a conerene 
band are homogeneous. 

Although we must regard it as possible or rather as pro- 
bable that the various auroral displays or the. various units 
constituting a display may be produced by electric rays 
which differ with regard to physical properties—at any rate 
as regards velocity,—still we cannot account for the essential 

* See e.g. L. Vegard, Phil. Mag. 1912. 
t See L. Vegard, “6 Nordlichtuntersuchungen,” Vid. Selsk. Skr. 

Kristiania, nr. 13, p. 45 (1916). See also the work of L, Vegard and 
O. Krogness pp. 99-100. 
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changes of luminosity distribution from variations of the 
properties of the cosmic rays. 

The essential features of the change of luminosity distri- 
bution must under the conditions present be produced in the 
atmosphere even when the rays are homogeneous. 

Changes of the upper strata of atmosphere which could 
produce the observed changes of luminosity distribution are 
excluded only for the reason that the most different lumi- 
nosity distributions may follow in rapid succession or even 
simultaneously. 

Rays which are observed at different heights in the atmo- 
sphere might give a different luminosity distribution even 
when the cosmic rays were of the same nature and only 
differed with regard to velocity and penetrating power. 
Variations caused in that way probably exist, but they 
cannot explain the essential features of the great variations 
of luminosity which we observe, for these variations are 
found for aurorze which have their bottom edge at the very 
same height. 

As in a space free from forces a homogeneous ray bundle 
should produce a definite luminosity distribution, we must 
therefore assume that changes of luminosity distribution 
must result from the effect of magnetic or electric fields of 
force, or the law of absorption of the cosmic rays in the atmo- 
sphere must be greatly influenced by fields of force. 

Any constant electric field cannot alone produce lumi- 
nosity variations of the type here found, and even a variable 
electric field cannot alone produce the observed effect. 
Such a field might cause a deflexion of the ray bundle, but 
these deflexions are small because the auroral ray streamers 
always follow nearly the magnetic lines of force. 

The cosmic rays might be retarded or accelerated pia the 
electric field from the earth; this would mean some change 
of velocity of the rays, and a corresponding change of 
penetrating power, but any essential change of the hght 
distribution curve cannot be produced in “that way, and 
further we have seen that the changes of luminosity may 
occur without change of height of the bottom edge. It then 
remains to consider the possible effect of magnetic fields. 

As mentioned in the paper read before the noe sical 
Congress at Gottenburg, the type of variation shown by the 
luminosity as well as the smaller height of the bottom edge 
of the ray-form can be explained ina ‘simple way as an effect 
of the permanent magnetic field of the earth. 

When the electric rays move in a uniform magnetic field 
parallel to the magnetic lines of force, they will keep on 
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moving in the same direction. If they move in a direction 
which forms an angle with the lines of force, they will move 
in a screw om round the magnetic ines of force, and 
the number of turns made per unit length measured in the 
direction of ile lines of force becomes greater, and when the 
angle is 90° the rays will continue to move in a circle. 

It now the rays are moving in a gas they will make 
collisions with the gas molecules and produce ionization and 
luminosity. Nowif the orbits of the main bulk of the rays 
are not essentially changed from the collisions ee in 
light emission, the luminosity produced by a ray per unit 
length (measured in the direction of lines of “Foree) must 
for a given pressure be proportional to the number of times 
the orbit turns round the lines of foree per unit length of 
the streamer. The increase in the number of turns will 
have a similar effect to that of an increase of pressure on 
rays which are moving along the lines of force, which is the 
apparent direction of the auroral-ray streamers. 

If, then, we have a bundle of electric rays of a given 
strength, the luminosity produced per unit leneth along the 
streamer will vary with the angle which the ray forms with 
the lines of force. 

The luminosity will be minimum when the angle is zero 
and approach a maximum when the angle appr oaches 90°. 

In order to get a variation of this kind it is necessary that 
the path of the main bulk of the rays be not essentially 
altered by the presence of gas, 

Now the main bulk of a bundle of a-rays move through 
matter in nearly straight lines and are not essentially 
deflected out of their path by collisions with gas molecules. 

As [ have shown experimentally in a previous paper* 
this result also applies to positive rays in general (Kanal- 
strahlen). It was found from these experiments that a 
collision resulting in ight emission did not alter the momen- 
tum of the ray by an amount comparable with the momentum 
it possessed at the moment of collision. 

The same rule will also hold for cathode rays with fairly 
high velocity when they pass into a gas of very low pressure. 
In that case we know from experiments in vacuum tubes 
that a bundle of cathode rays may move through a gas of 
low pressure without being appreciably spread out from 
collisions with gas molecules. This is clearly shown by the 

co) 

experiments of Birkeland where bundles of cathode rays 

* L. Vegard, ‘Die Lichterzeugung durch Kanalstrahlen von Stichstoff 
und Sauerstoff,” Ann. d. Phys. xii. pp. 638-40 (1913) 
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which make the air luminous can be seen to penetrate 
towards a magnetized terella. 

Also some experiments of Villard * show that bundles of 
cathode rays made visible through collisions can move in 
very definite orbits in a magnetic field. 

We are thus able to draw the conclusion that any known 
type of electric rays—under certain conditions— give a varia- 

tion of luminosity per unit length of the streamer with the 
change of the angle between the rays and the magnetic lines 
of force. 

Now the great differences found with regard to distri- 
bution of luminosity are explained as follows :— 

If the electric rays when they pass the upper strata of the 
atmosphere are all nearly parallel to the lines of force they 
produce very little light per unit length of the streamer. 

When they come down to a height of about 100 km. the 
density of the air increases rapidly and the luminosity 
suddenly increases. The increase of luminosity may also be 
partly due to an increase of the number of turnings per 
unit length, for as the magnetic lines of force are not 
parallel, iba converge as we pass towards the earth, a ray- 
bundle which originally was nearly parallel to the lines of 
force will gradually begin to turn round the lines of force, 
and if the rays are not absorbed they may finally become 
perpendicular to the lines of force and then turn back into 
space. | 

We might e.g. assume, that the field was that of a single 
magnetic pole, then Poincaré { has shown that the orbits 
are geodetic lines on a cone with its top at the magnetic 
pole. Stormer { has studied the case when the field is 
produced by an elementary magnet, and he has given a 
number of curves illustrating the form of orbits of electric 
rays, when they are moving in a field with converging lines 
of force. 

If the Sectiic rays may turn back into space without 
being absorbed in the atmosphere, the height to which the 
rays come down is not determined by the penetratii 1g power 
of the rays, but they are simply drawn away as a necult or 
the deflexion produced by the magnetic field of the earth. 

In this way we see that there is a possibility of explaining 
variations of the height of the aurerze without assuming 

* Villard, C. #. 1906. 
7 EH, Poincaré, C. 2, cxxin. (1896). sad 
t C. Stormer, Vid. Selsk. Skr. Christiania, 1904; Archives d. Se. 

Phys. et Nat. 1907. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. I 
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that the difference of height of the bottom edge corresponds 
to a difference with regard to the penetrating power of the 
rays. . 

The smallest values of the height of the auroral hght and 
the sharpest lower limit (smallest value of J,) we should 
get when all electric rays at a given height formed the 
same angle with the magnetic lines of force. Then, apart 
from scattering, all rays would turn round at the same 
distance from the ground and the number of turns per unit 
lenoth along the streamer would for all rays be a maximum 
just at the extreme bottom edge. The pictures 377, 378, 
380, 381, 382, 383 of the work ef Krogness and the author * 
give instances of this type of auroree with the maximum of 
luminosity at the extreme bottom edge. | 

As it is hardly to be expected that the angle will remain 
the same for all the rays, we may expect that bundles every 
now and then may arrive which have a somewhat different 
direction from the main bulk, and these rays will turn round 
at another height. In this way we can in a simple way 
explain the phenomenon that ray bundles may be seen to 
shoot down below the main bottom edge of a drapery-shaped 
arc. ‘This is a most characteristic feature of a drapery- 
shaped are and hardly to be accounted for in any other way. 

When the single rays of the ray bundles, which produce 
an aurora, at a given distance above the lower limit form 
different angles with the magnetic lines of force, the various 
rays will turn back into space or be absorbed at different 
heights, and thus the bottom edge of the aurora will be less 
sharp and the length of J,, 7, will be gréater. 

In the ray-form we have the most extreme case of this 
type of light distribution. 

Here—in the ray-form—we should have rays which turned 
back into space or were absorbed at the most various 
heights, and although the pressure increases rapidly down- 
wards the density of electric rays diminishes rapidly, 
because the rays gradually are brought to turn back to 
space or brought to absorption through the effect of the 
magnetic field. 

And thus we may understand that the ray-form very often 
has no sharp bottom edge, but that the intensity gradually fades 
away downwards so that it is difficult to see exactly where the 
luminosity ceases. 

We can also understand the fact that the ray-form on an 
average gives a greater value for the height of the bottom edge 

* Loe. ctt. 
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than the other forms without assuming any difference with 
regard to the penetrating power of the cosmic electric rays. 

It should also be borne in mind that the angle between 
the ray and the lines of force—and thus the number of turns 
per unit length of the streamer—may be changed from the 
effect of perturbing magnetic or electric fields, and it is in 
this connexion of Pte RESE to remeinber, that ie ray- and 

drapery-forms usually appear and are most prominent during 
the time intervals, when the accompanying magnetic storm is 

at its highest. 
It should be remarked that in order to explain the varia- 

tion with regard to distribution of luminosity it is not 

necessary to suppose that the electric rays return into space, 
it is merely necessary to assume that the ray bundles consist 
of rays which may form different angles with the lines of 
force, and when the rays get sufficiently far down into the 
atmosphere before the number of turns per unit length 
becomes large they may be completely absorbed, but it is 
clear that sometimes they may become perpendicular to 
the lines of force so far up in the atmosphere that they are 
not absorbed, but return into space. 

In fact the study of the relation between the aurore and 
the magnetic disturbances * has led to the assumption that 
only a small fraction of the electric rays which form the 

perturbing current systems penetrate into the atmosphere 
so as to make themselves visible in the form of an aurora. 

Thus we must assume that in certain cases the rays are 

turned out into space from the aetion of the magnetic field, 
and it is then very likely that also some of the rays which 
penetrate into the atmosphere are not completely absorbed, 

but return to space with a somewhat reduced velocity. 
1t should also be remembered that the probability that the 

gays shall return into space will be increased by perturbing 
magnetic or electric fields. It is thus possible that the 

ions of luminosity distribution in many cases may 
result from a combined action of electricand magnetic forces. 

The fact that we may have a variation of the height of 
aurora produced only by the action of the magnetic field of 
the earth, does not of course signify that all aurore are 

* See L. Vegard, “Nordlichtuntersuchungen,” Ann. d. Phys. vol. 50, 

p, 853 (1916) ; ‘Vid. Selsh. Shr. , mat.-nat. Kl. 1916, No. 18, Christiama. 

‘he same matter will also be treated in a subsequent paper on the basis 

.of observations from the Haldde Observatory. Preliminary reports are 

given by Krogness in some lectures and in a paper read before the 

Geophysical Congress at Gottenburg 1918. See “ Férhandlingar © ete. 

p. 48. 
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produced by rays with the same velocity and penetrating 
power. 

In other words, we may still assume that the rays coming 
from the sun are made up of homogeneous groups which 
may account for the definite maxima in the height-distri- 
bution-curve and the existence of parallel bands. 

§ 6. Remarks regarding the Passage of Electric Rays through 
Matter under the Influence of a Magnetic Freld. 

The result of Poincaré and the calculations performed 
are based on the assump- 

tion that the velocity of the ray keeps constant, or that the 
deviating force, due to the magnetic field, is the only one 
acting on the corpuscle. On its way through the atmosphere 
the corpuscle will be acted on by other forces. In the case 
of the «rays, which at the absence of the field move in 
nearly straight lines, the force due to the medium may be 
put equivalent to a resistance or a force always acting in 
a direction opposite to the velocity. 

In the case of B- or cathode-rays matters are much more 
complicated, because the path without a magnetic field is 
vefy irregular. If we follow the path of the ray, however, 
the velocity will on an average gradually diminish and the 
diminution of kinetic energy is equal to the work done by 
the resistance force. If we would try to solve the problem 
of finding the path of the ray through matter, when exposed 
to the magnetic fieid, we might first of all simplify the 
problem by disregarding the effect of matter to deviate the 
orbit of the ray, and only regard the resistance force and that 
produced by the magnetic field. This simplification, which in 
the case of postive rays ought to produce a very small error, 
will be much less accurate in the case of B- or cathode- “rays. 
The resistance force will be a somewhat complicated function 
of the velocity and will depend on the composition and 
density of the matter at the point considered. Let K and m 
be the resistance force and the mass of the corpuscle respect- 
ively, then: 

K dv _ dv 

m dt ds? 

where v is the velocity and ds an element of the orbit. 
Let dw represent the mass of unit aréa of a strata of thick- 
ness equal to ds. Then dw=pds where p is the density of 
the matter at the point, and 
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For a given absorbing substance we may for any kind of 
ee Quis 

electric rays assume that qa nearly independent of the 

density. This only means that the effect of an atom to 
diminish the velocity is independent of the distance to the 

neighbouring atoms. Consequently the quantity e is for 
dpe 

any substance a definite function of the velocity, and can be 
found if we determine the variation of velocity along the 
orbit when the ray passes through a homogeneous stratum of 
density po, for then we have at any point of the orbit: 

dv _ 1 dv 

dw py ds 

If the curve v=f(s) is found experimentally we can 

easily find by a graphical method the values of S corre- 

sponding to various velocities, and thus determine the function 

a8) 
and we get 

* = prg(e). 
mM 

For a-rays we have according to Geiger’ 

Oe s 

Vo vy R 4 

where R and v are initial range and velocity ; and thus the 
resistance force is determined for a given velocity of the 
ray and a given density of the substance. If the medium 
traversed is composed of a number of substances with densities 
Pis Po, etc., we find 

K 
mn CPP) 

As far as experience goes the functions ¢(v) for a given 
ray are similar for different substances, or for two substances 
we might put 

bi(v) aay) 
NAT lo 

pov) 

where fy is the constant independent of velocity, and 

K 

© = og (v)(prt hpit +++ hrpn): ? 
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Applied to the absorption of the atmosphere po, etc., are 
functions of the space coordinates, in fact functions of the 
distance R from the point to the centre of the earth. 

If we suppose the temperature on the first 10 km. from 
the ground to be on an average —23° C., and above 10 km, 
—55° C., we have 

5 —2 y —8 4. Pi= poi 20694 . 107 “M; e—5'415 . 10 M;(R—-R,), 

where M; is the molecular weight of the substance 7, and Ro 
the radius of tne earth, or the densities are expressed by 
functions of the form 

—e-..R 
pi=gie * - 

The differential equation of motion of the ray, when written 
in vector form, will be: 

dv Kees cine | 
enna BN ie —([VH] | 
aim ma fail ] 1 

K e;R == vp (v)Ehiqie— | 

where ¥ is a unit vector in the direction of the velocity. 
A general and exact solution of these equations is a very 

difficult problem, and has not very great value for our 
present purpose; it will be sufficient to yet approximate 
solutions for special cases. 
Now the resistance force only exists quite close to the 

surface of the earth, and in these regions the magnetic field 
is nearly uniform, or rather the lines of force are slightly 
converging towards the earth, Under these conditions we 
are able to prove certain theorems which enable us to get an 
idea of the orbits. 

We supposed the magnetic field to be produced by a 
single magnetic pole of mass M. Let us first consider 
the case treated by Poincaré, that there is no absorbing 
medium. Then Poincaré showed that an electric ray will 
move in an orbit, that is a geodetic line on a cone of 
revolution with its top at the magnetic pole. Let the 
angle between the cone axis and one of its generatrices 
be w. If we let the cone roll on a plane, the line of 
contact will for each revolution move through an angle 

@ = 2rsino. 

A geodetic line on the surface of the cone will be a 
straight line on the plane, and the actual orbit in space 
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would be found by winding up the plane into the form 
of the original cone. 

We consider a ray moving very far from the pole in 
a ceriain direction, and we imagine a line (CM) drawn 
through the pole which is parallel to the direction of motion 
of the ray. Now Poincaré has shown that (CM) is on the 
surface of the cone on which the ray is moving. If we 
imagine the surface of the cone developed on a plane, 
CM will be a line in this plane and the orbit another 
line AB parallel toit (PI. II. fig. 6,1.). The original distance 
d between these two lines at the same time represents the 
smallest distance between the pole and the orbit, or the 
distance from the pole to the point where the orbit turns 
back again into space. As we see, the orbit, when it is 
developed in the plane, is independent of the properties 
of the electric ray, but still the actual orbit in space will 
be different for rays of different properties because tie 
angle ¢ will vary with the ray properties. 

From the results of Poincaré we find 

where m, e, and v are mass, charge, and velocity of the ray 
respectively ; or with a given carrier of the ray, a given 
distance «@ and a magnetic mass M, the angle @¢ is pro- 
portional to the velocity. Now the number of times the 
orbit turns round the cone on its way from infinity and 
back to infinity (as we easily see from fig. 6) is equal 
t fie bee 

e hd 2 mvd’ 
number of turns is inversely proportional to the velocity. 
Fig. 61. and u. illustrate the orbits for two different 
values of the velocity, or two different values of the 

or—other conditions being the same—the 

oe OE ; : 
quantity oe It appears from the figure, that for a given 

distance d, the angle between the orbit and the magnetic 
line of force at a given distance v from the pole will always 
be the same whatever be the properties of the electric ray, 
this angle Ww being given by the expression 

d 
See: 

Consequently, if at a given distance from the pole a 
number of electric rays of different properties start at the 

same angle w, all these rays will reach the same mimimum 
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distance from the pole although the number of turns they 
make before reaching this distance may be very different. 
It also follows that if a ray at a certain point suffer a change 
of velocity without change of direction relative to the 
line of force through the point, this change will not alter 
the minimum distance d. If then a ray is moving in 
a homogeneous absorbing medium which only produces a 
resistance force on the ray, the latter will reach the same 
minimum distance as if there had been no resistance force, 
provided of course that the ray is not completely stopped 
before this distance is reached. The effect of the force 
will be to gradually diminish the cone-angle ¢, which is 
equivalent to an increase of the number of turns round 
the magnetic lines of force. The ray will no longer he on 
a cone of revolution, but be a geodetic line on a cone which 
is described by a straight line through the pole that glides 
along a spiral. W hen a cone of this sort is developed on a 
plane and we draw the line of contact for each revolution 
of the cone, we get figures like fig. 6 11. & Iv. 
oto Oot the ray is supposed to be completely absorbed 

before it reaches the minimum distance. In fig. 6 1v. the 
ray 1s absorbed on its way back from the pole. 

If we would suppose the nee of matter to diminish 
according to an exponential law with the distance from the 
pole, the resistance force would be a maximum at the point 
of minimum distance and rapidly diminish on both sides of 
it as we pass along the orbit. Let the penetrating power 
of the ray be so great that it would be completely absorbed 
at a distance d, from a pole; then if d=dp the ray will be 
absorbed before reaching the minimum distance. But if 
d becomes greater than do the absorption suffered by the ray 
will diminish rapidly and wiil soon be too small to stop 
the ray completely. A ray coming from infinite space 
will return to infinite space, but with its velocity somewhat 
reduced. . 

The case d nearly equal to dy is illustrated in fig. 6 VI. ; 
the case of incomplete absorption in fig. 6v. The ray 
enters on a cone with a comparatively large opening 
angle @ and returns to infinity moving on a cone with 
a small angle, and a corresponding increase of the number 
of turns. The latter conditions are similar to those existing 
in the higher strata of the atmosphere, where we have 
converging lines of force, and a stratum which increases 
rapidly towards the point of convergence. Now we know 
from the measurements of the aurore that the penetrating 
power of the rays is sufficient to bring them down to 
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heights of 90-100 km., and then I think we are justified 
in concluding that rays of this kind, which at the absence 
of the atmosphere would return to space at a height some- 
wiat greater than 100 km., will on an average turn back 
at the same height-even when the atmosphere is present, 
and may have sufficient penetrating power to get out of the 
atmosphere and back to space; and itis quite legitimate— 
as previously done—to assume that numbers of rays under 
certain conditions may be as it were driven out of the 
atmosphere by the effect of the magnetic field. 

With regard to the luminosity distribution, the magnetic 
field will have a similar effect as if a heterogeneous beam of 
rays were moving down the atmosphere without an influence 
of fields of force. In the latter case rays of different pene- 
trating power will be completely absorbed at various distances 
from the ground, and the luminosity distribution will vary 
with the composition of the ray mixture. In a similar way 
the magnetic field may turn back the rays or cause them 
to be absorbed at various distances from the ground, and 
according as these turning points distribute themselves on | 
the various height intervals the corresponding luminosity 
distribution may vary. 

The consequences which we were able to draw with regard 
to the orbit of a ray moving in the field produced by asingle 
macnetic pole immediately apply to a uniform magnetic field, 
because we only have to imagine the pole moving towards 
infinity. The orbits of an electric ray moving in an uniform 
field will be a geodetic line on a cylinder, which in the case 
of an absorbing medium no longer has a circular cross- 
section, but the latter will have the form of a spiral. 

§ 7. Absorption of Positive Rays in the Atmosphere. 

Before proceeding to see what consequences are to be 
drawn from the luminosity distribution regarding the nature 
of the cosmic electric rays, we shall briefly consider the 
absorption of positive rays in the atmosphere. 

This problem has been solved by the author in1911*. In 
papers published in 1916 I showed how to determine the 
luminosity distribution produced by positive rays, and the 
solution of this absorption problem also involves the deter- 
mination of the velocity of the positive ray at any point of 
its path f. 

* L. Vegard, “On the Propertiés of the Radiation producing Aurora 

Borealis,” Arch. f. mat. § nat. vid. 1911; Phil. Mag. Feb, 1912. 

+ In a note in C. RB. clxx. p. 742, for March 1920, Prof. Stormer has 

also treated this problem. 
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Numerical calculations regarding the range of a-rays in 
the atmosphere have also been carried out by R. Swinne *. 

I shall here briefiy mention the mode of procedure and 
some of the results which have a bearing on the present 
problem fF. 

Let the gas considered have the atomic weight A, and let 
the ray at the point considered have traversed a mass of the 
gas which per unit area is equal to m. Then the absorption 
suffered by the ray is equivalent to the absorption suffered 
by traversing a. distance r in air at 0° C. and 760 mm. 
pressure, where 

3°81 m. 

Prete 

and where Dy is the density of air at 0° and 760 mm. 
pressure. 

Let the partial pressure be p dyne/em.’, or B cm. Hg. 
Then 

where s is the density of Hg, and H is the height of the 
point above the surface of the earth. 

If we know the composition of the atmosphere, which 
means that we know the partial pressure of each constituent 
gas as a function of the height H, we can find the air equi- 
valent of each gas as a function of H, and the resultant 
air equivalent is found as the sum of those of the various 
components. 

Hence we at once can find the height to which a ray of a 
given initial penetrating power will descend, as also—if 
wanted—the velocity at any point of the path. If the 
initial range of the ray is given by the air equivalent 79, 
then the height H at which the ray is stopped is the one 
which gives an atmospheric air equivalent equal to 7. If 
the atmospheric air equivalent at the height H is 1, then, 
according to the well-known relation between velocity ai 
ranve, the velocity at the height H will be 

3 - 
ee Tet 

1%” 

where v, is the initial velocity. 

* Physik. Zettschr. xvii. p. 529 (1916). 
+ See L. Vegard, “Bericht tiber die neueren Untersuchungen am 

Nordlicht.” Jahrbuch der Rad. u. LElektrenth, xiv. p. 459. 
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With these problems we meet with the difficulty that our 
knowledge of the composition of the higher strata of the 
atmosphere is very imperfect. HWven if we suppose that 
one gas varies independently of the other according to 
Mifone law we are still wanting the knowledge Aion 
the temperature distribution, and although a variation of 
temperature has a comparatively small effect on the atmo- 
sphere near the ground, the effect may be very large 
indeed at heights of the order of 100 km. The calculations 
performed with regard to the absorption of electric rays 
in the atmosphere have, in accordance with Wegener *, 
been based on the following assumptions :— 

@) Hach gas varies with the height as if in equilibrium 
when the others were not present. 

(2) For the first 10 km. above the ground the avernge 
temperature is put —23°C. Above this height 
we put the mean temperature equal to —55° C. 

Under these conditions, the pressure at a given height 
~h> 10 km. is given by the expression 

7) 0°694 .10—2 M —5°415. 10-8 Mh 

where M is the molecular weight of the gas considered, 
and po the partial pressure of the gas at the surface of 
the earth, and 

po = = 100 sae POISE 5 10°. 

where w is the number of volume per cent. of the particular 
gas in the atmosphere near the ground. Wegener gives 
the following values of x for the different constituents :— 

ae. 

Gas. M. aa 

Geocoronium (hypothetical) ... 0:00058 
~ Hydrogen AN tenn OE 00033 
Helium Shs a Sade 0:0005 
Nimomemrm sy ce 8 eS 781 
Dro oemer ties Gk s/o owt oe 209 
PMO oes ge ye OO 0:937 

Of these gases, geocoronium is quite hypothetical and 
a calculation has little or no value. Further, the gas 
argon will have practically no effect in the higher strata 
of the atmosphere, on account of its great molec ular weig st 
and the small concentration. The pressure in dyne;em. 

* A, Wegener, Physik. Zeitschr, xii. nos. 5 & 6 (1911). 

Lh) 
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and the corresponding air equivalent 7 at various heights of 
the atmosphere are given in Table X. . 

AWN BID) OG 

Hydrogen. Helium. Nitrogen. Oxygen. 
aS SS PSS SQ EE == Fy Ze es = 

Heicht. — p. if p. P p. Pe p. r. 

km. dyn/em.2 em. dyn/em.2 em. dyn/em.2 cm. dyn/em.? em. 

400... 044 130 .0:001 00015 

300% = 1:30) i 93:8h 90;,008 + 050126 

200) eae) UCAS. 20071 se O107 

160-25 5:95, Aid. O1G9. 0254 

AO Wezel 0:259 0°390 0:0006 0:0005 

130... 824 246 0-321 0-483 00026 0:0021 

W205 20:20) 2A 0399 0:600 0-0121 0:0097 0:0003 0:0002 

IO. 10:25 30:6 0-494 0°743 0:055 =0°0448 00013 00010 

1005. 1-4 31 0:611-— 0:919 0-251 0202 0:0080 00062 

95.2 12 36°0 068i 0:02 0520 0425 0019 00142 

0s. HAR SRS O51 5 O14: 1-14 0918 0045 0:03835 

8522 15:5) 402 O:8435 9 1E26 2°48 1-96. 0-107 2 HO O7o8 

80... 142 42-4 DSBS) dace 5:21 418 0254 0190 

(Osan NGAO = Aue / 1045-156 Ulett 8791. 0:602 S0Aait 

10... 159 47-4 1716 74 23°7 9a ie! 1-08 

65... 168° 50:0 13 2:03 50°5 40°6 3°42 2°56 

GU ico D2°7 1:45 2°27 107°7 86'5 8:10 6 O7 

D Dion hes | ery 1-60 Dol e229:95 43:65 1955 14:6 

OOS I SO 179 Del PAGES 39LT. Ans 343 

If the rays form an angle « with the vertical we get, 
as we can easily see, the corresponding air equivaient at 
any height by dividing the values given in the table 
with cos a. 

Thus, if the magnetic field were uniform and the rays 
were moving along the lines of force, the air equivalent 

at any point would have to be multiplied with ae 
sin 

where I is the magnetic inclination. Near the auroral 

zone => is equal to about 1:06, so the values of » in 

Table X. give practically the air equivalent of rays moving 
along the lines of force. If, however, the rays form an 
anvle a with the lines of force, the air equivalent at a 

point has to be multiplied with Sere and if « approaches 90° 
Uv 

—— approaches an infinitely large value, and a ray moving 
COS & 
in spirals round the magnetic lines of force may be stopped 
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at any height for which r is finite, provided. is sufficiently 
near 90°. 

Lhe aueyhon ob lie ere equivalent with the height is 
given in Pl. II. fig. 7. From this curve we can immediately 
take out the height to which a ray of a given penetrating 
power will descend, and also the penetrating power (and 
velocity) it possesses at any point of its path. A given 
initial range is represented on the figure by a vertical line 
through the point on the r axis for “which r is equal to 
the initial range of the ray. This curve will cut one of the 
hydrogen curves ¢ at the point the height of which gives us 
the height to which this particular ray would descend if 
only hydrogen were present. I'he point where it cuts the 
sum curve should give the height of complete absorption 
when all gases were present. Lines corresponding to « rays 
from a number of radioactive substances have been drawn 
on the figure. 

If the assumptions on which our calculations are based 
are right, we see from the figure that above 90 km. the 
predominant part of the air equivalent i is due to hydrogen. 
This result, however, can hardly be brought into accordance 
with observed facts. The greater part” of the luminosity 
produced by aurorz will be found in an interval between 
100-125 km. (see fig. 7); but in this interval the atmo- 
sphere according to our calculations should consist of nearly 
pure hydrogen, and we should expect the hydrogen lines to 
be predominant in the auroral spectrum, contrary to obser- 
vations. Apart from the strong green line, the origin of 
which is yet unknown, the principal lines of the hydrogen 
spectrum are shown to be identical with the principal negativ e 
bands of nitrogen *. Thus, even at an interval of maximum 
light-emission 100-125 km. the nitrogen must form an 
essential part of the atmosphere, and thus the assumption 
of Wegener in the case of hydrogen must be fundamentaily 
wrong. It isnot allowable, from the traces of hydrogen in the 
atmosphere near the ground to draw conclusions, as Wegener 
has done, as to the quantity of hydrogen contained in the 
higher strata in the atmosphere. It is quite possible that 
the hydrogen is confined to the lower strata of the atmo- 
sphere, and there may be a continual production of free 
hydrogen counteracted by an oxidation process in the 
atmosphere, caused for instance by atmospheric electricity, 
and we cannot apply the equilibrium conditions in the case 

* L. Vegard, “ Photogr. Aufnahme des Nordlichtspectrums mit einem 
Spectrographen von grosser Dispersion,” Phys. Zeitschr. xiv. (1913). 
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of hydrogen. The spectrum analyses rather suggest that 
there is practically no hydrogen above the auroral niveau. 

Kiven helium should according to Wegener form a con- 
siderable part of the atmosphere at the height interval of 
maximum auroral light-emission, and it seems from the 
evidence given by spectrum analysis that we are justified in 
concluding that also the values found for helium are by far 
too large. If there is no such hydrogen and helium zone 
as Wegener supposes, and no hypothetical gas, it will be 
a nitrogen atmosphere that characterizes the atmosphere 
above the auroral niveau*. Now we see that a-rays which 
-at the presence of a hydrogen atmosphere would have been 
stopped at the height interval from 246-315 km., in the 
absence of this atmosphere will penetrate down to an 
interval between 78-85 km., and if also helium is absent 
to an interval between 76°5-82 km. If the a-rays were 
moving in the directions of the magnetic lines of force, 
and not making turns round them, the «-rays would have 

-a too large penetrating power to explain the height of the 
lower limit of most aurore. 

§ 8. Absorption of other Positive Rays. 

It might also be of interest to consider the absorption 
-of positive rays of the type produced in vacuum dis- 
charge. We have not many experimental determinations 
of the penetrating power of these rays, but we have some 
estimates by K. Glimme and J. Koenigsherger t, who 
measured the penetrating power of ‘ Kanalstrahlen” in 
aluminium. Further, Rausch von Traubenberg thas 
measured the penetration in gold foil. We will suppose 
that the air equivalent of “ Kanalstrahlen” can be cal-- 
culated in the same way as for ordinary a-rays. In the 
case of Al, Glimme and Koenigsberger found that hydrogen 
rays with a velocity . 

== (SS! Cine 

“were just able to penetrate an Al foil with a thickness of 
3°5.10-° cm. These numbers give an air equivalent of 
05 mm. Rausch von ‘l'raubenberg finds that hydrogen 
rays with a velocity 2°6.10-° cm. can penetrate a thickness 

* This would also involve that the green auroral line—as earlier 
suggested by the author—should be a nitrogen line. 

+ K. Gimme & J. Koenigsherger, Sitzungsber. der Heidelberger Akad. 
. der Wiss. Abt. 8, A 3 Abh. p. 6 (1918). 

¢ Rausch von Traubenberg, Nachrichten der K. Gesellschaft der 
Wissenschaften 2u Gottingen, Math.-Phys. Klasse, 1914. 
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eeenoe 410); ° Gir. of gold. These numbers, give an air equi- 
valent 1°5 min. The sir equivalent of hydrogen rays of 
this velocity should then be of the order 1 mm., and if 
no gas lighter than nitrogen were present in the higher 
strata of the atmosphere to : any appreciable amount, we see 
from Table X. and from the nitrogen curve (fig. 7) that 
a ray of a penetrating power of “this magnitude would 
just suffice to bring the ray down to a height of about 
105 km., or to the very interval where we find the bottom 
edges of most aurore. 

for the present I think we ought to be somewhat cautious 
in laying too much stress on this coincidence. ‘There may 
be great errors in the calculation of the pressure of nitrogen 
in these higher strata of the atmosphere, because the pressure 
we deduce for these regions will greatly change with the 
assumptions we make with regard to the variation of tempe- 
rature aS we pass upwards from the ground. If, e.4., 
the mean temperature above 10 km. were put equal to 
—100° instead of —55° C., the nitrogen curve would 
nearly coincide with that given for oxygen in fig. 7, or 
points with the same air equivalent would now lie about 
20 km. lower. 

§ 9. The Luminosity Distribution and the Nature of 
the Cosmic Electric Rays. 

If the explanation previously given with regard to the 
variation of luminosity distribution is the right one, we shall 
be able to draw some important conclusions with regard to the 
magnetic deflectibility of the rays producing Aurora Borealis. 
Tf the diameter of the cross section of a ray streamer is d, 
then the radius of curvature p of the orbit of an electric 
ray moving perpendicular to the lines of force cannot be 

C 
greater than 5 Now at places near the auroral zone 

we may put the intensity of the total magnetic force equal 
to about O°5 o.a.s., and from the well-known relation 

ae Hp we conclude that the cosmic rays must fulfil the 
e 

condition Lee es 
Oa 

Now, many times we observe extremely thin ray-streamers 
cof the nature which keep a fairly constant luminosity from 
near the bottom edge to 200- 300 km. up in the atmosphere. 
In «a number of atieh cases we have measured meekneasee of 

rays less than 1 km., or — <5/2.10%. 
e 
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The value is probably considerably-smaller than 2°5 . 10%, 
for we must remember that the photographie impression 
of a ray may be spread out because the streamer moves 
during the time of exposure. Further, the streamer is 
necessarily produced by ray bundles of a cerkanaiennees 
section d), and—apart from scattering—the whole cross- 
section d is approximately equal to the sum of d, and 
the diameter 2p of the circular orbit perpendicular to the 
streamers, or 

[= 4(d—d)). 

The upper limit found for the quantity = must nearly 

correspond to the initial properties of the rays before 
entering into the atmosphere; there is no absorption 
before ‘luminosity sets in, and at tle upper part of the 
streamers the above-mentioned thickness can be measured, 
and a ray would have to move a great many times round 
the magnetic lines of force before its velocity was essentially 
reduced. 

For the sake of comparison we will give the order of 
* UV 4 vite 

magnitude of — for the known types of electric rays :-— 
e 

a-rays from radioactive substances : 

ae yee AD) 

Se) kOe Ze Oe: 

Positive rays produced in vacuum tubes : 

O< —= 4-25. 1054 /™. 

8-rays from radioactive substances : 

Mv — 
oe Oss Se 

Cathode rays : 

The upper limit of ~ for the positive rays is calculated 

on the ote that the ray has passed through a potential 
of 90,000 volts, m is the mass, e the charge in electro- 
magnetic aitad 

We see from these numbers that the ordinary a-rays from 
radioactive substances have a too small magnetic deflectibility 
to explain the long and thin ray-streamers, and could only 
produce such forms where either the fino streamers are 
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fairly broad or the luminosity is confined to the extreme 
bottom edge. 
8 and cathodic rays combine a sufficiently great magnetic 

deflectibility and penetrating power to explain the luminosity 
distribution, and also to explain the height of the lower limit 
of the aurore in the way previously proposed. As regards 
the ordinary positive rays, the question is whether rays with 
a sufficiently great magnetic deflectibility will have a suffi- 
ciently great penetrating power. Professor Bohr* has worked 
out a general theory of the absorption of electrified particles 
in passing through matter, and this theory has been found 
by Darwin f and Rutherford to be in good agreement wit 
observations in the case of ordinary a-rays, and if we take 
the law to hold also for ordinary positive rays we should be 
able to calculate the air equivalent of any positive ray. We 
suppose various rays to be absorbed in hydrogen at atmo- 

spheric pressure. Let the ray have the mass N and the 

charge ne, where N is Avogadro’s number and n the number 
of elementary charges carried by the ray. Then the range w 
in hydrogen is given by the expression 

i M 
== ala) 2 

where ¢(v) is a function of the velocity which should be the 
same for all rays. If a relation of the same form also holds 
for other absorbing gases, we should be able to calculate the 
range in nitrogen by means of a similar formula. 

Now the function ¢(v) can be determined from the relation 
between velocity and range (R) that is found for ordinary 
a-TAays. 
We put M=4, n=2, and 

R, = k'd(v) = kv? 
M 

or ti 0s. 
y “a 

The constant & for nitrogen can be found from the range 
found for a-rays of given velocity ; e. g., rays from RaC 
give 

7:08 
k = SSeS SIL , —27 CDA ae 

or wv = 10727—,v? em. 
n 

* Bohr, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 10 (1913). 
+ Darwin, Phil. Mag. xxvii. p. 499 (1914). 

Plul. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. G 
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Now we further have the condition that the quantity 

mv _ M v 

CR PrN are 

must be smaller than a quantity a which gives 

Nena 

M 
v< 

na 
or ip< NOs se 

M 

iis @ives for the range This g for th i 

We see that for a given value of a the range of the ray 1s 

proportional to its charge and inversely proportional to the 

square of the mass. Putting a=2°0. 104, we get 

iD 

6 =o (Gide 
M2 

poo. 10m 

The quantity to the right gives us the maximum ranges of 
these rays which are consistent with our view with regard to 
the distribution of luminosity, and which are able to produce 
the very narrow streamers. Probably the above value of a 

n 
M? 

The greatest penetrating power we should get for hydrogen 
atoms for which both M and n are =1, and which for 
a=2°5.10* and v=2°5.10° give a range in nitrogen of 
0-16 mm., which is indeed a quantity of nearly the same 
order of magnitude as that earlier given from the estimates 
of Glimme and Rausch von Traubenberg ; but remembering 
that the range in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure is nearly 
equal to the air equivalent, we see from fig. 7 and Table X. 
that if H, and He were not present, and with the distribution 
of N,in the atmosphere given by Wegener, even a hydrogen 
ray which has the proper magnetic deflectibility could only 
eet down to a height of about 118 km., and an x-particle 
that moves in accordance with the above conditions cannot 
have a penetrating power greater than that responding to 
the air equivalent found at the heightof 130 km. A Ca-atom 

is too large. Putting a=10*, we find e=10-° cm. 
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with a single elementary charge would have a penetrating 
power v= 10-8 em. 

With the value a=10* a hydrogen and a -heliam 
nucleus would penetrate to heights of 135 and 145 km. 
respectively. 

Thus, even if we suppose that there are no light gases in 
the upper strata of the atmosphere that give any appreciable 
absorption, we find that most of the positive rays with the 
proper magnetic deflectibility would have a too smali pene- 
trating power to account for the height-distribution found 
for the lower limit of the aurore. If lighter gases should 
be present to any appreciable amount, the assumption of 
positive rays 1s not at all consistent with the view here put 
forward with regard to the explanation of the variations of 
luminosity icin potion, and, as already pointed out in the 
work of Krogness and the author, the electron rays are 
probably those which will best fit in with the view adopted 
with regard to the luminosity distribution. The very narrow 
straight-lined streamers of an aurora are then a result of the 
action of the magnetic field, and the auroral phenomenon is 
simular to that which under certain conditions is observed in 
vacuum tubes, and which we know under the name of mag- 
netic cathodic rays. It is in this connexion of interest to 
remember that also the direction of the band forms, when 
regarded in connexion with the spiral-formed precipi- 
tation of rays observed by Birkeland in his magnetic 
“terrella,” seems to favour the assumption of negative 
charged cosmic rays. 

Still the aurorz show a great variety of forms, and although 
there are strong indications that most forms are produced by 
rays of essentially the same type, we cannot at present exclude 
the possibility that rays with different carriers may be engaged 
in the production of the aurore. And if nitrogen should be 
the predominant gas in the upper strata of the atmospher e, we 
have still to count with the possibility that positive rays of 
Hand He nuclei with velocities vf the order of 10° cm./sec. 
may produce an essential part of the auroree, 

Our knowledge about the upper strata of the atmosphere 
is too uncertain to enable us to draw definite conclusions in 
this respect ; but it seems that investigations with regard to 
the structure and height of the aurore, together with an 
increased knowledge as regards the properties of the electric 
rays and with regard to the auroral spectrum, may enable 
us to fix more accurately the properties of the cosmic rays, 
and at the same time give us more certainty regarding 

G 2 
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the distribution of matter in the upper strata of the 
atmosphere”. 

On the Change of Colour of the Aurore. 

A most curious and most characteristic feature of an 
auroral display is the variation of the colour, which means 
a corresponding change in the spectrum of the light emitted. 
Ordinarily the colour is greenish-yellow, sometimes bluish- 
white, and very often an aurora shows reddish-blue veins 
in between the ordinary greenish-yellow. Hvery now and 
then greater parts of the auroree may be dark red, almost 
_with the colour of blood. Sometimes the red colour only 
appears near the bottom edge, while the upper part has the 
ordinary greenish-yellow colour. A most brilliant aurora 
of this kind of colouring was cbserved simultaneously by 
Krogness at Haldde and by the author at Bossekop on 
October 11,1912. A magnificent drapery-shaped are which 
was extended in the usuai direction across the sky appeared 
with a dark-red bottom edge while the upper part had the 

* It might also be of interest to regard the penetrating power of 
various positive rays from another point of view. We will suppose that 
all the positive rays have acquired their kinetic energy by passing the 
same potential (Vs) of the sun, or that 

1X s : ‘ 
= M y? = neVs, Which gives 
IN 

v? = 2.10". Vs. 
M 

1 bad ° . V,2/2 

And the range in Nitrogen is r=2'8 . 10-2! —__—. em 
VM.n 

For a given potential Vs the penetrating power decreases both with 
mcrease of charge and with increase of mass, and the hydrogen nucleus 
gives the greatest penetration. 

A hydrogen ray could not, aS we saw, have a velocity greater 
than about 25 . 10° em./sec., which gives for the sun’s potential 
Vs=31,000 volts: 

The corresponding range in N, is 00156 em. A helium nucleus 
when falling through the same potential should have a range of 
00055 cm., and a calcium atom with a single elementary charge a 
range of 00025 cm. The corresponding heights found from the 
air equivalents of nitrogen in the atmosphere are: 118 km. for H, 
124°5 km. for He, and 129 km. for Ca. 

We see that the variation of the height is not very great, but the 
mv . 

quantity a= —— increases. For two rays falling through the same 

ee Man ‘ . 
potential Af = ane which show that the quantity a for Ca would 

1 ae he) 

be 6°3 times as large as for hydrogen, and the Ca-rays could not 
produce the thin streamers in the way here assumed. 
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ordinary colour. At the same time other parallel drapery- 
shaped ares appeared which, however, were greenish-yellow. 

At other times the aurore seem to be painted red all over. 
On April 17, 1917, the author observed at Christiania 
another interesting case of red-coloured aurorz, which on 
this occasion appeared on the northern sky in various forms. 
Sometimes it had the form of a diffuse arc, sometimes it was 
more like the pulsating form, and all the while long rays 
passing nearly to the zenith were formed. While the forms 
changed the position was kept fairly unaltered, indicating 
that the change of form was probably not accompanied with 
any essential change of the properties of the cosmic rays. 
Usually the aurora had the ordinary colour, but then all of 
a sudden a large part of it became dark red all over, and the 
change of colour was not accompanied with any essential 
change of form. It appeared as if the aurora, with the 
shape it had taken, had suddenly been painted red. There 
was in this case no difference in colour between the lower 
and the upper part of the auroral streamers. ‘The .same 
phenomenon was also observed by Professor Stgrmer from 
another place near Christiania. 

A similar phenomenon was observed by Krogness at 
Tromsg on November 29, 1918. An auroral display of 

ordinary colour suddenly—with its rays, streamers, and 
ares—turned dark red, and this situation lasted for a com- 
paratively long time—about half an hour. This is the only 
instance of this kind that has been observed since the 
Observatory was erected. 

With regard to the explanation of these curious colour 
phenomena, a number of possibilities have been mentioned 
by the author * in some previous papers. If the colour 
change were of such a nature that it could be regarded as a 
function of the height, it would be most natural to suppose 
that it was due to a change in the composition of the atmo- 
sphere. An aurora like that observed on October 11, 1912, 
with a red bottom edge, would naturally suggest an ex- 
planation of the sort that the red colour appears where the 
electric rays were penetrating down below a certain height 
of the atmosphere. If so, the bottom edge of the red 
aurora should be nearer the ground than that of an ordinary 
greenish-yellow aurora. There are, however, as yet no exact 
height-measurements of this type of aurora. If, however,— 
as indicated by the auroral displays on April 17, 1917 and 

- November 11, 1918,—the red colour appears all along the 

* L. Vegard, Jahrbuch d. Rad. u. Electronik, xiv. p. 463 (1917). 
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auroral streamer, an explanation of this sort can no longer 
be upheld ; aa the change of colour must be due to some 
change as to the way in w vhich the light is excited. In other 
wor ds, it must be due to some cha ange of properties of the 
aoamnle electric rays. 

But the question is now: Is it necessary to assume that 
change of colour means a change of carrier? The fact 
that an ordinary aurora changes into a red colour without 
change of place can hardly be brought into harmony with 
the assumption that a change of carrier is necessary to 
roduce changes of colour. Although our observational 

material in this respect is very limited, and although we are 
unable to solve the problem, it may be of value i: suggest 
an explanation which does not require the assumption of 
change of carrier, but only change of velocity. 
Now we may at once remark that if all electric rays, 

which were engaged in the production of an aurora, were 
completely absorbed near the bottom edge, light should 
be emitted in the atmosphere from the bombardment of 
rays, which had velocities that varied from zero near the 
boron edge to the initial velocity they possess when 
they enter the atmosphere. Under these conditions the 
colour might change from the bottom edge and upwards, 
but if there were no change in the composition of tbe 
atmosphere all the aurore ought to have shown the same 
colouring. 

From the study of the luminosity distribution and its 
variations we were led to the view that the electric rays 
did not pass straight down parallel to the lines of force 
to be absorbed at the bottom edge, but they were turning 
round the magnetic lines of force and could be driven out 
into space from the effect of the magnetic field or from the 
combined action of magnetic and electric fields ; and if so, 
it is possible to explain variations of colour even when 
we would suppose that all rays that enter the atmosphere 
are strictly identical both as ‘regards carrier, charge, and 
velocity. ‘It is thus a well-known fact * that the spectrum 
of a gas, and especially that of nitrogen, varies enormously 
with the velocity of the cathode rays which produce it; and, 
as a matter of fact, the luminosity produced in nitrogen 
by cathode rays of small velocity in a vacuum tube has 
a colour very similar to the red colour which the aurorze 

* See E. Gehrke & R. Seeliger, ‘‘ Ueber das Leuchten der Gase unter 
Einfluss von Kathodenstrahlen,” Verh. d. Phys. Ges. xiv. pp. 385, 1023 
(1912). Fulcher, Astroph. Journal, xxxiv. p. 388 (1911). L. Vegard, 
Ann. d. Physth, xii. p. 625 (1918) ; lit, p. 12 (1917). 
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may assume. The red colour, then, should appear when 
the electric rays were moving in such a way that most 
of them were completely absorbed, and the greenish-yellow 
should appear when the greater part of the rays were turned 
back to space with a fairly large velocity. This view also 
explains the fact that a drapery often has red streamers 
mixed in between the ordinary greenish-yellow ones. This 
would only mean that in the red streamers a relatively 
greater number of the rays is completely absorbed, or on an 
average has suffered a greater loss of kinetic energy. 

V. The Determination of the Rate of Solution of Atmo- 
spheric Nitrogen and Oxygen by Water. By W. i. 
Pa MN OSG Anhy. CSc), Hl... Acting Professor of 
Ciamsiny. and Tk. G. Buowpr, AR.C.Sc.f.,. A.l.C:, 
Demonstrator in Chemistry, Royal College of Science for 

' Ireland *. 

Part Ill.—The Rate of Solution of Air by Quiescent Waters 
under Laboratory Conditions. 

N previously published parts of this communication the 
rate of solution of gases by water, when thin films of 

the water are exposed to the gas or gases, and kept uniformly 
and rapidly mixed with the unexposed portions of it, has 
been dealt with, and shown to take place in accordance aun 
a simple law. 

With a view to deriving, if possible, a formula for the 
rate of solution of air by quiescent bodies of water, the 
results thus obtained have been applied to the elucidation of 
a number of experiments which had been previously made 
with small volumes of still water, and the results are given 
in this communication. 

When the process of solution of air by water is considered, 
it is evident that it may take place in one of three ways— 
(1) Solution at the surface exposed to the air with thorough 
and rapid mixing with the unexposed portions; (2) solution 
at the surface with no mixing ; (3) solution at the surface 
with slow or imperfect mixing. 

The conditions stated under section (1) are practically 
those obtaining in the experiments already described, and 

* From the Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society for 
September 1920. Communicated by the Authors. 
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hence under these conditions the formula already deduced 
would apply. However, these conditions do not ordinarily 
occur. 

The conditions stated under section (2) are those which 
are commonly assumed to obtain, although there seems to be 
very little justification for such an assumption in practice. 
Obviously if there be no mixing of the water, the only 
process by which the air can penetrate into the mass of the 
water is by diffusion of the dissolved gas molecules ; hence 
the ordinary law for the diffusion of solutes would hold 
under these conditions. But there is no experimental 
evidence to show that such conditions ever occur under 
natural conditions ; and it is doubtful if they have ever been 
produced artificially even in the laboratory. On the other 
hand, there is evidence to show that it is not possible to 
expose a mass of water to the air and still keep the exposed 
and unexposed portions of the water unmixed. Thus, when 
Huefner was determining the velocity of diffusion of dissolved 
gases in water, he found it necessary to expose the columns 
of water to the gas at the lower surface through the medium 
of a porous plate of hydrophane, in order to avoid the 
mixing that he found to occur when the upper surface of 
the columns of water was exposed to the gas. A considerable 
number of experiments made by one of the authors also 
points to the fact that the dissolved gases do not accumulate 
in the upper layers of a column of water exposed to the air, 
as they would tend to do if there were no mixing. Hence 
calculations based on the law of diffusion cannot be of any 
practical value. 

The third set of conditions postulated, namely, solution 
at the surface with slow mixing, seems to be that which 
would occur most frequently in practice. Under these 
conditions the rate of solution will be dependent on the rate 
of mixing. 

The formula applicable in this case might be expected to 
be of the same form as that already derived from the experi- 
ments with thin films, where the mixing was extremely 
rapid, but the constants will alter according to the rate of 
mixing. It will be shown that the results of the experi- 
ments quoted here can be approximately represented by an 
equation of the required form, and that the constants vary 
with (1) the humidity of the air in contact with the water, 
and (2) the salinity of the water. | 

The method of experimenting consisted in filling a number 
of tubes of about 30 cm. length and 4 em. diameter witb 
de-aerated tap-water, and inserting rubber stoppers in such 
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-a way as to exclude all trace of air. ‘The tubes were then 
placed in a thermostat until the water in them was at the 
same temperature as that of the thermostat. The corks were 
then removed, 50 c.c. water withdrawn, and the water 
remaining in the tubes exposed to the air for periods of 
different length, and the air-content determined at the end 
of the exposure. ‘The initial air-content of the de-aerated 
water having been previously determined, the data for 
calculating the rate of solution were then available. 

The results of the experiments are given in Tables I. 
and TI. 

TABLE I, 

Experiments with columns of tap-water. 
Temperature, 15° C. 

erate Degree of 
Area Vol. of Time of Ae aeration in Value of 

exposed, water, exposure. 4) (peg  percent.of “ b” const. 
i * saturation. 

hours 0 13°8 

12°56 260 2359 31°6 45°4 ‘019 

12°56 260 48 915) 3} 69:1 021 

12°88 260 70 63:4 Cael 7019 

12°88 260 93 716 83:6 7018 

12°56 251 120 758 89:1 018 

12°56 260 141°5 oat 92:1 017 

‘Mean 12°62 258 

TABLE II. 

Experiments with columns of sea-water. 
Temperature, 15° C. 

0 USE 

12°56 268 21°5 28'8 42°5 ‘019 

12°25 255 24:0 413 583 029 

12°88 270 24. 42°2 56°1 028 

12°88 270 44 60°8 77:0 ‘029 

12:88 270 72 70'4 86°5 025 

12:25 25] 96 74:6 90:0 "022 

12°88 260 96 755 91:8 ‘024 

12°56 255 118 795 96°71 026 

12°88 258 168 82'9 99:3 ‘028 

Mean 12°67 262 
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When the amount of air dissolved is plotted against the 
time, the points lie as shown in figs. 1 and 2, and it will be 
seen that they are in fair agreement with a logarithmic 
curve. Hence the results of these experiments can be dealt 
with in a similar way to that used in previous papers. 

Fig. 1. 

Results of experiments with tap-water. 
Equation of this curve :—w=(100—w,)(1—e — 0186 ¢ NE 

Percentaye of saturation. 

TIME IN Hours. 

Fig. 2. 

Results of experiments with sea-water. 

Equation of this curve :—w=(100—w,)(1—e7 4), 

100 | ; 

Percentage of saturation. 

20 40 60 80 160 120 140 160 180 

TimE in Hours. 

The phenomenon has been shown to take place in accordance 
with the general equation 
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where w=iotal quantity of gas in solution at any moment, 
S=initial rate of solution per unit area, 
A=area of surface, 
p=pressure of the gas, 
f=coefiicient of escape of the gas from the liquid per 

unit area and volume, 
VY =volume of liquid. 

This can be written 

du 1bath ae ee where a=SAp and erie. 

that is, the values of the constants under the conditions of 
the experiment. The values of the 6 constant have been 
calculated for each experiment, and are given in the last 
column of Tables I. and IJ. It will be seen that the 
experimental values obtained approximate to a constant ; 
the deviations apparently indicate the magnitude of te 
experimental errors. 

The vaiues of 6 for the curves shown in figs. 1 and 2 
are :— 

For tap-water 
For sea-water 6=:0250. 

These values may be taken as the mean values of the } 
constant for the conditions of area and volume obtaining in 
the experiments. In order to compare the results of these 
experiments with those to be described it was necessary to 
reduce the constant to unit area and volume, and in order 
to do this, it was assumed that in this case, as in the case 
of the experiments described in previous communications, 
the rate of solution varied with the area exposed and inversely 
as the volume. 

oe bV 
Since f= Ae the value of f was calculated in each case. 

In the case of tap-water A was =12°62 sq. cm. and 
V=258 c.c.; hence f="388. 

In the Aueé of sea-water A=12°67 sq.cm. and V.=262 c.c. ; 
hence f=°509. 

These values are an index of the rate of solution when 
a small body of partially de-aerated water is exposed to the 
air, In a quiescent condition, and kept at as uniform a 
temperature as possible. 

There was reason to think that the irregularity which 
was noticed in these experiments might have been due to 
changing atmospheric conditions, particularly the humidity 
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of the atmosphere. In order to verify this point a further 
experiment was made. 

The effect of the humidity of the air in contact with the 
‘water on the rate of solution is skown by the following 
experiment :— 

Four tubes, each 320 mm. long and 40 mm. diameter, 
were placed in a thermostat after being filled with de-aerated 
water. Three of these tubes, after 50 c.c. water had been 
withdrawn from each, were then connected by means of 
rubber corks and glass tubing, so that a current of air could 
be drawn through | the series. The fourth tube was left open 
to the atmosphere. 

Unfiltered air was drawn through the air-space of tube 1, 
and then through two U-tubes containing calcium chien 
from which the dried air passed into the air-space of tube 2, 
whence it passed directly into the air-space of tube 3. Thus 
the air in tabe 2 was much drier than that in the atmosphere ; 
and that in tube 3 was more moist, and probably nearly 
saturated with aqueous vapour. 

The results are given in the following table :— 

TABLE III. 

Experiment with air of different degrees of humidity. 
‘'emperature of Experiment, 15° ©. 

tube, AT ators expomure, aeration, Value of 8. Value of 
ie 12:56 S40ce 4a. AIS 0125 34 
PES APIO Saga) yee, Nac N paca StH eh 023 61 
Smee oA SO. weer) areal 3 009 23 
NTE NOS S870! soup GAO uo Oe 010 29 

It should be noted that tube 4 was exposed in the middle 
of the thermostat at a time when the humidity of the air was 
considerable. Hence the value fis rather low. 

On examining these results it will be noticed that the tube 
through which the dried air was drawn shows the largest 
proportion of dissolved air, although the time of exposure 
was practically the same in each case. In fact, the figures 
show that the water in this tube absorbed more than twice 
as much air as that in the tube through which the moist air 
was drawn. 

In order to reduce these experiments to a eck which will 
allow comparison with the previous experiments, the values 
of f have been calculated in the usual way, assuming that 
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the process of solution in this case is the same as before. 
These values of f are given in the last column of Table IIL, 
and on comparing them with the values already deduced for 
tap-water and sea-water some interesting relations become 
evident. 

Ti will be seen that the value of / for the tube through 
which undried air was drawn is approximately the same as 
that derived for tap-water from previous experiments, but 
the value for the tube with the dried air is very much 
greater, and that for the tube with the air saturated with 
aqueous vapour is very much less than the mean value. 
This shows that when the air above the water is very dry 
the absorption of atmospheric gases takes place very much 
more rapidly than usual. 

On the other hand, when the air is saturated, or nearly 
saturated, with aqueous vapour, the rate of solution is very 
greatly retarded. This would seem to indicate that the 
process by which the dissolved gas is carried down into the 
body of the liquid is affected by evaporation from the surface 
of the liquid, since the evaporation will be at a maximum 
when the air is dry, and a minimum when it is moist. 

In considering, therefore, this question of the mechanism 
of solution, there are two factors which, whatever others 
may affect it, are obviously of primary importance, namely : 
(1) concentration of dissolved salts in the surface-layers due 
to evaporation; (2) cooling of the surface-layers produced 
by evaporation. 

Both these factors are of such a nature as to result in an 
increase of density of the surface-layers, which would tend 
to set up vertical eurrents in the body of the water. In the 
case of waters containing large quantities of dissolved salts, 
the concentration of these salts by evaporation must play a 
very important part in the process of solution of air. In 
this connexion it is important to notice that the rate of 
solution of air by quiescent bodies of sea-water may be much 
more rapid than that by similar bodies of fresh water, 
as shown by the relative magnitudes of the values of f in 
each case. 

in the case of water containing only small quantities of 
salt in solution the effect of concentration would not be so 
great, but would probably be of somewhat the same magni- 
tude as the effect produced by the cooling of the surface- 
layers. This cooling will, of course, result in an inereased 
density of the surface-lay ers, prov ided the temperature is 
not below 4°C., and consequently it will in most cases 
operate in such a way as to hasten the process of solution. 
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These two factors, tending as they do to set up a slow 
circulation from the surface to the bottom of 4 mnadallat 
water, must be of much greater importance than diffusion, 
which is such an extremely slow process that months are 
required to detect its action even in the laboratory. This is 
further indicated by the fact that, to examine the effects of 
true diffusion experimentally, it would be necessary to take - 
great care to maintain an absolutely uniform temperature, 
and to protect the column of water under observation from 
any external agency which might result in producing currents 
in the water. 

The experiments so far discussed have been made with 
very shallow depths of water not more than about 260 mm. 
from the surface. It is, of course, necessary to extend them 
in order to investigate the question as to what depths mixing 
is appreciably induced by the conditions brought about by 
the evaporation from the exposed surfaces of quiescent 
waters, fresh or salt, under laboratory conditions. But such 
experiments would require observations to be carried on for 
very long periods of time, and very great care would be 
necessary to ensure uniformity in the conditions affecting 
evaporation during their continuance. The authors have 
not hitherto had time or opportunity of carrying out such 
experiments, but it is hoped to commence some experiments 
of this kind in this College next session. 
A number of preliminary experiments have been made by 

one of the authors with columns of water of trom 18 to 
24 mm. cross-sectlon*, and of such length to allow of 
observations to be made to depths of about 1800 mm. The 
results of these experiments prove that mixing induced by 
evaporation from the exposed surfaces of columns of water 
does take place down to depths of at least 1800 mm., and 
that it occurs to a more decided extent in sea than in fresh 
water. Hach of these experiments, however, extended over 
a considerable number of days, and no precautions were 
made to keep the conditions of evaporation from the exposed 
surfaces of the columns of water uniform. ‘The results that 
were obtained from different experiments were consequently 
not sufficiently concurrent to determine whether they could 
be brought within the simple law found for the more shallow 
depths of water or not. 

The following experiment goes to show that the concen- 
trated layers of salt solution, which result from evaporation 
at the exposed surface of a de-aerated column of sea- -water, 

* See “ Unpengaal Factors in the Transmission of Gases through 
Vater.” By W. I. Adeney, Phil. Mag. March 1905. 
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stream downwards, as they are formed, with little or no 
tendency to dissipation of their dissolved air-content in 
lateral directions. 

For this experiment a double-bulbed tube of the form 
shown in fig. 3 was employed. -The two bulbs A and B 

were of 175 c.c.. capacity each. They were 
Fig. 3. connected by a narrow tube C, 6°4 mm. bore and 

300 mm. long. ‘The lower bulb B terminated in 
D a small draw-off tube 6, and the upper bulb A 

was continued by the straight tube D, about 
50 mm. long and 20 mm. bore. 

“ The whole tube was exhausted and filled with 
sea-water, the dissolved gases in which had been 
previously removed by boiling the water in vacuo, 
and extracting the gases by means of the 
mercury pump, described in Part I. of this 
communication™. The tube after being filled was 
securely closed from contact with the air, and 
placed in a thermostat, kept at the temperature 

tok 127-7 to 13°C. 
When the contents of the tube had attained 

the temperature of the thermostat, the cork was 
removed, and a little water was drawn out so as 
to lower the level of the water in the tube to 

| about 20 mm. below the mouth of D. The tube 
was then fitted with a cork, furnished with outlet 
and inlet tubes, so that a small air space was left 

B above the water in D, through which a current 
of air could be drawn without disturbing the 

= surface of the water. Two weighed calcium 
chloride tubes were attached to the outlet tube, 
to absorb the water-vapour brought over from 

the water in the bulb with the air-current, and to afford the 
means of determining the weight of water evaporated during 
the experiment. 

A current of air, previously dried by passing through 
calcium chloride tubes, was drawn through the air-space in 
the tube for sixdays. The dissolved air-content of the water 
in the upper and lower bulbs was then separately determined, 
with the following results :— 

Gases expressed in c.c. at N.T.P. per 1000 ¢.c. sea-water. 
Upper Bulb. Lower Bulb. 

Oxegen ss 3 3°40 2°80 
INTtromene vk... 6°83 D483 

* Phil, Mag. Sept. 1919, p. 317. 
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The initial air-content of the water in the two bulbs may 
be taken as practically 0. 

Sea-water when saturated with air at 13° C. contains per 
litre :-— 

Oreyice iyi chia 6°06 c.e. 
Nitrogen: i x5. < 4.5: 14 (ese 

During the experiment 7°935 grams water were evaporated. 
It will be seen from the above figures that, while the 

water in the upper bulb was only a little more than half 
saturated, that in the lower bulb was also very nearly half 
saturated. That is, the air-content of the water was 
practically uniform, although the surface-layer was not, 
saturated. And the figures consequently prove that, while 
the dissolved gases were freely drawn down the connecting 
tube into the lower bulb by gravitation, they showed no 
tendency to spread in lateral directions in the upper bulb 
during their downward passage through it *. 

The authors desire again to express their indebtedness to 
Dr. Hackett for the interest that he has continued to take 
in their investigation of the subject of this and previous 
communications. 

VI. Sound Waves in the A tmosphere. By W. A. MIye, 
B.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge f. 

‘| Ree paper deals with the kinematics of the propagation 
of sound waves through a medium (such as the atmo- 

sphere) in which the velocity of the medium and the velocity 
of sound in the medium vary from point to point. The subject 
came before the writer during the war, when he was working 
as a member of the Anti-Aircraft Section of the Munitions 
Inventions Department under Prof. (then Major) A. V. Hill, 
in connexion with the location of aircraft by sound. The 
direction determined by a direction-finding instrument is not 
in general that of the source ; corrections are required for ~ 
the convection and refraction undergone by the sound waves 
in their passage through the atmosphere. The necessary 
approximate formule (for the case of an instrument deter- 
mining the normal to the incident waves) were first given 
by Hill. The present investigation was originally started 
to examine in detail the errors in Hill’s approximation, but 

* See Phil. Mag. March 1900. 
+ Communicated by Prof. A. V. Hill, Sc.D., F.R.S. 
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those results, though of technical importance at the time, 
are not considered of sufficient general interest for insertion 
here. 

G 

§ 1. Summary. 

By an application of a general principle of propagation 
the equations of propagation of sound waves in a medium in 
which the velocity and the velocity of sound are given func- 
tions of positions are obtained in a general form; they are 
in two sets, one expressing the convection at each point and 
the other the refraction. By means of the simplified forms 
appropriate to a stratified medium such as the atmosphere, 
expressions are given for the corrections to the apparent 
bearing and elevation of a source of sound, and Hill’s 
approximate formule in terms of the mean wind and 
temperature lapse are deduced. The range of audibility 
of an aerial source of sound as limited by total reflexion is 
then considered; the conditions for limited range are 
obtained and curves of extreme audibility are calculated. 
It is pointed out that if the total reflexion of the boundary 
ray occurs at an intermediate height and not at the ground, 
then the boundary ray need not have a zero angle of descent, 
and the apparent elevation of the source may be non-zero at 
all ranges. Finally, the conditions for the existence of an 
envelope to the totally reflected rays are obtained, and the 
nature of the envelope and of the locus of the vertices of 
the rays are examined in particular cases. 

§ 2. The Equations of Propagation. 

It seems simplest to deduce the equations of propagation 
of sound waves in a medium in motion in any manner Dy 
assuming the following principle :— 

The motion of a wave-front is the same as if at each 
moment each point on it were moving with a velocity 
compounded of (1) the “velocity of sound ” at the point 
considered, taken in the-direction of the normal to the 
wave-front at this point, drawn in the direction in which 
the wave-front is progressing; (2) the velocity of the 
medium at the point. 

This principle is sufficient to determine the successive 
positions of the wave-front, given the motion of the medium 
and the velocity of sound at each point. <A ‘sound-ray ~ is 

then defined as a curve such that the tangent at each point 

is in the direction of the resultant velocity mentioned in the 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. uo 
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above principle, taken at the moment when the wave-front 
passes through the point. 

In all the applications we shali be concerned with cases of 
steady motion only. Sfippose then that the medium is in 
steady motion, the components of velocity at (#, y, 2) being © 
u,v, w; and let the velocity of sound be a, a function of 
x,y,z. Let 1, m,n be the direction cosines of the normal 
to the wave-surface at the point (x, y, z). The equations of 
a sound-ray are clearly 

@ =latu, oY mate, & =natw, ay 

where ¢ is the time. The ray, however, cannot be imme- 
diately deduced by integration of these equations, since 
l, m, nm are unknown save for their initial values; it is 
therefore necessary to find equations for the variation of 
l,m, n along the ray. Let (a, y, 2), (e+6x, y+dy, 2+62) 
be the points in which two neighbouring sound-rays are 
intersected by the wave-surface at time ¢. Subtracting 
pairs of equations of the type (1) we have 

ae 2 
=6(la+u)= S bv 2 (atu), ee 

Differentiating the relation 

Loa-+-mdy4-noz=0, . .) =e 

with respect to the time, and substituting from (2) for 
d(d2)/dt, &e., we have after reduction 

a Of Ou Ov .- Ow oe 
> dx o(7+ oe aa ae +nS")=0. . (4) 

Equation (4) holds for all values of d6%:6y: 682 satisfying 
(3), hence 

Oh AnOG: Ou Ov Ow 
ae + ai sale tO +n5") 

= = =(o oa a ee +m ov +n8") 
ai Og) Oy Oye OV. 

aes dn tole ou Ov Ow a 
= “( ; Yee Se ss oi : (5) 

which are the equations sought. The six equations (1) and 
(5) give the ray completely. We may express (5) more 
simply as follows. Put 

V=atlut+mv+nw 
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and let /, m, n be considered as constant in differ entiating with 
regard to #,y,z. Then (5) may be written 

ee) 
fe) te 0 2 = (124m ma. tne. )V, ©) 

or explicitly, 

c= —(m +n + Ins + ne BE on 

Itisclear that equations (1) express the direct propagation 
of the sound, as influenced by the bodily displacement of 
the medium, whilst equations (6) express the refraction 
of the sonrd caused by the variation of the normal speed V 
over the surface of the wave-front. 

§3. The partial differential equation satisfied by a family 
of wave-fronts. 

Let the family of surfaces successively occupied by a 
wave-front be given by an equation 

eres ir er oe. (8) 

Take a particular point (2, y, z) on a particular surface ¢, 
and let (2, y’, z') be the point on the corresponding ray 
where it is met by the surfave ¢+dt. By equations (1) 

ip et (SGC ee a eee SD) 
ete., where 

ls +k, (Pet ky? + B24 eee LC) 

and the sign is selected in accordance with the direction of 
propagation. The new waye-front, obtained by eliminating 
2, y, 2 between (8) and three equations of type (9), namely, 

F(a’ —(u' +al')dt, : 72) — 0; 

must be identical with 

F(a’, 9’, 23 t+di)=0. 

Comparing these two we have 

oF OF Cle or _ es on + (u + al) An . +(v+am) aii + (w+an) aE 0, 

ok el RB 
> 

(11) 
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which is the general condition which the function must 
satisfy. By means of this equation it can be shown that. 
the principle assumed in § 2 is consistent with Huyghens’s 
principle, 2. e., that the positions of the wave-fronts given as 
solutions of (1) and (5) are the envelopes of the wavelets 
originating from various points on any one of the wave- 
fronts, if these wavelets are also calculated by (1) and (5). 
It must be observed, however, that the principle we have 
assumed is really more general than Huyghens’s principle 
as usually stated, since when the medium is in non-uniform 
motion the wavelets do not remain spheres. 

§ 4. Stratified media. The general refraction formula. 

In the applications we are concerned with in this paper 
the medium is always taken to be a stratified one, 7. e., it is 
such that the direction of the z-axis can always be chosen so 
that w=0 and u, v, a are functions of z only. In this case 
the equations reduce to 

dx dy 
—=l4tu,. —~Smatv, 

at 

Lidl. lidm \ din) SON \ ae non : 

L-dtm ae we dt 0: ) Bred » (13) 

V=atlu+mv. 

ee first of equations (13) integrates immediately in the 
orm 

i/jm=constant, .. . ~..°. nee 

so that the projections on Ozy of the normals to the wave- 
front along any ray remain fixed in direction: in a 
stratified medium the normals to the wave-fronts along a ray 
remain parallel to a fixed plane which is perpendicular to the 
planes of stratification; this is also true if w is not zero 
provided it is a function of z only. 

Choose now the axes Ow, Oy so that for a particular ray 
the projections of the normals are parallel to Ow. Then 
m=() always, and so 

3 ] 
d. nda, a =In & +122), 

dt Z 2 ae oz 0 
. bb al FOG oun 

whence | Eee Fe +- slo 

a d *) UE 

tel ie 
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which integrates in the form 

a/l — dolly =U — U, 

or, putting /=cos 0, 1,=cos 0, 

asec 0—a, sec Oy=uy—U. 

This is the general expression of the law of refraction when 
both the refractive index and the velocity of the medium are 
variable ; the particular cases, uy—w=0, and a=:d 9, are, of 
course, the ordinary forms. It must be emphasized that 
@ specifies the direction of the normal, not the direction of 
propagation, Ihe may be remarked here that the path of a 
sound-ray in a moving medium is not in general reversible. 

§ 5. Application to a point source in the atmosphere. 

In the atmosphere vertical air-currents can usually be 
neglected, but the components of wind-velocity change with 
the height, frequently rapidly and irregularly ; the velocity 
of sound, being dependent on the temperature, is also a 
function of the height, usually decreasing upwards. The 
atmosphere can therefore be considered as a stratified 
medium, as defined in the Jast section, and the equations 
there found are immediately applicable when what we may 
call the “‘ wind-structure”’ and ‘“ temperature-structure” of 
the atmosphere are known. The effects of atmospheric wind 
and wind-variations, and temperature variations in dis- 
placing and refracting sound-waves were first noticed by 
Stokes * and Osborne Reynolds ¢ ; the latter accounted (by 
consideration of refraction) for the fact that a sound is heard 
better to leeward of its source than to windward. Hxamples 
of the calculation of paths of rays have been given by 
Lord Rayleigh ft and Barton §, ‘The question of the varia- 
tion of the direction of the normal to a sound-wave along a 
ray is, however, separate from the calculation of the ray 
itself. 

In this section we shall be concerned with the practical 
problem of an observer on the ground who, making observa- 
tions on the sound received from an unseen aerial source, 
wishes to correct the direction so obtained for the effects of 
transmission through the atmosphere. We suppose that the 
instrument he uses determines the direction of the normal to 
the incident wave-front. 

* Brit. Assoc. Report, 1857. + Proc. Roy. Soc. 1874 
+ ‘Treatise on Sound, vol. ui. pp. 182-4. 
§ Phil. Mag. Jan. 1901, p. 159; ‘ Text-Boolk on Sound,’ pp. 99-106. 
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Let O (fig. 1) be the position of the observer, T (X, Y, Z) 
the source of sound, and let OT’ be the observed direction of 

Fig. 1. 

the source, 7. e. the normal to the wave-fronts as they reach O. 
Take horizontal and vertical axes Ow, Oz in the vertical 
planethrough OT’. Let N, T, be the projection of T on y Ox 
and zOw. We require to calculate the correction to the 
observed azimuth, the angle N’ON (6¢, say), and the cor- 
rection to the observed elevation, the angle T’OT, (6H, 
say). Let W(<), W'(<) be the components of wind velocity 
at height z, a(z) the velocity of sound. Call-@ the angle 
which the normal at any point makes with the horizontal, 
measured positive downwards. Since the normal at O is in 
the plane zOw, it is always parallel to this plane by §4, 
and so 

l=—cos?, m=0, n=—sinJ8, 

and the equations of the ray which goes from T to O are 

ax 
== —atz)cos@+ W(z),. .-. = aay 

WY) map 7 7 SS IWi(e)ne eo: TE LOC or ee 

dz : > 
re —@(2)isimOs* 5-21 is » hea 

together with the refraction equation 

a(z) sec 0—a,) secO,>=W(z)—Wy, . . (19) 

the suffix 0 referring to the ground values. 
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Equations (16), (18), and (19) show that the projection of 
the ray on z Oz is independent of the “ cross-wind” W’, and 
hence 6H is independent of W’: thus, in calculating 6H, 
T, can be taken to be the source. 7 

From (17) and (18) we have 

ee —— woe cosec 0, 

ZW! Ce 
whence No ff mE) cosec 6 dz, 

9 az) 

and therefore, H denoting the angle T,Ow, 

tan dp — Y/(Z cot i) 

EA) 
=—-tan bs | cosecOdz. . (20 

Li ae) ey) 

Given W’(z) and a(z), @ is known from (19), and the 
integral could be evaluated by quadrature. But we may 
approximate as follows: the wind being always small com- 
pared with the velocity of sound, we can consider @ to be 

- constant in (20) with a resulting second order error; to the 
order required here, 92=0,=4), and so 

a 

6b = SRN ear Bear iner weorme( Fill). 
Qo 

approximately, where bars denote mean values with respect 
to height. This evaluates the azimuth correction. 

Similarly, from (16) and (18), 

iis =cot dé — “ey ee 0, 

“evga Rae ee a WA) Jaz 
giving cot H= Ti a Al (cotd— TS cosec @ Jide. 

Subtracting cot 6) from each side and simplifying, we have 

snd 1 i (0—@,) a W (2) sin a) dz 
aoa) Zh sin 0 a(z) sin@) 

* These approximate formule were first deduced by Hill, using 
slightly different analysis. The equations (20) and (24) in the text, 

via which the formule are here deduced, are convenient when it is 

necessary to examine the errors of (21) and (25). 
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Using (19) we find 

= rea lee N — W as a pee ee cos@ cos, cos 4( 8 -- 4) {* Wo _ % “sect, 

- sin 4(@+0,) Clo ao 

and hence |. ee 

sinol i cos 8 cos 8, cos 3(9—M) W — Wo 
snl ZJ, sin @sin3(@ +) ao 

eA ae ah. sin 0, ie 

a(z) sin g 

1 ( 4cos 8, cos $(@—O) ag—a 
ius 5 Carts) Osa (24) 

A Nees pin 1048, le aaa 

This is the exact formula for the correction in elevation, 
evaluated in terms of qtadratures. As before, we may 
approximate to the first order, when we obtain 

W—W, cos?@, | Wy =o 
2 

he ‘sin 6, 

To make use of (21) and me the observer must be 
furnished with the values of the wind and temperature at 
all heights up to the height of the source ; from these he can 
calculate a, and the mean wind and its components along and at 
right angles to the observed direction. The precise evalua- 

tion of W, &c., requires a knowledge of the height of the 
source, which is usually not known; but an approximate 
estimate of this will usually be sufficient. Tests of (21) and 
(25) were frequently made during the war in connexion 
with the location of aircraft by sound, and the corrections 
were usually found to be adequately given by the formule, 
at least when the distributions of wind and temperature were 
sufficiently known. Formula (25) is able to be seriously in 
error when 6, is small ; in this case the correction 6H may 
be comparable in magnitude with @) and E_ themselves. 
But when @) is small no approximate formula can give 6 
accurately (unless the precise form of the wind is given), 
since the sound-wave, travelling almost horizontally, may 
be on the verge of being totally reflected, and the path of 
the sound-ray is sensitive to small changes in the wind 
or temperature distribution. More accurate forms of (25) 
have been investigated, suitable under certain circumstances 

6h} = —__$ cot. (25) * 

* See footnote on page 103. 
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(e.g. when successive approximation can be resorted to, or 
when the type of wind is given), but it does not seem worth 
while reproducing them here. 

It should be noticed that (25) displays the correction as the 
sum of three terms: the first represents the effect of the wind 
in refracting the sound, the second its effect in convecting or 
bodily displacing the sound, and the third the effect of tem- 
perature variation. ‘The last term can be exhibited in a 
compact form, due to Hill, as follows: If Tis the tempera- 
ture, then a=a,(T/T,)? ; assuming a linear temperature lapse, 
we can write 

i Gi /O)\e aaj d= 2/0), (26) 

"approximately, the value of the constant C for the usual 
gradient of 1° F. in 300 feet being 300,000 feet. In this 
‘Case 

Ag -— a Bee, en DS 
a cot=5 F a 

approximately. Thus the correction due to temperature varia- 
tion is proportional to the horizontal distance of the source. 
For a linear temperature fall the sound-rays are arcs of 
circles ; for from (26) the velocity of sound at any point is 
proportional to the depth of the point below the horizontal 
plane z=C, and hence any plane wave moves as though 
rotating as a rigid plane * about the line of its intersection 
with the plane z=C; its angular velocity in any position is 
(a) cos @)/C, @ being its inclination to the vertical. The 
exact expression for the correction in this case is found to be 

ENE cos, 
sin oH = oC) cosh” (28) 

§ 6. Total reflexion and the range of audibility. 

It may occur that for certain values of z the general 
refraction equation 

asec 0—ay sec 0,= W— W, 

gives values of sec@ numerically less than unity. In this 
case, as is well known, the wave-front considered is swung 
round so as to be unable to penetrate the neighbouring 

* This remark is also due to Hill. 
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layers, and total reflexion occurs. If W and a change 
continuously with the height (as is usually the case) the 
ray has a horizontal tangent at the point where it is reflected, 

and the path of the reflected portion is symmetrical with 
that of the incident portion. 

It is well known that the range of audibility of an aerial 
source of sound (with regard to points on the ground) 
may be limited owing to total reflexion. Let T be the source 
and let @ be the angle which the normal to the wave-front at 
any point makes with the. horizontal. Denote by 6, 0) the 
initial and final values of @ along any ray. Then (with the 
axes as in fig. 2) 

a1 Sec 6, — Ap SEC n= W, = W,, ° G c (29) 

where W, is the wind and a, the velocity of sound at the 
height of the source. In this equation set 0.=0, Q.=7 in 
turn, and let @,, ©,' be the corresponding values of 0;. We 
have 

Woes Ui aetis. one Wo- Wi a 

ay ay 
sec 0, = 

The angle ©, is real provided sec @,—1>0, or 

W,— WwW, -- Aj ay >. 

Along this ray 3 

a SEC é= Ag+ Wo— W,, 2 O e = (30). 

and hence provided in addition 

Gigs Wo Ga WW oo a 2) aleve Con 

for all heights between the source and the ground, the ray 
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@,=0, will actually reach the ground *. It is easily seen 
that under these conditions the ray 6,=@©, is a bounding 
ray separating rays that reach the ground from those that 
are totally reflected; rays for which 47>0,>@, reach the 
ground, whilst rays for which ©,>6,>0 are totally reflected. 
Beyond the point of contact of the ray 6,=@, with the ground 
the sound will be inaudible. Similarly, if at all heights 

aa Wie GW a ey ow ee 2) 

the ray 0,=0,', where $7<@,'<7, will be a boundary ray 
for rays in the opposite direction. If R denotes the range 
of audibility measured along Ow, we find 

Z, AT 

R =( (cot 6+ AS ee a) dé, 
F a 

and on substituting for 0 from (30) and assuming that the 
variations in W and a are small compared with a, we have 
approximately 

Z 1a 2 
= #4 _____ z 3 ‘ ° ° 33) . i G2 ece ve 

similarly for the range in the opposite direction 

CZ 1 a 
l 9 é by R/=}\ ( —.! 1 Se (OL) 

ty =a 

These are infinite integrals, the denominators becoming 
zero for z=(0. They either may or may not converge ;° 
convergence indicates a limited range of audibility, 
divergence an unlimited one; in the latter case the 
boundary ray has the g#-axis for an asymptote and the 
source is theoretically audible everywhere. 

Consider, as an example, the common case in which the 
“refracting wind” W-+a isa linear function of z. It is 
found that in this case 

E eaw SESE ei (35) 
aa w) a3 

approximately, the bars denoting mean values with respect 
to the height. As an illustration, if 

7,=:10,000 feet, ay>—a=18 ft./sec., Wo—W =50 ft./sec., 

then R=47,600 feet and R’ is infinite. 

* If condition (31) is not satisfied, the ray 6,=©, will be totally 
reflected before reaching the ground, but there will be no ray for which 
6,=0. See below, §7. 
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When all points on the ground are considered (instead 
of points on Ow only) there will in general exist a curve of 
audibility* delimiting the region in which the source can be 
heard. This curve may be closed or unclosed ; in the latter 
case it will extend to infinity. The general case is hardly 

W > co 

Limiting form 4 

Direction of 
Wind 

i) Oo 

Curves of audibility (Z=10,000 feet ; a, —-d=18 {t. sec.~!; 
scale. 1 unit to 10,000 feet). 

worth considering in detail, but in the example just taken 
(where the wind is in the direction Oz and is a linear func- 
tion of the height) let R be the range of audibility in the 

* For curves of audibility arising from sources of sound on the ground, 
see for example Fujiwhara, Proc. Tokyo Math. Phys. Soc. vi. p. 182(1911), 
and Van Everdingen, Proc. Acad. Sci. Amsterdam, 18, p. 928 (1915). 
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azimuthal direction ¢. Then ignoring for a moment the 

component of wind at right angles to ¢, we see that 

[A : 
ay — a+ W,— Weos a) 

re A 

~ (B—W cos ¢)?’ 

say. A sketch of these curves of audibility for various 
values of W is shown in fig. 3. When W<B, the curves 
are closed ovals, and audibility is limited in all directions ; 

when W >B, the curve has a pair of asymptotes, 

d= --arc cos(B/W), 

which divide the plane into regions in which the audibility 
is and is not limited ; when W=B, the audibility is limited, 
save in the direction ¢=0, and there are two asymptotes 
given by Rsingd=+A(4B)-2. The effect of the cross 
wind is to displace each point (R, ) inwards towards 6=0 
through a small angle of which the value is found to be 

sin b ( -) ; 
z=42Z, 

The consequent displacement of the curves can easily be 
pictured. 

(36) 

§ 7. Further cases of linuted audibility. 

In practice, when ©, or ©,’ is real, the corresponding 
condition (31) or (32) is usually found to be satisfied, but 
interesting theoretical casés occur when this is not so. 
For simplicity consider only rays in the positive direction 
Ox, (0<0,<37). Putting 

OZa—aF-Wi—-W, .. . « (37) 

we see that the refraction formula may be written 

a(sec @—1)—a,(sec8,—-1)=Q. . . . (88) 

Since sec 0, >1, 9 cannot take the value zero along any ray 
unless © takes negative values. Let On(< 0) be the least 
value of @ between the ground and the source, and let 

@,, be the angle given by 

ay(sec Op —1)=—OQm. « © 2 (39) 
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Then it is clear from (38) that the ray 0,=@,, divides the 
rays into two groups; rays for which 0<6,<@,, are totally 
reflected at some level before reaching fle ground, whilst 
rays for which ©,,<@,<47 reach the ground without 
reflexion. As before, the range of audibility is given 
approximately by 

Zi lq \3 
n= { (Fae i“. 

and the bounding ray 6;=@,, arrives at the ground with a 
value of @ given by 

ay(sec 8, —1)=0Q)—-Qy. 

Tf © takes its minimum value ©),, at the ground, 0 is zero, 
(31) is satisfied, and we have the vase there consider a But 
f this is not so, the bounding ray arrives at the ground with 
Anreeme vlna oe, Tae range of audibility is limited or 
not, according to the convergence of (40) in the vicinity 

Fig. 4. 

Total reflexion with limited range of audibility. 

SS SS SS Se ee = eee 

O 5 z 

of Q=Q,. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the different cases. 
In fig. 4 the boundary ray arrives at the ground at a 
point P with a non-zero value of @, and beyond P the 
source will be heard (if at all) only by diffraction. The 
existence of a non-zero value of @, at the point of furthest 
audibility is curious, as it offers a marked contrast to the 
cases of § 6, where the corresponding value of 9, was zero. 
The distribution of wind and temperature thus extn definite 
sound shadow extending beyond P, the boundary ray being 
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partly reflected and_ partly transmitted. In fig. 5, (40) is 

divergent; the sound is audible at all points on the ground, 

Fig. 5. 

Total reflexion with unlimited range of audibility. 

x 

Oo! - 

but however far we go along Ow the rays always arrive with 

a non-zero @, and the apparent elevation of the source 

(judged by the sound) is the same at all sufficiently large 

distances. 

§ 8. Envelopes and curves of vertices. 

The descending portions of rays can never intersect one 

another ; in figs. 4 and 5 the ascending portions of totally 

reflected rays have been drawn as non-intersecting also. 
Under certain conditions, however, these latter may inter- 

sect and have an envelope, analogous to the caustics of 

optics. To investigate these, take axes through the source 

Fig. 6. 

2 / (& 9) 

(fig. 6), and let (£, §) be the co-ordinates of the vertex of 

any ray (point of total reflexion). The locus of (&, $) for 

different rays will be called the curve of vertices. It is 
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clear from the symmetry of the ascending and descending 
portions that neighbouring rays cannot intersect unless & 
mereases as € decreases, 2. e. unless dé/d€ is negative. As 
in §6, the ray leaving O at 0=0, is totally reflected at a 
level €, given by 

W (€) +a(€) = W, +4, sec 0, ; 

selecting the smallest value of ¢ satisfying this, and putting 

w(z)= W(z)+a(z), 

we have from (33) or (40) 

fe be dz 
p=! | (w (6) —w(z))?° pe 20 (41) 

To differentiate this, put z=¢¢; we find on returning to the 
variable z 

dE _ 1 na( Lo — 350! (6) } — Lolz) ~a20"(2) } 7, : 
aa fof) —0@)}2 ie 

The sign of d&/d& thus depends on the precise behaviour of 
the function w(z). We can illustrate the essentially different 
cases by considering the example 

@(Z) => bo AE 6,2”, 

where, of course, to give total reflexion at all, 6, must be 
positive. If n=1, dé&d& is positive; if n=2, d&/d& is 
identically zero, and the locus of vertices 1s a vertical 
straight line about which the whole family of rays is 
symmetrical ; if n>2, d&/d& is negative. In general, the 
behaviour of the curve of vertices near €=0 can be judged 
from the following table, which gives the limits of & and 
déldo as €>0. The values n=1, n=2, n>2 in the above 
example illustrate the three rows respectively. 

Conditions. | Lim é. |) Tain /aonae 

o!'(0) 0 () | 40 

HON Oe wi! ee ay ee _ Lato’ (0) o')=0, #'O#0 | Farm) | 31a)? | 
o'(0)=0, #(0)=0 | +o ie 
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The equation of the ascending portion of the ray whose 
vertex is (& €) is 

n= 2£—(4a)} o ere 
and the envelope when it exists is given parametrically by 
this equation and 

2dé {" w' (€)dz 
O= —2 +4(4a)3 er eg cera le) 

dg +7098), (og) —o@)t 
Again, its slope is given by 

da ex (3a) 2 x 
ae = ~ (w(f)—a(z))! aus ° Setgrs (45) 

It is clear that a value of 2 can actually be found to satisfy 
(44) provided d&/dé is He gue. The envelope has the same 
general appearance as the curve of vertices. Thus if E> 
as €—>0 (last row above) then the envelope also is asym- 
ptotic to z=0; whilst if & has a finite limit ('(0) =0, 
w''(0)=£0) it is found that along the envelope 

Le 0) | 2 dea 
ee ln) lan ee lara) poe 30"(0) OEE 

As an example, we may consider in detail the case 

w (2) =ta(bo + 42”). 

Inserting in (41) we find that the curve of vertices is 
given by 

(43) 

(ig?) Ne ee (46) 
eee 

where A={ q—) 

The envelope is given by 

dz 
i 2—& — a bao? — ae’ Quiet ay voce seen (47) 

O= — (n—2)AE-2" + dnbr-} 7 

The last reduces to 

2?) a= ("a 

so that z/f is a constant, say X, determined by 

Oa de Sele 2) an d 

pct) a Gl sah 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 12. No. 247. July 1921. I 

—{")s Pees? 
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Moreover, from (47) the equation of the envelope reduces to 

bie(Z) =2A-B, i (= ae 
r 

rat pel Sa where i ami 

Comparison of (46) and (49) shows that the envelope and 

curve of vertices are similar curves, of the type 

22-2) = const. 

Fig. 7 shows a sketch of the loci. 

Fig. 7. 

Curve of vertices 

Those of the results here given which were obtained whilst 
the author was a member of the Munitions Inventions Depart- 
ment are published with the consent of that Department. 

Trinity College, Cambridge, 
14th February, 1921. 
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VIL. On the Determination of the Coeficiént of Normal 
Viscosity of Metals. By WKorard Honpa and: Sripei 
Konno *. 

[Plates ILI.-VI.] 

1. fF v be the velocity of a fluid moving in the direction 
of x, and <¢ an axis perpendicular to «, then the 

tangential or ordinary viscosity per unit area is given by 

dv 
Haale 

where 7 is the coefficient of tangential viscosity. In the 
same way, if the velocity of the fluid varies in the direction 
of v2, we may define the normal viscosity per unit area by 

dv 
f= Cy? 

where & is the coefficient of normal viscosity. According 
to the dynamical theory, the normal viscosity of a fluid is 
numerically related to the tangential viscosity. 

2. In the case of solid substances, we may also conceive 
these two kinds of viscosity, as already done by Professor 
W. Voigt t. The tangential and normal viscosities correspond 
in elasticity to the moduli of rigidity and elasticity respec- 
tively ; they are independent of each other. 

Let a wire be fixed at its upper end and loaded witha 
horizontal disk at its lower end, By letting the system 
oscillate in vacuum, the motion is gradually damped owing 
to the internal viscosity of the wire. The equation of motion 
of the suspended disk at any time ¢ is given by 

ao alte) 
An ae + q?=0, 

where @ is the angle of twist, I the moment of inertia of the 

I 

‘disk, p and q are two constants depending on the dimensions 
-and the nature of the suspended wire. If / and R be the 
length and the radius of the wire respectively, and n its 
rigidity, we have a well-known relation 

amnh* 

ae 
In a former paper, one of the present writers has shown 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Wied. Ann. xlvil. p. 671. 

12 
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that » can be expressed in the same form as g in terms of the 
dimensions and the coefficient of viscosity of the wire, that is. 

| Phony ht. 

eal 
The solution of the above equation is given by 

ae 2ut 
A= Oye Feos( “in +e) ; 

iE 

where 6 is the initial amplitude of oscillations, T the period 
of oscillation, and € a constant. 

If X be the logarithmic decrement, we have 

5 ee 
Sih a elas 

SIir 

ee 1= RT 
Hence, by observing A and T, 7 can be obtained. In this 

way, Messrs. K. Iokibé and 8S. Sakai * have already deter- 
mined the coefficient of tangential viscosity for a number of 
metals. 

Again, for the rigidity of the wire, we have 

87il 

n= TRE 
2 7 ase 

hence i =r: 

3. If the wire be replaced by a caoutchoue thread and 
made to oscillate longitudinally in vacuum, the equation of 
the motion of the suspended disk is 

Oe ard a Se) oe 

des we 
where M is the mass of the disk, # its displacement from the 
position of equilibrium, E and 8 are the modulus of elasticity 
and the cross-section of tlie wire respectively. The solution 
of this equation is 

= ba 2rt 
Ab = Xo rae cos fi =F € ° 

M 

ego 
Hence = ATM? 

_ 411M 

os oo i 

* Tokibé & Sakai, in a paper which will appear in a forthcoming 
number of the Phil. Mag. 
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_ Hence, by observing 2 and T, & can be determined. 

: Aa?]M. 

Dae 
EP aa: 

In the case of metals, we cannot apply the above method 
for determining the coefficient of normal viscosity ; because 
in this system, the period and the amplitude of longitudinal 
oscillations are very small and difficult to determine accurately. 

4, For the actual determination of the coefficient &, the 
following vibrating system will meet-our purpose. Leta 
metallic band be vertically fixed at its upper end, and a lead 
sphere fixed at its lower end. If this suspended system be 
made to oscillate laterally, then the equation of motion can 
be found in the following way :— 

Let us take the axes of coordinates as shown in fig. 1. 
Suppose the lead sphere be slightly displaced toward the 

right ; then denoting the thickness and the breadth of the 
band by a and b respectively, we have for the moment 
of elastic restoring force of the band 

3 Oy AAG aly 
2( HAb.dh. hans = 19 Hea a2? 

where dh is an elementary layer at a distance h from the 
neutral layer. If the system be in a way of oscillation, then 
the moment of the normal viscous force is given by 

9(? Gey ee cane (ou 
2 a, az?) - 12 dt os) 

Consider next the equilibrium of the lower part of the 
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oscillating system below x from the upper end; we have the 
relation 

(1S PY , Mov Hoa? d?y _ Ghat d (dy 
)\@-a 1 49 ae” olan at) = Y 

where Y is the ee of the centre of the lead sphere. 
Integrating twice this equation with respect to 2, and putting 

: ; di 
v=0 and lin the result, we have, since “4 =0 for 2=0; 

dx 

7a MoYva' = aba? = ebad Vag 
(11 Fa | ye ae ae me 

aY = Mig = Wbat Eba? dY 
a a oe ie )©+"TR gp =? 

The solution of this equation is 
_ gbatt Qart 

Ne ae | SPI cos Te +e). 

eS fbat 
Hence = T6ME? 

_ 16MPA 
ba? T 

Thus, by observing the period and the logarithmic decre- 
ment of the suspended system, € can be determined. In this 
ease, both the period and the amplitude of oscillations are 
fairly large and admit of an accurate determination. 

5. The arrangement of experiment is shown in fig. 2. 
B is a stout bell-jar made of thick cast iron resting tightly 
on a plane disk E; the jar can be evacuated by a Gaede 
rotary pump througk the tube fF. The oscillating system is 
firmly fixed to the head-piece A in the manner as shown in 
fig. 3. D is’a metal tube with a caoutchouc tube and a 
stopper ; by puffing air through the pipe at intervals equal 
to the period of oscillations, the amplitude of oscillation can 
be increased to a desired magnitude. m is a small mirror 
attached near the upper end of the band. A narrow beam 
of light coming from a slit S passes through the glass 
window 9, and is reflected by the mirror m; after the ray has 
passed through the lens L of a large focal length, it is again 
reflected downwards by a large mirror M to the cylinder C 
of a chronograph. A second beam of light from another 
slit 8S’ adjacent to 8S follows nearly a similar way to the first 

-beam, tho first reflexion, however, taking place at a fixed 
mirror (omitted in the figure) adjacent to the vibrating 
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mirror m, and leaves time-marks every two seconds by the 
action of an electromagnet p. The lens is so placed that the 
images of the slits are formed on the cylinder, on which a 
Sensitive fim is wound. 

In order to avoid the action of the diffused light on the 
photographic film, the chronograph is covered with a wooden 
box, on the upper side of which a small aperture is made 
for admitting the beam of light. As the source of light, an 
electric are of about 60 volts 10 amperes is used. 

Prepared for the photographing, the oscillation of the 

suspended system is excited by air-puff, and the surrounding 
air evacuated by the rotary pump. When by virtue of the 

internal friction, the amplitude of oscillation is reduced to 

the desired magnitude, which can be observed through the 

aperture, the chronograph is put in rotation, and the photo- 

graph of the spots of light taken. 
The image of the slit S records on the film a regular sine 

wave with the diminishing amplitude, while that of the 
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slit S’ traces a straight line interrupted by time-marks. 
After developing the films, the amplitude and the period of 
oscillations can be mexsured, and hence the coefficient of the 
normal viscosity known. The maximum amplitude of oscil- 
lations at the centre of the weight was about 2cm. Some 
examples of our records are given in Pl. III. 

6. In order to test the formula obtained in § 4, we experi- 
mented with copper bands of various thickness under various 
weights. The results of experiments show that the bands of 
different thickness give almost the same result for the 
coefficient of normal viscosity, and that the logarithmic 
decrement increases linearly with increasing umplitude of 
oscillation, its magnitude depending on the materials and 
the dimensions of the band and the loaded weight. It is 
shown by Messrs. K. Ickibé and 8. Sakai * that in the case of 
torsional oscillations, linear relation between the logarithmic 
decrement and the amplitude of oscillation is due on the one 
hand to the fact that the amplitude of oscillation is not 
sufficiently small, and on the other hand to the fact that 
during oscillation a small fraction of energy is lost through 
the point of suspension outwards. In the present experi- 
ment, the linear relation between the logarithmic decrement 
and the amplitude of oscillation is also to be attributed to 
the same causes. These two effects become smaller and 
smaller with the diminution of amplitude; hence, in the 
calculation of the coefficient of normal viscosity, the limiting 
values of logarithmic decrement, when the amplitude of 
oscillation becomes zero, was used. In order to minimize 
the loss of energy through the point of suspension, the 
bell-jar and the suspending system were constructed as stout 
as possible. 

The dimensions of the bands are as follows :— 

Seisery IE 

Dimensions. | Band 1. Band 2. Band 3. | 

‘| a (thickness) ....... 0°134cm. | 0:094cm. | 0-049 cm. | 
bawidth) ps ..s00e: 0°380 ,, ORY Amie 03734 40s) 

|Z (length) ......... O6-Olrr a7 260. oc2 26th) ee 
{ 

The weights 1, 2, 3 are respectively 199-4, 499, and 1069 
grams; weight J is a sphere and the other two a flat 
cylinder made of lead. 

* Phil. Mag. loc. cit. 
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The results of experiments for three copper bands are as 
follows :— 

TABLE IT, As rolled. 

=a | | | 
. | Band. | Weight. oe AN eaGloz.@2): carve Ne | 

. — = —— 
ete 1 0-0045 Oops eso x10? | 1 
| 2 1 0 00195 Oro 4:89) |, | 2 

| hme! 3 0-00125 OSsseMot sa de | 8 
; r2 2 0:00088 OSGeo 3) A 

a8 ft 0-0003 Osan 468, | 5 

Mean: 4°83 x 10° 

TABLE III. Annealed at 300° C. 

| Band, | Weight.) ,. 7. £ (15° C.). | Curve No. | 

it 1 | 0:0051 COnOeaies SoS lO3"s| 6 

1 2 0:0024 0:740 OrlG: 7 
: | 

Mean: 5°15 x 10 

From the above table, we see that the values of the 
coefficient of normal viscosity deduced froin different bands 
agree satisfactorily with each other, showing the correctness 
of the formula before deduced, and also that the normal 
viscosity of copper increases by annealing. In the following 
tables, the results of experiment for a number of metals are 
given :— 

Paine et (20.52). 

Metal. | acm. bem. |AgX10*.; Tsec. |Ex10—*, 
| | 

See eee ae aet eee Re eed [eee Jee eae eS ee | 
| ; 

. Ale(Bolled Nor tock | 0:0997| 0-372 | 0-45 | 0-798 | 0-822 | 
| | | (0-723. | So. EOC eee  0:0999/ 0-719 | 0-65 | 0-709 { con 

», (Annealed at 400°C.)..., 00999) O719 | 113 | O716 | 125 | 
Zn (Rolled) .................., 0°0669| 0:356 | 501 | 0878 ; 27-4 

,», (Annealed at 200° C.)...| a | yi 1:70 0-883 9:27 

Ag (Hammered) ............ | 0-104 0-500 2°10 O-731 2°85 
», (Annealed at 400°C.)... Bi ny FOZ} “Ortk9 2°24 

Mg (Hammered) ............ O20 | 0's00) | 1:82 O751 16] 
iMei(Amtesledat 20000)... |, 0:82 | 0755 | 0-722 
a ele) Peer alec he 0-105 | 0-497 | 1:69 | 0550 | 305 

1=260 ae M=199-4 er. 
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Taste V. Carbon steels (20° C.). 
| 
| | 

Curve No... 1. 2 | 3. |) aren 
| | oe 

Cpercent....| O18 | 038 | 067 | 117 | 175 
Si, » | 0098 (0-17 | 020 (| 0 sre aammee 

Composition | Mr» » | 0105 | 040 | 053 | 048 | Odd 
of Bands. |P ,, ,, ...| 0006 | 0016 | ... | 0012 | OOnS 

S4,. “» -.| 0033 -|. 0033 | — +... <) “O01 EmenhEr 

| |Cu,, 4, | 0123 | 0114 | trace | O10 | 0092 
Total impurity excl. Carbon.| 0°3 O74 9} (073 | OSI a0 

DTG. | GP 0S Ga abaasee 00726 | 0:0892 | 0-123 | 00811} 00725 

of Bands. |bem ......... | 0-489 | 0-497 | 0-500 | 0-497 | 0-480 

NCU cesses 123 | 1-76 473 | 1:60 | 1-79 
BAIS ln 60. 5 ue | 0-750 | 0688 | 0-479 | 0-708 | 0-766 

annealing. | | 
Elm e ee 494 |. 512] 5:93 | 506) \ereD 

[gS cacce O78 | 120 \o345> | a2 
ee ae | cee e ee | O-7E6- | 0-684 | 0-481 | 0-701 

[2x10 OES Sea a eee 
| | | | | 

| 

(=26 Orem: M199 Aer: 

Thus, except rolled zinc, the coefficient of normal viscosity 
of different metals here investigated is of the order of 
the order of magnitude of 1-10 x 10° C.G.8. units. The 
large value of & in the case of zinc is to be expected from its 
low melting-point ; because, from the analogy of the change 
of tangential viscosity with temperature, it follows that in 
approaching the melting-point of a metal, & rapidly increases, 
and in the case of zine, room temperature is much nearer to 
its melting-point than in other metals. 

Generally speaking, annealing causes the diminution of 
the coefficient of normal viscosity. In the case of aluminium, 
silver, magnesium, and nickel, the logarithmic decrement of 
annealed specimens is greatly affected by the amplitude of 
oscillation—that is, it increases at first linearly, then some- 
what rapidly, and after passing through an inflexion point, 
tends to an asymptotic value (PI. VI.). Hence, in these 
metals, the estimation of the logarithmic decrement corre- 
sponding to zero amplitude, and therefore the value of 
tangential viscosity, is somewhat uncertain. Since the 
annealing produces a growth of its crystalline structure, and 
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regular crystalline structure cannot produce any dissipation 
of energy during oscillations, it is to be understood why 
annealing results in the diminution of the viscosity. In the 
ease of copper, it is well known that annealing at about 
300° C. produces a marked softening, or its plasticity and 
hence the viscosity is increased by annealing. 

In carbon steels the coefficient of viscosity increases with 
the content of carbon; a small fluctuation from this law is. 
probably to be attributed to the presence of other impurities, 
as seen by comparing the two sets of curves in PI. LV. fig. 2. 

Summary. 

1. The coefficients of normal viscosity of 12 different 
metals are measured at room temperature; their values range 
TOMO. (ox LO to 2 (ye 0s. 

2. The coefficient of the viscosity of a metal having a low 
melting-point is large. 3 

3. he coefficient of normal viscosity is of the same order 
of magnitude as that of tangential viscosity. 

4. Annealing causes the diminution of the coefficient of 
viscosity. : 

5. In carbon steels the coefficient of viscosity increases 
with the content of carbon. 

VIII. The Probable Normal State of the Helium Atom. 
By Evwin C. KEMBLE*. 

INTRODUCTION. 

ae quantum theory of the origin of the line spectra of 
gases conceives of each of the “ terms ” whose combi- 

nations give the frequencies of the spectrum lines as the 
measure of the energy of one of the possible stationary states 
of the atom. The emission of radiation accompanies the 
passage of the atom from one to another of these stationary 
states, which differ primarily in the nature of the corre- 
sponding orbits of the outer electron. Hach of these orbits 
is characterized by an azimuthal quantum number which 
specifies its angular momentum, and a radial quantum 
number. The azimuthal quantum number is believed to 
be unity for the orbits corresponding to the sharp series 
terms, two for the principal series, three for the diffuse 
series, and so on J. 

* Communicated by Prof. Theodore Lyman. 
+ A. Sommerfeld, Atombaw und Spektrallinien, 2nd edition, Braun- 

schweig, 1921, p. 278. 
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The two systems of series in the arc spectrum of helium are 
explained by Landé* as due to two different sets of outer 
orbits in planes differently oriented with respect to the 
plane of the orbit of the inner electron. His computations 
indicate that the doublet system of spectrum lines originates 
in a set of outer orbits coplanar with the path of the inner 
electron, while the single-line system comes from a set 
of outer orbits Ww hose planes are inclined to that of the inner 
orbit. 

Fig. 1 shows diagramatically the energies and series 
relationships of the various stationary states of the helium 

atom. 

Diffuse |Series Terms 

Single/Line Syste 

(Crossed Orbits) 

= . = SS N 

Sharp! Series — S29 
| 

A= 585 

(2,P)| Principal Series Terms , ay 

Nee Atom at 203 pn this scale —> 

Diffuse Series Term 

“ 1 -3 

on Wave|Number Seale 110 |(Term Vajlues) 
20 25 30 oo HO us 

The normal state of an atom is the stationary state with 
the least energy. Its energy (negative) is measured by the 
ionization potential of the atom, and also by the frequency 
of the limit of the absorption series. If, in any particular 
case, the frequency of this limit fits the empirical formula 
for one of the series of terms characteristic of the spectrum 
of the atom, it becomes very probable that the normal state 
is of essentially the same character as the other stationary 
states of the corresponding set. For example, the alkali 

* A, Landé, Phys. Zettschr. xx. p. 233 (1919), and xxi. p. 114 (1920). 
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metals (lithium, sodium, potassium, ke.) absorb the principal 
series of doublets, the conventional Siege for which is 

v=(1, s)—(m, p)* 

The frequency of the limit of this series, which we have 
indicated by the symbol (1, s), fits the empirical formula tor 
the terms of the sharp series (m, s), and we conclude that 
the normal state of each of these atoms is simply that stationary 
state of the sharp series which has the least radial quantum 
number (presumably zero). 

Several suggestions have been made regarding the orbits 
of the electrons in the normal helium Alon Bohr’s model 
consisting of two electrons revolving about a common circular 
orbit, is the simplest, but gives the wroug lonization potential, 
The Landé model +, which identifies the normal atom with 
the stationary state corresponding to the one quantum sharp 
series coplanar orbit term (1, s), must be discarded for the 
same reason. The writer has recently applied the Sommerfeld 
quantum conditions to the Langmuir model, which consists 
of two electrons which oscillate in symmetrical arcs ON Opposite 
sides of the nucleus, and has shown that if these CUED 
conditions are correct, this model also has the wrong energy t. 

There remains the suggestion of Franck and Reiche § that 
the normal state of the helium atom is identical with the one 
quantum sharp series state (1,8) of the crossed orbit (single- 
line) system. In a very interesting and suggestive paper, 
Franck and Reiche have shown Ane this hypothesis leads at 
once to the conclusion that the stationary state (2, s) of the 
coplanar system constitutes a metastable modiaeation of the 
helium atom. ‘The experimental evidence presented by them 
and by Franck and Knipping || seems definitely to establish this 
conclusion, but gives no direct confirmation of the original 
hypothesis. On the contrary, it is the writer’s purpose to 
show that the normal state of the helium atom cannot be 
identical with the state (1, 8). This paper contains in 

* In this paper the symbols used for the various series terms and the 
corresponding stationary states are the same as those used by Sommerfeld 
and Landé except in the case of the sharp series, where (2, s) is sub- 
stituted for the customary (m-+3,s). m is in each case given the theo- 
retical value of the sum of the azimuthal and radial quantum numbers 
for the corresponding stationary state. Small letters s, p, d are used in 
designating terms of the sharp, principal, and diffuse series of the doublet 
system, and capital letters 8, P, D are used to designate terms of the 
corresponding series of the single ‘line-sy stem. 

iP wake IDRIS, Uh 
t KE. C. Kemble, ‘Science,’ n.s. li. p. 58} oe 20). 
§ Franck & Reiche, Zeits. f. Phys. i. 2, p. 1641920). 
|| Franck & Knipping, Zects. A. Phys. i. 4, p.3 320 (1920). 
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addition a rediscussion of the existing experimental material 
bearing on the nature of the helium atom, with special 
reference to the recent study of the ultra-violet are spectrum 
of helium by Fricke and Lyman”. 

Objections to the Model of Franck and Leiche. 

The first objection to the model of the normal helium atom 
proposed by Franck and Reiche is that, like that of Landé, 
it is difficult to reconcile with the chemical behaviour of 
helium. Both of these models require that one of the 
electrons revolve about.an outer orbit, while the other 
revolves about an inner one. The recent discussion of 
atomic structure from the chemical point of view by 
Langmuir f and others can leave little doubt, however, that 
all the electrons in the normal atoms of the inert gases are 
arranged in peculiarly stable and symmetrical groups of 
orbits. The atoms of the alkali metals differ from those of 
the inert gases which precede them in the periodic table in 
having one loosely-attached valence electron which does not 
enter into the stable group system. Itis not therefore sur- 
prising to discover that the orbit of the valence electron in 
the normal sodium atom is of the same general character 
as the outer orbits through which the electron passes when 
emitting radiation. On the other hand, the assumption that 
one of the electrons in the helium atom normally rotates 
about an outer orbit enclosing that of its companion puts the 
former in the valence electron class, and leaves the chemical 
behaviour of helium a mystery. 

The second objection to the model of Franck and Reiche 
is that it gives the wrong energy and ionization potential. 
Or, stating the matter somewhat differently, the energy of 
the actual helium atom as measured by itsionization potential, 
and more recently by the spectroscopic observations of Fricke 
and Lyman, does not fit with the energy values of the other 
stationary states in the series to which it is supposed by 
Franck and Reiche to belong. 

In testing this point it is necessary that we compare the 
energy of the normal state with the energy obtained by 
extrapolation from the sharp series crossed orbit terms of 
higher quantum number. We make use of the scheme 
adopted by Landé and Sommerfeld, who have employed the 
approximate formula 

(Grass INGO). ne te ee 

* Phil, Mag. May 1921, p. 814. 
‘+ J, Langmuir, Am. Chem. Soc, Journ. xl. pp. 868-934, June 1919. 
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in making a similar test of the Landé model. This formula 
gives approximate values of the frequencies of the various 
series terms when 6 is given the proper constant value, and 
m various integral values. Conversely, if the observed 
frequencies of the various terms are inserted in the left-hand 
member, the equation can be used to compute a series of 
values ot 6 which are very nearly equal and vary in a con- 
tinuous manner from one term to another. 

The term for the normal state can be computed from the 
lonization potential by means of the relation 

emer nee io sy CQ) 

or from the wave-length of the ultra-violet helium line just 
discovered by Fricke and Lyman on the basis of the assumption 
that this line is produced by an atom dropping from the 
stationary state (2,58) to thenormal state. The two methods 
of calculating the value of this term, which we will denote 
by (N), are in agreement, and yield the value 203,000 *. 

Fig. 2 shuws 6 plotted as a function of m, assuming that 
(N) isidentical with (1,8). The curve is clearly discontinuous 
at the point m=1, and shows that the normal state is not a 
member of the suggested series of stationary states. 

Fig. 2. 

One 2 3 4 ) 6 

The third objection to the model proposed by Franck and 
Reiche is that it does not harmonize with the spectroscopic 
observations of Fricke and Lyman. Experience shows that 
under ordinary conditions electron-jumps between orbits of 
the same system whose angular momenta differ by h/27 are 

* To obtain perfect agreement between these two observations of the 
energy of the normal state, the rather high value of A obtained from the 
study of the excitation potentials of other spectrum lines must be used. 
Cf. Franck & Hinsporn, Zectschr. fiir Phys. ii, p. 18 (1920). 
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easily made, while transfers between orbits of the same 
system having the same angular momentum are not, and the 
Bohr principle of selection gives a semi-theoretical expla- 
nation of this fact. It follows that if the normal state were 
identical with the state (1,8), the strongest series in the 
ultra-violet emission spectrum would be 

(N)—(m, P) m=2,3,°4, «or 

Other series, such as 

(N)—(n, 8) WM = 2,3, 4; es 

could appear only under the special circumstances required 
for breaking through the principle of selection. The strongest 
line of the ultra-violet spectrum would then be (N)—(2, P), » 
whose wave-length is 568 A.U. But the observations of 
Fricke and Lyman show no trace of this line. On the 
contrary, the only line which they find is at 585 A.U., the 
wave-length of the first member of the series (4). It is by 
no means certain that other lines are not present, but if so, 
they must. be relatively faint, and that fact is sufficient to 
establish our point. 

Three Hypotheses regarding the Return of Atoms to 
the Normal State. 

It seems to be possible to account for the known experi- 
ment] facts regarding the excitation of the various lines in the 
helium are spectrum by means of the three following hypo- 
theses : (a) that under ordinary circumstances few, if any, 
atoms pass directly to the normal state from any of the other 
stationary states except those of the sharp series crossed orbit 
system; (0) that passage from even the above-mentioned most 
favourable set of stationary states, (m, 8), to the normal state 
takes place with relative difficulty; (c) that the presence of 
some impurity X commonly occurring in helium introduces 
one or more stationary states which are not possible in the 
pure gas, and thus provides an indirect path from the higher 
energy levels to the normal which is accompanied by the 
emission of more than one radiation frequency. 

Hypothesis (a) rests on the fact that the only ultra-violet 
line observed by Fricke and Lyman is the first member of 
the series (4). Hypothesis (6) 1s required by the fact that 
the line (N)—(2, 8) has been observed only under the most 

favourable circumstances in relatively pure helium, and is 
even then very faint. The work of Paschen affords additional 
evidence in favour of (b), which will be discussed later. The 
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argument for hypothesis (c) cannot bea stated w ith equal 
bre evity. 

The experiments of Franck and Knipping (1. Dy on the 
excitation potentials of helium indicate the voltages at which 
various new radiation frequencies begin to appear, without 
‘determining what these frequencies actually are. They find 
that the first critical potential for slightly impure helium 
‘occurs at 20°45 volts, which should be sufficient to knock 
an atom into the state (2,5); but that if the helium is 
pure, the first critical potential is that required to knock an 
atom from the normal state to (2, 8), viz. 21°25 volts. This 
shows that when atoms are thrown out to the energy level 
(2, s) in impure helium, they emit some kind of radiation, 
and therefore drop to some lower energy level. They do not 
fall directly back to the normal state, for the line (Nj —(2, s) 
is not observed spectroscopically. Hence they must drop to 
some other stationary state (2) whose existence is conditioned 
by the presence of an LED TEI Since the atoms eventually 
find their way back to the normal state, we may assume that 
the energy of the state (2) is inter mediate between the energies 
of (2, s) and (N). The frequencies emitted at 20°45 volts 
would be 

y=(2) -(, s) 

va=(N)—(@. 
‘These frequencies should satisfy the relation 

V=h(vyy+ Vo). 

One way in which such an intermediate state might occur 
would be through the formation of a metastable compound 
-of an atom of helium in the state (2, s) and an atom of the 
impurity X. The emission of the frequency v, would then 
accompany the formation of the compound molecule, and the 
emission of v2 its disintegration into an atom of normal helium 

-and an atom of X. 
Another possible explanation of the existence of such an 

intermediate energy level would be to suppose that a positive 
ion of the element X colliding with an atom of helium in the 
state (2, s) is able to rob the latter of its outer electron, 
emitting at the same time a quantum of radiation of 
frequency vy, The helium ion might then in turn collide 
with an atom of X in a somewhat different manner, and by 
robbing the X atom of the outermost electron revert to the 
normal state while emitting radiation of frequency ¥» 

Let us turn our attention now to the excitation of ‘the line 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. KK 

and 
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at 585 A.U., due to atoms returning to the normal state from 
(2,8) (crossed orbit system). In the early experiments of 
Fricke and Lyman with slightly impure helium this lne 
was not observed. Later, the line was found under different 
conditions with much purer gas. The experimenters are 
inclined to attribute the discovery of the line in part to an 
increased intensity of emission inthe purer helium. If such 
a variation in the emission intensity with the purity of the 
gas does occur, it may be accounted for by hypothesis (c). 
Other things being equal, the emission intensity of the line 
in question will be proportional to the number of atoms in 
the state (2,8). Let us assume that the atoms can pass from 
2,8) to the normal state much more readily through the 

intermediate state (¢) than by the direct path. Then when 
there is considerable impurity in the gas, the atoms knocked 
into the state (2, 8) will immediately pass through (2) back 
to the normal state, and will not accumulate to any marked 
extent. On the other hand, when the helium is very pure, 
the atoms can return to the normal state only by the difficult 
direct route, and will therefore accumulate markedly in the 
the state (2,5), and cause a greatly increased emission of 
the wave-length 585 A.U. 

Hypothesis (6) is essential to the validity of the above 
argument. Paschen’s experimental investigation of the ab- 
ereee and fluorescence of the lines at 10830 A.U. and 
20582 A.U. gives additional evidence for this hypothesis. 
Prschen (/. c.) passed a weak discharge through a vacuum- 
tube containing helium, and found that the lines ‘at 10830 A.U. 
and 20582 A.U. became strongly absorbing when the current 
density was only one ten-thousandth part ‘of that required to. 
produce an appreciable absorption of other lines of the 
spectrum. The absorption of the wave-lengths in question 
is due to the transfer of atoms from the state (2, S) to the 
state (2, P), and from (2, s) to (2, p). (See fig. 1.) Hence 
the experiment proves that even with a very low current 
density there is a large accumulation of atoms in. the states. 
(2,8) and (2, s).. This can occur only if the atoms which 
are knocked from the normal state into either (2, 8) or (2, s) 
have difficulty in radiating their energy and reverting to. 
their original condition. 

It should be observed that since our first hypothesis (a) 
rules out direct jumps from the principal series stationary 
states of both systems to the normal, it requires that both 
the line at 20582 A.U. and that at 10830 A.U. shall be. 
‘‘ resonance ” lines in the narrow sense of the word : that is, 
all the radiation of either wave-length which is absorbed 
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must be remitted at low pressures without change in wave- 
length. Franck and Reiche base their argument for the 
inetastable character of the state (2, s) on Paschen’s obser- 
vation that the line at 10830 A.U. does actually have tiis 
property. They further make the statement that the line at 

20582 A.U. is not a resonance line ; but this seems to be a 
mistake, for the writer finds no mention in Paschen’s paper 
of any investigation of the intensity of the fluorescence of the 
latter line. 

The Angular Momentum of the Normal Helium Atom. 

In discussions of atomic models it is commonly assumed, 
though without general proof, so far as the present writer is 
aware, tliat the average angular momentum of each electron 
and the resultant angular momentum of the entire atom are 
integral multiples of h/27. These hypotheses are at least very 
plausible, and are assumed in the discussion which follows. 

The Bohr’and Landé models of the normal helium atom 
have each two units of angular momentum*. ‘The work of 
Landé indicates further that the orbits of the stationary 
states of the single-line system are so inclined that the 
resultant angular momentum of the atom is equal to the 
mean angular momentum of the cuter orbit alone. Itfollows 
that the helium model of Franck and Reiche has just one 
unit of angular momentum. On the other hand, the simplest 
explanation of hypothesis (a) is that the normal helium atom 
has zero angular momentum. 

The Bohr principle of selection requires that when an 
atom undisturbed by external forces jumps from one stationary 
state to another of the same family, it shall radiate one, and 
only one, unit of angular momentum. If this principle is 
assumed to apply also to jumps from a stationary state 
of one kind to another of a wholly different character, one 
may draw from it the conclusion that the normal helium 
atom differs in angular momentum by one unit from the atom 
in the state (2,5). Since the latter, like the model of the 
normal atom proposed by Franck and Reiche, has one unit, 
the normal atom must have two units or none; but if the 
average angular momentum of each electron is one unit, the 
only way in which the resultant angular momentum can be 
two units is for the electrons to execute coplanar orbital 
motions in the same direction. This possibility is ruled out 
by the fact that the Bohr and Landé models, to which it 
leads, do not have the right energy, and also by the absence 

* Landé assumes that the electrons rotate in the same direction, re- 

marking in a footnote that “ Komplanare Gegenrotation wiirde das Vor- 
. ‘ . ~ Ra PP} » 2 

zeichen der Storungen 1 Ordnung umkehren, entgegen der Beobachtung, 

K 2 
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of lines in the spectrum due to atoms jumping to the normal 
state from the closely-allied series of stationary states (m, p), 
which have each three units of angular momentum. It would 
therefore appear that ifthe application of the Bohr principle 
of selection to the transfer of atoms from the outer stationary 
states to the normal state is legitimate, the resultant angular 
momentum of the normal atom must be zero. This conclusion 
is very satisfactory from the standpoint of the theory of mag- 
netism, but leads to difficulties, as we shall see. 

The Probable Normal State of the Helium Atom. 

If the resultant angular momentum of the normal helium 
atom is zero, the two electrons must movein a common plane 
with equal and opposite angular momenta. The average 
angular momentum of each electron will be zero or h/27r. In 
the former case the net area enclosed by each orbit must be 
zero, for the angular momentum is a measure of the area 
swept out per unit time by a radius vector from the centre 
of mass to the electron. Ruling out the fantastic possibility 
of paths of the form of a figure eight, we must in this case 
assume that the orbit degenerates into an unclosed line along 
which the electron oscillates, and so arrive at the Langmuir 
model. 

If each of the electrons has one unit of angular momentum, 
they must execute coplanar orbital motions with opposite 
directions of rotation. The only system of orbits of this type 
which does not involve a good deal of radial motion is that 
in which the two paths are approximate concentric circles 
of unequal radii. The corresponding model is like that of 
Landé except that the directions of rotation of the two 
electrons are opposite. The energy of this model has not 
yet been calculated, but there is an initial presumption 
against it from the chemical point of view, owing to the lack 
of symmetry. 

In view of the unsatisfactory character of the alternative 
models to which the hypothesis of zero resultant angular 
momentum for the normal helium atom has led us, we may, 
perhaps, seek a way out in the abandonment of the Bohr 
principle of selection as applied to the transfer of atoms trom 
the stationary states of higher energy to the normal state. 
A symmetrical model of a type not hitherto considered may 
be devised by introducing the assumption that the co-ordinates 
of the two electrons 21, 7, 2; and 2, Ys, 2, respectively, 
satisfy the conditions - 

Wo el 4); 

rae Oe 

fg = <1. 
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The classical mechanics permits an infinite-variety of orbital 
systems satisfying the above conditions and a very simple 
model much like that of Franck and Reiche is obtained if 
they are so fulfilled that both the resultant angular momentum 
and the average angular momentum of each electron are 
equal to h/27. The electrons revolve about intersecting 
inclined orbits of the same approximately circular shape, and 
are always symmetrically placed with respect to the axis of 
resultant angular momentum. The calculation of the energy 
promises to be a very tedious task, and has not yet been carried 
through. Ii the computed energy of the model proves not to 
be the same as the experimentally determined energy of the 
normal atom, a reconsideration of the hypotheses on which 
the energies of the various models have hitherto been calcu- 
lated may be necessary. 

Summary. 

The model of the normal helium atom proposed by Franck 
and Reiche cannot be correct, for it gives no explanation of 
the chemical properties of helium, it gives the wrong ioni- 
zation potential, and does not harmonize with the observations 
of Fricke and Lyman on the ultra-violet emission spectrum 
of helium. 

The experimental facts regarding the excitation of the 
various lines in the are spectrum of helium, show that the 
only stationary states from which direct passave to the normal 
state is ordinarily possible are those of the series (m, 8); 
that the direct transfer of atoms from the states (m, 8) to 
the normal takes place with relative difficulty; and that 
the presence of some common impurity in helium provides 
an indirect path for the return of atoms to the normal state 
which is accompanied by the emission of more than one 
radiation frequency. 

The application of the Bohr principle of selection to the 
passage of atoms from the stationary states of higher energy 
to the normal state, if legitimate, leads to the conclusion 
that the resultant angular momentum of the normal helium 
atom is zero. 

Neither of the two possible models having zero angular 
momentum is very satisfactory, and it seems probable that 
the application of the Bohr principle of select’on to atoms re- 
turning to the normal state will have to be abandoned. A 
symmetrical model with one unit of angular momentum, 
similar in many respects to that of Franck and Reiche, is 
suggested asa possible solution of the problem. 

Jefferson Physical Laboratory, 
Harvard University. 
February 11, 1921. 
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IX. On the Nature of Chemical Force and the Anomaly 
of Strong Electrolytes. By Witu1am Hueuss, B.Sc. 
(Oxzon.), M.A* 

N an aqueous solution of volume V of an electrolyte CA 
whose degree of ionization is a, the concentrations of 

the ions are respectively a/V, and of the undissociated 
molecules (1L—a)/V. The constant of the equilibrium repre- 
sented by the chemical equation, 

(OU ysrsmmza! OSB 

is, as Ostwald first showed, according to the Law of Mass 
Action given by the relation, 

2 
a 

=a. 

According to this law the rate of each reaction is equal to 
the product of its velocity constant and the concentrations 
of the reacting substances, at the same temperature and 
pressure. K is the ratio, therefore, of the velocity constant 
of ionization to that of the recombination of the ions. Itis 
well known that for highly ionized substances K varies 
widely with the concentration, being as a rule larger the 
higher the concentration. 

Of the many attempts which have been made to.account 
for this anomaly of strong electrolytes, none take into con- 
sideration the possible heterogeneous nature of the chemical 
forces operative in the system. The electrical forces between 
ions of opposite sign in all probability do not make up all 
the attractive force. For example, from Langmuir’s theory 
of the “cubical” atom, the only difference between an ion of 
chlorine, an atom of argon, and an ion of potassium, is that 
they have respectively 17, 18, 19 positive charges on the 
atomic nucleus. Each one has 18 electrons, so that 
the chlorine ion is electrically negative, the potassium 
positive, and the argon atom neutral. Now, since there 
exist cohesive forces between argon atoms, it appears highly 
probable that such forces exist between the potassium and 
chlorine ions, quite apart from the electrical forces. It 
would appear that the greater these cohesive forces between 
two ions, the less ceteris paribus the degree of ionization, as 
in the case of weak electrolytes and, at the end of the scale, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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non-electrolytes. Such heterogeneity may be due, for in- 
stance, to the inverse square law holding for ane electric 
force while another law holds for the cohesive force. Of 
course, this does not imply that cohesive forces may not be 
electrical in origin. 

In this paper an attempt is made to show that if the 
forces causing ionization are of the cohesive type, and those 
causing recombination of the ions electrical, the anomaly of 
strong electrolytes ean be accounted for, and a theoretical 
significance given to some empirical laws found to hold, such 
as the Rudolphi equation. 

Forces of a higher inverse power than the second have 
been ee from time to time. Sutherland (Phil. Mag. 
[6] iv. p. 625 (1902)) and Reinganum (Physikal. Zeitschr. it. 
p. 241 (1901) : Drude’s Annalen, x. p. 334 (1903)) on the 
theory of the electrical doublet pr oposed the inverse fourth- 
power law for inter-molecular forces ; but while it is easy to 
regard a molecule, say of KCl, as a doublet, it is almost 
impossible to regard a K° or a Cl’ ion as such, from the 
modern view-point of atomic and ionic structure. So there 
seems to be an essential difference in the mode of action of 
inter-ionic from inter-molecular and lonic-molecular forces. 
Perhaps the most conspicuously successful application of 
the inverse fourth-power law to inter-molecular forces is 
van der Waals’ equation of state. 

In an element of volume 6V fet there be 6m, moles of the 
respective ions and 6m, moles of undissociated molecules, 
and let the relative velocities of any two dissimilar ions in 
the small volume chosen, at a given instant lie between 

v1 = and vy+ ae 

tion of the ionic constituents of any molecule in the volume 

hie between v,— Sts and vy-+ ha 
ke 

Similarly, let the velocity of separa- 

(6m)? 
Then rate of formation of molecules = v x (SV)? 

: OMe oF 
10ns SS Ses Co OX 

OV 29 99 99 

(dm)? fEmg _ Ve 
Olearly, at equilibrium (Sv)2/ SV 

Let the mean distance apart at the same instant of the 
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ions be 7, and that of the ionic constituents of the mole- 
cules 7, then from elementary am amics 

Vo ope =,/ 2 

leh ty Cm aE ay’ 

where ¢ denotes the time foe the considered state to be 
reached from an assigned commencement starting from 
relative rest; for example, in case of the ions it is the 
time elapsed since the commencement of the moving to- 
gether of any selected pair, which will later form a molecule; 
a is acceleration. 

Now let the force of interionic attraction vary inversely 
with the square of the distance, that causing molecular 
dissociation inversely with the fourth power of the distance. 

; k k 
That is, let qj=—. and ag 2, 

TPs) V9 

where &, and k, are constants. 
Hence 

2 av 
v Ty ly et ae ¢ 

vy ff, Pe ky 192 

e,e ko 

writing K for ie 
‘1 

If, as some hold, all the molecules in the liquid are 
iexoc mal at a given instant to nearly the same extent 
(Milner, Phil. Mig, xxxv. pp. 208, 352 (1918)), we can 
make 7;=7., so that 

= a 
Uy 

Now for the whole liquid 

(dm,)? Om 

2 BV IAS By 
and since the quantities of ions and molecules in each 
element of volume will be very approximately constant, 

6m, Sv, 
» By Vv = > sv EE 3 

; = (6m)? ca Lvs 
at (om) AV * Se, 
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2 

(l—«)V 

if the mean velocities do not vary sensibly from one element 
of volume to another. 

That is, =Kx2r“l, 

Again, Sr= V3, 

at == 
and a eV as |KOW 

2 

eee Hatt DK 
(Gl — a) Vs 

Rudolphi proposed the empirical relation 

jaitley 
(l—a)V? 

and found it to hold with very considerable accuracy. 
This can be written 

ON he a ee 
(l—a)V Io ae ag af oe : 

and from this it is clear, by comparison with equation (A), 
that if the interionic force varies inversely as the square of 
the distance, then the force causing ionization of the mole- 
cules varies inversely as the fifth power of the distance. 

Van’t Hoff found the relation, 
a? 

— sane tat 
- eaeg 

to hold with very oe accuracy for various strong 
electrolytes. This may be written 

(3) = (§) fist =eman V Vv WyOrbe ant. 

Now some pairs of dissimilar ions will at a given instant 
be approaching, and the remainder separating. If it is only 
the approaching i ions which produce molecules, then clearly 
the effective concentration of ions must be less than the total 

; : : s BoE 
concentration of ions. That is, the concentration term ( ) 

must be replaced by a smalier one. In the above relation 

(F) is substituted, instead of (\ i , empirically. V V 
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Summary. 

On the assumption that interionic forces in solutions of 
electrolytes are inverse-square functions of the distances 
apart of dissimilar ions, and that the forees causing dis- — 
sociation of molecules may be regarded as inverse higher- 
power functions of the distance, a quantitative theoretical 
interpretation is given to the Rudolphi relation and a 
qualitative one to the van’t Hoff relation, connecting the 
dilution and the degree of dissociation of an electrolyte. 

Bedford Modern School, 
7 February, 1921. - 

X. Fluid Discharges as affected by Resistance to Flow. 

Lo the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

| TRUST you will allow me to add the following to my 
note on “ Fluid Discharges as affected by Resistance to 

Flow,” which appeared in your February number. 
In that note it appears that the abnormal values of C 

obtained are due to the total resistance to flow becoming 
nevative below a certain velocity. That argument I cannot, 
of course, for a moment uphold. What I set out to show 
was that it is possible for the total fluid resistance to be 
positive and yet to yield, by analysis, values of C greater 
than unity. In my note, the values given to the constants 
“a” and “b” were not taken from experimental results, 
but were chosen merely to illustrate the analytical results. 
These results appeared to me when I arrived at them to 
yield analytical curves, the similarity of which to the ex- 
perimental curves was so striking that, unfortunately, I did 
not sufficiently emphasize the fact that the total resistance R 
must be positive before such results can have any analytical 
value. Such an analysis, explaining genuine experimental 
discharges greater than would be obtained with a pertect 
fluid under the same manometer head, need not imply any 
violation of the conservation of energy if it is the result of 
the inclusion of some hitherto neglected effect upon the 
manometer head readings. 

To render the equation 

R=av+ bv’? 

more general when “a” is negative, so that R will always 
be positive, it may be written 

R=k+av- bv’. 
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Assuming equation (+) of my note to remain unaltered, 
the analysis is the same as before. The question then arises 
as to the significance of the “£7 term in the expression for 
R, and the following is the explanation which occurs to me. 
During flow through the meter the film of fluid next the 
walls has been demonstrated experimentally to be at rest 
relative to the walls. Is it not possible that during flow this 
film is in a state of strain, And so possesses resilient energy ? 
This will not be indicated in any way by a difference in head 
between the entrance and throat of the meter, but at the 
same time it may furnish a store of energy which is being 
continually drawn upon and replenished during flow. 
I should say that 1 am not implying that my resistance 
equation is general. In form it may not even be correct, in 
spite of the good agreement between the analytical and 
experimental curves, but what is more important is that it 
indicates genuine abnormal values of © to be possible. 

There are two opposing views with regard to these 
abnormal values of C. The one view is to look upon the 
values of Ah, the manometer head, as having been affected by 
errors of observation or by instrumental deficiencies. ‘The 
other view is that such abnormal values of C are due to the 
incompleteness of our knowledge of the behaviour of actual 
fluids in motion, so that when the usual incomplete analysis 
is applied, the abnormal results follow. I take the latter view. 

The following~ are the most recent results published 
giving abnormal values of C, and are interesting as the first 
record made of results on a Venturi flume. ‘This is con- 
structed on the same principle as a Venturi meter, with the 
difference that the former possesses a free surface :— 

H. Hy. C. 
‘178 025 983 
"112 ‘O10 1:000 
063 ‘002 1-036 
038 — ‘002 TI 
‘025 — ‘003 ePAa 
‘017 — ‘004 1°320 
“014 — 004 1°384 
‘010 = 1-411 
‘0105 = 1:678 
‘007 — 1-800 

H=head at entrance in feet of water. 
H¢e=head at throat in feet of water. 

The authors of the paper give no analytical explanation 
of these results, but state that they appear’to be due to wave 
formation. Yours truly, 

Mechanical Engineering Dept., Wma. J. WALKER. 
College of Technology, Manchester. 

21st March, 1921. 

? * Tneineering News Record, 1920, p. 452. 
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XI. The Mass Spectra of Chemical Elements. (Part 3.) 
By F. W. Asvon, d/.A., D.Sc., Clerk Maawell Student 
of the University of Cambridge *. 

[Plate VII. ] 

N two previous communications (Phil. Mag. xxxix. May 
1920, p. 611, and xl. Nove 1920, p. 628) the mags 

spectra of a number of elements were described. The 
following paper is an account of further experiments made 
with the same apparatus. 

The particular method of generating positive rays employed 
(l. c. p. 612) by means of a large discharge tube is only 
suitable for investigating elements which have themselves a 
reasonably high vapour pressure, or are capable of forming 
stable compounds which possess that necessary property. 
To the first group belong the elementary gases, to the second 
such elements as carbon or boron. 

Unfortunately the majority of the elements, including 
all the metals except mercury, do not satisfy either of these 
conditions to anv great extent. It is therefore natural 
that as elements less and less suitable were employed the 
work grew progressively more and more difficult and the 
results obtained either inconclusive or entirely negative. 

SELENIUM (At. Wt. 79:2), TreLuurtum (At. Wt. 12725), 

The compounds used in the experiments on these elements. 
were selenium hydride, made by passing a stream of hydrogen 
through boiling selenium, and tellurium methyl, a sample 
of which was very kindly supplied by Mr. Vernon, of the 
Chemical Department. Complete failure resulted in both 
cases. There was, indeed, on one spectrum an exceedingly 
faint line at 79, but no shred of reliable evidence could be 
found to ascribe it to an isotope of Se. In the case of 
tellurium no trace of any line near 127 could be discovered. 
The failure is unfortunate in the case of Te on account of its 
well-known anomalous position with respect to I in the 
periodic table; in the case of Se particularly so for the 
following reasons :—If the accepted atomic weight is even 
approximately correct this element must have one isotope at 
least, of atomic weight greater than 78. But the numbers. 
79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, are already filled by isotopes of Br 
and Kr, so that it is extremely probable that one of the iso- 
topes of Se has an atomic weight identical with one of an 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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element having a different atomic number, 2.¢., is an Isobare. 
The latter are known to exist among radioactive elements, 
but none have so far been discovered during the work on 
mass spectra. 

Ilopink (At. Wt. 126°92). 

The results with this element were fortunately both 
definite and conclusive. Methyl iodide was employed, its 
vapour being introduced mixed ait CO, and CH,. It gave 
one strong line at 127 satisfactorily confirmed Ne another 
single line at 142 due to CHI. ‘Spectrum I. (PL.VIL} 
shows the former, but the latter is too faint to reproduce well. 

This proves iodine to be a simple element in an unequivocal 
manner, a rather unexpected result since all the speculative 
theories of element evolution, by Van den Broek and others, 
predict a complex iodine. Kolhweiler (Zeit. Phys. Chem. 
1920, xev. pp. 95-125) not only deduces from theory five 
isotopes of iodine of weights 122, 124, 126, 128, 130, bur 
also claims to have achieved a considerable separation of 
them by diffusion. 

Antimony (At. Wt. 120°2). 

Antimony hydride SbH3 was used. This was made by 
dissolving antimony magnesium alloy in dilute acid. Unlike 
the corresponding arsenic compound it gave an entirely 
negative result, no line whatever being distinguishable in 
the region expected from the atomic weight. This failure is 
probably to be ascribed to the exceedingly unstable nature of 
the antimony compound. 

Tin (At. Wt. 118-7). 

Tin tetrachloride was employed in the investigation of this 
element. The vapour of this compound attacks the tap 
grease used in the apparatus, which makes it extremely 
dificult to deal with. The results were entirely negative 
except in one case. On this occasion a second attempt to 
get the selenium line from selenium hydride was actually in 
progress, but a good deal of SnCl, vapour had been intro- 
duced previously, and the chlorine ine were so intense that 
some “‘ resurrected’ compound of chlorine must have been 
the principal factor in the discharge. For some unknown 
reason the discharge tube was working abnormally well. 
On one of the spectra then obtained, Spectrum II., a group 
of lines of even integral mass iilet 118, 120, 122, 124 
(followed by iodine 127) could be distinguished and some of 
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these may possibly have been due to isotopes of tin. This 
supposition is slightly strengthened by the appearance of a 
still fainter group of odd integral mass containing the lines 
155, 157, ete., which might be isotopic tin monochlorides. It 
has not been found possible to repeat this result, so that no 
reliance is to be put upon it. 

Further experiments with Xenon. 

The first results obtained from this gas (Phil. Mag. xxxix. 
p- 623) were unsatisfactory as the material available only 
contained a small percentage of it. Owing to the kindness of 
Prof. Travers and Dr. Masson, who have recently isolated 
some quantity of the heavier inactive constituents of the air, 
a sample of gas was supplied which contained a large pro- 
portion of xenon though it was by no means free from 
krypton. This yielded some excellent mass spectra, which 
not only served to correct the figures given for the five 
isotopes discovered previously, but also indicated the possi- 
bility of two additional ones. 

The absolute position of the group on the mass scale was 
satisfactorily fixed by means of the second order line of the 
strongest member, which fortunately lies outside the third 
order mercury group. This gave constant and accurate 
values corresponding to 64°5 (Spectrum III.). The five 
eee lines of xenon are therefore 129, 131, 132, 134, 136. 
On thie left of the first there was to be seen on many of the 
plates distinct indications of a faint component 128. Also 
tle darkening between the lines 129 and 131 appears 
decidedly ereater than that to be expected from ordinary 
halation and suggests the possibility of a seventh isotope 130. 

Lines due to negatively charged Chlorine. 

The mass spectrograph is designed to give the minimum 
chance of collision after leaving the first cathode slit, so that 
under normal working conditions negative lines, which can 
only result from a positively charged particle capturing two 
electrons before reaching the analysing fields, are practically 
non-existent. If, however, the liquid air which cools the 
charcoal exhausting the space between the slits is omitted the 
pressure rises and, at the expense of intensity, negatively 
charged rays are formed. If now both the electric and 
magnetic fields are reversed in sign, the mass spectra of the 
neg yatively charged particles is obtained. 

Such negative mass spectra are naturally much less intense 
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than the normal ones, but chemically they are of great in- 
terest (v. Sir J. J. Thomson, ‘ Rays of Positive Electricity ’) 
and provide a means of deciding conclusively which of the 
four strong lines 35, 36, 37, 38, always produced when 
chlorine is present, are really due to isotopes of that element. 
On the negative mass spectra of chlorine obtained in this 
way only two of these lines 35 and 37 could be distinguished. 
It is, therefore, perfectly certain that 36 and 38 are not to 
any reasonable extent due to isotopes of chlorine, which is a 
very valuable confirmation of the explanation already sug- 
gested (/. c. p. 620). 

The line 39 would not have been intense enough to appear 
on these negative mass spectra, so must still remain doubtful. 
It is hoped, however, when the negative lines are investi- 
gated more fully, that it will be possible to settle this point 
also by their evidence. | 

In conclusion the author wishes to repeat his acknow- 
ledgment to the Government Grant Committee of the Royal 
Society for part of the apparatus employed. 

Table of Hlements and Isotopes. 

Tileaeouit? Ree Atomic paeee ee Masses of Isotopes in 
umber, Weight. Teohones order of intensity. pes. 

alge 1 1-008 1 1-008 
Elle a aa: 2 3°99 1 4 
Bh Saisie 5 10-9 2 11, 10 
(Oe sanere 6 12:00 1 12 
INE 7 1401 1 14 

Ox er. 8 16:00 1 16 
1h eeeeee 9 19:00 1 19 

IN@ Sagana 10 20°20 2 20, 22, (21) 
Slee: 14 28'3 2 28, 29, (30) 
eS areea 15 31:04 1 31 
Sh de ae 16 32:06 1 32 

Clits: Ue 35°46 2 35, 387, (389) 
AN osc b. 18 39°88 2 40, 36 
ANS a 33 74°96 1 75 

1B pagaen 30 79°92 2 79, 81 
LG eaemaaee 36 82°92 6 84, 86, 82, 83, 80, 78 
eis case s 53 126:92 1 127 
XG fac 54 130°2 5 (7) + 129, 182, 131, 134, 136, 

(128), (180 ?) 
Hig. Sots 80 200°6 (6) (197-200), 202, 204 

(Numbers in brackets are provisional only). 
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Summary. 

Further experiments with the mass spectrograph on the 
elements Se, Te, I, Sb, and Sn are described. 

Of these only I gives definite results. It is simple and of 
atomic weight 127. 

The work on xenon is repeated with better material and 
results in the establishment of reliable values 129, 131, 132, 
154, 136, for its five principal isotopes and the discovery of 
two possible additional ones 128 and 130. 

Negative mass spectra of chlorine are described which 
give valuable confirmatory evidence on the constitution of 
that element already indicated as probable. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
March, 1921. 

XII. On the Direct Determination of the Powers of Lenses. 
By J. A. Toxins, A.R.C.S., Technical College, Brad- 
ford*. 

ies ophthalmic practice, asis well known, ienses are usually 
specified in terms of their powers rather than of their 

focal lengths. The power of a lens may he determined in 
one of the following ways:—(a) From its focal length, as 
measured by various methods, (6) by means of the sphero- 
meter or lens measure, (c) by neutralization with a lens of 
known power selected from ‘a trial case—all more or less 
indirect methods. (a) is simple and accurate and need 
involve but little calculation ; (6) depends on a knowledge 
-of the refractive index of the glass. The lens measure, as 
used in the optical trade, is a modification of, but less 
accurate than, the spherometer. It is graduated for a 
given refractive index, usually about 1°52, this being the 
average refractive index of the glass used in ophthalmic 
lenses; (c) is the method employed in ophthalmic practice, 
and it is recognized as the quickest. and most convenient 
method of checking the powers of lenses. 

But, by this method, in the case of strong lenses, there is 
(1) the difficulty of getting complete neutralization over the 
whole field, and (2) the fact that, owing to the non-coincidence 
of the principal points, the powers of the neutralizing lenses 
are not equal. The condition for neutralization is the 
numerical equality of adjacent vertex powers, the adjacent 
vertices being in contact. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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For this reason it has been suggested recently (W. 
Swaine, Optician, Dec. 17 & 24, 1920) that trial lenses be 
re-marked according to vertex powers instead of, as now, the 
powers referred to the principal points. The vertex system 
was originally suggested by Biot in 1844, and has been 
employed since by several authorities. A useful method for 
the direct determination of the power of a convergent 
(positive) lens was described by the late 8S. P. Thompson in 
1899, but does not appear to be generally known or used. 

It depends on the fact, pointed out by Toepler, that the 
lateral magnification of an image formed by the refraction 
of paraxial rays through a centered system of spherical 
surfaces 1s proportional to the distance of the image from the 
principal focus of the image-space, being zero at this point 
and increasing by unity in distances equal to the tocal 
length of the image-space. 

The optical imagery is shown in fig. 1, in which QO, O., 

pels: 

ae | Imeir-e 

f 

3 EL 

and QO;..., represent successive positions of an object-point on 
a ray parallel to the principal axis, and J,, I,, and I..., the 
corresponding positions of the image-point formed at distances 
of 1, 2,3... focal lengths from the principal focus F, the 
magnification being indicated by numbers after the manner 
suggested by Blakesley. If, therefore, a screen be placed at 
a fixed distance of 1 metre from a convergent lens of focal 
length / metres mounted on an optical bench and the cross- 
wires be adjusted until an image I is focussed on it, the 
numerical value of the magnification, m, is given by the 
relation 

Te — (tae) 

whence m+l= - == |). 

The power of the lens, in dioptres, is thus simply (Magniti- 
cation + 1). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. L 
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The cross-wires may conveniently be two parallel wires fixed 
1 cm. apart so that the magnification can be read off directiv 
on a centimetre scale. This method does not apply to con- 
vergent lenses having a power of less than +1 D, nor to 
divergent lenses. Neither is it very convenient for con- 
vergent lenses of less than about +2D on account of the 
great distance of the cross-wires from the lens. 

The powers of such lenses could, however, be determined 
indirectly by combining them with a convergent lens of 
suitable power and then measuring the power of the combi- 
nation. But the method can be applied directly and con- 
veniently to divergent lenses by the simple modification of 
the previous arrangement shown in fig. 2, which has not, so 
far as the writer'is aware, been previously described. 

Fig. 2. 

As before, a ray parallel to the principal axis is the locus 
of successive object-points (not shown) and the divergent ray 
FT is the locus of corresponding image-points. Hence for a 
certain position O of the object-point the image-point will be 
at Ion a screen 1 metre from the lens. O is the point of inter- 
section of the ray CI through the optical céntre with the 
incident ray. The “‘ object ” here is obviously a virtual object 
formed by rays converging towards O and intercepted by 
the divergent lens. 

In this case we have 

m f—f=(m—1) f=], 

whence m-l= ; =D), 

or, the power=(Magnification—1). The virtual object is 
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obtained by taking a convergent lens of suitable power and 
adj usting it with respect to the cross-wires until a real i image 
of the same size is formed on a second screen. The image 
will then be at one of the “negative principal points” of 
Toepler, or ‘“‘ symmetric points” of 8. P. Thompson, and the 
distance between the cross-wires and the auxiliary lens will be 
approximately twice the focal length of the latter. This posi- 
tion haying been found, the auxiliary lens support is fixed 
rigidly to the screen carrying the cross-wires, and the two are 
adjusted until an image of the latter is formed by the diver- 
gent lens on the fixed screen. The power, m—1, is then read 
off directly as before. 

By paying due regard to the signs of m and D both 
equations may be written in the form 

D= l—m. 

A little care is necessary in the choice of the auxiliary lens 
as, if its focal length is too small,it will not be possible to 
form the virtual object in the required position ; while if, 
-on the other hand, it is greater than is necessary for this, the 
distance between the lens and cross-wires may be incon- 
veniently great. Thus, for a —1D lens, the magnification 
will be 2 and the virtual object will be midway between the 
lens and the screen, 2. e. 0 cm. fromthbelens. This is there- 
fore the minimum distance between the cross-wires and the 
auxiliary lens, so that the minimum focal length of the 
latter is about 24 em. This method, unlike the previous 
one, is applicable to lenses of less dha <= il 2D but, for the 
reason Just indicated, becomes less convenient as the power 
of the lens decreases, the minimum distance between cross- 
wires and auxiliary lens being about 67 cm. fora—0°5 D lens. 
fora similar reason the method is inconvenient in practice 
for convergent lenses of less than +1 D. 

For thick lenses and lens systems, the screen must be 
1 metre from the second principal point which can be readily 
found by the usual methods. 

The writer wishes to thank one of his students, Mr. W. 
Lynas, for kindly making the diagrams. 

ie? 
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XIII. On the Vibrations of a Crystalline Medium. 
By Haroip Hitton*. 

$1. iE is usual to picture a crystalline medium as 
composed of similar ‘‘ molecules” (or “ particles,” 

not necessarily “ molecules”’ in the chemical sense) at rest, 
and arranged in a regular geometrical patterny+. Such 
a picture is, however, exceedingly unsatisfactory, for the 
molecules are certainly in motion. Moreover, in the usual 
theories of crystal structure, no attention is paid to any 
mechanical considerations. The difficulties inherent in 
any theory which shows due respect for dynamical prin- 
ciples are doubtless great. Here I attempt merely to. 
give an indication of the kind of motions which the 
molecules might be expected to make about their positions 
of equilibrium: and with this object I discuss only a 
simple case, namely, that of a holohedral orthorhombic 
“crystal? whose Jmn molecules have for their equilibrium 
positions the points (pa, qb, rc) referred to rectangular 
Cartesian axes, where p can have any integral value from 1 
tordsg aly integral value from 1 to” mM, and any integral 
Sale from 1 to n : while a,b, care ponetnie: These points. 
form the vortices of a « space-laitice ’ ” of the type I,, in- 
cluding T, and [, as special cases {. Consideration of the. 
orthorhombic symmetry shows that in the equilibrium 
positions all the molecules are orientated in the same- 
way, with principal axes of inertia parallel to the axes. 
of reference. 

I suppose the molecules of this crystal to make small 
vibrations about their equilibrium positions. These vibra- 
tions may be supposed known, if we can obtain (as we. 
shall) the ‘ principal coordinates, also called ‘“ normal 
modes,’ of the vibrating iaglesnl es. and the periods of 
the principal oscillations. 

Various assumptions have been made about the nature. 
of the inter-molecular forces of a anyelcl Some authors 
assume that the appreciable influence of a molecule extends 
to a distance which includes a very large number of other 
molecules. Other authors assume that the influence of 
each molecule is appreciable only on its nearest neighbours. 

* Communicated by the Author. : 
+ See the references on pp. 208, 259 of the author’s ‘ Mathematical. 

Urystallography.’ 
ft See ‘ “Mathematical Crystallography,’ pp. 185-187. 
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in the crystalline medium *. I shall adopt the latter hypo- 
thesis, and shall consider only the attraction or repulsion 
exerted on the molecule which is close to (pa, gb, rc) by 
the six t nearest molecules of the crystal, namely those 

close to ((p+1)a, gb, re), (pa, (g+1)b, re), (pa, gb, W]e). 

§ 2. The case of the crystalline medium will be understood 
more clearly if we first concentrate attention on afew simple 
problems. 

Suppose we have a light uniform elastic string OZ, 
fastened at its ends under tension P, of stretched length 
(n+1)c and of unstretched length (nt Dd; and that to 
this string are attached at equal “hntenve ls n particles, 
each of mass M. Suppose, now, that the particles receive 

small displacements from their equilibrium positions, and 
that we wish to determine their vibrations about these 
positions. 

Taking the axis of z along the string and any two 
perpendicular lines through O as axes of w and y, suppose 
that the coordinates of the rth particle are (#,, y,, r¢e+2,), 
where 2,, y,, 2» are small. Then, if T is the kinetic energy 
of the system of particles, and U the work done in stretching 
the string from the equilibrium position, we readily find 
that 

r=n 

BRIVIS (re Ue eee oh he). I) 

while approximately < 

U=— 4 P/2ct \ ay (Gp ih) Bo ae (2n— &p—1)? + &n"t 

—{P/2ct fy? + uae Db oar ie —Yn—1)" ou 
= eC) eae (%)—2;) Bens) pet 

) (ii.) 
The Lagrange equations 

dt T(S=)- o* = (Wreath ona) Sms ker 

give the motion of the particles. It is obvious that the 

longitudinal vibrations given by the quantities 2,, and 
the two lateral a pranion: given by 2, and y, are inde- 
pendent of one another ; rnd that the equations giving 
the quantities <¢, are similar to those giving w, or Yr. 

* See a paper*by Lord Kelvi in in the Philosophical Magazine, 
July 1902, p. 1389. 

+ A smaller number than six, if p is J or 7, Xe. 
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For the longitudinal vibrations we have 

2) =h(—22;4+ 2), 2 =h(2,—225+ 23), seer 

Zn-1=A(2n-2 — 22n-1 + 2n), 7) (Zn—1— 22n), . . (iii.) 

where h= P/M(c—d). 
Similar equations hold good for the lateral vibrations, 

if we replace P/M(c-d) by P/Me. 
Multiplying equations (i11.) by 

sin nky, sin (n—1)hy, ..., sin 2ky, sin ky, 

where (n+1)y=7, and adding, we have 

C= —Ah sin? thy C. .. - eee 
where 

¢, =sinnky z;+sin (n—1) hy 294+... 

sin Dkey Zn-1- Sin ky Zp. 2 = ae 

The quantities € are the “ principal coordinates ” (normal 
modes) of the longitudinal movement. 

The periods of the principal oscillations are 

am h-= cosec $ky, 
where 

kaad, 2). ees rey a 

Equations (v.) give 

3(n+1)z,= sin (n—1r4+1)y6+sin (n—rt+1)2vG4... 

-+sin (7—7-+ l)ny 6) eee 

Hence, if the system is performing a principal lateral 
oscillation in a plane through the string, so that every . 
principal coordinate except one is always zero, the particles 
lie at any instant on a sine-curve. 

The sine-curve has OZ as axis and intersects it at O, Z 
and at 0,1, 2,...,n—1 other points according as k=1, 
FE SIDES OF 

As a verification of the above result, the reader may 
show that, when n—> and (n+1)c=L=nM_/p, the periods 
of the principal lateral vibrations tend to 2Lp?/kP?; and 
similarly for the longitudinal vibrations. These are the 
well-known results for the periods of vibration of a tense 
uniform string (see Lamb’s ‘ Theory of Sound,’ § 25). 

§ 3. Suppose, now, that the n particles are at rest in a 
line with each two adjacent partieles connected by a light 
spring at its natural length ¢ (all the springs being of the 
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same material), but that the system is not fixed at O or Z. 
We readily find that in this case the expression for T 
in §2 4.) still holds, but that the approximate expression 
for U in $2 ai.) must be replaced by a quantity pro- 
portional to 

(2,—2)?+ (23 — Zo)? + weet (A enon. e ° Ga.) 

Hence there are no lateral vibrations. 
The equations of § 2 (ai.) to determine the longitudinal 

vibrations are replaced by 

cat =h(—24,4+ £2), 29 =h(z,—22,4+ 23), ee 8 

Zn—-1= h(Zn—-2— 2en—1+ Sn), on — h(n 1— en), e ° (il.) 

where h is some constant. 
Multiplying these equations (i1.) by 

cos$(2n—I1)ky, cost (2n—3)ky, ..., cosd3ky, cos thy, 

where ny=z7, and adding, we have 

Gui Risin Thcy Gass) ec Lh x(I1..) 
where : 

€ = cos $ (2n—1)ky 21+ cos $(2n—3) ky 20+... 

SICOS Sy eee ee) oe... CAV.) 

The periods of the principal oscillations are 

ath = cosec thy, 
where | 

oa Ie it bande nono. 

We may suppose the centre of the mass of the system at 
rest, which gives 

; at+Zot...+2, =0; ° ° A e A (v.) 

and, using this fact, equations (iv.) will give 

gnzp = cos $(2n—2r+1)yl,+ cos $(Qn—2r4+1)2y7 G4... 

+ cos 4 (2n—2r4+1)(m—l)yG_. . (vd 

§4. Consider now the system of equal particles whose 
equilibrium positions referred to rectangular Cartesian 
uxes are (pa, gb, 0), where p is any integer trom 1. to / 
and g is any integer from 1 to m, while a and 6 are 
constants. 

Suppose that similar light springs of natural length a 
join adjacent particles along each line parallel to the 
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w axis, and so for they axis. If the particles make small vibra- 
tions about their equilibrium positions, so that the particle 
near (pa, gb, 0,) has coordinates (pa+ap,o, 0+ Yp,q Zp,q)s 
then equations § 3 (ii.) are replaced by equations of the 
form 

Zp, g=F (2p-1, 4 — 2p, + 2 pt, o) + 9(25, fe 2 4 SPE 5 oail))5 Gi.) 

unless p—1 or) ¢— wor me 
The quantities /, g are constants. The terms in the last 

brackets on the right of (1) are replaced by (—2,¢+ 22,9) 
if p=1, and by (2-1,,.—%,9) 1f p=!; and so for g. 

The (¢—1)(m—1) principal coordinates ¢,, are now 
given by 

C= Ee 4(21—2p + 1)1a cos 4(2m—2qg+1)7B 2p, o 

where la=a, mB=7, while 2 is an integer between 1 and 
{—1, 9 is an integer between 1 and m—1, p takes all 
integral values bane I and 7, and q fee all integral 
vellnes between 1 and m. 

Then v2 
Ci = NE,» 

where A=4(/sin? 4244-9 sin? 2JB)> the period of the corre- 
sponding secilll den being 27A-2 

A similar problem is that of the vibrations of the system 
when the particles for which p=1 and-l, g=1 and m, are 
kept fixed. The reader will readily write down the solution 
in this case, using § 2 to guide him instead of § 3, as is 
done here. 

When a, b become small and p, g large, the motion of the 
system approximates to that of a membrane. 

§ 5. We come now to the case of the crystal such as was 
described in § 1. 

Suppose we have two adjacent molecules M,, M, of the 
crystal, similar in all respects. Let OA, OB, OC be the 
principal axes of inertia of M, through its centroid O, and 
let OX, OY, OZ be lines parallel to the principal axes 
of M,. The position of M, relative to M, is given by 
six quantities, namely, the three coordinates of O referred 
the principal axes of M, and the three quantities 

G= ae in secos VOX, 

d = 2sin te cos VOY, 

yp = 2 sin te cos VOZ, 
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OV being a line such that rotation through the angle e 
(7>e>0) about OV brings OX, OY, OZ to coincide with 
OA; OB, OC. 

The reader will readily prove that the direction-cosines 
(4, ly, 13), (74, me, 3), (Ny, 2,3) of OA, OB, OC referred 
to OX, OY, OZ are given by 

1 =1—1¢?—}?, m,=30b—wWeos he, ny =40W + ¢ cos fe, 

&c. ; and that, when M, is considered fixed and M, moves 
about O which is also fixed, the component angular velocities 
@1, 2; 3, of the molecuie M, about the lines fixed in space 
with which OA, OB, OC instantaneously coincide are 
given by 

@,;=4 sec te (O+ 1,0 ti lob + Isvr), &e. 

Hence the kinetic energy of M;, when e¢ and therefore 
8, 6, w are all small, is 

1(AG? + Bd? + Cy”), 
where A, B, © are the moments of inertia of M, about its 
principal axes OA, OB, OC. 

Suppose, now, that the coordinates of © referred to the 
principal axes of inertia of M, are (&, 9, ¢+ €), where &, , € 
are small, so that M, and M, are adjacent molecules of the 
erys'al along a line parallel to the axis of z. The work done 
by the action of M; on M,. when M, is brought from the 
position for which &, 7, €, 0, 6, w are zero to its actual 
position, is approximately a quadratic function of §&, n, €, 
0,,~W; the linear terms in these quantities being neglected, 
since the total contribution of all similar linear quantities to 
the work done in a small deformation of the crystal from a 

position of equilibrium is zero. 
The orthorhombic symmetry of the medium shows that 

this quadratic function cannot contain pirocltie ts ot & », g 
O, b, Ww, but must be a linear function of £?, ’, £7, 67, 6”, Y’. 
For instance, the quadratic function must be unaltered if 
&€ changes sign, and can therefore contain no term in 

En, €0, &c. 
Suppose, now, M, and M, both receive small displacements 

yiven respectively by the quantities &, 71, &, 01, di, yu and 
£5, M2, $2, 92, bo, Wo. Then obviously 

E=6—-&, n=m—m $= &—-h; 

and the reader will be able to show, using the parallelogram 
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law for compounding angular velocities, that also 

0 = 0,—0,, db=¢t2:-h Y= WV, 

provided all the quantities concerned are small. 
Hence the work done by the mutual reaction of M, and M, 

in. the small displacement of both is a linear function of 
(£,—£&,)°, (0.—61)*, &e., terms of the first degree in &—£&,, 
&c., being left out of consideration. 

§ 6. Consider, now, the orthorhombic erystal described 
in §1. We shall suppose the crystal isolated in space. An 
alternative is to suppose the molecules in the planes 

C= ea yl yee — eee 

2. e. in the faces of the crystal, all fixed. The reader will be 
able to write down the solution in this case, taking § 2 to 
guide him instead of § 3, as is done below. 

Suppose the centroid of the molecule whose equilibrium 
position is (pa, gb, rc) is given a small displacement to the 
position 

(Pat Xp, a,ry JO+Yp. qr. TC+ Zp, q,1)s 

while the molecule receives a small rotation through an 
angle e« about a line through its centroid whose direction- 

cosines are 

il 1 1 Q iH 1 5 cosec 5 € Op gr, 4 COSEC SED, 0.7, “4 COSCG 5 e Mian 

as in §5. ‘Then the whole work done on the crystal in such 
displacements is small of the second order, for the displace- 
ments take place from a position of equilibrium ; and by § 5 
the work done is a linear function of the squares of quantities 
such as 

XUnq —~Xp,9, 7-15 Yo, ar Yn, 9, 7-19 <1, 9,7 ps 9,7%-1s 

Op, a A», Q,7—1y Po, Q r— Pp, 5 pate) Vp, 9, r—Wo, g, 7—1s 

and does not involve their products. 
It will follow, as in §§ 2, 3, that the small translational 

oscillations parallel to the axes of reference and the three _ 
rotational oscillations given by 65,97, $p,a7 Wv.q~ are all 
independent and are obtained from equations of the same. 
tvpe. 
‘lt will be sufficient, therefore, to consider translational 

osciilations parallel to the z axis. The equations of § 3 (il.) 
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will be replaced by equations of the type 

2p, qr a 7 Goa Cae Le 5 rt “p+, q; i) 

4-9 2p, 9=1, r— 22p,9,r + 2p, 941, a) 

+ h(2p, ¢.r—1 — 22p, 9, r+ 2p,9, r+ 1)9 me (i.) 
- 

miles) — lor, g— Lor m, r=) on 7: 
The quantities f, g, h are constants whose magnitudes 

depend on the unknown forces between adjacent molecules. 
The terms in the last brackets on the right of (i.) are 
replaced by 

eae ie) if ele 

and by (2p,¢,n-1—2p,9,n) if r=n; 

and so on for p and g. 
The (d—1)(m— 1)\(n— 1) principal coordinates &; ;,; of the 

movement are now given by 

€i5,6 = ycos4(2l—2p + 1L)ie x cos 4(2m—2q4+1)j8 

aa x cos £(Qn—Ir+ lL) ky - 2p,¢,r9 

where la=7, mB=7, ny=7, while 7 is an integer between 
1 and /—1, 7 an integer a a 1 and m—1, & an integer 
fen and eae p takes all integral alte: between 1 
and 1, g takes all integral values 1 and m, and r takes 

all integral values between 1 and n. 
Then 2 

Gs is ae =) G;, Js ks 

where 
NX = A(fsin? 4ie+ 9 sin? 47/8 +h sin? dhy), 

3 the period of the cor responding oscillation being 27d? 
The analogy of the stretched string in §2 suggests that 

the vibrations corresponding to small values of 2, /, kare the 
most important in practice. 

The displacement of the centroid of those molecules of 
the crystal whose equilibrium positions lie in the line «=p, 
Y= 18 Up, g, Where 

lu», 9 — “<p, q,1 +22, q,270 eee +- Zp, Q, n° 

These centroids form a system oscillating in the manner 

deseribed in §4; for equations (i.) give 

Up, = eae q— 2Uy, ot Up+i, =) + g(r», g—- 1 2UP gt Up, e59 
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Similarly, if v, is the displacement of the centroid of 
those molecules whose equilibrium positions form the “ net” 
in the plane <=r, 

Cp = h(vp_1 — 20, + U4) § 

and these centroids oscillate in the manner described in § 3. 

Bedford College, 
Regent’s Park, N.W. 1. 

February 1921. 

XIV. On the Critical Energy Increment and -Trouton’s Rule. 

By Wric K. RipEAt *. 

N a molecular assemblage, the distribution of the 
molecules according to their kinetic energies can 

be calculated by means of Maxwell’s distribution law. 
The phenomena of physical and chemical action indicate 
that the molecules differ from one another not only in 
kinetic energy but also in activity. The activity of a 
molecule appears to be related to the position of a valence 
electron relative to the nucleus, since it can be calculated 
by means of the quantum relationship and is frequently 
associated with an absorption or spectral line in the 
spectrum of the substance. 

The calculation of the chemical critical energy increment 
for a molecular species from radiation or temperature 
coefficient data leads to a value which is not unique for 
the particular reactant. In the first case, if a substance A 
undergoes reaction with two activated substances B and C, 
the critical energy increments of A for the two reactions 
are not necessarily the same; e. g., the critical energy 
increment of chlorine for combination with sodium is 
many times greater than the value necessary for the 
reaction of evaporation. Occasionally also the combination 
between two substances A and B can be effected in dif- 
ferent ways entailing different critical energy increments ; 
amongst such cases may be mentioned the decomposition 
of El ewis, J.-C. S. exii.- p.. 189, -1913)) and sake 
formation of ozone (Rideal and Kunz, Journ. Phys. Chem. 
vy. p. 379, 1920). The two conditions to be fulfilled are 
firstly (Perrin, Ann. de Physique, xi. p. 51, 1920) that the 
critical energy increments shall be determinable from 
the quantum relationship, and secondly that the law of 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Hesse shall hold, Q the heat of reaction being determined 
from the relationship 

OS NAG SV, 
products eee. 7 

The calculation of the critical energy increments from 
temperature coefficient data in many cases leads to a value 
of vy a frequency for which the substance shows no 
absorption band or line. This fact has led Langmuir 
(J. A. C. S. xli1. p. 3190, 1920) to reject the whole concept 
of a relationship peuwene radiation and molecular activity. 

In the case of the tormation of ozone (loc. cit.) it was 
noted that the oxygen molecules could undergo at least 
two stages in activation—one in the infra- red and one 
in the ultra-violet,—and it was pointed out that the critical 
energy increment would vary with the nature of the mole- 
cules to be activated. If inactive molecules were used, the 
critical energy increment would be HE = Nhp,,, whilst if 
molecules already activated to the infra-red stage were taken 
the critical energy increment would be H=Ni(v,y,—v;,.), a 
value somewhat smaller than the former. 

Holman (J: A. €. S. xin. p. 2506, 1920), treating the 
problem by the method of statistical mechanics, has also 
come to the conclusion that a widely extended range of 
activating frequencies is a perfectly tenable hypothesis. 

The critical energy increment is thus an average value of 
the amount of energy to be supplied to cause a gm. mol. to 
become reactive for a particular reaction. Inany system some 
molecules would already be activated to the necessary extent, 
whilst others would require activation from an inactive state, 
i.e. would require a large energy increment. Between 
these two extreine types of molecules there exist molecules 
with varying degrees of activation, the energy content of 
each varying by steps according to the relationship e=hv, 
where v corresponds to the various lines in the absorption or 
emission spectrum of the substance. The mean value of v 
as determined by the method of temperature coefficient may 
thus in some cases have no real significance. 

The various degrees of activation of a molecular species 
ean be calculated from the bands or lines in the absorption 
or emission spectrum and may possibly, according to 
Baly (B. Assoc. Reports, 1920, p. 31), be multiples of one 
characteristic value v,;,.. The characteristic ultra-violet 

frequencies of the elements and the resonance se neo 
of the gases give values which scarcely appear to be i 
harmony with this vie w, although the very large differences 
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in the values of v,,, and ¥;,, together with the uncertainties 
associated. with their experimental determination do not 
altogether exclude the hypothesis. Likewise, if this point 
of view were adopted, the relationship mv?,,,=Mv?;,. due 
to Haber ( Ver. d. Deutsch. Phys. Gesell. xiii. p. 1117, 1911), 
in which m and M are the electronic and atomic mass 
respectively, would have to be rejected ; the various spectral 
formule of Deslandres, Rydberg, and Kayser indicate that 
there is a simple relationship between the activ ating fre- 
quencies, but not so simple as the one suggested by Baly. 

In addition to a knowledge of the various possible energy 
increments and to the average potential energy which a 
molecular species has to acquire before becoming reactive 
for the particular chemical or physical reaction con- 
templated, it is necessary to know the various fractions 
-of the gram-molecule which are already partially activated 
to these different extents. Some at ordinary temperatures 
are evidently already in possession of the full quota of 
energy, since reactions like chemical combination and 
evaporation are normally preceeding, if indeed but slowly ; 
others possess less potential energy, and an inspection of 
the absorption spectra makes it extremely plausible that 
some molecules already exist in all the possible stages of 
activation. These various molecular types differing only 
in their potential energy are evidently 1 in equ! librium with 
one another, and the nature of this equili brium must be 
established before the caleulations of the mean critical 
energy movement as a sum of the various critical energy 
increments can be undertaken. 

The distribution of the molecules among these various 
‘types may obey the chemieal law of mass Pee or may 
follow the kinetic distribution accor¢ ding to Maxwell’s law. 
It would appear more probable, honcven that the dis— 
tribution law of the molecules amongst the various types 
is governed by the nature of the circumambient radiation 
ali which they are in equilibrium and follows the law 
obtained by Planck for the distribution of energy in the 
spectrum. 

According to this hypothesis- the magnitude of the 
various ordinates in the KE, curve would be proportional 
‘to nhv, where n is the amare of molecules each possessing 
the amount of energy hy. For one molecular species there 
would be a series of such ordinates spaced according to the 
‘number of spectral lines: for “black” molecules, 2. e. 
those capable of all possible reactive frequencies, the 
curve would naturally be complete, since the ordinates 
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would be contiguous and the conditions obtaining would 
then coincide with those assumed by Planck for equilibri ium 
in a “Hohlraum.” The plausibility of this hy pothesis 
is indicated from a consideration of the phenomenon of 

r 

evaporation. coun to Trouton, the molecular latent 
heat of vaporization divided by the boiling-point is a 
constant and approximately equal to 22. Perrin (loe. 
cit. p. 103) points out that, on the quantum hypothesis, 
this rule can be expressed in the form that the frequency 
of the radiation which determines the boiling-pomt is 
proportional to the boiling-point. The boiling-point under 
normal atmospheric pressure is approximately two thirds 
of the critical temperature, and Trouton’s rule holds more 
correctly when the critical temperature is taken as the 

c= 2/3 x 22=14:°66. The value 
c 

of Trouton’s constant, calculated from van der Waals’ 
equation of state, is 2/3 x 10 8=7:2. 

At the ex a Heal temperature T, the maximum number of 
molecules in a substance are activated to the extent necessary 
for them to effect combination with one another to form a 
non-polymerized liquid, and on the above hypothesis this 
fraction is indicated by the value of the ordinate at max. 
Applying Wien’s displacement law, Amax.T.=c, where max. 
is the wave-length corresponding to the energy maximum, 

mh 

reference temperature, or 

or —=constant where vy is the respective frequency. The 
Vy 

latent heat of evaporation for a non-associated liquid is 
e e L 

given by the expression L=Nhv or ii = constant. 
c 
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The hypothesis is thus in agreement with Trouton’s law 
and with Perrin’s suggestion, but in addition it indicates 
that the Trouton constant at the critical temperature should 
be identical with Wien’s displacement constant. The value, 

é : ch Se 
of this constant is Amax tl = i aren =U 28986, where XA Is 

measured in ems. The molecular latent heat of vaporization 

L=Niv, where ae: hence bs oe Inserting 

miceeaues: ¢—2°995, 1(!° em. per. sec., N— 6-062 . 10, 
h— 6900 . 10>"! erg sec., 

v2 O80 L,, 

if L be measured in calories per gram-molecule. 
This value of Trouton’s constant is thus somewhat lower 

than the experimental value, but greater than that calculated 
from van der Waals’ expression. 

In the following tables are summarized the values of the 
latent heat of vaporization calculated by this means with 
the generally accepted values for T, and compared with the 
corresponding values calculated with the aid of van der 
Waals’ equation from the expression 

2 Jax 

7 eh com 

with the value derived from ‘Trouton’s rule and those 
deduced from vapour-pressure data. 

The values of Amax. vary from 2°14 w for mercury to 
579°2 w for helium. It will be noted that for the simple 
molecules the Wien displacement constant value for the 
latent heat of evaporation agrees more closely with the 
experimentally derived figure than that of Trouton ; with 
the more complex molecules, on the other hand, the Wien 
constant values agree remarkably closely with ane values 
of the latent heat calculated from the critical data of van 
der Waals’ equation, but are below those experimentally 
determined with which Trouton’s calculations coincide. 

The divergence between the calculated values and those 
observed in aie cases of the more complex molecules is 
generally ascribed to association, and the striking agree- 
ment between the values of L calculated from the Wien 

constant and.from the critical values in these cases lends 

Phil. Mag. Ser. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. M 
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support to this belief ; the extra energy which is supplied 
during evaporation is thus to be ascribed as that necessary 
for the decomposition of the associated molecules into 
single ones prior to or during evaporation. The constant 
of Trouton and the observed data indicate that in many 
cases this energy of dissociation may be as much as half 
of the energy necessary for vaporization of the normal 
liquid, or 

Vyap. = ZV cians 

In a few cases an identical relationship obtains at the 
melting-point, as is evident from the following values :— 

Substance. MPS: icalcae ct L obs. 

(OER Tree ewe Groat aces ate 170 1.670 1,628 

STs rae vae es sestneneee 265°7 2,600 2,590 

IDS Sada Pt psc setae 386 3,800 3,000 

INES So eee 198 1,950 1,890_ 

SbCIE Ge Rasa re eee 346 3,400 3,000 

SbiB ne Sse eae 367°2 3,600 3,500 

HL ROpe eee eee eoOk 2.870 3,007 
HCOO Tsien eee se 265°5 2,620 2,600 

CHECOOR ta 27 2,920 2,600 

C,H; CH-COOE =: 348 3,430 3,500 

IB ity ricaese snes. ce eraee 278 2,690 2,500 

IB OTUZON epee ace Oe 275 2,700 2,300 

INibrobenzols....csscen re 2,900 2,700 

Sulphur at the melting-point would appear to exist chiefly 
in the form §,., since the latent heat of fusion calculated 
per atom is 299 and the calculated value M.P.=388K® is 
3,800. 

In the case of metals and of dissociated salts the values 
calculated from Trouton’s law are much higher than the 
observed values, indicating a change in the mechanism 
of fusion (Lindemann, Phys. Zeit. xi. p. 609, 1910 ; Honda, 
Phys. Rev. xi. pp. 12, 425, 1918). 

Summary. 

The critical energy increment is shown to be an average 
value. The nature of the equilibrium between the molecules 
of any one species in their various stages of activation is 
assumed to follow the energy curve of the circumambient 
radiation. Only in the case of “black” molecules is the 
curve complete. At the critical temperature the maximum 
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number of molecules are activated for the reaction of con- 
densation to a non-polymerized liquid. Since the latent 
heat of evaporation is given by the relationship L= Nay, 
Trouton’s constant is on the above hypothesis merely 
an approximate expression of Wien’s displacement law, 
Amax. | = constant. 

The value of the constant calculated from radiation data 
agrees closely with experiment. 

The Chemical Laboratory, 
The University, Cambridge. 

XV. The Crystalline Structure of Antimony and Bismuth. 
By A. Ode, M.A. PhD., Professor of Physics, The 
University of Cape Town”. 

N 1916 observations were made by me in the laboratory 
of Sir W. H. Bragg of the reflexions from three 

planes of an antimony crystal with an X-ray spectrometer. 
The bulb used had a palladium anticathode. The faces used 
were natural. 

The positions and intensities of the spectra from the 
(111), (110), and (100) faces were sufficient for the deter- 
mination of the number of atoms in the unit rhomb as well 
as the spacings of one of the sets of planes, but the observa- 
tions were not sufficient for the complete determination of 
the structure. The spectra from the (111) face suggested 
a structure similar to that of the diamond distorted along 
the trigonal axisf, one set of (111) planes dividing the 
distance between those belonging to the other in a ratio of 
about 3: 2, instead of 3:1 asin the diamond. If this were 
the case, the first order spectrum from a (100) face should 
almost vanish. Hxperiment, however, showed that the set 
of spectra was nearly normal. A distorted diamond struc- 
ture would not fit the observed facts. 

James and Tunstall { have found that two interpenetrating 
face-centred lattices explain the observed spectra and satisfy 
the symmetry of the crystal. 

The positions of the spectra observed by them are in 
agreement with those observed by me in 1916, as are also 
the ratios of the intensities of the speetra from the (100) and 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir W. H. Bragg, K.B.E., F.R.S. 
+ Sir W. H. Brage and Prof. W. L. Bragg arrived at this conclusion 

in 1914. ‘X-rays and Crystal Structure,’ p. 227. 
{+ James and Tunstall, Phil. Mag. Aug. 1920, 

M 2 
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(110) planes, but the relative intensities of the spectra from 
the (111) planes do not agree. They find the ratio of the 
intensities of the first and second order spectra 60 : 100, 
while I found 30 : 100. 

The relative intensities of the spectra from this plane are 
of importance since the ratios of the spacings are deduced 
from them. It was therefore thought advisable to repeat 
these measurements , using wave-length ()°584 x 10 em 
The experiments which have been made confirm the ratio 
30. : 100. 

The Arrangement and Spacing of the Planes. 

(a) (111) planes. 

James and Tunstall * conclude from the ratio of the 
observed intensities 60:100:48:0:15 that the planes 
belonging to one of the lattices divide the distance between 
those belonging to the other in the ratio of 0°389 : 0-611, 
there being a phase difference of 140°. 

The ratios of the observed intensities, putting the second 
order equal to 100, have been found to be 30 : 100 : 33: 4:12. 

From these we conclude that the two sets have a phase 
difference of 148°, and that the planes belonging to one set 
divide the distance between those belonging to the other 
set in the ratio 0°412 : 0°588. 

If we assume a normal sett of spectra to be in the 
ratio 100: 34: in 7:4, we find the calculated ratios are 
D0) SILOS sae 6) Bliss niieh is in good agreement with the 
observed ioe 30 : 100: 30) RRS 12. 

(b) (110) planes. 

The planes occur in pairs with equal number of atoms in 
each plane. The spacing is in the ratio 0°117 : 0°883. The 
intensities of the first three orders should be 100: 21:3. 
The observed ratios were 100:17:0. James and Tunstall 
found 100: 20: 0. 

(c) (100) planes. 

The intensities were found to correspond nearly to those 
of a normal set of spectra. The planes occur in pairs of 
small phase difference, the ratio of the spacings being 
0°058 : 0°942. 

* James and Tunstall, loc. cit. 
+ James and Tunstall, Joc. ct. 
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Spacing of Planes of Antimony in Anestrém Units. (1078 em.) 

Bismuth. 

Bismuth, like antimony, crystailises in the dihexagonal 
alternating system (calcite class). The three edges of the 
rhombohedron meet in the trigonal axis and the angle 
between any two of the edges is 87° 34’. The angle be- 
tween the face (111) and (110) is 36° 58’, and that between 
the faces (100) and (111) is 56° 24’. 

Using a bulb with a palladium anticathode the glancing 
angles for the first order were 

(QOD) (100) 

4° 18’ BP oy 

Taking the density of bismuth 9°80 grms./em.*, we find 
from these readings that the unit rhomb contains 5 atoms 
and that the length of the side of the unit rhomb is 

6°52 x 1078 cm. 
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Taking the structure of crystalline bismuth as similar to 

that of crystalline antimony, we find from the above the 

spacings of one of the sets of planes. 
The distances are in Angstrom units. 

(100) = (CGA0}2 (is): = CeO cee reine 
3°25 2°35 3:92 2°25 369 

The relative positions of the two sets of planes have not 
been accurately fixed as the spectra were faint. The spectra 
from the (111) face showed somewhat the same order of 
intensities as those from the corresponding face of the 
antimony crystal. It is hoped by more accurate observa- 
tions of the ratios of these intensities to fix the spacings. 

Summary. 

Experiments confirm the conclusions of James and Tun- 
stall that the unit rhomb contains 8 atoms, that the length 
of the edge of the unit rhomb is 6°20 A. U. ., and that the 
structure consists of two interpenetrating face-centred 
lattices. 

The spacings of the planes, which differ somewhat from 
those given by James and Tunstall, are given in fig. 1. 

The shortest distance between the centres of two atoms is 
2°92 A.U. 

The unit rhomb of crystalline bismuth contains 8 atoms. 
The length of the edge of the rhomb is 6°52 ALU: , 
The spacings of one ‘of the face-centred lattices have been 

calculated. : 

XVI. The Correction of a Marine Barometer for Errors due 
to Swinging. By Professor W. G. DurrieLp, D.Sc., and 
T. H. Lirrnewoop, M.A., Honorary Research Fellow in 
Physics in University Chiles Reading ”*. 

(1) Sate deviation of a barometer from the vertical 
position introduces an error which is likely | 

to be serious if the instrument is to be used for gravity 
determinations, and which on occasion may be of signi- 
ficance in meteorological work. Fora steady deviation, a 
the height of the mercury in the stem will be aenenerel 
as h sec a, whence it is easily seen that for a deviation 
of three degrees from the vertical the estimated pressure 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
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_ in millibars will be in error by approximately 1:4 mb. 

For a deviation of one degree the corresponding error 
will be 0°15 mb. For observations at sea, the swinging 
of a barometer with the rolling or pitching of the ship 
is therefore a matter which requires consideration, and 
it is the object of this communication to indicate a means 
whereby it may be largely, if not completely, rendered 
ineffective in disturbing the height of the mercury column. 

(2) Consider the effect of a series of small oscillations 
about the point of support. 

The introduction of a constriction into the barometer 
tube—the invariable custom in marine work—provides 
damping which prevents the mercury from “pumping ” 
during each swing. The mercury assumes a level which 
is determined by -the mean deviation during the period 
of each swing. We may calculate the mean deviation 
for oscillations of varying amplitude thus :— 

If a is the amplitude of oscillation of the simple pendulum 
of length / to which the barometer is equivalent, and @ the 
angular deviation of a point describing a circle of radius « 

with uniform angular velocity o, 

ainivar—darstieoensin ys) ete. | CT) 

Whence the average value of seca from 0=0 to 0d=7/2 
is given by 

7/2 2 —2 
= { (1-5 sin?) dd, 
Te i? 

which may be shown to be equivalent to 

1+4sin? a+-, sin*ajt..., 

where Sin cay == Gill 

a) being the full angular amplitude. 
If we neglect powers of « higher than the second, it 

appears that the effect of swinging the barometer through 

an angle a is equivalent to giving it a permanent deflexion A 
a . . ° 

where A= ie The error in the barometric height, 6h, 
fel 

is unfortunately still likely to be appreciable, and it obviously 

amounts to r 

h(seceA—1) =h (sec TEs 1) 

or more completely 
Beene 9 Shah s = a int a? 

TagSAS sian 
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(3) The effect which we have considered will always cause 
a rise of the mercury relative to the barometer tube; on the 
other hand, the centrifugal force acting upon the mereury in 
the tube due to the oscillation about the point of support 
tends to cause the level to fall. We proceed to consider the 
amount of this depression before dealing with the conditions 
which will establish a balance between these two disturbing 
influences. 

Again take J as the length of the simple equivalent 
pendulum, «a as the deflexion of the pendulum from the 
vertical at time ¢. Since the angular velocity 0 is given 

by = we have by differentiating (1) 

dé 
Ql cos a = acos6.—. 

dt 

But dé 

-v=/§ —— — S 5 5 5 ‘ 2 

digas I’ @) 
where T is the period of the barometer. Thus 

2 feng as are 
im cose: 

But the acceleration of the mercury in the tube due to 
this motion is proportional to 2. Consequently 
we require the average value of that quantity Fig 
over the period of a swing. RA 

The average value of Q? Re hat 
2 Arr? a? ( 7? cos? O A? ‘ 
Tide 2) COs ce / ' 

ce : v which may be shown to be equal to i/ 
Y, 

2 

a (1—cos a). 

If dis the distance of the centre of pressure of the mercury 
column in the barometer tube below the point of support, 
the acceleration of the mercury down the tube =07d. 

If the undisturbed length of the column is h, we have the 
depression in level 6h given by 

Os OW 

Ben ae 
whence 

2 

Gy = “(100s a) == a (L—cos a). 
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By equating the values of 6h found in §§ (2) and (3) we 
find that there will be no disturbance of the mercury level if 
== 
(4) The preceding investigations have been made on 

the assumption that the two causes of displacement are 
independent. The following argument shows that this is 
justified even beyond the limits of accuracy to which it 
is useful to proceed. 

The acceleration. along the tube at any instant is 
gcosa+07d, which would cause the mercury to occupy 
a length of tube h,; instead of fA for a fixed barometer. 

piece h, = hg/g cos a+ OPd. 

The constriction in the tube causes the observed value 
of h' to be the average value of the right-hand side of the 
equation. 

Using our previous equations (1), (2), and (3), we 
have for the average value of h, 

x Me Pie 9 - on CORT? 1 pz 810 ) a 

aa Ge gid : 
g=0 (1—Ssin’ @) + cos? @ 

which reduces to 

enh aden a ee ane, ) 
naa (145 Grain 0——_ cos 6 de ; 

whence ; 
= a? 2d es r{i+G(1-F)f- 

since a/l=a) where & 1s small. 
Thus the displacement y of the mercury above its un- 

disturbed level is given by 
_ 9 od 

y = hh =e (1-8 ee te (4) 
= \ 

which may also be written 

oe Sad 5 
y= (1 re): . 5 . ° ° ( ) 

(5) We next consider the possibility of arranging that 

the errors discussed in (2) and (8) shall neutralize one 

another. 
| 

It y=0 we have from equation (4), d//=2, whence it 
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appears possible to obtain compensation by arranging 
that 1=2d, and it is satisfactory .to find that an ordinary 
marine barometer lends itself to this adjustment. A feature 
which is also favourable is the independence, as regards first 
order quantities, of this adjustment upon the value of a ; if 
once made, it should hold good for all small amplitudes of 
swing. 

In practice, there are two means whereby the necessary 
adjustment may be arrived at :— 

(i.) By keeping the point of suspension fixed, when d will 
be unchanged, and altering /, the length of the equivalent 
simple pendulum, until /=2d. This may be effected by 
loading the barometer to alter its period of oscillation. 

(ii.) By altering the position of the point of suspension, 
moving it up or down the barometer tube. Both / and d are 
thus varied until the required relationship 1s attained. 

(6) Marine Barometer No. 1408, kindly lent by the 
Meteorological Office, was submitted to a series of tests. 

(a) When swung about its original axis for 10 minutes 
through an angle of about 16° (a)=8°) the mercury rose 
through 2°6 mb. divisions, indicating that the deviation from 
the vertical introduced a +% displacement larger than the 
—ve displacement due to the centrifugal force occasioned by 
the swinging. With other amplitudes of swing the displace- 
ments were found to be proportional to their square in 
accordance with equations (4) and (5). 

(6) Method (i.) for effecting the adjustment was tested. 
For convenience in obtaining a suitable range of periods of 
vibration, the axis was raised 23°7 cm. above its usual 
position and kept there during the series of experiments; a 
board to carry weights was fixed to the top of the instrument 
and the displacement of mercury noted for various periods 
of vibration. The amplitude, a, was maintained for ten 
minutes at approximately 8° by gently pushing the tube 
with the finger as it passed through the vertical position ; 
at the end of this time the barometer was brought to rest 
and the displacement noted. 
ee experimental results are shown by open circles in 

fig. 2 2, the ordinates being the rise or fall of the mercury 
in mb. divisions and abscisse the corresponding periods 
of vibration. It appears at once that there is some period 
for which there will benodisplacement. The periods plotted 
are those of the forced vibration. 

The observed values may be compared with the values of y 
given by equation (5), which have been plotted in the full 
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curve on the same diagram; the value of d was obtained by 
direct measurement. The agreement is such as to provide 
eonfirmation of our theoretical conclusions. 

Fig. 2.—Variation of error with time of oscillation. 

Full line is theoretical curve from equation (9). 

Observed valves..-9 pee 

2-0 mbs. 

L 

seas Sa Eaienem eee 

Aise of Barometer, Y in mbs. 

18 1-9 2:0 

Time of osci/lation 17 seconds. 

(c) A fitting was made for the barometer casing, which 
enabled the instrument to be swung about various axes 
parallel to one another along the tube, and method (ii.) was 
tested by noting the corresponding displacements of the 
mercury when the apparatus was swung precisely as in the 
previous test. 

Fig. 3 gives in open circles the results of observation, and 
it again appears that compensation is capable of realization, 
the distance of the correct position of the axis from tliat for 
which the instrument was designed being 21:5 cm. 

These observations also provided a check upon equation (4), 
which has been plotted in the same figure. For evaluating 
this expression, d was determined for one position of the 
axis; if the axis was displaced # cm., d became d+; 
1 was given by the usual equation for a compound pendulum 

24 2 
¢ Ss +k e e 2 ba 

?=~—— where s is the distance of the centre of mass of the 
S 

whole suspended system below the point of support and 4 is 
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the radius of gyration about the centre ; s and k were found 
from two periods of swing about different axes, and any 

(s+a)?+ ke 
SHH 

Fig. 3.—Variation of error with position of axis. 
Full line is theoretical curve from equation (4). 

other value of / calculated from /= 

mbs. 

3-0 

Observed values __-.9 
2:0 

Ferse 12 Barometer 

© Distance of new Axis 

350 

trom OlS AX/8 127 CIS. 

The agreement between observed and calculated values 
would have been improved by taking into account the slight 
variations of d with barometric height, which varied slightly 
during the experiments ; the superior agreement in fig. 2 is 
due to the introduction of this refinement. 

(7) It appears from this discussion that the adjustment 
examined above is one which should be made on all marine 
barometers, whether they are to be used for meteorological 
purposes or for more refined gravity work. Some small 
alteration in the normal pattern of barometer is probably 
desirable, because the axis if correctly placed may be found, 
as in Barometer 1408, to obscure a region of the scale which 
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may be wanted. ‘This can be overcome by so weighting the 
apparatus that the position of the axis is outside the range of 
probable barometric heights. 

For accurate work the adjustment will be in error if the 
mercury rises or falls below the level for which the adjust- 
ment has been calculated, not only on account of the change 
in the position of the mercury within the tube, but also by 
reason of the motion of the sliding sight, which is made to 
follow the mercury in the operation of reading the barometer. 
It should be possible to arrange a second sliding weight, which 
should be fixed at predetermined positions on a scale for given 
barometric heights, and which would permit the relationship 
l= 2d to be fulfilled on all occasions. 

We desire to express our thanks to the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research for a grant which has 
made this investigation possible. 

University College, Reading. 
April 1921. 

XVII. Onthe Sound emitted by Wires of Circular Section when 
exposed to an Air-Current. By HK. F. Retr, A.R.C.Sc.* 

4 an object of the experiments described below was to 
investigate the cause of the musical note which is heard 

when a wire of circular section is moved through the air 
at considerable speed. It was suspected that the frequency 
of the note was that of the periodic eddy formation behind 
the wire, and that the note was consequently independent 
of the tension in the wire and of its elastic constants. 

Experiments were made ina small water channel of cross- 
section 5 inches by 3 inches, in which steady speeds up to a 
little over an inch per second could be obtained. Cylinders 
of various diameters were introduced into the stream, and 
the eddy period was measured by a very simple and effective 
device. A small piece of paper (abont 3/16 inch square) 
was hung behind the cylinder by means of a fine wire bent 
into a hook at its upper end, and resting on a strip of metal 
placed across the water channel as shown in fig. 1. The 
piece of paper was thus free to swing asa pendulum, and 
also to rotate through a considerable angle about a vertical 
axis. It actually performeda combination of the two moye- 
ments, and it was found very easy to obtain the eddy frequency 
by observing the periodic motion of the paper. By intro- 
ducing red ink into the water channel, and so rendering the 

* Communicated by the Superintendent of the Aerodynamics De- 
partment, National Physical Laboratory. 
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eddies visible, it could at once be seen that the paper was 
actually swinging with the same period as the eddies. 

Fig. J. at 
(ay Paper /ng1cator. Cytinger 

Experiments were next made upon fine wires moving 
‘in air. The wires were mounted between two cross-pieces 
attached to an extension of the shaft of a small electric 
motor, so that when the motor was running, the wire de- 
scribed a circular path of known radius (see fig. 2). The © 

Fig. 2. 
Experimental 

Wire 

= 4 = 

7 
1 i 

| 

‘velocity of the wire was obtained from a determination of 
the speed of rotation of the motor, a small correction being 
applied for the swirl velocity produced by the cross-pieces 
and wire. This swirl velocity was measured directly by 
means of a small vane anemometer mounted as near as 
possible to the track of the rotating wire. The notes heard 
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varied in frequency between 1000 and 4000 per sec. at the 
speeds used, and were thus weil above the hum of the motor 
and easily distinguishable. The exact frequency was ob- 
tained by comparison with a standard tuning-fork of fre- 
quency 500, the method being to “‘ tune” the wire by altering 
the motor. speed until the note heard made a convenient 
interval with the fork, usually a complete number of octaves 
or a number of octaves plus a perfect fifth. The motor 
speed was then observed, giving simultaneous observations of 
frequency and velocity. 

From dimensional theory applied to the fluid flow round 
geometrically similar bodies, it can be shown that the eddy 
frequency is given by the equation 

vs a} 

where n is the number of eddies formed per second, V the 
velocity, D the diameter of the wire, and y the kinematic 
viscosity of the fluid, the form of the function f being 

nD 
unknown. The non- dimensional quantity’ +, was accordingly V 

plotted as abscissa. The resulting 

curve is given in fig. 3, where points indicated by a cross 

Fig. 3. 
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represent experiments in Sek. while those denoted by a 
circle indicate sir experiments. rei is seen that all the points 
fall on a single curve within the limits of experimental 
accuracy, and it is therefore evident that at any given value 
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of VD/»v the frequency of the note emitted is that of eddy 
formation. It was unfortunately impossible to obtain higher 
water speeds in the existing channel, but this was not con- 
sidered vital to the demonstration, since it was possible to 
obtain sufficiently low values of VD/v in air to check the 
agreement of the water and air experiments over a consi- 
derable range of the above argument. 

Tt will further be seen that at values of VD/v above 500 
the value of nD/V is constant, and the frequency of the 
emitted note is directly proportional to velocity, and in- 
versely proportional to diameter of wire. The curve obtained 
at low values of VDj/y indicates departure from this strict 
proportionality, and is a feature common to all fluid flow 
problems at low speeds. Ata value of VD/v slightly lower 
than that of the last point on the curve, the flow becomes 
steady and eddies are no longer formed. For any given 
wire there is accordingly a limiting velocity, given roughly 
by VD/v=100, below which no sound will be emitted. 

- Experiments on Wires of Circular Section. 

Water Experiments. 
Diameter i Periodic 
of Wire. Wieloriey, Time ay = 

(ins.) ins./see. (secs. ). W v 

0:25 0°75 2°65 0:126 110 

0:25 1:25 1°31 0°154 180 

0-4 1:20 2°00 0-167 270 

05 0°74 4-13 0164 210 

0-5 1-23 @ 2°38 0-172 350 

Air Experiments. 
Diameter : 
of Wire. TE Bay: Frequency. a ; VD 
(isl). ft./sec. WV: v 

0-010 24°5 4000 0136 125 

0-015 22°6 3000 0°166 180 

0-015 29°3 4000 0170 230 

0:030 O24 2400 0°186 510 

0030 40°5 3000 0°185 640 

0-048 41-6 2000 0192 1050 

0 048 54-2 2500 0-185 1360 

0°110 489 1000 0:187 2820 

0-110 60°3 1200 07182 3460 

ire 0:000159 
Value of ») Water... 0-0000122 
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XVIII. Light and Electrons, 
By Sir Outver Lopen*. 

Sarah to previous papers in April and June last, 
Phil. Mag. vol. xli., especially to pages 557 and 943, 

if it is ever possible to separate or tear asunder a positive and 
a negative electron, bringing them into practical existence 
from absolute neutrality or practical nonentity, by means of 
light vibrations, it would seem likely that the uniting force 
must at first follow the law of direct distance, in order that 
the excited vibrations shall be isochronous whatever the 
amplitude, and therefore cumulative in response to waves of 
definite frequency. The opposite charges may be thought 
of as initially united by an elastic thread of zero length 
which is gradually elongated as the charges separate and 
vibrate or revolve about one another till it snaps. Very 
soon after this initial connexion is broken, the ordinary law 
of inverse square must supervene, and thereafter hold for all 
bigger distances. A law of force like Ar+Br~? suggests 
itself, with the second term imaginary for small values of 7, 
and with the first term only operating till discontinuity or 
“snap” occurs, being then ready to connect up withan 
inverse square law. 

There is no need to travel far afield for an example of a 
direct-distance law inside a spherical boundary and an 
inverse-square law outside: the earth isan example. There 
is a discontinuity in the force, corresponding to the discon- 
tinuous distribution of matter; and the potential, though 
continuous, has an abrupt reversal of curvaturet. The 
potential is 

M ae 
| Wes : pa 37") inside, and = out ; 

so this gives the intensity of force as 

dV Ni te M 
f= Go inside, and ae out ; 

the inside and outside values being connected at the boundary, 
but with discontinuity of gradient. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Thomson & Tait (§ 491 d, page 36, Part II, 1883 ed.) make a very 

small slip here, by speaking of this as a point of inflexion; but d?V/d)* 
changes sign suddenly without passing through zero. The discontinuity is 
like that felt by a railway traveller when the engineer of the line has made 
an 8 curve by laying down two arcs of circles with a common tangent. 
There is no abrupt change of direction but there is a sudden change of 
curvature, and accordingly a necessary normal impact, which would have 
been avoided by designing a curve with a real point of inflexion. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No, 247, July 1921. N 
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Hence if we wish for a single expression to serve in the 
electrical case, for an electron e revolving round a nucleus 
with unbalanced charge Ne, and with 6 asa radius of dis- 
continuity or distance at which break-away occurs, some 
such law as this might be suggested, 

Ne?/r  ./(7r?—8?) 
S| pV 

f K Ve TI ROOTS 

it being understood that the first term ceases to apply after 
thesnap. The frequency corresponding to the direct-distance 
law will be given by the square root of the ratio of the force 
at unit distance to the revolving mass, or 

Nie? ~ 2 ine? 
2 SOE 1 Us we 

2 
So ii Neu. a ge aT? 

In the early stages, at small distances, the speed of the 
electron would keep on increasing with the radius until it 
became 2anb ; and as soon as the speed is high the balance 
ot force equated to the centrifugal reaction must be disturbed, 
by reason of the force term diminishing while the inertia 
term increases, under the influence of a factor ,/(1—v"/c*) as 
multiplier’ and divisor respectively; hence sooner or later a 
break is inevitable. We shall be able to calculate the value 
of this factor in some critical cases later on. 
When snap occurs at distance y=) under an inverse square 

law, the critical condition would be 

7 2 
BE = (27rn)*mb. 

2 

So, still, rb = we noe Nac? : 
Ke 87? 

where a is the radius of an electron, c the velocity of light, 
and where for the present the @ factor involving v?/c? is 
ignored. 

If the particle now flies away, the energy of escape is half 
the energy from infinity under an inverse square law, so 

1 Je 4m(2abn)?=4nh, 

or h/2m=mwb, which according to Planck is constant or 
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changes only discontinuously by integer mutations, hence 

7 

oe 7 Re 4 . 5 c Saints (2) 

which is the same for all atoms, since m is the mass of an 
electron. 

Combining (1) and (2) we get,— 
for the critical velocity 

3ac? 2am 
Uo ane 0. Ar Wane oie nese aint ates (3) 

for the critical distance 

2 ONG ee 2a =. oe 

and for the critical frequency 

3ac?\2 Qnm\? N? e 
n= (“) Z (=5" i oe Sitieeeat bar's (5) 

They are all of the right dimensions, and vb is independent 
of the atomic number N. 

Interpreting them in c.g.s. measure, and using Prof. 
Millikan’s experimental values for h and e, 

(aC G x Oey 

be=4-774x 10 if e=1 
Ore 1) Oi ool Ole c nats — 

the consistent mass and size of an electron. being 

V1Z 

mex Oe sora. amd 

2 we? 
~— =1°375 x 10-* centim., 
om 

= 

h E : 
wwe find that ees nearly unity, or more accurately 

TT 1 

plore cus... wiltile: 
BOI 

5~ = 2°53 x 10° c.g.s. 
fed 

Hence it turns out that the critical distance at which a 

fully-formed electron can escape is, by (4), 

ee centimetres ; > Se 5) 

KOSIN 

so break occurs inside the conventional boundary of the atom, 

N 2 CT 

b 
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even for hydrogen, and at still smaller distances for substances 
of greater atomic weight. Shall we say at about half the 
atom’s radius for hydrogen, and at about one-fortieth of the 
radius for the heaviest and presumably largest atoms. 
(Cf. Broughall in Phil. Mag. for last June, p. 872.) 

The critical frequency of the radiation most suitable for 
expelling an electron from a given element is, by (9), 

6-4 ne ee 
= ee x 10 nx ape : 

which is 6°53 x 10” for hydrogen, 
and increases with the square of the atomic number, 
attaining 5°5 x 10” for uranium. 

The critical velocity with which an electron is expelled is, 

by @), 
_ 2°53 

which for hydrogen is 2°18 x 108, and reaches two-thirds the 
speed of light for N=92. 

Only at that speed the inertia would have increased (by 
reason of the @ factor) enough to make the break occur 
rather earlier. 

Numerical results very like these have already been 
obtained by Dr. Bohr’s admirable treatment, but in a matter 
of this interest and importance there seems no harm in 
discussing the subject afresh in a simple manner and getting 
the details more widely known. Moreover there are some 
other points of view still to be considered. 

Note on Atomic Instability. 

In the Proc. Roy. Soc. for January 1918, vol. xciv. p. 281, 
Sir Arthur Schuster shows that a resonator will pick up 
energy and have its swings increased by a random succession 
of blows in every direction indiscriminately, such as may be 
regarded as the equivalent of ordinary white light ; and that 
in the absence of friction the amplitude under this irregular 
stimulus would increase indefinitely, apart from any question 
of resonance. 

Also that a particle without any natural frequency, beaten 
about by random blows like a Brownian molecule or a football 
in a scrimmage, will attain a definite translatory energy 
comparable with that appropriate to the kinetic theory of 
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gases. Also that the same limiting value of energy will be 
attained by a resonator of definite frequency, when damping 
by radiation is taken into account ; irrespective apparently 
of periodicity in the exciting cause. 

hese considerations however, though they may well 
apply to an electron inside an atom, cannot extend to the 
actual liberation of an electron by X or other radiation ; 
since in that case the real and dominant influence of the 
frequency of the incident waves has been established experi- 
mentally, and it is known that the energy of ejection is 
proportional to the frequency of the incident radiation. 

But it seems likely enough that the store of accumulated 
energy, which has brought a corpuscle rather near expulsion 
without actually expelling it, may have been obtained from 
the miscellaneous radiation which is never absent save at 
absolute zero ; and that then the surplus energy or added 
stimulus is supplied from a synchronous ether-disturbance, 
until first one and then another particle, possessing the 
right frequency n, shall really be moving with the critical 
velocity v, and be promptly ejected. A very slight syntonic 
stimulus might suffice, since energy could,still be received 
from the irregular jostling, even when a regular disturbance 
was superposed. 

In that way the difficulty of whence the energy comes 
may be evaded, seeing that the greater part of the accumu- 
lated energy is ‘independent of the incident light, while yet 
the actual ejection is effected by that light and is dependent 
on its frequency. 

We have still to show that a corpuscle would not be 
ejected without the syntonic disturbance, by reason of 
random impacts alone. We must therefore reckon the speed 
which at ordinary temperatures can be reached by means 
of irregular jostling, taking it as that given by the laws of 
gases,—the gas having the electronic atomic weight, which 
is 1/1845th that for hydrogen. 

The average gas velocity at the absolute temperature T is 
given by 

UF = el =e . 

The value of R for hydrogen 1 is 41°6 x L0® ergs per centigrade 
degree, while for oxygen it is 1/16th as oreat. So for a gas 
composed of electrons it is 

Rg = 41°6 x 10° x 1845 = 7°68 x 10”. 
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So at 27°C. the mean square velocity for unstimulated * 
electrons is 

2 = 3x 300x 7-7 x 10 = 69x 10” c.g. 
OU Mp eras >< 

= 85 kilometres per second. 

Now the critical velocity at which escape occurs, from an 
atom with the atomic number N, was found above, by (3), 
as 2180 kilometres-per-second multiplied by NN; which 
would only be attained, if at all, by an insignificant per- 
centage of the particles without some additional stimulus ; 
and yet the speed attained by random influences alone is not 
hopelessly of an inferior order of magnitude, though it would 
have to be multiplied by 26 N to reach the critical speed. 

If we now take into account the 6? factor, 1—v?/c?, which 
is effective in reducing the holding force and increasing the 
centrifugal inertia, we shall find that the unaided gas speed 
for ordinary temperatures makes the value of v?/c? only 
‘000000077 (or 7°7 x 10-8), which is therefore insignificant; 
but that the term rapidly rises in value with increase of 
speed, however* produced, until, as the critical velocity is 
approached, by reason let us say of aid from synchronous 
ether disturbances, it tends to become 5°38 x 107 SN? ; which 
is ‘000053 for hy drogen and °45 for uranium. 

Hence the auxiliary factor 1—v?/c? can attain the low 
value °55 for uranium, and is of obvious importance in 
promoting disruption. So it is for many of the heavy 
atoms ; even for lead this & factor can be °64. 

The value of nb? (by 1) is reduced in the ratio B, while 
nb? (by 2) is reduced in the ratio 8. This requires that 
the reduction shall apply to the critical frequency n, not to 
the critical distance 6, and that the n and the v calculated 
above are subject to a 8 reduction. 

Jt would seem that the liberation of electrons by light 
should be easier, or at least prompter, at a high temperatnre, 
because less ener ey would have to be supplied by or during 
the synchronizing stimulus. And at a sufficiently high 
temperature electrons ought to come away of themselves, 
without the need for any specific radiation-stimulus. 

To find this temperature we can put 

Sin | (loo IN 

25102 EN 

At this temperature the average electronic-gas velocity 
would equal the escape velocity, and the atoms of a substance 

whence 
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would boil or explode into complete disintegration. Hlectronic 
evaporation would begin much lower in the scale. 

I contess I had hoped that this ebullition temperature 
would not have been so appallingly high, so that there 
might have been a chance of reaching it, at least locally, in 
the sun or some of the stars. Nevertheless it is manifest 
that at al! really high temperatures the particles must be 
immersed in plenty of synchronous as well as much other 
radiation, and that accordingly copious emission could occur 
at a much lower temperature. Applying a factor such as 
26N to the enerey of emission, though without any real 
Justification, to represent the influence of the synchronized 
radiation as a supplement to the irregular jostling, the above 
estimate of temperature would come down. And it does not 
seem unreasonable to surmise that if the sun’s temperature 
rose locally to something which we may suspect to be in the 
neighbourhood of 7400° C.,a violent eruption in its hydrogen 
atmosphere, and a projection of electrons at 1/140 the 
speed of light, might occur. Such projectiles would puss 
the earth in about 18 hours. This however is a bye-issue 
and not the essence of the paper. 

XIX. Latent Heat and Surface Energy— Cohesion. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 
ITH reference to Mr. D. L. Hammick’s article (Phil. 

Mag. ser. 6, vol. xxxix. No. 229, p. 32) in January 
1920, I beg to call attention to the fact that Bakker’s 
formula 

aS 
Vy U9 

is in absolute contradiction to J. KH. Mills’s expression 

a = it 1 
(A) =L—H, =p!( 47s = 75 = [ (a=— 3 "|, 

4 iy : Jr a/ V9. 

given in Young’s ‘Stoichiometry’ (First Edition, 1908, 
p. 153), with references to Journ. Phys. Chem. vi. p. 209 
(1902) ; viii. pp. 383 & 593 (1904) ; ix. p. 402 (1905); 
mee (LOG). 

On the basis of the latter result, Mills deduced that the 
molecular attraction (between a pair of molecules) during 
the transition from the liquid to the vapour states follows 
the inverse square rule. The extensive field implied makes 
this conclusion appear to me very improbable (although 
Young refers te a corroboration by the late Lord Rayleigh), 
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and if Hammick’s chain of deductions from Bakker’s rule 
is sound, Mills’s formula must presumably be abandoned. 
Has Bakker’s formula been thoroughly supported by 
experimental results ? . 
<#From Hammick’s values for a, I deduce a new modi- 
fication of the Van der Waals’ molecular pressure cvefficient 
for temperatures below the critical if not also above it : 

T a=2a-(1— or) 

where a, is the value at critical temperature T,. 
This is based on two approximations 

bp. 5 : 
—? =]:4 (Hammick, Joc. cit.), 
a (Y 

mame AL, 

ee 

whence a,, diminishing linearly, vanishes at T= 2T.. 

= 1:5 (see Young’s tables in ‘ Stoichiometry ’), 

and Cabs. zero — Das. 

Incidentally this leads to a molecular pressure per unit 
molecular area awd?«d-~", where n is more than 4 (and 
apparently less than 7), which compares interestingly with 
‘central force” approximations to electron doublet mutual 

attractions. The Clausius-Berthelot form for a makes 
ay 

2) An y] 

a and n= at absolute zero, which seems absurd. 
In my article (Phil. Mag. ser. 6, vol. xl. No. 236, August 

1920) on ‘ Cohesion,”’.p. 216, line 15, “three” should of 
course read “‘ five.” 

I take this opportunity of remarking that the principal 
objection to my formula for molecular attraction is its 
quantitative deficiency in the vapour state, which I have 
attempted to explain by cumulative impulses [ Proc. Phys. 
Soc. Lond. vol. xxx. pt. 3, April 15, 1918—“‘ Cohesion ” 
(Fourth Paper) ]. 

The anomaly of a temperature function being included 
in the molecular pressure term in the equation of state may 
perhaps be explained by the fact that the equation corre- 
sponds to isothermal changes, and the absorption of energy 
suggests that additional repulsion may be produced as distinct 
from diminished attraction. 

This may be absent in adiabatic change and the molecular 
pressure term would then bein Van der Waals’ original form. 

Yours faithfully, 
Harbour Investigation Office, HERBERT CHATLEY. 
Huangpu Conservancy Board, 

Shanghai. 
16, xii. 1920. 
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XX. Ona Type of Vibration of an Elastic Spherical Shell. 
By NIKHILRANJAN SEN * 

T has been pointed out by LoveT that Stokes in his treat- 
ment of the vibration of a spherical shell in a gaseous 

medium neglects one important condition of motion, and his 
solution, though it 1s remarkably successful in explaining 
Leslie’s experiment, does not bring into prominence the 
decaying factors of vibration. The damping factors are a 
necessary consequence of the circumstances of the motion, 
which, as Love has shown, is generaily damped harmonic and 
to the first order of approximation is simple harmonic for the 
sphere, and partly simple harmonic and partly exponential for 
the medium. Also the waves of rapidly damped harmonic type 
which are almost insensible a short distance from the sphere 
come into prominence again near the surface of discontinuity 
of the advancing disturbance, and are responsible for the 
fulfilment of the necessary condition at this boundary. In 
the present paper the shell is taken to be elastic, which 
requires the satisfaction of the additional condition of equality 
of traction and pressure at the spherical surface. The 
resulting motion has been found to consist of two parts: one 
damped harmonic, and the other of the purely exponential 
type. The additional condition does not, however, alter the 
general nature of motion of the medium. The period of 
vibration has been shown to depend on the ratio of the 
thickness of the shell to the radius, and there are two critical 
thicknesses within which the motion is found to be entirely 

aperiodic. In this respect this purely theoretical problem 
appears to be of some interest. 

Ze 

The kinematical condition to be satisfied at the wave front 
is obtained by considering the motion of a cylindrical element 
of the medium standing on the surface of discontinuity. 
The momentum of this element of the medium is changed in 
a short interval of time from zero to that attained by it at 
the end of that interval by pressures on the base of the 

* Communicated by Prof. D. N. Mallik, Se.D., F.R.S.E. 
+ “Some Illustrations of Modes of Decay of V ibr atory Motions,’ Proce. 

Lond. Math. Soc. (2) vol. ii. p. 88 (1904). 
t Rayleigh’s ‘ Theory of Sound,’ vol. ii. p. 239. 
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cylinder. This consideration gives 

0¢/0t+¢00/dOn=0,. . . eee 

where ¢ is the velocity-potential and ¢ the velocity of wave- 
propagation. There is also the condition 

b=constant, <9 2) re 

which should also be satisfied on the surface of discontinuity. 
We shall now proceed to the solution of the problem. 

3. 

Let us first suppose the shell to be of finite thickness 
bounded by the two surfaces r=a and r=b, (a<b), the 
interior of the shell being filled with a gas of density py, 
while the shell itself is surrounded by a gaseous atmosphere 
of density p. The motion of the gases inside and outside the 
shell should satisfy the wave equation ~ 

fol 

af =EV%, es 

while the equation of motion of the shell (supposing the 
vibration to be radial) is * ao 

(+2, 2° =6 O7u OU 24u 
ord =. +2- Pees 
Oln = Nee pe (4) 

u being the radial displacement and 6 the density of the 
material of the shell. If @, and ¢ be the velocity-potentials 
at the internal and external space, the surface conditions are 

0u/ot= —O¢,/Or at r=a | 

Ou/dt=—O¢/O0r at r=) 

7? =p,09g./0t at r=a | 

r= —poo/dt ab r=b) 

where Pr =. (N+ 2) Ou/dr t+ 2ru/7. 

If uw is proportional to e“’, the equation of motion of the 
shell is reduced to 

2 y wy 

ee ee 
where A?=h20?8/(N+ 2m) =he?/v?, w= [(A+ 2y) /8]}? » 

so that vp is the velocity of propagation of the wave of 

dilatation within the material of the shell 7. If we call the 

* The notations used here are those of Love in his ‘Theory of Klas- 

ticity,’ 2nd ed. oe 
+ Love’s ‘Theory of Elasticity, 2nd ed. p. 282. 

(9). 
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ratio (velocity of wave in the medium)/(velocity of wave of 

dilatation), y, then h=ky. Now let us assume the solutions 

ae [ xn a sin hr B a cos a Fe 

div” Ar aie 

o= C pik(et—r+ bd) kee Cy) 
i 

¢,=D sin kr inet | 1= 5 De OG - 5) 

Substituting in the equations, we get the following 
relations : 

: d sinha d cosha d sinka | 
k aR A = = Gams 
es [Aca ha of dha ha | Se ka | 

é ad  sinhdb d coshb ae? | 
ke a ——, == a “| Aa Eee Scie | O(F zt ) , 

ge saa /ag GP 668 ed ee Oy: mata ey bre a 
eee) Al aay i ene | (8) 

Zn age sin ha, Qa coshay _ aD sin ka | 

0) | iae hae ee dia ie | Go eae | 

Ge Sinn Mb ad?  ~ecoshb l 

pest) | laa eon. Odio ae | 
fee ae sin hb ae cos hb ee ihe (4 | 

lee an Te oe | ee ge 
Eliminating A, B, C, D from these four equations, we get 

the frequency equation in the form ot a determinant of the 
fourth order. 

4, 

We shall confine our attention to the case of a thin 
spherical shell, the interior of which is unoccupied by any 
gaseous matter. If the shell be thin-we can write a+da for 
6, and putting e for the ratio da/a, which is necessarily small, 
we have the following modifications of the conditions (8). 

The first relation is absent; the third is unaltered except 
that the right-hand side vanishes, and in virtue of this the 
fourth relation becomes 

a I sin ha A[ atau d sin hae nas d sin | da 4 49 A su 
d(ha)?" ha da\adha’ ha 

1? COs ha al 1 ad COs ha 

Dp gy eae cane 2 ( pa SOR! ]@ 
ae [ + H) d(ha)* ha T Oa adha’ ha : 

= —ikep(1—da/a)C a. : “ (8) 
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Similarly, the second relation is replaced by 

| EB sin ha A | Sin hea ] 
¢ es 

dha’ ha ‘d(hay?’ ha 

ci nae cos Ne a” cos da | 

| aha hal | dha saa ea 
mee li Ge ik _ da X IIs 

=wlali2o)+50— |e ee 
Eliminating A, B, C from these equations, we have the 

frequency equation in the form of the determinant (denoted 
by the leading diagonal terms) 

where 

ae 2r d sin w COS & 

le (« da? ay N+ 2p +. | (=) i ( a )| : 

ae ON, gles. sin x cos # 

42, |= les 2. ae 2, a =| ( Go ) f xv )| ; 

ey OP G/sin & COS #\] 

Las, bl = (7, 4687.3) i ( x ); ( x )] : 

¢(y=0, cg=(l—e)n'’, c3=(1—2e)y?+i1(1l—e)y2, 

e=ha, n'=c?p/(N+ 2h)e. 

The quantities a,, 6, are to be obtained when the operator on 
the right-hand side of the corresponding equation operates 
on (sin x)/w and (cos x)/2 respectively, and similarly for the 
other elements of the determinant written in this manner. 
Neglecting e¢ in comparison with unity, the frequency 
equation may be written 

(ry? + 2a) (aib2— agb1) —n'(a4b3 —a3b,) = 0. 

Multiplying out, we have 

(ayb2—agb,) = { (3v—v?) — 27} /2’, 

(a,b3;— a,b) ={1—e(2—v) }/z, 

where 2n/(A + 2n) =2 —v=20/(1—<), 

o being Poisson’s ratio. 
Neglecting (2—v)e in comparison with unity, since (2—y) 

is a positive quantity less than 2 for all material bodies, the 
frequency equation becomes the cubic 

ia? + (9? +2! ax? —1(8v —v?) ya — (Bv—V’) 7’ = 0. 
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Putting e=vwy, the equation becomes 

ye —(ytn|y)y? + (8v—v")y—(@Bv—v")y=0. (9) 
It should be noticed that when the outside atmosphere is 

absent, p and consequently mn’ vanishes, and the period 
equation reduces to 

ab, —dyb, =9, 

or vw’ — (dv—v’) =0, 

which is the period equation of free vibration of a spherical 
elastic shell *. This period is independent of the thickness. 

D. 

The elastic constants which appear as coefficients of the 
period equation (9) are all positive, and since there are three 
changes of sign, one of the roots, at least of this equation, 
must be real and positive. Also, if the roots be all real, all 
of them must be positive ; and in case the equation has a 
pair of imaginary roots, let the roots be r, p+ig and Pp-'g; 
where r is positive. Writing the equation in form F(y)=0, 
it is to be noticed that F'(y) is negative if y=0 and positive 
if y=(y+n'/y), n' and y being both positive. Hence the 
positive root 7 lies between 0 and (y+n'/y). Also r+2n 
=(y+n'/y); and since r<(y+n'/y), p must be positive. As 
the roots are all positive (if real) or have their real parts 
positive (in case of a complex pair), the terms corresponding 
to them in the solution are of the form e-°*/ and e-Pety2, 
Hence the motion is always damped. 

If we write the equation in the form 

agy® — day” + day? —a3==0, 

where a) =1, a; =4(y+n'/y), 4.=4(3v—v?) =}m and as=my, 
these quantities being all positive, the discriminant of the 
cubic is 

D(a) = Aas 0 a >— 3a,” : ay? = 6a903 » Ay —- (a3” + Aay°). 

If the roots of the period equation are all real, D(a,) 
should be negative. Now D(a,)=0, taken as a cubic in a, 
has one negative root, and if the other two roots are real 
they are positive. From the curve of D(a,) it is evident 
that this function will be negative for all values of a, lying 
between these two positive roots (if they exist) and for no 
other positive values of a,; and if D(a,)=0 has a pair of 
imaginary roots, D(a,) will be negative for no positive value 
of a; Hence the original period equation will have all its 

* Love’s ‘ Theory of Elasticity,’ 2nd ed. p. 275. 
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roots real, or have a pair of imaginary roots according as the 
equation D(a) =() has ail its roots real or has a pair of 
imaginary roots. It is to be noticed that in the former case 
there is no vibration, the initial state of strain in the shell 
disappearing gradually with time without causing oscil- 
lations, giving rise, at the same time, to the corresponding 
types of disturbance in the surrounding atmosphere. 

The limits within which such a state of motion would 
exist can be calculated thus. Putting in the values of 
As Gy, 4g, and a3, the discriminant can be wriiten as 

D(n') =4mn/27 4? — Cs, 

— (39m? —Smy’)n' + (fem? + Sn?’ + my’), 

where n’=pe"/(X+2p)e is a positive quantity ; 3 for many 
ordinary material bodies and air m is nearly 2, and yisa 
fraction whose average value we may take to Fe a fraction 
of the order of x. Neglecting the smaller terms we have 

D(n')=s mn? /y? —se min? lo? — 29m? n! + mF 

approximately. It has been shown that the period equation 
has all its roots real if the equation D(n')=0, a cubic in n’ 
has only real roots, in which case the discriminant of the 
equation D(n’) =0 should be negative. Moreover, the values 
of x’ which make D(n') negative, and consequently make all 
the roots of the period equation real, are those which lie 
between the positive roots of D(n')= 0. lk may be shown 
that the discriminant of D(n') =0 is negative if 

I5(47 ny?) ~ 500%] <0, 
considering only the approximate form of the equation. As 
this condition is realized for almost all material bodies and 
air, there is for a shell of every such material two critical 
Aniolneeeies: within which we should expect the shell to get 
rid of the initial strain without performing vibrations. The 
critical values are given by the two positive roots of the 
equation D(n')=0. This analytical result, however, it is 
very difficult to interpret physically, but it must be observed 
that this is a necessary consequence of the reduction of the 
period equation to a cubic. 

6. 

The numerical calculations for a particular case are given 
below. If the material of the shell be glass and the outside 
atmosphere be air, we take 

pO, O=20, N= 240K 1022 40 10", 

and c=‘332 x 10° em. per sec. 
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Then we have approximately 

y— 06, 0c (NP 2w)— "2 < 10>) amd: y= iiv32e 

The following table * shows approximately how the period 

changes with ¢ :— 

| 
Be (noriti ee 

i (thickness) eae pc? oad pig (Gon IER istoCe time 

(radius) (A+2p)e | equation). plex root). =2rya/qe. 

DCT 001 | 06 008 +1°5% 25 xa/e 
: 210 - ‘Ol | 06 08 +1:5% 25 x a/e | 
a0” al Rese cOS 83 +127 | “31 xa/e 
4107 ° a5 Feel 16, 1 oh | 
2x107° i | 165 06 +062 | 628xa/c 
Palo! 10 lee 7 01 +027 | 188 xa/e | 

Periodic time for a shell vibrating in vacuo=2ry{(3—v)}~2a/e="25Xa/e | 

| 

In this table there is a value of ¢ for which all the roots 
are real. Solving the equation D(a,)=90, in the present 
case we find the two positive roots to be 3°0 and 1:0, the 
negative root being —1:0. Putting 3(y4n’/y)=1, 3 in 
succession, we find the critical values of ¢ to be °37x1075 
and °1x 10~* nearly. 

a. 

The period of free radial vibration of a thin spherical shell 
in vacuo is known to be independent of its thickness. The 
preceding analysis suggests that the ratio of the thickness of 
the shell to the radius has an important part to play in the 
determination of the frequency when the vibration is com- 
municated to a surrounding atmosphere. The shell now 
executes damped harmonic vibration attended with a dissi- 
pative motion given by an exponential term (e-°77). The 
recovery of the shell from the strain corresponding to this 
part of the displacement becomes quicker as the thinness 
increases, and below the critical thickness the decay of this 
part of motion is almost immediate. The period of vibration 
will depend on the ratio of the thickness of the shell to its 
radius, and may differ considerably from its free period in 
vacuo. It should be observed that unless the shell be so big 

* The table is only intended to show in a general way how the various 
quantities vary with thickness. The data at the disposal of the writer 
do not permit computations correct up to the second place of decimals. 
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that its radius is comparable to ec, the damping coefficient is 
very large and there is hardly any vibration. With regard 
to the motion of the medium, the energy of the shell is 
communicated through it by means of progressive waves of 
damped harmonic type anda motion given by an exponential 
term, which is the counterpart of a ‘similar motion noticed 
above. Near the shell this part is gradually damped 
according to exponential law, and at a short distance 
outwards 1¢ becomes insensible, but comes into prominence 
again near the surface of discontinuity of the advancing wave. 
As Love * has observed, “these waves of exponential type 
accompany the waves of damped harmonic type as they travel 
outwards, and serve to establish continually the front of the 
advancing wave.” | 

It is to be noted that for shells of the same material but 
of different sizes, if the ratio of the thickness to the radius be 
constant, the period equation is unaltered, and the periods 
and the moduli of'‘decay of vibration would be proportional 
to the radii of the shells. An examination of the preceding 
table shows that the behaviour of a shell undergoes some 
change as the critical thicknesses are reached. Thus, fora 
shell of given radius as the thickness decreases, the period of 
vibration increases, and the damping coefficient at first 
increases till the upper critical thickness is reached, but 
below the lower critical limit there is a steady fall in the 
value ot the coefficient. It will also appear from the table 
that when ¢ is greater than and is considerably removed from 
its upper critical value, the period of vibration of the shell 
is almost equal to the free period in vacuo, but as € approaches 
the upper critical limit, the period becomes greater, and this 
deviation continually increases in the same direction as ¢ 
passes the lower critical limit and continues to become 
smaller. 

8. 

It only remains to be shown that with the three roots of 
the period equation it is possible to complete the solution 
of the problem of vibration. Let us write the solutions in 
ihe form 

d_ sinh,r ad coshr| sc | 
one = ao: hr "dhe hr le L 40) 

3 ©, tk (ct—1-+0) i Fe 
o= Pane | 

when (ct+a)>vr and is zero when (ct+a)<r. 
A hocuect. p. Liz 
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At this stage we introduce the conditions at the surface 
of discontinuity of the moving wave. ‘These are 

g@=constant, and 0¢/dt= —cdd/Or at r=(ct+a), 

the suiface of discontinuity being supposed to be moving 
outward with velocity c. These two equations give only one 
relation between the constants 

3 

yen OREN acne ste ae) CL) 
1 

With the help of the third equation of (8) (with the right- 
hand side zero) we can express all the B,’s in w (10) in terms 
of the A,’s, thus reducing the number of arbitrary constants 
in uw from six to three. Then the equation (8') or (8) gives 
the ratios of C,’s to A,’s, which, taken with the relation (11), 
would further reduce the number of arbitrary constants in w 
from three to two; so that, making use of all the conditions, 
we can write both w and ¢ in terms of only two arbitrary 
constants. These two are to be determined from the initial 
conditions of motion of the shell, such as, for instance, the 
position and velocity (w and Qu/dt) of the shell at time zero. 

18 Mirzapore Street, 
Aerial Lodge, Calcutta. 

XXI. The Crystalline Structure of Bismuth. By R. W. 
JamES, W.A., Senior Lecturer in Physics in the University 
of Manchester *. 

Is, ISMUTH, like antimony, crystallizes in the di- 
hexagonal alternating class of the hexagonal sysiem. 

The crystalline symmetry is that of a rhombohedrou the 
edges of the rhombohedron which meet in the trigonal axis 
being taken as the axes of the crystal. The angle between 
any two of these edges is 87° 34’, and the angle between the 
rhombohedral faces 100 : 010 is 92° 20’. The crystals have 
a perfect cleavage parallel to the (111) planes, and perpen- 
dicular to the trigonal axis, and a fair cleavage parallel to 
the (111) planes. Bismuth also crystallizes from fusion as a 
skeleton rhombohedron of the form described above. 

The structure of antimony has already been determined f. 
From the great similarity between the crystals of antimony 
and bismuth, it was to be expected that their structures would 
also be similar. The structure of bismuth has now been 
determined, and this is found to be the case. 

* Communicated by Prof. W. L. Brage. 
+ James & Tunstall, Phil. Mag. vol. xl. p, 2383 (Aug. 1920). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 247. July 1921. O 
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2. The observations were made with the X-ray spectro- 
meter, and the K, radiation from a Coolidge bulb with a 
rhodium anticathode was employed. The spectra from the 
(100), (111), and (111) faces were examined. Owing to 
the high absorption-coefficient of bismuth for the rhodium 
rays, the spectra were not particularly intense, and not more 
than three orders could be observed from any face. Metallic 
bismuth is rather soft, and the crystals are easily distorted, 
so that it was found impossible to prepare a good face by 
grinding. All the ground faces examined gave reflexions 
over a large range, in many cases over six or eight degrees, 
as the crystal was turned, and for this reason it was not 
possible to obtain reliable intensity measurements. The(100) 
face used was ground on a crystal, the face being afterwards 
etched with nitric acid to remove the distorted fragments of 
metal produced by the grinding. The (111) and (111) faces 
were obtained by cleavage from a large mass of crystals. 
The relative intensities of the different orders of spectra 
from these faces are probably fairly reliable, but very little 
idea of the relative intensities of reflexion from the different 
faces could be obtained. : 

The positions and relative intensities of the spectra are 
given in Table A. 

TABLE A. 
Face. Order. Glancing Angle. Relative Intensities. 

(100) Ist. Hoe2D! 100 

2nd. 10° 52’ 40 

3rd. 16° 30' 10 

(111) Ist. 4° 29! 29 

2nd. 8° 54! 100 

ord. 13° 26’ 24 

(111) Ist. 4° 45/ 10 
Quid. Sells 100 
ord, es aoe 

The intensities are only approximate, and are expressed in 
terms of the strongest spectrum for each face. No com- 
parison of the Panta e intensities for different faces is given. 
The first-order spectrum (100) is almost certainly too loos 
comparison with the second, since the effect due to a distorted 
surface layer will be far greater for the smaller glancing- 
angles. 

3. The observed glancing-angles for the first-order spectra 
were 

(111) (100) (111) 
Ao Omar e AAS! 
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The sines of these angles are in the ratio 

Hg LAO 5 IO olO) 

while for a face-centred rhombohedral lattice the corre- 
sponding ratios should be 

1: 17204: 1:055 

The underlying structure is evidently that of the face-centred 
lattice. 

Taking the most likely value for the glancing angle of the 
(100) spectrum as 5° 24’, the edge of the face-centred rhombo- 
hedral lattice is found to be 6°56 x 107° cm., and using this 
value, taking the density of bismuth as 9°80, the atomic 
weight as 208, and the mass of the hydrogen atom as 
1650 x 10~*4 gm., the number of bismuth atoms in the unit 
face-centred rhombohedron comes out as 8:03. This shows 
that the unit of the structure contains two face-centred 
lattices, since a single lattice will contain four atoms only. 

The very small first-order spectra for the faces (111) and 
(111) show that the atoms lie very nearly ona simple rhombo- 
hedral lattice, the length of the edge of the unit structure 
being 3°28 x 107° cm. 

4, The structure which will account for the observed spectra 
is exactly similar to that already given for antimony *. ‘The 
bismuth atoms lie on two interpenetrating face-centred 
rhombohedral lattices. For one of the lattices, suppose the 
long diagonals, parallel to the trigonal axis, are drawn for 
each of the eight rhombohedral cells into which the lattice 
may be divided. Considerations of symmetry show that the 
atoms of the second lattice must lie on these diagonals. 
Moreover, since the structure 1s nearly a simple rhombohedral 
one, they must lie close to the unoccupied corners of the 
first lattice. But to account for the presence of the first- 
order spectrum for the (111) and (111) faces we must suppose 
the atoms of the second lattice all to be displaced in the same 
direction along the diagonals bya distance equal to 0°052 of 
the diagonal of one of the small cells. 

5. The amount of displacement along the diagonal may be 
calculated from the relative intensities of the different orders 
of spectra from the (111) face. There is somé uncertainty 
about the exact displacement, since it is very difficult to 
obtain intensity measurements froma crystal such as bismuth, 
and since the law according to which the spectra from a face, 
in which all the planes contain an equal number of atoms and 
are evenly spaced, is not known with any approach to accuracy. 

The observed intensities of the first, second, and third 

* Loe. cit. p. 235. 
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order spectra from the face (111), which will be called the 
spectra (111), (222), and (333), are in the ratio 29 : 100 : 24. 

Parallel to the (111) face, the planes containing the atoms 
occur in pairs corresponding to the two face-centred lattices. 
The contribution to the first-order spectrum from the planes 
belonging to one lattice differs in phase from that of the 
planes belonging to the other lattice by an amount depending 
on the displacement of the atoms along the diagonals. 
Assuming that the intensities of a normal series of spectra 
are inversely proportional to the squares of the orders of the 
spectra, we find that in order to get the ratio (111) : (222) : 
(333) = 29: 100: 24 we -must take the phase difference 
between the contributions from the two sets of planes to be 
153°. If, on the other hand, we assume that the normal 
intensities fall off more slowly, for example 100 : 34:14, we 
find the phase difference which fits the observed intensities 
most closely is about 150°. Quite a large variation in the 
normal intensity series makes very little difference in the 
calculated value of the phase angle 6. The value of 6 taken is 

152°4-3°, 

which corresponds to a displacement along the diagonal of 
0°052 of its length away from the unoccupied corner. 
Since the length of the diagonal is 5-°92x107* em., the 
atoms are displaced from the corners by a distance 
0°307 x 107% cm., and the range of distance within which 
the atoms probably lie is about 0:065 x 107° em. 

6. Distance between the Atoms. 
Any given atom in one of the (111) planes is equidistant 

from three atoms in each of the (111) planes on either side 
of it, but the three atoms in one of these planes are much 
nearer the given atom than those in the other. In fact, the 
closest approach between two atomic centres in the structure 
is the distance between two atoms in these close pairs of 
planes. This distance may be considered as the ‘“atomic- 
diameter” of bismuth, using the term in the sense in which 
it is employed by W. L. Bragg *. This closest approach of 
the atoms.is found to be 3:11 A.U. The corresponding value 
for antimony is 2°87 A.U. For bismuth the nearest distance 
of approach for the wider pairs is 3°47 AUS The ee 
planes thus occur in pairs in which the atoms approach one 
another closely, separated by a wider spacing, and, just as in 
the case of antimony, the good cleavage of the crystal is 
parallel to these pairs of planes. 

Manchester University. 
_ April 22, 1921. 

* W. L. Bragg, Phil, Mag. vol. xi. p. 169 (Aug. 1920). 
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XXII. Integration Theorems of Four-Dimensional 
Vector Analysis. , 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 
GENTLEMEN,— 

i lee I point out that the theorems given by Mr. H. T. 
Flint on p. 389, March 1921, of your Magazine were 

given by me in 1907? Lach of the theorems is capable of 
considerable generalization. Such generalized forms, as 
also the two corresponding ones in Quaternions (which were 
also given by me in the ‘ Messenger of Mathematics’ some- 
where about 1887), are all particular cases of a single 
theorem occupying less than half a line of the P.R.S.E., 
1907-8, p. 564, eq. (17). 

I have given the theorem again, and in two forms, 
together with some applications, in a paper read before the 
R. 8. L. on 9 Dec., 1920—‘‘ Multenions and Differential 
Invariants.” In this last paper I have fortunately, largely 
due to recommendations of Prof. Knott, done what Mr. Flint - 
does, in making my notation entirely in harmony with 
Joly’s. Iam, 

Yours faithfully, 
Avex. McAunay. 

University of Tasmania, 
18 April, 1921. 

XXII. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from vol. xli. p. 950. ] 

Jannary 19th, 1921.—Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

|) Boe following communication was read :— 

‘The Lower Paleozoic Rocks of the Llangollen District, with 
especial reference to the Tectonics.’ By Leonard Johnston Wills, 
M.A., Ph.D., F.G.S., and Bernard Smith, M.A., F.G.S. 

The field-work on which this paper is based was done by the 
authors as officers of H.M. Geological Survey. 

The general sequence is :— 

SILURIAN. Series. 

Salopian. 
(Denbighshire type). Ludlow. Dinas-Bran Beds. 

Vivod Beds. 
Nant-y-Bach Beds. 
Glyn-Dyfrdwy Beds. 

Wenlock. Pen-y-glog Grit. 
Pen-y-glog Slates. 

Valentian. Upper or Tarannon. 
Lower or Birkhillian. 
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ORDOVICIAN. 
Bala. Ashgillian. Glyn-Corwen Grit. 

Dolhir and Cyrn-y-Brain 
Beds. 

Ty’n-y-twmpath Beds. 
Caradocian. Blaen-y-cwm Beds. 

Bryn Beds and Ashes. 
Teirw Beds and Ashes. 

A revision of the conclusions of previous workers in the district 
south of the Dee and a brief description of the rocks on the 
north are attempted, with the following main conclusions :— 

(1) The gap in the sequence proved by Dr. T. T. Groom & 
Mr. P. Lake between the Ashgillian and the Caradocian 
in Glyn Ceiriog, is filled farther west by the Ty’n-y- 
twmpath Beds with an Ashgillian trilobite-fauna, and by 
the Blaen-y-cwm Beds with graptolites, probably of the 
Diplograptus-pristis Zone. 

(2) The Dolhir Slates and the fine-grained part of the Glyn 
Grit of Glyn Ceiriog is replaced by a more sandy type 
on Cyrn-y-Brain and Mynydd-Cricor with a _ large 
brachiopod fauna, Meristina crassa being the characteristic 
form. This, formerly regarded as a Llandovery species, 
is associated with Ashgillian trilobites. 

(3) The conformity of Silurian and Ordovician is confirmed. 
(4) A fuller Valentian sequence has been found north of the Dee 

than that known at Glyn Ceiriog and Corwen. Though, 
as a whole, unfossiliferous, graptolites indicate that the 
Lower Valentian includes the Oyphus and Convolutus 
Zones. Between them and the Tarannon Series’ there 
appears to be a non-sequence. 

(5) Probably all the zones of the Tarannon Series of Tarannon 
are represented. 

(6) The Wenlock Series is comparatively thin, and consists of :— 

Unfossiliferous slates and sandstones. 
Pen-y-glog Grit, in the western part only. 
Bastard Slates with Cyrtograptus linnarssont. 
Roofing Slates with Monograptus riccartonensis. 
Slates and mudstones with Cyrtograptus murchisont. 

(7) The Ludlow Series is rather unfossiliferous, but the following 
zones appear to be represented. 

Dinas Bran Beds. Dayia navicula. 
Vivod Beds. Monograptus leintwardinensis. 

? Monograptus tumescens. 
Nant-y-Bach Beds. Monograptus scanicus. 

Monograptus nilssont. 
Glyn-Dyfrdwy Beds. Monograptus nilssoni (part). 

The Lower Ludlow and the Wenlock Series cannot satisfactorily 
be separated. 

The Lower Paleozoic rocks are, in the main, folded on approxi- 
mately east-and-west axes, to which the cleavage and some of the 
major faults are closely parallel in direction. The folding and 
part of the faulting are Devonian, and therefore related to the 
Caledonian movements, which, in the present case, appear to have 
set up torsional stresses affecting a greater area than that considered 
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here ; resolution of these has produced the more important struc- 
tures observed. This idea of torsional stresses has been developed 
for a larger area in North Wales by one of the authors, in con- 
junction with Mr. C. B. Wedd. The facts given here may serve 
as detailed evidence when Mr. B. Smith & Mr. Wedd publish their 
theories. 

The concertina-folding in the synclinoria appears to be related 
to the tough anticlinal nodes of the northern Ordovician outcrops. 

The master-faults separate blocks of country which appear to have 
been displaced laterally. These faults originated in the Devonian 
Period, but have moved conspicuously in post-Carboniferous times. 

The minor faults appear to be adjustments that allow the strata 
to comply with torsional stresses. Here again lateral movement is of 
importance. The twisting-round of some of the fault-blocks is de- 
monstrated by theabnormal strike of the beds and of the cleavage. 

February 2nd, 1921.—Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S., President, 
: in the Chair. 

The following communications were read :— 

1. A New Species of Blattoid (Archimylacris) from the Keele 
Group (Stephanian) of Shropshire. By Herbert Bolton, M.Sc., 
F.R.S.E., F.G-S. 

2. ‘The Granite-Gneisses of Southern Hyre Peninsula (South 
Australia) and their Associated Amphibolites.’ By Cecil Edgar 
Tilley, B.Sc., A.I.C. 

The great tract of Southern Eyre Peninsula is underlain by a 
complex series of pre-Cambrian rocks, subject to prolonged erosion, 
but now in large part covered by a mantle of weathered products 
and recent «olian sediments. An introductory summary is given 
of the several divisions of the pre-Cambrian terrain of the penin- 
sular area. The fundamental platform of the eastern half of the 
peninsula consists of granite-gneisses, amphibolites, and hornblende- 
schists, embraced within the Flinders Series. 

The acid members of that series consist of biotite, biotite-horn- 
blende, and hornblendic granite-gneisses, pyroxene-bearing granites 
including charnockitie types, and a great development of garnet- 

gneisses. The satellitic pegmatite phases are predominantly 
hornblende-pegmatites, in which diopside may be a not infrequent 
constituent. 

The petrography of these rocks is described, and the significance 
of their mineralogical constitution (an the presence of garnet, 
diopside, etc.) discussed. The gneissie structure, which is a 
characteristic feature throughout the area, is a primary eneissic 
banding arising from flow-movements in a heterogeneous magma. 

The basic members of the Flinders Series comprise amphibolites, 
pyroxene-amphibolites, garnet-amphibolites, pyroxene-granulites, 
and quartz-orthoclase-amphibolites. These amphibolites represent 
earlier consolidated rocks incorporated and engulfed within the sue- 
ceeding acid magma. They have the mineralogical composition of 
basie igneous rocks, and have suffered thermal metamorphism by 
the invading granite-gneisses. The quartz-orthoclase-amphibolites 

have the chemical composition of quartz-gabbros. In a large 
amphibolite-band of this type, the central portion is a massive, 
partly-uralitized, micropegmatitic diabase, while at the periphery 
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it is converted into a foliated amphibolite. Apart from these rocks 
there are developed, cutting the gneisses, posterior dykes of basic 
charnockitic type (noritic). 

Xenoliths of sedimentary origin, and derived from the pre- 
existing Hutchison Series, occur in the Sleaford area. They com- 
prise diopside-rocks (para-pyroxenites), garnet-biotite-schists, and 
peculiar garnet-spinel-silimanite nodules. 

The amphibolites are considered as representing more basic and 
earlier igneous intrusions—probably of the same igneous cycle, and 
connected with the one great orogenic epoch—which have become 
thermally metamorphosed, both prior to, and consequent on, 
engulfment and incorporation in the granite-gneisses. 

Interealated in bands in the gneisses of certain portions of the 
hundred of Lincoln, is a series of dolerites which have suffered 
a metamorphism of the highest grade. The pyroxenes and fel- 
spars have been recrystallized, the former in granulitic aggregates. 
Garnet has been abundantly produced. By a degradation of a 
complex pyroxene-molecule, garnet, hypersthene, and a diopsidie 
pyroxene have arisen. ‘The metamorphism expressed in these 
dolerites is of the high-grade thermal type, and it is thought ~ 
probable that the changes induced have resulted from the ineor- 
poration of earlier dolerites within the granite magma. ‘The field 
evidence so far gathered does not, however, permit this view to 
be regarded as proven. 

In structural composition and petrographic character, the Eyre 
region bears a striking resemblance to the Laurentian tract of 
North America, and particularly to the Haliburton-Bancroft area 
of Ontario. 

"XXIV. oe a Te Aves 

SOME PROBLEMS RELATING TO ROTATING FLUID IN THE 

ATMOSPHERE. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

ie the ae under the above title published in the April number 
of the Philosophical Magazine, a second-order term has been 

omitted from equations (A) given on page 664. The term 
+ wz[wyy+2(z+R)} should appear on the left-hand side of the 
z-equation of motion, and corresponding terms in the y and z 
equations. 

These additional terms do not appear at all in Case I. of the 
fluidmotions considered in the above paper, and they are negligible 
in Cases II. and III. Owing to these terms, however, the conti- 
nuity equation (19) in Case IV. is not satisfied, and Case TV. ac- 
cordingly does not give a solution accurate to second-order terms. 

In the third equation of equations (A) and (18) respectively 
(w2?+ wy?) should be multiplied by (+ RB). 

It should’ be noted also that a constant due Eastward velocity 
U of the rotating fluid is represented by an increase in the value 
of Q, and this accordingly affects the value to be used for w, as 
well as that for w, in the motions considered in Cases IL. and IIT. 
University of Glasgow, 3 ; GEORGE GREEN, 

April 28, 1921. 
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XXV. On Hic Form of Free Triode Vibrations. By E. V. 
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tory of Leyler’s Institute, Haarlem (Holland) * 

|Plates VIIT., [X., & X.] 

URING the last few years the triode vacuum-tube 
generator has become the standard low power source 

of alternating current for laboratory purposes. In an oscil- 
lographic study of such a generator of acoustic frequency 
designed for bridge measurements, it was thought in- 
teresting | to obtain records of the temporal variations of the 
currents in the subsidiary as well as in the output circuits of 
the generator. The simplest type of self-excited oscillator 
circuit was used (see fig. 1), the current-time records being 
obtained with a Duddell Oscillograph. 

Fig. a, Pl. VIII, illustrates the current changes ere 
the call L, which fon ms part of the oscillatory circuit ; it is 
of no particular interest other than to illustrate the Eueoid: il 
character of the current in the output circuit and to show 
the extreme stealiness of the generator. The temporal varia- 
tions of the anode current foci through the tube for two 

oscillation frequencies of 450 and 660 per second are shown 

in figs. b and ¢ (Pl. VIII.). These are of interest because of 

* Communicated by Professor Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., P.R.S. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 248. Aug. 1921. F 
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the departure from the ordina ry sinusoidalform. All the avail- 

able theoretical discussions of this circuit do not lead one to 

expect such marked differences in the current maxima. 

iiios le 

Ra 
Uteee \\ Ree eS See) K- 

' 
i 
{ 

Va 

! 

oe ee 

L,=L,=01 henry; R;=R.,=20 ohms; v,,=120 volts; Vp=6 volts. 

Oscillograms were taken with C,=0°5 mfd. and 1:0 mfd. 

The matter can be considered in further detail from a 
consideration of fig. 1. If we assume that the resistances of 
the coils LL, and L, are small compared with the reactances ~ 
for the particular frequency considered, and that the effec- 
tive resistance of the vacuous space between grid and 
filament is large, the relation between the induced anode 
potential 7, and the induced grid potential v, is given by 

et M 

oes, 
where M is the mutual inductance between the coils L, and 
L,. Jt is well known that M must be of negative sign to 
produce self-excitation so that the anode and grid voltages 
are 180 degrees out of phase. The value of the anode 
current 2, at any instant is a function of both the anode and 
grid potentials, and the action of a triode is usually inter- 
preted in terms of this characteristic relation : 

—— o) Ge oie Gas Vy), 

which may be experimentally determined for static con- 
ditions. 

It is also possible to determine experimentally tlhe relation between 7 and vq when the values of v, are made consistent 

5 
Vas 

WV 
4 

with the relation (w= Se vu) mentioned above, i. e. 

i (em Vay — rT): 
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This relation may be obtained experimentally with the aid 
° 1B, e 

of the circuit shown in fig. 2, where the ratio =” is made 
Ry 

equal to ie By sliding the contact A along the connexions 

of the battery B such correlated readings of 7, and v, may be 
-odtained, 

—ve <= V3 TNC 

Curve showing “ oscillation characteristic ” of triode, 

The relation obtained, a typical example of which is shown 
in fig. 3, may be termed the “ oscillation characteristic,” the 
Pondicion during an oscillation being represented by a point 
which oscillates on this curve. This point will be termed 
the ‘‘ representative point” in the following discussion. 

eee 
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It will be seen that the oscillation characteristic through- 
out a large range of values of v, is a falling one, corre- 
sponding to a case of so-called “negative resistance” to. 
current variations. It has been shown by one of the 
writers * that free infinitesimal oscillations are possible in 

e es e t . . C 

the circuit L,C, if the slope of this curve is — = when. 
1 

v,=0, in which case the oscillatory circuit approximately 

acts as a non-reactive resistance of value CR to sinusoidal 
Hee 

changes of its natural angular frequency, making the equi-. 
valent ohmic resistance of the whole circuit zero. As we know 
that the current in the output circuit is practically sinusoidal 
we may employ the same principle for finite oscillations. 
Thus if we assume an anode potential change t,,sin pt 

(where p?= re) we may, with the aid of the oscillation: 

characteristic, expand the value of 2, as follows : 

Ig=l' aot tai SIN pt +igg sin 2Zpt.... 

4-0 1 cos pt +2',2c08 2pt.... 

Finite oscillations of maximum value v,; are then possible: 
when 

Further, we have 

‘ ‘ M N 

ia haa=O (oot tas a Se ra) — (Cao; 0) 

= (vu) say, 
which function (/(v,)) is obtained by taking the line AB: 
(shown dotted in fig. 3) as the v, axis. 

If it is now possible to write (vq) as 

V2 (va) cee BS Vat Une at Hf Bas 

we may show fF that 

iy aay aay “1a 
ae By (2 i BPee iss 

where —a is the slope of the curve of fig. 3 at 1%.=0. 

* Appleton, ‘ Electrician,’ Dec. 27th, 1918. 
, Cf. van der Pol, ‘ Radio Review,’ vol. i. p. 701, Nov. 1920. 
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Such a simple analysis of the action of the circuit, of 
course, assumes that the oscillation characteristic is the same 
for increasing and decreasing values of vz. The oscillograms 
show that in a practical case these may not be identical and 
that the difference increases with increase of frequency. 
The general shape of the oscillograms is, however, in agree- 
ment with that of the oscillation characteristic shown in fig. 3. 

The fact that the difference between the oscillation 
characteristic for rising and falling values of v, is most 
marked when the anode current approaches saturation value, 
suggests at once two possible explanations which may be 
put briefly as follows :— 

(a) The relation y= 7 vq may not be strictly true if 
1 

grid currents are large, since in that case the grid potential 
vg will not necessarily be the same as the #}.M.E". v,. induced 

in the coil Leg. 
(b) The thermionic emission may not be strictly constant 

since the temperature of the filament will be influenced both 
by the Joulean heating of the filament by the anode current 
and by the cooling due to electronic evaporation. Both these 
effects are periodic in character. 

Let us consider the effect of (a) in greater detail. We 
have seen that for large positive grid potentials the anode 
potential 1s very low and the current flowing in the grid 
circuit may be greater than that flowing in the anode circuit. 
The vacuous space in the tube between grid and filament for 
these conditions can no longer be regarded as of infinite 
resistance, as is the case when v, is negative. A considera- 
tion of the actual magnitudes involved shows that the 
‘effective resistance” p of this space for large positive 
values of v, may be of the order of one or two thousand 
ohms. Thus if we distinguish between the grid potential v, 
and the potential v, impressed on the coil L,, we have 

Ugo 

i423 
to 

r e R 5 5 e e 7 

The ratio —? was clearly negligible for the circuit used for 

. pl, ait ee the oscillograms, but “—* would be comparable with unity 
p 

at the higher frequency when Uy > Vao + va. There is thus an 

ive . > va) 

angle of lag tan7! a xt any instant which would account 
p 
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for the difference between the oscillation characteristics in 
the region mentioned. Further evidence that this is the 
correct explanation was obtained by measuring the maxi- 
mum values reached for both positive and negative values. 

ae: GbE, ieee : : 
Ob v,. oINEe es negligible for all negative values of vy, 

and appreciable for positive values when v,> vyo-+vg, we 
should expect these maximum values to be different 
when v, is large. The circuit used to test this point is 
shown in fig, 4. 

Fig. 4. 

A diode vacuum-tube D with a reversed battery B, in the 
anode circuit was connected to the grid and filament of 
the oscillating triode T. The voltage of the battery By was. 
increased until the reading of the sensitive galvanometer G@ 
was almost zero. The maximum positive potential reached 
by the grid with respect to the filament was then given 
approximately by the value of B,. By reversing the switch S. 
the maximum positive potential reached by the filament 
with respect to the grid could be also measured. These 
potentials were found to be different, two typical values for 
a case of the circuit shown in fig. 4 being +64 volts and 
— 80 volts*. 

It is more difficult to gauge the effect of (b), but the 
following considerations show that for the range of fre- 
quencies we have been vonsidering so far (400 to 700: 
per sec.) the thermal changes in the filament would not 
be large enough to produce the effect obtained. Very simple 
experiments carried out with static voltages (see fig. 5) 
showed the marked difference in the temperature of an 

* Further support for this explanation was obtained by investigating 
the phase relation between vy and vq with a cathode ray oscillograph. 
‘The simple 180° phase relation was found to be disturbed for large 
positive values of vg, 
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incandescent filament before and after the anode circuit 
was closed. Thus for several triodes of the R type it was 
found that on closing the anode circuit the current into the 
positive limb of the filament decreased from 7¢ to 4¢—0°3 t, 
whilst that from the negative limb increased from i¢ to 
t¢+O-7T ia (see fig. 5). If the temperature of the filament is 

Fig. 5. 

fairly high before the anode circuit is closed, as is usually 
the case in transmitting triode generators, such alterations 
of heating current may be expected to make marked dif- 
ferences in temperature and in emission between the two 
halves of the filament. These aiterations in temperature 
may be noticed visually in the case of a very bright filament, 

the negative end being made brighter and the positive end 
dimmed when a large anode current is allowed to flow. 
The effect on the total emission is difficult to estimate as no 
accurate data appear to be available for the distribution of 
temperature along a short filament when a large anode 
current is flowing. The emission data of Stead * deal with 
cases in which filament temperatures were not measured 
while the emitted electrons were actually collected. 

The practical question to be settled is whether in a triode 
of the ordinary type the emission is increased or decreased 
when the anode circuit is closed and a thermionic current 
taken from the tube. We can make an approximate 
determination of the difference in the energy supplied 
per second to the filament before and after the electrons 
are collected. 

* Stead, Journ. I. E. E. vol. lviii. No, 287, Jan. 1920. 
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Consider the case of a filament A B (see fig. 6). _ Let 72 be 
the total current leaving the negative end B and 2 the 

hig. G, 

AX, X2B 

total current entering the positive end A. Then (2.—2;) is 
the emitted electron current. The heat W developed in the 
filament per second is given by 

We=| “i.2,de—$ (A), 

where ¢ is the latent heat of evaporation of the electrons 
and 7, the resistance of the filament per unit length at the 
point a. Weare here neglecting the kinetic energy the elec- 
trons still possess after they have left the filament*. If we 
make the further approximation that 7, is independent of the 
value of wv, and also that the current distribution is linear, 
we have 

ea 
where l=v,—v,=length of filament. 

Hence 
9 9 a Wid Soh} , 
1 =e + 21, i —0°3) 

and 
Sop Ri r— a 

W=77 R4+ 22, a | (c =) —0'3 \ dz— (tg —%) 

=iP R404 pip R— i, 

where R is the total filament resistance. 
Now, if W’ is the energy supplied to the filament per 

* Richardson, ‘ Emission of Electricity from Hot Bodies,’ p. 164. 
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second for zero collected emission we have, with the assump- 
tion that the resistance of the filament is not materially 
altered, W'=i/ R, and thus the increase of energy supplied 

to the filament when the anode circuit is closed is 

WW OA i Vie en ae eh) 

where H is the filament voltage. 
But for small triodes E is never greater than 6 volts, 

in which cage the quantity W—W’ is negative since 
for tungsten is 4°6 volts; that is, the filament as a whole 
is cooled, resulting in a reduced emission. As the above 
treatment is very approximate indeed, it is hardly to be 
expected that the result (1) is strictly accurate but, as will 
be shown later, the cooling effect suggested is actually met 
with in practice. 

It now remains for us to consider the effect of these 
temperature variations for a filament of ordinary size when 
the anode current is periodic. 

Fig. 7. 

E ite 

Consider a small element dz of filament, when no ther- 

mionic current is allowed to flow. Let the temperature of 
this element be Ty, and its resistance 7y>dx. With the as- 
sumption that all energy supplied is lost as electromagnetic 
waves, we have for the steady state 

Ue ty Cos SARC. ca) ane ae @2) 

where 7, is the filament current and s the Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant (relating to unit length of filament). 

When the anode circuit is closed, the emission current 
will divide itself between the two branches of the filament 
circuit. Let the kth part of the total anode current ?, run 
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through the element dz of the filament and let the emissiom 
from this element be Bi, dx. 

Then (see fig. 8) we have 

pa 
da 

1 
and i) Bav=h haope 

0 

When the anode circuit is closed and the emission collected. 
the temperature of the element dz will change from T) to 
T)+6I, the resistance from 7) to ro + or and the filament 
current (apart from the superposed emission current) from 
df, to Ufo + Sig, where 6T and 6ér are functions of 2. 

If ¢ is the thermal capacity per unit length of filament, 
we have as the expression of the energy equilibrium of the 
element dz in the new state * 

of (ST) +.s(T, +81)! + Bbia= (int dit hia)?2(ro+8r), (3): 

which after neglecting squares of small quantities and 
eee from (2) becomes 

of (oT) +4sT, 381+ Bdi,= if” Or + 2igy Sip. 19+ 2 lo ta k1"o- 

(4), 
Now the terms oT, 57, and éi¢ are related as follows : 

ér=ar, ol, 

where a is a constant, and, if no series resistance is included. 
in the filament circuit, 

) 
or. du 

ou= — lp vi) 

To . de 
0 

* Neglecting the small correc tion due to the Kelvin effect. 
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We may assume as a rough approximation that the 
original resistance 7) is equally distributed along the fila- 
ment. Thus by substitution for 67 and dir from (4) we 
have 

Ll 
— 

e+ 4s | Ty? OL. da + big= tp” a Ro § 4-2 ty ta Roh, 
a) 9 

; (9) 

Cr=lc, the thermal capacity of the whole filament, 
where 

Ry =/7, the original resistance of the whole filament, 

> I 
k =| kdx, the mean distribution of emission: 

Jo current through the filament, 

ace — an 6T.dz, the mean temperature variation of 
0 the filament. 

Putting further, 

1 1 
‘ Ty Ole, de=* ( Peels dias LSC (0) 

0 a 0 

where IT” is a kind of mean temperature the exact value of 
which obviously cannot be stated, and substituting for s 
from (2), we may write (5) in the form 

Cpa oS day Ce +a)e C=i,(2k E-—¢), : i (7), 

where Wy is the filament potential difference and ‘is the 
mean of the fourth power of the temperature when no anode 
current is allowed to flow. 

Obviously there are some important limitations to the 
use of the formula (7) arising from our lack of knowledge 
regarding the temperature and emission current distribu- 
tion over the length of the filament. However, some 
general statements can be made, such that / must lie be- 
tween +1 and that, when no series resistance is included 

ANT : ae 
in the filament circuit, the value of ic — +a) is positive. 

Without a series resistance the emission current on entering 
the filament cireuit.is probably divided more or less 
equally between the two paths to the filament, in conse- 
quence of which the value of & will be small. Hence the 

ay) . e J > 

value of (2k Hy—¢) is negative unless a large filament P.D. 
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can be applied (é. g. in case of long thin filament) and a fall 
in mean filament temperature occurs, which in all proba- 
bility must be accompanied by a decrease in total emission. 
A decrease in emission is the only change so far observed 
by us with ordinary hard receiving triodes. Equation (7) 
further shows that unless twice the potential difference 
between the ends of the filament is greater than ¢ (4°6 volts) 
no increase in mean temperature can be expected to occur. 

If we now consider the case in which the anode current 
varies harmonically between saturation and zero values, as 
in an oscillating triode, we see that (7) may be written 

A V3 ee i : 

GG tiv Ro(G, ta)S=2kH—9) SU 4sinp), @ 
0 

where I, is the value of the saturation current. 
Neglecting the transients we find the maximum amplitude 

‘of € given by : 

41 ,(2k Ero) 
Oo= = at . ; 4°18 g 

\/ Cp +4 1ineho (2 +a) } 

We may now work out a numerical result in the case of a 
typical 6-volt tungsten filament of diameter 0-01 cm. and 
length 2°6 cm. We shall assume the following values : 

(9) 

a=5°1x 107? ohm per degree; #=4°6 volts ; 

1.=0 10 amp.; p=2m26000; 7,,— 1-0 amie 

= AT3 
Ik=0-4 ; sez = 16x x 10-3; 

(0) 

and Cr=0°00016 cal. per degree cent. 

‘On substituting we find that &=0:18 degree centigrade, 
which is practically an inappreciable amount. Taking, how- 
ever, a frequency of 10 per second, we find €,=3°3 degrees 
centigrade, which change of temperature may bring about a 
noticeable change in emission. 

The sudden closing of the anode circuit brings about a 
fall of filament temperature € given by 

pa. (2b By $) 1, eee lt) Al [3 

intB (T + a) 
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Using the values given above, we find for the fall of 
temperature 

€=7 degrees centigrade, 

in which case the emission would be considerably reduced. 
In view, however, of the many unknown functions still 

occurring in the formule and the fact that tungsten does 
not follow the Stefan-Boltzmann law accurately*, these nu- 
merical results are to be considered as only very approxi- 
mate. Nevertheless the theory set out above, incomplete as. 
it is, throws some light on the different causes which tend to 
increase or decrease the mean filament temperature. 

The above considerations show that in the case of filaments. 
of ordinary size the thermal changes will only be appreciable. 
for extremely low frequencies, e. g. 16 per second. An 
oscillographic study was made of a circuit of such a fre- 
quency with the aid of a string galvanometer and the cooling 
effect was found to be clearly marked. As the oscillograms 
at the same time yielded other points of interest in connexion 
with the effect of the mutual inductance on the form of the. 
anode current variations, these results will now be described. 
in detail. 

Fig. 9. 

A circuit with the connexions of fig. 9 was used. [i isa 
multilayer coil (axial length 9:1 cm., inner diameter 9°1 em., 
outside diameter 18°2 cm., total number of turns 1500). 

L, is a similar coil which could be made to slide inside the 

* Langmuir, Phys. Rev. vol. xxxiy. p. 401 (1912). 
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first one Ly. (Dimensions of L,, axial length 20°2 em., inner 
diameter 4°1 cm., outside diameter 8°0 cm., total number of 
turns 7200.) An iron core consisting of wires (diameter 
0-9 mm.) was put inside LL, C,=2 microfarads. The 
string galvanometer, which was of the Cambridge type, is 
shown at G, being connected to the mercury cups a and d. 
The switch abed was provided in order to take oscillo- 
grams of 

1° anode current : Connexions a—b, c—d, 
2° onid current = © , b-d grid current : Connexions a-c, b-d, 
3° momentary sum of anode and grid current ; 

Connexions b-c-d. 

The oscillograms of 3° weve taken in order to enable us to 
locate the relative phases of 1° and 2°, the anode and grid 
currents. 

Several oscillograms were taken of which a few are repro- 
ommeeck (IP IDG BN. 18 CID. 8, Ja): 

A, B, C, D all represent anode currents, obtained with 
different reaction coupling. 

In A the mutual inductance M was adjusted by sliding 
the coil Ly (together with the iron core) a certain distance 
out of the coil L,, giving a value of M very near the critical 
value, so that the oscillations were just self-maintained. 
The fori of 7, is seen here to be very nearly sinusoidal, as 
one would expect. B was obtained with the reaction 
coupling slightly stronger. Here the oscillations are of a 
flat-topped form, the anode ‘current oscillating between zero 
and saturation. With the reaction coupling still further in- 
creased, C was obtained, where again the anode current 
oscillates between zero and saturation. 

But in the middle of the saturation phase a slight dip is 
observed which in D (with the reaction coupling as tight as 
possible) is much more pronounced. This dip, as was pointed 
out above, is due to the deviation of electrons to the grid. 
This fact is made clear by H, which represents the grid 
current corresponding to the anode current D. The rela- 
tive phases of D and E were obtained with the aid of F, 
which represents the momentary sum of anode and orid 
current. It is clearly seen that the grid current E just fits 
into the dips of the anode current, the sum F being again 
of flat-topped form, where the total emission current varies 
between zero and saturation. 

There is a further interesting point in connexion with the 
grid oscillogram, Plate [X. HK. It is seen that the grid 
current is zero throughout the negative half of the grid 
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voltage cycle, but that during the positive half cycle the 
maximum value of orid current is reached in two quite 
definite stages. An ‘analysis of the characteristic surface 
of the grid current (7,=/(va, vy)) which was obtained sepa- 
rately for the same tube showed that in the first stage the 
grid current consists of electrons emitted by the filament 
whieh are deviated from the main anode stream. When the 
grid reaches higher positive values of potential, however, a 
second increase in the value of the grid current is obtained 
which is due to electrons arriving at the grid but originating 
not at the filament but at the anode, which under the action 
of the electronic bombardment from the cathode emits 
secondary electrons at relatively low potentials (of the order 
of 40 volts). This loss of secondary electrons at the anode is 
the principal cause of the sudden fall of the anode current 
observed during the saturation phase. It thus seems clear 
that secondary emission plays quite an-important part in the 
action of a triode even at comparatively low anode potentials. 

The oscillograms (Pl. IX. A, B, U, D, E, and F) were 
taken immediately after one another, all electrical constants, 
with the exception of M, being left unaltered. Bringing the 
coil Ly of fig. 9, together with the iron core, nearer the 
middle of IL, neanliie. as 1s shown by the oscillograms, i ina 
decrease of the frequency. The frequency for the cases 
D, 4, and F, as measured with a tuning-fork, was 16°3 per 
second. 

The straight line on the oscillograms indicates the steady 
anode current value when the triode is not generating (mutual 
inductance zero). 

At this very low frequency the cooling which the filament 
undergoes, due to the “evaporation” of the electrons, is very 
conspicuous. During the saturation phase (see Pl. AX. F) 
the saturation current is seen every time to decrease, thus 
indicating a fall of temperature during the phase of satura- 
tion and an increase of temperature during the phase of zero 
current. These experiments therefore confirm the theory 
outlined above. 

This fall of temperature due to the loss of heat conse- 
quent on electronic evaporation, which was first observed 
with these oscillograms, was afterwards confirmed by a 
separate experiment. 

Again the string galvanometer was used and the emission 
current, which is a very sensitive indicator of filament tem- 
perature, was observed immediately after the anode cireuit 
was closed. An ‘‘oscillogram” of the emission current (grid 
and anode being connected) taken in this way is shown in 
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Plate X.b. Immediately after the circuit is closed the filament. 
has still the temperature corresponding to the equilibrium 
state where no electrons are drawn away, and at first the 
emission current is large. The emission, however, imme- 
diately afterwards causes the temperature to fall, which in 
its turn causes a decrease 1n emission current. Plate X. a is. 
a check oscillogram in which an ordinary resistance was sub-- 
stituted for the diode. 

It has been shown above that in a triode of the ordinary 
type marked variations in filament temperature and elec- 
tronic emission take place when the anode current varies. 
slowly. Some further points in connexion with this effect. 
when static currents and voltages are employed will now be 
considered. 

Fig. 10. 

alajale|ajs- --|e|s| 

If we examine the case of a hypothetical filament with 
two centres of emission as indicated in fig. 10, from which the 
total thermionic current (2,;+722) is collected, it may be shown 
that the values of current flowing in the two sections of the 
filament circuit are 

eae AIS oie a, 
pom ea a 

pete 
and i_=b+ Tay ith), -. . . 

where i, is the filament current before the emission is col- 

lected and “== is the ratio of the emission from the nega- 
2 

tive and positive halves of the filament respectively. If we 
take the experimentally determined values for 7, and 7_, that 
is to say 7) —0°3(% +2) and 2) +0°7(2% +22), we find that «=9, 
which would suggest that the emission from the negative 
hulf of the filament is nine: times the emission from the 
positive half. Such a value, of course, represents an 
imaginary case, and it cannot be expected that the dif- 
ference in emission between the two halves of the filament 
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is as large as this, since no account has been taken of the 
alteration (decrease) in resistance of the filament due to 
the general cooling when the anode circuit is completed. 
Thus we really ought to compare the distribution of the 
emission current through the two halves of the filament not 
with 7 (the heating current before the electrons are collected) 
but with 2’, the heating current which would flow if by some 
means the cooling effect of evaporation was experienced as 
well as the Joulean effect of the emission current, but 
without the emission current actually flowing through the 
filament again. It is obvious, since the filament is cooled 
as a whole when electrons are collected, that %'=i)+A, 
where A is a positive quantity. Thus we may write the 
currents in the two limbs of the filament as 

1,=% —1A+0°3G,+%,){ and i1_=%’+(0-7)i,+7,)—A}. 

‘1 eel) 

The exact value of A is of course unknown, but (12) at 
once shows that the actual distribution of the emission is not 
as unequal as (11) would lead one to expect *. 

It is thus seen that in the case of a triode filament of 
ordinary size with small series resistance the matter is some- 
what complicated, since the resistance of the filament is 
decreased due to cooling and the anode current is divided 

— Kel 1. 

——iellile- fla 
VLZZLLLZL 

=o oa = @==uw 

unequally between the two halves of the filament. By 
adopting a somewhat artificial heating circuit with large 
series resistance, both of these effects may be brought under 
control and the simple thermal effect of the anode current 
studied. Fig. 11 shows the actual circuit used. The 

* Actual experiments carried out using a divided anode haye shown 
that for ordinary R type triodes the emission from the negative half of 
the filament is about 1 5 times that from the positive half, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 248. Aug. 1921. — Q 
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resistance in the filament circuit was approximately 
(40+R) ohms where R is the filament resistance, so that 
small variations in R did not atfect the filament current 

appreciably. By altering the position of the anode circuit 
connexion it was possible to make all the anode current flow 
in the same direction as the filament current (anode con- 
nexion at B) or all in the opposite direction (anode connexion 
at A). 

It was found that the saturation emission current could be 
very much altered in this way. Fig. 12 shows the actual 
results obtained. Thus in a typical case, by altering the 
anode circuit connexion from A to B the emission could be 
increased by 25 per cent. But an oscillographic experiment 
carried out with the connexion at B still showed a resultant 
cooling, although here the Joulean heating effect of the 
anode current was made as large as it is possible to make it 
with a triode of the ordinary type. 

Fig. 12. 

Further simple considerations, however, show that with a 
triode of different design it should be possible to make the 
Joulean heating of the anode current greater than the cooling 
effect due to electronic evaporation. Thus in fig. 11, if we 
deal with a case in which the whole of the thermionic current 
flows in the same direction as the filament heating current, 
as was shown possible in the last experiment described, the 
increase of energy supplied to the filament when the anode 
circuit is closed can be shown to be approximately 7, (2H — ¢) 
instead of i,(0°-4H—-@) as is found for a short filament with 

Se Se Ee RS 
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no series resistance. Thus in the case of a long or very thin 
filament where fi is large, the energy supplied to the fila- 
ment may be substantially increased when current is taken 
from the tube, Tee in further increased emission and 
soon. There thus arises the possibility of a new type of 
self-sustained discharge in which the cathode is maintained 
at a high temperature purely by the heating effect of the 
emission current itself. 

An arrangement similar to that of fig. 11 would be 
necessary to cond such a discharge. 

Summary. 

_ (a) The temporal variations of the anode current in a self- 
excited triode generator are studied oscillographically and the 

_results interpreted in terms of an oscillation characteristic 
obtainable from the ordinary triode characteristics. <A 
method of estimating the amplitude of the anode current 
variations in terms of the oscillation characteristic and the 
circuit constants is described. Oscillograms illustrating 
cases of departure from the simple theory are explained by 
taking into account the particularly large conductance of the 
space between grid and filament during one part of the grid 
voltage cycle. 

(b) On closing the anode cireuit of a typical triode the 
mean temperature is reduced because the loss of heat due to 
electronte evaporation is not counterbalanced by the extra 
heat supplied by the anode cirrent in passing through the 
filament. A reduction in emission results from the ‘fall of 
temperature, and because of the finite thermal capacity of the 
filament an appreciable time is required for the emission to 
fali to its equilibrium value, Such changes in emission take 
place whenever the anode current is varied slowly. 

(c) The effect of the temperature variations mentioned in 
(5) is considered in a case in which the anode current varies 
periodically as in a self-excited generator, and it-is shown 
that with a filam-nt of ordinary size the effect will only be 
marked at extremely low frequencies, e.g. 16 per second. 
Oscillograms taken at this frequency show the cooling of the 
filament and consequent reduction in emission during the 
saturation phase of the anede current. With an extremely 
thin filament the effect would be p:onounced even at tele- 
phonic frequencies. Tor very high frequencies the emission 
will be sensibly constant and thus the dynamie characteristic 
will in general be slightly different from the one ordinarily 
vanced: from a knowledge of the static characteristic and 

the circuit constants. 
Q 2 
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(dq) The effect of varying the reaction coupling on the 
form of the anode and grid current variations is studied and, 
the results explained in terms of the simple theory (a). 
and the filament cooling effect (c). Secondary emission is. 
found to play an important part in the action of a triode 
even at low anode potentials. 

(e) A method of investigating the Joulean heating effect: 
of the filament by the emission current is described, and it is. 
shown that when the emission current flows through the 
filament in the same direction as the filament current 
the emission is 25 per cent. greater than when it flows i in 
opposition. 

(f) A further discussion of the thermal alterations pro- 
duced in the filament on closing the anode circuit shows the 
possibility of running the electronic discharge without a fila- 
ment heating battery, the filament being maintained at an 
emitting temperature by the effect of the emission current 
itself. A special method of starting sucha discharge would 
be required. 

XXVI. A Method of Measuring the Self-inductance of Small 
Loops. By F. B. Pippucn, M.A., University Lecturer 
in Applied Mathematics and Fellow of Queen's College, 
Oxford *. 

1. Introduction. 

HE suggestion has several times been made of an alter- 
nating current galvanometer based on the couple ex— 

pevienced by a ring or disk suspended in an alternating 
magnetic field t. It appeared to the writer that the method 
could be advantageously used to determine small self-indue- 
tances in absolute measure, as considerable forces can be 
developed in quite small rings+. Ifa plane circuit of area A 
lies in a uniform magnetic field of strength H cos pét at time t,. 
its normal making an angle @ with the field, it is easy to show § 
that the mean couple on the circuit is 

Lip? 7A? 

Z, (ura == I?) 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ J. A. Fleming, Hlectrician, xviii. p. 561 (1887) ; Elihu Thomson, 

Trans. Amer. Inst. Electr. Hng. iv. p. 160 (1887). 
t On the measurement of small inductance, see L. Prerauer, Wied. 

Ann. lili. p. 772 (1894); M. Wien, Wied. Ann. liii. p- 928 (1894) ;. 
F. Dolezalek, Zeztschr. f. Instrumentenkunde, xxii. p. 246 (1908); A. H, 
Taylor, Phys. Rev, xix. p. 273 (1904); Is. Giebe, Ann. d. Phys. [4] XXiv. 
p- eo (1907). 

§ Cf. G. T. Walker, Phil. Trans, A. 188, p. 290 (1891). 

cos 8 sin 0, 
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tending to increase 0. If the cireuit is not plane we can 
nevertheless associate with it a plane circuit, rigidly attached 
to it, such that the areas of projection on any plane are 
equal. If the circuit is suspended by a torsion fibre giving 
acouple of » units per radian, and @ is the deflexion pro- 
duced by an alternating field of effective strength H, 

olypdlese 
~ L2p?+ R: 

Writing | for the moment of inertia of the cireuit about 
the suspending fibre, and T for the time of swing in the 
absence of a magnetic field, we have therefore 

pA Sila 

L?p?+ R? HA‘ sin 20° 

It is advantageous to work near the position @= 47, when 
sin 20 may be put equal to unity. Then we have for low 

frequencies, where Ly/R is small, 

R 2 

L=2e[ ap ee (1) 

g being the frequency of the alternating current. For high 
frequencies, where Lp/RK is large, 

ea : 
L= Qa oies e ‘ * . ° ® (2) 

To measure R in situ we may substitute for the alternating 
field a constant field H, and measure the damping about the 
eon G@=t17. The ‘damping factor in a small swing is 
e~*t, where 

cos @sin 8. 

jal 
A=const + Gor: ee eater. (O:) 

The making and breaking of the exciting current will itself 
° =) . e e e . 

provide a momentary couple for setting the coil in motion. 

2. Low-frequency experiments. 

Experiments with alternating current ot low frequency 
showed that the effects observed are approximately of the 
right magnitude, but several causes combine to render such 
experiments inaccurate. The value of R derived trom the 
‘damping experiments, not in themselves very accurate, is 
squared in (1), and the same holds of the magnitude and 
frequency of the exciting current. The irregularities of 
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these are such that the oscillations of the ring can rarely be 
reduced below 5 mm. on the scale. ‘’o minimize them it: 
was decided to keep the current constantly adjusted with a 
Kelvin’s ampere balance as indicator, and to use a strobo- 
scopic indicator for the speed. ‘The axle of the alternator 
carried a brass disk 10 cm. in diameter, pierced with two 
slits 3 em. long by 2 mm. wide, equidistant from the centre 
on opposite sides. On one side of the disk was a small glow- 
Jamp, on the other an electrically maintained tuning-fork of 
frequency 50. The intermittent illumination makes the fork 
appear bent into a sinuous form (with a curious appearance 
of melting), the waves moving backwards or forwards ‘lone 
the prongs with a frequency 2q—50. The sinuosities are 
kept steady with a field rheostat on the D.C. side, and thus 
g is kept at 25, within less than 1 per cent. 

The alternating magnetic field was produced with a pair 
of coils arranged in Helmholtz’s fashion for a uniform field. 
Wach coil had 500 turns, and the average of their mean radii. 
was 17°82 cm. When placed with their centres at 17°72 em. 
apart they gave a field of 25:4 gausses per ampere. The 
suspended circuits were three in number :— 

(1) A copper ring cf mean radius 2:030 cm. and diameter 
of wire 0 199 cm., mass 3°666 gm. The calculated 
moment of inertia about a Uh aerd was 7°560 C.G.S.. 
units, its mean area 12°95 cm.? 

(2) An aluminium ring of mean radius 1°735 cm. and 
rectangular section, axial width 0°33 cm. and radial 
width 0°35 cm., mass 3°085 gm. The calculated. 
moment a inertia was 4°68), 108 meal eet 
9°460 em.? 

(3) A solenoid of 54 turns of enamelled S.W.G. 20 wire, 
_ closely wound on a wooden core. Mean diameter 
10°05 cm., length 5°45 cm., mass 2675 gm. Iis. 
moment of inertia, measured with a bifil lar, was. 
3864 C.G.S. units, its mean area 79 4 em.? 

There was also an added moment of inertia of from 0:005 — 
to 0°028, according to the size and position of the attached 
mirror. The alternating current in the coils was 0°5 ampere 
(effective value). The suspension was chosen to give a time 
of swing of the order of 20 seconds, a thin gaivanometer 
suspension for the two rings, and a copper wire for the 
solenoid. Damping took place under a steady current of 
1 to 2 amperes, which increased the mean natural X by a 
quantity of the order 0 02. 

The following are the results of four experiments on each 
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of the cireuits. With the solenoid a steady current of 
2 amperes was used throughout; the temperature rose from 
15° to 20° during an experiment, and was allowed for. 

Copper ring (1): 

Riz=61685cl0%. 6:62) <010 6:64 10°, 6:52 % 107: 
mean 661 x10° absolute E.M.U. 

Hi==85-6, 34°0)°84-3, 78:9 :: mean 83°2 em: 
L ecaleulated fromthe dimensions 85°3 em. (low 

frequency). 
Aluminium ring (2): 
U0 Lo 08 < LOE SL a0? 3 1851 0? 

mean 3°08 x 10”. 
fi OU 4 4 bro mean Oo.6 Cm. 

L caleulated from the dimensions 54°7 (Weinstein’s 
formula). 

Solenoid (3). Resistances reduced to 15° C.: 

eel Aca) ACO 10S AS 08 

mean 4°46 x 108. 

It measured on bridge 4°542 x 10°. 
2765 102 2788 x 102. 27380)x 10>, 2-8 102: 

meam 2276 < 102s enn. 

L from deflexion experiments, taking bridge value 
Obukt 2280 02cm, 

L caleulated from the dimensions, with xpacing cor- 

rection * 2°89 x 10° em. 

L measured with a wavemeter and buzzer, 

2°94 x 10° em. 

It appears that the method is uncertain to about 5 per 
cent., and in addition there is a correction tor wave-form, 
which may amount to 3 per cent. We are also limited to 
fairly thick rings in the damping experiment. 

3. High-frequency experiments. 

Much better results are obtained with frequencies of the 
order used in wireless telegraphy. The results are inde- 
pendent, to a considerable degree, of the frequency and the 
resistance of the circuit. Formula (2) is usually very close ; 
for a second approximation we subtract R?/Lp? from L, 

* For a convenient collection of formule and tables, see Nottage, 
‘Calculation and Measurement of Inductance and Capacity’ (Wireless 

Press). 
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where R is calculated at the frequency used in the experi- 
ments. In designing the high frequency circuit we should 
have comparatively few turns in the deflecting coil, in order 
to reduce self-capacity, which causes inequality of current 
in the various parts. It is nevertheless easy to obtain sufi- 
cient deflexion, and it was found convenient to work with a 
Duddell’s thermo-ammeter at a current of about 0°05 ampere. 
The circuit is shown in the figure. The deflecting coils DD 

Fie. 1. 

( ) <-> 

MONI CUO YQ | 

' | 

formed an approximate Helmholtz pair, each having 50 turns 
of cotton-covered S.W.G. 20 wound on a hard wooden core 
of 13 cm. diameter, the mean outside diameter being 
13°84 cm. and the separation between centres 7°12 cm. 
A cardboard cylinder C was pressed tightly between the 
coils, and was cut for the insertion of thin mica windows. 
The ring R, with small mirror attached, was hung by a 
galvanometer suspension from an ebonite rod, which passed 
through a plug fitting loosely into the cardboard cylinder. 
The thermo-ammeter A was normally inserted between the 
coils. Experience showed that the disturbing effect of 
the generating coils GG might be considerable, and they 
were consequently removed to a distance of 3 metres, with 
a connexion of twisted flexible wire. The condenser K was 
of 1 mmfd. maximum capacity, giving oscillations of wave- 
length 3250 metres. The triode T was of the French type, 
with a 4-volt heating battery and 200 volts on the anode. 
Flexible leads were also brought from the heating circuit to 
a key near the scale, by which the oscillations of the ring R 
could be conveniently controlled. 
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Preliminary standardizations were as follows :—The mag- 
netic field at the centre of the ring for a current of 1 ampere 
was 6°46 gausses, by calculation. For checking, it was 
found most accurate to compensate the field with a second 
circuit of known dimensions, replacing R by a small magnet 
with attached mirror. The ratio of the currents was found 
by a bridge method while in position. Comparison was 
made with the large Helmholtz pair, and with a square 
frame accurately w ‘ound with a single layer of open turns. 
These gave 6°49 and 6°45 respectively. The value 6°47 is 
adopted. 

In order to check the constancy of current in the coils the 
thermo-ammeter was placed (1) to the left, (2) between the 
coils, (3) to the right, under otherwise identical conditions. 
The mean of two observations of each current gave scale 
readings of 54°65, 54°20, 54°45, respectively. The mean, 
taking the middle twice, is 54°37. We therefore add 0°17, 
or 3 parts in 1000, to the readings of the middle current. 
This correction is near the limits of observational error, but 
I have thought best to include it. The thermo-ammeter was 
calibrated before and after each experiment with a Weston 
cell circuit, arranged to give a current of 0:0509 ampere. 

4. Hxperimental results. 

The solenoid (3) was too large to use: experiments were 
made on (1) and (2) and on the two following circuits :— 

(4) A copper ring of mean radius 0°525 cm. and diameter 
of wire 0°054cm., mass 0:0695 gm. The calculated 
moment of inertia about a akemmanen was 0:00977, or 
with the very — attached mirror 0:00978, its 
mean area 0°866 em.? 

(5) A solenoid of 61 turns of enamelled wire on a hollow 
ebonite cylinder. Mean diameter 2°03 cm., length 
of winding 1:87 cm. Mass of cylinder 5°802 gm., of 
wire 2°082 gm. Diameter of wire over enamel 
0-030 cm., under enamel 0:025 cm. The calculated 
moment of inertia of the cylinder was 9°19, of the 
wire 1:70. Mean area 3:238 cm.” 

The deflexions, and the readings of the thermo-ammeter 
during an experiment, were extremely steady. The scale 

‘as set up at exactly 1 metre from the suspending fibre. 
The mirror was set on accurately parallel to a large mirror 
placed temporarily across the ring. The lamp was placed 
quadrantally, so that a reading in the middle of the scale 
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corresponded to the position @=47 of the ring. The fol- 
lowing figures for ring (1) will show how the ‘experiments. 
were conducted :-— 

Zero 46°60 em. 
Final position 27°02 em. 
Thermo-ammeter 58:2. 
Calibration *0509 ampere=49-2 on scale. 
Time of 10 swings 135-2, 134-8, 135-0. T=13°50 secs.. 

58.9 
True = 003 xt4arx = x 0509 =0°3907 gauss. 

Angular deflexion of ring, reduced to ar Cy $(°-1923). 

oe (3900 X12 9526 150)? 
39°48 x 7-565 x °1923 

The resistance of the ring at 3250 metres (p=9'8 x 1O7as 
alculated to be 1°8x 10® absolute H.M.U. The correction 
R?/Lp? is 0°12, giving L=81:1 em. from the experiments.. 
Repetition also gave 81: 1. The theoretical inductance * at 
the same frequency is 817 cm. 

The aluminium ring gave L=%52°4 cm. and 51°8 em. in 
two experiments. The theoretical inductance for a ring of 
circular cross-section and the same area is 51:0 cm. at 
3250 metres. The copper ring (4) gave L=2256 cmeaud 
22°68 cm. in two experiments uncorrected for resistance. 
A quartz fibre was used. The resistance correction is rather 
high, 0°93 em. On the mean we have therefore 21:7 em. 
for the inductance at 3250 metres. Calculation gives. 
21‘7 cm. The smali solenoid (5) gave L=51700 cm. before | 
correction. The low-frequency resistance was 1-04 ohms. 
A rough experiment to ascertain the resistance at 3250 
metres | gave values 1:0 and 1:2 ohms. Since Lp is about 
30 ohms, the resistance correction is hardly appreciable. 
The calculated inductance, with spacing correction, is. 
93,700 cm. The correction for frequency is not legal 
but not likely to exceed 100 cm. An experiment with a 
known capacity, wavemeter, and buzzer, gave L=52,000 em. 

Collecting These results, we have :— 

=6§1°2 em. 

Inductance at 3250 metres. 

Obs. Cale. 

1a Uae Gli poets eee ect S11 1% 

Ring (Qi ee 52-1 51:0 
UES d ORY (22) ae ee tea Daley, ALT 

Selenords (aye. nec. 51700 53700 

* Neglecting the effect of curvature. For tables, see Jahnke-Emde, 
Funktionentafeln, p. 147. 
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“For much greater accuracy the moments of inertia would 
have to be checked by experiment. 

The experiments with the small ring are interesting in 
showing how much further we can go. The eflesten, 
with an ordinary electrometer suspension, was approximately 
23 cm. on the scale, for a current of 0:06 ampere. With 
geometrical proportionality the deflexion varies as the cube 
of the linear dimensions. ‘Thus with a ten times weaker fibre 
and a current of 2 amperes, a circle of inductance 1 would 
give a deflexion of 1 cm. It is clear, therefore, that the 
limit would be reached by mechanical difficulties long before 
the deflexion became inappreciable. The resistance correc- 
tion could be kept down by cooling in liquid hy ‘drogen. 

>. Summary. 

The inductance of a number of small loops is measured by 
suspending them in an alternating magnetic field. The low- 
frequency experiments are inaccurate : with high-frequency 
current inductances from 20 cm. to 50,000 cm. are measured 
with an average error of 14 per cent. 

These experiments were performed i in the Electrical Labo- 
ratory, Oxford, by kind permission of Prof. Townsend. 
I-am indebted to Mr. C. A. Bowen, Exhibitioner of Corpus. 
Christi College, for valuable help in eae the observations.. 

XXVIT. The Disappearance of Gas inthe Hlectric Discharge. 
—Iil. By The Research Staff of the General Electric 
Company, Ltd., London*. (Work conducted by N. R. 
CAMPBELL. ) 

(Continued from vol. xl. p. 585 and vol. xli. p. 685.) 

Summary. 

1-5. VANHE previous work has shown that, except in - 
hydrogen, the absorption of gas occurs only if 

there is a glow discharge. - absorption ‘is determined by 
electrical conditions at all, it is to be expected that it 
is closely associated with detaaon of the gas absorbed. 
Some previous experiments might appear inconsistent with 
this hypothesis. This difficulty is now removed by showing 
that, in a discharge vessel with electrodes of which the area 
is small compared with that of the walls, those walls can act 
asa third electrode, receiving almost all the positive ions, 
the charge on which is neutralised by electrons from the 
cathode. Moreover, in such a vessel, the free path of the 

* Communicated by the Director. 
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electrons may be great compared with the length of the 
greatest straight line that can be placed in the vessel. 

6-14. It is shown that the conversion of CO to CQ,, 
which plays a predominant part in the disappearance of CO, 
is simply related to ionization. The reaction 2CO=CO,+C 
occurs whenever a positive CO ion collides with a neutral 
CO molecule. Accordingly, in idea] conditions, the absorp- 
tion of CO and the current flowing te an electrode which 
receives all the positive ions and no other charged particles 
would obey Faraday’s law for a “semivalent” ion. But it 
is only in carefully chosen conditions (par. 12) that any 
approach to this law can be exhibited experimentally, and 
the perfect proportionality seems impossible to obtain. The 
difficulties arise from (1) the reversibility of the reaction ; 
(2) the recombination of the ions in the gas; (3) the arrival 
of positive ions at the cathode, where the current they carry 
is indistinguishable from that carried by the emergent 
electrons. The first difficulty may be peculiar to the 
reaction studied ; the second and third arise in all cases, and 
would seem to make illusory most of the cases of Faraday’s 
Jaw in gases that have been recorded hitherto. 

15. Similar preliminary experiments on nitrogen have 
been made. Here, again, absorption is proportional to 1oniza- 
tion, but the reactions involved are much more complex. 
The “ clean-up” of hydrogen, described by Langmuir, seems 
entirely independent of ionization. 

16. The experiments seem to show that a luminous 
discharge can be obtained, showing the “ many-lined”’ 
spectrum of the gas, without any appreciable recombination 
taking place. This fact may be important for the theory of 
spectra. 

Lonization and Absorption. 

1. In the first paper of this series (Phil. Mag. xl. p. 585), 
it was established that most gases do not disappear in the 
electric discharge with thermionic emission from the cathode, 
unless the potential between the electrodes exceeds the 
“olow potential.” The glow potential is reached when 
the space charge round the cathode is neutralized by posi- 
tive ions, and the current through the gas becomes 
proportional to the saturated thermionic emission. In the 
vessels used, which had both electrodes of thin wire 
separated by distances large compared with their diameters, 
the attainment of the glow potential was accompanied by 
a very great, and partially irreversible, increase of current. 

It appeared natural to attribute the beginning of absorption 
of the gas, as well as the appearance of luminosity, to a very 
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great increase in the ionization of the gas, associated both as. 
cause and as effect with the emergence of the full thermionic 
emission. But the measurements recorded seemed. at first 
sight to show that, contrary to expectation, there was no. 
very great increase of ionization at the glow potential, or at 
least that the increase was not commensurate with that of the 
absorption. The difficulty appears most clearly in observa- 
tions made with electrodes of the form described in the- 
previous paper (par. 4, loc. cit.), but placed in a vessel of 
about 3 times the volume. 

cherecteristic in \ 
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Fig. 1 shows the relation in this vessel between 2 and V 
(the current and potential difference between the electrodes) 
in nitrogen at a pressure of 0°0193 mm, Vg is the rising glow 
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potential ; when V is increased to this value the glow and 
the absorption of gas begin. On reducing V, 2 follows the 
dotted line, and the glow and absorption do not cease until 
the falling glow potential Vj’ is reached. At P, just before 
Wh when there is still no measurable absorption of gas, 7 1s 
actually greater than after Vy. Since the current after 
V, includes, as a part, the saturated thermionic emission, it 
might appear that the greater current at P could only be 
-due to greater positive ionization. If that were so, greater 
positive ionization would be accompanied by lesser absorp- 
tion, and any ionization theory of absorption would be 
difficult to maintain. 

2. The solution of the difficulty is simple. The argument 
indicated is fallacious, because 1t assumes that the current 
arriving at the electrodes is a measure of the rate of forma- 
tion of ions ; it neglects the possibility of ‘ recombination.” 

Fig. 2 

A very simple alteration of the apparatus enables the 
fallacy to be exposed. The walls of the vessel are coated 
with a conducting layer of silver which can be used asa 
third electrode. It will be called the “ grid,” because its 
function is similar to that of the grid of a triode. Its 
potential relative to the cathode, V’, determines, in conjunc- 
tion with the potential of the anode, V, the emergence of 
electrons from the cathode; and if it.is negative to the 
cathode, the grid tends to collect the positive ions. If it 

collects all the ions, the current flowing to it, tg, will be 
equal to zp, the char we on the positive ions formed in unit time, 
while 2, the ciient flowi ing to the cathode, will be equal to 
2», the thermionic current; ta, the current to the anode, is 
igtte. ‘The connexions are indicated in fig. 2. 
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The presence of such a grid does not change the main 
characteristics. ‘There is still a definite glow potential at 
which an irreversible increase of current occurs ; but it now 
depends on V! as well on V. If ¢y and 2 are measured 
separately with V’ negative, curves are obtained of which 
fig. 3 is typical. (The bulb used was not that of fig. 1 ; it 
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was that of vessel 2 in par. 7; but the arrangement of the 
_anode and cathode was the same). 2, rises steadily from the 
ionization to the glow potential, but 7, is barely perceptible 
until just before the glow potential. At the glow potential 
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both curves rise sharply, and just after it the ratio dy/2. is 
much greater than just before. 

3. It is clear, therefore, that the development of the glow 
and the beginning of absorption are accompanied by a great 
increase in the positive ions formed*. The opposite con- 
clusion suggested by measurements with two electrodes must 
be wrong, because the positive ions, above the glow potential, 
do not reach the cathode and are not represented inz, They 
either recombine in the gas or they travel to the walls and 
are neutralized there by electrons from the cathode. 

Two kinds of observation show that at the lower 
pressures, when the glow potential is sharply defined (less 
than 0:02 mm.), the second alternative is the more important, 
If the grid is insulated, an estimate of the potential which it 
takes up can be made by comparing the values of the glow 
potential with those when the grid is maintained at different 
potentials by a battery. It was thus found that it must take 
up very nearly the potential of the cathode. If tw is 
measured with the grid at this potential, it is found that 
nearly all the positive ions are reaching it and that @y is 
increased but little by making V’ negative. Accordingly, the 
field with the walls insulated tends to arrange itself so that 
nearly all the positive ions go to the walls. Again, it has 
been observed in all vessels with fine wire electrodes that it 
is only if the pressure is below 0°001 mm., and the positive 
ionization very small, that the anode can be heated by 
bombardment. At higher pressures, though the current and 
energy carried by the discharge may be sufficient to melt the 
anode, the anode does not become visibly hot ; all the heat 
is communicated to the walls. When, however, the pressure 
is reduced so far that there are only just enough positive ions 
to neutralize the space charge and give the full thermionic 
emission, the anode can be readily heated. This observation 
shows that the walls, as well as the anode, must be acting as 
an electrode for the reception of electrons. But, if the walls 
are continually receiving electrons, they must either be 
receiving positive ions or emitting electrons. The second 
alternative is not likely when the walls are of bare glass, for 
there does not seem any evidence that insulators can emit 
slow electrons (delta rays) in sufficient quantity to neutralize 
the charge they receive from the incident electrons. The 
first alternative is the more plausible, especially in view of 
the observations to be described presently, which show what 

* The alternative possibility that the increase of 7, above the glow 
potential is due to photoel-ctric emission from the grid is disproved by 
all the experiments described below. 
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a large number of ions may be produced in these circum- 
stances from a small amount of gas. 

4, The importance of these facts for our immediate 
purpose is that they remove any objection to supposing that 
the absorption of gas which is characteristic of the discharge 
is associated with ionization of the absorbed atoms. But 
there are other features of the discharge in vessels of this 
type which are interesting. Thus we may study the 
variation with the pressure and with the potential of the 
ratio @y/te, When the glow is developed. (The ratio is 
independent of V’ within fairly wide limits ; in what follows 
it is always to be assumed that V’ lay within these limits.) 
Fig. 4 shows the results obtained in the vessel of fig. 3. 

T 
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It is remarkable that the ratio hardly varies with the 
pressure until it falls so low that the applied potential is 
below Vy; then, as fig. 3 shows, it drops suddenly. More- 
over, at the lowest pressures represented, 7g/¢a is still greater 
than 2 for V=250, while the m.f.p. of a molecule in the gas 
is more than 3 cm., and presumably the m.f.p. of an electron 
sull larger. Now the greatest distance of the cathode from 
the walls is 4 cm., and an electron would not usually hit two 
molecules if it went straight to the walls. Accordingly, if 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 248. Aug. 1921. R 

med 
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all the positive ions go to the grid, and 2,/7¢ measures the 
number of ions produced by each electron, the electrons, or 
some of them, must be pursuing long curved paths in the 
vessel. Nor is this result surprising, for the grid, being 
negative to the cathode, cannot receive elecirons directly 
from it; the electrons must wander about the vessel until 
they come into the very small space occupied by the strong 
tield round the anode and fall into it. Itis doubtless for 
this reason that the glow potential is so much sharper than 
in a triode of ordinary construction (where the area of the 
anode is comparable with that of the walls) and the condition 
in the neighbourhood of the glow potential unstable. For 
the instability doubtless arises from the fact that a slight 
increase in 2, produces an increase in 7», which again produces 
an increase in t by further neutralizing the space charge. 
This condition is the more likely to lead to instability the 
greater the increase in 2» produced by a given increase in 
in, and this increase is greater when the electrons pursue 
very long paths than when they proceed direct from cathode 
to anode. (Compare fig. 5. 

And here it may be remarked that the discharge in the 
neighbourhood of the glow potential is unstable when the 
walls are maintained ata definite potential, as well as when 
they are insuiated. It is not due, as was thought at one time 
when the very large value of 7y/ic was not appreciated, to a 
redistribution of the charge on the walls of the glass. 

On the other hand, the fact that 2,/2. does not increase at 
higher pressures, even though the energy of the electrons is 
sufficient to enable them to make many more than two ions, 
is probably due largely to recombination of ions in the gas, 
which causes zy to be less than 7). This matter will be the 
subject of later discussion. 

5. One further question may be asked. Why is zg/ée so 
much less below the glow potential than above it? Doubt- 
less because, below the glow potential, a much greater 
proportion of ions reaches the cathode and not the grid, so that 
2g is again less than 7, and 2, greater than i. For in this 
stage of the discharge an increase in 7, is conditioned by an 
increase in the number of positive ions arriving at the 
cathode; if the field were distributed so that most of the 
positive ions reached the grid, the space charge would not 
be neutralized and the discharge would cease. It is only 
when the thermionic current is saturated that the cathode 
can spare electrons, as it were, to reach the grid. The 
problem would be interesting, but difficult, to treat mathe- 
matically ; the theory of the space charge, as developed 
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hitherto, is almost confined to the case when the thermionic 
current is far from saturation ; it would be equally interest- 
ing when saturation is attained. It must be remembered 
that, even when it is saturated, some positive ions must be in 
the neighbourhood of the cathode, and since the field in its 
immediate neighbourhood must be such as to drive them 
towards the cathode, some must fall into it. A state in 
which all positive ions arrive at the grid is unattainable, 
whatever theform of the grid. The bearing of these remarks 
will appear in par. 15. 

Furaday’s Law for Gaseous Reactions. 

6. The considerations just presented show that the absorp- 
tion of gas may be associated with its ionization. The 
experiments about to be described show that, in some cases, 
it is associated in a very simple manner. 

The gas mainly studied was CO. In par. 11 of the 
first paper, it was shown that the disappearance of this 
gas involves its conversion into CO,, one molecule of CO, 
being produced for two molecules of CO disappearing. It 
was suggested also that CO could disappear by adhesion to 
the walls; this action is left out of account here ; the obser- 
vations were never begun till the discharge had been passing 
for some little time, long enough to make the walls take up 
all the CO that could adhere to them. In any case this 
adhesion is much less important at the relatively high 
pressures of the experiments about to be described than at 
the relatively low pressures of the previous work. | 

Accordingly, the chemical reaction must apparently be 

2nCO =nCO0, + nC. 

No direct evidence of the liberation of carbon has been 
obtained, but the difficult and elaborate experiments neces- 
sary to detect it certainly have not been undertaken. If this 
is indeed the reaction, if we suppose at the outset that n=1, 
and if we attempt to interpret the reaction in terms of 
jonization, we have the alternatives that a positive CO ion 
unites either (1) with another positive ion, (2) with a 
neutral molecule, or, possibly, (3) with a negative ion—though 
at the low pressures of these experiments the existence of 
negative ions is very doubtful. 

If (1) is correct, the rate of the reaction should be propor- 
tional to the square of the number of ions present and 
independent of the pressure, which measures the concentra- 
tion of neutral molecules; if (2) is correct, it should be 

R 2 
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proportional to the number of ions present and, within 
limits, to the pressure ; if (3) is correct it would vary with 
the number of ions and with the pressure. 

7. Accordingly, experiments were made to determine how 
the absorption varies with the positive ionization, under the 
provisional assumption that ij is a measure of the positive 
ionization, when V' is such that 2, isa maximum. A triode 
with cylindrical electrodes was first used, which will be 
termed vessel 2. A gauze grid surrounded the single loop. 
filament which formed the cathode, and was surrounded in. 
its turn by a cylindrical anode. ‘The length of the loop and 
the anode were 1°5 cm., the diameters of the grid and anode 
cylinders 1°2 and 3°5 cm. The electrodes were contained in 
a nearly spherical bulb 7°5 cm. in diameter. The vessel was 
connected through a liquid-air trap to pump, gauge, and 
filling arrangements. The volume, v, in which absorption 
took place, was measured by Boyle’s law, and thus uncer- 
tainty was avoided concerning the temperature of the trap ~ 
and bulb; it was about 750 c.c. Measurements of the 
pressure, p, and the time gave the rate of absorption. The 
first experiments showed that, when p was the same, —p, the 
rate of decrease of pressure, was very approximately pro- 
portional to ig, when this was varied either by changing V 
or by changing the cathode temperature. (V’ was always: 
made such that ig was a maximum.) It thus appeared that 
of the alternatives given only (2) was tenable, and that the 
reaction producing CO, (which disappeared in the cooled: 
trap) must be one between a positive ion and a neutral: 
molecule. 

For the expression of the further results, the quantity a 
will be used, suggested by Faraday’s electrolytic law. « is. 
the number of molecules disappearing when one electronic 
charge (carried by a positive ion) arrives at the grid. If N 
is the number of molecules in 1 c.c. of gas at N.T.P., and if 
v is reduced to N.1T., then 

—p Ne . 
a= ee als Sie Ce. pe) eae amma (1): 

If i, is measured in milliamps., volume in c¢.c., and time in 
seconds, Ne=4300, and 

a=565.0.(—F), Mee REL Bec 2 = (2) 

By 

If assumption (2) is correct, if every ion undergoes the 
reaction, and if the positive charge on the carrier remaining 
after the reaction arrives at the grid, then x should be 2; for 
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—the case does not occur in liquid electrolytes—two mole- 
cules disappear for every ion formed, namely, the ion itselt 
and a neutral molecule. 

8. A long series of determinations were made of the 

Fig, 5. 
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variation of a with p; the results are shown in fig. 5, where 

different values of 7, and V are distinguished. On the same 

diagram are plotted the values of ig/te, which, according to 
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our assumption, Is 7p/tn, or the number of ions formed by each 
thermicnic electron. At the lower pressures the points on 
this second curve lie well on the curve, but at the higher 
they are irregular *. 

In one respect the curve for « agrees well with expectation. 
At pressures so high that every ion formed collides with a 
neutral molecule, we should expect a to be independent of 
the pressure, assuming that the reaction takes place at every 
collision. At lower pressures, on the other hand, some ions 
may get to the grid without collision, and a should decrease. 
And that is what is found. The limit at which a becomes 
dependent on the pressure is such that the m.f.p. of a 
molecule is about 0-1 of the distance between anode and 
erid, so that something less than 0°1 of the ions should 
escape collision. It is clear, then, that the reaction must take 
place at a large proportion of the collisions ; and, if it takes 
place nearly every time, there is surely ne reason to doubt 
that it takes place every time. 

But there are discrepancies. The most serious is that the 
maximum of a appears to be, not 2 as was anticipated, but J. 
A less serious disagreement is that a falls off too rapidly at 
low pressure and, if the curve were prolonged, would reach 
zero at a finite value of p. - 

9. A simple explanation of the first discrepancy may be 
offered. The maximum value of e is not reached, because 
the action is reversible, and its products are not removed 
with sufficient rapidity from the vessel. It is well known 
that hot tungsten reduces CO, to CO, being oxidized in the 
process. The reduction results in the production of one 
molecule of CO from one of COs, whereas the main reaction 
under consideration produces one molecule of CO, from two 
of CO. Accordingly, if the discharge is reducing the pres- 
sure of CO at the rate Q (proportional to 7»), and if py, po 
are the partial pressures of CO and COQ, in the gas, we have 

—pi—Q= Bp. . -- - . =e 

—p,=4Q+ Bp.+ Dp, ..-- « . >. 

where Bp, is the rate at which CO is being produced from 
CO, by the hot tungsten, and Dp, the rate at which CO, is. 
diffusing to the cooled trap, both these rates being assumed 
proportional to po. If (@+D) is sufficiently great, the re- 
action (4) will have established equilibrium before p; changes. 

* The irregularity is almost certainly due to the accumulation of CO, 
in the gas (see par. 9); 7p/tn is higher for this gas. 
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appreciably, and we may put pp=0. Then 

: ae : 
—jr=Q(1=5. acne Brea ainee (5) 

and if D is small compared with 8 we shall have 

P1=3Q; APACS EO: RTD RE CEO (6) 

that is to say, we shall find for « half its normal value, which 
is the value actually found. . 

Bat the assumptions need justification. Some measure- 
ments of 8 were attempted by filling the vessel with COs, 
burning the filament without a discharge, and observing the 
rate of production of CO. Quantitative results were not 
obtained, but it was shown that the reduction is exceedingly 
rapid and that the reverse reaction might probably be regarded 
as always in equilibrium. On the other hand, the assumption 
that D is small compared with £ is not permissible, for much 
of the CO, undoubtedly accumulates in the cooled trap. 
Indeed, the whole research was suggested by the observa- 
tion in the experiments of the first paper (confirmed in 
these) that the CO, found in the trap was the whole of that 
to be expected from the reaction 2CO=CO,+C. If any 
appreciable part of the CO, were reduced by the hot tung- 
sten, the oxygen of that part would be lost permanently and 
the CQO, in the trap would be less than half the CO. This 
observation indicates that D is great compared with 6 ; and, 
if it is, the normal value of a, namely 2, ought to be obtained. 

Nevertheless, a shortening of the tube connecting the 
vessel to the trap produced a notable increase in the value of 
2 obtained; the low values must, therefore, be due to an 
insufficiently rapid removal of the CO, formed. The only 
explanation appears to be that the conversion of CO into 
CO, is reversed by the discharge itself, and that this reversal 
is a complete reversal, bringing the carbon again into the 
reaction and producing from one volume of CQ, two volumes 
of CO. Confirmation was obtained by filling the vessel with 
CO and passing the discharge till almost all the gas was 
absorbed ; then removing the liquid air (mercury was ex- 
cluded by a second trap separated by a tap) and passing the 
discharge through the CO, evolved from the warmed trap. 

By this process nearly the whole of the original CO could be 

regained. It appears, therefore, that the discharge not only 

reverses the reaction 2CO=CO,+C, but also reverses (or 
prevents) the reduction of CO, by hot tungsten. ‘The value 
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1 obtained for 4 was a mere coincidence (and a very unfor- 
tunate one, for it suggested many false hy potheses), due to 
the particular choice of the length of the tube joining the 
vessel to the trap. If a shorter tube was used higher values 
of a were obtained ; if a longer tube was used (or the vessel 
sealed off completely) lower values were obtained. 

10. This may not be a complete account of the matter, 
but it was clear that it would be very complex so long as 
the reverse reaction was possible, and that the only hope of 
obtaining simple results lay in removing the products of the 
reaction very rapidly. For this purpose it was proposed 
to plunge the whole discharge vessel into liquid air. But, 
before proceeding to these measurements, it may be men- 
tioned that similar experiments to those described in par. 8 
were also made with the vessel 1 of par. 2, in which the 
anode was a fine wire and the grid the walls of the vessel. 
In this vessel a curve for « was obtained generally similar to 
that of fig. 5, and reaching the same maximum (for the 
length of ‘the tube connecting the vessel to the cooled trap 
was ‘thie same), but beginning to fall away from the maximum 
at considerably lower pressures (about 0°02 mm.). This 
difference is in accordance with expectation, for the paths of 
the ions in the gas will be Jonger at the same pressure, owing 
to the gre eater distance between the electrodes. But the 
experiments were not so complete. 

The new vessel (vessel 3) was much smaller. It consisted 
of a cylinder 7 cm. long and 2°5 cm. in diameter immersed 
in liquid air. It had a straight central filament surrounded 
by a spiral grid 0:3 cm. in diameter; the anode was the 
silvered wall of the vessel. The dimensions of the vessel 
were so small that the values of « began to fal] off at about 
G11 mm., and most of the experiments were made above 
that pressure. 

The results were disappointing. In a long series of 
measurements between p=0°25 and 0°15 an, values of « 
were obtained ranging between 3°5 and 1°5; they were all 
higher than those found before, but some very much too 
high and some still too low. The high values occurred with 
large currents and smail potentials, the low with small 
currents. This feature of the high values suggests that they 
may be due to recombination of ions in the gas, so that 7g is 
less than zp. For if positive ions are formed which react 
with neutral molecules to give new positive ions (CO, or C) 
which recombine in the gas, these ions will contribute to 
—p, but will add nothing to ty. 

Support could be obtained for the suggestion. If the 
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ratio 2g/7e were measured for very small currents (about a 
microampere), it was found to be proportional to the pressure 
over the relevant range—in fact, if p is expressed in mm., 
dg/te=10°0 p with V= "300 volts. (Above 200 volts the ratio 
is almost independent of V.) But if 2 were increased to 
(say) 10 microamps., lower values of the ratio were obtained, 
especially at the lower voltages ; the greater was %, the less 
was the ratio. 

This observation shows clearly that there is considerable 
recombination, and suggests a way of correcting for it. lf 
we take as 7p, in place of the measured iy, the value calculated 
from the measured @ by the relation, valid for small currents, 
tg/ie=10p, then we might hope to obtain the true value of zp 
for the calculation of a. Unfortunately, the application of 
this correction leads always to values of « less than 2; and 
further consideration shows that this result might be antici- 
pated. For now we are including in 7» ions which recombine 
before they collide with a neutral molecule, and therefore add 
nothing to —p. The current which we should expect to give 
the value 2 for « is that representing the ions which collide 
with a neutral molecule before reaching the electrodes, 
whether or no their positive charges are subsequently neu- 
tralized in the gas; it seems impossible to deduce that 
current from the measurements that were possible. The low 
‘corrected ” values are also doubtless due partially to the 
cause discussed in the next paragraph. 

11. lé remains to explain the low values obtained with 
small currents. They are due to the reversal of the reaction 
by the action of the discharge on the CO, condensed on the 
walls, which are serving as anode. Tor if, after some gas 
has been absorbed, the remainder is pumped away and a 
pure electron discharge passed, there is a rapid evolution of 
gas. No measurements of its rate were made, for it is not 
likely that the evolution would be the same under such 
conditions as when the discharge was passing through gas at 
a pressure of 0-2 mm., but in order of magnitude it was quite 
sufficient to account for the low values. This result might 
have been anticipated from the conclusion stated already 
(but reached subsequent to the experiments on vessel 2) that 
the reaction under consideration is reversible in the discharge. 

And here, too, may be found the explanation of the second 
anomaly of par. 8, namely, that the absorption of gas falls 
off too rapidly at low pressures. Unless the CO, formed is 
removed with great rapidity, some will adhere to the walls 
of the vessel and will not be removed when the pressure is 
reduced; it is, however, easily removed by heating the walls. 
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It is this adhesion of the CO, to the walls of the vessel that 
makes it possible to obtain a disappearance of CO under the 
discharge up to the point where the discharge ceases, even if 
there is no cooled portion on which the gas may condense (see 
par. 14, loc. cit. vol. xli. p. 688). The absorption of the gas. 

Fig. 6. 
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is very much slower than if there is a cooled portion, because. 
there is a larger concentration of the (QO, and the reverse 
reaction proceeds more rapidly ; but it does not stop, in the 
vessels that have been used, until more than 01 mm. of gas 
has been removed. In the experiments of fig. 5 much more 
than this quantity of gas had been absorbed in the vessel, and 
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the walls were doubtless saturated with CO,. If the vessel 
were baked to remove the CO,, and then filled to a pressure 
less than 0-1 mm. and the discharge passed, higher values of 
# could be obtained at the lowest pressures, although they 

always fell off on approaching zero more rapidly than would. 
be expected from the rest of the curve. 

12. In the light of these experiments a new vessel (No. 4): 
was prepared. “It was similar to vessel 2, except that the 
cylindrical anode was replaced by a Pies coating on the 
walls and that a tube 5 em. long and 1°5 cm. in diameter, 
dipping into liquid air, projected trom the bottom. In ne 
vessel the values of « did not fall off until a pressure of 
0-03 mm. was reached. 

The relation between ig/i- for this vessel was measured 
with 7. about ‘005 m.a., this current being so small that re- 
combination was inappreciable and no change in the ratio 
occurred with further reduction of 7,. The resuits are shown 
in fig. 6. The curve with its sharp maximum (in the neigh- 
bourhood of which measurements were irregular) is interest- 
ing. The rapid fall after the maximum cannot be due mainly 
to recombination, for, as has been stated, a further reduction 
of the current did not affect the values obtained in this 
region ; it is perhaps due to the fact that the veltage-drop 
along the free path of an electron is becoming comparable 
with the ionizing potential. But this is a matter requiring 
further inv estigation. 

13. Table I. summarizes the results of measurements of « 
in this vessel. The first three columns give V, the mean value 
of i., and the range of pressure ; the fourth gives the value 
of a; the fifth the value corrected for recombination, where 
data are available, as explained in par. 10. 

Tasue I. 

V (volts). ie (m. a.) p (mm.) a ce (corrected). 

400 05 085 — 022 2°3 2°2 

: aie) °124—-030 2-4. 1-3 

100 ‘C06 "108 —-075 2-1 2°1 

A 006 "125—-074 1:9. 1:9. 

i ‘001 "108—-075 271 21 

400 003 232 —"175 19 19 

5s ‘006 S17—"215 2:4 ? 
“A ‘O11 "169-114 2°2 2:0 

“3 "018 "152—-080 2°6 2°3 

< ‘010 075—-051 2-0 20 

é ‘008 ‘177— "078 2°35 22; 
» ‘012 °254-~°190 2°4 ? 
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It will be seen that all values now lie between 1:9 and 
2°5, and that, in general, it is the values for which the re- 
combination correction is the greatest which are the highest. 
But even when this correction, which is doubtless excessive, 
is applied, the values still lie, on the whole, above 2. This 
circumstance leads us to consider one more source of error, 
which was mentioned in par. 5, but has been left out of 
account since. Even if there is no recombination, zy must 
always be slightly less than 7», because some of the positive 
ions must go to the cathode and not to the grid. The 
number of positive ions lost in this way is not easy to deter- 
mine. An attempt was made by measuring, at different 
pressures and values of V, the relation between 7, and 
temperature of the filament, deduced from its resistance. If 
the resistance is a true measure of the temperature, and 
if the saturated thermionic emission is determined by the 
temperature alone, then the difference between ig when gas 
is present and 2, for the same resistance in a high vacuum 
should be equal to the current carried to the cathode by the 
positive ions. But the measurements are not capable of 
much accuracy, because the thermionic emission varies £0 
rapidly with the resistance ; moreover, it is not certain that 
the assumptions made are true. The results indicated, as 
might be expected, that the current conveyed to the cathode 
by the positive ions is always less than that carried by the 
electrons emitted, but that the two currents might be of 
the same order of magnitude. If the current due to the 
positive ions were equal to that carried by the electrons, 
the correction to be applied to the values of « in different 
experiments would vary between 20 per cent. and 60 per 
cent.; in view of the uncertainty of the data no attempt has 
been made to apply it systematically, but it appears possible 
that this error might account for the outstanding discrepancy. 

14. The general conclusions that we would draw from 
these experiments are two. First, that there is considerable 
evidence that the production of CO, from CO by the dis- 
charge does take place in the manner suggested, and that 
the reaction always occurs at a collision of a positive CO ion 
with a neutral CO molecule. Second, that the ‘attempt to 
find a simple relation between the rate of any chemical 
action caused by the discharge through a gas and the current 
through that gas is likely to succeed only if the conditions 
are very carefully chosen. Many experiments have been 
described by many workers which appear to exhibit Faraday’s 
law of electrolysis in gases; if the reaction is one which 
place in the gas, and not at the electrodes, this appearance 
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of simplicity is almost always misleading. Tor, in general,. 
the current arriving at the electrodes is not at all simply 
related to the processes of ionization and recombination 
taking place in the gas, and it is on these processes that. 
a purely gaseous reaction is likely to depend. In particular, 
it seems impossible that Faraday’s Jaw can ever be truly 
obeyed for a gaseous reaction proceeding in the independent 
discharge without thermionic emission from the cathode ; 
for in that discharge the emission of electrons from the 
cathode is inseparably connected with the incidence of 
positive ions upon it; the current arriving at the cathode 
must be made up of positive ions arriving and electrons. 
leaving, and these two parts of the current are likely to be 
related in very different ways to the rate of any reaction 
proceeding in the gas. 

15. A few experiments have also been made in H, and in 
N,. In H, the disappearance of gas seems to be totally 
eieendent of electrical conditions, as Langmuir, who first. 
described the phenomenon, suggests. It occurs when there 
is no positive ionization, and its rate is unaltered even when 
there is a strong field driving electrons (and negative ions) 
back to the cathode. In Ny (except when the temperature 
of the tungsten filament Bevolieg 2800° K.) the disappearance 
of gas does not occur without ionization; again, —p is. 
proportional to 2»; but now « appears independent of the 
pressure. Such a difference is to be expected, for, if a 
chemical reaction is involved in the disappearance, it is not 
likely to be one between a charged and a neutral molecule. 
Further, « is very much less than in CO; the greatest value 
observed was 0:3. The measurements were much less con- 
sistent than in CO, the variation being probably due to the 
fact that there are several different processes causing the 
disappearance of the gas, the relative rates of which vary 
according to the conditions. 

16. Last, a matter of a totally different nature may be 
mentioned. In some experiments, especially those at pres- 
sure less than 0°05 mm., the arguments discussed above 
indicated that there was no recombination of the ions in the 
gas; ty/te was independent within wide limits of 2.,and a@ was 
almost exactly 2. And yet in those conditions the eas 
emitted a bright glow consisting of the ordinary CO spec- 
trum, so far as it can be identified by its characteristic lines 
in fhe visual region. The modern theory of spectra suggests 
that the complete spectrum is only developed when an 
electron is removed to infinity and allowed to fall back ; 
the conditions considered here, it is removed to infinity, be 
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not allowed to fall back, until the ionized molecule reaches 
the electrode. It might be expected, therefore, that the glow 
would only appear, if at all, on the surface of the grid, 
whereas actually it appears distributed throughout the whole 
vessel. 

Several explanations can be suggested, none of them very 
‘satisfactory :—(1) It may be that the spectrum is emitted 
when the CO ion and molecule react to form CO,: for when 
that happens there may be a rearrangement of electrons 
accompanied by decrease of electrostatic energy. But that 
explanation is difficult to apply to nitrogen and many other 
gases, which show a many-lined spectrum when there can 
hardly be much recombination. (2) The spectrum may 
represent the return of an electron which has been displaced 
inside the atom so that ionization has not occurred. If that 
explanation were correct the spectrum should not be com- 
plete; but there is the grave objection that all relevant 
experiments show that the many-lined spectrum is not deve- 
loped at all until atoms receive the energy necessary for 
jonization. (3) The ions may be neutralized at the electrode, 
but then travel through the gas emitting their spectrum ; but 
it is unlikely that the emission lasts long enough for the 
‘luminosity to be distributed in this way. The problem is 
recommended to the attention of spectroscopists. 

XXVIII. On a Convement Apparatus for the Preparation of 
Small Quantities of Pure Nitrogen or Carbon Monomide. By 
H. P. Waran, M.A., Government Scholar of the University 
of Madras*. 

TEFXHOUGH nitrogen is by far the commonest of gases, yet 
to obtain it in a pure state for spectroscopic or other 

“purposes is a matter of some difficulty. To prepare it directly 
from the atmosphere would mean the absorption of the rest 
-of the gases, and the removal of traces of the rare gases offers 
great experimental difficulties, and it is not worth the labour 
-and complications involved when only small quantities of 
gases are required. Attempting to prepare it by heating 
some easily decomposable nitrogen compound would inva- 
‘riably bring about traces of the various oxides of nitrogen 
-whose elimination again is a matter of some difficulty. 
Further, some of these reactions are rather violent and un- 
controllable, and hence unsuitable when small quantities of 
pure gases are particularly required. 

* Communicated by Sir Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S. 
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For such purposes the evolution of nitrogen by the inter- 
action of one of the halogens in solution with ammonia seems 
to be quite suitable, and employing the simple apparatus 
described below, the gas can be obtained directly in a high 
state of purity. In practice, bromine in dilute solution is 
generally* employed with dilute ammonia, and the reaction 
may be represented as 

2NH3;+3Br —>N,*+6HBr 

and 6NH;+6HBr—>6NH,Br. 

8NH;+3bBr, —_—> No “+ 6NH,Br, 

Thus the end-product of the reaction ammonium bromide 
remains in solution while the nitrogen escapes. Both the con- 
stituents employed in the reaction can be obtained in a high 
state of purity, and the by-products of the reaction do not 
form sources of impurity. The evolved nitrogen is of course 
contaminated by water-vapour and a trace of ammonia. These 
two get absorbed by the phosphorus pentoxide kept in con- 
nexion with the apparatus. ‘Thus the nitrogen becomes 
directly available in a high state of purity. 

The apparatus itself (fig. ]) now manufactured by Messrs. 
Cuthbert Andrews, of London, consists of a small separating 
funnel T,, sealed on the top of a wide-bore glass tube G with an 
internal loop provided initasshownat L. From the top of G 
an outlet-tube is led off with a tap T, in it, beyond which a bulb 
of P,O; and another tap T; may be employed before being 
sealed on to the vacuum.or other apparatus where the gas is 
required. From about the lower end of G a side tube is led 
off vertically, which ends in abulb. This serves asa reservoir 
for the ammonia to be pushed into when the gas generated 
in G displaces it. This side tube serves also asa satety-valve 
for the escape of any excess of gas accidentally generated 
in G. Further, the rise of liquid in the reservoir on the 
evolution of gas in G keeps the gas under a slight pressure, 
so that it escapes readily on opening T,. A tap T, may also 
be provided at the bottom of G if necessary, thr ough which 
to draw off the used-up ammonia prior to charging it with 
stronger ammonia. This design of apparatus has been espe- 
clally made with a view to avoid contamination with air. 

By adopting the following procedure, the apparatus can be 
completely filled with the liquids, and all causes of air con- 
tamination by bubbles locked in corners and bends removed. 

* I am indebted to Mr. Ludlam for this suggestion. 
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Freshly-boiled distilled water is introduced into the apparatus 
specially cleaned and dried through the reservoir with the 
tap T, closed. The apparatus is filled up to T,, which is then 
closed just before water contaminates it by contact (T, and 7, 
being greased vacuum taps). By suction from the top of the 

Jaros Ue 

separating funnel with T, open, water-is made to displace the 
air in the loop and stem upwards, and T, is closed. The excess 
water in reservoir is then drawn off through tap T, up to the 
level K, and strong ammonia introduced into the reservoir, 
which, mixing with the distilled water, makes G completely 
filled with dilute ammonia. The separating funnelis charged 
with bromine water. 

On opening T, and allowing a few drops of the bromine 
water to run into G, by interaction with ammonia, nitrogen 
is evolved slowly which collects on the top of G up to the 
tap T,. By opening T; to the vacuum, P gets exhausted; and 
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then closing T; and opening Ty a little, the nitrogen in G can 
be sucked into P, where, in contact with the P,O;, it remains 
stored in a dry and pure state, to be drawn off at will by 
opening T3. 

The reaction is quite controllable, and the volume of gas 
liberated can be adjusted to a nieety by varying the quantity 
of bromine water run into G or the strength of the solutions 
employed. The apparatus is quite small and as convenient as 
an electrolysis generator for oxygen or hydrogen, which can 
permanently be sealed on to any vacuum or other apparatus. 
The gas thus prepared has been spectroscopically examined 
for its purity, and the absence of even a trace of the hydrogen 
lines shows the gas to be quite pure. 

The same apparatus can be employed for the preparation 
of small quantities of carbon monoxide by the interaction of 
formic acid (in the separating funnel) and concentrated 
sulphuric acid as represented by the reaction : 

H,CO, == H.SO,.—>(H, O Ss H.S @,) ae CO SS 

as well as any other gases that can be Salad liberated 

under interaction of two such liquids. 

Christ’s College, 
Cambridge. 

-XXIX. The Lorentz Transformation. By lL. A. Pars * 

la obtaining the transformation of Lorentz 

wv =X(u)(a@—ut) 

: l =2(n)(t— = 

2 = 

Mu) = co 

by Einstein’s method we make use of the condition that 
there exists a velocity c invariant for the two systems of 
space-time measurement. The object of the present paper 
is to show that there is no need to make this assumption : in 
fact, the existence of a invariant velocity follows from the 
mere hypothesis of relativity. Granted. only this hypothesis 
the transformation follows; it is altogether more deep-seated 
in the scheme of things than the consequent phenomena of 
the FitzGerald contraction and the eran velocity. Its 

* Communicated by Prof. A. S. Eddington. 
‘ 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 248. Aas. 1921. S 
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inevitableness lies deeper, in some limitation imposed upon 
the form of our knowledge. 

According to the hypothesis of relativity the transforma- 
tions relating to different pairs of observers must form a 
group ; that is to say, they must be consistent among them- 
selves, so that the transformation from the space and time of 
observer A to that of observer B followed by the transfor- 
mation from B to C must be equivalent to the direct trans- 
formation from A to C%*. 

No further assumption about the physical world is neces- 
sary ; but we have to introduce two conditions defining the 
particular problem to which the Lorentz transformation 
applies. 

(1) Space and time are isotropic, and the equations of 
transformation are linear. We know from the general 
theory of relativity that space and time are not always 
isotropic, and that a general von-linear transformation is 
permissible when regard is paid to gravitational fields. The 

__Lorertz transformation does not apply in the more general 
case; it is the solution of a special problem, and we can- 
not dispense with the above conditions which define that 
problem. 

(2) Two observers agree as to the measure of their rela- 
tive velocity. It is clear that we must introduce some 
convention in order to coordinate the two systems of 
measurement—there would be no significance in the exist- 
ence o£ an invariant velocity for observers whose systems 
of measurement were entirely independent. The conver- 
tion we choose is that they assign the same numerical 
measure to their relative velocity. It will be remarked 
that to establish the Lorentz transformation no further co- 
ordination of the measures is needed. 

if every pair of observers agree as to their relative velocity 
the measure of velocity for each observer becomes definite 
s» soon as the measure of one velocity for one observer is 
prescribed. At least that is the case unless the convention 
we have adopted is self-contradictory. So far as we know 

at present, it might happen that the convention itself in- 
volves some inherent inconsistency. One observer measures 
the velocities of two others+, and in virtue of the con- 

* In a non-relativity theory one observer A “fat rest in the ether” 
would be regarded as ‘fundamental, and it would not be necessary that 
the transformation from B to CO fond follow the same law as the 
transformation from the fundamental observer A to C. 

+ The second and third observers are supposed moving in the same 
direction relative to the first. 
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vention they thereby set up measures of velocity of their own. 
But are these measures which are set up by the second and 
third observers such that their relative velocity is the same 
to both? We must therefore examine if the convention 
involves any contradiction : and if not, under what conditions 
it is permissible. 

Consider three observers A, B, C: let the velocity of B 
relative to A be u, so that the velocity of A relative to 
B is —u: and let the velocity of C relative to B be v, so 
that the velocity of B relative to OC is —v. Then the 
velocity of C relative to A is some function of w and v which 
we denote by f(u,v), and if the convention is permissible 
the velocity of A relative to C will be —/f(u,v). Now 
let the direction of the axes for each observer be reversed : 
tben the velocity of B relative to C is v, and of A relative 
to B is wu: thus the velocity of A relative to U is f(v, w), 
or if we revert to the original orientation, —/(v, vu). Thus, 
the convention involves no contradiction if, and only if 

FOE OC) Se D) 

or the law of composition of velocities is commutative. 
We are now in a position to attack the main problem. 

Wes x,t be A’s system, and 2’,¢.2/;¢ those.ot B and C. 
‘Then the relation of x,t to «',t’ is of the form 

{ we’ =a(ula+B(u)t 

t'=y(u)e+ d(u)t, 

where a, 8, y, 6 are functions whose form is to be determined. 
Some properties of these functions are evident. Since the 
space is isotropic the transformation must remain the same 
if we change the signs of wv, 2’, wu but not of t,t’; and this 
requires that «, 6 are even functions and 8, y odd functions 
ot u. Again, wu is the velocity of B as measured by A, so 
2“ =(0 must yield v=ut, whence B(u)=—wue(u). Thus the 
transformation reduces to 7 

ay =a(w) (~—ut) 

t'=y(u)at+ d(wyt. 

‘The transformations from B to C and from A to C are 

oie” 

t' =y(v)a’ + d(v)t', 

gv =a(U )(w— Ul) 

U #ao(W) e+ 9 U)t, 
P2 ~ 
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where U=/(u, v)=/(v, u). These are consistent if 

(  a(U)=e() 2) —tav) ya) 

| Ua(U)=ue(u)a@) tua) d@) 

y(U)=a(u) y(v) +y(1) 6(v) | aes 

Ke 6(U) = uUa(w) y(v) =e d(w) d(v), Je (4); 

and these are to hold for all real values of uw and v*. 
From (2) putting v= —w we have, since f(u, — u)=0, 

a(u)=d(u). 

Then from (1) and (4) (or by interchanging wu and v in 

(1) or (4)) 
uw a(u) (0) =v a(0) y(w), 

whence a) = EN, =....-=—c’, a real constanmes 
yu) ya) 

Our equations (1).... (4) now reduce to 

¢ e(U)=a™) ew) +m) - 2 ae, 

Ua) =2@) e@)@-be). ee (6). 

We thus obtain the law of composition of velocities 

Oar a) = =. eee 

ee 

From (5) pniting v=—u we get 

4(O) =a(w)?(L—w?/e?). 

The first member is a constant, and therefore the second 
member also is constant for all values of ~. Putting w=0 
we get «(0)={a(0)}?, whence a(0;=1. 

Thus ot (w) : X(u) 

* Or at any rate for all sufficiently small real values. 
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Thus the transformation is 

{ w' =N(u) (a—ut) 
a Meee aru aa Gop 
Ut’ =r(w) (t—ua/c*), 

which is the transformation of Lorentz. 
(In the above we have assumed that vy is not zero: if y is 

zero, ¢ 18 infinite, and we get the Newtonian transformation 

(@=o—ut 

\ t! = e ) 

The transformations for the transverse coordinates are easily obtained. 
For y’ (say) cannot depend on «, ¢ without violating the hypothesis that 
the space-time is isotropic, and we suppose the axes so oriented that 
it does not depend on z. Thus y'’=e(u)y, and the condition of con- 
sistency gives the functional equation 

eC ee ee ee an ON 

Putting v= —w we have 

(0)=[e(w) 
The first member is a constant, and therefore e(z) is a constant. This 
constant is «(0), and the equation gives «(0)=1. Thus y'=y, and 
similarly 2'=z. 

The FitzGerald contraction and the invariance of the 
velocity ¢ follow at once from the transformation. The law 
of composition of velocities 

tanh-+ U /e=tanh—! u/c + tanh? v/e 

shows that the resultant of any number of velocities less 
than c is itself less than c. cis thus an upper limit to the 
velocities of moving bodies. Since these results, the 
FitzGerald contraction and the invariance of the limiting 
velocity, follow from the transformation, they must be 
implied in our fundamental assumption of the consistency 
of the transformations among themselves. But it must be 
remembered that the Newtonian case (when ¢ is infinite) 
also satisfies the conditions ; and it is only the experimental 
discovery that a finite velocity is invariant that decides 
agalust it. 

The Electromagnetic Variables. 

The transformation of the electromagnetic vectors can 

be obtained by similar reasoning. The method generally 
adopted is to seek a linear transformation which leaves 

Maxwell’s Equations unchanged in form. This of course 
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must certainly hold if we are to maintain a principle of 
relativity: but our object at present is to show that the 
transformation follows inevitably from far more slender 
assumptions. The invariance of Maxwell’s Equations is 
then easily verified, and the method thus affords valuable 
evidence in support of the theory. 
We first assume that the electromagnetic components in 

B’s system, H,’', H,’, E,’, H,', H,’, H.’, are linear ifunctions. 
of H,, E,, H., Hz, H,, H., the corresponding components in 

A’s system. But this admits of considerable simplification. 
The hypothesis that the space is isotropic leads to the con- 
clusion that the equations of transformation must remain 
unchanged in form when we change the signs of H,, H,, 

H,, H, and of the corresponding accented components, but 

not of E,, H,: for this can be effected by turning the 
trihedrals of reference through two right angles about 
the common axis of a Again, the equations do not change 
if we change H,, H:, H,, H, into E,, —E,, H,, —H,, effected 

by a rotation through one right angle. By means of these 
conditions the equations of transformation are reduced to the 
forms: 

| H,' = 4; E.+%,4 0, (10) 

al Seu EK. -- X44 HH. 

( Hy’ = agg Hy +293 H, + 5 H, + % 6H, 

| Bi,’ = — 93 Hy + a9 BH, — a5 H, + & 5 Hz 

Hy = a9 Hy + 53 H, +455 Hy + 56 Hz 

| H.'= —a;3 EH, +45) H,— a5, H, + 255 Hz. 

(11) 

But H,’ cannot depend on H,, so the first of equations (10) 

reduces to H,’=a(u)E,, whence as before H,’=H,. And 
similarly H,’ = Hz. 

The equations (11) are most simply treated by means of 
the substitution 

Ky +72Hz=P 

eres 
H,, E,, H,, H, being real. For with this substitution the 

equations reduce to 

} P’=a(u)P+B(u)Q 

Q=r(w) P+80)Q) 
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where the functions «, 8, y, 6 contain real and imaginary 
parts. Moreover, since we can change the sign of wu, P, P’, 
and not of Q, Q’ without altering the transformation, «(2), 
5(z) must be even functions, and A(w), y(w) odd functions of 
the argument w. 

The conditions for the consistency of these equations are 

a(U)=a(v) au) + RQ) yu) . . . (12) 
| B(D)=ae) (uw) +A(e) Bu)... A) 
| VU) =a) O(@yy@) 2. . . (A) 

COCO) =7@) B@) + o@) 6) - 2 . . (15) 

where U= fons and these are to hold for all sufficiently 

small real values of w and v. 
From (12) interchanging w and v we have 

Biv) y(u) =B(u) yr), 

B(u) _ Blv) whence = Sooper, fh GCMSiMiNG 
yu) yf) 

Similarly, from (13) we have 

a{v) B(u) +B (v) 8(v) =a(u) B(v) +8 (u) 8(v) 
or B(u) fa(v) —8(v) t =A(v) fe(u) —8(u)f. 
aoe is constant; and similarly from (14), Hence 

aiu)—o u) 

y(u) 
and B(u), y(u) odd functions of u, and therefore a(«) —d(u) 
is zero for all values of the argument—unless, indeed, both 
B(u) and y(w) are identically zero. Thus a(u)=6(wu). 

Our equations (12)... (15) now reduce to the two 
symmetrical equations 

is constant. But «(w), d(w) are even functions 

+ ky (uw) y(v) Na ae (16) 

a | a (w) =0(r) 
wi 

B(u) =k? y(u) 

and U in 3 =e tanh (tanh?! w/¢ + tanh! v/e) 
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We substitute 
a(c tanh wu) = A(x) [ 

| ky(e tanh u) == b(u) 

tami eet C= 

tamale 0G 

and the equations (16) become 

| Ket yO hy)+oey) arena 
Pa ty)=F( 2) Gy) + P(x)OY), 

and since the range 0 to ¢ for w corresponds to the range 
Q to «© for #, these are to hold for all real values of x and y. 
But the equations (17) give 

{[aer+Het= {6(x) + h(x) {0(y) + b(y)} 18) 
O(at+y)—plety)= 0 2)—P(2)} {AY)—d(y)§, 

so that both the functions {6(z) + (x) t and {6(a) — d(x) } 
satisfy the functional equation 

Wat y=W(z) ly). 

(O(a) + (2) =e" 

O(a) —¢ (a) =e, 

It follows that 

where a and / are constants to be determined. 

We nave therefore 

ee =t(e% +e) 

—1 (2) =3(e7—e™), 
or ( a(u) = 1(@ tanh—1 w/e BE ee tanh—1 ule) 

= per +e) 
Lente =o oF 

where & is written for 7 for the sake of brevity. 
atl) a 

Moreover, a(w) is to be an even function and y(w) an odd 
function, and this requires a+b=0. So we have finally 

Oe = Sua H(Er+ Ee) ; fe Re ee = kry(w) = 4(&4? — ec Be), 
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and the transformation is completely determined save for 
the constants a and f. 

The determination of these constants involves, as we should 
anticipate, some further convention to coordinate the electro- 
magnetic measure in the two systems. The convention we 
adopt is that both observers choose the same unit of charge. 
Then a simple special case will serve to determine the con- 
stants a and k. For example, let a unit charge be at rest at 
the origin in B’s system at time ¢’=0: so that in A’s system 
it is passing the origin with velocity u at time t=0. Consider 
now the point =0, y=1, <=0,t=0, which has the same 
coordinates in both systems. For this point 

BPS = Of=0, 

en Or hw 

trom the known formule for the field of a moving charge. 
Hence 

Ll=a(u)rA+ Kh y(u) . ir ufe 

O=y(u)rA+a(u).iru/e, 

and these two equations serve to determine a and &, for they 
give 

= uric? 
; a(u) +h y(u)tta(uy—k y(u)b = pa ; 

and from (19) 

; a(u) +k y(x)} ; a(w)—hky(w)}=1 

idence ?=—1, k>=2.0 Valine k=+2 

hy OZ 

ae ) == 2 (2h) + ary (2) 
l1—u/c 

ie 
vi 1l—u/e’ 

@ 

We have therefore 

| a(w)=d(u) =Xr 

iy (u) = —27B(u) =r u/e. 

The other value k=—i leads to a=—1 and yields ths 
same formule. 
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We have then, finally, 

(ie li; 

DS e, 
| P’ =r~P+ ar u/c Q 

| Q’ =— ir u/e PHAQ, 
or in real form 

( E,’=E, 
ie 
j B= iL —we lel) (20) 

| lel =e ane ID.) 

| He’ =X(H, + uje H,) 

| BH, =A(H,—u/c E,), 

which is the familiar Lorentz-Hinstein transformation. 

The transformation of a density of charge having a velocity-component 
v parallel to 2 in A’s system is readily found when we have postulated 
that the two observers agree as to the measure of a charge. For the 
transformation (8) the Jacobian 

a(2", y's Bie ib) = 

O(4; y, %, £) Y 

whence dx .dy.dz.dt=dzx' .dy'.dz' .dt’ 

he Le 
and ae = Ab ; 

dr, dr' denoting the measures of the element of volume. 
Now since both observers have the same measure of a charge 

p dr =p dr. 
Thus 

pe Ue (1 Uv 
pid ude 

<3). er 

This completes the equations of transformation for the 
electromagnetic variables. It is now easy to verify by direct 
substitution that Maxwell’s Equations for the general case 
where there is a moving density of charge in the field pass 
over into another set of the same form. 

In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to Prof. 
Eddington for valuable suggestions in connexion with this. 
paper. 
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XXX. The Chromojenetic Properties of Sulphur and certain 
other Elements. By Ouiver C. M. Davis, D.Sc., and 
FREDERIC WILLIAM Rixon, PhA.D.* 

ie a critical examination of coloured inorganic binary 
compounds it is interesting to notice that a considerable 

number of these bodies contain the element sulphur. The 
nature of these sulphur compounds has given rise to much 
speculation and research over prolonged periods. During 
more recent years the study of organic chemistry has enabled 
vast numbers of sulphur-containing coloured compounds to 
be prepared and examined. 

Much work has been done on the relationship between the 
properties of elementary substances and the compounds 
derived from them, so that a brief reference to the colour of 
elementary sulphur will not be out of place here. 

As is well known, the commonest variety of this element 
is yellow in colour, but, according to Engelt, there is an 
orange-coloured variety ; Orloff t also considers that he has 
prepared a blue variety of sulphur. In all probability the 
different colours observed in the case of free sulphur are not 
brought about by the same cause, and may be due to the 
size of the particles or to variations in intramolecular 
structure. These variations in the colour of elementary 
sulphur are of special interest when we remember that the 
substitution of sulphur for oxygen in certain molecules may 
give rise to yellow, orange, blue, and other colours, the 
corresponding oxy-compounds being colourless. This pro- 
duction of colour has been so frequently observed that the 
group —C:8 has been referred to as a chromophore group 
(Ludwig Gattermann §). An interesting observation made 
by Hewitt|| with reference to the striking difference betwe een 
the C:O and @:§8 group contains the statement: ‘* The 
attraction between carbon and sulphur is less than that 
between carbon and oxygen.” Purvis] suggests that un- 
saturated valencies of elements may influence light-absorption, 
and points out that the valency of sulphur in the C:S group 
is not completely saturated, and the attraction between 
carbon and sulphur is thereby less than between carbon and 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Engel, Compt. Rendus, 1901. 
{ Orloff, J. Russ. Phys. Chem. 1901. 
§ Gattermann, Berichte, 1895. 
|| Hewitt, Int. Congress of Applied Chem, 1909. 
q Purvis, Chem. Soc. ‘Trans. 1914. 
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oxygen. In other words, the thio-compounds are less stable 
than the oxy-compounds. A similar idea is brought forward 
by Thiele *, who considers that in unsaturated compounds 
the combining energy is not completely absorbed. 
Peters 7 in his work on residual affinity and additivity 

found that one gram-molecule of silver cyanate absorbed 
one vram-molecule of ammonia gas, whereas one gram- 
molecule of silver thiocyanate absorbed two gram-molecules 
of ammonia gas—further evidence that the substitution of 
sulphur for oxygen profoundly modifies the reactivity of the 
molecule. 

Weimar {, who experimented on the effect of solvents on 
the colour of dissolved sulphur, considers that certain colours 
observed occur when the linking of the sulphur in the 
compounds is weakened, and thus the sulphur atoms approach 
a condition of freedom from combination. Schiitz § suggests 
that in compounds including one colour element an increase 
in the atomic weight of the colour element leads to intensifi- 
cation of colour, giving as examples ZnS, CdS, HgS, and 
P83, AsoS3, SboS3. He further states that by increasing the 
atomic weight of the elements attached to a colouring 
element, the colour is deepened, instancing the series 
P,0,, P,O;, PoSe3, PoSes. It will be noted that sulphur 
is not chosen here as a colour element. A critical com- 
parison of the various sulphides reveals many interesting 
facts. Thus, while the lower sulphides of sodium, potassium, 
rubidium, and cesium are colourless, the power of absorbing 
light 1s developed in the more complex sulphides, the higher 
members possessing, as do the higher sulphides of barium 
and calcium, various colours. 

The metallic oxides are in some instances white substances, 
while the corresponding sulphides are coloured, e.g. Sb2Os3, 
Slop oastAs OF, As ,Oa) NianOn. 55s) lian Oee lian os. 

Similar effects arise in the case of compounds other than 
sulphides ; the oxides vary in colour, and iodides may be 
coloured where the corresponding chlorides are white, e.g. Hg, 
pvt leo 

It would seem that the colour, of a combination of two 
elements, in addition to the determining effect of the nature 
of the elements themselves, may possibly in a measure be 

* Thiele, Annalen, 1899. 
t Peters, Berichte, 1908. 
{ Weimar, J. Russ. Chem. Soc. 1915. 
§ Sehtitz, Z. Phys. Chem. 1892. 
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associated with the energy of combination, and more parti- 
eularly with that energy left unabsorved from the gross 
energy of the system, and which may be terme | the residual 
energy. : 

That this is the case appears to be indicated when com- 
parisons are instituted between normal potentials of the 
various metals, also the heats of formation of the compounds. 

As would be expected, if a comparative series of oxides or 
sulphides be taken, the heats of formation run parallel with 
the potentials of the combining substances. It will be seen 
that in the oxides, colour appears with those members having 
the lower heat of formation, similarly with sulphides, but 
that comparison between oxides and sulphides shows that 
often a colourless oxide has a corresponding but coloured 
sulphide having a smaller heat of formation. 

Heat of Heat of formation 
Oxide. formation of sulphide. 

INGE Os rats cke 1. 435°] 285'°9 

ARO eiecnas- 380°2 126°4 

EO ie ates 272°6 755 

INR O) hs ac 219°34 — 

Sb, Onsen 163°0 34-4 

INNO Ran ten SAB 1596 — 

CaO aha 145 90°8 

MISO Warcnee. 1433 79-4 

SiO) etc: 141:°2 99°3 

Bi, ORO aver 137°8 — 

Ba Oia: Gr 102°5 

1G OF eee 98:2 103°5 

Li Oe ks 85 SOLOW 

CaOr ics: 65°65 34:35 

CoOpe wen: 64:1 21:9 

IND Our cea he: 61:5 195 

BbO teeta 50°3 20:4 
Cu Oe re rescee: 43°8 18:26 

DE Ore k ek is 42.8 21°6 

CnOw esc: Tov et 8:67 

1S YO ia hak ate 20°7 LOS? 

It will be seen from the accompanying table that oxides 
having heats of formation of over 70 are colourless, while 
the limit of colour for sulphides appears to be in the neigh- 
bourhood of a heat of formation of 40. It is further 
interesting to note that oxides and sulphides having heats 
of formation about the above numbers, develop colour on 
heating, e. g. ZnS, ZnO, Sb.O;. It could be stated with truth 
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that the heat of formation appears to be one of the important 
determining factors for colour, or rather, as previously stated, 
the higher residual energy of the molecule leads to production 
of colour. 

This connexion between energy and colour has been 
instanced by Baly*, who has developed the idea that mole- 
cular frequencies are definitely related to the frequencies 
of the combining atoms, and has calculated several illus- 
trative examples, basing his computations on the quantum 
theory. 

The data available for any such extended calculations are 
too scanty to be of much use, but it seems within the bounds of 
possibility that a definite relationship between colour and 
residual energy might be established. 

There is a fair amount of scattered evidence in support of 
the view put forward—the colour of the polysulphides of 
elements such as sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium, 
barium, and calcium ; the tendency to colour of unsaturated 
compounds ; groups of compounds such as AgCl (29°38), 
Aobr (22:7), Nell (14:2); bCl (82:77), Pbl, (39:3), aieiGe 
(53°3), Hel, (24:3); the colour of NO, and N.O,,. 

The visible spectrum only has been dealt with, and it is 
understood that other factors very difficult of differentiation 
may have effect on colour, but there does appear to be a 
very close connexion between colour and what has been 
termed residual affinity. 

University of Bristol. 
March 2nd, 1921. 

XXXI. The Crystal Structure of the Silver Halides. 
By R. B. WILsey f. 

HE crystal structures of the silver halides have been 
studied by the powder method {. Following the pro- 

cedure of Huil, the Ka radiation of molybdenum (\="712 A) 
was isolated with the aid of a zircon filter, and allowed to 
fall on the powdered sample spread in a thin layer upona 
ribbon of dry mounting tissue. The diffraction pattern was 
received upon a film bent in the form of a semicircle. 

* Baly, Phil. Mag. 1920. 
+ Communicated by Dr. L. Silberstein. 
t+ P. Debye & P. Scherrer, Phys. Zects. xvil. pp. 277-283 (1916). 

A. We. Hull, Phys. “Rey. ix. pp. 64-87 (917) and Phys. Rey. = 
pp. 661-696 (1917). 
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Silver chloride and silver bromide each gave the pattern 
of a simple cube of sides 2°78 A and 2: 39 A respectively. 
The density of the elementary cube shows that one atom is 
ussociated with each point of the cubic lattice. Silver iodide 
gave the diffraction pattern of the diamond lattice, in which 
the side of the elementary cube was 6°53 A; one atom is to 
be ascribed to each point in the structure. Hach iodine atom 
is at the centre of a tetrahedron whose corners are occupied 
by four silver atoms, and each silver atom is surrounded by 
four iodine atoms in the same manner. 

In the cases of silver chloride and silver bromide, the 
minimal distance between atomic centres is given approxi- 
mately by Bragg’s atomic diameters *; however, in silver 
iodide, the distance between the centres of the nearest atoms 
is omen Jess than the value computed from Brage’s 
data. The comparisons are given in the following table :— 

Side of Distance apart 
5 Arrangement Elementary of nearest | Computed from 

Substance. eoase ‘ : sks : 
of Atoms, 5Cube in atomic centres. Brayg’s Atomic 

Angstroms, Observed. —S— Diameters. 
Silver chloride. Simple cubic. 278 2°78 2°82 

Silver bromide. Simple cubic. 2°89 2°89 2°96 

Silveriodide. Tetrahedral. 6°53 2°83 Sil. 

The silver halides were precipitated from silver nitrate by 
the corresponding potassium halides ; this gives a flocculent 
precipitate in which the crystal particles are too cay to be 
recognized as crystals under the microscope. The X-ray 
an: lysis, therefore, has given the first proof that these pre- 
cipitates are crystalline. Silver bromide and silver chloride 
as precipitated in photographic emulsions form crystals which 
cin be recognized as belonging to the cubic system ; silver 
iodide gives evidence of forming hexagonal crystals: these 
forms have not yet been studied by the Txee ay method. 

The powder photograph of fused silver bromide showed the 
same diffraction pattern as the Cae salt. 

These determinations were made for Mr. A. P. H. Trivelli, 
who prepared the samples. The X-ray investigation of ery stals 
occurring in photographic emulsions is being continued. 

Research Laboratory, 
Kastman Kodak Company, 

tochester, N.Y. 
joer Wl aS Pal 

* W. L. Bragg, Phil. Mag. xl. pp. 168-189, August 1¢20. olor] 



XXXII. On the Einstein Spectral Line Effect. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

ROF. H. J. PRIESTLEY’S suggestion in the May 
number of the Magazine appears to possess one dis- 

advantage. 
In using the form of the equations 

leN? ey dees 2m mie : a ee =h?—1+ — + 2m Perera Gl) 

and ae ree eee 

we generally compare these with the Newtonian equations 
for elliptic motion, 

dr\? » (Ub cee en Bt 
a) alee aa ee. 

and 2 =n, 2s | Se eee el 

and finally identify the terms involving ds and dt. In the 
suggested form of equations, the time unit would have to be 
variable, in order to make the ds, and dsg intervals agree, 
as has been suggested. 

In the equation (i.) ds measures the proper time for the 
particle. With a variable time unit, the identification of 
the ds and the dt terms would not gain in clearness by the 
new form as suggested by Prof. Priestley. 

Yours faithfully, 

D. LavuGHARNE THORNTON. 
Magdalene College, Cambridge. 

May 25, 1921. 
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XXXITI. ee Oscillations in Straight Wires and Sole- 
noids. By J.S. Townsend, M.A., Wykeham Professor of 
Physies, a vford, and J. H. Morrett, M.A., Oxford *. 

1. YYXHE improved methods of generating continuous 
oscillations by means of valves provide simple 

means of investigating an harmonic series of oscillations and 
free oscillations in circuits with distributed capacity and 
inductance, such as solenoids and parallel wires. 

The points of resonance and the frequencies of the oscilla- 
tions may be thus obtained to a higher degree of accuracy 
than was possible in the earlier determinations, where the 
resonance effects were obtained with waves emamating from 
a spark oscillator. 

in some cases the frequencies of a geries of free oscillations 
are almost exactly simple multiples of the lowest frequency 
of the series, and, as in the mechanical analogy of the vibra- 
tions of strings, the osciilation of the lowest frequency is 
generally called the fundamental oscillation and the others 
the harmonies. This relation does not hold in general, and 
it is more convenient to denote a free oscillation which may 
exist independently of other oscillations as a normal mode of 
oscillation in all systems having distributed inductance and 
capacity. 

2. When the oscillations are maintained by connecting a 
circuit consisting of an inductance and a condenser toa valve 
or an are, the period of the principal or fundamental oscilla- 
tion is determined by the product of the self-induction and 
capacity of the circuit. This oscillation is accompanied by ¢ 
series of oscillations of smaller amplitude which are true 
harmonics of the fundamental oscillation, the frequencies of 
the series being exactly proportional to the numbers 1, 2, 3, 
ete. The harmonics in these cases are not free oscillations 
which can exist independently, and are not connected with 
normal modes of oscillation. 

A simple case of a similar phenomenon in mechanical 
vibrations is that of a tuning-fork or spring, maintained in 
continuous vibration by means of an as rupted circuit. 
Thus, when a fork of low frequency is used to interrupt the 
current that maintains it in vibration, the interrupted current 
may be represented by a Fourier Series of period dic currents 
with frequencies which are multiples of the frequency of the 
fundamental note of the fork. In this case sharp resonance 

* Communicated by the Authors. 

Plat. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 42. No. 248. Aug. 1921. di 
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is obtained when the current excites oscillations in a second. 
fork, if its frequency is an exact multiple of that of the first. 
This principle has been used by Rayleigh * to determine the 
pitch of a fork of high frequency from a fork of low 
frequency. 

3. The oscillatory system consistin g of two parallel wires, 
as used by Tuecher am hice well-ianown experiments, is ae 
particular interest. If the wires be very long compared with 
the distance between them, the frequencies of the free oscilla- 
tions are almost exactly in simple proportions, as the effects 
of the ends and of neighbouring conductors are small in these 
modes of oscillation where the currents are in opposite direc- 
tions at opposite points of the two wires. 

A general theory of the propagation of waves along parallel 
wires has been given by Rayleigh +, and a simple solution 
of Maxwell’s equations for the forces in the spaee around 
the wires is obtained. ‘The investigation indicates that the 
waves are propagated along the wires with the velocity of light 
in air, a result which is independent of the diameter of the 
wires or of the distance between them, provided that the 
resistance of the wires is negligible. 
When currents are induced in the wires by waves of a 

given length X emitted by a short-wave generator, resonance 
is obtained when the length of the wires is adjusted so that 
the frequency of one of the normal modes of oscillation is 
equal to that of the generator. If wires of a fixed length 
form part of an oscillatory system, this adjustment is made 
by means of a bridge between two cpposite ;oints on the 
wires. If /, J, 13, be the lengths of the wires when the first, 
second, and third modes of oscillation are in resonance with 
the short-wave generator, the wave-length A is 2(/,—J,) or 
2(l,—/,) if the etfect of the ends is the same in all cases. 

A number of experiments have been made in order to find 
to what degree of accuracy the lengths of short waves may 
be obtained by parallel wires, as this method is much simpler 
than that depending on measurements of the capacity and 
self-induction of a closed oscillatory circuit. The short waves 
measured by means of the parallel wires may be tuned to 
coincide with the harmonics of a long-wave generator, and 
the wave-length of the fundamental oscillation may thus be 
determined in terms of the lengths of short waves. 

The principle of comparing wave-lengths by harmonics is 
used in the French multivzbrateur, which is adapted for 

* Lord Rayleigh, ‘ Nature,’ xvii. p. 12 (1877). 
t Lord R yleigh, Phil. Mag. xliv. pp. 129-204 (1897). 
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determining the high frequencies obtained in electric os- 
eillations in terms of the frequency of a standard fork. 
There is a considerable advantage, however, in using the 
short wave as a standard, as it is easily adjusted to any 
required length. 

4, The arrangement of a short-wave generator having a 
fundamental oscillation which may be measured by a pair of 
parallel wires is shown in fig. 1. The oscillatory circuit 

Biot 1; 
te) 

aS 

consists essentially of two rods A,A,, B,B,, 75 centimetres 
long and a mica condenser C, of about one millimicrofarad. 
Its exact capacity is unimportant, provided it is large com- 
pared with the capacity of the rods. The condenser is of 
small dimensions, and two short wires are connected to its 
terminals and slide on the rods, so that the condenser may 
be placed at any distance from the valve. The end A, of the 
upper rod is connected to the anode of the valve and the end 
A, is connected through a choke coil to the positive terminal 
of a high-tension battery. The end B, of the lower rod is 
connected to the grid and B, through a choke coil to the 
filament and to the negative terminal of the high-tension 
battery. 

The oscillatory current flows from A, to B, through the 
condenser C,, and the wave-length is adjusted by moving the 
condenser along the rods. The fine adjustment of the wave- 
length is made by a small adjustable condenser ©, connected 
to the ends A,, B,. 

It was found that the system did not oscillate when the 
T2 
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condenser Cy, was in one particular position, owing to the 
damping introduced by the circuit A,C,B, when resonating 
with A,C,B,. This difficulty was overcome by bridging the 
rods with a second condenser C3, which stops the resonance. 

The parallel wires X,Y), X,Y. (fig. 1) were about 
8 metres long, and connected at one end to a loop L for 
ee to the short-wave ae A small condenser © 

as connected between the ends X, Xo, for the purpose of 
ae the distribution of current in the wires so as to 
rave resonance when the bridge is near the ends A, Xo. 
In order to avoid effects of surrounding objects the wires 
were stretched at a distance of about a metre above the 
tables. With waves from 5 to 15 metres jong resonating 
lengths of the wires may be determined within a few milli- 
metres by using a small incandescent lamp G to indicate the 
current in the bridge between the wires. A higher degree 
of accuracy may be obtained by using a thermo-junction, 
instead of the lamp, and when the filament of the valve in 
the generating circuit 1s maintained at a constant tempe- 

rature the wave-lengths along the wires may be measured to 
one part in 5000. 

In order to obtain accurate measurements the current in 
the free ends GY,, GY, should be very small when the 
bridge isin a position of resonance. Itis therefore necessary 
that the system comprising the parallel wires should have 
no free mode of oscillation which is nearly in resonance with 
the short-wave generator when the bridge Gis removed. The 
simplest method of obtaining this result is to adjust the 
condenser C so that the detector indicates a maximum current 
in the wires when the bridge is near the free ends Y, Yo. 
Another position of resonance of the bridge is required in order 
to measure the wave-length, and this position may be within 
oue or two metres of the ends X,X,. A wave nearly twice 
the length of the parallel wires may be thus measured 
accul rately. 

Whea the effect of the free ends was thus e liminated, and a 
current was induced in the oscillatory system comprising the 
wires, by a wave of constant length, the distance measured 
along the wires between the resonating positions of the bridge 
remained accurately the same (within one part in 5000) when 
the distance between the wires was changed from 2 to 10 
centimetres, or the diameter of the wires changed from 1:2 to 
2°05 millimetres, or the resistance of the thermo-junction 
changed from 3 to 8 ohms 

The measurement of he wave-length was not affected by 
altering the shape of the nee L used for coupling to the 
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generator or by altering the capacity of the condenser C pro- 
vided one position of resonance of the bridge is well within a 
quarter of a wave-length of the ends Y,Y,. It was also 
found that the wires need not be accurately parallel, as the 
length of a wave as found with wires 5 centimetres apart at 
one end and 5:2 centimetres at the other end was the same as 
when the wires were 5 centimetres apart at both ends. 

5. In order to measure waves which are long compared 
with the length of the wires, a circuit consisting of an 
ordinary inductance with tappings and a variable condenser 
of about one millimicrofarad was maintained in oscillation 
by a valve. The reactance was made much higher than that 
required for starting oscillations, in order that the harmonics 
should be well developed. 

With an oscillatory current of about 2 amperes in the 
generator tl.e first ten harmonics were easily observed 
directly by a wave-meter, using a thermo-junction to detect 
the current, and frequencies were exactly proportional to the 
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. The wave-meter had been carefully 
adjusted to the National Physical Laboratory standards, and 
changes of one per cent in wave-length were easily observed. 

The higher harmonies of the long-wave generator may be 
measured by the beats obtained by combining them with 
oscillations induced by the short-wave generator. These 
beats are easily observed by inserting a telephone-transformer 
in.the anode cireuit of the long-wave generator, and making 
the grid connexion in the latter circuit with a wire which 
passes near the short-wave generator. The beats thus pro- 
duced in the telephones are sufficiently strong to be easily 
heard without tuning the anods connexion of the long-wave 
generator to the frequency of the short-wave generator. 

If w be the wave-length of the fundamental oscillation of 
the short-wave generator, W that of the long-wave generator, 
then W is an exact multiple of w when one of the harmonics 
is in tune with the short-wave generator. When W is fixed, 
and the wave-length of the short-wave generator varied con- 
tinuously, a series of m harmonics come into tune as w 
passes from the value w, to w,. The number m may thus be 
counted and the following relations between the wave-lengths 
are obtained : 

W =nw,= (n+ m) we. 

Thus W = mw w./(w; —we). 
The first and last oscillations of the series w, and wy, are 

accurately adjusted to resonance with harmonics and their 
lengths determined by means of the parallel wires. It will 
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be noticed that the quantity mw»/(w;—w,) should be a whole 
number, and it may be taken as the nearest integer to the 

value obtained experimentally. 
For example, in one experimentin which thirty harmonies 

of the long-wave generator were counted in changing the 
wave-length of the short-wave generator from 12°12 to 
7:996 metres the quantity m,/(w,;—w.), as found experi- 
mentally, is 58°1, and neglecting the figure in the decimal 
place as being due to experimental error in measuring the 
difference (w,—we), the fundamental wave-length of the 
long-wave generator is 

W 12212 <53— 10a-metres- 

In this case the wave-length W as indicated directly by the 
wave-meter was 706 metres. | 

The wave-length W may also be measured when the short- 
wave generator is adjusted to a fixed wave-length w,, by 
counting the number of harmonics n that come into tune 
when W is increased continuously from a value W, to 2 W,. 
The factor n is thus known, and W,;=nw,. In this method 
W is adjusted by the variable condenser in the long-wave 
oscillator, and it is necessary to have a means of determining 
when W is changed from any wave-length W, to2W,. For 
this purpose an oscillatory circuit consisting of a fixed con- 
denser and a variometer in which the two coils are of equal 
self-induction was used. This circuit with the coils in parallel 
is brought into tune with the oscillation W,, and when the 
coilsare changed from parallel to series the variometer circuit 
is again in tune when W attains the value 2W). | 

This method is useful in determining a series of waves 
which are multiples of a simple standard length such as 
10 metres. Wave-lengths up to 1000 metres as measured 
by this method were found to be in agreement with those 
given by the wave-meter, which was calibrated by the 
National Physical Laboratory. 

6. In this method of measuring long waves it might be 
supposed that a difficulty would arise if short-waved free 
oscillations were maintained in the inductance coil of the 
generator as well as the higher harmonics of the principal 
tree oscillation. It is well known, for example, that a coil, 
even when connected to a condenser, has several free modes 
of oscillation with wave-lengths much shorter than that of 
the principal free oscillation determined by the product 
of the self-induction of the coil and the capacity of the 
condenser. These free oscillations are of the type discussed 
for a long solenoid in sections 7 and 8, and may occur in any 
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coil; but with a condenser of comparatively large capacity 
Pomeced to the ends of the coil, the wave-lengths of the 
short free oscillations are not affected to any appreciable 
extent by changing the capacity of the condenser, and are 
thus distinguished from the harmonics of the principal 
oscillation. 

When the latter is maintained in a circuit by means of a 
valve, no short-wave oscillations were observed, except the 
harmonics which changed in wave-length with the capacity. 

It thus appears that the principal oscillation and one of 
the shorter free oscillations are not maintained simultaneously 
by the valve, but itis possible to arrange the valve con- 
nexions in such a ws ay that the principal oscillation with its 
harmonies are absent, and a short wave is maintained in one 

of the free modes of oscillation of the coil. 
The following example shows how the mode of oscillation 

of an ordinary circuit may be changed by altering the valve 
connexions. The circuit consisted of a condenser adjustable 
from :2 to 2 millimicrofarads, connected to the ends of a 
solenoid 14 centimetres long having tappings dividing the 
coil into eight sections of 35 turns each. When the anode 
of the valve was connected through the high-tension battery 
to one end of the coil, the grid “to the other end, and the 
filament to the centre, an oscillation of 4000 metres wave- 
length was maintained with a condenser of 1:4 millimicro- 
farad capacity, the first twelve harmonics were observed 
directly by a wave-meter, and the wave-lengths of the 
system changed continuously with the capacity of the con- 
denser in the ordinary manner. No other oscillations were 
observed. When the number of sections-of the coil between 
the valye-connexions were reduced to, one section between the 
anode and the filament and two between the grid and fila- 
ment, no long oscillation was observed, but a wave of 318 
metres and its first two harmonics were indicated by the 
wave-meter which were not affected by changing the con- 
denser in the oscillatory circuit from *2 to 2 millimicrofarads. 

7. A complete investigation of the free oscillations of a 
coil, which would apply both to long and short solenoids, 

a 

would be very complicated, and the investigations which 
have been made on this subject refer principally to some 
definite cases. Thus the wave-lengths of short solenoids 
in which the length does not epee six times the diameter 
have been investigated by Drude *. The series of free oscil- 
lations of long solenoids has been oo by Fleming f, 

* P. Drude, Ann. d. Phys. iv. 9, p. 298 (1902). 
ens Fleming, Phil. Mag. (6) Oct. 1904, p. 417. 
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and he concluded that, when one end of the solenoid was con- 
nected to earth and the other end insulated, the frequencies of 
the free oscillations were proportional to the numbers 1, 3, 
5, 7, ete. More recently the wave-lengths A, and A, of the 
first and second normal modes of oscillation of an insulated 
solenoid have been investigated by Lenz *, who found that 
the ratio 2A,/A, depends on the ratio of the length / to the 
radius 7 of the solenoid. For small values of I/r, 2X./A, is 
less than unity; as J/r increases, 2A,/A, also increases and 
attains a maximum value 1°21 when //r=4. For larger 
values of //r, 2X,/X, approaches unity. Leidet has investi- 
gated the frequencies of the normal oscillations of solenoids, 
and has compared his determinations with a formula given 
by Siegbahn f, in which the capacity to earth is taken into 
consideration. The experimenta] determinations do not 
appear to be in general agreement with the formula. 

8. In the following calculations approximate methods are 
used to detérmine the frequencies of the normal modes of 
oscillation of a solenoid, the length of the solenaid being 
much greater than the diameter, and.the distarce between 
the nodes measured along the axis also large compared with 
the diameter. The solenoid is supposed to be remote from 
objects which would affect its capacity. The wave-length is 
taken as the wave-length in air, as measured in the ordinary 
way by a wave-meter. 

Let 2 be the current, v the potential, and e the charge per 
unit length at any section of the solenoid at a distance x 
measured along the axis from one end, 8 the self-induction, 
R the resistance, and C the capacity per unit length. 

In a free oscillation the variables 2, v, and e are connected 
by the relations 

di ; dv 
Sag ore a is ° : A . ° (1) 

d ity ode _de_ di : eRe es B 

when the rate of propagation along the axis of the solenoid 
is small compared with the velocity of light in air. 

If R is neglected, the equation for 7 becomes 

deat SUpi= a Siva eee 

* W. Lenz, Ann. d. Phys. iv. 43, p. 749 (1914). 
+ Leide, Arkiv fiir Mat. Ast. Phys. xii. no. 24 (1917). 
t M. Siegbahn, Arch. f. Electrotechnik, iv. p. 305 (1916). 
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which is satisfied by values of 7 of the form 

Ue PANESTINE DE SUL) Cer eee eee eee a ean) 

when p and q are connected by the relation 

SO pi 7 aie sate ee eee eet) 

With an insulated solenoid the current is zero at the ends, 
x=0 and «=/, so that the values of g must satisfy the con- 
dition singl=0. Tbus in the normal modes of oscillation 
represented by equation (4) the values of g are 

T 20 37 
reyes Usha er? CNC, 

and the distances between the nodes measured along the axis 
are | 

ei. alone LC. 

The corresponding values of p which are proportional 
to the frequencies are obtained from equation (5). When 
the distance between the nodes is long compared with the 
diameter of the solenoid, the quantity 8 is nearly the same 
as the self-induction per unit length obtained with a uniform 
current; so that S is approximately equal to 47r?N?a”, N being 
the number of turns per unit length and a the radius of the 
solenoid. 3 

The capacity C depends on the distance between the nodes 
as measured along the axis, and it is necessary to find the 
value of C corresponding to each value of gq. 

Let the distribution of the charge e along the solenoid be 
represented by the curve AB, fig. 2. If « be measured from 

% 3 

the section at P where the charge has a maximum value é, 
the charge at the same instant at a distance wv from P is 

27 = e e e . 

e =e,cos ——, h being twice the distance between the nodes. 
d i 
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If h be large compared with the radius a (h> 20a), the 
potential v, at P due to the surface-distribution e per unit 
length will be nearly the same as that due to a similar 
distribution along the axis. The potential at P due to the 

remote charges from Q to B may he taken as ( «da. 

If the limit 2 be at Q, the integral is negative, as the 
negative charge from Q, to Qs has a predominating effect ; 
but at some point @, between P and Q, the integral is zero. 
From the tables of the values of the integral it can be seen 

"6 le ae 

“Dar 10 
approximately. Thus the potential at P is that due to 

that the integral vanishes when the limit 2 is 

charges within a distance ae on either side, the total effect 
10 

of the remoter charges being zero. 
Thus, when h is large compared with a, the potential vp in 

electromagnetic units is 

h Ler re 
10 fe a/ h?| 100 + a? 

Vy = 2u’7e, log —— : (7) 

or 

2 h > 
Uo = 2Qu C0 log x ° = a . G 5 . < c (8) 

approximately, w being the velocity of light. 
Hence the capacity C is given by the equation 

(eee 
eee h 

Oe Du? log Be 
a 

In this value of C the specific inductive capacity of the 
cylinder has not been taken into consideration, and in order 
to correct for this effect it is necessary to estimate the 
reduction in the value of v due to the induced charge on 
the surface of the cylinder. 

Since the potential v=v cos varies along the axis, 

ae Kx | | 
there is an electric displacement ae per unit area of 

the section due to the force X, and in the case of a solid 
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cylinder of radius a the charge per unit length induced on 

the surface is 

(K—1) ma? dv | (K—1)7?a?v 

Ale is ee u-h? 
(10, 

When this charge is added to the charge e on the wire, 

equation (8) becomes 

ty = 2 (weg — B= iN «(5-) 

Ce aoe 
wre =I 1 a5 ae ae V0. Crk) 

9 

or 

With this correction for the specific inductive capacity of 
the cylinder, u?C becomes 

1 (K—1) 7a? 
we = + (12) 

2 hee is 
° da 

Since bate and a the values of C corresponding to 

the values of g are obtained by the formula 

| 2a 25, 22 

eG aed cane 5 Cle alee oy es (13) 
; 21 Al 
2 log — 

5na 

Thus the correction for the specific inductive capacity 
increases as the wave-length of the oscillations diminishes. 

The wave-lengths of the normal modes of oscillation 
are obtained from the following values of p, p being 
‘2m x (frequency) : 

37r 
y= x (14) 

T ess 2a 

PACE Ee RE 

the value of C being given by equation (13). 
Since © increases with the frequency, the ratio of the 

frequency of the nth oscillation to that of the first is less 
than 2. 
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9. In order to compare the wave-lengths calculated by 
means of equation (14) with those obtained experimentally, 
a continuous-wave generator was used to induce oscillations 
in a solenoid. The solenoid was wound with 29 turns per 
centimetre on a wooden cylinder 5 centimetres in diameter, 
the total length of the solenoid being 227 centimetres and 
the specific inductive capacity of the cylinder being 3°95. 

The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in fig. 3. 
An oscillatory circuit LC with adjustable capacity C was 
maintained in oscillation by means of a valve, and a coil M 
of a few turns was used to induce oscillations in the solenoid 8. 

In order to reduce the effect of neighbouring bodies on the 
capacity, the solenoid was suspended by strings at a height 
of 120 centimetres above the table. 

In the normal oscillations having «a maximum current at 
the centre the potential is zero in the plane perpendicular to 
the axis throughout the centre, so that when the coupling 
coil M is in this plane it has no effect on the capacity of the 
solenoid. 

The current in the solenoid was detected by a small in- 
candescent lamp G connected to two loops of wire forming 
a figure of 8. One loop passed round the solenoid, and a 
maximum current is obtained in the lamp when the solenoid 
is in resonance with the oscillator and the detector in a 
position where the current in the solenoid is a maximum. 
The electromotive forces in the two loops due to the current 
in the coupling coil M are in opposite directions, so that the 
current in the lamp is maintained solely by the current 
in the solenoid. The lamp is not sufficiently sensitive to 
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detect any oscillations set up by the harmonics of the 
generator. 

The centre of the solenoid is one of the points of maximum 
current when the inducing coil is in the central plane, and 
resonance is obtained when the wave-length of the funda- 
mental oscillation of the generator is equal to that of one of 
the normal modes of oscillation of the solenoid corresponding 
to the odd numbers. 

The following table gives the wave-lengths of the free 
oscillations as calculated by the formula (14), and also the 
wave-lengths of the Ist, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th obtained 
experimentally. The mode of oscillation is indicated by the 
number » in the first column, which is the number of points 
on the solenoid at which a maximum current is obtained. 

Wave-lengths of Free Oscillations of Solenoid 227 metres 
long, diameter 5 centimetres; 29 turns per centimetre. 

Pe Calculated Observed 
wave-length. wave-length. 

pees Sataeecash 773 870 

2 ie Meee a 434 

Sia cee sacenes ogee 315 338 

LE pi sac Pan PN eer ed 253 

Oe CAD EMP ahs 217 231 

Onin Sates 192 500 

gehen crane 175 184 

Oot eken aiare 161 eae 

SE Saas AeA 150 158 

The discrepancy between the observed and calculated 
value, which is very marked in the longer waves, is due to 
the effect of the ends and the increase of capacity produced 
by neighbouring bodies. 

10. The increase in wave-length due to the ends may be 
shown by measuring the distances between the points of 
maximum current in the solenoid. These points are found 
by moving the detector along the solenoid to the positions 
where the current in the lamp is a maximum. Although 
these positions cannot be determined very accurately by the 
lamp indicator, the experiments show that the distances 
between the points of maximum current are larger in the 
middle than at the ends by an amount which cannot be 
attributed to experimental error. An example is given in 
fig. 4, where the curve indicates the distribution of current 
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along the solenoid AB when resonance is obtained with a 
wave of 231 metres length,n=5. The numbers indicate 
the distances in centimetres. 

A closer agreement between the calculated and observed 
figures would be obtained by taking these determinations 
into consideration. In the calculations from which the 
wave-length 217 was derived, the vaiue for f substituted in 
equation (12) for n=5 was 2//5=91 centimetres, whereas 
the length P,P, at the centre of the solenoid is 99 centi- 
metres. If this value had been taken for h the wave-length 
would have been 230 metres, which is very near the value 
given by the wave-meter. 

It appears from these considerations that there is no simple 
relation between the frequencies of the free oscillations of a 
solenoid. 

11. A complete series of free oscillations of a solenoid may 
be obtained by using two similar inducing coils which are 
connected in parallel and form part of the oscillatory circuit 
connected to the valve. 

The coils are placed near the ends, and by means of 
a reversing key the connexions may be altered so that the 
currents in the two coils may be either in the same or in 
opposite directions. In the modes of oscillation corre- 
sponding to the odd numbers the currents in the solenoid 
are in the same direction in sections near the ends, and these 
oscillations are obtained when the currents in the inducing 
coils are in the same direction. In the modes corresponding 
to the even numbers the currents in the sections near the 
ends are in opposite directions, and these are obtained by 
changing the connexions of one of the inducing coils by 
means of the reversing key. 

The inducing coils affect the capacity of the solenoid, but 
the method has the advantage of giving a symmetrical distri- 
bution of current on either side of the centre of the solenoid 
for both the odd and even series of free oscillations. 
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XXXIV. The Hfect of an Electric Current on the 
Photoelectric Effect. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Te 

GENTLEMEN, 

ik the June number of the Philosophical Magazine, 
Mr. Shenstone has described experiments in which a 

current through a plate or film of bismuth appeared to pro- 
duce a considerable increase in the photoelectric emission 
from that metal. He concludes that his results are best 
explained by assuming that the electric field applied to the 
bismuth causes an orientation of the elementary crystals of 
the metal, and that this orientation is responsible for an 
increased photoelectric activity. It seems to the writer that 
the possibility of the effect being due to the evolution of 
gases from parts of the apparatus, which become warmed by 
the current through the bismuth, needs to be taken into 
consideration. 

No mention is made in the paper of precautions being 
taken to remove occluded gases trom the glass and metal 
parts of the apparatus before making the tests, and if this 
were not done a gas-pressure sufficient to cause a consider- 
able increase in the measured current might exist so long as 
parts of the apparatus were warm, even with the Langmuir 
diffusion-pump in action. On stopping the heating, the 
supply of gas would practically cease and the action of the 
pump would quickly improve the vacuum and thus reduce 
the measured current in a manner similar to that recorded by 
Mr. Shenstone. In the case of the experiments with the bis- 
muth plate, this is stated not to have been appreciably warmed 
by the current through it, but it is possible that the leads, 
and the glass or cement near them, became warm and 
emitted gas when the current was passed. In the case of 
the films through which much smaller currents were passed, 
but which were more strongly heated, since they ultimately 
burned out, gas would probably arise mainly from the 
film itself and from the substance on which it was deposited. 

The current measured as the “ photoelectric current” in 
these experiments is that carried by the electrons liberated 
from the bismuth under the influence of the mercury are 
used as a source of ultra-violet light, together with that due 
to any other source of ionization in the apparatus. ‘The 
most important of such sources is no doubt the bombard- 
ment of the residual gas in the apparatus by the photo- 
electrons from the bismuth. The difference of potential 
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between the plate under test and the collecting electrode is 
given in the paper as 14 volts, and this would enable the 
photoelectrons to obtain sufficient energy to produce radia- 
tion and possibly ionization on collision with gas-molecules. 
Radiation produced in this way would act photoelectricall 
on the cathode and give an increased emission of electrons 
which, similarly, would give rise to more photoelectrons. 
Thus the current measured by the electrometer might be 
considerably increased by a slight rise of gas-pressure. 

If the apparatus were cold and had been pumped for a 
long time, the equilibrium pressure of the gas would be low 
and the electric current arising from its presence would be 
negligibly small, but this current would become measurable 

as the equilibrium-pressure of the gas increased when parts 
of the apparatus warmed up during the passage of the 
current through the bismuth. Moreover, after each change 
in the current through the bismuth it would take some time 

for an equilibrium-pressure of gas to be attained, so that we 
should expect that the current measured by the electrometer 
would only slowly reach a constant value. It would also be 
expected that this constant value would at first increase with 
each increase of the current through the bismuth. Thus the 
changes in the electrometer current observed by Mr. Shen- 
stone are such as might result from the presence in the 
apparatus of a small quantity of gas arising from the heating 
effect of the electric current passed through the bismuth. 

An effect resembling that described by Mr. Shenstone 
was obtained by the late Dr. HE, R. Ladenburg in his experi- 
ments on the effect of high temperature on ihe photoelectric 
emission from platinum and other metals, which were begun 
in the Cavendish Laboratory in 1905. Ladenburg found * 
that an increased photoelectric current was obtained as the 
temperature of the metal under test was raised by an electric 
current passed through it, and that this photoelectrie current 
reached a maximum value when the temperature of the 
metal was about 100° C., after which it began to diminish. 
This apparent change in the photoelectric activity, however, 
gradually disappeared when the cathode was heated and 

cooled several times, and Ladenburg concluded that the 
inerease obtained in the earlier series of observations was 
due to water vapour. 

Tam, Gentlemen, 
Yours faithfully, 

Frank Horton. 

* ‘Science Abstracts,’ p. 339 (1907). 
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XXXV. Strength of the Reinforced Thin-plate Beam, held at 
its ends, and subject to a uniformly distributed ae 
Specal Case. By B.C. LAws, DSc.. VAI.CsE* 

N two previous communicationst the author gave 
solutions of the thin-plate beam in which the latter 

was fixed at its ends and subject to a uniformly distributed 
load. 

It was shown how the stress in the material might be 
determined when both the lateral loading and the direct 
tension induced in the material were taken into consideration 
in obtaining the bending moment. 

In the present paper an extension of the problem is 
considered wherein the thin plate is partially stiffened in 
some way so that the Inertia value of the beam section 
is not constant from end to end of the beam. 

The problem arises in practice where unsupported areas 
of plating subject to hydrostatic loads become so large that 
either the deflexion or the stress in the material or both 
would reach a value exceeding the usual working limits 
of safety, and it becomes necessary either to subdivide the 
area by introducing intermediate rigid boundaries, or to 
stiffen the plating at intervals so as to bring about ‘such a 
redistribution of joad as will brine the stress in the material 
within the usual safe limits. , 

It is true generally that the stress values, induced in a free 
area of plate fixed along its edges, differ from those obtained 
by considering a strip cut from the plate and subject to the 
same unit load ; but often elongated rectangular areas of 
plate are met with in which the maximum stress in the 
material is not widely different from that obtained by taking 
a strip of span equal to that of the shorter side of the 
rectangle isolate] and treated in the manner set out below, 
and in the case of rectangle areas where the surface dimen- 
sion ratio of the plate is not great. the principles embodied 
herein may, with good judgment, be utilized in the approxi- 
mate determination of stress values. 

Apart from the particular problem under consideration, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Mag. vol. xxxi. April 1916, and vol. «xxii. July 1916. 

Phil. Mag. 8, 6. Vol. 42. No. 248. Aug. 1921. U 
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however, this method of solution has other applications in 
practice and will be found useful to the designer. 

Fig. 1 shows a section through a continuous sheet of 
plating, riveted or otherwise attached at intervals, to cross 

girders G, G', forming rigid boundaries to the intervening 
plate, the latter being reinforced by riveting thereto a 
stiffening bar or other member §, 8’, for a certain length of 
the span or interval. 

Consider a strip of the plating of unit width subject to a 
load w per unit length of beam. As before, take the axis of 
X at the mid surface of the plate and the origin midway 
between the supports. 

The beam is shown diagrammatically in fig. 2, in which 
2a represents the unsupported span and 2n the length over 

which the plate is reinforced, the inertia of the beam through 
the plate only and through the plate and stiffener combined 
being denoted by I and I, respectively. 

First, consider the portion dc of the beam, and let ¢ denote 
the gradient at c. 

Using a notation similar to that employed in the previous 
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cases, we have 

dy w(a? — x”) 
Dire Le dae = M,4+m’k.I.y— 9 

where P=m’E.I denotes the pull along the beam. 
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an expression for the bending moment of any point 

between c and d. 

When «=a, 

(ak 1fw. a (eee are. —m(a— DN 2 ( (w. n+m?E. ia w 

Mm | ne=™) — age 
me . 

(a) 
When z=n, 

M 1 |) 2ua= (won + n’H. Id) (e? mu(a—n) ee ee i 

pS = es 72) ==05 ma —?) == oe 

of which M > M,. 
The deflexion at any point between c¢ and d is given by 

Toe i ol. 

is [ age TO) Seg —m(c— Dy asp ge eG, ~m(a— eo) 

nua — N) —m(a—n) 
m 

‘ (wn + me . I) \(e Gilt) eg FAG) E39) . w(a? — a?) 

ne n) ee —1) 2; 9 ri 

and when #=n, 

mH. Lleyn = 

wiar?—n?) 1 oe + 0" — 9) (wa +wn + mE. 1d) | 

m 
. 5) be ae eae 

(0) 
in which y, denotes the deflexion at c. 

Next consider the portion oc of the beam. We have: 

az : w(a?—a*) 
y 9 

dy dO MG a w(a?— x") 

oh Apa es eve op. ° 

EK. ha oS Me? Ay 

= wa and @ = Ag. pi = Be eo oe 
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15 e., 

Q - WH 
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dy” w 
and he I, dex m.H. iF (A, ‘ ge 6) 
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When #«=0, 0=0, or A,+B,=0. 

5 = é= d, or Avie eo +B,.e ete = "tb. 

writdom EH. I, 
m? 2H) Ih (€ HE ora) 

I dy (eo +e") (wn+ inte. Ty) 6 w 
and aD ON ltd Ax? ra (mn —mn eae 
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Le C5 A,=—B,= 

an expression for the bending moment at any point 
between 9 and ¢. 

(Oe 4 é, "(wnt om? E : Ti) 2 

When v=n, M, = x 
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an expression giving the deflexion at any point between o 
and ¢, and from which the maximum deflexion is obtained 

Sire purine 2 — 0. 
Hquating the above expressions for M, we have: 
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from which to obtain the slope ¢ of the beam at ec. 
At this position the slope of the unstiffened plate would 

be given by 
apt wale, —e) 

mf . 1d, = —2— “—wn. 
MUG —-Ma 

7) ? 

0 a0) 

The form assumed by the free portion cd of the plate 
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may be taken as approximating to that of a “ sine” curve 
in which 

n> hia ae 
31°3896 

m(a—n)t : 
Yn = Deas” and nL iD : fi Un = 

The maximum stress in the plate may be determined 

for any assumed value of n by finding the value of @ trom 

equation (¢) ; thence, by determining the value of 

M. from equation (a) 

and t from equations ()) and (d), 

the stress value due to bending may be derived from those 

of M, and ¢, and that due to stretching from the relation 

sintered 

For example take the case previously cited, in which 
= 11 in, w=-007 ton per square inch, H = 13500, and 
=) 

If n=8'8 in. and I, =601, we have :— 

Krom (©)... = | @ = 004461 — 15 min. 2isece 

ee eee oe Wh UE 

a a (O)rande(d)\ = to alioamel. 

; 9 
Stress due to bending = ee pe 17°58 tons per 

g square inch, 
| Se SOMES TO OOS Ci Gzaraae 

ce 3 stretching = — 12 = 049 arom 
ha % per sq. 1n., 

Maximum tensile stress = 17°929 tons per square inch. 

By varying m and the relation between J, and I, other 
values of ¢, and of stress, may be determined, and the inter- 
relation between “stress,” ‘plate thickness,’ and the 
“ratio of I, to 1” shown graphically. 

The graphs shown in fig. 8 indicate the relation between 
“stress? and the “ratio of I, and I” for the condition of 
loading etc., cited above, in a plate of thickness ‘176 inch, 
where curve “a” gives the maximum stress in the plate 
due to bending, and curve “6” the maximum stress in the 
plate due to bending and stretching combined. 
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In the same diagram the curve “cc” has been drawn to 

show the slope of the beam at the ends of the reinforcement. 
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‘J’ denotes the moment of inertia of the plate section, 
and “J,” the moment of inertia of the section through the 
“plate and reinforcement’ combined, about axes through 
their respective centres of area. 

XXXVI. The Periodic Table. A Modification more in accord 
with Atomic Structure. By Ivan D. Maraary, B.A." 

N view of the recent advances in the elucidation of atomic 
structure which show that the inert gases of the Helium 

Group are the final members of each series of the Periodic 
Table, it seems desirable to have the usual simple form of the 
table arranged in a manner which shows this clearly. 

It could be done quite easily by placing the group on the 
right of the table after Group VII, as shown in the diagram, 
instead of in its customary place on the left in front of Group |. 

Such a plan would indicate that each member of Group O 

* Communicated by the Author, 
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had the completed electronic arrangement for the series, in 
accordance with the accepted theory, and would show clearly 
that a new series was commenced by each of the alkali metals 
of Group I. 

The present tables would rather suggest that Group O 
formed the commencement of each series. 

Diagram of the Modified Table. 
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Moreover, as will be seen in the diagram, this places helium 
in a separate series along with hydrogen, thus indicating the 
innermost electronic grouping of 2, which is ignored in the 
present tables, and also giving a relation for hydrogen, which 
has hitherto failed to find a rational place at all. 

Of course the space between hydrogen and helium in the 
diagram is not intended to represent unknown elements. 
The Hydrogen Period contains only two elements, and is 
thus shorter than the Typical Periods, just as they in turn 
are shorter than the Long Periods. 

Inasmuch as the table has always been considered as 
capable of being written on a cylinder, by imagining the 
right-hand edge of the Table bent round so as to join the left 
(which would bring Group VIT next to Group O), I think 
this new arrangement cannot raise any serious objections, 
while it has the distinct advantages outlined above. It is, 
moreover, free from the intricacies which frequently appear 
in revised forms of the table. 

Exeter College, Oxford. 
May 16th, 1921, 
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XXXVI. Dispersion of Light by Potassium Vapour. By 
Marian Baxter, Assistant Lecturer in Physics, Bedford 
College, London? 

[Plate XI.] 

The Lifect of Temperature on the Relative Values of the 
Constants of the Sellmaer Formula. 

HE following investigation was originally undertaken 
in 1913 with the late Dr. P. V. Bevan, who, in a 

paper on Dispersion in Vapours of the Alkali Metals fT, had 
raised the question of the effect of temperature on the 
relative values of the constants a, a, in the formula 

eye GN ee 

Pa ASN 

Definite experimental evidence on this point would seem 
to be important, as having some bearing on the nature of 
the systems which give rise to spectral lines. It was 
pointed out in the paper mentioned above that an increase 
in the ratio a,/a, might be expected if the absorption of the 
different lines were due to different specialized atoms as 

* Communicated by Prof. A. W. Porter, F.R.S. 
+ Proc. Roy. Soc. A, vol. lxxxy. (1911). 

Phul. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249. Sept. 1921.. X 
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previously saggested *. The results obtained with the lines 
of the principal series of the Alkali metals and also the 
work of Ladenburg and Loria on dispersion in luminous 
hydrogen f appear to confirm this theory. If the atoms 
are differentiated in this way, then the relative number of 
atoms required for the absorption corresponding to higher 
members of the series of lines would be likely to decrease 
with increasing temperature, and the ratio a,/a, would 
increase. From values of the constants a,;a, for sodium 
and potassium calculated in the paper first mentioned, there 
appeared to be some evidence of this increase in the value 
of a,/a,. with rising temperature; but the measurements 
of the deviated spectrum, which were made from photo- 
graphs obtained by Wood’s method of crossed prisms, would 
not admit of great accuracy and the temperature range was 
not wide. 

In the following year Roschdestwensky, in a paper on the 
anomalous dispersion of sodium vapour {, pointed out the 
importance of the question of the constancy of a,/a, under 
alteration of temperature and density of the vapour. His 
measurements of a, and a, were made from photographs of 
interference fringes produced by the method of Puccianti, 
using a modified form of Jamin interferometer, a cylinder 
of sodium vapour being placed in the path of one of the 
interfering beams. The apparatus used and the method 
of measurement employed were such as to admit of con- 
siderably greater accuracy than was possible in Bevan’s 
measurements. But as regards the temperature effect he 
arrived at no definite conclusion. From four photographs, 
taken with increasing vapour density, an increase of a,/ag 
was obtained, but the highest value was uncertain and the 
other three showed no definite increase, being approximately 
the same. Taking all four values, the maximum increase 
was not more than 10 per cent. when the vapour density 
increased 50-fold. These results appear to show that for 
sodium the value of a,/a, changes extremely little—if 
at all. 

The advantages of the interferometer method, however. 
seamed to justify another attempt with potassium vapour. 
The dispersion was observed at the first two pairs of lines of 
the principal series—7699 and 7665; 4047 and 4044. The 
positions of these lines enabled the measurements of the 
fringe shifts to be taken over almost the whole range of the 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A, vol. Ixxxiv. (1910). 
+ Verh, der deutschen phys. Ges. x. p. 858 (1908). 
{ Ann. der Physik, Vierte Folge, Band 39 (1912). 
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visible spectrum. The cylinder of vapour was maintained 
successfully, by means of a heating coil, in a steel tube with 
glass ends. The behaviour of the vapour in this respect 
was found to be similar to that of sodium. 

The arrangement of the apparatus was as follows:— 
A steel tube, length 76 cm., internal diameter 3 cm., was 

fitted with brass water-jackets at its ends and a short side 
tube for connexion with an exhaust-pump. 

On the centre part of this tube a heating coil of about 
100 turns of nickel wire was wound on a layer of asbestos 
cloth—the length of this heating coil being 33 cm. 
A nickel wire was soldered on to the outer surface of the 

steel tube halfway between its ends and a second nickel wire 
on to one of the brass water-jackets, thus constituting a 
thermo-couple for the measurement of the temperature at 
the centre of the heating coil. 

Inside the tube was fitted a piece of D cycle tubing with 
the plane side placed vertically so as to divide the tube into 
two parts along its whole length. 

In one half of the tube and about halfway along it a few 
small pieces of metallic potassium were placed. A pair of 
thick optically plane parallel glass plates were then fixed to 
the two ends with sealing-wax. 

The whole tube was mounted on a light metal framework 
provided with levelling-screws and the height adjusted to 
that of a Hilger spectroscope. 
When a current of 2°5 amps. was passed through the 

heating coil the potassium vaporized, and by adjustment of 
the current steady temperatures up to 400°C. could be 
obtained. The temperatures were calculated from readings 
of the millivoltmeter attached to the thermo-couple which 
was standardized. 

The air and hydrogen were pumped from the tube to a 
pressure of about 1 mm. of mercury 

The tube was placed between the plates of a Jamin inter- 
ferometer—the dimensions of the plates being 2x 2x5 em. 
The plates were mounted on an optical bench about 90 cm. 
apart. Light from a carbon are passing through a lens was 
reflected from the front and back surfaces of the first plate, 
so that the two interfering beams travelled along the two 
halves of the steel tube. The interference fringes formed 
after reflexion at the second plate were focussed on to the 
slit of a Hilger wave-length spectroscope of the Constant 
Deviation type. 

The plates were adjusted until the fringes were horizontal, 
and the spectrum, as seen through the telescope, was then 

X 2 
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crossed by a number of horizontal interference bands, which 
as the temperature rises show very beautifully the form of 
the dispersion curve between the first two pairs of lines 
of the principal series of potassium. The two lines in each 
of these pairs are so close together that for a first approxi- 
mation the pair of lines may be treated as a single line, and 
the mean wave-lengths for the two pairs taken as 7675 
and 4045. In order to measure wave-lengths, a piece of 
iron wire burnt in the are gave the iron spectrum super- 
posed on the potassium absorption spectrum. A series of 
photographs was taken of the fringes at successive steady 
temperatures, and all measurements were made from the 
negatives obtained. 

The investigations which have been so far made as to the 
behaviour of sodium vapour under these conditions appear 
to show that at first, though the temperature at the middle 
of the tube is higher than at the ends of the heating spiral, 
the variation of density which results only occurs parallel to 
the axis of the tube and not perpendicular to it, and that at 
the ends of the vapour column distillation goes on very 
slowly and quietly. The conditions are sufficiently steady 
over any plane perpendicular to the axis to allow of perfectly 
good definition in the interference fringes. 

The behaviour of potassium vapour in this respect was 
found to be precisely similar. But, as in the case of sodium, 
the range of temperature over which photographs can be 
obtained is restricted by the fact that when the temperature 
produced by the heating spiral becomes considerable distil- 
lation occurs more and more quickly, and the vapour density 
varies across any plane perpendicular to the axis. The 
definition of the fringes is thus lost. 

This occurred as nearly as I could judge at a temperature 
of about 410° C. It was impossible, therefore, to take photo- 
graphs above this temperature. ‘ihe highest temperature 
for which measurements were obtained corresponds, however, 
to considerable dispersion ; the fringes near the blue absorp- 
tion line were almost vertical, and those in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the line too close together to be resolved 
by the spectroscope. Near the red line the fringes were 
entirely obscured for some distance (6000-6800). This is 
the absorption region originally shown by Carter to consist 
of a very large number of fine lines. The portion of the 
fringes which was at first visible between this region and 
the red line disappeared at an earlier stage. The tempera- 
ture range is thus much greater than in the previous 
measurements with potassium by the crossed prisms method. 
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The photographs were taken under the following con- 
ditions: the potassium having been placed in the tube and 
the tube exhausted, a current was passed through the heating 
coil. Initially, the central fringe was horizontal and the others 
slightly curved in opposite directions above and below this 
central fringe, the separation between the fringes being 
greatest at the red end. When the temperature increased to 
about 300° ©. the fringes near the red absorption line 7679 
showed a change in direction. The absorption near the blue 
line 4045 was too slight at this stage for any change in 
direction of the fringes to be noticeable at the blue end of 
the visible spectrum. 

The photographs were taken when the reading of the 
voltmeter remained steady. As the temperature increased 
and the radiation from the asbestos covering of the heating 
coil became greater, it was found increasingly difficult to 
obtain steady temperatures. At first it seemed only possible 
to obtain consecutive photographs at low temperatures, the 
amount of dispersion near the blue line being very small. 
Several series of three or four sharply defined photographs 
were obtained, but in these the slope of the fringes is very 
slight except near the absorption lines, and measurements 
of points where the fringes cross a horizontal line are 
uncertain ; also the temperature range is too simall to test 
the constancy of the ratio a,/a,. By widening the slit and 
reducing the exposures to about 10 seconds, this difficulty 
was eventually overcome. | ; 

The plates used were Wratten & Wainwright’s Pan- 
chromatic A, but it was not found possible to detect the 
fringes for higher wave-lengths than about 7670. The 
fringes on the other side of the red line were therefore never 
obtained on the photographs. 

The absorption region to the right of the red line began 
to appear at an early stage. The fine dark lines of which it 
is made up were easily visible through the spectroscope and 
appear on some of the negatives. In the photographs corre- 
sponding to lower temperatures the path of the fringes 
through this region can be traced, but for higher temperatures 
this is impossible. ‘The edge of this region on the side 
furthest from the red absorption line is sharply defined, and 
for all temperatures the fringes are quite clear down to 
wave-leneth 6000. But the range of measurement at this end 
of the spectrum was curtailed by the presence of the sodium 
lines. It was found impossible to eliminate all traces ot 
sodium, and as at high temperatures the dispersion at these 
lines was appreciable measurements were not continued 
beyond this point. 
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It is interesting to note that at the highest temperatures 
an absorption band appears near the sodium lines. This was 
not identified as one of the known bands of the absorption 
spectrum of either sodium or potassium. The edges of this 
band are fairly sharply defined, the wave-length at centre 
being 5730 approx. 
A second region of genera] absorption appeared at high 

temperatures to the left of the blue absorption line. For the 
highest temperature at which I succeeded in obtaining a 
photograph, this region extended from line 4199 to line 4529 
of the iron spectrum. The intensity of light between these 
lines is too small for measurements to be obtained, and 
therefore a gap occurs in the curves corresponding to the 
higher temperatures which widens as the temperature 
increases. 

It N is the number of fringes passing any point and w the 
refractive index, 

(u—1)::Nd. 

The dispersion formula of Sellmeier for this case can be 

written 

and since w is nearly equal to 1, 

pe? —1=2 (w—L) approx. 
and 

- Agr” 
Nie a: 

Vr? a VM — Ao? 

Xr 
Let = ,—, be represented by e. 

Mr, 

nr 
and Ve be represented by /f. 

Taking Mm COIS. oor le 

No= 4045, N= 1630. 

e will then be negative. 

Taking summations over the whole wave-length range the 
equation becomes 

DN=a,de+a,>/f. 
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In practice it is impossible to take measurements close up to 
the absorption lines. . 

If n be the observed fringe number, taking n=1 for the 
first visible fringe on the photograph, 

; 1 
Ln=aLe+a,zf+k> =. 

Applying the method of Least Squares, the probable error 
for all observations being approximately the same, we have :— 

aye? + agdeft ky —_ den. 
rN 

aydef tarp? + k> ae DI. 
eet 

e easreranel’ n 
= a LS = = 0 ME + ads +h re a 

Values of ¢, f%, ef, \» x? x Were ealeu ated for a 

wave-length table which covers the distance between the 
two absorption lines. These values serve for all photographs. 
For each photograph readings were taken of the positions at 
which the fringes cross a horizontal line. The positions of 
each line of the iron spectrum were also noted, and the lines 
having been identified on a map a wave-length curve was 
plotted. One curve was found to serve for all photographs 
to a close approximation. The wave-lengths corresponding 
to the microscope readings for points where the fringes cross 
the line were found from the first graph. These were plotted 
against the fringe numbers. The fringe numbers corre- 
sponding to the wave-lengths in the wave-length table were 
then found from this curve, and the values of n, en, fn, n/r 
calculated for each photograph. 

Summations were then taken over the widest possible 
wave-length range and values of a; and ay calculated. 

Many series of photographs were taken, but it was not 
easy with the apparatus available to obtain consecutive 
photographs over a wide temperature range with good 
enough definition for the measurements required. At high 
temperatures it was difficult to obtain clear photographs, and 
at low temperatures the slope of the fringes was small over 
the greater part of the spectrum; so that several series 
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were reduced to two or three photographs at moderate 
temperatures. Those which were taken with Dr. Bevan in 
the first stage of the work gave results which made it impos- 
sible to come to any conclusion with regard to the change in 
yy. With increasing temperature and vapour density both 
increasing and decreasing values of a;/a, were obtained, and 
generally the values were so close together that the change 
in either case was doubtful. One series of three photographs 
gave values which were more widely separated, and this 
showed a decrease with increasing temperature instead of 
the looked for increase. ‘This series (I. 1, 2, 3.) will be 
referred to later. 

When I was able at a later date to make another trial of 
the method, I ee the series of photographs numbered 
Il. 1,2, 3,4, .5, 6, 7,8. IL. 3 and Tio areiprimtedtaepene 
amples of ee (PI. Xie. This appears to be a reliable series. 
Photographs with sufficiently good definition for measure- 
ment were obtained over a much wider temperature rauge 
than prev iously (about 308° C.-401° C.), the fringes being 
narrower and clearer than before. The curves for all these 
photographs are good. There is a gap in the last two 
curves of the series for the reason already mentioned, but 
from the shape of the curve on either side ef this gap the 
correct position of the upper part of the curve can be fairly 
accurately judged. In photograph 7 only a few fringes are 
indistinct, in photograph 8 the absorption region extends 
farther and the position of the curve for higher wave- 
lengths is consequently more doubtful. It is, however, 
evident that the calculated values a, and a, may be relied 
upon since in both cases the curves drawn give good 
agreement between the observed and calculated values 
of n. 

The values of the ratio a,/ag as seen from the tables 
which follow show a definite decrease with rising tem- 
perature. 

SHRIES lel 2 jack Gs deo 

The temperature increases from 1-8. The following tabie 
gives the approximate temperature for each photog raph and 
also the readings of points where the fringes, taken in order, 
cross a horizontal line on the negative. This line was 
obtained by stretching a fine silk fibre across the slit of the 
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spectroscope. The zero of the scale corresponds to the point 
where the cross wire of the microscope coincides with line 
4046 of the iron spectrum. 

it 4, 5. 6, Me 8. 

308° C. 340° C. 360° C. 376° C. 385° C. 401° C. 
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‘190 4515 3615 2-940 2-133 2°145 

1-130 4°720 3°840 3144 2°340 2245 
2-570 4-880 4-030 3°332 2-580 2°380 
3-460 4°215 3501 2 700 2-500 
4-290 4-376 3651 2-840 2°640 
A725 4-497 3793 2-970 2-740 

4-624 3°927 3104 2°860 
3 4°732 4-051 3°245 2:960 

3 4-822 4154 3358 3-060 
4-910 — 4259 3478 3°160 

397° ©, 4-970 4-360 3592 3-250 
4-435 3697 3°350 

033 4-52] 3793 3:423 

072 4-660 3-970 3-582 
120 4731 4-046 3-648 
O80) 4-797 4-126 3°725 

1-130 4-846 4:195 3-791 
2-190 4°89] 4-263 3°848 

4-273 #442 
4-615 4-495 

: 4°535 4°893 4-593 

4636 

4-687 
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The wave-lengths of these points having been obtained 

from the wave-length curve the set of eight curves shown in 
fig. 1 was then plotted. The parts of the curves which lie 
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between wave-lengths 4046 and 4200 are shown on an 
enlarged scale in fig. 2. 

For photographs 1 and 2 the values of a, and ay are calcu- 
lated from summations taken over a wide wave-length range 
(4058-5600), for the remaining six photographs a shorter 
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range (4090-5200) is used. This latter range is restricted 
so as to include photograph 8, in which there is a small 
intensity of light near the sodium lines. In the first two 
photographs the slope of the fringes is slight, and for photo- 
graph 1 the numerical results indicate no more than the 

Fig. 2. 
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order of the ratio a,/a,. It was found that for these two 
photographs the values of the constants obtained from the 
shorter wave-length range gave calculated values of n which 
differed considerably from the observed values, though for 
the other photographs the agreement was good, as seen from 
the diagram. 
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Nos. l and 2. Range 4058-5600. : 
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From fig. 1 it is seen that the calculated values of n for 
photograph 3 lie off the curve for wave-lengths higher than 
5200; from the position of these points it appears probable 
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_ that the value of a, is a little too large, and therefore also 
the value of a,/az. This error is not, however, likely to alter 
the general decrease in the value of a,/a, from 1-8, since 
the difference between the values for 3 and 4 is large. The 
shape of the first curve of the series for wave-lengths near 
the blue absorption line is largely a matter of conjecture, 
and since the value of a, is determined principally by this 
part of the curve it cannot be relied upon. The observed 
and calculated values of n lie sufficiently near together on 
the curve to justify the assumption that the value of a,/a, is 
higher for curve 1 than for curve 2, but the numerical value 
may be anywhere between 1000 and 2000. 

The values of a,a, for the series I. 1, 2, 3, previously 
referred to, are given below. The results are not -in them- 
selves very reliable, but they seem to corroborate those of 
the above series. 

SERIES I. 1.2.3. 

Temperature range increases from 1-3. 
Wave-length range 4070-5400. 

The actual temperatures at which the photographs were 
taken were not in this case recorded. 

Se= -27038 Sev = — 51240 
yp 534 3 //A=28'128 
S f= 1268-94 Sipe 10609. 

Zen. Sn. =n/r. 

ee Se: — 11-800 376°6 21-048 

DA a — 11-484 327°3 20°067 

Dig tens —14°583 319:07 24394 

ye Gn. k. Q, | Aye 

Dey re — 62°49 —°10136 — 7663 616°5 

Die sot i — 66:83 — 12917 — 9-946 517°4 

Site Beh tnd — 102°27 —°*22538 --20°430 45376 

These values give fairly good agreement for observed and 
calculated values of n for all three curves. It is seen from 
the values of a, that the first two curves he very close 
together. The amount of dispersion in these photographs 
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is comparable with that in photographs 3, 4, and 5, of the | 
longer series, and there is reasonable correspondence between 
the two sets of values, although the first series was taken 
some years previously, and under different conditions. 

The results therefore indicate that the relative values of 
the constants of the dispersion formula do depend on the 
temperature of the vapour. Also that the change appears 
as a decrease in the value of a,/a, with increasing tempera- 
ture and not an increase, as would be expected if different 
specialized atoms are engaged in the absorption of the 
different lines. 

It is to the kindness of Dr. A. W. Porter, of University 
College, London, that 1 owe the opportunity of completing 
this experiment and generous advice with regard to it. 

Feb. 25, 1921. 

XXXVIIT. On the Scattering of Rays in X-ray Diffraction. 
By S. J. Puimeton, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Mass., 
We Su Ave 

ie the theory of X-ray diffraction, it has always been 
assumed that the secondary rays which give rise to the 

diffraction effects are due to forced vibrations of the elec- 
trons in the crysta! molecules and should therefore be of the 
same hardness as the incident rays which gave rise to them. 
The hardness of the scattered rays has usually been compared 
with that of the primary beam by observing the decrease in 
intensity of the scattered rays when an aluminium sereen Is 
placed first in the incident and then in the scattered beam. 
This screening effect of a given piece of aluminium has 
always been found to be greatest when placed in the scat- 
tered beam, owing to the fact that in general longer waves 
are more efficiently scattered by the crystal molecules so that 
they become relatively accentuated in the secondary radiation. 
If, however, the incident ravs could be made strictly mono- 
chromatic, there should be no difference in the measured 
absorption when the screen is changed from the incident to 
the scattered beam. Numerous attempts have been made 
to test this point by rays rendered monochromatic by filtering, 
and with gamma rays and a crystal containing only light 
atoms. In all cases the reduction of intensity has continued 
to appear much greater with the screen in the scattered beam. 

* Communicated by Sir W. H. Bragg, K.B.E., F.R.S. The cost of 
DDO?) Se , 

this research was covered by a grant from the Scientific and Industrial 
Research Department. 
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This would seem to suggest that possibly the mechanism 
of scattering is not so simple as supposed but involves a 
more indirect process such as absorption and subsequent 
re-emission of energy. Because of its very great theoretical 
importance it has seemed worth while to test this matter 
with considerable care. The best known method for ob- 
taining monochromatic rays is by crystal reflexion, but the 
energy of a reflected beam is of the order of one one- 
thousandth of that in the incident beam within the same 
frequency limits, and it has hitherto been thought imprac- 
ticable to attempt accurate measurements of the scattered 
tertiary radiation produced by these weak reflected beams. 
One of the chief difficulties is in shielding the ionization 
chamber from all extraneous scattered radiation such as that 
from the slits bounding the primary and reflected beams. 

The experimental arrangements finally adopted are shown 
schematically in the figure. A powerful radiator-type 

Derr re errr ra ELT ET GILT Tae ZELELIELE g 

Coolidge tube (1) was used with a target which gave a 
strong isolated line at moderate voltages, such as rhodium 
or molybdenum. The reflector was mica, bent into an 
equiangular spiral. The scattering substance (3) was 
usually paraffin or water. An ionization chamber (4) 
rotates about a centre at (3), and (3) with (4) rotates 
about a centre at (2). A lead screen (5) catches the 
primary beam, and lead screens (7), (8), (9) restrict the 
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reflected beam and shield (3) and (4) from the rays coming 
from the edges of the primary slit (6). Screen (9) is 
withdrawn just enough to he shielded by (8), and it in 
turn shields (4) from the rays emerging from (7) and (8). 
The chamber (4) was filled with ethyl bromide and con- 
nected with a Wilson tilted electrometer. A rather extreme 
sensitivity was required, but the readings were easily repro- 
ducible and the question of proportionality did not have to 
be considered. 

Readings were made with the scattering substance (3) 
removed so as to eliminate the effect of any general radia- 
tion which might be present. This was never more than a 
few per cent. of the effect to be measured, although the 
sensitiveness of the apparatus was such that a wire passing 
over the slits (7), (8), (9) had to be removed because of the 
scattering which it produced. The absorbing screen of 
aluminium was placed successively at (10) and (11). It is 
essential that (10) be on the opposite side of screens (7), 
(8), (9) from (3), as otherwise the scattering which it 
produces when in the reflected beam is comparable with 
that to be measured. ‘The scatterer (3) was usually placed 
at the position of second order reflexion from (2), as this 
gave a larger angle of reflexion and also gave most purely 
monochromatic rays (7. ¢., least affected by the overlapping 
of orders in the general radiation). The distance between 
the scatterer (3) and the window of the ionization chamber 
(4) was 10 centimetres. Hxposures giving equal ionization 
in-an auxiliary chamber placed at (5) were regarded as 
equivalent. 

With this arrangement of apparatus the ionization pro- 
duced by the scattered rays did not appear to be’measurably 
affected by changing the absorbing screen from position 
(10) to position (11j. The readings were reproducible to 
within about one per cent. 
An attempt was made to measure the distribution of 

energy at different angles with respect to the direction 
of the incident beam with these monochromatic rays, and 
a few points were obtained on a curve which appeared to be 
similar to that obtained by Crowther using an aluminium 
plate as scatterer and heterogeneous rays. A new apparatus 
suitably designed for this purpose is now nearly completed, 
and it is hoped that by using monochromatic rays the 
important problem of “excess scattering” will be much 
simplified. 

I wish to thank Prof. Sir William Bragg for his helpful 
interest and kind hospitality. 
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XXXIX. The Constitution and Stability of Atom Nucler. (A 
Contribution to the Subject of Inorganic Evolution.) By 
Wituiam D. Harkins, PA.D., Proesson of Physical 
Chemistry in the University of Chicago *. 

[Plate XII. ] 

| a series of papers, the first of which was published in 
1915, the writer has endeavoured to show that much 

may be leaned in regard to the stability, and also the 
constitution of atom nuclei, by acareful study of the relative 
abundance of the different atomic species, together with the 
atomic weight and number relations, provided these are 
consistently compared with what is already known in regard 
to the corresponding relations among the radioactive atomic 
species. The purpose of the present paper is to give evidence 
concerning the relations already developed, which has been 
obtained during the last year and a half through the discovery 
of numerous new atomic species (isotopes), and to show that 
the most important of these relations are even now securely 
founded upon an experimental basis. That this is true in the 
present incomplete state of our knowledge with respect to 
isotopes is due to the fact that while only relatively few of 
the possible isotopes have been discovered, nevertheless 
practically all of the most abundant atomic species are now 
known. 

In considering the problem of atom building it will be 
necessary to consider the nucleus alone, and not the sur- 
rounding system of planetary electrons, since it seems 
evident that if a nucleus becomes separated from these 
electrons, «as it may by a high speed collision with an alpha 
particle, a new planetary electron system is quickly formed 
by the picking up of electrons from the surrounding space 
as soon us the speed of the nucleus is sufficiently reduced f. 

Note added Feb. 28.—To-day, just as the writer was about to mail 
the present paper, he found in a copy of this Magazine a paper by 
Professor Orme Masson, in which there are certain features in common 
with the one here submitted, although approached from a very different 
point of view. The number z which he uses is the same as the isotopic 
number of this paper. It should be pointed out, however, that the 
writer had suggested the use of half of the values of x in a paper 
presented to the ‘Physical Review’ in 1919 (xv. p. 78 (1920)), and used 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir KE. Rutherford, F,R.S 
+ The alpha particle itself is, presumably, the most frequently occurring 

nucleus without the accompaniment of planetary electrons, 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249. Sept. 1921. y: 
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some of the smaller values of this function in 1917 (J. Am. Chem. Soe. 
xxxix. p. 859 (1917)), while he gave plots of this function in a paper 
published in October 1920 (zdzd. xlii. p. 1975 (1920)). The first plot of 
this sort was published by Durrant in 1917 (¢b¢d. xxxix. pp. 621-7 
(1917)). He used for plotting the Harkins-Wilson equation for atomic 
weights developed in 1915. Attention may be called to the fact that 
the writer has already published the figure 5 of this papér, which may 
be considered as the fundamental plot upon which the classification into 
isotopic numbers is based, in October 1920, so the inclusion of this 
figure in the present paper is for the purpose of showing its remarkable 
feature, that all five variables, P, M, N, », and N/P, are represented as 
constant values by straight lines. In the plot printed at that time 
only M and f, where f=n/2, were indicated. The fwas used at that time 
in place of the n for the simple reason that it gives the excess in the 
number of nuclear negative electrons over half the number of positive 
electrons of fundamental importance in connexion with the stability 
relations, and also the number of beta or cementing electrons in the 
thorium disintegration series. This note is added, not in order to claim 
priority, since Professor Masson evidently knew nothing of the work of the 
writer, but simply to indicate that the fact that this paper bears a later 
date than that presented by him, does not show that these ideas have 
been developed later by the writer. That the system of classification is 
a natural one, is made evident by its independent development by two 
different workers. The other systems of classification presented here, 
and the stability relations, which are the main topics of the present 
paper, were not mentioned by Prof. Masson, 

EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATIONS (LAws) RELATED TO THE 
STABILITY AND CoNSTITUTION oF ATom NUCLEI. 

One of the features of the periodic classification of the 
elements, as developed by de Chaneourtois, Newlands, 
Mendelejeff, and Meyer, was to arrange the elements in an 
ordinal series, the order in the series being determined by 
the chemicai and physical properties. While the atomic 
weight was taken as the value used for fixing the preliminary 
position of the element in the series, it is to be noted that 
the final position was determined, not by the atomic weight 
alone, but largely or even entirely by the other properties. 
This was recognized by Rydberg, who suggested that the 
term “ ordinal number”’ of the element be used to designate 
the numerical index which fixes the order of the element in 
the series. Moseley was able to index the elements according 
to the frequencies of the K lines in the characteristic X-ray 
spectra, and found that the order thus revealed was exactly 
that given by the periodic arrangement. This element 
number, which will be represented by M, improperly 
designated as the atomic number, has the same value as the 
ofdinal number of Rydberg. M is thus shown to be experi- 
mentally determined by two different methods: 
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The atomic weight, or what is now seen to be the element 
weight, has been determined by a combination of chemical 
with vapour density or other methods. Theelement weights 
thus obtained gave evidence in themselves that part of the 
elements are mixtures, and part are pure or nearly pure 
atomic species, and in the latter event, the chemical method 
gives the actual atomic weight, which may be determined 
also by the positive ray method. The atomic weight of the 
pure species, determined by either of these two methods, 
will be designated by P, and N will be defined as equal to 
P—M. Since N is simply the difference of two experi- 
mentally determined numbers, it, itself, is experimental. 

Very extensive data related to the abundance of the 
elements in the earth’s crust have been collected by Clarke, 
by Vogt, and by Washington, while similar data for the 
meteorites have been gathered together by Farrington and 
by Merrill. It has been shown by the writer that the 
characteristics of the meteorites are such as to indicate that 
the relative abundance of the elements which they contain 
has been affected less by segregation than is the case for the 
surface of the earth. The data concerning the latter are 
made less significant by the fact that the samples which 
have been analysed seem to represent only an extremely 
thin surface layer, while the meteorites represent a much 
greater distribution in space. 

The outline given below presents a list of seven experi- 
mental correlations, stated first in experimental language, 
and second in the language of hypothesis. In this outline: 

Experimental Meaning. Hypothetical Meaning. 

P=Atomic weight. Number of Hydrogen Nuclei or 
Protons *. 

M= Atomic or Moseley Number. Net positive charge on Nucleus. 
N=P-M. Number of negative electrons in 

nucleus. 
A= Abundance(Atomic percentage). Related to atomic stability. 

l(a). Atoms in which N is even are many times more 
abundant than when N is odd; about 33 times as 
abundant in the meteorites, and about 40 times as 
abundant on the earth’s crust. 

(b). Nuclei, or groups of electrons and protons in nuclei, 
which contain an odd number, are in general much less 
stable than those which contain an even number of 
negative electrons. 

* So far as the writer can learn, the word proton was suggested by 
Rutherford for use in designating the hydrogen nucleus. This will also 
be designated as the positive electron in the “present paper. 

¥.2 
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2 (a). Atoms in which P is even are considerably more 
abundant than when -P is odd; about 18 times as 
abundant in the meteorites and 64 times in the earth’s 
crust. It will be seen that these ratios are not so large 
as those presented under 1, which is the more striking 
and important correlation. 

(6). Hither the nuclei, or the electron-proton groups in 
nuclei, are in general more stable when the number of 
protons is even than when it is odd. 

3 (a). Atoms in which M or P—N is even are very much 
more abundant than those in which M is odd ; about 
50 times in the meteorites, and 8 times in the crust of 
the earth. 

It is thus apparent that P—N is more often even than 
either N or P. 

4 (a). Atoms in which N is odd and P is even are extremely 
rare, being represented by 0:00 per cent, in the meteorites, 
the same percentage in the lithosphere, and by about 
0:05 per cent. in the lithosphere, atmosphere, and hydro- 
sphere, if the estimates are made from the collected 
quantitative analyses, account being taken of the 
existence of isotopes. An hypothesis to account for 
this relation will be given later, since it is intended to 
include in this section only those hypotheses which are 
simply statements of the facts in the language of 
electrons. 

5 (a). NO SPECIES OF ATOMS WHICH HAS BEEN FOUND TO EXIST 
EITHER ON EARTH OR IN THE METEORITES HAS A VALUE 
FoR N/P oF LESS THAN 3 or 0:5. Jt 1s somewhat re- 
markable, too, that 1n most of the atoms which exist the 
ratio N/P ¢s exactly 0'5, such atoms making up about 
80 per cent. of the meteorites and 85 per cent. of the 
earth’s crust. The value of N/P is given by a function 
which increases with increasing P—N, or M. The 
general form of this function is represented on an N/P, 
M plot by a curve which has very nearly the form of 
one limb of one branch of an hyperbola, with the node 
at M=0, and N/P=0°5. (See Pl. XII. fig. 1.) 

(Oatie ratio Number of Nuclear Negative Hlectrons 

Number of Nuclear Positive Electrons 
is of fundamental importance in connexion with atomic 
stability and abundance. The hypotheses based upon 
this correlation are of such importance that’they will be 
reserved for a separate section of the paper. 
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6 (a). The packing effect * is constant and equal to 0°76 per 
cent. for all pure species of atoms other than hydrogen 
within the present limits of accurate atomic weight 
determinations. ‘This is practically the statement given 
by Harkins and Wilson in 1915. The term packing 
effect as used here indicates the percentage difference 
between the atomic weight on the basis of hydrogen 
as 1, and that on the basis of oxygen as 16 (carbon as 
12, fluorine as 19, nitrogen as 14, etc.) provided that in 
each case the atomic weight is that of the pure species 
alone. his statement involves the whole number rule, 
that the atomic weights of pure atomic species are 
whole numbers on the basis of oxygen as 16. 

(b). The mutual electromagnetic mass in any atomic species 
other than hydrogen is equal to —0°76 per cent., or any 
complex atom has a mass and weight 0°76 per.cent. less 
than the hydrogen atoms (neutrons) from which it may 
be assumed to be built. In any nucleus composed 
entirely of alpha particles (helium nuclei) the packing 
effect in the entire nucleus is approximately equal to 
that in the alpha particles separately. . This indicates 
that the helium nucleus is far more stable with reference 
to its complete disintegration into hydrogen nuclei and 
negative electrons, than the more complex atom with 
me ereines to its disintegration into alpha particles. The 
mutual electr omagnetic mass in any complex atom whose 
nucleus contains other electron groups than the alpha 
particle, is, within the present limits of experimental 
error, equal to that in nuclei built from alpha particles 
alone, which suggests that the great constancy in the 
ines of the packing effect may be due to the character- 

istics of the positive and negative electrons themselves. 
~The question of minor differences in the value of the 
packing effect has been treated in the earlier papers, 
and need not be considered here. 

* Ruthertord seems to have heen the first to show that the packing of 
electrons must be very close in the helium nucleus. In Phil. Mag. xxvn. 
pp. 494-5 (1914) he states: “This may, for example, be the explanation 
for the fact that tl 1e helium atom has not quite 4 times the mass of 
the hydrogen atom.” Harkins and Wilson, without being aware of 
Rutherford’s statement, published an analysis of the packing effect and 
also made an extensive study of the atomic weight relations. ‘They 
came to the conclusion that the packing effect is constant for all 
pure oe of atoms and equal to 0°77 per cent, (Proc. Nat. Acad. 
Sciences, i. p. 276 (1915); J. Am. Chem. Soe. xxxvii. pp. 1867-1421 
(1915) ; Phil, ‘Mag. xxx. pp. 7238-34 (1915)). 
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7 (a). In approximately 13 out of 14 atoms which exist in 
the meteorites and in 85 per cent. of those in the earth’s 
crust, the atomic weight is divisible by 4 

(b). The most important electron group concerned in the 
building of complex nuclei is the alpha particie. 

8 (a). The above relations indicate that most atomic species 
of even atomic number have even numbers for atomic 
weights, while most atoms of odd atomic number have 
odd atomic weights, or when P—N is even, P is usually 
even (and N even), and when P—N is odd, P is usually 
odd (and N even). 

Tue NUCLEUS CONSIDERED AS A PROTON-KLECTRON 

AGGREGATE. 

If complex nuclei have been built up from alpha particles 
or other similar electron groups, it might seem that there 
would be little chance of securing generalizations concerning 
nuclear stability by considering each complex nucleus as an 
agoregate of positiy e and negative electrons without reference 
to their grouping. It will be shown, however, that when 
this treatment is adopted a number of remarkable general- 
izations, already outlined in their experimental form, become 
apparent. Nevertheless, it will also be found that if they 
are to be applied to specific cases, other relations must also 
bs considered, and it will be seen that in the departures 
from the generai regularities are to be found the best evi- 
dence for the existence and nature of the onda electron 
2k oupings. 

RELATION BETWEEN NUCLEAR STABILITY AND © 

ABUNDANCE. 

If the abundance of the radioactive atomic species in the 
earth’s crust is compared with the average life period, it is 
found that elements whose atoms are relatively stable, such 

as uranium and thorium, are relatively abundant, those 
which are less stable, such as radium, actinium, and meso- 
thorium, are less abundant, while radium C’ and other 
similar extremely unstable species, are also extremely rare. 
It therefore seems a natural assumption that the relative 
abundance of the atomic species of low atomic weight may be 
used as an index (not necessarily a measure) of their relative 
stability. It seems evident that the abundance of nuclei of 
a certain type may be affected by the stability and abundance 
of the primary proton-electron groups, such as the alpha 
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particle, from which the nucleus is built, and not wholly by 
the stability of the group aggregate, so this possibility 
should be kept in mind in connexion with the considerations 
concerning this problem introduced later in this paper. 

Previous to the development of the newer theory con- 
cerning the relative abundance of the chemical elements and 
of the atomic species in the years 1915 to 1917, it was 
generally assumed, in so far as the subject was treated at all, 
that the most important factors in establishing the particular 
abundance relations found in the earth’s crust are those in 
which the chemical and physical properties are effective 
in producing segregation. While it is true that these factors 
are of importance and should always be taken into consider- 
ation, it is also true that the correlations between the 
abundance relations and those coneerning nuclear com- 
position, are much more numerous and prominent than those 
between the abundance and the Mendelejeff periodic system, 
which is a general expression of the physical and chemical 
relations of the chemical elements. 

In studying the relative abundance of the different atomic 
species the ideal method would be to sample one, or preferably 
more, solar systems at the desired stage of evolution, and to 
make a quantitative analysis for all of the isotopes of all of 
the 92 elements in the system of elements as it is now 
known. Since it is at present impossible to do this, or even 
to obtain a representative quantitative analysis of the material 
of the earth, it might be thought that sufficiently good data 
could be obtained from the earth’s crust or the lithosphere. 

However, there are several important factors which cause 
our knowledge of the quantitative composition of the earth’s 
crust to be of much less value for the solution of our 
problem than it might seem to possess on first thought. In 
the first place the quantitative analyses which have been 
made represent the composition of only the mere skin of the 
earth, the depth of which does not exceed the ten to twenty 
miles caused by geologic displacements. The surface of the 
earth has been markedly influenced both by igneous processes 
which have resulted in magmatic differentiation, and by 
weathering, solution, and redeposition. 

If the sun is next considered it is found that although a 
large area of its surface is exposed to us for spectroscopic 
investigation, the spectroscope gives no accurate measure of 
the quantitative composition, and that its findings are also 
influenced by the fact that it is only the surface and not the 
interior which is visible. 

There is, however, material available, of which accurate 
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quantitative analyses have been made, which falls upon the 
earth’s surface from space. ‘The bodies which fall are called 
meteorites, and no matter what theory of their origin is 
adopted, it 1s evident that this material comes from much 
more widely distributed sources, so far as its immediate 
origin is concerned, than the rocks on the surface of the 
earth. In any event, it seems probable that the meteorites 
represent more accurately the average composition of 
material at the stage of evolution corresponding to the earth, 
than does the very limited part of the earth’s material to 
which we have access. 

That the abundance of the elements in the meteorites is 
(letermined more largely by the factors concerned in the 
building of nuclei than by those of a chemical or physical 
nature, may be illustrated | by citing a fact concerning the 
development of the theory. Before the writer had made 
any study, or had anv sufficiently specific knowlege, of the 
composition of the meteorites, he was able to predict the 
general abundance relations which would exist, by using as 
a basis the hydrogen-helium theory of noel structure 
which he had prev iously developed. Hxtensive evidence in 
support of this idea has already been published in an earlier 
paper and should be consulted there *. 

The above considerations indicate that the composition of 
meteorites should be more intimately related to nuclear 
stability than the composition of the earth’s crust. Never- 
theless it will be found that so far as the general relations 
are concerned there is excellent agreement between the two. 

THe HicgH RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF HKiVEN 
Noumpbers oF ELECTRONS AND Protons IN NUCLEI. 

The numerical relations of the electrons in atom nuclei 
should be of interest to those engaged in the study of the 
theory of numbers, since even numbers occur much more 
frequently than odd numbers. It has been found that 
300 stone meteorites fall upon the earth’s surface during 
the time in which 10 iron meteorites fall. Quantitative 
analyses are available for about 320 iron and 150 stone 
meteorites. If these are calculated to the ratio given above, 
and expressed in atomic percentages, it is Fogmndl that the 
five most abundant elements are oxygen (53:16 per cent.), 
silicon (15°35 per cent.), magnesium (13°15 per cent.), iron 
(12°79. per cent.), and sulphur (1°46 per cent.), all of these 
beiwe elements of even atomic number. Thus these five 

* J. Am. Chem. Soc. xxxix. pp. 856-879 (1917). 
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elements alone make up 95°91 per cent. of the entire 
number of atoms in the meteorites. It may be noted here 
that all of the unknown elements but one have odd atomic 
numbers. 

The werk of Aston noe that silicon consists of isotopes 
of atomic weights 28, 29, and possibly 30, while IDeinupisiaen 
has found that magnesium consists of 75 per cent. Mg” 
12-5 per cent. Mg”, and 12°5 per cent. Mg”*. The writer 
has presented evidence which indicates that iron, the major 
isotope of which has the atomic weight 56, contains a small 
percentage of one or more other isotopes of lower atomic 
weight, with a probable atomic weight of 52 for the lightest 
isotope. 

Table I. (as presented below) gives the atomic percentage 
of the most abundant isotope of each of these five elements, 
these being the five most abundant atomic species in the 
meteorites. 

TABLE I, 

Tun Atomic Percentage oF tHE Five Most ABunpant AroMIc 
SPECIES In THE Merzortres (10 Iron and 350 Stone). 

Atomic Atoniie N—P 
species. per cent. (== IMD) ES N. N/P. 

Oi -5a? creo ieee 53°16 8 16 8 0°5 
Mig ee (beste of ae: 9°86 12 24 12 0-5 
IRE owe stigee clans 13°82 14 28 14 O75 
Se io nee 9 a 16 32 16 0-5 

1G rea cae 12:28 26 56 3 0°536 

iRotalkeeae. 90°58 

This table shows the important relation that in all of the 
most abundant species of nuclei the number of positive 
electrons (P) is even, the number of negative electrons (N) is 
even, so the net nuclear charge (M) is also even. In 
addition to this it is to be seen that for all of the lower 
atomic numbers N=P=M, and N/P=4 

IMPORTANCE OF THE Ratio (N/P) oF NeGAtrIve ro Posrrive 
ELectrons In Atom Nucuer to NUCLEAR STABILITY. 

Table I., given above, indicates the surprising fact that 
jive out of the hundreds (probably 300 or more) of atomic 
species which exist, make up more than 90 per cent. of all 
of the atoms in the meteorites. It illustrates also the 
important law. that among the light atoms of atomic 
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number 16 or less the condition for high abundance of an 
atomic species, and presumably therefore THE CONDITION 
ESSENTIAL FOR A HIGH ORDER OF STABILITY, IS THAT THE RATIO 
total number of negative nuclear electrons 
2 or (N/P) SHALL 
total number of positive nuclear electrons 
BE EQUAL TO 0°5, or in the most stable light nuclei one 
negative electron is equal to two positive electrons in 
combining power. 

Before considering further the data concerning the 
abundance of the various atomic species, it will be well to 
consider the general relations which exist between the 
values of the functions N/P and- some other variable. 
Pl. XIL. fig. 1 represents this function on the Y-axis, and the 
value of P (atomic weight or number of positive electrons) 
on the X-axis. It indicates that IN NO ATOMIC SPECIES IS 
N/P Less THAN 0°5. This ratio increases with increasing 
values of P, and therefore with increasing values of M, or in 
the language of hypothesis AS THE NUCLEUS BECOMES MORE 
POSITIVE WITH REFERENCE TO ITS NET CONTENT OF POSITIVE 
ELECTRICITY, IT BECOMES MORE NEGATIVE WITH REFERENCE 
TO ITS RELATIVE CONTENT OF NEGATIVE ELECTRONS (N/P). 
Thus while an increase of net positiveness alone (with N/P 
constant) would cause the nucleus to become unstable, the 
stability may be maintained by opposing this change by an 
increase in relative negativeness. 

fsotopic Numbers.—An inspection of fig. 1 (PI. XII.) 
reveals the fact that all of the pure atomic species repre 
fall either upon one of a set of 54 rectangular hyperbolas, o 
upon the X-axis itself, the latter repres senting a value of 0: D 
for N/P. To this latter, the lower asy mptote of all of the 
hyperbolas, the number zero will be attached, while the 
hyperbolas, as may be seen, have been numbered beginning 
with 1 for that closest to the asymptotes, up to 54, the 
hyperbola upon which uranium of atomic weight238i 18 plotted. 
The numbers thus obtained, which vary* from 0 to 54. 
will be designated as the isotopic numbers of the atomic: 
species. It will be shown that the stability and composition 
of atom nuclei are related in an important way to this 
number, while there is no such relation to the atomic 
weight. Thus the atomic number classifies the atomic 
species, the atomic weight merely serves to index them. 

The three isotopes of magnesium may be listed as 
Mig oye, baie amd) 1.257%. Tt “will be seen that the isotopic 

* Another plot will show that —1 is the isotopic number of hydrogen 
and of helium of mass 3. 
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number (nx), written as a subscript, is that number which, 
added to twice the atomic number, gives the atomic weight, 
written as a super script, or it is equal to the term 2f in the 
atomic weight equation of Harkins and Wilson, 

W=P— (Ma jeer ah 
+ may be considered as the number of neutrons present in 
any isotope in excess of the composition represented by the 
same element by the isotopic number zero. Here the term 
neutron represents one proton plus one electron (pe). The 
isotopic number may be defined experimentally by the 
following equations : 

ile Ne Mis a A) ee te 

Sei nae eras re 8 | COD 

Mat NG NG Ne et ea GO) 

so it indicates the excess of twice the number of negative 
electrons over the number of positive electrons, or the excess 
of the number of negative electrons over the positive nuclear 
charge. 

The plot in the lower right-hand corner of fig. 1, Pl. XII. 
represents the radioactive disintegration series’ on an en- 
larged seale. Here the curvature of the hyperbolas has 
become so slight as to be almost indistinguishable. =~ 

It is evident that during a series of alpha disintegrations 
the isotopic number remains constant, while a single beta 
disintegration decreases the isotopic number by 2. OF these 
two units one is due to the decrease of N by one, the other to 
the increase of M by one. All of the isotopes of one element 
(atomic number constant) may be said to he on isotopic 
lines, which in the present plot are straight lines which 
slope upward toward the right, the steepness of the slope 
decreasing with increasing atomic number. ‘The lines of 
constant isotopic number may be designated as newlronal 
lines, since each line represents a constant number ot 
neutrons in excess of the composition represented by isotopic 
number zero. 

The addition of a negative electron to any nucleus would 
increase its isotopic meena by 2, but decrease its atomic 
number by 1, while the addition of a positive electron 
would decrease its isotopic number by 1, and increase the 
atomic number by 1. Thus the addition of a positive 
electron to the nucleus of Mg 12,°° would give 13,°, which 
is aluminium. 
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SECOND System OF CLASSIFICATION OF ISOTOPES. 

Before considering the relation between nuclear stability 
and the isotopic number it is essential to outline a second 
method for classifying isotopes. This has already been 
suggested under the experimental correlations relating to 
the oddness or evenness of the numbers representing positive 
or negative nuclear electrons, and is given a definite form 
in Table II. 

. ApEn el, 

CLASSIFICATION OF IsoroPFs ACCORDING To Even and Opp 

NuMBER oF ELECTRONS. 

Abundance in Atomic Percentage. 

Earth’s Crust. Meteorites. 

Class) Neyer si — evens 86'9 93°2 

Class II. N=eyen, P=odé ......... 112. 2:0 

Class III. N=odd, P=odd ......... 2-3 32 
Classi -lbVs N=odd, (P=even..-o-ca0- 0:0 0-0 

THe ABUNDANCE oF Atomic SPECIES AS RELATED TO THE 

IsoroPic AND CLAss NUMBERs. 

It is importaut to consider the N/P, P plot given in fig. 1 
(PI. XII.) as lying ina horizontal plane, while the abundance 
of the atomic species may be imagined to be represented by 
vertical coordinates. While such a three-dimensional plot 
will not be presented as a single figure, it may be seen that 
fig. 2 (Pl. XII.), which gives the abundance of the atomic 
species in the meteorites, represents these vertical coordinates 
after they have been laid down in a horizontal plane. The 
data from which this figure was constructed are collected in 
Table IIT., while similar data for the earth’s crust are given 
me Eble TV eamd tio son de lap allie 

The New Periodic System—The plots represented in 
figures 2 and 3 (PI. XII.) show that the abundance of the 
atomic species of any isotopic number is a periodic function 
of the atomic number. This periodicity is made much more 
apparent by plotting the abundance of the element as a 
function of the atomic number, since by doing this more 
points on a single plot are made to represent actual data. 
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TABLE IIT. 

ABUNDANCE OF THE ATOMIC SPECIES IN THE MrrEoRItEs As CLASSIFIED 
ACCORDING TO THEIR IsoroPic AND Crass NUMBERS. 

(Atomic Percentage.) 

Isotopic Number=0. | Isotopic Number=1, 

Class Number =I, | Class Number =II. 

Atomic | Atomic 
Number. Symbol. Percent. | Number. Symbol. Per cent. 

6 C 0°12 | 11 Na 0°62 

8 O 53:16 | 13 Al 1:21 

12 Mg?* 9°86 | 15 12 0:06 

14 Si8 13°82 | 1) K O11 

ts a pe | oc 2-00 

26 Fe” ? | Class Number =III. 

28 COTS ate | 12 Mg 165 
BU Gfsel eesece acs = cose ss 79°39 IA Si? 153 

Glass Number —IV. | Motallie seg iecceen wees 318 

7 N 0:00 | 2 

Isotopic Number=2. Isotopic Number=3, 

Class Number =I. Class Number =f. 

Atemic Atomic 
Number. Symbol. Per cent. Number. Symbol. Per cent. 

12 Me* 165 ae NY Cl 0-00 

14 Si? ? 

EN fee R sant setae ce 1:65 

Isotopic Number=4., Isotopic Number—5, 

Class Number= _ I, Class Number =II. 

Atomic Atomic 
‘Number. Symboi. Per cent. Number. Symbol. | Per cent. 

22 Ti 0-005 23 Vv 0:00 

24 Cr 0°13 25 Mn 0:06 

26 Fes 12°30 ei Co 0-04 

28 NES 0:50 | : nh (ape kia 
Mo bail Gs seeadeaeseceeet 0:10 

BRO ballet race san sceseest 12:93 

It is worthy of note that the above percentages, together with those of the 
lower isotopes of iron and cobalt of isotopic number 0 to 3, whose percentages 
are not included, since it is uncertain asto their exact isotopic number, make 
up 99°9 per cent. of all of the material of the meteorites, and the similar 
atomic species, atomic numbers up to 28 and isotopic numbers —1 to 5, make up 
99:9 per cent. of the earth’s surface, which indicates that xo zncrease in the 
ratio of electrons to protons (N/P) is able to sufficiently stabilize atoms with a 
positive nuclear charge greater than 28 as to make such atomie species any 
considerable factor in the abundance relations. The important feature of this 
relation ts that the abundance does not fall off gradually but suddenly, and 
remarkably enough the fall in abundance comes just beyond nickel, while nickel 
is the first of the elements in the region of abundant isotopes. All abundant 
atomic species have isotopic numbers 4 or less, 
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TABLE LV. 

ABUNDANCE OF THE Atomic Sprecizs IN THE Karrn’s Crust 4s 

CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEIR IsoroPpIc AND Crass NUMBERS. 

Isotopic Number=0. 
CN/ B05) 

Class Number =I. 

Atomic 
Number. Symbol. Per cent. 

6 C 0-047 
8 O 61:94 

12 Mg"*t 1°40 
14 Si78 19:06 
16 S 0-034 
20 Ca 1:98 
26 Fee? ? 
28 - Ngee ? 

AO tal es a eee 84:41 

Class Number =LV. 

3 nie 08-0005 
5 1B es 
7 N 

(otal aerecreasieess 00005 

Total Isotopic Number =1=84'41 

Isotopic Number=2. 
Class Number =I. 

Atomic 
Number. Symbol. Per cent. 

12 Meg?° 0:21 
14 Si3° ? 
26 Fe**) ? 
28 Gyn23) ? 

No talie were ee eres 0°21 

Isotopic Number=4*. 

| 

| 

| 

Total Isotopic Number=2=12-96 

Isotopic Number=1. 
Class Number =II. 

Atomic 
Number. Symbol. Per cent. 

3 Li’ 0-009 
5 ieee ae 
9 F 0-086 

ll Na 2°64 
13 Al 6:45 
15 12 0-089 
lye C]?® 0:025 
19 K 1-42 

Potal:. 5s ee 10°70 
’ 

Class Number =1[il. 

12 Mg”? 0:22 
14 Si?9 2°04(?) 

Total sake eee 2°26 

Isotopic Number=<. 
Class Number =II. 

Atomic 
Number. Symbol. Per cent. 

17 Cle 0-007 
21 Se 0:00000 

Potal. etn eee 0-007 

Isotopie Number=5. | Isotopic Number=6. 
Class Number =I. Class Number=II. Class Number=IT. 

Atomic Atomic Atoiile 
Number. Symbol. Per cent, , Number. Symbol. Per cent. | Number. Symbol. Per cent. 

22 Ti O28iz4 17 Cis? oh 30 (Zn®°) (0:0000r?) 
24 Cr HOM co 23 V 0-009 
26 Fe*® 1:83.40) 25 Mn 0-037 32 (Ge"°) 
28 INGo? SHOES 27 Co 0-000 
30 Zn°* 0:000 | 29 Cu —- 00006 (?) 36 Kerz6 

otal ...... 2. D194 > Totally Meee 0-047 | 

* It should be noted that in Isotopic number 4 the relations of Isotopic 
number 0 are repeated, but with a much smaller abundance. Thus both have 

a high abundance relative to the adjacent atomic numbers; in both Class LI. is 
prominent, aad while Class IV. has~not yet been found in Isotopic number 4, 
it may be present, but only in a very minute quantity. Isotopic number 5 
repeats in a lesser degree the relations of Isotopic number 1, again with the 
omission of the secondary class, Class III. While the numbers given in the 
Table may be changed slightly in a few cases by the discovery of new isotopes, 
the atomic weight and abundance relations indicate that such changes will not 
affect the general relations presented. 
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Thus fig. 4 (Pl. XII.) shows clearly that EACH ELEMENT OF 
EVEN ATOMIC NUMBER IN EVERY CASE IS MUCH MORE ABUN- 
DANT THAN THE TWO ADJACENT ODD NUMBERED ELEMENTS *, 

It seems obvious that the rare gases, helium, neon, and 
argon, would not be held by the gravitational attraction of 
such a small body as a meteorite, so the data for these 
elements have not been included in the plot; since the 
studies outlined here relate to the general abundance 
relations of the elements and atomic species as conditioned 
by atomic stability. The absence of these substances from 
the meteorites, except for the small amounts due to their 
solubility or to inclusion, would be the result 6f their 
physical properties even if the body from which the meteorites 
were originally derived contained considerable percentages 
of these elements. 

* The alternation of the abundance of the elements between even and 
odd atomic numbers cannot well be shown for the heavy elements in the 
meteorites, since they occur in such small percentages, and on the surface 
of the earth the segregative effects of the chemical and _ physical 
properties have undoubtedly obscured the contrast between odd and even 
except where it is so extremely prominent asit is among the light atoms. 
The rare earths, however, as the writer had learned by experience, are 
extremely difficult to separate, so it seemed that in so far they are 
segregated from other elements, this need not destroy altogether the 
relations due to atomic stability. In order to get as reliable an estimate 
as possible, two noted workers were consulted in the year 1916. These 
were C. James and C. W. Balke. Neither of these was given any hint 
of the writer’s theory that the even numbered elements should be the 
more abundant. ‘The remarkable feature was that there was agreement 
in the two estimates and a third made by the writer in every individual 
instance. 

ABUNDANCE OF THE Rare HARTHS, SHOWING THE RELATIVELY GREATER 
ABUNDANCE OF THE ELEMENTS OF Hvrun Atomic NumBER. 

Atomic _ Atomic 
Number. Abundance. Element. | Number. Abundance, Element, 

55 c Cesium. 64 r Gadolinium, 
56 ece Barium. 65 rrr Terbium. 
57 c Lanthanum. | 66 r Dysprosium, 
58 _ ce Cerium. 67 rrr Holmium. 
OOF ex 1? Praseodymium. 68 r Erbium, 
60 c Neodymium. | 69 rrr Thulium. 
61 rrr Unknown. 70 r Ytterbium. 
62 Cc Samarium. | a rerr Lutecium. 
63 rr Europium. | 

In the Table crepresents relatively common, and r relatively rare, 
while a repetition of the letter serves to emphasize the commomuess or 
rarity. The estimates are intended only to contrast adjacent elements, 
and not to show the relative abundance of widely s»parated ones in the 
Table. It is seen that in each case the estimates indicate the greater 
abundance of the elements of even atomic number. 
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The most extensive collection of quantitative analyses of 
meteorites has been gathered by Farrington, who has obtained 
results for 318 iron and 128 stone, or 443 meteorites in all. 
The data show that in these the siz most abundant elements 
are tron, oxygen, silicon, nickel, magnesium, and sulphur. 
Not un is every one of these an element of even atomic 
number, Gut they also make up 97°89 per cent. of the entire 
number of atoms in the 443 meteorites, while the other even 
numbered elements increase this percentage to 98°57, leaving 
only 1:43 per cent. of elements of odd nuclear charge, SO 
only about one atom in seventy has an odd numbered positive 
charges or P—N is almost always an even number. Thus 
while the number of negative nuclear electrons (N) is almost 
always even, the value of P—N is still more often even, 
which indicates that oddness of N, when it does occur, 1s 
almost always an accompaniment of an odd value of P; 
almost no atoms belong to Class IV. in which N is odd oe 
P is even. Thus an odd value of P may occur whether N is 
even or odd, though P is usually even when N is even, 
or the tendency ot N to be even may be said to be greater 
than that of P. An hypothesis as to the cause of this 
peculiar numerical relation will be presented later in the 
section dealing with the groups, such as the alpha particle, 
from which the more complex nuclei seem to be built. Tt 
may be noted that in the alpha particle both N and P are 
even numbers, the former equal to 2 and the latter to 4. 

If we now return to the consideration of the individual 
atomic species, whose abundance is represented in figs. 2 
and 3 (PI. XII), it is seen that nearly all of the high 
peaks represent, as in fig. 4, species for which P—N is 
an even number, especially for isotopic numbers 0 and 4, 
which include nearly all of the abundant species. The same 
is true of isotopic number 2 in so far as the very few data 
which are existent are concerned. On the other hand, there 
seem to be more peaks of odd than of even atomic number 
when the isotopic number is odd, this being the general rule 
except that Mg,” and Si,” are slightly “ope abundant in 
the meteorites than corresponds to this yelation. 

NUCLEAR INSTABILITY AS RELATED TO AN Opp NuMBER OF 
NEGATIVE ELECTRONS IN THE NUCLEUS. 

The data presented in Tables III. and LV. show conclu- 
sively that atoms which contain an odd number of nuclear 
negative electrons are relatively rare as compared with 

those in which this number is even. In crder to give 
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additional evidence, but in a simpler form, that this isa 
general relation, it may be stated that in all of the elements 
investigated bv the positive ray method, with the single 
exception of nitrogen (and possibly xenon), the most abundant 
isotope contains an even number of nuclear negative eléctrons. 
This is shown in Table YV. 

TABLE V. 

Tue Numper or NeGative ELEcTRONS IN THE NucLeEvs oF THE Mosr 

ABuNDANT IsotoPpr oF Hacw ELEMENT THUS FAR INVESTIGATED 

BY THE PositIvE Ray Mrruop*. 

Atomic Number (N) of Negative Electrons in the Nucleus. 
Number. Element. Even number. Odd number, 

gees. relma se sens ee cee: 2 

Ee Ne Bonoiee ocesicetesne 6 

Giates ei Warbome sass. sc cccubeee 6 se 

Chea ENAIEOPEME Coen iictcenens ie i 
Sages. Oxey BOM ocr eia cs tise soc 8 

eee Hlonine:a).. peewee 10 

ieee INE ORS ashe acc neta 10 

i ee Magnesium ............ 12 

Vet ose SiCOM oe at Mees oes Soe 14 

WO eee: Phosphortis: eases e . 16 

ING: eames SIN O) NUE A Sapbuteranedante 16 

IL hie ge Chlorine scence: 18 

MS ies ENTE OMe cen entner etna c 22 

On ee JATSEMIC# Se sunen noe ci lc 42 

Ok. IBTROTANG es pao aasedanoaes 44 

DOseaacs GO WOWONE aon, seavdeentee 48 

yah Bae ocean en eee 74 

* While xenon and mercury have both been investigated by Aston, the 
atomic weight of the most abundant isotope seems to be in doubt. All of the 
atomic weights were determined by Aston, with the exception of that of 
magnesium by Dempster. The chemically determined atomic weights when 
interpreted in the light of the hydrogen-helium theory of the writer, indicate 
that to the list of most abundant isotopes which contain an even number of 
electrons may be added : 

Wine Nana ele! eVine) Minne CoruCaneo Nive aOr ac. and Be, 

all in the region of the light atoms. This may be considered as a prediction. 

Tt should be noted that in the one case, nitrogen, in which the number of 

electrons is odd in the most abundant isotope, this isotope and the whole 
element, since it consists of only one species, is quite rare, in spite of the fact 

that its isotopic number is zero, which might be expected to give it a high 

abundance if it were not that the nucleus belongs to Class IV. instead of to 
Class I. Jt is probable that the rarity of neon is due to the fact that it is not 
held chemically and has a low molecular weight, so it has either escaped from 
the earth’s atmosphere, or was not carried with the smaller earth nucleus when 
it was formed. 

Phal. Mag. 8S. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249. Sept. 1921. Z 
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The above facts lead to the hypothesis that relative 
instability is the result of the presence of an odd number of 
negative nuclear electrons, either an instability of the 
nucleus, or an instability of the group containing the odd 
electron, this group being essential for the formation of the 
nucleus. In order to test this hypothesis we may turn to 
the radioactive atomic species (Table VI.), where the 
stability of the nuclei is known in terms of their average 
periods of disintegration. It should be remarked that in 
considering nuclear instability mention should be made of 
the type of instability, which in the radioactive series would 
be instability with reference to beta particle emission. 

(Maina WAL 

Errect oF AN Opp Numper oF NEGATIVE NuctEAR Exrcrrons IN 

Propucine Nucugear INSTABILITY. 

N=even N=odd 
Atomic N Average Average N Atomic 
Species. (even). Life. Life. (=odd). Species. 

WXGh asses 144 35'5 days 1°65 min. 143 UX, 

Meh 25 40 9°6 years 8°9 hours 139 Ms Th, 

Va Oetonces 128 24 years 72 days 127 Ra E 

The above comparison indicates un extremely striking 
difference in each case between the periods, and shows that 
in each case the disintegration is much more rapid when the 
nucleus contains an odd number of electrons, about 50,000 
times more rapid in the first case, 18,000 in the second, 
and 2,200 in the third. The effectis not so striking in cases 
where there is a splitting of the series, but is in all cases in 
the proper order in the thorium and uranium series. It 
seems likely that in such a complex structure as the nucleus 
of a heavy atom there may be some exceptions to this general 
relationship, but none have been found thus far. Unfortu- 
nately, the atomic weight of none of the members of the 
actinium series is known, so the relations in that series 
cannot be listed. It is evident that they are not quite so 
simple as in the other two series. 

When the above facts are taken into consideration, and 
especially since there seem to be two negative electrons in 
the alpha particle——the most important group in nuclear 
building,—it seems that the following statement is justified : 
THE NEGATIVE ELECTRONS IN ATOM NUOLEI SEEM TO BE 
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USUALLY ASSOCIATED IN PAIRS. This is not unlike the 
relation found by Lewis for the planetary electrons in 
molecules, since in only about one in a thousand molecules 
is there an odd number of planetary electrons. A later 
discussion will consider the relation of these pairs of nuclear 
negative electrons to the groups other than the alpha group 
which seem to occur in the nucleus. The most prominent 
of these groups seem to be those of formulas pze, and poe, 
where p stands for a proton, and e for a negative electron, 
Both of these groups contain a single pair of negative 
electrons, just as is the case with the alpha particle. These 
groups may be written (p,e)e and (pre)e. 

The rarity of atoms in which the number of negative 
nuclear electrons is odd is well illustrated by the meteorites. 
In no case does the average result of the quantitative analyses, 
as represented by any collected set of data, indicate the 
presence of any element whose most abundant isotope shows 
an odd value for N, and the only atomic species of this 
class which seem to be present are Mg,” (1°64 per cent.), 
and §i,2? (about 1:5 per cent.) which together make up 
about 3 per cent. of the atoms of the material. Thus about 
97 per cent. of the atoms have an even number for N. In 
the earth’s crust, only about one atom in 50 has an odd 
value for N. 

Possibly the most beautiful illustration of the effects of 
this tendency for N to be an even number is to be found in 
the atomic weights of the most abundant atomic species in 
each element of odd atomic number. When M is odd, since 
P—N=M, itis evident that either P or N, but not both, 
must be odd, so if, according to rule, N is even, then P or 
the atomic weight must be odd. Now it is very remarkable 
that the atomic weights of all of the elements from 3 to 27 
inclusive, with the exception of nitrogen, are odd numbers, 
and the rule holds that P is odd for all of the individual 
isotopes as well, with the exception of those, such as Bo!° 
and i,*, which occur only in extremely small percentages. 
The rule also holds for the isotopes found by Aston, Bry”, 

Bry°!, As,”, 12:7, Cl, Cl;*", and possibly a C],**. 
The above equation also indicates that when the atomic 

number (M) is even, P should also be even if N is to be 
even, so the atomic weights of atoms of this set should 
be even, as is true for nearly all the light atoms, especially’ 
for the most abundant isotope. It is also true for both the 
uranium and thorium radioactive series, and for five of the 
six isotopes of krypton. 

Z 2 
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PREDICTION THAT THE Number oF Isoropes oF ELEMENTS: 
oF Opp Atomic NUMBER WILL IN GENERAL BE CoNn- 
SIDERABLY LESS THAN FOR ELEMENTS oF Even ATOMIC 
NUMBER. 

The general theory of nuclear structure developed by the 
writer in the years 1915 to 1917 clearly indicated that in 
general a smaller number of isotopes is to be expected for 
elements of odd than of even atomic number. That this is 
the case among the radioactive elements was pointed out by 
N. F. Hall in the year 1917. While there are one or two 
very small regions in which the relations indicate that the 
isotopes may be more abundant for elements of odd atomic 
number, it seems likely that with these unimportant 
exceptions the rule will hold remarkably well. 

In this connexion a classification of the elements into the 
region of relatively few isotopes (also the region in which in 
general one isotope is far more abundant than any of the 
others, when isotopes exist at all) from atomic number 2 
(He) to 27 (Co), the region of many isotopes (for elements of 
even atomic number) from atomic number 28 (Ni) to atomic 
number 83 (Bi), and the radioactive region between atomic 
numbers 84 and 92; in which, while there seem to be a 
moderate number of isotopes, many of these exist in such 
small quantities that they would not be discovered by the 
positive ray method. 

In the region of abundant isotopes as defined by the 
writer in the year 1915, the positive ray investigations made 
thus far confirm the prediction in a remarkable way. Thus, 
for elements of even atomic number Aston has found about 
six isotopes for krypton, about seven for xenon, and indi- 
cations of about the same number for mercury. In sharp. 
contrast with this he has found only one isotope for arsenic, 
one for iodine, and two for bromine, all elements of odd 
atomic number. or approximately only one-fifth as many for 
elements of odd atomic number as for even. It is, of course, 
quite likely that the ratio may not remain as large as five 
to one when the region is thoroughly investigated. 

It has been found that neon in the region of relatively 
few isotopes consists of 2 or 3 isotopes, magnesium of 3, 
and silicon of 2 or 3; all in elements of even atomic number. 
While the adjacent elements of odd atomic number have not 
been investigated by the positive ray method, their atomic 
weights indicate that each of the elements sodium and 
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aluminium consists of only one atomic species, and that 
phosphorus, found by Aston to be a single species, contains 
only a very small percentage, if any, of an isotope. Thus 
the three elements of even number contain nearly three 
times as many isotopes as the three of odd number. | 

It is somewhat remarkable that the only odd numbered 
element in the range between atomic numbers 3 and 27 
which is indicated by the atomic weights to contain any 
considerable percentage of isotope, is chlorine. Practically 
all of the other elements of odd atomic number in this range 
are pure or nearly pure species, with the exception that 
boron contains a small percentage of a lower isotope, and 
the writer has predicted that lithium will be found to contain 
a small percentage of Li,®. The atomic weight of potassium 
indicates that it probably contains a small percentage of a 
higher isotope, while the atomic weights of vanadium, 
manganese, and cobalt are probably not known with 
sufficient precision to show whether each is a practically 
pure species, or contains a very small percentage of 
isotope. : 

Of the elements of even atomic number, helium, carbon, 
and oxygen have been found to contain no isotopes, sulphur 
and calcium contain only small percentages of higher isotopes, 
iron small percentages of lower isotopes, while the less 
accurate atomic weights of titanium and chromium indicate 
that they either contain no isotope, or else only a small 
percentage. Thus in the region of relatively few isotopes 
only magnesium and chlorine seem to contain very much 
more than 10 per cent. of isotopes, that is of atomic species 
other than the most abundant. That the odd numbered 
elements lithium and boron contain lower isotopes may be 
due to the fact that the normal atomic species Li,’ and B,™ 
both have an abnormally high value of the ratio N/P, which — 
may account for the very slight abundance of the more 
abundant isotope, as well as for the formation of smaller 
amounts of the lower isotope. 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES FOR THE PREDICTION OF 

IsoTOPES FROM THE CHEMICAL ATomMIC WEIGHTS. 

A number of recent papers have made extensive pre- 
dictions as to just which isotopes exist, but in every case all 
of these except those made by the writer, have violated the 
fundamental relations of nuclear stability and abundance, 
and so have not been justified by the later discoveries. Thus 
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one writer predicted that all pure atomic species would be 
found to have atomic weights which are even numbers, and 
that fluorine, for example, would -be found to be a mixture 
of isotopes of atomic weights 18 and 20, while another 
predicted that lithium would be found to consist of isotopes 
of atomic weights 5 and 7. The first of these predictions is 
at variance with one of the most important of the general 
atomic weight relations and did not need the findings of the 
positive ray method to show its falsity. The latter violates 
an even more general relation, but is more excusable, since 
the lithium nuclei are the simplest of all of the complex 
nuclei other than the basic alpha particle, so it might be 
possible that it would not follow the general relations, which 
indicate that the atomic weights should be 7 and 6, as pre- 
dicted by the writer. Since the examples given above are 
only a smail fraction of the erroneous predictions, it seems 
advisable to list below the most important general relations 
which seem to determine the existence or non-existence of 
atomic species. 

Before doing this it seems advisable to call attention to 
the fact that the positive ray method, while it gives very 
remarkable results, should not be considered to be an 
infallible guide in determining just what isotopes exist, since 
at its present stage of development it will err in not finding 
those isotopes which exist in small percentages. Just what 
its limit of detection is does not seem to be known, but it is 
probable that percentages equal to 1 or less per cent. are 
practically certain to be missed. It should also ke kept in 
mind that the mathematical theory of the stability of a 
system so complicated as a complex nucleus is exceedingly 
involved, and that small changes in the number of nuclear 
electrons and protons may be expected to produce in some 
cases very great changes in stability, especially when the 
number of particles is small. Therefore all that can be 
expected of a theory is that it will point out correctly the 
general system, but it must not be expected that it will be 
able to give the details in every specific instance. 

At the present time the greatest uncertainty which exists 
in this connexion is that concerning the magnitude of the 
“packing effect” during the formation of more complex 
nuclei as compared with that which occurs in the formation 
of the helium atom from hydrogen. That the packing effect 
involved in the formatiun of all known complex atoms from 
hydrogen is practically a constant and equal to 0°76 per 
cent. was first stated and demonsirated by. Harkins and 
Wilson in 1915, so this was the first definite statement of 
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the WHOLE NUMBER RULE*. The idea that the atomic 
weights were whole numbers on the hydrogen basis was due 
to Prout, but the paper cited modified Prout’s idea by 
proving on the basis of the chemical atomic weights, that 
the atomic weights are whole numbers when the atomic 
weight of hydrogen is made very nearly one, but the precise 
standard is determined by fixing the atomic weight of 
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, or any other atomic weight of a. 
pure species of light atoms, as a standard. Since there may 
be an as yet experimentally undemonstrated, but slight, 
packing effect in the aggregation of alpha particles and 
other electron groups to form more complex nuclei, it 1s 
advisable to take some one specific atom species as a basis. 
It happens that this is just what was done, for entirely 
different reasons, when oxygen was fixed upon as the 
standard. That the atomic weights of all pure atomic species 
other than hydrogen have evactly whole numbers for their 
atomic weights on the oxygen basis, is an hypothesis which 
has at the present time no experimental justification, though 
it is suggested by the fact that the packing effect is constant 
within the present limits of experimental error, which are 
probably not over 0°05 to 0:1 per cent., or only about one- 
sixteenth to one-eighth of its total value. The closeness of 
the®° atomic weights of radium and lead from radium_ to 
whole numbers seems to indicate that it is not unlikely that 
the mean variation of the packing effect is considerably less 
than that cited. Thus it seems that it is safe to make the 
statement that while the weight of the hydrogen atom in 
hydrogen is 1:0077, its weight in any complex atom 1s 
1-000 within the limits +0°001, or probably even more 
precisely than this. 

The principles to be kept in mind in the prediction of 
isotopes are:— 

1. A deviation of the chemical atomic weight on the 

* THe WHOLE NumBer RutE.—Since a number of later writers 
have endeavoured to take the credit for developing the whole number 
rule without in the least showing its theoretical significance, they should 
realize that it was fully developed much earlier, as the following 
quotation from Washburn’s ‘ Physical Chemistry,’ published in 1919, 
shows : this “is interpreted by Harkins and Wilson as indicating that 
the formation of these elements from hydrogen nuclei and electrons must 
involve a constant decrease of about 0:77 per cent. in the mass of the 
resulting atom; and that nearly all of this decrease probably takes place 
when the helium atom is formed, which agrees with the great stability 
of the helium nucleus as a secondary unit of atomic structure ” (p. 394, 
first edition). Strutt, Phil. Mag. i. p. 811 (1901) discussed Prout’s law 
and considered that some modified form of the law must be true, but 
considered that the case of chlorine decisively contradicted the law, as 
was natural to conclude at that time. 
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oxygen basis from a whole number which is more than two 
or three hundredths of a unit greater than the experimental 
error, may be considered as a basis for the prediction 
of isotopes, particularly among the light atoms, provided 
(a) that the whole number from which the deviation oceuts 
is that specified by the Harkins- Wilson equation 

W=2(M4+7)=2M+4n, 

where the probable value of f (or n) is determined from the 
adjacent elements and from the general stability hyperbola 
represented later in fig. 5 (Pl. XIJ.); and (4) that other 
complication factors are absent. 

2. No isotope for which the value of N/P is less than 0°5 
should be predicted. 

3. The probability of the existence of a detectable 
quantity of an isotope is small if the value of N/P for the 
species is abnormally high for its particular value of M. 
Thus the atomic weight of lithium, 6°94, indicates the 
existence of an isotope of atomic weight equal to either 6 or 
5, but the value 5 is very improbable since its N/P value is 
less than 0°5. On the other hand this does not exciude the 
existence of an isotope of atomic weight 8, as predicted by 
Rutherford. However, the value of N/P for this latter 
isotope would be ()'625, which is extremely high. This does 
not make its existence impossible, but makes it probable 

that if it exists at all, it does so in only very small 
quantities. 

4, In the region of abundant isotopes for elements of even 
atomic number, quite definite predictions may be made in 
many cases for elements of odd atomic number, since the 
latter are not so numerous. In fact, if the chemical atomic 
weights in this region were known with considerable pre- 
cision, practically all of the more abundant isotopes of this 
class could be predicted with few mistakes. If the precise 
chemical atomic weight of the element of odd atomic 
number is equal to 4g+3, where g is a whole number, then 
the element should consist of only this one pure species. 
This is illustrated by arsenic (at. wt.=74°96), and iodine 
(126°92), both of which meet this condition within the limits 
of experimental error. Hach of these should consist essen- 
tially of one pure species, while bromine (at. wt.=79°92) 
should, on the basis of the principles given, have atomic. 
weights of 79 and 81, which is just what has been found by 
Aston. Just what isotopes of odd atomic number and even 
atomic weight will be found cannot be predicted, but they 
will be few in number and of low abundance. 

5. In the case of elements of even atomic number in this 
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range the atomic weights of the isotopes may be expected to 
include the multiples of two adjacent to the mean atomic 
weight, and in general it seems that at least four such 
isotopes should be expected. The isotopes of even atomic 
number with odd atomic weight cannot be predicted so 
definitely, but they may be expected to be fewer in number 
than those of even atomic weight, and also to extend to a 
lesser distance from the mean value. 

According to the above principles silver should consist 
either wholly or mainly of isotopes of atomic weights 107 
aad 109, rubidium of atomic weights 85 and 87, copper 63 
and 65, and ruthenium of a single species mostly of weight 
103, provided the chemical atomic weights are as precise as 
they are supposed to be. The general predictions are easily 
applied to the elements of even atomic number. 

REPRESENTATION OF THE Isotopic NUMBER BY A 

STRAIGHT Line Puiot. 

Thus far five variables, P, N, M, n, and N/P, have been 
used in describing the composition of atom nuclei. It is 
evident that from these ten different two-dimensional plots 
may be constructed, and that any two of the five may be 
taken as independent, when the other three become dependent 
variables. When P and N/P are chosen as independent, as 
in fig. 1 (PJ. XII.), constant values of the isotopic number 2 
are represented by hyperbolas. By choosing n and M as 
the independent variables it is obviously possible to repre- 
sent constant values of n by straight lines. The remarkable 
feature of the plot thus obtained, fig. 5 (P]. XII), is that 
constant values of all of the five variables are represented by 
straight lines, and that for four out of the five, n, M, P, 
and N, constant values are represented by a series of parallel 
straight lines, while various constant values of the ratio 
N/P are indicated by straight lines radiating from the 
origin, n=0, M=0. 

The equations for the five sets of straight lines are :— 

PSconeie. i gee ee. (1) 

N=const. Gi Geen ee le ey) (2) 

n= const. w=; 5d Fe ee ee 

iE colstrwa t= 19. MO cc ae Ca 

N/P=const. sy SN GAH PAs ee eek OP. 

In these equations g is any positive whole number, and k 
is a constant which may have any positive value, but is for 
real cases alwavs a proper fraction with values between 
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zero and some unknown limit which is probably not greater 
than 0-7, unless in some very exceptional cases. The 
maximum value for any known atomic species is that of 
0°612 for Ra B. 

In many respects this plot is similar to that given in 
fig. 1 (Pl. XII.), so the description need not be repeated, but 
it may be noted that the line of maximum stability is here 
represented by a curve tangent to the M axis at the origin, 
which has the general form of an hyperbola. In the upper 
part of the plot an enlarged diagram for the light atoms is 
presented. 

The figure indicates that Br 35,’° and As 33,” ; Bry,™ 
and: Kr 36,,°° ; 1 53.,!" and X 54,,”°, are pairs of atomic 
species with the same isotopic number, but only in the first 
of these pairs could one of the two be either an alpha 
disintegration or aggregation product of the other, since in 
only this one case does the nuclear charge differ by 2 and 
the atomic weight by 4. 

The plot which represents the atomic weight P as a 
function of the atomic number Mis given in fig. 6 (PI. XIf.). 
The straight line in the main plot has a slope of 2 in terms 
of the coordinates, which represents the principal term Jn 
the atomic weight equation 

iE—Ziie 

In no case is the atomic weight less than that represented by 
this simple equation, but it increases above this value as the 
isotopic number inereases. ‘The radioactive series are repre- 
sented in an enlarged diagram in the upper left-hand 
corner. 

ELECTRON-PROTON GROUPS CONCERNED IN THE BUILDING 

oF ComMPLEX NUCLEI. 

(Atomic weights 4, 3, 2, and 1.) 

While the present paper up to this point has concerned 
itself almost entirely with the general relations of the 
positive and negative electrons in atom nuclei without 
reference to their possible grouping, considerable evidence 
has appeared in the plots and in the considerations con- 
cerning the isotopic and class numbers, which makes it 
evident that any complete treatment must give very careful 
attention to such groupings. 

If, as an example of a heavy nucleus, that of thorium is 
considered, it is seen that it probably contains 232 positive, 
and 142 negative, electrons, or 374 particles in all. This 
number is so great that it seems altogether improbable that 
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such a nucleus could be formed in one step by all of the 
232 positive and 142 negative electrons coming together in 
the proper space relations to give stability, so it might be 
supposed that either of the electrons adds on one at a time, 
beginning with the formation of a single neutron, and that 
then positive and negative electrons attach themselves one 
at a time, approximately two of the positive type attaching 
themselves for each which is negative. However, the facts 
concerning the atomic weights and the abundance relations 
indicate that it is much more probable that there is first the 
formation of electron-proton groups, mostly of masses of 4, 
3, 2, and possibly neutrons of mass 1, and that these unite 
to form the more complex nuclei. While there may be 
primary electron groups of higher mass, there is nothing in 
the facts as now known which makes it necessary to make 
such an assumption. 

Tor ALPHA PARTICLE AS THE Most ABUNDANT 

ELECTRON GROUP*, 

In a series of papers, the first of which was published in 
1915 under the title “ The Hydrogen-Helium System,” the 
writer endeavoured to show that the alpha particle of mass 4 
and positive charge 2, is the most abundant of these electron 

Tasie VII. 

FoRMULA EXPRESSING THE ATOMIC WEIGHT AND NucLearR Positive 

CHARGE OF THE Ligut Atoms oF Even Atomic Numpur *, 

(Most abundant Isotope only.) 

Atomic | Nuclear Atomic Nuclear 
Number. Element. formula. Number. Element. formula. 

6 C Ae 18 A Gi seo 

8 O ay 22 aun Aisle 
10 Ne amy cs 24 Cr Giees 

12 Meg a, 26 Fe Geo 

14 Si a, 

16 S hy 

18 (A) (5) | 

20 Ca (25) 

groups, and that those of masses 3 and 2 are considerably 
less evident. This is most simply expressed as in Table VIT., 

* While the earlier formule given for nuclei by the writer were 
expressed in Greek letters, the present nomenclature was adopted for 
use in a paper in ‘ Scheol Science and Mathematics,’ May and June, 1920, 
except that p is here substituted fork. While this was done to indicate 
“positive,” it happens to be the initial letter of the word proton, recently 
suggested by Sir Ernest Rutherford as a distinctive word to designate 
the ‘hydrog en nucleus. 
t In this Table @ represents an alpha particle, presumably p,¢. 
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by using formule for the nuclei of the most abundant 
isotope of each element of even atomic number beginning 
with carbon and up to iron. 

Table VII. expresses THE REMARKABLE FACT THAT FOR 
THE SIX SUCCESSIVE ELEMENTS OF EVEN NUMBER, CARBON, 

OXYGEN, NEON, MAGNESIUM, SILICON, AND SULPHUR, THE 

MOST ABUNDANT ISOTOPE HAS BOTH A CHARGE AND A MASS 

EQUAL TO A WHOLE NUMBER TIMES THE CHARGE AND MASS OF 

THE ALPHA PARTICLE. With argon there is a slight irregu- 
larity in that the less abundant isotope meets this condition, 
while the adherence to the rule returns again in calcium. 
The elements of higher atomic number titanium, chromium, 
and iron (and presumably nickel 60 and zine 64) show the 
same general relationship except that each nucleus contains 
two negative (cementing) electrons in addition, so there is 
also present in each case one alpha particle in excess of that 
required to give the nuclear charge ; while the mass is still 
expressed by that of a whole number of alpha particles. 
This corresponds to the presence in these nuclei of a 
quadruple neutron, which may be called a helio group, of 
the formula p,ye,, where p represents a hydrogen nucleus or 
proton, and e a negative electron. The two cementing 
electrons correspond exactly in their function to the beta 
electrons which are shot off in pairs, but not simultaneously, 
in the radioactive disintegration series. Figure 7 (PI. XI1.j, 
which is an enlarged section of figure 5, shows that 

Ni, Fe, Crs?, Ti”, Cag, Ay, Ky", Cagy, Sie 
Sip”, Mgo™, Neo”, Oo!®, and C,!?, show exactly the form of a 
radioactive disintegration series, and while Ca,** and K,*° 
have not been found as yet, there are indications that these 
elements contain higher isotopes, both in the atomic weights 
and in the fact that potassium seems to be radioactive, 
which would hardly be expected of Ky*®. 

It is remarkable that these few atomic species make up 
93 per cent. of the material of the meteorites, and nearly as 
great a percentage of the surface of the earth, which fact when 
combined with the fact that the relations are exactly those of 
the thorium disintegration series, seems to the writer to be 
conclusive evidence that the alpha particle is the principal 
group concerned in atom building, in the region of the light 
atoms as well as in that of the heavy atoms. This is of 
interest since Rutherford, from the results of extraordinary 
experiinents in which he has disintegrated the nuclei of 
light atoms, has come to the conclusion that the group of 
mass 3 is of more importance in the building of light atoms, 
since he has obtained some evidence which seems to indicate 
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that by bombarding oxygen and carbon nuclei by alpha 
particles he is able to drive out from them-an electron 
group of the formula (p;te~)** with a mass of 3 anda 
charge of 2+, which would make it a lower isotope of 
helium. 

That groups which are not contained as such in more 
complex groups, may nevertheless be driven from the latter 
by violent means, is one of the common experiences of 
workers in chemistry. For example, anhydrous oxalic acid 
with a formula HOC-COH, which does not contain the 

OO 
group HOH, nevertheless gives water when it is heated. 

The importance of the weight 4 as compared with the 
mass 3 in the atoms of the meteorites is shownin Table VIII. 

TaBLE VIII. 

Atomic PercentacE oF Atomic Species IN METEORITES, SHOWING 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE WeIeuHrT 4. 

Atomic 
weight ...... 4q. eq. 4qnoteg. d¢gnot4dg. 4g+8. 49¢+2. 4q4+1. 

Element. 

Carbon ...... 0:12 0:12 Bae 

Oxyoen ...... 53°16 ms 53°16 Bae cae 

Sodium ...... 0°62 ne 0°62 nee 0°62 sat ve: 

Magnesium.. 9°86 9°86 sar er ee 1:65 1°65, 
Aluminium .: ©. ... yl the sui; Tae aay Ri 

Silicone: ses. 13°82 ne. 13°82 ay. a ae 1°38 

Phosphorus... ... sae ce 50 0-06 

Sulphur ...... 1°46 we 1:46 8, ans 

IRotasslUm +2, ~~... Oatel om O-1l O11 

Calcium ...... 0:97 oh 0:97 

Titanium ... 0005 0:005 

Chromium... 018 mais O18 Baa Sos 

Manganese... ... es sf Re 0:06 

Mr OMe Gnas 12°30 12°30 aN, a 

COLOR IR sakes es ars Su sista 0-04 

82°46 1°32 2°10 1°65 3°03 

The totals of the columns in a similar table for the earth's 
crust are almost the same, except that the column 49+3 
adds up about 8 atomic per cent., and therefore is much 
more prominent. In both tables the abundance of th¢ 
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atomic species whose atomic weights are divisible by 4 is 
much greater than that of those divisible by 3, and the latter 
seems to gain its relative importance only through the 
inclusion of those weights which are common to the 
column 4g. 

While the most abundant group seems to be the one with 
a formula pyé:, the discovery of the ps3e particle by Ruther- 
ford, together with the fact that the general formula for 
nuclei of isotopic number 0 is (a/2),,, or (2¢),y,, where M is 
the atomic number, suggests the idea that electron groups 
in which one negative electron alone is present may be even 
more fundamental in a certain sense, especially since the 
group pe corresponds to the minimum yalue of N/P for a 
nucleus stable both with respect to disintegration by 
ordinary means, and moderately stable with regard to 
ageregation. The hypothesis suggests itself that Ruther- 
ford’s p3e particle, in which N/P is less than the ordinary 
minimum, will be found to be very stable with respect to 
disintegration, but very unstable with respect to aggregation, 
and that it will readily pick up and enter into nuclear com- 
bination with possibly a neutron to form an alpha particle, 
or an electron to form a p3é, group, or attach itself to some 
other group. If p.e¢is the fundamental group, as the general 
considerations suggest, then its low abundance may be 
explained as due to the pairing of the negative electrons, 
two p.e groups changing into one alpha particle; or a poe 
group, especially one already in a nucleus, might pick up 
either an electron and form a pe, group; or a neutron, 
forming a p3é, group, thus accounting for the frequent 
occurrence of an even number and the very low occurrence 
of an odd number of negative electrons in nuclei. The 
general formula of any atom may be written (a/2),,(7’),.éy7 
where the prime indicates a planetary electron, n is the 
isotopic number, n’ indicates a neutron or a proton plus an 
electron, and the 1/2 in a/2 suggests the rarity of atoms in 
which M.a/2 is not a whole number of alpha particles 
(especially rare when n is zero), but it is hardly probable 
that these general formule represent the only groups 
concerned in atom building. 

CLASSIFICATION OF ISOTOPES INTO SERIES, 

Fig. 7 (Pl. XII.) indicates that the known isotopes may 
be classified into series which show all of the characteristics 
of the radioactive series. These are the thorium—helium, 
the uranium, the lithium, and the meta-chlorine (Cl 17,37) 
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series. The relations are evident from the figure, and will 
not be described on account of lack of space. It is evident 
that at each corner of a square in fig. 7, where the P, N, 
M, and n lines all meet, is a possible position for an isotope, 
but that only a few of the corners are occupied by atomic 
species of considerable abundance. The slight abundance 
of atoms of isotopic number 0 and of nuclear formula (pe) 
when M is an odd number is particularly noticeable. 

THEORETICAL Form FOR FAJAN’S RULE%*. 

The relations presented in fig. 1 suggest a theoretical form 
for Fajan’s empirical rule. This may be given as follows : 
If the net positiveness of different atomic species is kept 
constant (by keeping M constant, or for isotopes) the 
instability with reference to the emission of negative 
electrons (beta particles) increases as the relative negativeness 
(N/P) increases, while there is an increase of stability with 
reference to the emission of positive or alpha particles. 
The rule does not tell whether an alpha or a beta particle 
will be emitted, since that evidently depends upon the 
grouping of the particles in the nucleus, but merely relates 
to the energy of an emission provided it takes place. 

HYPOTHESIS CONCERNING THE INCREASE OF N/P 
WITK THE ATomic NUMBER. 

The writer has already presented an hypothesis concerning 
the increase of N/P with the atomic number. It may be 
assumed that the net positive charge on the nucleus is 
accompanied by a resultant self repulsion, and that the 
groups hold together against this repulsion through the 
action of electrical couples. However, as the nucleus becomes 
more positive this self repulsion increases, so that the value 
of the relative negativeness (N/P=1/2) which gives the 
greatest stability to a light atom, is no longer sufficiently 
large to overcome this repulsion. To overcome this the 
atom adds on either negative electrons alone, or groups of 
the formula p,e, in which y is more than 1/2 of 2, so N/P is 
increased above 1/2. The groups which are suggested by 
the relations of the atomic species are (3e9)*, (poe2)°, (pe)°: 
and the group prominent in the radioactive series (,e,)°, 
which the writer has designated as the helio group. ‘This 

* Kossel has suggested a less general theoretical form for this rule. 
See J. Am. Chem. Soc. xlii. p, 1971 (1920) for a discussion of the two 
forms, 
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last is constituted of one alpha particle plus two negative 
cementing electrons. The two electrons in the alpha particle 
(Pseo) are more tightly bound and may be designated as - 
binding electrons. 

THE STRUCTURE OF AToM NUCLEI. 

The structure assumed for a complex nucleus should be 
such as to account for the relations discussed in the preceding 
sections. 

1. The considerable magnitude of the loss of mass (0°76 
per cent.) in the formation of complex atoms indicates 
that the protons, which have practically all of the mass, 
should (a) le far apart from each other in comparison 
with their own radii; (0) lie relatively close to the 
negative electrons. These considerations are not based 
on, but need not exclude, kinetic effects, since they 
refer merely to the mean positions of the particles. 

2. The fact that in the most abundant atomic species one 
negative electron binds two protons (pe) ,- 

A theory which naturally suggests itself, and which is in 
accord with the deductions made with regard to the relative 
sizes of the electrons and protons by means of the electro- 
magnetic theory, is that both 1 and 2 are natura] results of 
the small size of the proton as compared with the electron. 
The doubtful feature is that which relates to the changes in 
the theory which may result from the introduction of the 
newer generalized relativity. At any rate the two facts 
listed above and the electromagnetic theory relations may be 
harmonized. According to the latter the proton has been 
assumed to have a radius of the order of 1/1835 that of the 
electron. Calculations made for the writer by Prof. A. C. 
Lunn showed that the observed packing effect could be 
accounted for on the basis of the electromagnetic theory if 
the distance between the centres of the proton and the 
electron is 400 times the radius of the former, the supposedly 
smaller particle. This would indicate that the protons may 
be assumed to be very close with what may be termed the 
outer part of the electron. Since the proton is small, 
according to such a supposition, two or three protons might 
be held by one electron, as illustrated in fig. 8, which also 
gives a possible model for the alpha particle. There may 
be some other form for the latter which will meet the above 
conditions and still suggest a possible method of disintegrating 
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the alpha particle, especially after it is combined in a com- 
plex nucleus, to give Rutherford’s p3e particle and one 
neutron (pe). However, Rutherford’s work at present 
seems to indicate that the free alpha particle remains stable. 

Fig. 8, 

Paes 2(P2¢) 

The writer was the first to show that the fact that the alpha 
particle exhibits the same packing effect as the other com- 
plex nuclei, indicates that it is extremely more stable with 
reference to disintegration into electrons and protons, than 
the more complex nuclei with reference to disintegration 
into alpha particles This does not mean that the alpha 
particles when joined in complex nuclei cannot be broken 
apart in some other way than into the primary protons and 
electrons. It seems that this latter type of complete disin- 
tegration involves the expenditure of more energy than that 
which the projected alpha particle possesses in the kinetic 
form, but it is not certain that the neutron and the p3e 
particle would differ very much from an alpha particle in 
the magnitude of the packing effect, particularly since it 
seems to be only the pze particle which escapes from the 
nucleus. ) 

One of the most important problems concerning nuclear 
structure is that of demonstrating experimentally a variation 
in the packing effect in various complex nuclei, provided it 
is great enough to be so demonstrated. One of the most 
hopeful atomic species for experimental work is the lithium 
of atomic weight 7, since that is the atomic species which, 
provided its nucleus contains one alpha particle, contains at 
the same time a very large percentage of material (3/7 of 
the total mass) which cannot be a part of an alpha particle. 

Phil. Mag. Ser. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249. Sept.1921. 2A 
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The constancy of the packing effect in most atomic species 
suggests that it may be due to a property of the electrons 
themselves. However, if the packing effect in the group 
pez 1s materially different from that in the alpha particle 
Peo, the fact may be capable of demonstration in a reasonable 
time, most easily by determining whether the percentages 
of the isotopes of atomic weight 6 and 7, as determined by 
the positive ray method, give the mean chemical atomic 
weight as determined with very great care. The writer 
wishes to thank Professor A. C. Lunn, of the department of 
Mathematics, for suggestions concerning the isotopic number 
plots. 

SUMMARY. 

1. The paper presents seven experimental correlations 
which are believed to exhibit the fundamental relations 
between the stability and composition of atom nuclei. 
These are summarized near the beginning of the 
paper, and need not be repeated here. Nuclear 
electrons seem to be associated in pairs, and alpha 
particles in groups of 10 or usually less, but sometimes 
more. 

2. Three methods of classifying isotopes are presented. 
While all of these were suggested in a somewhat 
different form in an earlier paper by the writer, they 
were not outlined with sufficient definiteness to show 
their naturalness, and their relation to nuclear 
stability. The three methods are (1) Classification 
into four classes according to the cddness or evenness 
of the number of electrons and protons in the 
nucleus; (2) Classification into isotopic numbers 
which vary from —1 for hydrogen and Rutherford’s 
lower isotope of helium, to 0 for the most abundant 
atomic species, up to 54 for uranium 238 ; (3) Classi- 
fication according to series relationships. 

3. The problem of nuclear stability is discussed in detail, 
and the relations to the above systems of classification 
are pointed out. 

4, The discussions and the graphical plots show a marked 
periodicity in the variation of abundance, atomic 
stability, and a number of functions which express the 
composition of atom nuclei. This is the only set of 
bene relations ever discovered in relation to atoms 

elements, which is entirely distinct from the 
Ree relations found by Newlands and Mendelejeff. 
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5. A discussion of principles which may be utilized in the 
prediction of isotopes is presented. The most im- 
portant relations are that the ratio N/P of electrons 
to protons is never less than 1/2 for stable atomic 
species, and the number of isotopes is considerably 
greater in general for elements of even, than for 
elements of odd atomic number. 

6. An hypothesis concerning the general structural rela- 
ations of atom nuclei, is presented. 

7. Mr. C. E. Broeker and the writer made a partial 
separation of chlorine into lighter and _ heavier 
isotopes, but this work was suddenly stopped by the 
death of Mr. Broeker in May 1920. It is now being 
continued by Mr. Anson Hayes. 

University of Chicago, 
Feb. 28, 1921. 

XL. On a Possible Connexion between the Magnetic State 
of Iron and its Photo-Electric Properties. By J. H. J. 
iPooe, 1.A.* | 

¢ is generally considered that the electrons present in the 
atom may be roughly classified somewhat as follows :— 

(1) Nuclear electrons ; 
(2) Free or conductivity electrons ; 
(3) Dispersional or emission electrons ; 
(4) Valency electrons ; 
(5) Photo-electric electrons ; 

and in ferro-magnetic substances a sixth class must be added, 
i. e@., revolving electrons, necessary to account for the 
magnetic properties of the substance. 

It seems highly probable, however, that these classes are 
not in reality mutually exclusive, and the question then 
arises as to which of these classes of electrons can be con- 
sidered to be identical. ‘Thus there are reasons for holding 
that the valency and dispersional electrons are really iden- 
tical, but it is with an attempt to obtain some evidence that 
in ferro-magnetic substances the magnetic and photo-electric 
electrons are the same that this paper deals. 

That there is good ground for believing that this hypo- 
thesis is correct, seems probable from the fact that both the 
magnetic and photo-electric properties of an element depend 

* Communicated by Prof. J. Joly, F.R.S. 
2A 2 
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entirely on its chemical state of combination. This would 
support the view that both the photo-electric and magnetic 
classes of electrons in the atom of a ferro-magnetic element 
are to be identified with the valency electrons, and hence we 
might expect the act of magnetizing a body to have some 
effect on its photo-electric properties. There are, never- 
theless, two other possibilities with regard to the origin of 
the phoio-electron which might be suggested. These are 
(a) that the photo-electron is emitted from the nucleus of 
the atom, and (b) that it is a free or conductivity electron. 
The first suggestion appears to be wildly improbable, as it is 
only in radio-active changes that we usually find electrons 
escaping from the nucleus. In this case the electron is 
expelled with enormous velocity, and the number liberated 
in a given time is totally unaffected by any external change 
of physical or chemical conditions. The expulsion of such 
an electron also leads to a change in tlie atomic number of 
the atom, which entirely alters its chemical and physical 
properties. The second alternative seems, ! owever, to be 
quite reasonable, and would perhaps agree well with Prof. 
Richardson’s statistical theory of the emission of photo- 
electrons, but we would expect that in this case the photo- 
electric powers of an element would show some connexion 
with its electrical conductivity, which is not borne out in 
practice. Thus sulphur, which is nearly a perfect insulator, 
shows quite an appreciable photo-electric activity. Another 
objection is that change of temperature, which largely affects 
conductivity, has apparently no effect on the photo-electric 
current from a metal zn vacuo (Millikan & Winchester, Phil. 
Mag. xiv. p. 188, 1907). On the other hand, the photo- 
electric activity of an element runs exactly parallel with its 
chemical properties, the more chemically electro-positive 
the element is, the more active it 1s photo-electrically. 
We may then, I think, take it as highly probable that the 

first supposition is true, and that the valency electron is 
responsible for the photo-electric properties of an element. 
While there is possibly not so much evidence that the 
valency electrons are also the source of the magnetic powers, 
it seems quite likely that such is the case from the close’ 
connexion between the chemical state of a magnetic element 
and its maguetic properties, a fact which has already been 
mentioned. Now, on Lindemann’s Resonance Theory of the 
emission of photo-electrons, as applied, at least, to the selec- 
tive photo-electric effect, he assumes that the expulsion of 
the electron by ultra-violet light is due to the perturbations 
produced by the light in the original orbit of the electron 
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inside the atom. But it is natural to suppose that there 
would be some connexion between the direction of the 
incident light, the plane of the orbit of the atomic electron, 
and the magnitude of the perturbation produced. On the 
classical electromagnetic theory of light, we would expect 
the maximum effect when the plane of revolution was per- 
pendicular to the light beam, and, if we were able to turn all 
the orbits into this position, we would naturally expect to 
get a larger photo-electric current than when the orbits are 
arranged at random, as presumably they would be in any 
‘ordinary surface. In the case of a magnetic element we 
have assumed that these revolving electrons are also re- 
sponsible for the molecular magnetic moment, and therefore, 
by applying suitable magnetic fields, we can insure that the 
plane of the revolving electrons is oriented in any direction 
we please relative to the incident light. 

Suppose we consider a plane iron surface which is emitting 
pheto-electrons under the action of a constant source of 
ultra-violet light, and which can be magnetized perpen- 
dicular to the surface at will. The surface in its normal 
unmagnetized condition will presumably have the orbital 
planes of its revolving magnetic electrons arranged entirely 
at random, but when the magnetic field is applied these 
planes will set themselves all approximately parallel to the 
surtace. Now this alteration in the orientation of the 
electronic orbits might have an effect on the total number 
of electrons emitted by the surface, if either (a) the chance 
of a photo-electron being emitted by the atom or (0) the 
direction of emission of the photo-electron is affected. As 
far as the first consideration is concerned, if we suppose that 
the light is incident normally to the surface, we would 
naturally expect an increase in the number of electrons 
emitted, as all the atoms are now arranged in the most 
favourable position for the light wave to produce perturba- 
tions in the electronic orbits. If, however, the direction of 
emission of a photo-electron by an atoin depends also on the 
orientation of the atom, the effect of magnetization is not 
quite so obvious. It is natural to suppose that the photo- 
electron would be ejected in the plane of its original orbit 
inside the atom. Thus when light falls on an unmagnetized 
surface the directions of the emitted electrons would be quite 
at random, and on the average half the emitted electrons 
would escape from the surface. If now the surface 1s 
magnetized normally, at first sight it would appear that all 
the electrons will now be emitted parallel to the surface, and 
therefore that very few will escape, hence leading to a large 
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diminution in the total electronic current. This effect would 
however, be largely cut out by the following considerations. 
Owing to local variations in the field the atoms will not set 
themselves with their electronic orbits exactly parallel to the 
surface, and hence, on the average, half the electrons will 
still escape from the surface. As a large accelerating 
electric field was employed in my experiments, most of the 
electrons escaping from the iron surface would be carried 
away at once. Hence, although the initial direction of 
emission of the electron would probably be very nearly 
parallel to the surface, the total ionization current would 
not be much affected. If, however, no accelerating field 
was employed, and the iron surface was kept in a good 
vacuum, we would expect that the maximum positive poten- 
tial which it would attain when illuminated by light of a 
definite wave-length, would be less when it was magnetized, 
since in this case the component of the velocity of the 
electron normal to the surface would be small, and therefore 
a smaller positive potential would be sufficient to prevent 
the electron from escaping. No experiments, however, have 
been made on this point owing to the difficulty of obtaining 
a sufficiently high vacuum, to insure that the mean free path 
of the photo-electron should be at least as great as the 
distance between the surface and. the grid. It is hoped 
to carry out trials of this possible effect at some future 
date. 
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In the experiments dealt with in this paper only the 
total ionization current from the surface was measured, and 
hence it is only a change in the total number of electrons 
emitted which would be detected, and not a change in the 
direction of emission. A sketch of the arrangement used is 
shown (fig. 1). The first experiments were made with the 
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field perpendicular to the surface. The source of the photo- 
electrons was the face of the core of a small electromagnet. 
This core was insulated from its exciting coil by a glass 
sleeve, and raised to a high negative potential by connecting 
it to the negative pole of a high-voltage battery. A few 
millimetres in front of the iron surface a copper gauze grid 
was placed. The grid was supported on a sulphur pillar 
insulating rod, and in area was considerably larger than the 
end of the iron core. A lead was taken from the grid toa 
Wilson-Kaye Tilted Leaf Hlectrometer, by which instru- 
ment the current across the air-gap could be easily measured. 
To illuminate the iron a beam of light from a small are was 
employed. The arc is perhaps not a very satisfactory source 
of constant ultra-violet light, but, unfortunately, a quartz 
mercury vapour lamp, which would have been more suitable, 
was not available. However, by placing an ammeter in the 
are circuit and keeping the current constant by adjusting 
the length of the arc a fairly constant source of light could 
be obtained. ‘The effect of casual variations in the bright- 
ness of the arc is further considered in the sequel. 

The arc itself was placed inside an iron projecting lantern. 
No lenses were used to concentrate the light on the iron 
specimen, which was illuminated through a small quartz 
window at one end of the lantern. The lantern serves to 
shield the arc from. draughts, and also prevents any ions 
from the arc reaching the grid which might cause spurious 
effects. It was found better to earth the body of the lantern, 
which thus acted as a screen preventing any direct electro- 
static effect of turning on the arc affecting the electrometer. 
There is a possibility that the exciting field of the iron 
Specimen might have a direct effect on the arc itself. The 
lantern also tends to screen the arc from this action, but, to 
further insure against it, an iron plate about a centimetre 
thick was placed between it and the grid. A hole in the 
centre of this plate allowed the light from the are to pass 
through to the grid. 

The grid itself is screened from any direct electrostatic 
effect due to turning on the current in the exciting coil by 
an earthed conducting piece of brass foil. The end of the 
coil nearest the grid was also kept permanently earthed, as 
it was found that, before this precaution was adopted, 
turning on the exciting current deflected the electrometer 
leaf slightly when the latter was isolated at the time. The 
earthing of the screen and coil completely cured this com- 
plaint. As a matter of fact, however, the effect is of no 
great importance, as in practice the electrometer leat was 
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always earthed when the exciting current switch was closed. 
An ammeter was used to measure the current through the 
coil, and a reversing switch was also placed in the cirenit, 
so that the direction of magnetization of the iron specimen 
could be reversed at pleasure. 

The method of procedure in conducting an experiment 
was, first to test the sensitivity of the electrometer by 
applying a suitable known voltage to the leaf, and then to 
adjust the are so that it ran fairly steadily at the current 
value required. The time that the leaf took to leak from 
zero to some fixed scale-division was measured with a stop- 
watch, (a) with the iron unmagnetized, (b) with the iron 
surface a north pole, (¢) with the iron surface a south pole. 
Sometimes the order of reading the three values was varied, 
so as to avoid one value getting unduly affected by some 
variation in the arc. This process was repeated immediately 
and as many readings as possible obtained before the are 
burnt out its carbons. The are throughout the course of the 
experiment was, of course, kept adjusted so as to take as 
constant a current as possible, but there is no doubt that the 
quantity of ultra-violet light is not constant but varies in an 
erratic fashion. However, by taking a sufficiently large 
number of readings, it is probable that any effect due to 
chance variations in the light would not very largely vitiate 
the mean values obtained. 

I give below two tables. Table Number I. shows the 
reading obtained in a typical experiment, and Number II. 
shows the mean results of a-series of such experiments. It 
may be noticed that these tables completely confirm the 
above view, as, while the individual readings shown in 
Table I. differ quite appreciably among themselves, the mean 
results obtained agree with each other surprisingly well. 
The results for the different experiments in the second table 
are really not to be strictly compared with each other, owing 
to variations in the state of the iron surface from day to day 
and also to the fact that the behaviour of the are would © 
probably alter when new carbons were inserted. ‘Taking 
these facts into consideration, the rate of rise of voltage is 
probably as constant as could be expected. The important 
point about the table, however, is that it shows practically 
no evidence for any change in the ionization current when 
the field is applied in either direction, the rate of rise of 
voltage being practically constant for each experiment. 
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TABLE I. 

Time in seconds taken for Leaf to move from 0 to 10. 

A. B. C. 

Iron unmagnetized. Iron, North Pole. Tron, South Pole. 
20°2 17:2 15°2 

14:8 15:2 15°6 

14:8 15°8 18:2 

17-0 16:2 16-4 

19-4 2 17°8 

15°6 16:2 16:4 

15:2 148 14:8 

15:2 15:4 16:0 

168 16:4 17:0 

186 17°8 22 

21°4 19°8 21:4 

19-6 19°6 21:2 

20:0 i 18:2 

18°4 19:2 18°8 

Mean. Mean. Mean. 

17°6 L7/ClL 17-7 

- Are current = 2°3 amps. 

Sensitivity of Electrometer, 10 scale divs. = 0°75 volt. 

Tass IL. 

~ Rise of Voltage per sec. 

A. B. C, 

Experiment. Unmagnetized. North. South. Arc current. 

Jk Ce ane oe ‘061 — 062 2:7 amps. 
ie Pct dec ‘064 = ‘066 PHD 
Diy gress: ‘046 — 045 2iOum: 
Bi cee rd -030 ‘030 ‘030 26); 
DRM ss ite. ‘043 ‘043 044 PRS 

Gate nae ‘046 ‘047 ‘048 ORT 
(ee ene 043 ‘043 044 2:3 

Note. -~The light was normal to the surface in all the above experiments. 

It would, perhaps, be advisable at this stage to consider 
the possible effects of two disturbing factors on the results 
obtained. These are (a) the direct effect of the magnetic 
field on the path of the ions between the iron and the grid, 
and (b) the possible effect of the roughness of the iron 
surface. Let us first consider the effect of the magnetic 
field. When the iron is unmagnetized, the photo-electron 
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emitted by the iron probably attaches itself nearly im- 
mediately after its escape from the surface to a molecule, 
and then drifts across under the action of the electric field 
to the grid. But if the iron is magnetized, the moving 
gaseous lon is subjected to an additional force at right angles 
both to its direction of motion and to the magnetic field. 
Sir J. J. Thomson (‘Conduction of Electricity through 
Gases, Chap. iv.) investigates this effect. He shows, how- 
ever, that although the magnetic field tends to introduce 
lonic velocities along the magnetic field, and also perpen- 
dicular to the magnetic and electric forces, still that these 
are quite inappreciable compared with the velocity along the 
electric force at least at air pressure, since the ratio of the 
velocity due to the electric field to either of the other 

velocities involves the term where R is the velocity of 
iL 

RE 
the ion under unit electric force, and H the magnetic force. 
This ratio is always large at atmospheric pressures as 
R=1'5 x 107° and H would probably never exceed 10°, and 
in our experiments it certainly did not exceed 10%. Thus it 
is obvious that the magnetic field will not affect the path of 
the ion from the iron to the grid, and hence the total current 
should also be unaffected. This result would not be sound 
if we were working in a high vacuum, as then we should not 
be justified in assuming that the photo-electron immediately 
attached itself to a gaseous molecule. 

As regards the possible effect of the roughness of the iron 
surface, the case is not so clear. ‘I'o reduce this effect as far 
as possible, the iron surface was carefully polished, but even 
so the irregularities in its surface must have been quite large 
compared with the wave-length of the light. There are two 
cases to be considered (a) if the direction of the emission 
of the photo-electron by the atom is independent of the 
magnetic orientation of the atom, and (6) if this direction 
is not so independent. If supposition (a) is true, it is obvious 
that the roughness of the surface will not cause a change in 
the total ionization current when the iron is magnetized, as 
any effect due to it will not be altered by the field. If(6) is 
correct it would appear possible at first sight that this might 
not be the case. We have, however, shown earlier in the 
paper that, owing to the irregularities in the direction of the 
magnetic field, we should expect on the whole half the 
electrons emitted by a plane surface to escape either with 
the field on or off. Local irregularities in the surface would 
on the average not affect this result, as, for the average atom 
lying in the surface, half the electrons emitted will still 
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escape, as the only case in which the chance of escape of an 
electron is affected is when the plane of direction of emission 
is exactly parallel to the surface at the point, and this case is 

‘not more likely to occur when the direction of the surface, as 
well as the magnetic field, varies slightly. It might, how- 
ever, be suggested that owing to the irregularity of the 
surface an electron which had already escaped from the 
surface might strike it again, and so become entrapped. 
This appears not very likely to occur, both owing to the 
very short free path of the electron in air, at ordinary 
pressures about ‘00007 em., and also to the strong electric 
field which is tending to drag the electron away. Once 
the electron had become attached to a gus molecule, we 
would expect the roughness of the surface to have a still 
smaller effect, as the free path of an ion is smaller than 
that of a gas molecule, which itself is about 1/11th of 
that of the tree electron. 
We-may thus, it would appear, take it as probable that 

neither the direct effect of the magnetic field on the ionic 
current nor the error introduced by the roughness of the sur- 
face, could have a very large effect on the results given in 
Table II. These results would apparently show that the chance 
of anatom emitting an electron is not affected by its magnetic 
orientation with respect to the incident light, and accordingly 
would yield no evidence as to the identity of the photo- 
electric and magnetic electrons in the atom. It is to be 
noticed, however, that, in deducing that a change of direction 
of emission of the electron due to magnetization would have 
no effect on the total electronic current, it has been tacitly 
assumed that all the electrons emitted downwards into the 
surface are absorbed, and also that there is no diffusion back 
of ions against the field. If the first assumption is not 
Justified, and some electrons escape from the surface after 
refraction in the metal, we might expect that, if the electrons 
were emitted nearly parallel to the surface, when the iron is 
magnetized, on the whole, a greater percentage of electrons 
might escape after refraction in the surface, thus leading to 
an increase in the ionization current. On the other hand, if 
there was a leakage of electrons back to the surface, either 
due to the thermal agitation of an ion being sufficient to 
carry it back a short distance against the field or possibly 
due to actual reflexion of an electron by a gas molecule, it 
would probably tend to diminish the current on magneti- 
zation, as the ions, on the whole, would be formed closer to the 
surface when the electrons are emitted obliquely, and would 
therefore be more likely to diffuse back against the field to 
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the iron surface. There is no doubt that even with the 
large field employed (about 1000 volts per cm.) some ions 
would sueceed in moving back against the field, as at air 
pressure the saturation value of the current is not obtained 
before ionization by collision sets in (see Hughes, ‘ Photo- 
Electricity,’ p. 55, and Sir J. J. Thomson’s ‘ Conduction of 
Electricity through Gases,’ p. 268, 2nd edition). We would 
expect, however, that the number of such ions would not be 
large owing to the mean free path of an electron being so 
much greater than that of an ion. On these grounds, we 
are accordingly led to conclude that the expected change 
in the ionization current on magnetization would be the 
resultant of three separate effects. These are :— 

A. An increase in the total number of electrons emitted 

directly, due to the change of orientation of the 
atoms. 

B. An increase in the number of electrons which escape 

after refraction in the metal, due to a change in the 
direction. 

(\. An increase in the ions which return to the iron 
surface, due toa change in the direction of emission. 

What Table IT. really shows is that this resultant is not 
large, and as B and C would probably not be large effects, 
we are, I think, justified in concluding that their difference 
conld Hor Whalers A, unless it was alco! a small effect. The 
probability that all chee effects must be sma!l is further 
increased by the figures given in Table II., which show 
that their resultant is again zero when the field is parallel 
to the iron surface, a result we would hardly expect if 
the zero resultant in the first case had been produced by 
a large difference between B and C balancing out a 
large ‘effect due to A. It would, accordingly, appear likely 
that we are justified in concluding g, even when we take the 
effects of possible refraction of paceenes in the metal and 
ionic diffusion into account, that the chance of an atom 
emitting an electron is not largely affected by its magnetic 
orientation relative to the incident light. 

In addition to testing an iron surface, illuminated nor- 
mally, the effect of oblique illumination was tried. No 
effect was, however, detected. Some experiments were also 
conde: with a eta disk, fitted on the end of the 
pole piece, to see if any change could be detected in diamag- 
netic substances. The properties of a magnetite crystal and 
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carefully polished nickel were also examined in the same 
way. A table showing the results obtainedis shown. They 
all gave negative results, 2. e., there is no definite change 
in the photo-electric current when the magnetic field is 
excited. 

Mane Wt. 

Rate of Rise of i Soles per sec. 

Angle Field sintice, Surface, Are 
Substance. of . North South current 

lighting. | Jee Pole. Pole. amps. 

MOMs dase ese 45° ‘0082 ‘0085 ‘0086 15 

To surface. ‘O17 dO U7/ ‘O17 2°5 

Bismuth ....0. Normal ‘16 "16 — 27 

to \ ‘056 "056 — 1°8 

surface. 046 "046 == 2:3 

"040 "040 — 2°3 

‘ Magnetite ... — ‘0078 0070 ‘0081 2:0 

— 0032 ‘0031 "0033 2-2, 

— 0043 "0045 “U0+4 2°2 

INickelics 3 - = “0084 ‘0079 0083 1:7 

— 0084 ‘0088 0086 17 

When no result could be obtained with the magnetic 
field normal to the surface, some trials were made with a 

Larlped/ ieg 
Sbow-7 Pere 

ory 

second apparatus in which the field was Bekele 
parallel to the iron surface. A sketch of the form of appa- 
ratus used is shown (fig. 2). The iron surface consisted of 
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a flat polished bar of iron which was placed across the poles 
of a small electromagnet. When the magnet is excited the 
lines of force in the central portions at least of the specimen 
will be very approximately parallel to the surface. As it is 
necessary to raise the specimen to a high negative voltage to 
help the electrons to escape it must be insulated from the 
pole pieces of the electromagnet. This was done by inserting 
thin mica insulation between the two. ‘This plan has also 
the advantage of introducing an air gap in the magnetic 
circuit, as otherwise it is possible that the residual mag- 
netism when the field was turned off would be quite 
large. 
Sly the electronic current from a small central area of the 

iron specimen was measured. The rest of the surface of the 
bar was coated with a fairly thick coat of shellac which 
would prevent any electrons escaping from the iron surface. 
Opposite the uncoated portion of the iron a copper gauze 
grid was placed at a distance of a few millimetres. The grid 
was supported on sulphur insulation and connected to the 
electrometer as before. The area of the grid was larger than 
that of the active iron surface, and the ultra-violet light 
passed through the grid as before. The illumination was 
always normal to the surface. The method of procedure was 
exactly as previously described, except that alternate readings 
with the field off and then on were taken. 

There is a point which, however, arises in connexion with 
the possible escape of photo-electrons from the shellac which 
perhaps ought to be considered. H.S. Allen in his text-book 
on ‘ Photo-electricity’ (p. 83) states that W. Wilson found that 
shellac was non-photo-electric, and it was for this reason that 
shellac was adopted as a means of restricting the area from 
which the electrons could escape. It was subsequently found, 
however, that shellac, as a matter of fact, is slightly photo- 
electric, about 1/40th the activity of zine, so probably a small 
proportion of the electrons reaching the grid came from the 
shellac. This, however, would probably not vitiate the 
results, as presumably the number of such electrons 
escaping would not depend on whether the iron was mag- 
netized or not, as it has been previously shown that the 
direct effect of the magnetic field on the path of the gaseous 
ion is negligible. 

Table IV. gives a short summary of the results obtained. 
It will be seen that it also gives no indication of any change 
in the total electron current on magnetization. Hach result 
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given is as before the mean of a separate series of 
experiments. 

TaBLE LV. 

Rate of Rise of Voltage per sec. 

Experiment. ~ Bield off. as Field on. 2) Are current. 

i eee cater 104 105 2°5 

Dede 5. 105 104 2:5 
AcE et 013 013 18 
Berns cmonase 025 025 15 

SUMMARY OF PAPER. 

It is shown that if we assume :— 

(a) That the same electrons in a ferro-magnetic atom 
are responsible for its magnetic and photo-electric 
properties ; 

and 

(6) That Lindemann’s Resonance Theory of the emission 
of photo-electrons is correct ; 

then we might expect both a change in the total number of 
electrons emitted by an illuminated ferro-magnetic surface 
when it is magnetized, and also a possible change in the 
original direction of emission. The evidence produced in this 
paper shows that there is apparently no large change in the 
total number of electrons emitted, though a change of 1 to 
2 per cent. could not be detected. So far no very satisfactory 
experiments have been conducted on the second point. 

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Joly 
for his kind interest and advice during the course of the 
experiments. 

Iveagh Geological Laboratory, 
Jan. 1921. 
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XLI. On Magnetic Double Refraction of Gold Colloids. 
By YNGVE BIORNSTAHL ™. 

[Plate XIII. | 

Introductory. 

\ E know that solid and fluid substances, when placed 
in an electric or a magnetic field, acquire double 

refraction. The former phenomenon is named after the 
English physicist Kerr, the latter is the so-called Cotton 
effect. 

Apart from some observations on suspensions Tf, an action 
of electric strain on colloids was first established by 
Diesselhorst, Freundlich, and Leonardtt in the case of 
V.,O;-sol, but other colloids examined did not show an 
effect. Bergholm and I have shown that an electric field 
induces double refraction in gold and silver sols as well §. 

Majorana || and Kerr] were the first to observe that a 
solution of ‘Fer Bravais,’ when subjected to a magnetic 
field, exhibited properties similar to those of a uniaxial 
crystal. Schmauss ** drew attenticn to the fact that it was 
a phenomenon characteristic of certain colloids and suggested 
that it was due to an orientation of particles. Cotton and 
Mouton tt made a careful examination of the phenomenon, 
also using the ultramicroscope. As the result of an extensive 
series of experiments, they inferred that the ferric oxide and 
the iron colloids consisted of eolotropic particles. Later 
Diesselhorst, Freundlich and Leonardt Ii observed an 
analogous effect in V,O;-sols. 

A disperse system consists of two phases belonging to any 
one of the three states of aggregation. I deal especially with 
colloidal liquids, in which at least one of the constituents is 
fluid. When studying magnetic double refraction in such 
systems, it is of importance to take care that the so-called 
‘direct effect,” the Cotton phenomenon, is eliminated, in 
order to obtain only the double refraction characteristic of 
the colloid. As a rule there is no difficulty about this ; the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Ch. Chaudier, C. R. exxxvii. p. 248. 
{ Elster-Gertel-Festschrift, 1915, p. 476. 
§ Phys. Zeit. xxi. p. 187 (1920). 
|| Rendic. R. Accad. Lincet, xi. i. p. 374. 
4, Brit. Assoc. Report, 1901, p. 568. 
** Drude’s Ann. d. Phys. (4) xii. p. 186 (1908). 
Tt C. &. exli. pp. 317, 349 (1905). 
ad oc CH. 
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double refraction here appears at such weak fields that the 
direct influence is often of a lower degree of magnitude and 
can be neglected. 

In all the cases mentioned above, we are concerned with 
ferromagnetic or strongly paramagnetic solutions. My own 
investigations include several colloids, among them dia- 
magnetic ones as well. It is above all the irreversible 
colloids that acquire double refraction in a magnetic field. 
The degree of dispersity corresponding to a minimum effect 
differs considerably. Gold particles of the size* 20 wu for 
instance, show an evident effect, while the critical diameter 
of the silver sols is much greater. With other samples it is 
necessary to extend beyond the limits of the colloidal 
solutions and to pass to the coarse suspensions in order to 
find any influence. 

In this paper I give an account of my experimental 
researches concerning the double refraction of gold colloids, 
and, finally, I discuss some conclusions as regards the structure 
of the particles. Ina further communication I will consider 
the optical results. 

In order to measure the phase difference I used Brace’s 
method +. 

Description of the Apparatus.—The lens B (fig. 1) throws 
an image of the arc A on the rectangular slit C, and this 

Pips | inc 
image is projected on the objective of the telescope P by 
the lens D. ‘The light is passed through the monochromatic 
filter E, a polarizing Thomson-Glan prism F’, the tube G, 
filled with the sample, the half shade or sensitive strip M, 
the mica compensator mounted on a graduated circle N, the 

analysing prism O, and finally the telescope P. The tube G 

is placed between the poles of the electromagnet H. ‘The 
principal sections of the prisms were crossed, and form an 

* Equivalent diameter, cp. injra. . “ 
+ Phys. Rev. xviii. p. 70 (1904); xix. p. 218 (1905). Phil. Mag. (6) 

vii. p. 317 (1904). Cf. also C. Bergholm, “ Doppelbrochung in kathoden- 

zerstiubten Metallschichten,” Uppsala Universitets Arsskrift, i. (1919). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249. Sept. 1921. 2B 
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angle of 45° with the lines of force. The telescope is 
focussed on the sensitive strip, the angle between the principal 
axis of the latter and that of the prisms being 45°. The 
compensator is turned to get a field of view uniformly 
illuminated, the magnetic field is applied, and the compensator 
is set for a match again. 

From the rotation @ of the compensator one obtains * for 
the difference of phase 

tan A=2 cos (2¢)—-8) sin @ sin 9, 

where 6 is the phase difference of the compensator and ¢ 
is a constant. . 

In order to analyse the elliptically polarized ight emerging 
from the tube G, it is sufficient to measure first the phase 
difference between the components parallel and perpendicular 
to the lines of force, then the azimuth of the major axis of 
the ellipse, the elements of which are defined by this with 
regard to form and situation. 

In order to determine the azimuth of the ellipse a A/4 
plate L (fig. 1) was inserted between the tube G and the 
compensator. The plate is rotated to get linear polarized 
light, which is tested with the Brace apparatus. The azimuth 
of the /4 plate is read. This arrangement is indicated by 
Cotton and Mouton+, who employ red it for the study of 
the dichroic circular polarization, and independently by 
Bergholm f, who has given full particulars about the method. 
Taking the liquid as a uniaxial dichroic crystal with the 
axis along the lines of force, the absorption of the parallel 
and of the perpendicular component is different. Calling 
the rotation of the X/4 plate w and the specially determined 
phase-difference A, we can derive the ratio p of the parallel 

amplitude to the perpendicular one p= — from the equation 
1 

eee Y : 

ae =tan2Wcos A. 

The electromagnet is constructed by The Svedberg§. In 
this investigation the distance of the poles was 3 cm. and 
their diameter was 3 cm. The magnet is provided witha 
cooling coil, through which water is circulated, and gives an 
intensity of about 21,000 gauss, the current being 20 amperes. 

* Cf. Bercholm, loc. cit. 
+ Journ. de Phys. ser. 5, i. p. 9 (1911). 
{ Loe. cit. 
§ Ann. der Phys. (4) lil. p. 657 (1917). 
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The intensity of the field was determined by the induction- 
method, 2. e. with the aid of an exploring coil and a ballistic 
galvanometer. 

The tube G was made of Jena-glass, whose smoothly cut 
end-surfaces were covered by glass plates of 0:15 mm., 
cemented with Canada balsam. ‘The glass plates were 
previously examined and were free from double refraction 
due to mechanical stress. The length of the tube was 
26:0 mm. 

The preparation of the Colloids.—In order to prepare the 
gold sols, specially pure water was used. Ordinary distilled 
water was redistilled, first with the addition of permanganate 
of potassium and sulphuric acid, then with the addition of 
barium hydroxide, and finally once more in an apparatus of 
Jena-glass. The conductivity of the water obtained in this 
way was about 10-® mho. All the sols were prepared in 
flasks of Jena-glass, whicl, after being carefully cleaned 
with boiling aqua regia and chromic acid, were finally boiled 
with distilled water. 

To obtain the sols I used Zsigmondy’s nuclear method. 
Potassium carbonate is added to a solution of gold chloride, 
and the mixture is reduced by an ethereal solution of 
phosphorus. After the lapse of about 12 hours, the solution 
is boiled so as to remove the ether, and a current of air is 
passed through it in order to oxidize the phosphorus. The 
product is a sol of a characteristically light red colour. 
Starting from this nuclear liquid a series of solutions are 
made with increasing size of the particles. As a reducing 
agent hydrogen peroxide was used. This reaction has been 
studied by F. Doerinchel* and A. Westgren f. 

The size of the particles was determined partly by the 
rate of settling, partly by counting in the ultramicroscope. 
In the former method one measures the velocity of fall of 
the particles and obtains a value of the radius of the particle 
in accordance with Stokes’s law, under the assumption that 
the particle has a spherical shape. Since the sh»pe of the 
particles differs considerably from a spherical one, we cannot 
apply Stokes’s law; the two methods, however, show a 
certain degree of agreement, and we are therefore entitled 

to define ras a coefficient proportional to Wm, where m is 
the mass of the particle. 

* Zeitschr. f. An. Chemie, lxiii. p. 844 (1908). 
+ Zeutschr. f. Phys. Chemie, xcix. p. 63 (1914). 

2B2 
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Statements of Experimental Results. 

Variations of double refraction with intensity—At the 
beginning of every series of experiments the well-cleaned 
tube was filled with water, and examined to see if there was 
any double refraction, due to stress in the cover-glasses. It 
is very difficult to avoid these stresses, which necessitate 
re-cementing of the glasses. 

The tube filled with the colloid in question is placed 
between the poles of the magnet. 

The phase-retardation increases with the intensity of the 
field and is positive, z.¢. it has the same sign as the double 
refraction which one gets when glass is extended in the 
direction of the lines of force. In Table I. A is the phase- 
difference, expressed in minutes of arc per 2°60 em. length 
of the liquid traversed, and H the intensity in gauss. In the 
last column the ratio A/H? x 10’ is tabulated (see Pl. XIII. 
fig. 2). Disregarding the first values it is evident that this. 
ratio is constant. Thus the effect is proportional to ihe 
square of the intensity and is rather great; by way of 
comparison | may mention that nitrobenzene *, exhibiting an — 
exceptionally great magnetic double refraction, gives a 
phase-difference of 54’ in a field H=20,000 gauss. In the 
case of sol No. 6 the corresponding quantity is 220'-3, 
although the concentration of the sol is e=2°5 x 107~* normal 
or about 0:05 mg. gold per c.cm. 

Variation with concentration—The relation between the 
effect and the concentration is of fundamental importance 
for the investigation. Many sols can be prepared only 
between certain limits of concentration, while it is necessary 
to make the measurements between other limits. Thus one 
must proceed with the greatest care when diluting a solution. 
I began by observing that there was no proportionality with 
regard to the first of a series of successive dilutions. The 
delay of phase appeared to be less than could be expected 
(see Table II. and Pl. XIII. fig. 3; ¢ is the concentration). 
On further dilution the effect was pr oportional to tl e concen- 
tration. This fact may possibly be explained by the sensi-. 
bility of the solutions to electrolytes. A sol was allowed to. 
settle and the water over the colloid was used for dilution.. 
A complete proportionality was obtained. 

The dispersion of the double refraction.—The change of the. 
effect with the wave-length was determined by inserting 
monochromatic filters from Wratten and Wainwright, only 

* Cp. Cotton, Ann. de Chimie et de Phys. t. xix. p. 153. 
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transmitting light from seven narrow ranges of the pepe ui 
Tables III. and IV. show the values obtained for sol No. 2 
(2r=22 pp), and for sol No. 6 2r=73 ypu). The dispersion 
is very g great, the double refraction, which is greatest in the 
red, increasing with the wave- length. gio: 47Gy: itsloleny 
the abscisse are proportional to ‘the wave-leneths and the 

: 5 A : 
ordinates to the ratio ae In the case of electric and 

540 
magnetic double refraction in ordinary liquids, the phase- 
retardation is greatest in the violet part of the spectrum ; 
gold colloids, on the other hand, show a quite contrary 
relation. It is the high disperse sols that give the greatest 
dispersion. 

The influence 0; the degree of dispersityi—The effect 
changes considerably with the size of the particles, asis clear 
from the one ual ieee 8) (eI OUI) (Uae Wy where the 

values of 2 x10’ as ordinates are plotted against the 

coefficient 27 as abscissee. As soon as the degree of 
dispersity is about 2r=12 mp, it is possible to trace and 
measure an influence of a magnetic field, whose intensity 
was 21,000 gauss ; the double refraction increasing with + 
attains a maximum, then diminishes to a minimum, only, to 
rise again with extreme rapidity. As early as a size 
2r=100 py the spontaneous formation of nuclei begins to 
disturb the preparatién of the solutions, in the case of lower 
degrees of dispersity itis very difficult to obtain homogeneous 
sols. As I do not consider these values reliable, I do not 
give them here. 

One must not expect always to record the same values © 
even from preparations that are apparently identical. The 
magnetic double refraction varies considerably, but within 
certain limits. Fig. 5 (Pl. XIII.) (Table V.) represents two 
éf these series of experiments, the gold concentration being 
in both cases c=2°5 x 107* normal. It is generally known 
that a colloid solution of a certain concentration cannot be 
defined in any single way, its nature being due to the details 
of the preparation. Even when following carefully the 
same prescription, one will obtain solutions whose properties 
are rather different. Of course it is desirable to eliminate 
these occasional deviations, the causes of which are still 
unknown. 

Considering the two series of experiments, one may 
attribute the great difference in the delay of phase of the 
same Ba cticien t 9 to the fact that the nuclear solution of 
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series A has been left standing a little longer than the 
corresponding solution of series B. -It is known that colloidal 
solutions often do not remain in complete stability; they 
undergo a more or less rapid change of state—the sol 
“ orows old.’? The nuclear solution of A has had more time 
to “develop crystalline properties than B. 

The study of the phenomena of transition from the low 
disperse systems to the molecular ones, the investigations 
regarding the change of the properties of the colloids with 
the degree of lispersity, have been of fundamental importance 
for our understanding of solutions ™*. 

With regard to the magnetic double refraction, fiz. 5 
is a striking proof of the continuity when passing from low 
disperse systems to high disperse ones. 

G oagulation expertments.—In order to study the influence 
of electrolytes on the effect, I made some experiments with 
the addition of sodium chloride. Even very small additions 
caused a change in the effect. Between the limits of the 
slow coagulation a quasi-stationary state seemed to be 
attained. In the case of the rapid coagulation the conditions 
are more definite. When the concentration of the sodium 
chloride solution was c=0:0167 normal, the progress of the 
coagulation of a sol (2r=70 uy), whose maximum of absorp- 
tion was in the red, is illustrated by fig. 6 (Pl. XIII.) 
(Table VI.). In the beginning the effect “decreases rapidly 
with the time T, then more slowly. Another sol (27=40 py), 
whose maximum of absorption was in the se shows a 
progress of coagulation represented by fig. 7 (Pl. XIII.) 
(Table VII.), when the sodium chloride cence was 
:=0-0211 normal. The double refraction rises with the 
time TY attains a maximum and then decreases slowly. A 
quite evident difference of character seems to distinguish 
the blue solutions from the red ones, the latter exhibiting 
curves of coagulation (A=F(I)) with a maximum, while 
the phase- difference of the low disperse sols decreases all the 
time. I will return to this Jater on. With the aid of the 
magnetic double refraction it is possible to record the 
formation of the colloid. As an instance I adduce the form- 
ation of gold colloid. Using a sol 27=64 wp as nuclear 
liquid, I prepared two solutions 2r=127 pp, the first with a 
concentration c= 2°5 x 1074 normal, the other ¢e=1°25 normal. 
The effect during the formation is represented by fig. 8 
(PL SEE ii Table VIII). At first small, corresponding to 
the rather Be roant quantity of maclel: it rises rapidly, 

* Cf. The Svedberg, Die Existenz der Molekiile, Leipzig, 1912. 
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finally attaining a constant value, the double refraction 
characteristic of the sol. 

The Amplitude effect.—Besides the double rePraclion all 
the sols show dichroism under the influence of the magnetic 
field,the absorption of the component of the vibration that 
is parallel to the lines of force not being the same as the 
absorption of the component at right angles to the former. 

The amplitude effect is rather great an:! increases with the 
intensity. In fig. 9 (PI. XU (Table IX.) the expression 

. =) 1000 as ordinate is plotted to the intensity H (Gauss) 

as Bertin. where a, and a, are the amplitude of the 
electric component parallel or perpendicular to the lines of 
force. The concentration of the sol wasc=2°5 x 1074 normal 
and the degree of dispersity 2r=48 pp. | 

The change of the amplitude effect with the wave-length 
fe@leartcom. mo. 10) (ly) XIN) (Table X.).. The curve A 
corresponds to a sol 2r=49 wy (cone. c=2°5 x 1074 normal), 
B to another 27=140 pp (conc.c=2:0.x 1074 normal). The 

wave-lengths (ww) are abseissee and the expression oe —1) 

x 1000 ordinates. In the case of the high disperse sol the 
eftect has a minimum about A=500 py. The low disperse 
sols show effects of opposite signs, the component parallel 
to the lines of force being most absorbed. -A range in red 
forms an exception, the etfect changing sign with increasing 
wave-length. The amplitude effect is a rather good test of 
homogeneity of low disperse sols ; sols that are not quite 
homogeneous exhibit curves of a different type. 

The time of relawation.—One of the reasons why the 
Majorana effect was at first considered ‘‘ magneto-optical in 
the direct sense” *, is the extreme rapidity with which the 
double refraction appears when the field is established. 

Investigating gold sols of varying degree of dispersity, 
one finds that the time of relaxation increases with the size 
of the particles; the time cannot be measured for the high 
disperse sols ; in the case of the low disperse ones it amounts 
to seconds. Hence a theory assuming a change of frequency 
of the electrons is out of the question. 

The formand structure of the particles. —Before discussing 
the nature of the effect I will give a short account of the 

* This expression is due to Voigt, who added terms of the second 
order to the ordinary electrical equations in order to account for the 
action of the magnetic field. Cp. Accademia det Lincet, Rendtconti, 

vol. xi. i. p. 505 (1902). 
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prevailing view as to the shape and structure of the particles. 
As is generally known, one cannot get any idea of the shape 
of the particles in a colloidal solution with the aid of the 
microscope, on account of the resolving limit. The ultra- 
microscope only exhibits the existence of a discontinuity of 
the refractive index. Thus it was necessary to resort to 
macroscopic phenomena :—there are two subjects the study 
of which has decidedly supported our opinion on these 
questions: investigations as to’ light absorption and the 
sedimentation of the colloids. 

Several authors have dealt with the theory of light ab- 
‘sorption by colloidal metal solutions. Maxwell-Garnett * 
calculated the absorption spectra of the gold hydrosols and 
found in several cases close agreement. The same problem 
has been more fully treated by Mie T, who also supposes the 
particles to be massive and of a spherical shape. Steubing } 
undertook to verify the calculations: made by Mie and 
measured the light absorption of several gold solutions. He 
states that the maximum of the absorption curve moves in 
the direction of greater wave-lengths with increasing size 
of the particles, in accordance with Mie’s theory. In a 
theoretical paper Gans § discussed in detail the light absorp- 
tion of particles, whose form could be represented by ellipsoids 
of revolution. He found that even at moderate eccentricities 
the effect differs considerably from that calculated for a 
sphere. (Gansis of the opinion that the particles in Steubing’s 
colloidal solutions did not deviate very much from the 
spherical shape. The first systematic quantitative investi- 
gations as to the size of the particles were made by The 
Svedberg ||, and later by Pihlblad§. The latter obtained a 
rather good agreement between Mie’s theory and the 
measurements of the light absorption. From this one may 
conclude that the particles have a spherical shape. 

The rate of sedimentation of elt gold solutions has 
been investigated by A. Westvren * He obtained a very 
good agreement between the size eas, by counting the 
number of particles in a fixed volume and that which is 
calculated from the rate of fall in accordance with Stokes’s 

* Phil. Trans. A. 203. p. 385 (1904); 205. p. 237 (1906). 
+ Ann. der Phys. (4) xxv. p. 377 (1908). 
t Loe. cit. xxvi. p. 329 (1908). 
§ Ann. der Phys. (4) xxxvii. p. 881 (1912). 
|| Koll. Zeit. vi. p. 288 (1910). 
q Inaug. Dissertation, Upsala, 1918. 
** Dissertation, Tab. 182, Upsala, 1915. 
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law. Consequently the spherical form presumed by this law 
might be proved by those investigations. Westgren*, for 
instance, writes concerning these solutions: ‘Sie besitzen 
nicht nur den Vorteil, sphirische Teilchen zu haben. .. .” 

As regards the structure of the particles we have been 
confined to assumptions. If the gold particles have a form 
at least approximately spherical, one must attribute to them 
a micro-crystalline structure. Further, one expects the 
microcrystals to be constituted by a space lattice belonging 
to the regular system as in the case of ordinary gold f. 
One can imagine the microcrystals in a particle to be rather 
small, but on the other hand all transitional states between 
this structure and particles consisting of a single regular 
crystal are possible. It is probable that these alternatives 
do not differ perceptibly with regard to light absorption and 
hydrodynamical action. Starting from the current con- 
ception of the particles of the colloidal gold solutions which 
I have outlined above, it would be necessary to use 
Havelock’s f theory, assuming an olotropic distribution of 
the particles in order to account for the magnetic double 
retraction. The particles would arrange themselves in a sort 
of space lattice of rhombic symmetry. Havelock himself has 
not given any reason to show why the packing of these rather 
scattered obstacles is disturbed from the ‘cubical arrange- 
ment of the natural state.” One might possibly imagine an 
influence of the Brownian movement. Supposing the 
particles charged, the magnetic field will exercise a deviating 
action on the particles, whose vector of velocity has a com- 
ponent perpendicular to the lines of force. On the contrary, 
the field does not influence the particles that have a longi- 
tudinal movement of translation. Certainly the packing is 
disturbed to some extent by the field, but the symmetry of 
the distribution will hardly be changed. Further, the 
hypothesis that the particles are changed might be rather 

* Arkiv fur ken, mineralogi och geologi utg. av K. Svenska Vetenskaps- 
akademeen, B, vii. No. 6, p. 8. 

tT In a preliminary note (Nachricht K. Ges. Wiss. Gottingen, 1918, 
p. 98), P. Scherrer mentions some experimeuts that support the latter 
suggestion. He has not, however, given any data about the mode of 
preparation of the solutions. Debye-Scherrer’s method permits also of 
a determination of the size of the microcrystals—of the crystalline 
degree of dispersion—by measuring the “ Halbwertsbreite ” of the density 
belonging to a maximum. Indeed, as the photographic curve of 
density for X-ray light is not yet accurately investigated, the results 
are open to discussion and we must wait for further communications. 

{ Proe. Roy. Soc. vol. xxvii. p. 170 (1906), vol. Ixxx. p. 28 (1908). 
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dubious and partly abandoned in favour of the theory of 
double strata*. In addition The Svedberg Tt has shown that 
a magnetic field does not perceptibly influence the Brownian 
movement. Hence, if we suppose the particles to be spherical, 
there is no possibility of explaining the magnetic double 
refraction. 

If a thin sheet of fluid is caused to flow between two 
parallel planes a short distance apart, it settles down under 
certain circumstances into a steady state of flow, so-called 
laminar motion. Let us consider the forces on a bar-shaped 
body in the liquid. The difference of velocity between two 
adjacent strata, 7. e. the gradient of velocity, exerts an 
orienting couple on the rod. This has a tendency to settle 
its axis in the direction of the stream-lines. Diesselhorst, 
Freundlich, and Leonardt t placed a sheet of colloidal V,O;-sol 
between two crossed nicols and found double refraction 
in the streaming fluid. They also showed that the coiloid 
consisted of bar-shaped particles, and inferred that the double 
refraction was due to orientation. 

Combining this method with the Brace-apparatus, I have 
investigated gold sols prepared in accordance with the same 
method as was used by Pihlblad § and Westgren ||. I have 
found that the sols show double refraction, acquiring 
properties analogous to an uniaxial crystal, whose axis is 
parallel to the direction of the flow. The double refraction 
is negative, and has the same sign for a high disperse sol 
2r=36 wy as for a low disperse one 2r=200 uy. Hence we 
must conclude that the shape of the particles in these 
colloidal gold solutions cannot be represented by a spherical 
symmetry. 

There is another phenomenon which points to the same 
conclusion: the gold sols show a rather great double 
refraction in an electric field . 

Thus, establishing the aspherical form of the particles, we 
may refer the magnetic double refraction to their orienta- 
tion; the existence of a time of relaxation can be explained 
in this way. I will return later to the discrepancy from 
Mie’s theory. 

Let us suppose the shape of the particles to be represented 
by ellipsoids of revolution. (This assumption is only a 

* Cp. Smoluchowski, Krak. Anz. 1903, p. 182. 
t Die Exstenz der Molekiile, Leipzig, 1912, p. 99. 
t Loe. cit. § Loe. cit. | Loe. ett. 
{| Cp. Phys. Zeit. xxi. p. 137 (1920). 
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provisional approximation.) Comparing the flowing experi- 
ment described above with the effect ina magnetic field, I 
will make an attempt to determine the orientation of the 
particles in the latter case. In the first experiment the 
double refraction was negative when we used as standard a 
crystal whose axis was parallel to the direction of the flow. 
In the magnetic field, the double refraction is positive. 
Hence it follows, that the ellipsoid tends to turn its major 
axis (or one of the majores) in a direction perpendicular to 
the lines of force. The symmetry of the orientation is not 
identical in both experiments but only analogous, being 
represented in the magnetic field by an axial vector, in the 
field of flow by a polar one. However, it is obvious that we 
are justified in drawing the above conclusion. 

Considering, then, the cause of the orientation, we first 
disregard the direct influence of the field. It is obvious 
from the account given on page 362 that the Brownian 
movement per se has no directive influence. 

For the Brownian rotatory movement * the mean square 
A of the angle of rotation in a time ¢ for a sphere of radius a 

is given by vale x fea where R is the general gas 

constant, T the absolute temperature, N the constant of 
Avogadro, 9 the viscosity of the fluid. As a consequence 
of this movement Foucault’s currents are induced in the 
more or less massive particles, but it is difficult to imagine 
that these currents would produce any orientation. But 
they will always damp the motion to a certain extent. 

Before drawing any further conclusions, I shall mention 
some propositions concerning forces on magnetic bodies. 

cor) 

In the field between two poles of a magnet, the former being 
symmetrical about the axis and the equatorial plane, an 
elongated ellipsoid of revolution of isotropic material sets 
itself axially if it is paramagnetic, equatorially if it is 
diamagnetic. The actual terminology is really due to this 
fact. 

In a uniform field the relations are quite different f. [et 
us consider an ellipsoid of isotropic material, the perme- 
ability of which is u, to be surrounded by a medium of 
permeability fo. Let the axes of the ellipsoid be a>l>e 
respectively. Under the influence of the field Hy (com- 
ponents Ho., Hos, Ho.) the field H in the ellipsoid also 

* Einstein, Ann. der Phys. (4) xix. p. 379 (1906). 
Tt Cp. Lord Kelvin, Phil. Mag., March 1855. 
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becomes uniform like the induced intensity of magnetization 
I, components along the principal axes of the ellipsoid I, 
dp vand: Pec 

iB — — PoHoa _ : 1p fea Polos i iB eae TV bo Hoc 

Maar gst Besar © Os eae 
eb PSPs pos to 

L=,/ (a+) (PP+A)(7?+A); A=tabe ae A eo |, (a 

eet ee Se a ee Boece 
Batabo( Gaol 72"), eae 

The potential energy of the ellipsoid, the work that is 
necessary to introduce the ellipsoid into the field, is repre- 
sented by the scalar product w= —3\ (I, Ho)dv, w tes dv is 
an element of volume. 

If the ellipsoid can be turned about the axis ¢, the axis a 
forming an angle a with the external field Hy, the couple 
of rotation is 

R=— oe FH? sin 2a 22 V, 
sia 2S op toa 

BaD [aI i 
which can also be written 

Ra boo’ sin 2a(m@—po)(A-B)o 
2 | oo + Bi w—po) |[ mo + A(e— po) | 

Asa>b>c, we must have B>A. 
Hence the expression for R is constantly negative, and is 

not influenced by the sign of the permeability of the body 
nor by that of the surrounding medium. ‘Thus the ellipsoid 
tends to turn its major axis parallel to the direction of the 
given field*. 

An eolotropic substance shows quite a different action fF. 
The permeability is here represented by a tensor triple, the 
intensity of the magnetization varying with the direction. 
Yet it is not the shape that determines the orientation. We 
obtain for the potential energy w the expression 

w= —4) (I, Hy)de, 

* When the susceptibility is small, the couple is exceedingly small. 
+ Cp. Lord Kelvin: ‘Papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism,’ 

Macmillan & Co., London, p. 479 (1872). 
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or if x, &2, and «3 are the principal susceptibilities of the 
substance and x» the susceptibility of the surrounding 
medium, H the field in the body, components along the 
principal axes of crystal H,, H», and H;: 

OS 35 4) | (1 — Xo) Hi Ho: ++ (42 — Ko) He Ho, 

a5 (K3— Ko) H3 Ho; |dv. 

For the position of equilibrium of the crystal we have 
dw=0. The equilibrium is stable when w is a minimum. 
In the case of weakly magnetizable substances we may be 
able approximately to substitute for the intensity in the 
crystal the intensity of the external field Hy: 

W=— —4 | [ (Ky) Ho)? + olidus 

Suppose the crystal left free to turn about its centre of 
gravity. 

The expression is a minimum when the external field 
coincides with the direction of the largest of the quantities 
Ky—Ko. If ky—k)<0, the crystal is oriented in such a 
position that the direction corresponding to the absolutely 
less of the expressions «;—,) coincides with the lines of 
force (Hy). 3 

Let us compare these facts with the result recorded above. 
T have shown that the ellipsoidal particles of a colloidal gold 
solution have their major axes situated perpendicularly to 
the lines of force. 

Is it possible to account for the behaviour of the particles 
by assuming an isotropic microcrystalline substance ? 
Obviously this will hardly do. Isotropic elongated ellipsoids 
of rotation are placed longitudinally, independently of the 
sign of the susceptibility. 

The particles of the gold sols exhibit a tendency for their 
major axis to be situated perpendicularly to the lines of 
force ; hence they must consist of a magnetically zolotropic 
medium. 

The susceptibility of ordinary gold has been determined by 
J. Konigsberger *, who found «= —3:0x 107%. Assuming 
also the particles to be diamagnetic, the smallest axis, or one 
of the smallest, will thus correspond to the absolute minimum 
of the expressions K; — Xp. 

The crystalline form of ordinary gold has been determined 
by many investigators}. Hither the melted metal is allowed 
to solidify, or a solution is reduced by ferrous sulphate—for 

* Wied, Ann. Ixvi. p. 698 (1898). 
t Cp.e. g. G. Rose, Poge. Ann. Ixxili. p. 8 (1848). 
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instance, one obtains crystals of the form (111) or (100). 
The gold crystals, galvanically pr eed are often of the 
form (100), (111), (110), (311), all being holohedral forms 
of the hexakisoctohedral class. 

Crystals of this symmetry are magnetically isotropic ; 
one is forced to conclude that each particle in the colloidal 
gold solutions consists of a crystal, which belongs to another 
crystalline system. ‘Thus the disperse phase does not show 
the same structure as the ordinary metal; and having full 
evidence as to its metallic nature, we must draw the inference 
that it is constituted by an allotropic modification of gold. 
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XLT. On Certain Fundamental Principles of Scientific 
Inquiry. Bu Dorotay Wrinou, D.Sce., Fellow of Girton 
College, Cambridye, and Member of the Research Staff, 
University College, London, and HARoLD JEFFREYs, J/.A., 
D.Sc., Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge *. 

N order that a scientific method may be of any value, 
it must satisfy two conditions. In the first place, 

it must be possible to apply it in the actual cases to which it 
is meant to be relevant. In the second, its arguments must 
be sound. The main object of science is to increase know- 
ledge of the world, and if a method is not applicable to 
anything in the world it obviously cannot lead to any 
knowledge. This principle is very elementary, and it is 
probably for that very reason that it is habitually overlooked 
in theories of scientific knowledge. 

Any theory, whether scientific or purely logical, must rest 
on a set of primitive propositions, called postulates. In 
each case other propositions are deduced from these, one 
by one, by a purely logical process. The difference between 
pure logic and science lies in the nature of the primitive 
propositions. In all cases these include the postulates of 
pure logic; but in scientific investigation they also include 
two other kinds of proposition. The first of these consists 
of the facts of sensory experience, which do not form a part 
of logic; the second type are general propositions, involving 
the non-logical concept of probability. This is necessary in 
order to deal with the essential process of generalization, 
and accordingly we think that any attempt to construct a 
theory of scientific knowledge without it is foredoomed to 
failure. The attempt has nevertheless been made several 
times in different ways. In this paper we hope to indicate 
the points at which these various attempts break down ; in 
all cases it is found that they fail to satisfy the criterion 
of applicability in practice. 

The second criterion is as necessary as the first, but it is 
usually satisfied in scientific theories. Nevertheless, the true 
nature of scientific argument is very imperfectly understood. 
It is not difficult to suggest a reason for this. The analysis 
of processes of reasoning has always been regarded by philo- 
sophers as their special province, and they have habitually 

* Communicated by the Authors. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249. Sept. 1921. aS, 
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regarded the scientific practice of proceeding from the parti- 
cular to the general as formally fallacious: as indeed it is, 
if no postulate be introduced other than those of pure logic 
and the bare facts of sensation. Scientific writers, on the 
other hand, start with a firm conviction that their methods 
are valid; accordingly, if philosophical argument is opposed 
to science, they regard the fact merely as a good .reason 
for condemning philosophy. ‘The result has been that 
they look with disfavour on any analysis of the funda- 
mental assumptions of science, since such discussions have 
proved almest entirely fruitless in the past. Thus any 
serious attempt at sueh analysis has come to be described 
as metaphysical and largely ignored, with a consequent 
loss of clarity in scientific discussion. A certain amount 
of attention has, however, at last been drawn to this need, 
partly by the slashing attacks of Karl Pearson and Hrnst 
Mach on certain prevalent scientific concepts, and partly 
by the important physical results predicted by Hinstein, 
largely based on the views of these earlier writers. 
Physical concepts have consequently been subjeeted to 
some discussion in recent books, but, we think, quite 
unsatisfactorily. Instead of investigating the actual nature 
and method of application of the fundamental postulates, 
these writers have surrendered completely to the philosophic 
criticisms and tried to treat scientific knowledge without 
using any form of generalization, but with the introduction 
of certain new postulates which, if they occur in ordinary 
scientific use at all, are not primitive propositions. The 
result is that beautifully coherent deductive systems are 
obtained which would be perfectly satisfactory if their 
fundamental postulates were admitted; but when these 
are examined it is found in all cases that they are not 
directly known to be true, and that they can be verified 
only by the confirmation of the predictions based on them. 
But this does not prove that they are true: if two pro- 
positions p and qg are so related that p implies g, the fact 
that qg is true does not entitle us to say that p is true, 
unless some further assumption is introduced; and this 
assumption is not a part of pure logic. Thus the truth 
of the alleged primitive postulates in these cases is only 
inferred by using a principle which the purely logical 
method was expressly designed to avoid. 

One type of postulate that is unsatisfactory on these 
grounds is that which involves the use of infinite classes 
of entities, and our reason for objecting to it is similar to 
that given by Poincaré in his criticisms of Cantor’s theory 
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of infinite numbers. Poincaré argued™* that it is impossible 
to assert anything about a class, and in particular anything 
about the number of its members, until every member of 
the class is defined in words; and as only a finite number 
of entities can ever be defined in words, it is impossible to 
know anything about an infinite class, so that there can be 
no knowledge of infinite numbers. The argument, as it 
stands, is not valid against the theory of infinity, for in 
order to make an assertion about a class it may not be 
necessary to have definitions of all the members sepa- 
rately; often a general proposition about all members 
can be asserted or postulated, and is enough for tho 
purpose. Poincaré, indeed, seems to have overlooked 
the fact that if his argument were sound it would also 
destroy the whole theory of infinite series, on which most 
higher pure mathematics is based ; for the convergence of 
a series depends on the proposition that all the remainders 
left after n, n+1,n+2,...terms are, for some value of n, 
numerically less than a fixed quantity e. These remainders 
are infinite in number, and hence it would be impossible, 
if Poincare’s assumption were granted, ever to prove tliat 
a series is convergent. This result is, of course, quite 
unacceptable. But Poincaré’s argument would go even 
further than this. Nobody has had time in his life to 
construct definitions of every member of a class of 
million members, and as a number is merely a property of 
a class it should be impossible to prove that, for instance, 

1000 0017 = 1000 002 0€0 001. 

Thus the argument would also invalidate most of arithmetic. 
If, therefore, we believe that the propositions of arithmetic 
have some meaning and are true, we must abandon Poincaré’s 
objection to the theory of infinite numbers. 

But while we cannot accept the argument of Poincaré in 
this case, it is clear that it is valid in cases where our only 
source of information about the members of a class is 
empirical; for the total number of observations any man 
has made in his life is finite, and hence his experience 
alone can never tell him anything about all the members 
of an infinite class of entities. Any proposition about 
such a class, or about all its members, is necessarily either 
wholly a prior or else an inductive generalization, and 
neither directly known nor obtainable from experience by 

* “Science et Méthode,’ pp. 192-214 (1908). 
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the principles of pure logic alone. Accordingly, the funda- 
mental data in any branch of science must consist of a finite 
number of observational results and some a priori postulates. 

One consequence of this is that we can never prove the 
existence cf a limit to which a series of entities known 
by experience may tend, for in order to establish the 
existence of such a iimit we should need to have knowledge 
that an infinite number of such entities are within a definite 
distance of that limit. This by itself would not be a fatal 
objection to any such theory, for there seems to be ne 
hope of constructing a theory of knowledge without some 
assumptions, and it may be considered that in the case 
in question certain conditions are satisfied under which 
the existence of the limit is known a prior. But what 
is more serious is that in a physical problem we do not 
merely want to know that the limit exists; we also want 
to know its value according to some system of measurement, 
and that value can never be known a priori ; indeed, if 
it were, there would be no need to make measurements at 
all. has, if a limit is ever used in a physical theory, its 
value and all propositions about it are neither a priori 
nor known by experience, and therefore are not primitive 
propositions that can be used as the data of a theory of 
knowledge. 

A defect arising from the use of infinite classes is present 
in Mr. Bertrand Russell’s treatment * of physical objects as 
classes of sensibilia. In order to obtain a deductive theory 
he defines a physical object as the class of all its aspects, 
including those which are not perceived. Now an un- 
perceived aspect, or sensibile, obviously is not known, and 
therefore, on Mr. Russell’s theory, we could never assert 
any proposition about the physical object. We could never, 
for instance, say whether it satisfied any physical law or 
not; however often the law was verified for perceived aspects, 
it would always be possible that it was violated by the 
unperceived ones. The qualities of the latter can at the 
most be inferred from the perceived ones, and this cannot 
be done unless difficult assumptions as to the resemblances 
between perceived and unperceived sense data are intro- 
duced. 

Prof. Whitehead’s theory f appears to be unworkable 
for similar reasons. vents, instead of sensibilia, are for 
him the fundamental entities, but he also requires the use of 

* ‘Mysticism and Logic,’ pp. 145-167 (1917). 
+ ¢An Enquiry into the Principles of Natural Knowledge ’ (1919). 
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infinite classes. Thus his theory, like Mr. Russell’s, is not 
a possible theory of knowledge, whatever its status as a 
metaphysic may be. 

The doctrine of universal consent, as a criterion of 
scientific truth, is open to a similar objection, though it 
does not involve the use of infinite classes. It has been 
made part of the basis of Dr. N. R. Campbell’s recent book, 
“Physics: The Elements,’ in which it is stated that only 
those processes, logical and experimental, are admissible in 
physics, which are universally agreed to be valid. The 
object of this principle is to place scientific knowledge on 
an apparently more secure foundation than the individual 
judgment, and thus to distinguish it from metaphysics and 
mysticism. But Dr. Campbell would not suggest that no 
process is acceptable in physics until it has been submitted 
to the whole of mankind. If that was necessary, there 
would be no theory in physics and very little practice: 
the persons who can understand even the proof that 
(@+ a)(«—a):=2?—a? do not compose a tenth of mankind. 
Some criterion is necessary to decide whose judgments 
shall be omitted; and this criterion, for obvious reasons, 
cannot. be a universal judgment.  Aiso, supposing that 
it had been decided that some classes of judgments were 
admissible, in any new instance it would be necessary to 
decide wh-ther the new judgment was in fact a member 
of that class or not, and this would consitute an individual 
judgment. Thus universal consent is not an applicable 
criterion in any case; it can, at the best, only be made 
use of by means of inference. It is evident that the theory 
of scientific knowledge should be based directly on the 
more fundamental beliefs on which this inference is based, 
and not on the universal consent itself. 

There seems to be no possible foundation for science 
intermediate between universal consent on the one hand 
and the individual judgment on the other, for two reasons. 
First, as in the case of the universal judgment, it would be 
necessary in every instance to decide that the judgment 
considered is a member of the class admitted by the 
-eriterion, which is an individual judgment. Second, any 
use of another person’s judgments is based only on what he 
has communicated to us; and we can make no use of his 
statements until we have decided both what they mean 
and whether they are reliable, both of which, again, are 
individual judgments. Thus we can make no use of the 
judgments of others in our theory until the difficult 
questions of the nature of language and the acceptability 
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of testimony have been discussed. Science therefore rests 
on individual judgments, and so far is similar to mysticism 
or art; the judgments that electric potential satisfies 
Laplace’s equation and that ‘The Magic Flute’ is a 
superior work to ‘The Bohemian Girl’ are distinguished 
by our own feelings about them and not by any external 
criterion. Even the a priort postulates, in their actual 
application, are individual judgments. 

On certain important Principles in the Theory of 
Scientific Knowledge. 

Before we proceed to indicate the nature of the postulates 
involved in scientific knowledge, it will be useful to point out 
that the results of empirical science fall into two divisions. 
The first of these is purely descriptive ; the second involves 
the use of induction. Much confusion exists about the 
extent and status of these sections—some writers holding, 
like Kirchhoff, that all science is descriptive, others (and 
this class includes many idealist philosophers) maintaining 
that all science is inference, and invalid inference at that. 

Now description is a term with a wide application. There 
are senses in whicha statement that one sensation is different 
from another is a description ; others in which a statement 
about the shape of a leaf is one ; and others, again, in which 
only a general proposition such as the law of attraction 
under which the planets move about the sun can be called 
a description. All these types of proposition are necessary 
in a scientific review of the world, and each is more general 
than the preceding. Without the particular propositions 
no general descriptive proposition can be given any weight. 
Without the general propositions no particular pr opositions 
can be given any comprehensive significance. Some writers 
do not make the distinction between these kinds of propo- 
sition that may be called descriptions sufficiently clear. It 
is, however, of the utmost importance in a theory of scientific 
knowledge 40 keep them distinct, for they are quite different 
in origin and logical structure. The particular propositions 
must, ‘of course, “precede induction. But in themselves they 
constitute only a very small part of science as we know it. 

Our point may be illustrated by a crude example, which 
we shall not attempt to analyse into the primitive elements, 
empirical and logical, which it really involves. Suppose we 
have a disk which can roll down an inclined plane, and that 
we have some mechanism that enables us to record its position 
every fifth second from the start. Suppose it is found that 
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at these moments its distances from the starting-point are 
20, 45,... centimetres. Then to state that at all the 

instants measured the displacement is connected with the time 
by the equation 

Oclwa) LAS EME CVE mn) ua Ochna ei ils) 

is a mere matter of description, and a purely logical 
consequence of the experimental data. No principle of 
generalization is yet required. But suppose we want to 
know wiiere the disk was 7 seconds from the start. True, 
it may have been 9°8 cms. from the starting-point, but it is 
perfectly clear that nothing in our present data will tell us 
that it was. ‘The body could be anywhere when ¢=7 secs., 
and yet be at the observed places at the observed instants. 
Thus we cannot interpolate or extrapolate from observed 
numerical data without some further principle; and it is 
here that induction enters and enables us to say that the 
equation (1) holds for instants other than the observed ones. 
In practice a physical law that gives no information for 
values of the variables other than a definite finite number 
is not of much use: wearealmost certain to want information 
for some other values than these. But it cannot give these 
with certainty. In the above case, if we attempt to predict 
the value of w when ¢ is 100 secs., the equation (1) gives 

= 2000 ems.; but it is always possible that something may 
happen to the disk before it gets so far. In particular, the 
sizes of laboratory inclined planes are usually such that 
the disk will have been stopped by the end of its channel 

ge traction of this distance. Such 

assert, in the absence of other knowledge, that our data 
make it probable that v will be 2000 cms. when ¢ is 100 sees. ; 
but we cannot say definitely that it will be. This type of 
inference necessarily involves the notion of probability. 
Hence this notion must be one of our concepts, and its laws 
must be among our propositions. We have shown in a 
previous paper * that there are no advantages, and several 
definite drawbacks, in treating probability as a derived 
notion ; and accordingly we shall treat it as a primitive 
oe with postulates of its own, which are accepted 
a prior. The result obtained by such inference is ue er 
of the form ‘“ p is true,’ where p is a proposition verifiable 
by observation: it is always of the form “ the probability 
of p, given our data, is so much.” Considering how general 

* “On certain Aspects of the Theory of Probability,” Phil. Mag. 
vol. xxxviil. pp. 715-734 (1919). 
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this result is, it is curious that no attempt has yet been made 
to evaluate even the order of magnitude of the probability in 
such inferences. We shall return to this point later. At 
present we shall only note that some criterion must be 
introduced that determines the probabilities of the values 
of the dependent variable according to different physical 
laws, any one of which satisfies the purely empirical data. 

in experimental work, however, it usually happens that a 
selies of observations made at different times are connected 
with the time by no simple law. Two cases naturally arise. 
First, it may be possible to find a simple law that nearly fits 
the observations: that is to say, the divergences of the 
observed values from those predicted by the law may be 
small compared with their total variation in the whole range 
considered. In the above case, for instance, the observed 
values of 2 at times 5, 10, 15, 20 seconds might have been 
5, 21, 44, 81 cms. . but the difference between any of these 
and the value pr redicted for the same value et t by the law 
Sv=t? never exceeds 1 cm., which is only gl of the whole 
range of variation of z. In such a case it is a mere ma!ter 
of description to say that the observed values are satisfied 
by the law within a certain margin, which we call “ error.” 
The inferences to be drawn in this case will be of the form 
“the probability that the observed quantity at a certain 
time will lie between certain values is so much.” 

The other case is where no simple law is known that fits 
the observations even approximately. There is now no 
better procedure than some conventional method of inter- 
polation, based on the use of a formula containing ‘a 
number of undetermined constants equal to the number 
of observations. That this fits the observations is again 
mere description ; but the difference between the methods 
by which the laws are obtained in the two cases may 
be expected to correspond to a difference between the 
results inferred. It evidently rests on the existence of a 
simple relation with certain relations to the observed quan- 
titles ; and it is important to notice that whenever one exists 
it is always adopted in practice, in spite of the fact that 
the method of interpolation wil! in every case give a relation 
which has the advantage over the simple cne that it fits the 
observations exactly instead of approximately. Evidently 
in scientific practice simplicity is considered to outweigh 
accuracy of description; the question is, whether this is 
dre to practical convenience alone, or to some unexpressed 
assumption that the results inferred by its means are in 
some way more probable or accurate on the whole than 
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those obtained by conventional interpolation. The status 
of simplicity in scientific method, and in particular its 
relation to probability, therefore requires examination. 
We notice that where a simple law exists it is obtained 

from the observations; then it 1s found that the obser- 
vations do not fit the law exactly. The discrepancies are 
called errors, and usually ignored afterwards. This is 
so far conventional, but nevertheless the convention is an 
extremely important one. The use of the word “error” 
has led to the idea that there is something wrong with 

such observations, which is not the case. The observation 
is always right, in consequence of the mere fact that it 
is an observation. All errors of observation seem to le 
reducible to this conventional form: a physical law is 
chosen to fit the observations as closely as possible, giving, 
in other words, a first approximation ; then another law 
is discovered to be relevant, and the two together give a 
closer approximation, and so on, the error at each stage 
being merely the unexplained balance. Thus an error is. 
just ‘the difference between an observed quantity and its 
value predicted by the combination of all the physical laws 
so far known to be relevant. The “theory of errors” 
appears to be an extraneous hypothesis, based on a parti- 
calar plausible assumption about the nature of errors; 
1ts utility is chiefly in giving a unique solution in pa ticular 
cases where the solutions that fit the {acts almost equally well 
differ considerably among themselves. This advantage is 
however, liable to be exaggerated *. 

It is also necessary to accept testimony ; some primitive 
propositions may be involved in this, but it is certainly a 
practice that requires further analysis. It is often stated 
to be based on certain resemblances of behaviour between 
the subject and other people, the subject knowing what 
he would mean if he made the statements he hears or reads. 
This is probably largely true, but it is not the way in which 
one actually arrives at the principle in the first place ; 
a child obeys orders and otherwise shows by its behaviour 
that it can understand speech long before it is itself able 
to speak. The relation between other persons’ speech and 
the events that it represents is therefore originally direct 
and not by way of the subject’s own speech, He could 
accept testimony just as wellif he had been dumb all his life. 

* N. R. Campbell, ‘Physics: The Elements,’ 1920, p. 507. 
+ Karl Pearson and others base the belief in the consciousness of 

other persons on such resemblances; but testimony appears to be 
acceptable without the introduction of other persons’ consciousness. 
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Another problem requiring explanation, related to the 
last, is that of accepting the opinion of a class of 
persons on matters, not of observation but of inference. 
There is no longer any person whose individual know- 
ledge covers all science as at present known, and most 
scientific workers at some stage of their careers need 
to seek the opinion of others on matters on which they 
themselves are not expert. It is one of the most difficult 
applications of the individual judgment to decide on the 
probability to be attached in such a case. Ina later paper 
we hope to give an account of some principles that may 
be adopted. 

The data we have to help us in the tasks of evaluating 
probabilities in special cases, and of choosing our primitive 
postulates, are merely the ordinary current notions of 
scientific validity. In other words, it is necessary to 
interpret common-sense. Any result we offer must agree 
with common-sense and with any results that can be 
logically or mathematically deduced from common-sense. 
It is necessary to make this statement, for otherwise it 
might be maintained that our assumptions are unsound, 
or that our results are untrue, or possibly that they 
are not proved. We_ have to decide for ourselves 
which results common-sense requires, then to consider 
out of which assumptions these can best be obtained, 
and then to see how far the assumptions themselves 
fit in with common-sense. Thus there is no question of 
‘proving”’-a result, beyond showing that it is deducible 
from some set of propositions that we consider plausible. 
There is no question of making unjustified assumptions ; 
for we make any assumption that we believe correct, and 
then work out its consequences. If these results cover 
anything in experience, the position is that a certain state- 
ment A with which common-sense agrees can be logically 
obtained from an assumption B. We look into the latter, 
which may or may not be in accordance with common- 
sense. Then we say that A and B are equivalent. If 
common-sense believes both, then we shall have shown 
their logical connexion. If it believes A and the contra- 
dictory of B, then we shall have shown that there is 
something wrong in the position of the man in the street 
in this domain, and that he must make his choice between 
believing both A and B or neither. This decision may be 
facilitated by working out other consequences of the two 
alternatives. In either ¢ case, we are assisting common-sense 
to build up a consistent and comprehensive attitude, and 
that is the aim of science. 
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In particular, it often happens that common-sense state- 
ments, including scientific statements, are so vague that the 
problem of deciding whether they are self-contradictory or 
not is one of no nll difficulty. This is especially true of 
beliefs about the external world of everyday life—the world 
of chairs and tables beloved of philosophers, the world of 
polished door-knobs and coloured glass windows. The only 
possible guide is the analysis of that large aggregate of 
individual judgments that we call common-sense. Those 
that survive have to be re-stated in more abstract terms. 
It is of no use to object that we must define what we mean 
by common-sense. That is our starting-point. We can 
either leave it undefined, as we suggest, or we can attempt 
to define it in terms of some other notion. There is no 
third possibility. It is a matter of great difficulty to find 
any more fundamental concept in terms of which to define 
it. As the notion is in general well understood, we shall 
not attempt to define it and shall take it as a starting-point 
in our theories. 

Special care must always be taken that any notion 
we leave undefined shall be recognizable by some one or 
other of our faculties; and, further, that any method 
suggested shall be capable of being carried out. It will be 
of no relevance to the question of scientific validity that 
our results are logically coherent and intrinsically plausible, 
if we cannot recognize the entities to which they are 
supposed to apply or if we eannot carry out the processes 
suggested as ineans of adding to our knowledge. 

The Scientijic Status of Simplicity. 

A large fraction of known physical laws are expressible 
in simple mathematical forms, and we have already indicated 
the need for some examination of the kind of advantage that 
simplicity confers on a physical law. Obviously the simple 
law is always the most convenient to work with in theoretical 
investigations ; and often one is adopted, for this reason 
alone, in place of a known law that is more complex, but 
more accurate, when further development of the con- 
sequences is contemplated. But this is far from being 
the only reason for adopting such laws ; though sever aul 
eminent writers have maintained that it is*. It must be 
realized that there are cases where a ea of supreme 

“ Bertrand Russell, ‘ Mysticism and Logic,’ p. 204; E. Mach, ‘La 
Connaissance et Erreur, p. 875; Karl Pearson, ‘ Grammar of Science,’ 

p: 96. 
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pelea fits our observations, running perhaps into tens 
hundreds of thousands, with errors never greater than 

a caalgae of the total range of variation of the quantities 
involved. The Newtonian law of gravitation accounts for 
the motions of the planets with such accuracy ; and there 
are others in electricity and optics scarcely less simple and 
accurate. Is the prevalence of these simple and accurate 
laws due to the nature of our investigation, or to some 
widespread quality in the external world itself ? 

It may be suggested that the eee alternative is correct, 
and that only the simplest laws would ever have been dis- 
covered. We think, however, that this possibility disappears 
when the method of discov ery of physical laws is examined 
more Closely. The investigator does not set out to discover 
an empirical instance of a particular formal law ; he starts 
by making observations on topics chosen simply because 
they interest him, and he then chooses the law to suit the 
observations. It is a matter of logical necessity that a law 
can always be found—indeed, that an infinite number of 
laws can be found—that satisfy a particular set of obser- 
rations. The remarkable fact that emerges from the results 
is that it is so often possible to find a simple one ; for there 
is no mathematical necessity for this. Many important 
cases are, of course, known where no simple law fits the 
observations: such as, for example, the permanent defor- 
mation of metals under stress and the relation of the velocity 
of a shell to the air resistance. Yet complex empirical laws 
are well known in such cases. Thus the possibility of finding 
laws is not dependent on their simplicity. 

The existence of simple laws is, then, apparently, to be 
regarded as a quality of nature; and accordingly we may 
infer that it is justifiable te prefer a simple law to a more 
complex one that fits our observations slightly better. In 
other words, the simple law may be supposed to be zpso 
jacto more probable than a complex one. Some such tacit 
assumption evidently underlies the widespread use of 
inference from simple laws, and the great confidence 
usually placed in the results; for the only alternative 
reason for the adoption of the simple law is its convenience, 
and one would hardly place much reliance on an inference 
dependent on a hypothesis chosen merely for convenience. 
Thus scientific practice seems to require the assumption that 
an inference drawn from a simple scientific law may have a 
very high probability, often not far from unity. It cannot 
be exactly unity, for ‘that would mean that no other law was 
possible; and this is never the case. 
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Now it appears certain that no probability is ever deter- 
mined from experience alone. It is always influenced to 
some extent by the knowledge we had before the experience. 
{n the notation of our previous paper, let P(p:q) denote 
the probability of the proposition p, given the data gq. We 
had the general proposition 

Gong) =e (p sgn) (sh) 
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Here let p be the general law under consideration, g the 
propositions found true hy experiment, and h the knowledge 
we had before the experiment. If g are implied by p and h 
together—in other words, if the observations satisfy the 
law—we have - 
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Thus the verification of a consequence of a hypothesis 
divides its probability by the prior probability of that 
consequence. 

Tf 41, G2; --» Jn denote successive verified consequences, we 
find by repeated applications of (3) that 
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Now, if a general law ever has a finite probability, and the 
probabilities P(q,:h), P(go:q,.h), ... are always less than 
some number finitely less than unity, a sufficient number of 
verifications would make the probability of the law greater 
than unity, which is impossible. Hence at least one of the 
following alternatives must be true :-— 

(1) The general law, however often verified, can never 
have a probability finitely different from zero. 

(2) As the number of verifications of the law increases, 
the probability that the next verification will be 
successful approaches arbitrarily near to certainty. 

The latter alternative evidently agrees perfectly with 
ordinary scientific inference. It may be noticed, however, 
that it does not imply that the probability of the law 
approaches indefinitely near to unity when the number of 
verifications increases enough, but only that the probability 
that the next inference from it will be correct does so. 
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Thus we have the familiar result that a decision between 
alternative and equally probable theories cannot be made by 
verifying inferences that can be made from both. The first 
alternative certainly does not agree with ordinary beliefs 
about the validity of scientific laws ; however sceptical we 
may be about the finality of a particular law, we should say — 
that its probability was finite. 

Let us suppose, if possible, that the number of general 
laws possible is m, and that they all have the prior proba- 
bility 1/m. Suppose a number of experiments to have been 
made to test these. Then the only survivors are those 
which imply the results of these experiments, which may 
be summed up in the proposition g. Hach of them after 
the series of experiments has the probability 1/mP(q:h). 
Thus every law has the same probability after the expe- 
riments, and we are as far from being able to make any 
inference by means of them as we were at the start. It 
therefore appears that, unless there is some difference 
between the prior probabilities of the alternatives, scientific 
inference will always be impossible, except in the very 
special case where only one law out of the class considered 
admissible fits the observations. 

Instances of the ty pe of assumption that fails in this way 
to give any workable theory of inference are afforded by all 
the most obvious assumptions one might make about the 
extent of the classes of laws that are equally probable. For 
instance, suppose we are given that all functional relations 
whatever are equally probable. The prior probability of any 
one function being right is in this case the infinitesimal 1/C®, 
where C is the number of points in the continuum. If all 
the observations were of the exact values of the variables, 
the prior probability of each would be 1/C, and thus the 
probability of any law that survived the first trial would 
be C/C°, which is also infinitesimal. But at the next trial 
the number of these functional relations that are satisfied by 
the value observed is O°/C*. The product of this by the 
probability of any one separately gives the probability of 
this ralue observed at the second trial, which is therefore 
C°/C? x C/C°. This, being the quotient of two equal infinite 
numbers, is strictly indeterminate. Thus nothing can be 
inferred about the probabilities of particular values at the 
next trial. The process may be repeated indefinitely, and 
we thus see that without some further assumption inference 
will be impossible. 

The matter is not helped by supposing the observations to 
be of form “‘y, for a particular value of 2, such as 2, lies 
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between y,;—e and y,+e.’ The only difference is that the 
number of different possible observational results is now No 
instead of C; the above process then gives the probability 
of any result of the next trial to be C°/N,)?+C°N), and 
this also is indeterminate. The restriction of the possible 
functions to continuous ones does not affect the result, as 
the number of alternatives remains the same. LHven if the 
functions involved in physical laws are restricted to being 
analytic, a suggestion of Jourdain’s that has otherwise much 
to recommend it, the probability is C/®.?+C/N>, which is 
still indeter minate. 

It seems, therefore, that the hypothesis that all functions 
of these assigned classes are equally likely to occur in 
physical laws is incapable by itself of giving any theory of 
inference. Some further assumption is necessary before 
any gpyoeress) can be made, and consequently there is no 
advantage in adopting the former assumption among our 
premises, unless it can be shown that the alternative 
assumption that not all functional relations are equally 
probable is unworkable. This alternative evidently requires 
that functions can be arranged in a sequence, so that each 
is more probable than all that follow it, and such that after 
any function or set of functions there are one or a finite 
number of functions whose probability is highest. It may 
not be necessary that every function shall be either more 
or less probable than any other: in other words, the 
sequence may have branches or loops. But it will be 
necessary that those with the same probability shall be 
finite in number, for otherwise the objection that inference 
would be impossible would apply again. 

Thus two assumptions are needed : first, that all functions 
occurring in physics are capable of being arranged in a 
sequence with this particular property; and, second, that 
this can be achieved by means of the relations more and 
less probable than. Now the type of arrangement we 
have just defined has precisely the property called “ well- 
orderedness ’ in modern logic. The important characteristic 
of such a sequence is that, if any set of terms whatever is 
selected from it, there is at fleaet one member of the sequence 
that immediately succeeds this set. Consider, for instance, 
the natural ordinal numbers, and add to them the infinite 
ordinal numbers ; we then have a particular case of a well- 
ordered sequence, as follows :— 

Mere Or eects May Mirtle Oy @)trky We an vty ADs vo Oa es 

(5) 
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Any set of finite numbers from this sequence has an 
immediate successor. If the set is a finite one, the sue- 
cessor is the finite number that follows the last of the set. 
If it is an infinite one, the immediate successor is w; for 
in the first place w sueceeds all terms of the set, and in the 
second place any term before w must be finite and therefore 
can only have a finite number of terms before it. Hence 
w@ has the properties of being after all members of the set, 
and of being the first ordinal that foliows all members of 
the set. These are the distinguishing features of the 
immediate successor of a set. 

It is not always clear, even to physicists, that non- 
well-ordered sequences exist. The whole of the modern 
theory of functions is concerned only with well-ordered 
series, and indeed with the simplest possible kind of 
infinite ordinal type, namely wm itself. The series of 
rational proper fractious in order of magnitude offers the 
simplest example of a non-well-ordered series. If we take 
from this the set 4, 2, #3, #,..., we easily see that this set 
has an immediate successor in the series, namely +. On 
the other hand, the set consisting of all terms less than 
or equa! to 4 has no immediate successor, for between any 
suecessor and 4 there is another successor of the set, so 
that the suggested successor can always be shown not to 
be immediate. This series can, however, be re-arranged so 
as to be well-ordered, as follows : 

h IS ea let Dr re: 
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In this we have written down first those terms whose 
denominators and numerators added together come to 2, 
then to 3, and so on, putting first in each case those with 
the smaller numerator. The sequence of all numbers, 
rational and irrational, resembles the last in being not well- 
ordered when arranged in order of magnitude ; but in this 
case it is not known to be possible, and suspected to be 
impossible, to rearrange it so that it will be well-ordered. 
We have suggested that the functional relations that 

occur in physics can be arranged in a well-ordered series. 
If we make the further assumption indicated by our previous 
principles, that any of the relations we are in search of 
ean be reached in a finite number of steps, the number 
of admissible functions cannot exceed the number of finite 
integers, namely No. This at once imposes a severe re- 
striction on the classes of functions occurring in physics. 
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For instance, the class of all functions whatever, and the 
class of all continuous functions, have each the number C° ; 
even the class of analytic functions has the number C 
or 2%, which is greater than N). We cannot therefore 
admit the possibility of every analytic function. Hven if 
the coefficients in the expansions of analytic functions in 
power series are restricted to be rational numbers, the 
number of possibilities is still 2%. We are therefore 
reduced to trying to specify a class of functions, N) in 
number, which will include all functions at present known 
to physics. The class of all polynomials with rational or 
algebraic coefficients has the proper number; but it does 
not fulfil the second condition, since it dees not include 
trigonometric functions. The same applies to the class 
of algebraic functions involving no constants other than 
rational and algebraic numbers. Non-algebraic coefficients 

Oo 

are, of course, not all admissible, since the number of 

possibilities would at once rise to 2%, Some transcendental 
functions must be admitted if our assumptions are to cover 
our present beliefs, which we are not prepared to abandon 
without very strong reason. We may notice, however, 
that these transcendental functions are hardly ever derived 
directly from observation; they practically always arise 
first in theoretical work, and it is not till afterwards that 
it is verified that they satisfy the results obtained by obser- 
vation. In the theoretical work they arise as the solutions 
of differential equations of finite order and degree. The 
coefficients in these, however, usually involve constants, 
such as mass, electric charge, and size, which are appa- 
rently more or less subject to our own control; if these 
are supposed capable of continuous variation, a differential 
equation involving any of them is only one of a class whose 
number is (, and our suggestion fails. This difficulty is 
readily overcome in either of two ways. We can suppose 
that these quantities can only vary by finite stages, in 
which case the number of possible values is only No; SH 00 
we can suppose that any equation involving them is not 
in its most fundamental form, and that it should be dif- 
ferentiated again and have these constants eliminated. 
The former sugeestion agrees with modern ideas on the 
discontinuous structure of matter; the latter is tenable 
even if these ideas should be abandoned. Now the number 

differential equations of finite order and degree with 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249. Sept. 1921. 2D 
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rational coefficients is No, so that all our data are consistent 
with the following assumption : 

Every law of physics is sxtene as a differential 
equation of finite order and degree, with rational. 
coefficients. 

It may be objected that some of the arbitrary constants 
involved in the solutions of physical equations are capable 
of a continuous series of values within a definite range, and 
therefore that the true number of solutions is ©; so that 
we are no further forward. It may be replied that the 
differential form, not the integrated form, is the physically 
fundamental one; or, alternatively, that these constants, 
in so far as they are physically determinable, can have 
only Np distinguishable values. Hither alternative appears 
tenable, and the two are consistent; so that there will 
be no objection to the adoption of both if that course is 
considered desirable. 3 

If this Sst as be granted, it follows at once that 
the series of possible physical laws can be well ordered. 
If a series can be well ordered in one way, however, it 
can be in many, and we still need a criterion that will 
enable us to decide which of these possible arrangements 
is the one determined by probability. Our suggestion is 
that a valuable guide is provided by the notion of simplicity, 
which is a quality easily recognizable when present ; in 
other words, the simpler the law the greater is its prior 
probability. On this theory, then, the prevalent practice 
of adopting the approximate but simple law in preference 
to the exact but complex one is based directly on the higher 
prior probability of the former. The probabilities of the 
various possible laws must form a convergent series, whose 
sum is unity. It would be interesting to have precise 
estimates of these, but there seems to be no satisfactory 
way of evaluating them at present. It is, however, enough 
for our present purpose to suppose that whatever be the 
number of theories that have been tested and abandoned, 
the probability of the most probable remaining law is 
darger than some fraction and is never infinitesimal. It 
is not necessary to suppose that the series converges 
with extreme rapidity, so that the ratio of the proba- 
bilities of consecutive laws may not be very different from 
unity. 

With these premises, the problem of the probate to be 
attached to an inference can be dealt with. If » denote 
the most probable law at any stage, and gq an additional 
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experimental fact, we can easily prove that 

P(p:g-W) _ Pig: ph) Ppt) a 
P(~pigq-h) P(¢:~p.h)’ P(~pihy 7 

By the postulate just made, P(p:h)/P(~p: h) is not very 
small. If g be implied by p, we have P(g: p.h)=1, while 
if the contradictory of p gives no particular inference about 
the truth of 9, P(g: ~p.h) may be very small, especially 
if g involves accurate measurement. Hence, even if p has 
not a very large prior probability, a single verification of a 
consequence not predicted by the contrary of p may raise 
the probability of » to something much greater than that 
of its contrary ; so that the probability of a well-verified 
hypothesis may approximate to unity in accordance with 
the theorem on p. 381. In such circumstances the proba- 
bility of a further inference from the law is not appreciably 
higher than that of the law itself, since the second term in 
the equation | 

mae on) — (pis gh) Pa: p.g1. 2) 

+P(~p:q1-h) P(ga:~p-qr-h) (8) 

is the product of two small factors. In such inference, 
then, there is no advantage to be gained by proceeding 
directly from the data to the inference rather than by way 
of the general law, as has sometimes been suggested. On 
these lines we consider that a satisfactory theory of physical 
inference can be built up. 

It will be noticed that the argument in the last paragraph 
depends largely on the smallness of P(g: ~p.h). If, how- 
ever, there is a moderately probable law involved in ~p 
which also leads to gy as a consequence, this probability will 
not be small, and the probability of p after the verification 
will stand to that of this alternative law in just the same 
ratio as before. This brings out the value of what are 
known as “ crucial tests.”’ 

Again, the intimate relation of the probability of a law to 
its experimental verification is well indicated. Even if the 
prior probabilities of two laws with different domains are 
notably different, the effect of several verifications of each 
is able to make the posterior probabilities of the two laws 
practically equal to each other and to unity. This apparent 
unimportance of the prior probability in comparison with 
experimental verification, provided it lies within certain 
reasonable limits and is not infinitesimal, recalls our result 

2D 2 
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with regard to fair sampling *, in which we showed that 
the proportional composition of an ageregate is probably 
very near that of a large sample taken from it, the prior 
probability of a particular composition being practically 
irrelevant as long as it lies within certain very wide 
limits. 

It may be pointed out that in the well-ordering of the 
series of functional relations admissible in physics, laws 
identical in all features, except that corresponding con- 
stants have slightly different values, are likely to be widely 
separated. Evidently the arrangement of such laws, re- 
garded as a subset of the whole sequence of possible laws, 
cannot be in the order or inverse order of magnitude of 
the values of these constants. For a subset of a well- 
ordered sequence is necessarily itself well-ordered, while 
such a series as this must be of the type of the series 
of the possible constants—namely, the rational numbers— 
in order of magnitude, and cannot be well ordered. On 
the other hand, we cannot specify completely what the 
actual order must be, for if a sequence can be well ordered 
in one way it can be in many. One possible and apparently 
quite satisfactory way of well-ordering this subset is to. 
express each fraction in its lowest terms, and to adopt the 
rule that where the sum of the numerator and denominator 
in one is less than the corresponding sum in the other 
the former shal! precede the latter in the series. Where 
the sums are equal in the two cases, the fraction with the- 
smaller numerator should come first. In this arrangement 
a fraction differing from an integer by 1/n, where n is 
large, will not be reached till after something of the order 

of 5 (n) terms, where ¢$(m) is the number of integers less. 
i 

than n and prime to it. Now, if the probability of the 
mth term be pm, 3pm must be a convergent series, so that 
pm Taust decrease with m more rapidly than 1/m. Hence 
the probability of a fraction differing from an integer 
by 1/n must decrease as n increases more rapidly than 

1/>)(n). Hven with ditferent well-ordered arrangements. 
1 

from this, there is no way in which such fractions can be 
made to occur early in the series save in exceptional cases. 
Thus laws differing from simple ones in having very slightly 
different values of numerical constants will be expected. 
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to have extremely small prior probabilities, which will render 
tremendous the amount of verification necessary to give 
them any weight. This was, for instance, the case with 
regard to the suggestion that the excess motion of the 
perihelion ot Mercury could be explained if the attraction 
of the Sun varied inversely as the 2°000000016 power of the 
distance instead of as the square. ‘The exiguous prior 
probability of such a law appears to us to make it quite 
unplausible, apart from the empirical results which led 
to its abandonment. 

Summary. 

It is shown that intensive theories of the structure of 
Nature which involve the use of infinite classes of entities 
of kinds known only by observation are not capable of 
yielding satisfactory accounts of the method by which 
we have acquired our knowledge of physics, and that the 
same applies to the theory of universal consent as a basis 
of scientific knowledge. The whole of a single person’s 
knowledge is based upon a finite number of observations 
and his individual judgments, and the problem of a theory 
of scientific knowledge is to show how this can be carried 
out. 

t is clear that such a theory must depend on the theory 
of probability, and the question of the probability of physical 
laws and of inferences based on them is discussed. It is 
shown that it will never be possible to attach appreciable 
probability to an inference if it is assumed that all laws of 
an infinite class, such as all relations involving only analytic 
functions, are equally probable a priom. If inference is 
possible, the admissible laws must not be all equally probable 
a prior. It is suggested that all admissible laws can be 
arranged in a well-ordered sequence, each having a finite 
prior probability, and such that each is more probable than 
any that follows it in the sequence. The probabilities of the 
laws must form a convergent series. On this basis it is 
shown that with sufficient empirical verification of a law 
the probability of further inferences from it will approach 
certainty. 

There is reason to believe that all admissible laws must 
form an enumerable aggregate, and this condition, and appa- 
rently all others which are necessary, are satisfied if we 
suppose that all laws admissible in physics are expressible 
as differential equations of finite order and degree, with 
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rational coefficients. The most natural ways of well- 
ordering these are such that those of low order and degree, 
and involving no numerical constants -other than small 
integers and fractions with small numerators and deno- 
minators, come earliest in the sequence. Accordingly, 
the practice of adopting the simplest law that fits the 
available observations appears to*be closely related to the 
sonny ofa Sout OC theory of inference. 

XLUI. The Mental Multiplication and Division of Large 
Numbers. By V. A. Batuey, ILA., Queen’s College, 
Oxford ™. 

fe current methods of long multiplication and division 
- have been in existence practically since the twelfth 

century, when they were given by the Hindoo Mathematician 
Bhaskara. 

Some of the modifications of these methods are given in 
the Encyclopedia Brittameca, 11th edition, Article ‘ Arith- 
metic.” In particular, mention is made of a process of long 
multiplication which may be performed wholly mentally, 
though with some difficulty. 

The process described below may be regarded asa develop- 
ment and simplification of this last , though originally arrived 
at independently. 

After very little practice with this new method the author 
has found it to possess the following other advantages over 
the ordinary method :— 

(1) It is speedier. 
(2) Less liable to error. 
(3) Less fatiguing for large naibere 

_ (4) By reversing the process we can perform long 
division mentally. . 

The ated: is best explained by indicating the steps in an 
actual example. 
Let us evaluate 24968 x 4322. 
On a slip of paper write down the multiplier backwards, 

taking care to give the figures the same spacing as the 
multiplicand. Start with the left-hand digit on the slip 
placed under the right-hand digit of the multiplicand 
thus :-— 24968 

2534]. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Then multiply together the two digits in the same vertical 
column :—2 x 8=16. | 

Write down 6 as the unit digit in the answer, and mentally 
“carry 1” to the next stage. 

For the second stage move the slip one digit to the left, 

thus :— 24968 | 
[2534|. 

Add the products of the pair of digits in the same vertical 
column and the “1 carried over ” :— 

‘1 carried over’ +5x8+2xX6=53. 

Write down 3 as the tens digit in the answer and “ carry 

5” to the next stage. ; 
The rest of the calculation is shown in the following 

table :— 7 

J 1 

Stage. Position of Slip. Mental Process. e or uate ali 

aa — s4Ox84ox04 2x9 ier 

oe BB Petes ow 

a ee 

ee ee 
Tel arty? emenge | | om 
ea = na | — | 108660736 : 

Thus the answer is 108660736. 

A step by step comparison of this process with the 

ordinary method of multiplication will soon suffice to con- 

vince anyone of its correctness. 
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After practising this method half-a-dozen times with 
numbers similar to those given in the example one becomes 
capable of dealing easily with products like 

2490731 x 7615429, 

Tt is not very difficult after a little practice to add up 
mentally a series like 27+56 +49+418, and in time one can 
do it as easily as one normally does the series 

3+74+94+448+4+5 say. 

As an instance where the method has an exceptional 
advantage over ordinary multiplication we can take the 
product "2307103405 x 60802040105. 

In less than two minutes we find mentally that the answer 
is 140276593757192057525. - 

It takes decidedly longer to do by the ordinary process. Of 
cours? in a general case “the difference will not be as great. 

Suppose it is required to evaluate a product only as far as 
the first n significant figures. The rule for this is: start 
the process with the right-hand digit on the slip under the 
(n+1)th digit from the left of the multiplicand. | For 
example, to vet 24968 x 4352 as far as the first 5 significant 
figures we start thus :— 24968 

j2534|. 

This gives 108660200, in w hich we can be : sure only of the 
first five figures. 

The transition from accurate to approximate and ahh 
viated multiplication 1 is done quite naturally bY this method 
and involves learning only one rule. 

The use of an ordinary 12-inch slide-rule is equivalent to 
the determination of the first 3 significant figures in products 
of numbers like 534 and 869. 

If we would proceed for 534 x 869 by starting at ral 

we arrive at an answer 463500 while the exact result is 
464046. This is as near as we can get on a slide-rule, so in 
the absence of such an instrument the method just cited is a 
goed substitute. 

fhe reversed process, which enables one to perform mental 
long division, is not so easily carried out, but with some 
practice the method is not much more troublesome than 
ordinary long division. 

The difficulties that arise are exactly the same as those 
that arise for anyone learning ordinary long division for the 
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first time. These difficulties disappear in the mental method 

with practice, as they do in the other. ? 
Let us take as an example 7102983+578. This time we 

use the slip of paper to write the answer on, backwards, as 
will be seen. 

Start with the right end of the blank slip under the 5 in 
018, thus : 578 

a 
and under the 5 write the obvious first figure in the answer, 
namely 1. Then subtract 1x5 from the 7 in the dividend 
leaving 2, which together with the 1 in the dividend forms 
21 for the next stage. 

Now move the slip one igure to the right, thus : 

Uy 

The process is 21-1 x 7=14 ; ~ =2 and 4 over. 

Write down 2 on the slip under the 5, while the 4 
together with the 0 in the dividend forms 40 for the next 
stage. 

Again move the slip one figure, thus :— 578 

[Peer] 

and perform the process 40-1 x8—2x7=18; ie =3 and 
D-OVEL.: 2 

On trial, however, it will be found that the 3 is too high, 

so we will take = =2 and 8 over. 

Write down 2 on the slip under the 5, while the & 
together with the 2 in the dividend forms 82 for the next 
stage. 

The next position of the slip is 578 

| |. 221 J. 

¢ 2 ¢ 4 2 ( Perform the process 82—2x8—2x7=52; ~—=9 and 
7 over (since 10 is inadmissible as a digit). 

For the next stage we have 79 and the position 

578 

ea 
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The usual process gives 79—2x8—9x7=0, so that at the 
following stage our process gives us 8— 12 =o which 
plainly is inadmissible on account of. its negative sign. 
Hence we must return to the stage just two before the last 

9 
where: we put De =9 and 7 over, and instead we try 2 =§ 

D 
and 12 over. 

Thus the next slip seetion is 578 

The process is — DB SS oa and 17 over 

(as 9 and 12 over is abandoned on (eiale: 
We have now found the integral part. of fhe answer to be 

12288, written on the slip as | 88221 |. If it is desired to 

obtain the fractional part in decimal form, it is only neces- 
sary to continue the above Probes, adding zeroes to the 
dividend as wanted. 

But if the ‘ remainder” is required hen one pr eusede as 
follows :—carrying on from the last stage we have as a new 
slip position 578 

[88221 | oe 

and the usual process is 178—8 x8—8x7=58 ; then put 

= =( and 58 over *. 

The next stage is | 578 

| 088221 } 

and 983—8 x 8—Ox7=519, ~ ag 
As soon as all the figures in the dieidond are used up we 

stop, and the final fioure 519 is the required remainder. 
This process for getting the remainder is seen to be justi- 

fiable, if we begin the mental multiplication of 578 by 12288 
and add 519 simultaneously. 

As it is not easy to explain the method of mdntel division 
fully with one example, another is given in tabular form 

(p. 395). 
In learning these mental methods it may he advisable at 

first to perform part of the calculation on paper, or to write 
down the “ carry over.” But it is astonishing how soon one 
can drop these crutches. 

* At each stage put 2 =( and N over, but otherwise proceed as usual. 
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- To evaluate 16302581~+478. 

For 
Stage.| ---Position of Slip. | Mental Process. next Remarks. 

| Stage. . 

478 
LS core) eA P=8&4over, | 43 

dy 478 43-—3x7=22 

4S ERG | ‘ 
aes | 3| [ Af =4 & 6 over yy 28 

ae 160 ce = 8 
5. ese alo sp a 42 

| 43 | ql & 4 over . 7 | 

478 | 42-4x8-1x7=3 | 
. 3] | f=0&8over | * 

| 

Settee os al Spey Se aes os 

478 _  3d-1x8—0X7=27 Hence integral part 
: : eit: | in 78 of the quotient is! 0143 es Bab wT over ae 

478 78- 0x8—5x7=43 Procedure to get 3) 
6a hitrtaen ark ei 43 111 decimal places given | 

| 50143 | | Ae 7 =e & 11 over in 6a, Ta, 8a. 

47g. ti(‘<‘éwY‘W‘CN-B XB—-8 X= 
iW @. imac ATi aE 5) 110 [850143 | ae <1. lover 

478 _ | l0—8x8—-1x7=39 |The quotient to 3 
8 a. EAS [pe SI *e ’ 70 decimal places is 7 Lisso143 | asa Tover | - Geile 

me IN 7s (SET a a Cer ) 
cae 78—-0X8—-5xX7=43 Procedure to get the 

6b. Same as 6 a. | = —0 & 43 43 ** Remainder” given 
Te UC eS) ONES in 64, 70. | 

a | ee iss Saal 

; 478 | ——e; | DN lines Hence ‘“ Remainder ” 
78. [SCL ay oe ee | 

If the multiplication happens to bd a squaring problem, 
we can if we choose avoid the use of a slip in the follow ing 
way :—let us square 12083 : cover the 1208 with one’s s hand 
and proceed with 3?=9. 

| 

| 

| 
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Then 9 is unit digit of answer and “ carry zero.” 
Uncover 8 and proceed with “0”+(8x3) x 2=48. 
Then 8 is tens digit, and “ carry 4.” 
Uncover 0 and proceed with “4 °°+ (0x 3) x2+87=68. 
Then 8 is hundreds digit and ‘ carry 6.” 
Uncover 2 and proceed with ‘°6”+ (2x 3+0x 8) x 2=18, 

and so on. When we have uncovered the whole of the 
number, we next begin covering up the ) et beginning 
from the right end. 
By reversing the above process in a manner analogous to 

mental division we can obtain square roots to any UES of 
accuracy desired. 

Suppose we require /12:1. The first ee is plainly 3. 
Work out 12—3?=3. To the 3 tack on the next integer in 

the square, viz. 1, making ole chen =4 and 7 over, the. 

6 being 2x (1st digit in the root), which will be our only 
divisor throughout the’calculation. To the 7 tack on the 
next digit in the square, viz. 0, and proceed as follows (line 
after line), the corresponding stage of the answer (minus its 
first digit) being shown on the extreme right :— 

31 

6 

70—42=54 of = & 12 over 47 

=4& 7 over 4 

120--2(4 x7) =64 o —8& 16 over | -478 

160— 2(4x8)—7 Pea - =) & 17 over "4785 

170—2(4 x 8) —2(7 x 8) = 18 - 2 =i) & 18 over 47850 

180—2(4x0)—2(7 x5)—8°=46 = =5 & 16 over | 476505 
0 160 —2(4x5)—2(7 x 0) —2(8 x 5) =40 | 2 =4 & 16 over 4785054 

Of course we have here left out trials like =o and 

10 over or = —1 and 12 over, which would have given 

us negative remainders on the left. Hence 

V12°1= 34785054. 

This is easily verified to be nomen for 

V 1211-1 V10=1:1(3°1622776602). 
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The methods of mental division and mental determination 

of square roots are given here only for the sake of interest. 
The author does not intend to recommend them for practical 
use until he has had sufficient experience of their merits or 
otherwise. 

But the method of mental multiplication has serious claims 
to our attention (already mentioned), and very little ex- 
perience with it makes one feel that if one had been brought 
up on it from childhood in place of the ordinary method, 
then the multiplication of large numbers would have its 
terrors considerably lessened. 

XLV. The Effect of Temperature onthe Modulus of Rigidity, 
and on the Viscosity of Solid Metals. By Ket loxipe and 
SUKEAKI SAKAI”. 

1. Introduction. 

HE effect of temperature on the modulus of rigidity of 
different metals has been a favourite subject of many 

investigators. In most of the previous investigations the 
range of temperature was very limited, not much exceeding 
300°C. Kohlrausch & Loomis +, Pisati ft, and Tomlin- 
son § investigated the effect of temperature on rigidity below 
300° C., and proposed the formula of the form 

N= Nn (1l—at— Bt’), 

where 7; and ny are the values of rigidity at t° and 0° respec- 
tively. Experiments have also been made by Katzenelsoln ||, 
Gray, Blyth & Dunlop{, and Sutherland **, the latter 
confining his researches to the softer metals, such as lead, 
zinc, tin, and magnesium, which had been neglected by 
former investigators. He also obtained a formula of the 
type : 

n ‘pewe 

Mees (i) 
where N is the value of rigidity at absolute zero, and Ty the 
melting-point in absolute scale. 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Pogg. Ann. vol. exli. p. 481 (1870). : 
{ Nuovo Cimento, ser. 3, vol. i. p. 181; ii. p. 187; 1v. p. 152; v. 

pp. 84, 135-145 (1877-79). 
§ Proc. Roy. Sox. vol. xl. p. 843 (1886). 
|| Berdl. vol. xii. p. 307 (1888). 
q] Proc. Roy. Soe. vol. Ixvii. p. 180 (1900). 

** Phil, Mag. (5) vol. xxxii. p. 31 (1891). 
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Schaefer * and Benton ¢ compared the values of rigidity 
at ordinary temperature and at —186°C.: that is, the temper- 
ature of liquidair. EF. Horton { gave us the most trustworthy 
information regarding the question, in which he showed 
that the rigidity of copper and steel decreases linearly — 
with the rise of temperature between 10° and 100°; while 
in the case of other metals, such as platinum, silver, and 
aluminium, the diminution of rigidity per degree of rise 
of temperature increases with temperature. Quite recently, 
or rather at the same time as our experiment, Mr. O. Imai § 
measured the rigidity of steels at different temperatures up 
to 700°C. with a similar apparatus. He found that the 
rigidity decreases at first slowly and then somewhat rapidly. 

In the dynamical method of measuring the rigidity of a 
wire, a weight of a given moment of inertia is suspended 
from the lower end of the wire and set in torsional oseil- 
lation. The period and logarithmic decrement of the 
oscillation being measured, the rigidity of the wire ean be 
caleulated. The damping of the oscillation is due to the 
loss of energy into the surrounding air, as well as to the 
internal viscosity of the suspended wire, the latter being 
the principal cause. The effect of temperature on the 
internal viscosity of the metallic wires has been observed by 
most of the observers, who have investigated the modulus of 
rigidity by the dynamical method—notably by Pisati, Tomlin- 
son, and Horton. Pisati ||, who experimented over a range 
of temperature from 0° to 300° C., found a marked increase 
in the internal viscosity of metallic wires at high temper- 
atures, except in the case of iron, in which the viscosity at 
first decreased with the rise of temperature and reached a 
minimum at 100°C., afterwards increasing again and be- 
coming constant between 200° and 300°C. Streint | found 
that the logarithmic decrement of different wires markedly 
decreases if the wires be kept for long periods in continual 
oscillation, and that it increases with the rise of temperature 
and is less in annealed than in unannealed wires. Thompson ** 
came, however, to the conclusion that when the temperature 
and the amplitude of oscillation are constant, both the period 

* Ann. der Phys. vol. v. p. 220 (1901); vol. ix. pp. 665, 1124 (1902). 
+ Phys. Rev. vol. xvi. p. a, (1903). 
t Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. vol. 204. p. 1 (1905). 
§ The paper is not yet published. 
|| Nuovo Cimento, loc. cit. 
q Sitzb. der Wien. Ahad. vol. lxix. Abth. 2,.p. dod (1874) > xexexe 

Abth. 2, p. 387 (1880). 
# Phys. Review, vol. vii. p. 141 (1889). 
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and logarithmic decrement are constant quantities, but his 
experiments do not seem to be sufficiently accurate to 
establish this point. 

By a series of extensive experiments on the internal 
viscosity of wires, Tomlinson * found thatin the case of iron, 
nickel, and platinum the logarithmic decrement is less, with 
a rise in temperature from 0° to 100° C., the percentage of 
decrease being greatest in the case of iron. He states that 
if we start with a sufficiently low temperature, the internal 
viscosity of annealed metals is first temporarily decreased by 
the rise of temperature and afterwards increased, and that 
the temperature of the minimum internal viscosity is, for 
the most annealed metals, between 0° and100° C. Horton f 
also confirmed the chief results above referred to. A series 
of very careful investigations on the viscosity of different 
metals from liquid-air temperature to 300° was performed 
by C. E. Guye and his co-operators{. The metals investi- 
gated were zinc, magnesium, aluminium, silver, gold, copper, 
platinum, palladium, nickel, iron, and steel. ‘The results at 
high temperatures agree with those of the previous investi- 
gators, and the results at low temper atures confirm Tomlinson’s 
view just referred to in the case of gold and magnesium. 
Quite recently, Mr. M. Ishimoto § made also the same inves- 
tigation with the oscillating system of very short periods 
amounting to a fraction of a second, and obtained the same 
results. One important difference between his and the 
foregoing results 1s that in the case of iron and steels a 
sharp maximum of internal PaO is present at about 
70° C., this maximum decreasing with the increase of carbon 
content ; hence the viscosity temperature curve, instead of 
decreasing with the rise of temperature as in the former case, 
first increases, reaches a maximum, and afterwards decreases 
to follow the course above referred to. The following is a 
summary of the trustworthy results so far obtained :— 

(1) The internal viscosity of different metals increases 
with the rise of temperature, except in the case of some 
metals and ferro-magnetic substances. The viscosity of the 
latter metals first decreases with the rise of temperature, 
reaches a minimum at about 100° C., and afterwards increases. 

* Phil. Trans. vol. clxxvii, p. 801 (1886). Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xl. 
loe. cit. 

+ Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. loc. ett. 
{ C. E. Guye & S. Mintz, Arch. des Sct. Geneve, vol. xxvi. pp. 186, 

263 (1908) ; C. K. Guye & V. Freidericks, vol. xxix. pp. 49, 157, 261, 
(1910); C. E. Guye & H. Schapper, vol. xxx. p. 183 (1910). 

§ Tokyo Phys. Math. Soe, vol. ix. p. 269 (1919), 
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(2) The internal viscosity of a wire is enormously reduced 
by annealing. 

(3) The internal viscosity of an annealed wire gradually 
decreases by suspending a weight at its lower end and 
leaving it to itself. A continuous oscillation also produces 
the same effect. 

(4) The logarithmic decrement considerably increases 
with the amplitude of oscillation. This increase is generally 
greater, the higher the temperature of the wire. 

Thus, all the experiments, except one, were limited to 
temperatures below 300° C., but the results obtained were so 
interesting and promising, ‘both from the theoretical and 
practical points of view, that we determined to repeat the 
same investigation and also to extend the range of tempera- 
ture to the highest possible. 

2. Arrangements and Method of EHaperiments. 

The method of experiment consists in measuring the period 
and the logarithmic decrement of torsional oscillation of a 
test-wire carrying a weight. The arrangement is sketched 
in fig. A. Sis a test-wire 0°6 to 0°7 mm. thick and 25 cm. 
long, and carefully annealed at a proper temperature. PP 
are two thick porcelain rods, to which both ends of the wire 
are firmly clamped by means of short steel pieces. These 
porcelain tubes prevent the loss of heat in the wire outward 
through conduction, and hence the temperature of the wire 
can be made uniform throughout its whole length. BB are 
two brass rods rigidly connected with the porcelain rods, as 
shown in the figure; the upper rod is firmly clamped by a 
screw ¢ to the tripod stand H, resting on a stout support G. 
At the middle portion of the lower brass rod a concave 
mirror. M is mounted; by means of this mirror a vertical 
wire, illuminated from behind by a lamp, forms a sharp 
image on a distant scale. The distance between the mirror 
and the scale is 2 metres. H isa thin circular disk made of 
brass on which a flat lead ring is co-axially placed. Two 
lead rings of different masses were made, the lighter one of 
which was used in the case of soft metals and the heavier in 
the case of bard ones. N is a needle fixed to the brass rod 
B ; this needle is used when a torsional oscillation is to be 
given to the suspended system. K isa holder with an axial 
hole small enough to receive the needle within it loosely. 
To obtain a torsional oscillation, the holder is raised by a 
rack and pinion to receive the needle in its narrow hole, and 
the oscillation is excited by means of air-pufts through lead 
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pipes. When the oscillation becomes purely torsional, the 
holder is lowered to its original position ; then the torsional 
oscillation goes on quite freely. I is an electrical resistance 

Fig. A. 

furnace 5() cm. long, consisting of a porcelain tube of 2°5 em. 
inner diameter wound round anti-inductively with a nichrome 
wire. The temperature along the axis of the furnace was 
so uniform that it did not vary more than 5 degrees over a 
length of 25 cm. at 600°C., so that the test-wire was always 
found in this uniform region of temperature. A lump of 
caolin was smeared on the top of the furnace to prevent any 
convection current of air. In the case of oxidizable metals, 
such as iron, steel, and copper, the wire was heated in the 
atmosphere of hydrogen led into the furnace through a 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249. Sept. 1921. 2H 
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glass tube V froma Kipp’s apparatus. The temperature was 
measured by means of a platinum and p'atinum-rhodium 
thermo-couple placed at and near the middle of the wire, and 
a milli-voltmeter. 

The moment of inertia of the oscillating system—without 
the lead ring—was experimentally determined. The moments 
of inertia of the two flat lead rings were calculated to be | 
25278 and 17780. If the period of oscillation of the system 
with and without the lead ring be respectively T and Ty, and 
the corresponding moments of inertia I and I, we have the 
relation 

By using this relation, we found experimentally 

1o— S080 a cats 

In measuring the period of oscillation the usual method of 
timing was followed. One of the observers signalled at each 
complete oscillation, while the other recorded the time by a 
mean time chronometer. J*orty consecutive oscillations were 
employed for the determination of the period. The first and 
the last 10 were signalled and recorded; we thus obtained 
10 sets of time-records for 30 complete oscillations. The 
mean of these observations gave the period of oscillation, 
which is accurate to one-thousandth of a second. 

The double amplitude of oscillation chosen for the deter- 
mination of rigidity was about 45 cm. of the scale reading ; 
it corresponds to an angle of twist 7’ per unit lengthof the wire. 
In the case of metals having high melting-points, the decrease 
of the amplitude of oscillation at room temperature was very 
small, and hence the determination of the period could be made 
very accurately. But in the case of the same metais at high 
temperatures, or of soft metals even at room temperature, the 
decrease of amplitude was considerably large, so that the 
determination of the period of oscillation cannot be accurate. 

As we have already remarked, the damping of the oscil- 
lation is caused by the viscosity of the air and that of the 
wire. In order to obtain the coefficient of viscosity of solid 
metals, it is therefore necessary to determine separately the 
damping due to the viscosity of the wire. For this purpose 
an apparatus as shown in fig. B was used. ‘The suspended 
system is made to oscillate in a vacuum. S is the test-wire, 
BB the brass rods firmly connected with the wire, M a 
plane mirror, H a pan, and La lead ring, as in the former 
case. The whole is enclosed in a bell-jar P with a stout 
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vertical glass tube Q, the jar being connected with a pump. 
The upper brass rod B is rigidly connected with the top- 
pieces n orc through a central hole in m. In the contact 

Fig. B. 

surface between m and n, a ring-formed groove is cut with 
grease in it; by this contrivance we can give a twist to the 
wire under a high vacuum. HF is a lever, which serves 
to damp a lateral oscillation of the suspended system if it 

occurs. The right side of the lever is made of soft iron, 
and the left end carries a piece of cotton. When the lever 
is left to itself, the left end falls and the cotton is free from 
the pan H; but when we pull down the right end of the 
lever from outside by means of a magnet, the cotton now 
comes in contact with the pan, and thus the lateral vibration 
of the system is soon damped, but torsional oscillation is not. 
To start a torsional oscillation, the top handle is slightly 
rotated on one side, and again back to its original position. 
This procedure usually produced a pure torsional oscillation, 
and therefore we hardly ever used the damping lever, except 
in very unfavourable cases. 

2 E 2 
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The period of oscillation was measured by the method of 
timing in the same way as before. The logarithmic decrement 
and its change with the amplitude of oscillation were deter- 
mined by observing the consecutive amplitudes during a long 
period of oscillations. 

The wires to be tested were all annealed in a vacuum in an 
annealing furnace specially made, and then subjected to 
experiments. The temperatures of annealing for our 
specimens are given below :— 

TABLE I. 

| No. Specimen. | Annealing Temp. 

| | 

NG 1 nee ana ae ane | about 1000° C. 

eae aa oPiithers 2 i oy): | 1000 
3. Steel 055% C. ... 800 
4, nO 9070; su 800 

5, oy SUE CS ca) 800 

6. ING soni a. ctkg ues 800 

é Cuyiee ae 400 

8. Softuron — 25-25-25) 800 

3) PAN ES tts eee 300 

10. Nae ee 300 

| tte BN) aes ee ant 300 

12. Zi Gaerne | not annealed. 

For the torsional oscillation of the suspended system, its 
equation of motion is 

2 
i 10% +a0=0, 

amnR*4 
where “ay? 43 

n being the rigidity. The solution of the equation is 

ee 
0=O.e Asin, ¢, 

T 
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where @, is the initial amplitude. The period T is 

ae 
T= x/ ae 

ae 

If the logarithmic decrement be noted by A, we have 

_v = 77: 

By combining the above relations, we have 

es 2(477 +r) Il 
See eee 5 

In our case, A is negligibly small compared with 47? ; even 
in the most unfavourable case at high temperatures, the 
neglect of X? does not cause an error greater than 0°5 per 
cent. Hence we get finally 

r 

Salli 
VS T2R4 5 

Thus we can safely use the last equation for the calculation 
of rigidity. 

3. Results of Experiments. 

The results of experiments for the variation of rigidity 
and logarithmic decrement with the rise of temperature 
are given in figs. 2 to 14. Before entering into a detailed 
description of these results, we shall briefly refer to the com- 
plicated phenomena of logarithmic decrement. According 
to the theory of torsional oscillation above referred to, the 
logarithmic decrement is independent of its amplitude of 
oscillation ; but actually this is not the case. The logarithmic 
decrement of all the metals here investigated increases almost 
linearly with the amplitude of oscillation. The rate of 
this increase becomes greater as the temperature, at which 
the experiment is made, is higher. 

The above discrepancy between the theory and the experi- 
ment was found to be principally caused by the amplitude 
of oscillation being not sufticiently small, though in our 
experiments the angle of twist per unit length of the wire 
did not exceed eight minutes; for, by increasing the length of 
the suspended wire and keeping the amplitude of oscillation 
constant, the rate of the increase of logarithmic decrement 
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with the amplitude is found to diminish rapidly with the 
length of the wire, and tends to become zero. In fig. C the 

Fig. C.—Nickel wire. Diameter=0°5 mm. 

g 
[PA ; 5 

j | | | | | 

es eee oe | | : Beep a 

gi | | 
c | 
os 
o & 

S 
BA; 

ON 426 64a) 5605 64 Leb | 12cm. 
Length of the wire 

relation of the inclination ¢@ of the logarithmic decrement- 
amplitude lines, expressed in seconds, to the length of a 
nickel wire is graphically giver. Thus, with an amplitude 
of oscillations of 20 cm. on a scale placed at a distance 
150 em., the logarithmic decrement almost becomes inde- 
pendent of the amplitude of oscillations if the length of the 
wire exceeds 120 cm. Hence the logarithmic decrement 
satisfying the theoretical conditions that it is independent 
of the amplitude of oscillation, can be found by extrapolating 
the logarithmic decrement-amplitude curves to zero ampli- 
tude. It is also possible to find the logarithmic decrement 
of the same nature by letting the system oscillate with a 
small amplitude ; but practically this method does not give 
any accurate result, since the external disturbing effect is in 
this case very prominent. 

A small part of the energy of oscillation is lost through 
the support of the wire; but this energy diminishes with 
the increasing amplitude of oscillation. Hence the lega- 
rithmic decrement deduced in the above way is quite free 
from this sort of error. 

From the theory, it follows also that the logarithmic 
decrement is inversely proportional to the weight of the 
suspended load: in actual cases, however, it decreases 
a little slower than the theory requires. In fig. 1 the 
observed results for nickel and platinum are given. Thus 
the logarithmic decrement of a wire is a quantity very 
sensitive to its external conditions: that is, it varies with 
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the amplitude of oscillation, the temperature, the tension of 
the wire, heat, treatment, etc. 

Fig. 1. 

pee 
= ee SO sie ee 

130 14 
ee in ape 

Logarithmic decrement-amplitude curves under various Tensions. 
Nickel wire: radius =0-25 mm. X: logarithmic decrement. 
Platinum wire : radius=0-24 mm. T: tension. 

1. Copper. . Fig. 2 

The wire was drawn from electrolytic copper and tested 
in an annealed state. From curve a we see that the 
rigidity decreases with the rise of temperature according to 
a parabolic law. Curve 6 is obtained for a hard-drawn 
commercial copper wire, and is quite similar to curve a in 
form ; but the value of rigidity is greater in this thanin the 
former case for all temperatures “observed. This striking 
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difference of rigidity is probably due to the effect of cold 
drawing, but not to the impurities entering the copper wire. 
Benton * also suggests in his memoir that the annealing of 
metals causes a diminution of rigidity. 

The results of experiments for logarithmic decrement are 
also graphically given in fig. 2, the curve being that for 
the electrolytic copper. From room temperature to 170° 
increase of logarithmic decrement is very slow, and increases 

Fig. 2.—Copper. Fig. 3.—Zinec. Fig. 4. Aluminium. 

10Q 200 200 49 

Fig. 5.—Gold. Fig. 6.—Silver. 

n: rigidity. A: log. dec. 

afterwards very rapidly. The course of the curve is exactly 
the same as that by Horton. Since the absolute value of 
the logarithmic decrement of a metallic wire varies greatly 
with the previous history and the conditions under which 

* Benton, Phys. Rev. loc. cit. 
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the measurement is made, it is very difficult to compare the 
values obtained by the present experiment with those of 
other investigators. 

2. Zine. Kio. 3. 

Since zine wire is not strong, the lighter lead ring was 
used. From fig. 3 we see that, owing to the low melting- 
point of the metal, the rigidity decreases very rapidly with 
the rise of temperature. The fact that the lower the melting- 
point the greater is the rate of decrease of rigidity with the 
rise of temperature, has been already observed by Benton, 
who investigated the rigidity of copper and steei at tempera- 
tures between 20° and —186°C. The observed curve 
seems to form a portion of a parabolic curve. In the same 
figure the logarithmic decrement temperature curve 1s 
given; it rapidly rises with temperature. 

3. Aluminium, Gold, and Silver. Figs. 4, 5, & 6. 

The variation of rigidity of these metals with the rise of 
temperature is also similar to that of the above metals ; the 
form of the curves is intermediate between those of copper 
and zine. Similar remarks apply also to the logarithmic 
decrement-temperature curves. 

4. Platinum and Platinum-rhodium. Figs. 7 & 8. 

The platinum wire is obtained from the Leeds & Northrup 
Co., Philadelphia, and is of high purity, being the material 
for the use of the thermoelement. Platinum-rhodium wire 
contains 15 per cent. of rhodium, and is of an ordinary 
quality. The course of the rigidity-temperature or logarith- 
mic decrement-temperature curves for these two wires are 
similar to each other—that is, with the rise of temperature 
the diminution of rigidity is at first small, but it gradually 
lucreases. Above 500° the diminution is relatively rapid, 
but even ata high temperature of 750° ©. we still observe 
a large value of rigidity. The increase of logarithmic 

_ decrement with the rise of temperature is at first very slow, 
but above 400° it increases very rapidly. Some quantitative 
differences between these wires are, however, to be observed. 
At ordinary temperatures the rigidity of platinum is a little 
less than that of platinum-rhodium, but the rate of dimi- 
nution of the rigidity at high temperatures is for the former 
metal much less than that of the latter. The logarithmic 
decrement of platinum is always greater than that of 
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platinum-rhodium, except when the temperature is very high, 
in which condition the contrary is the case. 

Fig. 7.—Platinum. : Fig. 8.—Platinum-rhodium. 
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Fig. 9.—Tungsten. Fig, 10.—Nickel. 

n : rigidity. A: log. dec. 

5. Tungsten. Fig. 9. 

Tungsten wire was obtained from the Tokyo Hlectrie Co., 
and tested in a hard-drawn state. Since at high temper- 
atures tungsten is easily oxidizable, it was experimented on 
up to 200°C. With the rise of temperature the rigidity 
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decreases according to parabolic law. On the other hand, 
the logarithmic decrement decreases at first, reaches a 
minimum at about 100° C., and then begins to increase. 

Geevecwel. Wis NO: 

Different from the foregoing metals, nickel is a ferro- 
magnetic substance. In the ferro-magnetic region, that is 
up to 400° C., the diminution of rigidity with the rise of 
temperature is relatively small, but above that temperature 
considerably rapid. From ordinary temperature to about 
80° C. the logarithmic decrement decreases, and then in- 
creases to reach a maximum at about 160°C. Afterwards 
it slightly decreases to 250° C., and then increases very 
rapidly. The result completely agrees with that obtained 
by C. E. Guye and H. Schapper before referred to. The 
existence of the maximum is due to the resultant of the 
increasing effect due to temperature and the decreasing 
effect of the magnetic transformation of nickel. 

iene trons lies 11. 

The pure iron used in the present experiment was obtained 
from the Bureau of Standards, Washington. It contains 
only 0:0085 per cent. of carbon, other impurities amounting 
in all to 0-01 per cent. 

From the room temperature upwards the rigidity of the 
_ ferro-magnetic wire decreases at a slightly increasing rate, 
and even at 600° C. has still a large value. The logarithmic 
decrement of pure iron decreases at first rapidly, reaches an 
inconspicuous minimum, and then slowly increases.. Above 
300° ©. its increase is very rapid. The course of the curve is 
the same as those obtained by Pisati, Tomlinson; and Horton 
already referred to. 

8. Steels containing 0°55, 0:9, and 1:3 per cent. of Carbon. 
Hines 2. Vhs A 

We also measured the rigidity of three steels, representing 
hypo-eutectic, eutectic, and hyper-eutectic steels respectively. 
We see from the curves that the rigidity at ordinary tempera- 
tures decreases with increasing carbon. The course of the 
rigidity-temperature curves is similar to that of pure iron, 
with the exception of an abrupt fall in the vicinity of 200° C., 
indicating the presence of the cementite transformation in 
the steels. The logarithmic decrement-temperature curves 
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are also similar to that of pure iron; but we observe a single 
difference that while in the case of pure iron, above 100°C., 
the logarithmic decrement always increases, that of steels 
shows a small decrease above 200° C., the amount of this 

Fig. 11.—Pure iron. Fig. 12.—Steel (0°55 °/, C.). 
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Fig. 13.—Steel (0-9 °/, C.). Fig. 14.—Steel (1°3 °/, C.). 

m ; rigidity. A: log. dec. 

diminution increasing with the content of carbon. This 
anomaly is also attributed to the cementite transformation 
above referred to, and also observable in the case of the 
experiment made by Guye and §. Mintz. 
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After the experiment we examined their microstructures, 
and found that, notwithstanding that hydrogen gas was 
constantly passed through the furnace, these steels were 
somewhat decarburized. The percentage of carbon was, 
after the microscopic estimation, as follows :— 

Steel 0°55 per cent. C. contains 0-4 per cent. C. 
5, 0°90 per cent. C. contains 0°8 per cent. C. 
,, 1°30 per cent. C. unknown. 

The last steel underwent, after experiment, the spheroidi- 
zation of cementite, so that we could not accurately determine 
the degree of decarburization. The values of rigidity of 
these steels at ordinary temperature are somewhat less than 
those found by other methods of determination: this discre- 
pancy is probably due to the scaly oxide formed on the 
surfaces of these wires, a phenomenon which was unavoidable 
in our experiments ; but the metals which are not oxidizable 
have the normal value of rigidity. 

The curves so far obtained can be generally stated as 
follows :—They pass through observed points as well as 
the melting-points of respective metals, so that they are 
initially concave towards the axis of temperature, then pass 
through inflexion points and become convex toward the 
same axis, vanishing at the melting-points of the respective 
metals. 

The Jogarithmic decrement of fusible metals increases 
rapidly with the rise of temperature. As the melting-point 
of metals is higher, the initial increase of logarithmic decre- 
ment, when the temperature is gradually increased, is very 
small, but its increase becomes very rapid from 150°C. 
upward. In metals having very high melting-points the 
logarithmic decrement diminishes at first, reaches a minimum, 
and then increases with the rise of temperature. Hence 
Tomlinson’s view, that if we start with a sufficiently low 
temperature the logarithmic decrement of all metals first 
decreases, and, after passing through a minimum, increases 
by the rise of temperature, seems to be correct. 

In ferro-magnetic substances this general rule of the 
change is disturbed by the presence of magnetic transform- 
ation. During heating this transformation affects the 
logarithmic decrement by reducing its value. 

4. Coefficient of Viscosity. 

Itis well known that the damping of the torsional oscillation 
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is due to the friction of the surrounding air and to the 
viscosity of the wire; but if the oscillation is performed in a 
vacuum, the damping is wholly due to the latter quantity. 
No method of calculating the coefficient of viscosity of solid 
metals from the oscillation experiments alone is yet known. 
From his statical method of experiments, C. Barus * obtained 
for the absolute value of viscosity of steel an enormously large 
value of 6t0 60 x 10%. W. Voigt ft proposed a theory of the 
viscosity of solid substances, and obtained expressions for cal- 
culating the coefficient of viscosity. Using his experimental 
data, he obtained for the coefficients of copper and nickel the 
values 5'48x107 and 4:73x 108 respectively. Thus we 
cannot at present say anything about the correct order of 

magnitude of the coefficient of viscosity. 
The following method of calculating the coefficient of 

viscosity of solid metals, which is due to Prof. K. Honda, is 
very simple, and gives corrected values of the coefficient in 
question. ; 

In the equation of motion of the oscillating system before 
referred to, the second term is obviously the resisting 
couple, arising from the viscosity of the wire and acting at 
its lower end. ‘This couple, acting in an elementary ring- 
shaped area of the section of wire bounded by 7 and r+dr, 

is 

where 7 is the coefficient of- viscosity and z the direction of 
the wire. Since v is the tangential velocity of the ring and 

dé Mee 
equal to 27, Varying linearly with z, we have 

dy _rdo 
dz TAME 

C (ce = 227 i ee a 
oa L dt} Sil ht iy aie 

Hence 
sis 
Oe ot: 

* Phil. Mag. (5) vol. xxix. p. 3387 (1890). 
+ Wied. Ann. vol. xlvii. p. 671 (1892). 

‘= 
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b has the same form as the coefficient a of the third term in 
the equation of motion, the only difference being that the 
rigidity n is replaced by y. Since 

Pep Oe ma ONT oll 

Pat eR 

Thus, by observing the period of oscillation T and loga- 
rithmic decrement A, 7 can be calculated. It must be stated 
here that, although the viscosity 7 contains the rigidity n as 
well as the logarithmic decrement A, the rate of increase of » 
with the rise of temperature predominates the decreasing 
effect of the rigidity by different order, so that the curve 
of n takes approximately the, same course as that of the 
logarithmic decrement. 

From the expression given by W. Voigt, we obtain for 
the expression of 7 (=a, in his notation) 

exe ia 

ee ones 4(H—n)?’ 

where E is Young’s modulus of elasticity. This expression 

differs from ours by a factor From our method 
i 

4(H—n)° 

of calculation it seems to us untenable that the expression 
for the coefficient of viscosity contains Young’s modulus of 
elasticity. : 

In the measurement of the coefficient of viscosity at 
ordinary temperature we used the second apparatus sketched 
in fig. B. The effect of the surrounding air in the logarith- 
mic decrement was deduced from two experiments made in 
the atmosphere and in a vacuum by taking the difference of 
the two logarithmic decrements. The logarithmic decrement 
due to the surrounding air alone was 0°00023 in the mean, 
the amplitude of oscillation of the inertia ring being 
2°°86. 

The logarithmic decrement in a vacuum increases linearly 
with the amplitude. This increase was preved to be caused 
partly by the amplitude of oscillation being not sufficiently 
small, and partly by the energy loss through the suspension 
outward ; hence we found the values of logarithmic decre- 
ment corresponding to zero amplitude by extrapolation, 
and used them in the calculation of the values of 7. The 
following table contains the results of our experiments :— 
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Thus the values of the coefficient of viscosity of different 
metals range from 1°65 x 108 to 25:5 x 108, except in the 

ease of fusible metals, where the coefficients are several ten 

times greater than the above values. The above values for 
copper are much greater, but that for nickel much less, than 
those obtained by Voigt. 

We shall next explain why the coefficients of viscosity 
must have so large a value as those given above. Referring 
to the equation of motion for the torsional oscillation, if the 
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second term be negligibly small compared with the third 
term, the viscosity is negligible and the oscillation undamped. 
Ifa damping exists, the second term cannot be negligible. 
As we have seen, the coefficients of b and a in the second and 
third terms ieee the same form——that is, 

anhk* ] _ anh 
5) an = Ole 6 
a 

i= 

Hence, in order that the damping may be appreciable in a 
Boe enmation of oscillations, 7 must have a value greater than 

3 eal 22 ae aS ° eS Ei e - 5 

about 774, or yodoo Of the value of rigidity n—that is, a 1000 ! ! 
value of an order of magnitude amounting to 10° to 10°. 

Hence we conclude that the above values of 7 are of the right 
order of magnitude. 

From the logarithmic decrement-temperature curves we 
notice that, unless metals have high melting points, logarithmic 
decrement increases at first slowly and then rapidly ; hence 
the coefficient of viscosity must also undergo a similar 
change. Now, it is highly conceivable that, as in the case of 
a liquid, the viscosity of a metal will decrease with a rise of 
temperature, because it is iptimately related to the magnitude 
of molecular force, which diminishes with the rise of 
temperature. But in an actual case the viscosity rapidly 
increases with the temperature. This seemingly abnormal 
phenomenon may be understood in the following way :— 

Tt is highly probable that in a single crystal having a 
regular distribution of molecules in a space-lattice, damping 
of oscillation does not exist. What contributes to damping 
is irregularly distributed molecules existing in the boundaries 
of elementary crystals constituting the whole mass. As the 
temperature rises, thermal motion causes an increase of 
molecules, which are irregularly distributed in the boundaries, 
and hence the damping of oscillation. It is easy to see that 
as the temperature becomes higher, the number of irregularly 
distributed molecules rapidly increases and causes a rapid 
increase of viscosity. Since fine crystals constituting the 
specimen become larger by a prolonged heating, it is to be 

expected from the above view that annealing causes a 
diminution of logarithmic decrement, as is actually the 
case, 
As in the case of a liquid, the specific property of viscosity 

may be considered to diminish with the rise of temperature. 
Thus the initial decrease of n with the rise of temperature 
may be explained as the temperature effect of viscosity at low 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6. Vol, 42. No. 249. Sept. 1921. 2F 
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temperatures, where both the thermal agitation and the 
increase of irregularly distributed molecules are very small. 
Hence the existence of a minimum in the viscosity temper- 
ature curve may be explained as the result of superposition 
of the two opposite effects just referred to. 

The results of the present experiment may be summarized 
as follows :— 

1. For thirteen different metals, both rigidity and loga- 
rithmic decrement at ordinary and high temperatures were 
measured. 

2. As the temperature rises, the rigidity of these metals 
decreases according to a parabolic law. 

3. In the case of metals having low melting-points, this - 
diminution of rigidity is very rapid, tending to zero at their 
melting-points. For metals having high melting-points, the 
initial diminution of rigidity is small, but as the temperature 
becomes higher, the diminution is more and more rapid. 

4. The logarithmic decrement increases with the ampli- 
tude of oscillation ; this increase is greater as the temper- 
ature becomes higher. The variation is partly due to the 
amplitude of oscillation being net sufficiently small, and 
partly to the loss of energy through the point of suspension. 

5. The logarithmic decrement “yapidly decreases with the 
suspended weight. 

6. The logarithmic decrement of different metals increases 
with the rise of temperature, except in the case of metals 
haying a high melting-point. Jn the case of the latter it 
decreases at first, reaches a minimum, and afterwards 
increases rapidly. 

7. In ferromagnetic substances the logarithmic decrement, 
and also the rigidity in a somewhat less degree, are affected 
by the magnetic transformation, in the sense that they are 
decreased by that transformation. 

In conelusion, the writers wish to express their cordial 
thanks to Professor K. Honda, under whose guidance the 
present investigation was carried out. 

Physical Laboratory, 
Imperial University, 

Sendai, Japan. 
Ist July, 1920. 
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XLV. Onan X-Ray Bulb with a Liquid Mercury Anticathode, 
and on Wave-Length Measurements of the L-Spectrum of 
Mercury. By ALEX MULLER ™. 

[Plate XIV.] 

1. Introduction. 

A FEW years ago, when the writer was working with a 
special type of X-ray bulb suitable for spectroscopic 

work, faint lines, which belonged to the L-spectrum of mer- 
cury, appeared quite unexpectedly on many of the plates. 
The mercury vapours from the Gaede pump, with which 
the bulb was exhausted, had apparently diffused into the 
discharge space and condensed on the anticathode, a rather 
surprising fact considering the heating effect of the cathode 
rays. 
Te this particular X-ray bulb the anticathode was placed 

in a narrow tube of about 10 mm. diameter. Once in this 
tube the mercury had a relatively small chance of escape. 
Preliminary experiments which had been made in the Physi- 
cal Laboratory of the University in Geneva by the writer, 
showed that it was quite easy to get fairly hard and intense 
X-rays using directly a liquid mercury anticathode, a fact 
which opened the possibility of obtaining the X-ray spectrum 
of mercury. The following investigations have been carried 
out in the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge. 

The strongest mercury lines have been measured by Sieg- 
bahn in his systematic work on X-ray spectra, using the 
mercury in the form of a salt which was rubbed on the 
surface of the anticathode. In the case of mercury this kind 
of procedure is not very efficient, at any rate if one does not 
use a specially designed X-ray bulb, on account of the fact 
that the mercury salts are very volatile. It seemed to be 
worth while to complete the previous measurements of the 
L-spectrum of mercury mainly with the purpose of showing 
the efficiency of the arrangement which has been used in this 
work. The fact that materials with fairly high vapour- 
pressure can be used as anticathodes may be useful for future 
work on X-rays. 

2. Description of the Bulb (fig. 1). 

The bulb consisted of three parts which were joined 
together by soft wax. The discharge chamber A consisted 

* Communicated by Professor Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 

2F 2 
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of a bottle from vainon dhe avons Wadl been cad off, and 
replaced by an aluminium disk which had a hole in the 

Fig. 1. 
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centre. The disk was sealed to the bottle with sealing-wax. 

The second part B was made of brass, and connected with a 

Gaede pump. A water-jacket served to cool the joint 
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between A and B, and B and the third part C which con- 
tained the anticathode. C was made of a brass tube of about 
10 mm. diameter and closed by a copper rod which fitted in 
the tube. The copper rod was sealed in C with sealing-wax. 
The upper end of the rod was amalgamated with mercury, | 
and a small quantity of mercury had been poured in the 
tube C, so as to cover the flat end of the rod with a thin film 
of mercury which formed the anticathode. A cubical metal 
block surrounded the tube C at the height of the anticathode 
surface. The X-rays left the bulb through an opening which 
was drilled through the block and the tube. This opening 
was covered by a ‘thin mica sheet. A very ethicient cooling 
was produced by two water-jackets w). In some of the 
experiments the whole. bottom part C was made of pyrex 
glass, and filled partly with mercury. The cooling was in 
this case not very efficient on account of the smaller thermal 
conductivity of the glass. The final results have all been 
obtained with the first-mentioned arrangement. A cylin- 
drical brass vessel was waxed on the top “of the glass bottle 
which served as discharge chamber. The aluminium eathode 
was fixed on this vessel, so that its surface was near the 
lower end of the neck of the bottle. The vessel was filled 
with water in order to cool the joint with the glass. 

A second bulb of the same kind but with a copper anti- 
cathode was used in order to get the copper lines on the 
spectrograms. ‘These lines have been used as standards for 
measuring the Hg lines. 

3. Description of the Spectrometer (fig. 2). 

Only the data will be given here which are necessary for 
the discussion of the results. The mechanical details of the 
apparatus will be described in a separate paper. 

The method of the revolving crystal was used in the 
present work. The arrangement of the essential parts of 
the spectrometer is shown in the diagram. The width of the 
slit S, was measurable to ‘Ol mm. <A width of ‘05 mm. was 
generally used. Photographs obtained with ‘02 mm. did not 
show more details. The second slit S, served to limit the 
primary beam of X-rays. The crystal-holder was made so 
as to allow the crystal surface to be adjusted parallel to the 
slit and to be brought within a suitably small distance from 
the axis of revolution. The measurement of this distance 
will be described later on. The distance between the slit 
S, and the axis of revolution was about 5cm. The length 
of the perpendicular line from the axis to the plate was 
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approximately 4°5 cm. The ecrystal-holder turned ina conical 
bearing. It was connected by a transmission to a lever, the 
free end of which was in contact with a revolving cam. 
This scheme allowed the crystal to be oscillated within 
convenient angles. ‘The readings of these angles were made 
on a circle divided in degrees. The cam was slowly turned 
by a clockwork. 

Fig. 2. 
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x 
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The plate-holder had a rectangular opening which was 
covered with black paper. The reflected X-rays passed 
through this opening and fell on the plate. The photo- 
graphic records have been obtained on Ilford X-ray plates, 
which were cut in small strips. 

The time of exposure of the plates, which varied in the 
present investigation between twenty minutes and an hour, 
depends a good deal upon the relative position of the anti- 
cathode and the slits of the spectrometer. By placing the 
slits near the anticathode, they can be kept very narrow 
without losing much intensity. This means that only a small 
portion of the erystal is concerned in the reflexion, and that 
one gets good definition of the spectral lines from a crystal 
which would not give good images if used with wide slits. 
With the present design of the bulb it was possible to put 
the slit S, at a distance of only about 1 cm. from the centre 
of the anticathode. The plane of the two slits very nearly 
coincided with the plane surface of the anticathode. This 
scheme was used first by Bragg, and ha& two advantages. 
The first is that the total intensity of the rays which fall on 
the crystal becomes independent of the wandering of the 
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focus spot. The second is that one gets the same intensity 
whether the focussing of the cathode rays on the anticathode 
is sharp or not. These rather important points seem some- 
times to be overlooked by designers of X-ray bulbs for 
spectroscopic work. 

The rocksalt crystals which have been used in the present 
work have been tested by taking photographs of the copper 
Kae doublet. The two lines a and «’ appeared very clearly 
on the plates, and the following values for their wave-length 
difference dX have been found in different series of measure- 
ment :— 

ax im Ls." emi: 
3°81 
381 
3°68 
3°82 - 

The average value for these four groups of observations is 
dX =3°78 x 107" cm. and is in fair agreement with the value 
3°79 x 107" given by Siegbahn*, and 3°857 by Stensonf. 

Another test was carried out by measuring the wave- 
length of the copper K@, line. Siegbahn’s t value Aa, = 
1537°36 x 10-" em. for the copper Ka line was taken as 
standard. The following values resulted from a series of 
photographs :— 

Nou p, 
1389°5 x 10-11 em. 
1389-1 
1889°2 
1389-9 

The average of these values 1389°4+0°2 is in close 
agreement with Siegbahn’s /.c. value 1389°53 for the copper 
Kg, line. Two other values have been obtained with the 
saine crystal which had been removed and replaced again. 
This gave Ag =1389-0 and 1388°5x 107" cm. Theaverage 
does not agree very well with the first. A similar discre- 
pancy exists between Siegbahn’s value and the value 1388-87 
obtained recently by Hjalmar§ in Siegbahn’s laboratory. 

4. The Electric Hquipment. 

The bulb was run with a Butt coil. The spark-gap between 
points varied between 7 and 12 cm. The current was | to 2 
milliamps. A mercury gas break was used in the experi- 
ments. The inverse current which became rather considerable 

* Siegbahn, Phil. Mag. xxxvii. p. 601 (1919). 
+ Stenson, Zettschr. f. Physik, iii, p. 60 (1920). 
t Sieebahn, loc. cit. 
§ Hjalmar, Phil. Mag. xl. p. 675 (1921). 
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sometimes (owing to the fact that the mercury vapour gives 
electrons off very easily) had to be suppressed by a rectifier. 
A photograph has been taken in order to get an estimate 
of the potential from the end radiation. The wave-length of 
the end radiation was found to be about 0:22 A.U. This 
corresponds to a potential of approximately 56,000 volts. 

). Accuracy and. Corrections of the Wave-Length 
Measurements. 

The wave-lengths of the mercury lines have been measured 
in taking the copper Ka line as a standard (after exposing 
the plate to Hg radiation, the spectrometer was shifted toa 
second X-ray bulb which had a copper anticathode, there 
the plate was exposed for a short time to the copper radi- 
ation). Let a be the angle of reflexion corresponding to 
the copper line, /) the distance between the two symmetrical 
positions of this standard line on the plate ; « and / the two 
corresponding quantities for the line for which the wave- 
length has to be found. Then we have the equation 

tan 2a=U/ly . tam 2a: <7.) +, 

A correction had to be made to this formula for the fact 
that the surface of the crystal is not exactly in the axis of 
rotation. 4 is supposed to be known, the relative accuracy 
of a depends therefore upon the accuracy of the ratio //lp. 
Readings of the centre of the stronger lines could be made 
on the Hilger Comparator with which the distances / have been 
measured, to a few theusands of a millimetre*. The distance 
between the copper standard lines was over 50 mm., between 
those of the mercury y line about 30mm. _ Ii the lines are 
well-defined, the error in the determination of 1/J) should not 
be more than ‘01 to ‘02 per cent. This limit of accuracy has 
been nearly obtained in a series of measurements of the ratio 
lcna/loug,, Where the following values resuited :— 

Plate 1, /l. 
oo te eee 1°13334 
Fe eee ont 1:13347 
DO vcs ee 1:18316 
36 <A. See 1:13334 
OE Lets tae 1:13355 

In the case of /cua/lags the agreement is not quite so good : 

Plate Et. 
= Fo eee aes 5 1:2988 
ALY 7 eee 1:2978 
DOL 2 ae. ees oe 1:2976 
0. set toe 1:2985 

* Reproductions of some typical photos are given in Plate XIV. 
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The accuracy is still smaller for the fainter lines. In the 
case of the fainter lines the error of the microscope reading 
was sometimes 10 times more than for the strong lines. 

It has been mentioned that formula (1) had to be corrected 
owing to the fact that the crystal surface was not exactly in 
the axis of revolution. The complete equation is 

l f foe ki iL 1 tan 22 * t =. - 
meer id iy Ho ! Lisine sin on 

L=distance between the axis and the plate, 
d=distance between the crystal surface and the axis. 

The ratio of d/L was always kept small; the maximum of 
its value was about ‘005, but in most of the cases d/L was ten 
times smaller. 

I, was calculated from (1), 7. e. by measuring the distance 
between the symmetrical positions of the standard lines and 
putting the numerical value of «, in the equation. 

d was found by the following procedure. The crystal- 
holder was rotated until the direct beam of X-rays passed 
the edge of the crystal. This could easily be observed on a 
fluorescent screen. Starting from this position, a small to 
and fro movement was given to the crystal-holder by a. 
revolving cam. The crystal-holder was then rotated through 
180° and the same operation performed. 

Fig. 3. 

p.A?ticethoce 

Chy steal 

P12EeC 

Suppose the axis of rotation lies in the crystal (fig. 3). 
On each side of the centre of the plate a dark band appeared 
after the plate had been developed. Between these two 
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dark bands there was a clear space A,and it is easy to see 
that the distance d could be calculated from the width of 
the clear space. Owing to the fact that no appreciable 
diffraction oceurs while working with X-rays, the edges of 
these dark bands were well defined. It was therefore quite 
easy to measure the width of the clear space with sufficient 
accuracy. In the case when the axis is outside the crystal 
surface, the dark bands overlap each other. ‘The measure- 
ment of d then becomes impossible. This could be avoided 
by shifting the crystal-holder until the axis of rotation fell 
inside the erystal surface. 

Another point which had to be considered was the focussing 
ot the lines. Theoretically the exact focussing only occurs 
if the distance between slit 8, and the axis and the distance 
between the axis and the line are equal. In the present 
investigation that focussing happened only for one single 
wave-length. In spite of that no correction had to be made 
because the primary beam was sufficiently narrow to give 
a sharp definition of the lines for the whole range of angles 
over which the crystal was oscillated. It can be shown that 
in measuring the distances / from centre to centre of the 
lines, the correction would even be of the second order, and 
thus immaterial under the present conditions. The distance 
of the plate from the axis was chosen to give exact focussing 
for the Hga line. 

The wave-lengths of the fainter lines have been measured 
ina somewhat different way from the above. The stronger 
lines of the mercury spectrum were taken as reference lines, 
and the wave-lengths of the fainter lines have been calculated 
by interpolation (in the case of longest and the two 
shortest wave-lengths by extrapolation). A small correction 
had to be taken into account owing to the fact that the 
photographic plate was not exactly perpendicular to the 
plane slit-axis. 

6. Results and General Remarks. 

The final results are given in the following table. Sieg- 
bahn’s notation for the lines has been used. The lines have 
been identified by comparing them with the corresponding 
lines of gold, thallium, and lead. These elements have the 
respective atomic numbers 79, 81,and 82. Mercury has the 
atomic number 80. The wave-lengths of the L-spectra of 
these elements have been measured recently by Coster* in 
the laboratory of Siegbahn. 

* Coster, Zeitschr. f. Physik, iv. p. 178 (1921). 
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ARB TRO 
AX. 104% cm, v/N, 

eager 1418°3 642°5 

He a 1249:7 729°2 
Boles 1238:5+0°3 735°69 
eee 1161-9 784-3 
Ga: 1077-4 845'8 
(ee ne 1068°6 852-7 
OR dee 1045°8+0°6 871:3 
Bre 1037°5+0-4 878'33 
Gate oN 10380°1 8846 
Bis 1007:8 904-2 
Vimeeee 914°4 996°6 

ee 893:5-++0:7 1019-9 
72/3 869-5 1084:0 

see 834-8 1091°6 

The third column of Table I. contains the frequency 
of the Hg lines divided by the Rydberg frequency N. 

Another test was made by finding the frequency differences 
of the doublets according to Sommerfeld’s theory. The 
following table shows that these differences are nearly 
constant. The accuracy obtained in this work is not high 
enough to decide whether the small lack of constancy has a 
physical meaning or is simply due to experimental errors. 

Av/N. 
AB, a, 142:1 

Ay, 141°6 

Ani. 1418 

Ay2/38 7/5 143'8 

It is well-known that the wave-lengths of the corre- 
sponding lines in the X-ray spectra of the elements are 
continuous functions of the atomic number. Considering 
this fact it was easy to calculate from the experimental data 
of Coster J. c. that the lines y2, y3 should be very near 
together for the element with the atomic number 80, that is 
for mercury. 

This was confirmed by the spectrograms, where only one 
line appeared instead of a pair. 

In conclusion I wish to express my best thanks to Sir 
Ernest Rutherford for his interest in the work and for the 
readiness with which he placed the necessary apparatus at 
my disposal. | 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. 
May 1921. 
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XLVI. The Application of the Law of Mass Action to Strong 
Hlectrolytes, and the derivation of the general equation of 
the tonization isotherm. By Wiit1amM Hueues, B.Sc. 
(Oxon), M.A.* 

F interionic forces operative in electrolytic solutions be 
inverse n,th, and those causing re-formation of mole- 

cules inverse nth functions of the mean distance apart of 
the ions, then, as the author has shown (Phil. Mag. | 6] xlii. 
p. 134), 

2 Re ae 

(jaye / ee A 
where V is the total volume of the solution. 7, and 7, 
denote the same distance; therefore the assumption that 
the electrolyte is completely dissociated, made loc. cit., is 
obviously unnecessary. « is the fraction of the ions which 
are in the act of forming molecules, and if V is the volume 
containing one equivalent of the electrolyte, then « > 1. 

The object of the present paper is to derive, on the above 
assumption of the nature of chemical force, a general rela- 
tion between V and a, of which the equations of Ostwald, 
Rudolphi, van’t Hoff, and also Partington are special cases. 

Let a volume 6V, of solution contain one molecule of a 
binary electrolyte ; | 

N6éV,=V,, where N is Avogadro’s Number. 

a may be regarded either as the fraction of molecules 
ionized, or as what is equivalent, given by the relation 

TY; ea 

TV» me Zig) 

where every molecule is regarded as dissociated to an equal 
extent—1i.e., 7 is the same for each molecule. It follows 
that ra a. 

Conductivity experiments show that the ions are practi- 
cally never too far apart to exert some attraction on each 
other until infinite dilution is reached; therefore the last 
relation holds at all dilutions. 
Now if the ions are separated from each other to the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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maximum distance compatible with the volume of the 
liquid, then | 

rez (8V)3 « V8, 

since N6V=V. This is what is meant by the term complete 
ionization. If they are not, then 

r= f(V5) : ae (2) 
and an f Vs) 

Now 
Ny —Ny 

a” Lael] a 3 aoe . y can Se from (1) and (2), 

or te pose mee ae nl Us i sees . (3) 

Cea 2 
This is the required general equation of the ionization 
isotherm. 

When f=1 we have complete ionization, and when 
- f=constant x , we have ionization proportional to V?. Make 
f=constant x, ny=2 and n»=5, then (3) becomes 

2 

foavi =const. (Rudolphi.) 

Similarly, but making n,=4, we get 

a” Oke at - ov? 

(l—z)V3 (l—a)V#™ Vs 

= aN —1GONSheerOmln( 2) es i avanet Il@bt.) 
—a)V2 

Similarly, but making n,=7, we get 

oe? 

(lL—a)V 

If « be plotted against V in either the Rudolphi or the 

van’t Hoff equations, it is found that «=1 is an asymptote, 

and for dilutions about v| 

a LBV 
function of V, the more accurately the greater V. 

That is 

=const. (Ostwald.) 

a is approximately a linear 

; 

reac V+_, 
m 

For Oo : 
v| ; | ; —isa very big quantity. 

2 ca. O'7d Dr 
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2y—N2 

9 

Hence a b\” 2 
=a = const. x (V+ “| from (1): 

2 

: mah = CONSE. 5 

dae a: =) ; 
NL 

a? 

=COUSias (4) 

Ca 7) ie 
ee aed 

writing ¢ or ae 

Partington’s equation, 
2 

a 

| GAS 62) = const, 

may be written 
2 

= = const. 
(l—2)V(.+pe/V) 

Now putting n;=n, in (4), we get 

2 
a 

ce 
l—a)V = (1—«) ( 1+ 7) 

Thus, in order to derive Partington’s equation, it is 
sufficient to show that 

Be LZ 1+ y% 1+ v; 

or pa«c, which is cbviously true for dilute solutions 
where ac. 

Hence our conception of the nature of chemical force fits 
in with Partington’s equation. 

Conclusions. 

A quantitative theoretical interpretation has been given to 
the equations of Rudolphi, van’t Hoff, and Partington on the 
fundamental assumption of the nature of the chemical forces 
operative, described above. Complete ionization need not 
be assumed. ‘This assumption is therefore highly probable, 
especially as it also represents quantitatively the departure 
of gases from Boyle’s law (van der Waals’ equation). 
The author has also shown (‘ Nature,’ Jan. 27, 1921) that 
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an assumption of the same kind will enable the passivity of 
metals in acids to be regarded as due to a layer of anions 
firmly held on the surface of the metal. 

The law of Mass Action holds good in the case of strong 
electrolytes if we represent active mass by a momentum 
term, as is certainly necessary in all applications of the law. 
Bates (J. Am. ©. S. xxxvil. p. 1421, 1915) has suggested that 
the abnormality of strong electrolytes is due to the abnormal 
osmotic behaviour of the ions, and this suggestion is in 
entire agreement with the fundamental assumption of this 
investigation. Perhaps the departure of osmotic pressure 
from all known gas laws may be explained on a similar 
assumption. 

Bedford Modern School, 
May 16, 1921. 

XLVIL. On Units and the Theory of Relativity. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

a the January number of this Magazine, Sir George 
Greenhill asked for a short explanation of the state- 

ment made in some works on Relativity, that the mass of 
the sun is equal to 1:47 kilometres. I accordingly sent 
to him the following, which he suggests may be of interest 
to others besides himself; and I venture to forward it for 
publication—without wishing to express any opinion on the 
main problem as to the value of the Relativity theory. 
It gives me, however, an opportunity to say that the use 
of these special types of units has (almost always) led to 
much confusion when used by those who are not expert 
mathematicians. 

Supposing that the earth’s orbit round the sun is treated 
as a circle of radius a, described in periodic time T, and take 
the constant of gravitation to be denoted by 7; then if the 
sun’s mags is taken to be S, we have the equations 

yS/a=a(2n/T)’, 
or yST? = 47a". 

Let ¢ denote the velocity of light; then we have the 
result yS _ 47a? 1 aD Wie et (1) 

On inserting the usual astronomical data, the value of 

Eee a ee 
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the length on the right-hand side of equation (1) is found 
to be approximately 1:47 kilometres. 

Accordingly, if we suppose that the units are chosen so 
that the two fundamental constants y and ¢ are both ex- 
pressed by unity, it follows that the mass of the sun is equal 
to about 1°47 kilometres—an apparently mystical result. 

This calculation is given, in substance, in Prof, A. 8. 
Hddington’s Report on Relativity *, but it seems to have 
escaped notice to some extent. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
St. John’s College, Your obedient Servant, 

Cambridge. T. J. Pa. BRomwica, 
June 20th, 1921. Preelector in Mathematics. 

XLVIII. The Problem of Random Flights. By T. J. Va. 
Bromwicu, Se.D., F.RS., Fellow and Prelector -in 
Mathematics, St. John’s College, Cambridge F. 

ye of the late Lord Rayleigh’s papers will 
recollect that he occupied himself with the above topic 

on more than one occasion, and one of his last papers ft 
stimulated my interest in the subject. J have already 
published a short note§ dealing with the extension of 
Bernoulli’s theorem which is required in the earlier part 
of the investigation, and I had hoped to have communicated 
to Lord Rayleigh a method (suggested by the use of 
Heaviside’s operators) for shortening the algebra required 
in the later part. Unfortunately cur correspondence was 
terminated by Lord Rayleigh’s fatal illness, and I have been 
delayed so far from publishing my account, which will be 
found below. 

1. The problem of Random Flights in three 
dimensions. 

For various reasons the discussion of the problem in three 
dimensions is easier than in two dimensions, just as the 
problem of wave-propagation in two dimensions is the more 
difficult. 

* See the footnote on p. 27; it may be useful, perhaps, to point out 
that a more exact form of equation (1) is really 

y(StE)/e=4n7a°/(cl), 
where 2a is the major-axis of the earth’s orbit and I is the earth’s mass. 

+ Communicated by the Author. 
{ Phil. Mag. (6) vol. xxxvii. p. 321 (1919). 
§ Phil. Mag. (6) vol. xxxviil. p. 231 (1919). 
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Lord Rayleigh has proved* that the chance that the 
resultant of n flights (each of length 1) may lie between 
rand r+dr is equal to 477° dr. $,, where 

n= — ae STN 7:7/, (SIGE) 7 re srs ae a (lecrls)) 

On observing this formula it suggested to my mind a 
corresponding complex integral to which it is at once seen 
to be equivalent, namely, 

Oe i cicinh IN? 111 d= al nai sin PN GiiMl Sey 76 ) 

where c > 0. 
In this form the use of Heaviside’s symbolical notation 

is suggested as a convenient abbreviation t. In fact, 
we have 

eae heat cet 
$n = Fyfe pa—ssinh pr(sinh pl)”, pea (Lal) 

where p denotes 0/0¢ and, after the operations have been 
carried out, ¢ is put equal to zero. 

It is now an easy matter to evaluate @2, d2, du... +> 
by following the process explained in §6 of my paper 
jnst quoted. Thus we find :-— 

Cee. 

— jl Te Ma oes pears 
Pa ieaene amc (Ge ae 

and we are simply to count unity for each exponential 
which has a positive index on expansion (ignoring those 
with negative indices) {t. Hence (since 0 < r,< 2/) 

e 1 i 

eae e eo) pene (E?) 
which agrees with (48) of Lord Rayleigh’s paper. 

_ ” Phil. Mag. vol. xxxviii. p. 341 (1919); formula (59) gives the 
integral for dPn/dr, and 4rr*¢n,=dPn/dr. The notation gn is that 
adopted by Prof. Karl Pearson. 

t Bromwich, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. (2) vol. xv. p. 401 (1916); 
see § 4 in particular. 

{ Bromwich, Proc. L. M.S, U. ¢. p. 425. 

Plul. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 249, Sept. 1921. 2G 
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Gi.) n=3. 

eal ia = Pp ASIP pl p—pl 3 

Ris chy Ra oa Oe 

Here we have to take the formule * 

a me oj Us D0, if s<0. 
P P 

, Then the result is 

Vth = = (r+ 31) 3(r +1) —(31—1) 
+3(l—r)}; 

Vel — — {(r +31) —3(r+/) + 3(r—l) 
— (3l—r)}. 

Summing up, we see that 

i 
$3= eB» O<r<l | 

or ; , a ie Gleam 
3l—r 

93= Tenp]®? en 

agreeing with (61) of Lord Rayleigh’s paper. 

Mi.) n=A4, 

=: talk vi 
eee es oe PE IC amt a an 

Py 64errl4 P (e é ) (e é ) 

Here the standard formule are 

if s? 1 : 
— = - Ht sO ee — 0 ibs <0: 
P 2 P 

Hence we obtain the results 

O<r<2l, ¢,= aap ir +4) —A(r+ 21)? + 67? 
— (4l—7)?+4(21—r)?}; 

Ql<r<dl, $o= anal (r+ Al? —4(r + 21) + 6" 
as —4(r—2l)?—(4I—r)?}. 

1287 

* Bromwich, Proc. L. M.S. dc. p. 425. 
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These simplify to 

be aa (81— 3"), O<r< | 

(1°4) or pele 
1 

$= pgp Abr)’, eee 

agreeing with (62) of Lord Rayleigh’s paper. 
do not write out the corresponding calculations for 

n=6 ; the results depend on the symbolical formule 

1 ; if : 
aa) Bes nt Gos ONe om Tie ws): 

The results are stated by Lord Rayleigh in formula (64) 
of his paper.. 

In dealing with the specially interesting problem when 
n is large, the calculation by symbolical methods gives no 
substantial variation from the treatment by Lord Rayleigh: 
see (65)—-(70) of his paper. 

2. The problem of Random Flights in two dimensions. 

After the previous account, it will suffice to treat the 
present problem rather more briefly. Lord Rayleigh 
obtains in his formula (32) the result 

b= Eh yay IOI" - - Cy 
Just asin § 1, this may be transformed to the complex 

integral 
I ~¢e-F 00 

alr?) =F fo ndalo(oA){To(IN)}", (211) 
where 

ie oe en 

Pe rt meus homoge 
is the modified Bessel-function. 

Tie integral (2°11) can be replaced by a symbolical for- 
mula, but the result is not capable of any simple evaluation. 
It should be noted, however, that when the integral is 
written in the form (2°11) the questions raised by Lord 
Rayleigh (lJ. c. pp. 333-336) as to the legitimacy of dif- 
ferentiation, applied to the integral (2°1), are easily settled. 

The discussion of the integral (2°11) for large values 
of n follows the same lines as on p. 337 of Lord Rayleigh’s 
paper. 
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XLIX. The.Mass Spectra of the Alkal Metals. By ¥. 
W. Aston, D.Se., F.RS.. Fellow of Trinity College, 
Cambridge*. 

[Plate XV. | - 

OSITIVE rays of the metallic elements cannot be 
obtained by the ordinary discharge-tube method, since 

in general they have extremely low vapour-pressures and 
are incapable of forming stable volatile compounds. Mer- 
cury is a notable exception to this rule, and its rays are 
exceedingly easy to produce. 

Positively charged rays which appeared to be atoms of the 
alkali metals were first observed by Gehrcke and Reichen- 
heim (Ver. D:. Phys. Gesell. vil. p.o09 (1906); 1x2 ppedee 
200, 376 (1907); x. p. 217 (1908)). They obtained them 
by two distinct methods: the first, which may be con- 
veniently called the ‘* Hot Anode” method, consisted in 
using as anode of the discharge-tube a platinum strip 
coated with a salt of the metal and electrically heated by an 
external battery. The second device, with which they per- 
formed most of their pioneer work on Anode Rays, was to 
use a composite anode of special construction which worked 
without the need of external heating. 
A modified form of the first has been subsequently used 

by Dempster (Phys. Rev. xi.no. 4, April 1918). The “Com- 
posite Anode” method is now being employed by G. P. 
Thomson in the Cavendish Laboratory in investigations on 
anode rays. 

Preliminary experiments were undertaken by the writer 
and showed that the “‘ Hot Anode” method was capable of 
yielding the required results with the alkali metals when 
difficulties of obtaining the necessary conditions had been 
overcome. ‘The present paper is an account of results 
obtained by the analysis of the metals of the lithinm group. 

Apparatus and Method. 

The apparatus for producing the rays was very simple, 
and wall be readily understood from the figure. The hot 
anode A is a strip of platinum foil ‘03mm. thick, about 
2mm. wide by 7mm. long, welded to the two stout platinum 
leads which are fused thre ough the glass at C. It was raised 
to the required temperature by current from one large 
storage-cell connected through a rheostat as shown. As the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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anode is of necessity the high-potential pole of a discharge- 
tube arranged to give positive rays, this heating arrangement 
had to be very carefully insulated. The anode was mounted . 
on a ground joint as indicated so that if could be easily 
removed and replaced. The discharge-tube was cylindrical, 
about 4cm. in diameter, mounted concentric to the axis of 
the perforated cathode K. A side tube was fitted at B 
which could be cooled in liquid air; in some of the 
experiments this was charged with charcoal. 

Hot Anode Discharge Tube. 

The anode was placed immediately opposite the perfera- 
tion of the cathode and about lem. away from it. The 
platinum strip was bent at one end into a U-shaped channel 
into which the salts could be melted. The discharge was 
maintained by a large induction-coil used in the previous 
work on mass spectra and rectified by means of a valve V. 

Experiments with the Parabola method of Analysis. 
In the preliminary experiments the analysis of the rays 

was performed by Sir J. J. Thomgon’s “ parabola” method, 
since this gives the maximum general information, and it 
was only when suitable conditions and technique had been 
ascertained that the mass spectrograph was applied. 

The general procedure was to pump out the discharge-tube 
to the lowest possible pressure, far lower than that necessary 
to prevent all discharge with the anode cold, and then to 
heat up the anode until the discharge started. This usually 
happened at dull red heat, and by very careful adjustment of 
the temperature and of the primary current in the coil it was 
possible, under favourable conditions, to maintain a fairly 
steady current of 1 to 2 milliamperes at a potential of about 
20,000 volts. 

It will be seen that the arrangement resembles that of a 
Coolidge X-ray tube reversed pole for pole, and it was hoped 
that it might share the outstanding controllability of that 
device ; but that expectation was only very partially realized. 
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The mechanism of the dischar ge is extr eniely obscure, for the 
current intensity is, of course, “enormously in excess of that 
to be expected from the ordinary thermionic release of 
positive ions from the hot anode. There was very little 
visible glow in the tube, the X-radiation was small and, 
although a faint cloud of sodium light nearly always appeared 
in front of the red-hot anode, the pressure was too low for 
the anode rays to be visible ; her point of impact with the 
cathode cou ld, however, be aioe from the scintillations on 
its surface. 

Observations of this effect lead to the conjecture that the 
bulk of the rays originate not from the surface of the salt 

itseif but from that of the heated platinum, and also that some 
points on this are much more Ag than others, giving rise 
to jets of rays. ‘lhe direction of these jets seemed to depend 
on the local configuration of the strip and was beyond prac- 
tical control. The obvious device of moving the anode about 
by means of the ground joint to get a radiant point in the 
required place could not’ be applied, for the parabolas were 
never bright enough to be visible on the willemite screen. 
To add to these difficulties the salt disappeared very rapidly, 
in some cases in a few minutes. Consequently exposures 
were very limited in duration, and even in the most favourable 
cases the results rarely had a satisfactory intensity. 

The preliminary experiments were done with sodium 
phosphate, and before long encouraging results were obtained. 
in all the successful exposures only a single parabola 
appeared, and this showed that—although the method on 
account of the number of inevitable failures is an exas- 
perating one to use—as a means of identifying isotopes it 
has the great merit of producing the positive rays of the 
metals and no others. This characteristic seems to be due 
to the very low pressure employed and also possibly to the 
position of the anode itself, which prevents any positive rays 
generated in more distant parts of the tube from ever 
reaching the perforation in the cathode in the necessary 
axial direction. 

Such a selective action has two very important results. 
In the first place, it eliminates the many ambiguities of the 
ordinary mass spectrum due to multiply charged rays, or to 
hydrogen and other addition products ; but, in the second, it 
prevents the use of the oxygen line as a comparison standard. 
As soon as it was demonstrated beyond any reasonable doubt 
that sodium was a simple element (and its chemical atomic 
weight is so exactly integral on the oxygen scale as to be 
conclusive corroboration ) it was taken as standard at 23. 
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The most successful experiment dene with the parabola 
method of analysis was one in which a mixture of sodium 
and lithium phosphates was employed (this contained traces 
of potassium salts). By great good fortune a very strong 
jet of rays must have been axially directed, and three satis- 
factory exposures were obtained before the anode “dried up.” 
One of these is reproduced in the accompanying Plate. 
A strong parabola at 7 and a weak one at 6 demonstrate 
clearly that lithium is a complex element, as its chemical 
atomic weight 6°94 leads one to expect. This result, which 
was announced by the writer and G. P. Thomson in 
‘Nature,’ February 24th, has since been confirmed indepen- 
dently by Dempster (‘Science,’ April 15, 1921) using a 
different method. The several photographs here considered 
all gave approximately the same rates of intensities, and they 
corresponded as well as was to be expected with the accepted 
atomic weight. On the other hand, G. P. Thomson’s parabolas 
(which were obtained with a composite anode) and Dempster’s 
electrical measurements suggest a more nearly equal intensity 
relation which also appears to vary. 

Experiments with the Mass Spectrograph. 

The parabola method of analysis is perfectly satisfactory 
in the case of so light an element as lithium, but cannot be 
used for the critical examination of the heavier members 
of the group ; and so the apparatus for the production of the 
rays was fitted to the mass spectrograph already described 
(Phil. Mag. xxxix. p. 612, May 1920). The experimental 
difficulties became now very serious indeed, for, in addition 
to those already indicated, there was no means of finding the 
most suitable voltage to apply to the electrostatic plates. 
In normal cases this is done by visual inspection of the 
hydrogen lines, but here it could only be guessed at. Under 
these conditions it is not a matter for surprise that the 
photographs, though sufficient for the purpose of detecting 
isotopes if present in reasonable proportion, are not suitable 
for reproduction. 

Sodium gave the brightest effects, and its single line was 
obtained so intense that the presence of another constituent 
to the extent of even less than 1 per cent. could probably 
have been detected. It may therefore be safely regarded as 
a simple element. 

A mixture of potassium sulphate, potassium bromide, and a 
little sodium phosphate was now used on the anode, and after 
several unsuccessful attempts some fairly satisfactory spectra 
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were obtained which contained both sodium and potassium 
lines. The latter consisted of a bright component which, 
when measured against the sodium line, corresponded to 39, 
and a very faint component at 41. 

Rubidium chloride was now added te a little of the mixture 
used in the potassium experiments and spectra containing 
the potassium and rubidium lines were obtained. Rubidium 
is very definitely double. Its components are more nearly 
equal in intensity than those of lithium or potassium. 
Measured against the potassium line 39 its stronger com- 
ponent is 85 and the weaker 87. The intensity relation agrees 
reasonably well with the accepted atomic weight 85°45. 

When a mixture of rubidium chloride and cesium 
chloride was used evidence of a line at 133, measured against 
the two rubidium lines, was soon obtained. Pure cesium 
chloride was then substituted and the utmost possible 
exposure given to ascertain if a lighter component, expected 
from the chemical atomic weight 132°81, could be detected. 
Although by this means the intensity of the line 133 was 
increased to a satisfactory pitch no other neighbouring line 
was found. If, therefore, a lighter isotope of czesium exists 
and does not differ from 133 by many units, which seems 
very unlikely, it cannot be present in propor tion sufficient to 
account for the fractional atomic weight obtained by chemical! 
means. 

No special accuracy of mass measurement was aimed at in 
these experiments. The calibration curve previously plotted 
from the results obtained by the ordinary discharge-tube 
method was made use of, but it was known that the new 
strains set up by the change in the apparatus might be 
sufficient to impair its reliability, and the lines produced by 
the hot-anode method were neither suitable nor sufficiently 
numerous to enable accurate recalibration. It is enough to 
state that the differences between the masses of isotopes 
of the same metal were whole numbers to a very high degree 
of accuracy, and that no observation was made which would 
lead to the supposition that the weights themselves did not 
follow the whole number rule as closely as those of the non- 
inetallic elements. 

Table of Results. 
Atomic Atomic Minimum namber Mass of isotopes 

Element. number. weight. of isotopes. in order of intensity. 

Vat seer cou 3 6°94 2 7,6 
Nase scenes el 23:00 1 23 
Ka ates 19 39°10 2 39, 41 
Rb skeen 37 85°45 2 85, 87 

1 133 CSteceeeece 7 00 132°81 
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When this table is taken in connexion with that of the 
elements given by the ordinary discharge-tube method (vide 
Phil. Mag. vol. xl. p. 143), it will be seen that the mass- 
spectrum analysis of three groups of the periodic table— 
the halogens, the alkali metals, and the inactive gases—is now 
complete as far as the element cesium; and with the 
possible exception of K*® and the doubtful Cl*®® there are no 
isobares. The intermingling of the atomic weights so deter- 
mined is very remarkable, and is particularly striking in the 
case of the ten consecutive integers representing the isotopes 
ot bromine, krypton, and rubidium :—Kr 78, Br 79, Kr 80, 
Pek Wr 62) Kr 83. Kr 84, Rb 8d, Kr 86, Rb 87. Itis 
quite clear that the exact order of the chemical atomic 
weights has little significance and that the anomalies such as 
argon and potassium are merely due to the unequal relative 
proportions of their isotopic constituents. 

An examination of the isotopes of these groups of elements 
shows that of the halogens (odd atomic numbers) all 6 are 
odd, of the alkali metals (odd atomic numbers) 7 are odd and 
1 even, while of the inactive gases (even atomic numbers) 
14 are even and 3 odd. Therefore the interesting relation 
emerges that for the great majority of the possible configura- 
tions even atomic weight is associated with even atomic 
number and odd with odd. This means that in the nuclei of 
most types of atom the number of the electrons is an even 
number ™*. 

Summary. 

An apparatus for the production of positive rays of the 
alkali metals by means of a hot anode is described. 

The results obtained with the metals Li, Na, K, Rb, and 
Cs are given showing that Na and Cs appear to be simple 
and the others mixtures of two isotopes each. 

The relations between these figures and those previously 
obtained with the halogens and the inactive gases are briefly 
discussed, 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge, May 1921. 

* See also Harkins (‘ Nature,’ April 14, 1921), who deduces a similar 
result from considering the total abundance of various elements. 
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L. On the Temperature Coeficient of the Modulus of Longi- 
tudinal Elasticity of Steel. By H. M. Davourtan, Ph. Ds 
Associate Professor of Physics, Trinity College, Hae tford, 
Conn.* 

fi ieee effect of temperature upon the modulus of longitu- 
dinal elasticity of steel has been the subject of many 

researches. A review of these investigations brings out the 
fact that the results obtained by different observers differ 
considerably both in magnitude and in character. 

Kohlrausch and Loomis t, Gray, Blyth and Dunlop f, 
Harrison §, Dodge||, and others have shown that the 
modulus decreases continuously as the temperature is in- 
creased in the region between 0° C. and several hundred 
degrees above this temperature. On the other hand, 
Wertheim 4], Miss Noyes **, Shakespeare tf, and Walker {f, 
have observed that as the temperature is increased the 
modulus increases to a maximum in the neighbourhood of 
100° ©., and then diminishes uniformly. In other words, 
the temperature coefficient changes sign from positive to 
negative at about 100° C. Moreover Miss Noyes has found 
that if sufficiently large loads are used in stretching the 
wire under investigation, this change of sign disappears and 
the coefficient becomes negative throughout the temperature 
region used. Walker’s work shows, on the other hand, that if 
larger loads are used the temperature at which the change of 
sign takes place is shifted but the effect itself is not eliminated. 
Both Miss Noyes and Walker were able to observe the 
change of sign only when the wire was heated by passing an 
electric current through it, and ascribed the effect to this 
a of heating. Yet She ikespeare was able to obtain 
the change of sign by heating his specimen by means of a 
steam jacket. He also found that the effect disappeared 
after successive heating and cooling for several times. 

A certain degree of divergence in the results is to be ex- 
pected in view “of the fact that the specimens of wire used 
were all different. But the discrepancies among the values 

* Communicated by the Author. 
if Pogg. Ann. exli. p. 431 (1870). 
{ Proc. Roy. Soe. Ixvii. p. 180 (1900). 
§ Phys. Soc. London, xxvii. p. 8 (1914). 
| Phys. Rev. v. B 373 (1915). 
§ Poge. Ann. FE 2, p. 1 (1848). 

*% Phys. Rev. ii. p. 277 (1895); iti. p. 482 (1896). 
++ Phil. Mag. xlvii. p. 539 (1899). 
{i Poe: Roy. Soc. din. xxvii. p. 343 (1907); xxviii. p. 652 (1908) ; 

xxxl, p. 186 (1910). 
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obtained for the temperature coefficient are too great and 
the results too contradictory to be explained on this ground. 
We must therefore look into the experimental conditions 
under which these results were obtained in order to account 
tor the discrepancies in a satisfactory manner. 

In all the experiments under review the temperature 
coefficient was computed from values of the modulus of 
elasticity of a piece of wire determined at different tempera- 
tures by the usual method of stretching the wire and observing 
the corresponding elongation. In two of the experiments 
(those of Shakespeare, and Gray, etc.) the wire was suspended 
vertically and was stretched by adding weights to a scale- 
pan attached to its lower end. In other cases the wire was 
mounted horizontally, and the desired tensile force was 
applied to the wire by adding weights to a seale-pan 
connected to the wire by means of a ‘string which passed 
over anti-friction pulleys. Harrison found this method of 
stretching the wire unsatisfactory and used an especially 
designed spring balance for that purpose. 

With the exception of Shakespeare all the observers 
mentioned obtained the elongation by means of two micro- 
scopes focussed on two points on the wire. Shakespeare 
used an optical method in which the elongation of the wire 
produced a change in the lengths of the paths of two beams 
of light and caused interference bands to move across the 
field of his observing apparatus. Some observers heated the 
wire by passing an electric current through it, some by 
enclosing it in a heating-jacket, and others by both methods. 
The temperature was obtained either by measuring the 
change of the electrical resistance of the wire, or by means 
of mercury thermometers. 

An analysis of the results of these researches shows that 
we may consider the errors in the measurement of the 
elongation as one of the major factors contributing to the 
discrepancies mentioned. It is noteworthy that, with the 
exception of Shakespeare’s case, the change of slon of 
the temperature coefficient was observed when the wire was 
relatively long, mounted horizontally, and stretched by means 
of small loads. This suggests that the effect might have 
been caused by the sag of the wire. Tt may be shown that 
the apparent increase in the iength due to taking up the sag 
of a horizontally stretched string Is given by the following 
expression to a first order of approximation, 

9 2 

w* L? oat 

oi RE SS a ) 
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where L is the length, w the weight per unit length, and T 
the tension of the string. Thus the apparent increase in 
length due to taking up the s sag varies inversely as the square 
of the load and directly as the cube of the length. It is to 
be expected, therefore, that the errors due to the sag would 
be relatively large in the case of long wires stretehed hori- 
zontally under low tension. While errors from this source 
must have been considerable in some of the experiments and 
must have contributed to the general irregularities of the 
results, they cannot account for the discrepancies among 
results obtained at different temperatures but otherwise 
similar conditions. 

As has been already stated, most of the peculiar results 
were obtained when the specimen was heated electrically. 
This is to be expected, for unless the wire is perfectly homo- 
geneous, of uniform cross-section, and of uniformly smooth 

sunfaee. there would be differences of temperature due to 
Sean orn resistance and unequal radiation. 

The real explanation of ane divergence of the results 
under consideration is to be found. homes er, not in the rela- 
tive precision of the measurements involved in the determi- 
nation of the modulus of elasticity, but in the fact that the 
methods used by previous iny estigators do not yield modulus 
values of a sufficient degree -e accuracy. This becomes 
evident from the following analysis of the dependence of 
the accuracy of the temperature coefficient upon that of the 
modulus. 

Denoting the modulus of elasticity by E and its tempera- 
ture coefficient by e, we have 

E=E,[1-fe¢—4,)], . . . 2 amen 
where ¢ and fy represent the temperatures at which H and Hy 
are determined. It may be shown from (2) that the per- 
centage error in € is given by the following expression : 

de OE 2 6E\*) 

nee a i) = Ee ees 

The first term ie the radical sign may be neglected in 

comparison with the second term on account of the presence 
of ein the denominator of the latter, and (2) put in the 
form : 

d€ </ 2 on 
= ee: 

e: e(t=—ty) > Heise es ) 

If we put e=2°7 x 10~* and t—t)=100, we obtain 

De 72, Of ee 
eer Os 
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On the other hand, if HE is measured at 20° intervals for the 
purpose of observing the variation in H, we have 

O€ ok 
—— = 2 ——— 3 260 one 

It is evident, therefore, that if reasonably good values of e 
are to be obtained, EH would have to be determined with an 
extremely high degree of precision. It is doubtful if in any 
of the investigations under review the precision of individual 
determinations of E has been higher than one per cent. In 
fact Harrison, who gives the sources and the magnitudes of 
the errors involved in his measurements, finds that the error 
of individual determinations of H was two per cent. This 
makes errors of individual observations of ¢ over 100 per 
cent. 7 | 

There is an indirect method hy which the temperature 
coefficient of the modulus of elasticity can be determined 
far more accurately than with the direct methods we have 
described. In this method the effect of temperature upon 
the period of a tuning-fork (made of the substance to be 
studied) is observed, and from the results e is computed. 
Apparently former investigators have not appreciated the 
great advantage of this method, for very few have tried it, 
and then only as an interesting digression from their main 
line of research. 

In a previous paper by the present writer * it was shown 
that the following expression for the period of vibration of a 
bar holds good for a tuning-fork between the temperatures 
moo Co and oi ©. 

ea ae 
pee ee 85) 

Va a K 

where L is the length (in case of tuning-forks the pro- 
jection of the median line of the prongs upon the geometrical 
axis of the fork), a the thickness, H the modulus of elas- 
ticity, and  (=1:287011) the root of the following equation : 

(e"+e-") sin 27+ 2=0 f. 

Let P,, Hy, and Ly denote, respectively, the values of P, H, 
and Lat 0°C. Then since all linear dimensions are aftected 

by temperature in the same manner, equation (5) gives 

Bee iy pay or 

* Phys. Rev. xiii, pp. 887-359 (1919). 
Tt Poisson, Zraté Méchanique, ii. p. 390. 
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Making the substitutions 

L=1,(¢-+at+ 6); .. 2 3 

P=P,1+0(+ 60), .-.. 7 

and H=hQ1+¢+ 9?) — 2.) Sees 

in (6), expanding, neglecting the terms containing powers 
of ¢ higher than the square, simplifying, and setting the 
coefficients of different powers of ¢ equal to zero, we obtain 

e= = (20-42). bo oe ee 

and y= — (26-30 —2204+ B—a), . . . (11) 

In (11) the last three terms are small compared with the 
others, therefore we may write 

y=—(p—30?). . . 2 ees 

Applying the method of Least Squares to the original 
data obtained in my experiments on the effect of tempera- 
ture on the period of tuning-forks, I have obtained the 
following values for @ and ¢. 

C= 1e28 x 10m. 

O—o0 ae 
Therefore 

P=P,(1+°000128¢+ :000,00038¢). . . (13) 

Putting these values of 6 and ¢, and 1*1 x 10~° for & in (10) 
and (12), we have 

e= —2°68x 10~* 

and y=—T1x 1077, 

or B= Ey(1—:000268¢—-000,00071t7). . . (14) 

It would be interesting to compare the accuracy of these 
results with that of the results of the experiments which 
were reviewed in the first part of this paper. The following 
expression for the percentage error of a single observation of 
¢ is obtained from (10) 

5 173 SE: 
ea (sara) + a): ye 

Since a is only one-tenth of 6, (15) may be rewritten in the 
form 
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Making use of the relation 

P=P,[1+0(t—t)], 

we can express the first term under the radical sign in 
terms of more directly measured magnitudes and put (16) 
in the form 

a4 /s dt. \? 4 SP\2 a? /Sx\? 

OLS (=) us a Ge a mle) 
2 

On account of the factor 3 the third term under the 

radical sign of the last equation is negligible compared with 
the other “two. Neglecting this term we have 

oe 7 i: 4 Ole Ne 

AG ea ime e Be 

Comparing the last equation with (3) we observe that the 
first term under the radical sign of each is of the same form. 
Therefore the relative error in ¢ due to an error in ¢ is 
inversely proportional to the precision with which the tem- 
perature is measured in the two methods. My experiments 
were carried out in constant temperature rooms in which 
the temperature was changed very slowly and was measured 
to 0°02 C. Jonsequently the error from this source was 
very much smaller in my experiments than in those of 
previous observers. The temperature term is neglivible, 
however, in both (3) and (17); therefore the relative 
precision of the two sets of experiments may be determined 
by comparing equation (4) with the following obtained by 
omitting the temperature term from (17); 

O€ 2 oP 2) 
— = e ° e e e e Pa 

e O(t—t) P oe) 
2 S2 

The factor 6(t—ty) is about three times as large as ei: 

6H 
but p was about ‘0001 in my experiments, while ay (Was 

about ‘01 in the experiments of previous observers. In 
other words, the errors of individual determinations of e¢ 
were about thirty times smaller in my experiments. 

It may be remarked here that the observed effect of 
temperature upon the modulus of longitudinal elasticity is 
due to (a) a change in the elastic pr operties of the substance, 
and (b) changes in the linear dimensions of the body. The 
contribution of the latter to the temperature coofficient of 
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the modulus equals —2a. This may be obtained by intro- 
ducing increments in the linear dimensions in the general 
expression for the modulus. On the other hand, it may be 
shown ina similar manner that the part contributed by the 
thermal expansion of a tuning-fork to the temperature 

coefficient of its period equals 5 Therefore denoting the 

temperature coefficients of E and P due, purely, to changes 
in the elastic properties of the substance by e’ and 6’, respec- 
tively, we have 

e=e —2a 2) ey 

d | 
i) er Ce) 

Substituting these in (10), we obtain 

f= — 20° 2S ee 

LI. The Hlements regarded as Compounds of the First 
Order By Said C2 BRIGGS, Sc." 

HE object of this communication is to draw attention to 
a striking parallelism between the properties of the 

chemical elements on the one hand, and those of the simpler 
compounds on the other. The subject is treated from the 
point of view of the theory of duplex affinity developed by 
the author in previous papers (Trans. Chem. Soc. xciii. p. 1564 
(1908); cxi. p. 253 (1917); exv. p. 278 (1919) ithe aie 
being regarded as compounds of the atomic kernels and 
electrons, built up in accordance with Langmuir’s theory of 
atomic structure (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. xli. pp. 868, 1543 
(1919); xli. p. 274 (1920); see also G. N. Lewis, abz0: 
xxxvil, p. 762 (1916)). Lewis uses the word kernel to 
describe what remains of the atom after all the electrons in 
the outside shell (valency electrons) have been removed. 

The kernels are denoted in this paper by the symbol of 
the element with a small & written above, as K* and Na*, the 
potassium and sodium kernels. The electron is represented 
by H. 

Polar and non-polar elements. 

For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the kernels 
are spheres, in the same way, and with the same justification, 
that the atoms were supposed to be spheres in a former 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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paper (loc. cit. exv. p. 279 (1919)). As required by the 
theories of Rutherford (Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 669 (1911), xxvii. 
p. 488 (1914)) and Langmuir (loe. cit.), the positive nucleus 
is at the Hae of the sphere, and its volume is exceedingly 
small compared with the volume of the sphere as a whole. 
We may therefore suppose the attractive force of the nucleus 
which binds the valency electrons to be equally distributed 
over the surface of the sphere of the atomic kernel, into 
which sphere the valency electrons are unable to penetrate. 

Adopting the convention used in the former paper (loc. 
cit.; see also Lodge, ‘Nature,’ Ixx. p. 176 (1904) ), according 
to which the unit positive charge when completely saturated 
by an electron is joined to the electron by wu lines of force, 
it follows that a kernel X* with one positive charge can 
bind w lines of force from electrons, but that this attractive 
force is distributed equally over the sphere of the kernel. 
If the kernel is now united to an electron to give the atom 
XT, since only a part of the spherical surface of the kernel 
comes directly under the influence of the electron, the 
kernel and electron will be bound by a number of ne of 
force less than uw. Let this number bev. Then the electron 
and kernel are partially unsaturated, and can attach them- 
selves to other kernels and electrons respectively by u—v 
lines of force. 

We may therefore write the atom X’EH in the form 
oe >X/*<—li-->, the full arrow representing the v lines of 
force, and ie! dotted arrows representing the unsaturated 

affinity of the kernel and electron, corresponding to w—v 
lines of force. 

This formula may be compared with the formula for a 
strong electrolyte like potassium chloride -->K*<—Cl'->*, 
(Briggs, loc. cit. exv. p. 278 (1919)). If now the kernel has 

* In these formule the arrow-head always points towards the nucleus 
which is the source of attraction. 
When potassium and chlorine combine, the potassium atom gives up 

its valency electron to the chlorine, as seen in the formula K—>Cl (1). 
Here the thick arrow denotes the passage of an electron from potassium 
to chlorine. 

The potassium kernel (potassium ion) has one positive charge and the 
chloride ion has a kernel with seven positive charges united to eight 
electrons. The electrons in the chloride ion are therefore unsaturated, 
and will be linked up to the potassium ion in the molecule KCl by 
lines of force, where v<wu owing to geometrical considerations. For 
potassium chloride written as a compound of two ions we therefore 

have the formula ---->K*<—Cl’---> (2). Combining (1) with (2) we 

obtain -- ee mace >, since = i eauyetent to KCl’. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42, ive 249. Sept. 1921]. 2 H 
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two charges and is combined with two electrons to give the 
element X*E., each electron will be united to the kernel by 
w lines of force where w>v, because the attractive force due 
to the second charge is distributed equally over the spherical 
surface, and therefore that portion of the sphere directly 
under the influence of the first electron can bind more lines 
of force than in the atom X*ij, in which the nucleus had 
only one charge. 

Consequently, as the charge on the nucleus is increased 
and more and more valency electrons are added, the degree 
of saturation of each electron increases, until a stage is 
reached when the whole of the spherical surface is brought 
under the influence of the electrons, and the nucleus and 
electrons are all completely saturated. This will take place 
when the electrons are sufficiently numerous, and are distri- © 
buted symmetrically in space around thesphere. According 
to the theories of Lewis and Langmuir, a condition of this 
kind cannot occur until eight electrons are united to the 
kernel, as in neon. 

If the formula X*E represents the lithium atom, we there- 
fore find as we pass along the series Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, 
Ne, that with increase in the nuclear charge, the valency 
electrons are more and more firmly held, and the electro- 
positive character (tendency to lese electrons) of the atoms 
diminishes, until in neon in which each electron is completely 
saturated it vanishes altogether. 

The gradation in properties from lithium to neon is 
exactly analogous to the change observed as we pass along 
the series LiCl, BeCl,, BC!;, CCl,, from the strongly polar 
lithium chloride to the truly non-polar carbon tetrachloride 
(see Trans. Chem. Soe. exv. p. 278 (1919)). The parallelism 
is clearly brought out by Langmuir’s description of lithium 

the strongest possible electrolyte where v=O to the truly non-polar 
compound where v=w. In the non-polar compound, however, no 
transfer of electrons has occurred, but the electrons are shared equally 
between A and B. In writing the formula of the nen-polar compound 
we therefore use two equal arrows pointing in opposite direction, ¢. e. 
hee? B. 

Positive affinity is defined as a tendency to lose electrons and negative 
affinity as a tendency to attract electrons. The potassium atom and the 
chlorine atom have therefore positive and negative affinity respectively, 
whereas the potassium ion and the chloride ion have negative affinity 
and positive affinity. The affinity of the atoms is termed primary affinity 
and that of the ions secondary affinity. Potassium is therefore an 
element with primary positive affinity and secondary negative affinity, 
and chlorine is an element with primary negative affinity and secondary 
positive affinity. 
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and neon. He writes ({loc. cit.) “‘the lithium atoms are 
electric doublets and attract one another .... the electro- 
static forces involved are just like those holding together 
acrystal of sodium chloride. The positively charged lithium 
kernels and the electrons will therefore arrange them- 
selves in space in a continuous lattice, in a manner quite 
analogous to that of the sodium and chlorine atems in 
sodium chloride.” In neon, on the other hand, “the stray 
field of force” of the atoms is very slight, and its great 
volatility and inertness are indicative of its non-polar 
character (see Trans. Chem. Soc. exv. p. 282 (1919)). 

Polymerization of the elements. 

Just as the molecules of a polar compound havea tendency 
to combine (see Trans. Chem. Soc. exi. p. 253 (1917)), so 
the atoms of a polar element attract one another. This 
attraction may result in the formation of a space lattice 
structure as seen above with lithium, or it may lead to the 
formation of definite polymerides as in the cases of sulphur 
and phosphorus. 

Attention may be directed to carbon which polymerizes in 
chains according to Langmuir (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. xli. 
p. 869 (1919)). Writing carbon as a compound C*H,, the 
chain polymeride may be represented by (1), which may be 
compared with the formula (2) for polymerized ferric 
cyanide, recently suggested by the author (Trans. Chem. 
Soc. exvil. p. 1028 (1920)). 

1B) By Sy Dees 5 
eee. CON ve CN---> | 

seen >Ch * C* E C* ae ete >He CN Fe CN Fe CN.__> ete. 

age eee EB CN 3 CN ON..-> 

(1) (2) 

Co-ordination compounds of the elements. 

(1) Co-ordination compounds with a complex anion.— 
When potassium and chlorine react, the chlorine atom 
completes its octet of electrons by taking the valency 
electron from the potassium atom, according to the equation: 

eb Selah i Ole las (Noter ke GO Ien. |= Kk °Cl'.) 

This equation may be compared with that representing the 
reaction between potassium chloride and platinic chloride, 
in which the platinum atom completes its octahedron of 

PAN Ge 
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chlorine atoms by taking the chlorine from the potassium 

chloride : 

2KCl+PtCl,=K,[Ptcl, |". 
Potassium chloride may therefore be regarded as a co- 
ordination compound of potassium and chlorine in the same 
way as potassium platinichloride is regarded as a co-ordination 
compound of potassium chloride and platinic chloride. Or 
again, we may compare the chlorine kernel with its octet of 
electrons in potassium chloride with the molybdenum atom 
and its octet of cyanide groups in the compound 

K,[Mo(CN),]!””. 

(2) Co-ordination compounds with a complex cation.— 
A polar compound such as cupric chloride may combine with 
another polar compound like ammonia to give a co-ordination 
compound with a complex eation :— 

ste >Cu’<—Cl,'-> +462 _NH,<) => (Co6NE or 
We may therefore expect polar elements to combine in a 
similar manner. But the strongly polar elements are the 
metals, hence the. co-ordination compounds in question 
should be sought for among the alloys. 

7 . 1 e =) ° . 

These considerations lead to the following equation to 
represent the formation of an eee ont — 

The amalgams of the alkali metals according to ia view 
would therefore be co-ordination compounds with the 
mercury atoms grouped round the kernel of the alkali metal. 
And since the attractive force acting upon the mercury of 
atoms is distributed equally over the surface of the sphere 
of the kernel, the atoms of mercury should tend to group 
themselves symmetrically i in space around the kernel. 

The number of different compounds of the alkali metals 
with mercury described in the literature is very large and 
many are of doubtful individuality, whereas others are well 
defined. There is a marked tendency to form spatially 
symmetrical combinations in which the mercury atoms may 
-be supposed to be situated around the kernel at the vertices 
of a regular tetrahedron, octahedron, cube or icosahedron, 
corresponding to the formule XHo,, XHe,, XH gz, and 
XHg i. respectively. The following compounds: may be 
noted: RbHg,, RbHg,,., CsHg,, CsHg,, CsHg, , Cs ge, 
MeHg, MegHg., CaHos, Srilg,, SrHgs, nn SrH¢g,,. 
Potassium amalgams KHg, have been described in which « 
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Pe a on 4. -). 6, 1.05.95 LO, El h2: 4 eand: lS; oe some 
of these are ill- a 

Another sanile a the co- -ordination mmaclees twelve 1s 

Beiter is Ae ee: because eight is the highest co- 
ordination number found in complex compounds, e. g. 
(Ba8NH3)Ci,, according to Werner (Neuere Anschauungen 
auf dem Gebiete der anorganischen Chemie, 3rd ed. p. 52). 
Quite recently however, Hiittig (Zeitsch. fiir anorganische 
und allgemeine Chem. exiv. [de 161 (1920)) has prepared a 
compound FeCl;12N H, or (Fel2NH;)C1, 

These views may be extended to alloys in which the co- 
ordination number as expressed by the usual formula does 
not admit of symmetrical distribution in space. or just as 
in the series (Co6NH;)Cl3, (Co5NH3C1)Cl,. (Co4N H (1, )C, 
ete., the chlorine atoms complete the octahedron when the 
ammonia molecules are insufficient, so in the alloy NaCd,, 
the octahedron may be completed by the electron of the 

aD) 
sodium atom, as seen in the formula sata |. Similarly 
the compounds FeZn, and NiZn; may be written 

| Petz, E, and | itz Die 

one of the valency electrons from the iron and nickel atoms 
respectively completing a cube with the seven zinc atoms 
around the kernel. 

The structure of the alloys mentioned above has hitherto 
been the despair of all valency theories, and the fact that 
they fall so readily into the scheme of chemical combination 
is strong evidence of the correctness of the point of ‘view 
developed in this paper. 

Further support for the above theory of amalgams, etc., 
1S provided by the following considerations reg: arding 
ammonium amalgam. 

Cobaltic chloride CoCl; is incapable of existence, the at- 
tractive force of the cobalt (secondary negative affinity) being 
sufficient to extract an electron from one of the chloride ions 
with the production of cobaltous chloride and chlorine. If, 
however, the secondary negative affinity of the cobalt is 
partially saturated by the free secondary positive affinity of 
the nitrogen atoms in six molecules of ammonia <~--N H,<~ 
the Blceton can no longer be extracted from the Shiceiie 
atom and hexammine cobaltic chloride (Co6NH3)Cl; is a 
stable substance. Now, in ammonium 

(= >H*, H,N*H,H*.< ane heal ae 
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we have a nitrogen kernel at the centre of the complex with 
iwo electrons at each corner of a regular tetrahedron sur- 
rounding the kernel, and a hydrogen nucleus united to each 
pair of electrons (see Langmuir, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. xlil. 
p. 274 (1920)). The secondary negative affinity of the 
hydrogen nuclei is, however, sufficient to pull the electron 
into the complex with the formation of hydrogen and 
ammonia, and ammonium is consequently unknown in the 
free state. We might expect, however, from the example 
of cobaltic chloride and hexammine cobaltic chlcride, that 
the ammonium would be stabilized by partially saturating 
the secondary negative affinity of the hydrogen nuclei by 
the free affinity of the electrons of nercury atoms to give an 
amalgam (NH,vHe@)H. Thisis actually the case, ammonium 
amalgam being a definite compound, capable of independent 
existence, although easily decomposed (Smith, Ber. der 
deutsch. chem. Gesellschaft, x). p. 2941 (1907) }. 

Ii, is clear from the researches of Kraus (J. Amer. Chem. 
Soc. xxx. p. 1323 (1908) ; xxxvi. p. 864 (1914)) that-the 
alkali and alkaline earth metals undergo electrolytic dis- 
sociation in liquid ammonia into kernel and electrons. The 
compound Ca6NH3, for example, must therefore have the 
structure (Ca*6NH;)H,, in which we have a complex ion 
with a calcium kernel at the centre of a regular octahedron, 
united to the electrons in the nitrogen atoms of six molecules 
of ammonia situated at the corners of tke octahedron, the 
hydrogen atoms of the ammonia forming an outside layer of 
the complex with unsaturated secondary negative affinity. 
The electrons without the complex will therefore be in 
proximity to the hydrogen nuclei, as seen from the extended 
formula (Ca6H,N*E,H’3)E,, and with increasing thermal 
agitation will tend to unite with the hydrogen nuclei giving 
atomic hydrogen. This explains the decomposition 

M(NH;),=M(NH,),+ 4NH,+ Hs. 
(See also Biltz & Hiittig, Zeitsch. fiir anorg. Chem. exiv. 
p- 241 (1920).) 

(3) Co-ordination compounds with a poly-nuclear complex. 
The sharing of electrons by atoms with the production of 
octets, corresponds to the sharing of atoms or radicles in the 
formation of poly-nuclear complexes. 

As an example we may take Langmuir’s formula for 
hydrazoic acid H(N=N=N). Writing the formula as a 
compound of kerneis and electrons, we obtain (3), in which 
we have a complex made up of three cubes in a line, 
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adjacent cubes having a common face owing to the sharing 
of four electrons by the middle nitrogen kernel with each of 
the others. This formula may be compared with the formula 
for the hexammine-hexol-tricobaltic salts (4) (Werner, loc. 
cit. p. 298), in which the complex contains three octahedra 
arranged in a line, adjacent octahedra having a common 
face owing to the sharing of three hydroxyl groups by the 
middle cobalt atom with each of the others. 

i tt 
MEL: OIE. PORE INUEG, 

ies Heh 
H* r Né r Nk Nr NH, Co OH Co OH CoNH, 1 X,. 

mee eae Nie OE OH aN, 

(3) (4) 
Similarly, a non-polar compound such as a molecule of : 

fluorine (H,f’*H,I*,) corresponds to a complex poly-nuclear 
_non-electrolyte like 1, 1’, 2-2’ trichromato-octammine dicobalt 

((rG2CeCr0 Co) OrQ, peeerO,) (brees, rans.) Chem Soc. cxv. 
Pavouclg 9) ):: 

In the fluorine molecule the fluorine kernels are at the 
centres of cubes with a common edge owing to the sharing 
of electrons ; in the cobalt compound the cobalt atoms are 
at the centres of two octahedra with a common vertex, owing 
to the sharing of a chromate radicle by the cobalt atoms. 

The above considerations show that octet formation is 
really a type of co-ordination, and the fundamental character 
of Werner’s conception of co-ordination is thereby greatly 
emphasized. 

: 

: 

| 
| 
| | 

Conclusion. 

It has been:demonstrated in the above paper, that if we 
regard the elements as compounds of the atomic kernels and 
electrons, then their reactions with each other are precisely . 
analogous to the reactions between binary compounds. 
There is therefore no essential difference between the forces 
which hold the atoms together in a compound, and those 
which hold the kernels and electrons together in an atom. 

Consequently, if we accept the theories of Rutherford, Lewis, | 
and Langmuir regarding the structure of atoms, the following ) 

conclusions would appear to be inevitable :— ) 
(1) There are only two elements, Sir Ernest Rutherford’s . 

proton (hydrion) and electron. | 
(2) The atomic kernels are compound radicles of proton | 

a eo 
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and electron. Some of these combine with electron to give 
strongly polar substances like the alkali metals, in the same 
way as the radicle ammonium combines with chlorine to 
give the strong electrolyte ammonium chloride. Others on 
combination with electron give non-polar substances such as 
neon, just as the radicle phenyl when united to chlorine 
gives the non-electrolyte chlorobenzene. 

(3) Werner classified simple binary compounds like 
potassium chloride and platinic chloride as compounds of the 
first order, combinations of such compounds of the first 
order, potassium platinichloride for example, being designated 
compounds of a higher order. 

Since the substances known as the chemical elements are 
the simplest combinations of proton and electron which are 
capable of separate and independent existence, it follows that 
the chemical elements are the true compounds of the first 
order, Werner’s compounds of the first order being really of 
the second order, and bodies like potassium platinichloride, 
of the third order. 

(4) Co-ordination is involved in all valency phenomena. 

LI. Notes on the Angle of Contact. By C. H. BosanquEt, 
Brakenbury Scholar, Balliol C College, and Haroup HARTLEY, 
Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford *. se 

N spite of the importance of the angle of contact both in 
the theory of surface tension and in its measurement, 

r knowledge of this physical constant is scanty and un- 
ile. 

It is still uncertain whether all liquids which wet glass 
have a zero angle of contact or not+. For instance, Magie 
(Phil. Mag. xxvi. p. 162, 1888) found a zero angle of con- 
tae: doe # amin ber of organic liquids, and a small finite acute 
angle of contact for acetic acid, turpentine, petroleum, and 
ether, but his method did not admit of great precision. 
Again, the existence of such small angles of contact has been 
suggested as an explanation of the differences found for the 
surface tension of liquids by various methods (e. g. capillary 
rise, drop weight, and Jaeger’s method). However, the case 
of water has been carefully examined by Ramsay and Shields 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Since this paper was written a paper has appeared by Richards and 

Carver (J. Am. Chem. Soc. xliii. p. 827, 1921) describing experiments 
which show that the angle of contact is zex0 for liquids which wet olass, 
if no evaporation is taking place. This conclusion is supported by the 
results described here, which were obtained by a different method. 
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in this respect (7. Phys. Chem. xii. p. 452, 1893), and that 
of sulphur by Kellas (Journ. Chem. Soc. exiil. p. 911, 1918), 
and both liquids appear te have a zero angle of contact. No 
doubt some of the discrepancies between the results of 
different observers are due to the difficulty of obtaining 
liquid and solid surfaces free from contamination. 

The experiments described in the following paper con- 
sisted :— 

(1) In a comparison of the values for the angle of contact 
between water and solid paraffin, determined directly and by 
measuring the capillary depression of water in a_ paraffin 
tube : 

(2) in a determination of the angle of contact with glass 
of the liquids stated by Magie to give a finite angle of 
contact : 

(3) in a search for a solid which has a finite acute angle 
of contact with water, and in the measurement of this angle 
in the case of azobenzene. 

Angle of Contact between Parafin and Water. 

Ordinary paraffin wax was purified by boiling several 

times with conductivity water and filtering. Transparent 
tubes were prepared from it by introducing small quantities 
into a glass capillary tube, which was then spun on a lathe 
and warmed, the wax being driven through the tube by a 
current of air. The rotation and air-blast were continued 
until the tube was cold, and in this way tubes were prepared 
with a fairly uniform transparent lining of wax. 

The tubes were cut into short lengths and the internal 
diameter of the wax lining was measured with a micrometer, 
which was focussed on a point several millimetres down the 
tube where the wax had not been disturbed when the tube 
was cut. 

The capillary depression of freshly distilled conductivity 
water was then measured in the tubes by means of a travelling 
microscope. It was necessary always to work with a rising 
meniscus, the tube being tapped until no further rise was 
observable. With a falling meniscus discordant results 
were obtained, as the meniscus could be made to stand above 
or below the outside level of the water. 

As the meniscus was very flat, the correction to be made 
to the observed depression was equal to half the height of 
the meniscus, and this correction was made by eye in setting 
the cross-wire of the reading telescope. 

Four tubes of different dren s were used, and six to ten 

| 
} 

: 
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readings were taken with each, no two readings being made 
with the meniscus in the same place. The average deviation 
from the mean in each series was 4 per cent., but occasion- 
ally values were obtained differing by as much as 20 
cent. from the mean, due to large irregularities in the a 
such as particles of dase When such sources of error were 
detected, the reading was discarded. 

The angle of contact was calculated from the mean result 

gphr 

Oe 
taking the value of the surface tension of water at 14°C. as 
73°4 dynes/em., as this must be independent of the material 
of the tube provided there is no contamination of the liquid 
surface. 

The following results were obtained :— 

of each series of experiments by the formule T cos 6= 

Ee 2 Dace ae T cos @. 0. Temp. 

0°0939 em. 0:934 em. —21°5 On O27 aba. 
OA2So 0°673 — 20°4 106° 08’ Le 

(0°2060 0°440 — 22°3 LOW 4 12 

0:2403 0:663 = eA: LOG ae P42 

Mean 106° 57’ [42 

The angle of contact between water and paraffin was then 
determined directly by partially immersing a microscope- 
slide coated with ee in water and tilting it until the 
surface of the water appeared plane where it met the paratin. 

Clean dry microscope-slides were dipped into molten 
paraffin-wax, any superfluous wax was drained off, and the 
slide allowed to cool in a horizontal position. It was then 
mounted in a clamp which could be rotated about a hori- 
zontal axis by means of a tangent screw. the clamp also 
carried a divided circle which could be read to 5’. 

The slide was first levelled by means of a spirit level and 
then rotated through about 90°, that it dipped into a 
rectangular glass cell containing w es supported on a stand 
with a screw “apeom for raising Sint lowering it. 

The cell was raised one or two millimetres at a time and 
the nature of the curvature of the liquid surface near the 
plate was observed. The slide was then rotated by means of 
the tangent screw until after raising the cell and tapping 
the table on which the apparatus stood, the surface appeared 
plane right up to the paraffin surface. 

It was found convenient to have the edge of the slide 
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nearest the observer within about 0°5 mm. of the side of the 
cell, so that the surface of the water at the edge of the cell 
was above the general level and-did not impede observation. 

In order to facilitate the detection of small curvatures in 
the surface, a strip of white paper with a horizontal straight 
edge was pasted along the back of the cell, with its upper 
edge about 1 mm. below the water surface. The strip was 
illuminated from the side, and a black background was used. 
By observing the upper edge of the paper in juxtaposition 
to its reflexion in the sur face, quite small curvatures of the 
surface could be detected. 

Five slides were used, and eight readings were taken with 
each, four on each side. The average deviation from the 
mean was 31’, the greatest deviation being 77’. 

The means of the readings with the five slides were :— 

HOGe so 

LOGS Ae 

106° 18’ 
L062 2A" 
NOG Ds" 

Mean 106° 28’ 

This result shows satisfactory agreement with the indirect 
determination (106° 57’) considering the experimental error 
in the latter case. The value found by the direct method is 
of course the more reliable of the two 

The value of the surface tension of water at 14°C. found 
by combining the value of @ found directly with the mean 
value of T’ cos@ found in the preceding experiment, is 
75°5 dynes/cm. 

Determination of the Angle of Contact between Glass and 
certain Liquids. 

An attempt was made to measure the angle of contact 
between glass and various liquids by means of a glass plate 
which could be tilted by the apparatus described above. 
The liquids selected were water, acetic acid, turpentine, and 
ether, which were thought by Magie to give finite angles of 
contact. 

It was soon found that the tilting plate method was 
unsuitable for the measurement of small angles of contact, 
and it was abandoned in favour of an apparatus designed to 
detect very small angles of contact. This consisted of a 

| 
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shallow rectangular plate-glass trough into which the liquid — 
co) 

under investigation was poured to a depth of 2 or 3 mm. 
The trough was then tilted until the liquid in it formed a 
prism with an angle of about 5°. The trough was supported 
about a foot above a table on which was a sheet of white 
paper with a line drawn parallel to the refracting edge of the 
liquid prism. The line was observed through the liquid 
from a point about two feet above the trough, the effective 
diameter of the pupil of the eye being cut down by means of 
a tinfoil screen with a small pinhole in the centre. If the 
angle of contact is finite, there should be an area above the 
liquid in which the line is invisible. This method would 
probably detect an angle of contact as small as 30’. No 
disappearance of the ‘line was observed with any of the 
liquids used, and the surface of the liquid near the line of 
contact with the glass was always definitely concave, the 
concavity being shown by the apparent narrowing of the 
line. 

Before each obeunee the liquid was run over the whole 
surface of the bottom of the trough, and ten minutes were 
allowed for draining. In the case of turpentine, it was 
noticed that the liquid which drained off the exposed portion 
of the bottom of the trough did not unite completely with 
the bulk of the liquid, but formed a ridge at the boundary 
of the liquid. The surface in passing from the bulk of the 
liquid to the glass was first concave, then convex, and finally 
concave, the surface being tangential to the glass. 

As these experiments were purely qualitative, the liquids, 
with the exception of the water, were not specially purified. 

Determination of the Angle of Contact between Azobenzene 
and Water. 

Liquids which wetted glass having all given zero contact 
angles, a search was made for an organic substance with 
which water gives a finite acute angie of contact. 

Salol, dinitrobenzene, azobenzene, and triphenylmethane 
were investigated by fusing small quantities on microscope- 
slides, allowing them to solidify, and examining the curva- 
ture of the surface of water in contact with these films. 
Azobenzene was found to give a finite acute angle of 
contact. 

Plates of azobenzene were then prepared by pouring the 
fused substance on to mica which was supported by a sheet 
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of glass in order to ensure a plane surface. After solidifica- 
tion, the mica was peeled off and the plates were mounted on 
olass by placing a warm sheet of glass on the back of the 
plate of azobenzene. 

The angle of contact was first measured by the tilting- 
plate method. Eight readings with two plates gave a mean 
value of 77° 20’+40’, the greatest deviation for the mean 
being 3° 30 As the angle i is less than 90° it was necessary 
to ork with a falling meniscus in order to obtain consistent 
results. 

As it was impossible to make a transparent tube of azo- 
benzene, the capillary rise of water was measured between 
two plates of this substance separated by measured distance 
pieces, the lower edges of the plates being immersed in water. 
One of the plates was less than 1 mm. in thickness and 
translucent so that the shadow of the meniscus could be seen 
through it when illuminated with a strong light. 

The meniscus was rather irregular owing to small irregu- 
larities in the plates, but the horizontal portions were all 
about the same height above the surface of the water. 
Owing to these irregular ities it was impossible to observe 
the capillary rise from the side. 

With plates 0°104 em. apart, the mean capillary rise with 
a falling meniscus was 0°31+0:03 cm. from five determi- 
nations. 

mesumuno that U==(3 dynes. C=" 730 == 1° 10), in 
good agreement with the direct measurement. 

The angle of contact of water with azobenzene was deter- 
mined in a third way by measuring the thickness of a large 
drop of water standing on a howtaorntall plate of aeobenvene. 
The drops used had a diameter of 3 or 4 em., and measure- 
ments were made on both expanding and contracting drops, 
water being either added to or removed from drops between 
readings, and the plate tapped before taking a reading. 

The “foliowing results were obtained for the thickness of 
drops :— 

Hixepanainovdrop.. sae. Oraon Cnn. 

| 0:321 

0-328 

Contracting drop ...... 0°325 

IIE Oa aa eee 0°335 em. 

Kach value was obtained by measuring with a microscope 
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the difference in level between the top of the drop and the 
mean level of the azobenzene-plate at the edges of the 
drop. | 

Particles of dust on the top of the drop were in focus over 
a considerable area, so that the top of the drop was sensibly 
plane. 

The necessity for tapping the plate is shown by the 
following two readings taken without tapping : — 

Expanding drop, 0°396 em. 
Contracting drop, 0°270 em. 

The angle of contact calculated from the mean value of 

the thickness of the drop by the formulee | 
was found to be 75° 40’. 

The mean of these three independent determinations of 
the angle of contact between water and azobenzene: is 
approximately 77° at about 15°C. 

These experiments are being continued. 

Summary. 

1. The angie of contact between water and solid paraffin 
at 14°C. has been found to be 106° 28! by direct measure- 
ment, and 106° 57’ from observing the depression of water 
in a paraffin capillary. The discrepancy is within the limits 
of the experimental error. 

2. A method has been devised for detecting small angles 
of contact, and in all cases investigated a zero angle was 
found with liquids that wet glass. 

3. Azobenzene has been found to give a finite acute angle 
~—___6£ contact with water, its mean value by three methods being 

iit about 1o7-C: 

We have great pleasure in thanking Professor T. R. 
Merton, F.R.S., for much valuable advice during this in- 
vestigation. 

Physical Chemistry Laboratory, | 
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Balliol College and Trinity College, Oxford. 
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LUI. On the Variation of Resistance of Selenium with 
Temperature. By SnewamMoy Darra, M.Sc, DSC, 
Research Student, Imperial College of Science and 
Technology *. 

1. Introductory. 

oe the light sensitiveness of selenium has been 
very well studied by a large number of workers, it 

seems rather surprising that the corresponding heat sensi- 
tiveness has been studied by only two observers f, whose 
results appear to differ from one another considerably. It 
was therefore thought worth while to measure the tempera- 
ture coefficient of electrical resistance of selenium, with a 
view to decide the more important questiou—viz., how far 
the special properties of selenium are attributable to the 
changes in conductivity caused by changes in temperature. 
The results of the experiments have given rise to some cop) 

suggestions, which have also been discussed here. 

2. Hxperiments and Observations. 

Several cells were prepared by pressing melted amorphous 
selenium between two glass plates about 1 sq. in. in size and 
having a thickness of about ‘025 in. ‘Two copper electrodes 
and one junction of a copper-constantan thermo-couple were 
imbedded in selenium betore it was annealed. The process 
of annealing was carried out with the cell in a light-tight 
enclosure, and usually consisted in keeping the cell at about 
200° C. for nearly five minutes and subsequently lowering 
its temperature to about 170° C. It was kept at this tem- 
perature until the cell reached its maximum conductivity. 
This was determined by putting the cell in series with a 
battery and a galvanometer while annealing. At first no 
deflexion was observed—presumably the selenium was in 
the non-conducting state. In about half an hour slight 
conductivity was noticed ; from then onward, deflexions of 
the galvanometer were observed every five minutes, showing 
a gradual increase in conductivity, at first slowly and then 
rapidly. After about three hours the rate of increase in 
conductivity appeared to be very slow, and subsequently a 
very slow decrease was noticed. In most cases at this stage 
the annealed selenium was allowed to cool suddenly. On 
two occasions, however, annealing was further continued, 

* Communicated by Prof. A. O. Rankine, D.Sc. 
+ S. Bidwell, Phil. Mag. vol. xv. p. 31; C. Ries, Phys. Zeit. vol. ix. 

p. 228 (1908). 
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with the result that the resistance of the cell gradually but 
unsteadily increased. The unsteadiness may be due to small 
fluctuations, usually 2 to 3 degrees, in the temperature of the 
electric heater used for the purpose of annealing. The cell 
being maintained at about 170° C. overnight, was found next 
morning to have increased its resistance considerably. 

For the experiment on the variation of resistance with 
temperature, the selenium cell under test was enclosed in a 
light-tight double-walled copper vessel whose temperature 
could be controlled within half a degree by regulating the 
heating current. ‘he cell formed part of a circuit con- 
sisting of a 4-volt accumulator and a calibrated galvanometer, 
a key being inserted to complete the circuit ‘at will. The 
temperature of the cell was determined by the thermo- 
couple, which formed, part of the circuit of a second 
calibrated galvanometer. Though this method is less 
accurate than the potentiometer “method, it was more con- 
venient, and gave results accurate to about 1/10 of a degree 
centigrade. 

In ‘spite of the reputation selenium cells commonly have 
of being subject to unaccountable variations, those used in 
this investigation were found to be reliable, and the effect of 
heat on them was quantitatively reproducible again and 
again. But this required certain precautions to be taken, 
which will be clear in the light of the following observa- 
tions. In the course of this experiment, which has been 
repeated over twenty times, there were definite indications 
that the change in resistance is intimately connected with 
the time taken in producing the vari jation in temperature. 
Not only does it depend on the rate of heating or cooling, as 
the case may be, but the future behaviour of the cell depends 
very much upon the period during which it is kept at a fixed 
temperature before being subjected to a variation in tempera- 
ture. If a selenium cell after being annealed is beoneen 
down to room temperature and maintained at that tempera- 
ture for a considerable time, and then subjected to a change 
in temperature, the change in resistance is much less than 
when the cell is immediately before brought down froma 
somewhat higher temperature. Or, in other words, the shape 
of the resistance temperature curve is less steep when the 
temperature is changed after a long period of constant 
temperature. And this has been noticed, not at room tem- 
perature alone, but at all temperatures up to about 120° C. 
Tt seems as if, after long being maintained at a constant 
temperature, the selenium is slug gish in changing its 
physical properties connected with a variation in tempera- 
ture. Hence, to get reproducible results, itis very important 
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that the experiment should be repeated in all its details in 
exactly the same way, with the same rate of variation of 
temperature. It is clear that in order to be sure that the 
thermo-couple records truly the temperature of the whole of 
the selenium, changes of temperature, whether heating or 
cooling, oe be arranged to take place sufficiently slowly. 
This precaution has been taken, with the result that the 
cooling curves show satisfactory agreement with the heating 
curves. 

3. Results. 

In each case the resistance observed was plotted against 
the temperature; and for the several cells of the same Annet 
sions examined, although they differed considerably in their 

eS) 

initial resistance, the form of the curve was the same, and at 
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temperatures higher than about 130° C. the different curves 
very nearly coincided with one another. ‘Two typical cases 
are shown in fig. 1. Curve I. shows the effect of time in 
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reducing the resistance ; the portion of the curve parallel to 
the ordinate marks the change in resistance obtained by 
keeping the cell at a fixed temperature till no further 
change in resistance is observed*. The dotted curve thus 
shows the ultimate resistances appropriate to various tem- 
peratures. Curve II. is obtained with a different cell by 
changing its temperature exceedingly slowly, so as not to 
show any resistance lag, the discontinuities in curve I. being 
now absent. The form of the curve suggests that the varia- 
tion of resistance with temperature is expressible by an 
empirical equation of the ordinary type: 

Rs= Ro + bt + ct?. 

The constants 6 and ¢ are not general constants for selenium, 
but depend on the annealing and the past history of the cell. 
The values of 6 and c, having been derived by the solutions 
of equation supplied by the experimental data, Table I. shows 
the agreement between the experimental data and those 
calculated from the equation : 

p= | 65-0 x 0.860 00297 40>. 

sUNerign JE 

eee R (obs.) in ohms. R (ceal.) in ohms. 

0-0 66:0 x 10° 65°01 x 10° 

3°3 62:2 62°20 

6°5 Oat 59°54 

13:0 54:6 54°32 

20:0 49-1 48:97 

400 34:6 35°24 

60:0 23°8 23°84 

78:0 15-4 15°57, 

87-0 11:9 12°14 

100-0 8-0 8:10 

1200 3d é 3°52 

137-0 eg) 1-62 

160°0 or 1-64 

170°0 2:0 2°62 

As shown in the curves, whatever may be the initial 
resistances of the cells, their resistances (for cells of the 
same dimensions) beyond 130° C. very nearly coincide, and 

* The time allotted for making the change of temperature, e. g. from 
A to B, was about 10 minutes. The subsequent time necessary before 
the resistance became constant at C was of the order of 25 minutes, 
showing that the process is a deliberate one not attributable to failure 
of the thermo-couple to record the true temperature. 

fue ‘¥ a 4 
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the total change of resistance from 130° C. to 170° C. 
Iq about 1/30 of that from 0°? C..to 130° C.. Vt is also 
remarkable that beyond 130° C. all time lags, as well as the 
light and voltage effects, disappear. 

Several experiments were made to find out the resistance 
between 170° C. to 217° C. (melting point), but no definite 
conclusions could be arrived from them. Beyond 170° C., 
selenium begins to sublime, so that the results obtained 
cannot be taken. as trustworthy; but in almost all the 
cases the cells showed a decrease in conductivity. Whether 
this is due to a partial transformation into the amorphous 
variety or a true increase in resistance, could not be defi- 
nitely ascertained*. It is, however, striking that the 
calculated values also increase beyond 170° C. 

4. Discussion of Results. 

The results of the present experiment are thus in serious 
contradiction to the results obtained by previous observers ; 
for S. Bidwe'l t, who made a similar set of experiments, has 
found that “when the temperature of the cell reaches a 
point which is in general a few degrees higher than the 
average temperature of the air, a maximum resistance is 
obtained ; and if the heating is continued, the resistance 
begins to decrease.” As is well shown by the curve, not 
the slightest tendency is noticed of any increase in resistance 
between 0° C. and 170° C. It is, however, not clear trom his 
paper whether he experienced the influence of “time” pre- 
viously described and took the necessary precautions. 

S. Bidwell used his results in an attempt to retute 
Dr. Moser’s view { that the light sensitiveness is perhaps 
due to the heating caused by light. The result of the 
present experiment therefore reopens the question. 

A separate experiment was therefore made to test how far 
the heating of the selenium due to light is responsible for the 
light sensitiveness. One of those cells whose temperature 
coefficient had been previously determined was therefore 
enclosed in a light-tight box provided with a photographic 
shutter, the whole being placed in a Dewar’s flask, which 
forms the simplest heat insulator. First of all, the selenium 
circuit was made for a few seconds, with the selenium in the 
dark, in order to determine the dark current. The shutter 

* Tt may be a transformation into the 6 modification of Ries (doc. cét.), 
which shows an increase of resistance with temperature. 

+ S. Bidwell, Joc. cit. 
t Moser, Phil, Mag. (5) vol. xii. p. 212, 
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was then opened, exposing the selenium to visible rays alone, 
the infra-red and ultra-violet rays being cut off by a thick 
glass plate. The thermo-couple indicated a slight increase 
in temperature (about 1 degree). The results obtained are 
given below :— : 

TABLE IT. 

Resistanceamydarker.-wouseseete 67-0 x 105 ohms. 

Resistance in leht2-s4-2.. 2. 48:0x108 ,, 

Change in resistance .........+..... 19°0sclGps ee, 

Comparing the decrease in resistance (‘75 x 10’) due to a 
rise in temperature of about one degree with the total 
decrease in resistance (19:0 x 10°) observed on exposure t9 
light, it was found that not more than 1/25 of the total 
decrease could be attributed to the heating due to light. 
The light-effect is thus a genuine one independent of the 
heat-effect. 

As has been pointed out before, time plays a great part 
in moulding the future behaviour of the cel]. And this is 
not peculiar to the variation of resistance with temperature 
alone, for it is well known that the light sensitivity of 
selenium, particularly the recovery curve, largely depends 
on the time of exposure. The voltage effect, too, depends to 
a great extent on the time of application of the voltage. It 
seems difficult to realize fully the part played by time on 
any theory—electronic in nature—which has been propounded 
to account for the many peculiar properties of selenium. 
It can, however, be best understood if the old theory ™*, 
viz. transformation into some other allotropic forms, be a 
little modified. Instead of assuming that the transforma- 
tion from one modification to another takes place at one 
definite temperature, it may be supposed that the transfor- 
mation takes place at ail temperatures. The various 
modifications may be regarded as maintaining a sort of 
dynamic equilibriam amongst themselves, the quantity 
of each variety depending on the particular temperature— 
the lower the temperature the more the amount of the less 
conducting variety—and the degree of stability of each 

* In this connexion it is well to recall the observations of R. Mare 
(Die physikalische-chemischen Eigenschaften des metallischen  Selens. 
L. Voss, Leipzig, 1907), who, by the investigation of the heat changes, 
the electrical conductivity, and the microscopic investigation of the 
surface, was able to detect with certainty the existence of two poly- 
morphic forms. The one form was crystallized by heating the selenium 
at a temperature of about 100° C., and was essentially non-conducting. 
Atatemperature of about 200° C. this form passed to the conducting 
variety. 
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modification depending on the time during which it is 
maintained at one temperature. So that with a change in 
temperature there is a change in the quantity of the various 
modifications, the equilibrium stage being arrived at very 
slowly *. After this, if the temperature is allowed to remain 
constant, the degree of stability of each variety increases 
or the velocity of further transformation decreases, and it 
becomes more and more sluggish to change that condition. 
That this is perhaps the actual ease, may be realized from 
the fact that a cell, maintained for a long time at one tem- 
perature and subsequently subjected to a small change of 
temperature, requires avery long time to assume its ultimate 
conductivity appropriate to that temperature—much longer, 
for example, than in the experiments to which fig. 1 refers. 

5. Observations with Selenium Crystals. 

The conclusions drawn from the above experiments being 
well supported by the modified theory of transformation, and 
it being well known that the process of annealing is nothing 
but a crystallization of the amorphous variety, it was hoped 
to repeat the experiments with crystals produced by the con- 
densation of molten selenium at various temperatures. The 
method suggested by Brownt was adopted, but as the 
erystals so formed were not large enough to test them indi- 
vidually, no quantitative experiment was pursued. Of those 
mentioned by Brown, three different varieties of crystals 
were recognized :— 

(1) Needle-shaped crystals. 

(2) Groups of white acicular crystals. 
(3) Groups of reddish acicular crystals. 

Of these, the first: variety showed a striking behaviour. 
Several of these formed a network and were deposited on 
the wall of the tube. They appeared red in the reflected 
light and greyish black in the transmitted light, and had a 
moderate conductivity at room temperature. On slightly 

* The velocity of such transformations is very slow, particularly at 
low temperature. But Berger (Zeitschrift fiir Anorganische Chemie, 
VOle IXXXV. Peon (Lolas): has shown that by the presence of certain 
catalytic agents as silver selenide, the rate of transformation is greatly 
increased. This therefore indirectly supports the theory of trans- 
formation. The influence of the catalytic agent in increasing the 
velocity of transformation may ev euruelly explain the more marked 
effect near the electrodes, as observed by S. Bidwell (Chemical News 
vol. lii. p. 191) and more recently by White (Phil. Mag. (6) vol. xxvii. 
p- 370). 
+ Brown, Phys? Rev. vol. iv. p.. 85-(1914).. 
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warming them up, the reddish colour gradually disap- 
peared Sen 2 simultaneous increase in conductivity. On 
allowing them to cool, they very slowly began to present 
the former tint, conductivity, too, decreasing at the same 
time. The second variety of crystals were usually found to 
be deposited in the hotter part of the tube, and’had slight 
conduetivity which did not show any appreciable change « on 
slightly heating. The third variety was primarily non- 
conducting. The peculiar heat sensitivity of the first 
variety is therefore quite possibly responsible for the 
enormous temperature variation of resistance of selenium ; 
and that something akin to tr anstor mation is actually taking 
place, is suggested from the change of colour on warming. 
It is hoped “that, time being available, researches will be 
pursued in this direction. 

6. Summary. 

ie The variation of resistance of selenium with tempera- 
ture has been carefully deter mined, and a formula has been 
Emoipsed to express the said variation. 

2. It has been shown experime entally that not more than 
1/25 of the “light effect” is attributable to heat produced 
by light. 

3. A change of colour taki: ng place at the same time as 
the change in resistance has been observed by warming 
crystals of selenium produced by the sublimation method. 

A. A modified theory of transformation 1s suggested to 
account for the various observations in connexion oan the 

heat-effect. 

In conclusion, | beg to thank Prof. A. O. Rankine for the 
kind interest he took in this work and for the facilities given 
to me in conducting the experiment. 

LIV. The Effect of Gravitation on Light. 
By Haroip Jerrreys, M.A., D.Sc.* 

HE query in Sir Oliver Lodge’s note (Phil. Mag., June 
1921, pp. 944-5) concerning the legitimacy of deriving 

the equations 
dt dO 

ee AD io sior Vacca kandi ae =—/h 

for the motion of a light wave is relevant to my paper 

“On the Crucial Tests of Hinstein’s Theory of Gra vitation ” 

(Monthly Notices of R. A.S., Dec. 1919, pp. 188-154). OF 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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these equations the first is equation (16) of my paper and 
the second equation (15); I derived them as two of the con- 
ditions that a principle of least action should be satisfied for 
the path of a particle. To assume that the same equations 
hold for a light wave is to say that the motion of a light 
wave is the limit of that of a particle when the velocity at 
a great distance from the Sun tends to that of light. My 
suggestion was that this is a natural hypothesis to make, and 
that Hinstein’s law is the only reasonable one that makes 
it fit the observations. Ido not think it 1s obviously true 
a priori, but that it is highly probable. 

LV. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

(Continued from p. 200.] 

March 9th, 1921.—Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

HE following communications were read :— 

1. ‘The Surface of the Marls of the Middle Chalk in the 
Somme Valley and the Neighbouring Districts, and the Effect 
on the Hydrology.’ By William Bernard Robinson King, O.B.E., 
Mea, 1.G.S. 

During the war numerous boreholes were made by the British 
Armies in France. In the valley of the Somme and in neighbouring 
districts of France, where the Chalk forms the main deposit of the 
area, water was obtained for the troops, largely from boreholes. 
These were made by the percussion method, so that the passage 
from the chalk of the Upper Chalk to the marls of the Middle 
Chalk usually was only approximately determined; the great 
number of bores, however, enables one to construct a map of the 
contours of the marl-surface with sufficient accuracy for it to be 
of value. 

These curves bring out several points of interest, which may be 
briefly tabulated as follows :— 

(1) The main anticlinal crest (axis of Artois) is not continuous, but consists 
of a series of curved axes arranged en échelon, insuch a way that the crest- 
line is stepped gradually more and more to the north on going from east to 
west. 

(2) The close relationship of the river-systems to the tectonic axes is 
demonstrated ; but, in several cases, the physiographical lines, while being 
parallel to, are often not coincident with, the tectonic axes (for instance, the 
valley of the Somme lies several miles north of the synclinal axis of the 
Somme). 

(3) The capacity of the Chalk to yieid water for boreholes measuring about 
6 inches in diameter is shown to depend more on the topography of the neigh- 
bourhood than on the larger tectonic features, provided about 50 feet of chalk 
oceurs between the marl surface and the surface of the water-table in the 
Chalk. 
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2. ‘The Bala Country: its Structure and Rock-Succession.’ 
By Miss Gertrude Lilian Elles, M.B.E., D.Sce., F.G.S. 

March 23rd.—Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

- 

The following communication was read :— 

‘The Structure of the South-West Highlands of Scotland.’ 
By Edward Battersby Bailey, M.C., B.A., F.R.S.E., F.G-S. 

Evidence is given for allotting the South-West Highlands to 
three great structural divisions in descending order, as follows :— 

Loch Awe Nappe. 

Iltay Nappe. 

Ballappel Foundation. 

The two lower of these divisions are themselves structural com- 
plexes. Thus the Iltay Nappe includes two recumbent folds: the 
Carrick Castle Fold above, the Ben Lui below. Of these two, the 
upper closes towards the south-east, the lower towards the north- 
west. Their common hmb is displayed to great advantage in the 
‘flat’ region of Loch Tay. On evidence of original succession 
derived from Islay, this Loch Tay limb is interpreted as an 
inversion. Its position with reference to the Loch Awe Nappe 
suggests that the latter has travelled from the north-west. In 
fact, all available evidence points consistently to movement from 
the north-west during the development of the ‘three structural divi- 
sions named above. 

Later structures include the Cowal Anticline, Loch Awe Syn- 
cline, and Islay Anticlne. The last-named is causally connected 

~ with the Loch Skerrols Thrust—the southern continuation, as it is 
supposed, of the Moine Thrust of the North-West Highlands. 
During this stage, movement proceeded outwards in both directions 
from the fan-axis of Loch Awe. 

Ina general way, there is a close relationship between depth of - 
cover and degree of metamorphism. No metamorphic inversions 
have been noted, and it is clear that crystallization continued until 
the close of the early nappe-movements. 

In Cowal a peculiar type of metamorphism reigned, alike in 
pre-anticlinal and in anticlinal times, wherefore it would seem that 
the early and late movements of the South-West Highlands are 
but successive chapters of a continuous history of mountain- 
building. Hence it would appear, among other things, that the 
north-westward movement manifested in Islay is an example 
of back-movement of a root-region. 
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[Plate XVI. ] 

L. Introduction. 

HE. present paper contains the results of some experi- 
ments on the measurement of the time-pressure rela- 

tions when mixtures of electrolytic gas and air are detonated 
at constant volume and when small charges of guncotton | 
and T.N.T. are detonated in water. In measuring very 
rapid changes in pressure, it is desirable to have the inertia 
of the moving parts of the recording system as small as 
possible. Hspecially is this true when changes of ee 
amounting to several hundred pounds per sq. inch take place 
in a ten-thousandth of a second, in which case errors due to 
the inertia of the recording system become important. To 
overcome this source of error and to measure pressure 
changes in very small intervals of time, Sir J. J. Thomson 
devised the method used in the following experiments. The 
method consisted in the application of the piezoelectric 
properties of tourmaline crystals in conjunction with a 
special form of cathode-ray oscillograph. Crystals of tour- 
maline properly cut and mounted are placed in the vicinity 
of the explosion, where the time-pressure curve is to be 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., F.R.S,. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 250. Oct. 1921. 2K 
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determined. The variation of the electrical charge acquired 
by the crystals under the influence of the pressure is 
measured by means of the cathode-ray oscillograph. Since 
the charge separated on tourmaline is directly proportional - 
to the pressure applied *, we have a convenient method of 
obtaining exceedingly rapid pressure changes in terms of 
variation in electrical charge. The amount of the charge is 
measured by the deflexion of a beam of cathode rays which 
passes between two parailel condenser plates that receive the 
charge separated on the crystals. A magnetic field applied 
parallel to this electrostatic field between the condenser 
plates is excited by an alternating current of known fre- 
quency, giving a time displacement of the beam perpen- 
dicular to that caused by the electric field. The cathode 
rays fall directly on a photographic plate, and a charge-time 
record is thus obtained. Since there is a linear relation 
between the charge and pressure applied to the crystals, the 
arrangement is a pressure-time measuring device with 

Oo 

negligible inertia. 

Il. The Apparatus. 

The apparatus consists of two parts,—the detector vessel 
containing the crystals and the special form of cathode-ray 
oscillograph. The final type of crystal vessel which was 
developed and used is shown in figure 1. It consists of a 

~ 

itio-sale 

(‘Lh ae = 

brass container AB about 6 inches in diameter and 14 inches 
deep with walls + inch thick. This pot is fitted with a 
+ inch steel plate JK, which may be bolted down with twelve 
3 inch steel bolts. An ordinary spark plug L is screwed 
into the centre of this cover and a fine wire O is connected 

* Oeuvres de P. Curie, p. 16. Confirmed also by the calibration ex- 
periments, see § IIT. p. 478. 
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between the lower terminals as shown. N isa well-ground 
brass cock through which the-explosive gas mixture may be 
admitted into the vessel. The tourmaline erystals CU are 
1 em. thick and are attached by means of a little wax to the 
bottom of the vessel cad to the iron plate HI, which is 
5 inches in diameter and 74, inch thick. They are mounted 
so that all the positive faces of the lower crystals are in 
contact with a thin lead plate DI and the positive faces of 
those attached to HI are downward, 1. e., also in contact with 
DE, The plate HI is screwed down to the bottom by three 
machine bolts, only two of which, MM, are shown in the 
diagram. In this way the whole is kept rigid and the 
erystals are held in contact with the lead plate DE. DE is 
connected to an insulated copper wire I which passes out 
through a plug G in the side of the vessel. The lower part 
of the vessel is filled with vaseline PP in order to prevent 
the heat from coming in contact with the crystals when an 
‘explosive mixture is detonated above HI. The pyroelectricity 
produced by the sudden change in temperature would counter- 
act the piezoelectricity generated in the crystals. The 
vaseline also insulates the plate DE when the apparatus is 
suspended in water. 

When a pressure is applied above HI, DE becomes 
charged, the amount of this charge being directly propor- 
tional to the total pressure exerted on the crystals”. -The 
area of each crystal was about 12 sq. cm. and both layers 
consisted of five or six such crystals. 

Crystals ot tourmaline were used in preference to quartz, 
since the piezoelectric properties of the former are more 
suitable for experiments in which hydrostatic pressures are 
to be measured. It has been shown that the quantity and 
sign of the charge obtained on any face of a crystal by a 
given pressure depends upon the direction of the applied 
torce. Ifa section of quartz is subjected to a steady hydro- 
ie pressure, no resultant charge is detectable on any face, 
i. €.. when compressed uniformly on all sides, it shows no 
ee eean Tourmaline, on the other anne. Gives a 
resultant polarization when subjected to a hydrostatic 
pressure. Koch { has found the value of this charge to be 
1°86 x 10~? e. s. units per kilogram/em.? Hence in these 
experiments crystals of tourmaline were used. 

A diagram of the cathode ray tube used is shown in 

Poe. Cures (a a: 
+ P. P. Koch, Ann. d. Physik, vol. xix. p. 580 (1906). 
iL Jha Om erey 

2K 2 
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figure 2. It consists of a glass tube GG, the one end of 
which is cemented by wax into the brass sleeve BB, which 
in turn is soldered into the brass tube CC. The other end 
of GG is fitted with a ground glass stopper AA, into which 
two stout metal rods, 74 inch in diameter, EH and D are 
sealed. To the ends of these rods is attached a fine tungsten 
wire F, surrounded by a small concentrating cylinder H as 
shown. The filament is wound in the form of a cylinder 

Fig. 2. 
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of four or five turns and is heated to incandescence by the 
8-volt storage battery I, which is connected in series with an 
ammeter J and a regulating resistance K. The whole 
heating circuit is placed on an insulated platform. Lbis a. 
brass guard tube 2 inch in diameter having a small hole O 
in the centre of one end. M and N are two insulated brass 
condenser-plates 5 cm. long and 1 cm. wide, placed $ em. 
apart. They are connected to the leads P and Q which pass 

- through openings in LL and then through the glass tube GG 
as shown. WW isan electromagnet wound on a soft iron 
laminated core and excited by a small alternating current of 
known cycle. The current through W W is adjusted to the 
proper strength by means of a variable resistance. Rand K 
are connected to an Evershed and Vignoles’ high potential 
direct current generator T supplying a constant potential 
difference that may be varied from 8000 to 5000 volts, which 
is measured with an electrostatic voltmeter. The photo- 
graphic plate on which the motion of the cathode ray beam 
is traced is 5 inches long by 14 inches wide, and is placed in 
a holder X with the film side exposed to the action of the 
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rays. This holder slides in a thin rectangular box placed in 
the cylinder CC, and may be raised or lowered by a thread 
attached to a glass cock arranged as a windlass, similar to 
the arrangement used by Sir J. J. Thomson*. ‘There is a 
window in the tube oC at Y, and a willemite screen is 
attached to the rectangular box on the side remote from F. 
When the plate is drawn up, the cathode ray spot may be 
observed visually while adjustments are being made. The 
whole apparatus is exhausted to a high vacuum by means of 
a Gaede mercury pump attached oa The top of CC is 
sealed on with wax. After the plate is exposed, it is neces- 
sary to allow the air back into the apparatus, unseal the top, 
and remove the plate for development. 

The electrons liberated by the hot wire F are drawn across 
io L by the strong electrostatic field set up by the potential 
difference of T. By turning the stopper A, a beam is directed 
through the tiny hole O. It was found that by altering the 
temperature of the filament and adjusting the potential, one 
or two very small bright spots could be obtained on the 
screen. The alternating magnetic field WW draws this spot 
out into a line, the lenoth of which was adjusted to about 
3cm. by means of the current in WW. The wire F from 
the crystal detector (figure 1) is attached to P, the vessel 
and other plate being earthed. When the crystals are sub- 
jected to a pressure, the spot moves in a horizontal direction 
indicated by the dot and dash line in figure 2. The amount 
of this displacement is proportional to the charge generated 
on the crystals, provided the capacity of the system and the 
cathode potential T remain constant. Since the amount of 
electricity separated 1s a measure of the pressure, the hori- 
zontal displacement gives a measure of the pressure and the 
vertical displacement a measure of the time. 

To indicate how the apparatus is used, consider the case of 
an explosion of a charge of electrolytic gas and air. The 
crystal vessel, figure 1, is exhausted and a charge of the ex- 
plosive mixture introduced through the tap N. The spark- 
plug L is connected to a battery and the firing key. ‘This 
latter (shown at S, figure 2) is a form of double key which 
is used in all the experiments and was made in such a way 
that on depressing the key, the cathode potential was first 
connected to the tube and after a short interval the further 
motion detonated the charge. The photographic plate is 
lowered in front of the screen and the magnetic field W W is 

* “Rays of Positive Electricity,’ pp. 22-238 (1913), Longmans, Green 
& Co, 
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turned on. On depressing the firing key, the cathode ray 
spot traces a vertical ine on the plate. It has time to 
execute only three or four oscillations, when the further 
depression of the key detonates the explosive mixture. The 
key 1 is now released and the cathode rays cease. The plate 
is then lowered further exposing a fresh portion, a and two 
calibration lines are taken as follows :—The key is depressed 
for an instant, producing a straight line on the plate. A: 
known potenti al difference is now ‘applied between the piates 
M and N and the key again depressed for an instant. ‘This 
produces another line displaced horizontally from the first, 
the amount of this deflexion for a given potential difference 
between M and N depending upon the cathode potential T. 
This displacement is used as a check on the reading of the 
electrostatic voltmeter. 

Il. Calibration of the Apparatus. 

In order to obtain quantitative results, two sets of calibra- 
tion measurements are required. In the first place, the 
deflexion of the cathode ray beam will vary with the cathode 
potential, since the velocity of the electrons depends upon 
this potential, which is altered at every exposure until the 
fine spots are obtained *. A constant potential difference of 
17°5 volts was applied to the condenser plates and a series of 
deflexions taken for various cathode potentials. The curve 
shown in figure 3 is the resulting graph by means of which 
displacements taken with any particular cathode potential 

Fig. 3. 
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may be reduced to those in terms of any other which may be 

chosen as a standard. 

* See p. 477. 
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To obtain a relation between the displacement of the 
cathode ray spot and the pressure exerted on the crystals in 
the detector vessel, the instrument is calibrated by applying 
known pressures to it and photographing the resulting dis- 
placements. Two methods were used. In the first, which 
was only an approximate calibration, a triple-action compres- 
sion pump was attached to the tap N of the explosion vessel. 
A pressure gauge, which had been calibrated by Professor 
W. M. Thornton of Armstrong College, was screwed in the 
opening where the spark-plug@ was usually inserted. The 
apparatus was attached to the oscillograph exactly as if an 
explosion pressure was to be measured, and the displacement 
caused by various pressures found from the tracings on the 
photographic plate. From these results a curve showing the 
relation between displacement of the cathode ray beam and 
pressure is obtained. This method was only used where 
pressures of about 180 lb./sq. in. were attained. It was 
noted that if, after the pressure is applied to the crystals, the 
charge is removed by earthing the wire F for a moment, 
on releasing the pressure in the explosion vessel, an equal 

displacement in the opposite direction is obtained. In the 
second method of calibrating the explosion vessel, this fact 

Fig. 4. 
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was made use of. The apparatus was connected up exactly 
in the position in which the vessel is to be used asa Ae tector 
of pressures, with the capacity of the leads, ete. in circuit. 
Instead of an air pump, a high-pressure pump using pure 
paraffin oil was employed, the vessel and connecting tubes 
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being all filled with oil. A valve operated by an electro- 
magnetic device was used so that the pressure produced in 
the vessel by the pump could be released suddenly and the 
corresponding deflexion photographed. The magnetic re- 
lease was operated by the firing key, so that a single depres- 
sion of the key gave a zero line and the displaced line 
corresponding to the particular pressure applied to the 
explosion vessel. This method was adopted for calibrating 
the detector vessels used in measuring pressures in water. 
Figure 4 gives one of these calibration curves. 

IV. Determination of Time-Pressure Curve for 

Gas Explosions. 

Amoug the first results obtained with the apparatus which 
has been described above were the records of explosions of 
mixtures of electrolytic gasandair. Fig.5(Pl. XVI.) repre- 
sents two typical tracings obtained on the photographic plate 
by such explosions. The cathode ray beam contained more 
than one bright spot in this case, producing two spots and 
thus tracing out two paths side by side. In making the 
readings from the plate, one of these is followed and all 
measurements taken from it. As a check on the first set, 
the other tracing is also measured and the two resulting 
curves are found to be similar. 

A simple calculation is necessary in order to obtain the 
time-pressure curve from this tracing. Since the cathode 
ray beam is moving up and down under the influence of the 
alternating magnetic field, its velocity will be different at 
various points of its path. An oscillograph record of the 
current used showed it to be very nearly sinusoidal, so the 
spot may be supposed to move with simple harmoric motion 
about the centre. ‘The time-displacement curve is thus 
easily calculated from the plate, knowing the frequeney of 
the alternating current used. The coordinates of various 
points on the curve are obtained by placing the plate in a 
holder similar to that used by Sir J. J. Thomson *. 

Table I. gives the results of an actual experiment on the 
pressure produced by such a gaseous mixture. The cathode 
potential is noted when the charge is fired, and from the 
curve shown in figure 3 the displacements may be reduced 
to what they would have been had the potential been 
3700 volts, which was the standard chosen. From figure 4 
the pressure corresponding to a displacement of one cm. Is 

* ‘Rays of Positive Electricity,’ p. 25, fig. 14. 
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Thus able I. gives a time-pressure history of the 
explosion. 

TABLE I. 

Time x 10? second. Pressure (Displacement in ems.). 

03 90 

08 ‘OL 

Ae "46 

29 38 

53 30 

7:0 “30 

12:0 24 

15°3 ‘21 

17-6 ‘18 

23°8 ‘16 

25°1 a ) 

004 13 

Figure 6 shows three time-pressure curves obtained in this 
manner. They are of interest as showing the great differ- 
ence in behaviour of the explosion in the three cases. When 
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no air ee added, the pressure rose to its maximum in less 
than sjop of a second, whereas in the third case it rose com- 
paratively slowly. 

Figure 7 represents two curves taken under very nearly 
identical conditions. The initial pressure in both cases was 
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one atmosphere, but in J. there were 55 c¢.c. of air and 710 c.c. 
of electrolytic gas, while in II. the amount of air was 65-¢.c., 
the rest of the volume being filled with gas. These two 
resulting time-pressure curves show that the apparatus gives 
consistent results. 

The few preliminary results which have just been men-, 
tioned show how the piezoelectric method may be applied to 
investigate such problems as arise in internal-combustion 
engine pressures, specific heats of gases, etc. 

V. Determination of Time-Pressure Curve for Explosions of 
Guncotton and T.N.T. in Water. 

To apply the piezoelectric method to determine the nature 
of the explosion wave in water, the crystal detector was 
lowered from a pontoon into the water to a depth of 11 feet. 
The lid JK was removed and the pot filled with vaseline. 
Small charges of dry guncotton and T.N.T. were detonated 
at; different distances from the detector. ‘he wire F 
(figure 1) was connected to the oscillograph, which was placed 
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in a house on shore. The pot was calibrated in situ by the 
second method described above. A survey of the bottom was 
made in order to obtain the depth of water in the neighbour- 
hood of the explosion. 

The method of procedure in obtaining an explosion record 
was to assemble the guncotton on the raft and hang it in the 
water. The crystal vessel was then lowered into the water 
at ihe desired distance from the charge and the insulation 
of the system tested. If found satisfactory, the photographic 
late was lowered in the cathode ray tube, the magnetic 

field turned on and the key depressed for an instant, and the 
explosion resulted. The cathode potential was noted, and 
then the plate was lowered to a new position and a zero line 
taken by depressing the key. A potential difference of 
17°5 volts was applied to the condenser plates and the key 
again depressed for an instant, giving the displaced line. 
This displacement was used as a check on the reading of the 
electrostatic voltmeter. On developing the plate a record 
of the explosion wave is obtained, which also shows a small 
reflected wave from the bottom. 
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Figure 8 givesa typical form of wave from the detonation 
of a small chee ge of euncotton. A is the direct wave and B 
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that reflected from the bottom. Many oscillations were 
present as shown by the dotted lines, the position and number 
varying with the charge and particular detecting vessel used. 
The cause of these oscillations was not definitely settled, but 
the general nature of the wave is the same in each case. In 
figure 9 is shown the tvpe of wave produced by the explosion 
of a small charge of T.N.T. There are signs of oscillations 

Fig. 9. 
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in this case too, though they are not so marked. The pres- 
sure is not sustained so long with T.N.T. as with guncotton, 
but the maximum pressure is greater. As before, A is the 
direct wave and B the reflected wave, the charge being 
12 feet from the detecting vessel.in both cases. 

As an example of how the individual explosions agree 
among themselves, a few readings of the maximum pressures 
are given in Table II. Figure 10 represents the relations 
between distance and maximum pressure for equal charges 
of dry guncotton. The pressure appears to fall off in- 
versely as the distance from the explosion within the range 
examined. 
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Fig. 10. 
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VI. Velocity of Propagation of Explosive Wave 
in Water. 

The velocity of the explosive wave was measured in two 
different ways. In the first method two detector vessels 
were placed at a fixed distance apart,—24 feet in most cases, 
and the explosion detonated 12 feet from one of them in the 
same straight line. Both vessels were attached to the same 
lead connected to the oscillograph, but the detecting vessel 
A nearest the charge was made so that a pressure wave 
generated a positive charge in it, while the other B produced 
a negative charge when the pressure was applied to it. This 
arrangement cansed the spot to be deflected to the right side 
of the zero line by the pressure on A and to the left when it 
reached B. The first and second vessels were thus easily 
recognized on the plates, and the time interval between the 
two maximum pressures due to A and B gave the time for 
the wave to travel 24 feet. The velocity is then directly 
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obtained. Figure 11 shows the curves drawn from one of 
these plates. A represents the pressure on the first vessel, 
C that on the second, and B the reflected wave from the 
bottom recorded on the first vessel. ‘The reflected wave 

Fig. 11. 
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recorded by the second vessel was also obtained on some 
plates. The vessel B was a larger one than A, which 
accounts for C being greater than A in figure 9. Table III. 
gives the result obtained in this way. The results show that 
the velocity varies with the charge. The error in the time 
measurement is less than 4 per cent., which is the maximum 
variation found in the alternating current used for the time 
co-ordinate in these experiments ; but the variation was 
seldom more than 1 per “cent. on any particular day. The 
frequency was taken before each experiment. 

TasuE III. 

Velocity in feet 
Plate No. per second X 107%. 
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Average=5'1 
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The velocity was also obtained approximately from the 
interval between the arrival of the direct and reflected waves 
at the vessel in the above experiments. The position of the 
vessels and charge were known in each case, as well as the 
depth of the water, and thus from the geometry of 
the arrangement the path difference between the direct and 
reflected wave could be determined. The time interval is 
obtained from the plates on which the direct wave and echo 
from the bottom are recorded. Supposing the bottom to be 
a regular reflector, the velocity is obtained by dividing the 
path difference by the corresponding time interval. In 
Table IV. are given the results of a number of measurements 
made in this way. 
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ON arts 49 0:00907 56 

Average velocity =5'4 x 10° feet/second. 

J 

It is evident from the table that the average value obtained 
in this way for the velocity of the explosive wave is greater 
than that determined from the direct measurements. ‘The 
second method is naturally not as accurate as the first, for 
no account is taken of any irregularities in the bottom such 
as stones, vegetable growth, etc. The results, however, are 
an indication that the value 5100 feet per second is not too 
high a value for the velocity of the wave. This is a greater 
velocity than that attributed to sound, but the measurements 
in this case were all made near the explosion. 
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VII. Conelusion. 

The experiments which have been described above will 
give some idea of the possibilities and applications of Sir 
J.J. Thomson’s method of measuring explosion pressures. 
From the results obtained in these pr liminary experiments, 
the form of the rise and fall of pressure curve in an explosiv 
mixture of gases and the nature of the explosive waves in 
water caused by detonating some ordinary explosives have 
been found. The law of the variation in maximum pressure 
with the distance from the charge in the neighbourhood of 
the explosion has been obtained. The velocity of propaga- 
tion of the wave was found to be slightly eee than that of 
sound, 

In conclusion I wish to express my indebtedness and 
thanks to Sir J. J. Thomson for entrusting to me the de- 
velopment of this method of measuring explosion pressures, 
and for his interest during the progress : of the research. My 
thanks are also due to Professor J. C. McLennan for his 
constant support during the investigation, and to Mr. E. 
Everett who was associated with the early work 

LVIL. On the Electrical Conductivity of some Dielectries. 
By Wa 2b OOLN copes 

AS account was given some time ago (Phil. Mag. July 
1916 & Sept. 1917) of some tests on the electrical 

conductivity of mica in which it was shown that the con- 
ductivity, instead of being independent of the gradient, as 
demanded by Ohm’s Law, rose rapidly with increase of pres- 
sure, the logarithm of the conductivity being nearly a linear 
function of the gradient. 

In repeating the observations on mica and extending them 
to other dielectrics the following alterations in the method 
have been made :— 

(1) In place of using a Wimshurst machine as a source of 
high pressure, this is ‘obtained by means of a transformer 
and two thermionic rectifying valves. This arrangement 
forms a much steadier, and more easily regulated source, 
and is capable of supplyi ing much larger currents. 

(2) An arrangement is “used for continuously observing 
the pressure, instead of only finding it at a certain instant as 
previously. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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These modifications, by reducing variations of pressure 
and enabling their occurrence to be readily detected, render 
it TEENS a0 to employ a more sensitive galvanometer 
and a larger specimen than before. Hence both larger and 
smaller current densities can be dealt with and the range of 
observations considerably increased. It is also possible to 
work at higher pressures, which is most important when 
dealing with insulators that cannot be obtained in sheets as 
thin-as those of mica. 

Details of Apparatus. 

The electrical connexions are shown diagrammatically 
in fig. 1. Lis a “10 inch” induction coil whose primary 
carries an alternating current from a 50 volt 50 cycle 
supply. This can be varied by a set of rheostats from a 
small fraction of an ampere up to about 7 amperes, and is 
roughly measured by the ammeter A. V, and V, are two 
Kdiswan H.S.12 rectifying valves, V, and its filament 
battery being supported on an insulated stand. The point Hi 
is earthed. R is a carbon streak resistance of about 
2 megohms. ‘This is necessary to prevent an excessive 
current from passing through the valves if the high tension 
system is earthed, either intentionally or throngh the failure 
of a specimen. B is a battery of leyden jars of capacity 
about 0:017 microfarad. 

( is an air condenser (about 6 x 1074 m.f.) whose outer 
shell is earthed through the ballistic galvanometer G3, which, 
as in the previous arrangement, is protected from high pres- 
sures by a large condenser in parallel and an inductance in 
series. It is normally short-circuited by the key D, which 
is held in the position shown by a trigger. On releasing 
this, the key moves so as first to break this short circuit, 
and immediately afterwards earth the high tension system. 
The resulting throw of the galvanometer measures the pres- 
sure of the system. This arrangement, which is identical 
with that previously used, was on this occasion only employed 
to calibrate another device for the same purpose. 

This, shown diagrammatically at F’, consists of a rotating 
contact-maker which alternately charges a small condenser, 
and discharges it through a circuit, in which the dead-beat 
galvanometer G, may be included by Gopiessine the Morse 
key K,. As the contact-maker alw: ays revolves at the same 
speed, the average current through G, measures the average 
pressure of the source. 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 42. No, 250. Oct. 1921. 2 L 
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The specimen to be tested is represented by 8, which 
shows the earthed guard-ring designed to eliminate the 

Pio. i 
fo) 

FN, 

Hh gy 

effect of surface leakage. The current passing through the 
specimen is measured by the very sensitive galvanometer G, 
when the key K, is depressed. This key prevents the com- 

paratively large currents flowing when the system is quickly 

. 
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its zero. The use of the two keys K, and K, also enables 
the zeros of the galvanometers to be frequently tested. This is 
desirable as all three galvanometers are provided with variable 
shunts, not shown in the figure, to reduce their sensitivity 
to the desired extent, and small thermal effects at the shunt 
terminals sometimes cause a shift of zero of a few divisions in 
G,. The galvanometers G, and Gy are protected, as shown, 
by small inductance coils and safety spark-gaps H, and H,, 
each a small fraction of a millimetre, and also by the large 
shunting condensers, to prevent damage in the event of a 
failure of the specimen, or a flash over at the revolving 
contact-maker. 

The galvanometer G, has a coil resistance of 3290 ohms at 
16° C. and a damping (shunt) resistance 12,490 ohms, so that 
its effective resistance is very close to 2600 ohms. The 
sensitivity with this damping coil in use is about 2100 scale- 
divisions per microampere. It was standardized throughout 
the range used, and a curve (differing very little from a 
right line) plotted, enabling the current for any deflexion to 
be read off. Its sensitivity could be reduced, when neces- 
sary, to any desired extent by the use of an external shunt. 

2 has a resistance of 296 ohms and is naturally dead-beat, 
its coil being wound in a silver tube. Its sensitivity is about 
135 scale-divisions per microampere and was reduced, when 
necessary, by a 200 ohm shunt. All three galvanometers 
are of the suspended coil type. 

The revolving contact-maker is shown in section in fig. 2. 
It consists of a small parallel plate condenser formed of two 
metal disks A and B to whose edges are soldered hollow 
metal rings, seen in section in the figure, the over-all dia- 
meter- being 9°l cm. They are mounted, as shown, on the 
spindle of a single phase induction motor so that A is 
earthed through the spindle, while B is held between two 
me collars 3°3 cm. in diameter, the distance between 
he disks being 8 mm. The steel rod C, electrically con- 
hes to B by a small spring, makes contact in the course of 
its revolution with two steel spring brushes, one of which 
runs in each of the grooves shown in the ul sanite. These 
brushes are insulated and connected as shown in fig. 1. As 
the motor is running light its speed is only slightly below 
that of sy nebronism, and hence may be taken as constant, 
since the frequency of the A.C. supply is almost constant. 
The speed must be about 24 revolutions per second. A carbon 
lament lamp a short distance alow the contact-maker keeps 

al OL 

charged or discharged from passing through G, and altering 
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the surface of the ebonite free from moisture. The oniy 
trouble experienced with this contact-maker occurred at high. 
pressures, when the sparking which occurs at the brushes 
ionized the air to such an extent that appreciable leakage 
occurred through it. If this reached the low-pressure brush 
it caused too high a reading of the galvanometer. If it only 
occurred between the high-pressure brush and the earthed 
frame of the motor it was less important, but had the effect 

Fig. 2. 

of rendering the pressure unsteady. By the use of suitably 
placed vulcanite and metal screens the brushes were enclosed, 
so that this trouble was practically eliminated for pressures 
up to 10,000 volts. For larger pressures a larger apparatus 
with longer air-gaps would be necessary, but, as 10,000 volts 
greatly exceeded the pressure for which the valves were 
designed, it was considered inexpedient to try and increase 
the pressure further. 
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The voltage scale was calibrated as follows :— 
(1) The ballistic galvanometer G, was calibrated through- 

out its range by means of a set of mica condensers charged 
to pressures up to about 10 volts. The condensers, which 
varied from 0:05 to 0°8 microfarad, were standardized against 
each other, and the voltmeter used was standardized by 
means of a potentiometer. G, was thus standardized for 
quantity both with and without a 2000 ohm shunt, and the 
ratio of the two sensitivities found. In both cases the scale 
was almost uniform. 

(2) The steady deflexion of the dead-beat galvanometer 
G, was compared with the discharge throw of G; for various 
voltages of the high-pressure system. The scale of G, was 
thus found to be almost uniform for pressures above 
700 volts. At lower pressures the deflexion per volt was 
shghtly smaller. The readings of the two galvanometers 
were most consistent. As G, measures the average value of 
the voltage, and G; the instantaneous value at the instant 
of discharge, this shows that the fallin pressure between two 
maxima of the A.C. supply is very small when no specimen 
is connected. With a conducting specimen of course a 
certain fall must occur. By far the most extreme case 
occurred in the case of celluloid just previous to its failure. 
Making an allowance for the current passing to earth 
through the guard-ring, the total leakage current through 
the specimen must have been about 70 to 80 microamperes, 
which would reduce the potential difference of a condenser, 
0-017 microfarad capacity, by from 80 to 90 volts in the 
interval, 0°02 second, between maxima. As the average 
pressure on this occasion was 1250 volts, the maximum 
variation of pressure was about 7 per cent. In most cases 
the eo must have been negligible. 

(3) The actual scale was found by replacing the induction 
coil by the 200 volt A.C. mains, which provided an almost 
steady “ peak” voltage of about 280, as read on a Kelvin 
electrostatic voltmeter connected to the system. The cor- 
aencalis deflexion of G2 (about 16 scale-divisions) was 
carefully noted, and hence, allowing for the small reduction 
in sensitivity at low voltages, the voltage scale was found. 
It was thus found that for pressures above 700 volts the 
sensitivity was 16°2 volts per scale-division, or with a 
200 ohm shunt 40:0. volts per scale-division. 

It was found necessary to place an earthed metal screen 
between the high-pressure system and the galvanometers to 
reduce the effects of draughts of ionized air. A strip of 
earthed tinfoil was also oummed to both surfaces of the 
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slate bench, thus protecting the end of it carrying the 
galvanometers from leakage currents from the high-pressure 
source. Without these precautions currents as large as 
10-? microampere were indicated by G, when no conducting 
specimen was present. With them the current never 
exceeded 2x 10-4, which was negligible except in the cases 
of paraftin-wax and shellac. 

Mica. 
Tests were made on a specimen (A) which had already 

been tested by the previous method (Phil. Mag. July 1916). 
This consists of a sheet 0°0173 mm. thick, with tinfoil disks 
115 cm. in diameter gummed to its opposite faces. An iron 

Fig. 3 
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The results obtained at 14°-0 C. are plotted as small circles 
in fig. 3, where the ordinates represent the logarithms of 
the conductivity (K) and the abscissee the corresponding 
potential gradients (X). Here and elsewhere the unit of 
current density is taken as one microampere per square 
centimetre, and the unit of potential gradient one megavolt 
per centimetre, so that the unit of conductivity employed is 
10-!?(ohm)—!(em.)-!. It will be seen that the results lie along 
a smooth curve. The larger circles represent the original 
high- pressure observations at 9°-0 C. and the short right line 
near the origin represents the results of electrometer obser- 
vations at 15°5 C. Allowing for differences of temperature 
the latest results agree well with both previous sets. The 
curvature of the isotherms is however here clearly brought 
out for the first time, as in the previous work the available 
range was insufficient, and the isotherms treated as right 
lines. It might have been inferred from the discordance 
between the electrometer and galvanometer results (Phil. 
Mag. July 1916). Moreover, inspection of fig. 3, p. 202, 
Phil. Mag. Sept. 1917, will show that the results plotted 
therein could be hetter represented by slghtly curved, 
rather than by straight isotherms. 

Further tests were carried out on another specimen (B) 
which had been previously prepared but never tested. This 
was taken from the same batch as that described in the 
second of the previous papers, and hence, as was to be 
expected, its conductivity was only about one hundredth 
part of that of specimen A. The surfaces had been silvered 
S Carey Lea’s process, the arrangement being the same as 
that used before. The area of the central disk was 5:1 sq. cm. 
and the thickness of the sheet 00115 mm. The specimen 
was enclosed in a small oven and tested at various tem- 
peratures up to 128°C. The results are plotted in fig. 4. 
Small corrections have been introduced in plotting to allow 
for any small accidental temperature differences that oc- 
curred. The isotherms are similar curves which at moderate 
gradients become parallel right lines. The slope of these 
lines is 1°18, which is almost identical with the corresponding 
slope for specimen A, although the conductivity is so dif- 
ferent. It will be observed that the conductivity of B at 
109° C. is very similar to that of A at 14°C. for all gradients. 
The upper parts of the curves correspond fairly w all with the 
previously given straight line isotherms for a specimen from 
the same batch, though the conductivity of the present 
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specimen is somewhat higher. No simple general equation 
has been found connecting the various isotherms. 

Fig. 4. 

Mica Specimen B 

Glass. 

Tests were carried out on glass specimens, very thin 
microscope cover-glasses, 5 cm. square, being used. The 
faces were silvered, and the silvering then removed with a 
pointed piece of soft wood moistened with very dilute nitric 
acid, leaving a circular patch of suitable size in the centre of 
each. <A circle was drawn on one of these patches with a 
sharp style, an optical arrangement being used as a guide. 
This isolated a central region which was connected to the 
galvanometer, the surrounding annular silvering forming an 
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earthed guard-ring. This method (which would be inap- 
plicable with mica owing to its softness) worked excellently 
with glass, the insulation formed by the dividing line being 
found to be quite satisfactory. 

The results plotted in fig. 5 were obtained with a specimen 

Fig. 5. 
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we 

2 2 By] =< 

Glass x 

0°129 mm. “thick, the test area being about 0°93 sq. em. 
The small circles represent readings with increasing fields, 
the large ones readings when the field was being subse- 
quently reduced. It will be noticed that at 15° C., when 
the conduction current is comparatively small, the former 
ones are consistently higher than the latter. This may be 

O-4 0-6 
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due to some small polarization effect which becomes less 
important at higher temperatures, when the true conductior 
current is much. larger. 

The available range of gradients is fateh smaller than 
with mica owing to the thickness of the specimen and also 
to its small dielectric strength at high temperatures. The 
specimen was pierced at “TAC. by a gradient of about 
0°5 megavolt per centimetre, as shown ly the point X on 
the highest isotherm. As vith mica over a similar range, 
the isotherms are approximately right lines but they are not 
parallel, the slope decreasing from 1°50 at 15°C. to 0:91 at 
74°C. The conductivity is much larger than that of mica, 
and the effect of temperature is also much greater, but the 
general slope of the isotherms is very similar, the slope for 
45° being nearly the same as the slope for mica. 

Ie ara n Wan. 

Fig. 6 shows in section the arrangement used for testing 

parafiin- wax. The heavily shaded parts represent the central 

Fig. 6. 
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metal rod, earthed metal guard- tube, and mercury pools on 
either side of the wax film, which js shown stippled. The 
diagonal dotted shading represents ebonite. The lower 
mercury was first pour ed in and then sufficient paraffin-wax 
was melted, in situ, to form a film of suitable thickness. 
This was done by holding an iron plate akove the wax and 
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heating the upper side of the plate with a Bunsen burner. 
When the film was quite cold the upper mercury was poured 
in and connected to the high-pressure source, the central rod 
being connected to the galvanometer. 

Tests were carried out at 15° C., the pressure being raised 
until the film was pierced. The film was then cut out and 
its thickness measured in various places with a micrometer 
screw. This was not uniform as the lower mercury stood 
higher in the centre than round the edge, owing to surface 
tension, during the casting of the wax. Over a disk 1°5 em. 
in diameter the thickness varied from about 0°33 mm. near 
the fracture, which was not quite central, up to 0°37 mm. 
Further out the thickness increased rapidly up to several 
millimetres at the edge of the lower mercury cup, which 
was 2°54 em. in diameter. 

The specimen was pierced by a pressure of 7600 volts 
giving a maximum gradient of about 0°25 megavolt per cm. 
The current passing through G, just before the failure of 
the specimen, was about 4x 1074 microampere. As, however, 
the ionization current through the air, when the specimen 
was removed, was about 15x10 4 the current through the 
specimen was about 2:°5x10-4. Assuming the effective 
area of the specimen to be 2 sq. cm., and its mean thickness 
0°35 mm., the conductivity works out as 6x 1074 under a 
gradient of 0'2. The conductivity is so small that there is little 
chance of observing its rise under the very limited eradient 
that the wax will stand, as the pressure of the source 
employed cannot be maintained constant enough to allow 
of an electrometer being used for measuring the conduction 

current. 

Shellac. 

The same apparatus was used, a little shellac dissolved in 
absolute alcohol being poured on the surface of the lower 
mercury and the whole allowed to stand for about two 
months. Unfortunately, the alcohol on the surface evaporates 
very rapidly, leaving a solid crust through which the alcohol 
from lower layers diffuses very slowly, so that it is probable 
that the film when tested contained appreciable quantities of 
alcohol, though when examined after fracture it was quite 
hard throughout. 

The film was unfortunately pierced by a pressure of about 
3000 volts before very many readings had been obtained. 
The average thickness was found to be 0:125 mm., so failure 
occurred between 0:2 and 0:3 megavolt per em. The few 
readings obtained for the conduction current at 14° °7 Cy 
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were not very concordant, but indicated clearly a rise of 
conductivity from about 2°5 at ver y small gradients to about 
Jat 0-2. This means a slope of the logarithmic isotherms 
of about 2‘7, 1. e., somewhat greater than that of glass or 
mica. 

A film of shellac was also cast by the same method a 
that employed with paraffin-wax, but owing to the vise 
of the melted shellac it was impossible to obtain a thin film 
by this method. The film used was 2:0 mm. thick and 
failed under a pressure of 8000 volts. As this only corre- 
sponds to a gradient of 0:04 it seems probable that a flaw 
existed. No current was detected through this film indi- 
cating that the conductivity did not exceed 2x 107%, only 
about yoo part of that of the film obtained from alcoholic 
solution. 

Celluloid. 

An old piece of Kodak film 0-080 mm. thick from which 
the emulsion had been removed was used, brass contact- 
pleces and a*brass guard-ring being gummed to its faces. 
Tests were carried out at 14°3C., the pressure being raised 
by small steps until piercing occurred, This happened at 
1250 volts (corresponding to a gradient of 0-16) after the 
voltage had been steady for long enough to enable readings 
to be obtained. The readings, including the last, were very 
concordant, the logarithmic. isotherm being a cir aight line 
repr esented by the equation log K=1°33 43: 8X, so that the 
conductivity increases much faster with gradient than that 
of any other dielectric tested. It is interesting to note 
that the conductivity of celluloid obeys a similar law to 
those of the inorganic dielectrics mica and glass, in which 
the conduction might possibly be of an electroly tic nature *. 

Tabulation of Results. 

The various results are tabulated below. Here ¢ is the 
temperature centigrade. A and B are constants in the 
formula log K See where K is the conductivity, the 
unit being 1052 (oh: n)- 1 (em.)7', and X the potential 
gradient in megavolis per centimetre. X,, is the value of X 
which pierced the specimen. Jn cases where the specimen 
was not pierced the highest gradient attained is given asa 
minor limit. Ris the resistivity in ohm centimetres at very 
small values of X as obtained by extrapolation. 

* Tvidence against this view has since keen chtained. See ‘ Nature,’ 
July 7, 1921, p. 584. 
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In the case of mica the formula only applies to a gradient 
of about 1:5. Above this it yields too high a value for 
the conductivity, see curves figs. 3 and 4. | 

Material. th A. B. Xn. ive 

Mica specimen A .........00000. A cGe ee Oe 3:0 LAO! 
i acta Dyk) ae eee NB EO. OUI SSI alerescallyy 

i sa ee ee ee Bi AEG TU SSO BISON 

% yn BLL ae oe Conon U jee lets S30 Ss 510! 

ro aly Weed heed ile 109 488 -FI18s >28 13x 1015 

ioe es sass 8 WE By Wei. SSP eek 

Glass (cover glass) ............ 1 BBS ss) Po SSO FF adie oraule 
eek Sah eae Ree es 2) TNE SBR SOG Gee 

az ie el eee a A OOO AS SOS AOS 

Sete bi ae eas BS: OB: 10S. SOB Cera! 

Le Jel agaga a eres fe 123 O@i c.05 5:9x101 

Peal Wi cs cick oote ds cs 15 —~ — e.0'25 ©«.4x«10% 

Shellac from solution ......... Sy 05 CPs aires C7 c.025 «4x10! 

Pen URA Casimir seh ok. 23! 12 — — c.0°04 >4x10!4 

Celluloid (Kodak film) ...... eee 35 38 016 47101 

Summary and Conclusion. 

1. A method is described of testing the conductivity of 
dielectrics when subjected to high continuous pressures, 
produced with the aid of rectifying valves,-and measured by 
means of a rotating contact-maker. 

2. The previous results for mica are generally confirmed, 
but it is shown that when the logarithm of the conductivity 
is plotted against the potential gradient over the con- 
siderable range now available, the isotherms exhibit distinct 
curvature. 

3. In the case of the other dielectrics tested, the available 
range is much less, and the isotherms are approximately right 
lines. Glass differs from mica, as in its case the slope of 
the isotherms decreases with rise of temperature. 

In conclusion I wish to express my gratitude to Prof. W. E. 
Thrift for his kind permission to continue this work in the 
Physical Laboratory, Trinity College, Dublin, after I had 
resigned my position on the laboratory staff, 

Royal Dublin Society, 
May 23, 1921. 



LVIIL. Lhe Reception of Wireless Waves on a Shielded Frame 
Aerial. By ALAN A. CAMPBELL SWINTON, #_L_S.*, 

HE following experiments were recently carried out by 
the writer in his Jaboratory in London, in order to test 

a suggestion made by Mr. N. P. Hinton, a member of the 
Sub-Committee on Directional Wireless of the Radio Research 
Board, that something of the nature of a wireless telescope, 
with improved directicn-finding properties, might be made 
by placing a frame aerial in a large metal tube or wire 
spiral, open at the ends. 

Particulars are published with the permission of the Radio 
Research Board. 

The frame employed was a circular one, 1 foot in diameter, 
with LOO total turns of No. 20 8. W.G. cotton-covered copper 
wire, all the turns bunched together, with a four-way switch 
so arranged that the number of turns in use could be 
diminished to 20, 40, or 80 turns, as desired. 

With 80 turns in use, and with an adjustable condenser 
connected across its ends, this frame records, in London, 
the spark emission from the Kittel Tower in Paris, loudly 
when coupled to a d-valve resistance amplifier connected to 
a 3-valve transformer-coupled note magnifier, and has fairly 
good directional properties. All the experiments were made 
with the spark emission from Paris, which has a wave-length 
of 2600 metres. 

The shielding tube first employed consisted of an oblong 
wooden frame of square section, ]8 inches wide, 18 inches 
deep, and 4 feet long, wound round with No. 18 8.W.G. 
bare copper wire spaced 1 inch apart and connected to earth. 
With the ends of the tube open, and with the extremities of 
the square copper spiral unconnected, the frame, when placed 
within the tube, gave signals from Paris of approximately 
the same strength as outside of the tube. When, however, the 
ends of the spiral were connected together, so as to forma 
closed circuit, the signals received on the frame were con- 
siderably weakened, say by about 50 per cent.; and this 
weakening was accentuated, so that the signals only retained 
about 25 per cent. of their original strength, by short- 
circuiting the individual spirals with four longitudinal 
copper wires along the corners of the tube. It was found, 
however, that the tube itself possessed no appreciable direc- 
tional screening effect upon the frame, it making no detectable 

* Communicated by the Author, having been read before the British 
Association September 1921. 
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difference in what direction the tube was pointed, provided 
the frame itself was in the plane pointing to Paris. ‘This 
continued to be the case, even when the open ends of the 
tube were closed by grids of copper wire connected at 
humerous points to the spiral, the putting on or removal 
of these grids making no detectable difference in the 
strength of the signals. 

Finally, the whole tube, including its ends, was completely 
covered in with iron wire netting ‘of about Linch mesh, in 
contact with the copper spiral and end orids ; when it was 
found that, though the signals were slightly further 
diminished in intensity, say to about 20 per cent. of their 
original strength, Paris could still be easily heard on the 
frame, which continued to have directional properties quite 
irrespective of the position of the wire-netting covered tube. 

Tt would appear from the experiments that while com- 
pletely enclosing the frame in a conducting network 
considerably damps the currents in the frame, and thus 
diminishes the strength of the signals, such conducting net- 
work by no means entirely screens the frame from incoming 
waves of the 2600 metre length sent out on the spark 
emissions of the Hiffel Tower. This result would appear to 
be dependent on the considerable wave-length tested, 
copper-wire grids such as are mentioned above, with the 
wires parallel to the plane of polarization of the waves, pretty 
well completely sereen off the very short waves of a few 
centimetres length, such as were used in the original lecture- 
room experiments with Hertzian waves, as ‘shown many 
years ago by Sir Oliver Lodge. 

Further experiments were made with the frame placed 
within a copper box in the form ef a cube of two-feet dimen- 
sions in each direction, made of sheet copper about 1/32 
of an inch in thickness. This box was completely closed in 
with soldered joints, excepting on one side, which was open, 
but could be closed by means of a close-fitting lid also made 
of similar sheet copper. In all the experiments the copper 
box was connected to earth. The same circular frame aerial, 
one foot in diameter, used in the previous trials, was em- 
ployed, but a more compact, transformer-coupled 6-valve 
amplifier was used in place of the 5-valve resistance 
amplifier and the separate 3-valve note magnifier. 

Preliminary experiments, in which only the frame aerial 
was enclosed in the copper box—the amplifier, tuning con- 
denser, telephone receiver, and batteries being outside— 
having proved unreliable owing apparently to the outside 
apparatus picking up the waves irrespective of the frame, 
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it was decided to put the whole of the apparatus and con- 
nexions, as well as the frame, inside the box, and to listen to 
the telephone receiver through a $-inch rubber tube passed 
into the box through a round hole in the latter. Consider- 
able trouble was experienced in getting the apparatus to — 
work properly under these conditions, the close proximity 
of the frame and the amplifier causing reactions that were 
apt to lead to automatic howling, but with care clear signals 
were again obtained. 

Hixperiments were again repeated with the 2600-metre 
spark emission from the Hiffel Tower. 

Though putting the frame and other apparatus into the 
box greatly reduced the strength of the received signals, 
still, when the frame was pointed in the right direction, with 
the open side of the copper box turned towards Paris, the 
signals could be heard quite easily. They were probably 
only about 5 per cent. of the strength obtained with the 
frame completely unshielded. 

On closing up the open side of the box with the copper 
lid, it was found that as the lid was put on, the signals 
further gradually diminished in strength. They were, how- 
ever, still distinctly audible so long as the narrowest possible 
slit or opening was left. Indeed, they only disappeared, and 
did so quite suddenly, when the edges of the lid came into 
actual contact with the box so as to form a closed continuous 
electrical conductor round the frame. With the lid quite 
closed, and making good electrical contact all round, no 
trace of the signals “could be heard. 

Experiments were also tried with a lid consisting of thin 
tin-foil pasted on wood, in place of the copper lid. This lid 
was just as effective as the copper one in stopping the signals. 
When the tin-foil lid completely closed the aperture and “made 
good contact all round with the copper box, no trace of any 
signals could be obtained. 

As mentioned, all these results were obtained with the 
open side of the box facing Paris, but exactly similar results, 
with no distinguishable difference as regards the strength 
of the received signals, were obtained when the box was 
turned round so that its open side was pointing in the 
exactly opposite direction from Paris. By such means it is 
therefore not possible to ascertain the absolute direction of 
the waves any better than with an unshielded frame. 

With the box turned so that its open side pointed ina 
direction at right angles to the direction of Paris, either to 
the right or to “the left, but with the frame pointing in the 
direction of Paris, no sionals at all could be heard, though | 

—- 
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the side of the box was Sosa plokehe open; but with the box 
so placed that its open side pointed in a direction making 
an angle of 45 degrees with the direction of Paris, with 
the frame pointing in the same direction or more towards 
Paris, the signals could be heard, though faintly, being 
reduced to some 1 per cent. of their value with the frame 
completely unshielded. 

For any signals to be heard, it was, however, essential that 
the relative positions of the box and frame were such that a 
prolongation of the plane of the frame towards or away from 
Paris, no matter which, came out of the open side of the box, 
clear of the copper sides. 

With the box turned up so that its open side pointed to the 
sky, with the vertical frame pointing to Paris, the signals 
could be heard at about 1 per cent. of their full unshielded 
value, and disappeared when the lid was put on, in exactly 
the same way as when the open side of the box was pointing 
to, or directly away from Paris. 

From these experiments it would appear that waves of 
the length and strength of those experimented with do not 
penetrate into a completely closed metallic box to a sufficient 
extent to give audible signals with a frame aerial and 
amplifier of the description used, even if the side of the box 
facing the source of the waves is only closed with tin-foil. 
Further, it would seem that the screening effect is largely 
a matter of a closed electrical conducting circuit in that 
portion of the box that surrounds the periphery of the frame, 
the smallest break in the electrical conducting continuity 
interfering largely with the screening effect. 

That this is so, is shown by further experiments made with 
a flat sheet of tin plate, 5 feet in length and 8 inches wide, 
-bent so as to form a cylinder. This was placed over the 
frame so that the axis of the cylinder coincided with that of 
the frame. With the ends of the tin-plate sheet overlapping, 
but not in electrical contact, the effect in reducing the 
strength of the signals was small, but immediately increased 
considerably, so that the signals were reduced to about 
20 per cent. of their original strength, when the ends of tlie 
sheet were allowed to touch so as to form a continuous 
conducting ring round the periphery of the frame. Con- 
tracting the diameter of the ring by sliding the overlapping 
ends of the plate so that the ring was closer to the frame all 
round, still further reduced the strength of the signals, till 
when the ring was touching the insulated wires of the frame all 
round, the si ionals very near why disappeared, This indicates that 
the effect is not merely a question of screening, but also of eddy. 

Pint. Mag S. 6. Vol. 42. No. 250. Oct. 1921. 2M 
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current damping , Which was further shown by contracting 
the tin-plate cylinder still further, and placing it inside the 
frame, where it again had the effect of largely reducing the 
strength of the signals. That damping enters largely into 
the matter was also proved by placing a large flat copper 
plate close up to one side of the frame, where it could have 
no screening, but only a damping effect, which also greatly 
diminished the strenoth of the signals. : 

The result obtained with the frame inside the copper box, 
in getting signals of equal strength with the open side of the 
box facing away from the source of the waves, as when the 
open side “faced towards such source, may perhaps be of some 
interest, from the point of view of theory, in throwing some 
light upon the mechanism of electromagnetic wave pheno- 
mena, inasmuch as it pives evidence that, in addition to 
what is analogous to a “push” upon an aerial in front of the 
wave front, there is also something of the nature of a “ pull” 
upon an aerial behind the wave front. 

Otherwise the experiments go to show that, at any rate 
upon the small scale employed, the use of a shielding tube 
or box does not assist in improving directional reception. 
It is possible, however, that if tried ona larger scale, with 
much more space between the frame and the shield so as to 
avoid damping, the results might be different. 

LIX. Note on Neumann's Law of Electromagnetic 
Induction. By Prof. A. ANDERSON * 

7 HEN a closed conducting cirenit is moved in a mag- 
netic field, a current flows round it, the value of 

the electromotive force producing the current being given- 
by Neumann’s Law. This | law is established quantitatively 
from dynamic xal principies, but I think one must feel that 
the proof is not altogether free from objection. For, as it 
is usually presented, an electromotive force E is supposed to 
be already in the circuit and then, by the conservation of 
energy, 

BU=CR+O5", 
The circuit, however, may be ae SO th at C is always 

zero, in  bielh case nothing ean be deduced from this 
equation. If C=O at any instant and if it varies in value 

: ; dN 
during the motion we must have H= a at that instant. If 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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{' does not vanish we have, dividing by C, 

dN 
mie dee 

soveate 
ae oe aN | 

showing that the current is increased by — ar | R,. or that 

there is an additional E.M.F. in the circuit saul to a : 

If E=0, we can only say that if a current is produced 
when the circuit is moved (and experiment can be appealed 
to in support of this), its value, in accordance with the con- 
servation of energy, must be sect that 

0=C-R+ cs 
at 

Es dN | 

The following elementary method of arriving at the law 
is based on the existence of electrons in matter. It is so 
simple that one can hardly believe that it has not been 
already noticed, though I have failed to find any specitic 
mention of it. 3 

If e isa charge of electricity moving with velocity v ina 
magnetic field, the force on it is Bevsin@ perpendicular to 
the plane Bv in the direction cf translation of a right- 
handed screw turning from v to B the magnetic induction, 
O being the angle between B and v. Suppose now, instead 
of a charge e, we have an element PQ of a linear conductor 
owing in the same way. There will be forces on its posi- 
tive atums and free electrons, displacements will be produced, 
and a current will flow round a closed circuit of which PQ 
is an element. ~ The force per unit charge will be Bu sin@ 
and this resolved along PQ is Busin @ cos ¢, ¢ being the 
angle between PQ and the normal to the plane By. The 
H.M.F. round a circuit of which PQ is an element ds is, 

consequently, \ Be sin @ cos dds, taken round the eircuit. 
Let PQ move into the position P’Q' in the time dt. Then 

the number of lines of induction cut by PQ in this time is 
Bu cosy sin w ds &t, where x is the angle m: ae by B with the 
normal to the plane PQv, and the angle that PQ makes 
with v. But it is an easy problem i in spheric: al trigonometry 
to show that sin wrcos x=sin 6 cos . 

Hence | Bv sin 0 cos¢ ds is the number of lines of induction 

2M 2 
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cut per unit time by the linear conductor. It follows, there- 
AT 

fore, that the E.M.F. round the circuit is — S , and thus. 

Neumann’s law follows immediately from that of Ampére. 
The magnetic field has been supposed at rest, but the 

H.M.I. depends only on the relative motion of the cireuit 
and the field. Hence it is given by \ Bo sin 8 cosd@ds or 

\ Bv cos x sin wrds, where v is the velocity of the element 
ds of the circuit relative to the line of induction through if, 

and this is equal to — S for, the vector B being solenoidal, 

there is no way of increasing or diminishing N except by 
lines of induction cutting the bounding circuit. 

The above may be put shortly as foilows :— 
Let a surface bounded by the circuit move in a magnetic 

field whose lines of induction arealsoin motion. The motion 
of the circuit and the surface of which it is the boundary 
is the resultant of two motions, the first such that the velecity 
u of any point of the circuit or any point of the surface is 
equal to that of the line of induction through it, and the 
second such that the velocity v of any point of the circuit or 
any point of the surface is equal to its velocity relative to 
the line of induction passing through it. 
We may thus consider three near positions of the surface 

S,, 82, S83. Applying Gauss’s theorem to the space traced 
out between S, and 8,, we have 

{p.as ai B,dS + 6¢ | [ 2, B]ds=81 { divBuds aft a(S i 

But, since B is solenoidal, {= dS =0; also div B=0, and 

( Bus= = | Bus, Hence / B]ds=0, or there is no 

E. AL F, round the cireait. Applying the s same theorem to 
the space traced cut between S, and § Ss and remembering 
that in the motion the lines of induction are at rest, we have 

(. ads -{p nl == ot {t Blds=6t {aiv B v,ds + Ot (2Beas, 

B, 
But = =, div B=0, and, consequently, 

d : 

a 5\ LBS = {ix Blds, 

which is Neumann’s law if {Lo,. Blds ke identified with the 
E M.F. round the cireuit. 
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LX. The Convection Coefficient in a Dispersive Medium. 

By Prof. A. ANDERSON ™. 

HEN a transparent medium, such as the water in 
Fizeau’s experiment, 1s in motion with velocity v 

away froma source of light, the velocity of light in it to 
an observer moving with the medium is c/w’, where wu’ is the 
index of refraction of the medium for the light that passes 
through it. We may regard the source of light as at rest 
in a systen S and the medium as at rest in a system 8’ 
moving relative to S$ with velocity v. 

Let the period of the light of the source (which is at rest 
in 8) to an observer in § be 7; then, to an observer in 8’, 

e e U e e 

the period is t+67, where 67= aT This is an example of 

Doppler’s principle. Hence if mw is the index of refraction 
of the medium for light of period 7, 

: du v 
— [i.e 

par ea 

If the medium is in motion towards the source with 
velocity v, 

ihe 

The velocity to.an observer in S of the light in the medium 
moving away from the source is, by the well-known formula 
of special relativity, 

c/p’ +u 
L+v/p'c 

i eles 
=C 1-—->- 5+ =C ( eu to[1— a ant | Solute, 

the square of v being neglected. 
If the medium is moving towards the source the velocity 

of light in it to an observer in § is c/u—kv. 
Now if / is the total length of the water path in Fizeau’s 

experiment the difference of path measured is 

ee a l — 2ly?y 

ciu—Kv club vu 

Sule Cle Te) 

c fer eee aT. 
Oey 

SoG ale : (= Z aa} ae : dl 
Ca aN FOS ay dn]? 

where ® igs the wave-length in air of the light leaving the 
source. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Mr. Cunningham in ‘The Principle of Relativity,’ p. 63, 
fin's a different expression, the quantity in brackets being 

1 en Oe 
Se ak instead of that given above. This is obtained 

by comparing the period in the moving medinm to an 
observer at rest in S’ with what it would appear to an 
observer at rest in S, that is to an observer placed so that 
the medium would flow past him with velocity v. But it 
seems to me that the comparison should be between the 
period of the light in S before it falls on the medium to an 
observer in § with the period which it has in the moving 
medium to an observer at rest relative to that medium. 

There are three different periods to which we may refer. 
There is the period, 7, of the source of light to an observer at 
rest in §. ‘This is the period to this observer before the 
light falls on the moving medium and after it has left it. 
Then there is the period of the light in the moving medium 
to an observer moving with it, and there is the period of the 
light in the moving medium to an observer at rest in S. By 
applying the formule of transformation of special relativity 
these periods are found to be, respectively, 

yee a pee €+v 

C= c+ py 

Mr. Cunningham uses the ratio of the first of these latter 

to the second, that is ——#"_ or 14 ES if we neglect the 
square of v. Cae : 

On p. 44 of Mr. Cunningham’s‘ Relativity and the Electron 
Theory,’ a reference is made to experiments of Zeeman to 
determine the value of «, the quantity in brackets, and a 
table is given showing an excellent agreement for certain 
wave-lengths between Zeeman’s results and those calculated 
from Mr. Cunningham’s formula. : 

The most careful experiments on the dispersion of light in 
water seem to have been made by E. Flatow (1903), but I 
find that his results in the region of the visible spectrum 
agree closely with those calculated from the formula of 
Martens (1901). This formula is 7 

b 
= —( +4 + = B® 

where a=1'76148, c=:013414, b=:0065438, B='11512, and 
A=wave-length x 10+. 7 

5 
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We have also 

Rud Ne b 
= = — (e+ pe) i ee ce 

Using these formule, I have constructed the following 
table similar to that on p. 44 of ‘ Relativity and the Electron 

Theory.’ 

| | 
| 

Wave-length x 108 KR. Ka. | Ko. KZ- | 

4500 ‘4424 HO Gl 465 
4580 “4420 aon a (etoe4) 7) AGST I 

| 5461 4383 4501 ps | 451 

6870 4318 ‘41388 | -4464 447 
| | 

In this table «pis the convection coefficient a cording to 
Fresnel’s formula, «4 according to my formula, x%¢ according 
to Mr. Cunningham’s formula, and «z the siline found in 
Zeeman’s experiments. It will be seen that for only one of 
the four wave-lengths does my formula give a closer approxi- 
mation to the experimental result than Mr. Cunningham’s. 

LXI. The Forms of Planetary Orlits on the Theory of 
Relativity. By W. B. Morron, W.A., Queen's University, 
Belfast *. 

A exact integral of the differential equation for a 
planetary orbit on Hinstein’s theory can be expressed, 

ws Prof. Forsyth has pointed out {, by use of elliptic 
functions. The chief interest, of course, attaches to the 
case actually occurring in astronomy, where the departure 
from the elliptic orbit of the classical theory is very small. 
But it is interesting also, if only from the purely mathe- 
matical point of view, to examine the forms which these 
orbits assume in the most general case. To a certain extent 
it is easy to foresee how the elliptic form will be further 
modified as the magnitudes involved are progressively 
altered. Increasing the strength of the centre will bring 
about an increase of. the apsidal angle. As the velocity in 

* Communicated by the Author. 
t Proc. Roy. Soe. xevii. p. 145 (1920). 
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the orbit is increased we should get something corresponding 
to the parabolic and hyperbolic paths of the old theory. Of 
greater interest is the modification which is reached by 
decreasing the velocity, a direction of change which seems to 
do less violence to the possibilities of the universe as it is. 
This is found to lead to orbits of a new type which pass 
through the centre and to which, therefore, the name of 
‘captured orbits” may be applied. In the present note the 
purely mathematical aspect of the matter is alone considered. 
The co-ordinates 7 and @ are taken in their ordinary mean- 
ings and curves are drawn to exhibit the relations between 
them. I leave on one side the question as to the possible 
bearing of any of the results on observable phenomena in a 
non-euclidean world where any function of » may be used 
instead of +. 

The first integral of the equation of motion is 

2 
(3) =2mu?—w? + = u+const. 

Here m is the “strength of the centre” or ‘‘ mass of the 
sun’ in gravitational units and h is twice the area described 
in unit “‘ proper time” of the planet. It is usual to adopt a 
system of units in which the constant of gravitation and the 
velocity of light in space devoid of gravitation are each 
unity, and the unit of length is the kilometre. The two 
fundamental unit quantities being regarded as dimensionless 
constants, the dimensions of mass and length become iden- 
tical and mass also is measured in kilometres. The mag- 
nitude of this unit mass is 1°35 x 10°° gm. 

The cubic expression on the right-hand side must be 
‘positive in the region of motion and the coefficient of u® is 
positive. It follows that when all three roots are real the 
actual values of « must lie between the greatest root and +a, 
or else between the middle and smallest roots. If only one 
root is real, w will lie between this and +0. ‘Therefore in 
every case the range of values will be bounded at one end by 
a root, 2. ¢., the motion will include at least one apsidal 
distance. We shall suppose the particle projected from this 
apse with varying velocities defined by A. Further, if we 
wish to survey the possible forms of orbits there will be no 
loss of generality in making the apsidal distance unity. For 
it is evident from the differential equation that a geometri- 
eally similar orbit will be obtained provided m and A are 
increased in the same ratio as the linear dimensions. Since 
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i is the product of apsidal distance and velocity of projection 
(measured by unit of proper time), it follows that a path of 
the same shape is got by projecting with the same velocity 
at increased distance in presence of a centre of force whose 
strength is increased in the same proportion. Accordingly, 
in what follows m will mean the ratio of the strength of the 
centre to the initial apsidal distance (both measured, as 
already explained, in km.), and h will be the ratio of the 
velocity of projection to the velocity of light. 

The first step is to adjust the value of the arbitrary con- 
stant, so that (w—1) is a factor of the expression, which then 
takes the form 

1 1 1 
2 Bee yee | ae pea fea var 2m(u 1) 4% (Sn 1 ut 12 ee 1), 

and the question turns on the nature of the roots of the 
quadratic factor. 

The magnitude of m being fixed, suppose h to increase 
from zero. There are three critical values of h—say, fy, ho, hs. 

(1) When the roots of the quadratic are equal, 

i alt Z 
hi? = is +1) —l. 

(2) When one root is unity, 

Pelee 

(3) When one root is zero, 

pele als ms 
Hee Dit 

The values (1) and (2) coincide when m=H, (2) and (3) 
when m=32, (1) and (3) when m=4; these are therefore 
critical values of m. The greatest variety in types of orbits 
is found when mm is less than the smallest of these values, so 
it is convenient to discuss this case first and afterwards to 
indicate how the results are modified for larger values of m. 
The polar angle @ will be measured from the initial apse-line 
u=1. In the integrated equation wu is expressed in terms of 
eliiptic functions of the argument p@, where p is a number 
for which different expressions are found in the sepirate 
cases. ‘To illustrate the results obtained I have drawn a 
series of curves for the case m=}, for which the critical 
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values of = are 51,5, and 3. Details of these orbits are 

given in the table at the end of the paper. The special 

values chosen for = are such as to give unbroken values for 

the modular angle of the elliptic functions in order to facili- 

tate the computations. 

Casem<t. 

G.) If h<h,, then unity is the only real root of the cubic, 
wu runs from 1 to ©, r from 1 to 0,and we have a “ captured 
orbits: 

Let the result of substituting w=1 in the prada: factor 
be See 

the integral is 
seenpe sn? $8 .dn?s pe. 

ces re = 00 See en? Sp - 

where p?=2mH and /?= (H+, =e = — ) /2H. u=a for 

9=2K/p, giving the angular range ie the motion from the 
apse to capture. 

As h approaches h,, H approaches We = 5) k approaches 

Fig. 1. 

CES a Sa 

Fig. 2. 

unity, and the particle makes a continually increasing 
number of circuits round the centre before being drawn in 
(figs. 1-4). 



= 
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Fig. 3. 

(ii.) When h=/y, the elliptic functions become hyperbolic 
and we have 

u=1+H tanh? $pé. 
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As @ increases u approaches the limiting value 

ba eee 
Am 2° 

the path continually approximates to a circle of radius 
4m/(1—2m) (fig. 5). This form may be called the “asym- 
ptotic circular orbit.” 

ieee 

igs 5. 

Jt is not at first sight obvious how this form of orbit can 
be reached as the limit of class G.). On examination it will 
be seen that, as the number of convolutions increases, the 
path lingers in the neighbourhood of u=1+H. This is 
owing to the rapid change in the elliptic function F(¢), 
when ¢ and the modular angle are both nearly 90°. As a 
consequence, a large change in @ is accompanied by only a 
small change in r until the case of asymptotic approach to 
the critical distance is reached. 
When m is very small the critical velocity h, may be taken 

as 4m. For the Sun and Earth m is about 1078, the Sun’s 
mass being 1°47 km. and the radius of the orbit 1°49 x 108 km. 
The critical velocity for capture is 4x 107®x speed of light 
= 12 metres per sec. or about the 2500th part of the orbital 
velocity. 
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(iit:) hi< h < lide 

The quadratic has now two real roots, separated in oppo- 
- ee 1 ] = Cee rier 

site directions from ice = =) whichis >1. Call these a, 8 
n ly 

in descending order, then the arrangement of roots of the 
cubic is «, 8,1. The range of values of wu is now from 1 to 
8, i. e.,from aphelion to perihelion. The orbit corresponds 
to a planetary ellipse with the Hinstein advance of the apse. 
This case may be described as an “elliptic orbit from 
aphelion ” (fig. 6 

Fig, 6 

j / 

The equation is 
As Pepe (aoa 

w=1F(8—1). Se a err 1+(8—1)sn? 5p0, 

with p=2m(a—1), ki? = (8—1)/(4a—1) 

(In all cases of three real roots the difference of greatest and 
least roots occurs in p”, and the difference of “middle and 
least roots divided by this gives &?.) The apsidal angle is 
2K/p, decreasing from the “infinite value which it has in 
case (il.). 
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(iv.) When h=A, the root G=1, and the orbit is a eirele 
of unit radius kos the sake of continuity in the diagrams 
this is included as fig. ‘). The? me loeley in a erele IO 

unit radius is m* sA- 3m)? instead of m? as on the ordinary 
vhegee ; 

IEE 7/3 
o) 

The value of the root « is now E a —2). The apsidal 
2n 

angle of the last case approaches z/(1 — 6m)?, which replaces 
wt as the “apsidal angle of a nearly circular or bits 

(v.) For hy<h<hs the root 8 is less than unity and the 
cae Beiter | is 2,1, 8; wruns from 1 to 8, and we have an 
‘elliptic orbit from perihelion ” (fig. 8). This is the case 
sonsidered by Prof. Forsyth; his ‘p” is the reciprocal of p. 

en? $p0 
dn? ie” 

len pe 
1+dn pd ae RS) 

pis2m'a—f),  B=(1—B)/(a—8). 
w=B+(1-8). 
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For purposes of calculation it is more convenient to 
measure @ from aphelion and use the second form given 

under (iil.). 
Fig. 8. 

Gi 60h 2, 
~ Bm 

The aphelion distance 

becomes infinite and we have the analogue of the ordinary 

“parabolic orbit.’ 

for the two halves of the curve cross each 

It does not look like a parabola (fig. 9 a), 
other.. The 

apsidal angle now becomes the angular range of the motion 
from the apse to infinity. Its value is 2K/(L—2m)*, with 
k?=2m/(1—2m), and this exceeds z. The critical velocity 
for escape to infinity is (2m)*/(1—2m)? instead of (2m)?. 

(vil.) A>h3,8<0. ‘The region of motion is now bounded 
by w=0 instead of by w=, and the orbits may be classed 
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as “hyperbolic.” Their equation is that of (v.) with nega- 
tive 8, but for purposes of calculation it is better to use the 
form of case (ill.) and write 

Uu=R+ (1—£)sn? 48, p?=2m(a—B), ?=(1—B)|(«—B) : 

p@ then runs from the value which makes u=0 up to K, 

Pong. 

ae ae 

ee. 

when w=1. The angular range from the apse to infinity (or 
the half-swerve of the orbit increased by 90°) is given by 

2{K—sn-~B)1—8) p/p. 
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As the parameter / is increased «, 8 approach limiting 
values, viz., the roots of the quadratic 

2 I 1 ae u -(5, —1)u-(5— -1)=0, 

and so the orbits approach a definite limiting “ hyperbolic” 
shape. On fig. 9 (6), (), (d) are shown three particular 
eases of orbits in this class: (6) is the orbit which looks like 
a parabola, having the angular range between apse and 
miniby =7, (¢) is that for which A=1, and (d) is the 
limiting Foy m for h=o, all drawn for oe The scale of 
fig. 9 is 4/5 that of the others. 

Modifications for larger values of m. 

As m approaches + the radius of the asymptotic circle 
becomes unity and the orbit becomes identical with the 
ordinary circular orbit ; the “elliptic orbits from aphelion ” 
are squeezed out. The later forms follow the same sequence 
as before. 
When 4<m<z3 for h=h, the quadratic has a double root 
L 1 . e e ~ 

(eee us 5) which is now less than unity. Therefore, vu runs 
\4m 2 

from 1 to © in stages (ii.) and (1ii.) as well as in stage (i.) ; 
the captured orbits extend over the first three classes. The 

ee Ono 
positive quantitv H now approaches oom! and k? ap- 

: Z m 
proaches zero, so the elliptic functions become circular 
instead of hyperbolic. The equation for (ii.) is 

u=1+H tan?tp9, 

so the centre is reached at 0=7/p, where p?=2mH., 
In case (ii.) the arrangement of the roots of the cubic is 

1, «, 8. The integral is 

u=a+(1l—a)ien? 4p, k? =(a—)/1—£), p =2m(1—B), 

Thus u=« for 0=2K/p. When 2=1 the circular orbit 
is reached and the succeeeding forms are as before. 

For ¢<m<q there is a further extension of the range of 
captured orbits. The critical values h, and h3 now change 
places, hy >h3. All paths get to the centre until A=hs, the 
orbit is then circular and succeeding paths are hyperbolic. 

For m>4 the roots of the quadratic are always imaginary, 
so that all orbits are captured. 

These results may be summarised in tabular form, the 

Pmiedag. S. 6. Vol. 42. No. 250. Oct. 1921, 2N 
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character of the orbit being set against the corresponding 

value or interval of the parameter —— 

m<t, ESTs 
h. 

07 
Captured. | 

h_ Asymptotic circular. + Captured. 
Elliptic from aphelion. | 

h,  Cireular. i Cineullaes 
Elliptic from perihelion. | Elliptic from perihelion. 

h, Parabolic. Parabolic. 
Hyperbolic. Hyperbolic. 

oo | : 

t<m<f. M> >. 
: 
2 Captured. All captured. 

h ; Circular. 
Hyperbolic. | 

co 

It appears that the circular form may be called stable only 
for m<2. For }<m<{} it is stable only on the side of 
increased velocity, and bey ond these limits it is unstable on 
both sides. 

Description of Diagrams. 

The foilowing table gives details about the curves, plotted 
for m=1. The first and second columns give 1/h? and A. 
The third; headed “ratio,” gives the ratio of the other 
extreme distance to the initial distance, which has been 
taken as the unit in the above work. The “an ole” column 
gives the angular range from the initial line to capture, to 
the other apse, or to infinity, as the case may be :— 

Bie | 1 h.  |Ratio.) Gee Orbit. 

Magan 210°3 ‘069 0 113°1 
Dt sts 13°29 2. 0 261-4 
Bae 6 408 0 | 360+1342 | ¢ Captured. 
AD pees 5°2503 | -43642 0 |4x ant +321. 
De Ca 52 43644 = Asymptotic circular. 

Rie Saeaeee 52 438 2 360-4 1604 Elliptic from aphelion. 
(Ges: 5 "447 1 36) | Circular. | 
(Se Aapock 41} “462 4 307°5 | Elliptic from perihelion.’ 
9a 3 Swit ra) 229-4 | bea 
9b 2°64 ‘616 00 180 
we u 1 oo 124:°5 Hyperbolic. 
9a. 0. oo co 109-2 



LAI. Faraday’s “Magnetic Lines” as Quanta.—Part I. 
By WH. STANLEY ALLEN, M.A... D.Sc, Reader m Physics 
in the University of Edinburgh *. 

INTRODUCTION. 

NARADAY, in the third volume of his ‘ Ex xperimental 

Tice nolnes J in Hlectricity,’ returns again and again to 
the discussion of the physical character of the lines of 
magnetic force. Starting from the consideration of such 

bras im ihe abstract ‘Sas expressing accurately the nature, 
condition, direction, and amount of the force in any given 
region “aihen within or outside of the bar [magnet], aie 
passes on to the inquiry ‘‘of the possible and probable 
physical existence of such lines” (p. 438). “ I cannot con- 
ceive curved lines of force without the conditions of a 
physical existence in that intermediate space” (p. 414). 
** Again and again the idea of an electro-tonic state has been 
forced on my mind; such a state would coincide and become 
identified with that which would then constitute the physical 
lines of magnetic force” (p. 420). He considers the 
question of hele existence as “likely to he answered 
ultimately in the affirmative” (p. 437). In language similar 
to that employed by some supporters of the principle of 
relativity, Faraday ‘‘ endeavours to dismiss the ether, but 
not the vibration ”’ of the lines of force. 

In the present communication I propose to develop the 
suggestion made in a paper 7 read before the Royal Society 
ot “Edinburgh, 22 November, 1920, that the existence of 
discrete mee ot magnetic force or as we should now term 
them tubes of magnetic induction, is in accordance with the 
requirements of the “‘ quantum” theory, so that the quantum 

“is itself essentially magnetic. We may, in fact, regard a 
unit tube of magnetic induction as one quantum. 

This view had its origin in the work of the late Prof. S. B. 
McLaren on the magneton, but it is desirable to emphasize 
the fact that the results to be given are independent of the 
magneton hypothesis. They conform in many respects to 
er mode of representation suggested by Sir Joseph Larmor 
in the Physical Society Discussion on the Ring Electron 
(1918)—“ One or more electrons constrained to move round 
a channel would be like an amperean current. It is not 
unlikely that constraint of this kind will have to be 

* Communicated by the Author. 
t+ H. 8. Allen, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. vol. xli, p, 84 (1921). 
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introduced into molecular models to give an account of 
paramagnetism and ferromagnetism—namely, structure in 
space or atom involving channels more or less definite for 
the electrons to circulate in.” On the present view such 
channels would be provided in consequence of the discrete 
nature of the tubes of magnetic induction. 

It may be well to state ‘that in the followi ing presentation 
of the subject the historical order of development has been 
followed. Starting from a consideration of Mclaren’s 
theorem with regard to the lines of magnetic induction 
threading the aperture of the magneton, the case of one or 
more electrons moving in circular orbits with uniform 
angular velocity is reached. The number of magnetic tubes 
associated with an elliptic orbit is then discussed, and finally 
it is shown that the results in all these cases can be obtained 
very simply by employing the generalized statement of the 
quantum theory which has been used with such success in 
explaining the fine structure of spectral lines. Readers who 
are more interested in the general theorem than in its 
particular applications may refer at once to this section of 
the paper. 

J, THE PHyYsICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF fh, THE QUANTUM 
CONSTANT. 

1. Planck’s constant, h, is usually regarded as a quantum 
of action, for it has the dimensions of energy multiplied by 
time. ‘The quantum theory demands spasmodic interchanges 
of energy of amount fv, where v is a frequency. ‘The 
original ; suggestion that the atomicity required by the theory 
was an atomicity of energy is no longer supported. “It is 
more natural to suppose that the real atomicity, if it exists, 
is that of the entity measured by A, or by some function of h 
and constants of nature” *. Nicholson +, in his work on the 
spectra of the solar corona, introduced the idea that h/27 
represents a quantum of angular momentum, and Bohr, in 
his theory of spectral series, assigned this amount of angular 
momentum to a ‘‘bound” electron. 8S. B. Mclaren ¢ 
identified this natural unit of angular momentum with that 
of the magneton. Ina previous paper I have given a proof 
of McLaren’s theorem, according to which the angular 

* Jeans, Physical Society “Report on Radiation and the Quantum 
Theory,” p. 79 (1914). 

+ Nicholson, Monthly Notices R. A.S., June 1912. 
: McLaren, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 800 (1913); ‘Nature,’ vol. xcii. 

p. 165 (1918), 
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momentum of such a system about its axis of symmetry is 
N,,N./27, where N, is the number of tubes of electric in- 
duction terminating on the surface, and N,, is the number 
of tubes of magnetic induction passing through the aper- 
ture*. Assuming that this amount of angular momentum 
is an integral number of times the quanium, //27, we find 
N,,N.=nh, where nis an integer. If we identify the mag- 
neton with the electron, and put N,=e, where ¢ is the charge 
of the electron, we obtain 

NS har ike hs ghee me to Gl) 

2. The same result is reached by considering a_ point 
charge, e, travelling in a circular orbit with large velocity. 
Such a charge, making v revolutions round the orbit per 
second, may be regarded as equivalent to a current :=ev. 
Tf L denote the self-inductance of the equivalent circuit, the 
electrokinetic energy, T= 3ln?. Putting lLi=N,, and 1=er, 
this gives 

t—- EN nev. ® ® ° e . ° ® (2) 

According to the quantum theory the steady motion must 
be such that the kinetic ener gy is given by 

DA he re (O) 

where the integration is to be extended over the complete 
period of the motion. The quantum theory has been 
expressed in different ways by Planck f, W. Wilson f, 
Sommerfeld §, Ishiwara ||, and others, but in this simple 
case, where the energy can be expressed by a single term, 
all forms of the quantum theory lead to the same condition 
for determining steady motion. This has been pointed out 
by W. Wilson. 

We assume that the kinetic energy of the moving charge 
may be identified with electrokinetic energy. Substituting 
the value for T given by (2):in the integral in (3), and 
noticing that during the steady motion the inet energy is 
assumed constant (Maxwellian principles being suspended) 

so that N,,, ¢, v, are all constant, we find 

N,,ev \ dt=nh. 

Ano wenehil Macon wolkxias py lis (921). 
1 Planck’s “Feat Radiation ” (trans. Masius). 
t W. Wilson, Phil. Mag. vol. xxix. p. 795 (1915) ; vol. xxxi. p. 156 

(1916). 
§ A. Sommerfeld, Ann. d. Physik, vol. li. p. 1 (1916). 
| J. Ishiwara, Tokyd Stigahi-Buturigakkwat, 2nd ser. vol. viii. no, 4, 

p. 106. 
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But | de is the period of revolution, and =1/v. 

Hence Neh. 

or as in (1) Nin == a(hije),. 

3. In my paper read before the Royal Society of Hdin- 
burgh, I have shown how this result may be extended to the 
case where any number of point charges are revolving round 
an axis with a common angular velocity. Such an arrange- 
ment inight be taken as representing an atom in one of its 
steady states. The various results may be summarized by 
saying that the number of magnetic tubes passing through 
the aperture of the magneton, or through the stationary 
circular orbits of the revolving electrons, is equal to an 
integer, », multiplied by the constant factor h/e. The 
simplest way of interpreting this is to suppose, with Faraday, 
that magnetic curves may be considered as discrete physical 
entities. The quantity 

h/e 

may be regarded on this view as defining what must be the 

fundamental unit magnetic tube. 

Taking 

hb 598 x L0="' erg see. and ~le=—4-77(4 x 10= ine 

the unit magnetic tube of induction is equal to 

1374 10-" heSsU2 or, 4520 x 10e aver 

Consequently one C.G.8. magnetic tube (one maxwell) 
contains 2°43 x 10° quantum tubes. 

4, An electrodynamic interpretation of Planck’s constant, 
h, was suggested in 1916 by A. L. Bernoulli *, who came to 
the conclusion that when electrons are in movement in a 
molecular magnetic field, the number of lines of force ent 
by the radii vectores at each revolution is one and the same 
universal constant. In other words, all the electron reso- 
nators are traversed by a like universal tube of magnetic 
force. Bernoulli’s treatment, however, cannot be con- 
sidered satisfactory, since he makes the assumption that the 
molecular magnetic field may be regarded as uniform. That 
this assumption must be far from the truth is shown by 
considering the results in my former paper dealing with the 
ring electron f or the work of Oxley t on the molecular 
magnetic field. 

* A.L. Bernoulli, Archives des Sciences, vol. xlii. p. 24 (1915). 
+ H.S. Allen, Phil. Mag. vol. xli. p. 113 (1921). 
I Ay Ee Oxley, Phil, Trans: vol:lecxiy. p. 109 (1914); vol. cexy. 

p. 79 (1915) ; vol. cexx. p. 247 (1920). 
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5. On the hypothesis now put forward the atomicity 
required by any form of the quantum theory is an atomicity 
of tubes of magnetic induction, the unit tube being defined 
as the ratio of Planck’s constant, h, to the charge, ¢, of an 
electron. One important consequence of this hypothesis 
must be noticed. The electrokinetic energy associated with 

: pH? 
a single “quantum tube” may be expressed as 3(5-) Ads, 

= 87 

where #H?/87 is the energy in unit volume, A is the area of 
cross-section, and ds an element of length in the direction 
of the tube. But, since the magnetic induction is the same 
for all cross-sections of the tube, wHA is constant and equal 
to h/e for a quantum tube. Thus the energy for the tube is 

L3H If we suppose the unit tube is linked with the 

magneton or with an electron orbit, SHds=4a71=4rev. 
ee we obtain the simple result that, in this case, 

the electrokinetic energy of the unit tube = a (4) 

Il. Maaqgnetic TUBES IN THE CASE OF AN HLLIPTIC ORBIT. 

6. In the original form of Bohr’s theory the electron was 
supposed to be revolving round the positive nucleus in a 
circular orbit. As we have seen, it is easy to show that in 
this simple case the quantum integer which determines the 
steady motion may be taken to represent the number of 
quantum eines tubes passing through the orbit. The 
extension of Bohr’s theory to the case in which the orbit is 
elliptical has been made independently by Sommerfeld * and 
W. Wilson f. Jt is found that the size and shape of the 
ellipse now depend upon two integers n and n’, the first 
introduced by the application of the quantum theory to the 
angular motion, the second by the application of the theory 
to the radial motion. In the following pages, in which 
Sommerfeld’s notation is employed, I propose to show that 
the swum of these integers represents the number of quantum 
magnetic tubes passing through the elliptic orbit. It is the 
sum, n+n', which determines the frequency of the emitted 
radiation in accordance with the equation 

aad perlcos-goton) tic +n)? me +m 

Here N is Ry dbere’s constant, m, m’ oh to the initial, 
n, n' to the final orbit. 

* A. Sommerfeld, Anz. d. Phystk. vol. li. p. 1 (1916). 
+ W. Wilson, Phil. Mac. vol. xxxi. p. 161 (1916). 
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When the variation of mass with speed is neglected in the 

case of the electron, and the mass of the nucleus is in- 
definitely great, the electron describes an elliptic orbit with 

the uclene at one focus. If 7, @ be the polar co-ordinates 

with this focus as origin, 

md =constant=p, 

and the equation of the ellipse (eccentricity €) is 

1b We 
c= 

Y 

+ec0sd), . 2 75a (omen 

@ being taken as zero at ne 
The kinetic ener gy is given by 

m it et 

oS 3 (” +7°¢?) = 2p 
5 (1+ 2e cos p+ €’) 

since 
Wy ee : 

r=—esingd and OSs - (1-6 00s). . (Seep 
P 

The quantum conditions in this case are 

(“pdg=2np=nh eee CS. 
e 0 

and 

{, p= {mi ar= ieee igeank- .? (aay 
a 0 

From the latter equation Sommerfeld deauces the relation 

co —1)=wh, . Rs (oo) 
/1—eé? . : 

so that 

sae ie baleen (S.11) —e€E = (nbniy?? ° . . 2 6 

or Cnn a 
a (n+n')? © 

Thus not only the angular momentum, but also the eccen- 
tricity can have only certain prescribed values. 

7. Let v denote the frequency for the elliptic orbit, of 

* Equations numbered in this way correspond to those in Sommerfeld’s 
‘paper. 
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which the semi-axes are a and &. Then the rate of descrip- 
tion of area by the radius vector is mabv. But this is also 

equal to bepatl, Hence p=27abmy. Substituting for 
m 

p the value nh/2m and for a and 6 the values given by 
Sommerfeld, 

heres ae h? 2 a SiaAs eee aU Ry a= 7? (ntn), b= Tmt” Sat) 

we obtain 

Amr*met 

— Ain +n)? 

20? met* 
It may be noted, in passing, that as —— ==Wos) Tulle 

fundamental Rydberg freqneney, 

Qu, (6 
~ (n¢n')® e ° e e e ° ) 

8. IE a particle move in a conic section under the action 
of a force to a focus, it is well known that the velocity at 
any point can be resolved into two constant velocities, the 
first, v,, perpendicular to the radius vector, the second, v, 
perpendicular to the major axis. This result is in har mony 
with the expression above for the kinetic energy, for the 

sae e? een te 
component velocities are v;= — and ase inclined at an 

angle @, which give for the square of the resultant velocity 
4 

y= 3 (1+ 2¢cos f+ 2). 

Consider the angular momentum about the focus for each 
component. 

For the component 1, the angular momentum is 774. 
Also : 

Qa : 20 2 2a 

( MPV, dd =mMv, ( | © ane 7 dO. 

0 (Va) 
° me*(1+e€cos@ pet, Ecos @ 

20 < 
=p———  . . . Croms.9c) 

VlL—é 

pe Is 7 = (SET OS be Ly a Se OL 

For the component x, the angular momentum Is Mey. 
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on Aq: Qr 42 cosdd { MLV, Ad = | mr cos dv, dp=mry, ( 2 ‘ ah alg. ane (l+ecos¢) 

2m) C08 O dO) :: I 

A tecosé / J. (per 

= SW Nee ee Se rr 

‘The values of these integrals are confirmed by noticing 
"Or : 3 

that their sum represents mroddp and is equal to 27mp | 
© 0 

or nh, as it should be. 

9. The advantage of resolving the motion into the com- 
ponents v, and v, lies in the fact that each of these is 
constant in magnitude. The component v, is also constant 
in direction, and corresponding to it there will be a con- 
stant momentum perpendicular to the major axis of amount 

me? 
M,= — €. 

p 
Let us now express this momentum in terms of the mag- 

netic field produced by the charge e moving with velocity vp. 
The equivalent mass of unit volume at any point in the field 
of the electron is 47uD?sin?@, where D is the electric 
polarization at the point, and @ is the angle between the 
direction of the electrostatic tube and its velocity. Accom- 
panying the moving Faraday tubes there is a magnetic field 
at right angles to their length and to their direction of 
motion given by H=47Dsin@v,. Hence Dsind= ee 

eH? 
Ee V9 Sir 

The total momentum is, accordingly, 2 Ree the sum- 
9 Tin 

and the momentum for unit volume t 

mation extending over the whole space occupied by the 
magnetic tubes. But in the steady orbital motion of the 

H? . 

electron we may regard the sum Ses as representing 
OT 2 

the electrokinetic energy associated with the magnetic tubes 
of induction, N, in number, corresponding to the velocity vy. 

H? . . 

Then 2 =1iN,ev, the moving electron being regarded as 
OW | 
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equivalent to a current of streneth ev. Identifying the two 
expressions for the momentum we find 

Nev 
~~ = NV. vy 

Therefore | 
Wes: mee" p)? pees bg ee ae 
ev ev 

ung for e, p, and v the values given previously, we 
obtain 

é 

ee Cee) ene (2) oe iO) 

me? 
Tf we deal in the same wav with the momentum mv, = at 

perpendicular to the radius vector, we find 

Nyev 
=n 

Vy 

Hence 
N mv  m(e/p)? 

(= SS SS 
ev ev 

ntn')> (h 
or pe CON 0) 

n Cue 

Since the direction in which the tubes o pass through 
the orbit is opposite to that in which the tubes Ng pass, the 
total number of magnetic tubes actually linked with the 
elliptic orbit is 

N=N,—-N, 

a teat) oa ibe | h 
[n+ n’)?—n' (2n+n') (*) 

7 

ae eee. Cid) 
7 

Thus the value of N, the total number of tubes associated 
with the orbit, is an integral number of times the unit 
quantum tube defined by h/e. 

It is instructive to consider the actual number of these 
quantum tubes in a few particular cases corresponding to 
the simpler orbits. 
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Thus for N=n+n'=2, there are two possible orbits :— 

Circles 72—=2 0-0 ING 2 NE 

Hilipse; n=l ni =1s “Ny 8, NS ie 

Whilst for N=n+n/=3, there are three possible orbits :— 

Oucle, n= 3, 1 =03 No 3,2 NS 

Mllipse, 725 9 =1 = N63 NG ore 

Mllipse, n= mn =2 > Ni =27, Nowe 

It will be noticed that whilst fractional values may occur 
for N, and N,, which represent the number of tubes asso- 
ciated with the two components of the resultant velocity, the 
actual number of tubes, N,—N,, linked with the orbit is 
necessarily a whole number. 

10. Although in the first instance the value of N, the 
number of tubes linked with the elliptic orbit, was ob- 
tained by resolving the velocity of the electron into two 
coustant components, v, and va, as described above, the 
unexpected simplicity of the final result suggested that it 
could probably be reached in a shorter way. 

The kinetic energy at any instant is, as we have seen, 

qh me* iL 9 2 2) 9 
ag +2ecos +e"). . ..2 2 ames 

The potential energy 1s 

V=-— a mes 
eee oe (I +¢ cos @)=) See 

Thus the value of Bohr’s W, the negatived total energy of 
the system, is 

nies s 
W = 2p al = Ec) : . ° 5 . (14) 

It is not difficult to show that this is equal to the time 
gee of the kinetic energy taken over the period of the 
orbit. 

lf we identify the numerical value of this quantity with 
the electrokinetic energy of the magnetic field of the re- 
volving electron, which is 4Nev, we find 

A me 
sNev=- 5(1—e?), 

2p 

3 _ 2 sone 
or Neo = ee sae: es oe 
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After substituting on the right-hand side in terms of 

nand n’, this yields the value 

Ne (n+n')? D n? 

jibe (n+n')? 

=n+n'. bh ieee mall Ate fe ato OD) 

11. Up to this point it has been assumed that the mass of 
the nucleus is so great that it may be treated as at rest. In 
$9 of the paper in the Annalen der Physik, Sommerfeld 
discusses the effect of the finite mass of the nucleus on the 
relative motion and on the quantum conditions. It is shown 
that if m is the mass of the electron, M the mass of the 
nucleus, it is necessary to replace m in the equations by 
the “‘resultant mass,” yw, defined by 

a mM 

Eee =e OM | 

Further, the “phase integrals’? expressing the quantum 
relations for the electron and the nucleus are additive. 

It follows from these results that the total number of 
quantum tubes that must be associated with the system is 
still represented by the sum of the integers n and n’. 

12. Sommerfeld discusses in § 7 of his paper the orienta- 
tion of the plane of the orbit in space, and shows that when 
there is some direction fixed physically giving rise to a fixed 
plane of reference, the angle « between the plane of the 
orbit and this reference plane can assume only particular 
values determined by 

ny 
cos 4= —_—_.. 

Ny + Ng 

Here m, my are new integers, determined by the quantum 
relations 

2a ‘ 2 

if Ppudw=nh, | ped@=ngzh, 
0 i 

the polar co-ordinates of the electron being r, 0, w. 
The sum of the new integers ny+n, corresponds to the 

integer n in the earlier work. The energy of the motion 
depends on the sum of the integers ny +n +n’. Thus from 
our present standpoint the total number of tubes linked with 
the orbit is still ny+ng+n', but if magnetic tubes are 
physical entities the reason why the angle « can take only 
assigned values becomes apparent. 
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III. GENERALIZED STATEMENT OF THE QUANTUM THEORY. 

13. The general form of the quantum theory put forward © 
by W. Wilson is based on hypotheses which may be sum- 
marized as follows. During certain intervals. each dynamical 
system behaves as a conservative one, and between these are 
relatively very short ones, during which definite amounts of 
energy may be emitted or absorbed. ‘The motion of a 
system in the intervals between such discontinuous energy 
exchanges is determined by Hamiltonian dynamics as applied 
to conservative systems. Let q,, qo, ...5 Pi, Po, ... be the 
Hamiltonian positional and impulse co-ordinates of a system 
in one of its steady states. The kinetic energy, T, expressed 
asa function of qi, da» ae and Gis Ya, --. 1s homogeneous and 
of the second degree in qj, gz, ..... If T contains products 
Gry Osi 125), Such terms may be removed by a suitable sub- 
‘stitution, so that the kinetic energy may be assumed to have 
the form 

T — tAygr a 4A oq” + 

== nae eee e ° . e e ° e (17) 

Further, | 
or oT 

Ds 7 Lay ae, ane 

and consequently 

2T1=4,P1 : 2T,=daP2, seus 

so that 2 \ Vidt= Vp, and so on. 

It is assumed that the system in one of its steady states 
has a period 1/y, corresponding to g,, a period 1/y, corres- 
ponding to g, &c. Wilson’s final hypothesis is that the 
discontinuous energy exchanges always occur in such a way 
that the steady motions satisfy the equations 

2\T, di=\prdg=nh 

2(T,dt= (pedgo=ngh pe> > + + G8) 

where 7, M9, ... are positive integers (including zero) and 
the integration is extended over values corresponding to the 
particular period considered. 

Now T, represents the instantaneous value of the part of 
the kinetic energy corresponding to the co-ordinate q;. The 
time average of this part of the kinetic energy, estimated 
over the period 1/y, is y,\ T, dt=3nyhy,. Let this time 
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average of the kinetic energy be identified with the eléctro- 
kinetic energy associated with the co-ordinate in question. 
In the simple case of a charge e moving in an orbit of any 
shape whatever with high frequency v,, the electrokinetic 
energy may be written in the form 4N,2,, where N, is the 
magnetic flux through the orbit and 7,=ev, is the equivalent 
current. 

Hence tnhv,=4Ny, 

SoU: See oe ee art CLO) 

Thus we obtain a series of relations 

ee 

N5e—ieh Mee tere cae C20) 

Hence, when the charge e is the fundamental electronic 
charge 

| 

| 
pe a 2) 

No=n(2) | 
| 

Zo) 
showing that, associated with each canonical co-ordinate 
there is a magnetic flux of an integral number of quantum 
tubes, the unit tube being defined by the ratio h/e. 

14. The argument is made clearer by considering the 
particular case sof the Keplerian elliptic orbit. 

The kinetic energy is now given by 

nv 

T=5 (r "p+ 4°), 

which is of the required form. 
Corresponding to the angular motion, ¢, there is an 

amount of angular momentum, mr’, which in this case is 
constant and =p. ‘The quantum relation is 

\ra= e{ CO ATG — Wena in (Ss L) 

This may be written in the equivalent form 

| mrh dp= \mr'd? dt=nh. 

It is instructive to compare these “expressions with the 
corresponding results in equations (18). 

If we regard the angular momentum of the revolving 
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electron as that of moving Faraday tubes, it is easy to show 
by the methods employed in earlier papers that it has the 

ye ila = 55 
Sa 

space occupied by magnetic tubes at the instant considered. 

Hence 2s wH? 

A Gar oe 

or the instantaneous value of the electrokinetic energy 

value , Where the summation extends over the whole 

2 : 
s HH =1n¢ 
—_— Sar° yd ° 

Consequently the average value of the electrokinetic 
energy in one revolution is the average value of 4p, which 
is pv or snhv. 

If we identify this with the expression 4Nz we find 
Ni=nhy, or putting 7=ep | 

N=n(-). . . ee 
@. 

Thus the angular motion corresponds to an integral 

number n of quantum tubes. 
As regards the radial motion the quantum relation is 

\ Pr dr= \ mrdr=\mrdt=n'h. . . (8:9) 

Here mi? is twice the instantaneous value of that part of 
the kinetic energy which corresponds to radial motion. But 
the instantaneous value is integrated with regard to the time 
over the complete period of the orbit. Hence the equation 
expresses the fact that 

2 (Average value of kinetic energy) 
v 

=n h, 

or the average value of the kinetic energy =4$n'hy. 
If N’ be the magnetic flux corresponding to the equivalent 

current and arising from the radial motion, the electro- 
kinetic energy is $N’ev. If, then, we identify the average 
kinetic energy with the electrokinetic energy, 

£N'ev=tn'lwy 

Nils ! h or N'=n (:) 6 ae 

15. It will be observed that in each application of the 
quantum relation in which a result of the form 

N=n (¢) 
e 
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is obtained, we are really concerned with the time-average 
of a certain quantity. In fact, the process of taking a time- 
average occurs twice over, first in evaluating the integral 
\Tde on one side of the equation, and, secondly, in the 
assumption that i=ev in connexion with the other side of 
the equation. It is difficult to understand how an integer n 
could arise in the process of taking an average, unless the 
integer correspond to some physical entities which are 
present at each instant of time. At any rate, it may be said 
that the simplest explanation that can be given of the results 
is based on the assumption that discrete magnetic tubes 
exist determined by the fundamental unit (h/e). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION. 

The results may be summarized briefly as follows. The 
stationary states of a dynamical system may be determined 
by Hamiltonian dynamics as applied to conservative systems. 
The restrictions imposed by the Quantum Theory require 
that when “separation of the variables’ * can be effected, 
the mean value of the kinetic energy corresponding to a 
particular degree of freedom is equal to dnhv, where the 
mean value is taken over the period, 1/v, corresponding to 
the co-ordinate under consideration. Let this mean energy 
be identified with the mean electrokinetic energy 4Nev, 
arising from the periodic motion of an electric charge e with 
frequency v. Then N, the number of magnetic tubes as- 
sociated with the moving charge, is given by n(h/e). As 
nm is an integer, and e may be identified with the charge of 
an electron, the simplest interpretation to be given to this 
result is to assume with Faraday the existence of discrete 
tubes of magnetic induction, the fundamental or ** quantum ” 
tube being determined by h/e, the ratio of Planck’s constant 
h to the electron charge e. ‘This unit tube is equal to 
1374 x 10-" H.S.U. or 4:120x 107-7 E.M.U. Consequently 
one U.G.S. magnetic tube (one maxwell) contains nearly two 
and a half million (2°43 x 10°) quantum tubes. The applica- 
tion of this view to the case of circular and elliptic orbits 
has been discussed at some length in the foregoing pages, 
and in a subsequent communication I hope to bring forward 
certain other developments of the hypothesis. 

Physical Laboratory, 
The University, Edinburgh. 

* See N. Bohr, ‘On the Quantum Theory of Line Spectra,” Part I. 
§ 3, Dansk Acad. Sc. 1918. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 250. Océ. 1921. 20 



LXIIL. The Range and Ionization of the a Particles from 
Radium C and Thorwm C. By G. H. HENpDERsON, 
AM.A., 1851 Hehilition Scholar of Dathousie University, 
Halifax, N.S.* 

(Plate XVIL] 

Sl. Object of Experiments. 

INCE 1905, when Bragg and Kleeman introduced the 
ideu that the « particles from a particular radioactive 

substance possessed a definite characteristic range, many 
determinations of the ranges of the various types of & 
particles have been made ft. Most of these, however, were 
made at a comparatively early date and with no attempt at 
any great accuracy. As an example of the need for more 
accurate knowledge of these ranges, the Geiger-Nuttall 
relationship between range and transformation period may 
be cited. A knowledge of the limits of accuracy within 
which this rule holds seems called for as the next step 
towards the explanation of this important relationship. 

One object of the present experiments was to determine as 
accurately as possible the ranges in air of the @ particles 
from radium © and thorium C, the substances most easily 
obtainable in sufficient quantity for a direct determination of 
the ranges. Standard determinations of these ranges once 
made, it might be possible to measure the ranges of other 
types of rays to the same degree of accuracy by a comparison 
method. 

Another object wasa careful investigation of the ionization 
curve t of these @ particles near the end of their range, in 
view of certain anomalies which have been neticed by some - 
observers in the case of polonium. These anomalies will be 
discussed in detail later. 

Finally it was hoped that a further study of the ionization 
curve might throw light on the mechanism involved in the 
passage of a rays through matter, particularly near the end 
of their range. 

* Communicated by Professor Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
+ For references to this earlier work see Rutherford, ‘Radioactive 

Substances and their Radiations.’ Cambridge, 1913. 
t For brevity the term “ionization curve” is used to denote a curve 

having as coordinate axes the distance of a thin ionization chamber 
from the radioactive source and the corresponding ionization current 
measured in the chamber. 
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§ 2. Apparatus. 

The apparatus used in the a investigation was 
simiiar in its essentials to one ees bed by Bragg At one 
end of a cylindrical glass vessel A (PI. XVII. fig. 1) was fixed 
an ionization chamber B, at the other the source of « rays C. 
The distance between B and C was kept constant and the 
pressure of the air varied. 

The @ rays from C passed through an antechamber formed 
by the wire gauzes 0b, and b, into the ionization chamber 
proper, formed by 6, and a copper plate 03. A flanged 
copper disk },, waxed to the end of the vessel A, served to 
support the plate and gauzes as shown in fig. 1. The plate 
6; was connected to an electrometer and the gauze 6, to —80 
volts, ebonite insulation being used throughout. The disk 
b, and gauze 6, were connected to earth, together with a 
thin copper tube 6; fixed close to the inside of the glass 
vessel to protect the insulated plate 6; from stray electro- 
static effects. 

The purpose of the antechamber was of course to prevent 
the entry into the ionization chamber of ions formed in the 
body of the vessel A: The antechamber and _ ionization 
chamber were each 1 mm. deep, and the potential gradient 
in each was about 800 volts perem. Although the electric 
field was parallel to the paths of the « particles, it appeared 
from the results of Moulin? that this potential gradient 
should be sufficient to ensure saturation, especially as the 
air pressure in the vessel was never more than 17 cm. of 
mercury. 

The source of « rays was a polished brass or nickel disk C, 
threading into the end of a rod supported by the glass tube 
D. This tube fitted into the end of the vessel A ‘by means 
ofa ground glass joint, thus facilitating the changing of the 
source. A brass ring was slipped over the source to cut off 
a particles from its edge, while an aluminium screen, of 
thickness just sufficient to absorb the @ particles, could be 
moved from without the vessel by a magnetic device so as to 
prevent the « rays from entering the ionization chamber. 

The solid angle of the beam of & rays entering the chamber 
was limited by the lead diaphragm KH, 2 mm. thick. The 
diameter of the opening was 1:0 cm., that of the source 1:0 
em.,and the distance between them 96cm. It will easily be 
seen that the longest and shortest paths possible to @ pi articles 
entering the ionization chamber differed by less than one 

* Bragg, ‘Studies in Radioxctivity,’ p. 53 (London, 1912). 
+ Moulin, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. moun. pr vo (LOE) 

2.Q.2 
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part in eleven hundred. The thickness of the diaphragm 
was sufficient to absorb @ rays. Those passing through the 
opening were bent away from the ionization chamber by a 
magnetic field, which also served to curl up the paths of any 
6 particles produced in the chamber. The pole-pieces of the 
electromagnet are indicated by the dotted rectangle in fig. J. 
Two other diaphragms were also inserted to prevent & 
particles from entering the ionization chamber after meeting 
the walls of the glass vessel A and there undergoing large 
angle scattering. | 
Fine adjustment of the air pressure in A was secured 
by the movable mercury cistern H and the arrangement 
shown in fig. 1. The pressure was measured by a mano- 
meter of 1:7 cm. diameter, this large diameter being used to 

-reduce capillary effects. The heights of the mercury 
columns were observed on a cathetometer on which readings 
could be estimated to ‘(025 mm. Thus the error in the 
pressure measurement was not more than ‘(05 mm. The 
temperature of the air within the vessel was given by the 
thermometer F, graduated to :2° C. To minimize tempera- 
ture variations the vessel A was wound closely along its 
length by lead tubing containg circulating water. 

The distance from the source to the centre of the ionization 
chamber was 38°12 cm., so that the depth of the chamber 
was equivalent to about 31, of the range of the a particles, 
1. €., about 02 cm. for radium C in air at n.tp. Fine 
“ resolving power ” of the apparatus was thus secured by the 
shallowness of the ionization chamber. 

The radioactive sources employed were usually equivalent 
in y ray activity to about 5 mg. of radium. On account of 
the shallowness of the ionization chamber, and also on 
account of the small permissible solid angle of the bundle of 
a rays, the ionization current was small. To measure this 
current a Compton * quadrant electrometer was constructed 
with tilted needle and movable quadrant. The writer 
wishes to take this opportunity to thank Dr. A. H. Compton 
for many valuable suggestions during the setting up of this 
instrument. Though capable of much higher sensitivities 

The procedure during a series of observations with radium 
C was as follows. The polished brass plate C was exposed 
to radium emanation for about two and a half hours and 

* A, H. and K. T. Compton, Phys. Rev. xiv. p. 85 (1919). 
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then removed, the time of removal being noted. The sour ce 
was inserted in the apparatus after the usual precautions * 
against contamination had been taken, the apparatus pumped 
out and dry air admitted to the pressure desired. Pressure 
and temperature having been determined, two or three 
measurements of the ionization current were then made by 
noting the time taken for the spot of light to pass over a 
definite poriion of the scale. The time at which each. 
observation was taken was noted. ‘The e rays were then cut 
off by the movable aluminium screen and the remaining 
ionization current measured. When this natural leak was 
small compared with the « ray current, it was only 
measured a few times in the course of the experiment. When 
working near the end of the range, this natural leak became 
comparable with the « ray current, and alternate measure- 

- ments of the two were made. 
The pressure was then varied slightly, and readings of 

pressure, temperature, and current again made. The readings 
were discontinued about two hours after the removal of the 
source from the emanation. 

The sources of thorium C were obtained by rotating a 
nickel disk for a few minutes in a hot solution of radio- 
thorium. The subsequent procedure was similar to that 
with radium ©, 

§ 3. Observations. 

A great advantage of the apparatus used in these experi- 
ments was that the measurements were direct. There were 
no mica or other screens through which the @ rays had to 
pass before entering the ionization chamber. This chamber 
was itself filled with air, so that the ionization was measured 
in the same medium as that through which the a particles 
had already passed. 

In the determination of the range, an accuracy of ‘1 per 
cent. was aimed at. The range was inversely proportional to 
the density of the air in the vessel. In the present investi- 
gation, interest centred largely on the end portion of the 
path of the « particle, the pressure corresponding to which 
was about 13 em. for radium C. As the probable error in 
the pressure measurements was less than ‘005 cm. the error 
in range due to this cause was not more than ‘04 per cent. 
The probable error in the temperature measurements was less 
than ‘1° C., involving an error in the range of not more than 

o 

°03 per cent. The error in the measurement of the distance 

* Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xxxvii. p. 541 (1919). 
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from source to chamber was less than ‘02 em., involving an 
error in range of less than ‘05 per cent. 

As will be seen shortly, the ionization curve near the end 
of the range is extremely steep, and a small change in pressure 
causes a comparatively large change in ionization current. 
It will thus be seen that oreat accuracy was not required 1 in 
the measurement of this current, the probable error in which 
was less than 15 per cent.. It was difficult to measure 
ionization currents directly to much greater accuracy bate 
unduly prolonging the time of observation. It shouid b 
pointed out that at the extreme end of the range, ae 
measuring the last traces of ionization current due to the « 
particles, ‘the number of these particles entering the chamber 
was small. Probability variations in this naan increased 
the error in the measured current rapidly as the current 
decreased towards zero. This error could not be avoided by 
any Increase in accuracy of the measuring instrument. 

The ionization current (corrected for natural leak) was 
corrected for the decay of the source by means of the ‘au 
published by Lawson and Hess* for radium C. The deca 
of thorium C was allowed for by assuming a period of 60°6 
minutes, the mean of the most recent determinations fT. 

This corrected ionization current J, was then reduced to an 
equivalent current I at 0° C. and 760 mm. pressure by the 
formula 

where T and p were the absolute temperature and pressure 
(reduced to mercury at 0° C.) at which I, was measured. 

I was the current which would be measured in air at 0° C. 
and 760 mm. in the vessel, if the ionization chamber were 
placed at a distance x from the source of the rays, where 
v was given by 

p 213 

1605. C 

38°12 was the fixed distance from the source to the ionization 
chamber. 

The values of I and # so found were plotted on squared 
paper. It was possible to cover only a portion of the whole 
ionization curve in one series of observations. A fresh 
source was then prepared and another series of observations 

. 08°12, e 

* Lawson and Hess, Wren. Ber. IL a. exxvii. p. 599 (1918). 
Jt Meyer u. Schweidler, Radioaktivitat, p. 412 (1916). 
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taken. In this way the whole of the range of the a 
particle from about 1 ecm. from the source to the end 
was covered in a series of Se particular care 
being taken with the last half centimetre of the range. 

The strengths of the different sources used were not equal 
however, and it was impracticable to measure their effective 
a ray aueries directly. By taking as a starting point a 
well-distributed series of observations it was possible to find 
by trialand error a constant factor by which to multiply 
each of the observations of another series, so as to make the 
overlapping portions of the two curves coincide. Working 
in this way, a factor was found for each series of observ ations 
so that the whole of the observations were reduced to the 
same scale. Numerous opportunities for checking the values 
of these factors were afforded by the overlapping of different 
eurves. ‘The whole of the observations were thus found to 
fit well on one smooth curve. 

Lack of space prevents the giving of the results obtained 
in tabular form, but they are shown graphically in figs. 2-6 
(Pl. XVII.) where the circles represent observational values. 
The nif sciasie represent distances from the source in cms., and 
the ordinates ionization currents in arbitrary units, chosen to 
make the maxima of the curves unity. Figures 2 and 3 
refer to radium GC, fig. 2 showing the general form of the 
ionization curve, and fig. 8 showing the curve near the and 
of the range on larger scales. The complete ionization curve 
of the « particles from thorium C is shown in fig. 4, and the 
curve near the end of the range of thorium Cy is shown on 
larger scale in fig. 5. The upper full-line curve of fig. 6 
shows the results observed near the end of the range of 
thorium Cj, and the dotted curve is the extrapolated curve of 
the ionization due to the @ particles of thorium C,. The 
differences between the ordinates of the two curves are 
plotted as the ordinates of the lower curve of fig. 6, which 
represents the ionization curve due to thorium (;, alone. 

§4. The General Form of the Ionization Curves. 

An important point to be noticed in these curves is that 
the observational points near the end of the range of each 

ry. : type of « particle fall very closely on a straight line. This 
is brought out in figs. 3, 5, and 6, where the - respective lines 
of closest fit are shown as broken lines. 

For radium C, the equation of the line is 
Ra oa week. ss eG) 

I being the ionization current in the arbitrary scale of the 

figure and « the distance along the range in cms. 
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For thorium ©, the equation of the line is 

T=33°43 (8 167=—2), -- .. 2 aes 

while for thorium C, the equation is 

[=1:96 (4:529—2) 
or 

[=3-47 (4529-2), . | 
if the maximum of this curve be taken as unity. 

Tke observations do not fit the straight lines at the very 
end of the range, but spread out so as to approach the 2 axis 
inanasymptotic manner. Before discussing this character- 
istic spreading out of the curve at more length, one or two 
minor points about the general form of the ionization curve 
may be noticed. 

The general form of the ionization curve found for 
radium C may be compared with the dotted curve in fig. 2, 
which is obtained from one given by Geiger * with two 
modifications. Geiger’s scale of abscissee has been reduced 
to 0° C., and his scale of ordinates altered in such a way 
as to make the total areas under the two curves equal, 
which simply refers the two curves to the same number 
of « particles. Remembering that the ionization chamber 
in Geiger’s experiments was filled with hydrogen, it could 
not be expected that the two curves would agree. A 
figure given by Taylor + shows the ionization curves for 
polonium a rays in atmospheres of air and hydrogen. 
Although a strict comparison is not justified for several 
reasons, it may be seen that the relative shape of the 
two curves given by Taylor is very similar to that shown in 
hoe 2) 

In the light of Taylor’s experiments it was pointed out 
by Geiger t that his value for the total number of ions 
produced by one «& particle might be in error. The doubt 
fell on the ratio between the number of ions produced in 
the first °39 cm. of the range in air, and the total number 
of ions produced, which Geiger measured in hydrogen. 
In the present experiments measurements have been con- 
tinued down to ‘9 cm. from the source and the initial 
portion of the curve extrapolated. If this portion be taken 
as correct, then since the total area under each curve in 
fig. 2 is the same and since the initial -39 cm. of the two 

* Geiger, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, lxxxii. p. 486 (1909). 
+ Taylor, Amer. Journ. Sci. xxviil. p. 357 (1909); Phil. Mag. xxi. 

p. 571 (1911). 
t Geiger, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. Ixxxiil. p. 505 (1910). 
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curves agree within the experimental error, it is clear that 
the ratio of numbers of ions found by Geiger is approxi- 
mately the same as the corresponding ratio obtained from 
a curve taken wholly in air. This doubt is thus unfounded, 
and Geiger’s result (2°37 x 10°) for the total number of 
ions produced by one RaC «@ particle does not seem to be 
in error, as far as it is affected by the doubt just considered. 

The ratio between the maxima of ThC, and ThC, is °564. 
It may be assumed that the ionization curve for ThQ,, of 
range R, is similar to the last R ems. of the curve for Thy. 
Hence the ratio between the maxima is the ratio between the 
numbers of the two types of « particles given out in the 
complex transformation of thorium ©. These results give 
36 per cent. of ThC, and 64 per cent. of ThC, @ particles, 
in good agreement with the values 35 per cent. and 65 per 
cent. found by Marsden and Barratt * by direct counting. 

This apparatus was not designed to detect the ionization 
due to very small numbers of a particles. It was thus not 
sensitive enough to detect the rare @ particles of very long 
range from thorium C discovered by Rutherford and Wood f, 
which are present in the proportion of 1 to 10,000. In the 
present investigation the ionization current (corrected for 
natural leak) fell to zero, within the experimental error, 
outside the ranges of the different « particles. 

§5. Possible Anomalies in the lonization Curve near the 
Lind of the Range. 

It is now desired to draw attention to certain anomalies in 
the ionization and scintillation curves near the end of the 
range, which have recently been discussed theoretically and 
experimentally by several writers. 

In 1912, Herzfeld £ pointed out that probability variations 
in the number of encounters of the « particles with gas 
molecules should cause variations in the ranges of the indi- 
vidual « particles. Herzfeld assumed that a definite number 
of collisions was necessary to stop an @ particle, and took this 
number to be equal to the total number of ions produced by 
the particle. He gave a theoretical scintillation curve for a 
parallel beam of & particles, which showed that their number 
should remain constant almost up to the end of the range and 
then fall off gradually to zero. In the case of polonium 

* Marsden and Barratt, Proc. Phys. Soc. xxiv. p. 50 (1911). 
me Rutherford and Wood, Phil. Mag. xxxi. p. 879 (1916); xli. p. 570 

(1931). < 
{ Herzfeld, Phys. Zeits. xiii. p. 547 (1912). 
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practically the whole of the falling off should take place 
within a space of about ‘04 em. in air. __ 

This was by no meansinaccord with Geiger’s * scintillation 
measurements, in which the falling off was found to extend 
over about ‘6 em. It was also evident that an efiect of 
the magnitude predicted by Herzfeld would not make 
itself shown in Geiger’s results as the points on his curve 
were not close enough together. Accordingly, the experi- 
ments were repeated by Friedmann f. in ‘eeneral the 
curve was found to fall off in much the same way as that 
of Geiger, but in addition it was found to fall off more 
sharply at a point about ‘08 em. from the end of the range, 
before flattening out at the extreme end. 

The effect of probability variations was next discussed 
theoretically by Wiens t, who showed that single scattering 
on the basis of Rutherford’s theory would cause only 
negligible variations in the ranges of the individual «2 
particles. It was then shown that the toss of energy and 
consequent decrease of velocity of the a particles passing 
through matter was due alinost entirely to the electrons of 
the gas atoms, the nuclei playing a comparatiy ely unimpor- 
tant role. This had also been pointed out by Darwin § and 
Bohr ||. Flamm next discussed probability variations in the 
number of electronic encounters, and showed that the conse- 
quent variations in range should be practically confined 
within a space of ‘13 em. at the end of the range of RaC. 
Kiffectively ‘the same result was obtained independently by 
Bohr 4. 

The problem _ was again investigated experimentally by 
Rothensteiner **, who repeated Friedmann’s scintillation 
measurements in polonium. Near the end of the range he 
also found an anomaly in the shape of the curve. This 
anomaly was somewhat different from that found by 
Friedmann, and took the form of a sort of “hump” on the 
smooth curve near the end of the range. 

The ionization curve for « rays from polonium was deter- 
mined by Lawson ++. At about :09 em. from the end of the 
range he found a ‘“ hump” very similar to that found later 
by Rothensteiner in the scintillation curve. 

* Geiger, Proc. Roy. Soe. A. Se. p- 505 (1910). 
if Friedmann, Wien. Ber. Ua. exxii. p. 1269 (1913). 
ft Flamm, Wien. Ber. IL a. exxiii. p. 1893 (1913). 
§ Darwin, Phil. Mag. xxiii. p. 802 (1915). 
| Bohr, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 10 (1913}. 
¢| Bohr, Adoule Mag. xxx. p. 581 (1915). 
** Rothensteiner, Wren. Ber. Il a, exxv. p. 1287 (1916). 
tt Lawson, Wien. Ber. IL a., exxiv. p. 637 (1915). 
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Returning to the results of the present investigation, an 
inspection of figs. 3,5, and 6 (Pl. XVII.) willshow that there 
is no sign of a “hump” on the ionization curves of the three 
types of particles considered, although an effect of the magni- 
tude of that found for polonium by Tiawson and Rothensteiner 
should make itself manifest, being well outside the margin 
of experimental error. 

Indeed, it is difficult to see how such a “hump” could 
come about, if account be taken of the slope of the curve 
before probability effects begin to become appreciable. In 
the next section we shall proceed to calculate the effect on 
the ionization curve of these probability variations. 

One L ee etical Interpretation of the End of the 
Lonization Curve. 

It has been pointed out in §4 that, near the end of the 
range of the # particles of radium G, the equation of the 
ionization curve 1s 

T=3°93 (6°592—z2). 

How much this part of the curve is due to the variation 
of ionization along the path of the # particle and how much 
to a possible variation in the individual ranges of the 
a particles due to some unknown cause, is “immaterial 
for the present purpose; it is sufficient to say that this 
equation approximately represents the facts over that portion 
of the range lying roughly between 6:4 and 6°55 cm. 

Let us assume that, were it not for probability variations 
due to electronic encounters as considered by Flamm and 
Bohr *, this straight line would represent the ionization 
curve up to the extreme end of the range, 7. e., until the 
ionization current had fallen to zero. We assume a parallel 
bundle of rays comprising a definite large number of « 
particles per second and neglect the thickness of the ioniza- 
tion chamber. 

Let N be the number of « particles which get beyond 2. 
Then the average ionization at w due to one particle i is 

3°58 (6:592 —x)/N. 
hf. owing to its mee ting with an unusual distribution of 

electr ons, one of these particles has its range increased by &, 
it seems Paella to suppose that the foaieation at aw due 

to this « particle will be 

3°53 (6°592+ &—x)/N 

* Loe. cit. 
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Adopting the same method as was used by Flamm, it may 
be seen that the number of @ particles whose ranges are 

increased by an amount varying between £ and §+ dé is 

ING 2 = aa 
dy= 9 = ae ey 5 

Z A/T a 

Hence on the above assumptions the total ionization at wv 
will be 

© (6°599 SS) iN Ree = Seo? 

Cia) ee 
o) z-6592 IN "2 Wa 

a readily integrable expression. 
The parameter a, which governs the mapuieade of the 

variations in range, has been calculated by Flamm and Bohr. 
It is not independent of the range and its treatment as a 
constant in equation (4) is not strictly justified, since all of 
the N particles getting beyond 2 have not the same range. 
However, the variation of « over the group of ranges here 
considered is small, so it is taken as constant as a first 
approximation. The value of # for RaC in air is -072, 
calculated by Flamm’s formula, using the most recent values 
of the radioactive constants involved. This value takes into 
account the probability effect of electronic encounters only 
(2; In the nomenclature of Flamm’s paper), the effect of 
nuclear encounters having been shown to be negligible by 
Bohr. The calculation of « by Bohr’s somew hat more com- 
plicated formula gives an almost identical value for « 

The values of 1 have been calculated for various values of 
z by means of equation (4), and the results are shown in the 
form of crosses in fig. 3 (Pl. XVII.). For values of @ less 
than about 6°55 cm. the equation (4) reduces to the straight 
line (1). 

The values of « calculated for ThC, and ThC, are -051 and 
‘087 respectively. The values of I calculated by means of 
the equations corresponding to (4) are shown in the form of 
crosses in figs. 5 and 6. 

An inspection of the curves in all three cases will show 
that the agreement between calculated and observed values 
is very satisfactory, when the experimental errors and the 
approximate nature of the calculation are considered. Inter- 
preting this agreement, it seems evident that variations in the 
ranges of the individual particles are the cause of the 
oradual flattening ont of the ionization curve at the extreme 
end of the range, , for which an explanation had not previously 
been offered. These variations in range are due to probability 
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variations in the number of electrons encountered by the 
a particle along its path. 

Thus it does not appear probable that these electronic 
variations would give rise to a “hump” on the ionization 
curve. Onthe contrary, the flattening at the extreme end of 
the range seems to be the necessary and sufficient result of 
such variations. 

It should be clearly understood that only the small portion 
of the ionization curve near the extreme end is accounted for 
on this view. For the sake of clearness, the extremities of 
this portion are indicated on fig. 3 by the letters A and B. 
That larger portion of the ionization curve lying between B 
and € has been shown by these experiments to be a straight 
line. It should be noticed that the slopes of these lines for 
RaC, ThC,, and ThC, agree within the experimental error, 
their mean being 3°48. This information regarding the BC 
portion of the curve is purely empirical, and a theoretical 
interpretation on the basis of our present views on a-ray 
scattering seems difficult. urther discussion about these 
points is reserved for the present, but it is hoped to return to 
them in a future paper. 

87. The Ranges of the x Particles. 

We are now in a position to consider the ranges of the 
three types of a particles studied. The range is generally 
understood to be the distance from the source at which the 
ionization due to a parallel bundle of « rays becomes zero. 
From both the present observed and calculated values of the 
ionization current, it will be seen that this current seems to 
fall to zero in an asymptotic manner. Itis thus a matter of 
uncertainty to fix accurately on a point which may be called 
the end of the range. This point, moreover, would be fixed 
differently by different observers, depending on the sensi- 
tivity of their apparatus. 

Furthermore, on the theory outlined above, this “ asym- 
ptotic ” end of the curve is not due to all the « particles i in the 
bundle, but to the exceptional « particles which by chance 
penetrate farther than their fellows. The point at which the 
straight portion of the curve cuts the w axis when extra- 
polated would appear on this view to represent the “range ” 
of the « particle after eliminating this extraneous pr obability 
effect. In any comparison of theory with experimental 
evidence, it would seem more justifiable to use the experi- 
mental values of the ‘‘ extrapolated range ” rather than those 
of the range as ordinarily understood. Moreover, this 
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*‘ extrapolated range ’ is a definite constant independent of 
the sensitivity of the apparatus used. 

The values of the “ extrapolated ranges ” in em.are shown 
in Table I. for air at 760 mm. pressure and 0°, 15°, and 20° C. 
The values given in brackets are those of the ordinary ranges 
which, though strictly speaking meaningless, are inserted for 
the sake of comparison. i 

TABLE I.—Ranges in Air. 

Go 15° PANS 6 

6°592 6-953 7 O74 
RaC Rretctaletaietstaiateicte ais (670) (7-04) (7-19) 

4:5 29 4°18. ~- “= 486r Ao eee eas —— on 2 (4°59) (484) (4°93) 

Thc 8167 8616 8714 
Dttttecececerece (8:27) (8°72) (8°87) 

The error involved in the extrapolated ranges of RaC and 
ThC, is probably less than 1 in 2000 and that in ThC, less 
than 1 in 1000. The accuracy in the ordinary ranges is 
probably of the order of *3 per cent. The range of Ra in 
air at 20° is given by Bragg * as 7°14 em. 

Finally, it has already been noted that the slopes of the 
straight part of the ionization curves for RaC, ThC,, and ThO, 
agree within the experimental error, their mean being 3°48. 
Hence for all three types of « particles the ionization curve 
for a considerable portion near the end of the range, namely 
between A and C, is represented approximately by 

TO 

1 
Wise Df © ee See R . 

« Ro meek: 

£2 —s 
fee 
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where Ry is the extrapolated range of the e particles in 
question. It should be noted that this equation contains only 
one constant characteristic of the type of « particle considered, 
for the parameter « can be calculated from Ro. Since this 
equation holds for « particles of such widely different ranges 

as RaC, ThC,, and ThC, it would appear. probable that it 
holds generally for & particles of any type. 

Summary. 

An investigation has been made of the ionization curves of 
Ra, ThC,, and ThC, in air, particular attention being paid 
to the end portions of these curves. It is shown thata con- 
siderable portion of each of these curves is approximately a 
straight line. 

* Brage, ‘Studies in Radioactivity,’ p. 20. 
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As is well known, this curve gradually flattens out at the 
end of the range. Tt. is shown that this characteristic shape 
of the curve at the extreme end can be accounted for by small 
variations in the ranges of the individual « particles. ‘These 
varlations are due to probability variations in the number 
of electrons encountered by the a particle along its 
path. 

It is pointed out that the usual definition of the range 
is largely meaningless, and an ‘ extrapolated range ”’ 1s sug- 
gested which is more definite and would seem to have 
more theoretical significance. The values of this extra- 
polated range in air at O°C are for RaO, 6°592 em., for ThC,, 
4529 em., and for ThQ,, 8167 em. Finally, a general 
equation for the end portion of the ionization curve is 
suggested. 

It is a pleasure to tender to Professor Sir EH. muleniond: 
who suggested the problem, my best thanks for his kind 
advice throughout the course of this investigation. I also 
wish to thank Mr. G. R. Crowe for the preparation of the 
radioactive sources. 

LXIV. On Cornws Method of Determining the Elastic 
Constants of Glass. By H. T. Jessop, B.Sc.* 

(Plates XVIII, & XIX.] 

Flistory. 

L a paper published in 1869 +, Cornu gave an account 
of a method of determining the elastic constants of 

glass by observations of the deformation of the surface of a 
rectangular glass beam subjected to a bending-moment. 

The surface of the beam acquires an anticlastie curvature 
which was measured by Cornu by means of interference 
fringes produced between the anticlastic surface and the 
surface of a plane cover-glass resting on the beam. The 
interference pattern produced consists of two conjugate 
sy stems of ee as shown in the photographs in figs. 
2 and 3 (Pls. XVIII. & XIX.). 

Cornu produced the curvature by supporting the beam on 

* Communicated by Professor L. N. G. Filon, F.R.S 
{ M. A. Cornu, Compt. rend. 1xix. p. 833 (1869), 
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a pair of knife-edges and suspending weights from its ends. 
He determined the longitudinal and transverse curvatures by 
measurement of the fringes along and across the beam. The 
value of Young’s Modulus for the glass is readily found 
from the longitudinal curvature, while the ratio of the 
transverse to the longitudinal curvature gives the value of 
Poisson’s Ratio for the material. Cornu also mentioned 
that Poisson’s Ratio is given directly by the square of the 
tangent of half the angle between the asymptotes of the 
hyperbolas. 

Cornu’s determinations are open to one grave fault which 
seems hitherto to have escaped comment. In four of the 
six determinations quoted in his paper, the widths of the 
beams employed were 2°54, 2°50, 1:00, and 1°30 cm., while 
in each case the distance apart of the knife-edges was only 
1°60 cm. That is to say, that in the most favourable case 
the width of the beam was greater than the distance from 
the centre of the beam to either knife-edge. Thus no part 
of the beam was sufficiently far from the point of application 
of the forces to satisfy the conditions that de St. Venant’s 
principle of Equipollent Loads could be applied, and the 
changes in distribution of pressure along the knife-edges as 
the beam was deformed must have had considerable effect on 
the bending in the region observed. The other two results 
quoted are free from this fault, for the distance apart of the 
knife-edges is given as 12 cm., while the widths of the 
beams are 1°35 em. and 3°30 cm. 

The ratio of width to thickness of the beams he employed 
ranged from 3°76 to 18°40. 

(2) A modification of Cornu’s method was employed by 
Straubel in 1899 *, for the determination of Poisson’s Ratio 

--for a number of optical glasses. Straubel applied the 
bending-moment to the beam by means of two pairs of knife- 
edges, the force being applied by a screw and being left 
unmeasured. He determined Poisson’s Ratio by measure- 
ment of the angle between the asymptotes. 

In an extensive series of tests on one particular glass, the 
specimens used ranged from 1 cm. to 3 cm. in width, while 
the distance between the inner knife-edges varied from 
3-4 cm.to 7cm. The ratio of width to thickness of the 
beams varied from 5to 10. The following table is a summary 
of the mean values obtained for this series of tests. 

* “Ueber die Elasticititszahlen und Elasticitatsn oduln des Glases,” 
Ann. der Phys. u, Chem. lxviii. p. 869 (1899). | 
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Straubel’s Values for Poisson’s Ratio for Glass. 

Width 63) oO CMe aco cman 20cm 2 Orem. lef aieme  lsOlem:. 

Width 
10 8:3 oa 10 5 

Thickness. | . 

Distance | 
apart of 

knite-edges. 

7 Cid, © Gee ‘216 PON "228 °225 "224 228 

ICT ta se 220 229 223 "226 228 

Bicm.) | act PAD) "225 218 221 230 

Straubel remarked that the nearness of the knife-edges in 
some of the tests produced a marked diminution in the 
cross-bending, and stated that he was unable to obtain 
consistent results without the introduction of thin rubber or 
cardboard pads between the knife-edges and the glass. He 
considered, however, that for beams of widths 2 cm. and 
under, the values obtained with the knife-edges 7 or 5 cm. 
apart were reliable. 

Straubel found also that it was practically impossible to 
obtain thin glass beams with accurately plane surfaces, and 
that as the load was increased, a progressive change was 
observed in the value of Poisson’s Ratio for most specimens, 
due to initial curvature of the surface of the beam, To correct 
errors from this source he took a series of observations with 
different loads, and by applying the method of least squares 
to his results deduced the value which would have been 
obtained had the beam initially been free from curvature. 

Method of the Present Investigation. 

The method used in this investigation was substantially 
the same as that employed by Cornu. The glass beam was 
supported on two knife-edges, and the load was applied by 
means of weights suspended from two wooden arms clamped 
to the ends of the beam. By this means a large moment 
could be applied without introducing great pressure on the 
knife-edges, thus reducing the action of disturbing end- 
effects. The cover-glass either rested on the beam or was 
held against it by means of small screws, and it was found 
to be a simple matter in either case to adjust so that the 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 250. Oct, 1921. rd os 
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fringes appeared centrally on the beam. The under side of 
the cover-glass was optically polished, and had engraved on 
it two scales at rightangles by which any distortion produced 
by the camera lens could be checked. Actually in all the 
photographs taken, the distortion was found to be negligible, 
and the graduations then merely served to give the scale of 
the photograph. 

The source of light employed was a sodium flame from 
a Meker burner, and this gave a bright, steady light and 
showed well-defined fringes. 

Originally it was intended to measure the fringes direct by 
means of a travelling microscope, but the first few sets of 
readings showed discrepancies the source of which was not 
obvious, and it was decided to use the surer method of 
photographing the fringes and taking measurements on the 
negative. 

Fig. L shows a sketch of the apparatus, with a microscope 
in position to measure the fringes. In the experiments, 
however, a camera clamped to a rigid stand was substituted 
for the microscope. 

Prose 

Ilexnre Apparatus. 

Method of Elimination of Errors due to Initial Curvature 
of the Surface of the Beam. 

Asa substitute for the cumbersome least-squares method 
adopted hy Straubel, the following method suggested itself 
as being theoretically sound and much more convenient. 

If the bending-moment on the beam be reversed in 
direction while its magnitude is kept the same, the theoret- 
ical curvatures of the surface of the beam will be the same 
in magnitude but opposite in sign, and any irregularity in 
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the surface of the beam or the cover-plate which increased 
or diminished the observed values in the first ease will have 
an equal and opposite effect in the second case. The mean 
values of the curvatures so obtained should then give a value 
Pe the elastic constants independent of any initial small 
curvatures of the beam or the cover-plate. The method 
does not eliminate errors due to the bending of the cover- 
glass under its own weight, but in the case of the cover- 
glass used in these experiments (0°53 cm. x 6 cm. X 7 cm.), 
The radius of maximum curvature so produced was of the 
order of 10’ cm., and its effect was therefore negligible. 

In order to avoid the mechanical difficulties of reversing 
the bending-moment with the apparatus employed, the byenni 
with the wooden arms attached was inverted on the knife- 
edges and the load applied as before. The cover-glass was 
then placed beneath the beam, and by means of three 
levelling-screws of small pitch was adjusted into contact 
with the under surface of the beam. 

The method is illustrated by two sets of observations 
given in Table V. 

Influence of the Distance Apart of the Knife-edges. 

Some preliminary experiments were made to determine 
the distance apart it was necessary to have the knife-edges 
for a beam of given width in order to eliminate end-effects. 

This was done by observing the effect produced on the cross- 
bending by the insertion of rubber pads between the glass 
and the knife- edges. 

It was found that when the distance between the knife- 
edges exceeded three times the horizontal width of the beam, 
no perceptib:e change was made in the bending by the 
insertion or removal of the rubber, whatever load was 
employed. When the distance was between 2°5 and 3 times 
the width of the beam, however, the presence of the rubber 
inereased the cross-bending by an appreciable amount for 
large curvatures, though its effect was still negligible for 
small curvatures. 

It seems probable, therefore, that Straubel’s values for 
beams 2 em. wide with the knife-cdges 5 cm. apart are 
affected to some extent by this source Os error. The effect 
of the knife-edges would be to reduce the transverse curvature, 
and Straubel’s values given in his summary on p. 553 show 
on the whole a eercacon in the value of Poisson’s Ratio as 
the distance between the knife-edges is reduced even for 
-beams of only 2 cm. width. 

2 Pez 
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In the experiments which follow, the distance between the 
knife-edges was kept at 11:2cm. Except in the case of 
glasses 1a and 2 this is more than three times the width of 
the beams used, and the centre portion of the beams should 
then be free from end-effects. The observations on glasses 1 a 
and 2 were taken for the purpose of studying the effect of 
the knife-edges on the change in transverse curvature. 

Observations of Strain Creep. 

When the first observations were taken by direct measure- 
ment. of the fringes, it was observed in some cases that a 
second reading of the positions of fringes differed from the 
first by an amount. far exceeding the possible errors of 
observation. This effect might have been due to any one of 
three causes :— 

1. Movement of the microscope stand. 
2. A settling down of the cover-glass, with a consequent 

alteration in thickness of the film of air between it 
and the beam. 

3. A change in the curvature of the beam. 

In any case it was impossible by direct measurement to 
determine what was taking place, and accordingly photo- 
graphs were taken of the fringes at intervals of time in order 
that a thorough examination of the effect might be made. 

Figures 2 and 3 CHS ARD Ee eID) show photographs 
obtained in four experiments. In each case the inner pair 
of what are referred to in this paper as the ‘ transverse fringes ” 
(2. e. the hyperbolas whose transverse axis lies across the beam) 
have approached the centre of the system, while the ‘ longi- 
tudinal fringes’ have moved away from the centre. Photo- 
graphs a,b and ¢ in figure 2 show a pair of transverse fringes 
crossing over to the longitudinal system. They are seen just 
meeting in (a), just separating along the other axis in (6), and 
more widely separated in oe The same change has occurred 
in the case of glass 3 (b) (fig. 2, ¢ & d). 

In the case of glass 16 (fig. 3) the fringes have not crossed 
over. 

Some part of this change is undoubtedly due to pee 
down of the cover-glass, as is shown in some cases (fig. 2, 
b & c) by the appearance cf a new fringe at the edge of 
the beam. ‘This could not be avoided as any change in the 
bending was bound to affect the state of contact of the 
surfaces. The method of treating the measurements, however, 
gave results for the curvature of the beam which were 
independent of the distance apart of the surfaces, and by this 
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method changes of curvature were observed well outside the 
limits of error of the measurements. 

An attempt was made to confirm these results by deter- 
mining the change in the value of Poisson’s Ratio by 
measurement of the angle between the asymptotes. The 
photographs, however, did not enable the angular measure- 
ments to be made Ag within more than °5 degree, and no 
definite evidence of alteration could be found within these 
limits. This was only to be expected, asa 1 per cent. change 
in the value of Poisson’s Ratio corresponds to only 6 minutes 
difference in the angle between the asymptotes. Straubel 
employed much thinner glasses, giving greater curvatures 
and consequently sharper fringes, and so was able to measure 
his angles much more accurately. He did not, however, 
observe any time effect in his experiments. 

The tables which follow give the results of the observations 
of strain-creep. It was found to be impossible to obtain 
reliable resuits for very small loads or for beams whose ratio 
of width to thickness was small, as in these cases the 
curvature produced showed too few fringes for an accurate 
determination of the cross-bending. 

Method of Reducing Observations. 

If P, P, represent the positions of the nth pair of fringes 
counting from the centre, and the length P P, be Any, then 
if RB be the radius of aureatiane o£ the ee aE the beam, 

2Rx BC=} A,*. (Neglecting BC in the expression 
2R—BC.) 

Elcom 2 x AO=—TA,, 4.7, 

2R(AC— BOC) = 7(An4.?—A,”), 

2R i= gh=HAngs? —A,? EF 

: Roe PAS); 
where X= the wave-length of light employed. 

This gives a measure a the mine of curvature of the beam 
in the region between the fringes P and Q. In order to 
reduce ie effect of errors in eccuneuient of the fringes, 
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values of s as large as possible were used. The number of 
fringes observed on each side of the centre being 2s, the 

quantity - (A,+s7—A,”) was calculated for values of n ranging 

from 1 to s. A series of values so obtained will of course 
overlap, but any progressive change slown by such a series 
must indicate a progressive change in the mean curvature. 

In cases where the number of fringes has rendered it 
possible, a set of values of $(A,,+2°—A,”) for totally distinct 
sets of fringes has been calculated, the result given in such a 
case (e.g. col. 7 in Table I(a)) being the mean value of 
4(A,+27—A,”) for two consecutive values of n, and indicating 
the mean Radius of Curvature over 4 fringes. 

Errors of Measurement. 

Several readings were taken of the position of each fringe 
and their mean value used. The probable error in measure- 
ment varied with the breadth of the fringe, ranging from 
‘Olem. for the most diffuse centre fringes to O01 em. for 
well-defined fringes near the edge of the beam. The influence 
of a given error upon the value of A,”, however, also varied 
with the value of A,, being least where the error was greatest, 
giving a fairly constant error over the range of fringes 
measured. 1 

The probable error in the values of = (Ants — An’) given 

in the tables is estimated at :03 x = 

In the case of the longitudinal fringes the measurements 
were much more accurate, and the error would not amount 
to more than half that for the transverse fringes. 

TABLES I. (a) and I. (6). Guass I. a. 
Width of beam = 5:15cm. Thickness = ‘571 cm. 
Bending moment= 43:2 ke. em. 

Table I. (a) shows the radii of transverse curvature 8 minutes 
and 100 minutes after loading. . 

In column 6 the mean values over 6 fringes show an inerease 
with time, but that this does not result from an increase at all 
points on the transverse axis is shown by the values in column 7. 
These latter are subject to greater error (approx. °015) than the 
former, but they clearly show a decrease in radius of curvature 
for the inner and outer fringes, and a marked increase for the 
intermediate ones. This flattening out in the region of the 
intermediate fringes may very well be due to the effects of 
the knife-edges, which in this case were little more than twice 
the width of the beam apart. 
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Table I. (6) shows a slight decrease in the mean radius of longi- 
tudinal eurvature, indicating a decrease in the stress-strain ratio. 

(.Vote.—Glasses-1 a and 1 6 (Tables VI. and VII.) were cut 
from the same plate.) 

Tasue I (a).—Glass la. 
Measurements of Hringes along Transverse Axis. 

(1) 8 Ahinutes after Loading. 

. Position of Fringes. | abe ee Ane An? Ante A? 

_ Fringe. | | Fringes, a 6 2 
: "| Right. | Left. | An | 

re 7 | Ot 8 | Ote 09. | 1-74 to 1-78 
oe 908 77g «| «SC BD 1-742 TE) 18s 

3 O35 aye 91 1/88 3°572 igi | 
oe -0:58 7.95 2-33 5-429 1:79 

fo 978 | ~7-08 2-70 7-290 1-75 a 

Se 994) 692 302 | 9-120 eG = ie | ee 
i | - 10°08 6-80 3:28 10°758 1:75 lee 

ee io 6 G7 3-54 | 12532 | 
9 1034 | 654 | 380 | 14440 | Mean : 

10 1046 | 6-44 402 | 16160 | Vadue |... bas 
ll 1055 | 6:33 492 | 77-808 | 1-775 |... 
wee) 1066 | 623 | 443)" | 19,625 | 
13 1O75 i G14 = 4G 21-252 

= i 

(2) 100 Minutes after Loading. 

te 7-95 0 Oe 169 | 
BG 734 |. 856 1:22 | 1-488 1-83 1-81 
Seen 0s |, a2) Ss 3°386 1:82 | 1 
4 | 684 9-12 2:28 5:198 1:80. | 

5 6:66 929.7) "263 Gola as cleae 
6 coe mete ee 206.) eel EN OL. | oy 

add cee Ooms bene ges ye N76 |. 
Ce G2 | 974 ecom mle ore yt 
9 6-08 9:86 378 | 14288 | ef eee 

10 S06) Lose, | eo) teoon | Me™. |~ Lazo 
1 586 | 1007 | 401 | arse, | Vale |...) 
12 5°76 10°16 4-40) 19:30 1792 

13 566 | 10:26 460 | 21-160 
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TABLE I (6).—Glass la. 

Measurement of Fringes along Longitudinal Axis. 

(1) 8 Minutes after Loading. 

Position of Fringes. | Distance apart | An45° Ay? 
No. of _ of Fringes, A, 5 
Fringe. | : | 

Right. | Left. ie | 

1 Tee EGOS a 569 324 326 
D 13001. | 2lten | 816 666 328 
3 1214. | 2207 993 986 331 
4 1-137 2284 1147 1316 334 
5 1-072 9-351 1-279 1635 332 
6 1-012 2411 1-399 1-956 
7 955 2-474 1519 2308 Mean 
g ‘905 2 530 1°625 2641 | Value 

9 853 2581 1-728 2986 +330 
10 208 2. 623 1815 3295 “| 

(2) 100 Minutes after Loading 

1 | 1-090 ess 613 476 522 

2 ‘977 1816 | 839 704 ‘324 
3 893 1-897 | 1-004 1-008 -329 
4 819 1975 | at56 1-336 327 
5 ‘755 2043 | 1-288 1-658 -330 

6 697 2-107 1-410 1-988 
7 639 2-164 1-525 2°326 Mean 

8 ‘587 2-216 1-629 9-654 Value 
9 541 2-265 1-724 2-972 -326 

10 496 2314 1-818 3306 
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TABLE II. G 

Width of beam = 4:45 cm. 
Bending moment =35:7 kg. cm. 

The values given in the first column show a mean transverse 
curvature greater over the outer fringes than over. the inner ones 
after one minute, while after 50 minutes this difference lias 
entirely disappeared (col. 3). The 
4 are in this case not very significant as their variations in 
most cases do not lie outside the limits of error of measurement. 
The longitudinal curvature shows a slight increase. In this case 
the increase, though small, seems to be significant as it is persistent. 

TABLE II.—Glass 2. 

Transverse Fringes. 

Or for) — 

LASS Be 

Thickness =°452c6m. 

values in columns 2 and 

| 

“Wipe A 

Lataay Tae dtr | S 6) 3 ey Gil 

ES : 
= bo 

13-16 

17-20 

After 50 Minutes. After 1 Minute. 

An4i19° ~An’ PCN ea Pn CATON AW WE ull Oye 0) | 
10 2 2 n+2 n ) To( n+10 shi ye 2( n+2 n ): 

SERIA he CSR. weit 2 ieee a 
413 vere) 403 eee ids 
-410 393 403 ‘ 399 

"412 404 

412 405 ms | 

405 -- 405 a 
405 4 -399 | 

“409 zs "403 a) 

“411 “404 

“407 ‘405 

‘406 ieee | 404 i 

Ce aes AA eee. f oe 

Mean Value | Mean Value 

412 4017 | 

#(A,, + re aa Ava): 

108 

‘110 

‘110 

Ae) 

Mean Value 

"1095 

1 2 2 
$(An+6 iy Ay ). 

‘108 

‘109 

‘109 

109 

110 

‘110 

Mean Value 
1092 
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Swear JET GLASS 3a. 

Width of beam =3°25 cm. Thickness = ‘409 cm. 

Bending moment=12°3 kg. em. 

The number of fringes observed in this case was small and 
consequently the information to be gathered from the results is 
very little. 

The transverse curvature shows a tendency, however, to in- 
crease with time, the increase being greater tor the inner and 
outer fringes. 

The longitudinal curvature also shows a slight increase. 

(Note.—Glasses 3a, 36, and 3c¢ were cut from the same 
plate of glass, and have identical dimensions.) 

TasLE ITI.—Glass 3 a. 

Transverse Fringes. | 

3(An43" ay AG 2): ea : 
| After 1 Minute. 80 Minutes. | 10 Hours. 

fe) a eS eee ———————— a 

1 1-236 1-213 | 1-222 

2 | 1-245 1-246 | 1-240 
3 1:288 | 1-280 1-279 | 

Mean Value | Mean Value | Mean Value 

1-256 | 1:246 | 1°247 

| Longitudinal Fringes. . 

iN; AY tala | 

1 V75 | 178 | 173 | 
2 | | 

2 5 (lee 2 Le | TS 

3 ae | ‘172 | 71 | 
4 Nie adie | “2 | 

5 172 | 17 | -169 

Mean Value Mean Value Mean Value | 

"1732 "1724 "1716 | 
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TaBLeE LY. GLAss 3b. 

Width of beam = 3°25 cm. 

563 

Thickness = °409 em. 

Bending moment=20°7 kg. cm. 

This glass exhibits initially similar characteristics in the eross- 
la. The mean curvature is 

shown in column 1 to be greater at the centre than at the edges, 
while column 2 indicates a region of minimum curvature near 
fringes 9 to 12, and an increase toward the edge. 

After 50 minutes the curvature on the whole has increased and 

bending to those observed in Glass 

become much more uniform. 

The longitudinal curvature again shows an increase. 

TABLE ne —Clines 3b. 

Transverse Fringes. 

After 1 Minute. 
IN: me Basar een a 

B(An ts — An”). | 2 Anso°— An”). 

1 ‘406 Ben 

2 407 as 
3 ‘411 

4 413 

Ore | ‘412 ae 

Ges ‘413 ie as 

pee e413 / 
S 7 42 

9-12 | Mean Value . 425 

13-16 | “411 200 

After 50 Minutes. 

Ants? A,2)- | AAng2?-A,2). | 

“404 a a 

105 a i 
407 
407 

407 ek : 
S06 f 403 
407 | 

A05 | 
iP Ween eo |e al 

406) 7 1. 100 

Longitudinal Fringes. 

N. SUN de) 

089 

Mean Value 

‘0905 

z(Ay, ee —A,,). 

090 

‘O91 

089 

089 

Mean Value 

"0897 



TABLE V. GLASS 36. 

Width of beam = 3°25cm. Thickness = ‘409 em. 
Bending moment=2i-4 kg. em. 

For this glass the table shows the results of concave and convex 
bending. The transverse curvature exhibits a marked increase in 
the one case and a slight decrease in the other. The longitudinal 
curvature in the one case is practically unchanged, but in 
the case when the longitudinal fibres of the surface observed 
were under compression their curvature has slightly decreased. 
This is noteworthy as being the only case in which the apparent 
value of Young’s Modulus undergoes an increase with time. 
In each separate case, however, and in the mean values obtained 
from the two combined observations, there is an increase in 
Poisson’s Ratio. (See Summary, Table VIIT.) 

“ TABLE V.—Glass 3 ¢. 

Transverse Fringes. 

| | Concave Transverse Curvature. | Convex Transverse Curvature. 

N. 1 2 2 | 
a(An+ 4 a= i\ ). Gertie) 

After 1 Minute. | After 50 Minutes.|| After 1 Minute. |After50 Minutes. 

481 476 | 307 400 
2 “480 ‘467 | “402 "402 

3. | ATO ‘471 | 403 | 403 
4 | -469 | ‘467 } -404 | 405 
5 406 405 | 

6 “405 | 407 | 

a | | “406 | “411 | 

Mean Value | Mean Value | Mean Value | Mean Value 
| | 

"477 470 *403 *405 

Longitudinal Fringes. 

Convex Longitudinal Curvature. | Concave Longitudinal Curvature. | 
N. — - = 

SCAG eae 2) 5A 6 ee | 

1 095 098 092 092 
2 095 | 096 090 092 
3 ‘096 ‘095 ‘090 091 

4 095 | 0965 ‘089 ‘091 
ew ‘G95 ‘095 088 ‘091 

6 096 095 088 090 
7 095 094 ! 

8 | 094 » +004 | , 

| | Mean Value Mean Value || Mean Value Mean Value 

| 095 | 995 | 089 091 
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TaBLEs VI. and VII. GLASS 1 b. 

Width of beam=2°57 cm. Thickness=‘d71 cm. 

Dole Wins S207 Iker Git, 
een ag heap eth ate Ne 28-2 kocmy, 

The variations of transverse curvature shown by this beam were 

the opposite of those exhibited by the wider beams. 

The tendency shown is for the curvature to decrease, especially 

at the edges, and to become more uniform. 

The longitudinal curvature shows an increase in each case, 

roughly proportional to the bending moment. 

Apr Vole = Galassi: 

Transverse Fringes. 

| After 1 Minute. | After 50 Minutes. 

a(An+ 2 = Ay”): A, + ?—A,?. | 2( An+po°—A,?). A,4y~—A,?. 

ee ee 077 1026 =| 1-076 1-038 
se 1-066 12S | 1:072 1-102 | 

|= Se Le Os. | 
| Mean Value Mean Value | 

1-071 | 1-074 | 

Longitudinal Fringes. 

nN. | HAn46?—A,2) HA, 1g —A,2) 
if 213 212 

ans | 215 213 

3 216 214 

4 215 Dl 

Die 214 213 
Gri '| ‘215 213 

| Mean Value | Mean Value 

"215 "213 
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‘EasLe VII.—Glass 1 6. 

Transverse Fringes. 

After 1 Minute. After 50 Minutes. 

ae : l ji 
1A pea Vee te ey ee its fk 2 2) ' 2 2 
2Anzo A, )- | Ant) AG 2(Anigs es }* Angi = Ag : 

1 741 812 792 858 

2 7Ti9 493 787 799 

3 699 796 

| 748 | : 778 
Mean Value | Mean Value 

-730 | 789 | 

| 
Longitudinal Fringe aS. 

i 
| 

A nA | AG 
: 160 158 | 
~ 160 157 

2 | 169 157 | 

4 158 136 | 

: fee 157 

: 158 157 
Mean Value Mean Value | 

“159 157 / 

Examination of Results. 

The beams of glass used were all cut from good plate 
glass free from flaws, and showed remarkably little initial 
stress when examined sai polarized light. Their surfaces, 
however, were not optically polished, and all showed a 
certain amount of curvature. Consequently no weight is 
attached to the absolute values of the Elastic Constants ; given 
in this paper. 

This initial irregularity in the surface of the beams may 
also account, to some extent, for the lack of uniformity shown 
by the cross- -bending, but it is suggestive that in the cases of 
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beams whose width is great compared with their thickness, 
a tendency towards turning up at the edges is shown, and 
this may very well indicate a trace of the “ blade ’’ type of 
bending. 

The condition usually accepted (cf. Searle’s ‘ Experimental 
Elasticity ’) that the ‘‘ beam” type of bending shall occur is 

e208 
that the ratio iq of the beam shall be small compared with 

_ the radius of longitudinal curvature. It is not clear, how- 

s > e b? 

ever, that a value approaching 50 for the ratio 5, would be. 
a 

sufficiently small to give uniform, cross-bending with a radius 

of longitudinal curvature of about 1000. It is intended to 
investigate this fully with optically perfect glass. 

Summary of Results and Conclusions. 

Table VIII. gives a summary of the results obtained in 
eight experiments. 

The evidence of an alteration with time in the apparent 
value of Young’s Modulus is conclusive. ‘There is also in 
most cases a marked change in the value of Poisson’s Ratio 
as determined by this method, but whether this indicates a 
change in the actual value of the ratio, or whether it is due © 
entirely to a change in the shape of the transverse curvature 
is not certain. The method does not admit of an accurate 
determination of the curvature of the beam near the centre 
owing to the distance apart of the fringes in that region, 
and it is possible that a change of curvature in the centre 
portion of the beam might counterbalance to some extent 
changes in the outer portions over which the observations 
were taken. 

In conclusion the author desires to express his acknowledg- 
ments to the Department of Scientific and Industria] Research 
for their assistance which enabled this work to be carried 

out. 
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LXV. An Atomic Model based upon Electromagnetic 
Theory. I. By ALBERT C. CREHORE®. 

LT is proposed in this paper to obtain an expression for the 
mechanical force between two closed circular rings of 

charge revolving at uniform velocity around the centres of 
their respective circles, making use of the new electro- 
magnetic theory of Saha. This problem for point charges 
revolving in circles has been investigated t by means of the 
J. J. Thomson electromagnetic equations, and later t by 
means of the equations of Larmor-Lorentz. The force 
between two neutral atoms, each supposed to be composed 
of revolving rings and stationary charges, in equal amounts 
so-as to render the atoms neutral, comes out exactly zero at 
great distances using either of the two latter theories. By 
the use of the new Saha theory this is not the case, and the 
resulf obtained is of interest. 

After obtaining an expression for the ponderomotive e force 
upon one point charge due to a second, each point moving 
in the most general ‘form of path, by means of the four- 
dimensional analysis of Minkowski, Saha § states that “in 
three dimensions the forces are equivalent to a force “of 
repulsion 

ee B” 1 weeos e (1) 
FERC ae, ea a 

in the direction of the line joining the two points, and a 
force 

ee’ B? Ur\- 5 
coals; : 3 4 ; : (2) 

in the direction of the velocity of the second or attracting 
point.” The meaning of Saha in the words quoted must 
have been that the directions of the force and the velocity 
of the second point are parallel without regard to sign, for 
the negative sign in his equation (13) before the last velocity 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Crehore, Phil. Mag. July 1918, p. 58; doe. cit. ae 1915, p. 750. 
a Crehore, Phys. Rev. Fane US ap: 445 ; G. A. Schott, Phys. Rey. 

July 1918, p. 89; Crehore, Phys. Rev. Feb. Toi, P65 doc. .cté. Feb. 
1921, pp. 249-255, 
§ Saha, Phys. Rev. Jan. 1919, p. 41. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 250. Oct. 1921. 2Q 
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term shows that the force (2) is in a direction opposite to the 
direction of motion of the second point. 

Since the Saha notation differs from that employed by the 
writer, let the above equations be converted into the symbols 
heretofore used, The subscripts, 1 and 2, are preferred to 
the prime Jetters. The vector r in (1) is equivalent to the R 
denoting the vector from the position of e, at the time t— R/e 
to that of e; at the time ¢. The scalar wocos@ may be 
replaced by qi.q). The Saha 6 and f’ may be replaced by 
1—£8,? and 1—£,?, where 6, and #, are used in their 
common sense as the ratio of the velocity of the point to that 
of light. The Saha 2 is defined as 1—Ur'/c, which is taken 
to be a misprint for 1—U'r/e. This quantity is the equiva- 
lent of the expression that we have denoted by 

A,=1—a, 3 R/cR, 

and similarly A,;=1—q,.R/cR 

is the equivalent of his 1—Ur/e in (2). Making these 
changes in notation the two Saha equations, (1) and (2), 
combine into the single equation 

“ah. (3) — €€,(1— Bq”) 4 
F= Rr BY)? (i= Ech: q2) R— 

The investigation of the problem may be divided into three 
stages (1) to express the instantaneous force upon one ele- 
ment of the first ring due to one element of tlie second ring 
in terms of the circular motion ; (2) to integrate these forces 
around each ring; (3) to average the force for all orienta- 
tions of the axes of the rings on the assumption that all 
directions are equally probable. 

ie 

The Instantaneous Force upon One Point Charge in Circular 

Motion due to a Second Point Charge in Circular Motion. 

Let O,; and O, represent the fixed centres of the orbits of 
the point charges e, and é, and let the vector, r, represent 
the constant distance O,O,. Let there be two sets of rect- 
angular axes, 2,7, and k, having origin at QO, and 7’, 7’, and k’ 
with origin at Op. The k and h! axes are each perpendicular 
to the planes of their respective orbits, the positive directions 
along each being defined so that the ‘revolution is clockwise 
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when viewed from the positive end. The, andj’ axes are 
so chosen as to be parallel with the line of intersection of the 

‘planes of the two orbits, and the positive direction along 
the j-axis is defined by the vector kxk’. This defines both 
the 2 and 2’ axes. The circular motion of the first point 
charge may now be defined by the equation 

AP as ORCS Hi lacies OFy) ae sien ert ae aiareaige (209) 

That of the second point by 

We OS ci Ooi ay cats eahe 10) 

and the position of the centre, O,, by the constant vector 

Pi bao eesti 2 Cast Anan Ses OC O)) 

The symbols 8;, C;, 8, and Cy, are abbreviations for the 
sines and cosines of the angles respectively 

Ft ecdiand oul +0,=0,(¢— =) Mp UD 

The i’ and k' axes may be transformed into thei and & 
axes by the relations 

p= (COs a) ten (siil co\ic tes ae ts ICS)). 

i= — (sic )eepicosia\k eae 5 (9) 

Whence, in terms of the 7, 7, and & axes, ry becomes 

Yo =a,(S_. cos a2+CU,7+S8.sinak). . . (10) 

Let R denote the variable vector from the position of the 
second point at the time ¢—R/c=t' to the position of the first 
point at the time ¢t. Then, we have 

Ronpo aoe ae ee CLT) 

By the use of (4), (6), and (10), we find 

R=(—wta,8;—aS, cos a)i 

+(—y+a,Cy— aC y 

+ (2 saGeOecmmalee« .« . (12) 

Dee: bo 
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To tind the scalar value of R from this, square the coefficients 
and add, giving 

Ia aso (Bp), (08 dl a err (13) 

where s°= 77 + a7 + Go, a constant, ) aero 

9) 

and w= ~[ —aywS,—ayyO,— ag28y sin a + agyCy Re 

+ Gly Sy COS & — AAS 1S_ Cos a —ayG,C,C, |. (15) 

For substitution in the Saha equation (3) the vector 
velocities g; and gq. are required. These may be found by 
differentiating (4) and (5) with respect to the time, but at 
this point a very important difference arises between the use 
of the Saha theory and such a theory as that of Larmor- 
Lorentz. Saha states in the paper referred to “ But in 
performing differentiations with regard to (a’, y’', 2’, U) we 
here assume that they are quite independent of (2, y, z, /). 
I am not quite definite as to which of these two standpoints 
is correct, but Lam inclined to think that my standpoint is 
more in accordance with Minkowski’s ideas of time and 
space. However, it is preferable to keep an open mind on 
this point.” We shall here adopt Saha’s view and difteren- 
titiate (4) to find q,, giving 

di=a0,(Cj~—S,4). :.  . aeons 

To find q, differentiate (10) with respect to ¢’ as though the 
observer were at the position of the second charge, giving 

qo= Ax0o( Cz COS al aa So) =F ¢ sin ak). : : (16) 

For the ponderomotive force equation, the several required 
quantities may now be found. From (15a) and (16) we 
find 

Qi. qo/c? = 8B. [C,C, cos a+ SS, |. : 5 (17) 

From the definition of 

A,=1—q, Rol, . 5 4 = A (18): 

we find 

WAG C= hye — ee Sih= CES On COS a=— OF + Sy |. (19): 

The complete form of the ponderomotive force in terms 
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of the circular motion may now be written from (3) as 
Follows :— 

419 it a be x 1 4 Y 

a ciSre = a [(-« 1 atti G02) ALES S08 
— BiB, [(C, Cy cos a+8)82)(— 2x +4148, — ag8z cos «) 

= digs Csr COS a 

+ S.C, C, cos? a + C,C,a cos a — 8, Cay cos a) | a 

a | — y+ &0;—aeCe) + RBS. — BiB2[ (Ci C2 cox « 

=F 8,5.) (—y =F ayC,— aU) 

+4;8)8,09— a,8,2C, cos a — S.Cya + S:8y/]| j 

+ | ( — Z—dySq sin a) —RGB,C, sin #— B,B,| (CC, cos a 

+8,8,)(—2—agh, sin «) 

— dS, CQ? sin x + a8,C,C, sin a cos & 

+ C, Cow sin a —8, Coy sin a] | k i : 

| | (20) 
The quantity RA,, which occurs in the coefficient of (20), 

may be found in a similar manner to RA, above, giving 

RA, = R-—q,.R/c=R—A, [ —Cow cos a+ Soy — Coz sin « 

+a,8,C,cosa—a,8,0;]. . (21) 

For brevity, write v for the quantities within the last 
bracket of (21), giving 

RA,=R—£,2, . ° ° . . : (22) 

whence CORUM OSS Gin e C}) 

and expanding into series 

(vA Ie BGoR eu OOo leo 

SEO Gas ccs alone m eter) (24) 

The powers of R may be obtained from (13) in terms of 
u as follows :— 

Reece Gi euize lousy e— ow); LO...) 9. (20) 

Nem (a uesan: ene ce... (26) 

Re P=s5-(1 —5u/2 + 35w?/S—105uF/16....) . (2%) 

imme (pete Ote— NOU ee). ek (28) 
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Hence the value = (RA,)~? is obtained in terms of w and v, 
and the constant, s, as follows :— 

(RAy) ate +3,62( )+o8(5 = +1088 (°). 5 

(3/246 5 415 (| 430 

+(15/8+9 ,,+105/4 ,,. +60 {7 Saeaya 

eee. i. o> 

The equations ey and (29) furnish the material for the 
investigation in terms of circular motion.. But we shall 
restrict ourselves to tho<e terms only in the final result 
which at great distances vary inversely as the square of 
the sence. ry. Contrary to the result using the Larmor- 
Lorentz equations, there are no terms here “of any lower 
order than the inverse square. Terms were found in the 
inverse first power of the distance, using their theory, which 
are difficult of physical interpretation. 

In ys ourselves to the inverse square terms certain 
simplifications may be made immediately in the general 
equation. First, it is only necessary to use the first line ot 
(29), since each succeeding line raises the order in 7 because 
of the w, w?, etc. . 

Except for the R that appears indirectly in (20) through 
the sines and cosines (see (7)), itis correct to use the approx!- 
mation that R=s =rat great distances. Also all those terms 
not containing x, y, z, or Rin (20) may be omitted as con- 
tributing nothing to the inverse square terms. With these 
simplifications, and writing for x, y, and < the direction 
cosines, X, Y, and Z, equal respectively to a/r, y/r, a and 2/7, 
the force in (20) becomes 

eex( 1— B85") ¢ _ yaa 
eect x B.C cos @ 

+ B,B(S8iS.Y + 8,C.Y cos a) ]2 

+[—Y+ 8, 

+ 6,8:(820,X + C ie Cos a) ie) 

+[—Z—,C, sin « 

+ ByB.(S,CoY sin e+ 8,8.Z 

+0,C,(X sin «+ Zcosa))] ki r(RA,)~ 

(30) 

i 
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where only the first line of (RA)~* in (29) need be used, 
namely, 

: v ale 3 (v\3 | 
(RA) = | 1438" +68," (") +108, (-) eo Oe 

in which Um Op CG, eee a an eo ee Bae) 

anil b= cosa Zcimots 1 0. 5 2 333) 

These equations, (30) and (31), express the instantaneous 
force upon the first point charge due to the second with 
completeness so far as the inverse square terms at great 
distances are concerned, and to all orders of 8; and A). 
The next operation is to integrate the force for two closed 
rings. 

ILL. 

The Force upon a First Closed Ring due to a Second Closed 

Ring at great Distances, each Ring being in a Fixed 
Position. 

A. The force upon the whole of the first ring due to an 
element of length only of the second ring. 

Let dH, and dH, denote the charges per element of length 
of the rings respectively, and p, and p, the charges per unit 
of length of the circumference. The whole charge of each 
ring is then 

Ono ee een CO) 

and EK, = 2TH 2/9. ° e . e e 5 (35) 

The angles measured from the centres of the rings to the 
elements of charge respectively are by (7) 

Cian eee a ee (36) 

d.=,(t—Rje) +0... . . - (87) 

o the time is to be In summing the forces around each ring 
regarded as constant and may as well be assumed to be zero. 
The whole force of tle second ring upon the first is the same 
at all times, that is, does not vary with time. For ¢=0, 
we have 

Wo Rey oe en ¢,=6, and ¢,=6.— 
C 
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The elements of charge in the rings are respectively 

dH, =a,9,d0, and dB, = dop.d0 >. 5 A (39) 

According to (38) the differential of ¢, with respect to the 
phase angle 6, is more complex than the differential of ¢1 
with respect to @, because ¢ involves R, which is a function 
of @,. For purposes of integration the elements of charge 
are preferably expressed in terms of @ instead of @, as in 
(39), since the sines and cosines in the force (30) are 
in terms of g and not 6. Differentiating (38) with respect 
to @ gives 

| Oy Ohi» dtiede, ame 1. = ( — 5) db . (40) 

Hence the elements of charge become in terms of } 

-1 

dE,=a,p,d, and TB,=agp{ 1 = a doz. (Al) 
2 

Iixamining (30) with respect to ¢, it is found that it does 
not occur in the factor (RA,)~*in (31), and that it only 
occurs in the first power of 8, and C, within the brace of 
(30). Since we have to integrate for 0;, that is for q1, 
between the limits of 0 and 27 to go once around the first 

ring, all the odd powers of 8; and C, give zero upon inte- 
grating. Since there are no other terms in (30) except 
constant terms independent of 6,, and each of these gives a 
factor 27 upon integrating, the whole force upon the first 
closed ring due to an element of the second ring is easily 
found to be 

E —B.? 
d¥ = a a [-—X—£,C; cos a |2 r(RA,)8(1—B, 

Pe VS el 

+[—Z— Cy sin alk ace 

B. The force upon the whole of the first ring due to 
the whole of the second ring. 

The process of integration around the second ring is to 
substitute for dH, in (42) its value in (41), and for (RA,)~? 
its value in (31), and multiply the series of (31) by the 
binomials in the brackets of (42), and integrate each term 
separately. The terms thus found involve 0, only through 
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the various powers of S, and Cy, and the problem of inte- 
grating (42) with respect to @, from zero to 2m is reduced 
to the process of obtaining the definite integrals of the 
powers of the sine and cosine of this angle. One example 
will suffice, namely, to find the integral of the cosine. 
We have tv» find 

| Urd0,= | C,(1— 5 a dds, ° ° (43) 

between the limits 0 and 27 for 65, or between —Ro,/c and 
27 —Ro,/c for d,. This involves finding a value for dht/d@., 
since this contains Se and C, implicitly. By (13) we have 

ay 28s al oe eee (AL) 

Hence ae 6 i ee (45) 
OE Ge ee ea Sa ess 

Only the first term need be retained, because the next intro- 
duces higher orders in yr. Also only those terms in w in 
(15) need be retained which contain «, y, or ¢. Recalling 
the definition of & in (33), we have 

2 
u =~ | —a,X8,— YO, +4928; + YC,) |. > 

Since the first two terms are independent of 0, we have 

Be eGo ore )a. a) Co 
dO, ie 2, di), C dQ, 

Whence GN) dO a= Gs) (GES ee ey a tay ed (2) 

where De GC rN See Wey ee berserk (40) 

w, dR (Signi B 
SE SSS eerie EA a O Hence ag, ods (50 ) 

‘ a @2 dk ie il al 
and I TD oer (51) 

tee 5 TQ <9) 
and ce 2 - = 1+ B,B il aS (EC, — Y She ‘ (92 } 

CGA oy 

The integral of the cosine (43) required is, therefore, 

"On s 5 oe Re ae 

C,d0,=( [0,4 BoC? — By V SoCo] dbo= 27 (ERE). (53) 
0 he, wv 
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in a similar manner the followi ing definite integrals that are 

required have been obtained :— 

| S.d0.°% =2a(—48,Y) (Cyd0, 2a 

\8.C,d0,= ; \S,4d6, = 27 (3) 

\ 078, =27(3) | C.S3740; =27r(2eoe) 

‘SS,%d0, =2r(3) {S.Cy2d0, =20(—380Y) 

[CPd0, =27(8 LE) J S,°C,240,=20-(2) 

\ S2d0, =27 Se) \ S20,7d0, a S2°C,dé,= 

To illustrate the process of integration of (42) between 
the limits 02=0 and 27, consider the i7-component. Multi- 
plying —(X+£2C, cose) by the first Eo terms of (31) 
- es ‘only terms to the order of 9,2 as follows :— 

( " _ (X& 4 BaCo.60s «) [1+ 38 VS2—ECs)] a0, 
ie =n | —-X+4.?[Ecosa+2X(¥?4+ &) |}. Gd) 

Multiplying by the next three terms of (31) gives terms 
both in #2? and in 8," as follows :— 

| as (X + 2C2 cos a) [ 682?(YS2— EC)? + 10823 (YS2—EC,)° 

a 4 158,4(-V8,—£0s ae 

= 2m) —3BYX(Y? + &) + Bo* [FE cos a(Y? + &) 

— WX (Ys 65 

The next term of (31) gives terms of an order not lower 
than 85°, and it will appear later that we need not even 
retain terms in 8,%, but they are now retained and rejected 
later. Treating the j- and the k- -components in a similar way, 
the complete force upon the first ring due to the second 
becomes 
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aes 1, E,(1 — Bs") § 
Samet Di 2\4 

dese): 
| -X+8: [Ecosa—§X(V?4 £)] 

; + B,*| 8& cos a Y? + &*) 

—APX(Y?+ 27] |i 

atm 

a aa | 
—¥ +6 [Y—$¥(¥? + #)] 

+ Bot [BYV2+ 9) 
Fey + ey) | j 

=z = Z + Bo [é sin a—
37(Y?+ &)| 

Is 

+ 6,4 (2& sin a(Y?
4+ &) 

nese]. 
(57) 

This force is constant independent of time, but depends 
upon the relative positions of the orbits. The direction of 
the force is not necessarily along the line joining the centres 
of the orbits. To find the component which does act along 
the line of centres, multiply the coefficient of 7 by X, of 7 by 
Y, and of & by Z, and add the three products. ‘Lhe resuliing 
force is 

= Qe We D\. |) SINE? 2.2 | 
F.= y? (1 — 8,2)2 1 Pe Gy te) gPR2 (Y Ie) hee be 

29) 
It may be shown that the quantity (Y?+ &), when multi- 

plied by 7?, is equal to the square of the perpendicular 
distance from the centre of the first ring to the axis of 

,@ ‘ e Oo 2. - 

rotation of the second ring. In fact, this quantity is the 
equivalent of 

1—(—Xsinea+Zcosa)?, . . . . (60) 

which is the form given it in equation (54) of an earlier * 
paper. 

JEG 

The Average Force upon the First Ring due to the 
Second fing for all Ovientations. 

The only quantity in (59) that varies as the axes are 
turned relatively to each other, without changing the dis- 
tance between centres, is (Y?+£?). When the orbits are 

* Phys. Rev. June 1917, p. 456. 
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oriented with respect to each other on the supposition that 
all directions are equally probable, it has been shown * 
that the average value of this quantity is 2/3. The process. 
of averaging the square of this quantity is here omitted, 
because it is not essential that the coefficient of 8.4 be known 
for our purposes. The average, however, comes out 22/45. 
Hence the average force upon the first ring due to the 
second for all orientations is 

ee ae 
ler) 

This result includes all orders of 8 up to 8’ and merely the 
inverse square of the distance. Hxpanding (1—£,?)~? in 
series, and multiplying by (1—/,) gives 

1+ 46,°?—Po?+ 284-4388." .... 

Multiplying this into the last parenthesis of (61) gives the 
complete result, including terms in 6%, as 

H,E, 
y 

(—1-187- 8s eee .). ° (61) 

K= (—1 438, — 204 oahe + acres er ee: 

(62) 
IV. 

Comparison between the Results obtained using the Larnor- 
Lorentz and the Saha Forms of the Ponderomotive Force. 

The average force between two point charges revolving in 
circular orbits resolved along the centre line according to 
the Larmor-Lorentz theory has been obtained } as follows :— 

5 _ ER, 
= (1+ 36:4 $8:°4+98)*....), +) (639) 

The velocity of the first point charge, upon which this 
expresses the force, does not appear at all in the expression. 
According to the result in (61) this statement would also 
have been true in the Saha investigation, were it not for 
the presence of the factor in the coefficient, (1—,?)~?. 
This factor may be traced back to the original expres- 
sion (3). This difference is fundamental, and has con- 
siderable significance. Suppose, for example, the force 
upon a first moving point charge due to a second charge 

* Phys. Rev. July 1918, p. 20. 
jebbysaivev. Keb: 1919 soi yequncy)- 
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at rest—that is, having zero velocity and acceleration—is com- 
pared. The Larmor-Lorentz equation for the instantaneous 

force reduces to the electrostatic force, f= 

means that it is immaterial whether the first electron is. 

in motion or not. The Saha instantaneous force by (3) 
becomes | 

4B, : He 2 OO 

which makes the force depend upon the state of motion of 
the first ene This result seems to the writer more 
rational than the former, for it is difficult to believe that 
differing physical states should find no expression in the 
force, as 1n the former result. 
here is another difference that makes it almost conclu- 

sive that the Larmor-Lorentz equation does not represent the 
true force, while the Saha force may. There is an accelera- 
tion term in the furmer equation, 

EH, Es i R 

taAayie [2% (Bo, a) | xB. 
which at great distances gives a force that varies inversely 
as the distance R. The two R’s in the numerator cancel 
two of the three in the denominator, leaving the term 
varying as the inverse distance. At great distances the 
inverse distance term is in excess of any term varying as 

the inverse square or higher orders, and represents the 
whole force. The direction of the force is immaterial. No 
such jaw of force is known in experience between systems 
ata great distance, and it taxes the imagination to believe 
that this represents the truth in the case of two charges. 

On the other hand, the Saha equation (3) gives no term 
varying as the inverse distance, the lowest order being the 
inverse square, which is entirely in accord with experience. 
There is no acceleration term in the Saha expression. 

Ae 

Application to Two Material Bodies composed of 
Neutral Atoms. 

If an equation like (63), resulting from the Larmor- 
Lorentz theory, is applied to two neutral bodies composed 
of atoms each having certain charges in rotation and an 
equal number of stationary charges. of the opposite sign, it 
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does not matter which sign, so that each atom is neutral, the - 
process is to add up the four different kinds of expressions 
obtained for rotors acting on rotors, for rotors acting on 
stators, 8,;=0, for stators acting on rotors, 8,=0, and for 
stators acting on stators, both 8, and @,=0, each expression 
being obtained from (63). The result is, with any equation 
of the type of (63) in which there are no terms containing 
the product 8,85, that in adding the four kinds of expres- 
sions the whole cancels out, leaving the total force exactly 
Zero 
On the other hand, by the use of an equation of the type 

of (62), derived from the Saha theory, all that is left after 
summing up the four expressions obtained from it is the pro- 
duct term, and we have the average force upon body A due 
to B, or upon B due to 7 the following, 

> (E817) 2 (i857). . = eee ih 
Th oy 

The specific inductive capacity £ 1s here introduced because 
it belongs in the equation to make the dimensions of the 
right member equal a force. To be accurate, it should have 
been written in all the equations from the beginning. 

LE the force is written down between two neutral atoms 
before any average is taken for all orientations by means of 
(59), the result is 

= 5 (+E) SEB") S (Dahir. . (66) 

Bearing in mind that (Y?+ &)7? is the square of the perpen- 
dicular distance from the centre of the first atom to the axis 
of the second atom, the two axes now having definite fixed 
directions, it is seen that the force varies from zero, when the 
axis of the second atoms is directed toward the first atom, to 
a maximum, when the first atom is in the equator of the 
second atom. The force is, however, an attraction at 
all times and never a repulsion, and obeys the inverse 
square law. 

These two equations express with great completeness the 
general features of the law of gravitation, which may be 
written 

F=MM,Mge?: . 3 ee 

Equations (65) and (67) become identical by writing mass 
in the form 
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Moreover, there is one other feature of the law of gravi- 
tation which the equation (66) supports. The attraction 
between crystals has been shown experimentally * to be 
independent of the orientations of their axes. If it may 
be assumed that the atoms in a crystal are divisible into 
four equal groups, with each group of atoms having axes 
parallel to the four medial lines of a regular tetrahedron, as 
there is some reason to believe from an independent investi- 
gation J, then the attraction between an atom and any group 
of four atoms having axes parallel to the four medial lines 
of the tetrahedron is, according to (66), proportional to the 
sum of the squares of the four perpendiculars expressed by 
(Y?+é);?. This sum has been shown to be constant f inde- 
pendent of the orientation of the group. Moreover, its value 
is such thata factor 2/3 is obtained, which combined with 
the 1/2 in (66) reduces the force between the crystals to the 
form (65), showing there is no difference between the attrac- 
tion of erystals and other matter, provided, of course, one 
admits the possibility that crystals have the axes of their 
atoms so arranged. 

The equation (65) also implies Newton's law of equal action 
and re-action between bodies. It remains only to show that 
the magnitude of the force agrees with that given by the 
gravitational constant. Before undertaking to show that 
there is ulso agreement in this respect, it seems necessary 
to consider another important result obtained by means of 
Saha’s equation (3). 

VI. 

Application to Rings of Equally Spaced Electrons. 

Instead of giving the demonstration in full, let us content 
ourselves with a statement of the results obtained, which 
have, however, been rigorously proved. In the problems ot 
rings of electrons regarded as point charges uniformly dis- 
tributed around a circle, and revolving at a uniform rate 
around the circumference, it has been shown $ that the 
tangential force upon any selected electron in the ring due 
to all the others added together always takes the direction in 
which the electron is moving in the ring by the Larmor- 
Lorentz equation. The effect of this force is to accelerate 

* A, S. Mackenzie, Phys. Rev. vol. ii. Mar.—Apr. 1895, p. 321. 
+ Crehore, Phil. Mag. June 1915, p. 750, tig. 1; Phil. Mag. Aug. 

1915, p. 257. 
{ Crehore, Phys. Rey. June 1917, p. 459, italics. 
§ G. A. Schott, ‘ Electromagnetic Radiation,’ p. 110, eq. (180), p. 186. 
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the ring rather than retard its motion. It has been supposed 
on this. theory that this accelerating force is opposed and 
balanced by the retarding force of the selected electron upon 
itself due to the radiation of energy. It should be pointed 
out, however, that it has never been possible to arrive at any 
equilibrium speed by means of this theory where the two 
forces mentioned just balance, so as to permit of uniform 
motion. 

On the other hand, the Saha equation applied to the ring 
leads to a tangential force in exactly the opposite direction 
to the Larmor-Lorentz theory, a force due to the other elec- 
trons that retards the motion of the selected electron. And, 
of ecurse, the force due to its radiation also retards it. 
There is, therefore, on this theory no possibility of there 
being an equilibrium velocity for a ring of electrons. 

This conclusion is of the utmost importance, and presents 
a kind of ultimatum. Hither one must abandon the use of 
rings of electrons entirely in an atomic model, or one must 
lay “asids the Saha theory as Jaane i. To many the 
latter course has seemed the wiser ; bnt, on the other hand, 
there is a large group of chemists w ‘ho have found much of 
yalue in the use of such a model as that proposed by Lewis 
and Langinuir, who have not hesitated to lay aside the ring 
of electrons revolving completely around the centre of the 
orbit. The ring atom has been of more especial use in 
the phenomena of radiation, but has not helped the chemist 
so much. The atomic model that the chemist has sek up is 
useful in fully as large a group of phenomena, and the 
problems of chemistry are not to be lightly ignored. 

New ideas are obviously required to haroaee the very 
great differences that now exist in the different forms of 
atomic models. These considerations warrant an examination 
of the consequences of tracing the Saha theory as far as 
possible without prejudice as to the form of atomic model to 
which it leads. 

Tt seems unwise, however, to proceed along this road until 
th: fundamental assumptions of the Bohr “theory are re- 
examined. A close examination of them shows at once 
that the theory is broader and more comprehensive than 
the model by which it was first introduced, so much so that 
the requirements of Bohr’s theory may be ‘satisfied by other 
conceivable atomic models. 

In his admirable discussion * of the Bohr theory Dr. Adams 
says: ‘* This investigation by Kramers furnishes almost con- 
vineing proof of the general validity of Bohr’s theory.” Is 

* Bulletin Nat. Research Council, Oct. 1920, pp. 380, 321. 
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not the complete answer to the question: ‘ What is Bohr’s 
theory?” given in another place in the same paper, where 
Dr, Adams says: ‘In fact Bohr’s theory is based on the 
two hypotheses of the existence of stationary states, and this 
frequency condition,’ referring to the equation ¢€,,—e,=/v? 
Stated in this form there are cogent reasons for the general 
validity of the theory, but the same proofs apply with equal 
force to any other form of atomic model that satisfies these 
two hypotheses. The valuable results already obtained in 
the generalized theory need not, therefore, be abandoned 
because they are construed to apply with equal force to a 
different form of atomic model. The abandonment of rings 
of electrons from an atomic model does not seem to be so 
revolutionary when viewed in the light of these facts. The 

investigations in the Bohr theory have been so generalized 
by the use of the theory of probabilities applied to the 
different states of the atom that the result has taken ona 
statistical aspect, and does not depend very intimately upon 
a particular form of model. 

The form of model to which the Saha theory points not 
only fulfills these two hypotheses but also possesses other 
qualities of a totally different nature that seem to throw 
some light upon phenomena hitherto obscure. So long as 
there is strict adherence to the Bohr model, an understanding 
of phenomena on the basis of electromagnetic theory will 
remain difficult, if not impossible. ‘Throughout these inves- 
tigations the fundamental assumption is that electromagnetic 
theory is valid at all points, and is not to be set aside at any 
point. 

WSL 

Model of the Hydrogen Atom. 

To withhold suggesting a form of atomic model which is 
in harmony with electromagnetic theory until all the pyro- 
blems connected with its action have been rigorously worked 
out by means of the theory would be equivalent to with- 
holding it indefinitely, for the problems that arise are too 
many for one individual to expect to handle. It is entirely 
legitimate to state the case, making good use of the informa- 
tion that has been rigorously proved and using approxi- 
mations in other instances, always with the understanding 
that these are subject to revision when the rigorous solution 
is forthcoming. ‘That is to say, an element of speculation as 
to what the theory is likely to yield later is unavoidable at 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6, Vol. 42. No..250. Oct. 1921. 2R 
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present. It will be recognized, however, that such specula- 
tion * is quite a different thing from the random speculation 
of many. 

The first important problem is to determine the form that 
an electrical charge, 1, will assume when left to itself. The 
so-called Lorentz solid electron is usually pictured as a sphere 
when notin translational motion. For this electron the usual 
results give the electromagnetic T energy as 

W=3H7 Sak, .. 22 2 ne 
and the mass { 

4 /H\* a 
m= (.) ee (70). 

The state of internal motion of the charge is neglected in 
these results, each element of charge remaining stationary 
with respect to the others. This condition may be seen to 
be one of equilibrium, but the equilibrium is unstable. If 
the sphere be set in rotation, forces due to its motion are 
brought into existence which must automatically adjust 
themselves by finding a condition of motion that will balance 
all forces. By eliminating E?/5ak from (69) and (70) we 
obtain a value for W in terms of mass and the velocity of 
light as follows :— 

Wigmore a. ee 

Hinstein and others have considered that mc? rather than 
mc?/2, or any other fraction of it, represents the total energy 
associated with a mass of matter. Regarding these above 
formule as applying to the nuclear charge, say of the 
hydrogen atom, it is evident that the total energy expressed 
by (71) should be mc? and not ?mc?. It appears that the 
extra one-quarter mc” is due to the normal state of internal 
motion of the nucleus. If the electromagnetic theory de- 
mands a state of motion for equilibrium, then the electrical 
charge at rest becomes a pure fiction, having no existence 
any where. 

Electromagnetic theory assumes that there exists a pres- 
sure over the entire surface of the electron to keep its 
elements from expanding the charge, and the ditference in 
pressure § for the solid Lorentz electron from centre to 
surface is given by the formula, 

Pai? /S8iatk, oo 300.49 ee 

* Heaviside, ‘ Klectrical Papers,’ vol. i. p. 333. 
+ Schott, ‘Electromagnetic Radiation,’ eq. (381). 
t Loe. cit. eqs. (379), (380). 
§ Loe. cit. art. 257, 
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This may be converted into the mathematically equivalent 
conception of a tension along the surface by the formula, 

it =a 
BaP + )=5h OR OL ERS nates ; (Ce) 

T being the tension and v and r’ the two radii of curvature 
of the surface, which merge into a when the surface is 
spherical. Let it now be supposed that the original sphere 
is distorted by rotation, say, into the form of an oblate 
spheroid, while both the volume of the charge and the 
tension along the surface remain unaltered. ‘The work done . 
against the tension to stretch the surface over a larger area, 
say A, is, therefore, AT. But this energy must be equated 
to mc? /4, giving 

AT=A SP =3AE*/16matk=me"/4, utes (ae) 

whence Rees Wires te ate ay 

The original area of the sphere being four great circles must 
be stretched according to this 16/L5ths of a great circle. If 
the shape is an oblate spheroid, this assumption deter- 
mines the eccentricity, and the major and minor axes of the 
ellipse representing the meridian section. The result is 
the eccentricity 

(AS as ees. CLO) 

and the ratio of the axes is 

UO on OONSey nc so ee. Cin) 

A rigorous way to approach the problem of completely 
determining the internal state of motion is obviously to 
divide the body of charge up into elementary coaxial con- 
tinuous rings, and after obtaining the effect of one upon the 
other integrate for a distribution that will keep the surface- 
pressure constant, but so far the problem has not been solved 
even for two elementary rings in such close proximity as 
to include both within the same body. The difficulty is that 
the method employed for great distances breaks down for 
distances comparable with the radius of the ring, the series 
becoming non-convergent. ‘The solution must be reached in 
another way. 

For the present it will be assumed that, since the electrons 
in the atom are not to revolve in rings, and since the nucleus 
is the main body contributing to the mass of the atom, it 

2R 2 
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is a rotating body of charge, and that it may be replaced 
so far as great distances are concerned, by an equivalent 
continuous ring of charge in rotation. The frequency of 
revolution of the single electron in the Bohr hydrogen atom 
is twice the Rydberg constant, and we shall assume that this 
now represents the frequency of revolution of the ring 
which is equivalent to the nucleus, for it seems logical in 
changing over from the Ptolemaic to the Copernican form 
of atom to retain the same fr equency. 

The atomic model applied to the hydrogen atom 1s repre- 
sented in meridian section in fig. 1. The nucleus, C, is rela- 
tively enlarged, it being impruvcticable to represent nucleus 

Fie. 1, 

and electron to the same scale. The effective nucleus consists 
of two charges, namely, the nucleus, C, having a positive 
charge, 2e, “and one. negative electron, ‘A or B, of single 
charg ge, e, which are inseparable, thus making the effective 
nuclear charge plus e. Thus from the neutral atom only 
one electron is detachable. Both electrons, A and B, in the 
normal state of the atom are in contact with the positive 
charge, OC, one at each ie All three charges rotate 
around a common axis, PQ, but the electron has no ten- 
dency to describe an ieee revolving around the nucleus. 
The rotation of the two electrons is small by comparison 
with the nucleus and may be neglected for the present, 
though it cannot be neglected for other problems. 

According to these data the volume of the positive nuclear 
charge of 2e is by (70) equivalent to a sphere of radius 

LB ee ree (=) =486x10-"%em. . . (78) 
JMyk ¢ 
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Assuming that this is deformed into the shape of an oblate 
spheroid having the ratio of the axes as determined in (77) 
by the rotation, then the semi-major axis of the ellipse is 

GH TOE S< LO-™ Gin. 

AMMeSeMM- MINOT axis, 0-2 a0 1x lOnl emsy ee ee yo) 

The reasoning above given applies with equal force to the 
shape of the negative electron, which may be regarded as an 
oblate spheroid of charge equivalent to the volume of a sphere 
of radius 

pee Bem dll Se UO“? Gill,’ 6 a a (SGD) 

semi-major axis OSE] X MOK 2? Cit, 

moesem—minonmaxis) 0—=(I°Cbox 10s em, . 2. (19a) 

WARD. 

The Magnitude of the Gravitational Attraction. 

At the end of section V. the comparison of the magnitudes 
of the forces as computed from equation (65), theoretical, 
and from Newton’s law (67) was deferred to this section in 
order that the data of the model of the atom might be pre- 
sented. The comparison will really consist in equating the 
two forces and finding the radius of the ring that is equiva- 
lent to the positive nucleus on the assumption that it rotates 
with a frequency, 2K, twice the Rydberg constant, and then 
comparing this radius with the values determined by inde- 
pendent means in (79). For two hydrogen atoms at great 
distance oriented in the average position, equation (65) 
becomes 

4¢? 
F = apah . 0 . 4 5 5 (80) 

And Newton’s law becomes 

ie mC tnd Otay Reman. COL) 

Hquating these two expressions and solving for 6, the speed 
of the equivalent ring in terms of the velocity of light, we 
find | 

Bt=3kk'my?/4e, or B= }(3hk')i = =0°778 x 10718. (82) 

Whence S=0°882x10-°, or v=Be=26'5 em./sec. (83) 
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With a frequency of revolution, 2K, the linear velocity in 
a circle is v=47ra,K, or the radius of the ring must be 

= = 6:4 10° cm. = eres 

It is remarkable that this radius so computed falls within 
the range of 10718 cm. at all. It is, in fact, Just under the 
equatorial radius of 7°054x107** given by (79), and may be 
in perfect agreement with the value of the equivalent radius 
to be obtained when the precise state of motion and shape of 
the nuclear charge is solved. 

1X: 

Concluding Remarks. 

Many difficulties will appear at first thought in connexion 
with the atomic model above suggested, and to which the 
law of gravitation and the law of equal action and reaction 
have been connected. Some may even think that it is in 
flagrant disregard of most of the well-known facts of obser- 
vation. The result above obtained marks a distinct advance, 
even if it shows no more than that the force between bodies 
composed entirely of neutral atoms of any description is 
always an attraction obeying the inverse square law, pro- 
vided each atom has equal charges with and without rotation 
or revolution. All results obtained with former electro- 
magnetic theories have uniformly made this force at great 
distances zero. ‘Two of the chief cf these are: 

1. The velocity of 26°5 em./sec. is so small, as representing 
the velocity of the ring equivalent to the hydrogen nucleus, 
that 1f gravitation is connected with it, then it seems as if 
the large velocities that electrons are known to possess in 
many circumstances would wholly mask the gravitational 
effect. 

The answer to this is complete, if it is admitted that tie 
forces due to the steady systematic rotations of the nuclei 
are not reflected, refracted, or affected by their passage 
through a volume of matter. They will then produce a 
volume and mass effect in distinction to a surface effect. 
These forces are already there, so to speak, and require no 
additional time to travel, for the charges have been in rota- 
tion for ages. The case is evidently different from a random 
distribution of changing velocities of electrons—for example, 
a set of linear oscillators. Such effects are likely to cancel 
each other, having no regular system, and the residue is 
subject to surface reflexion and absorption, and will not 
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penetrate to any great depth into a solid body like the earth. 
Such forces will not appreciably affect the gravitational force. 

2. How can such an atom as pictured for hydrogen 
possibly radiate the characteristic lines of the hydrogen 
spectrum? Or how can an electron ever become detached 
from it, due to the passage of a stream of bombarding 
electrons through hydrogen gas, barring an actual collision, 
which seems most improbable of occurrence ? 

The possible answer to these questions is taken up in detail 
in a subsequent paper, but it seems to be required to make 
a preliminary reply here. A collision is not necessary to 
account for the radiation. Hlectromagnetic theory is able 
to show that, when the bombarding electron exceeds a 
certain critical velocity in passing near to the atom, its effect 
will be to detach a single electron from the hydrogen atom. 
The action drives the electron out in a straight line from the 
nucleus to a certain maximum distance, whence it returns 
again to the nucleus. The acceleration of the electron is not 
constant, but contains a single periodicity, one of the 
characteristic lines of the spectrum. The maximum dis- 
tance to which the electron is driven is always the same 
fraction of the wave-length of this particular periodicity, 
and the electron goes out further for long waves and low 
frequencies than for short waves and high frequencies. The 
energy radiated in this straight-line motion during one com- 
plete excursion out and back has been calculated and found 
to be equal to a constant times the frequency. This is 
Planck’s quantum relation. and the constant is the equiva- 
lent of the constant h, which by the use of this model 
receives a physical interpretation in the case of light radia- 
tion from gases and X-radiation from solids. 

The action between an electron thus detached from the 
nucleus and the part of the atom that it left behind is toa 
first approximation analogous to the complex case of the 
action between two or more gyroscopic bodies, for each 
charge is supposed to be in rotation about an axis. It has 
been shown that such mutual forces may give rise to just 
such line serics as are met with in the hydrogen spectrum, 
but the exact calculation of this problem in detail musi 
eventually tax the highest type of mathematical analysis that 
has yet been devised. 

There seems no room for doubt that new ideas are neces- 
sary before the real significance of Planck’s quantum relation 
can be understood, and it has seemed well worth while 
following to the limit the clue suggested by the new electro- 
magnetie theory. Already this course has led to a model 
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which throws some light upon the processes of the charac- 
teristic radiation from gases, and the X-rays from solids, and 
the beta rays emitted when X-rays strike a target, as well as 
the photoelectric effect, and possibly the elusive phenomenon 
of fluorescence. In each case the model affords a picture of 
just what is vibrating with the characteristic frequencies 
observed, and also a reason for the existence of Planck’s 
rule in radiation. 

The Bohr model affords no picture of anything that really 
vibrates with the observed frequencies, since nothing is said 
about the model during the very time when the radiation is 
taking place, but merely about its state before and after such 
radiation. ) 

The Bohr model, the Lewis-Langmuir model, and the 
model above suggested each throw light upon different 
sets of physical phenomena, and each seems likely to be 
useful in assisting the development of a more general 
comprehensive model. 

Nela Research Laboratories, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

March 1921. 

LAVI.. Hscapements and Quanta. 
By Sir JosEraH LARMOR *. 

IGHT not an atom be a clock? It is asserted on 
sufficient evidence that when an electron is fired into 

an atom, it sometimes is retained, but its energy is emitted 
again in radiation of Réntgen rays, mostly forming a group 
of very definite periods but in part irregular. The former 
periods are so sharp that a train of many thousands of 
undulations perfectly regular in amplitude and phase, must 
be sent out, in order to produce such narrow lines in their 
Fourier spectrum as appear in crystal analysis. Yet an 
unsustained electric vibrating system radiates so intensely 
that if left to itself it would be quenched in a few vibrations. 
How is all this to be imagined ? Such equivalence between 
the impulse of an absorbed projectile and a long train of 
regular waves is unfamiliar and must therefore be significant. 

Consider, however, a common pendulum clock, or better, 
a clock with a compound pendular system having a group of 
sharp periods in its complex mode of oscillation. If vibrating 
free the pendulum will soon slow down to rest ; but if it is 
engaged through an escapement (the great invention of 

* Communicated to the British Asscciation, Sept. 1921. 
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Huygens) with a strong coiled spring or a suspended weight, 
it goes on vibrating for weeks, absolutely regular in ampli- 
tude and phase, picking up from the driving § spring just the 
small guantum of energy that. is needed to maintain it without 
disturbing it, each time the escapement is engaged. Now it 
is Rutherfordian isotopic doctrine that an atom is made of 
an outer shell of some kind, the seat of all its chemical and 
radiant properties, linked up with a core, perhaps sheltered, 
but anyhow too stiff to reveal itself sensibly in physical 
activities, except in the inertia that belongs to its structure. 
The outer electron-system which emits the lines of a spectral 
series (and determines chemical quality) stands for the 
pendular system of the clock, which is maintained in absolutely 
continuous vibration from the energy of the core, imparted 
gently through an escapement action, this vibration lasting 
for many periods, and renewed every time the core is wound 
up by its entrapping a particle with its translatory energy. 
All which is parabolic, yet to a vivid imagination may be 
fertile in analogy. A connexion between the feed of 
energy and the free period (e=hy) is, however, wanting. 
Perhaps also the clock may be reversible, and by absorbing 
incident radiant energy of proper periods into its pendular 
system may wind up its spring—pointing ultimately to 
instability and ejection of a particle from the core, in the 
manner recognized. 

Such quantized, or as they would say in Eeiiobareh: 
quantified, maintenance of a vibrating system is far from the 
orthodox smooth vibrator, imported into the usual mathe- 
matical theory of optics, but quite ineffective as regards 
sharp selective spectra. But its case is not uncommon in 
nature: a blown organ-pipe, or a bowed string, emits an 
absolutely regular train of waves maintained as long as is 
desired. And an escapement may be imagined as modified 
into a smooth continuous mathematical mechanism of con- 
straint, working w thout any jerk. Ought one to consent to 
be driven, even under many-sided compulsion of facts, to intro- 
duce such discontinuous gear as a feature In diagrammatic 
representations of nature’s hidden mechanism of selective 
radiation ? 

But may there be an alternative to such creation of natural 
quanta of a sort through mechanism,—to the regular breaks 
of continuity, however slight and gentle, that are perhaps 
essential to escapement action? One recalls that in the 
usual periodic vibrating atomic svstem illustrative of optical 
theory, each free period is independent, and its own energy 
fades away by radiation, no transfer or feed of energy from 
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one period to another being possible. Hgquipartition of the 
whole energy in the molecule between the periods, so far as 
it may tend to hold good, can only be Wee ches during 
encounters or collisions Tepreer molecules, when the periodic 
character of the internal motions is fora brief time suspended. 
Here, at any rate, fortuitous discontinuous processes inter- 
vene, in order to establish physical law, in a much coarser 
manner than a regular automatic escapement mechanism 
would involve. 

But let us now contemplate an atom differently—after 
Rutherford’s idea—as an outer physical system having its 
constant periods of free vibration, linked dynamically,—but 
only to a slight degree so as not much to displace these 
periods,—to an inner system or core, of more complex 
elasticity or structure so as not to be restricted to constant 

periods of its own, and so massive or stiff that it can form a 
receptacle of energy of large capacity, which may be re- 
plenished from time to time, from colliding ions or other- 
wise. There is now nothing to prevent this core from gently 
feeding out the energy, so acquired at each encounter, to 
sustain the vibrations and other motions of the outer physical- 
chemical system linked with it, as the blast feeds energy to 
the sound vibrations in an organ-pipe? The analogy is 
rough: but the action, on Helmholtz’s exposition, of the 
vibrating jet of air aie blows the pipe, though alternating, 
need not ie discontinuous. 

A new type of vibrating system is thus suggested for 
general dynamical exploration, possibly fruitful,—namely a 
periodic system linked by slight continuous coupling with 
another system of perhaps simple type but not of periodic 
quality, and of large capacity for energy. 

It has been implied above that the outer (electric) system 
of periodic quality is ofa type which sinks into a configuration 
free from further loss by radiation, whenever the feed of 
energy to it fails: indeed, no other type could subsist, but it 
is the problem of the note here following (p. 595) how such 
electric types can be possible. 

Finally, a general remark is suggested : that wherever i 
proves necessary in physical science to treat of discrete 
quanta of energy, it may well be that these are packets 
separated in the cases concerned by the atomic mechanism,— 
just as period in natural radiation is said in a certain sense 
to be a creation of the resolving prism or grating,—without 
having to face the difficult assumption that energy is itself 
necessarily discrete. The quanta of practical phy sics would 
of course be large multiples of such packets. 

2 



LXVII. On Non-Radiating Atoms. 
By Sir JosepH LAarMor*. 

1° it possible to have orbital systems of electrons which 
do not radiate unless when disturbed? To the first 

order, which neglects atomic size compared with lengths of 
wave, the condition of absence of radiation is (‘ A‘ther and 
Matter,’ 1900, § 153) that the vector sum Sev, where v is 
acceleration of the electron e, must vanish. It might appear 
that, when pushed to the second order, an infinite number 
of other conditions would be required in order to annul 
radiation in all directions. But that seems not to be so. 
The additional conditions are that for any direction of 
radiation, say that of w, the quantities Leyw and Yezw shall 
vanish. These are obviously s satisfied for every direction if 
For any one set of coordinates (w, y, z) the nine expressions 
of this type, including Le#a, Leyy, Yezz, all vanish, 

The twelve conditions in all are, in fact, parallel to those of 
astatie equilibriuin (¢/. Routh’s ‘Statics ’). It may be noted 
that the latter nine involve, by additions, that the magnetic 
inoment of the atom remain fixed in magnitude and direction : 
as a consequence, if the atom has a permanent magnetic 
moment, any rotational motion which changes the direction 
of that moment will be obstructed and resisted by radiation. 
This may preclude the existence of a permanent moment: 
or it may have a bearing on equipartition troubles. Atoms, 
for instance of permanent symmetry with regard to three 
planes, can readily be imagined for which the radiation is 
residual, of the third order, in fact is so small that it ranks 
with such residual effects as are masked by electrodynamic 
relativity. An atomic orbital structure could subsist only 
at or near one of this set of configurations that do not 
radiate: by intense shock it can perhaps be imagined as 
pushed over from one of them into another, with loss of 
energy that goes in part into the disturbing system, and in 
part into radiation. 

* Communicated to the British Association, Sept. 1921. 
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LXVIIL. The Effect of an Electric Current on the 
Photoelectric Effect. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

N the August number of the Philosophical Magazine 
Dr. Frank Horton has criticised a paper of mine on 

the photo-electric emission from bismuth, published in the 
June number. He ascribes my results to the emission of 
gas by portions of the ee when slightly heated by the 
current passed through the bismuth, and the subsequent pro- 
duction of radiation and ionization in that gas by the photo- 
electrons. 

I have definite experimental evidence against this ex- 
planation. 

1. On one occasion a small heating-cvuil was placed beneath 
the bismuth plate and was found to produce no change in 
the photo-electric emission for the small rise of temperature 
which it produced. This observation was not repeated and 
is, therefore, given little weight. 

2. The early part of the experiment was carried out with 
only —4 volts instead of the —14 volts which was used 
later to obtain the saturation current. The risein the photo- 
electric current was just as evident at the low voltage as at 
the high. 

3. The effect of the emission of gas should be just as 
evident if the photo-electric current from the electrode is 
measured. This control experiment was carried out with 
both plates and films of bismuth by placing the plate at 
+14 volts. Though very large currents were passed through 
the bismuth, the only change in the current from the electrode 
was a small decrease. If gas emission were the controlling 
factor, this experiment would have shown rises courtesies 
to those observed in the original experiment. 

Emmanuel College, Tam, Gentlemen, 
Cambridge, Yours faithfully, 

8th August, 1921. ALLEN G. SHENSTONE. 

LXIX. Attempts to Detect the Presence of Neutrons in a 
Discharge Tube. By J. L. Guasson, MW. A.* 

1. F NTRODUCTORY.—The possibility of the existence of 
a substance of zero nuclear charge was first mooted 

by Sir Ernest Rutherford in the Bakerian Lecture for 1920 
(Proc. Roy. Soe. vol. xevii. A,-p. 396). The existence of 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
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such a particle seems a logical extension of present-day 
views of nuclear structure. The helium nucleus, for in- 
stance, is believed to consist of four hydrogen nuclei with 
two binding electrons. It is still an open question whether 
this synthesis has yet been effected under the condit ons 
prevailing in the ordinary discharge-tube. But if it occurs 
it is probable that other intermediate products are also 
formed, one of the most likely possibilities being the forma- 
tion of a neutral nucleus containing one hydrogen nucleus 
and one electron. In the ordinary atom of hydrogen we 
have a single electron separated from the nucleus by a 
distance of the order of 107-§ cm. It is here contemplated 
that a more intimate union of the two is possible, such as 
would be obtained if the electron fell into the nucleus, so 
that the separation became of nuclear instead of atomic 
dimensions. Such a particle, to which the name neutron 
has been given by Prof. Rutherford, would have novel 
and important properties. It would, for instance, greatly 
simplify our ideas as to how the nuclei of the heavy 
elements are built up. ‘This building-up process is appa- 
rently at work in the evolution of stellar systems from the 
nebular state. It is, however, difficult to see how an 
additional positively charged hydrogen or helium nucleus 
could penetrate into the nucleus of a heavy atom. In the 
ease of Radium C, an « particle is ejected from the nucleus 
with a speed equivalent to a fall through several million 
volts, and a speed of this order would be necessary to secure 
its entrance into the nucleus against the repulsion of the 
existent positive charge. On the other hand, the entrance 
of aneutral particle would be much more easily effected, and 
the subsequent expulsion of the negative electron would 
achieve the necessary increment of nuclear charge. 

In a search for such particles, the most likely place for 
their existence seems to be amongst the positive rays ina 
hydrogen discharge-tube. There is in such a tube a plentiful 
supply both of free hydrogen nuclei and of electrons. If the 
hydrogen nucleus in its passage through the residual gas 
acquired a neutralizing electron in the manner above men- 
tioned, the neutron would, owing to the much greater 
momentum of the positive nucleus, continue its course with 
the positive rays with practically unchanged velocity, just 
as ordinary neutral hydrogen atoms have been shown to do 
by Sir J. J. Thomson. 
"The detection of such high-speed neutrons would be 

extremely difficult, and none of the arrangements hitherto 
adopted in dealing with positive rays seems likely to reveal 
their presence. Owing to the large energy of formation it 
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is likeiy that they would be extremely stable, and owing to 
their small size and restricted external field they would be 
extremely penetrating. They would, in fact, resemble closely 
the neutral pairs by which Sir William Bragg proposed at 
one time to explain the nature of X and y rays. It is 
likely, however, that if a close collision with a heavy nucleus 
occurred, there ale be a disruption or re-arrangement of 
the neutron or of the heavy nucleus, or of both with the 
accompaniment of local ionization. In the experimental 
work attempts have been made to secure this effect by 
allowing the rays to fall on mercury and lead atoms. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL.—The arrangements naturally divide 
themselves into two parts: (a) for production, and (6) for 
detection. 

The tubes used for (a) have been of the two forms shown 
in the figure. 

Ries I, rY 

In the first pattern the window A itself served as the 
cathode. In the second the cathode was of aluminium 
provided with a large central tube down which the positive 
rays were shot on to the window. The windows A and A’ - 
were both made of brass with numerous perforations over 
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which a thin sheet of aluminium foil was waxed on. The 
effective area of the aluminium window was 24 sq. cm. for A, 
and ‘6 sq. cm. for A’, the thickness of the foil being ‘O01 cm. 
in each case. The tubes were exhausted by a Gaede rotary 
mereury pump. In preliminary experiments a willemite 
screen placed at A and A’ showed that at suitable pressures 
a good beam of positive rays was obteined. As a rule, 
hy ‘drogen was used in the tubes, and in many cases a steady 
flow of hydrogen was maintained by the usual capillary tube 
Se od. Hxperiments with air were.a'so made. ‘The tube 
was run by a 10-inch Cox coil with hammer break. 

(6) The detection—Three experimental arrangements 
were used. In the first an ionization chamber filled with 
mercury vapour was used. The vessel itself was a cylin- 
drical iron pot, one of the flat faces being provided with a 
thin mica window for the admission of the ionizing rays. 
The outside of the vessel was wound with German-silver 
heating coils embedded in alundum cement. The floor of 
the vessel was covered with mercury, and by raising the 
temperature to the boiling-point of mercury a large partial 
pressure of mercury vapour was obtained. The iron electrode 
was insulated by a quartz tube at the end of a long cylin- 
drieal neck. The quartz insulation was waxed into the neck 
and kept cool by a water-jacket. The electrode was con- 
nected to a Wilson electroscope which served to measure the 
ienization current through the vessel. Using a very strong 
source of y rays, a saturation current was obtained about six 
times greater than that obtainable when the vessel was filled 
with air at the same temperature. So far, however, it has not 
been found possible to obtain great sensitiveness with the 
arrangement. he rapid ebullition of the mercury produces 
a considerable development of electricity within the chamber, 
probably of frictional origin. In view of the interest which 
the mercury vapour ionization chamber would possess in X-ray 
work, further experiments with it are being undertaken. 

For the present purpose, I used also a second arrangement 
which allowed of greater sensibility, at any rate as far as 
y rays are concerned. ‘This was an ordinary e-ray electro- 
scope with thick lead lining provided with a thin window 
either of lead or of platinum. The window of the electro- 
scope was placed close up against the window of the positive 
ray tube. 

Finally, a zinc-sulphide screen, such as is used for the 
detection of « particles, was also used ; it was ‘placed close 
against the window of the tube and examined through a 
microscope of wide aperture. 

4. Resutts.—The tube was run in-all stages of hardness 
from an alternative spark-gap of less than a millimetre 
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between 1 cm. balls up to an aiternative spark-gap of 5 em., 
giving a range of from 2000 up to 50,000 volts across the 
tube. At the higher voltages a fair amount of ionizing 
radiation was emitted from the window. By absorption in 
lead and platinum screens this was found to have an absorba- 
bility corresponding to the X rays to be expected from such 
a tube. Although very long runs were made with the tube, 
no evidence was obtained, by any of the three methods, of a 
radiation capable of penetrating *005 em. of lead. The 
present experiments, therefore, have not given any evidence 
of the existence of particles of the nature anticipated. 

In conclusion, I desire to express my sincere thanks to 
Sir Ernest Rutherford, to whom, as is obvious, this work 
owes its inspiration. 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. — 
July 1921. 

LXX. Notices respecting New Books. 
The Formation of Images by Optical Instruments. (Edited by 

M. Von Rour, translated by R. Kanraack.) Published for 
the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research by His 
Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1920. 45s. net. 

HIS work, which can be obtained from any of the branches of 
H.M. Stationery Office, continues the services of the Research 

Department to Optical Science, which they began, on the side of 
publication, with a translation of Gleichen’s work. The present 
work has long been the standard one throughout the complete 
domain of Geometrical Optics in its more complete aspect, and 
the only one which gave a really satisfactory account, within the 
limits of present knowledge, of the aberrations of optical systems 
as they present themselves to the practical designer as well as to 
the theorist. The translation is done with great care and not too 
literally, so that the meaning of the original is never ambiguous. 
Much improvement on the original has been introduced by change 
of symbols in certain instances, in accord with more familiar 
English usage. 

As readers will be aware, the original consists of separate 
chapters of different authorship, each author being an expert; 
‘together with a general introduction regarding the history of 
the conception of the work, written by Czapski. This valuable 
historical document is also translated. 

The Editorial Committee has clearly exercised great care in 
every particular, and the Department is to be congratulated on 
the completion of a very significant contribution to the advance of 
Optical Science and of its corresponding industry in this country. 
This work, now available in our own language, should have the 
effect of turning the attention of students much more definitely to 
the possibilities of this subject than previous works have done. 

_It is produced in an excellent form by H.M. Stationery Office. 
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LXXI. Onthe Viscosity and Molecular Dimensions of Gaseous 
Ammonia, Phosphine, and Arsine. By A. O. RANKINE, 
Ws Projessor of Physics, and ©, J. Sura, B.Sc., 
AR. Sop Research Student, Imperial College of Science 
and Technology *. 

Tq°HE present research was undertaken to determine the 
viscosity at different temperatures of the gases ammonia, 

phosphine, and arsine, with a view to estimating their 
molecular dimensions. It seemed probable that a knowledge 
of these dimensions for molecules so similar in chemi 
constitution would throw light on the way in which the 
constituent atoms are linked inthe molecules. It was hoped 
to inelude stibine in the group, but no results have been 
obtained, on account of the almost instantaneous decomposition 
of this gas even at ordinary temperatures. Our observations 
have provided, however, new and sufficient data for the 
other three gases, and we have been able to calculate, by 
means of Chi 1apman’s formula t, the sizes of the iallecr lag 
INTE. iElolee and AsHs. 

Apparatus and Method of Observation. 

The apparatus, described elsewhere f, consists of a complete 
circuit formed by two glass tubes, one a capillary, and the 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ S. Chapman, Phil. Trans, A. vot. cexvi. Pp 347. 
ta, (Oy onlay) Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxiv. p. 182. 

Piul. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. 25 
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other a wider tube containing a pellet of mercury which 

forces the gas in the apparatus through the capillary. It is 

illustrated in fig. 1, surrounded by a steam-jacket. This 
viscometer has been modified in one respect since it was 

used for determinations with the inert gases, viz, in the 
mode of introducing the steam into the jacket. The steam 

oe 
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was always admitted at the top of the epparatus, when ina 
vertical position, and e:caped by both exits. This probably 
gave a more uniform temperature than had been realized 
before. 

The method of observation was also modified in one 
important particular. Preliminary measurements gave rise 
to the suspicion that the three gases under investigation 

produced very considerable alterations in the surface tension 
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phenomena of the mercury pellet. Quite noticeable changes 
in the curvatures of its ends were observed, not only when 
the gas was changed, but also when the temperature of the 
same gas was altered. This was confirmed by discordances 
in the results. In earlier work with this apparatus it has 
been assumed that the effect of capillarity was constant, and, 
in a pellet about 4 cm. long, equivalent to a reduction of 
driving pressure of approximately 4 per cent. Our present 
observations show that this is not quite true, and that 
variations of the driving pressure of as much as 2 per cent., 
or in extreme cases even more, may arise from changes of 
curvature of the ends of the pellet. It appears probable that 
the effect is due to change of the angle of contact of the 
mercury with glass, rather than to an actual variation of 
the surface tension. The etfect has been eliminated by a 
method already suggested by Knenen and Visser *, which 
consists of taking observations in every case both with the 
pellet intact and broken into segments. By this means the 
consistency of the results is much} improved and the reliability 
of the method definitely increased. 

If we assume that the capillary effect is doubled in a 
pellet broken into two segments, and trebled when the 
segments are three in number (as indeed proves to be the 
case experimentally}, we may denote it as a certain fraction 
ax of the full hydrostatic pressure difference p due to the 
weight of the mercury. If &, ¢,, and ¢, are the observed 
times of descent of the pellet when it isin one, two, and 
three parts, respectively, in driving equal volumes of gas 
through the capillary tube, we have 

(i—2)tj=(—2z7),=(1—3a)t, . . . (1) 

from which wv can be derived. 

Kquality of the two values of w thus obtainable, viz., 

will indicate that the capillary effect. is additive; and if ¢ 
denote the time of transpiration we might expect in the 
absence of surface tension, 2. e. when the full hydrostatic 
pressure of the mercury would be operative, then 

— * \ 

Dea ILE BANE ° e e . . . (2) 

This time ¢ is then strictly proportional to the viscosity of 

* Kuenen and Visser, Communications Phys. Lab, Leiden, No. 188, 
p. 3 (1918). ; 

2.2 
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the gas in the apparatus (except for the small correction for 
slip, which can be applied independently). 

The justification tor this procedure will be apparent from 
the following set of observations with air at atmospheric 
temperature. 

> 

Length of whole mercury pellet about 4 cm. 

Mean temperature 16°°8 C. 

t; = 130°65 sec. ; H= 137-9 sec. 5 4;= 146-00 seer 

2710-0503, and =2—+ =0-0500. a aan 

Hach of the above times is the mean of six observations 
of the time of fall of the rearmost portion of the pellet 
between specified marks A and B (fig. 1), consistent among 
themselves to within 0°3 per cent. It is clear that the 
capillary effect is strictly additive, at any rate when the 
number of segments is small and their lengths are con- 
siderable, although Kuenen and Visser have found departures 
trom this rule with numerous segments of very smail length. 
The procedure which we have adopted, therefore, is to make 
observations with the pellet intact, and then in two segments, 
deducing therefrom the value of x from equation (1), and 
determining ¢ by equation (2). 

The purified gases were introduced in turn to the evacuated 
viscometer, and observations of the times of fall taken at 
atmospheric temperature and at steam temperature. In the 
former case the temperature never varied by more than 
0° 5 C. during any particular set of readings. Frequent 
observations with air were also made, so that the absolute 
viscosities of the gases could be calculated simply by 
comparison with air as a standard. 

Strictly speaking, corrections are necessary for the expan- 
sion of the apparatus with rise of temperature and for the 
exposure of the small parts, C and D, projecting beyond the 
steam-jacket. These corrections are small, and operate in 
opposite senses; and since the temperature variation of 
viscosity for air, as indicated simply by the ratio of the times 
of fall without correction, has been found to be in excellent 
agreement with the recognized value, the corrections in 
question have been regarded as balancing within the limits 
of accuracy of the experiments. 

The same mercury pellet was used throughout the com- 
parisons, so that the adjusted time of fall (¢) required only 

whence 
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the application of the small correction for slipping appro- 
priate to the particular gas to make it proportional to the 
viscosity. The slipping corrections have been applied in the 
same way as that already described *, and their values are in 
no case greater than 0:2 per cent. 

Details of the preparation and purification of the gases 
are given below. In each case the purity was proved by 
the fact that the contents of the viscometer were found to ce 
wholly condensable at liquid air temperature, both before 
introduction and after removal. 

Ar. 

The air which was used asa standard of comparison was 
deprived of its water vapour by allowing it to remain in 
contact with phosphorus pentoxide for a considerable time 
before introduction to the viscometer. The removal of water 
vapour is important, not only from considerations of purity 
of the gas under test, but also to ensure smooth running of 
the mercury pellet in the tube; in fact, the steady motion 
of the mercury pellet in the fall tube can be taken asa 
criterion of the dryness of the gasas well as of the cleanliness 
of the tube. The apparatus was cleaned with agua regia, 
rinsed with distilled water and absolute alcohol, and finally 
dried by being exhausted and allowed to remain in connexion 
with a bulb surrounded by liquid air. 

Results :— 

Taste I.—Dry Air. 

Each recorded time is the mean of twelve observations. 
mutually consistent to 0'2 per cent. 

; Nia the : | | 
Time of fall in seconds. Verein a sum Conrccted 

Tate a | Correction | Time 
Kes. U.). | | x), | (FF r | 

Whole pellet. | Two segments. | 7) ”) | 

(a) 15:0 | 13202 } 139°56 ee OOS 125°25 

(6) 15:0 131-75 | 13883 Ie OORSe Oa) HRB SSIs 

(¢) 15:0 | 130°61 156°36 | 0:0405 125:33 

na), Lox0 | 129;78 13473 Teme OOsdon ve). sb25:18 

Mean 125°28 

l(c) 1000 =| =~: 15963 16738 | 00443 152-56 

In the above results small Ree corrections have 

* A.O. Rankine, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. Ixxxili, p. 517. 
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been made in order to make comparable the times at definite 
tempe:atures. It will be seen that although these times at 
15° C. vary by as much as 2 per cent., the corrected tines 
in the last column are consistent to within 0°15 per cent. 
The variations in the capillary correction # are also worthy 
of notice. The changes of this quantity are presumahly 
attributable to variations of temperature, and the substitution 
of other gases for air; and, although the exact relation 
between cause and effect has not yet been fully examined, It 
appears to be clear that, generally speaking, rise of temper- 
ature produces a concideciblc reduction in the correction, 
and that the temporary exposure to a new gas may effect a 

semi-permanent alteration. For example, the low value of 
# corresponding to observation (d) seems to be definitely 
attributable to the fact that the apparatus contained phosphine 
just previously. In spite of this variability, however, the 
above procedure enables the capillary effect to be practically 
eliminated, and ratios of gaseous viscosities to be determined 
with an accuracy of 0:1 per cent., or thereabouts. 

The mean corrected time for air derived from the above 
figures is at 15° C. 125°28 secs., whence the ratio 

77100 _ $5206 D6 — 1-218. 

15 125° 28 

This gives for Sutherland’s Constant, 

C= 
which is very close to the recognized value. 

Ammonia. 

The sample of ammonia was obtained from a solution cf 
ammonia in water, by raising the temperature to about 
30° C. and reducing the pressure in the generating apparatus 
to about half an atmosphere, by means of a water-pump. 
The ammonia was rapidly evolved, and dried by passing it 
over soda-lime and caustic potash. It was then solidified in 
a tube surrounded by liquid air. A sample was collected 
over mereury by removing the liquid air and allowing the 
ammonia to evaporate Before transferring the sample to 
the viscometer it was further purified by being fractionated 
at liquid air temperature, all permanent gas being pumped 
off by means of a Toepler pump. The ammonia was then 
allowed to evaporate and fill the .iscometer at atmospheric 
pressure. Since after this operation had been completed, 
some liquid ammonia still remained in the bulb where it had 
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been solidified, the gas was considered to be sufficiently dry. 
This was confirmed by the smooth motion of the mercury 
pellet in the fall tube. 

Observations were taken with the ammonia, first of all at 
atmospheric temperature, then at steam temperature, and 
Anal after cooling, at atmospheric temperature again, 
with the following results :— 

Gaseous Ammonia, Phosphine, and Arsine. 

TABLE II.----Ammonia. 

Each recorded time is the mean of twelve observations, 
mutually consistent to 0-4 per cent. 

2 | Times of fall in seconds. Capillary @orrcctcds | 
emperature | Copreetian | mine | 

(deg. €:): S Ls 2 | (2) | 

| Whole pellet. Two segments. : | : 

Gy Los (0° (26 | 5 | 38° | ) 15:0 70°40 (un | 0:0329 | 68°09 

(ec) 15-0 70°22 2 Gre Wy e0s0208 68:05 | 

Mean 68:07 | 

(4) 100°0 93 32 95°93 0.0266 90 83 | 

This gives the ratio of times at 100° C. and 15° ©. 
1:334, which corresponds to aa abnormally large SArialigh 
of viscosity with temperature, the actual value of Sutherland’s 
fonstant indicated being about 520. In addition the derived 

value of the viscosity “of ammonia at 0° C. is noticeably 
lower than those obtained in modern measurements by 
Thomsen * and Vogelf. We believe this to be due to a 
property of the ammonia which renders this apparatus 
unreliable for viscosity measurements with this gas at 
atmospheric temperature. We have observed that ammonia 
is absorbed by glass to an extent which may be very con- 
siderable, and depends upon the pressure and temperature 
of the gas. The gas content of the glass of the apparatus 
below the mercury pellet is grcater than that above on 
account of the greater pressure, and as the pellet descends 
free gas Is transported from the space below the pellet to the 
space above, thus affording a mode of escape for the gas in 
parallel with the capillary. The time of fall is therefore 
lower than that which would be obtained if the ammonia 
had not this property. 

At steam temperature, however, there is reason to believe 
~ 

* Thomsen, Ann. der Physik, xxxvi. p. 825. 
+ Vogel, Berlin Dissertation, 1914. 
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that the effect becomes negligible: certainly much gas is 
driven from the glass by the increase of temperature, 
numerous visible bubbles appearing between the pellet and 
the glass. In these circumstances we have refrained from 
estimating the viscosity of ammonia at atmospheric temper- 
ature from the results given in Table II., but we think that 
the calculation is justified at steam temperature. 

We have at 100° C., 

tammonia a 90°83 

bave aS 152°56 

which, when corrected for the different slipping coefficients 
of the two gases, becomes 075947. 

The viscosity of air at 100° C. is 2°191 x 10-4 C.G.S: units; 
whence the viscosity of ammonia at 100° C.=1:803 x 107* 
C.G.8. units. This is the first value obtained for ammonia 
at 100° C., and cannot therefore be compared with previous 
work. It may be somewhat low on account of a small 
persistence of the absorption effect at this temperature, but 
the error is probably not more than 0:3 per cent. 

= (5954, 

Phosphine. 

This gas was made by allowing a concentrated solution of 
caustic potash to drop on phosphonium iodide. The air was 
displaced from the apparatus by means of a current of 
hydrogen. The gas was dried by passing it through a 
U-tube surrounded by a freezing mixture, and then over 
tubes containing phosphorus pentoxide. The phosphine was 
then collected over mercury as in the case of ammonia. It 
was found that the gas did not inflame when exposed to the 
atmosphere,—a fact which showed that the gas was free 
from liquid phosphorus hydride. 

The gas was finally purified by being fractionated at liquid 
air temperature. In order to avoid complications arising 
from the fact that the liquid hydride may be formed when 
the phosphine is being transferred to the exhausted visco- 
meter, the condenser containing the solidified phosphine was 
connected directly to the apparatus, and the liquid allowed 
to evaporate slowly until the viscometer was filled with 
phosphine at atmospheric pressure, the connecting tap being 
closed before evaporation was complete. Since phosphine 
boils at —-85° C., the P,H, (B.P. 26° C.) which might be 
formed and any trace of water would certainly be retained 
in the condenser. 

To test whether any P,H, had been formed a sample of ' 
the gas was allowed to come into contact with the air after 
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the viscosity measurements had been made; no spontaneous 
combustion took place. 

Results :-— 

TasBLe ITL—Phosphine. 

Each time recorded is the imean of twelve observations, 
mutually consistent to os 2 pee cent. 

| | | 

Time of fall in seconds. , | | : Capillary | Corrected 
7 ee | Correction | Time 

iy . Je | 2). | z 

| Whole pellet. | Two segments. @) | a 
Sw ee So Satay ut 2 [Pasehee apik a 
Gea o0: | 81-99 eo) OUR i Tous 
(@) 15-0 81-91 Sy beh OOO RS oe se 
a lO | Se FOR OOM 6. ere 

| | ) > Mean =| ~~ 78:68 | pees to 
(c) 100-0 WORHESS UUGE OM  e Ke teres 9) 

The ratio of the times of fall for phosphine and air at 
15° CU. is 0°6280. Correcting for slipping coefficients the 
ratio of viscosities becomes 0°6271, whence for phosphine 

P0271 1-799 x 10-*= 1-199 x 10-* C.G,S. units. 
101-12 

Also a =e oon =I oo, 

15 / phosphine (5°68 

whence for phosphine 

a EO = LO CLE ase WMS. 

Assuming Sutherland’s law to hold over the range of 
temperature, we obtain for Sutherland's Constant C= 290. 

Arsine. 

This gas was generated by the action of nascent hydrogen 
on arsenious oxide in an apparatus similar to that used 
in the case of phosphine. ‘he method of introducing the 
arsine into the apparatus was also the same, except that 
after the gas had heen solidified at liquid air temperature, 
and freed from permanent gases by pumping, a mixture of 
solid carbon dioxide and alcohol was substituted for the 
liquid air. At this temperature arsine has a considerable 
vapour pressure, and the vapour was pumped off, com- 
pressed, and introduced into the viscometer until the pres- 
sure was atmospheric. ‘his method was used to ensure 
that the gas was perfectly dry,—a condition particularly 
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necessary because early attempts at measurement were un- 
successful, owing toa chemical action between the mereury 
and arsine which takes place slowly at atmospheric temper- 
ature. Even with these precautions we have not succeeded | 
in eliminating this action entirely. From a purely chemical 
point of view the decomposition is negligible, although the 
surface tension of the mercury altered profoundly, an | traces, 
apparently of arsenic, could be seen. Further, when the gas 
was solidified after lie viscosity qienerbennen fs had been 
made, no measurable quantity of hydrogen could be obtained 
by fractional distillation at ~183°C. The abnormally large 
surface tension effect, however, particularly at steam tem- 
perature, made it necessary to Sadan the number of readings 
in order to secure results while the inercury pellet was 
running fairly smoothly. The result is that the data for 
arsiue cannot be regarded as reliable as for the other gases— 
not on account of the impurity of the arsine, but because of 
some residual uncertainty of the capillary correction. It 
will be noticed how much larger this correction is at steam 
temperature, presumably because the chemical action is 
accelerated with rising temperature. There was evidence 
that when the gas was at constant temperature the capillary 
correction slowly increased, and in order to allow for this 
the observations were taken in the following order :—whole 
pellet, two segments, and then whole pellet again, the mean 
of the first and last being used in conjunction with the 
intermediate observations. 

Results :-— 

TABLE I V.—Arsine. 

The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of observations 
for which the figure quoted is the mean value. 

Time of fall in seconds. Dean cue Capillary | Corrected 
eee Correction | Time 

(leg. C2): (Cae (¢). 
Whole pellet. Two segments. | 

160 (4) 1139 (2) pe liG7S 0-047 «| 1087 

100-0 (4) 150-3 h@) 1631 0-073 1393 | 

Time of fall at 16°0 C.=108°7 sec., whence time at 
1520"; = 108'3:sec. 

Th refore ; M00 Selolse, 

\ 157 arsine 108°3 
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Pilsont: 159 Ez, 

tarsine ie 108°3 oa NS 

Ei, & aan ee 
Correcting for slipping this becomes 0°862, hence, for 

arsine, 

His 0 oO2 x 1-799 < 10-* C:G.8. units 

SDD SLOT (CRESS. selon 
Also 

i090 = Pay xX 1:287 x Hiss C.G:S. units, 

== IO) Seu e (ORG aiSsye minnie 

These values give for Sutherland’s Constant 

C=300. 

The following table summarizes the data obtained, and in 
addition gives the viscosities at 0° C., derived by extra- 
polation by means of Sutherland’s equation :— 

AMBER) Noe 

Summary of Results. 

| Temperature (deg. C.). | 
| | 'Sutherland’s 
| Gas. z ] a | Constant. 

| 15:0 160:0 0-0 | 
| Te TERN. ihe, se cae am See 
FAAS nee acess oc 1-799 2191 7 2et | sa 

| Ammonia ...... ane 1303 (0-943) | (370) 

Phosphine...... 1:129 1-450 Oy uee (ne 2200 
eMesimen 2. te: 1352 1-997 TeACOl. 24 300 

As already indicated, we have only obtained the viscosity 
of ammonia at 100° C. In order to estimate Sutherland’s 
Constant the value of another temperature is necessary. 
Unfortunately, the values of the viscosity at 0° C. obtained 
by previous observers are not very consistent. Vogel * 
obtained 0:926 x 10-4 C.G.S. units, and Thomsen fT 0°960 
x 10-* C.G.8. units. We have taken the mean of these 

* Vogel, Berlin Dissertation, 1914, 
+ Thomsen, Ann. der Physik, Xxxvi. p. 829. 
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values, viz., 0:943x10°* C.G.S. units Gn brackets gun 
Table V.), in conjunction with our value at 100° C., and 
calculated therefrom Sutherland’s Constant which is given 
in brackets in Table V. It is recognized that, in view of 
the mode of calculation, this value for C, viz. 370, is only 
tentative, but it is noteworthy that Vogel quotes in his 
paper the value 352, although he does not give his authority. 

Calculation of the Molecular Dimensions. 

We now proceed to the calculation of the molecular 
dimensions of these gases. The basis of this calculation 1s 

Chapman’s formula * 

0 491(1+e,) ie 

2m (14 5) 

where c=radius of the molecule treated as an attracting 
elastic sphere, 

p=density of the gas, 

Azo? = 9 

V=mean molecular velocity, 

v=number of molecules per cm.’, 

n= viscosity, 

C=Sutherland’s Constant, 

‘'=absolute temperature. 

The factor (1+¢,) depends upon the ratio C/T, but is 
practically equal to unity in all cases under present con- 
sideration. 

The quantity which we have calculated is 7°, or rather, 
its equivalent in cases where the molecule _ not spherical. 
As already indicated { we may regard mo? in the above 
formula as the mean area presented for mutual collision by 
the molecules, and we will denote it by me 

The number of molecules per cm.* has been taken as 
2°705 X10 at N.T.P. (as recently given by Millikan), and 
the densities have been calculated on the basis of the 
molecular weights, taking the density of oxygen at N.T.P. 
as 1°429 x 10-* om. per em.® 

* Chapman, Phil. Trans. A. vol. ccxvi. p. 347. 
Note.—Chapman’s formula, as given in his paper, has been amended 

by the inclusion of the initial factor 4 which Chapman had inadvertently 
omitted. 
f A, O. Rankine, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. xeviii. p. 360. 
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The following table gives the results calculated on this 

basis. 

SUATSIbIa We 

All areas are in em.” x 107, 

Gas. ae Gas. | A=7e2. Difference. 

[Ammonia .....% 0-640 IN[BoLat" Ge desoasors | O-417 | 0:223 

| Phosphine...... rial AMIREIOM, cegbaapoage | 0-648 0-263 
| | 

feaesine| * 5... OL9857. 37) Mey pron ns. Oot Ah 0228 

It is of interest to compare the collision areas given in 
column 2 of the above table with those of neon, argon, 
and krypton respectively, for according to the Lewis- 
Langmuir theory* somewhat simple relations may be 
expected. Before doing so, however, we think it desirable 
to make a tentative correction to the collision areas of neon, 
krypton, and xenon already publishedt. These values 
were obtained from viscosity measurements made by one of 
us before the additional precision attainable by the method 
described in this paper of allowing for the capillary effect 
had been recognized. Consequently the values of Suther- 
land’s Constant found are in all probability too small, and 
the deduced collision areas too large. It is of course 
impossible without repeating the measurements to settle this 
question definitely, but unfortunatelv these rare gases are 
no longer available. But there remains a method of estim- 
ation which, although not exact, most certainly improves the 
accuracy of the results. In the case of argon the value 
obtained for Sutherland’s Constant was 142 as compared 
with 162, given by Chapman as the best value, and used for 
calculating the molecular dimensions, the viscosity of argon 
having been measured by several other investigators. This 
difference is considerable and corresponds to a change of 
about 4°5 per cent. in the mean collision area. Assuming 
that the values for C in the cases of neon, krypton, and 
xenon are too low by corresponding amounts, we have 
recalculated them and deduced corrected values for the 

* T, Lanemuir, Journ. Amer, Chem. Soe. vol. xli. p. 868 (1919). 
+ A. O. Rankine, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. xeviii. p. 860 (1921). 
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collision areas and atomic diameters, as indicated in 
Table VII. 

dWeosiproe WAGE 

All areas are in em.? x 107), and diameters in em. x 1078, 

Old values. | Corrected values. 

Gas | 7 | 

| Os | A= 70". 2c. | C. _|A=704 O. | 

| Neon «10... | 86 | 048 | 235 | 69 | 0-417| 2-30 
Argon... | 162 | o'638 | 287 | 162 | 0-648 | 2-87 
Krypton......, 188 0797-7 |= 3:19 | 212 | 0-757 | 3:10 

bee Bees | B52 | 0970 | “351 | 283 | 0-915 aaa | 

The corrected values so obtained for neon, argon, and 
krypton have been inserted in Table VI. for comparison 
with the corresponding gases ammonia, phosphine, and 
arsine, and the last column in that table gives the difference 
between the values in columns (2) and (4). 

It will be seen that the increases in passing from neon to 
ammonia, argon to phosphine, and krypton to arsine, are 
approximately equal, and according to the Lewis- Langmuir 
theory are to be attributed to ihe eftect of the addition of the 
three nuclei of those hydrogen atoms which have attached 
themselves to the nitrogen, phosphorus, and arsenic atoms, 
respectively, to complete the electron configuration appro- 
priate to the corresponding inertatom. ‘Thisis an interesting 
result, but it will not be possible to say what degree of 
support it may lend to the Lewis-Langmuir theory until the 
distances between the hydrogen nuclei and those of the 
elements to which they are attached, 7. e. nitrogen, phos- 
phorus, and arsenic, respectively, become known. Experi- 
ments are in progress for the purpose of examining other 
gaseous hydrides from this point of view, and it is expected 
that the results will be published shortly. 

Iuperial College of Science and Technology, 
17th June, 1921. 
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LXXIT. On the Viscosities and Molecular Dimensions of 
Methane, Sulphuretted Hydrogen, and Cyanogen. By 

AO: RANKINE, DiS¢., Professor of Physics, and CO. i 
Smirn, B.Sc., A. R. C.S., Research Student, Imperial Col- 
lege of Science and Technology, London* 

FUXHE measurements of the viscosities of methane and sul- 
phuretted hydrogen, here described, were undertaken 

to provide the necessary data for estimating the molecular 
dimensions of these two gases. Certain values of the vis- 
cosities are already extant, but they do not extend over 
ranges of temperature adequate for the calculation of Suther- 
land’s Constant, a factor of almost as much importance in 
the calculation as the viscosity itself. The data we have 
obtained correspond fairly closely with those already in 
existence, and at the same time give the variation of viscosity 
over the range of temperature from 17°C. to 100°C. It. 
has thus been possible to find the mo'ecular dimensions of 
these gases with a probable accuracy of something like 3 per 
cent. The method used has been already fully described, 
aud we have taken adyantage of the additional precision 
which can now be obtained with it to repeat the viscosity 
measurements forcyanogen. The values recently publis -hedt 
by one of us for this gas consequently require correction of 
the amount indicated below. 

Heperiments and Results. 

The viscometer was standardized carefully with a new 
mercury pellet in the way indicated in our previous paper, 
and the corrected time of fall at 17° C., deduced from three 
series of observations, proved to be 123°98 sees., a value which 
is probabiy correct to 0'l sec. With this time the corre- 
sponding times of fall for the three gases have been compared ; 
and, after applying the appropr ate slipping corrections, the 
viscosities have been deduced by assuming the known value 
for air. In addition, for each gas, the ratio of the corrected 
times of fall at 100°C. and 17° C. have been found, and the 
ralues of Sutherland’s Constant calculated therefrom. 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ A. O. Rankine and C. J. Smith, sapra, p. 601. 
f¢ A. O. Rankine, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. xcix. p. 331 (1921). 
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Methane. 

The methane was generated by the action of water on 
aluminium carbide. The gas was partially dried by passing 
it through a U-tube surrounded by a freezing mixture, and 
then condensed in a second U-tube maintained at liquid air 
temperature. When sufficient methane had been condensed, 
a large quantity was allowed to evaporate in order to dis- 
place “the air and hydrogen from the U-tube. (Thehydrozen 
is a secondary product of the reaction. ) Samples of methane 
were then collected over mereury; since methane boils at 
—164° C. the gas was fairly dry, but to be quite sure of its 
dryness and purity it was again condensed before intro- 
duction into the viscometer. The permanent gases were 
then pumped off at liquid air temperature (—183°C.). At 
this temperature methane exerts an appreciable vapour 
pressure ; pumping was therefore continued until the pressure 
indicated was constant. A sample of pure gas was then 
introduced into the viscometer. 

Results :— 

TABLE I.—Methane. 

(Each time recorded is the mean of six observations, mutually 
consistent to O'4 per cent.) 

Time of fall in seconds. ae | 
em Geentnee Capillary Corrected 
as 0.) | 3 Correction Time 

| Whole pellet. | Two segments. 2): @ 

(a) 18°73 7897 | 82:65 0-0426 1561 
(@) USA 78:94 | 82:60 0:0429 19°59 

(b) 99'8 96-64 | 99:95 9:0320 93°55 | 

Making the small corrections to bring these results to the 
standard ‘temperatures 17°-0 C. and 100°:0 C. we obtain 

t17= 70°10 sees. 

FON eos) Secs. 

Therefore (3) =1°246, whence Sutherland’s Con- 
17 / methane 

apa 196. 
Onna methane __ AO Baar 

Also at 177-0 C. a pos =(0°6057. 

Correcting for slipping, methane _ 0.6052, 
sair 
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At 17°:0 C. the viscosity of air is 1°808 x 10-' C.G.S. units, 

whence for methane, 7;7=1'094 x 10-7 C.G.S. units, 

and Tip ro Oe CGS), Tiane 

Sulphuretted Hydrogen. 

The sulphuretted hydrogen was made by the action of 
dilute hydrochloric acid on zine sulphide. The gas was 
washed with water to remove traces of hydrochloric acid, 
and dried by passing it through a tube surrounded by a 
mixture of solid carbon dioxide and alcohol at about —80° C. 
The gas was then solidified in a tube surrounded by liquid 
air. When the reaction was over, this U-tube was cut off 
from the rest of the apparatus and connected to the visco- 
meter and a Toepler pump by means of a three-way tap. 
The viscometér was exhausted and then shut off from the 
remainder of the apparatus. The permanent gases were 
pumped off from the U-tube containing the solidified sul- 
phuretted hydrogen. The liquid air was then removed from 
the U-tube, and a portion of the gas drawn over into the 
reservoir of the pump. Several portions of the gas were 
drawn over and rejected, but finally one sample was intro- 
duced into the viscometer at atmospheric pressure. In this 
way asample of pure dry sulphuretted hydrogen was obtained. 
Sulphuretted hydrogen apparently acts slowly on mercury 
even when dried to this extent, and changes of surface tension 
phenomena were exhibited. The observations with this gas, 
therefore, had to be carried out with all possible speed, and 
the procedure adapted to allow for a changing capillary 
correction. This, we believe, we have successfully accom- 
plished by taking observations in the following order: 

(1) with the pellet intact, 
(2) 3, > >, in two segments, 

Cee ee eioaimelmtact: 

at both atmospheric and steam temperatures, and combining 
the mean of (1) and (3) with (2) to calculate the capillary 
effect. On the completion of the observations the motion of 
the mercury pellet was not so smooth as at first; but no 
measurable quantity of permanent gas was found when the 
sulphuretted hydrogen was condensed after the experiment. 
Thus the chemical effect of the action between the mercury 
and the gas was negligible. 

Fanlmiag. Sao. Nol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. 2T 
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Results :— 

TaBLe I1.—Sulphuretted Hydrogen. 

(The numbers in brackets indicate the number of observations 
for which the figure quoted is the mean.) 

| Time of fall in seconds. Capitinny Gate | 

Temperature Correction Time 
(deg. C.). (2). | (2). 
| Whole pellet. | Two segments. 

| (a) 1765 | (8) 91-16 (4) 96°83 0:0553 8612 
| (5) 100°4 (8) 116°50 (4) 122-93 0:0497 | 11071 

Making the small corrections to the standard temperatures 
17°-0 C. and 100°-0 C., we have 

t:7= 85°93 sec. and t499>=110°59 see. 

Therefore (2) = 1-287, whence C=3381. 
H.8 17 

tus _ 85°93 
i 12396 Also, at 17°°0 C., =) G9 aM 

Correcting for slipping, we obtain 

UES (G90 
Nair 

Therefore, for sulphuretted hydrogen, 

nip l:251 x 10=* C.G.S. units, 

moo = 1610 x 10-4 C.G.S. units. and 

Cyanogen. 

The method of purifying this gas, and the manner in 
which it is introduced into the viscometer, have been de- 
scribed in a recent paper(loc. cit.). Its purity was tested both 
before introduction to and after removal from the viscometer. 
The observations were made in the same order as in the case 
of the sulphuretted hydrogen, since mercury also displays 
somewhat abnormal variations of capillary phenomena when 
in contact with cyanogen. 
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Results :— 

Tas.e II].—Cyanogen. 

(The numbers in brackets indicate the number of observations 
for which the figure quoted is the mean value.) 

| Time of fall in seconds. Capillary | Corrected 

Temperature. Cercsran | Gis 
(deg. C.). | | (2). | (¢). 

| Whole pellet. Two segments. | | 

@yires | 7155 | (61473 | O0410 | 6861 | 
(2) 99°7 (8) 9069 (6) 93°62 00303 | 87-94 

Making the small corrections to the standard temperatures 
17°:0 CG. and 100°:0 C., we have 

t17= 68°41 secs. ; typ) =88°01 secs. 

Therefore = =1:287, whence C=330. 
17 /Cy 

09, fer — 6841 Also, at 17°:0C., z= 12398 

Correcting for slipping, we obtain 

Ty — 05505. 

Therefore, for cyanogen, 

™7=0°995 x 10-4 C.G.S. units. 

and N10) = 1°281 x 1074 C.G.S. units. 

Attention may be called to the considerable variations in 
the values of the capillary correction in all three cases, and 
to the consequent necessity for applying it in viscosity 
measurements with these gases. 

Comparison of Results. 

The collected results are shown in Table IV., together 
with the extrapolated values of the viscosity at 0° C., deduced 
by assuming Sutherland’s law to hold; and also the mean 

collision areas (A), calculated, as indicated in our previous 
paper (loc. cit.), by means of Chapman’s* formula. 

* §. Chapman, Phil. Trans, A. vol. eexvi. p. 279. 

2 'T 2 
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TaBLE IY. 
} 

| Viscosity in C.G.S. units x 107* | 5 | 
| Gas || Ain em2 x 10-%, | 
| | | ©. | | 
| l- L7oOrWS | 1002-01 E 00-0102) se 
| | —— — —_— —_ 
Methane ...) 1:094 | 1:363 1-035 | 198 | 0772 

bee ae 1951 | 1610 | 1175 331! 0-773 | | hydrogen | | 

“Cyanogen .... 0995 | 1:281 | 0-985 330) 1-21 | 

Our value of the viscosity of methane at 0°C., viz., 
1:035 x 10~*, is very close to the value 1:033 x 10~ found by 
Vogel*. For sulphuretted hydrogen our value, viz , 1:175 
x 10-4, has to be compared with 1:15 x 107+ due to Graham 
(Kaye and Laby’s Tables). With reference to cyanogen the | 
value of 7) now obtained is identical with that previously 
published (loc. cit.), but Sutherland’s constant is 330 as 
compared with 280, with the result that the mean collision 
area is 1°21 x107) cm.’ instead of the less reliable value 
1:°31x10°-" cm.? It still remains-true, however, that the 
cyanogen molecule is of nearly the same dimensions as the 
bromine molecule, their respective mean cullision areas 
being 1°21 10°” em.? and 1525 x 107) cm,? 

Imperial College of Science 
and Technology. 

July 22, 1921. 

LXXIIT. The Solution of an Integral Equation occurring in 
certain Problems of Viscous Fluid Motion. By TY. Hi. 
Havenock, F.A.S.+ 

1 HERE are a few well-known solutions of problems of 
viscous fluid motion in which a solid body starts 

from rest and moves through the fluid under the action of 
given forces: for example, the fall of a sphere under gravity 
when the square of the fluid velocity is neglected, or the 
corresponding simplified problem of the fall of a plane in 
which this limitation does not arise. These problems lead 
to integral equations which have been solved by an applica- 
tion of skel’s theoremt. In these cases the fluid was 

* H. Vogel, Berlin Dissertation, 1914. 
+ Communicated by the Author. 
t Boggio, Rend. d. Accad. d. Lincet, xvi. pp. 613, 730 (1907) ; Basset, 

Quart. Journ. of Math. xl. p. 369 (1910); Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. xxi. 
p. 697 (1911). 
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supposed to be of infinite extent, and it seemed to be of 
interest to solve similar cases of motion when the fluid has 
a fixed outer boundary. In the following paper considera- 
tion has been limited to the motion of a plane between fixed 
parallel planes and to similar problems with cylinders, the 
ordinary hydrodynamical equations for non-turbulent motion 
not involving terms of the second order in such conditions. 
The results are perhaps not of practical importance, but, 
apart from the particular problems, the method of solution 
may be of interest. Stating the problem as in the cases to 
which reference has been made, we are led to an integral 
equation of Poisson’s type in which the nucleus is an infinite 
series of exponentials. ‘This equation can be solved by fol- 
lowing a method suggested by Whittaker*; the solving 
function is obtained as an infinite series of exponentials, the 
exponents being the roots of a certain equation. It seems 
that examples of this method bave not been given hitherto, 
though equations of this type should arise naturally in 
various physical problems. The particular cases worked 
out in detail are the fall of a thin material plane in a liquid 
bounded by two fixed parallel walls, and the motion of a 
cylindrical shell filled with liquid and acted on by a constant 
couple. The same method gives the solution when the force 
is an assigned function of the time, for instance an alter- 
nating force which is suddenly applied. Motion in an 
infinite fluid may be included in the scheme by replacing 
the infinite series of exponentials by corresponding infinite 
integrals. The case of systems with a natural period of 
oscillation will be considered in a subsequent paper. 

It will be clear, from the examples, that the method of 
solution could be formulated in general rules for obtaining 
the solving function. This has not been attempted here, as 
an examination of convergence would be necessary to estab- 
lish any general theorem. A knowledge of the differential 
equations and the boundary and initial conditions enables us 
to verify the results which are given ; in these circumstances, 
of course, they can be obtained by other methods without 
difficulty. However, there are probably other physical 
problems, in which the conditions are not so completely 
known, whose statement leads to an integral equation of 
the same type, and its solution can be obtained in the same 
manner. 

2. Consider laminar fluid motion between two fixed planes 
x=+h, the fluid velocity being parallel to Oy. Let the 

* K. T. Whittaker, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, xciv. p. 367 (1918). 
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plane of yz be a thin rigid barrier which is made to move 
parallel to Oy with a velocity V(t). 

Since the equation of fluid motion is 
; 2); 
gra, re 

with the boundary conditions v=0 for e=h and v= V(é) for 
«=(, we may write down the solution as in a similar problem 
in the conduction of heat ; we have, for >0 and t>0, 

2 2nTy NTL p= 
t = 

ie ean, 2 sin 7 | ViGoe as dt, : (2) 

a e 0 

The frictional force, per unit area, on the plane of yz is 
the value of 2u(dv/d2) for «=0, counting both sides of the 
plane; if we suppose the plane to start from rest, so that 
V (0) =0, this gives, after integrating by parts, 

t foe) 

(2u/h) ( Vir {1423 e-mat- vde, . (8) 
Jo 1 

In the class of problems we are considering, V(é) is the 
function to be determined and it is the forces on the plane 
which are given. Asa first example, consider motion under 
gravity. Suppose that the plane of yz is vertical and that it 
has a mass o per unit area; we require the motion of the 
plane as it falls under gravity, starting from rest and having 
fixed parallel walls ata distance h on either side. Using (3), » 
the equation of motion of the plane can be put at once into 
the form 

t a) 

V'(t) + (2p/ch) ( Vi (x) {14-2 D670) | dr=g. (4) 
0 1 

This is an integral equation of Poisson’s type, which can be 
solved for V'(¢) in the following manner. 

3. In the paper already quoted, Whittaker considers an 
equation 

62) + ("Poee—jd=fo, . . . 
in which the nucleus is the sum of ,, exponeatials, or 

K(z) = Pe + QOer +... ONE. ee 

The solution is obtained as | 3 

(2) =f(e) -| f(s) K(a—-s)ds, - . . 
where the solving function is also a sum of w exponentials, or 

Ke) = Ae 4+ Bets oo Ne... 
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It is shown that d(7)=K(«) and f(v)=«(2) satisfy (5) ; 
hence by substituting and equating coefficients of similar 
exponentials, it is found that a, B,y,... v are the roots of the 
algebraic equation 

P V Bee ee ge) aay 
Uv sa) OU q v—Vv 

while the coefficients in K(x) satisfy the equations 

A B ee oe ey 
ep eo — p y—p | 

a s (AG) 

ee 
a—v  B—v 7° ea ee 

The solution of (10) leads to 

(a Ge iG EC a 
Se (22). (ev) 

©] VMeHO Cag) Nee 

G=DU=8) Cau) 
Before proceeding, we may note alternative forms of these 

results which are of use later. If we write 

F(x) = (a@—p)P(@—q)®...(e@—v)¥, . . (12) 

the equation for the new exponents a, 8, y... is 

Bees ee (13) 
Further, if we put 

I (a) = (a@—2) (a=) ... (@—v) 

and (wv) =(v—p)(@—q) ... (w—v), 

the coefficients in (11) are —¢(«)///(a@), where @ isa root 
o: (13). 

Whittaker remarks that if the number of exponential 
terms in (6) is supposed to increase indefinitely, a theorem 
appears to be indicated, namely, that in the solution of a 
Poisson’s integral equation whose nucleus is expressible as 
a Dirichlet series, the solving function is also expressible 
as a Dirichlet series, but with a different set of exponents 
for the exponentials. ee 

4. Returning now to equation (4), we see that it is an 
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example of such a theorem; without attempting any discus- 
sion of the general theorem, we proceed to solve (4) directly 
on the lines indicated in equations (9)-(13). In. the nota- 
tion of these equations, we have from (4) iss : 

p=0,. g=— 1 ht 22 Ph, ee 

E24] Gl Me — 4 gl 

Equation (9) becomes a transcendental equation, namely 

°# coth 4 1= (Wee 
OV2X 

The roots of this equation are negative, and it is convenient 
to write 7= —va#/h?, then the values of X are the positive 
roots of the equation 

AMtanA=2ph/o. 2. re 

Using A, A», ... for the coefficients of the solving function, 
equations (10) become. 

Ay Ay As 
Ne a Zs AQ? — 12° 7” = N32 — 7 pero | =07 0) 

where n=0,1,2,... and 2j,,Ao,... are the positive roots 
of (15). 

Assuming that a function f(@) can be expanded, in the 
range —1<x<l, ima series 

1) > Crcos ac. 
we have ; 

jag xr 

A+sin X cosr “iee) coskwda, . . (17) 

where 2 is a root of (15). ee [(z)}=cos nz, we obtain 
the set of expansions 

7 sin A cos A | 

Lae = ee Ce 
ree cos X)(A?— n?ar”) * (18) 

Hence the solution of the set of equations in (16) is 

QvX,7 Sin A, COS A- _ 4p Nez (19) 

"~~ 12(A,+ 810 A, COSA,) oh PRL)? : 

where k=2ph/c. These results can also be derived directly 
by extending the forms (12) and (13) to include infinite 
products. 
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—. in (7), we have 

i dug vA2(t—7)/h? 
= ae an San a 

_ typh a — vr2t/h2 

Ey ie Clean wet 4) 
aes eC eia) , Oy 

the terms independent of t cancelling out on summation. 
The velocity at any time is given by 

_ 4gph he Sie as a OL 

oe ov =F A+B} ee ae 

It can be verified by summation that the limiting steady 
velocity has the value goh/2u. The fluid velocity at any 
point can be obtained by substituting V from (21) in (2) 
and reducing the expressions, but it is, of course, simpler to 
insert suitable functions of x directly in (21); we obtain 

= ign Fay) 4gph® . sin{rA(1—a/h)} ee
e om 

Ov MiM+h(14+h)
} SEO 

In this particular problem the result can also be obtained 
from the differential equation together with the boundary 
and initial conditions, by assuming the existence of a 
limiting steady state. In the preceding analysis the 
existence of a final steady state is associated “with the occur- 
rence of zero as one of the exponents in the nucleus of the 
integral equation (4). 

5. It is interesting to deduce the motion in an infinite 
fluid from these results. In solving this case directly, 
Rayleigh obtains the equation of motion as 

dV liad OW (rt) dt 
At. Om » MESO) 

Applying Abel’s theorem, this is reduced to an ordinary 
differential equation Trace. solution is given as 

(23) 

AmppV | go=Apv tt—Tia + 2a ep o* | e—"du. (24) 
rv 2Qpv2t3/o 

We obtain (23) from (4) by giving the nucleus its limiting 
value, since 

Lim (2u/ch) > ea ntntv(t—r)/h2 (2pv3/o7) e~#t-7) da, 
h>a —oo e/ —-X 
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In the same way, the solving function has a limiting form 
which follows directly from (15) and (19), namely 

2ovi( °  aze—at—7) 
Sa >, dex, 
om J» e@+4p7p/c? 

Using this value as before, we obtain the same result (24). 
6. It is clear that the same procedure is sufficient when 

the applied force is any assigned function of the time. 
For example, if the accelerative force is acospt and the 
motion starts from rest, we have 

dV t 

ap ae cos pt— | acos.pT . DAeoMC=2 eas 
0 

where the summation extends over the roots of the same 
equation (15), and the coefficients are given by (19) The 
solution follows on completing the integrations ; it consists 
of a periodic motion in different phase from the applied 
force, together with the disturbance due to taking into 
account the initial conditions. 

7. A final example may be taken from cylindrical motion 
when there is no limiting steady velocity. Suppose the 
motion to be symmetrical round an axis; then if ris dis- 
tance from the axis and v is the fluid velocity, supposed 
perpendicular to the radius vector, we have 

Ov OU 1 OU aw sp =(So+25,-2) em 

Consider the motion of a hollow cylinder, of radius a, filled 
with the liquid. Suppose the motion to start from rest and 
let the velocity of the cylinder be Q(t). Then it may be 
shown that the angular velocity of the fluid at any time is 
given by 

: Ji(pr/a) | o= | 07) {14225 KEE eme-nie de, (27) 
: - prd1'(p) ee 

where the summation extends over the positive roots of 
Jpn 0: 

Let the cylindrical shell start from rest under the action 
of a constant couple N, and let J be its moment of inertia, 
both quantities being for unit length along the axis. The 
retarding couple due to fluid friction is the value of 
2rpur?Qe/dr when r==a. Hence the equation of motion 
of the cylinder is 

te 

O!(0) + Ampot/D) (o'r) Senet" dr= N/T, (28) 
eI 
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where the summation extends over the positive roots of 

= A(p)=0. Pee iad: (9) 

The equation for the exponents of the solving function is 

are i 1 ey aa a Mt, @0) 

Writing «= —v)d7/a?, equation (30) reduces to 

MESO 0) 6. 2. 1) 

where k=27rpat/I. The equation can be deduced from (29), 
by logarithmic differentiation, as indicated in (12) and (13). 

The equations for the coefficients of the solving function 
become 

A, Ay As oe 
DP Se ay SE ee a | 

A, A, Az V oa . (32) 

Ay — pe a he? — po? ee ar ape a = 0 | 

y) 

where pj, o,... are the roots of (29), and A-, Az, ... the roots 
of (31). 

To solve these equations, we may adopt the same plan as 
before. Assuming that a function /f(7) can be expanded, in 
the range 0 <r<1, in the series 

f(r) =3BI,(r7), 
the summation extending over the positive roots of (31) 
we have 

On? i. BTN Famed. (33) 
0 

Now take /(r)=J.( pr), where p is a positive root of (29) ; 
after obtaining the expansion and putting r=1, we arrive at 
the result , 

Qk? 
22S 

ft 5 Mb DOS) ( ) 

p being any one root of (29) and the summation being with 
respect to the roots of (31). 
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Comparing with (32) it follows that 

A= nZ/e2ses nee 
With this expression for the solving function, (28) gives 

dQ, N QkyN t r2 er? (é—-7)/e2 

dt Ai iE =i a’ Wie w+ klk #4) at. ° . (36) 

By expanding r? by (383) and putting r=1, it can be 
shown that 

2(k+4) 
SoS 5 7 

M+ k(k+4) ey 

Carrying out the integration in (36) and using (37), we | 
find 

t= > 

ag N IN pa vat a 

dt ~T+4npat 1 ees) alae 
The angular acceleration has a finite limiting value in this 

case, the same as if the cylinder and enclosed liquid were 
rotating like a rigid body. We notice that in this case zero 
is excluded from the roots of the equation (29) for the 
exponents of the nucleus. 

Integrating (38) we obtain the angular velocity of the 
cylinder at any time; then, using the differential equation 
(26), we may complete the solution by writing down the 
angular velocity of the liquid. It is found to be given by 

N mn k+6 
ee 4mrpat 1 A Gua 12(k+4) 

2kN J (Ar/aje— Mle 2 ee 
vr {rVP+kh(k+4)tI,A) 

LXXIV. On the Decay of Oscillation of a Solid Body in a 
Vascous Fluid. | By T. HW. Havenock, aS.” 

L. JPXNBE decay of rotational oscillation of a cylinder 
or a sphere in a viscous liquid is a well-known 

»vroblem in Hydrodynamics ; among more recent researches, 
reference may be made to the work of Verschaffelt +, 
Coster t, and others. In those papers it is remarked that 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ G, E. Verschaffelt, Amsterdam Proc. xviii. p. 840 (1916); also 

Comm. Leiden, cli. (1917). 
¢ D. Coster, Phil. Mag. xxxvii. p. 587 (1919). 
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the ordinary solution of a damped harmonic vibration requires 
modification when the initial conditions are taken into 
account, but no explicit solution of this nature seems to have 
been given; in certain experimental refinements, the dis- 
turbance may be of some importance. In the following 
notes, I have worked out in detail first the simpler case of a 
plane oscillating between two fixed planes. The problem 
can be solved by various methods: by normal functions, or, 
more readily, by operational methods. I have chosen to use 
it as an example of a type of integral equation, for which 
reference may be made to a previous paper*. In this case 
the equation of motion is an integro-differential equation of 
Volterra’s type, and it can be solved by a repeated appli- 
cation of Whittaker’s method which was used in the simpler 
cases; the solution may be of interest apart from the parti- 
cular problem. The results are then verified by using 
Bromwich’s method of complex integration. Finally, the 
solution is indicated for a sphere oscillating within a fixed 
outer sphere, and the results are discussed in connexion 
with the experiments to which reference has already been 
made. 

2. Suppose that a viscous liquid can move in laminar 
motion between two fixed planes c= +h. Let the plane of 
uz be a thin rigid barrier of mass o per unit area, and let it 
be acted on by an elastic force parallel to Oy such that, if the 
iiquid were absent, the plane would vibrate with a natural 
period 27/p. Further, suppose the motion starts from rest 
with the plane displaced a distance a from its equilibrium 
position. The equation of motion of the plane is 

dy Ov 

e vie ~2#(53), ter'V= 2 psearae les) 

where v is the fluid velocity. 

Now if the plane of yz has a velocity V(t), the fluid 
velocity may be written in the form 

ee 00, nT nore (* 
= n2m2yt /h2 sin any \ ] n2n2yT/h2 9 

a: 2 h h i (le oe Ae) 

Taking the value of 0v/dx# for x=0, integrating by parts 
and noting that in this problem V(0)=0, equation (1) gives 

dy 2 "t dy ee) Aur 0) 9 sy 7 + on : at {1 sey) sem" ec + py = QO. (3) 

* Supra, p. 620. 
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Consider the integral equation 

$+ | d(r)ee—nar=A0, 
where the nucleus is the sum of n exponentials 

k(t) = SP eM se 

Whittaker’s solution * is given as | 

bO=FO-{ fe) Keay, ec 
the solving function being nee the sum of n exponentials 

Kj=t4" | ee 

The indices « are the roots of the equation 

BS pi oe eae (8) LP, L—Ppo L—Pn 

Further, if we form the functions 

uae a ee 
a(v)=(1- 2 )(1- 2). ee) 

it may be shown that the coefficients of the solving function 
are given by , 

es liege -1 | A=(+...+-1) ¥(90'@, . (40) 
P1 Pn 

where « is a root of (8). It should be noted that if p, is 
zero, and we write W(w)=a(1—a/p,) .. . (L—a/pn), then 

A=—r(a)/PiG(a). 2 2 ee 

We shall assume that these results hold in the limit when 
the number of exponential terms becomes infinite. Equation 
(3) then comes under this form, except that it is an integro- 
differential equation. Equation (8) forthe exponents of the 
solving function gives, on summation, 

9 3 
2 coth 10.) re 

oO y2 

Also we have 
(aw) = (1223/h) sinh (ha2/r2), 

6(a)=cosh (ha?/v2) + (ovtx?/2u) sinh (ha2/v2). 

* EF, T. Whittaker, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, xciv. p. 367 (1918). 
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The method of formation of 6() is clear from the equa- 

tions for a finite number of terms; multiply the left-hand 

side of (12) by (2) and a factor to make the value unity 
for w zero. From (11) and (12), we have 

2 rh? / 2/2 A=—al ie tr ae) ies (13) 

ah Au op 

Writing the roots of (12) as a= —v3/h? and collecting 
the results from (6), (12), and (13), the first step in the 
solution of (3) gives 

5 4p se vAz(t— ee 4 

T GRE ae oe ie rN? 4 (1 +4) = (0l2) 

where the summation extends over the positive roots of 

A tan A= 2ph/o=k. SAMO) 

Following the method of reduction for this type of equa- 
£10 *, integrate (14) with respect to ¢ from 0 to @, using 
Dirichlet’s formula to transform the order of integration 
of the last term. Since the initial value of dy/dt is zero, this 
leads to 

_ dy(8) = tne) pa va%(@—t)/ha 

Integrate (16), in the same manner, with Sede to 6 
from 0 to T; finally, for convenience, replace T by ¢ and 
t by 7, respectively, in the result. ‘Then we obtain 

op*h _ App h’ Dg mas ] oe 

y+)" yer) | F it > NA+k1+h)} dt=a. (17) 

The solution (17) can be completed by means of (6), 
(8), and (11). The new exponents are given by 

op*h 4 Amp h* 3 1 
wv ov? ~ NN + AL +H) (w+ vr2/h?) 

)+1=0. (1 os) SZ 

Resolving the summation into one of simple pariial frac- 
tions and using the properties of the roots of (15), this 
equation can ke reduced to 

2 pvr “3 ha? w+ eth; +p7=0. . . - (19) 

* Volterra, ‘Lecons sur les Kquations Intéerales,’ p. 140. ) ¢ q L i 
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In the previous notation, we have 

haz  oavraz . , har =f) 
W(x) =.w{ cosh—~ + sinh —— 4, 

v2 2 pr | 

i 3 1 at _ 

v2 via2\ . haz 2ue@ hx [ 
a(e)=( Serpe ) sinh at = cosh ame 

Rize por ye ao p*h a) 

the formation of the latter being clearly indicated in the 
reduction from (18) to (19). The coefficients of the solving 
function can now be formed by (11). Finally, substituting 
in (6) and carrying out the integration, we arrive at the 
result 
ae Auwp*a S ert 

oh ~at—(Qu/oh) (1+ 2ph/o)23 + 2p?a? + 6up?a/oh + p*’ 
pres fs (( 74!) 

(20) 

the summation extending over the roots of (19). 
3. We may verify the result by other methods which are 

available in this case. We choose Bromwich’s method of 
complex integration*, referring to his paper for the general 
principles, and writing down the results briefly for the 
present problem. 

Suppose the fluid velocity and the displacement of the 
plane to be given by 

= bia OG" hey = = aoe Ges > (22) Qari Qri eo } 
where wu and 7 are functions of #, and the paths of integration 
are in the plane of a complex variable « and enclose all the 
poles of these functions. The differential equation of fluid 
motion, 0v/Ot=vd7v/dx?, with the conditions w=0 for #=h 
and u=dn/dt for e=0, gives the solution, for 2 positive, 

_ dnsinh{at(h—.x)/y3} 
Cadi sinh(a2h/v2) ae 

From the boundary condition (1), after introducing terms 
due to the initial conditions y=a and dy/dt=0 for t=0, and 
using (23), we obtain 

2 was ah A 2 wat : : 
oun + ae coth rs Oa — (ox + = coth S a. (24) 

Hence we have 

ntl ‘afa+(2wa3/ov) coth (ha?/v2) te dz 

Forming the residues of the integrand at ane zeros of the 

* T, J. VA. Bromwich, Proc. Lond. Math. Soe. xy. p. 401 (1916). 
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denominator, we obtain the same sclution (21). The com- 
parison brings out the connexion between the method of 
solution of the particular form of integral equation and the 
use of normal functions in dynamical problems. The latter 
methods would not be available if we had not a complete 
knowledge of the differential equations of the problem : for 
instance, if it were stated directly as an integro-differentia! 
equation like (3) in some problem of ‘ heredity.’ 

4, The nature of the roots of (19) may be studied most 
easily by graphical methods, or by using the form (18) or 
equivalent expansions. It appears that, leaving aside the 
possibility of multiple roots, there is an infinite series of 
real negative roots and, in addition, a pair of roots which 
may be complex, or real and negative. In the latter case 
the motion is aperiodic; in the former, the two: complex 
roots give the damped harmonic vibration while the re- 
maining roots complete the solution according to (21) for 
the given initial conditions. In the theory of determinations 
of viscosity by oscillating cylinders or spheres it is usual to 
assume a damped harmonic vibration, neglecting all the other 
terms. 

Verschaffelt remarks that for a motion that is not purely 
damped harmonic, the proportionality of the resistance to 
the velocity no longer exists, and that it would then probably 
be impossible to establish a general differential equation for 
the motion. We have seen, however, that it may be ex- 
pressed by an integro-differential equation as in (3). It 
seems that in experiments under usual conditions, the final 
state of a damped harmonic motion is practically reached 
after a comparatively short time (a few minutes). 

With numerical values of the usual order, it is easy to see 
that the lowest real negative root of (19) is much larger 
numerically than the real (negative) part of the complex 
roots. The matter would require closer examination if the 
motion were entirely aperiodic, as in some experiments. 
In the case of a sphere making oscillations of finite ampli- 
tude, Verschaffelt has studied small damping effects due to 
approximations involving the quadratic terms in the hydro- 
dynamical equations ; this introduces damping coefficients 
of three or five times the first approximation, and it may be 
that in such cases the purely aperiodic terms in the solution 
should also be taken into account. 

5. It may be of interest to record the complete solution, 
neglecting quadratic terms, for a sphere oscillating im a 
liquid enclosed within a fixed concentric shell. 

Let be the angular velocity in the liquid. @ the angular 

Phil. Mag. Ser. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. 20 
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displacement of the sphere, a its radius and I its moment 
of inertia ; and let 6 be the radius of the fixed outer sphere. 
Then the equation of motion of the rotating sphere is 

Ge) 8 et : 
— 7 —) +p10= ; ae eee <3 — 5H ‘( 2) +p'l9=0, (26) 

with @=@, and d@/di=0 for t=0. 
In the fluid we have 

Oo _ 0'o 40a 

Ge ae ror ) 

with o=0 r=), and w=d6@/dt for r=a. 
Using the method of § 3, we write 

O= ar) = : ne" da. + 3. ee 
20 271 

Then equation (27) gives the solution 

2 @ dl O51) cos : fh:( Cea + (Kbr—1) sinh {£(b—r)} 
~ 7° dt k(b—a) cosh {k(b —a)} + (ba —1) sinh bie | 

where k=e?/v3. 
Modifying (26) so as to take account of the initial con- 

ditions, we have for 7 the equation 

nf (4)=F(), oe 6 mei (30) 

where 

J (a) =e? + 8urra®a + Ip? + 8irpa’a? 
bk cosh k(b—a)—sinh k(b—a) 

k(b—a) cosh k(6—a)+ (k?ab—1) sinh k(b—a)’ 

F(a) =a + 87a? + Sirpera 

bk cosh k(b—a) —sinh k(b—a) 

* E(b—a) cosh k(b—a) + (ab —1) sinh (6 —a) ° 
The angular pee of the sphere is then 

lee B(@) on (31) 

~ Bai f(a) f(a) 
where the summation extends over the roots of f(a)=0, and 
it is assumed that these are all simple roots. 

In practice we may usually separate the roots into two 
classes: first a pair of roots which may be either complex or 
real and negative, then a series of real negative roots in the 
neighbourhood of — 7’v/(b—a)?, —4m°v/(6—a)? and so on. 
In deducing the form of (81) for a sphere in an infinite 
liquid the sum of the terms from the latter series of roots 
must be replaced by a corresponding infinite integral. 

x 

(4) et da =O. 
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LXXV. The Whirling Speeds of a Loaded Shaft es ‘ted 
in Three Bearings. By H. H. Jerrcorr 

S 1. Introductory. 

| ae problem of the mechanical support of the rotor of a 
turbo-generator may be solved in two or more ways. 

Some designers arrange the turbine and generator each 
separately with two bearings, and connect the shafts of the 
machines by a flexible coupling, thus permitting each to 
preserve its own alignment. On the other hand, many 
machines are built with three bearings and a continuous 
shaft. In some instances the main rotor is supported in two 
bearings, and the third bearing is of the nature of an 
outboard one supporting the overhanging retor. Other 
machines too, besides turbo-generators, are designed with 
three bearings, for example, turbo-blowers, motor driven 
pumps, etc. 

On account of the high speeds at which turbines operate 
it is important that the designer should determine the 
whirling speeds, and in many cages it is necessary that at 
Jeast the first two whirling speeds should be calculated. It 
is true that by the use of a very stiff and heavy shaft the 
Jowest whirling speed may in many cases be kept above the 
normal working speed of the machine. But in other cases, 
where very high efficiency is essential, a smaller shaft will 
give a lighter rotor, and with smaller journal dimensions, it 
will lead to reduced friction loss in the bearings and a more 
economic performance. Also it 1s probably well known 
that, in the design of high-speed elestric generators for 
Fe rect coupling to steam turbines, the shaft must sometimes 

be kept somewhat small in dheanelen, and as a consequence 
the working speed usually les somewhere between the first 
and second whirling speeds, at all events in the higher speed 
machines. In this case the size of the shaft is limited by 

magnetic considerations. The machine being designed for 

a high rate of revolutions, in order to limit the centrifuga high rate of revolutions, in order to limit tl trifugal 
stresses in the windings the outside diameter of the rotor 
must be kept low. This restricts the depth of core through 
which the magnetic flux is carried, and in order to avoid too 
high a flux density in the core-plates the shaft diameter must 
Wel kept small. 

It will be seen therefore that, both from the point of view 
of securing high efficiency and of providing adequately for 
the magnetic ‘circuit of the rotor of the electric generator, 

* Communicated by the Author. 
2 WZ 
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the shaft diameter in many cases cannot be made very large 
and stiff, and in consequence, the working speed exceeds the 
lowest whirling speed. No real disadvantage, however, 
results from this circumstance provided the rotor be properly 
balanced, as the machines can be run easily and quickly 
through the whirling speed. Numerous electric generators, 
de Laval turbines, ete. ., are run through the lowest w hirling 
speed every day without adverse result. 

Moreover, in tlie case of some turbo-generators and 
blowers, the machine is often in operation day and night for 
long continuous periods, so that it 1s only occasionally that 
they have to be run through the whirling speed. Difficulties 
do not arise when the roters are well balanced, and the 
advantages that result are worth securing. 

It will be gathered from the foregoing that it isa problem 
of practical ‘importance to determine the values of the first 
and second whirling speeds of three-bearing rotors as well 
as of two-bearing shafts. 

A loaded shaft is said to whirl when it rotates in a deflected 
form, the centrifugal forces and moments of the loads being 
equilibrated by tlie elastic restoring forces of the shaft. 
This condition can take place when the speed of rotation 
approximates to a speed of free transverse vibration of the 
loaded shaft. If the speed is maintained constant at such a 
value the bending of the shaft may become excessive and 
damage may ensue, unless the restraining action of the 
bearings, which are then subjected to severe alternating 
forces, is sufficient to prevent excessive deflexion of the 
shaft. 

Various methods for the solution of the problem of the 
whirling of a loaded shaft supported in two bearings have 
been published, more usually confined to the determination 
of the first whirling speed only. Prof. Morley has shown 

~ how the graphical method of solution determining the dis- 
placements may be used with successive approximations for 
the determination cf the first whirling speed of a loaded: 
shaft supported in three bearings (‘ Engineering, vol. evi. 
pp. 5738, 601 (1918)). But the graphical method does not 
appear to lend itself to the determination of the second and 
higher whirling speeds. 

It is proposed in the following pages to deal analytically 
with tbe first and higher whirling speeds of a shaft suppor ted 
in three bearings, loaded in any manner, and of sections 
varying from place to place along the length. The various 
speeds may be obtained ‘by e guating the action of the centri 
fugal forces os moments a the” leads, when the shaft is. 
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slightly deflected, to that of the elastic forces in the shaft 
tending to restore it to its undeflected form. 

§ 2. General Case. 

In the general case the shaft is supposed to change in 
diameter at various sections along its length, and to be of 
uniform size between such sections. It is assumed to carry 
at various places along it, a series of loads each of which is 
balanced. The shaft ax's is assumed to be straight in its 
unstrained condition, and the three bearings to lie in a straight 
line. The bearings are assumed to act as free supports and 
not to fix the direction of the shaft to any extent for the 
small deflexions contemplated. The usual theories of elastic 
bending will be supposed to hold right up to each section 
change point, without introducing any end effect due to the 
sudden change of section. 

The general problem of a number of loads on the shaft is 
greatly simplified by the introduction of a principle originally 
enunciated by Bresse. This principle enables the loads to be 
considered in their effect on the deflexion of the shaft one 
ata time, and it may be stated as follows :—The displacement 
of any point by reason of the deformation of the shaft is the 
resultant of the displacements which would be produced if 
one supposed all the external known forces to act separately 
and one after the other. Thus the shaft may be consider ed 
as supported at each end under the action of the given 
loading acting downwards and also under the action of the 
s supporting force at the intermediate bearing acting upwards. 
The result of the action of these two systems of forces is to 
make the deflexion zero at the intermediate bearing. 

Big. 1, 

It will be convenient to consider the shaft as carrying one 
load and one couple in each of its two spans. Let fig. 1 
represent the deflected centre line of the shaft. 

Take the intermediate bearing O as origin, the spans being 
Oileand Ol jand. i and L’ being the end bearings. Let < 
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be the distance from O of a point in the right span, 2 being 
reckoned positive towards the right. Let z’ be the distance 
from O of a point in the left span, z' ane reckoned positive 
when measured towards the left. Let w be the deflexion of 
the point z in the right span, « being reckoned positive when 
upwards in the floure. And in like manner let v be the 
deflexion of the point z’ in the left span, v being positive 
when downwards in the figure. 

Let the shaft have changes of section at O, A, B, ©, D, E. 
Let the moment of inertia of the area of the cross-section 
about a diameter between O and A be I,, between A and B 
be I,, between B and C be Is, and between C and L be Iy. 
Also let the moments of inertia between O and D, D and E, 
EH eand L’ be I,’, 1’, and I,’ respectively. he Ola 
OB=b, OC=c, OL=l, OD=d, OH=e, OL’ =I’. 

Let the Ponce xe: end couple M, act at P, and the 
Eoree 2X,’ and couple Mi! act at P’. | let OR =2 Ole ae 
Let Y, Y’ be the reactions at the bearings L, L’. Let E 
denote the value of Young’s Modulus of elasticity for the 
material of the shaft. 

§3. Following the ordinary Bernoulli-Kulerian theory of 
beams, we have, from O to A, 

du 

Vidz? 

du 
t —EN, |. = Y(/z—4:<?) —X, (2,2 —$2°) + Mie + CO). 

— [il =Y(l—z)—X,(—2)+ M,, 

ce ie (lz? — 423) — X, ($20? -- 42°) + $Me? + Cie 4+ Gy. 

From A to B, 

- U —El,, =Y0-2)—Xala - 2) +M, 

r 
oe — ET, — po eee 7) — XN (2.2 —$27) + Mie + Cy. 

= Le — I ps) ~ 7 FTG a / a | ~ a 
e ae ee —42°)—X,Gae—t’) + £M,2? Se (Ge. + Ge 

du du 
Now: vj—u,, aul (=) = (“) , when c=«a. Hence we 

dz), dz]. 
obtain C,, Gy in terms of C,, G,. 

Thus 
(du 

-- KI, ( =) = Y(la — $a’) Gia —ta?)+ Mya+C, 

and -- Hit. (*) = Y(la—$a’) — X)(q,a— 40?) 4+ Mya + Cy. 
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Hence 

1a =o?) 1k = ee) Ma ee 
= 1, Y(la—$a?)--1,X,(2,a—4’) + 1, Mya + C,, 

which gives C, in terms of C;). 
Also 

— Eu, = Y($la? —4a*) — X, (42,0? —t0°) + 3M? + Cyat G,, 

— Elyu = Y($la? —4a®) — X1 ($2, — ha®) + $M? + Coat G,. 

. L,Y (sla? — 4a?) —1,X,(42,0? —1a*) + $1,M 7? 4+ 1,C,a + 1,6, 
6 

=, Bs ade aaa OP IX (42 2” 27143} oF t1,M,e? +1], Coa+I, Gy. 

Already we have ©, in terms of C;. This equation gives 
G. in terms of C,, Gy. 

Then we go on similarly from B to P, ete. Thus we have: 
Witio A 

EL, =¥e— $27) — Xj (42 — $27) + Myc + C) 

— Eh w= Y hl? — 42%) — X1($232°— he?) +My? + Cie + Gy. 

A toB same, but I, C, Go. 

ete., etc. 

B to P sayae,, lowe Thee (Ua, (Cree 

ator © 

=e = Y (/ze—4:"7)+ K,, 

— HIu= Y($le? — 423) + Kz + A, 

etc., ete, 

C to L gente, loutls, 1, Ian tel 

du 
The constants are determined by a3 and w being of equal 

( Y 

values at each side of a load or section change point. Also 
m— 0) at O-and IL. 

Similar equations hold for the span J with v for wu, 
Peso Ne ton eg Mi cor Miecs) tore, E for 1, C’ for C, 
Garon G. Ke tor KK, Etor EH. 
We connect Y' with Y by taking moments about the 

origin O. Thus 

NEV — Xe, — Xe 2,/++ Mi — MM, =0. 

dus dv Lae Cre 
Also we have — = — at the origin dz dz eek he 
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We now have from O to P, on section m, 

— El,u= Y ($e? —42) — X1 ($22? — 427) + $Me? + : 

and from P to L on section n, 

— El,w=Y($l°’—}*) + K,2+H.. 

This is for the loads X,, X,'.. If we take a number of loads 
we can sum the deflexions to get the resulting deflexion at 

any point. 

$4. To deal conveniently with the constants, we write, 
from O to P, 

— Ens = Y(le— $27) — X, (4j2— 42 *) Mes Ge 

= f(z) +Cn- 

—H 1 ,uw=Y ee Ces s 423) +4M)2°+C,24 Gn 

=6(2)+Cnzt+ Gu 

From P to a, 

du -E1, 4 =VUs te +K, 
=(z) + 

ees it 1-3) \+K,2 +H, 

=y(2)+K,2+ H,. 

eR Ti) 1 : 
Now —— and wu have equal values for consecutive values 

dz 

of the constants, when < is the value at the junction, and 
equal to a» (or ap). 

Gi te Lia) Cas ( nu 
Therefore vn ea = tha, ) 

Le 1 Bi 

and Gin ahs C8 + (An) oe Gian + Cre 14m = ) (An) 

Sih. Hes : ees : 

hu ea IK; = h(a n) jee Iai ot Wan) 

de Waa 

and i, a5 ae oT x (a, —< fae a Ka 4iGn ar x (au) 

Ly a ‘ne : 

If the load be at the point <=a,, which is not a section 
change point but a load point, 

C,.+7(a,) = K,+(a,), 

G,+C.a,.+ 6(a-) =H,+ Kia,+x (ay). 
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Sal s 

Also O = Oy : Gi= 0) 6 Ge =): 1 ee | 
ut 8 =HEm- 

§ 5. Reverting to the displacement equations we now have, 
from O to P, 

6EL w= X427(32,—2) —3M,2? — Y2(3/—2)—6C,,2—-6G6, ; 

from P to L, 

6K IL,u= —Y2°(3l—2z)—6K,2z—6H, ; 

irom O to P’, 

6HI,,'0= Xj'2'2(8z,' —2’)— 8M,/2?— Y'2(3l' + 2’) —6C,,'2' 

arom —’ to. 1’, OGG, & 

GET,'v= ee Y 22a) 6K, 26H, s 

and 

C41 = Ciitlm + (fen — Dam LY (2U— an) — X4(224—- an) + 2M J, 

get Cn pe, te (Cm — Ca 21) Om 

+ %(pm— Lam? | Y (31 — a) — X4(821— an) + 3MG |. 

= Gn pln — bin — Dain? | Y (381 — 2am) — X1(821— 2am) +3MG J. 

= C,—4a,[ X\(2z,—a,) —2M,]. 

eo G,+(C,— K,.)a,--4a,?[ X4(821—a@,) — 3M, | 

= G,+4a,?[ X,(32,—2a,) —3Myq], 

Kyi Kaper t3(pn— la, Y(2l—a,). 

Ai41= Apr -t (Kaper Kner) dn + b(n — 1) a,7Y (31 — an) 

= Hiptn—4(tn—1)a,2Y (31 — 2a). 

1Y + K,l + H, =0. 

LY//3 4 Ky! + Hy! =0. 

Yi+ Yl —X,z,—X'2'+ M,+M,'=0. 

$6. For a number of loads X and M the total displace 

ment at any point is the sum of the displacements due to 
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each load acting separately. At any point z, in J, and at 
zs in I’, we have 

—6Elu,= >, {Y¥z2(3l—z,) + 6Kz,+ 6H} 

+354 —X22(32—2;) +3Mz22+ Yz,2(31 —2,) 

+ 6Cz,+ 6G. 

Ne ans z,)+6K'z,' +6H’t 

— X/z,7(32' —z,') + 3M’2z,? + Y'z,2(3l —2, ) 

+ 6C’2Z, 6G't. 

The first summation 0 to z, is taken for all the loads 
X and M that lie between 0 and ¢,, and the corresponding 
values of K, H, and Y. ‘The second summation includes all 
the loads from z, to /, taking the corresponding values of the 

a xe) 
constants C, G, and Y. Similarly for the second span. 

To find C,, C,’, Y, Y’, work through the constants to the 
end (K,,, Hz, K,’, H,'), so that we have them expressed in 
terms of C, and Y (or of C,' and Y’). Then use the equations 1 1 q 

ZY? + K,l + H, =0. 

NOU Cy aS abe 0) 

Ca. eee et 
AES ny T Snel CUS Se Se z'— M,— My, 

and we can solve for C, and Y (and C,' and Y'). _ 
Thus we find all the C’s and K’s, and therefore we have 

the equation of the curve at each part in terms of X and M. 
Similarly for the other loads. The summation of all the 
deflexions at any point due to the separate loads (X and M) 
gives the deflexion at that point due to all the loads 
simultaneously. 

~6EI',= 37" {¥ 

eee SESE 
Ss 

§7. From the preceding equations for the deflexion the 
d dv : 

values of a and a may be obtained. Thus 

“) =S°4V¥2,(21—z,)+2K} 

+ 324{ —Xe,(22—2,) + 2Mz,+ Yz,(21—2,) +-2C}- 

=2E eae {Y'z,' (2l'—z,’) + 2K't 

te Nile, (Qe =) oe 
+ Y 2,(2l' —z,) a 20 te 

—2EI ( 
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§8. We have now got general expressions for the de- 
flexions and slopes at any point of each span due to the 
system of loads. In the problem of whirling speeds the 
loads are due to centrifugal action. du 

Thus X=mo?u ; and M= (I, —I.) o? qe 8 will be shown 
di 

dz’ 

where mk? is the moment of inertia of the load about a 
diameter perpendicular to the plane of bending. 

Substitute these values of X and M in the general equations 
for deflexion and slope, and put <, (and zi) in turn equal to 
the co-ordinate of each of the load positions. We thus 
obtain a series of equations of the form 

later, or approximately for a disk-shaped load M=mk?w? 

OU, = AU + ayo t... tavyt...+ 

du dv / pi Qe 
+ A ‘ah + © Op (55), ae Biba 

(= anes Eee 

GN os a) (5) 3 

(ae), bi (a), + sas a ee 
etc., Cues ONCor 

OY = fut foot... t+ frvrt... + 

du ats si Qe 

fA oe th oe ee alee. 

ete., ete., etc.. 

du 
O() Shut beet. + bey tot 

dz 
du du ,(dv 

Ly an + 1,’ (5). +...41, aa sigs 
‘ 

Eretcn etc., etc., 

dv 
o(7: ees AP aos ae HON oe Se 

1 { eu GU dv 

o'(@), tH (Ge), tt (Ge), + 
ete., ete., etec., 

where a, 0, /, etc., are known or calculable constants, and ¢ 

. e 1 

is proportional to —,. 
@ “ 

_ 
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Eliminating the deflexions and slopes wu, v, ~ and — 
from these equations, we obtain “4 

ay—hp A» OR. O56 Op miot Cige pious ty noc 

=e 
by bo —o bs eee b,. ieee Ov ee bes wee 

[ft ok fey fab... i og ee 

l, l, ls oa bs Lo... Be 

Py Ps 3 = Pr a i. ee Se 

The solution of this determinantal equation in gives the 

various values of the whirling speed. 

§9. The evaluation of the constants a, dy...by... is tedious 
but straightforward. Tor each force and moment X, and 
M, we determine the values of the constants C, G, K, H, 

a! 
and of Y and Y’. It is convenient to write t=T, and ¢!/= yr 

; for section change points z=dn, etc. 

Then from § 5 we have, from O to P, 

t+ 
6EI,, = Meus ——. = = —X,02(3t; 0) +3 Se + Ye(3—t) + 

iromat to lp 

_ sos ee 
Also: from O to P, 

ee UU 
2h x Me 2G" 

Seager e t(2—-t) + 

from P to L, 

du 
VS ee Sek 

— Sag = t(2 —t) + 72 ) 

and similar expressions for the span OL’. 

6 Ca 6 Ga s 

[ Ee 
2 
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Then 

6 nr 6C nr We Ta | Cr eee pp Mm + 3(pm— lL) sn | ¥ m2 = Sn) — X,(2t, —3,,) 4-2 

6G OG. s AS r 
= t= 3 Pn — (fom — 1) 8.7 fy (38=2s,) — X,(8¢ 1—28,,) 1) 

ee = Jes —3t, | X, Se — , Fe IP l 

Ob 6G, 5 M, 
me et [Xi waa |, 

Tn OP, + B(Ha LW enVi2— 55), 
6H, okt; | 7/5 ¢ 

B ee = Bp bn— (Ln Ls7¥ (3=2s,), 

and similar expressions for the second span. 

Cer f 
Also i = T,' ; C= 3 Cr —? 

0) Se lel 

Further AN ae =e at ae =), 

6K, , OH’ ; 
Dy Ge 72 773 == (), 

and YN) =e ii 0. 

ite above equations: sive ©, C, G: G, Ky ik, Ho A’, 
Y, Y' in terms of Xj, M, corresponding to the portions of 
the shaft of different diameters. Then the displacement and 

: : : du ae 
slope equations written above give vu and me at the position 

: : ae du . 
~ in terms of X,, M,. Likewise for v and — in the second 
span, due to X,, M, on the first span. ila 1 i 

In like manner we obtain expressions for w, = v; a 

corresponding to other loads X and M on the spans. 
The total deflexion due to all the loads acting simultaneously 

is obtained by adding the separate deflexions for each load 
regarded as acting separately, so that we obtain the value 

du dv 

Ge de: 
given by above equations. Thus we obtain equations for the 

Orit) by the addition of the deflexions and slopes 

M 

| l 

M, 
l 

9 

i 
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deflexion and slope due to the whole system of loads. We 

then substitute X = mow?u, M = mkt oe for each load. 
4 

We then have an expression for the deflexions and slopes at 
the load points and known constants. By taking the point < 
to coincide in turn with each of the load points we get the 
series of equations ®t = ayy + dgitz +..., ete., as given in § 8. 

§ 10. Numerical evample. 

A simple a will illustrate the procedure. 
Let the leneth of the first cue be double that of the 

second, 2. e. 1=2l'. Let there be loads of equal mass m at 
the centre of each span. Let the moments exerted by these 
loads 2 zero. Let there! = section changes in the first span 
of p=zatt=z, and of w=4 att=32. Alsothere be set 
of section in the second span of w=4 at t'=0, and of p=4 
at t' =i 
We first proceed to determine the values of the constants 

as follows : 

We have ee C=C ie Re Nica os Se) Lap IN 8 

Also Gi Oreo. 0 

Ordinarily we follow through the constants step by step 
along the spans for each ‘load separately. We may, 
however, take the two loads X, and X,’ together, and for 

: 6C 6G 6K 
convenience we write C for 72 Os Or 7? K for oe 

Oe ee oe 7 ae 
H. for ST Cisne Ga ae K’ for oe, HC iano 

Cie ae wie 
We then have i = re or C;'=2C,, and we) ames 

il -l 

from 9.9, 

i Ci, Gi=0, 

G,=2C,— = Y + 2X, Go= 4 Y —#X1 

K, =4C,—- 5 Y — a, Ho] 2 Ye 
K; =2C,— iy a 2 aXe H, = & y di ae 

Ca = 2C), C—O 

Y= OQ-ZV+SN GS Y= ee 
21 WI 15 ! Pe Daya 3 ! 
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iNowe12-- Ke el —O0F and 2a = i’ — 0: 

Hence, from the values just found, we get 

On ae mY — .@ = 0, 

C+ = Y’— 3 X/=0. 
Also Vie! Nee exer 0), 

4V 4+ 2Y'’—2X,—X=0. 

From these three equations we find Y, Y’, C, in terms of 
X, and X,/. 

35 139 Thus LN Ss oe Mea ee zy a 
rI 141 

Y= ia Sit 368 BG, 
1 4095 3999 

Se ree ati onsen Sk: 

We want to find the displacements at the load points, 7. e. 
abe and t! =z. 
We have (from § 9) 

ie a =Y?(3-—t)+K, t+H,,. 

Here t=4, n=2. If I be the areal moment of inertia fur 
the first portion of the first span, I,=4I. 

EP ae Se Gea. 
1C,+8Y—gX1 

oe — am i is XY. 

Also aS eS = t’ 23 —t') sr Ket + Tele 

ileret + and 2—2- 

9 4 4 om 12 FA =3Y ees —7Y'— ay +; 2Y'+ + 5X, 

=40,+2Y'—gX,! 
1985 YW 855 ! 

7 Sears — pay. 
— 

Thus we have 

188416 u=5396X, + 1290X,’, 

188416 = v=1290X,+1285X)'. 
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‘If we had worked through the constants separately for 
each load, we should have obtained the results got from the 
above by putting in turn X,;’=0 and X=0. 

KI 
mew?” 

Put Xj=mo?u, X\"=mo’v, 6=188416 

Thus pu=ayut ayr, 

ovu= byu ae bev. 

Note that a,=0y. 
Eliminating uw and v, we find , 

hb? — (a, + b2)h + ayb,— ao), =0. 

gp? — 6681 + 5269760 =0. 

p= See l OF Diol 

EI 2 (25) 5G : OS (B27 Oe ZUG) in 

BT 
moles 

The two whirling speeds are respectively of the types 
illustrated in figs. 2 and 3. 

w=(5°72 or 14°36) x 

Fic. 2. 

§ 11. When the number of section changes and loads is 
large, the constants may conveniently be worked out in 

F 
tabular form, and the values of C,, Y, Y', se see, be 

also shown in the Table. It will be noted from the general 
formule of $9 that the coefficients of C,, Y, Y', in the values 
of the constants corresponding to the several section change 
points are the same for all the individual loads. Thus only 
the coefficients of the terms in X or X’ and M or M’ vary 
from load to load. As an examp'e the case worked out in 
§ 10 may be arranged in tabular form as follows : 



#26 

eS Se eT ee eS ee ee ee ee 
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LP RB ITE ly 

Value Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient 

of of of of of or 

ol We ¥ Xatt=i. X’at?¢’=}. 

Ce 1 0 0 0 0 
21 9 

C, 3 mee 0 32 0 
21 15 

K, = — 39 0 ss 0 

1 _ ui 15 aK, BI = 0 —= 0 

on 2 0 0 @ 0 
' 21 re) C, ih 9) = es 0) = 

, 21 15 K, 1 0 —= 0 —= 
G, 0 0 0 0 0 

5 f l G, 0 = 0 ~5 0 
5 3 

iE 0 fa 0 a 0 

59 3 1ELs 0 oe 0 a 0 

Gy 0 0 0 0 0 
' 5 1 

, oO 3 ie 0 0 a 0 5 
4095 3999 

0; 0 0 0 oe TTT 7 23552 
139 43 

We 0 0 0 ae Fae 

: $5 141 
Y 0 0 0 Tal Se 

Klu, 5396 1290 
2B 0 v Q 188416 188416 

Elv, 1290 1285 
A 0 . ° i846 Tss4i6 

When there are more section change points there will be 
more constants C, G, K, H, C’, G', K’, H’. When there are 
more loads there will be more columns for X and X’, and 

for M and M’: and also more rows for a and ED as 

EI du EI dv 
well as those for DE and a ee 

On substituting for X and M their values mw?u and 
du ; sak 

miko? ; the determinantal equation for the whirling speeds 
~ 

may be written down. 

§12. The case of a turbo-blower will next be considered 
as a further example of a three bearing machine, in which 
the number of section changes of the shaft and the number 
of loads are great. 

Pil, Mags. 6. Vol. 420No.251, Nov. 1921. 2X 
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The positions s and magnitudes mw of the section changes 
are as follows :— 

oF nee “0703 118 163 «> :348 eee 
Lo 1:602 16: 039 2445 +199 
ona "147 -878 
re. 5:97 0983 

For an approximate solution the loads may be considered 
as concentrated at the positionst, and to be of the magnitudes. 
m, given by 

EMS 254 "436 "566 695 84 
Wisi A26°3 TOs 109-6 709-6 392°8 
bie ae *288 2 eel 
Ne. eur 262 388°5 

m represents the weights in kilogrammes. The couples 
exerted by the loads are regarded as negligible. ‘The first 
portion of the shaft is 160 mm. in diameter, so that 
[=3220 em; H—2Z0x10* ke. per sq. cm.5 ¢— Jelaneum 
pee sec. per #80. The lengths betw een bearing centres are 

2705 mm. and l’ —2175 mm. 
ay e proceed to determine the values of the constants for 
each load in turn, following the tabular form (Table IT., 
pp. 650, 651). 

Note that the coefficients of X and X! in the expressions 
For 21, Us, Ug, U4, Us) U1, Vo, V3, Are Approximately symmetrical 

about the principal diagonal (after multiplying the v co- 
EN Se 

efficients by TE in accordance with Rayleigh’s reciprocal 

theorem, which expresses that the deHlexion at a point A due 
to a load at B is aie to the defiexion at B due to the 
same load placed at A 

9 9 Ora = ieee ae Aa? 
We now put X,= ae ee etc., since mm 

‘ Ig 
represents the weight. Write = 52/3 , and we then have 

Wu = 1°784u,+ 3°4u,+2° D4 dus + 2° L5ug+'d7u; +°37 60, 

+]: 232v.+° 263505, 

aru = 19958, 4+ A-OUus - A281 — o'24u,+ *821u; => "¢ 845, 

abuts = 1-749 + 4°28 5ey + 430505 + 3°28u, + a Bus 
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Wy = 1 29u, + 3°275uy + 3°432u3 + 2° 66u, + °58TuU; + 240, 

+°796v,+°1749v, 

Wu, = 635u, + 1583, + 1°646u3 + L178u,+°305u; +°11020, 

+ °396v,+°0887vs, 

Wo, = "444 + °7 Tug +°65u3 + °4705u,+°13804u; + 460, 

+ 1°763v,+ °4120s, 

Wr, ="426u, +748 ug + 629503 + 4554 + 712655 +°5320, 

+ 2°342v,.+ °6145v3, 

wo; ="301Luy + °535u. + 4453 + 3 18uy + 08845u; +4210; 

+ 2°055vq + °62603. 

Hence, eliminating the displacements, 

iyi p34 2945 315 “sT 376 1-232 2685 
es 46) 498 | 884 8818845 1-27) 745 |=? 
[1749 4285 4305) 328 806 327 1-084 2345 
1-29 BD GYSe | ORR aay au ‘796 1749 
Meese eel oco G16) 1-178 375 Wy 1102. -396— 0887 
| 444 TT 65 ‘4705 1804 _ -46— 1763 —--412 
| 426 748 «6295-455 1265 «5322-342 —W 6145 
PeOle. 2 bon) 445 ‘318 § 08845 “421 2-055 626 —) 

The solution of this determinantal equation in Ww gives 
the various whirling speeds. We determine the two largest 
roots appreximately by substituting trial values of 1, and 
seeing if the determinant is positive or negative. 

In this way we find 

Value of w. Approximate value of determinant. 

DN + @ : 

15 + 2°18 x 108 

14 odo X LO? 

13 — 1:23 x 107 
2°d —1:'82 x 10? 

2 + 2°18 x 10? 

—D + @ 

Hence there is a root between 13 and 14, and one between 
2 and 2°5. Closer examination of these regions will lead to 
a closer value of the root. The sum of the eight roots, being 
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the sum of the numerical quantities along the principal 
diagonal of the’ determinant, is 17°152. From physical 
considerations we expect all the eight roots to be positive. 
Hence the sum of the remaining six roots lies between 2°152 
and *652. Thus the two roots obtained are the first and 
second whirling speeds. 

Taking y=13 to 14 and 2 to 2°5, and substituting the 
values of H, I, 1, g, we finally obtain the w hirling speeds in 
revolutions per minute :— 

First whirling speed 1440 to 1500 r.p.m.,, 

Second whirling speed 3410 to 3820 r.p.m. 

It is to be noted that in this calculation the portions of 
the shaft of increased thickness are assumed to act fully in 
supporting the bending moment quite up to the section 
change point. Some allowance, however, should be made 
for this end effect, and at the outset virtual change points of 
section should be chosen, making the virtual lengths of the 
thick portions of the shaft slightly shorter. Thus the shaft 
is somewhat less stiff than assumed above, and when the 
virtual values of.the shaft lengths are used in the calculation,, 
the whirling speeds are found to be somewhat lower. 

13. As we have obtained the deflexion equations in 
§§ 10 and 12, we may readily apply Dunkerley’s method to: 
those examples. 1 1 1 

Dunkerley’s rule is a2 == =: ae a Pe , where Q, is 

the first whirling speed of the loaded shaft, and @, @g, ...; 
are the whirling speeds of the several loads acting alone. 

Applying this rule to $10, we have 

w= pea oo = 0286670 

Also = = 006827 

Hence oO = 03548 ee 

OR oe ao 

It will be noted that this value of the first whirling speed 
is too low. 

Correcting Dunkerley’s rule by taking into account the 
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whirling speeds higher than the first (see Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 
vol. xcy. p. 106 (1918)), we have 

On S @° a We 

and : y 
O70? — wos" 

il OE 
. Now Bye ee ET? 

if ml? EE NOG So 
Wo" ube ee 

1 ml?\? 
@ : —s 82 ( =] . and een 000148 (ar) 

Hence we obtain the results of § 10, viz. 

Oe iS and Q,?=206 Laub f 
ml? ml? 

§14. Applying Dunkerley’s method to the example of 
§ 12, we have — 

hcl ‘ t 
3 OF iy w@;" Qs" a7 ae e 

so that )=a,+b.+¢,+......=17°152 trom the determinant 
of § 12. | 

But abr Ely aN = oikO eam Bes 0,22? 

This value is too low. 
In order to obtain a more correct value of 0), together 

with an approximate value of ,, we use the extension ol 
Dunkerley’s rule. Then we have approximately 

ny +o ay t+ bo+¢3+... : 

Wir, =(aybe) + (ay¢3) +... + (bo¢3) +... (esa) +e 

Now a, +b, +¢34+...=17°152, 

and (aby) + (ayc3) +... = 94342. 

Hence y= 12°95, ro = 42. 

N,=1500 r.p.m., and N,=2700 r.p.m. 

The value of N, is a better approximation to the correct 
value, but N, is rather too low, and a better value would be 

obtained by taking account of the third and higher, whirling 

speeds. 
The more precise values are the roots of the determinantal 

equation of $12. 
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§15. When each span of the shaft is of uniform section 
the algebra is simplified. 

Referring to fig. 1, we have, from O to P, 

—EIS =Y(I-3 — X,(2;—2) + My. 

Be = = Y (lz — $2?) —X) (22-42?) + Mie + ©, 

and —Elw= Y ($12? —223)— X (42,2? — 425) + My? + C2 + G. 

Now u=0 when -=0. .. G=O. 

de : 

Ene ae _ 
= ET = Y(lz—32’)+K, 

and —Hlu=Y(4le?—4-°) + Kz+H. 

Now u=0 when z=, hence H is determined. 

Elu=4Y (203 — 312? +23) + K(—<). 

Thus for the span / we have, from O to P, 

6Elu=X,2?(32,—2) —Y2(31—2) — 3M? — 6Cz, 

2EK1 = = X12(22;-2) — Y2(21— 2) —2Myz—20, 

and from P to L, 

| 6HIu= Y(l—<) (27? + 2lz— 2°) + 6K (/—2), 

ont SY = —Y2(21—2)—2K. 
_ Now at P, where 2= 2, the values of u and = are equal 
in OP and PL. Thus we get s 

6 HTuy= 2X42? — Y277(3l— 2) —3My2,?—6Cxy 

=Y (I—2)(20 + 2lz,;— 2") + 6K—2)), 

EI) x V2 Ol.) oe 
Be yo ee oe 

Hence K=C—4X,2,?4+ Mya, 

and 7 ee pti xe. 2(31=2,) PY 2 omiorea 
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These equations determine © and K. We thus obtain; 
from O to P, 

6H Ilu= Xj2{ = 3la(z;—-2) 42,8 —le?} + Vle (2? —3lz + 2%) 

: +3M,2{l(24—<2)— 21°}, 

and from P to L, 

6ETlw= —X,23(l—2) + Ylz (1-2) (21 —2) + 3 Me (hs —2). 

Also from O to P, 

6EIS! =X 1{3l2(24—2z) — 27 (3l—4) } + YI{2P — lz +327} 

+3M,{2l(z;—<)—2,"}- 

Corresponding expressions hold for the span J’. 
ius from © to P’, 

6EI'y =X1'2/{ — BL! zy!(z —2)—U 2? +27} 

+ Y¥'l’e' (212 -—3l'2' + 2%) 4 3M, '2'{U' (22,/—2) —4"}, 
and | 

eg = X)/{3l/2' (Qe! —2’)— 21231 —<')} 

+ Yl! (21? — 612! + 32'2) 43M, {21 (z' —2') —217}. 

Now introduce the fact that the shaft is continuous at the 

ae de _(¢) = (3) for OP and OP’; and write 

Then for z=0, putting S = , we obtain 
0 2/9 

wX40' f —2;7(381 — 21) } + QV EU + By Myl'2(21— 4) 

= X,/U{ — 2,231 — 21')} + 2Y'? + 3My'le/(2U' — 2’). 

Also, by taking moments about the origin, 

Yl+ Y'l/—X2,—X'2,'+ M,+ M,'=0. 

These two equations give us Y and sae in terms of the 
loading. We thus find 

2Y PU (pl +) = Xl 2,{ 2d + eae [427 \ 

+ Xy'ley' {202 —3llzy! +22} — Myl {3y2,(2l— 21) + 2U'} 
+ M,'1{32,'(2U’—2')—2U7}. 

2Y'1l’? (pol + 0) = Xypl’2, {22 —3lz, +27} 

+ Xy'dzy'{Qull! + 3U'zy! — 21/7} + Mal {3e, (21-21) — 20} 

—M,'1{32,'(20' —2') + 2ull’}. 
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selntintay for Y and Y’ and reducing, we tind, from 
Onto 

12HI20 (ul + V)u=2ll (ul+ Nye ie Cl eee 
+Mi?— 2—3l—z 2)" ia 

ee )(2t— =f Xrai(l—ay) ee (Iz)? PY] 
+ le(1—2)(21—2) [Xa'ey =a) QU a) M30 a P19] 

and from P to L, 

120 TPl (wl tl )u= 2 (wl+0) —<z) | XyapfeQl—<2) -—2;"} 

+ M,{32,?—2(2/—<)} | 

—pl'z(J—2) (21-2) a amen Bee 

a 2)(B1—2)[Xyier' (U2 )00 4) — My {3@'— PO. 
Trem, © 10 ie) 

12K Tpll’?(pl +l) = 20! (wl 4) 2 Xq! U ay') {2 QU — 21) — 27} 

+M,'{l?—2?—3('—2')?} | 

—l2/(U — 2) (2 —2') FX 'U — 21!) (2 ~ 21!) = My 438 — 2)? —17} J 

+ pla! (Ue 2')(20 — 2) [XK 211 2)) (20 — 2) — Ma (I —a,y— Fj]. 

and from P’ to L’, | 

2B pull(wl + v= 2 (ul + U)(U' —2') [Xylene (QU — 2) =a 
+ M/{327—2"( ye 

—l2' (!—2') (20 —2') [Xy/2)/(' — 2) (20 — 2!) — M138 — — [74] 

+ wll! —2'!)(2l —2) [X42 (1 —2,) (21-2) — M8 ie —/}]. 

_ If, now, we take a number of loads, and put X,=m,o7w,, 
XC = ieee Xy =m,'or, etc. ; 

du 
M,=m,k,’o aoe MM, =m,/hy?o? (3 ‘), ete. ; 

and. sum up for all the loads, we find, on putting /=NX/, 
2=U. 2 Sul 5 

oI 
~ U,= (1 —t,) ee [ mult{t,, eee 

a mi (30 —1,(2 —t,)} | 

+ t,21,[ mul(i—t){t(2—t) -t2} 

+ mie" {1-31-07} 
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Te ") [Eile D2 

=—mk? S4(3(1—0?=1}]- oo oni —t)(2—t) 

— nthe “AB 1—#)?— le 

6ETu 2 roe. 

aman (le a oe )—1t7 

(Oa + mh 

+t) Si y[mleld —t) ft! an Eee) 

+m wee lt, Sr \2
) | 

Se (lst Nt)
 oe a ee 

— 2+) 
restive 

t')(2 t) 

= mth, 13(1—¢)2—1}] —w dp [mult —t) (2-4) 

7 | oe 1j]]. 

oa (=), — [mult{3(1 1) 7—14 0} 

+ m2 O13 3 = 6) ] 

—mk 

| +3; [mul(1—t) {1—3t, a 

ag, es (1 Sh 280 =) 

= i 
Sake asim 12-4 

— mie (3(1—1)2?—1}] —adi[mlerlt’ (1—t)(2—-t') 

— mk’? 
aie ; ant 

GET dv ae 

= Uh (a) => [merle (3a—1)?—1+e} 

Re 3 
mek? - gil— 3t/?—3(1—t,/)7h] 

+ >i (m onl =t') {1 — 3t,/2?—(1—t')*} 

Q la . a) 9 3 

+ on! hl? je psi — ol ee Qe 
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1—3(1-—#,')? Bn. 
GE LIT [ ASi[m'anlt!(L—e')(2—t ) 

— mie {3(1—¢/)? -1} ] — pd) [mult (1—t)(2—1) 

du 
_ me (3(1— 0)? 13] | ; 

These equations determine the deflexions and slope of the 
curve under the centrifugal loading considered. 

If, now, in turn we make <z, and z,’ coincide with the 
points of application of the loads, we obtain a series of 

: : du dv 
equations connecting %, de)? te (ar) > Me etc. 

ST Call 

Eliminating these deflexions and slopes from the series of 

equations we obtain the determinantal equation whose roots 
are the several whirling speeds. 

§ 16. The case of a uniform shaft freely supported in two 
end-bearings may be deduced from the results of § 15, by 
making the shaft of evanescently small diameter in the — 
second span, and the loads on that span also zero. That is, 
we put w~=0 and m’=0. We then obtain 
rm { , 

oor (1 —t,)=7[mult{t,(2 —t,)— $+ mes {3?—t,(2—t,)} | 

+ trSir[mul( 1 —t){1 — 3t,2—(1—t)*} 

du 
-- nek? 7 {1—3t/—3(1—t)?t]. 

The determinantal equation for the whirling speeds may 
thence be developed. ‘These results are similar to those given 
in ‘The Engineer’ (pp. 439, 491 (1909)), where the corre- 
sponding method for the two bearing shaft is described. 

$17. Asa simple example of the method of § 15, we take 
the case of two equal loads, one at the centre of each span. 
Let the moments of inertia of the loads be zero. Let the 
one span be half the length of the other, and of half its 
moment of inertia of cross-section. 

Then m=m=m; p=}, X= 3 Hh =03 7c=2 
The equations of § 15 then give 

bE 23 9 

12HT 9 23 
tb eae ace ane Ce Y= 2S ee E Uj. 

meo-l? 256 i hey 
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Hence eliminating uw, v;, we find, if sient Ste 

| 46—@ 9 

Peis 23 oe 
G—40 72 -0r Jo: 

ml? w*={63'7 or 330°3} x Far. 

mol? 

— 

§ 18. When the number of separate loads is great and we 
require to find approximate values of the first and second, 
or perhaps only of the first whirling speed, a less exact 
-method may be used. 

In the general case of a shaft of varying section supported 
in three eee ee the general form of the deflexion curve is 
given in §§6, 7, 9. We note that the loads are due to 
centrifugal ae and are therefore dependent on the dis- 
placements. The approximate method sonstars in assuming 
a displacement curve of algebraic type, and determining its 
coefficients by making it agree closely with the exact dis- 
placement curve. Thus we may assume an algebraic curve 
u=f(z), and compel this curve to fit the terminal conditions 
at the bearings, and also coincide with the exact displace- 
ment curve at one or more points, e. y. at the middle points - 
of the spans. We make the assumed curve satisfy 

= aie ands) i= Ora =O. andal 

du dv é 0 yeu yee F 0 
SS le — 0) ee 2B 
de dz! pe liek da? * : 

d7u d2v 
ee Oi Saal =e ane aad 

Ue s— 5) Ue Oates ad 

Thus assume 

u=ar+b2+eP2+dzs+er+ fr, 

i , 
and v= az — ~— z+ eg ®—dz" +ez — fe ®. 

bo 
We require 

al+b?+cl?+dit+eP +fl=0, 

Oia pate ee 
al’ — ~ U2 4 ¢l!8— dl! + el” — fl°=0, 

fe ‘ 

2b + Gel + 12d? + 20eP + 807 F=0. 

20 _ Gel! 412d ~20el!? + 30/14=0. 
fo 
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Further — . 

gal + bP + 3c + [gd + aye? + ge f=, 

cae ; I? + $el!9—sdl!* + gyel®—gh fl’ =o, 

Now Uy = A2 p+ 2, + czr3 + dz, + ez,” + fey? | 

substituted in the exact displacement curve relation gives an 
equation of the form 

Pa+Qb+ Re +S8d+ Te + Uf=0. 

Substituting thus for wv, and 7%, we get the two equations 

Pa+ Qb+ Re+8d+Te+ Uf=0 ; 

and Pa+Q') +Rlc+Sid4+ Tet USZ=05_ 

imewhichle. Qs 0 oO) Wr arene. 
Eliminating a, 6, ¢, d. e, 7, we obtain the determinant — BS Ms Ys Uy Hs &s Jo 

Ie Q R S ie (Bf 

eer ean 
bh 

(ilies ast Phe oe tea eet 

1 Lp ope ye Sie ee 
be 

0) Je er ee S10 ao 
! 

Py ee ey 
| ie 

This is a quadratic for w’, leading to the first and second 
whirling speeds. 

The values of uv, and v, may be got from 
2 

as 6Hlu, =>? {YF + 3K1+6H} 

+ 3i,{ -FXP(2—4)) + IMP +8 YE + 301+ 6G} ; 
and 
ello, — >) (2s 3K'l'+6H’} 

430 {—2X 1282 — 41) + 3M? + $Y72 + 301 + 6G'}5 

when the values of Y, Y’ and the 0’s, G’s, K’s, and H’s are 

first determined. are! 

If we wish to find an approximate value of the first 
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whirling speed only, we may impose coincidence between 
the curves at the middle point of the first span. 
assume 

Then we 

u=az+ bz" + cz? + dz + ez° ; 

and the resulting determinantal equation becomes 

ee 
kvea / 
| 

Lt 

| 0 / 
! 

ieee 
| fe 

R S 
[3 

Safe 

6/8 

—61'3 

Al 
/4 

Ue 

10/4 

LOU 

§ 19. When each span of the shaft is of uniform section, 
we use the results of §15. Adopting similar coincidences 
between the assumed and actual displacement. curves as in 
$18, we find the same determinant of the sixth order ag 
there given. 

The values of PQRSTU are, however, simpler in this 
case, and may be evaluated directly. Thus, when the 
te of the loads are negligible, and with a) awe 
ave 

ie 42°) + B,,2me(I—2) {BP — 4(1—<)?} 
naar y me" —<2)(21— ot 

egal alae 

Q = 322me3(3P — 42) + B,,2mz*(I—z) {32 —4(1— 2)? 
DUO ay Od werkt e p oe ; 

— may ies i (l—<) (2l—<)— Tul +17) ~0 im eo es 2') (21 — 

Soyeaer 
@ 

2 2mz9(1 —2){3P— 

30? 

Ul +1’) ~ 

R= 2m2! (3? —42*) + 

Syl Ue Aa es veg 

mee Saas Mz @ 2)(21 c)+ 

4(1—z)?} 

Sym’ 2!(1' —2')(2l'— 

gle! — 2) (2U— 2’) 

2) 
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S= 322m (3P? — 42°) + a) 4(J—z)?t 

Line (L— 22 
Seats eT oe. oe 

EL, 
ae 

Wess as? (3/?—427) +25 ,2m. 2°(l—z a (1 —z)?t 

Sy 1 10¢)! = ea ee et aca Sm'z 6(i' — 2!) (QV = 

—3 = (P 

ae 

U= SP ame" (31? — 427) 4. > ,2mz 26 (J —2){3V7—A(1--2)?} 

ae U . 3P Lane 
i= MZ is —z)(2l—< 2)— Tal +0) 

20 wm2 @ = 2!\(2U— 

_34r, 

Ya 

Similar values may be written for P! Q’ R' 8! T’ U’, taking 
z¢=4]!. They may be got from the values of PQRSTU 

by putting m! for m, 2! for ¢, Ul for J, ; for 6, lions 

Similar expressions may be obtained by imposing co- 
incidence between the assumed and actual displacement 
curves, at other points in the spans. 

It is to be noted that this method gives best results when 
the loads predominate at those points at which coincidence 
between the curves is imposed. If this condition is not 
fulfilled the resulting speeds will be less exact, unless 
suitable correcting factors be applied to the masses to give 

a result equivalent to securing more perfect coincidence of 
the assumed and actual displacement curves at the load 

points. 

§ 20. We may apply the methed of the last paragraph to 
the example of §17 as ae illustration. 

We have m’=m, w=3, U=Sl. ee 

By the formule OF § we find, ifo= 3072ET 
mol? 7 

ml? = 
R= 9s 101 — 20), ag (09 20). 

ml? ee 
9) — Qa 2 (83-2), ni (— 18-29) 

Sim's —2')( QU 2 

“) 
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ml® ml'6 
R= x75 (101-26), Jl Tn (09-26). 

| ml? She gl 

ST Oe S'= 55g (—B— 24). 
ml8 =) mll!® [== 9 E it 9045 (LO1—2¢), T= ; oe (59—2¢). 

= Bh wnee, UH AE (18-19, 
Substituting these values in the determinant of § 18, and 

reducing, we obtain 

Poi 26) 10245926) 1. 32, 0 
MmGee 2d) 512(= 1326) 1 32 91 32 
eOW 2G) 6159-29) 1 8 8 - 24 
Ghd). 16( 1326), 1-42 6 24 
2(101—2¢) MSO Od ete tenes 108. 20 

83-2 PO Oh ee ede aL} 
The two roots of this quadratic in @ are 48:2 and 9:3, a 

result agreeing with § 17. 

§ 21. When considering the moment of inertia of the load 
in the preceding pages the mass has been assumed to be of 
the nature of a thin disk clamped to the shatt. When the 
load is not thin, and is clamped to the shaft for a short 
length at its centre, the moment due to centrifugal action is 

du 
not correctly represented by mk?w? a 

It may be shown that in the general case the moment is 
,du 

(1,—I,)o? a5? where I, is the moment of inertia of the load 

about the shaft axis, and I, is the moment of inertia about a 
diameter perpendicular to the axis. 

Fig. 4. 

Thus, let ST be the axis of rotation or line of bearings 

igwineMage So. 0. Vol. 42. No, 251, Vov. 1921, 2 ¥ 
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(fig. 4). Let A be the centre of the load. Consider an 
element of mass dm at any point P, and let &, 7 be the co- 
ordinates of P with respect to the principal axes of the body. 
Then AQ=& PQ=yn. Let the angle between AQ and ST 
be 6. The centrifugal force on dm acts along TP and has 
magnitude w?.PT.dm. The moment of this force about an 

axis through A perpendicular to the plane of bending is 
wo? .PT.AR.dm. Hence —M= \o PT. AR Sdn 

Now PT=AS+PR=w+ &sin 0+7 08 0, 

and AR=€cos@—y sin @. 

“. —M=a?\ (Ecos @—nsin #)(ut+ & sin 6+ 7 cos @)dm 

= wu Cos A\Edm —w?usin O\ ndm +o? sin 6 cos Edm 

—o” sin 8 cos 8 \ n°dm + w*(cos? 8 — sin? 8) \ Endm, 

where the integrals are taken throughout the load. 
Now the solid being one of revolution, the integrals (Edm, 

\n?m, \Endm vanish. 

Hence 

M=o?sin 9 cos @ [ 7?dm— (dm | 

=’ sin 8 cos 0 | 2) mdm — \ (274 den | 

But 2\7?¢dm=1,, or the moment of inertia of the load about 
the shaft axis; and \(&?+7")dm=I,, or the moment of 

Inertia of the load about a diameter through the centre 
perpendicular to the plane of bending. : 

Accordingly M=(1,—I[,)’sin @ cos @ 

= (I,—I,)w?9, since @ is small, 

| du 
x 2 

or =(I,—i,)@ dz: 

When the load is a thin disk I, =2I, and I, —I,=I,=mk?. 
For a solid circular cylinder of axial length /, and 

diameter d,, fixed at its centre to the shaft (supposed thin), 
we have approximately I,=$md,? and I,=7.m(3d,? + 412); 

50 that J,-lI,= ae m(3d,? —41,”) ° 

When I, is greater than J, a vibration of oscillatery 
character becomes possible. 

Thus, for a single load for which both the centrifugal 
. / . 2 

force X and the centrifugal moment M are appreciable, the 
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general solution leads te a quadratic for w?. For two real 
values of the whirling speed to be possible, both roots of the 
quadratic must be positive. By assuming the load at an 
appropriate position in the span the effects of X and M may 
be separated. 

Thus in a shaft supported freely in two bearings, if the 
load is at the centre of the span, the normal whirling depends 
on X simply and is due to a displacement of the centre of 
the load from the line of bearings, without oscillation. On 
the other hand, oscillatory whirling depends on M simply, 
and is due to an oscillation of the load about a diameter, 
without displacement of the centre of the load from the nae 

of bearings. 

§ 22. We will consider one simple case of oscillatory 
vibration for a three bearing shaft. 

Let there be a single iota or the qiature of a wide and 
heavy pulley on the shaft (fig. 5). 

ites: 

Let it be given that the spins are equal and the shaft 
uniform thr -oughout its length. 

For simple “oscil latory vibration the point at which the 
load is fixed will remain on the line of bearings. We write 
1,—1, for mk? in®the formule of § 15, and make z,=2z, for 
the load point, and w=0. ‘The general equation for u 
becomes 

du ; 
i-1)(G *) (a{t—a?—3(1—4)"} 

Pee )a 22-11 )=0, 
or dty®—12t,? — 24,+4=0, 

whi ich is satisfied by #;=0°531. 
Thus if the load be at z,=0°531/, a simple separate 

oscillatory vibration is possible. 
Also from § 15 we have 

GEIL (du 1) (F 

(ge), = GiB) (ee), 
[j1—3t2—3(1 —4,)?} —H{1—3(1 —&)"} 431 —t,)*—1}]., 

ae 
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2 OI, 
(I,—1,)0° 

This determines the speed of a simple oscillatory vibration. 
For such a vibration to be possible it is necessary that I, be 
greater than I, or for a solid circular cylinder, that J, is 
greater than 0°866d. 

The normal whirling speed in this case is determined from 

6 HI 
op u,=mu,lt,(1—t,)| {,(2—-t,)—t7} —2, 1-1) eae 

- Putting t;=°531 we find 

ow? = 66°2 zt 
~ ml3° 

Substituting 4,='531, we find w= 

- We thus have a simple normal whirling speed corresponding 
Sneak gee 

to w’=66'2 —., and a simple oscillatory vibration corre- 
? me KT 

r to w= 12-6 _——___.. sponding to w7=12°6 eI 

The ratio of oscillatory speed to normal whirling speed is 

Gh ml? 

5°25 (1,—Ih) 

§ 23. For a uniformly loaded uniform shaft supported in 
three bearings the general solution is well known. It is 
given by 

cot ¥/+ cot Wl’ =coth wi + coth al: 

and particular solutions by wl=am and pl! =br sinul- 
2 : 1. Mo 

taneously, where aand 0 are integers. where m is oro 7) 

the mass per unit length. Ei 
The following Table gives the values of wl corresponding 

to the first and second whirling speeds, and singular solutions, 
for different ratios of lengths of span. 

TABLE a: 

7= 00 0-1 0-5 08 1-0 

First pi= 3°92 381 3°56 3°38 3°94 

Second Wi= 71 6:88 T41 4°55 708 

Particular) — =. ee el-4 6°28 eSvAl ol4 
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LAXVI. Onthe Diffraction of Light by Cylinders and Spheres 
immersed in a Medium of nearly equal Refractive Index. 
By Nigau Karan Serat, D.Sc., Assistant Professor of 
Physics i inthe Benares Hindu University * 

[Plate XX.] 

1. Introduction. 

FANHE subject of the present investigation was suggested 
by a study of the beautiful and interesting phenomena 

observed when a mixture of equal quantities of turpentine 
and glycerine in a flat-sided flask is shaken up and allowed 
gradually to separate. Some of the effects noticed have 
been mentioned by writers on Optics fT, but the matter does 
not appear to have been fully investigated. In order to 
obtain the best possible results, it is necessary to pay attention 
to the temperature of the liquids. Or dinarily, glycerine has 
a lower refractive index than turpentine ‘throughout the 
visible spectrum, and the effects observed are not very 
striking; but on heating up the mixture, the refractivity of 
the turpentine falls off more rapi lly and ult timately becomes 
Jess than that of the glycerine. Very lively effects are 
obtained in the intermediate stages, {he colour of the regularly 
peg ites light and the genera! appearance of the mixture 
as seen by the light scattared by it changing with the temper- 
ature. The superficial layer of the collection of drops which 
settle down through the mixture exhibits some particularly 
beautiful effects, due apparently to the large vertical gradient 
of refractive index which exists in the layer. The main 
features of the phenomenon are analogous to those observed 
in Christiansen’s experiment, and have been dealt with as 
such in a recent paper by the author {. There are, however, 
certain special features in the present case depending on 
the more or less exactly spherical shape of the individual 
drops which appear to be in the nature of interference and 
diffraction effects. It is proposed in the present paper to 
deal with these latter effects more fully and to give a 
theoretical discussion. 

* Communieated by Prof. C. V. Raman, M.A. 
oe 9. L. Wright’s ‘Light,’ p. 176, and R. W. Wood's ‘Physical 

Opties,’ 2nd ed. p. “112. 
t ‘On Wave-Propagation in Heterogeneous Media and the Phenomena 

observed in Christiansen’s Experiment.” Proceedings of the Indian Asso- 
ciation for the Cultivation of Science, vol. vi. parts ili, & iv. (1920). 
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2. Some Experimental Results. 

With the liquids moderately warm and the mixture 
regularly transmitting some part of the spectrum, the two 
edges of each individual drop are observed to diffract light 
through considerable angles and shine with different colours, 
é. g. one edge may be red and the other blue or violet. The 
whole mixture consequently presents a curious appearance, 
with some points red and some points blue. On further 
warming, the region of equality «f refractive indices is 
shifted comands the blue end of the spectrum, and the blue 
edge gradually deepens into a violet colour and ultimately 
disappears altogether, while the red one becomes more and 
more yellowish. Ata very high temperature, almost that of 
boiling water, this latter edge becomes very bright and 
almost pe erfectly white, w: i ‘perhaps a yellowish tinge, and 
this gives tothe whole | iqui a peculiar sparkling appearance. 
An individual dr p of glycerine, however, shows still more 

interesting effects w hen suspended at ordinary room temper- 
ature from a narrow g'ass tube in a flat-sided cell containing 
some turpentine. When a distant point source of white 
light is viewed through the drop held close to the eye, the 
diffracted Lght shows a number of coloured rings-‘round a 
more or less white and broad central pateh. The colours 
most prominent in these ringsare red and greenish blue, and 
to some extent yellow. ‘lle inner rings are narrower than 
those in the outer part of the halo, the outermost one being 
very broad and almost achromatic. The light which forms 
these rings appears to come from the convex side of the drop, 
and the eve has to as taken round the edge in order to see 
the complete rings. The effect could not be observed at 
higher canes both on account of the crop not 
remaining easily suspended and the difficulty of keeping the 
turp entine hot in the parallel-sided cell. 

To fin! the explanation of these effects, some observations 
were made with the somewhat analogous case of a glass 
cylinder immersed in a parallel-sided cell containing a 
mixture of carbon disulphide and benzene of which the 
refractive index could be varied. The cylinder and cell are 
held at a distance of about half a metre from a narrow slit 
from which issues monochromatic light of considerable 
intensity, obtained from a 3000.¢.p. quartz-mercury lamp by 
‘using a green ray filter. Putting the eye very close to the 

fo) 

vessel and viewing the source through the cy fou one cs 
an general a long band of light extending to very lar ‘pet angles 
‘on either side and broken up into a number of fringes, “the 
nature of which is entirely different in the two cases in 
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which the refractive index w of glass is less or greater than 
pe’ , the refractive index of the ligutd which surroundsit. It 
is hardly necessary to say that the cylinder should be 
optically good, showing no strize of any kind, otherwise very 
complicated effects are produced which may entirely obscure 
the real phenomenon. 

d. Case (a) w<p. 

Fig. 1 in the Plate is the photograph of a typieal ease of 
the phenomenon observed when the refractive index of the 
liquid is higher than that of the cylinder. The main feature 
of this is a number of fringes very narrow at first and 
eradually increasing in width in directions further and 
further removed from that of the incident light. (The fringes 
on one side of the source only are shown in the photograph.) 
The visibility of the fringes is also not constant. They are 
almost invisible at small angies, but gradually improv e with 
Increasing obliquity of oucevat! on till they attain almost 
pertect visibility and then deteriorate once again. Another 
important point about these is the fact that they become 
narrower and more numerous, and extend to ereater angles 
as the difference between mw and wp! increases. It is very 
instructive to perform the experiment with a monochromator 
in which the wave-length of the light can be continuously 
altered by the mere turn of a screw. As the wave-length 
for which ~—p’=0 is approached, the fringe system closes 
up and ultimately disappears altogether. 

A clue to the explanation of these fringes is obtained when 
the surface of the cylinder is viewed by means of a eo 
magnifying lens. It becomes clear at once that the whole 
of the light which forms this system of fringes arises from 
near one or the other of the edges of the cylinder. At each 
of these edges, one can clearly distinguish two very sharp 
and bright luminous lines en the surface of the eylinder 
from which the light appears to emerge, and which ev idently 
act as inter fering suurces giving us the observed system of 
fringes. These ‘luminous lines appear to be well separated 
from each other when observed at a small angle to the 
direction of the incident rays, and one of them is very much 
brighter than the other. As the direction of observation 
becomes more and m. re oblique, not only does the distance 
between the lines become smaller and smaller until it vanishes. 
but the brighter one diminishes and the feebler one increases 
in intensity until they become equal at a certain stage, 
beyond which the latter becomes the brighter of the two. 
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It will be seen from what follows that these features are in 
agreement with the observed changes in the visibility of the 
‘interference fringes in different directions. 

4, Theory. 

The effects observed may be explained on elementary 
principles in the following way :— 

Let AQC (fig. 1) represent the principal section of the 
evlinder, and let XA and YPQ be parallel rays falling on it. 
The ray XA will follow the path ABCD, and the ray YPQ 

ies Ie 

incident at an angle greater than the critical angle will be 

totally reflected along QRS parallel to CD, if the angle of 

incidence at Q is equal to 7 —(r—i) ), where 2 and 7 are the 

angles of incidence and refraction at A. These parallel 
rays CD and QRS must interfere when they are brought 
to a focus by a lens (e.g. of the eye™). The difference of 
path between the two rays is evidently 

$=2(PQ—.AB] 
= 2u| cosi— sin (7—1) —p cos? | 

= 2a(sinti—p) [cos pate “| . 
eg 

where a is the radius of the cylinder and yw its refractive 
index with respect to the liquid. This vanishes at the 
critical angle when sint=y. In Table I. are set forth the 
values of 5 for various angles of incidence 7, in a case where 
w='99 and the diameter of the cylinder was °5 em., which 
may be taken to be 10*A. The angles of deviation 
A=2(r—12) are also shown. 

* There will also be a third ray diffracted from the edge of the 
cylinder, but its effect is not pce except at small obliquities, and 
then it practically coincides with QRS. 
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Tasxe I. 
. 6 in wave-lengths. A=2(r—2). 

0° 100 On 
Gs) 84 Corl: 
202 68 0° 26’ 
30° 57 0° 40° 
40° 46 US Bey 
5)? 36 oS ay 
60° 24 DOA: 

OS 15 3° 16’ 
75° 10:3 4° 38 

76° 9:2 iS) Gy 
hoe OU 5° 41’ 
sh? 67 Gomes 
79° o'4 Nga Os 
eos 3°9 go OF 

80° 30° 31 8° 56':4 
Sle 2:2 LODO; 
81° 30° Weil IWS Ghee 
SIS. 4o% ‘55 Naso oy 

Although considerations of the phase change at total 
reflexion will slightly modify the table given above, yet its 
main features will remain unaffected. The path-difference 
decreases very rapidly for small angles of deviation, but more 
slowly for greater angles, so that the fringes will be narrow 
at first and will broaden in oblique directions. 

The intensities of the refracted and the reflected rays can 
also be calculated if we determine the width of the incident 
parallel beams which respectively give rise to the refracted 
and the reflected beams lying between the angles A and 
A+dA. If XA, X’A’ (fig. 1) are the two rays incident at 
angles 2 and i+dz which are deviated by refraction through 
the angles A and A+dA, and similarly YQ and Y’Q! are 
the corresponding rays deviated through the same angles by 
reflexion, the intensities of the beams between these extreme 
rays must be proportional to AT and VQ’ respectively. 

Now AM=asin2; 

SoA AT=acosi ad. 

But A=2(r—1); 

dA=2(dr—di) 

2 , 
= een Cos —pcosr)di. 

fe cos? 

Soma Ata tge A. 
COS? — pe COS? 
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And since the angle of incidence at Q ts 5 — =, 
: Ze 2 

VQ'=4a sin . dA. 

From these it is evident that while AT decreases as A is 
increased, VQ!’ increases. It is true that while VQ’ does 
represent the actual intensity of the reflected pencil, AT 
does not do so; for a fraction of this light is reflected at 
each surface of the cylinder and is lost tous. But a coa- 
sideration of the Fresnel! coefficients of refraction, viz. 

sin 22 sin 279? 1 sin 22 sin 27 ie: 

be (l-E®) oe lee (1+7) cos? (1+7) 

for components polarized in the plane of incidence and at 
right t angles to it, will show that this will modify AT very 
slightly at first, ‘and will begin to appreciably affect it at 
eousideraGre anoles only. alm “he case considered, the value 
of these factors “does not fall below about ‘9 even for 7= 80°. 
and only comes down to ‘5 for 1=81°°4 nearly. The only 
effect of this is to shift the region of equality of intensities 

Fie. 2. 

ce) Poor 3 4° Se. yt Be) So 10) ii 2? ie ee 

Angulsr Deviation 

slightly towards the origin, but the main features are still 
preserved. This correction has, however, been applied in 
drawing the curve of fig. 2, which shows graphically how 
the value of the intensity varies with A in the resulting 
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interference pattern, and completely accords with the variation 
of the visibility of the fringes referred to above. 

When, instead of the eylinder, we have a sphere of glass, 
these feito take the form of cinoles which were observed 
with: small glass beads. In the case of drops of glycerine 
suspended in turpentine, we have’an essentially similar case; 
and these rings. coloured instead of dark and bright, can be 
observed even with white light, this latter fact being due to 
the small difference in the disper-ions of the two liquids. 

5. Case (b) os 

~The case when the cylinder has a slightly Hoge: refractive 
index than the Hiquid 3 is interesting on account of the caustics 
(analogous to the rainbow) fornx od by one or more internal 
one. appearing in qui ick snecession at very small in- 
clinations to the direction of the incident light. For example, 

in 2 case in which ed =1:001 the minimum deviations for 

eaustics of the first, second, and third orders are, according 
to the geometrical theory or Desemitg, S50). Ze" Bul vein 
19° 2 ‘respective y. And when w and p’ hecome more 
nearly equal, they come still closer together. The rays which 
suffer one internal reflexion are here not only in a position 
to interfere among themselves. but may actually interfere 
with rays suffering two or more internal reflexions, so that 
we should have a set of interference fringes in addition to 
the usual supernuinerary bows. 

The appearance of the fringes actually observed is shown 
in Pl. \X. fig. 2. Wehave here a system of fringes which 
begins not in the immediate neighbourhood of the source, 
but in a direction inclined to that ‘of the incident | light—the 
inclination increasing with the difference between pw and p’. 
Moreover, these fringes are, unlike those in the former case, 
rOAdwate Hirst, OU “they 1 rapidly decrease in width with 
increasing obliquities of observation. Unfortunately, the 
ebservations could not be carried further for want of an 
optically good cylinder, the one available being a very short 
focus cylindrical lens uel though quite suitable for the 
ease when <p’, could not be satis factorily used in the 
present case with its internal reflexions. 

That the caustics mentioned above are actually formed 
could, however, be seen even with an ordinary glass rod 
cmimeneed mn fle liqnid when the slit was illuminated with 
white light, miore especially when the surface of the cylinder 
was Senmined byra magnifying lens snd the direction of 
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observation gradually made more and more oblique. At 
the edge of the cylinder appeared a sharp brilliant line 
at a certain angle of observation, and this gradually changed 
its colour from violet to blue, green, yellow, and then red. 
After a short interval the eo ome were repeated, showing 
a second-order caustic (u’ was less than pw throughout the 
visible spectrum and the difference w—yp’ least for violet 
rays). These colours are identical with rods of different 
radi, and even the angles at which they are observed are 
the same with such widely different diameters as 8 mm. 
and ‘5 mm. But these angles get smaller and smaller 
when pw’ is increased by the addition of more carbon di- 
sulphide. 

Though it is difficult to make any definite qeee tice at the 
present stage, it appears probable that the sparkling of the 
drops in the mixture of glycerine and turpentine is due_to 
the Formation of these causties, the absence of colour being 
due to the relatively much smaller relative dispersion of the 
liquids. 

6, Summary. 

When equal quantities of glycerine and turpentine are 
shaken up together, we observe that in addition to the usual 
Christiansen “phenomenon s shown by the mixture, the indi- 
vidual drops in it exhibit some interference and diffraction 
effects, and at ordinary temperatures their. edges appear 
variously coloured. A sonrce of light observed through a 
single drop of etc ane sus spanded in turpentine appears 
surrounded | yy a number of coloured rings. These cases are 
similar to that of a glass cylinder immersed in a mixture of 
earbon disulphide and benzene whose refractive index is 
slightly greater. The fringes obtained in this case with 
monochromatic light are shown in Pl. XX. fiz. 1. Their 
width increases with the value of the angular deviation of 
light forming them, and their visibility, which is very poor 
at small anyvles, considerably improves at greater obliquities, 
but once again it falls off towards the end where the fringe- 
svstem ter ee in avery broad band. With glass spheres 
these fringes become circular rings with the same character- 
istics. It has been shown that this phenomenon is due to 
the interference of rays totally reilected from the convex 
surface of the cylinder or the sphere and those twice 
refracted by them. he distribution of light in the pattern 
las been calculated in a typical case, aml it is found to 
aecord with the experimental results Roan with regard to the 
width as well as the visibility of the fringes. 
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At high temperatures, when the refractive index of 
elycerine has become greater than that of turpentine 
throughout the spectrum, the mixture of these liquids has a 
peculiar sparkling appearance, due probably to the formation 
of caustics similar to the rainbow at very small angles. On 
account of the small difference of refractive indices, the 
caustics of different orders are formed in such quick 
succession that they may interfere with each other. In the 
ease of a glass cylinder immersed in a liquid of slightly 
lower refractive index, this gives rise to a set of fringes 
which difter markedly from those in the case when the 
cylinder has a lower index of refraction. They are broad at 
small angles and rapidly decrease in width with increasine 
obliquity. Unfortunately, however, for want of an optically 
good cylinder, the phenomenon could not be stadied 
thoroughly. 

In conclusion, the writer must express his cordial thanks 
ton lerok. CO. V. Reman for suggesting this investigation and 
for his encouraging interest in the work, which was carried out 
in the Laboratory of the Indian Association for the Cultivation 
of Science, Calcutta. 

April 14th, 1921. 

= 

LAXAXVITL. The Corbino Effect in Iron, 
By EH. P. Apams*, 

ag the Corbino effect is understood the production of a 
eireular electric current in a metallic disk when a radial 

electric current flows through it and a magnetic field is 
applied at right angles to the plane of the ek In a series 
of papers by. Dr. AUK, Chapman and the writer} it has been 
shown that the Corbino effect is, essentially, the same as the 
Hall effect, but measured in a wholly different way. 

In measuring the Corbino effect in an iron disk at low 
magnetic fields, Dr. Chapman { found that the effect appa- 
rently reversed in sign at a field of about 260 e. m. units. 
This reversal would have an important bearing upon the 
theory of the galvanomagnetic effects if it were a true effect. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
7 Phil Mac xxvi, p, 244; xxvii, p, 692 (1914). Proc. Am, Phil. 

Soe. liv. p. 47 (1915). 
{t Phil. Mag. xxxii. p. 803 (1916). 
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It has been shown by Prof. A. W. Smith *, however, that 
in electrolytic iron the Hall effect shows no such behaviour. 
This apparent difference in the two effects might, of course, 
be accounted for by -the difference in the character of the 
iron used in the two experiments, a disk made from Norway 
iron having been used for the Corbino effect. But it hardly 
seemed probable that there should be such a pronownced 
difference between the two kinds of iron. For this reason I 
have made further experiments on the Corbino effect, using 
both a disk cut from the electrolytic iron kindiy furnished 
by Prof. Smith, and the disk of Norway iron previously 
used. : 

The method used is the same as that employed in the 
previous experiments. The radial current flowing through 
the disk is reversed in direction about 20 times a second. 
The circular current produced in a magnetic field is thus 
reversed with the same frequency and induces a current in a 
evil placed parallel to the disk. The coil is connected toa 
sensitive galvanometer through the secondary of a variable 
mutual inductance, the primary being in the cireuit of 
the radial disk current. The galvanometer connexions are 
reverzed at the same frequency as the radia] current, and a 
steady current flo.s through the galvanometer, which can be 
balanced by varying the nace all “himelianes sc as to make the 
method a null one. The cha inge in the mutual inductance 
required for a balance when the magnetic field is :eversed in 
direction is a measure of the circular current produced. 
A new double commutator was constructed which is a 

decided improvement over the one previously used. The old 
one was a source of considerable trouble, due largely to the 
variable thermoelectric forces at the sliding contacts. The 
new instrument is much more massive than the old one, the 
sliding contacts are of copper with copper gauze brushes 
more than twice as large as the old ones, and currents of 
20-30 amperes can be reversed with not excessive sparking, 
and with almost negligible thermoelectric forces produced in 
the galvanometer cireuit. 

The results of these last experiments have shown that in 
neither kind of iron is there any reversal in sign of the 
Corbino effect. In the lowest fields used ihe trae Corbino 
effect is so small that it can just be detected; detailed results 
of the experiments are not of any particular value, as the 
errors inherent in the method are of the same order of 
magnitude as the effect itself. The approximate value of the 

* Phys. Review, x1. p. 387 (1918). 
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Corbino constant, ¢, related to the Hall coefficient, R, by 
e=kR, where & is the specific conductivity, was found 
to be, for magnetic fields between 50 and 1000 e. m. units, 
¢=6°5.10~'. This is about the same value as was previously 
found for magnetic fields up to 8000 units. 

The apparent reversal obtained by Dr. Chapman appears 
to have been due to currents induced in the solenoid circuit 
by the reversed radial disk current, thus inducing currents 
in the test-coils placed next to the disk. In order to regu- 
late the solenoid current for the small values of the m: agnetic 
field additional rheostats were employed, and these were 
sufficiently near the circuit carrying the radial disk current 
to produce the spurious effects. The mutual inductance 
between the circuits varied with the position of the sliders of 
the rheostuts, and complicated effects were thus produce: 
which were Sper ose upon the true Corbino effect. 
That this was the case could be shown by short-circuiting 
the disk current leads at the disk, keeping all the rest of 
the circuit unchanged. Any mutual induction between the 
solenoid circuit and the disk cireuit was then shown by effects 
of the same nature as the Corbino effect. On separating 
the two circuits sufficiently this effect was made wholly to 
disappear, and on allawing the radial current to flow through 
the me the true Corbino effect was obtained with the results 
already stated. 

I wish to thank Mr. W. C. Duryea, mechanician of the 
laboratory, for the construction of a really satisfactory double 
commutator. 

Palmer Physical Laboratory, 
Princeton, N.J. 

LXXVITT. Onthe Colours of Mixed Plates-—Part III. By 
C. V. Raman, M.A., Palit Professor of Physics, and 
K. SusHacir1 Rao, B.A. (ffons.), Research Scholar, 
University of Caicutta * 

1. Introduction. 

A DETAILED description of the phenomena exhibited 
_by mixed plates, including several features of interest 

not previously noticed, was given in the first paper of 
the seriest. In the second paper { it was shown by a 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
penis Mao. March 1921, p. 338. 
iP haul, Mag. June 1921, D. 860. 
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discussion of these and other effects that the theory of the 
colours of mixed plates usually put forward is inadequate, 
and a new treatment was suggested in order to explain 
the observed phenomena. We now proceed to summarize 
the theory, to develop its consequences in detail, and to 
show that the results obtained are in quantitative agreement 
with experiment. 

2. Statement of Theory proposed. 

The explanation of the various phenomena exhibited by 
mixed plates is closely related to that of the effects observed 
in one fundamental case—that is, the character of the 
diffraction halo seen surrounding a distant source of lght 
when viewed through a mixed plate of uniform thickness 
held normally close to the eye. The remarkable feature 
is that though the bubbles of air enclosed in the film 
forming the mixed plate vary, arbitrarily i in size and shape 
and are irregularly arranged in the film, nevertheless the 
diffraction halo seen in hes case exhibits a regular structure 
consisting of a series of cireular rings which are closer 
together in the centre of the halo and wider apart in its 
margin, the number of such rings depending only on the 
thickness of the film and its composition. The theory 
proposed is that these effects are connected with the special 
character of the laminar edges in the film. Owing to the 
action of surface tension, the edges of the bubbles are not 
cylindrical, but are draw inwards as a meniscus, the form 
of which depends on the angle of contact between the 
liquid and plate. If the angle of contact be assumed to 
be zero, the cross-section of the meniscus should be semi- 
circular. The investigation on this basis (given in the 
second paper of the series) indicates that the intensity of 
the light scattered in its passage through the film at these 
lennon edges should exhibit maxima atl minima in various 
directions besides being strongly asymmetrical in its dis- 
tribution—that is, differing very greatly in directions lying 
on either side of the regularly transmitted light. For very 
small angles of diffraction—that is, in directions very nearly 
apinandes with that of regular propagation—the results of 
the investigation agree with the usual elementary theory ; 
but in other directions differ entirely from it. Considering 
the aggregate effect of all the elementary laminar boundaries 
ngerned to be irregularly arranged in the film, it is shown 
that the scattered light weal give rise to two sets of 
bright and dark circular rings in the halo, the first set 
extending up to very large angles ot diffraction, and tle 
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second set being of inappreciable intensity except near 
the centre of the halo. The position of the dark rings in 
the first set is given by the angle of diffraction 0, where 

\ 
¢(1—wsin7)(p Com ee sin’ 1)-O = (2n— 1) 3 1) 

posina =sinr, and sin @ = wsin 2(r—2). ; 

In this formula, ¢ is the thickness of the film, w the 
refractive index, X the wave-length and 6 is the phase- 
change occurring in total reflexion, and n is any integer 
(counting from zero). 

The position of the dark rings in the second set is given 
by the formula 3 

‘ Xr Xr 
(w—l)i+stsin?—s = @n+1)5. eee ea to) 

The two sets of rings would be superposed on each other 
near the centre of the halo. 

3. Comparison of Theory and Eaperiment for Uniform Films: 
Case of Normal Incidence. 

It has already been indicated in the second paper of the 
series that there is a general qualitative agreement between 
the facts observed and the results of the theory outlined above. 
This becomes clearer on representing the expressions for the 
path-difference of the interfering rays given in formulee 
(1) and (2) graphically. Taking mw for egg-white to be 1°35, 
the expressions ¢(1—psini)(wcosi— VW1—p?sin?2) and 
t{(w—1)+4$sin@} in formule (1) and (2) respectively have 
been calculated as fractions of (u—1)t and plotted in fig. 1 
against the corresponding values of 0, the angle of diffraction. 
It will be seen that in one case the path-difference diminishes 
continuously (at first rapidly and later more slowly) from 
(u—1)é up toa very small fraction of it for the largest angles of 
diffraction, while in the other case the path-difference actually 
increases with @. Weshould accordingly have in the former 
case a series of circular rings in the halo, closer together near 
its centre and wider apart near its margin. The value of 6, 

the phase-change in total reflexion, decreases gradually 
rn e e . . 

from —~ to zero as 9 increases. The outermost ring in white 
2 

light corresponding to a negligibly small path-difference is 
therefore achromatic, while those following within it should 

Pits Mag. S. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. 27, 
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be strongly coloured*. Near the centre of the halo the 
colours ae not be very pure (except in the ease of 
relatively thin films) owing to the increasing path-difference 
under which the eee take place, and especially 
owing to the superposition of the two sets of rings in this 
neighbourhood. These results agree with obser See 

Fig. 1. 

Path-OrF¥Korence 

For a quantitative test of the correctness of the theory, 
it is necessary to use a monochromatic light source. A 
small aperture illuminated by a Beal mercury lamp with 
green ray filter is viewed from a distance through a mixed 
plate of fairly uniform thickness, which may be obtained by 
rubbing up egg-white between moderately thick flat plates 
of glass and regulating the pressure over different paris of 
the film in a suitable manner. The film is held normal ily 
close to the eye, and moved about till one of the dark rings 
in the halo just closes in on the centre. The part of the film 

* If the exact sequence of the colours in the cutermost part of the 
halo is to be investigated, the variaticn of refractive index p wit 
the wave-length should, strictly speaking, also be taken into account 
in making the calculations. 
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in front of the eye then corresponds to a thickness for which 
p—1)t is an integral number of wave-lengths. The angular 
ih of the dark rings in the halo may be determined by 
making them coincide in succession with a movable faint 
luminous reference mark placed in the same plane as the 
source. The actual value of (u—1)t may be determined in 
one or other of two ways. The first method is to observe 
the spectrum of white light transmitted through the portion 
of the film under consideration, and by noting the wave- 
lengths of the light freely transmitted through the film 
without interference to determine the value of (w—1)t 
by calculation. The second method utilizes the fact that 
the number of wave-lengths, say n, comprised in (w—1)é is 
the same as the total number of dark rings visible in the 
halo, provided the latter is not too large ; for the outermost 
dark ring in the halo then corresponds to interference under 

a path-difference <, and the innermost dark ring to a path- os 
Oe 

difference m—3. The results of both methods agree. 

Table I. shows the results of a few determinations of the 
angular diameter of the dark rings in the halo. 

Txpies 

(u—1)¢. Angular diameter of dark rings. Remarks. 

ran { Ons7 Ol 0s GO 40 Ae 220 Fe 2 AO [measured, 
or aaivenic. 0 6 to 13 40 22.16 33° 10» Outer rings not 

6 \ ... 4 obs. 0 (GAo0 pt Gre OMe Zor on 710) Ditto. 
ee ccalc: 0 Ge bo 4 On 27 30. 2448-0 

Fo oes. 0. 10230 IS RON 2s Ditto. 
See scale: (0) De 2 et ZU 2 tO OO 

In the cases under consideration, where (u—1)t is an 
integral number of wave-lengths, formule (1) and (2) 
agree in making the first dark ring coincide with the 
centre of the halo. Elsewhere the intensity of the halo 
given by formula (2) is too small appreciably to influence 
the positions of any of the observable dark rings, though it 
may result in partial blurring of one or two rings nearest 
the centre. ‘he theoretical values of the angular dia- 
meters of the dark rings may therefore be taken as given 
by formula (1) e exclusively, and have accordingly been 
calculated and shown in Table I. The agreement between 
theory an: observation is seen to be satisfactory. 

242 
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4, Non- Uniform Films : Normal Incidence. 

When a mixed plate is held at some distance from the 
eye between it and a source of light of small dimensions, 
tke film becomes visible by the light diffracted in passage 
through it. Strictly speaking, it is not the whole film that 
appears luminous, but only the laminar diffracting boundaries 
in it or such portions of them as are effective in scattering 
light in directions reaching the eye of the observer. Since, 
as we have seen, the light scattered by each elementary 
laminary boundary exhibits maxima and minima of intensity 
in various directions depending only on the thickness of the 
film, the appearance of the mixed plate should vary with 
the direction in which it is observed. ‘This is actually the 
case, and the effects observed are most striking with a non- 
uniform film of graduated thickness formed between two 
lenses of the kind used for observation of Newton’s rings. 
A film of this kind is very suitable for quantitative w ork in 
testing the accuracy of formulze (1) and (2) given above, as 
the value of ¢ varies from point to point of the film in a 
perfectly regular and determinable manner. Taking first 
the case in which the film is observed very nearly in the 
direction of the incident light, so that the angles of diffraction 
are small, formulee (1) and ( (2) a gree in showing that, for the 
regions at which (w—1)t is an integral number of wave- 
lengths, the diffracted light is of minimum inten isity—ihat is, 
the film as seen by the light scattered by it shows a succession 
of black rings at these points. On altering the angle of 
observation, the appearance of the film alters, and we “have 
now to consider separately the two sets of laminar boundaries 
which diffract light to the observer's eye according to 
formule (1) and (2) respectively. From the graphs ex- 
hibited in fig. 1 it 1s evident that these should behave 
differently. ‘Therefor e, the rings seen on the film should 
bifurcate, one set moving outwards, that is from the thinner 
to the thicker part of the film, and the other set should move 
inwards. For certain angles of diffraction the two sets 
would be completely out of step, and this would result in a 
blurred Te ae of the film. At other positions they 
would fall into step, and the dark and bright rings on the 
film would again be conspicuous. 

_ The foregoing indications of theory are in agreement with 
what is actually observed. Owing to the finite area of the 
film, the angle of observation is different for different portions 
of ‘tg surface ; and as the eye is gradually moved outwards 
away from the line of direct vision of the source, one or two 
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patches of imperfect visibility of the rings appear on the film. 
On further increasing the angle of observation, these dis- 
appear and the rings again become sharp and clear, and 
continue to move outwards on the film in accordance with 
formula (1), the second set of rings which move inwards 
according to formula (2) becoming of negligible intensity. 
With very oblique observation the dark rings indeed move 
completely out of the thinner portions of the film, and it is 
possible to determine the thickness of any part of. the film, 
provided it is not too large, by merely counting the number 
of rings that pass across it as the angle of observation is 
gradually increased up to 90°. As the path-differences 
under which the interferences observed in the film occur 
decrease with increasing angle of diffraction, it is clear 
why even a thick film when viewed obliquely shows vivid 

colours. Cie j one | 
Table II. shows some observations of the angles of 

diffraction corresponding to various: thicknesses of the film 
at which a dark ring appears-on it, and for comparison the 
theoretical values calculated from formula (1). It is seen 
that here again the agreement is satisfactory. | 

TABLE Me 

(a—l)e. Angles of Diffraction at which a dark ring appears on film. 

OX fae 0°0' 3°40’ 8°50 14°30’ 20° 6 27°10" 35° 0' 46° 20' 62° 0' 
ele 0 0, 3 48° 9 10 14-15. 20 20-226 50 35 54 47 20 66 1 

on Oe Cea sO w 10; Ae iGecOpe 30, san Gel 42118 
alte O08 4 44 10 40), 15 40) 23 16 SI 28) 43 10 

Pee 8 8 6 12 1836 22) 12 32 5t 50) 18 
meee 0 0. Gil.) 13040099 16 33 10K 50. 9 

a ee DROP Ors0e 21530 986042 
cemiecaien 0 O29)" 270920 27) 36.2750. 

AN oe OO Ae eZ (a Ae OO 
Meeicic. 0) 012 6 28) 5 59°40 

g\...{obs 0 0 18 0 44 27 
Pitcaic. 0 0) 16) 31447 20 

In calculating the positions of the dark rings given by 
formula (1), the phase-change 6 occurring in total reflexion 
was taken to be given by the formula 

ea 27 ss tae Ge 2 OS (r—2) 

po—l 
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This corresponds to light polarized in the plane of 
incidence. For light polarized in a perpendicular plane, 

(ease) ee On: Gee) 

(w?—1)—(u*+1) cos? (r—2) | 
These two formule should give slightly different values 
for the positions of the rings. That such a difference 
actually exists is verified on observation of the rings of 
non-uniform plates cbliquely through a nicol, when it will 
be found that the rings shift slightly on rotating the nicol. 
The effect is, however, perceptible only for fairly large 
angles of diffraction. For instance, numerical calculation 
shows that the difference between the two values of 6 
corresponds to an alteration of the path-difference of the 
interfering rays of only 0°02 for an angle of diffraction 
9° 30’. For a deviation of 62° it increases to 0:142, and 
this gives an easily measurable difference in the position 
of the rings, especially with films which are fairly thin. 
This indication of theory has been confirmed by quantitative 
measurement. 

The angles of diffraction at which the rings on the film 
appear blurred may be readily calculated. As these angles 
are generally small, we may use for this purpose an approxi- 
mate form of formula (1) giving the path-difference directly 
in terms of the angle of diffraction : 

(#—bHi—tisin@ =nry . 2 9 ee 

Formula (2) may be written as 

Qa 
cos — 6 = 

nr 

(w=1)i+ di sin’ 6 = nr. (> ees 

The diffraction rings whose positions are given by (3) 

and (4) weuld be completely out of step if ¢sin@?= * ee 

ete. Table III. shows for comparison the calculated and 
observed values of the angles of the first blurring in a few 
cases exhibiting satisfactory agreement. The second blurring, 
which occurs «t a larger angle of diffraction, is hardly so 
conspicuous as the first. | 

TaBueE III. 

(u—1)z. Observed angle. Calculated angle. 

Th Ress ce aReAC PELE 1°30! fo" 20' 

De ee ae 3 40 3 20 

Di Nee ecistea hace’ 5 15 OMe, 
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5. Uniform Films : Oblique Incidence. 

The unsymmetrical haloes with elliptic or oval rings seen 
on observing a light-source through an obliquely held 
mixed plate have already been described in the first 
paper of the series. We now proceed to consider their 
explanation. It is clear that in this case, the elementary 
laminary boundaries do not all diffract light in an identical 
manner. The meniscus forming the boundary is differently 
situated with reference to the incident light at different 
portions of the periphery of an air-bubble in the film, 
and the discussion of the manner in which it would diffract 
the light incident on it is obviously in general a three- 
dimensional problem. In order to obtain an idea of the 
principal features of the case, it is sufficient to consider 
three elements of the boundary of each bubble: (1) an 
element running perpendicular to the plane of incidence 
and having the meniscus convex towards the incident rays ; 
(2) an element running perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence but with the meniscus concave to the incident 
rays; and (3) an element ranning parallel to the plane 
of incidence. Of these, (1) and (2) would diffract light 
in directions lying in the plane of incidence, and (3) would 
diffract light in directions lying along the surface of a cone 
which has the element as its axis and the incident ray as 
generator. (For small angles of diffraction, this cone 
practically coincides with a plane drawn yerpendicular 
to the element.) By investigating these three cases, we 
get the positions of the maxima and minima of the diffracted 
light along the directions referred to, and thus obtain an 
idea of the general configuration of the haloes surrounding 
the source. Cases (1) and (2) may be dealt with as two- 
dimensional problems. 

Case (1).—The section of the meniscus by the plane of 
incidence and the course of the rays emerging in parallel 
directions after having traversed different paths indicated 
by the ordinary laws of geometrical optics is shown in 
fig. 2(a), (b), and (c), which corresponds to gradually 
increasing deviations of the rays passing through the film. 

Fig. 2 (a) shows the course of two rays, one of which 
passes wholly through the air-bubble and the other wholly 
through the liquid just grazing the meniscus, both emerging 
without deviation in their original direction. ‘The path- 
difference between the two rays is 

t(j cos w—cos W’), 
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where w and W’ are the angles of incidence and refraction 
at the surface of the plate. 

. Fig. 2. 

In fig. 2(6) we have one ray undergoing a_ single 
refraction at the surface of the meniscus and emerging 
into the air, and the other ray passing wholly through 
the liquid and totally reflected at the surface of the 
meniscus. The path-difference in this case is 

vo 
2 

and sin @ = sinr’ = sin (p—r—7). 

t Z . ‘ 
= (cosr+cosr’)—~pi sin +4yt(cosi+cosi')—6 
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In the formula, 7 and » are the angles of incidence and 
refraction at the surface of the meniscus, and 7’ and 1’ are 
the angles of incidence and refraction at the rear surface 
of the plate. 6, as before, is the phase-change at total 
reflexion. 3 

In fig. 2(c) we have one ray undergoing two refractions 
at the surface of the meniscus, and the other ray passing 
wholly through the liquid and totally reflected at the 
meniscus. The path-difference in this case is 

pt(cost—sin r—2) —t cosr—6 

and = sin 6 = psin (27—i—w). 

Fig. 3. 

(Cc) 
In fig. 3 (a), (6), (ec) we have the corresponding cases of 

the meniscus concave to the incident rays. | 
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The expressions for the path-difference and the direction 
of the emergent ray are respectively : - 

t(wcosw—cosy’) . . . Fig. 3 (a). 

ae - 

—tt(cosr+cos wp’) —pt sin ane | 
2 

+tut(cost+cos pv) —-6 Fig 

and sin@ = sin 7’ =psin (W’ +7—12). 5 

pt(cos?—sin r—2)—t cosr—6 
OS ka eae Lig 23 

and sin 0 = wsin (2r—i+ 7). 

In fig. 4 we have a representation of the three-dimensional 

case of the laminar edge running parallel to the plane of 

incidence. 

Taking the direction of the edge to be the z-axis and 
the meniscus to be a section of a semicircular cylinder, 
l, 0, n to be the direction-cosines of the ray incident 
on the meniscus, l', m', n’ to be the direction-cosines of 

_the ray after one refraction, l/’, m!', n'’ its direction-cosines 
after two refractions on emergence into the liquid, the 
path-difference between this and another ray emerging 
parallel to it which has passed wholly through the liquid 
and is totally reflected at the surface of the meniscus may 
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be readily calculated and shown to be 

at joes ees ? — 2ul(cos 6—cos ””) 

cos 6—cos qd! ae — pn? 

where the angles ¢, ¢', ¢’’ ave connected by the relations 

ot! = 26", 

Dean eer 
an 20S elsin a 

where k? = 1—p?(1—P cos’ #), 

l’ = keosh+yplsin’ d. 

The deviation D of the scattered light is given by the 
relation 

Coss) — Lily + p?n’, 

where J, 0, mn; and /5, m9, nz are the direction- cosines of the 
incident and the final emergent ray respectively, and 

l? = 1—w1—P cos? 2¢). 

With the help of the foregoing expressions, the phase- 
difference of the interfering rays and their deviations may 
be readily calculated. The results show that the path- 
differences increase with the obliquity at which the plate 
is held and for the game deviation depend on the plane in 
which the emergent rays lie, and are different also on the 
two sides of the regularly-transmitted pencil in the plane of 
incidence. Fig. 5 shows the decrease of the path-difference 
of the interfering rays with increasing deviation in the three 
cases indicated in figs. 2, 3, and 4, the angle of incidence 
being 27°5. 6 has not been taken into account in drawing 
the graphs. It will be noticed that the path-difference 
in fig. 2 falls off throughout much more rapidly than in 
fig. 3 or fig. 4, and, as regards the two latter, their graphs 
intersect at a deviation of about 35°. 

From these graphs the position of four points on each of 
the dark rings in the halo may be readily found, and hence 
the general shape of the rings may be ascertained. This 
has been done in fig. 6 for the first few rings for a case in 
which (w-1)t=10A. ‘The oval asymmetrical shape cf 
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| Deviation. 
Fig Po + Fig. jm =e. . Fig: tee 

Fig. 6. 
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the rings and otner characteristic features of the halo 
shown in this graph are fully in agreement with those 
observed in experiment for this case. The total number 
of rings seen in the halo increases when the plate is held 
obliquely, as the path-difference between the undeviated 
rays passing wholly through the two media is greater than 
for normal incidence. 

As in the case of normal incidence, we have also to 
consider a second set of rings in the halo due to light 
diffracted from the edges of the wave-fronts towards the 
less refrangible medium after traversing paths lying wholly 
in one or the other of the two media. The course of such 
diffracted rays is indicated by dotted lines for the three 
eases dealt with above in fig. 2(a), fig. 3 (a), and fig. 4. 
The path-difference of such rays may be readily evaluated, 
and the positions of the rings in the halo produced by them 
may be found. 

The expressions for the path-differences are given by 

pt secw+t j fan wi +4 tan (4549) )—tan y ; sin @ 

—tt.lan (45 +5) sin yr’ —t sec W’. 2 

~ pt secy+t 1 tan yy’ +4 tan (45 +¥)= tan yp sin fp 

F , 
—tt.tan (4543) sin 0 —t see Ww’. 

Hie o)( Ge). 

PRC isnt cosy 27 sim 1D) tee io. 4. 

When D=0 all the three expressions become identical 
and equal to 

(ut cos W—t cos’). 

The general result is the same as before—namely, that 
owing to the superposition of the two sets the first few 
rings in the halo vary in visibility with their position. It 
should be noticed that the rays diffracted towards the liquid 
in fig. 2 will be superposed on those diffracted towards the 
air in fig. 3, and wice versa. Hence the visibility of the rings 
will not fluctuate in identically the same way on both sides 
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of the direction of the source, and some asymmetry may be 
expected in respect of this as well. ‘These indications of 

theory are supported by observation. 

6. Non-Uniform Films: Oblique Incidence. 

It remains finally to explain the phenomena observed 
in this case. The general nature of the effects noticed in 
experiment has already been sufficiently indicated in the 
first paper of the series, and is connected with the case 
discussed in Section 5 in the same way as the contents 
of Sections 3 and 4 for the case of normal incidence are 
related to each other. The increase in the number of 
rings seen on the film on turning it to an oblique position, 
the blurring of the rings at certain angles varying with the 
thickness of the film and the plane of observation, the changes 
of the appearance of the film at different angles of diffraction 
and in different planes, are precisely what we should expect 
on the basis of the theory worked out in the present paper, 
in view of the asymmetrical character of the haloes for an 
obliquely-held uniform film exhibited in fig. 6. ‘To test the 
matter even further, a few observations have been made of 
the angles of diffraction for an obliquely-held film at which 
a fare ring appears on it. The agreement between theory 
and Cor uahiOn is here again seen eo be satisfactory. 

Tasye LV. 

Angle of Incidence, 27° 30’. 

Direction of observation in the plane of incidence 
towards the plate. 

(u—I1)¢ Angle bservation 

1) [ODS pera 2) = azote geen a), 
caarees 2 _cale. 8 50 20 40 a ) 

TON (LODSs. 43 O0 ae gatOnnot ; 40. 28° 10 sea 
saa \cale, B20" Fi 10, > 20 16's 30) 20. soeee 

Direction of observation in the plane of incidence 
away from the plate. 

(u—1)e. Angle of observation. 

obs: 1627303 yi he ted 
eale. 10 9 ae alo 

ODS eke Ot A 
1 
7 Ons fete ve a 5 50 30 15 
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Direction of observation perpendicular to 
the plane of incidence. 

(uw —1)e. Angle of observation. 

obs. 8° 30’ 23° 10’ 
DR ape ints 

cale. Siro) PAD) 

Angles of blurring. 

Blurring angle. 
-_—— ——_— (u—Le. am = —~ 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4, 

6d obs, 12 30’ 1° 40’ 
eo ree ete leisy. 1)).20 

5X obs Ae aU) 
DS ooegnsonsoac ea 2 20 

Summary and Conclusion. . 

In the present paper, the consequences of the theory of 
the colours of mixed plates put forward by us have been 
fuliy worked out, and quantitative data in its support are 
furnished. It is shown that the results of theory and expe- 
riment are in complete accord. The following are the 
principal points brought out and explained in the paper :— 
(1) The character of the diffraction-halo observed round 
a light-source viewed through a mixed plate of uniform 
thickness ; (2) the changes in the appearance of a non- 
uniform film with the angle of observation and especially 
the blurring of the rings when viewed in certain directions, 
and the observed influence of the plane of polarization of 
the light on the position of the rings; (38) the remark- 
able asymmetrical character of the haloes observed with 
obliquely-held plates ; and (4) the corresponding phenomena 
with non-uniform films. 

In the final and concluding instalment of the paper, 
the special effects exhibited by partially or completely dry 
films of albumen and some further studies of the phenomena 
of mixed plates will be discussed. 

Calcutta, 25th March, 1921. 



LXXIX. Notes on the Method of Dimensions. 
By Ki. Buckinewam *, 

1. Introduction. 

HE dimensional method of analysing problems in 
Physics, which we owe to the late Lord Rayleigh, 

somewhat resembles the methods of Thermodynamics in 
being very simple in principle but sometimes a little 
puzzling in practice. To the initiated, all the information 
obtainable from dimensional considerations is often evident 
upon mere inspection, so that any formal and detailed 
account of the reasoning appears quite superfluous; and 
Lord Rayleigh’s numerous applications are sometimes so 
concisely described that the results seem rather like magic. 
But while a closer study of his solutions can only increase 
our admiration, it will certainly lead the average reader to 
wish for a less intuitive and more systematic procedure for 
obtaining the same sort of result. 

Such a routine procedure is provided by formulating 
the requirement of dimensional homogeneity as a general 
algebraic theorem, which was first publisbed by Ria- 
bouchinski +, and which will be referred to as the 
II theorem. It may be stated as follows :— 

(1.) Let it be. assumed that n quantities Q,, Qs, ... Q,, 
which are involved in some physical phenomenon 
as variables, or as potentially variable though 
actually constant, are connected by a complete 
relation, 7. e. by an equation 

F(Q,, Qo, sis erg Qn) =0 os ae (1) 

containing these quantities and nothing else but 
pure numbers. 

C11.) Let & be the number of fundamental uni‘s required 
for specifying the units of the Q’s. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ L’ Aerophile, Sept. 1,1911, and Koutechino Bulletin, No. 4, Nov. 1912. 

A reference to the first of these papers appeared in the Annual Report 
of the British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for 1911-12, p. 260, 
abstract 1384. Guided, no doubt, by the hint contained in this abstract, 
the present writer came upon substantially the same theorem and 
described it, with illustrative examples, iu the ‘ Physical Review’ for 
October 1914 (vol. iv. p. 845). The statement of the theorem given in 
the present paper does not differ materially from Riabouchinski’s, 
except in that he confined his attention to mechanical quantities. 
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eet et @), OF... QO, be any we onwthe Os (that are 
of different and independent kinds, no one being 
derivable from the others ; and let P, be any one 
of the remaining (n—) quantities. 

(1V.) Then equation (1) is reducible to the form 

f(s II,, oC O.0 Ee) = 0, : ° ° (2) 

in which the (x—/) quantities II are independent 
dimensionless ae ue of the form 

Mie OuOee Ae Pan ec. (3) 

In simple cases, the Sail ee for the II’s may be 
written down upon inspection; but in any event, the 
k& exponents of each II may be found by subjecting each 
of the (n—k) equations (3) to the condition that I, shall 
be of zero dimensions in each of the fundamental units. 

In most instances, the application of the I theorem 
presents no difficulty, and the mere algebra is always so 
simple that whatever doubts may arise relate either to 
the sufficiency of the list of quantities which appear in the 
initial equation corresponding to (1), or to the number 
of fundamental units which should be used for expressing 
their dimensions. On these two points, questions some- 
times occur, to which the answers are not obvious at first 
sight, but which must be answered before we can feel 
entirely satisfied with dimensional reasoning as a general 
method. Among these questions are the following :— 

(a) How is it to be known that the initial equation is 
complete, 2. e. that the list of quantities is sufficient 
for the problem in hand? 

(b) Are dimensional constants to be regarded as “ quan- 
tities ”’ ? 

(c) How are universal constants, such as Joule’s equivalent 
or the speed of light or the gravitation constant, to 
be treated ? 

(2) How many fundamental units are needed ? 

In the following notes these questions will be considered 
more or less in order, although they are so closely related 
that the answers to them cannot be kept entirely separate. 
That the answers given are correct will, I think, be 
admitted, when once they have been exhibited by illus- 
tration, and no attempt will be made to give general 
proofs, because such demonstrations would degener ate into 

mere algebra and present little interest to physicists. 
) Pinte Mags. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. 3.4 
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2. Nature of the results obtainable from Dimensional 
Reasoning. 

Dimensional equations are conventional short-hand de- 
scriptions of general relations which subsist among physical 
quantities of different kinds, and the distinguishing pecu- 
liarity of dimensional reasoning is that it uses the known 
facts of Physics only in this general form. Instead of 
making detailed quantitative assumptions about the pheno- 
menon under consideration, we make only the qualitative 
assumption that it may be adequately described in terms of 
a certain set of quantities—the Q’s of equation (1)—, the 
quantitative dimensional relations among these quantities 
being matters of certainty. 

It follows from the nature of this process that the results 
obtained by it will always contain undetermined numerical 
constants; for the dimensional equations employed also 
contain undetermined numerical constants, although it is 
customary to set these constants equal to unity and suppress 
them. But on the other hand, if the original qualitative 
assumption is correct, the general form of the result obtained 
is an algebraic necessity and is cer tainly correct. 

As regards accuracy, it may be remarked that the results 
of dimensional reasoning are subject to the same limitations 
as those of any other theory. Theory always operates on an 
ideally simplified picture of reality because real phenomena 
are unmanageably complicated. The results obtained are 
not exactly true for any real phenomenon, though they 
may be for an ideal one; and the approximation with 
which a theoretical equation, however obtained, represents 
the actual facts, always depends on the approximation in 
essentials between the ideal picture and its real prototype. 

8. (reneral plan of attack on a specific problem. 

The purpose of dimensional reasoning is to find out 
how some quantity which is involved in the phenomenon 
under consideration is related to certain others; or to 
find the relation connecting two or more quantities which 
vary, or may vary, simultaneously during the course of 
the phenomenon. Since we know that we must have a 
complete equation to start with, we begin by thinking the 
matter over, to see whether the quantities we have in mind 
are the only ones involved. Usually it is evident that 
they are not; so we next make a list of all the quantities 
we can think of which might under any circumstances be 
important. Upon considering this list, which is often a 
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long one, it is usually evident that under the actual circum- 
stances a number of these quantities may safely be ignored ; 
so we cross them off the list and thus pass from our most 
general conception of the phenomenon to an ideal simpler 
one, in which these quantities are not involved at all. 

To illustrate, let it be required to find out how the 
resistance R of still air to the motion of a smooth sphere 
depends on the speed 8. We may be interested only in 
the relation of R to 8 for a particular sphere and under 
particular atmospheric conditions ; but if any information 
is to be got from dimensional reasoning, other quantities 
must also be taken into account. The resistance evidently 
depends on the diameter of the sphere D, and on the 
properties of the air. Of these, the density p, viscosity mw, 
and compressibility C, may obviously be of importance. 
But since the density and viscosity are affected by tem- 
perature and there is a dissipation of work into heat 
about the sphere, it is evident that the specific heat C,, 
the thermal conductivity 2, and the emissivity o, will also 
have some effect on what happens. Hence, to go no 
farther, our list already contains the nine quantities 

Reo De oer eCuCe Ay o. 

But it seems safe to assume that C,, A, and o cannot 
play any important role in the determination of air 
resistance, because the dissipation is spread over so large 
a mass of air that the temperature effects must be small. 
We therefore strike these quantities off the list without 
any hesitation ; and if the speed is to be so low that the 
air is not sensibly compressed in front of the sphere, we 
strike off C as well. Thus the problem has been idealized 
and simplified for the sake of concentrating attention 
on the things that may probably be of real importance ; 
but no omission has been made which seems likely to 
prevent the result of correct reasoning about the ideai 
phenomenon from being very nearly correct for the real 
one. To put it in another way, it seems likely that the 

atl equation inh: QUID eee 

is sensibly complete for the problem in hand. 
In some such way as this, the lst of quantities is made 

out, and the initial equation corresponding to (1) is written 
down. The basic assumption which underlies the sub- 
sequent purely algebraic reasoning is that these quantities 
are concerned in the real phenomenon and that no others 

3A2 
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are of serious importance. Whether the assumption is 
correct and the initial equation sufficiently complete can, 
in general, be decided only by comparing the results of 
theory with those of experiment. But in some few 
instances an oversight in making out the list of quantities 
is immediately evident upon inspection : cases of this sort 
may be illustrated first. 

4. Incomplete Equations: test by inspection. 

Let it be supposed that when the initial equation for 
some problem has been written down, it is found that 
the dimensions of one of the quantities involve a funda- 
mental unit that does not appear in the dimensional 
equations of any of the other quantities. It is evident 
that there can be no dimensionless product of this quantity 
with any of the others, and it follows either that the 
equation is incomplete or that the quantity in question 
does not, in fact, enter into the relation at all and might as 
well have been omitted. 

To illustrate, let us consider how the index of refraction n 
of a certain medium, for light of wave-length A, may depend 
on the density p and temperature @ of the medium ; and let 
us write, tentatively, 

I (nd, p: 0) =.0. +. 3 ee 

We see at once that there is mo dimensionless product of @ 
with X and p: hence either @ ought not to appear, or some 
other quantity involving temperature should be included in 
order to make the equation complete. 

Assuming that temperature affects the index of refraction 
only indirectly, through its influence on density, we may 
omit @ and write, as the initial equation, 

E@y yp) = 03> 2 ee 

but this is not yet satistactory. Tor there is no dimensionless 
product of X and-p, and the equation requires, for com- 
pleteness, the inclusion of at least one more quantity. 

To make a very simple hypothesis, let it be assumed that 
the missing quantity is the mass M of a single molecule, so 
that the initial equation is 

E'(n, ps ks Mo = 0. 29s ee eee 

This contains, besides the dimensionless number n, three 
dimensional quantities requiring two fundamental units. 
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Hence one dimensionless product II may be formed, and 
the equation must be reducible to the form 

n= $(4F). ee ae eee a 

The necessary conclusion is that7/ the index of refraction 
depends only on wave-length, density, and molecular mass, 
it does not depend on them separately but is fixed by the 
value of (pr*/M), 7. e. by the number of molecules contained 
ina cube of edge A. It must then be possible to determine 
the effect of compression from the dispersion curve, and vice 
versa ; and if this is not found to be true, experimentally, it 
is certain that equation (6) is not complete. 

5. Second example of Incomplete Equations: the 
Equation of State of Fluids. 

The density p of a fluid depends on the pressure p and 
the absolute temperature 0 ; but the equation 

One Oate. me =) Obes ee etre eae (8) 

is not complete. For it is evident upon inspection that there 
is no dimensionless product containing @; and since we 
know from experience that all three of the quantities do 
enter into a mutual relation, so that none of them can 
be omitted, one or more additional guantities must be 
introduced : there is no general equation of state for all 
fluids involving these three quantities and nothing else 
except dimensionless numbers. 

Since equation (8) is not complete, dimensional reasoning 
cannot give any information as to its more precise nature. 
To go farther, it is necessary to introduce at least one more 
quantity ; and if there is to be only one, its dimensions 
must be expressible in terms of density, pressure, and 
temperature as fundamental units. Not knowing, @ prior, 
what the missing quantity or quantities may be, let us 
assume that the specific heat at constant volume, (,, also 
enters into the relation, and see what comes of assuming 
that the equation 

Camper On p= TOG soo a se oe (9) 
is complete. 

On the m, J, t, @ system, the dimensions of the four 
quantities are he ee [ml- 3], [p] = [ml-%-7], [@] = [8], 
rc er t= (tee). and 26C jo 18a Lean iee 
product involving all four quantities, so that equation (9) 
may be complete, whereas equation (8) was certainly not. 
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The II theorem accordingly tells that equation (9) is 
reducible to the form 

JN t (sac,) 0... ee 

or, if N is a root of this equation, 

aes 1 06 =NC, 2 oo. 2 ee 

N being a pure number. 
Stated in words, the meaning of equation (11) is that if 

the density of a fluid is completely determined by its 
pressure, temperature, and specific heat at constant volume, 
and if, further, the specific heat is constant, the fluid is an 
ideal gas. Or, to put it the other way about: the specific 
heat of an ideal gas is constant. 

As another possibility, let it be assumed that the new 
thermal quantity required for completing equation (8) is 
the thermal conductivity 2, with the dimensions [mlt~*0-"]. 
If we put this into equation (8) and try to apply the 
II theorem, we find at once that there is no solution and 
that the equation is still incomplete. Let us see what 
results from introducing, also, the viscosity mw with the 
dimensions [ml~1¢-!] and writing 

Ep, 93-0, 43 hw) = 0. res 

This equation may be complete, for the II theorem gives 
as a solution 

(ies : ie. =0. 3 

or, if N is a root of this equation, 

PSN eS ae 
pe ye 

If, therefore, there is a complete relation of the form (12), 
the value of p/p@ is proportional to that of A/u. For ideal 
gases, the ratio of thermal conductivity to viscosity is 
constant ; or if this ratio is constant, the fluid is an ideal 
gas. 

In either of these cases, all we can say with certainty is 
that equation (8) is incomplete. Whether (9) or (12) is 
complete we do not know, a priori, but merely that either 
of them may be. If either of them is, then we have the 
result expressed by (11) or (14), which may be compared 
with observation. 
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6. Mistakes which arise from the use of Incomplete Equations; 
flow of liquid along a smooth pipe. 

Examples have just been given of equations which are 
at once seen to be incomplete from the fact that no 
dimensionless product can be formed. Such cases are 
simple, because the number of quantities in the initial 
equation is too small. But in more complicated problems, 
in which the number of quantities which must obviously, 
from the Physies of the case, be included in the initial 
equation is greater than the number of fundamental units 
needed, the foregoing test is often not applicable. There 
is then no recourse but to compare the results with the 
observed facts; and such a case will now be illustrated. 

Let it be required to find the relation between the 
pressure gradient G and the constant speed 8 of a liquid 
of density p flowing through a smooth straight pipe of 
diameter D. We write down, as the initial equation, 

(Cos oe Dy Oe eke (15 

and since three fundamental units suffice for the fou 
quantities, we have n—k=1 and the Il theorem gives us 
the equation 

or 

CaN Od es (07) 

where N is a pure number,—a root of equation (16). 
But equation (17) is not generally correct ; for it does 

not agree with the facts observed at low speeds, which are 
described by Poiseuille’s law. The source of the difficulty 
is that in writing down equation (15) the fact was over- 
looked that viscosity is one of the things whieh may 
influence the flow of a fluid. Hquation (15) is correct, 
i.e. complete, only when the circumstances are such that 
the resistance is independent of the value of the viscosity. 
It is not sufficient that the considerations be limited to 
liquids which all have the same viscosity ; it is required 
that the course of the phenomenon remain unchanged 
even if the viscosity be varied. A dimensional constant, 
the viscosity u, has been omitted from equation (15) : the 
equation is not complete and the result expressed by 
equation (17) is not generally correct. 
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If equation (15) is completed by the inclusion of p, 
the application of the [1 theorem gives 

(GS SD Spex | i (Sgn =") = 0 lle 
or 9 

_ pS* , (DSp G =" 6(—*), ee 

a familiar equation which is known to represent the 
observed facts. If the circumstances are such that a 
change of viscosity bas no sensible influence cn the flow, 
the undetermined function @(DSp/y) must be simply a 
constant, and equation (19) reduces to (17) which is 
correct for this case. Hquation (15) is complete on the 
supposition that viscosity 1s of no importance, but not 
merely because of a stipulation that the viscosity shall 
be constant. = 

On the other hand, in steady stream-line flow, 7.e. at 
low speeds, the fluid is not accelerated, its inertia does 
not come into play, and the density cannot appear in 
equation (19). Hence the form of the unknown function 
must be 

$(DSp/m) = const. x (u/DSp), 
so that (19) reduces to 

Ss 
G = const. x5... D? 

a form of Poiseuille’s law. If the problem had been 
limited, from the start, by saying that inertia effects should 
be insignificant, the equation | 

F(G, 8, #, D) = 0 
would have been the appropriate complete equation for 
the phenomenon subject to this condition. The II theorem 
would then have led directly to equation (20), which is 
the correct solution under this condition but is not generally 
correct for liquids of the same density, merely because they 
are of the same density. 

7. The usual method of treating Dimensional Constants. 

The question how ordinary dimensional constants are to 
be treated is pretty clearly answered by the foregoing 
example. The fact that a particular quantity remains ~ 
constant during the phenomenon which is to be described, 
does not, of itself, authorize us to ignore this quantity and 
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omit it from the initial equation. If the constancy of the 
quantity is an essential characteristic of the phenomenon, 
we cannot expect to get a correct result by ignoring ‘this 
fact but must take account of it in some way. To put it a 
little ditferently: the phenomenon which occurs subject 
to the condition that a particular quantity shall remain 
constant, may be regarded as a special case of a more 
complete phenomenon in which this quantity is variable. 
And if a generally correct resuit is desired, the initial 
equation must include all the dimensional constants which 
would change the course of affairs if they did vary instead 
of remaining at fixed values. 

The point to be grasped is that all the known physical 
facts which are really pertinent to the problem in hand 
must be utilized in order to get the best result possible, 
and if any such fact is ignored the result obtained may 
conflict with it. The easiest way to recognize the essential 
dimensional constants of any problem is to include them 
in the initial equation and treat them like any other 
quantity, although there is also another possible method 
of procedure which will be noticed in Section 11. 

8. Universal Constants ; Gravitational Oscillations 
of a Liquid Spheroid. 

The manner in which universal constants are to be 
treated is well illustrated by the problem of the gravi- 
tational oscillations of a liquid spheroid, of which the 
solution for a non-viscous liquid was given by Lord 
Rayleigh in ‘Nature’ for March 18, 1915. For variety, 
we may suppose that the liquid is viscous. 

Let a liquid spheroid of mean diameter D, density p, and 
viscosity mw, execute oscillations of figure under its own 
gravitational forces alone, and let o denote the frequency 
of any one of its modes of vibration,—the slowest, for 
example. If the small heating effects of dissipation be 
ignored, o can depend only on D, Ps bs and the gravitation 
constant y; and the initial equation is 

Cpe om ices Oe was 9.) ak (21) 

The gravitation constant being defined by the equation 
/ 

‘ mm ey 
a = oS, Pa Ma Sam ss (22) 

a 

its dimensions are 

Gap meio. .. . «  (28) 
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And if we apply the II theorem to equation (21), which 
contains 5 quantities requiring 3 fundamental units, one 
sclution is 

_ fia? | 
a = 0s) 2 oo er ae (24) 

whence 

sm vere RP) 
If the circumstances are such that viscosity has no 

sensible influence on the frequency, the equation reduces 
to Be 

o=NV/py, 9 were 

in which the value of the dimensionless numerical co- 
efficient N depends on the values of certain length ratios 
which fix the shape of the spheroid at some specified epoch 
of the oscillation. Equation (26), which is equivalent to 
the result given by Lord Rayleigh in the article referred to, 
may also be obtained by omitting » from equation (21), 
i.e. by stipulating from the start that the frequency of the 
vibration shall not be sensibly dependent on viscosity. 

The “universal constant” y has here been treated like 
any ordinary dimensional quantity, whether constant or 
variable ; and the treatment is so obviously correct that 
T hardly think anyone will be disposed to question its 
validity. Lord Rayleigh remarked* of his own more 
concise deduction: ‘‘there seems to be here no mistake 
of procedure, and I take it the logic is right.” 

But there is a second method of handling this problem 
which is equally valid. Let us suppose that y is regarded 
as something absolute and fixed in the nature of things,— 
in short, as a pure number and not a physical quantity. 
Then it need evidently not be included in our initial 
equation as one of the essential quantities, and instead 
of (21) we have 

(25) 

B(c, D, p; pw) = 0.0 2. Se 

Since y is now a pure number, equation (23) must be 
replaced by 

[mI Be] 1 ren 

and one of the three fundamental units hitherto regarded as 
independent must be derived from the remaining two. In 
other words, we must now use the law of gravitation to 

* In calling my attention to an obvious misstatement in my Physical | 
Review paper, referred to above. 
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eliminate one unit and so relegate one of our three primary 
standards to the position of a secondary or working standard. 
Thus we shall have reduced the number of fundamental 
units from 3 to 2, and the number of quantities to be 
measured from 5 to 4, the differenve remaining unchanged 
so that there will be the same number of II’s as before. 

If we elect to retain the metre and kilogram as primary 
standards and eliminate time as an independent unit, we 
have by (28) [¢]=[m-1/32?]. The dimensions of the 
other quantities are therefore 

fe} = [BEIT AE | lel = (rele) 

OT eae LoS ee ; (29) 

And if, with these dimensions, we apply the IT theorem to 
equation (27), the result is 

ee Wane . 
ne jee pe Stet (30) 

whence 

c= ver(—"), eee Eas 
ie 

or, if viscosity plays no appreciable part, 

GaP NBN Ores ee a (O2)) 

Upon comparing the result contained in equations (31) 
and (32) with the former result contained in (25) and (26), 
it is seen that the two results are identical as soon as it is 
recognized that y is a constant. Tor practical purposes 
and so long as we are restricted to observations in our 
present universe, the two results are the’same; but the 
earlier and more general result contains some further 
information which may be or may not be of interest. For 
it shows how the frequency would be changed if we could 
pass into another universe where y had a different value 
characteristic of that universe. It also shows how o would 
vary if the one universe were transformed into the other 
by a continuous variation of y. If, in passing from one 
point of space or time to another, the value of y varied 
continuously, equations (25) and (26) would remain 
applicable, y being tlen not a permanent constant of 
any one universe but a variable point function in space 
and time. 
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9. Second example of the occurrence of a Universal Constant ; 
Heating of a Bearing. 

To show that, as regards dimensional reasoning, there 
is nothing exceptional about the gravitation constant, it is 
well to consider a problem which involves another universal 
constant, namely Joule’s equivalent. Let us therefore 
consider a plain cylindrical bearing, of given design, which 
supports a journal running at constant speed and under a 
constant load, the bearing being thoroughly lubricated. 
Since power is being dissipated in the film of lubricant, 
the temperature of the journal rises above that of its sur- 
roundings. After a sufficient time, a steady state is reached 
and the excess of temperature remains constant. Let us 
inquire what this rise of temperature depends on, and 
how. 

To make the problem reasonably simple we may suppose 
that there is no longitudinal conduction along the shaft, 
and that the outside of the bearing is kept at a fixed 
eae When the shape and size of the bearing 
are given, the heat-flow outward, from the oil film where 
the is ation occurs, now depends only on the temperature 
difference and the thermal conductivity of the metal. We 
shall also suppose that the behaviour of the oil depends only 
on its viscosity,—which is not strictly true but nearly so 
under ordinary conditions. 

Let D be the diameter of the journal; o the speed, 
r.p.m.; y the viscosity of the oil at its steady temperature ; 
»X the thermal conductivity of the bearing ; and A the rise 
of temperature. 

Let us first suppose that heat is measured in work units. 
The initial equation is 

F(A, Dye; wd) = 0)... 
and the dimensions we need are [A] =[@], [D] =[J], 
[o |] aa eee | mle > Ona Equa- 
tion (33) contains 5 quantities requiring 4 fundamental 
units, and upon applying the II theorem we have 

A . fle) — 0 
or 

AN oe ae 

in which the dimensionless shape factor N is fixed by the 
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geometrical form of the bearing and the ratio of clearance 
to diameter. 

Let us now, as an alternative procedure, suppose that 
heat is measured by an independent arbitrary unit of its 
own, which we may denote by A. Joule’s equivalent J 
must now evidently appear in the initial equation, which 
becomes 

Hy De a) SO ee 
containing n=6 quantitities. But the number of arvitrary 
units is now k=5, so that there is only one I], as before. 
In terms of the 5 fundamental units, [A] =[Al-1¢-1072] 
and [J]=[mlt-*h~*], and the solution of (36) by the 
iI theorem is 

UNN | aS Pe. GD 

whence a G8) 
which becomes identical with (35) if J is a constant. 

In the first treatment of this problem, the known constancy 
of J was utilized to determine a heat unit, so that only 
4 fundamental units were needed. In the seeond, J was 
treated as a dimensional quantity and its constancy was not 
made use of for eliminating the unit of heat. Hence 5 
instead of 4 arbitrary or fundamental units were required. 
This is quite analogous to the result with the oscillating 
spheroid. In both problems we get, according to how 
we start, either a restricted result, applicable only to our 
universe, or a more general one which would be applicable 
if the ‘ universal constant” were not constant but variable. 

10. General remarks on Universal Constants. 

The foregoing problems illustrate the manner in which 
any universal constant 1s to be treated when the fact that it 
is constant 1s one of the essential characteristics of the 
phenomenon under examination. This fact must be taken 
into account, but there are two ways of doing so. We 
may start by treating the constant as a dimensionless 
number and so eliminate one of the independent funda- 
mental units that would otherwise be required; or we may 
put the constant into our initial equation like any other 
quantity that is known to be involved, carry it all through 
the algebraic work, and finally cross it out at the end, as 
a constant. Algebraically, the first method is a little the 
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simpler, and it gives just as useful results as the second, so 
long as we are interested only in a particular universe. The 
second method is more general and, perhaps, more in- 
structive; but for practical purposes it is quite immaterial 
which course we pursue, and our preferring one course 
or the other is a mere matter of convenience or custom. 
When discussing a gravitational. problem, it seems more 
natural to regard the gravitation constant as a physical 
quantity than to eliminate one unit and pass to the 
unfamiliar system of dimensions in terms of only two 
mechanical units. In thermal problems, on the contrary, 
we are so familiar with the equivalence of heat and work 
that it seems natural to dispense with an arbitrary unit 
of heat and treat the mechanical equivalent as a pure 
number characteristic of the system of units adopted. But 
either sort of preblem may be treated in either way, and 
the same will be true of problems which inyolve other 
universal constants such as the speed of light or the charge 
of the electron. 

On the other hand, the mere existence of universa 
constants which have nothing to do with the case in hand, 
need not disturb us. For’ example, we cannot see that 
the constancy of the speed of light has any connexion 
whatever with the period of the * pitching oscillations of 
an aeroplane in flight; and we are entirely justified and 
quite safe in regarding an equation for this time of 
oscillation as complete without including in it the speed 
of light. The fact that the speed of light is constant, 
while interesting in itself, is quite detached from the 
problem under investigation: our knowledge of this fact 
adds nothing to our understanding of the behaviour of 
the aeroplane, and we shall not learn anything more 
about the aeroplane by dragging the speed of light into 
the discussion. Accordingly, there is no occasion for us 
to feel obliged to use any ‘ot the general relations in which 
such universal constants appear for reducing the number 
of fundamental units, wnless the subsistence of the general 
relation is a fact pertinent to our understanding of the 
phenomenon in question. 

What it all boils down to is that, so far as the purely 
algebraic re easoning of the diteencional method is concerned, 
these rather portentous universal constants about which we 
hear so much nowadays are quite harmless; they are to be 
treated like any other dimensional quantities whether 
constant or variable. 

If, as a mathematical ‘recreation, we choose to write into 
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our initial equation some universal constant that really has 
nothing to do with the problem, the undetermined operator 
in the final result will have one more dimensionless operand, 
which will contain this extra and superfluous quantity. But 
if, after all, we decide that this quantity might as well be 
suppressed, we may cross it out of the final equation and 
what remains will be unaffected thereby. 

If, for example, in Lord Rayleigh’s problem of the non- 
viscous liquid spheroid we include the speed of light C in 
the initial equation and write it 

leone Dg orice Ol = 70s tee t,o (39) 

the II theorem gives us the equation 

o = V/prd (“). ee 40) 

But if in reality C has no influence on the frequency, 
@ must reduce to a constant as was found before. If 
gravitation were propagated with the speed of light, 
D/C would be the time of propagation from one side 
to the other of the spheroid, and it is clear that this time 
might be an important factor in determining the frequency. 
As things really are, we have merely encumbered the algebra 
with a superfluous symbol. 

11. Second Method of treating Dimensional Constants. 

Jt has just been shown that universal constants may be 
treated like any other quantities, but that there is also 
an alternative procedure which we do not usually think of 
in connexion with ordinary dimensional constants. This 
second method is, however, applicable to such ordinary 
constants, as will now be illustrated. 

Instead of taking a new problem, we return to Reynolds’s 
problem of the flow of liquid through a pipe, already dis 
cussed in section 6, and start with the equation 

Ey (CeDece ow ie (ee me) (41) 
which is known to be sensibly complete because equation (19), 
obtained from it by the use of the II theorem, is a good 
description of the observed facts. 

Let us now suppose that the liquids to be discussed are 
always to have a particular density p which is never, on any 
account, to change. In other words, let us ask what would 
happen in a universe where all liquids, without exception, 
had the same fixed density, so that p’ was a ‘‘ universal” 
constant. 
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Since the dimensions of p are ml~*, we may set [ml7*] 
=[1] or [m]=[/°]; and the dimensions of the five quan- 
tities which appear in equation (41) are 

Gl lant toes. “Ie 

[D] = (J =e 
(S]=(i) =[')], | 
fel = y= 
\pe) = [nls [@e-2 |. 

Since p is now treated as a dimensionless number it may 

be omitted from the initial equation, which becomes 

F(G,D,8,)=0; .. . =e 
whence by the HI theorem 

ose 
G= o(—) . ar 

Db 

Upon comparing (44) with (19) it is seen that the new 
equation is merely the special form into which the more 
general ome degenerates when p is a constant, and that 
under the present restrictions it is equivalent to the earlier 

result. Since there are now only two fundamental units, 
the algebra of the solution is a trifie simpler than before 
after the new dimensional equations have been obtained; but 

practically it is easier to keep to the more familiar m, l, ¢ 
system. 

To carry the process a step farther, let the viscosity also 
be constant and treat it as a dimensionless number, so that 

py Ae) ok ee eae =) Ft; 1) ads ale ae 
= = = = 

we now have 

[e]=(#J=01]; [DI=(; [(G]=[S}=[7]. (45) 
The initial equation is F(G, D,S) =0, and the solution 
by the II theorem is ; ge 

G=-)¢(DS), . >. ; 7a 

which is tle form into which (19) degenerates when both p 
and mw are constant. 

By taking still another step and letting D be constant, 

ve arrive at the result 

G = $*4(8) =¥() 
which is, of course, obvious beforehand. 
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12. Remarks on the Second Method of treating 
Dimensional Constants. : 

This second mode of treating ordinary dimensional 
constants may be followed in any other similar case; and 
while it is usually of no practical value because the more 
familiar procedure is also more natural and is at least as 
easy, the second method is, nevertheless, rather instructive. 
When we set [p]=[m/~*|=[1] and derive mass from 

length by setting [m]=[/?], we reduce the number of 
fundamental units by one; but we do not reduce the 
number of arbitrarily chosen standards. For what we 
have done is to adopt as the unit of mass, not the mass 
of a particular body such as the international kilogram, 
but some fixed multiple of the mass of unit volume of 
the liquid under consideration. ‘The number of standards 
is the same as before, but we have changed the nature 
of the arbitrary choice and shifted the responsibility of 
preserving a unit from a certain piece of metal to a certain 
liquid and a certain length or volume standard. 

This procedure may be compared with that for universal 
constants. In treating problems which involve the operation 
of the law of gravitation, it is necessary to recognize the 
existence of this law, and we usually do it, as in the first 
part of section 8, by putting the gravitation constant into 
the initial equation and taking its dimensions from the law 
of gravitation. When we pursue the second plan and 
eliminate one fundamental unit, we dispense with one 
conerete standard, to be sure, ae only by throwing the 

responsibility for furnishing a substitute on the universe,— 
the Properties of our universe provide the required standard 
In the sense that we are actually confined to operations in a 
particular universe which has fixed properties, we Hage 
dispensed with one arbitrary selection of a standard ; but 
it is only because the arbitrary choice has already been 
made for us by the Creator. If it be admitted that the 
universe might have been created differently, the choice 
must still be regarded as arbitrary, even though we did 
not make it. 

Similar remarks might be made in other instances in 
which some property, not of a particular body but ot 
the universe, is made to provide a standard for fixing a 
mmite Lhe immer of concrete standards to be preserved 
by human agency is diminished, but not the number of 
separate standards required, except in the sense that the 
one universe may furnish standards for various kinds of 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. 3B 
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quantity, just as a particular piece of metal might serve, 
at the same time, as a standard of mass, a standard of 
length, a standard of therma! capacity, ete. 

13. The number of Fundamental Units required. 

The foregoing discussion leads naturally to the question: 
How many fundamental units are really needed? The 
answer is evidently important, for dimensional reasoning 
enables us to reduce the number of independent variables to 
be considered, by the number & of fundamental units used ; 
and the smaller & is, the less advantage is to be derived 
from the dimensional method and the more indeterminate is 
the result obtained. 

It might appear, at first sight, that a new discovery 
which enabled us to dispense with a fundamental unit 
previously regarded as necessary, would be a disadvantage ; 
and that, with increasing knowledge of general physical 
laws, the utility of the dimensional method would ulti- 
mately evaporate without residue. Common sense tells us, 
of course, that this appearance is fallacious; and in con- 
nexion with the question what would happen to our 
dimensional reasoning if temperature could be derived 
from mass, length, and time, Lord Rayleigh remarked: 
(‘Nature, August 12, 1915, p. 644): “It would indeed 
be a paradox if the further knowledge of the nature of 
heat afforded by molecular theory put us in a worse position. 
than before in dealing with a particular problem.” But 
while it is clear enough that new knowledge is not going 
to be disadvantageous, it is well to examine the question 
a little farther. 

In considering the treatment of dimensional constants, 
whether universal or not, we saw that when & was decreased 
by unity ~ had simultaneously to be decreased by. unity, 
so that the solution did not become more indefinite, the 
indeterminate operator in the final result having the same 
number of dimensionless operands as before. The degree of 
indefiniteness of the result was the same whether the 
number of fundamental units was reduced as far as 
possible, or not ; and to that extent the number of funda- 
mental units used was a matter of indifference. It is easily 
shown that an increase of the number of fundamental units 
also leaves the result unchanged, if we do not, in making 
this increase, ignore some known fact and so throw away 
knowledge which we already have and which is pertinent 
to the case in hand. We may illustrate by considering 
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the familiar resistance equation for a body of fixed shape 
moving, in a given attitude, through a quiescent liquid 
or into still air at a constant speed which is not high enough 
for the compression of the medium to have an appreciable effect 
on the resistance. 

The initial equation for this problem is 

HGR DS, pune On ee ea 
where R= resistance, D =a linear dimension of the body, 
S=the constant speed of advance, p=density, and w= 
viscosity ; aud the dimensional equations are 

[Ee = online! [D] es [l]; [8] oe [14-2] : 

Le] mon et Lea mi tee |, ; a (225) 

Since n=5 and k=3, n—k=2, and the II theorem reduces 
equation (47) to the form 

A me Dps \ 
<= Os pan te (40 I ( ae (49) 

R DpS aps: = ¢(—} POE OG) 

which is the well-known air-resistance equation for aeroplane 
speeds or lower, and is known to agree with the facts within 
the rather wide limits of experimental error *. 

Now let us ignore Newton’s second law of motion and 
use an independent arbitrary unit of force f, so that instead 
of (48) we have 

R=: Y= Cs C= es) ay 
Lol ae By a), ; 

The number of fundamental units has increased from 3 
to 4, while the number of quantities remains at 5, so 
that there is now only a single II; and by using the 
II theorem we get the equation 

NO Sy 4 (52) 

where N, as usual, represents an unknown pure number. 

Or 

* It is sometimes overlooked, that in passing from the behaviour of a 
model in a wind-channel to that of the full-sized aeroplane in free flight, 
the very wide extrapolation along an empirical curve for ¢(DS/v) is not 
the only possible source of error. Another is the difference between 
turbulent and quiet air, of which little is known except that it may 
sometimes be very important. 

ray ayo 
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Now of course equation (52) is not true, for we know that 
equation (50) is correct; and the reason for this false result 
is that Newton’s second law is really one of the essential 
facts and must not be ignored. It may be utilized in the 
ordinary manner by setting [f]=[m/t-?], as was done in 
obtaining equation (50) ; but another method may also be 
pursued w hich leads to the correct result, even though an 
independent unit of force be used. 

When the second law of motion is expressed, as is often 
done, by saying ‘‘ force equals mass times acceleration,” it is 
tacitly assumed that normal units are to be employed—i. e 
that the unit of force is to be the force which gives unit 
acceleration to unit mass. But we may just as well 
take any multiple of this as the unit; and instead of 
writing [7 |=[mlt-?] as we usually do for conciseness, 
we ought in general to write 

[f] =[Cmli-?],-. . 2 eee 

in which C is an arbitrarily selected number, or derivation 
constant, which characterizes the system of ee and may 
have any value desired, but is naturally taken to be unity, 
as in the C.GS. system, when there is no reason for doing 
otherwise. 

So long as Cis a fixed number, the unit of force is not 
independent but is fixed by these of mass, length, and time 
in accordance with equation (53) and the value selected 
for C. But if the unit of force is made independent, this 
converts C from a fixed number into a dimensional quantity 
which has, by (53), the dimensions 

[Cj = [fmt |... =e 

in terms of the four fundamental units f, m, 1, t. And 
while still using 4 fundamental units, we may utilize the 
second law of motion by including this new quantity in 
the list and writing, as the initial equation, 

(BR, DS, p, # ©) = 0. = 2 ae 

The solution of this by the II theorem, with equations (51) 
and (54), is R DoS 

abs = Ch: (— rd E a, 

and upon comparison with (50) it is seen that since ¢ and dy 
are of unknown form, the two results are identical if Cis a 
constant, 2. é. - soon as any particular fixed relation between 
the units 7, m, J, and t has ‘been adopted. 
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Still another step may be taken by using an independent 
unit of viscosity as well as one of force. The dimensional 
equation for viscosity has then to be written 

lM] = [UF], 
in which ©! is a new derivation constant with the dimensions 

(CA ara Pia ne oS OP) 

The initial equation is now to be written 

PCED Ss sosju CC == 0. vars ts 24 (os) 

with 7 quantities, to be measured in terms of 5 independent 
units ; and the solution by the II theorem is 

Rea: ( a 59) 
pD?S? — 2 ( LL a gets Paes Fae (99 

which reduces to (50) as soon as C and CO’ are fixed. 
The foregoing illustrates the truth of Bridgman’s remark* 

that “the number of fundamental units is largely a matter 
of convenience.” So far as concerns the application of the 
principle of dimensional homogeneity, we may, if we like, 
use an arbitrary independent unit for every different kind of 
quantity involved in the problem under investigation, or even 
for each separate quantity, if there are several of one kind. 
But if we do so, we must recognize the facts in some other 
way,—the facts being that some of the units are derivable 
from others in accordance with laws, which are operative 
and without which the phenomenon would be different from 
what it really is: We may pretend, for a time, that there 
are no such dimensional relations, but if we take the pretence 
seriously, we get into difficulty. : 

It is now obvious that there is no definite answer to the 
question: ‘‘ How many fundamental units are required in 
treating a given problem?” The number is not determined 
by the phenomenon under investigation but by the iutral 
equation used to describe it. The physical nature of the 
phenomenon does not fix either the number z of quantities 
to be used in the description, or the number & of fundamental 
units required for expressing their values. But it does fix 
their difference (n—h), i. e. the number of the independent 
variables II which must appear in the final equation 

fi (II, sys 6. aio =e) === 0, < ‘ ke . (60) 

to which the principle of dimensional homogeneity leads. 

* Phys. Rev. vol. viii. p. 428 (Oct. 1916). 
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The correct determination of this number will fellow from an 
adequate physical conception of the problem in hand, and if 
we have formed such a conception, the precise manner of 
embodying it in the initial equation is a matter of taste or 
of convenience. 

14. Remarks on disregarding small quantities. 

In giving the solution of the problem of the vibrating 
spheroid Lord Rayleigh says: “The frequency of vibration 
of a globe of liquid, vibrating in any of its modes under its 
own ‘oravitation, is independent of the diameter and directly 
as the square root of the density.” Surface tension and 
compressibility are excluded from consideration by the terms 
of the statement. Viscosity is disregarded, and it is thereby 
tacitly stipulated either that the liquid shall be an ideal one 
free from viscosity, or that the circumstances shall be such 
that the variations of viscosity which occur among real liquids 
can have no appreciable influence on the frequency. 

It has been shown (section 8) that in the absence of this 
proviso the solution is given by equation (25), which may 
equally well be written in the form | 

oa Oe ee, ee 

Tf p=0 exactly, ~(I1)=yW(0) =constant, no matter what 
the form of w; and if w has no effect on o, (II) must be a 
mere constant. In either case we have the simpler result 

GEN Voy oo. 3. ee 
But all real liquids are somewhat viscous, and it 1s interesting 
to inquire what may be the effect of a small but finite 
viscosity. 

For given D and p, as w approaches zero, II approaches 
zero and y(II) approaches W(0)=N. If (ID) approaches 
W(0) slowly, (II) is sensibly equal to N for all small values 
of mw, and equation (62) is sensibly accurate. But since 
nothing is known, a priori, about the form of , it is always 
possible that y{IT) may change very rapidly near IT =0, with 
what amounts to a physical, though not a matuematical dis- 
continuity. And if it does, the variations of even a very 
small viscosity may influence the frequency. 

That such a form of the unknown function is not an im- 
possibility is easily shown by returning to the air-resistance 
equation given in section 13, namely, 

apg = #(-= ) ao ae 
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It appears from experiment that ¢ is sensibly constant for 
all large values of DpS/w; or, if the equation be written in 
the equivalent form 

oe Vine) = eo). Pike a od) 

(II) is constant, so far as is known, down to the smallest 
values of II that have been realized experimentally. And 
yet Hydrodynamics. tells us that if w=0, and therefore 
II =0, exactly, there is no resistance at all; so that in the 
immediate vicinity of IT=0, w(I1) must fall very rapidly 
trom a nearly constant finite value to zero. 

It is unlikely that a difficulty of this sort occurs to com- 
plicate the problem of the spheroid, and it seems safe to 
assume that Lord Rayleigh’s solution would be sensibly 
exact for a body of any ordinary liquid, even a very viscous 
one, of the order of magnitude of the Harth. But the dis- 
regarding of small quantities, while nearly always justified, 
always involves an assumption and we must always be 
prepared for failure. For no accuracy of logic can deduce 
a true result from false premises. 

In concluding these notes, which are merely a series of 
remarks that are obvious as soon ag made, one final remark 
may be added. It is, that what is needed for the successful 
use of dimensionai reasoning is neither algebra nor meta- 
paysics, but only practice and a very modest portion of 
that physical common sense which the late Lord Rayleigh 
exhibited in so eminent a degree. 

Bureau of Standards, 
April 12, 1921. 

DXXX. “J” Radiation. ByJ. A. CrowtHer, M.A., Se.D, 
FiInst.P., Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge * 

Introduction. 

de question as to the possible existence of fluorescent 
X radiations of a considerably shorter wave-length 

than those of the well-known K series of radiations is one 
which must have confronted all workers who have attempted 
to make accurate experiments on the scattered radiation, 
especially on that from elements of low atomic, weight. 

* Communicated by Professor Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S 
The expenses of this research were partly defrayed by a grant from 

the Government Grant Committee of the Royal Society. 
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The large discrepancies between the values obtained by 
different observers for the coefficient of scattering from 
these substances, discrepancies which are considerably 
greater than any possible errors of experiment, would 
suggest that the radiation measured was not all pure 
scattered radiation, but that it was accompanied in some 
cases by very considerable amounts of X radiations of a 
different origin. A value for the mass coefficient of scattering 
for aluminium as high as 1:18 was obtained by the author 
(Proc. Roy. Soc. A, ‘Ixxxv. 1911), while later experiments * 
by a different method indicated a value of about 0:27 for 
a radiator of filter-paper and 0:28 for aluminium. Barkla 
(Phil. Mag. May 1911) obtained a value 0°20 for a carbon 
radiator, a result which is in good agreement with the theory 
of scattering due to Sir J. J. Thomson, assuming that the 
number of electrons in the atom of any element is equal to 
its atomic number. Still lower values have been obtained 
by other observers. 

The distribution of the “scattered” radiation around the 
radiator showed similar variations. It appeared to vary 
considerably with the quality of the primary radiation 
employed to excite it (J. A. Crowther, Proc. Roy. Soe. A, 
Ixxxvi. 1912, p. 478), and also in some eases with the thickness 
of the radiator (J. A. Crowther, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soe. xvi. 
1911, p. 865). These results are most easily explicable on 
the assumption that the radiations dealt with are not all of 
the same type. 

Other evidence of the existence of a hard fluorescent 
radiation is available. Barkla & White (Phil. Mag. (6) 
xxxlv. 1917, p. 270} found evidence of the existence of 
absorption bands in the case of some of the elements of low 
atomic weight, the wave-lengths at which these bands 
occurred being 0°42 x 10-% cm. for carbon, and 0°37 xX 10-* em. 
for aluminium, These bands, presumably, correspond to 
possible characteristic radiations of those elements of corre- 
sponding waye-lengths, and hence of a much more penetrating 
type than the K radiations. For these Barkla proposed the 
name “J” radiations. 

The existence of this ‘‘J”’ radiation does not appear to 
have been generally admitted, partly because such radiation 
had not been directly detected, and partly because radiation 
of this type is not indicated by the current theory of the 
structure of the atom. The jitter objection, though probably 
the more influential of the two in producing this shgpen sc 

* J, A. Crowther, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, lxxxvi. 1912, p. 478. 
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of judgment, is not one which can be maintained in the face 
of experimental facts. The former, and more vital, objection 
it is hoped that the results described in the present paper 
may do something to remove. 

Haeperimental Details. 

The apparatus employed was similar to that already used 
for investigating the distribution of the scattered radiation 
round a radiator and described in previous papers (J. A. 
Crowther, doce. citt.). The radiator was mounted on an 
aluminium frame carrying a pointer moving over a circular 
graduated scale, so that it could be set at any desired angle 
with the primary beam. The primary beam issuing from a 
large water-cooled tube of fine focus F (fig. 1), was confined 

iBiowal: 

to a narrow rectangular pencil by a series of lead screens. 
Two ionization chambers C, and (, of the same size and 
pattern were used for measuring the radiations. These were 
mounted on a circular geometrical slide, the centre of the 
circle being immediately below the radiator. The chambers 
could thus be set at any desired angle with the primary 
beam, without altering their distance from the radiator. 
Before reaching the radiator the primary beam passed 
through an ionization chamber A, consisting of a pair of 
parallel plates between which the beam passed without 
impinging on either. This enabled the initial intensity of 
the primary radiation to be measured. Hach ionization 
chamber was connected to a separate electroscope of the 
Wilson pattern. 
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In the present experiments one of the chambers, Cp, was 
placed so as to receive the full primary beam, after it had 
traversed the radiator. ‘lhe other, Cs, was placed at right 
angles to the primary beam, and measured the intensity of 
the radiation emitted by the radiator in this direction. The 
radiator itself was placed with its plane at 45° to the primary 
beam. Assuming that the primary and secondary radiations 
are of the same quality, it can be shown that with the 
radixtor in this position the absorptions of the primary and 
secondary radiations in the radiator are the same, and cor- 
rection for absorption becomes unnecessary. The ratio of the 
ionization current through (Gs to that through C, should thus 
be proportional to the relative intensities of the secondary 
and primary radiation. 

To investigate the relative absorbabilities of the primary 
and secondary radiations, a pair of aluminium screens of 
equal size and thickness were placed one in front of the 
chamber C, and the other in front of Cy. Jf the two 
radiations were of the same quality the absorption produced in 
each beam should be the same, and the ratio of the ionization 
currents should be unaltered. If, however, the secondary 
rays were less penetrating than the primary the former 
would be more strongly absorbed, and the ratio would 
diminish. Experiments were made with pairs of screens of 
different thicknesses. The following table (Table L.) gives 

TABLE I. 

Aluminium Radiator ‘021 em. thick. 

1 ie III. ve We 

Ree con. i 2 bes == Log. a 
(ans) ip P it P 

0-00 222 “806 2-346 191 

0-071 179 rail) 2-253 ~ 185 

0120 154 ‘O57 2-188 ee 

0 210 123 ‘610 2-090 “1785 

the results obtained with an aluminium radiator 0°021 em. 
thick. The first column gives the thickness of the aluminium 
screens placed in front of the two chambers. The second 
column gives the ratio of the current through the chamber 
C, to that through the ionization chamber A, and thus affords 
a measure of the absorption of the primary rays in the 
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screens. The third column gives the ratio of the current in 
the chamber Cs to that in the chamber C,, and thus measures 
the relative intensity of the primary and secondary rays after 
passing through the thicknesses of aluminium given in the 
first column, The ratios are in arbitrary units. The fourth 
and fifth columns give the corresponding logarithms. 

Tt will be seen that the ratio of the secondary to the 
primary radiation (column III.) steadily diminishes as the 
thickness of the absorbing screens is increased. ‘The secon- 
dary radiation is therefore distinctly more absorbable than 
the primary. 

Calculation of Results. 

The observed difference in quality between the primary 
and secondary radiations might be due to two causes. In 
the first place it is conceivable, though not probable, that 
the primary radiation might suffer a small change in wave- 
length by the process “of scattering, and that the true 
scattered polaron might thus be more absorbable than the 
primary from which it was produced. The coefiicient of 
ay pepbion of the primary rays can easily be determined 
from the figures in column LY. of the table. If these values 
are plotted against the corresponding thicknesses of the 
absorbing screens the resulting graph (fig. 2) is approxi- 
mitely a straight line, showing that the absorption of the 
primary rays 1s practically exponential, the coefficient of 
absorption (X) in aluminium being 2°81 per em. ‘The 
radiation P entering the chamber C, is thus represented by 
the formula 

—dAd 
Pass lege 

where d is the thickness of the absorbing screen. If, in the 
process of scattering, the radiation suffers a slight increase 
in wave-length and a consequent increase in coefficient of 
absorption to some higher value 4, the radiations entering 

Cs should be given by = Sen, We should have, 
therefore, 

S/P=8,/P,e~“ ddd, 

On plotting the logarithms of S/P given in column Y. 
against the corresponding thickness the eraph should be a 
straight line. The experimental curve is shown in fig. 2 and 
is distinetly not straight. It would appear then that this 
suggestion is not tenable. 

A seeond explanation is that the radiation from the 
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radiator is not purely scattered radiation, but consists of a 
mixture of scattered radiation of the same wave-length as 
the primary, together with a fluorescent radiation of greater 
wave-length. In this case the radiation entering the 
chamber C,; should be given by an equation of the form 

S= ems + be he. 

where % and A’ are the coefficients of absorption of the 
scattered and fluorescent radiations, and /, and hk, the quan- 
tities of the radiation of each type emitted by the radiator. 
From this we haye . 

Sey i eae 
5) Py Tee ° 

This equation can be solved graphically by plotting the 
values contained in column III. against the corresponding 
thicknesses, and determining the slope of the curve at 
various points. The slope of the curve for a thickness d 

ks 
should be given by =p = New“ -\)@_ On plotting the 

logarithms of these numbers against the thickness a straight 
line should be obtained, the inclination of which should 
give the value of (A’—A). The graph actually obtained is 
shown in the lowest curve in fig. 2, and the points are found 
to lie practically on a straight line except for a slight 
increase in slope near the origin*. The value of (A’—2) 
was found to be 3°3 ecm.7!. The corresponding value of 

= is 0°39. Substituting these values in the formula, the 
0 

calculated values were found to agree with the experimental 
values given in column III. to an accuracy of about 2 per 
Cente 

Assuming that the scattered radiation is of the same 
quality as the primary, the value of Nis 2°81cm~*. The value 

| Kia 
of X’ is therefore 6°1 em7!. The value of P is 0°42. The 

0 
radiation from the aluminium radiator would therefore 
appear to consist of nearly equal parts of true scattered 
radiation, and a fluorescent radiation the coefficient of 

* This probably indicates tle presence of a small amount of still 
softer radiation, but the accuracy of the experiments is not sufficient 
to warrant a closer analysis of the curves. 
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absorption of which in aluminium is 6*lcm.7). Another 
set of observations, using primary rays with a coefficient of 
absorption in aluminium of 1°94, gave a value for d’ of 6:0. 
Similar experiments were carried out with radiators of 
paraffin-wax and of copper. In the case of the Jatter element 

Fig. 2. 

the results were complicated by the presence of a large 
amount of the fluorescent K radiation of the element, which, 
in the absence of absorbing screens, produced nearly fifteen 
times the combined effect of the harder secondary radiations. 
The K radiation appeared, however, to be almost completely 
absorbed by the thinnest screen employed (‘071 em. thick), 
and the results were calculated from the readings obtained 
with the thicker screens. The results are given in Table IT., 
rX being the coefficient of absorption of the primary beam 
and 2’ that of the fluorescent radiation excited. 
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Papin lade 

Coefficients of absorption in Aluminium of primary and 

fiuorescent radiations. 

LEEDS, \primary* Msecondary ‘ Bibi 

Paraffin-wax ... 2°22 4-8 38 45 

Aluminium...... 2°3 6:1 “41 é 

een 2:0 6:0 "36 a 

Coppen ee 21 a7. "36 "46 

The average wave-lengths given in the last two columns 
are deduced from the measured coefficients of absorption of 
the radiations. 

Discussion of Results. 

Assuming that the secondary radiations whose wave- 
lengths have been calculated are true fluorescent radiations, 
it seems clear that they cannot all belong to the same series. 
In the case of all lines of the K and L series the frequency 
of a given line varies approximately as the square of the 
atomic number of the element from which it is emitted, and 
there is no reason to suppose that the law would be different 
for a “J” series of radiations. This criticism applies 
equally to the absorption bands discovered by Barkla. - The 
J absorption band for carbon occurs at a wave-length of - 
0°42 x 10-* cm. and that for aluminium at 0°37 x10 cme 
while the atomic number of aluminium is more than twice 
that of carbon. It may be noted in passing that the wave- 
length of the radiation obtained in the present experiments 
from parafin-wax (0431075 cm.) agrees closely with 
Barkla’s absorption band for carbon, and affords confirmation 
of a fluorescent radiation from carbon of about this wave- 
length. 

Some light may be thrown on the problem by a study of 
the y radiation. It has been shown by Rutherford and 
Robinson (Phil. Mag. (6) xxviii. 1914, p. 263) that the 8 rays 
excited by the y 1 radiation from radium C consist of a series 
of groups each with a characteristic and very definite 
velocity. It is assumed that each group of § rays is pro- 
duced by y Pahanee of definite wave-length, and that the 
y ray spectrum thus consists of a considerable number of 
characteristic lines. These conclusions are strongly con- 
firmed by recent experiments of Hllis (Proce. Roy. Soc. A, 
1921). A-series of no less than twelve lines are tabulated 
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by Rutherford (doc. cit.), the corresponding voltages for the 
& rays emitted ranging os 181,000 volts to 2,102,000 volts. 
The existence of even Y higher speed characteristic 8 rays is 
indicated. Since the energy of the @ particles is known, the 
frequency of the exciting y radiation should be calculable by 
applying the quantum “relation. The paper of Hillis, just 
referred to, indicates that the relation for the transformation 
of y into @ radiation is probably of the form H=hy—e, 
where ¢ is a constant which measures the energy required to 
withdraw an electron from the ring emitting the 8 radiation. 
The value of ¢ is, however, relative ely very small, so that 
no serious error arises if the ordinary relation H=hy is 
employed. [t is then quite easy to show that the frequencies 
of the characteristic y radiations corresponding to the lines 
in the 8 ray spectrum tabulated by Rutherford and Robinson 
range from 0 43 x 10”° per sec. te 5: 15x10” per sec. These 
frequencies represent characteristic radiations from radium 
C of considerably shorter wave-length than the K and L 
radiations for that element, which have been identified 
among the softer y rays. 

Since the characteristic K and L radiations of elements of 
lower atomic number are represented in the case of the 
radioactive elements by soft radiations, it seems at any rate 
possible that characteristic radiations corresponding to the 
high frequency rays might be excited in elements of lower 
atomic number under suitable circumstances. It is, of course, 
possible that the ring systems emitting this high frequency 
radiation, and which must be very close to, or perhaps even 
within, the nucleus of the atom, are not present.in elements 
of low atomic number. This can only be decided on experi- 
mental evidence. If, however, such radiation is possible, its 
frequency for any given element should be deducible, at any 
rate appr oximately, by applying the law that the frequency 
for a line of given type is proportional to the square of the 
atomic number, a relation which has been shown experi- 
mentally to be of, universal applicability for X-ray spectra. 
Applying this relation to the group of lines referred to, it can 
be shown that the frequencies for aluminium corresponding 
to the high frequency y rays of radium C should vary 
from 109 x10" to 12°6x 10" per sec., giving wave-lengths 
between 2°7 x 10-* and 0°24 10-8 em. It will be seen that 
these wave-lengths cover the range of the spectrum in 
which the phenomena ascribed to “J” radiation make their 
appearance. 

If these assumptions are legitimate the “J” radiation, 
unlike the K radiation, consists not of a group of lines of 
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approximately the same wave-length but of a considerable 
number of lines comparatively widely spaced in the spectrum. 
The “J” radiations from elements of low atomic number 
are very weak compared with the K radiations. In the case 
of copper for example the intensity of the hard fluorescent 
radiation was only about one-thirtieth of that of the cha- 
racteristic IC radiation from the radiator. This would indicate 
that these hard fluorescent radiations are not easy to excite. 
To excite any given line of the series, therefore, it is probably 
necessary that the wave-length of the primary radiation 
should not be much shorter than that of the line to be excited. 
In other words, a given primary radiation would only excite, 
to any appreciable degree, the particular line whose fre- 
quency was nearest its own, This would explain why the 
secondary radiation from elements of low atomic weight is 
never very different in quality from that of the incident 
radiation. It would also explain the difficulty of disentang- 
ling in a satisfactory manner these hard fluorescent radiations, 
as to the reality of which there seems to be little doubt among 
those who have worked with the secondary X radiation from 
elements of low atomic number. 

On this hypothesis the hard secondary radiations obtained 
from aluminium, copper, and wax correspond to different 
lines in the “J” spectrum of the elements. In the case of 
the two former the lines fall well within the limits of the 
series whose higher members have been tabulated by 
Rutherford and Robinson. The radiation from the wax 
radiator (which corresponds to the carbon absorption band 
of Barkla) would correspond to ay radiation of rather higher 
frequency. : 

The absorption bands discovered by Barkla for aluminium 
and copper unfortunately represent frequencies rather greater 
than that of the primary radiation used in the present experi- 
ments, and the Ne aes fluorescent radiations would 
therefore not have been excited by the primary rays employed. 
The curves given by Barkla and White in the paper referred 
to show only one definite absorption band for each substance, 
whereas on the suggestions we have advanced a con- 
siderable number might have been expected. They call 
attention, however, to certain deviations and irregularities 
in their data which they state to be certainly real. <A further 
analysis of the curves or a still more accurate series of 
experiments might easily resolve these into absorption bands 
corresponding to other lines in the spectrum of the “J” 
series. 
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LAXXI. Hydrogen Spectra from Long Vacuum Tubes. By 
R. W. Woon, Professor of Haperimental Physics, Tas 
Hlopkins University, Baltimore* 

[Plates XXI. & XXIT.] 

NHIS communication deals extensively with the changes, 
chemical perhaps, which take place under the influence 

of the discharge in vacuum tubes, and the modifications of 
the spectra which result. 

In the Proce. Roy. Soc. xevil., [showed that, by employing 
a vacuum tube of great length, aa utilizing the light of the 
central portion only, it was possible to photograph a 
Balmer series of hydrogen down to the 20th tine, a consider- 
able advance when we consider that its intensity is only 
about zh, of that of the 12th, the last line usually photo- 
graphed in the laboratory. 

The gain resulted from the remarkable cireumst:nce 
that, in a very long tube (2 metres or more) under proper 
conditions, the secondary spectrum is confined to the ends, 
while the central part shows the pure Balmer spectrum. 

So many new and curious spectroscopic phenomena were 
exhibited by this tube, that I shall give a resumé of some of 
the results already published, as it seems probable that the 
technique developed in the work with hyd: ‘ogen will be of — 
value in connexion with the investigation of pier 2 gases. 

The work with hydrogen has been gonimmed| without 
interruption during the past year, in the hope of still further 
extending the series, and though this hope has not yet been 
realized, ‘much new information about he hy drogen spectrum 
has beet obtained, 

With dry hydrogen it has been possible to get the tule 
into seach a condition that only the secondary spectrum 
appears, the Balmer series vanishing entirely. This I 

referred to as the “white stage’’ in the earlier paper. 
With the tube in this condition (which comes only after 
several days of continuous operation ) the spectra of other 
gases, admitted to the tube after removing the hydrogen, 
are very different from those shown under ordinary circum- 
stances, nitrogen, for example, glowing with a golden-yellow 
eolour, almost exactly matehin « that of h:lium. This was 
found to be due to the fact that the blue and violet nitrogen 
bands had nearly vanished, while the red, yellow, and gree 
bands were very strong; the red and green together gave 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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subjective yellow, which, added to the real yellow, produced 
a resultant tint very close to that of Ds (helium). 

The tube is of ordinary soft glass, about 2 metres long with 
a bore of 5 mm., bent as shown in fig. 1. The wall of 

Fig. 1. 

the tube is blown out into a thin-walled bulb at the bends 
as shown, so that clear vision 1s obtained through the central 
portion; this portion is used ‘‘ end-on’’ for observing and 
photographing the spectra. The electrodes are cylindric ‘all 
in form, and are made of sheet aluminium of about the 
thickness of writing-paper. They fit snugly within the 
cylindrical bulbs, being supported by the walls, and the 
sealing-in wire is twisted with a short stri ip of aluminium, 
which forms a continuation of the cylinder. . This strip is 
about 5mm. wide and 2 em. long. sin should lie along the 
axis of the bulb. It is on this strip that the width of the 
Crookes dark-space is observed and the degree of vacuum 
judged, As all data regarding pressure in the present paper 
will be given in terms of the dark-space, it will be advan- 
tageous in repeating or extending the work to operate with 
electrodes of this shape. The bulbs were 25 em. in dia- 
meter and 12 cm. long. 

Hydrogen is supplied to the tube either from an electro- 
lytic generator throngh a long and very fine capillary, no 
drying-tube being ised, with the pump withdrawing the 
gas continuously at the other end, or through a palladium 
tube. The first method is preferable for an exionde study 
of the lines of the Balmer series, as the suppression of the 
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secon lary spectrum in the central portion of the tube 
requires the presence of traces of water-vapour, The proper 
diameter and length of the capillary can be found best 
by trial. lta short piece of tube about 4 mim. in diameter 
is melted down at the centre until the walls almost join, and 
then quickly drawn out to a length of 80 cm., i& will be of 
the right order of magnitude. ‘Havi ing about the thickness 
and flexibility of a horse- hatr, it can be inserted between the 
tube and generator by means of sealing-wax. <A better 
plin, perhaps, is to draw the tube out to a length of, say, 

-1°5 metres, and starting with the full length, gradually 
reduce it until the proper dimension is found. 

The current is supplied from a small 25,000 volt trans- 
former, operated by a 60-cycle 110-volt current, as much as 
30 amperes being fed to the primary on some occasions. 

In joining the generator to the tube by the capillary 
“all-glass”? seals are preferable, as sealing- -wax is apt to 
liberate traces of vapour which introduce the cyanogen 
bands, The generator (see fig. 1) is tee with a dilute 
solution of phospho: US pentoxide, and is kept permanently 
connected with a 12-volt storage battery, which is auto- 
matically cut out when the liquid falls below the electrode. 
When starting the apparatus for the first time, the current 

should be turned into the generator before the liquid rises 
too near the top. If it continues to rise, a higher voltage 
must be applied. As soon as one is sure that the hydrogen 
ean be supplied more rapidly than it flows out through the 
capillary, the battery can be disconnected until the liquid 
has risen quite up to the small tube at the top; in this way 
the air in the generator is most rapidly removed. It is well 
to begin with a capillary which will give a Crookes dark- 
space of about 5 mm., with the stop-cock to the pump wide 
open; by partially closine the cock a narrower dark-space 
can be held continuously. 

It is best to aim the tube very carefully at the spectroscope 
before joining it to the pump. It should be at a distance 
of at least 3 metres from the slit, for reasons given in the 
earlier paper, and is bestaimed by mounting a small tungsten 
automobile lamp in front of the collimating lens, opening 
the slit wide and bringing the end-on portion of the tube 
into the line of the emergent beam, the final exact aim being 
secured by looking through the tube at the illuminated slit. 

In operating the tube, a small direct-vision prism is in 
constant use for observing the central portion and deter- 
mining the spectroscopic character of the light. 

In actual work it is preferable to have the tube opened 
302 
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out to a greater extent than shown in fig. 1, so that the 
central part and the ends can be examine | separ: ately through 
the prism. 
We will now take up the very Se phenomena which 

occur with this type of tube, beginning with the relation of 
the Balmer series to the secondary spectrum. 

Suppression of the Secondary Spectrum. 

When the tube is first started the central portion usually 
shows the Balmer lines, the secondary spectrum, and a trace 
of the nitrogen bands. It should be operated with a heavy 
current (say 0°2 amp.), which will heat it to a temperature 
of perhaps 300°. ['resh moist hydrogen is flowing in at one 
end and out at the other, and the Crookes dark-space is two 
or three millimetres wide. 

With continued operation it will be found that the seeond- 
ary spectrum gradually disappears from the central portion 
of the tube, though it remains bright at the ends. It may 
not be possible to banish it entirely if sealing-wax is em 
ployed for the capillary seals, as the presence of on 
monoxide appears to be favourable to the pages brnce of the 
secondary spectrum in the entire tube. 

If the tube is new, it may be several days before the 
central portion re eadnes what I have called the black stage. 
In this condition the colour is a fiery purple, and only the 
first four Balmer lines are seen with the direct-vis on prism, 
the region between being quite black. If the tube is viewed 
thi ‘ough a green colour filter which cuts off the Balmer 
lines completely, the discharge is almost invisible. That it 
can be seen atall results from the circumstance that there is 
still a trace of the secondary spectrum. Photometric measure- 
ments showed that the intensity of be secondary spectrum 
along the central portion was about =, of the value at the 

oO 

ends. This was determined by Fonicinne the intensity at 

the ends with a calibrated nentral-tint wedge until it 
matched the intensity at the centre, a green ‘filter being 
used of course. 

At one stage of the proceedings the mercury lines usually 
appear, but they openually vanish. In leaving the tube 
over-night, the stop-cock between the tube and the pump is 
closed, and the tube gradually fills with bydrogen, the 
generator eventually going out of action of its own accord. 

When the tube has. ‘finally reached the black stage, which 
in my Opinion means that all hydrocarbon vapours have 
been carried off and the inner walls well cleaned, we stop the 
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heavy current and put a lamp bank in series with the pri- 
-mary of the transformer ; we shall now find a very curious 
relation between the spectroscopic phenomena and the 
strength of the current. 

Starting with only one lamp in the circuit, the direct- 
vision prism shows that the secondary spectrum alone « appears 
in the entire tube, with perhaps a trace of H, and Hg in the 
central part. 

On gradually adding lamps we find that the Balmer series 
brightens tremendously with each increment of current. 

The secondary spectrum in the central part of the tube, 
though it may brighten a littie with the first small incre- 
ments of current, presently begins to weaken with each 
additional lamp, ev entually reaching a minimum intensity 
for a certain current value in the primary of the transformer 
(38 amps. in the present case). Further increase of the 
current brightens the secondary, though the intensity of 
the Balmer lines is now so great that the secondary can be 
seen only by employing the green screen. 

The relations between the Fears of the secondar y and 
Balmer series spectra and the current strength are roughly 
indicated in fig. 2. The general character of the secondary 

Amperes (7 Treashoraner Prinsiy 

spectrum in the visible regions does not vary much with the 
current strength or pamitions of the tube. 

Between the 4th hydrogen line and the head of the series 
there is a very marked change in the secondar y spectrum as 
the current increases. 

As I staéed in the earlier paper, the limit to the number of 
lines of the Balmer series which can be photographed depends 
upon the extent to which the 2nd spectrum and the continuous 
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background can be suppressed. Tig. 1, Pl. X XI. shows the 
series lines 9 to 20 inclusive, the upper spectrum taken with 
a current of 20 amps. in the transformer, the lower witha 
current of 1 amp. The latter shows the series only as far 
as the 13th line, and nothing would be gained by longer 
exposure on account of the continuous background: the 
positions of the strongest lines of the 2nd spectrum are 
indicated by dots placed below the spectrum. These lines 
have all been identified with the lines measured by Watson 
and others. With the heavy current seven more Balmer 
lines are brought out (the 14th widened and intensified by 
the 8704 mercury line which lies very close to it on the long 
»r side). The secondary s spectrum lines have become rela- 
tively weak, but a host of other lines have dev eloped, which 
have not been previously observed, so far as I can find. 

The distinction between this new spectrum and the 2nd 
spectrum is better shown on Pl. XXII. Spectra “ce” were 
taken with the tube approaching the ‘ white aa (dry 
hydrogen), which will be referred to more fully presently. 
In this condition the 2nd spectrum is very strong and the 
Balmer series weak. Spectra “a” were taken with the tube 
in the black stage with a heavy current, and spectra “b” 
aS a weak current. The new spectrum is seen in the 

spectra, in which the secondary spectrum is almost 
Seeaele absent: the broad group of lines between the 
9th and 10th hydrogen lines should enable one to identify it 
at once if it has been found under other circumstances 
It is now apparent that it is this new spectrum and not the 
secondary spectrum that masks the further extension of 
the Balmer series. Nearly midway between the 4th and 5th 
hydrogen lines, a little to ‘the right of the Hg line, is a close 
triplet. (often very strong), PI. XXII. upper spectrum og: 
with wave- -lenoths 4050°48, 4050°78, and 4051°54. Of ee 
the first two are of equal intensity, while the third is much 
fainter. On one plate only the first line appears. I have 
been unable to find these lines in any of the tables of wave- 
lengths given by Kayser, and am very anxious to have them 
identified, as they may furnish a valuable clue to what is 
taking place in the tube. They appear only on plates made 
when the tube shows the Balmer lines at great intensity, 
.¢. they seem to belong to, or at least to appear with, what 
I have called the new spectrum, which develops only with 
heavy currents. 

The spectrograms were made, for the most part, in the 3rd 
order spectrum of a large plane grating used in connexion 
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with a collimating lens and a Cooke photographic objective 
of one-metre Spend ; 

The wave-lengths of the lines of the Balmer series from 
Hy) to Hy, were determined from measurements made of a 
plate taken of the Sth order spectrum, with an iron com- 
parison spectrum. They are given in the following table 
together with the values given by Dyson and Evershed for 
the solar hydrogen lines :— 

Hyd. Wood. Dyson. Evershed (mean). 

LOM aes 3750°26 315027 

ere ee 873447 8734-53 
EA Be eran se 372208 372206 3721:°98 

Scns eee 3712-06 —12°12 —12:13 

Hae attest 310395 —(4 —(04:01 

INS) poudesoacoon 369726 3697°29 —97*28 

Gaeta est 369160  ~° —91°70 —-91°70 

iL (eee saa 3686'95 —8&7 — 86°96 

ne ennnte ae Galen 3682°84 —82'90 — 82°94 

HO eaves dich 3679'39 —79°50 —719'52 

ZO onsets 0676'58 —76'54 —T76°51 

In ny earlier paper I reported the 20th line as recorded. 
Unfortunately the plate from which the old measurements 
were made was destroyed by an accident, and I now feel 
very doubtful about its appearance, for all of the more 
recent plates show three lines of the new. spectrum spaced 
thus Hf, and the position of the 20th line comes midway 
between the close pair. If present it would scarcely be 
resolved from the neighbouring close lines, and its detection, 
if much fainter than these lines, would be difficult or impos- 
sible. In the table I have given, however, the wave-length 
of the point midway between the two lines as being that of 
the 20th line. 

Oxygen lines are always present in the spectrum when the 
Balmer series is most extensively developed, the most con- 
spicuous ones being just below the 5th hydrogen line, and 
just above the 16th (Pl. XXII. spectra “a’’). 

In regard to the decrement of ‘comet of the lines of the 
Balmer series, as I showed in the earlier paper, the rate of 
change varies as we pass down the series. The intensity 
of the 6th line is about 6 that of H,, the 14th line —1_ of 
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In the case of the Abul the 14th line has an intensity olf 

about J, that of Ha. 
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The Secondary Spectrum “ Flash.” 

This is one of the most interesting of the phenomena 
shown by the long hydrogen tube. It is shown at its best 
by bringing the tube to- the black stage with a current of 
say 20 amps. in the primary of the transformer, Viewed 
t! hrough the green filter, the central portion of the tube now 
appears very dark. If now we open the switch, stopping 
the discharge, we find that on closing it again there is a 
bright flash of very brief duration (observing with the green 
filter). In other words, the secondary spectr um is very 
strong at the moment nen the discharge starts, but fades 
away ina small fraction of a second. The phenomenon can 
be repeated as rapidly as we can open and close the switch, 
and if we do this very rapidly the tube is much brighter 
(with green filter) ee if the switch is kept permanently 
closed. The phenomenon appears only when water-vapour 
is present. The duration of the flash was determined by 
photographing the tube end-on through a yellew screen on a 
revolving photographic plate, which gave a series of short 
dashes on a cirenlar are. With 2 amps. in tlie transformer 
the flash was found to last for five half ey cles of the current 
that is the first five dashes were visible after closing the 
switch: the image was too faint to record itself “alter 
the flash was over. With 8 amps. the duration was three 
hilf cycles, and with 20 amps. one half cycle, with a very 
faint image of the second. 

With hydrogen at a higher pressure (1 mm. dark-space), 
the duration of the flash was greater, as many as 10 iaint 
dashes having been recorded with a 20-amp. current. 

The spectrum of ie flash was photographed in the 3rd 
order spectrum to see whether any peculiarities came out. 
This was very ee accom) lished by arranging a small 
spring switch which was closed for a small fraction of a 
second by the handle of the Gaede pump. With an exposure 
of two hoursand a half the integrated effect of 20,000 flashes 
was recorded. 

With 3 amps. in the transformer (on closed switch) the 
spectrum of the flash was much under-exposed, and nothing 
of interest was apparent in the photograph, except that the 
Balmer lines were much weaker in comparison with the 2nd 
spectrum, than in the case of continuous operation with the 
same current strength. The flashes were white in colour 
and only H, and H; could be seen with the prism. Con- 
tinuous operation with the same current showed H, and H; 
at great intensity. This shows that on closing the circuit 
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the secondary spectrum appears first with the Balmer series 
very weak, but that, in a small fraction of a second, the 2nd 
spectrum fades out and the Balmer series brightens. | With 
no resistance in circuit with the transformer, which resulted. 
in a current of over 50 amps., the flashes were fiery purple 
in colour and the spectrum was practically feral with 
that obtained with a continuous exposure with only 1 amp. 
in the transformer (Pl. XXII. spectra b); there was no trace 
of the new spectrum, or the group of three jines at 4050, 
ick always appeared with continuous operation of the, 
transformer with currents of 3 3 amps. or more. ‘This is of 
importance as showing that the emission centres responsible 
for the new spectrum and the lines at 4050 require treme for 
their development. 

This at fir-t appeared to be a clue to a method of still 
further extending the Balmer series, but a close inspection 
of the plate revealed the presence of a continuous back- 
ground of about the same relative intensity as on the plate 
made with I amp. of current acting continuously. 

It seemed possible, however, that some gain might be 
made by employing a high- potential direct current, for 
the periods of rest between the half-cycles of the alternating 
current might very possibly allow the gas to partially 
recover the condition necessary for the appearance of the 
ay spectrum, as occurred completely when the switch 

s opened and closed rapidly by hand. 
"To test this point a battery Hee high-potential dynamos 

ceiving 10,000 volts was substituted for the transformer. 
No difference in the general appearance of the discharge 
could be detected either with the green filter or the direct- 
vision prism. “This was to be ‘expected, perhaps, as in 
the earlier work it was found that a very short inter- 
ruption of the current, with the tube in the black stage 
does not renew the ‘‘ flash,” the tube remaining dim atter 
the interruption. 

Suppression of the Balmer Series and the Whaiie Stage. 

All of the effects described thus far are obtained with 
hydrogen containing water-vapour, delivered by a capillary 
tube 1n direct communication with the electrolytic generator. 
If a palladium tube is used to supply pure dry ‘hydrogen 
to the discharge tube, no change is noticeable for the first 
few hours of operation, even “if the tube is repeatedly 
exhausted to a non- conducting vacuum and freshly charged 
with hydrogen. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that 
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the glass is charged with water-vapour, which is only slowly 
driven off. After some time, however, the secondary 
spectrum makes its appearance in the central portion of 
the tube, and the mercury lines are very likely to appear 
as well. 

The technique which I now employ to bring the tube 
to the white stage is an improvement on that used in 
the earlier work. As soon as the secondary spectrum has 
developed at the centre to an intensity nly equal to that 
which it has at the ends, I allow the tube to run for about 
an hour anda half with 20 amps. in the transformer, 
without pumping (With the palladium tube we operate 
with the stop-cock to the pump closed, of co:rse.) The 
Crookes ue is kept at about 5 mm. during this 
operation by lighting the hydrogen flame which plays on 
the Pd tube for a few seconds from time to time. This 
may not be negessary, but the pressure is apt to fall in the 
tube, and if the green fluorescence stage 1s reached the tube 
is sure to puncture. At the end of the run the luminosity 
of the tube is usually much less than at the start. This is a 
good sign. We now stop the discharge and exhaust to 
a high vacuum. Fresh hydrogen is now admitted until 
the dark-space has shrank to 1mm. This will require the 
flame on the palladium tube for a minute or more. The 
switch may be closed for an instant irom time to time 
to note the condition, but it must not be kept closed until 
the pressure is right; at the proper pressure the tube will 
appear filled with striee. If the tube is ready to go into the 
white stage these striae will be in rapid motion, usually 
crowding ‘towards certain spots in the tube. Watching the 
discharge at the centre through the direct-vision prism, we 
fix our attention on Hg. If it fades gradually but does not 
disappear, we must stop the discharge and immediately 
exhaust the tube, otherwise Hg will begin to brighten 
again (Hg reaches its minimum intensity in fifteen or 
twenty -seconds after starting the discharge). We now 
admit fresh hydrogen to 1 mm. dark-space, and again 
turn on the current, watching Hg, as before. This time 
it may sink in intensity to the level of the lines of the 
secondary spectrum ; and on repeating the exhanstion Ke 
refilling, it will probably disappear entirely, while H, 
so much reduced that it appears of a dull brick-red alegre ; 
I have never succeeded in getting H, to disappear entirely. 

‘It is more than likely, however, that the white stage will 
not come at the first attempt. If the colour remains a 
vermilion-pink after the second filling with hydrogen, the 
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dark-space must be reduced to 5 mm. again and the tube 
operated for another hour or two. Blue-white strata in 
rapid motion (with a vacuum of 1 mm. dark-space) are 
a sure sign that we are very near the white stage. A 
strong vermilion colour shows that the tube requires further 
treatment. It may take several days to bring the tube into 
proper condition, especially if it is a new one. 

Atter the ne las reached the white stage, with H, 
practically invisible, it may be exhausted to a 5 mm. dark- 
space and operated at this pressure with a moderate current, 
say 5 amperes, in the transformer. After running for some 
time, Hg will appear again and gradually increase in 
intensity. It can be banisied again by introducing fresh 
hydrogen at 1 mm. dark-space and running the tube for 
half a ‘minute or so as before. 
A brief summary of the treatment for bringing the white 

stage follows :— 
(a) Operate tube with heavy current and Pd hydroge n 

for six hours, exhausting and refilling to 5 mm. 
dark-space every twenty ‘minutes. Current stopped 
during exhaustion. A ten-second application of the 
hydrogen flame (Kipp generator and fine-pointed 
capillary burner) to the Pd tube is usually sufficient 
to introduce sufficient gas. 

(b) Operate tube continuously with same hydrogen for 
2 hours, admitting fresh gas from time to time if 
dark-space widens much. 

(c) Stop current, exhaust, and refill to 1 mm, dark-space 
If tube is red at the start and does not change to white 
in fifteen or twenty seconds, repeat process c. If the 
tube still remains red after twenty seconds, and Hg 
shows no tendency to fade, repeat operation 0. 

(7) If Hg fades appreciably, ao or three repetitions of 
operation ¢ will ae wipe if out, and may 
even reduce H, a brick-red colour (the white 
stage par ee 

I have ‘usually found that this condition seldom oceurs 
until the tube has been operated for several hours at the 
white stage, repeating operation ¢ from time to time as 
the pink colour returns. Ib is important in this treatment to 
stop the current each time at the moment when Hg seems 
to have reached its minimum intensity, exhaust immediately, 
and refill to 1 mm. dark-space (hydrogen flame for a minute 
or two). 

I have given rather explicit directions for producing the 
white stage, for the reason that a tube cleaned out by this 
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process exhibits unique spectra when exhausted and charged 
with other gases. If we introduce a little aye nitrogen or 
air, sufficient to give a dark-space of say 2 mm., we obtain 
a discharge of a very pure golden-ye low colour, which 
resembles in colour the discharge in pul helium. Spectr G- 
grams show that what is commonly known as the second 
positive spectrum (violet and ultra-violet bands) has almost 
completely disappeared, while the first positive spectrum, 
consisting of strong bands in the red, yellow, and green, 
appears at great intensity. It is this peculiarity that. gives 
the discharge its unique brilliancy and colour ; the red and 
green are in the Ere proportion to produce the sensation 
of subjective yellow, to which is added the sensation pro- 
duced by the real 5 vellow. This remarkable yellow discharge 
usually appears when a small crack. develops in one of the 
bulbs. The colour is absolutely different from the pr urple- 
yellow discharge which oecurs if a jieak develops in an 
ordinary vacuum tube. The visible spectrum of the tube in 
the white stage is the same as that of an ordinary hydrogen 
tube, except for the omission of the Balmer lines. In my 
eariler communication I drew attention to what appeared to 
to be a pair of lines in the ultra-violet between H, and Ha, 
Ww hich appeared only when the tube was in the white siage. 
The only photographs of this region available at the time “of 
writing the paper were made w ith a small quartz: spectro- 
graph. 

- Spectrograms made with the grating show that we are in 
reality de aling with a very complicated group of lines, which 
at two points are closely bunched tovether, giving the 
appearance of lines under low dispersion. 

This group is shown on Pl. XXI. fig. 2, the group 
being marked with a -~. 

Hy, and Ho appear at the extreme ends of the spectrum. 
The two upper spectra (a and 6) show the spectrum Just 
before the white stage is reached, with the secondary spec- 
trum very strong ; snectr um ¢ the white stage, with Ely and 
Hs absent, and the new group, which we may call the 
X group, strongly developed ; spectrum d, taken a few 
minutes Jater, vith the X group much weakened and the 
Biimer lines reappearing. Tig. 3 shows the X group Cn 
coincidence with the iron’ spectrum) more highly enlarged, 
the position of He being indicated by a black mark. 

L can find no mention of this group of lines in the litera- 
ture of the spectroscope, and as it is of great importance to 
ascertain its origin, In connexion with any theory of what 
goes on in the tube when the white stage arrives, I hope 
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that someone will be able to show that. they have been 
obtained under other conditions. 

The wave-lengths are given in the following table, referred 
to International iron standards (Bul letin of Bureau of Stan- 
dards) :—— 

4108-00 po Al22; 03 4139-60 faint. 

—08'96 == 22:68 4-95 faint. 

—10 65 23:07 4934) ~ not | 

ibs — 26°26 EEL gate —42°5 ae | strong 

—12°4 —27°86 AO \ isolated 

128 28-07 43-50 | See 
—13°5 hazy. —28°86 | — 44°30 J 

—14-08 —29°7 — 46 CO 

—14:46 —00°49 49-40 

—15-40 | —-31-03 faint. —5107 

—15°75 } — 31-25 52-63 
16-22 | —31-88 53-00 
—17'46 3260 —54i°70 

—17'83 —32°89 —00 6d 

—19-07 39°88 —56'55 Hyd. 2nd. Spect. 

-—19°46 —3418 —57'15 

—834'90 —b7'73 

—20°21 30°97 —58'75 

-—20°58 —36'40 faint. —59°40 

—21-36 — 37°53 —59°85 

The white stage is undoubtedly associated with the com- 
plete or nearly complete removal of adsorbed water-vapour 
from the glass. The X group of lines disappears as soon as 
the slightest trace of water-vapour is liberated from the 
glass, which always happens sooner or later with continued 
operation of the tube. When operated in the extreme white 
stage, which is marked by the reduction of H, to a brick-red 
oy lame of very low luminosity, the tube is rapidly darkened, 
oy at the angles, by a reduction of silicon on the 
walls, the bulbs blown for the emergence of the lght 
een quite opaque after a time. On this account it is 
a good plan to have the bulbs on short extensions (2 ems.) 
of the “ end-on’ tube, bringing the current in through side 
tubes ; this keeps the windows clean. 

If a condenser, consisting of three or four medium-sized 
leyden-jars 1s placed in parallel with the circuit, when the 
tube is in the white stage, the X group is weakened or dis- 
appears entirely from the spectrum and the lines of silicon 
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appear. Pl. XX. fig. 4, shows two strong silicon lines near 
the middle of the X gronp. 

This circumstance makes me think that the X group may 
be the characteristic spectrum of an unstable compound of 
siliconand hydrogen. There appears to be additional evidence 
in favour of this hypothesis, for it was found that if the 
centre of the tube was packed with cotton soaked with 
liquid air, the X group disappeared. 

With the tube in the black stage, local cooling of the 
central portion with liquid air did not produce any appre- 
ciable change, the purple colour remaining as before. This 
surprised me somewhat, as Merton has found that the 
immersion of his tube in liquid air produced a white dis- 
charge immediately. The conditions were not precisely the 
sume, however, in the two cases. 

If no liquid-air trap is included between the tube and the 
pump, the mereury spectrum usually cevelops to a greater 
or less degree at certain stages of the operation of the tube. 
This sometimes happens when the tube is in the white stage, 
the hydrogen spe ectrum disappearing entirely; the colour 
changes from white to blue-white and the prism shows only 
the yellow, green, blue, and violet mercury lines. Jf the 
spectrum 1s photographed in this condition it is found that 

the X group of lines is quite as strong as before the appear- 
ance of the mercury, although the alee violet hydrogen 
lines in the vicu nity have disappeared entirely, “further 
evidence in favour of the hypothesis that the nee are not 
due to hydrogen. 

Tt is a little dificult to see how the operation of the tube 
with a heavy current can bring on the white stage and then 
destroy it, which is what invariably happens for the anit 
stage never appears for the first time until the current has 
been on for fifteen or twenty seconds. Once produced, how- 
ever, we may stop the current, exhaust, admit fresh hydrogen 
through the Pd tube, and have the white stage as once on 
closing the switch. 

Egjects of a Condenser. 

With the tube in the white stage, showing no trace of 
the Balmer lines, or only a very faint trace of H,, if a econ- 
denser is placed in parallel with the circuit, the Balmer 
lines at cence appear, and the colour of the tube changes to 
salmon-pink. 

Current measurements showed that the introduction of the 
condenser caused an enormous increase in the total current (its 
integrated value) quite apart from any considerations of time. 
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For example, with 20 amperes in the primary of the 
transformer, a milliammeter (hot wire) showed that 25 
milliamperes were flowing in the tube. If two small jars 
were placed in parallel with the tube, the current rose at 
once to 500 milliamperes, and a rotating mirror showed, 
instead of the broad flares of light, corresponding to the 
alternating potential, a large number of instantaneous dis- 
charges, closely packed together, thirty or more to each 
half cyele. The addition of more jars reduced the number 
of these, the integrated current values increasing all the 
times, until with LO jars only one instantaneous discharge 
occurred for each half cycle, and the integrated current 
strength was 1°5 amperes ‘The integrated intensity of the 
light emitted by the tube did not increase, however, to any 
appreciable extent; with the tube in the white stage it 
actually decreased in fact. 

The condenser stores up energy as the potential rises from 
the commencement of tke half cycle until the terminal 
potential on the tube reaches a value sufficient to cause a 
discharge, the condenser emptying itself through the tube ; 
this process is repeated over and over again during the period 
of the half cycle, the hydrogen never becoming sufficiently 

5 

conducting to put the condenser out of action. 
In the case where the capacity of the condenser is such 

that only one discharge occurs for each half cycle, calculation 
shows that the instantaneous value of the current in the tube 
is in the neighbourhood of three thousand amperes *. 

With argon in the tube the behaviour is quite different. 
With a capacity of seven leyden-jars the discharge is deep 

violet in colour, a weli-known characteristic of argon. With 
the gas at a pressure sufficient to give a Crookes dark space 
of 3 mm. and with a capacity of three small jars the 
rotating mirror showed a most curious phenomenon. The 
initial discharge of each half-cycle of the transformer was 
instantaneous and of a deep violet colour, Following this 
was a continuous “ wing ” of light, similar in appearance to 
the discharge without a condenser and of a light red colour. 
This appears to indicate that the initial discharge of large 
current density (which gives the violet flash) increases the 
conductivity of the argon to such a degree that the current 
from the transformer passes freely through it without 
charging the condenser, in other words the condenser is 
thrown out of action. 

* My own estimate of the order of magnitude of the current wes 
confirmed by calculations made for me by Prof. G. W. Pierce, of 
Harvard University. 
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In both helium and argon, without a condenser the appear- 
‘ance of the discharge in “the rotating mirror differed from 
that observed in the case of hydrogen. With the latter 
oas, the broad bands of hght were furrowed by sinuous dark 
lines (the dark spaces between the strie) which may be ~ 

ww? ( tre,t 

roughly indicated thus AA (| = LM ie wavy form 

ewve ea , a 

indicates that the striee oscillate slightly to and fro during 
tlie halt cycle. 

With argon and helium, however, we frequently have 
broad bands of light thickly speckled with small bright 
patches arranged apparently ina perfectly irregular manner. 
ue less current we observe in the mirror a large number 

striated discharges very close together, possibly BY or 100 
in each half cy cle. The strie are not exactly “* in step; ~ 
consequently when the discharges occur so rapidly that the 
mirror no longer resolves them, instead of having wavy lines 
(as with hydrogen) we have an irregular speckled appearance. 
This phenomenon will be further investigated < und reported 
in a subsequent paper. 

Argon and helium are the only two g gases which, up to the 
present time, have been obs-rved to give discontinuous dis- 
charges in ‘the absence of a condenser. With a <uiewsle 
capacity we may have an initial discharge of a violet colour 
(non-striated) followed by a large nu mber of pink or light 
red partial discharges, (striated) easily separated by the 
mirror. These phencmena can all be seen in a mirror held 
in the fingers and waggled rapidly up and down. 

With a large capacity (12 jars) the initial discharge 1s 
white and the follow ing partial discharges light red. An 
initial discharge of characteristic colour always heads the 
discharge of each half cycle, showing that the gas recevers 
its normal condition during the brief pericd of repose 
between the half cycles. 

Summary and Conclusions. 

In a tube of great length, containing hydrogen with a 
suitable trace of water-vapour, the cc ntre of tie tube exhibits 
ie Balmer series, with the secondary spectrum reduced to 
gs of its usual intensity, The ends of the tube (to a 
distance of about 40 ems. from the electrode bulbs ) show the 
secondary spectrum strongly developed in addition to the 
Balmer series. ‘The phenomena ave of the same nature with 
a continuous current of high potential as with the alternating 
current from the transformer, 7. ¢., the secondary Byers 
develops at both the anode and cathode. I have no explana- 
tion of these peculiarities to offer. With the tabe in this 
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condition, the central portion shows a bright, flash of the 
secondary spectrum, on cleats the switch ; the duration of 
this flash is of the order of =, sec. : on opening the switch 
the gas recovers its initial Gondition in about + sec,, and 
shows the “ flash” again on closing the switch. 

The secondary spectrum is attributed to molecular hydro- 
gen by recent investigators (Merton, Stark, and others). 
The first rush of the current appears to break down the 
molecular-hydrogen with the emission of the flash, leaving 
only atomic hydrogen in the centre of the tube (which 
gives the Balmer lines). On stopping the current, molecular 
hydrogen appears to be re-formed in about } sec. This 
break-down, however, appears to require the presence of a 
trace of water-vapour. A very weak current, the secondary 
spectrum is fairly strong al the centre of the tube, with the 
Balmer lines weak or absent. Increase of current strength 
weakens the secondary spectrum which passes through a 
minimum of intensity as the current becomes stronger: the 
Balmer lines increase steadily in intensity as the current is 
augmented. 

This can perhaps be explained as due to the fact that 
molecular hydrogen is re-formed as rapidly as it is broken 
down into atomic hydrogen, in the case of a Leeble exciting 
current. As the current strength increases the proportion of 
atomic hydrogen becomes oreater, the secondary spectrum 
weakens, and the Balmer lines become stronger. This, 
however, does not go on indefinitely, for presently, with 
further increase of current, the secondary spectrum begins 
to brighten and both spectra increase in intensity at about 
the same rate. About the only comment that can be made 
in regard to this circumstance is that apparently the 
percentage of molecular hydrogen cannot be reduced below a 
certain minimum value. 

With dry hydrogen and a tube thoroughly freed from 
water-vapour. the Balmer lines disappear entirely from the 
entire tube (with the exception of a very faint trace of H,). 
In this stage a strong group of lines appears in the ultra- 
violet between the 4th and 5th Balmer lines. The origin of 
these lines has not been determined. . 

With the tube in this, the white stage, operation with 
condenser discharges gives a red discharge which shows the 
Balmer lines strongly developed. This indicates that 
momentary currents of several thousand amperes are able to 
break up the molecular hydroyven even in the absence ot 
water-vapour. 

Thave been aided in this investigation by a grant from the 
Rumford fund of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 42. No, 251. Nov. 1921. 3D 
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LXXAIT. The Production of Radiation and Tonization by 
Electron Bombardment in Pure and in Impure Helium. 
By FRANK Horton and ANN CATHERINE DAVIEs * 

Introduction. 

N the Proceedings of the Royal Society for 1919 
(A, vol. xev. p. 408) the authors have given an account. 

of an investigation of the effects of electron collisions with 
helium atoms. It is there shown that in pure helium an 
electron having energy corresponding to 20:4 volts is able to 
produce radiation from a helium atom on collision with it, 
and that when the energy of the impacting electron has 
been increased to 25°6 volts it is able to Heme: the gas. 
These results have been confirmed by the work of Franck 
and Knipping t, of K. T. Compton t, and of Goucher §. 
Franck and Knipping gave the values 20°5+ 0°25 volts for 
the minimum energy required to produce radiation, and 
25°4+0°25 volts for that required to produce ionization; in 
addition, they interpreted their results as indicating the 
existence of a second radiation point 0°8 volt higher than 
the one already mentioned, in agreement with the difference 
to be expected from the existence of the two serial systems 
in the helium spectrum. 

In a recent paper |; Horton and Bailey have shown that 
the presence of a slight trace of impurity in helium enables 
ionization to be detected at about 21 volts, and they found 
photographically that the ionization they detected below the 
ionization potential difference for normal helium was not 
ionization of the helium itself, but ionization of the impurity 
present. That such a result might be expected had been 
pointed out by Bohr, for the ionization of all likely im- 
purities occurs below 20°5 volts, so that the tr equency of the 
helium radiation is sufficiently high to lonize any Impurities 
likely to be present in the gas. 

Both Compton and Goucker, however, in the papers referred 
to, record the detection of ionization as well as of radiation at 
about 20°4 volts. Goucher attributes this ionization to the 
presence of impurity, probably hydrogen, but Compton 
accounts for it as a cumulative effect resulting from electron 
impacts on helium atoms which have already absorbed 

* Communicated hy the Authors. 

+ J. Franck and P. Knipping, Phys. Zeits. xx. p. 481 (1919). 
{ K.T. Compton, Phil. Mag. x1. p. 553 (1920). 

. § F.S. Goucher, Proc. Phys. Soc. xxxili. p. 18 (1920). 
| F. Horton and D. Bailey, Phil. Mag. xl. p. 440 (1920). 
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20-4 volts energy, and he states that it cannot be explained 
by the presence of a small trace of impurity. Compton’s 
method was devised for distinguishing between an effect due 
entirely to radiation and one due to both radiation and 
ionization. It is essentially a modification of Lenard’s 
method of obtaining the minimum energy required for the 
ionization of a gas. The collecting electrode used by 
Compton was in the form of a cylindrical box, one end of 
which was covered with platinum gauze, and the opposite 
end by a sheet of platinum foil. This electrode was so 
mounted in the ionizition chamber that either the gauze 
end, or the foil end, could be turned to face the source of 
electrons. This was a glowing tungsten filament situated on 
the further side of a platinum grid which was in the usual 
position between the filament and the collecting electrode. 
The electric fields were arranged in the ordinary way for 
Lenard’s method of experimenting, but observations of the 
current to the collecting electrode were made first with 
the foil-covered end facing the filament, and then with the 
gauze-covered end facing the filament. The ratio, R, of the 
currents measured in the two cases determines the propor- 
tions of the observed effect which are due to gas ionization 
and to photoelectrically active radiation. Hor pure ionization 
R should equal unity, whereas for pure radiation R should 
be equal to the ratio of the outside areas of the collecting 
electrode exposed to the radiation in the two cases. This 
latter ratio was calculated by Compton on the assumption 
that it was equal to the ratio of the area of the closed end of 
the collecting electrode to the area covered by the wires 
of the gauze end. It is on a knowledge of this latter ratio 
that the interpretation of the results depends. The value 
found by calculation was checked by an experimental deter- 
mination by measuring the photoelectric currents in the two 
positions of the collecting electrode, using a mercury are 
outside the apparatus as a source of radiation. he value of 
the ratio obtained experimentally agreed with that calculated 
from geometrical considerations. 

In investigating the nature of the effects produced in 
helium at different pressures by electrons with energies 
between 20 and 25 volts, Compton found that only at low 
ressures did the observed value of the ratio R approximate 

to that of the preliminary determination of its value for a 
pure radiation. The value observed was less than the value 
calculated for pure radiation, and the deviation from this 
value became greater as the pressure of gas was increased. 
Compton therefore concluded that the effect beginning at 

3 D2 
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about 20 volts is not the production of radiation only, but 
that ionization of the gas also occurs, and becomes of 
increasing importance as the gas pressure is increased. He 
attributes this ionization to the impacts of electrons with 
atoms which have absorbed radiant energy of the resonance 
radiation from neighbouring atoms. Now it must be observed 
that if the process of the handing on of resonance radiation 
from atom to atom of the gas occurs (and experiments to be 
described in the present paper show that this phenomenon 
does take place), it of necessity means that the area of the 
collecting electrode at which a photoelectric effect can take 
place is considerably greater when this radiation is being 
produced inside the apparatus, than when one end only of 
the collecting electrode is being exposed to the radiation 
from the mercury are. This means that the value of the 
ratio R obtained from the experiment with the mercury are, 
or from the geometrical calculation, 1s not applicable to the 
case when resonance radiation is produced from the helium 
atoms. It is easily seen that the production of this radiation 
involves a decrease in the value of R, but without further 
evidence it is not possible to decide whether R should vary 
with the gas pressure for a pure radiation effect. 

Compton’s conclusion that his results which were obtained 
with helium containing a trace of neon cannot be due to the 
presence of impurities is also open to criticism. The expe- 
riments of Horton and Bailey have shown that the ionization 
of an impurity by helium radiation may be considerable even 
when the amount of the impurity present is so small as 
to produce no measurable effect as the result of collisions 
between its atoms and electrons. Moreover, ionization of a 
trace of impurity by the helium radiation would lead to a 
variation in the value of R with variation of the gas pressure 
similar to that observed by Compton, if the amount of the 
impurity present increased as the pressure of the helium was 
raised, as if would do in the case of neon present in the 
helium used. The amount of ionization of impurity produced 
by a given quantity of helium radiation will become greater 
as the small amount of impurity present increases, and, since 
the ionization of this impurity involves the loss of a corre- 
sponding amount of radiation available for photoelectric 
action, the ratio R must decrease as the gas pressure in- 
creases. Jor these and for other reasons the authors cannot 
regard these experiments of Compton as affording conclusive 
proof of the ionization of helium by electrons with less 
than 25 volts energy, as the result of impacts on abnormal 
atoms. 
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In a second paper by Franck and Knipping *, these authors 
record results which are particularly interesting on account 
of their bearing on the newer theories of the structure of the 
normal heliumatom. Bohr originally supposed that the two 
electrons in the normal atom revolved in the same orbit 
about the nucleus, and he calculated what energy should be 
required to remove one of these electrons, 2. e. to ionize the 
normal atom. Bohr’s calculated value of the energy required 
for ionization was found to be higher than that determined 
experimentally, and it was concluded in consequence that his 
model of the normal helium atom was incorrect. The expe- 
rimentally determined values of the energies required for 
the production of radiation and of ionization in helium, 
correspond to light vibrations in the extreme ultra-violet 
region, so that the radiations which, according to Bohr’s 
theory, would correspond to transitions between any other 
orbit and the normal orbit, all lie in this region. An expla- 
nation of the known serial systems of the helium spectrum 
was first obtained by Landé+, who succeeded in arriving at 
the general sequence of the lines of these series by taking 
into consideration the mutual disturbance of the electron 
orbits. He attributes the principal series to the orbit into 
which one of the electrons is removed at the radiation 
potential difference, and explains the existence of two in- 
dependent serial systems in the helium spectrum by the 
existence of two independent sets of outer orbits. One of 
these sets of outer orbits is coplanar with the orbit of the 
undisturbed electron, while the plane of the second set of 
orbits makes an angle with this plane. The two sets are 
Known as the “coplanar”? and the “crossed” systems 
respectively. Corresponding to the two principal series in 
helium there are, on this view, two radiation potential differ- 
ences, at one of which an electron from the normal atom is 
removed to the first outer orbit of the coplanar system, and 
at the other of which it is removed to the first outer orbit of 
the crossed system. The difference between the two radiation 
voltages should therefore be equal to the difference between 
the voltages connected by the quantum relation with the 
limiting frequencies of the two principal series of helium 
lines. These voltages are 4°78 volts and 3:98 volts re- 
spectively, so that the interval between the two radiation 
points should be 0°8 volt. Franck and Knipping in their 
earlier paper described experiments to show that two radiation 
voltages differing by this amount existed. According to 

* J, Franck and P. Knipping, Zeits. f. Phys. i. p. 820 (1920), 
Tt A. Landé, Phys. Zeits. xx. p. 228 (1919). 
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Lande’s calculations, it is the doublet system of spectrum 
lines (7.e. the lines of the helium series) which correspond 
to the coplanar system of orbits, and the single line (or 
parhelium) series which correspond to the crossed system of 
orbits. It has been pointed ont by Franck and Knipping 
that the interval between the first radiation potential dif- 
ference (20°4 volts) and the ionization potential difference 
(taking for this the value 25-2 volts) is equal to 4°8 volts, 
which agrees well with the energy 4°78 volts corresponding 
to the limit of the helium principal series, Thus this series 1s 
associated with the orbit into which the electron is displaced 
by the absorption of 20:4 volts energy, and, as has been said 
above, this series corresponds to the coplanar system of 
orbits. Therefore the abnormal atom resulting from the 
absorption of 20°4 volts energy is of the coplanar type, while 
the atom resulting from the absorption of 21-2 volts energy 
is of the crossed type. The selection principle of Bohr, 
extended by Sommerfeld and Rubinowitz*, indicates that 
transitions between orbits of the two systems are not possible, 
and the fact that the helium spectrum shows no lines which 
are combination lines of the helium and parhelium series, 
atfords confirmation of this. 

Landé supposes that in the normal state of the helium 
atom the two electrons revolve about the nucleus in coplanar 
orbits, the direction of revolution being the same for both 
electrons, and the orbit of the outer electron being that 
corresponding to the term (1, s) of the sharp series. The 
value of the energy required for ionization of the atom, 
calculated from this theory, is however not in agreement 
with the value determined experimentally, so that Landé’s 
model of the normal helinm atom may be rejected for the 
same reason as Bohr’s. More recently ‘Franck and Reiche t 
have proposed a model of the helium atom in which the 
normal orbit of the outer ee is identified with that 
correspondiny to the term (1, 8) of the sharp series of the 
crossed system. They point ae that if this model is the 
correct one, helium which has once been converted into 
the coplanar condition cannot, in accordance with the 
selection principle, revert to the crossed condition, so that 
the abnormal atoms produced by collisions with electrons 
having 20°4 volts energy cannot return to the normal 
condition thereby emitting radiation. They describe the 
condition of the helium atom in the coplanar state to which 
it is changed by this absorption of energy as “ metastable.” 

* See A. Sommerfeld, ‘Atombau und Spektrallinien.’ 
t+ J. Franck and O. Reiche, Zeits. f. Phys. 1. p. 154 (1920). 
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The chief importance of Franck and Knipping’s later paper 
lies in the fact that their conclusions afford a confirmation of 
Franck and Reiche’s view that in the normal state of the 
helium atom the two electron orbits are crossed. Their curves 
show a first marked bend for pure helium at 21:2 volts, 
while, with the impure gas, marked bends occur at both 
20°4 volts and 21-2 volts. These results are interpreted as 
shoving that the detection of radiation at 20:4 volts depends 
upon the presence in the helium of a small amount of 
impurity. At 20°4 volts an inelastic collision is supposed to 
occur, by which the outer electron of the normal helium 
atom is removed to the first outer orbit coplanar with the 
orbit of the inner electron (the transition being rendered pos- 
sible because the strong electric fields generated momentarily 
modify the limitations of the selection principle), and the 
absence of a marked bend in the curves at 20°4 volts in pure 
helium is taken to indicate-that the abnormal atoms so pro- 
duced do not revert to the normal condition. As has been 
pointed out, it is not possible, in accordance with the selection 
principle of Bohr, Sommerfeld and Rubinowitz, for reversible 
transitions to occur between the crossed and the coplanar 
systems of orbits, so that the absence of radiation at 
20°4 volts in pure helium would confirm the view that in the 
normal atom the orbit of the outer electron is not of the 
‘same system as that to which it is removed by the absorption 
of 20°4 volts energy, anl that the orbits are therefore crossed 
in the normal atom. 

The detection of a sharp bend at 20-4 volts in the curves 
of Franck and Knipping in impure gas is explained by them 
on the view that in the metastable coplanar condition the 
constitution of helium resembles that of the alkali metals, 
and that, like them, it is capable of forming halogen com- 
pounds and an oxide. In the presence of impurity the 
metastable helium atoms enter into short-lived combinations 
with impurity atoms and, by the formation of these compounds, 
external disturbances, sufficient to modify the limitations 
of the selection principle, are generated and the coplanar 
helium atoms revert to the normal state with an emission of 
radiation. 

Franck and Reiche’s model of the normal helium atom 
has recently been criticised by Kemble* on the grounds 
that their identification of thé normal orbit of the outer 
electron with the (1, S) orbit of the sharp series of crossed 
helium does not lead to quite the correct energy for the 
normal helium atom, and that it is not in accord with the 

* K. Kemble, Phil. Mag. xlii. p. 128 (1921). 
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observations of Fricke and Lyman™* on the extreme ultra- 
violet spectrum of helium. 

The experiments to be described in this paper have yielded 
results which are not in entire agreement with the con- 
clusions of Franck and Knipping, and further reference to 
their work will be made. It is sufficient to mention here 
that there does not seem to the authors to be any justification 
for the assumption that the bends in their curves at 20-4 volts 
and 21°2 volts are due to the measurement of radiation 
currents rather than ienization currents, and in view of the 
results. recorded in this paper it seems probable that the 
detection of a bend at 20°4 volts in impure helium while no 
marked bend is obtained in the pure gas until 21°2 volts is 
reached, is due to the fact that in ‘she former (casaime 
20°4 volts radiation ionized the impurity, and led to the 
detection of a large ionization current, while in the latter 
case the detection of the radiation depended upon the photo- 
electric effect it could produce on the collecting electrode, 
which effect may have been too small to be e asily measurable 
with the galvanometer used. Reasons are given in the course 
of the present paper for the view that in both cases the 
bend at 21:2 volts denotes an increase of ionization. 

As in the ex ee described in our earlier paper 
we undoubtedly obtained radiation at 20°4 volts in helium, 
which, from the precautions taken, must have been quite as 
pure as that used by Franck and ‘Knipping, we determined 
to reinvestigate the phenomenon, looking carefully for a 
second radiation-point near to the first one, and in addition 
to investigate the magnitude of cumulative effects. In our 
earlier research the experiments to test for ionization were 
all performed with a view to detecting it as a direct result of 
a single electron impact, and the production of ionization as 
a result of cumulative effects was not investigated. The new 
experiments have confirmed our original conclusion that 
radiation is pene Peet in pure helium by the impact of elec- 
trons with 20°4 volts energy. They have also verified the 
conclusion of Franck and Knipping that there is a second 
radiation point at 21°2 volts, and have further shown that 
both types of radiation can be absorbed by normal helium 
atoms and re-emitted, so that when radiation is produced in 
helium it is handed on trom atom to atom throughout a 
volume of the gas. The possibility of the occurrence of 
this effect was first drawn attention to by Richardson and 
Bazzonit, but we believe that it is demonstrated here for 

* H. Fricke and T. Lyman, Phil. Mag. xli. p. 814 (1921). 
+ O. W. Richardson and C. B. Bazzoni, ‘ Nature,’ xeviii. p. 5 (1916). 
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the first time. It has also been found that, with pressures 
much higher than those at which tests were made in our 
earlier paper, ionization of helium can be detected before the 
normal ionization voltage is reached, but this is shown to be 
mainly due to the ionizing action of the 21:2 volts radiation 
upon helium atoms which are in an abnormal state owing to 
the absorption of 20-4 volts energy, rather than to electron 
impacts upon such atoms, although evidence that this latter 
effect happens to a small extent has also been obtained. 

Description of the Apparatus. 

A diagrammatic view of the apparatus used is given in 
fig.1. It consists of two vertical glass tubes joined together 
by a short horizontal tabe. The wider tube (3°5 cm. in 
diameter) will be referred to as the main tube, and the 
narrower one will be referred to as the side tube. At the 
lower end of the main tube there is a tungsten filament F, 
which, when heated electrically, serves as a source of elec- 
trons. This filament (which we shall call the lower filament) 
is about 2 mm. below the centre of the circular piece of fine 
platinum gauze D which forms the base of a cylindrical box - 
of platinum gauze which just fits the inside of the glass tube. 
The cylindrical side of this box completely covers the end of 
the opening to the side tube as indicated in the figure. C is 
another circular piece of platinum gauze placed 5 mm. above 
the top of the sides of the cylindrical box, and 5 mm. above 
C and parallel to it is a third gauze B, which is stretched 
across the lower end of an aluminium tube H, lined on the 
inside with thin platinum foil. Concentrically within the 
cylinder E a circular platinum plate A is suspended. This 
acts as the collecting electrode and can he raised or lowered 
within the cylinder over a range of several centimetres by 
means of the windlass shown (T). The fine platinum wire 
supporting the plate A passes through, and makes contact 
with, a small platinum ring at R, which is connected to the 
electrode N, and thus to the sensitive electrometer used to 
measure the currents. The top of the platinum-covered 
cylinder is partially closed by a circular platinum plate 
which has a central hole to permit the passage of the 
supporting wire. 

The side tube contains a tungsten filament H (which will 
be referred to as the side filament), situated 2 mm. above 
the circular platinum gauze K, which has cylindrical sides of 
thin platinum foil welded round its edge as indicated in the 
figure. The platinum gauze L just fits the side tube and is 
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1 cm. below K and parallel to it. M is another platinum 
gauze which completely covers the entrance to the main 
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tube. The short glass tube (5 mm. long) connecting the 
main and the side tubes, is approximately circular in cross 
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section and 2°2 cm. in diameter. The lower end of the side 
tube forms one limb of a glass U-tube containing carbon 
which can be cooled in liquid air, and through which the 
helium gas is admitted to the apparatus. An opening nearer 
the top of the main tube leads through a second carbon 
purifying tube to the pumps and pressure-gauge, and to a 
long vertical tube some 4 cm. wide containing mercury the 
level of which can be adjusted so as to vary the pressure of 
the gas in the apparatus. Mercury vapour was prevented 
from passing over into the essential parts of the apparatus by 
means of a U-tube on the pump side of a wide-bore stop- 
eovck, which was only opened when the U-tube was cooled in 
liquid air or in solid batbon dioxide. All the precautions 
described in our earlier paper were again taken to prevent 
the evolution of gas from the metal and glass parts of the 
apparatns during the experiments, and the ‘ baking-out”’ 
treatment was continued for more than a week before 
ex1eriments were begun. 

In order to be sure that the helium used in the experiments 
did not contain hydrogen, copper spirals coated with oxide 
were electrically heated to about 500° C. in the gas for some 
900 hours. This process was performed by maintaining an 
excess of electrolytic oxygen in the gas and by replacing 
each spiral when it burned through. The helium was then 
purified from excess of oxygen and from other g gases by 
standing for several hours over charcoal cooled in liquid alr. 
It was stored in a glass globe from which it could be allowed 
to pass into the apparatus by opening two stop-cocks, one 
at each end of a fine capillary tube. The gas passed very 
slowly through this tube and entered the apparatus wt) thie 
bottom of the side tube, through the U-tube containing 
carbon cooled in liquid air. In most of the experiments the 
pure helium was. steadily streaming through the ionization 
tubes during the observations, so that the pressure rose slowly ; 
but, with an nina pressure oO 0-3 mm. or more, the increase 
of pressure during the course of a single experiment was 
not important owing to the large volume included in the 
pumps «&e. 

The apparatus represented in fig. 1 was designed so that 
radiation pro luced in the space between the gauzes K and LL 
by the bombardment of helium atoms by electrons from 
the side filament could not illuminate the platinum-coyered 
evlinder E, either directly or by reflexion from the glass or 
metal parts of the apparatus. This precaution was very 
necessary, since the apparatus was to be used to test whether 
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radiation produced in this space could be absorbed by helium 
atoms and re-emitted, and thus passed on into the main tube 
by resonance. 

For convenience in describing the experiments, the 
differences of potential maintained between adjacent elec- 
trodes will be referred to as Vo, V3, &c., as indicated in the 
figure, but the numerical values of V,, given in the paper, 
are “not the actual potential differences applied from the 
battery but the energies, measured in volts, with which the 
electrons from the filament F pass through the gauze D. 
Similarly the numerical values of V; are the energies which 
electrons from the side filament attain at the level of the 
gauze K; that is to say, the numerical values of V, and of 
V; are the “corrected ” values of the respective accelerating 
potential differences. The corrections used in the ‘ expe- 
riments recorded in this paper were obtained by finding, in 
connexion with each set of observations, the point at which 
ionization occurred by electron impacts on normal helium 
atoms, a point which was usually sharply marked and un- 
m'stakable. For this purpose 25:2 volts was assumed to be 
the most probable value of the ionizing voltage for normal 
heliam atoms. This is the value obtained by adding 4°8 volts 
(the voltage connected by the quantum relation with the 
limit of the helium principal series) to our experimentally 
determined value of the first radiation point, viz. 20-4 volts. 
We regard this mean value of the minimum radiation voltage 
as being more exactly determined in our earlier research 
than the value 25:6 there given for the minimum lonization 
voltage in helium. 

The existence of two fundamental radiation voltages. 

With the experimental arrangement used by Franck and 
Knipping in their second paper on the excitation potentials 
of helium, it is not possible to dis stinguish between a current 
which is ne to the photoelectric action of radiation on the 
collecting electrode and one which is due to ionization of 
the gas. In order to be able to do this, we ayain used 
the method—based on that originally due to Davis and 
Goucher *—described in the account of our first experiments 
with helium. In investigating the existence of the two 
radiation voltages, the lower filament only was employed as 
a source of electrons, and two arrangements of the electric 
fields in the main tube were used in different experiments. In 
the first of these, the electrons were accelerated from the lower 

* B. Davis and F. 8. Goucher, Phys. Rey. x. p. 101 (1917). 
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filament, Ff, to the gauze D by means of a potential difference 
which could be increased or decreased in steps of a tenth of 
avolt. After passing through the gauze D, the electrons 
traversed the space DC without acquiring any extra energy, 
for D and C were maintained at the same potential (V,=0). 
Between the gauzes C and B the electrons encountered an 
opposing potential difference, V3, sufficiently great to prevent 
any of them from reaching B. Between B and A a potential 
difference, V,, was applied, a little greater than that between 
C and B and in the reverse direction, thereby preventing any 
positive ions originating below the gauze B from reaching 
the collecting electrode. Thus both the original electrons 
and any positive ions they may have produced were pre- 
vented from reaching A, and a current could only be 
detected when radiation was produced which acted photo- 
electrically on B and W causing electrons to travel to A, and 
the electrometer to indicate a negative current. An example 
of a curve obtained from a series of observations of the 
variation of the measured current with increase of the 
yotential difference accelerating the electrons, with the fields if & , 
arranged in this manner, is given in fig. 2. Following the 
custom of earlier papers, we shall refer to curves obtained in 
this way as Ri curves, since they show the currents due to 
radiation only. The curve indicates that radiation begins at 
20-4 volts, and that at 21:2 volts an increased supply of 
radiation is produced. ‘This series of observations was taken 
with liquid air surrounding both the carbon tubes and with a 
slow stream of helium passing through the apparatus. The 
result confirms the conclusion of our earlier experiments 
that, in pure helium, radiation is produced at a minimum 
electron energy of 20°4 volts, and shows in addition the 
existence of another critical radiation point 0°8 volt higher, 
as predicted from spectroscopic considerations. 

In the second method employed for the investigation of 
the existence of the second critical point and of the effects 
occurring there, the potential difference V, was such as would 
cause photoelectrons to pass to the collecting electrode as 
in the first method, but the magnitude of this field was very 
much smaller than in the experiment just described, so as 
not to prevent positive ions, preduced by ionization of the 
gas, from reaching the collecting electrode. Thus in this 
method the photoelectric effect of the radiation would give a 
negative current, while ionization would result in a positive 
current being measured. A further difference was that in 
the employment of this method V. was 0°2 volt applied in 
the direction to cause positive ions to drift towards the 

a Pane — 2 
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collecting electrode. Fig. 3 affords an example of the type 
of curve obtained oe observations of the variation of 
the measured current with increasing accelerating potential 
difference by this method. Such curves will be referred to 

Fig. 2. Reeurve. Fig. 3. (1—R) curves. Fig.4. (I1—R) curve. 
Pure helium, Pure helium, Impure helium, 
y=0°054 mm. p=0'576 mm. p=0°608 mm. 
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as (I—R) curves, since with the arrangement of fields used 
ionization tends to give a positive current, while the photo- 
electric effect of radiation tends to give a negative current. 
It may be seen from the curve that a gradually increasing 
negative current begins at 20°4 volts, indicating the pro- 
duction of radiation at that point, while at 21:2 volts a sharp 
reversal of the current takes place, and a few tenths of a 
volt later the current has a relatively large positive value, 
indicating that ionization has begun. 

For comparison with the curve of fig. 3, obtained with 
pure helium at an average pressure of 0° “576 mm. , a similar 
series of observations was taken when the helians wae eee 
taminated with a small amount of impurity by shutting off 
the stream of gas and by lowering the liquid-air vessels so 
that the carbon in the purifying “tubes was not completely 
covered by liquid air. The results of this series of obser- 
vations are shown in fig. 4, from which it will be seen that 
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the 20-4 volts point is, in these circumstances, indicated by 
the beginning of an increasing positive current, denoting the 
occurrence of ionization, while the 21:2 volts point is not 
distinguishable owing to the steepness of the slope of the 
curve. ‘The detection of ionization at 20-4 volts in impure 
helium while only radiation is detectable at this vollage in 
the pure gas is in agreement with the experiments of Horton 
and Bailey already referred to. 

The curve of fig. 3 shows that the negative current 
detected between 20°4 volts and 21:2 volts is much smaller 
than the positive current which is detected as soon as 
21:2 volts is passed. The relative smallness of the current 
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between 20°4 volts and 21:2 volts is also illustrated by 
the curve of fig. 5, which was obtained with the final field 
V, reversed in direction so that radiation and ionization both 
gave positive currents, the arrangement thus resembling that 
used by Franck and Knipping. Pure helium was streaming 
through the apparatus, and the average pressure during the 
observations was 0°50 mm. ‘he first clearly marked bend 
in the curve is at 21:2 volts—four volts before the ionization 
bend which is also shown. The small positive current 
measured at 19°5 volts is due to the collection of positive 
ions produced by the bombardment of the gauze © by the 

2 
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electron stream, an effect which has been fully investigated 
in an earlier paper*. It will be seen that the measured 
current increases slightly between 20°6 volts and 21:2 volts, 
which is the effect of the 20°4 volts radiation. 

These experiments therefore show that in pure helium 
radiation is produced at 20-4 volts, and that a second type of 
radiation is produced at 21:2 volts. In addition ionization 
is produced at 21:2 volts. which, in the case of the higher 
gas pressures now used, is considerably in excess of the 
photoelectric current due to radiation. Hvidence is given 
later in the paper that this ionization is a cumulative effect, 
and that it arises from the action of the 21:2 volts radiation 
upon helium atoms which are in an abnormal condition 
owing to the absorption of 20°4 volts energy. 

The absorption and re-emission of the two types of 
Radiation, 

Compton considered the ionization which he detected be- 
tween 20-2 volts and 25°5 volts to be due to the cumulative 
effects of an absorption of radiation and a direct electron 
impact. Actual multiple electron collisions with helium 
atoms would occur only very rarely, except under very 
special conditions ; but, if a normal helium atom is capable of 
absorbing and subsequently re-emitting the radiation from 
an atom which has been iaaaiated to the radia ting condition 
by actual collision with an electron having the requisite 
minimum energy, this radiation may ke handed on from 
atom to atom, ‘and the possibility of collisions occurring 
between abnormal! atoms and electrons should be increased 
thereby. Compton considers that his experiments show that, 
even at low pressures and with moderate intensities of 
electron emission, a sufacient number of such collisions occur 
to give an appreciable ionization current. 

In putting this explanation of the origin of the ionization 
to the test, the truth of the assumption | with regard to the 
absorption and subsequent re-emission of the radiation result- 
ing from 20-4 volt electron collisions was investigated by 
direct experiment. Electrons from thé side filament, H, were 
accelerated towards the gauze K by means of a potential 
difference which could be-varied by tenths of a volt. 
Between the gauzes K and IL. the electrons encountered an 
opposing potential difference, V,, greater by 4 volts than 
that which accelerated them, and so they were prevented 
from reaching the gauze L. Between L and M a potential 
difference V; was applied so as to prevent positive ions 
from reaching M. ‘Thus the original electrons and any 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A xcv. p. 408 (1919). 
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positive ions to which they gave rise were prevented from 
passing into the main tube and consequently from reaching 
the electrometer. The lower filament was not used in these 
experiments, and the arrangement of the electric fields V; 
and V, was similar to that employed in the method of 
obtaining an R curve already described. Radiation produced 
by direct electron collisions with helium atoms in the side 
tube cannot illuminate the electrodes A or B in the main 
tube so as to give a photoelectric current, and the design of 
the apparatus makes it exceedingly unlikely that anything 
but a negligible amount of radiation could be reflected so as 
to reach these electrodes. Any electrons liberated photo- 
electrically from the under side of the gauze L were pre- 
vented from reaching the electrometer by the fields Vx, Vo, 
and V3, which were all arranged to oppose them. In these 
experiments, the detection of a photoelectric current by the 

Fig, 6.—R curve. 

Pure helium, p=0'180 mm. 

Current = 

electrometer can therefore only mean that radiation, pro- 
duced by electron impacts with helium atoms in the upper 
part of the side tube, is being handed on from atom to atom 
into the main tube. The curve in fig. 6 shows the results 
obtained by observing the current to the electrometer tor 
different values of the voltage V;. It will be seen from the 
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curve that an increasing negative current which begins at 
20-4 volts was measured, and that this current began to 
increase at a more rapid rate after 21:2 volts. This proves 
that the radiation which results from 20°4 volts electron 
impacts on helium atoms js a true resonance radiation and 
that it is absorbed and re-emitted and so passed on from 
atom to atom, and that the same is also true of the radiation 
which results from 21°2 volts electron collisions. 

It should be mentioned that a much higher filament tem- 
perature was needed to measure radiation currents of a 
given magnitude when the side filament was the source of 
electrons, than was needed to obtain currents of the same 
magnitude when the electron stream from the lower filament 
was used, as in the case of the experiment recorded in the 
curve of fig. 2. This was to be expected since the radiation 
cannot directly reach the cylinder E in the former case, but 
has to be passed on from atom to atom over a much longer 
distance. Moreover, for a given electron emission from the 
side filament, the radiation current obtained in a series of 
observations such as that illustrated in fig. 6 varies greatly 
with the pressure of helium present in the apparatus. With 
very low pressures, this current increases at first with 
increase of pressure, but a stage is soon reached when 
further increase of pressure results In a reduction in the 
measured current, showing that less radiation is reaching 
the platinum cylinder. Such a result presents no difficulty 
of interpretation if the 21:2 volts radiation ionizes abnormal 
helium atoms produced by the 20°4 volts electrons. 

In a recent theoretical paper, Kemble*, in discussing the 
theory of Franck and Reiche that the normal condition of 
the helium atom is identical with the unit quantum sharp 
series state of the crossed orbit system (shown by Landé to 
correspond to the single-line series), puts forward the sug- 
gestion that an atom which, as the result of a collision with 
an electron having 20-4 volts energy, has been changed to 
the coplanar condition, can only revert to the normal con- 
dition when by some external means the limitations of the 
selection principle are modified by the temporary introduction 
of other stationary states, the reversion being accompanied 
by the emission of radiation in at least two quanta. It is 
unlikely that radiation emitted in this way could be absorbed 
and re-emitted by normal helium atoms, and such radiation 
would therefore be incapable of being passed on from atom 
to atom. The results of the experiments described in this 
section are thus not in agreement with Kemble’s suggestion. 

* Loe. cit. 
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The ionization of abnormal helium atoms by electron 
bombardment. 

This was tested by causing a considerable number of 
abnormal helium atoms to be produced in the main tube by 
the absorption of radiation produced in the side tube, and 
then investigating the effect of bombarding these abnormal 
atoms by electrons from the lower filament having velocities 
below 20:4 volts. For this purpose the side filament was 
made very hot so as to produce a copious supply of radiation. 
The arrangement of the electric fields in the main tube was 
that used in obtaining an (I—R) curve, i.e. the potential 
difference V, was such as to cause ionion to give a 
positive current, and the photoelectric action of radiation to 
give a negative Current. In the absence of bombarding 
electrons from the lower filament, a negative current was 
measured as a resuit of the handing-on of radiation produced 
originally by the electron impacts with helium atoms in the 
side tube. The extent to which ionization results from the 
electron impacts with abnormal atoms was indicated by 
the extent to which this negative current was reduced when 
the lower filament supplied bombarding electrons, allowance 
being made for the collection of positive ions liberated by 
the electron bombardment of the platinum gauzes in the 
main tube. In order to eliminate any possible spurious 
effects connected with change of temperature of the filaments, 
both filaments were maintained at constant temperatures 
throughout these observations, and the potential differences 
V, and V;, which control the velocities of the two electron 
streams, were alone varied. The following are examples of 
the results obtained :— 

Pressure of helium 0°326 mm. 

Electron emission from lower filament (V,=20 volts) 6°010~-® ampere. 

Electron emission from side filament (V,=20 voits) 10°6x10-* ampere. 

1G Tar: re BV: 

Current (10~*? amp.) Current (10—'? amp.) Algebraic sum Observed current 

due to the activity of due to the activity of of currents (107!? amp.) when both 
the side filament only. | the lower filament only. | (1071? amp.) filaments were active. 

V,=30 volts. V,=0. |V;=14 volts.| V, (volts), | ™4.and Il. |v —30 volts.| V, (volts). 

—5'14 + 0-492 142 = 4-65 -449 | 142 
5:39 Pans 15: oon “3.06 | 166 
—5'89 + 581 yal --0.08 067) emt 
— 6:00 +12:00 185 +6:00 +674 | 189 
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The positive currents recorded in column II. of the table 
arise from the bombardment of the gauze C by the electron 
stream from the lower filament which was maintained at a 
white heat so as to give a copious supply of electrons. It 
will be noticed that the magnitude of this positive current 
rises rapidly with the velocity of the electron stream, so that 
if electrons lose energy by ionizing helium atoms they will 
produce a smaller positive current on impact with the gauze 
electrode. Thus the fact that the currents measured when 
both filaments were active (column LV.) had either smaller 
negative values, or larger positive values, than the corre- 
sponding currents in column Ee as evidence that the electron 
stream was producing ionization in the gas when this was 
exposed to the radiation from the side filament. The small- 
ness of the difference between the numbers in columns III. 
and LV. is, however, evidence that the amount of ionization 
produced in this way is very slight, for although the 
ionization of helium atoms which have absorbed radiation 
causes a reduction in the positive current from electron 
bombardment of the platinum, which tends to compensate | 
for the production of helium positive ions, it must be noticed 
that it results also in a reduction of the photoelectric current 
(negative) due to radiation, for abnormal atoms which were 
about to radiate are now ionized. 

The energy required to ionize a helium atom which has 
absorbed energy equivalent to 20°4 volts is (25°2—20-4=) 
4-8 volts. Attempts to show that the beginning of ionization 
of abnormal helium atoms in the main tube (produced by 
radiation from the side tube) by the impacts of electrons 
from the lower filament occurred when V, was equal to 
4-8 volts were, however, unsatisfactory. 

The experiments described in this section may be said to 
indicate that, under conditions such as those employed and 
for pressures of helium up to 1'5 mm. (the highest pressure 
used), the effects of electron impacts upon helium atoms 
which have already absorbed energy can account for only 
avery small proportion of the ionization of itelium pro- 
duced below the normal ionizing potential difference. 

The ionization of abnormal helium atoms by the 21:2 volts 
radiation. 

In view of the fact that in the curve of figure 3 the second 
critical point was marked by the commencement of a con- 
siderable ionization current, the effect of allowing radiation, 
produced by electrons ean the side filament, o pass ee 
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the main tube at the same time that the lower filament 
maintained a supply of electrons with energies between 
20°4 volts and 21:2 volts, was investigated with the (I—R) 
arrangement of the electric fields used in the test just 
described. As in that experiment, both filaments were 
maintained at constant temperatures throughout, and the 
presence or absence of radiation from the side tube was 

Fie. 7. (1—R) curves. 

Pure helium, p=0°590 mm. 
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controlled by altering the accelerating potential difference 
V;. The curves in fioure 7 illustrate the results obtained. 
The curve drawn with a continuous line gives the variation 

of the measured current as the energy of the electrons 

emitted by the lower filament was increased in steps of one- 

tenth of a volt by increasing the potential difference V, the 
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electrons from the side filament meanwhile not giving rise 
to any helium radiation. ‘This curve is similar to that already 
given in figure 3. The curve drawn with a dotted line shows 
the effect of the same variation in V,; when the electrons 
from the side filament have sufficient energy to cause a 
considerable amount of 21°2 volts radiation to be passed 
round into the main tube, while the Jower filament is 
supplying electrons with energies corresponding, at any 
point on the curve, to the value of V, marked along the 
-AXI1S. 

From the continuous curve it may be seen that, in the 
absence of radiation from the side filament, a small negative 
current begins at 20°4 volts, and that at 21:2 volts a relatively 
large amount of ionization sets in. Trom the dotted curve 
it is seen that, in the presence of helium radiation from the 
side tube, a negative current due to photoelectric action of 
the radiation 1s measured when YV, is less than 20°4 volts. 
When, however, V,; is increased beyond 20-4 volts, this 
neg ative current begins to decrease, and a few tenths of a 
volt later gives place toa large positive current. ‘Thus, in 
this case, Sentealore sets in W hen V,is equal to 20°4 volte 
whereas, in the absence of radiation from the side tube, it 
nee not do so until V, is equal to 21:2 volts, as shown in the 
other curve. The only factor which is different in the main 
tube in the two cases is that, in the circumstances of thie 
continuous curve, there is no 21 2 volts radiation present 
until the point marked X on the curve is reached, while, in 
the circumstances of the dotted curve, 21:2 volts radiation, 
originating in the side tube, is present in the main tube all 
the time. The fact that ionization sets in (or at least a 
marked increase of ionization occurs) at a simaller value of 
the energy of the electrons from the lower filament in the 
dotted curve, than in the continuous curve, proves this 
ionization to be caused by tl:e 21:2 volts Sag eehec. Further, 
the fact that the bend in the dotted curve occurs when the 
energy of the electrons from the lower filament reaches 
20°4 volts, indicates that at this point something is produced 
which is also concerned in the production of the ionization. 

In this «xperiment the temperature of the lower filament 
was considerably less than it was in the experiment to test 
for the occurrence of ionization as a result of direct electron 
impacts on abnormal atoms (the electron emission being only 
about 0°01 of what it was in that experiment), and it can 
be seen from the two curves that the photoelectric effect of 
radiation’ produced by electrons from the lower filament is 
very much smaller than the photoelectric effect of the 
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radiation passed round from the side tube *. It is difficult 
to conceive how such a small increase of radiation as is 
caused by increasing the energy of the electrons from the 
lower filament to 20°4 volts, could produce ionization to 
the extent indicated by the rise in the dotted curve after this 
point, so that it seems probable that it is the abnormal atoms 
resulting from 20:4 volts electron impacts which are involved 
in the production of ionization and not the 20°4 volts radia- 
tion itself. If the abnormal atoms produced as a result of 
the 20-4 volts electron impacts revert to the normal condition 
less readily than the abnormal atoms produced as a result of 
21-2 volts electron impacts, it is reasonable to suppose that 
the ratio of the number of helium atoms in the main tube 
which are in the abnormal condition at any instant, to the 
number returning to the normal condition and emitting 
radiation, is considerably greater in the case of the 20-4 volts 
radiation from the lower filament, than it is in the case of 
the radiation passed round from the side filament, because 
this latter includes 21:2 volts radiation as well as 20-4 volts 
radiation, and may, in fact, with the value of V; used, consist 
almost entirely of 21:2 volts radiation. Thus it is possible 
that of the number of 20:4 volts abnormal atoms present in 
the main tube in this experiment, when V, has values between 
204 volts and 21°2 volts, the greater proportion originates 
from the collisions of the electrons from the lower filament 
with helium atoms. If such is the case, the number of atoms 
ionizable by helium radiation must be considerably increased 
when the energy of the electrons from the lower filament 
reaches 20°4 volts, and the increase of ionization indicated 
by the bend at this point in the dotted curve is thus 
explained. Our experiments therefore tend to support the 
view that the 20°4 volts abnormal atoms do not revert to 
the normal condition so readily as the 21:2 volts abnormal 
atoms. and that the increase of ionization indicated by the 
bends in the two curves is due to the ionization of 20-4 volts 
abnormal atoms by the 21:2 volts radiation. A special 
experiment was made to investigate the extent to which the 
20'4 volts radiation was able to ionize helium atoms which 
had absorbed 20°4 volts energy and which had not yet 
returned to the normal condition. This experiment indicated 
that the effect did occur to a slight extent, but the amount 
of ionization so produced was very small compared with 
that produced when 20-4 volts abnormal helium atoms were 
exposed to 21°2 volts radiation. 

* It must be observed that in the figure the current scale is different 
for the two curves. 
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From the experiments described in this, and in the pre- 
ceding section, it follows that much more ionization of 
helium results from the action of its radiation upon abnormal 
helium atoms, than from electron collisions with these 
abnormal atoms. 

In connexion with the explanation just offered, of the 
ionization detected for values of V, less than 25:2 volts, it 
must be mentioned that in the case of the continuous curve 
of figure 7, when V, was increased to 25:2 volts and beyond, 
the beginning of the occurrence of ionization as a primary 
effect of electron impacts with helium atoms was indicated by 
a decrease in the measured positive current. This is shown in 
the continuation of the curve on the right-hand side of the 
figure. The current continued to decrease with increasing 
values of V, for several volts, but subsequently gave place to 
an increasing positive current. When direct ionization by 
collision sets in, there is a decrease in the number of 
20°4 volts and 21:2 volts collisions which occur, and though 
there is an increase of positive current due to the direct 
ionization, this is probably partially compensated by a 
reduction in the positive current due to the ionization of 
20-4 volts abnormal atoms by 21:2 volts radiation. More- 
over, some of the 21°2 volts radiation which was previously 
used up in ionizing 20°4 volts abnormal atoms, may, by the 
reduction in the number of these abnormal atoms, be avail- 
able for photoelectric action on the electrodes. Such pheto- 
electric action would result, in the circumstances of the 
curve, in an increase of negative current or in a reduction of | 
positive current. Thus, when the ionization point is reached, 
the relative extent to which the above three effects occur 
determines the character of the bend in the curve at this 
point. The downward bend of the curve at 25-2 volts in 
figure? is presumably due to the fact that the reduction in 
the amount of indirect ionization, and the increase in the 
photoelectric current, more than eqrnrev lence? the direct 
ionization produced. An increasing positive current is 
obtained on further increasing V, because eventually the 
number of 25-2 volts collisions pr adam inates over the number 
of 20°4 volts and 21:2 volts collisions. That an increase of 
photoelectric current dees sometimes occur at the ionization 
point was shown by certain radiation (2) curves, obtained 
with a fairly high pressure of helium, in which a marked 
increase of negative current took place at this point. 
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Direct test of the influence of impurity in producing radiation 
from 20:4 volts electron collisions. 

Franck and Knipping state that their experiments show 
that in pure helium no bend occurs in the current-potential 
difference curve until the electron energy reaches 21°2 volts, 
while in impure helium a marked bend in the curve occurs 
when the electron energy is only 20-4 volts. Our experi- 
ments, though they do not confirm the conclusions of Franck 
and Knipping, show that the bend which we obtain at 
20°4 volts is much more strongly marked in the presence of 
impurity than it is in pure helium, a fact which we explain 
as being due to the ionization of the impurity by the 
20°4 volts radiation. According to Franck and Reiche, and 
to Franck and Knipping, the absence of a marked bend at 
20:4 volts in their pure helium curves is due to the fact that 
the outer electron of the helium atom, which, as a result of a 
collision with an electron having 20-4 volts energy, is 
removed to an orbit coplanar with that of the inner electron, 
cannot revert directly to the normal condition and emit 
radiation. Indirect methods by means of which the return 
of the electron to the normal condition can be brought about 
are the following :— | 

1. By the ionization of the metastable atoms and sub- 

sequent recombination. 

2. By the metastable atoms forming short-lived chemical 
compounds, the formation of which generates electric 
fields of sufficient magnitude to affect the limitations 
of the selection principle. 

The second of these indirect methods is supposed to occur 
to a considerable extent in the presence of impurity, but in 
pure helium the only combination possible is the formation 
of He, molecules, and, according to Franek and Knipping, 
only weak electric fields would be generated by this combi 
nation, so that the reversion of coplanar atoms to the normal 
condition would not occur. The experiments of these 
writers, and those already described by us, have shown that 
the first indirect method of reversion to the normal con- 
dition, given above, does not occur to any extent as the 
result of electron impacts on 20:4 volts abnormal atoms. 

In pure helium, bombarded by electrons with energies 
intermediate to 20°4 volts and 21-2 volts, there must there- 
fore be, on the view of the writers mentioned above, an 
accumulation either of metastable atoms or of He, molecules. 
The admission of a little impurity to an accumulation of 
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metastable atoms should result in the reversion of these 
abnormal atoms to the normal state with the emission of 
radiation, which would ionize the impurity and act photo- 
electrically on the electrodes, giving a current which it 
should be possible to detect. Whether it is thought that the 
admission of impurity to an accumulation of He, molecules 
would split up the molecules into metastable atoms and cause 
these to revert to the normal condition in the same way is 
not clear. 

Experiments were made to test if the admission of im- 
purity to pure helium, which had been bombarded by 
electrons with energies intermediate to 20°4 volts and 
21:2 volts, caused the production of radiation. For this 
purpose, the stream of helium through the apparatus was 
stopped and a constant pressure of gas was used, but in 
order to ensure that the purity of the helium was equal to 
that of the helium used by Franck and Knipping, the 
experiments were made after the carbon purifying tubes on 
either side of the apparatus had been immersed in liquid 
air fer several davs. The potential difference V, was then 
adjusted to 20°9 volts so that 20°4 volts electron collisions 
with helium atoms were occurring. The electrometer current 
obtained at this value of V, was 4:17x107™ amp., and 
the bombardment of the pure helium was continued for 
20 minutes. At the end of this time, the current was again 
measured and was found to be identical with that obtained 
at first. The current heating the lower filament, which was 
supplying the electrons, was then cut off, and the earthing 
key of the electrometer was raised, one pair of quadrants 
being thus insulated. The liquid air was then removed from 
the purifying U-tube attached to the side tube, so as to allow 
some Impurity to enter the apparatus, and the indications 

of the electrometer were carefully noted. No measurable 
enrrent was obtained. In order to be quite sure that by this 
time impurity had entered the apparatus, the filament was 
reheated and it was found that the electrometer current was 
38°56 X 10-4 amp.—much larger than before. There is thus 
no doubt that after the removal of the liquid air, impurities 
from the carbon had mixed with the helium. The experiment 
therefore shows, either that no accumulation of abnormal 
atoms was produced as a result of the continued bombard- 
ment of pure helium by electrons with energies slightly in 
excess of 204 volts, or that such abnormal atoms were not 
affected by the presence of impurity in the way supposed by 
Franck and Knipping. 
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If in pure helium, He, molecules result from the absorption 
by normal helium atoms of 20°4 volts energy (these mole- 
cules being unaffected by impurity), it is possible that the 
ionization which we have detected in the presence of 
21:2 volts radiation is due to the ionization of these He 
molecules and not to the ionization of the abnormal atoms as 
such. Our experiments have shown that the 20:4 volts 
abnormal atoms are able to revert directly to the normal con- 
dition, and the fact that they appear to do so less readily 
than the abnormal atoms resulting from the absorption of 
21-2 volts energy, may be due to the fact that when two 
20:4 volts atoms encounter one another, the formation of 
He, is possible. Further experiments are needed before any 
definite decision on this point can be given. 

Conclusion. 

The experiments described in this paper have shown that 
in pure helium inelastic collisions of electrons with helium 
atoms take place at 20-4 volts and at 21:2 volts and that both 
types of inelastic collision give rise to resonance radiation. 
Reversible transitions therefore occur between the normal 
orbit of the outer of the two electrons in the helium atom, 
and the orbits to which this electron is removed at 20:4 volts 
and at 21:2 volts respectively, 2. e. orbits of the coplanar and 
of the crossed systems respectively. Hven if the detection 
of radiation at both critical points could be explained by 
the presence of a small trace of impurity, which enabled the 
limitations of the selection principle to be modified, the 
demonstration that both types of radiation are resonance 
radiations in the strictest sense of the word, 2.e. that both 
types of radiation can be absorbed and re-emitted by other 
atoms, cannot be explained away in this manner, for the 
absorption of each type of radiation by normal helium atoms 
means that the production of 20°4 volts abnormal atoms, and 
21°2 volts abnormal atoms, occurs when there are no strong 
electric fields to affect the limitations of the selection 
principle. Thus, whether the normal orbit of the outer 
electron is of the crossed or of the coplanar system, it Is 
evident that a reversible transition from the one system to 
the other occurs either at 20°4 volts or at 21:2 volts. Our 
experiments thus show that the limitations of the selection 
principle of Bohr, Sommerfeld. and Rubinowiiz do not apply 
rigidly to the fundamental displacements of the outer electron 
of the helium atom. In this connexion it must be mentioned 
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that Kemble, from theoretical considerations, was led to the 
view that the application of the selection principle of Bohr 
to atoms reverting to the normal pe would have to be 
abandoned. 

The investigations described in this paper have shown 
that abnormal atoms of the crossed system (those produced 
by the absorption of 21°2 volts energy) revert to the normal 
condition more r eadily than abnormal atoms of the coplanar 
system (those produced by the absorption of 20°4 volts 
energy), but as we have shown that the limitations of the 
selection principle of possible transitions do not apply to 
the fundamental displacements of the outer electron of the 
helium atom, no conclusion can be drawn frem this fact 
regarding the identification of the normal orbit of this 
electron with the one system of orbits rather than with 
the other. 

Summary. 

The /ntroduction contains an outline of the development of 
ideas concerning the arrangement of the two electrons in the 
helium atom, starting from the authors’ determination of the 
minimum radiation “voltage and the minimum ionization 
voltage for ponutell helium. In this connexion the theoretical 
deductions of Bohr, Landé, Franck and Reicke, and Kemble 
are discussed, and the experimental work of Ki © Compton 
and of I’ranck and Knipping is considered and criticised. 

In view of the fact that these experimenters claim that their 
results prove the occurrence of certain effects, which, in both 
cases, are not in agreement with the results of the aie 
previous work with low pressures of helium, and which, 
moreover, are not reconcilable with each other, the main 
points wherein the deductions of these workers extend beyond 
the authors’ former conclusions have been directly investi- 

gated, in a specially designed apparatus, over a wider range 
of pressures than that used before. The experiments have 
shown that in pure helium :— 

1. Radiation is produced by the impacts of electrons: with 
20°4 volts energy, in confirmation of the garlier 
conclusion of the authors, but in disagreement 
with the most recent conclusion of Franck and 
Knipping. 

2: A second type of radiation is produced at 21:2 volts, 
in agreement with the conclusions of Franck and 
Knipping. 
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3. The 21:2 volts radiation ionizes abnormal helium pro- 
duced by 20°4 volts electron impacts, and with a 
relatively high gas pressure the detected effects of 
ionization may swamp those of radiation. This result 
provides an explanation of the ionization of helium by 
electrons having less than the normal ionizing velocity, 
which is essentially different from that offered by 
Compton. 

4. Both types of radiation can be absorbed and sub- 
sequently re-emitted by normal helium atoms, so that 
they are passed from atom to atom throughout a 
volume of the gas. 

5. For velocities below the normal ionizing velocity, the 
amount of ionization produced as the result of 
electron impacts on abnormal helium atoms, under 
the experimental conditions used, 1s small in com- 
parison with that resulting from the ionizing action 
of the 21:2 volts radiation. 

The possibility of the presence of a small quantity of 
impurity in the helium facilitating the production of radia- 
tion at 20°4 volts has been investigated, but no evidence that 
the impurity acts in this way has been obtained. 

It is concluded that the significance of the experimental 
results in connexion with theories of the arrangement of the 
two electrons in the normal helium atom lies in the fact that 
they indicate that the limitations of the selection principle 
are not applicable to the fundamental displacements of the 
outer electron of the helium atom. 

LXXXIII. On Sounds of Splashes. 

Hey Hirer Wing NEAR ASYAINE yA) 9 

(Plate XXTIT.] 

1 a previous paper Prof. C. V. Raman and Ashutosh Dey 

investigated by a photographic method the “ smooth” or 
sheath splash and the “rough” or basket splash, in so far as 
the splash depends on the condition of ie surface of the 
impinging sphere. 

In this connexion it may be noted that a smooth splash is 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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a silent one taking down no air, while a rough or basket 
splash is noisy, taking down much air and throwing up a 
tall and very conspicuous jet, as can be very easily seen from 
the many beautiful instantaneous photographs taken by the 
late Professor Worthington and given in his interesting book 
‘A Study of Splashes,’ pp. 97 and 103. 

The transition from a smooth splash to the rough splash 
depends on :— 

1. Condition of the surface of the falling sphere. 
2. Velocity of entry of the falling sphere. 
3. Nature of the liquid. 
4. Temperature of falling sphere. : 

The present investigation is undertaken with a view to 
study photographically the transition from the “airless” 
to the “airy” splash in so far as it depends on the second 
condition, viz., velocity of entry of the falling sphere, 7. e., the 
height from which the sphere is dropped. 

The method by which the photographic records of the 
splashes are obtained in this communication is almost exactly 
the same as was adopted by the authors of the previous 
paper (Phil. Mag. No. 229, Jan. 1920, pp. 146-147). 

For the benefit of the readers, a brief description of the 
apparatus is given here. It consists of an ordinary gramo- 
phone horn at the end of which a thin mica disk is fixed. 
From the centre of this disk, a thin steel blade projects 
normally from the disk, and this projecting blade presses 
on a fine steel needle supported horizontally on two props. At 
one end of this steel needle a minute fragment of a galvano- 
meter mirror is cemented. Thus when sound waves enter the 
horn, the thin mica disk and along with it the projecting steel 
spring vibrates, and thus the steel needle rolls on the supports 
and the mirror fragment rotates about a horizontal axis. 
It is interesting to note in this connexion that as experience 
showed there is a greater freedom of movement for the steel 
needle, the supporting blocks in this case are two small steel 
knife-edges, which are at the same time slightly curved 
so as to ensure that the needle always remains parallel to 
itself. 

The sphere used in this investigation is mostly a highly- 
polished nickel-plated steel sphere, about 3 inch in diameter, 
as used for ball-bearings. In some experiments a polished 
brass sphere also is used. In all these cases, the height 
of fall is gradually increased each time, rubbing the 
sphere well on a clean handkerchief and then polishing it by 
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a selvit cloth. Above a certain height of fall (146 cm.), it is 
found that the records are somewhat inconsistent although 
each time the ball is rubbed with equal care, thereby 
showing that a very small difference in the surface will 
influence the nature of the splash very- near the critical 
height. 

The paper is accompanied by eight photographic records of 
the sounds of splashes obtained in the above experiment 
(Pl. XXIII.) In all these the plate moves past the narrow 
rectangular vertical slit of the camera with a high speed, and 
I have used ordinary Empress plates to ensure the moving 
spot of light making a good impression on the photographic 
plate. The whole apparatus is mounted in the dark-room and 
a narrow beam of sunlight is projected into the dark-room 
through a hole in’ one ‘of the shutters of the windows by 
means of a heliostat set in motion by clockwork. With this 
arrangement it is found that a good negative is obtained by 
developing the plate for about a minute in a normal solution 
of metol-hydroquinine. 

These records clearly show that in one of a basket-splash 
there was a violent disturbance at a particular stage followed 
by another small disturbance, and that the first violent one 
was considerably damped while there was very little damping 
in the small one. A photograph of the apparatus tn toto is 
also given (fig. 9). 

The investigation is being continued with a view to study 
the phenomenon with spheres of different substances and also 
to ascertain how it depends on the nature of the liquid. 

As even the ordinary ear observation shows that up toa 
certain height the splash was perfectly noiseless and the spot 
of light was at rest, the large number of the records obtained 
for the low heights are not given here. In all these cases 
the curve is only a straight line, showing thereby that the 
splash was noiseless. 

The records show that the critical height of fall of the 
highly-polished steel sphere in the case of water is approxi- 
mately 153 cm. 

Department of Physics, Maharajah’s College, 
Vizianagaram, Madras, India. 

2nd April, 1921. 
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LXXXIV. Note on the Derivation of Partington’s Equation 
from the General Equation of the Lonization Isotherm. By 
Witu1am Huaues, B.Sc., M.A.* 

N the author’s paper on “The Applcation of the Law of 
Mass Action to Strong Electrolytes” (Phil. Mag. [6] 

xlil. p. 428) a factor was omitted from equation (4), thereby 
rendering the algebra unintelligible. The full working is 
as follows :— 

Divide each side of (4) by 1 ++ and we get 

a? _ __ const. 
E ny—N2 ¢ i) lS ¢ ss 

(A= 2a: oe (1 = v) r lta 

When n,=n, this becomes 
a” _ const 

(1~a)V(14+ 4) l+o 

c has been written for b/m, and b and m signify the usual 
constants in the equation a=mV +. 

ee naif b 
m _tan0/  ~V tan @? 

where @ has its usual significance. 
For the large dilutions to which Partington applies his 

equation the isotherm is practically parallel to «=1, as is 
easily seen by plotting, say, the van’t Hoff isotherm. 

Now 

Consequently V tan 6= const. 

6/V tan@= const. 

But 6/V tan @= v 

Hence to a high degree of approximation 

const. 
Ss const. 

1+ Vv 

a? 

Hence finally ; 2 \ = Const., 
ae (1 E. = 

and Partington’s equation follows from this as shown loc. cit. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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LXXXV. An Interferometer for Testing Camera Lenses. 
By ¥. Twyman, Flnst.P. (Research Department, Adam 
ialger, Lid.)r , 

[Plate XXIV] 
0 EE eee arn for the testing and correction of 

prisms, and of lenses (for axial pencils), have been 
described by the author in the Philosophical Magazinet, and 
in the patent specifications under which they are protected 
in this and foreign countries. The subject isalso dealt with, 
and the principles of the camera-lens interferometer outlined, 
in the 21st Traill Taylor Memorial Lecture f, where a number 
of photographs of the interference effects shown by camera 
lenses are given. 

The object of the present paper is to give adetailed de- 
scription of a Camera Lens Interferometer recently made for 
and despatched to an important optical firm by Adam 
Hilger, Ltd. It is intended that it should form the standard 
model cf this instrument. 

A very brief description, therefore, of the author’s earlier 
interferometer for the testing and correcticn of prisms will 
suffice for the purpose of this paper. 

The Prism Interferometer. 

This instrument in its simplest form resembles the well- 
known Michelson interferometer, the main essential optical 
difference being that the two interfering beams of lght are 
brought to a focus at the eye of the observer. It is shown 
in diagram (fig. 1) as arranged for the correction of a 60° 
prism, such as is used for spectroscopy. 

The light used must consist of a limited number of very 
homogeneous radiations. Such a light may be obtained from 
a Gooper-Hewitt Mercury Vapour Lamp. The particular 
radiation for which it is desired to make a test is isolated by 
a suitable filter. 

The light from the source is reflected by the adjustable 
mirror A thr ough the condensing lens B, by means of which 
it is condensed on the aperture of the diaphragm Cx The 
diverging beam of light is collimated by a lens D, and falls 
as a parallel beam ona plane parallel plate K, the second 
surface of which is silvered lightly so that a part of the ight 
ig transmitted and part reflected. The major part should be 

* From an advanced proof of the Transactions of the Optical Society, 
vol. xxii. No, 4, communicated by the Hon. Secretary, 

+ Phil. Mag. xxxv. p. 49 (Jan. 1918). 
t Printed in the Photographic Journ., Noy. 1918. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42, No. 251. Nov. 1921. ok 
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reflected. One part passes through the prism L in the same 
way as in actual use, and, being reflected by the mirror F, 
passes back through the prism to the plate K. The other 
part of the light is reflected to the mirror G and back again 
to the plate K. Here the separated beams re-combine, and, 
passing through the lens EH, each forms on the eye placed 
somewhat beyond the aperture in the diaphragm P an image 
of the hole in the diaphragm C. 

Fig. 1. 

Diagram of Prism Interferometer. 

When the mirrors are adjusted, interference-bands are seen 
which form a contour map of the glass requiring to be re- 
moved from the prism face in order to make its performance 
perfect. Fig. 2 represents in diagram a typical map, where 
Q represents the highest point of a “hill.” The procedure 
in such a case is to mark out the contour lines on the surface ~~ 

of the prism with a paint-brush and then to polish first on the 
region Q, subsequently extending the area of polishing frst 
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partly, then wholly, to the next contour line; and so on. 
The marking out of the prism surface can be done while 
observing. 

Fig. 2. 

_ In the lens interferometer all parts are left as in the prism 
instrument except that the mirror F (fig. 1) is removed and 
replaced by the lens under test and a convex mirror, the 
latter being so disposed that its centre of curvature coincides 
with the focus of the-iens. Under these circumstances a 
beam whose wave-front is a plane perpendicular to the 
axis of the lens will after passage through the lens be reflected 
back on its own path by the convex mirror; and if the lens 
be free from spherical aberration the reflected beam will, 
after passage through the lens, once more have a plane wave- 
front. Ifit has not, then the departure from planeness will 
produce interference bands which form a contour map of the 
corrections which will have to be applied to the lens to make 
its performance perfect. 

The Camera Lens Interferometer. 

An apparatus which will test for axial pencils only is of 
course of little use for testing camera lenses. ‘The modifi- 
eations essential for the latter purpose are: 

1. Means of rotating the lens about a line at right angles 
to the axis and passing through the second principal point. 

2. Mechanism whereby, simultaneously with the above 
rotation of the lens, the convex back-reflecting mirror is 
automatically moved away from the lens in such a way that 
its centre of curvature always falls on the plane, perpen- 
dicular to the axis of the lens, on which the lens is desired 
to form its image. 

3) the 
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Thus, in fig. 3 the full lines represent the lens and mirror 
of the ordinary lens interferometer for axial pencils. The 
modifications necessary in the relative positions of lens and 

nO. 

mirror for pencils oblique to the lens are shown by the broken 
lines. The mechanism must obviously be such that UU/=ON. 
Such, briefly, is the principle on which the camera-lens 
interferometer is constructed. 

Capacity of the Standard Camera Lens Interferometer. 

The Camera Lens Interferometer to be described will test 
practically every camera lens from 4 in. (101 mm.) up to 27 in. 
(686 mm.) focal length. Lenses of 4 in. (101 mm.) focal 
length can be tested for oblique pencils up to 50° on each 
side of the axis. The longest focal length which can be 
tested depends upon the angular range required on each side 
of the axis, and is as follows :— | 

32% in. lenses can be tested up to an obliquity of 5° 
323 99 29 on 99 

31g 9 9 39 39) 15 

31 Ne) 5? 79 +2 20 

29% 29 2 99 29 29 

283 -: > : 5 30 
27 99 29 9) 39 35 

203 93 “5 Bc es 40 
2 3 ” 3) 29 yy) 45 

214 $3 23 53 - 50 
and shorter focal lengths up to at least 50°. 
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Flange. The lens holder is screwed to take the Royal 
Photographic Society’s 6 in. diameter thread. The maximum 
aperture which can be examined is 5} in., and the largest lens 
mount which the holder will accommodate is 7 in. maximum 
diameter. 

Details of the Apparatus. 
The annexed figures show the apparatus. 

Wig. 4,isa general view. (See Pl. XXIV.) 
d, 1s a plan. 
6, a side elevation. 

Fig. 7, a side elevation of the mirror carriage. 
ig. 8, aside elevation of the mirror carriage and cross- 

bar carriage. 
9, an end elevation of mirror. carriage. 

Fig. 10, plan of adjustment for crossbar carriage. 

Fig. 5. 

O 
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The rotation of the lens carriage is effected by means of a 
bar, 105 (fig. 6), parallel to the axis of the lens and extending 

to the outer edge of the interferometer. A scale and index 
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is provided so that the angle through which the axis of the 
lens is turned can be measured. Upon the bar and at right 
angles to itis mounted a crossbar, 160 (fig. 8), whose distance 
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from the axis of rotation of the lens can be adjusted and 
measured by a scale engraved on the axial bar 105. The 
convex mirror 001 (fig. 6) by which the light is reflected 
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back through the lens is adjustably mounted on a carriage 
and the carriage is automatically moved towards or. away 
from the lens, so that the centre of curvature of the mirror 
is always in the focal plane in which the lens is supposed to 
form itsimage. This is accomplished by a flexible connexion 
being led from the carriage to a weight, and by there being 
upon the carriage a roller which is retained in contact with 
the crossbar above mentioned by the action of the weight. 

Light from a suitable source is reflected by a mirror, 10 
(fig. 6), and condensed by a lens 11 on to the aperture of a 
diaphragm 12 through which it passes. The diaphragm is 
so mounted that it can be readily interchanged with another 
of different aperture if desired. After passing through the 
aperture the light is rendered parallel by a lens, 010, and 
passes to a plane glass plate, 008. The surface of the glass 
plate is partially silvered so that part of the light is reflected, 
and part transmitted by it. The transmitted light passes on 
through a pair of deflectors, 011, by means of which the 
light can be deflected in a horizontal plane, the deflectors 
being rotated in opposite directions by the milled head, 212. 
The deflexion is measured by a scale on the drum 204 and 
index 206. The light passes onwards to the lens 14 which is 
under test and to a spherical mirror, 001, by which it is 
reflected back through the lens under test and the deflectors 
O11 to the plate 008 and is partly reflected to the lens 009, 
by which an image of the aperture in diaphragm 12 is formed. 
The part of the beam which is reflected by the plate 008 
proceeds to the mirror 007, by which it is reflected back 
again. A part is transmitted by the plate 008, and combines 
with the beam returning through the lens 114. 

The lens under test is mounted on a cross slide whereby it 
can be adjusted either along or at right angles to its optical 
axis, and in this way its second principal point can be brought 
on to the axis about which it is rotated by the bar 105 (figs. 6 
and 10). The spherical back reflecting mirror 001 is mounted 
in a cell, 145 (fig. $), which fits the adapter 142 and is 
clamped by the turn-buttons 152. Cells, each containing a 
mirror of different radius, are thus readily interchangeable. 

The adapter 142 is pivoted on a ball resting in a coned 
recess, and is kept in contact with it by the spring 156 and 
three rods, of which two 146 and 154 are shown. The spring 
box, 143 (figs. 8 and 9), to which one end of the rod 146 is 
attached, also forms the end of a lever against which the 
horizontal and vertical slow-motion screws, 159, and spring 
plungers, 144, act. The centre of curvature of the mirror 
can thus be adjusted in a horizontal and a vertical plane. 

The mirror pivot-bearing, 157, and slow-motion are mounted 
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on a frame, 141, adjustable on the plate 220 by the screw 
and milled head, 239 (fig. 8), along the optical axis. A 
pivot, 222, slides in a slot and can be clamped to the plate 
220 in any desired position by the clamp 223. The pivot 
works in a bearing, 162, which is also the bearing for the 
roller 163. ‘The plate 142 rests on the carriage 140, on the 
underside of which the bearing 162 is clamped by the bolt 
165 and nut 166. A long slot enables the bearing 182 with 
the roller 163 to be clamped in any position on the carriage. 

These adjustments enable the centre of curvature of the 
mirror to be brought exactly on the axis of the roller and on the 
optical axis of the lens under test. The roller 163 is main- 
tained in contact with the crossbar 160 by means of a flexible 
connexion to a weight (not shown on the drawings). The 
carriage 140 slides parallel to the optical axis on the ridged 
bed, 101; thus when the lens 14 is rotated by the crossbar 
160 the roller keeping contact with the crossbar auto- 
matically shifts the carriage in such a way that the mirror 
centre of curvature is always in the plane in which it is 
desired that the lens should focus its image. The vernier 
123 (fig. 10) measures the distance from the centre of the 
roller in the axial position to the axis of rotation of the lens; 
thus when all adjustments have been made this vernier gives 
the focal length of the lens to an accuracy of about 0-001 inch. 
In fig. 3 the lens, 14, and mirror, 001, with focal plane, 22, 
are shown in full lines, and the corresponding position for 
an oblique pencil in dotted lines. 

The mirror, 007 (fig. 5), is mounted on a carriage moving 
on grooves, 72, and actuated by means of cords, 73. 009 is 
a lens through which the recombined beams from the mirrors 
007 and O01 pass, being thereby converged on to the ob- 
server’s eye. 

Adjustment of the Apparatus, and setting up a lens for test. 

It will be sufficiently obvious to members of this Society, 
accustomed as they are to make or use optical instruments, 
that the geometrical conditions implied in the above description 
must be attained with considerable accuracy if the apparatus 
is to form a reliable test of performance of a camera lens. 
Furthermore, it must be possible to perform all the necessary 
adjustments preliminary to a test ina simple, systematic, and 
speedy manner if the apparatus is to form a useful tool in 
connexion with the manufacture of camera lenses. A routine 
has been worked out whereby an observer can satisfy himself 
that the geometric conditions are successfully fulfilled, and a 
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systematic method of setting the lens and apparatus has been 
devised, enabling a lens to be mounted on the apparatus and 
completely tested for five or six obliquities within a quarter 
of an hour. 

Not to waste space in detail which is not of very general 
interest, the nature of the adjustments reqniring to be made 
with accuracy will alone be given here. 

(a) The surface of the lens-mount, against which the flange: 
of the camera lens screws, must Le parallel to the w orking 
edge of the crossbar. 

(6) The axis of the collimator must be parallel to the ways, 
101 (figs. 8 and 9), which bear the mirror carriage. 

(c) The mirrors 007 and 008 (fig. 5) must be so set that 
the beam of light from the ene: reflected from 008 
to 007, and bac ‘k again, will form an image of the aperture 
in diaphragm 12 (fig. 6) on that aperture itself. 

(zd) The convex mirror must have its centre of curvature 
on the axis 8 (fig. 8) of the roller. 

(e) The camera lens under test must have its second nodal 
point on its axis of rotation. 

(7) The centre of curvature of the convex mirror must 
coincide with the focus of the lens under test. 

Observation of the Aberrations. 

The apparatus measures the degree to which the wave- 
front, impressed by the lens on light from a distant point 
source, differs from a spherical wave-front. The indications 
are given in aberrations of wave-front to a scale of wave- 
lengths, the aberration shown being in every case twice that 
present in the once transmitted beam which normally forms 
the image of a distant point. The form in which the indi- 
cations are presented is that of a series of interference fringes 
which are lines of equal abérration of wave-front. Otherwise 
expressed, the interference fringes form a contour map of the 
wave-front with reference to a sphere. 

The aberrations of a centred optical system are, chromatic 
aberration apart, of the following forms :— 

Spherical aberration in axis, 
Coma, 
Astigmatism, 
Cumaalinie wes image, 
Distortion, 

and are characterized as follows, quoting E. T. Whittaker™, 

* ©The Theory of Optical Instruments.” Cambridge University Press. 
1907, 

ee ee 
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(a) Spherical aberration. 
“The marginal rays, or rays which pass through the outer 

zones of the oe do 3; meet the axis in the same point as 
the paraxial rays 

(b) Coma. 
“The linear magnification of a very small object, situated 

on the axis of the instrument, is different when different zones 
of the instrument are used to form the image.” Obviously 
only asmall angular fieldis here considered; however, in the 
case of photographic lenses, highly corrected as tl.ey are over 
large angular fields, essentially the same definition obtains. 
(c) Astigmatism. 
“A thin pencil which is not homocentrie, but diverges 

from (or converges to) two focal! lines is said to be astigmatic.” 
Here, similarly, one has in the case of photographic lenses 
to deal with i image-forming beams of large angular extent. 

(d) Curvature of Field. 
‘In order that a plane object may give a plane image the 

condition for flatness of field must be satisfied.” Otherwice 
the focal surface is said to have curvature. 

(e) Distortion. 
‘The image is said to be affected by distortion when the 

object (supposed te be a plane figure at right angles to the 
axis of the lens) gives rise to an image which is not geome- 
trically similar to itself.” 

This classification of aberrations, established by the mathe- 
matical investigations of von Seidel, Petzval, Abbe, and 
Helmholtz, finds complete acceptance with practical opticians. 
That such should be the case is a little surprising, for all 
these investigations have been carried out on tlie assumption 
that terms of orders higher than the third in the angular 
aperture and field of view are megligible*—an assumption 
which is certainly not justifiable in the case of camera lenses. 
Furthermore, they have, of course, been arrived at by 
the methods of geometrical optics, and on that account break 
down entirely in cases where one is concerned with details 
of definition approaching the, ideal resolving power of an 
optical system. 

Nevertheless, it seems that, broadly speaking, all observed 
aberrations may be grouped for descriptive purposes in this 

* It is true that the sine condition has been derived by Clausius and 
Helmholtz from more general considerations, based on the laws of 
thermodynamics; but we are here concerned, not witb the conditions 
necessary to secure freedom from aberrations, but with the natur2 of the 
defects of the i image resulting from non-compliance with those conditions. 
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way. For this reason we give in fig. 11 (Pl. XXIV.) repro- 
ductions of sketches of the interference appearances corre- 
sponding to fairly pure examples of these five aberrations. 
A short consideration of this figure will readily enable the 
observer to state on inspection the aberrations of the lens he 
has under test in terms of wave-length and to recognize 
the outstanding characteristic in any particular case. 

To make a rapid translation of these interferometer pictures 
into the terms of geometric optics requires a little practice. 
But an observer, bearing in mind that these pictures are 
contour maps of wave surfaces, and working continuously 
for a few days with such an interferometer, will at the end 
of that time be able almost without thought to form a 
mental picture of the focus corresponding to the interference 
pattern. 

Mig, 12. 

| 
| 

hoe stot 
b b 

Ifa quantitative statement of the aberrations is required 
in terms of ordinary geometrical optics, we can proceed in 
several ways. If the aberrations of wave-front amount to 
three or four wave-lengths or more, asin the case of existing 
camera lenses they always do, one may count or estimate the 
bands per inch at whatever point of the lens we desire to 
find the direction of the ray through it, which immediately 
gives us the angular aberration ; or we may make use of the 
deflectors described below. For this latter method one 
requires not only to be able to rotate the deflectors relative 
to each other in opposite directions as is provided for in the 
standard instrument, but also to rotate the pair together. In 
this way one can impose on the incident wave-front a 
deviation of any desired amount in any direction. We can 
under these circumstances broaden out the basis at any point 
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of the lens for which we require to find the aberration 
according to geometrical optics. This operation amounts 
in effect to fitting our reference sphere to various points of 
the wave surface given by the lens, and is immediately 
translatable into the desired terms. 

If the aberration of wave-front amounts, however, only to 
one or two bands or less, the nomenclature and methods of 
geometrical optics fail to afford us any idea of the distribution 
of light in the neighbourhood of the focus of the lens. We 
must then use the methods of the wave theory of light. The 
question has been mathematically treated by various investi- 
gators who have, of course, all assumed as available in the 
form of a mathematical expression (or have calculated for 
various specific cases) the aberration of wave-front. For 
instance, to take a recent example, Dr. Silberstein* deter- 
mined the light distribution round the focus of a lens having 
aberration, first obtaining an expression for the aberration of 
wave-front, and then using it to determine the distribution 
of light intensity. 

So far as the author is aware, no one has yet attempted to 
determine the distribution of light intensity around the 
focus of an existing lens from experimental data obtained 
from the lens itself. The following method would appear 
to be practical, and to afford results accurate to a fair degree 
of approximation. It is an application of the method of 
Cornu’s spiral. Fig. 13 represents an interferogram as seen 
on one of the lens interferometers described, the thick lines 
representing dark bands. All these interferograms may of 
course be considered as maps, showing the relative phase in 
which the disturbance passing through various parts of the lens 
reaches the surface or the centre of the reference sphere. I 
have marked one of the dark ban = O. The next dark band will 

therefore be correctly marked ~, since we are considering 
Q p) 

single passage through the lens only, while the interferogram 
is obtained by double transmission. Having obtained a photo- 
graph of this appearance one enlarges it to such a convenient 
size that a number of fractional phase lines can be inter- 
polated, as has been done by the lines of medium thickness 
marked 0, O'l7, 0°27, 0:3, &. Finer lines again have 
been drawn intermediately to the others. 

* “Tight Distribution round the Focus of a Lens at Various Aper- 
tures,” L. Silberstein, Phil. Mag. xxxv. (Jan. 1918). The paper gives a 
brief resumé of earlier work in this direction. See also the interesting 
paper by Conrady on Star Discs (Monthly Notices, R. A.S. June 1919), 
as a further example of the more recent work. 

Cette 
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Now let us consider the successive strips of the lens corre- 
sponding to the regions bounded by these finest lines. . The 
light passing through the first complete strip inay be con- 
sidered to have the phase 0, the second strip the phase 0-1 7, 
the third strip the phase 0°27, and so on. The total dis- 
turbance at the centre of the reference sphere, provided the 
wave-front travelled on, can be approximately found in the 
following way. The enlarged photograph is cut into strips 
along the finest lines. Hach strip is weighed, and a drawing 

Fig. 18. 

made in which the weights of the strips are vectorially added, 
the direction of each vector being that indicated by the phase 
relationship. The amplitude of the resultant disturbance 
will of course be represented (see fig. 14) by the resultant 
vector OM, and the relative intensity of illumination at that 
point by the scalar square of this vector. 

One can carry this process out with a much greater 
speed than the corresponding mathematical calculation, even 
assuming we could easily express the shape of wave-tront 
obtained experimentally in a convenient mathematical form, 
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and by working from point to point by means of the deflector 
system the intensity distribution in the focal region can be 
completely explored. a 

Fig. 14. 

It is necessary in the design of photographic lenses to con- 
_ sider the above aberrations and their effect as a whole upon 
the focus: for obviously it is futile to design a lens that pro- 
duces images showing an absolute freedom from oné particular 
type of aberration, if other aberrations are present to such a 
degree as to render the lens useless. It therefore follows 
that the residual aberrations must be so adjusted that the 
focus, although affected by minute quantities of aberration, 
does not betray the presence of any one aberration to an 
extent that is likely seriously to interfere with the efficient 
performance of the lens; and. herein the ability of the 
designer manifests itself. This done, there can be no better 
verification or criticism of the design of a photographic lens 
than that yielded by a thorough test on the Camera Lens 
Interferometer, since the extent of the departure from 
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sphericity over the whole of the emerging wave-front may 
be at once observed and recorded. ‘The indications are given 
in terms of the only satisfactory criterion of good definition 
which has yet been put forward, namely, freedom from 
aberrations of wave-front. 

In favourable cases correction by retouching can be carried 
out quite independently of any knowledge of optical theory, 
or of the mode of design of the lens. 

There is only one of the aberrations that requires a further 
special mention—that is Distortion. It is in order to 
measure distortion that the deflector-mount 204 (fig. 6) has 
been added to the apparatus. Distortion may be considered 
as the formation of an image of one point in the object plane 
in a position which, according to the ideal optical collineation, 
should be occupied by the iniage of some other point. Ob- 
viously, by symmetry, such distortion is always radial—that 
is, on any line drawn from the point of the photographic plate 
outwards from the axis of the lens, a point image which should 
be formed at a point a is formed at some other point on that 
line a’, see fig. 15. Ifa’ is the image of A, while A’ is the object 

Fig. 15. 

point corresponding to a' by Gauss construction, then the angle 
AH,A’',if known, affords a measurement of the distortion at 
this obliquity. This angle is in effect measured by the 
deflector system. Let us suppose with a particular lens, at 
obliquity U, the pencil of rays is, after passage through the 
lens, deviated so as to cause distortion. Let us then impress 
on the incident beam, by means of the deflector system, a 
known deviation AU, such that the pencil of rays is once 
more brought central with the centre of curv ature of the 
convex mirror (which centre represents the point of the 
image plane for which the performance of the janet is for the 
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time being under test). Then the distortion of the lens fer 
that obliquity is given by 

tan(U+AU) _,. 0°0005818AU 
ne: aes D ’ tan U sin 2U 

the magnification in the neighbourhood of the axis being 
taken as unity. The graduation gives the angular rotation 
of each defiector, and AU ean be found from the tables 
supplied with each instrumeut. 

Visibility of the Bands. 

‘Valuable information relative tc the bands of the prism 
interferometer will be found in a paper by Guild*. There is 
so far no published information relative to the visibility of 
the bands given by these lens interferometers. The following 
remarks may be found useful in this respect. If instead of a 
small aperture in the diaphragm 12 (fig. 6) an extended light 
source be used, then it will be found that, the instrument 
having been adjusted with a good lens, and observation 
being made with an eyepiece in the telescope, a series 
of concentric rings will be observed (fig. 12). These are 
due to the variations of relative retardation of the inter- 
ferometer beams due to the rays in the lens beam traversing 
a longer or shorter path according to their inclination. Of 
the ring system so observed it must be noted that each point 
of it is contributed to by every part of the cameralens. Such 
a ring system is also in general observable in the case of a 
camera-lens which has aberrations; and it is in this case 
also true that every part of the camera lens participates in the 
formation of every point of the ring system observed in the 
eyepiece. In fig. 12 are shown “side by side a diagram 
illustrating the ring system observed in the eyepiece, ~ and 
the interference bands for a particular photographic lens. 

Let us suppose the eye of the observer receives light firstly 
only from a point 6 and secondly only from a point 0’, and let 
us direct attention to a point of the lens A. Then if, when 
light reaches the eye through the point 6, the point A on the 
lens appears bright, the same point on the lens will appear 
dark when the light reaches the eye through the point b’. It 
is thus obvious that, unless the light reaching the eye is 
obtained from a region which is small compared with the 
breadth of a single ring as seen in the eyepiece, the inter- 
ference appearances seen on the camera lens will be faint. 
Obviously, then, to secure good visibility the light which 
reaches the eye of the observer should come from the centre 
of thisring system. In the adjustments described above this 

* Proc, Phys. Soc. xxxili. pp. 32, 40 (1920). 
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point has been carefully attended to. Itis desirable that the 
ring system should be as large as convenient in order that the 
amount of light admitted to the apparatus, and eventually to 
the eye, may be as great.as possible, without making the 
bands indistinct. The closer the convex mirror is to the 
camera lens, the more nearly is this condition fulfilled. - For . 
this reason a range of mirrors is provided which enables, for 
any lens, a mirror to be chosen which will give ample illumi- 
nation for observation. 

Photography of the Appearances. 

The first difficulty in connexion with the photography of 
the appearances is that with the changing temperature of air 
and apparatus there is a slow movement of the interference 
bands. Although this is in no way detrimental to ordinary 
observation, ince in spite of this movement the bands retain 
their same general shape, yet, during the exposure necessary 
for photography of the bands, their gradual movement may 
produce a general fogging of the plate. For this reason itis 
desirable when photographing the. appearances to use a 
silica tube mercury-vapour lamp. With such a lamp photo- 
graphs can readily be obtained, either for green or violet 
radiation, with a 2-minute exposure. Witha suitable camera, 
therefore, in which five exposures can be given successively 
on one long plate, a complete photographic record can be 
obtained of the performance of any camera lens in a very 
short time. For example, if the observer be given for test a 
photographic lens he can within one hour hand the lens back 
with a record and photographic plate affording the following 
information. 

(a) Focal lengths of the lens correct to 0-001 in. for the 
green and violet rays. 

(6) Complete aberrations (including distortion, and the 
chromatic variations of aberration) for axial pencils and for 
five obliquities. 

Fig. 16 (Pl. XXIV.) is a photographic reproduction of the 
interferograms of a well-known lens of high repute for the 
green mercury radiation (546 wp) for the axial beam and for 
obliquities of 5,10, and 15 degrees. It will be seen that 
even the best photographic lenses—of which this is a fair 
example—are very far indeed from perfection. 

I must not fail to record my thanks to Mr. Dowell and 
Mr. Perry, members of the technical staff of Adam Hilger, Ltd. 
To the former is due the detailed design of this Interferometer, 

while the latter has carried out all the adjustments, and taken 

the photographs reproduced in Pl. XXIV. fig. 16. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. ov. 1921. 3G 
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LXXXVI. On the Transformation of the Equation of Motion 
of the Dynamics of Continuous Media in the Restricted 
Principle of Relativity, By H. T. Furyt, 1.Sc., Lecturer 
in Physics, King’s College, London™. 

HIS paper develops no new result, but it is hoped that 
its appearance is justified by the compact and simple 

expression it gives to some well-known ones. 
The notation should appeal to physicists, for it is the 

natural extension to four dimensions of Gibbs’s Vector 
Analysis, which is employed in modern treatises on 
Mathematical Physics, and has been found specially con- 
venient in the theory of Hlectromagnetism. 

The notation is explained in a paper by Lewis and Wilson 
(‘ American Academy of Sciences,’ 1911), in the ‘ Quarterly 
Journal for Mathematics’ (vol. xlviii. No. 1), and also in the 
‘Philosophical Magazine’ (March 1921){. In the last of these 
the writer used an extension of Hamilton’s notation, but the 
extension of that of Gibbs appears to be more convenient, and 
is doubtless to be more generally adopted in the future. 
We shall therefore express our results in this notation. 

One of the advantages of this notation is that its analogy 
with that of three-dimensional vectors is very close, and this 
is an advantage in dealing with four dimensions. 

Writers on this branch of dynamics always point out the 
comparison, so that there is no need to go into it in any 
detail ft. 
By a linear vector function of a vector, r, is meant the 

expression : 
g.r = A, Ao.r+B,B..r+C,C.r, 

in which the A’s, B’s, and C’s denote vectors. 
@. is a linear vector operator, and is denoted by 

d. = A, Ao. +B, B:.+C,Co., e e e ° (1): 

the dot denoting that the operand is to multiply As, By, 
and C, scalarly. 

g@.r is itself a vector, with three components parallel to. 
A,, B,, and C;. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ See also a paper by Prof. McAulay, “ Multenions,” Proc. Royal Soe. 

ser. A. vol. xcix. p. 292. 
ft Laue, Ann. der Phys. Band xxxyv. (1911); ‘The Principle of 

Relativity, Cunningham (1914). 
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A form of ¢ which occurs frequently is : 

bd. = Ayi.+B,j.+C\k., ° ° ° ° (2) 

where i, j, and k are the three fundamental unit vectors. 
This form is not less general than that given in (1), for 

all forms of ¢ may be reduced to that of (2). 
When Aj, B,, and C, are of the forms 

A, = {Osx FP iDen + Przk ; 

By = Pycit Pyyjtpyzk ; 

: C; = pezzi + PzyJ + Deok 3 
in which 

. Pry = Py, Paz = Pzx, Pyz = Pzy; 

¢. is self-conjugate, and the operation 

ey Ate Bitar ee ee Pate ee C2!) 

When @. is not self-conjugate there is a second function, ¢’, 
called the conjugate of ¢, which possesses the property 

RSD Op ea Ne eae ay wt 03) 

This point has been explained here, because it is on this 
simple property that the transformations depend. A complete 
account is given in any text-book on Vector Algebra *. 

If we are dealing with four dimensions we shall have, 
corresponding to (2), the operator 

®D = A,i, + Asiot+ Agis+ Aah, 

where the is denote the four fundamental unit vectors. 
These are mutually perpendicular, so that 2,.7.=0, etc. 

Corresponding to (3), we have in this case 

AG DB Sao Be Dip Ae a asta 5 (3) 

where A and B are four-dimensional vectors. 
A function, ¢, occurs in the equations of the mechanics of 

continuous media, and the p’s denote the stress components. 
This particular function is found to be self-conjugate as a 
result of the principle of moments, or we have the relations 
Pay == Pyzy etc. 

In four dimensions we have a simple example of a 

* #. g.,‘ Vectorial Mechanics,’ ch. v., Silberstein; ‘ Vector Analysis,’ 
Wilson. 

2G 2 
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function, ®, in the transformations of the restricted principle 
of relativity ; for these are equivalent to 

® = ai,.+biy.+ cis. diy. eee 
where 

a= k(i,—ivi,), 

yesh 
Cla. 

d = hA(ivi, +i,), 

—— (1 = v?)~3, 

v is the velocity of the second system relative 
to the first measured in units in which 
the velocity of light is unity, 

i= v—1. 

It will be observed that (4) is not self-conjugate, and that 
in this case the conjugate of @ is obtained by changing the 
sign of v. 

A vector, r, subject to ® becomes a new vector, r’, and the 
operation is similar to the imposition of homogeneous strain 
on an elastic medium. 

The usual way of expressing this is to state that r is mea- 
sured by inhabitants of one system and rv’ by those of another 
moving relatively to it with velocity v. 
By changing the sign of v we pass from r’ to r, so that 

while 
te = Der : i ee a 

and since 
ta On. 

where ®~* denotes the inverse of ®, the conjugate of ® 
in this simple case is also its inverse. 
We may call ® the strain function, in analogy with the 

three-dimensional case. 
We now pass on to consider the stress function, 0, 

occurring in the dynamics of continuous media; and 
for full details of the expression of the equations of motion 
in a form convenient for the Theory of Relativity, the 
reader is referred to Laue’s paper and Cunningham’s work, 
to which reference has been made. It will be sufficient to 
state that just as the stress function ¢@ of the Theory of 
Hlectricity may be expressed in terms of the p-components, 
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sO we may write 

0, = Aji. +A,i,.+ Agi. + Arl.,. - - (5) 
where | 

A, = Prey a Pry le + Jrzi3 it Granta 

Ay = Qych + Quylet yeh t+ Quits, 
A; = Vz erly + Yzyle a Gzz13 ae Gels 

IM = (hist se Chul aR Oe a pees 

(6) 

The precise physical significance of the q’s is given in 
above places. Two particular cases will be required for 
the purpose of illustration, viz. gsr and qu; these. are 
equivalent to (Prz + UnGz) and (—w) respectively. (Dee is 

the pressure component, uz is the component velocity at 
a point of the medium, and g, and w are respectively the 
component of momentum and the energy per unit volume. 

In this case @ is assumed to be self-conjugate, and the 
assumption is consistent with the principle of energy-mass. 

For a medium in equilibrium under a force, f, per unit 
volume we have 

(OS DONT ears Oar icc le areas mica ree OC 

where V is the Hamiltonian vector operator : 

TO L.e0 fo 
la Sela Ge ls 
dat oy. Oz 

It occupies its position on account of its vector character, 
but it operates on the p’s: 7.e,, 

d WS (Dorit pryj + Drek)i OW! ++ etc. 

ae (Spite PryJ 4p 2 puck)i -itete. 

A similar equation represents the dynamics of the medium 
if the four-dimensional notation is employed. Thus the 
equations of ch. xiv. $1 of Cunningham’s Treatise are 
equivalent to the very compact single equation 

CIO) Ee ke aan (0) 
D is the operator 

Oo 
Sola an eo hs 0 ) 

“Qe "Oy *O2 “Ou 
and F is the force four-vector. 

The problem is to determine how @ changes in passing 
from one system of co-ordinates to another: ?.e., how it 
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changes when all the vectors are subjected to the strain of 
equation (4). 

D behaves like a four-vector, so that we know that @.a, 
where ais a four-vector, is itself a four-vector ; and therefore, 
if b denote another four-vector, we have 

b.0 3 =] aminvariant. 

It is to be remembered that a four-vector is defined to be 
one which transforms according to the Lorentz-Hinstein 
equation : 2. ¢., according to equation (4’). 

If, therefore, 9 becomes @ in the new system, and a and b 
become a’ and b’, we have 

b. 0.8 =b.0.0... 2 2 ee 

b.d.a = ®'b’.(0.a) by (4’). 

The brackets denote that (@.a) is a vector, and hence 

Now 

by (3') 
OUD 20228) — (6 2a). Pb 

== | D2) 

= b.0.00a 

SN CD 

Hence 
b’.@.a' = hb’. D0. 02a) 

or, since a’ and b’ are arbitrary four-vectors, the operation 

6. = D.0.0'.  -. 2 > eee 

In the same way, by beginning with the left side of 
equation (9) and following the same series of steps, 
we find a 

0. =O 0 OS ee 

These equations contain all the transformations of 
pressures and energy-flow occurring in equations (6). 

If we require the transformation of any individual 
component, we may obtain it by the following device :— 

From equations (5) and (6) we have 

Vex = 1, . ed . 1, 

for . . . e e 

Age Used = 1 ee ee 

= Tag —— Oar6 
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In the same way, 

deu = Quz = is 6 ial, 

If 6 be expressed in terms of the pressure components, q/, 
of the second system, it will be of the form described 
by (5) and (6), where all the quantities except the i’s are 
distinguished by a dash. 

Thus 

Ol ake — i Oda = 1D. D5 

= i, . (hizi,. + hivi, ly 5) 0 5 (ki, + kivi,) i). 1, 

= Wi. 0 i + 2iviy. 0.1, — v2. O i) 

= hk? (ae+ 2kiv Juz —U" Guu). Fle LEGER yee ee ae (11) 

As a final example, we will find how the energy, w, 
transforms. is 

Com S ta 6 iu => 1 O° 6 O71, 

= ke? (=v? Gor + 200 que + Quu)s 

or , Wea (COe, — IU un tO. hen LZ) 

If we begin with a medium at rest, 

Gar = Pax and quae = 0, 

so that 
WwW == kp wy); 

and when the pressure system is hydrostatic, p.,.=p, 

w' = k?(v*p+w»), 

a formula which shows how the pressures contribute to the 
energy of the strained medium. 

It may be added that the function @ is self-conjugate, 
provided that @ is self-conjugate. This is to be anticipated 
on account of the connexion batween the self-conjugate 
property and the principle of energy-mass, but it may be 
proved formally from the fact that 

G1 == IB a la 

provided that 92=®. 6.’ with @ self-conjugate. 
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ee The Relativity of Field and Matter. By Prof. 
iN Eppineton, W.4., PRS. Plumian Professor of 
ee in the Univer sity of Cambr tdge*. 

HE laws of the electrical and gravitational fields, 
expressed by Maxwell’s and LHinstein’s equations, 

form a remarkably complete and coherent system; and 
we may regard our present. knowledge of field-structure 
with considerable satisfaction. But in regard to matter 
there is an initial difficulty not yet surmounted : we have 
no knowledge of the laws by which the charge forming 
an electron or proton is bound together. Thus our study 
of world-structure seems to fall into two clear-cut divisions; 
we distinguish— 

(1) The field, a region of which we appear to have 
sufficient knowledge. 

(2) Matter, a region of ignorance. 
In the case of matter we can, however, stride over the 
initial difficulty to some extent by using broad principles, 
é. g. principles ‘of symmetry, of dimensions, or of statistical 
averages, which do not presuppose any precise theory of its 
structure. 

But when we examine our knowledge more minutely it is 
scarcely possible to maintain this sharp division into field-laws 
and material-laws ; for it contradicts the fundamental idea 
of relativity. All our. knowledge of the field is derived 
from observations made with material appliances ; therefore 
it cannot be knowledge of the field as an entity in itself, but 
must be a knowledge of the relations of the field-entity to 
matter. 

Since there is some danger of éénfusion of nomenclature, 
I shall call the world-structure existing everywhere between 

‘the material particles the /ield-entity. ‘Then the jield as 
studied in physics is a relation of the field-entity to matter— 
i. e., to the material appliances used in chserving it. ‘he 
laws of the field are laws of this relation and belong no 
more to one end of the relation than to the other; they are 
just as much laws of matter as of the field-entity. 

I wish to show here that one of the principal laws of the 
field—Hinstein’s law of gyavitation—becomes much more 
elementary when regarded from the material end of the 
relation than from the. field- entity end. Regarded as a 
property of the field-entity (relative to matter) it*appears 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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to be a law specialising the structure of the field-entity, 
and only redeemed from arbitrariness by the fact that it is 
the most simple law of the kind possible; but regarded 
as a property of matter (relative to the field-entity) it is 
scarcely more than a truism and does not specialise the 
structure of matter. It would be difficult, if not impossible, 
to devise a theory of material structure for which this law 
was not obeyed * 

Consider an isolated electron. The details of the manner 
in which such a structure comes to exist in space are 
unknown ; but it is unnecessary to have a detailed theory 
to understand one consequence of these unknown laws, 
viz. that the electron is always of constant size and shape. 
But the statement that the electron is always formed of 
a particular size raises the question: Size, relative to what ? 
There is no meaning in absolute size. The statement can 
only mean that the radius of the electron is always a parti- 
cular fraction of some other comparison-length. A little 
consideration shows that the comparison-length must be 
located at the same place and have the same direction as the 
radius considered ; direct comparison is only possible in 
that case. Hgquality of lengths in different. directions can 
only be tested by a process equivalent to turning something 
material from one direction to the other—a procedure which 
really begs the question. For example, to test whether two 
radi of the electron OP,, OP: are equal, we may imagine 
the electron turned round so that the original radius OP, 
falls into the position OP, and note whether its extremity 
falls on Po, But if the test succeeds, it really demonstrates 
nothing about the shape (relative or absolute) of the 
electron ; it only shows that an electron has “‘no memory ” 
so that an electron which has been turned rourd from 
another position is identical in extension with an electron 
newly created at the spot. Lorentz’s “ contracted electron” 
would fulfil this test just as well as a spherical electron, 
since the radius would contract or expand as the rotation 
took place. 

Thus the statement that the radius of an electron has 
a particular size implies that there is at the same spot 
and in the same direction a comparison-length of which 
it is a fixed fraction; and the statement that all the radii 
are equal means that each radius is the same fraction of 
the comparison-length in the corresponding direction. Let 

* This conclusion was reached by analytical methods in Proc. Roy. 
Soc. A, vol. xcix. p. 104. I have here separated it from the mathe- 
matical setting in which it first appeared. 
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OQ, be the comparison-length in the direction OP, and 
k the constant fraction, so that 

OR, = kOQ,. 

Then our real meaning is that the locus of P,, ¢.e. the 
boundary of the electron, is similar to and in a constant 
ratio to the locus of Q,. 

The statement that the electron is a sphere of constant 
size appears in two aspects. First it may be a statement 
of empirical fact. In that case our comparison-locus Q, is 
a metre-sphere, that is to say a locus constructed in a 
specified manner with a material scale, which we take by 
definition as our standard of constant size (at different 
times and places) and of spherical symmetry. That this 
materially constructed sphere should be similar to and in 
a constant ratio to the surface of au electron, presumably 
results from the conditions determining the extension of 
rigid bodies. We cannot trace the connexion in detail 
because of our ignorance of material structure; but it 
seems possible to see the connexion from broad principles. 
If electrons were always elongated north and south we 
should scarcely trust a pair of compasses constructed of 
electrons to keep an unvarying distance when turned from 
east-west to north-south ; and we should expect a drop 
of water at rest and undisturbed to exhibit a similar axial 
character. But if the electrons are spherical, that is to 
say if the extensional properties of our units of material 
structure are symmetrical, then there is nothing to show 
why our materially constructed locus Q, should deviate 
from symmetry in one direction rather than another. Thus 
in conyentionally assigning spherical shape to our locus Q,, 
we are virtually assigning spherical shape to the electron *. 

But our original statement as to the shape and size of the 
electron referred not to an empirical fact, but to a readily 
understood consequence of its unknown laws of formation. 
In this case reference to a metre-sphere is obviously irre- 
levant. The comparison-locus Q, implied in the statement 

* It may be asked, How about the ring-electron? In that case, 
the electron-structure possible at any point is not unique since the 
ring can have different orientations. Our statement as to sphericity 
must be taken to refer, not to a single electron, but to the average 
of a large number taken at random. Perhaps the explicit intro- 
duction of the statistical average for the electron assists the argument, 
for statistical averages are evidently concerned in all properties of 
matter in bulk, so that there now appears a closer connexion between 
the causes determining the two loci OP; and OQ;. 
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must be extraneous to the electron and involved in its laws 
of formation. It can only belong to (i.e. be determined 
by) the field-entity. There is thus a locus belonging to the 
field-entity which is similar to and in a constant ratio to 
the surface of the electron, which in turn is similar to and 
in a constant ratio to the metre-sphere. Hence the locus 
in the field-entity is a sphere of constant size, according 
to our standard of measurement. The field accordingly 
has at least one property which is everywhere homogeneous 
and isotropic. 

In the last sentence I say jield, not jield-entity, because 
the terms homogeneous and isotropic refer to the relation 
to material measuring-appliances. In fact our whole 
argument is that the homogeneity and isotropy is not 
inherent in the field-entity itself, but is introduced into 
the field at the material end of the relation. 

The question now arises, What is this natural comparison- 
length OQ, in the field? The obvious answer is that it is 
the radius of curvature of space in the corresponding 
direction. I presume that some other independent length 
may exist associated with direction at each point of a 
manifold; but if it does it must involve derivatives of 
high order, and it would seem far fetched to suppose that 
the laws of formation of the electron are such that the size 
depends on it. It seems clear that the natural comparison- 
length OQ, is to be identified with the radius of curvature ; 
and accordingly the curvature of empty space is everywhere 
homogeneous and isotropic*. | 

It only remains to express this condition in the form 
of covariant equations. It can be shown (see Appendix) 
that the equations 

Guy a Muy 

where-A is a universal constant, express the condition that 
the radius of curvature in every direction is equal to 
(3)-4. These equations are Hinstein’s law of gravitation. 

The argument may be summed up as follows :——If the 
electron that can exist at any place and time is on a 
particular and not on an arbitrary scale, or, more gene- 
rally, if the statistical average of the electrons that may be 

* This may appear to have some connexion with the view of 
Dr. Whitehead that space may be Euclidean or non-Euclidean but 
must be homogeneous throughout. But uniform and isotropic curvature 
is by no means a sufficient condition for complete homogeneity of space, 
and it leaves room for the full range of variation of geometry from point 
to point required by Einstein’s theory. 
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formed at the point tends to a particular volume, then 
there exists at every point in the world a definite locus, viz. 
the boundary of the electron (averaged if necessary ) which 
could potentially exist at that point. This locus must 
express some property of the structure of the field-entity ; 
and it appears inevitable that the loeus must be the locus 
of curvature* of tke world at that point. The lccus will 
be judged to be a sphere of constant radius, not through 
any intrinsic shape or size (since shape and size are relative 
terms and cannot be intrinsic), but because our actual 
criterion of symmetry and scale at different points in the 
world rests ultimately on this locus. The whole principle 
of physical measurement rests on the convention that 
direction and position are not in themselves relevant to 
measurement, so that measurement conventionally assigns 
extension in such a way that the extensional properties 
of the unit of material structure are on the average 
independent of position and direction. The mathematical 
expression of our conclusion that the locus of curvature 
is a sphere of constant radius leads at once to Hinstein’s 
Jaw of gravitation. 

I think there can be little doubt that the law of 
gravitation arises in this way, through the fact that we 
have to study the structure of the field-entity with 
apparatus whose parts are themselves constituted in relation 
to the structure of the field-entity, so that the intrinsic 
properties ot the field-entity disappear in the vicious circle. - 
The law is not of the nature of a constraint (such as Least 
Action) imposed on the field-entity, but expresses the prin- 
ciple of measurement +t. Admittedly the argument makes 
certain jumps, appealing to broad principles instead of 
following through a full theory of structure; and this is 
necessitated by our present ignorance of the details of 
material structure. That brings me back to the first 
contention in this paper: we cannot separate off the 
field-laws as a province of physics fully understood and 

* This is, of course, not the locus of the centre of curvature, which 
lies in some fifth dimension which does not exist. In each direction 
a radius is drawn proportional to the radius of curvature of the corre- 
sponding section. 

+ Cf. E. Cunningham, ‘Relativity and the Electron Theory,’ 2nd edition, 
p. 137. “The law of gravitation becomes the condition which singles 
out a measure-system.” But whereas he appears to consider that our 
actual measure-system is determined so as to give the greatest possible 
simplicity to the laws of nature, I consider that it is determined by the 
_structure of the measuring appliances which we have to use. 
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unaffected by our ignorance of the laws of matter. When 
for instance we ask why Hinstein’s equations of gravitation 
should be chosen rather than one of the more complex 
systems of covariant equations which are possible, we have 
to seek an answer, not in the structure of the field, but 
in the structure of the electron. It depends on whether 
the form of the electron corresponds to the locus of 
curvature or to some more complicated absolute locus in 
the world. Hvery thing points to the locus of curvature 
as the more likely ; but until the precise mode of formation 
of the electron is decided, other solutions may remain as 
a perhaps far-fetched possibility. 

APPENDIX. 

Proof that the equations Gay= Muy express the condition 

that the radius of curvature is the same at all points in 
all directions. 

A four-dimensional manifold with general Riemannian 
geometry can be represented as a surface in Huclidean 
space of ten dimensions. At any point the tangent and 
the normal give five dimensions, which osculate the surface 
to an order sufficient for the calculation of the curvature. 

Let then the equation of this portion of the surface, 
referred to rectangular Huclidean coordinates (x1, x2, «3, 
v4, 2) along the lines of curvature and the normal, be 

22 == hye t+ kot.’ + kg es? tha 

so that hy, ka, k3, ky are the reciprocais of the principal radii 
of curvature. We have, by Huclidean geometry, 

—ds? = d2+dePt+dzx27+darz+dxy. 

Since four coordinates are sufficient to specity a point on 

the surface, we eliminate z, obtaining 

= ds? = (1 lone ae) at" +... + Qhykoa Hoda, Ads Sy eA 

so that 

alae Gt +k,?x,"), Iuy = —kyk, t,x, (not summed), 

Accordingly the first derivatives of the g’s vanish at the 
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origin, and the g’s themselves have Huclidean values there ; 
but the second derivatives contain the curvatures. 

To calculate G,,,, at the origin, we have 

et) oy = 
Cr 57 —sq, at  32r, 02, log V9, 

since the remaining terms vanish with the first derivatives 
of the g’s. Using values at the origin, this further reduces 
to 

0 ( e 095e OO» ° . UI bay eC be) 
cing ra z2 O24 du, “ OL, a, ) + 3a,5a; = he Va ye 

Working out the terms in detail, we easily find 

Gi = —hy(ho thst fu), 

Goo = —hki(ki + k3+ hs), 

Gs3 = —h3(ki thethy), 

Gu = —hy(ky + ho+ ks), 

Giese 0. 

The condition G,,, = Ag, becomes at the origin 

Gu = Goo = Ges — Ga = Ns Ga ee 

Substituting the above values of the Cire 

by = y= hy = hk = V/(4D), 
showing that the radius of curvature is isotropic and equal 
to a constant. 

The argument in the paper referred only to space- 
dimensions, so that our introduction of the time-dimension 
(or rather, imaginary time a4) here may seem to be going 
beyond what has been justified. But the space-section 
of the four-dimensional continuum can be taken in any 
number of different directions, corresponding to the 
Lorentz-transformation, so that actually four dimensions 
are covered by the argument. 

this gives 
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LXXXVIIL. Does an Accelerated Electron necessarily 

Radiate Energy on the Classical Theory ? 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN,— 

N your March number Dr. Milner discusses the question of 
the radiation from an accelerated electron in connexion 

with a generalization of a solution of Maxwell’s equations 
obtained by Schott. This solution gives the field of a 
Lorentz electron of large mass moving up from infinity and 
then back again along a line of force in a uniform electric 
field. and Dr. Milner adopts it to give the field of two 
electrons with equal and opposite charges movin» first 
towards one another and then separating after coming 
simultaneously to rest, the motion again being along a line 
of force in a uniform electric field. 

In the electromagnetic field thus presented by Milner, 
there is quite clearly no irreversible radiation of energy either 
away from or into the field, a fact which at first sight appears 
to contradict the generally accepted notion that an electron 
in accelerated motion is radiating energy. A closer exami- 
nation will, however, soon prove that there is in fact no 
discrepancy. 

The case for radiation may be presented in the following 
-form :—When the velocity of a moving electron is altered 
the necessary modification in the surrounding field is effected 
by means of a thin spherical shell of disturbance spreading 
out symmetrically from the instantaneous position of the 
electron, sweeping up the old field as it proceeds outwards 
and leaving behind the new. As this shell gets farther and 
farther from the electron its field approximates more nearly 
to the type associated with radiation, and the energy of this 
radiation, which never sinks below a finite positive limit, 
represents a proper loss by radiation of the intrinsic (localised 
velocity) energy of the electron. 

It is quite clear from this presentation that there is no 
sense in the expression ‘‘ radiation from the electron ” unless 
the radiation shell created at any instant can in fact get 
away from the electron, that is unless the velocity and 
acceleration of the electron are small compared with the 
velocity of radiation. The limits have been calculated and 
amply cover all conceivable physical cases, so that there 
would appear to be full justification for the practical gener- 
alization of the notion of radiation from moving electrons. 
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In Dr. Milner’s case, however, the electrons are movin 
with a rapidity which appreciably departs from the velocity 
of light only fora very short part of their total infinite path *, 
so that except perhaps at the turning point in each path, 
either the velocity or the acceleration would exceed the 
limits laid down for proper radiation ; in other words, the 
radiation shell created at any instant cannot in general 
be expected to free itself from the electron, so that its field 
would always remain mixed up with the velocity field 
which properly determines the mass and energy of the 
electron. Near the turning point the ordinary conditions of 
small velocity and acceleration are realized, and here Milner 
verifies the usual formula for an instantaneous irreversible 
radiation. , 

It is evident, therefore, that the solution presented does 
not in reality contradict our previous notions of these matters 
except in so far, perhaps, as the conditions in it are such as 
are never presumed to be realized in actual practice. 

The subsequent. question as to the complete suitability of 
the retarded point potentials, and the consequent necessity 
for boundaries of discontinuity in the electromagnetic field, 
does not seem open to much doubt. Of course it involves 
regarding the whole subject from the point of view which 
concentrates mainly on the electrons and their motion. The 
alternative is to regard the infinite field as the fundamental 
entity, and then to deduce the motions of the various 
electrons involved in if as one aspect of the conditions in the 
field, but this is infinitely more difficult than the reverse 
process, if only for the reason that it involves in any problem 
an @ priori specification tor a quadruply infinite number of 
space-time itis instead of merely for a finite number 
of electrons. And ultimately there can be no discrepancy in 
the results for any given problem approached in the two ways; 
for two field solutions satisfying the electromagnetic equations 
and giving the same polar nuclei with the same motions must 
be identical. : 

The University, Manchester, Yours faithfully, 

July 29th, 1921. G. H. Livens. 

* A point moving with the velocity of radiation and starting from 
infinity with one of the electrons, would only gain a finite distance in 
the infinite time required for the motion. 

ee ee ae ee a eS ee 
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LXXXIX. The Artifical Disintegration of Light Hlements. 
By Sir HE. Rotuerrorp, F.R.S., Cavendish Professor of 
Keperimental Physics, and J. CHapwicx, Ph.D., Clerk 
Maxwell Scholar, University of Cambridge * 

[* previous papers, onet of us has shown that when 
swift « particles pass through dry air or nitrogen, 

a few long-range particles are produced which can be 
detected by their scintillations on a zinc-sulphide screen. 
These particles were bent ina magnetic field to about the 
same extent as swift H atoms of the same range, and it was 

“concluded that some of the nitrogen atoms were disintegrated 
by the intense collisions with @ particles and thata positively 
charged hydrogen atom (H atom) was liberated at a high 
speed. No such long-range particles were observed in 
oxygen or carbon dioxide. In these preliminary expe- 
riments, the scintillations due to the H atoms were so 
few in number and so feeble in intensity, that it was found 
dificult to decide with certainty whether the maximum 
range of the H atoms from nitrogen differed from that for 
the corresponding H atoms set in swift motion by the 
passage of x particles through hydrogen or other hydrogen 
material. 

Recently the optical arrangements of the microscope have 
been so improved that the counting of scintillations has 
become much easier and more certain. By this means, it 
was at once tound that the particles from nitrogen hada 
greater range of penetration than the corresponding H atoms 
from hydrogen. For example, using radium © asa source 
of « rays with a range in air of 7 cm., no H atoms from 
hydrogen can be detected after passing through absorbing 
screens of aluminium or mica of stopping-power equivalent 
to 29cm. of air. On the other hand, the maximum range of 
the particles from nitrogen corresponds to 40 cm. of air. 
This shows at once that the emission of these particles from 
nitrogen cannot possibly be ascribed to the presence of free 
hydrogen or hydrogen in combination as a contamination. 

This observation gave a simple method of testing whether 
other olements besides nitrogen emitted long-range particles. 
If the scintillations are counted for absorptions oreater than 
29 cm. of air, the results are quite ae ee of the 
presence of hydrogen as an impurity in the substance under 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
{ Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xxxvii., I. II. & III., pp. 588-587 (1919) ; 

Bakerian Lecture, Oe Roy. Soc. A, xevil. p. 874 (1920). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No, 251. Nov. 1921. 3H 
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examination. In this way we have obtained definite proof 
that, in addition to nitrogen, also boron, fiuorine, sodium, 
aluminium, and phosphorus exposed to « rays give rise to 
particles whose ranges vary between 40 and 90 em. of air. 

In the present paper, a brief account will be given of the 
general methods employed in examining a number of 
elements and also a more detailed account of the variation in 
the number of particles with velocity of the incident « rays 
for two typical elements, viz., nitrogen and aluminium. 

Counting of Scintillations. 

With the microscope originally employed, the scintillations 
due to H atoms were in gencral weak and difficult to count 
with accuracy. The brightness of the scintillations can be 
much increased by the use of special lenses. We have found 
most suitable for our purpose a holoescopic objective of focal 
length 16 mm. and aperture ‘45. With an eyepiece of 
low magnifying power, this gave a field of view of diameter 
3°25 mm. and of area 8°3 sq. mm. The magnification of the 
system employed was about 40. In these experiments it 
was essential to include as large an area of screen as possible 
in order to give a convenient number of scintillations per 
minute. For this reason, the use of short focus objectives, 
which can readily be obtained of wide aperture, was quite 
out of the question. In order to avoid the direct effect on 
the eyes due to the y rays from the source of radiation, a 
special microscope was constructed in which the light from 
the objective was turned through a right angle by means of 
a totally reflecting prism. In this way, by use of suitable 
absorbing screens, the observer could be protected from the 
direct effect of the powerful sources of y rays employed in 
some experiments. This microscope was designed and con- 
structed for the purpose by Mr. Twyman of Hilger and Co., 
and has proved very satisfactory. 

An account of the precautions to be taken in counting 
weak scintillations has been given in a previous paper, but- 
attention should be drawn to a few additional points. In 
order to reduce the luminosity of the zinc-sulphide screen 
due to the y rays, it is important to employ a thin and finely 
powdered layer. With the use of a strong magnetic field to — 
turn aside the 8 rays, we have found it feasible to count the 
scintillations with a source of radium © of activity equivalent 
to 20 mgs. Ra only 2°5 cm. away from the zinc-sulphide 
screen. With the new microscopes we have found the 
counting results much more concordant than with the old, 
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and observations taken at six months interval have been 
found in good agreement. In order to count as many 
particles as possible during an experiment, two counters 
were always used who pounce alternately for a period of 
one minute each. Anadditional observer made the necessary 
adjustments and recorded the data. 

Haperimental arrangement. 

The general arrangement will be clear from fig. 1. The 

Bia, 

source of @ particles R was carried on a rod passing with 
a sliding fit through a brass stopper. This fitted tightly 
into the brass tube T of 3 em. diameter. The end of the 
vessel was provided with a hole 5 mm. in diameter, which 
was closed by a silver foil of 6°3 cm. air equivalent.. The 
zinc-sulphide screen § was fixed on the face leaving a slot of 
1-3 mm. depth in which absorbing screens could be inserted. 
The apparatus was placed between the poles of a large 
electromagnet to reduce the luminosity due to the @ rays. 

The source R in most experiments was a brass disk of 
diameter 1 cm. coated with the active deposit of radium. Its 
initial y-ray activity was usually equivalent to 25 mgs. Ra. 
The distance of the source from the screen, generally 3°5 cm., 
could be varied and the position read off on a scale. In 
most cases the material to be exposed to «# rays was in the 
form of .a powder, generally the oxide of the element. This 
was heated in vacuo and a film prepared by dusting on toa 
gold foil smeared with alcohol. The average thickness of 
‘the film was determined by weighing. The screen thus 
prepared was placed immediately in front of the source. 
A stream of dry oxygen, which does not give any particles, 
was continuously passed through the apparatus to eliminate 
the effect of the nitrogen in the air which would itself give 
long-range particles. 

3 Hi 2 
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In general, absorbing screens of mica were inserted in 
front of the zince-sulphide screen so as to make the total 
absorption in the path of any particles liberated from the 
bombarded material equivalent to 32 cm. of air. Control 
experiments were made (1) by placing a sheet of paraffin 
wax 25m thick at F, (3) by passing a mixture of CO, and 
H, through the apparatus, the source being uncovered. It 
was found that no H particles could be detected through an 
absorption of more than 29 cm. of air. Hence the results 
obtained for the materials under examination were inde- 
pendent of contamination with H or any H compound. ; 

The following table contains in the first column a list of 
the elements, from lithium to sulphur inclusive, which have 
been examined in this way; and the second column shows 
the material actually used in the experiments. 

The third column gives the number of scintillations per 
minute per mgm. activity of the source observed at an 
absorption of 32 em. of air under certain conditions. These 
Peta afford only a rough comparison of the effects given 
by different elements, for the conditions of experiment, Cag: 
the thickness and distribution of the film of material, varied 
from element to element. The fourth column gives the 
approximate maximum range of the particles. 

Maximum range 
No. of particles ._ of particles, 

Element. Material. per min. per mgm. in cin. of air, 

Lithium A CGF aioe ace ae toca): = — 

Bersdinumsse DEO.) a Cees cere — == 

Boron Bee Ss od ene A alae 15 ca. 45 

Carbon CO 8 oe ek seen bene — — 

Nitrogen AMIS peat SN RRR el epey. a 40 

Oxygen Ou Goaaid oe ee ste ete — — 

Fluorine Cais sta ol aecemen ae see “4 over 40 
Sodium INDO TE Cire eee eee 2 ca. 42 

Maenesium MeO ea ee ee 

Adlumnmbimiumn ~All AOR Seen ence J-l 90 

Silicon SRE te tata Tote eran be 

Phosphorus = P (ved) 4 ia ore oto ca. 65 

Sulphur DOSY hehe Fe een ee 

In addition to these, the following elements of higher 
atomic weight were examined: chlorine as MgCl, ; potas- 
sium as KO]; caletum as CaQ; titanium as Ti,0,; man- 
ganese as MnO, ; iron, copper, fin, silver, and gold in the 
form of metal foils. In no case w ere any particles observed 
of range greater than 32 cm. of air. The question as to 
whether any of these elements give particles of range less 
than 32 em. has not yet been examined. 
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Long-range Particles from Nitrogen. 

In these experiments the source of « rays was always fixed 
at 3°D em. from the zinc-sulphide screen and a continuous 
stream of dry air was drawn through the apparatus. The 
number of particles was counted alter passing through mica 
screens ot different stopping power. 

Curve A (fig. 2) is a typical absorption curve of the 

Fig. 2, 
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particles from nitrogen using radium C as a source of arays. 
The ordinates represent the number of scintillations observed 
per minute per milligram of activity of radium C measured 
by y rays; the abscisse, the stopping power of the absorbing 
screens for a particles expressed in terms of centimetres of 
air. It is seen that scintillations were observed up to 40 cm. 
absorption. Curve B is the corresponding absorption curve 
when the @ rays passed through a mixture of hydrogen 
and carbon dioxide, about 1 volume of H, to 1°5 of COs, 
which gave the same stopping-power as air for a rays. It is 
seen that no H atoms were observed beyond 29 em. of 
absorption, but the number rose very rapidly with diminishing 
absorption. The actual number of scintillations from nitro- 
gen for 12 cm. absorption was very much less than the 
number liberated in the H, and CO, mixture. Curve © 
represents the “natural” effect when the nitrogen was 
replaced by dry oxygen. The scintillations observed in this 
case are believed to have their ori igin froma shght hydrogen 
contamination of the source of a rays. This natural effect 
is small compared with that shown by nitrogen. 

Curve D is an illustration of the effects observed when a 

en a Re 
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screen of aluminium of stopping-power equivalent to 3°5 cm. 
of air is placed over the source and the air replaced by 
oxygen. It is seen that the particles liberated from 
sl tontie ree are able to penetrate a much greater distance of 
matter than those from nitrogen. The number of scintil- 
lations becomes so small for large absorptions that it is 

difficult to fix the limiting range witb accuracy. 

Hfect of Velocity of «a Particles. 

A series of experiments was made to find how the number 
and range of the particles were affected by change in the 
velocity “of the incident « particles. For this purpose the 
following sources were employed :— 

(1) Deposit of thorium C obtained by immersing one side 
of a nickel disk in a strong solution of radiothorium*. ‘This 
source gives complex a ray s, viz., 2/3 of range 8°6 em. and 
1/3 of range 5'0 cm. ‘The y-ray activity of this source with 
thorium Cand D in equilibrium was measured in terms of 
milligrams of radium. Recently some experiments have been 
made in this laboratory by Professor Schlundt and Mr. 
Shenstone tv compare the number of « particles of long range 
(8°6 cm.) emitted from Th C and D with the corresponding 
number from Ra B and C of equal y-ray activity. Under the 
conditions of measvrement in our experiments, the number of 
long-range particles per milligram of activity of ThCis taken 
as 70 per cent. of the corresponding number of « particles of 
range 7 cm. per milligram of radium C. In order to make 
the results for thorium © and radium comparable, it is 
consequently necessary to multiply the numbers of scintil- 
lations found in the ThC experiments by 1-4. This has been 
done in all direct comparisons. 

(2) A source of radium B+O giving « rays of 7 em., 
obtained by exposure of a brass disk to the emanation of 
radium. 

(3) Sources of « rays of ranges 6 and 4:9 em. of air were 
got by placing silver or gold foil of stoppin g-pow er 1 cm. 
and 2°1 em. respective ely over a source of radium B+C. 
Previous experiments had shown that neither silver nor gold 
gave any long-range particles. 

The absorption curves are shown in fig. 3. 

* We are very much indebted for the success of these experiments to 
the generosity of Dr. H. N. McCoy, who kindly presented one of us with 
a preparation of radiothorium of activity more than 30 mgr. Ra. Under 
the best conditions, we were able to obtain sources of ThC on a nickel 
disk corresponding 1 in activity to 20 mgs. Ra. 
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Curve A is for rays of range 8°6 cm. Only the end part 
of the curve is given, as the initial portions are complicated 
by the effects of the « rays of range 5 cm. | 

Curves B, C, D are for « rays of ranges 7:0, 6°0, and 
4-9 cm. respectively. Curve E shows the natural effect 
when the air is replaced by dry oxygen. It was found that 
to a first approximation the range of the liberated particles 
was proportional to the range of the incident «& particles. 
For example, the ranges of the particles were about 50, 40, 
34 cm. tor e particles of range 86, 7:0, and 6:0 respectively. 

Fig. 3. 
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It is seen that the number of particles observed increased 
rapidly with the velocity of the « particle. Allowing for 
the natural scintillations given by curve E, the number 
observed for 12 cm. absorption is 6°5, 3°4, 0°8 per milligram 
for rays of range 7:0, 6:0, and 4:9 cm. respectively. The 
corresponding numbers for half the maximum range in each 
ease is 4°3, 2°5, and 0°7. It is to be remembered that the 
ayrays pass through a length of 3:5 cm. of gas, so that in 
the case of « rays of initial range 7 cm., the gas is acted 
on by rays varying in range from 7 to 3:5 cm. Without 
definite information as to the angular distribution of the 

particles liberated by the collisions, it is difficult to estimate 

the number of particles provided by each part of the column 

of gas traversed. It seems clear, however, that the number 
rises rapidly with increase of velocity of the @ rays. This 
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was shown by the following experiment. A screen of silver 
of stopping-power 3°7 cm. was placed 1 em. distant from the 
source of a rays of range 8°6 cm. We know from experi- 
ment that the rays after traversing the silver are ineffective 
in producing long- -range particles. Consequently the swift 
atoms are produced only in the first centimetre of the air. 
This absorption curve of the H atoms liberated by a particles 
of range between 8-6 and 7:6 cm. is shown in curve F (fig. 3). 
When a source of rays of range 7 cm. was substituted for 
the 8°6 cm. the effects observed were considerably smaller. 
The effect due to the a rays of range 5 cm. emitted by ThC 
was small and easily allowed for. 

Experiments with Aluminium. 

A plate of aluminium of stopping-power 3°5 cm. was 
placed immediately in front of the source, whose distance 
trom the zinc-sulphide screen could be cared) The alu- 
minium had heen carefully heated in a vacuum furnace to 
drive off oceluded hydrogen and water-vapour. Dry oxygen 
was circulated through the apparatus. By placing absorbing 
screens of silver and gold between the source and the 

Fig. 4. 
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aluminium plate, the effect of velocity of the « particle on 
the number and range of the emitted particles could be 
examined as before. The results are shown in fig. 4, where 
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curves A, B, U, D represent the effects due to a particles of 
initial ranges 8°6, 7:0, 6°0, and 4°9 cm. respectively. The 
ranges of the particles are more than twice as great as for 
those liberated from nitrogen. It is seen that the variation 
of the number with velocity is very rapid. There is a 
marked difference between-curves B and C, and it is doubtful 
whether the rays of range 4:9 cm. give any particles at all, 
for the numbers Snails the effect due to the “natural” 
scintillations from the source. 

It was found exceedingly difficult to fix the end of the 
range of the particles with accuracy on account of the small- 
ness of the numbers of scintillations. To increase the effect, 
a stronger magnetic field was used to bend away the 8 rays 
and the source brought as close to the screen as the lumi- 
nosity due toy rays and residual @ rays allowed. The results 
as a whole showed that the ranges of the particles were 
approximately proportional to the ranges of the incident 
a rays, but a special series of experiments will be required 
to fix the ranges with the accuracy desired. It is an impor- 
tant question to decide whether such a_ proportionality 
exists, as it may help to throw light on the mechanism 
involved in the liberation of these swift particles. It seems 
certain, however, that some of the particles from aluminium 
due to a rays of range 7 cm. have a range otf at least 90 em. 
of air. The number of scintillations was too small to follow 
the absorption further. As it is, the experiments have been 
earried out to the point of detecting 1 particle per minute 
for 20 mgs. at the standard distance of 3°5 cm. 

Direction of escape of Particles. 

From analogy with the projection of H atoms by «par- 
ticles from hydrogen, it is to be expected that the great 
majority of the particles liberated from the elements would 
be expelled in the direction of the « particles. In the case 
of aluminium, however, it was found that the direction of 
escape of the particles was to a large extent independent of 
the direction of the impinging a particles, Nearly as many 
were expelled in the backward as in the forward direction. 
This effect was first observed when an aluminium instead of a 
brass disk was.coated with active deposit, and used as a source 
of e rays in an atmosphere of oxygen. The aluminium plate 
in front of the source was removed. The particles ahiak fall 
on the zinc-sulphide screen can be liberated only by e rays, 
which are fired into,the aluminium disk in a direction away 
from the zine screen. 

This type of experiment is, however, open to the objection 
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that some of the active deposit may have penetrated some 
distance into the aluminium disk and there given rise to 
particles in the forward direction of the 2 rays. To avoid 
this uncertainty, one side only of a silver plate of 3°7 cm. 
stopping-power was coated with active deposit by fixing it 
at the end of a tube filled with emanation. This plate was 
then used as a source with the active side facing away from 
the zine sulphide screen. The active face of the silver was 
covered by an aluminium foil of 3°5 cm. stopping-power. 

The number and absorption of the particles which are 
projected in a backward direction is shown in curve B of 
fig. 5. The corresponding curve for particles which are shot 

Fig. 5. 
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in the forward direction for an equal thickness of aluminium 
is shown in curve A. It is seen that the number in the 
backward direction is of the same order of magnitude as for 
the forward; but the maximum range in the backward 
direction for particles of range 7 cm. was smaller—viz., 
67 em. instead of the 90 em. observed for those shat 
forward. . 

As previously pointed out, it is very difficult to fix the 
exact ranges in these cases on account of the smallness of 
the observed effects. A few experiments were made to test 
whether the particles from nitrogen showed a similar effect. 
The arrangement was the same as for aluminium, but the 
a particles were fired backwards into air instead of into 
the aluminium plate. The number projected in a backward 
direction, if there are any at all, is very small compared 
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with the number in a forward direction. For an absorption 
of 18 em., the number was certainly less than 1/50 of the 
corresponding number in the forward direction. 
We have not so far been able to make similar experi- 

ments with the particles from boron, fluorine, sodium, or 
phosphorus. 

Discussion of Results. 

Hxperimental evidence shows that the long-range particles 
expelled from nitrogen are swift H atoms carring a unit 
positive charge. While we have not yet been able to test 
the nature of these long-range particles liberated from other 
elements, it seems very probable that the particles are in all 
cases H atoms, which are released at different maximum 
speeds depending on the nature of the element and on the 
velocity of the incident & particle. Under the conditions of 
the experiments, such H atoms can only arise from a disin- 
tegration of the nucleus brought about by a close collision 
with an @ particle. ; 

it is of interest to note that of the elements so far examined 
only those whose atomic mass is given by 4n+2 or 4n+3, 
where n is a whole number, give rise to H atoms. Elements 
of mass 4n like carbon, oxygen, sulphur, show no effect. 
This result is clearly seen from the following table of ele- 
ments which give H atoms:— 

Element, Mass. 4n+a., 

BORON MERE ee eck ew eon i 2x44+3 

INMUSROPUK OL eeaedoSedsadone 14 3xX442 

EL WOnime yh ee 19 A aX AO 

SOGMuineees kes eee 23 5x44+3 

A\iKunaayyanhohonl ~ sas ssccneeee 27 6x4+3 

Phosphorus ............ 31 7X4+38 

This result receives a simple explanation on the assumption 
that the nuclei of these elements are built up of helium 
nuclei of mass 4 and of hydrogen nuclei. The importance 
of the helium nucleus as a unit of atomic structure in heavy 
elements is clearly brought out by the study of the radio- 
active transformations. 

In order to account for the liberation of an H atom at 
high speed, it is natural to suppose that the H nuclei are 
saiellities of the main nucleus. In a elose collision, the 
a particle is able to give sufficient energy to the satellite to 
cause its escape at high speed from the central nucleus. 
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Sinee probably the forces holding the H satellites in equi- 
librium increase with the nuclear charge of the element, it 
is to be anticipated that the H satellites are closer to the 
nucleus for aluminium than for nitrogen. ‘The velocity of 
escape of the H atom, however, does not seem to be very 
simply connected with the nuclear charge of the disintegrated 
elements. for example, the range of the H atoms from 
boron (charge 5) is greater than that for nitrogen (7); while 
the range of the H atom from aluminium (13) is greater 
than that expelled from phosphorus (14). 

An @ particle in a direct collision with a free H nucleus 
at rest communicates to it *4 of its momentum and °64 of its 
energy. In order to communicate greater- energy and 
momentum, the nucleus must be in motion in the opposite 
direction to that of the @ particle. The momentum com- 
municated to an H satellite will thus depend on two factors: 
(1} the velocity of the H satellite in its orbit or, In more 
general terms, the closeness of its binding to the central 
nucleus ; (2) the nearness of the satellite to the central 
nucleus. * 

In order that the colliding @ particle may communicate 
much of its momentum to the satellite, the latter must be 
held by strong forces to the nucleus. If, however, the 
H satellite is very close to the nucleus, the x particle may 
have to communicate a considerable fraction of its momentum 
to the central nucleus, and the velocity of escape of the 
H satellite is correspondingly reduced. This, for example, 
may be the explanation why the H atoms from aluminium 
are faster than those from phosphorus of higher nuclear 
charge. In phosphorus, the H satellites may move so close 
to the nucleus, that the @ particle is able to give a smaller 
share of its apOMe EEE to the H satellite than i in the case of 
the more distant satellite of aluminium. 

The failure of the « particle to release H atoms from 
elements of mass greater than phosphorus may be due to the 
fact that the H atone either move very close to the nucleus 
or are Incorporated in its structure. 

It should be borne in mind that the chance of ejecting an 
H satellite at great speed from a nucleus is much smaller than 
for setting a tree H atom in correspondingly rapid motion. 
The number of swift H atoms released from the nucleus is, 
as we have seen, very dependent on the velocity of the 
a particle and ae on_the structure of the nucleus, but on ~ 
an average is uot more than 1/20 of the corresponding 
Soe: of switt H atoms which are set in motion by collision 
£ the a particles with free hydrogen nuclei. This shows 
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that the presence of the central nucleus greatly diminishes 
the chance of such a direct collision with the H satellite as 
will give it sufficient velocity to escape from the system. It 
may be that itis only within certain prescribed limits of velo- 
city of the satellite and position with regard to the central 
nucleus that a liberation of the satellite at a high speed by 
an « particle is possible. 

In discussing the possible mechanism of release of an 
H atom from a nucleus by the close collision with an 
a particle, two important experimental facts should be borne 
in mind—viz. (1) the maximum velocity of escape of an 
H atom for a given element is, at any rate to a fir st approxi- 
mation, proportional to the v elocity of the colliding @ particle ; 
(2) in the case of aluminium and possibly of the other elements, 
the H atoms escape in all directions, but the velocity is less 
in the backward than in the forward direction. The data in 
the case of aluminium and nitrogen are collected in the 
following table. Since the velocities of the H atoms are 
nearly proportional to the velocity V of the colliding 
a particle, the velocity, momentum, and energy of the 
Hf atom are expressed in terms of the incident @ particle. 

Velocity. Momentum, Kinetic energy. 

Imcident a particle. .......:2... Vv aN 2V2 

H atoms from aluminium : 

(1) in forward directioh ... 2:37V 237V 281V2 

(2) in backward direction ... 2:13V ga ON 227V? 

Hf atoms from nitrogen : : 

(1) in forward direction ...... 1°80V 1-80V 162V2 

The velocities are calculated on the assumption that the 
maximum velocity of a free H atom is 1°6V and that the 
corresponding range is 28 cm. of air foran @ particle of 7 cm. 
range. It is assumed from analogy with @ particles that the 
velocity of an H atom is proportional to the cube root of its 
range. The general evidence indicates that this relation 
holds, at any rate, approximately. It is seen that the energy 
of the H atom escaping from aluminium is 1:40 times the 
energy of the incident « particle, and even in the backward 

direction the ener gy is 13 per cent. greater. This additional 
energy must come from the atom in consequence of ils 
disintegration. 

Mechanism of Disintegration. 

It is of interest to consider whether any further infor- 
mation can be obtained which will throw lheght on the 
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ultimate distribution of kinetic energy between the three 
bodies involved in a collision—viz., the « particle, the H satel- 
lite, and the central nucleus. It is also necessary to account 
for the surprising fact that the H atoms from aluminium 
are shot out in all directions. The latter fact suggests at 
once the possibility of an atomic explosion in which the 
energy of the « particle plays the part of a detonator, and 
the escaping H particle gains most of its energy from the 
nucleus. Such a general conclusion, however, is not sup- 
ported by the observed result that the energy of escape 
appears to be nearly proportional to the energy of the 
incident « particle. On account of the difficulty of deter- 
ming the ranges in these experiments, too much stress must 
not be laid on this point. 

The escape of the H atoms in all directions may be 
explained in a simple way, which is illustrated in fig. 6. 

The H atom is supposed to be moving in an orbit round 
the central nucleus N. If the collision occurs, as in A, the 
H atom is driven in the forward direction of the « particle 
and away from the nucleus; if, as in B, the H atom is driven 
towards the nucleus, it describes an orbit close to the nucleus 
and escapes in the backward direction. The difference of 
velocity of the H atoms in the forward and backward 
directions is probably due to the fact that the nucleus has 
been set in motion in the direction of the @ particle before 
the close collision with the H satellite occurs. On this view, 
the relative velocity of the H atom and residual nucleus is 
the same whether the H atom escapes in the backward or 
forward direction, but the actual velocity in the backward 
direction is less. 

It is clear that in the case of aluminium, the law of con- 
servation of energy does not hold, unless we take into 

asec Jimity FPR ria, oie 
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account the energy derived from the disintegration of the 
nucleus. If we suppose, however, that the law of con- 
servation of momentum is valid in his problem, we can, on 
certain assumptions, calculate the final distribution of energy 
between the three bodies involved in the collision. 
We shall suppose that, in addition to the conservation 

of momentum, the resultant kinetic energy of the three 
bodies involved is the same whether the H atom is liberated 
in the forward or backward direction, and in-particular that 
the final energy of escape of the « particle is not sensibly 
different in the two cases. Both of these assumptions seem 
not unreasonable. 

Let M, m, » be the masses of the 2 particle, H atom, and 
residual nucleus respectively; V, V’ the-initial and final 
velocities of the particle; 1, v, the maximum velocities of 
the H atoms in the forwards and backwards direction ; wy, 
us the corresponding velocities of the residual nucleus. The 
velocities are all measured in the direction of the a particle. 

Then 

M(V—V')=mv, + pry 

=MV_ + MUo, 

while the equivalence of energy in the two cases gives 

mv? + pus? = mv? + uy”. 

From these three equations we can determine the three 
unknowns—viz., V’, w,, and wp. 

In the case of aluminium, 

Mal, =A, CSA, ye Zeilo 

It can be calculated that in this case 

Vino Ne 

[i= 81 Vi, 

[ipa 0 Ve 

It is thus seen that the « particle escapes with °19 of its 
initial velocity, and so gives 964 per cent. of its energy to the 
system. The residual ‘nucleus is shot forward in the direction 
of the # particle, but with slower velocity in the case of the 
escape of a forward particle. 

The relative energies in terms of the initial energy of the 
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a particle are 1°404, :007, -036 for the H atom, nucleus, and 
a particle respectivel y atter a collision in w hich the H atom 
is shot forward. The corresponding numbers when the 
H atom is shot backward are 1°13, °24, °036 respectively. 

The total gain of energy of the parts after the collision is 
‘45 the energy of the incident @ particle. 

These deductions, which apply only to the case of an 
a particle of range 7 em., are of the order of magnitude to 
be expected. Possibly the excess energy may be ascribed to 
a rearrangement of the nucleus which accompanies the dis- 
integration. Unfortunately, the number of H atoms, if any, 
emitted backwards from nitrogen is too small for acount 
determination of their maximum velocity. From similar 
calculations to those given above, it can be shown that the 
system neither gains nor loses energy if the H atoms have 
a range of 19°2 cm. backwards when the forward range 1s 
40cm. If the backward range is relatively greater, there 

_would be a gain of energy by the disintegration. 

General considerations. 

The chance that an « particle is able to liberate a switt 
H atom from a nucleus is exceedingly small. In the case of 
aluminium, for example, the number of scintillations ob- 
served on a screen of 8°3 sq. mm. area for an absorption of 
30 em. is about one per minute per milligram for a bom- 
barded plate of aluminium of 3°5 cm. stopping-power, 3 5 cm. 
distant from the screen, and for a rays of initial range 7em. 
Taking the efficiency of the screen as ‘705, it follows that only 
two @ parti icles in one million are able to liberate a swift 
H atom. Knowing that the « particles from one gram cf 
radium produce only 168 cubic mass of helium per year, it 
is easily s seen that the volume of hydrogen per year liber ated 
from nitrogen or aluminium under practical conditions 

would be exceedingly small. 
The observations on the disintegration of the light elements 

have been interpreted by supposing that the H atoms are 
satellites of the central nucleus. This implicity assumes that 
ae ly charged bodies attract one another at the very 
small distances coped. Such attractive forces must exist 
in order to hold the ordinary composite nucleus in equi- 
librium, and it seems likely that these attractive forces will 
extend some distance from the nucleus. If this view be 
correct, the forces en the «& particle are initially repulsive, 
but change sign very near the nucleus. As the law of force 
very near each nuclei is unknown, it is difficult to form any 
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definite idea of the distance of the satellites from the central 
nucleus, or of its orbital velocity. 

It is of interest in this connexion to note that H atoms do 
not appear to be released from aluminium by « particles of 
range less than 5 cm. The number liberated increases 
rapidly as the speed of the «& particle is increased. This 
shows that the “‘ disruption ” potential of the nucleus by ana 
particle, 7. e. the potential difference required to communicate 
the same energy to an electron as is possessed by the @ particle, 
is of the order of 6 million volts for aluminium ; but the ex- 
perimental effects are so small that it is difficult to estimate 
this disruption potential with anyaccuracy. It is of interest 
to note that the corresponding potential to liberate an electron 
from the K or inner ring of electrons is about 2200 volts for 
aluminium. This question will be discussed later in more 
detail when the critical velocity for disruption is determined 
for the other elements. 

If our view is correct that the H nuclei are satellites of 
the central nucleus, the mass of the H satellite should not be 
very different from that of the free H nucleus. If it be 
supposed that the nitrogen nucleus is derived from that of 

’ earben by the addition of two H satellites and one electron, 
it is to be anticipated that the mass of the nitrogen atom 
should be 14:016 nearly, assuming C=12:00, H=1-008 in 
terms of O= 16. 
By accurate experiment with positive rays by Aston’s 

method, it should be possible to decide whether the atomic 
mass of nitrogen is nearer this calculated value than the 
whole number 14. Similar considerations should be appli- 
eable to the other elements from which H atoms can be 
liberated. 

We are much indebted to Mr. E. 8. Bieler and Mr. C. D. 
Hillis for their help in counting scintillations, and to 
Mr. Crowe for preparing the radioactive sources. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
Aug. 11, 1921. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. Suk 
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1. Introduction. 

HEN a distant point-source of light is viewed by 
reflexion from a plane mirror silvered on the 

back, the scattered light surrounding the reflected image of 
the source exhibits a system of coloured rings, the brilliancy 
of which is greatly enhanced by purposely dimming the 
front surface of the mirror, as, for instance, by breathing 
upon it. These rings (generally referred to in the literature 
as Quetelet’s Rings) belong to the same class of diffraction 
phenomena as the well-known “‘ diffusion ”’ rings surrounding 
the focus of a thick concave mirror discovered by Newton. 
The generally accepted theory of their formation was put 
forward originally by Stokes t and was subsequently elabor- 

ated by Lommel ft and Exner§. It is proposed in this 
paper to draw attention to several novel features which the 
authors have observed in the course of an experimental study 
of the phenomena under various conditions. In considering 
the explanation of these features, it will be shown also that 
the hitherto accepted theory of ‘Quetelet’ s rings and other 
related phenomena requires revision in certain respects. 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Mathematical and Physical Papers, vol. iii. pp. 155-196. 
t Annalen der Physik, vol. viii. p. 193 (1879). 
§ Sttzungsberichte of the Vienna Academy, xc. p. 827 (1884), and Ann. 

d. Physik, vol. ix. p. 239 (1880). 
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2. Observations of Quetelet’s Rings at Oblique Incidences. 

So far as the anthors are aware, no observations have been 
published of Quetelet’s rings with plates on which light is 
incident at large obliquities. Stokes in his paper * describes 
an unsuccessiul attempt in this direction—“ As the angle of 
incidenee increases, the bands become finer and finer, and 
after they have become too fine to be distinguished by the 
naked eye, they may still be seen through a small telescope, 
provided the source of light be sufficiently small.... Isaw 
traces of the bands when the angie of incidence was about 
25° 40’, but they were not at all well-formed beyond an 
angle of about 10° 40’, after which they began to be con- 
founded with rays whica shot in all directions from the 
image of the luminous point.” He also suggests that with 
a thinner mirror the observations might probably have been 
pushed further. 

Fig. 1. 

As remarked by Stokes, the difficulty in observing the 
rings given by a plate at any considerable obliquity arises 
from the structure of the luminous field in which they should 

* Loe. cit. p. 184. 

312 
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appear. The structure (which is radial * and fibrous in 
white light, and granular in monochromatic light) arises 
from the irregular distribution of the diffracting particles or 
heterogeneity of the film which dims the surface of the 
mirror and is accordingly fundamental to the experiment. 
Its effect may be minimized by increasing the aperture of 
the observing telescope or diminishing the thickness of the 
mirror, but considerations of convenience and the difficulty 
in obtaining very thin mirrors with optically plane and 
parallel faces limit the possibilities in either direction. 

The present authors have found two methods of experi- 
menting by which it is possible to push the observations of 
Quetelet’s rings to angles of incidence right up to 90°. The 
ees method is to use a front-silvered glass plate (ordinary 
z in. mirror glass does very well), and to coat the surface of a 
second glass | plate with a scattering film and place it face to 
face with the silvered surface on the first plate, thin slips of 
paper or mica being placed at the corners between the two 
plates to adjust the distance between them. In this way, 
very satisfactory optical surfaces separated by any desired 
space may be obtained. The authors have found that a light 
coat of ammonium chloride on the surface of the plate 
(deposited by volatilization) gives a highly homogeneous 
and neice scattering film of which the thickness can be 
accurately controlled. This gives much more satisfactory 
results than the film of milk which is usually recommended, 
the granulation of the field being practically absent. 

The second method is to use a clear sheet of mica which 
ean be obtained readily and split to any desired thickness, 
and to coat one of its surfaces with a thin film of ammonium 
chloride by volatilization. The back of the mica may be 
silvered if so desired, but this is not essential if a bright 
source of light be available. As is well known, the surfaces 
of a good sheet of mica are parallel to an extreme degree of 
accuracy, and if the sheet be suitably held, it need not 
appreciably deviate from planeness. 

By both methods, it is possible to obtain such small separ- 
ations between the mirror and the scattering film that it is 
nba unnecessary to use an observing telescope, even at 
very oblique incidences. Gorgeously-coloured rings are 
seen when the arrangement is held close to the eye, anda 
small source of light is viewed by reflexion from it. Using 

* With an obliquely-held plate, the streamers instead of running out 
quite radially from the reflected image of the source, curve unsym- 
metrically as “shown in site, 1 
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the methods of observation here described, several interesting 
results have been obtained which will now be detailed. 

3. The Configuration of the Rings. 

There is a noteworthy difference between the configuration 
of the rings as seen with the air-film and with the sheet of 
mica. As is well known, the diameters of Quetelet’s rings 
are given by the formula 

Zi COSM—aCOSO = WN 2 te Ch) 

where ¢ is the thickness of the plate, » the wave-length of 
the light, 7 and @ are the angles which the regularly trans- 
mitted and diffracted rays inside the plate make with the 
normal to its surface, and w is the refractive index of the 
substance of the plate. Theachromatic ring for which r=@ 
passes through the reflected image of the source. The 
spacing of the rings depends on the variation only of 0, and 
is thus practically the same as for Haidinger’s rings or the 
‘“ interference-curves of equal inclination ” as they are called, 
observed by reflexion at the surfaces of the plate of an 
extended source of monochromatic light. The positions of 
the latter are given by the formula 

ZHU COST Sapna (2) 

r in this case being also the direction within the plate of the 
regularly emergent rays. The corresponding angle of 
emergence 7 from the plate is given by the relation 

SI iS ie eon ei. (3) 

The angular width di of a ring is given by the relation 

pa cos ” 

one sin (4) 

From (4) it is seen that when »=1, the rings are broad both 
for normal and grazing emergence, and the width of the 
rings is a minimum for some intermediate direction, whereas 
if w=1, the width decreases continually from normal to 
grazing emergence. These features in the spacing of the 
rings are also easily observable with the Quetelet’s rings. 
With the air-film, w=1, and the rings decrease continually 
in width from normal to grazing emergence as indicated by 

the theory. With the mica however, wl, and the rings 

seen with white light are seen first to become narrower and 
td 
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narrower as the incidence is increased till they reach a 
minimum width, and then expand till they become very 
wide again at grazing emergence. Stokes* in his paper 
predicted from theory that this should occur, but, as already 
mentioned, he was unable to observe any rings at such great 
obliquities. It should be mentioned that the feature here 
dealt with, namely the widening of the rings beyond a 
certain point, depends only on the angle of emergence of the 
scattered light, and not upon the angle of incidence of the 
light from the source. Hence, even at normal incidence it is 
possible to observe the effect. For this special case, it is 
necessary to use a very powerful monochromatic light-source 
(7. é., a quartz-mercury vapour lamp with a green filter) and 
to work in a dark room, so that the light scattered even 
through 90° can be observed. 
A few measurements are here given of the width of 

Quetelet’s rings observed with mica to show the widening of 
the rings towards the direction of grazing emergence, and 
to exhibit the agreement of the observations with the 
theory. 

TABLE I. 

Quetelet’s Rings in Mica. j=1°6 approximately. 

Observed width of 
Angle of incidence achromatic ring 

on plate. in arbitrary units. Calculated width. 

102 38 39 

20° — 22 21 

30° 15 14:8 

40° 13 12°5 

50° 12 12 

60° 14°5 131 

70° 18 17 

4, Quetelet’s Rings by Multiple Reflexion. 

In observing the system of rings obtained with the air-film 
held obliquely, a brilliant source of white light being used, 
it was noticed that besides the usual system of which the 
achromatic ring passes through the reflected image of the 
source, three or four other systems of coloured bands con- 
centric with it were also visible in the field, each with its 

* Toc. cit. Arts, 23-26 and 29. 
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own achromatic band and the usual colour-sequence, but 
of different widths. The appearance in the plane of incidence 
is diagramatically illustrated in fig 2. 

The position of the reflected image and the usual system 
of coloured bands on either side of it is indicated by (1). 
The symbols (4) and (4) indicate two other systems, the 
fringe-widths of which are smaller roughly in the ratio of 
the fractions which indicate them. (2) and (8) are two 
more systems, of which the latter is, in general, somewhat 
less easy to observe. These are of greater fringe-width 
than (1). 

Fig. 2. 
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The explanation of the formation and character of these 
new systems of Quetelet’s rings is interesting. In the usual 
(primary) system of Quetelet’s rings, each of the interfering 
pencils suffers a single reflexion at the silvered surface and 
passes through the plate twice. The systems now described 
arise in a different way, one of the interfering pencils passing 
twice through the plate and suffering a single reflexion, and 
the other passing four or six times through the plate, 
suffering multiple reflexion. To illustrate this, the paths 
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for cases (1), (4); and (2) are shown diagrammatically in 
fig. 3 (a), (6), and (c) respectively. 

Fig. 3. 

Tt will be seen from the manner of formation that in the 
cases (4) and (4), the pencil undergoing multiple reflexion 
deviates from the geometrical path at entry, whereas in (2) 
and (3) this occurs at emergence. In all the cases, the 
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decrease in the intensity of one of the interfering pencils 
due to multiple reflexion is to some extent compensated by 
the increase in the obliquity of the incidence at which the 
reflexion occurs ; but this is much more so in the cases (4) 
and (4) than in the cases (2) and (3), and hence the former 
systems are much more easily seen. It should be particu- 
larly noticed that the scattering film used should be very 
thin and transparent, in order that these systems of higher 
order may be well seen. 

From the figures showing paths, we may readily write 
down the formulee 

Zs (COST) CONC) ae Os es py eG) 

2i(cosr—dcosO)=+nrX-. . . . dB) 

2ia( Cos — COs) hi —= te WN ee es 4 O(L) 

Zig COS == COCO isi UN i trey (2) 

26/3 cosp—cosO)=-+nrN, . . 2 . dB) 

The position of the achromatic centres for the different 
systems are thus given by the relations 2cos@=cos7; 
3cos0=cosr; cosO=cosr; cos0=2ecosr 3; cosO=3 cos”. 
Tt will be seen that the two latter systems of rings cannot be 
formed unless >cos"’(%) and r>cos~*(3) respectively. 
The formule also readily enable the width i: rings in the 
different systems to be calculated, and the results are in 
agreement with observation. 

D. Quetelet’s Rings in Crystalline Plates. 

No reference has hitherto been made to the interesting 
effects that arise in the rings observed with the mica owing 
to its doubly-refractive pr operty. As is well known, mica is 
a bi-axial crystal, the*planes of cleavage being practically 
perpendicular to the bisectrix of the angle between the optic 
axes. In muscovite mica the apparent (external) angle 

between the axes is about 70°. That special effects raat 
arise from the doubly refractive property is clear in view of 
the analogy with the Haidinger’s rings observed by reflected 
monochromatic light selhiielh have been recently very fully 
studied by Chinmay anandam*. It appears th: it in the latter 
case we have not one, but two sets of interference-curves 

corresponding respectively to light polarized in and perpen- 
dicular to the principal plane, which are approximately 

* Proc, Roy. Soe. ser. A. vol. xev. (Jan. 1919). 
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ellipses in shape. The curves of blurring or minimum 
visibility along which the maxima and minima respectively 
of the two sets are superposed, have the same form as the 
‘ isochromatic lines”’ in polarized light of a plate of twice 
the thickness*. From the photographs of the Haidinger’s 
rings in mica secured by Chinmayanandam, it is seen that 
along these curves of minimum visibility the visible ring- 
system formed by the superposition of two sets of rings 
appears dislocated—that is, the minima on the side of a curve 
of minimum visibility run into the maxima on the other side, 
and vice versa. 

Examination of the Quetelet’s rings in white light exhibited 
by a sheet of mica having one surface dimmed by a film of 
ammonium chloride, showed somewhat similar phenomena. 
For this purpose it is desirable to use a fairly bright source 
of light, and work in a darkened room so that the complete 
rings may be observed. When the incidence on the mica is 
normal, nothing special is noticed: but when the mica is 
tilted somewhat, the ring-system expands, and it will be 
noticed at once that the coloured circles appear dislocated 
along certain curved arcs, the bright rings on one side 
running into the dark rings on the other, and vwice versa. 
When the plane containing the optic axes of the mica is 
parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the dis- 
locations occur in a symmetrical manner with reference to 
the diameter of the rings passing through the reflected image 
of the source ; but in other cases the dislocations occur in 
aus unsymmetrically situated with reference to this 
ine. 

It should be understood that the form and position of the 
lines of minimum visibility in Quetelet’s rings are by no 
means necessarily the same as for Haidinger’s rings in the 
same plate. Though the spacing of the rings is practically 
identical in the two cases, the exact positions of the rings 
(for either component of polarization) may differ slightly, the 
formulze giving the absolute positions of the rings being 
different (see equations (1) and (2) above). This may result 
in a very considerable shift of the curve along which the 
maxima and minima respectively of the two sets of rings 
coincide. The fact that one of the rays on emergence is 
scattered may also introduce complications in regard to its 
polarization that do not arise in the theory of Haidinger’s 

* Chinmayanandam, loc, cit. 
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rings. The further examination, both theoretical and expe- 
rimental, of this subject must be reserved for a separate 
paper. 

6. Influence of the Structure of the Scattering Film. 

It has already been remarked that the luminous field in 
which Quetelet’s rings appear shows a fibrous or granular 
structure depending on the irregular distribution on the 
surface of the plate of the sources of diffracted light, and 
that this structure may be controlled by altering the aperture 
of the observing instrument. Apart from this, there is 
another important respect in which the nature and distri- 
bution of the diffracting particles influences the observed 
phenomena. It seems generally to be supposed that in 
Newton’s Diffusion Rings or in Quetelet’s rings as observed 
in focus in monochromatic light the interference minima are 
pertectly black; in other words, that the visibility of the 
rings is the maximum possible. ‘This is, however, very far 
from being generally true. Observation shows that the 
visibility is different under different conditions. The most 
interesting results under this head are obtained when the 
surface of the mirror is dimmed by a more or less continuous 
film. The effects are then seen to depend upon the structure 
of the film. 

Probably the easiest way of exhibiting the effect mentioned 
above is to observe the diffusion rings at the focus of a 
concave mirror in the usual way, the surface of the Boe 
being dimmed by breathing on it. The structure of the 
deposit may be controlled by breathing either less or more 
heavily and for different intervals. It will be noticed that 
the lightly-breathed upon mirror shows rings which are 
rather evanescent no doubt, but which are very vivid and 
beautifully coloured so long as they are seen. The heavier 
deposit gives rings which are much duller in appearance. 
The distribution of the scattered light around the focus is 
also different in the two cases. When white light (with or 
without a red glass to approximately monochromatize the 
light) is used, the effect may be seen with the rings focussed 
on ascreen in the usual way. The effects are, however, 
far more striking when the monochromatic light of the 
quartz-mereury vapour lamp with a green filter is used. 
Instead of receiving the rings on a screen, it is preferable 
to view them directly by the eye, a fairly large totally- 
reflecting prism being placed near the focus to ‘make any 
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desired part of the field visible to the observer who takes his 
stand on oneside. The aperture through which the light issues 
should be as small as possible, the light of the mereury are 
being concentrated upon it with a condenser. When the 
inirror is h¢htly breathed upon, a very large number of beauti- 
fully sharp and clear rings may then be seen. With a heavy 
deposit the rings are very poorly visible, and may even 
entirely disappear in the higher orders. Some improvement, 
however, occurs as the deposit evaporates and is about to 
vanish completely. 

With a tarnish of milk or grease on the mirror similar 
effects may be noticed, the appearance of the rings deterior- 
ating with the heaviness of the deposit. Figs. 4 and 5 in 
Pl. XXY. exhibit the difference in the appearances observed 
with a very thin and a heavier coat of dried milk-and-water 
respectively. It will be noticed that though the heavier 
deposit does not distort the rings in any way, it diminishes 
the observable contrast between the maxima and minima. 
Perhaps the most interesting results are those observed when 
a film of ammonium chloride is deposited by volatilization on 
the surface of the mirror. The deposit as initially formed is 
highly fine-grained in texture and scatters light through 
very large angles. By breathing lightly on it. the structure 
of the film may be altered permanently, the ammonium 
chloride being drawn by the moisture before it evaporates 
into small microscopic globular masses. Still heavier 
breathing further makes the structure coarser, semi- 
crystalline aggregates being formed. These changes are 
accompanied by corresponding alterations in the distri- 
bution of light in the field and in the visibility of the 
rings. 

That these changes of visibility of the rings depend on 
the magnitude of the phase-changes which occur in the 
passage of the light through the more or less irregular 
structure of the film, is made clear by the following experi- 
ment. A front-silvered glass plate and another plate of 
glass one of whose surfaces is smoothly ground by fine 
emery, are placed face to face with little slips of paper at the 
corners to keep them at a fixed distance apart. With this 
combination, Quetelet’s rings cannot be observed atall in the 
field of light diffused by the glass. When, however, a little 
water is allowed to enter the space between the plates, the 
rings can be faintly seen, only the first few rings, however, 
being visible even in monochromatic light, and ie comin 
between the maxima and minima is very small. When, 
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however, instead of water, a little benzol is let in between 
the plates, many more rings ure visible, and their appearance 
is very greatly improved. 

It should aiso be remarked that when observations of 

(Quetelet’s rings are made with the air-film, there is a marked 
and progressive diminution in their visibility as we pass 
from the case of normal incidence to that in which the film 
is very obliquely held. This diminution is not due to the 
structure of the field, as the influence of the latter may be 
sufficiently reduced by using relatively thin films, and yet 
the effect continues to persist. This Jehertons tien of the 
visibility of the rings with increasing obliquity -of incidence 
is also influenced in a very marked degree by the structure 
of the film. The thinnest and most uniform films show the 
effect to a much less degree than the relatively coarser 
films. 

7. Theory of the Phenomena. 

The effects described in the preceding section are not 
explicable on the theory put forward by Stokes, Lommel, 
and Exner. According to these authors, the interferences 
observed are supposed to be those of the two sets of waves 
diffracted at the dimmed surface of the mirror, in one case 
at entry and in another case at emergence. The two dit- 
fractions are supposed to occur independently, no given 
portion of the wave-front being affected both at entry and 
emergence. Stokes shows in his paper that on these assump- 
tions, the two diffracted waves which each particle gives 
rise to should be of equal intensity and are in permanent 
phase-relation, so that the interference-minima should be 
perfectly black. That this is not always the case shows 
that the theory is imperfect. The assumption that no given 
portion of the wave-front is affected both at entry and 
emergence, though plausible when we are dealing with small 
opaque particles very sparsely distributed on the surface of 
the mirror, is inappropriate in other cases, as, for instance, 
when the particles are densely distributed, and is not at all 
permissible when the diffraction is due to a more or less 
continuous film of heterogeneous structure on the surface of 
the mirror. In such circumstances every portion of the 
wave-front is affected both at entry and emergence, and the 
theory developed by Stokes ceases to be applicable. 

In the cases in which Quetelet’s rings are formed by 
breathing upon the mirror or by tarnishing its surface with 
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a film of milk or grease or a deposit of ammonium chloride, 
or otherwise roughening its surface, we should regard the 
phenomenon as due to laminar diffraction, and not as a case 
of diffraction by opaque particles. The filmi imposes arbitrary 
variations of phase at different points of the wave-front 
passing through it, both at entry into and emergence from 
the mirror, and the problem is to determine the nature of 
the interferences that arise. 

A practicable method of dealing with this case is one 
analogous to that adopted by Chinmayanandam™® in dis- 
cussing the specular reflexion from rough surfaces. Consider 
the configuration of the wave-front immediately on emer- 
gence from the scattering film. It will not be a perfectly 
plane wave-front, because different portions of it will have 
been unequally retarded by the random distribution of the 
particles in the film. We may assume that the deviations 
of the wave-front from perfect planeness follow the well- 
known law of errors. Certain parts of the wave-front would 
have traversed a greater thickness of the material of the 
film, and some less. Let x denote the difference between 
the average thickness traversed by the whole wave-front 
and the ig bnos traversed by a specified element of the 
wave-front Then the total area of the portions of the 
wave-front in advance of or behind the mean for which 
this difference lies between w and «+dz may be taken pro- 
portional to e-4”dz. The resultant vibration due to these 
portions of the wave-front is, therefore, in the direction of 
regular propagation 

fe é 
y=e-4” cos 4 at — a \ ae, 

if the equation of the vibration for the mean wave-front be 
y=cos@t. The average vibration due to a unit area of the 
complete wave-front will then be 

tie : 20 
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This will make the average intensity of the transmitted 

* Physical Review, vol. xiii. p. 96 (Feb. 1919). 
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where the constant B is determined by the structure of the 
film. The remainder of the energy is scattered. 
We have thus analysed the disturbance when it has 

entered the film into two portions: (a) a regularly-trans- 
mitted portion of reduced intensity, and (6) a portion 
scattered in various directions in a manner depending on 
the structure of the film*. This complex disturbance is 
reflected from the silvered surface, and in passing out through 
the film is again dealt with in the same way by it. Finally, 
when the light emerges from the mirror, we have four types 
of disturbance: (a) a regularly-transmitted wave, (6, a 
scattered-transmitted disturbance, (c) a transmitted-scattered 
disturbance, and (d) a twice-scattered disturbance. Of 
these, (a) gives the geometrical reflected image of the source ; 
(b) and (c) are in permanent phase-relation, and, being of 
equal ‘intensity, give interferences of maximum visibility ; 
(d) appears as an overlying general illumination which 
diminishes the visibility of the interferences due to (b) and 
(c). The importance of (d) relatively to (b) and (c) depends 
on the transmitting power of the film as defined by equation 
(6), and also on the manner in which the energy of the 
scattering light is distributed in different directions. <A 
relatively opaque film or a film that concentrates most of 
the scattered light in a small solid angle, would give inter- 
ferences of smaller visibility than a very transparent film 
or a film that scatters through very wide angles. It can 
easily be shown that in oblique transmission through the 
film its transparency as determined by the phase-differences 
in passage through it must decrease. Hence the visibility 
of the interferences must decrease with increasing obliquity 
of incidence. This is exactly what is observed. Further, 
the improvement up to a certain stage in the visibility of 
the interferences produced by interposing a liquid between 
the rough surface and the mirror is also what is to be 
expected on the present theory as the operative phase- 
ditferences are diminished. 

* In regard to the distribution of energy in different directions in the 
light scattered in passing through a heterogeneous medium, see N. K. 
Sethi, Proc. Ind. Assoc. for the Cultivation of Science, vol. vi. parts 
iil. & iv. p. 128 (1920). 

« 
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8. Summary. 

The following are the principal results of the investigation 
described in the paper :— 

(a) Two simple methods of experimenting are described 
in which a highly homogeneous scattering film of ammonium 
chloride on the surface of a plate enables Quetelet’s rings to 
be satisfactorily observed at all incidences up to 90°. 

(b) An important difference is observed in the configur- 
ation of the rings in the cases in which the refractive index 
of the material of the plate is equal to or greater than unity. 
In the former case the width of the rings diminished con- 
tinually from normal to grazing incidence, whereas in the 
latter the rings first contract, reach a minimum width and 
widen out again. 

(c) A new class of Quetelet’s rings has been observed in 
which scattered light which has passed twice through the 
plate interferes with light which has traversed the plate four 
or six times, undergoing multiple reflexion and scattering. 

(d) Obs: ervations of Quetelet’s rings with a sheet of mica 
of which one surface is dimmed by a film of ammonium 
chloride show interesting effects, due to the doubly refracting 
properties of the plate. The rings seen by white light show 
dislocations along curved ares of minimum visibility ana- 
logous but not quite similar to those observed in Haidinger’s 
rings by monochromatic light. 

() The interferences observed in Quetelet’s rings and 
other allied phenomena do not always have maximum 
visibility. The contrast between the maxima and minima 
varies with the magnitude of the phase-differences intro- 
duced by passage of the light through the scattering 
film. 

(7) A new treatment of the theory of Quetelet’s rings is 
developed, applicable to the case of a continuous scattering 
film, which enables the features mentioned in (é), as also the 
effect of obliquity on the visibilty of the rings, to be satis- 
factorily explained. 

22 Oxford Road, 
Putney, London, 8. W. 15. 

3lst May, 1921, 
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XOI. On the Postulates and Conclusions of the Theory of 
hielatwiy. By Lovis T. Mors, Ph.D., Professor of 
Physics, University of Cincinnati *. 

ib spite of the wide-spread interest which has been 
excited by the theory of relativity, there has been a 

surprising lack of attention paid to the credibility of its 
postulates and to the effect its conclusions, if accepted, would 
have on our ideas of the objective world. In this theory we 
are not dealing with an abstract, or mathematical analysis, 
but with a definite conception of what we regard as a real 
world whose phenomena are apparent to our sense perceptions. 
Its conclusions must square with our experience of space and 
time and not witha world of the imagination. No matter what 
logical excellence a scientific hypothesis may have, we may 
judge from past experience that it will be discarded unless it 
satisfies the persistent and imperative need of the mind for a 
somewhat naive belief in the reality of the objective world, 
and unless it tends to establish stability and regularity in our 
environment. 

The earliest attack on Newtonian mechanics was made by 
Bishop Berkeley almost contemporaneously with the appear- 
ance of the Principia. Newton based his mechanics on the 
conservation and objective reality of matter as expressed in 
his law of inertia and, equally important, by his principle of 
action and reaction he reduced the fluctuating and incom- 
parable kinetic phenomena to a problem of statics capable 
of direct measurement. For these principles Berkeley sub- 
stituted his famous doctrine of subjective idealism. One 
by one he discussed the properties by which we say we 
recognize matter, and showed that they are but the sense 
perceptions of the mind. His criticism is keen and _ his 
argument, as a logical process, is excellent. Although 
Berkeley intended his philosophy to be a proof, not merely 
of the real existence of the external world, but primarily of 
the real existence of God, yet his idealism has had the ettect 
of encouraging atheism and has gone down under such 
illogical attacks as that of Dr. Johnson, who merely kicked 
a large stone as an evidence that the real existence of matter 
did not rest in his mind. The vortical theory of matter 
proposed by Lord Kelvin, which mathematically satisfied 
very many of the properties of matter, succumbed to the 

* Communicated by the Author. 

"Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. 3K 
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simple criticism of Maxwell that, however interesting and 
erudite the theory might be, no conekicias derived from the 
postulate that matter was a motion of an hypothetical ether 
could ever satisfy the mind as a substitute for matter. The 
same is true of the even more subjective and idealistic hypo- 
theses of the present time. The theory of energetics, the 
theory of electricity as matter, and still more, the annihilistic 
theory of Hinstein, are all doomed to be discarded because 
they do not postulate: matter as a substratum of reality,—as 
a thing independent of our varying sensations. The authors 
of these hypotheses unconsciously bear witness to this ; for, 
however they may disguise their terms, they always endue 
their substitutes,—energy, electricity, or eether,—with all the 
properties of inertia of matter. Can we expect to carry 
conviction and increase the reasonableness and exactness of 
science by a juggling of words ; by transferring reality from 
matter to an evidently less concrete entity ? We are merely 
widening the unfortunate gap between theoretical and expe- 
rimental physics; the experimentalist still translates electricity 
and «ther into the inertia of matter. 

The effect which the acceptance of the theory of relativity 
would have can be readily shown from Hinstein’s own words. 
It is better to obtain these from his non-mathematical expo- 
sition of the theory *, as he has there spared no pains to make 
his philosophical ideas simple and clear. 

The theory of relativity arose from the need to link up 
certain phenomena of light and electricity, or rather of 
radiation, with mechanics; that is, to explain these phe- 
nomena of a different category, so far as our sense perceptions 
are concerned, on a mechanical basis. This implies, of course, 
that we are still to consider the explanation of all objective 
phenomena as, in form, a problem of mechanics ; whether 
these phenomena appeal to our sense of sight, of temperature, 
or what not, mechanical analogies will continue to be the 
simplest amd the most satisfactory to our minds. The mecha- 
nical link which we find running through all phenomena is un- 
doubtedly energy, either appear ing directly in a mechanical 
form or else reducible to that form by Joule’s equivalent. At 
first sight, it would seem that the natural procedure would be 
to establish the laws of pure mechanics, that is, the laws of the 
positions and motions of tangible bodies, and to modify the 
laws of light, electricity, and radiation to agree with the 
established laws of mechanics. Now, the laws of rational 
mechanics, or of classical mechanics, as they are called, have 

* + Relativity,’ by Albert Einstein. Translated by Robert W. Lawson, 
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been developed more slowly and more carefully than have 

those of any other branch of physics and, until recently, we 
would have agreed with Rankine that they are the nearest 
approach toan exact science that human reason has been able 
to devise. 

But, with the advance in the sciences of optics and elec- 
tricity a different plan has been adopted, the phenomena of 
electricity and radiation are now considered as fundamental ; 
matter and energy become secondary attributes of an ether 
or of a substance, electricity; but, oddly enough, the ex- 
vlanation of this etherial or electrical substance is still 
mechanical. Let me quote Hinstein (p. 52): ‘ Classical 
mechanics required to be modified. before it could come into 
line with the demands of the special theory of relativity. 
For the main part, however, this modification affects only 
the laws for rapid motions, in which the velocities of matter v 
are not very small as compared with the velocity of light. 
We have experience of such rapid motions only in the case 
of electrons and ions: for other motions the variations from 
the laws of classical mechanics are too small to make them- 
selves evident in practice.” 

It is quite evident that, in Hinstein’s opinion, the classical 
mechanies based on the Galileo-Newton coordinate system 
is adequate only for static problems. When motion is 
involved, the dimensions of length, mass, and time must 
be determined by applying the Lorentz-FitzGerald trans- 
formation. This modification is theoretically necessary for 
all velocities, but it becomes practically important only when 
matter is electrically charged and moving with a velocity 
comparable to light. This condition is reached only when 
matter is reduced in size to a sub-atomic dimension, which 
is itself admittedly below all our powers of sense perception, 
and when matter is radiating non-mechanical energy. In 
other words, the classical mechanics of tangible bodies must 
be theoretically discarded, not because its equations will not 
adequately define the positions, velocities, and energies of 
bodies of a perceptible size, but because we wish to explain 
the motion and energy of sub-atomic bodies and to discuss 
the energy of radiation in vacuo during the interval of time 
when it is emitted and afterwards absorbed by matter. In 
all conscience, the obvious thing to do would be to hold fast 
to classical mechanics as a satisfactory groundwork for our 
conception of the objective world and to make the subject 
of radiant energy a separate and distinct branch of science. 

Certainly, there is a fundamental difference between the 
reality of a body of tan eile. and perceptible proportions and 

aK 2 
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the disembodied energy of radiation in vacuo. In the past, 
we have created many kinds of ether and many forms of 
radiant energy, and we tried to endue them with some likeness 
to ponderable matter; now, it is proposed to make matter 
with a remarkable likeness to a vacuum. 
In our ambition to subordinate matter to light and electricity, 

we have forgotten that explanations of heat are likely, at 
some time, to be just as importunate. According to the 
kinetic theory of heat, temperature is the kinetic energy of 
small masses composing the system. As yet no one has 
announced that the temperature of a man rises or falls 
according as he runs faster or slower. According to the 
theory of relativity, his mass and space dimensions must 
be modified to account for this fluctuation in temperature. 
If it be argued that ‘‘ this modification affects only the laws 
for rapid motions,” we may cite the case of a moving system 
of bullets, in a battle, whose velocity is quite comparable to 
the velocities of heat molecules in a gas at ordinary tem- 
perature. Thus in our mechanical explanation of heat energy 
we wisely leave the laws of mechanics of bodies of a per-- 
ceptible size unchanged and create a heat molecule whose 
kinetic energy is not mechanical but thermal. Would it not 
be advisable to follow the same plan for electro-kinetics and 
radiant energy and create a mechanical model of an electrc- 
optical molecule whose dimensions are subject to the Lorentz- 
FitzGerald modification, and leave the mechanics of pon- 
derable bodies as they are? Besides the modification in 
mechanical laws which, Hinstein claims, must be made to 
explain optics and electrodynamics, he applies the concepts 
of relativity to the motion of stars and claims that here, too, 
the change is necessary. This criticism is on a different 
footing, for we are now dealing with pure mechanical 
problems. The discussion of celestial mechanics will be 
taken up later in the paper. 
We are being misled by our desire to unite formally the 

different branches of physics by a single mechanical ex- 
pression into the idea that radiation and heat and mechanics 
are one in essence because they have a mutually convertible 
attribute, energy. Newton, undoubtedly, bases mechanics 
on the law of inertia, and no amount of argument derived 
from phenomena of light and electricity will alter our con- 
viction that it 1s a satisfactory and an adequate postulate. 
But the law of action and reaction is as necessary as the law 
of inertia. Mechanics becomes as shifting sand unless we 
can reduce phenomena to a balanced or static system of 
reactions equal to, and simultaneous with, actions. If 
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problems of radiation require a modification of the law of 
inertia if they are to be explained mechanically, so also the 
static balance of mechanics will-haye to be abandoned. We 
find that electromignetic radiation, when it is absorbed or 
reflected by matter, exerts a mechanieal pressure. This 
pressure becomes apparent at an interval of time after the 
emission of energy from the radiating body. There 's either 
no mechanical reaction on the emitting body, or, if there is, 
no evidence exists that it is a simultaneous one. When light 
is reflected from a body, is the velocity of light sifeneey 
contrary to hypothesis, in accordance with the mechanical 
law of equivalence of momenta, or must the laws of impact 
be modified? The proposed theory of relativity must 
therefore modify the third law of motion as weli as the 
other two. 

If one accepts the opinion of Einstein that classical me- 
chanics is inadequate because it will not account for all 
phenomena, there is probably no doubt of its failure, but it 
can be added that no logical system can ever be devised 
which will accomplish that impossible task. Does Hinstein 
suppose that the new mechanics, or rather mechanico-electro- 
dynamics, is of that all- -embracing type? Apparently he 
does, if the meaning of the following quotations be clear 
(GOs 15) : “As long as one was convinced that all natural 
phenomena were capable of representation with the help of 
classical mechanics, there was no need to doubt the validity 
of this principle of relativity [the Newtonian |. But in view 
of the more recent development of electrodynamics and 
optics, it became more and more evident that classical 
mechanics affords an insufficient foundation for the physical 
description of all natural phenomena.” Then he adds 
(p. 16): “The principle of relativity must therefore apply 
with great accuracy in the domain of mechanics. But that a 
principle of such broad generality should hold with such 
exactness In one domain of phenomena, and yet should be 
invalid for another, is @ priort not very probable.” Just the 
contrary is true, as we always pass from one domain of 
phenomena to another by means of a ratio or phy sical 
coefficient whose meaning is unknown and whose mea- 
surement is expressed in units of the first domain, as when 
we pass from mechanics to electricity a quantity of elec- 
tricity is expressed in mechanical units of mass, length, 
and time, and the meaning of the dielectric constant is 
unknown. 

It classical mechanics affords us a tool by which we ean 
account for phenomena involving the positions and motions 
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of ponderable bodies and can reduce their force and energy 
to a problem of statical relations between actions and re- 
actions, it is coinplete as a theory. And if further it can, 
by an hypothesis which does not conflict with its own 
deductions, link up with other phenomena in different 
domains, itis a general theory; and this is exactly what the 
classical mechanies is capable of doing. 

Hinstein assumes that all measurements have equal im- 
portance. That is not the case; while it is true that 
classical mechanics denies absolute position and motion, it 
tacitly assumes that a coordinate system in a static relation 
to the phenomenon is the ultimate system of reference. Let 
us suppose that several persons observe the same phenomenon. 
Obviously their conclusions as to positions and motions will 
disagree, since each person must ultimately interpret the 
phenomenon with reference to himself. ach observer 
therefore chooses a frame of reference rigidly attached to 
himself regarded as a point absolutely at rest. It A wishes 
to compare » his result with that of B, he must know also the 
position and motion of B’s frame of reference with respect 
to his own during the observation. Hach person who 
measures an action may apparently refer the action to a 
coordinate system moving with reference to himself, but he 
must know the motion of the coordinate system and ‘be able 
to refer it to a coordinate system attached to himself. Nor 
does Hinstein escape this paradox. If all coordinate systems, 
moving relatively to each other, are of equal importance, 
then the world is a perfectly incomprehensible and fluctuating 
affair. His method of introducing stability is to assume that 
the velocity of light is an absolute constant of length per 
unit time, to which all observers of a phenomenon may refer. 
Thus two persons attempting to obtain concordant mea- 
surements of a kinetic phenomenon may refer to the velocity of 
light asa common and an invariable standard. Andif either 
attempts to derive a length standard from this velocity co- 
ordinate, he will be forced to pin his system of coordinates 
to a star so distant as to be fixed to all observers or else to 
the absolutely stationary luminiferous eether, whatever that 
may mean. 

This attempt to measure lengths by a velocity, even if it be 
such a compliant standard as the velocity of light in vacuo or 
ether, leads us into grave difficulties. In mechanics a length 
is the distance between two points, and we derive from this 
postulate that a velocity is the ratio of this distance and the 
time taken by a body in traversing it. Einstein does -the 
opposite ; the velocity of light is our standard measure; 
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a distance is the velocity of a body multiplied by the time 
taken during an event. Ifin mechanics static measurements 
are fundamental and kinetic problems are secondary, now 
the converse is true and no real advantage is gained. The 
velocity of light is singularly nnsatisfactory as a Standard 
of measurement, since it must be expressed in nae of an 
arbitrary static measure. In the next place the light con- 
sidered is in vacuo and can be determined only by extra- 
polation from measurements made when moving ‘thr ough 
matter where it is not constant. Its constancy is simply the 
fiat of Hinstein, who claims that if we agree that the velocity 
of light in vacuo shall be constant and the length of the 
Imperial Yard shall be variable: ‘‘ There is not the least 
incompatibility between the principle of relativity and the 
law of propagation of light, and that by systematically 
holding fast to both these laws a logically rigid theory could 
be arrived at.” The sacrifice to logic is too great. 

When the velocity of light is determined the distance and 
time are held to be mechanical. Unless we are considering 
abstract motion, the moving something we call light must be 
an entity. Isthis entity of a mechanical nature or is it non- 
mechanical? If it is mechanical, how can it differ in its 
properties from all other bodies of a mechanical nature and be 
absolute and unchangeable in its momentum and energy ? 
And if light is of a different nature, how can we use it as a 
basis for mechanical laws? Lastly, is the velocity of light 
in any true sense, a velocity,—a transfer of a body from 
position A to position B? We usually regard radiation as a 
periodic wave disturbance in a medium. Now even a material 
wave in water has no velocity in the sense of the transfer ot 
matter from A to B. It is merely a series of particles 
moving, one after the other, whose individual motions may 
not even be in the direction IN. The velocity of a wave is 
purely an abstract notion which states that in the space AB 
a series of events occur consecutively. For example, a row 
of persons may pass a word along from one to the other, and 
I daresay it would be intelligible to speak of the velocity of 
speech as the distanee AB divided by the time inter val. 
How Hinstein will pass from the abstract idea of the velocity 
of light tu the motion of a ponderable body, he gives 
no idea. 

Ninstein lays great emphasis on the difficulty of measuring 
the length of a moving object in terms of a static + standard, 
and it is this difficulty which causes him to accept the pos- 
tulates that the length of a moving body is a function of its 
velocity and that time is affected by the motion of the clock. 
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This is due to the fact that the observer of a moving body 
must depend on some signal such as light in determining its 
length. But the following illustration seems to make it clear 
that concordant results can always be obtained when two 
observers are able to compare their standards directly or 
statically either before or after the measurement. 

Let a long train (fig. 1) be moving in the direction of the | 

awed, 

Lrain. 
4 A | 

Ambankment 

arrow, then an observer A, on the train, would measure its 
length by applying a standard length. If, however, B, 
standing on the embankment, desires to measure the length 
of the moving train, Einstein states that his result must be a 
different one, involving the composition of the velocities of 
the train and of the light signal. But suppose that B 
marks off a distance XY along the embankment and either 
before or after the observation he can compare this distance 
with A’s standard length, then he can obtain the length of 
the train in static measure and concordantly with B’s 
measurement. Tor let him station himself half-way between 
X and Y. Let him record the times when Q reaches X and 
Y by either light or sound signals and also when P reaches 
the same points ; although it may take time for the signals 
to reach him from X and from Y, yet, the distances BX and 
BY being equal, the differences in time will be correctly 
given, 

Then, if ¢, and t, be the times noted when Q reaches X 
and Y, and if ¢,' and t,' be the times for P, 

XY = the velocity of the train =v, 

and 
! 

v(t -t,) =XY2— =/= length of the train. 
y £ 

And this length will agree with the length measured by A 
on the train, provided that XY is long enough to separate 
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the signals and if XY can be measured both by A and B. 
It is hardly correct for Einstein to state that A and B will 
each consider his measurements to be of equal weight. The 
observer, as stated before, must compare all results to a 
frame of reference fixed to himself and he must, to obtain 
comparable or even intelligible results, be able to refer the 
frame of reference of any other observer to his own frame. 
In case this equation of transformation is lacking, then com- 
parison or concordance is impossible. 

In classical mechanics itis well known that all its equations 
express static relations. Time is an independent variable 
which can always be cancelled out. If the variable, time, 
is left in the equation, we gain no knowledge of the history 
of the event because the equation introduces the supposition 
that the conditions were not differentin the past and will not 
change in the future. This is a serious limitation because 
past history always affects the present and the future; to 
obviate this difficulty Hinstein makes use of Minkowski’s co- 
ordinates in which time is introduced as a fourth dimension ; 
he assumes that this method will give us a world-line or the 
history of an event. As it is quite evident that time has no 
relation to either a position or to a length but is a factor of 
velocity, he is introducing a kinetic system of coordinates 
of velocities in three real directions and an imaginary 
velocity for his fourth or so-called time dimension. His 
standard of measurement is the absolutely constant velocity 
of light. Thus the length of any body is different to all 
observers whose motions are different with respect to the 
body. By using the Lorentz-FitzGerald transformation the 
length of the body becomes the same for all these observers, 
but only because the standard of measure is the same for all 
and its frame of reference is rigidly attached either to a fixed 
star or to the immovable ether. Thus to have any concordant 
results a fixed frame of reference must again be assumed, as 
was the case in classical mechanics. Itis merely a question 
whether one by temperament prefers a fixed static or a fixed 
kinetic frame of reference. 

When we consider EHinstein’s definitions of time, we are 
forced to believe that he is labouring under the delusion that 
time is the same as our mechanical measurement of it by a 
clock or other periodically moving body. It would seem 
hardly necessary to point out that time isa purely subjective 
sequence of ey ents by which we obtain cognisance of objective 
phenomena and arrange them in our minds. Time has no 
meaning in an inorganic world and can have no significance 
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except to an organic being so specially developed as to have 
the powers of reflexion and memory. After reading his 
theory of relativity, one has the feeling that one’s life would 
be shorter or longer according as clocks ran faster or slower. 
‘an it be that the relativists seriously believe that our 

recording of the speed of a clock can have any bearing on 
our sequence of events or on our interpretation of objective 
phenomena ? 

Einstein places great emphasis on the meaning of simui- 
taneity of events. Here again he omits the fundamental fact 
that for simultaneity we must start from a common point of 
time or event. He considers simultaneity of time as if he 
were dealing with a problem of objective phenomena de- 
tached from the subjective observing mind. If two flashes 
of lightning are impressed on the eye at the same time, they 
aie simultaneous or else the word has no meaning. If by 
any means the observer can prove that one flash came from a 
greater distance, he can reason from experience that if it 
travelled with the same speed as the other, then it must have 
occurred before the other. And while the two flashes may 
not be simultaneous to another observer, they are to him. 
In other words, simultaneity has no meaning to two observers 
unless they are in the same relation of conditions or can by 
memory or history refer back to a common simultaneous 
event. Thus, Now, to A on the earth, is what passes at the 
instant through his mind ; Now on the earth to B, stationed 
on a star 3800 ‘light ye years distant, is what A has learned took 
place in 1620. If A tries to inform B of what Now is to him 
on the earth, B will not receive the intelligence until 2220, 
if he is still there. Einstein has done a singularly unfor- 
tunate thing in trying to establish time as an objective 
phenomenon. ‘Time is not a physical quantity, as it is 
essentially subjective. This page is impressed on the retina 
of the eye as a whole; it is only when the mind attempts to 
interpret the objective phenomenon that time enters as a 
sequence of events or as if one word came after another. 
We mry also illustrate this principle by the simple case of a 
horse passing from rest to motion. We say this is accom- 
plished by the reaction of the earth; but the push of the 
earth and of the horse are simultaneous and motion does not 
occur unless the horse had previously willed to bend his leg. 
In objective science there is no law of cause and effect; the 
priority of a cause to an effect is solely the intrusion of a 
subjective mind which cannot interpret events except in a 
sequence. 
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If we accept Hinstein’s postulates, nothing 1 is more beau- 
tifully logical than his conclusions. If it is the function of 
mechanics first to explain radiation and electrodynamics 
rather than the motion of ponderable bodies, then it may be 
wise to modify all those things which seem most real to us 
to make them harmonize with the properties of that creation 
of our imagination,.the electron. Let us by al] means create 
an electron subservient to the Lorentz-FitzGerald trans- 
formation and subject to all the consequences which that 
subserviency involves. We shall have a model which we 
can fashion so as to explain the Michelson-Morley expe- 
riment, the bending of light rays and many other puzzling 
phenomena; we can even assume Langmuir’s atom which 
supposes matter to be nothing but electrons which are con- 
fined in cells whose stuff is hypergeometric. Ifthe remarkable 
discovery of the bending of light by the sun is confirmed we 

are, almost certainly, going back to a corpuscular theory of 
light, whose particles will have a real gravitational inertia. 
But when we have arranged a myriad or so of these com- 
placent electrons into a bit of uncompliant real matter, then 

e should go back to our classical mechanics with its in- 
variable inertia and its other laws. 

Out of the theory ef relativity, there has come one problem 
ofa purely mechanical nature. It is a distinct achievement 
that Hinstein has found an additional term to Newton’s law 
of gravitation which accounts for the motion of the perihelion 
of Mercury. It is undoubtedly a very remarkable fact that 
it should have resulted as a deduction from EHinstein’s pos- 
tulates. There is, however, no reascn why a second term in 
the law of gravitation should not be found from purely 
mechanical postulates, and there are many indications that 
we shall sooner or later find the dependence of gravitation on 
temperature, time, the medium, &. The recent paper by 
Sir George Greenhill in this journal « discusses the problem 
of Mereury: the additional term of Hinstein is reduced to 
ordinary ©.G.S. units, and if he is correct in his deduction: 
‘ Hinstein’s m must denote a length, in centimetres. It is 
mysterious then that Hinstein is quoted as calling m the mass 
of the Sun, as if amass could be measured in centimetres, by 
a metre rule, and not in grammes; some mysterious unex- 
plained astr onomical units must have been employ ed, and 
writers should enlighten us on this point of the eat Va Jakes 
is really not more mysterious than many other things in 
physics. If we explain a quantity of electricity as a complex 
unit of mass, length, and time without objection, should we 
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complain if mass turns out to be a length when we announce 
that matter is a system of electrons whose mass becomes 
infinite if it moves with the velocity of light ? 

To the man of simple mind, the situation in science to-day 
is marvellously like that during the struggle between Galileo 
and the medizeval schoolmen. Galileo won because he held 
fast to the belief that men of science must deal with a sensible 
world and not with a phantasmie system of intricate logic. 
If the age of Galileo seems -outworn as an example, there is 
also the conviction of Faraday that science has always had 
the task of “repressing and dissolving the phantoms of the 
Imagination.” The cost of thrusting us into a continuum of 
four dimensions where time is confused with space and the 
velocity of light in vacuo is our foot-rule in order that we 
may solve logically a few comparatively insignificant phe- 
nomena is too great. 

Cincinnati, 8 March, 1921. 

XCIL. Comparison of Processes of Ionization which give rise to 
Currents in Gases. By Ki. W. B. Git, WeAp ese 
Fellow of Merton College, Oxford *. 

fr. dee experimental verification of the theory of 
ionization by collision given by Professor Townsend 

depends principally on the comparison of the currents 
obtained between parallel plates with the formula for the 
currents calculated on the hypothesis that all the new ions 
are generated in the gas by the collisions of electrons or 
positive ions with molecules of the gas. 

With a view of finding to what extent the quantum theory 
of radiation may be applied to effects produced by collisions 
with molecules, a large number of experiments have recently 
been made to determine the minimum potential required to 
ionize a molecule of gas by collision, and the minimum 
potential required to excite radiation by impacts between 
electrons and molecules ; which radiation has the effect of 
setting free electrons from a metal electrode. The latter 
potential has been found to be the smaller of the two, 
so that in many cases in which the additional currents have 

* Communicated by Prof, J. 8. Townsend, F.R.S8. 
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been attributed to ions generated in the gas, it might appear 
from these recent experiments that a large proportion of 
the alditional electrons were really set free from the ne- 
gative electrode by radiation emitted from molecules of 
the gas. 

When ultra-violet light from an external source falls 
on the negative electrode, a constant or saturation current 
is obtained with certain forces but large increases of current 
are obtained with larger forces; and the question arises, 
whether an appreciable number of the additional electrons 
which make up these larger currents come from the negative 
electrode. 

If the additional electrons were set free from the electrode 
by radiations from the gas, the ratio of the currents with 
large forces to the saturation currents would depend on 
the photo-electrie sensitiveness of the electrode, and large 
variations in these ratios would be obtained by altering 
the state of the surface or by using electrodes of different 
metals. 

In the earlier experiments which were made to test the 
theory of ionization by collision, the ratios of the currents 
were always found to be the same, although the continued 
use of the same electrodes affected very considerably the 
photo-electric activity. 

As, however, no definite record of the sensitiveness of 
the plate to ultra-violet light was kept, it was thought 
desirable to make some experiments with plates of widely 
different activities and to see if there were any changes 
in the ratios of the larger currents to the saturation Gimmie 
corresponding to changes in the sensitiveness of the plates 
to ultra-violet light. 

3. If X be the electric force and p the pressure of the 
| ego 

gas, then for the smaller values of the ratio ee the currents 

between parallel plates are given by the formula rn=nge™, 
where # is the number of pairs of fresh ions produced by 
each electron in moying through 1 em., @ is the distance 
apart of the plates, and njng is the ratio of the current for 
the given electric force to the saturation current. 

This equation is obtained on the supposition that the initia! 
ionization at the surface of the negative electrode is all due 
to the external source of ultra-violet light. If part of the 
ionization is due to radiation from the gas the equation will 
not be accurately true, and in particular t the values of e 
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derived from it should be different for different negative 
electrodes. : 

As all the original values of ¢ had been obtained by the 
use of zinc plates, a preliminary experiment was made using 
a copper negative electrode. 

The same method was used for finding «@ as in all the 
previous determinations when ultra-violet light was used as 
the source of ionization (see Townsend, ‘ Electricity in Gases,’ 
p. 274), the only difference being in the arrangements to 
produce the ultra-violet light. It was hoped that more 
constancy could be obtained by running the spark-gap 
not off an induction coil, as previously, but off a trans- 
former whose primary current was supplied by a rotary 
converter. This certainly effected some impruvement, but 
not perhaps as much as had been hoped. The gas used was 
air which had been dried for some time over phosphorus 
pentoxide. The results obtained were : 

x 
Se Mae 100 200 300 
p 

Copper electrode. ” ...... 09 2:7 44 
p 

Zinc electrode...... Hees tee Te, 2-6 4-4 
p 

The old values of ; found with the zine are put in the 

third column, and it will be seen that the new and old 
results are the same within errors of experiment, though, as 
will be seen later, copper differs widely photo-electrically 
from zine. ; 

4, A final test was then made with a specially constructed 
apparatus. a 
A parallel plate apparatus was constructed in which as 

usual the lower plate had a hole cut in it to admit the ight 
to the top plate, the field being kept practically uniform by 
a thin wire grid covering the hole and level with the top of 
the lower plate. The hole was some little way from the 
centre of the plate. The top plate could turn about a 
vertical axis and was composed of three sectors—copper, 
zine, and iron; this was very accurately turned in the 
lathe. When set up with the usual split insulation, it 

was possible to bring each sector in turn over the hole 
in the lower plate and thus allow the light from the same 
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source to fall on any of the three plates. The parallel 
plates were mounted under-a bell-jar, and the light from 
the spark-gap was admitted through a quartz window in the 
base of the apparatus; the plates could be turned from outside 
by an air-tight spindle without changing the pressure of the 
gas in the bell-jar. 

The distance between the top and bottom plates was 4 mm. 
In this case, instead of comparing the values of « for the 
three plates by measuring the currents for different plate 
distances, the more direct test was applied of comparing the 
currents for the three plates for different voltages between 
the plates, the distance being always 4 mm. 

Any appreciable photo-electric effect of the gas radiation 
would cause differences in the shape of the current H.M.F. 
curves for the various plates ; but in no case, as will be seen 
below, was there any appreciable variation. 

The main ex <periments were done with the copper and zine 
plates as negative electrodes, as of the three plates these two 
had the most widely separated photo-electric effects. For 
the light from a spark-gap with copper terminals the copper 
was about 17 times as active as the zine, while for zinc 
terminals it was 25 times as active. It is therefore reason- 
able to suppose that the radiation from molecules of the gas 
between the plates would also produce very different results 
on the two plates. 

The following figures were obtained for the current between 
parallel plates “4 mm. apart, the initial ionization being due 
to a copper spark-gap giving light for a definite time. The 
top line gives the voltage V between the plates ; the second 
gives the current in arbitrary units when the top plate—the 
negative electrode—was copper, the third when the top plate 
was zinc, and the last the ratio of the two currents. 

TABLE I, 

\ ERR aera see 20 40 80 200 

Coppersat ss. ; 90 98°8 148 1480 

LENS NO MeN ater ts peer 5 o7 87 83 

Riche COM aaaa eA See ana 18 173 17-0 178 

(Air pressure, 2 2:22 mm. of mercury ; distance between plates, 4 em.) 

With a zine spark-gap and the same air pressure, two very 
different voltages were selected and the results are given in 

oD 

Table IT. 
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TaBueE II. 

Vian, ars 40 260 

Coppers. 26:6 1160 

Bin Ca tios eee 1-07 44-9 

Ration Zaks 25 26°2 

(The units in Table II. are not the same as in Table I.) 

Thus with the same external source of light the ratios of 
the currents obtained with different forces are practically the 
same. It was difficult to maintain the light at constant 
intensity, and the differences between the ratios do not 
exceed the differences due to this cause. 

The results in Table II. are especially striking. For 
V=40 there is practically no ionization by collision, and 
V = 260 therefore magnifies the initial ions produced by the 
factor 40; yet this magnification is nearly exactly the same 
for both copper and zine electrodes, whose photo-electric 
activities are widely different. 

5. A few experiments were made with the iron plate 
comparing it with zinc, including one at a high pressure. 

The iron was about four times as active as the zine, and 
the results for various voltages V and pressures p, in mm. of 
mercury, are given in Table III. 

TaBLE ITI. 

1 OTT ey 6 1-4 4:7 4-7 150 

Wee accor eee 80 120 120 240 80 

IRatiON 2 saec.ee: 3°85 3°76 38 3°8 3'6 

For p=150 and V=80 there is no measurable ionization 
by collision, and the currents were so small that it was not 
easy to get their ratio accurately. 

All the above experiments combine to show that any 
ionization due to radiation from the gas is negligible com- 

. ° s e . . Onn A 71 >) 

pared to the ordinary ionization by collision of Townsend's 
theory. 

The above experiments were conducted in the laboratory 

of Professor Townsend, at whose request they were under- 
taken and to whom | am indebted for advice and assistance. 



XCIII. The Application of Anode Rays to the Investigation 
of Isotopes. By G. P. THomson, M.A., Fellow of Corpus 
Christi College, Cambridge *. 

[Plate XXVI.| 

j HAVE shown in a previous paper f that anode rays are 
susceptible to the ordinary method of positive ray 

analysis, and that their impact affects a photographic plate. 
Since the anode rays consist almost entirely of charged 
metallic atoms, it follows that they can be used to investigate 
the number and proportions of the isotopes of metals, pro- 
vided that the resolving power of the analysing apparatus 
used is sutficient. In the experiments to be described the 
method of analysis was the ordinary parabolic one. ‘The 
limit of the resolving power of the common type of appa- 
ratus is about 1 in 25, so that if an atom of atomic weight 
greater than 25 had two isotopes differing by a single unit 
in atomic weight, the parabolas corresponding to them would 
not be distinct. Of the elements tested in these experiments, 
Lithium and Beryllium are well within this limit. Calcium 
and Strontium are outside it, but certain conclusions of 
interest can be drawn from the results. Sodium could 
probably have been dealt with, but as it has been shown 
by Dr. Aston { to be single, no useful purpose would have 
been served, and it was only used as a standard for the 
measurement of other parabolas. . 

In these experiments the anode rays were obtained by a 
method dne to Gehrceke and Reichenheim §. A mixture was 
made of poWdered graphite and some halogen salt of the 
metal or metals to be tested. Some of the powder was 
put into the end of a silica tube and well rammed down ; 

. Fig. 1, 

Anode Paste <a eae 

As —— ESS = —— 
sc... SS ——— (ae ANN 

an aluminum wire was then pushed into it to serve as an 
electrode (see fig. 1). When such an electrode is made the 
anode in a discharge-tube with a pressure corresponding to 

* Communicated by Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., F.R.S. 
t Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. vol. xx. p. 210. 
{ ‘Nature,’ March 7th, 1921, 
§ Verh. D. Phys. Gesell. vol. ix. p. 76. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 251. Nov. 1921. $ L 
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a dark space of from about ‘5 tv 5 cm., a beam of coloured 
light is seen to diverge from the surface of the anode. 
This beam is caused by the passage of anode rays, which are 
then analysed by being allowed to pass through a narrow 
tube of -2 mm. diameter and 4°5 cm. length, thus separating 
out a fine pencil which is subjected to electrostatic and 
magnetic deflexions. 

Although the chief interest in these experiments has been 
the nature of the rays rather than the mechanism by which 
they are produced, it may not be out of place to give some 
details of the methods which have been found necessary in 
practice to produce a satisfactory beam of rays. 

The first requisite is that the powder should be as good a 
conductor as possible. To ensure this it should be finely 
ground and rammed into the tube as firmly as possible ; 
indeed, considerable torce should be required to dislodge it 
when the anode is eventually taken to pieces. Gehreke and 
Reichenheim appear generally to have heated their mixtures. 
This is of advantage in certain cases, especially with easily 
melted salts, where the melting will improve the mixing. 
Tt is not, however, indispensable, and in certain cases is 
inadmissible owing to the decomposition produced (e. g. of 
BeF,), while in many others it has little effect. The 
presence of a halogen is apparently essential to the pro- 
duction of anode rays by this method, and of the halogens 
iodine appears to be best, and then bromine. The function 
of the halogen is undoubtedly to produce an abnormally 
large anode fall of potential by absorbing electrons and so to 
cause a vigorous bombardment of the anodes ; it is probably 
immaterial from what source it is liberated into the dis- 
charge-lube. 

The metals examined differed considerably in the ease 
with which results could be obtained from them, lithium 
being the easiest and strontium the hardest. Thus the 
relative strength of the parabolas due to two metals in 
the rays from a mixture of salts is not given by the relative 
number of atoms of the two present in the mixture. The 
strength of the parabolas decreased with increasing atomic 
weight in each of the two chemical groups examined. This 
is partly accounted for by the fact that the photographic 
plate is less sensitive to the siower-moving heavier-particles, 
but there seems also to be a decrease in the brightness of 
the light produced in the beam, and it is probable that there 
are actually fewer of the rays of high atomic weight. 
The elements of the alkaline earths tend to give weaker 
rays than the corresponding alkalis, and it is sometimes 
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difficult to get them to give a beam at all unless mixed with 
an alkali salt. From such a mixture the parabolas due to 
the alkalis are generally considerably stronger than those 
due to the alkaline earths. These differences appear to be 
properties of the metals, and not to depend much on the 
particular halogen compounds used, though some halogen 
compound seems to be necessary if the metal is to appear 
at all. he differences vary appreciably between different 
anodes of similar composition and even for different photo- 
graphs with the same anode, so that it is of no value to 
attempt as yet to give a quantitative measure of these 
tendencies. 

When a new anode is first set up and a discharge passed 
through it, a considerable quantity of gas is evolved, and it 
is necessary to run the discharge for some time before the 
Gaede pump can keep the pressure down to a point at which 
a photograph can be taken. The time varies from about 
half an hour to four hours. The pressures at which photo- 
oraphs are taken correspond to dark spaces of from about 
2 to about 5 cm. At very low pressures the current 
suddenly ceases to pass, and a little air has to be let in to 
start it again. It is generally found that the parabolas 
improve in brightness for the first two or three photographs, 
and a geek anode will give ten hours running or more 
before showing signs of exhaustion. As the anode gets 
older, less and less gas is evolved, and it ceases to be 
necessary to pump for more than a short portion of the 
time of the exposure. 

The surface of the anode glows with a colour charac- 
teristic of the metal used, and shows the corresponding 
bright line spectrum, as does also the beam of rays itself. 
The beam is emitted roughly normally from the surface of 
the anode, and can be focussed by slightly coning out this 
surface. It is often necessary to scrape the surface in order 
to get the beam to fall on the end of the fine tube. At low 
pressures only the centre of the end of the anode glows, 
the rest remaining black. The colour of the rest of the 
discharge is generally a yellowish grey. 

Electrical connexions.—The discharge was produced from 
an induction coil. Two cathodes were generally used: one 
at A (fig. 2) and the other an aluminum cap pierced by the 
end of the fine tube B. They were usually both earthed. 
The object of having the cathode A was to make the 
discharge go easier when the dark space of the other 
cathode reached to the anode. Some photographs were 
taken with only the cathode at A in use, the other being 

2 2 
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insulated. It was found that this made but little difference 
to the rays. The distance of the end of the anode from the 
fine tube varied from about 2 cm. to about 6 cm. If it is 
too near it ceases to glow, when the anode rays also cease, 
and if it is too far off it is difficult to ensure that the beam 
falls on the end of the fine tube. 

Fig: 2 
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The equivalent spark-gap (between 2-cm. halls) varied 
from less than ‘1 to*7 cm. in different experiments, corre- 

sponding to from 4000 to 23,000 volts. The variation in 
any one experiment was sone ral about 50 per cent. of its 
mean value. The exposures used varied from 20 minutes to 
14 hours, depending on the intensity of the rays. 

Analysing apparatus.—The analysing. apparatus was of 
the ordinary positive ray parabola type (see fig. 2), the 
distance apart of the plates being 3 mm. and the electro- 
static potential difference being from 120 to 400 volts in 
different experiments. The magnetic fields used were of 
the order of 2000 gauss. 

Tt was found necessary to make the leads to the electro- 
static plates of flex wound together, and to be very careful 
of the contacts. Before this was done, many of the photo- 
graphs were sinudgy as the result of electric oscillation in 
ane wires caused by ‘the proximity of the coil. 

Trouble was caused for some time by a spurious doubling 
of the par abolas, which was eventually traced to the presence 
in the end of the fine tube of a minute quantity of non- 
conducting dirt which charged up and deflected the charged 
particles passing it, causing them to form two beams. 
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On changing the fine tube the trouble was cured. It is 
easy to tell when a photograph has been affected in this 
way, as every line on the plate is similarly doubled, and 
the position of the components of such doublets with respect 
to each other is different from what it would be if they were 
caused by rays of different e/m. It may happen that this 
effect only occurs when the stray field from the plates is 
such as to deflect the beam towards the edge of the tube 
where the fault is. This results in a marked difference 
between the appearance of photographs taken with deflex- 
ions in different directions, which adds considerably to the 
difficulty in guessing the cause of the fault. 

LIathium. 

A large number of photographs have been taken with this 
metal, both for its own sake and afterwards as a standard 
with which to compare other elements (see Pl. XXVI.). 

The most striking result obtained was that published with 
Dr. Aston *: namely, that lithium consists of two isotopes of 
atomic weights 6 and 7. The accepted atomic weight of 
lithium is 6°94, so that there should be 6 per cent. of the 
lighter element. It is difficult to compare the relative in- 
tensity of photographic iines produced by direct impact, 
as there is no easy way of obtaining a blackening curve 
for the plate; but in agreement with a result obtained by 
Dempster {, it appears that the ratio of the intensities is not 
constant. I have obtained two photographs, A and B, such 
that the “7” line in A is stronger than that in B, while the 
“6” line in A is weaker than that in B; in neither case 
was there any appreach to solarization. This seems to exclude 
any possibility of explaining the effect as a peculiarity of the 
blackening curve, and it is confirmed by a large number of 
other photographs which show a variation in the relative 
intensities over a wide range. A variation in proportion of 
this kind seems more than can be accounted for by any dif- 
ference in properties caused solely by the difference in mass, 
as is the case with all the means so far used for the separa- 
tion of isotopes, and apparently indicates a real difference in 
“chemical” properties analogous to that between different 
elements of the same series. 

As far as can be seen from mere inspection, the proportion 
of the intensities in the plates which show the greatest con- 
trast is about that to be expected from the atomic weight. 

* ‘Nature,’ vol. cvi. p. 827, 
+ ‘Science,’ April 15th, 1921. 
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In other cases the intensities seem much too nearly equal. 
There seems to be a tendency for the contrast in intensity to 
be greater when the potential difference in the discharge is 
small than when it is larger. 

On account of the change in contrast due to reproduction, 
no attempt has been made to reproduce the evidence for the 
variation in relative intensity of the lines mentioned above. 
The two photographs of lithium shown on the plate were 
chosen simply for their suitability for reproduction. 

Beryllium. 

As this element shows no well-marked spectrum in the 
visible, it was necessary to mix if with a salt of another 
metal in order to make the rays visible. Owing to the low 
boiling-point of beryllium iodide, it was found that, when an 
iodide was present in the mixture, gas was given off to such 
an extent that the pressure could not be kept down sufii- 
ciently, even after many hours running. The chloride is | 
unstable and the stable oxychloride gave only an extremely 
faint line. A mixture of sodium chloride and beryllium 
fluoride gave better results and showed a well-defined line 
at 9 taking sodium as 23. The atomic weight of beryllium 
is generally given as 9'1, and so the possibility of an isotope 
at 10 or 11 must be considered, either of which would 
coincide in atomic weight with boron. To investigate the 
possibility of this, it is desirable to get the line of 9 as strong 
as possible in order to be able to see a line of a smali fraction 
of its strength. As the photographs so far taken were not 
black enough, several further experiments were made. The 
best results weve obtained with an anode of sodium bromide 
and beryllium fluoride, which gave an appreciably stronger 
line at 9 but no sign of a line at 10 or 11. This seems to 
indicate that a very faint trace seen before on one photo- 
graph in the neighbourhood to 10 was either a fault in the 
plate or due to some other cause: e. g., HE with two charges 
(see Pl. XX VI.). 

Calcium. 

For this metal I tried a mixture of equal parts calcium 
fluoride, lithium iodide, and graphite. This gave a remark- 
ably strong beam of red light, due to the lithium. When 
a photograph was taken, the lithium appeared very strongly, 
and there were also lines at 28 due to COQ, at 23 to an 
impurity of sodium, and at 40 to calcium. ‘The calcium line 
gradually increased in strength during the subsequent photo- 
graphs, but no line at 20, corresponding to calcium with a 
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double charge, appeared. With the magnetic field at my 
disposal it was impossible to separate lines even two units 
apart if such had existed for calcium, so the number and 
mass of the isotopes remains undetermined. It is, however, 
certain that one or more of the atomic weights (39, 40, 
and 41) were preseut; and as all these are already known to 
exist as isotopes of other elements (39 and 41 potassium, 
and 40 argon), it is’ clear that calcium is an instance of a 
so-called isobare. No previous instance had been known 
except among the radioactive elements (see Pl. XXVI.). 

Strontium. 
An attempt was made to get this metal with a mixture 

of strontium chloride (anhydrous), lithium bromide, and 
graphite ; a good beam of lithium was obtained, but no 
strontium could be seen on the photograph. After various 
other unsuccessful attempts, I finally used a mixture of 
strontium iodide, strontium bromide, and graphite. This 
gave a purple beam showing the blue strontium line ; 
though the beam was fairly strong the photographs were 
very faint, but showed a line corresponding to an atomic 
weight of 87 as measured on one plate and 85 on another, 
a water line at 18 being taken as a standard. One plate also 
showed a faint line at 28 (CO) | atomic weight of strontium 
is 87°6]. There was no sign of a line at 44 corresponding 
to a double charge, though as a line in this position might 
also be due to COs, its presence would not be conclusive 
evidence in favour. 

Sodium and Potassium. 

These were only used for reference lines. Sodium gives a 
considerably greater effect both on the photograph plate and 
in the spectrum of the rays than does potassium, but either 
can be obtained without difficulty from a mixture of the 
iodides with graphite. . Neither showed any trace of double 
charges as might be expected from their chemical pro- 
perties.: 

Absence of doubly and negatively charged atoms. 

Gehreke and Reichenheim * found that the strontium rays 
all carried a double charge. I have failed to find any sign 
of this, though the rays were so weak that a small proportion 
doubly charged would have escaped notice. It is certain, 
however, that the majority have-a single charge. Gehreke 
and Reichenheim’s result depended on assuming that the 

* Verh. D. Phys. Gesell, vol. xi. p. 878, 
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rays had a constant velocity due to the anode fall of 
potential, which is probably not the case, and the magnetic 
deflexion, on the measurement of which their value of e/m 
depended, was only 1-4 mm. in all. It seems probable that 
tneir result is to be attributed to experimental error. 

In view of the comparative ease with which even electro- 
negative elements can acquire a double charge in ordinary 
positive ray analysis, it is rather surprising that no trace 
of double charges was found for any of the metals of 
the alkaline earths which undoubtedly have two valency 
electrons. This casts doubt on the view that the mechanism 
of the anode rays is to be regarded as a kind of electrolysis, 
and suggests that 1t is more analogous to the spluttering 
of the metal of a cathode. It is known * that the impact 
of high-speed cathode particles can reduce many metallic 
halides to the metal, so that we should expect a layer of 
(probably molten) metal on the sarface ef the anode. This 
surface is subject to a severe bombardment both from the 
cathode rays and also from the negatively charged halogen 
atoms, which can acquire a considerable energy by falling 
through the unusually large anode fall of potential. Hither 
or both of these agents might be expected to liberate 
positively charged metallic atoms from the surface of the 
anode, which then will acquire a considerable energy from 
the anode fall of potential. In positive rays doubly charged 
atoms appear to be formed most easily as the result of the 
dissociation of a compound, and one would hardly expect a 
sufficient proportion to be visible on the photographs so far 
taken if the process is of the nature suggested above. 

No trace of negatively charged rays was observed. This 
might have been expected from the electro-positive nature 
of the metals and the absence of free electrons due to the 
presence of halogens in the tube. 

In spite of the fairly high pressures used, there were very 
few “secondary” lines visible on the plates, though in a few 
cases faint lines were seen going to the lithium parabolas 
when these were so strong as to be solarized. 

Non-metallic parabolas. 

In addition to the metallic parabolas, a few due to non- 
metallic elements and compounds were sometimes faintly 
seen. They may be regarded as ordinary positive rays 
derived from the gas between the anode and cathode. 
In accordance with this view, the least deviated parts of 
their parabolas generally had a greater deflexion than those of 

* Elster & Geitel, Wied. Ann. vol. lix. p. 487; Phys. Zeit. vol. xi. 
pp. 257 and 1082. 
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the metals, showing that they hadlessenergy. The difference 
presumably corresponds to the anode fall ‘of potential. 

These lines were always faint, but were not much affected 
by whether the anode was working well or not, so that they 
are relatively more important on the fainter photographs. 
The following } arabolas of this kind have been measured :— 

(1) Carson (12). This seems to appear more strongly 
when the anode is nearly worn out. 

(2) Warsr (18). This appeared strongly when SrBr, 
was used in the anode. This salt had had water 
of crystallization which had been removed by 
heating, and it is possible that a little still 
remained. It also appeared more faintly with 
other anodes. 

(3) Fuuorine (19). This occurred fairly often when a 
fluoride was used. 

(4) CARBON MONOXIDE (28). Perhaps the commonest 
non-metallic line. 

(9) ee (35 and 37). Doubtful if ever observed. 
(6) CARBON DIOXIDE (44). Always very weak. 
(7) Iopine (127). Fairly common when iodine was in 

the tube, but always weak. 

Bromine was never observed. Hydrogen molecule was 
observed twice; it was probably often present, but -the 
deflexions were too great for it to appear on the plates. 

Advantages and disadvantages for isotope separation 
of various types of ray. 

It may be of interest to compare the different methods 
which have been used up to the present to produce posi- 
tively charged metallic atoms for the purpose of investigating 
isotopes by electromagnetic analysis :— 

(L) Passing a discharge through a volatile compound of 
the metal. This has been used with suecess by 
Aston * for nickel, using nickel carbonyl; but it is 
not an easy method, as most of the volatile metallic 
compounds ure easily decomposed and cease to 
exist after the discharge has been passing for a 
short time. Even in ane case of nickel, several 
unsuccessful attempts were made to obtain it in 
the early days of positive ray analysis. The ap- 
plicability of the method depends entirely on a 
sufficiently stable compound being available. and 
it is doubtful if more than a few metals can be 

done in this way. 
* ‘Nature,’ June 25rd, 1921. 

— 
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(2) The method of volatizing a metal used by Dempster 
has not yet been described in sufficient detail for 
its possibilities and limitations to be clear. 

(3) Anode rays of the type described in this paper. 
(4) Positive particles given off from heated salts. 

The last two methods are so similar in principle that they 
are best considered together. At first sight the chief dif- 
ference between them is that in the case of the anode rays 
the local heating is produced by bombardment by gaseous 
ions, while in the other case it is supplied by a separate 
heating system. Gehrcke and Reichenheim found that they 
could pass from one type of rays to the other continuously. 
Thus, if some halogen salt enclosed in platinum foil was 
heated and used as an anode, it became the source of a beam 
of coloured light ; if the current through the discharge-tube 
was sufficiently increased, the rays would persist even when 
the depends heating current was stopped. [It is, how- 
ever, possible that the mechanism in the two cases is really 
different though the result may sometimes be the same, and 
it must not be assumed without trial that they would give 
equivalent results for all metals.] Of course, ‘the necessity 
for a separate heating current, which has to be carefully 
insulated, is a disadvantage ; but the real difference in prac- 
tice. from the point of view of analysis of isotopes is that 
the anode rays proper require a moderately high pressure, 
while, if the salt is heated independently, a very low pressure 
can be used. 

This low pressure has its advantages and disadvantages. 
The chief advantage is that it makes it possible to have a 
very good vacuum in the camera and so get fine lines, while 
to balance this it ceases to be possible to trace the path of 
the rays through the gas and so see if they are properly 
aligned on the fine tube, or indeed exist at all. It might be 
possible to secure both by first running the anode at a fairly 
high pressure and centering the rays, ‘and then reducing the 
pressure to take the photograph. ‘There is, however, the 
difficulty that anodes of this type do not give a good beam 
for very long. The disadvantage from which “the anode 
rays suffer of requiring an appreciable pressure is not 
important with elements like lithium and beryllium, which 
are easily within the separating power of any apparatus; 
nor would it probably be a serious drawback to the use of 
Dr. Aston’s mass spectrograph for elements of atomic 
weights of 40 or 50 (e.g. calcium), but it might lead to 
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serious difficulties in the separation of elements of atomic 
weights of 100 or more. 

An attempt was made to work the anode rays at pressures 
as low as those used for ordinary positive rays. A large 
bulb was used and a powerful coil, and the pressure was 
kept down by charcoal and liquid air. Under these con- 
ditions, however, no beam of rays could be obtained. The 
photographs taken showed the usual lines (non-metallic) 
due to the ordinary positive rays, and in addition a line due 
to sodium. ‘The anode consisted of a-mixture of sodium and 
beryllium, and no trace could be seen of the latter, while 
the sodium was only of moderate strength. The lines, 
however, were very fine. The alkali metals apparently can 
be obtained easily by all these methods, so that unless it 
can be made to work for other metals, this particular 
modification is not of much value. 

Summary. 

(1) Photographs have been obtained for anode rays 
showing parabolas corresponding to singly charged atoms 
of the following metals :—Lithium, beryllium, sodium, potas- 
sium, calcium, strontium. 

(2) Lithium is a mixture of isotopes of atomic weights 
6 and 7. The proportions in which these appear in the rays 
are not constant, there being a tendency for the line at 6 to 
be sometimes considerably stronger than would be expected 
from the atomic weight. 

(3) Berylium is apparently single, atomic weight 9. 
If there is an isotope at 10 or 11, it is present in extremely 
small proportion. 

(4) The remaining elements could not be resolved with 
the apparatus used, but calcium must consist of atoms of 
weight out to those of either potassium or argon: 2. é., a 
so-called “isobar.” 

(5) No trace was found of doubly charged metallic atoms, 
or of atoms with a negative charge. 

(6) It seems probable that the mechanism of the anode 
rays is more analogous to spluttering than to electrolysis. 

In conclusion I wish to express my very sincere thanks 
to my father, Sir J. J. Thomson, for his advice on many 
occasions during the progress of these researches. 

August 1921, 
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XCLV. Intra-Molecular Energy during Combustion. By 
W. T. Davin, IA., D.Sc., Professor of Engineering, 
University College, Cardif’*. 

See early experiments of mine with mixtures of coal- 
gas and air ignited by means of a spark in a vessel of 

constant volume showed that the rate at which radiation is 
emitted is greater during the explosion period (when the 
bulk of combustion takes place) than at the moment of 
maximum temperature (when about 90 per cent. of the coal- 
gas has been completely burnt). These experiments were 
interpreted as supporting the view that the energy of com- 
bustion first passes (either wholly or in a large measure) into 
the form of intra-molecular energy of the freshly formed 
molecules of CO, and water-vapour, and that the excess of 
such energy over and above an equilibrium value dependent 
mainly upon gas temperature is rapidly transformed during 
molecular collisions into translational energy Tf. 

Later experiments on the analysis of the radiation emitted 
poe the explosion of mixtures of various strengths seemed 
to indicate that the intra-molecular energy acquired by the 
freshly formed molecules during combustion is distributed 
over their internal degrees of freedom in a manner very 
much depenident upon the degree of violence with which 
combustion takes place. In a previous paper t it was sug- 
gested tentatively that when combustion is gentle the intra- 
molecular energy acquired by these molecules is concentrated 
in the rotational degrees of freedom and in such very low 
frequency vibrations as the molecules may be capable of 
executing, but as the combustion increases in vigour the 
higher frequency vibrations begin to share in this energy §. 
I stated in the paper referred to that such a theory would 
serve to explain many of the phenomena of the pre-pressure 
and explosion periods in coal-gas and air explosions, and 
in this paper these phenomena are considered briefly in the 
light of the theory. 
“Phenomena of the pre-pressure period.—-During the pre- 

pressure period, which is the interval elapsing between the 
moment when the igniting spark passes and that when the 
pressure begins to rise ||, a considerable volume of gentle 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Phil. Trans. A. vol. 211. p. 410. 
{ Phil. Mac. Jan. 1920, p. 95. 
§ Only those vibrations coiresponding to infra-red radiation are 

referred to. 
|| The pre-pressure pends is not shown in fig. 1. The zero of time is 

taken to be the moment when the pressure begins to rise. 
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inflammation occurs, but no rise of pressure 1s registered by 
an indicator or pressure-gauge. In the gaseous mixtures 
experimented upon, the number of molecules after combustion 
is only about 3 per cent. less than that before combustion. 
Consequently the translational energy of the freshly formed 
molecules during this period is not greater than that of 
the molecules before ignition took place. ‘There is also no 
appreciable radiation emitted in this interval, and it follows 
that no appreciable energy has been acquired by those 
vibratory degrees of freedom of the freshly formed molecules 
which give rise to radiation of the kind possessing consider- 
able energy. Assuming, then, that the chemical energy of 
the inflamed portion of the gaseous mixture has been trans- 
formed into thermal energy of the freshly formed molecules, 
it would appear that the intra-molecular ener gy acquired 
during this interval of gentle burning must be in the form of 
rotational energy and possibly of low-frequency vibrations, 
such, e.g., as those corresponding to the 15m radiation of 
CO, and the much slower vibrations which steam molecules 
are believed to possess. 

Harly stage of the explosion pertod.—In the early stage of 
the explosion period the pressure at first rises very slowly, 
indicating that combustion is still proceeding gently. During 
this time a small, but appreciable, amount of radiation is 
emitted, as may ine seen om curve Mame hie. al) Phis 
curve shows the radiation from the gaseous mixture which is 
transmitted through a plate of fluorite—a substance which 
is highly transparent to all kinds of infra-red radiation down 
to about 11 w. The curve Q in the same figure shows the 
radiation transmitted through a plate of quartz aa is 
transparent to infra-red radiation down to about 3°5 pu only fF. 
Tt will be noted that the radiation of the kind transmitted by 
quartz does not begin to be emitted as early as that of longer 
wave-length, which is transmitted by fluorite. The theory 
which has been advanced accounts satisfactorily for this. Jn 

the initial stage of the pressure-rise it is to be supposed that 
the combustion proceeds so gently that the vibrations corre- 
sponding to the radiation which is transmitted by quartz are 
not excited, but it is sufficiently vigorous to excite those 
corresponding to radiation of longer wave-length. A frac- 
tion of a second later, combustion is proceeding sufficiently 

* The curves in fig. 1 al ate to a 10-per-cent. mixture of coal-gas 
and air, 

+ The quartz plate OS about 70 per cent. of the radiation of 
wave-length between about 2 and 85y; it is opaque to radiation of 
greater wave-length, but is more transparent to radiation of shorter 
wave-length. 

et a eh SS eee ee 
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vigorously to excite, in addition, the vibrations corresponding 
to the shorter wave-length radiation which is transmitted by 

quartz. 
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Later stages of the explosion period.—In the later stages of 

the explosion period, combustion proceeds more vigorously 

(as is indicated by the rate of rise of pressure or gas 

temperature—see curve P, fig. 1), and in strong mixtures it 

proceeds, of course, more vigorously than in weak mixtures. 

The ratio of the radiation transmitted through quartz to that 

transmitted through fluorite in this epoch is about 0 55 for a 

15-per-cent. mixture, 0°52 for a 12°5-per-cent. mixture, and 

0:46 for a 10-per-cent. mixture *. These results go to show 

that the more vigorously combustion proceeds, the greater 

the proportion of short wave-length (infra-red) radiation 

emitted, and therefore the greater the proportion of energy 

acquired during this period by the vibratory degrees of 

freadom corresponding to the short wave-length radiation 

relatively to that acquired by those degrees corresponding to 

radiation of greater wave-length. 

* Phil. Mag. Jan. 1920, p. 86. 
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| Se following communications were read :— 

1. ‘Geological Sections through the Andes of Peruand Bolivia : 
Ili—From Callao to the River Perene.’ By James Archibald 
Douglas, M.A., B.Sc., F.G.S. 

This paper is the third of a series by the writer dealing with the 
geological structure of the Andes of Peru. 

The ancient rocks of the coastal Cordillera of the south are no 
longer met with in Central Peru, and the zone of Mesozoic rocks 
extends to the Pacific coast, which is here formed of shallow-water 
deposits of Lower Cretaceous age. 

The granodioritic batholite which forms the core of the Andes 
is encountered in the neighbourhood of Lima, and again almost at 
the summit of the range. 

The western flanks of the Cordillera are characterized by a 
great development of Cretaceous porphyritic agglomerate; while 
the normal calcareous facies is the dominant feature of the high- 
level regions. 

The intensity of the Tertiary folding has obscured the effects of 
the post-Jurassic uplift, previously shown to occur in the south, 
and it is only on paleontological evidence that a break in the 
sequence of Mesozoic deposits can be determined. 

Intrusions of andesite and dacite in the form of volcanic necks 
are of common occurrence ; but there is no trace of recent volcanic 
activity in this area. 

The fossiliferous Devonian and Permo-Carboniferous deposits of 
the Titicaca district are not continued into the region here described. 
The rocks of Palaeozoic aspect which form the eastern flanks of the 
Cordillera are, for the greater part, unfossiliferous, and have largely 
been converted into phyllites and mica-schists, penetrated by 
granite, which has also shared in the metamorphism. On the Rio 
Perene another and much bigger mass of red granite is met with. 
This is essentially a rock of ‘alkaline’ character, as distinct from 
the ‘ calcic’’ granodiorites of the Cordillera, It is suggested that 
its origin, like that of a similar rock in the coastal Cordillera of 
the south, dates from a very early period, antecedent to the uplift 
of the mountain-ranges. 

2, ‘The Valentian Series. By Prof. Owen Thomas Jones, 
M.A., D.Sce., F.G.S, 

Owing to the great variation in the lithological and faunal 
characters of the Valentian rocks of different districts, their 
classification and correlation has always presented difficulty. With 
the hope of clearing up some of the ambiguities in the classifi- 
cations in current use, the history of the nomenclature from the 
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time of Murchison onwards has been traced, and in particular 
the relation of the Tarannon to the Llandovery and the Birkhill- 
Gala rocks is discussed in detail. In view of the occurrence of 
two distinct facies (graptolitic and shelly) of the Valentian rocks, 
two separate classifications are in use. The succession of grapto- 
lites is made the basis of one of these classifications, the series 
being divided into a Lower or Birkhill stage and an Upper or Gala 
stage, each of which is further divided into substages and zones. 

The mixed facies of Girvan allows certain shelly horizons to be 
brought into relation with the graptolitic scale. Some of these 
horizons were examined by the author in order to determine their 
exact position on that scale, and the results of that investigation 
are recorded in the paper. The fauna of various districts where 
the shelly facies prevails is then compared with the Girvan 
succession. These districts include Haverfordwest, Llandovery, 
Corwen and Glyn Ceiriog, and the areas which lie between Shrop- 
shire and the Mendips. On the basis of these comparisons a 
general correlation-table of the Valentian rocks is proposed, the 
rocks of the shelly facies being divided into two stages—Lower 
and Upper Llandovery, to the latter term being given a more 
precise signification than has been the custom hitherto. 

It is suggested that the use of the term ‘Tarannon,’ which has 
been the source of so much confusion in the nomenclature, be 
discontinued, for the reason that it has proved to be equivalent 
on the one hand to the Gala, and on the other to the Upper 
Llandovery, as used in this paper. The base-line of the Valentian 
Series, also, is discussed in the light of recent work in Central 

’ Wales and elsewhere; and it is considered that in most districts 
there is evidence of an abrupt lithological change at a certain 
horizon, which in some cases amounts to a marked paleontological 
break. The phenomena at that horizon are suggestive of arrested 
sedimentation, if not also of actual erosion. 

XCVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

Dear Sirs,— 

HE method of mental multiplication described by Mr. V. A. 
Bailey in the September number of the Phil. Mag. was 

published by me, in substantially the same form, in the issue of 
‘Nature’ of November 26th, 1891 (p. 78). In reply to my 
inquiry whether it had been known previously, Dr. K. Haas 
stated (‘ Nature, Dec. 31st, 1891) that it was mentioned by 
Pappus as an invention of Apollonius (of Perga, born B.c. 262), 
and was known to the Hindus (date not given) under the name of 
Vajrabhyasa. 

18 Campden House oars aos ee eee = THR RETR 

Sept. 9th, 1921. . 
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XCVII. The Motion of Electrons in Gases. By J. 5S. 
TownsEND, 1.4., F.R.S., Wykeham Professor of Physics, 
Ozford, and V. A. Battey, M.A., Queen's College, 
Oxford”. , 

i if some previous researches published in the Pro- 
ceedings of the Royal Society, a full account has 

been given of the determination of the motion of electrons in 
air from measurements of the divergence of a stream moving 
in a uniform electric field, and the deflexion of the stream 
by a transverse magnetic force. 

The pressure of the air was varied from about a quarter of 
a millimetre of mercury to 20 millimetres, and the electric 
force from about 4 volts to 40 volts per centimetre, which 
were found to be the most suitable ranges of the pressure 
and electric force for observing the motion of free electrons, 
when the velocity of agitation exceeds the velocity in the 
direction of the electric force. 
We give in this paper a brief account of the method of 

finding the velocities of the electrons and the application of 
the results to determine some properties of the molecules of 
gases. The paper also contains results of a large number 
of experiments which have recently been made on the motion 
of electrons in hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, with ranges 
of forces and pressures similar to those used in the experl- 
ments with air. 

* Communicated by the Authors. 

Pint. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec. 1921. 3 M 
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In the earlier investigations 1t was found that the motion 
of electrons in hydrogen and other gases was similar to that 
obtained in air, but only a few experiments were made with 
these gases. 

2. One of the principal differences which was observed 
between the motion of ions and the motion of free electrons * 
in gases, is that the mean kinetic energy of the motion 
of agitation of an ion is the same as that of a molecule of the 
gas, whereas with electrons the energy of agitation increases 
with the force, and with the smaller pressures and larger 
forces used in these experiments the mean kinetic energy ° of 
agitation of an electron is as great as a hundred times that 
of a molecule of the gas. The reason for this is that the 
electron loses only a sm nall part of the energy which it 
acquires in moving under the electric force when it collides 
with a molecule, since the mass of a molecule is so large 
compared with that of an electron. Thus the effect of a 
collision with a molecule is to alter the direction of motion 
of the electron without making much reduction in the 
velocity. The average loss of energy in a collision with a 
molecule is sours wae greater than the loss which would take 
place if the electron and the molecule were perfectly elastic 
spheres, but this loss is so small that the velocity of agitation 
becomes very large. 

In order to obtain definite information as to the nature of 
the collisions of electrons with molecules of a gas, it is 
necessary to determine experimentally both the mean velo- 
city of agitation w and the mean velocity W in the direction 
of the electric force. The factor k by which the mean 
energy of agitation mu?/2 of an electron exceeds that of a 
molecule of the gas, and the velocity W in the direction of 
the electric force Z, were determined by means of the 
apparatus which was found to be most suitable for deter- 
mining these quantities for electrons moving in airf. 

The principle of the method is shown by the diagram 
fig: 
“Blectrons are set free from a metal plate A by the action 

of ultra-violet light and travel through the gas to a parallel 
plate B which is at a distance of 4 A connie from A. 
The middle part of the plate B is of thin brass foil with a 
slit 2 millimetres wide and 14 centimetres long in the centre, 
through which some of the electrons pass In a narrow stream 
into the lower part of the apparatus and are received on the 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A, lxxxi. p. 464 (1908). 
_ + J.S. Townsend and H. Te. Tizard, Proc. Roy. Soe. A, Ixxxviii. p. 336 
(1913). 
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three electrodes H,, E,, E; at a distance of 4 centimetres 
from the plate B. 
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The electrodes H,, E,, HE, are mounted on ebonite fixed 
to the brass ring C,, and the upper surfaces turned so that 
they should all be in the same plane, parallel to the plates 
A and B. 

The electrodes E,, H,, EH; are sections of a disk 7:6 centi- 
metres in diameter. ‘The central electrode E, is a strip 
4:5 millimetres wide insulated by gaps half a miliimetre 
wide from the electrodes EK, and Es. 

It is essential that the field below B should be perfectly 
uniform, and for this purpose the brass rings C,, (., Cs are 
fixed at equal intervals apart between the plate B and the 
ring C,, and maintained at constant potentials by « battery 
of small accumulators. The positive terminal of the battery 
is connected to the ring C, which is at zero potential, and 
the rings C,, C., C3 and the plates A and B are connected to 
points of the battery which maintain them at negative poten- 
tials proportional to their distances from the ion er ring C4. 
Thus the electrons arriving at the slit in the plate B have 
aequired the final velocity corresponding toa constant electric 
force Z, and continue to move under the same force from the 
slit to the electrodes H,, E,, E;. The stream diverges anda 
large proportion of the electrons are received on the elec- 
trodes H, and Hs, although the central electrode E, is much 
wider than the slit in B. 

3 M2 
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The cignges Ny, Nig, Nz acquired by the three electrodes 
were measured accurately by means of an induction balance. 
The apparatus for measuring the charges was arranged so 
that the potentials of the electrodes H,, H,, HE; deviated from 
zero only by very small fractions of a volt while the charges 
were being measured. 

The principal electrical quantities to be determined experi- 
mentally area series of values of the ratio R=n./(ny +n +73), 
i.e. of the charge- acquired by the central electrode to the 
total charge, corresponding to different electric forces Z and 
different pressures p of the gas, and of the transverse magnetic 
force which deflects the stream through a distance of 2°5 
millimetres. 

4, The value of the ratio R may also be found theoreti- 
cally when the energy of agitation of the charged particles in 
the stream is known, as in the case of ions where the energy 
of agitation is the same as that of the molecules of the gas. 
The calculations show that R is, in this case, a function of 
the product NeZ/II, where N is the number of molecules per 
cubic centimetre of a gas at 760 mm. pressure and tem- 
perature equal to that of the gas through which the stream 
is moving, e the charge of the ion, Z the electric force, and 
TI atmospheric pressure. This function R=/NeZ/II is the 
same for all gases, and is independent of the pressure of 
the gas and of the mass associated with the charge e, 

A comparison of the values of K found experimentally 
with the values given by the theoretical investigation gives 
a method of determining the product Ne. A lar ge m amber 
of experiments have already been made to determine this 
quantity, and the results have shown that the charge e is 
the same as the charge of a monovalent ion in a liquid 
electrolyte. 

Negative ions are formed when there is a small proportion 
of water vapour present in the gas, and with the smaller 
electric forces of the order 4 to 6 volts per centimetre the 
value of R as found experimentally was in accordance with 
the results indicated by the theory. 

Thus the conditions under which the charged particles in 
the stream have an energy of agitation equal to that of the 
molecules of the surrounding gas are easily attained and 
recognized by the fact that ne is independent ‘of the _pressure 
of the gas. The ratio R for a stream of negative ions may 
be found either experimentally or calculated by the theory 
of diffusion, and these values of R in terms of Z% may be 
represented by means of a curve. This curve (shown in 
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the diagram fig. 2) is the same for all gases and independent 
of the pressure, and will be referred to as the normal 
distribution curve. 

It is to be noticed that when the normal distribution of 
the stream is determined experimentally, it is necessary that 
the conditions should be arranged so that the self-repulsion 
of the ions does not contribute to the divergence of the 
stream. The currents should therefore be small and the 
experiments made at low pressures, since the effect of self 
repulsion is directly proportional to the intensity of the 
current and inversely proportional to the velocity of the 
ions. 

5. Generally when the gases are very dry the elec- 
trons move freely between the molecules of the gas and they 
acquire an energy of agitation exceeding the value corre- 
sponding to thermal equilibrium with the gas, as shown 
by an abnormal divergence of the stream. If & be the tactor 
by which the energy of agitation of the electrons exceeds 
that of the molecules of the gas, the ratio R becomes 
R=/(NeZ/kI1). Thus when the ratio R corresponding to a 
force Z is found experimentally, the value of / is equal to 
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the ratio Z/Z,, where Z, is the force corresponding to R as 
given by the normal distribution curve. 

With a stream of electrons the ratio R for a fixed force 
Z diminishes as the pressure of the gas is reduced, and in 
this respect differs from a stream of ions. 

6. The velocity W of the electrons in the direction of the 
electric force is determined by deflecting the stream with a 
transverse magnetic force. The magnetic force was produced 
by a current in two large circular coils, outside the air-tight 
case containing the apparatus shown in fig. 1. The coils 
are fixed in positions to give a uniform magnetic field in the 
space between the plate B and the electrodes H. The two 
electrodes H, and EH; were connected together and the 
current in the coils adjusted so that the charge acquired by 
EK, and EB; is equal to that acquired by E,. The centre of 
the stream is thus defiected to the centre of the narrow gap 
between HE, and E,, a distance of 2°5 millimetres. 

If H be the magnetie force required to produce this 
deflexion, a the distance from B to the electrodes H, 6 the 
distance between the centres of the two air gaps on either 
side of E., the velocity W of the electrons in the direction 
of the electric force Z is given by the equation * 

lel © 1 
Tie Fo aos 

There was a small difference between the values of the 
magnetic force required to deflect the centre of the stream 
to the centres of the two gaps, which showed that when 
there was no magnetic force the centre of the stream fell 
on a line one tenth of a millimetre from the centre of the. 
electrode H,. This was no doubt due to a slight inaccuracy 
in the construction of the apparatus. 

The value of H used in obtaining W from the above 
formula was the mean of the two forces required to deflect 
the stream to the centres of the two gaps. 

7. Itis necessary to show from the results of the experi- 
ments, how to distinguish between a stream consisting 
entirely of free electrons and a stream consisting partly of 
free electrons and partly of ions formed by electrons becoming 
permanently associated with molecules of the gas. 

In a stream of free electrons moving in a gas the final 
velocity W in the direction of the electric force, and the 
final value of the factor & by which the energy of agitation 
exceeds the normal, must depend only on the ratio of the 

* Proc: Roy.nsoc. A, Ixxxyi, p. o7! (1912). 
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electric force to the pressure. With the ranges of forces 
and pressures used in these experiments the above condition 
is satisfied by the values of W and & obtained with nitrogen 
and hydrogen, as had previously been obtained with air. 
The results of the principal determinations are given in 
Tables I. and II., which are arranged in groups, each group 
corresponding approximately to one value of the ratio Z/p. 
It will be seen that both W and & remain practically 
constant when the pressure and the force are reduced in the 
same proportion. 

For certain forces and pressures the apparatus was not 
adapted for finding the velocities, so that there are some 
blank spaces in the column under W. For example, with a 
pressure of 20 millimetres and a force of 33°4 volts per 
centimetre in nitrogen, the magnetic force required to pro- 
duce the deflexion of the stream necessary for measuring 
the velocity could only have been obtained by a current of 
more than 20 amperes which would have injured the coils. 
Also with the smaller electric forces the lateral divergence 
of the:stream was, in some cases, so large that some of the 
stream was deflected on to the earth ring C, by the magnetic 
field, which would have introduced an error in the deter- 
mination of the velocity W. 

With the large values of Zjp electrons are generated in 
the stream by collisions of electrons with molecules. This 
effect does not introduce any error in the measurements of 
k or W since this process of ionization increases by the same 
proportion the number of electrons in all parts of the stream. 

8. Velocities W in direction of electric forces Z, and 
factors k by which energy of agitation of electrons exceed 
the normal value corresponding toy 15>) sim nitrogen, 
hydrogen, and oxygen are given in the following tables. 

9. In oxygen different values were obtained for W and k 
in the cases where the ratio Z/p was the same, especially 
when p was taken over ranges including large pressures, 
but with the smaller pressures and larger wolmes of Z/p the 
discrepancies were not great. 

Examples of determinations of the ARE W and the 
uantities * with electrons moving in oxygen are given in 

Table I11., which show that both W and f tend to increase 
when Z and p are reduced in the same proportion. 

This effect would occur if the electrons tended to become 
permanently associated with molecules or other small par- 
ticles as they moved through the gas. Thus if electrons 
moved under a force Z and pressure p and a certain number 
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W in centimetres per second. 

Z in volts per centimetre. 

p in millimetres of mereury. 

TaBLe [.—Nitrogen. 

petal eae, Z/p Fe Wx10-> 

20 85 0.495) Sites 585 
10 4-95 0:495 | 10-4 59 

20) oe eee nice 777 
10 8:5 0:85 19:1 7-56 
5 4-95 0:85 185 ies 

20 33 4 1-67 28:2 2 
10 ie) he ee 97-8 Tae 
5 S951 1-67 29-0 len 

pee 4-95 170 983 

Pea 33°7 3:37 36-1 19:6 
5 16-9 33 37-0 19:7 
2-5 Sa is 336 25:8 19-1 

5 oS 7 674 | 449 35°6 
9-48 168 679 44-9 354 

pee: ei PaaS 44-1 39-9 

|= nO-A8 33-8 13°6 513 62:4. 
1-25 16:8 13-4 52-0 62:5 
0°62 85 13-7 53:0 ak 

1-26 33:9 26:9 66:8 110n eal 
|. 0622 1 leo 7-1 68:8 105 

0625 | 33-9 543 liye Sell 
0308 | 16:8 556 121 tet 

| 

of them formed ions in passing from the plate A to the 
_ plate B in the apparatus shown in fig. 1, double this number 
would be formed if the electrons moved for the same 
distance through the gas at pressure 2p under a force 2Z. 
Thus, in an apparatus of fixed dimensions the greater the 
pressure of the gas the greater the number of ions that would 
be formed. | 

The state in which the proportion of ions to electrons in a 
gas is increasing with p is thus easily recognized by the 
fact that W and / cannot be represented in terms of the 
ratio Z/p alone. 

If the ions which are formed are not stable, as is the case 
when the electron may be dissociated by collisions from the 
molecule or group of molecules which the ion comprises, 



Foren Z Z/p. k Ww x10-° 

| Baie a COMES Or Ei ctu en 
40 8:5 0-2 2-72 5-98 
19°8 4°35 0-22 2:87 6:28 

40 17-0 0 425 4-58 8-41 
20 85 0-425 4°70 8°58 
10 | 425 0-425 4-48 8-49 

19°75 17-5 0-886 8:33 11:25 
10 85 0°850 7:83 11-2 
5 4:25 0-850 7-95 111 

19°75 35'0 77 13-75 15:5 
10 17-0 1-70 12:8 15-2 
5 8-5 1°70 13-0 15:3 
2:53 4-25 1°68 1a 14:8 

10 | 34-0 3-40 20-4 21°5 
5 17-0 3-40 90:2 | 91:8 
2°53 8:5 3°36 99:2 215 
1:24 4°95 BA | 201 ue 

5 34-0 680 | 322 32:5 
2:53 17:0 6°72 31-2 32°] 
1-24 85 685 | 31-7 | 300 
0-627 4°25 6:80 31-5 man 

9-59 34-0 1355 55-7 Age 
1:24 17-2 13-9 567 48:8 
0-625 8-5 13°6 586 a 

124 34-0 27-4 97-1 103 
0-63 17-2 97-3 98:0 we 

TasLe I1].—Oxygen. 

D. Z Ape ie bie W c10- 

10 Vee ie | eaots |) 1s 
4-9 SR SR Ses, ae 
2-5 4-25 “7 11532 OES: 

10 34 3-4 293 | 28 
4:9 17 3:47 362 33°5 
25 85 3-4 37-2 34:5 

4-9 34. Gomi 40-1 35 
obi Ve 6:8 15-2 38-5 
1:26 85 6°75 47-2 a 
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a final state of equilibrium is obtained in which the pro- 
portion of ions to. electrons is constant. In this case W 
and k would be functions of Z/p alone. A stream of this 
kind may be distinguished from a stream comprising only 
free electrons, by the effects obtained with magnetic forces*. 

In all cases the proportion of ions to electrons i in a gas at 
constant pressure diminishes as the electric force increases 
This holds even in the case where water vapegs is present. 
With the forces and pressures used in these experiments 
there does not appear to be any indication of the presence 
of ions in nitrogen or hydrogen. 

The following experiments indicated in a direct manner 
the presence of ions with electrons in a stream in oxygen. 
The ratio of the charges recetved by the electrodes H, ‘and 
E; to that received by E, in the apparatus fig. 1, was deter- 
mined while large magnetic forces were acting whieh tended 
to deflect the stream towards the electrode E,. ‘The greatest 
force which it was possible to use would have been too small 
to produce an appreciable defiexion of particles having 
masses of the same order as the mass of a molecule. 
When the magnetic force was increased to the maximum 

available, the charges n; +3 were about one per cent. of the 
charge n, in the experiments with nitrogen and air, but with 
oxygen a much higher proportion remained on the Glee odes 
E, and E, under sailer conditions. 

It had previously been observed that electrons tended to 
form ions in moving through imperfectly dried gases, the 
effect being particularly marked with the smaller values of 
Z/p. This, however, does not seem to be the cause of the 
presence of ions in the oxygen used in these experiments. 

The oxygen was obtained by the electrolysis of barium 
hydrate, and was dried in a flask with phos phorus pentoxide. 
Practically the same results were obtained with two speci-- 
mens of the gas, one of which had been in the drying flask 
for seven days and the other for fourteen days. It is 
therefore improbable that the effect was due to water vapour. 
Further experiments are being made on this point and will 
be reserved for a future communication. 

The velocity W and the quantity /£ obtained in these 
experiments with oxygen at the lower pressures and the 
higher forces are probably not much different from the exact 
values for streams of electrons, and these will be used for 
the present in order to compare oxygen with nitrogen and 
hydrogen. 

* J. S. Townsend and H. T. Tizard, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, Ixxxvii. (1912). 
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10. The experimental results for the three gases may be 

shown by means of curves representing W and & in terms 

of Z/p. The values of W in the three gases corresponding 

to the smaller values of Z/p are given by curves fig. 3, and 

vA 

fo) 2 4 6 8 (ae 14 

for the larger values of Z/p by the curves fig. 4. The values 

of k are similarly represented by the curves figs. 5 and 6. 

Since the results obtained with oxygen are not as accurate 

as those obtained with nitrogen and hydrogen, the values of 

W and k for that gas are represented by dotted curves. 

11. The results of the experiments may be used to find 

the mean free path J of an electron between collisions with 

molecules, and the distance o between the centre of the 

molecule and the centre of the electron when a collision 

° ; e iL . 

occurs is found from the relation /= —,, v being the number 
TVO™ ; 

of molecules per cubic centimetre of the gas. 
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It is difficult to set a limit to the distance between the 
centres at which the force between the molecule and the 
electrons would be sufficient to deflect the electron through 
a small definite angle, but the following definitions may be 
adopted for the mean free path J and the distance o which 
may be called the radius of the molecule as found by these 
calculations. As the velocity of agitation of the electrons is 

Fig. 4. 

fe) Saye 220, 30.) SAO) isc aoe 

very large compared with the velocity of agitation of the 
molecules, the latter may be considered to be at rest. 

If a number of electrons be uniformly distributed in a 
stream of sectional area ms? and move with the same velocity 
in the same direction towards a molecule, the centre of the 
stream being in line with the centre of the molecule, the 
average velocity of the electrons after colliding will havea 
component in the opposite direction to the original motion 
if s is very small, as a large proportion of the electrons will 
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have their volocities reversed. If s is very large the greater 
proportion will pass by the molecule and their direction of 

motion will be only slightly affected, and in this case the 

average velocity after collision will have a component in 

the original direction of motion. There is one value of s for 

which the average component of the velocities of the elec- 

trons after collision will be zero, and this is the value taken 

in this investigation as 7, which may be called the radius of 
the molecule for brevity. 

Similarly if a large number of electrons move in the same 
direction initially in a gas, the mean value of the components 

of the velocities in any direction is zero after all the electrons 

have collided with molecules, and the mean distance they 

travel in the original direction of motion is the mean free 

path 0. 
12. With the above specification of the mean free path 

of an electron moving in a gas under an electric force Z, 
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the velocity is W =" x 0-815, which formula may be 

derived from a more general formula* for the velocity of 
ions In gases given by Langevin. | 

All the quantities in this formula are known except J, 
e/m being 1°77 x 10" the value of this ratio for electrons, and 
u=1'15 x 107 Vk, since the mean velocity of agitation of a , y g 

particle having the same mass as an electron is 1:15 x 10° 
centimetres per second when in thermal equilibrium with 
molecules of a gas at 15°C. 

Taking one millimetre of mercury as the pressure of the 
gas, the values of J for the different gases as obtained from 
the above formula are given in Tables IV., V., and VI. 
‘The values of J for air have also been calculated and are 
given in Table VII. 

The values of o given in the tables are obtained from the 
formula 1=1/avo?, v the number of molecules per cubic 

* Townsend, ‘ Electricity in Gases,’ p. 180. 
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centimetre of a gas at one millimetre pressure an 
being taken as 3°46 x 10!°,. 

The quantities o, which are also given are the radii of the 
molecules deduced from the formula given by Jeans” for 
the viscosity of a gas, taking the number of molecules per 
cubic centimetre at normal pressure and temperature is 
2°77 X 10" corresponding to the above value of v. 

In the following tables Z is in volts per cm., p in mm. of 
mercury, W and win cms. per sec., and / and o in ems. 

TasBLeE [V.—Nitrogen. 

Oo; = 1°58 x IES 

887 

dea =O: 

- 18 : Wi SSO Sy SS eNOS, SAO Os) eps alOs, Joueat 

100 180 — IlGet — — — 
60 126 193 129 2°89 178 0:9775 
50 108 Heit TENG es 2°83 1:80 O'9794 

40 89 146 108'3 2°75 1:82 09818 
30 42° TA? 98 Dor 11835) 0:9862 

20 59°5 8&6 88°5 2:66 1°86 0:9905 
10 485 48°5 80 2°69 1:84 0:996§36 

5 AS 2 739 DET 1°82 0:99869 

3 BEYOND) 178 68:5 9-82, 1:80 099934 

y 30°5 ol 63°5 2°88 1:78 0:99960 
1 21:5 o'7 IS) BG) 1:69 0:99976 

0:5 1} 62 41:4 BENS ol 0°99980 

0°25 V5) S115) 381-5 4°30 1:43 0:99976 

Taste V.—Hydrogen. 

Guess else IMO", 

Z 
5 k. | Wx10-5,| ux10-% | 7x 100. | ¢x103 er | 

5G 146 248 139 407 a7 | o-9686 | 
50. 138 Pally 1348 4:07 1:50 0-9744 | 

40 123 166 127°5 3°67 1:59 0-9834 

30 104 106 117 2°87 Wr 48) 0:9921 

20 78 72, 101°5 2°53 1:90 0°99524 

10 44 40:7 762 | 215 | 207 | 0:99742 
5 Qh 26:7 58 2°14 2:07 O-99814 

33 18°6 20°2 49°5 SNL 2-00 099858 
ile) 12 14-4 39°8 | 2:66 1:86 0:99894 
1 9 11-9 845 | 286 | 179 | 0:99905 
O'5 5:2 9-0 202i 325 1:67 Q-99904 
0:25 SB Od 20°2 3°64 1°59 0-999 [4 

Jeans, ‘Dynamical Theory of Gases,’ p. 276 (1921). 
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Taste VI.—Oxygen. 

Gio alae: 

+ 

|Wx1l0-5.) wx10-8 | 7x100. | «x108. f: 
| 

= k. 
P | 

is a anes os SS | ee 

50 136) e220 134 3:74 PHY 0:9775 
20 TOR saat 28 96 2-89 1:78 0:9919 
EROS Genie iie wver ee ey OO 1:89 0-9949 
10 50 46 Sie ie a5 8 1-88 0-9968 
6 45 36 fp 3:22 1:69 0:9978 
2 22:5 15) 30 54-5 56 | 1:27 09969 | 

| | 

Taste VIT.—Air. 

Gi— Oop Lin 

[ee OZ | a | | 
Be [ie kW X1OR% | ex 10-8.) 2x LOO) | ox 10% eee 

On Go 1 eon eee 145 272 | 184 | 09654 
ReenO a M02 rlepaliae | alte 2°78 1-82 0-9778 

20 57 On| 87 ii 1-84 0-9893 
10? | 49-46 52 | 78 2-82 1:80 0-9956 

Peo gous 30 71 2-96 1-76 0 99823 
ar 2-1 Gh (ee red eal (cose ee wed 3:28 1-67 099897 | 
(eu es eae beret Hebe | 38 3°30 1:67 099894 
05 | Be OS | ae eee aie 099601 | 
| 

The values of o depend on the velocity « with which the 
electron collides with a molecule, and attain a maximum 
value within the range of the velocities that have been 
measured. | 

Tt will be noticed that for velocities u less than 1:2 x 108 
o is greater for hydrogen than for nitrogen, so that the field 
of force round a molecule as measured by a charged particle 
of small mass is wider for a molecule of hydrogen than for 
a molecule of nitrogen. 

13. The determination of the velocities may be used to 
find what proportion of the total energy of an electron is 
lost by a collision with a molecule. An approximate esti- 
mate of the average loss of energy at each collision to the 
average energy (mu"/2) of an electron is easily obtained. 
In passing through a distance of one centimetre in the 
direction of the electric force in the time 1/W, the electron 
acquires the amount of energy Ze, and in the steady state 
when the motion has attained the final value corresponding 
to the force Z this energy is transferred to the molecules of 
the gas. The total path traversed by the electron in the time 
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1/W is u/W, and the number of collisions with molecules is 
u/LW, so that the average loss of energy of the electron due 
to acollision is (Ze/W)/u. Hence the proportion of the total 
energy (mu?)/2 which is lost in a collision is 

¢ V V2 e 
ae , which reduces to 7 x s : 

Thus when w is ten times W, between two and three 
per cent. of the energy of the electron is lost in a collision. 
It will be noticed that the mean free path J does not enter 
into the final calculation, so that the result is independent of 
the linear dimensions which may be attributed to a molecule. 

The loss of energy of the electron, although comparatively 
small, is very much greater than the loss that would be 
sustained by a small sphere moving with the velocity w in 
colliding with a large sphere, if both spheres were perfectly 
elastic. The energy lost by the electron appears as an 
increase of the internal energy of the molecule such as a 
vibration set up in some of the constituent electrons. Were 
it not for this effect the velocities of agitation w would have 
attained very much higher values than those observed, and 
the velocities W would have been less, since W is inversely 
proportional to wu. 

The effect produced by a small degree of inelasticity in 
the collisions between spheres has been investigated by 
Pidduck *. If f=4(1+yp), m being the coefficient of resti- 
tution as in collisions between inelastic spheres, the formula 
for the value of fin terms of & and W which is applied by 
Pidduck to the case of the motion of electrons may be 
written in the form 

W? k-1 m 
f= wu a hk 2 M? | 

where m is ths mass of an electron, and M the mass of a 
molecule of the gas. 
~The values of 7 for the different velocities of impact wu are 
siven in Tables 1V., V., VI. and VII. It will be noticed 
that f decreases as w increases, which indicates that the 
greater the velocity of impact the larger the proportion of 
the energy of the electron which is converted into internal 
molecular energy. 

14. It is of interest to consider the mode in which an 
electron may lose its energy in colliding with a molecule 
from the point of view of the quantum theory of radiation. 
According to this theory a molecule can absorb energy from 

* FB. Pidduck, Proc, Lond. Math. Soe. vol. xv. pp. 87-127 (1915-16). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec, 1921. 3N 
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an electromagnetic wave only in definite quantities which 
are proportional to the frequency n of the radiation. Thus 
if the molecules of a gas have a free period of vibration of 
frequency n, they can only absorb energy in amounts 
which are exact multiples of the quantity hn, h being Planck’s _ 
constant. 

It is convenient to express this quantity in volts, that is, 
the energy acquired by an electron moving under the action 
of an electric force between two points differing in potential 
by a certain number of volts. If n be the frequency of the 
yellow sodium line, the quantity of energy hn corresponds to 
a fall of potential of about 2 volts. 
When electrons moving with high velocities collide with 

molecules the frequency of the radiation which is excited 
depends on the velocity, and if the quantum theory be 
extended to cases where energy is supplied to molecules by 
the impacts of electrons, the highest frequency which could be 
excited by an electron moving with a velocity wu is obtained 
from the relation hn=(mu’)/2. Also in a gas containing 
molecules which have no free periods of vibration less than 
that of the light in the visible spectrum, they would absorb 
no energy from electrons moving with velocities smaller 
than that corresponding to potentials of about 2 volts. 

The mean velocity of agitation of electrons corresponding 
to the various values of the ratio Z/p may easily be obtained 
in volts from the values which have been found for the 
quantity k. In a gas at 15°C. the energy of agitation of 
the molecules corresponds to a fall of potential of 1/27th 
of a volt, so that &/27 is the energy of the electrons ex- 
pressed in volts. Thus in nitrogen at a millimetre pressure 
the value of & is 54. for electrons moving under a force of 
15:2 volts per centimetre, so that the mean velocity of 
agitation corresponds to a potential fall of 2 volts. In this 
case the total number of collisions made by an electron with 
molecules (w)W1) is about 470 in moving through a distance 
of one centimetre in the direction of the force and the 
average loss of energy in each collision is approximately 
aly volt. 
°"In order to explain the loss of energy of electrons due to 
collisions with molecules on this theory, it is necessary to 
suppose that in a small proportion of the total number of 
collisions there is a comparatively large loss of energy 
and in most of the collisions there is no loss (excepting the 
extremely small loss corresponding to the momentum trans- 
ferred from the electron to the molecule, and the loss by 
radiation due to acceleration of the electron, both of which 
may be neglected in comparison with the observed effect). 
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The large losses of energy could only occur when the 
electron collides with velocities exceeding those corre- 
sponding to hn, where n is the frequency of radiation which 
is absorbed by the gas. In hydrogen and nitrogen there is 
no absorption of radiant energy in the visible or infra-red 
spectrum. In the ultra-violet spectrum nitrogen is slightly 
opaque to rays of which the values of hn are between 6°4 
and 9-4 volts, but it is uncertain whether hydrogen absorbs 
rays in this part of the spectrum. 

The velocities of the electrons are distributed about the 
mean velocity u as in the case of molecules, but the law of 
distribution is not the same in the two cases. If the Max- 
wellian distribution be assumed in the case of the electrons 
an upper limit may be found to the number of collisions in 
which the velocity exceeds the mean velocity by a large 
factor. It thus appears that with a mean velocity of about 
2 volts (k=54) there may bea sufficient number of collisions 
with a eoetty of 6:4 volts to account for the average loss of 
energy of electrons in colliding with molecules of nitrogen. 
But the loss of energy is not explained on this theory when 
the electrons are moving with smaller mean velocities corre- 
sponding to values of & of order 10, since the number of 
possible collisions that occur with velocities exceeding 6°4 
volts is so small in these cases. 

When a large proportion of the energy of an electron is 
lost in each collision the quantity k is comparatively small 
and W is comparatively large provided no ions are formed. 
In order that an ion may be formed the electrons must not 
rebound from the molecule after a collision, and the tendency 
to form ions is greatest when the molecules absorb a large 
proportion of the energy of the electrons. Also it is found 
experimentally that ions are only formed (even in the presence 
of water-vapour) when the electrons are moving with com- 
paratively small velocities, so that in order to account for 
the formation of ions it is necessary to suppose that the mole- 
cules can absorb small quantities of energy. Hence the 
quantum theory indicates that large numbers of ions may be 
formed when the gas contains impurities which absorb radiaut 
heat. The experiments are in agreement with the theory on 
this point as it has been found that ions are not formed in 
hydrogen and nitrogen, which are very diathermanous, but 
are rapilly formed in gases containing water-vapour or 
earbon dioxide which are very opaque to thermal radiation. 

In conclusion we desire to express our thanks to Mr. B. 
Lambert for having supplied us with a quantity of carefully 
prepared nitrogen for use in these experiments. 

aN 2 
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XOVILL The Recoil of Hydrogen Nuclei from Swift 
a Particles. By A. L. McAvnay®*. 

1. Objects of the Research and Experimental Method. 

IR ERNEST RUTHERFORD 7+ has shown that when 
hydrogen is bombarded | by # rays the number of atoms 

shot forward in the direction of motion of the a particles is 
greatly in excess of what would be expected on the simple 
theory of two charged points approaching and repelling each 
other according to the inverse square law. It is obvious 
from a gener: al survey of his curves showing the absorption 
of the recoil radiation, that there is a rapid | change in this 
number, and probably in the type of the collision, as the 
velocity of the incident « particle approaches that of the 
particle of range 7 cm. from RaC. 

The present research was undertaken with the object of 
obtaining the number of atoms recoiling at various angles 
from a homogeneous « ray beam, and thence of deducing 
information bearing on the nature of the collision, the size 
of the colliding particles, etc. 

An ionization method was used, similar in principle to one 
described in a recent paper in the Philosophical Magazine f, 
but with greatly improved apparatus. The following is an 
outline of the method. The recoil radiation is produced in a 
wax film close to a source of «rays. The source is placed 
between the poles of a powerful electromagnet about 4°5 cm. 
distant from a small ionization chamber, into which the recoil 
radiation penetrates (see fig. 1). The electrode of the ioniza- 
tion chamber passes at one. end into asecond chamber, where 
the current from the first is balanced. The face of the second 
chamber is of brass, sufficiently thick to exclude the recoil 
radiation. At the other end, the electrode passes into an 
electroscope where the difference between the ionizations in 
the two chambers is measured. Between the source and the 
chambers and close to the former is the parafiin film in which 
the recoil atomsare produced. This film is fairly thick, corre- 
sponding in absorbing power to about 8 cm. of air, and is 
covered on one side ‘by a thin aluminium foil equiv alent to 
0°69 cm. of air. 

The experiment consists in observing the change in 
ionization in the chamber which the recoil atoms enter when 
the wax-aluminium film is turned so that first wax and then 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir E. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
+ Rutherford, Phil. Mag. June 1919. 
{ McAulay, Phil. Mag. Dec. 1920. 
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aluminium faces the source of « rays. In the first case the 
ionization is due to y rays and also to recoil atoms produced 
along the whole path of the « rays ; in the second the con- 
ditions are the same, except that the « particles in the first 
0°69 cm. of their range are passing through aluminium, and 
are therefore not able to excite recoil atoms. The difference 
in the ionization thus represents the effect of the recoil atoms 
from the swiftest « particles only. 

2. Apparatus, (Fig. 1.) 
The separate parts of the apparatus are screwed to the 

under side of a wooden frame which rests on top of the electro- 
magnet used to remove the f-rays. 

inion: 

Vivex - 

Aluminiulmn 
Fadioact/ve x Screez 

Source 

The source, a small metal 

i, 
Llectroscope 

fonisztion 

Cha ULE Yas 

i, PIP ENSAEING 

forisation 

Chamber 

Dummy 

flectroscope 

plate whose face is covered with the active deposit of radium 
or with thorium C, fits in a brass holder, its active surtace 
facing the ionization chambers. The paraflin sereen slips 
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into a clip in the front of the holder, about 2 mm. from the 
source. Rays from the source traverse 4 cm. of a magnetic 
field of several thousand gauss before reaching the ionization 
chambers. £ rays are thus almost completely removed. The 
chambers are the same in shape and size, and roughly symme- 
trically placed with regard to the source. The case of the 
electroscope and one of ‘the ionization chambers are electrically 
connected to earth, the electrode is charged to 60 volts, and 
the other chamber, ith a dummy electroscope attached to it, 
is maintained at 120 volts. In this way the charge conveyed 
to the electrode by the y-ray ionization is approximately zero, 
but the somewhat thinner face of the earthed chamber causes 
a slight excess of ionization on this side. This is compensated 

=) . 

by weak radiation from a tube containing a little radium D, 
placed near an aluminium window in the side of the other 
chamber. An exact balance can be obtained by adjusting 
the position of the radium D tube. 

The electroscope is the result of a preliminary research, 
and is of a new type. The principal objects aimed at were 
high sensitivity and a very small volume. The design finally 
adopted depends for its sensitivity on the fact that the leaf 
when charged points upwards instead of downwards. An 
increase in potential causes it to move towards the vertical, 
and as it moves, the gravitational couple tending to restore it 
to its original position decreases, instead of increasing as 1t 
does in the case of the ordinary electroscope. It was found 
that with the right dimensions ‘it was easy to use the electro- 
scope in this manner without the leaf collapsing or going to 
the side. At the same time, if the inside of the case is not 
suitably designed, these and other troubles do arise. The 
sensitivity of such an electroscope may be made as high as 
100 divisions ona microscope scale per volt, and its behaviour 
appears satisfactory in this condition. In the present research 
the sensitivity was about 30 divisions per volt. The leaf did 
not creep and the sensitivity varied very little from one end 
of the scale to the other. Greater sensitivity was not found 
to be an advantage without greater refinement in the rest of 
the apparatus. The construction of the electr oscope 1s very 
simple, and it will work satisfactorily when made quite 
roughly. ‘The case is 1°5 em. in diameter and 0°6 em. thick. 
The electrode enters along a diameter from below, and the 
leaf is attached to its top, which ends in a knife ed ge slightly 
above the centre of the case. The leaf is 4 or 5 mm. long, 
and when uncharged rests along the wedge-shaped side of 
the knife edge. When charged, it is attracted towards the 
edge of a plate of thin sheet ‘brass, cut in the arc of a circle, 
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which slips into a saw-cut in the case. This is normally 
concentric with the case, but is capable of being altered in 
position from outside. Its object is twofold: first, it keeps 
the plane in which the leaf moves parallel to the sides of the 
case ; secondly, it permits of the sensitivity being adjusted 
to any desired value after the instrument is set up. ‘This is 
achieved by varying the eccentricity of the leaf in the circular 
arc of the plate. The sides of the case are of brass, in which 
are cut windows, about 8 mm. by 2 mm., through which the 
leaf is observed. These are covered with mica, which may 
be made conducting by painting with calcium chloride. 

The capacity of the whole electrode system is 4°3 cm. 
Several determinations of this quantity were made, using 
two different methods. The final result is probably correct 
to 5 per cent. The first method consisted in sharing the 
charge on the electrode with a small lead sphere and 
observing the change in potential. Precautions were taken 
as far as possible to eliminate the effect of leads and to 
reduce the effect of neighbouring conductors, and the 
results obtained agreed well with those given by the second 
method. This consisted of observing the rate of leak of the 
electroscope under standard conditions, first with a small 
cylindrical condenser connected to the electrode and then 
with it disconnected. The condenser was so designed that 
its capacity was calculable. 

3. The Experiments. 

As mentioned in the first section, the effect observed was 
the ionization due to recoil atoms produced by a nearly 
homogeneous beam of the swiftest a particles from the 
source. The velocity of the slowest was, in fact, about 
3 per cent. less than that of the fastest. The experiment 
consisted of making such observations with different thick- 
nesses of absorbing material between source and ionization 
chamber. The observed ionizations were then plotted 
against the absorption. Curves G and H (fig. 2) were 
obtained in this way. The ionization is in arbitrary units, 
but a knowledge of the cons!ants of the apparatus makes it 
possible to analyse the curves and actually to obtain from 
them the number of recoil atoms thrown within selected 
angles of the incident & ray. 

Curve G was made with a nickel plate coated with 
thorium C as a source of a rays. There was an air-gap 
of about 2 mm. between source and wax screen, so that 
the maximum range of the « particles incident on the 
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wax screen was 8:4 cm. Curve H was made with two 
types of radioactive source. One was a plate coated with 
the active deposit from radium, giving 2 rays of range 
about 6°8 em. incident on the screen. The points obtained 
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in this way are plotted on the curve as crosses. The other 
source was of thorium ©, the plate being covered with an 
aluminium foil of stopping-power 1°55 mm. The a-rays had 
a maximum range of from 6°9 to 6°7 em. when they reached 
the wax, according to the angle at which they passed 
through the foil. The points so obtained are plotted on 
the curve as circles. 

The number of a particles emitted from the source per 
second was deduced from its y-ray activity as measured - 
through 6 mm. of lead. No data could be found for the 
relation between the #- and y-ray activities of thorium C, 
so a preliminary investigation was made for its deter- 
mination. This is described in a note at the end of the 
paper. The fact that both sets of points on curve H fall 
about the same line shows that the value obtained was 
sufficiently accurate for the purpose. 
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4. Quantities derived from the Absorption Curves giving 
information as to the nature of the collision. 

If it be assumed that all the energy of a hydrogen 
nucleus thrown forward by collision with an «a particle 
is dissipated in producing ions (an assumption that is 
almost cer amy approximately true), the actual number of 
recoil atoms thrown within various angles of the incident 
a ray can be calculated from curves ‘such as G and H. 
From these numbers, information my be obtained relative 
to the nature of the collision and the size of the a particle. 
This question will be considered further in section 6. The 
steps in the calculation by which the numbers are derived 

from the absorption curves are outlined in the next section. 
The quantities in Table I. are as follows :—The first 

column gives the number of recoil atoms whose path after 
collision makes an angle less than ¢ with the incident @ ray. 
These numbers refer to one a particle passing through 1 cm. 
of hydrogen gas at N.T.P. The second column gives ¢. 
The third gives the highest potential that the recoiling 
nucleus reaches in the field (assumed purely electrostatic) of 
the « particle. Fig, 3.7 

ah) 
5x10 

N, the number of recoil atoms thrown within @ of the 
ireerion of motion of tke « particle, is shown plotted 
against ¢ in fig. 3. 
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TABLE I. 

From curve G, From curve H, 
a particles of range 8:4 cm. a particles of range 6°8 cm. 

N. p. Ni; IN: . ¥, 

1°39 x 1075 15 5°50 x 10° “G0 1052 15 479 10® 

2°30 20 5:16 1:13 20 450 | 

3°38 25 4°82 | 1-81 25 4:20 

4:53 30 4°48 2°61 30 3°90 

571 35 4:03 348 539) 3J’al 

5. Deduction from the Absorption Curves of the results 
given in the last section. 

The ordinates of curves G and H (fig. 2) multiplied 
by ‘772 give the number of pairs of ions produced in the 
ionization chamber divided by the number of « particles 
involved in the production of the recoil radiation, and the 
curves are obtained directly by experiment. 

Curves J and K are derived from G and H. J corre- 
spondsto G, and KtoH. ‘The ordinate for abscissa R in the 
case of the new curves represents the total ionization produced 

- by all atoms that pass R during the whole of the rest of 
their course. J and K are obtained from G and H as. 
follows :—The absorption curves are marked off by vertical 
lines drawn at intervals of 1'5°cm. (the depth of the 
ionization chamber) starting from the maximum range. 
Thus G, whose end is at 89 em, is cut into sections by 
linmeseat O10. DO:0sso 4a moons ate. If the ordinates at 
these points are a, b, c, d, etc., the new curve is constructed. 
by drawing ordinates a, a+b, a+b+c, a+b+c+d, and 

So on, at abscisse 37°5, 36:0, 34-0, 3370; “As ieomemmmes 
the depth of the ionization chamber, ‘a’ represents the 
total ionization produced by those atoms which pass 37°5. 
In the same way, ‘b’ represents the total ionization pro- 
duced by those which pass 36:0 but not 37:5, plus the 
ionization produced by those which pass 37:5 in the part 
of their course between 36:0 and 375. Thus a+b re- 
presents the total ionization produced by the atoms which 
pass 36:0. Similarly. it can easily be seen that a+b+c, 

atb+et+d, etc., represent the total ionization due to those 
atoms that pass 34: Dy Ba, CLC: 

A consideration of the geometry of the experimental 
arrangement shows that the number of atoms entering 
the ionization chamber which recoil at an angle @ with the 
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direction of the incident « ray is approximately proportional 
to psec 0, where p is the probability that an atom will recoil 
at an angle @ from a single e particle. 

Combining the assumption that the whole energy of the 
recoil atom is dissipated in the production of ions with the 
experimental fact that the velocity of a recoil atom is propor- 
tional to the cube root of its remaining range, it is easy to 
show that the ordinates of the total ionization curves are 
given by 

Oren. 
I, =| KR?” (cos? @—cos® 6)” sec 6 F' (8) dd, 

“2/0 

where F(@) is the number of atoms recoiling at an angle 
less than @ from a single e particle as it passes through 
1 cm. of hydrogen gas at N.T.P., @ is the angle at which 
an atom is shot that just reaches the range at which 
T, is measured, 6 is any angle less than $, Ry is the 

maximum range of the recoil atoms, and K is a constant 
involving the dimensions of the apparatus and the ionizing 
power of a recoil atom. Beside the assumption that the 
whole energy of a recoil atom is dissipated in producing 
ions, the conservations of energy and momentum are assumed 
to hold during the collision. 
A solution could not be found for the above integral, 

so I'(@) was assumed to have the form A@+ Bé?4+ C@+4+ Dé, 
and the values of the constants were calculated by evaluating 
the integral by a Simpson’s Rule method for four different 
values of @ and equating it to the appropriate value of I 
taken from curves J and K. The equations obtained were 
as follows :— 

Radium C. 

= 10? ss ‘03x 107? = 1950[A 43-4 x 2B+17 x3C0+86 x 4D], 

De ena 37 X 107? = 1950[A+35°9 x 2B + 823 x 30+5080 x 4D], 

EO ann: °85<10 ? = 1950|A+74:5 x 2B+41040 x 30+ 16660 x 4D], 

== BS sagen 2:48 X 107? = 1950[A+215'8 x 2B+4-4822 x 830+ 97850 x 4D], 

- Thorium C, 

(SO are vena ‘115 x 10-? = 2240[A+34x2B+17 X80 +86 x4D], 

Brae QU sac ‘88 x 1072 = 2240[A +35-9 x 2B +3283 x 80+ 5080 X 4D], 

= 5 ees 1-725 X10? = 2240[A +745 x 2B + 1040 X 80 +16660X 4D], 

SBD bvesde 449 X1072 = 2240[A+215°8 X2B+4322 X 30+97850 X 4D], 
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which give the following values for the constants :— 

RaC. LUC 

A= 9 110 SO = 62550 ae A te ln C= —4x10-! 

B= 216x107? D=—119x107!! B=5:56 1052 D982 ae 

From these constants and the equation 

N = F(@) = Ad+ BO? + Ce? + DE 

the curves of fig. 3 have been plotted. 

: 6. The Field near an « Particle. 

Vig. 4 is a diagram of the field near an « particle deduced 
from the figures given in section 4 on the assumption that 
the forces are purely electrostatic. The simple form taken 
for the field is purely arbitrary, but the results represented 
graphically by the diagram are quite independent of this. 

4 
+S 
4 
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R <f 

O 
The dotted lines represent surfaces, close to the & particle, 
whose potentials (in millions of volts) are given by the 
numbers marked on them. The @ particle is moving in 
the direction of the large arrow, and the short heavy lines 
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represent diametral sections of annular disks described on 
the equipotential surfaces and having the arrow asa common 
axis. ‘The lines parallel to the arrow are sections of corre- 
sponding cylindrical shells. The dimensions below the 
figure refer to the radii of the annuli. They are given 
mens. < 10>", 

The diagram can best be explained by means of a definite 
example. Suppose a hydrogen nucleus, assumed to be a 
point, is situated in front of the « particle ut P. Then, if 

the velocity of the « particle is such that the nucleus reaches 
a potential of 4:2 million volts during the collision, it will be 
thrown at an angle of between 20° and 25° of the a ray. 
This is indicated in the figure by the annulus on the 
4°2 million volt equipotential being drawn with its normal 
inclined at an angle of 224° to the direction of the arrow. 
In order that the nucleus may be thrown between 20° and 
25°, it must lie within a certain area on a plane at right 
angles to the a-ray. AB in the diagram is such a plane, 
and the area, determined by calculation from the ex- 
periments, is that marked out by the cylindrical shell CD 
on AB. 

The annuli described on the equipotentials consist of two 
sets, one derived from curve G (dimensioned on the left of 
the figure), the other from curve H (dimensioned on the 
right). The nearest annulus to the axis in each case 
represents nuclei recoiling between 0° and 15°, the next 
those between 15° and 20°, the third between 20° and 25°, 
the fourth between 25° and 30°, and the last between 30° 
and 35° 

If interpreted as above, the diagram represents the 
experimental results correctly whatever the form assumed 
for the field, provided that it is purely electrostatic. If the 
recoil of the nucleus is partly due to electromagnetic or 
other forces, the potentials will not be true electrostatic 
potentials, but will still describe the maximum potential 
energy of the collision in a convenient manner. 

If the recoil be due only to electrostatic forces, a rough 
estimate of the dimensions of the field in the direction of 
motion of the « particle can be made, and an upper limit set 
with certainty to distances in this direction. One arrives at 
this by consideration of the field round a point charge of 
magnitude equal to that of an @ particle. The 5°5 and 
3°5 million volt equipotentials round the point are spheres of 
radius °52 and 82 x 10-8 em. respectively (indicated in the 
bottom right-hand corner of: fig. 4), and it is easy to show 
that Lor any distribution of “charge 0 ther than a point 
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the equipotentials must be closer than this to some of the 
electricity. It is evident that to make fig. 4 in any way 
a correct picture of the field the scale must be reduced 
at least ten times in the direction of the arrow, and the 
positive electricity must be pictured as lying close under — 
the 6 million volts equipotential. 
A consideration of the difficulties in the way of con- 

structing such a diagram suggests arguments against the 
purely electrostatic field. The electricity must be spread 
over a relatively large area, and therefore the density of 
charge must be low, and the nuclei must approach extremely 
close to attain the required potential. At the same time the 
inertia of the whole of the.« particle must come into play 
during the collision ; consequently there can be no disruption, 
and the forces between the nuclei at their points of intimate 
contact must be transmitted to the rest of the mass. If the 
hydrogen nucleus is pictured as a point charge flung at a 
stationary a particle, the structure of the latter would seem 
to be analogous to a strong heavy flexible sheet. ‘This would 
offer a large target, yet oppose all its inertia to a small 
missile, exerting an impulsive force on it in a direction almost 
dir ectly opposed to its line of flight. 

If the-recoil is not due to a simple electrostatic field, it 
would seem that the choice of structures for the nuelei would 
be much larger. At the same time, it is difficult to picture a 
mechanism which gives sufficiently large electromagnetic 
forces. Perhaps the simplest combined field would be one 
in which the magnetic field deflected the nuclei towards 
one another, in which case they may both be of small volume 
and the actual recoil be due to electrostatic repulsion. The 
same effect might be produced electrostatically by an « particle 
composed of two electrons and four hydrogen nuclei, the 
electrons deflecting the recoil nucleus towards the positive 
part of the « particle. 

It must be remembered that the field considered is probably 
enormously different from that of the normal @ particle. At 
the same time the great energy of the collision will ensure 
that the geometry of the system is that which gives minimum 
potential energy, and is therefore almost certainly the same 
In every collision, so that conclusions arrived at represent 
‘more than merely a statistical average. 

[wish to thank Dr. A. Pontremoli, of the University of 
Rome, for his assistance in the counting operations necessary 
to obtain the relation between the a- and y-ray activities of 
thorium C, and also Mr. Chadwick and Mr. Bieler of the 
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Cavendish Laboratory for suggesting the method finally 
adopted for deducing the numbers of recoil atoms from the 
experimental curves. My best thanks are due to Professor 
Rutherford for his continued interest and advice during the 
course of this research. 

Note. 

An Heperiment to determine the relation between 
the a- and y-Ray activities of Thorium (. 

The standard of y-ray activity was the ionization produced 
by 1 mg. of radium in equilibrium with its products, in an 
electroscope with sides of lead 6 mm. thick. The y-ray 
activity of a source of thorium C, which had been allowed 
to come into equilibrium with thorium D, was measured on 
the standard electroscope and then placed i in an exhausted 
glass tube. To the end of this was waxed a brass plate in 
which was a mica window of about 2mm. diameter. Outside 
the tube was a zinc-sulphide screen on which the « particles, 
passing through the window from the. source, produced 
scintillations. These were observed and counted by means 
of a scintillation microscope. Between window and screen 
was mounted a wheel with a hole near the circumference, 
which when rotated reduced the number of scintillations in 
a known ratio. This wheel was kindly lent me by Mr. Chad- 
wick, who has given a full description of its use in a recent 
paper *. The stopping-power of the mica window was just 
sufficient to prevent the « particles of range 4°8 cm. from 
reaching the screen. 

The number of long-range @ particles projected within a 
definite solid angle by a thorium © source of known y-ray 
activity was deduced from the above experiment. Pr ecisely 
the same measurements were then made, using a source of 
radium C in place of thorium C. The number of a particles 
given off by the radium C in equilibrium with 1 mg. of radium 
is known ; and the ratio of the numbers frem thorium C and 
radium C sources of equal y-ray activities can be deduced 
from the foregoing. rom these values the relation between 
the a- and the y-ray activity of thorium C can be obtained. 

In the present research the quantity actually required was 
the ratio of the number of « particles given off by equal y-ray 
activities (as measured through 6 mm. of lead) of radium 
active deposit and thorium C. Radium active deposit has a 
slightly greater y-ray activity than its radium C constituent 

* Chadwick, Phil. Mag. Dec, 1920, 

ANS eS A A 
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alone, owing to the relatively weak y-rays from radium B, 
and in consequence the ratio for equal y-ray activities of 
thorium C and radium C, as obtained above, must be 
multiplied by a correction factor. This factor was taken 
from a paper by Moseley and Makower*. The results 
were as follows :— 

Radium C. Thorium C. 
Number of a particles per min. per mg. 

(if wheel were removed) ............... 3350 2180 

Number of particles counted............... 940 899 

. No. per mg. of Tho 2180 Rat Z SO ce Pee hee = wes a 10 eit Tie One e 335 

. No. per mg. of Tho 2180 106 
Rat 2 ——— 
Se INT) per mg. of Ra act. dep.“ 3350 100 oe: 

This ratio is now being determined accurately by Professor 
Schlundt.and Mr. Shenstone ir this laboratory. 

XCIX. The Excitation of y Radiation by « Particles from 
Radium Emanation. By F. P. Stater, B.A., MSe.t 

INTRODUCTION. 

APY ce 

HADWICK ¢ has shown that the «-rays of Radium C 
excite a small but detectable quantity of y radiation 

when they impiuge on matter. rom the character of his 
experiments this radiation could arise solely from the bom- 
bardment of atoms of matter, and not from the radioactive 
material itself. The radiation was of a comparatively soft 
nature, and it would have been almost impossible to have 
detected a small quantity of penetrating radiation among the 
intense and highly penetrating primary y radiation always 
associated with radium C. 

In a later paper Chadwick and Russell §$ using ionium 
sources, which emit practically no primary 8 and y¥ rays, 
were able to make a detailed examination of the y radiation 
excited by the « particles, and found three types of soft, 
medium, and hard penetrating power. ‘This radiation was 
excited in the active material itself or the thorium mixed 
with it. 

* Moseley and Makower, Phil. Mag. 1912. 
+ Communicated by Prof. Sir E, Rutherford, F.R.S. 
t{ Chadwick, Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 193 (1913). 
§ Chadwick and Russell, Proc. Roy. Sec. A. vol. Ixxxviii. (19138). 
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J.J. Thomson ®* has also shown that X radiation is excited 
when the slow positive rays impinge on matter, though it 
was of such a soft nature as to be absorbed in the thinnest 
sheets of paraffin-wax obtainable. 

In order to test whether any penetrating radiation is 
emitted when the @ particles are stopped by matter, it is very 
essential that a powerful source of @ particles should be 
employed, since a very small proportion only can be instru- 
mental in generating penetrating y radiation. It is only 
when the particle comes into close contact with the nucleus 
of an atom that a y radiation, comparable in penetrating 
power with the y radiations from radium B and radium GC, 
could possibly be produced. These close encounters are 
known to happen but rarely compared with those of a more 
indirect nature. Furthermore, the a-ray source used must 
not emit a penetrating primary y radiation, as it is extremely 
difficult to pick out a small effect from larger simultaneous 
effects of a similar nature. Radium emanation, when pure 
and free from active deposit, emits @-rays only, and attempts 
to discover any 6- and y-ray activity associated with this 
product have not been successful up to the present. This 
product, being easily obtained in considerable quantity, and 
being gaseous, thus facilitating manipulation, is very suitable 
as an a-ray source. The product radium A, the element 
produced by the disintegration of radium emanation, emits 
a-rays only as far as igs known at present. The next 
products, radium B and radium OC, emit penetrating 
y radiation, but the quantity of these substances present at 
one minute after the introduction. of pure emanation, free 
from active deposit, into a tube, is but 0°27 per cent. and 
00040 per cent. of their equilibrium values respectively, 
and their effect is comparatively small at this time, im 
relation to the effects under investigation. 

In the following experiments these facts were utilized 
the source of « particles being radium emanation, and the 
apparatus being designed so that the effects produced by 
the impact of the a particles on matter could be examined 
within 30 seconds of the introduction of*the pure emanation. 

Every precaution was taken to avoid active deposit being 
carried over by the emanation into the examination vessel. 
Previous investigators have remarked that, under similar 
conditions, the amount of active deposit onned over was 
indetectable. Nevertheless, in order to eliminate as far as 
possible the variable effects due to contamination, if present, 

* J. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag. xxviii. p. 620 (1914). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec. 1921. 30 
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an experimental curve, obtained when india paper, con- 
taining atoms of low atomic number only, was bombarded 
by a particles, was taken as the standard from which 
measurements were made. 

The results obtained clearly indicate that a small quantity 
of hard y radiation is produced when the a particles from 
radium emanation impinge on metals like tin and lead, 
the origin and nature of which will be discussed later in this 
paper. The evidence for ascribing its origin to close en- 
counters between the « particles and the nuclei of the atoms 
in the target is based on the nuclear constitution of the 
atom as put forward by Sir Ernest Rutherford *. This has 
been confirmed from so many widely different sources that 
in these considerations its truth is assumed implicitly. 

PART II. 

The same method as in Part I. is extended to investigate 
the soft radiations generated by the impact of «a particles on 
metallic elements. It is indicated that with the elements 
of high atomic number at least two types of radiation are 
emitted of quality differing considerably from the very 
penetrating type investigated in Part 1. The two types 
correspond roughly with the respective “K” and “L” 
radiations of the elements bombarded; and considering the 
smallness of the quantities to be measured, the difficulties 
encountered, and the assumptions made, the agreement is as 
close as can be expected. 

With an element like tin (medium atomic number), one 
type only is indicated—other than the hard type of Part I.— 
which is of the same order as its characteristic ‘ K” radia- 
tion. Any radiation of characteristic “‘L” order would be 
indetectable under such conditions. 

The term ‘lead radiation,” as used in this paper, means 
the radiation excited when the a particles impinge on a lead 
target, and similarly for the term “tin radiation ”’ etc. 

Anite: 

Method. 

The radiation was measured by an ionization method, and 
a diagrammatic sketch of the apparatus used is given in 
fig. 1. The electroscope was cylindrical in shape, having 
inside dimensions 21 cm. diameter and 22 cm. height. The 
whole was made of lead, some hundreds of years old, to 

* Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 609 (1911). 
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reduce the natural activity owing to the presence of 
radium D, the walls being 8 mm. thick. The windows 
were protected from stray radiation by cylindrical tubes of 
lead of the same thickness, which projected about 6 cm. 

Fig. 1. 
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from the electroscope. The lead base, through which the 
radiations to be examined had to pass to enter the electro- 
scope, could be varied in thickness, the range being 1:7 mm. 
to 18°5 mm. 

Since the products radium B and radium C emit hard 
primary y-rays, it is imperative that the radium emanation, 
which is examined in the tube A, should be pure and free 
from active deposit. The precautions adopted to ensure this 
were as follows. Purified emanation was forced into the 
tube B, into which are sealed two electrodes, the negative 
being made of platinum foil about 4 sq.cm. area. This tube 
contains a large number of pieces of broken glass to increase 
the surface area, as the deposition is largely a surface effect. 
To the tube A was attached a side tube P for evacuation 
purposes and a delicate constriction, which could be sealed 
off rapidly, waseplaced at O. Glass-wool plugs were placed 
at W, W to arrest any solid particles of active deposit which 
might be carried over with the emanation into A. The 
tube A and its connexions were then sealed on to tube B at 
the section XX, and with the tap T closed, the whole as far 
as T was evacuated through P, and sealed off at OQ. The 
tube A, which was of ten times the capacity of tube B, was 
closed with a ground-glass stopper greased with phosphoric 

30 2 
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anhydride, and could be lined with sheets of the matter to be 
bombarded by the « particles. Phosphoric anhydride was 
found to be the only reliable grease for the ground-glass 
joint, as 80 per cent. of the emanation could be recovered 
after completing the experiment. A soft wax seal was 
placed at L to ensure a sound joint. Various tap-greases 
were tried, but with the best it was never possible to get back 
more than 50 per cent. of the emanation, which is very easily 
absorbed in the ordinary greases used. 

The whole of this apparatus was then placed under the 
electroscope, as shown in fig. 1, and an electric field of 
110 volts put on the electrodes in 5B, to collect and. hold the 
active deposit. Tap S was then opened and then tap T, 
which admits the emanation to the examination tube A, the 
precise instant being recorded. The constriction at C was 
then rapidly sealed off, the electric field being kept on until 
this was completed, and the whole of the apparatus, from C 
to the right, removed as quickly as possible to a distant spot, 
from which it could exert no effect on the electroscope. 
The rise of the activity was then taken, the times being 
recorded on a chronograph tape machine. Reliable readings 
could be taken within 30 secs. of the time of introduction of 
the emanation into the tube A. The maximum to which the 
activity rises was sometimes as much as 10,000 divisions a 
minute, and could only be estimated by comparison with 
a standard source of 0°38 milligram of Ra Bro on a standard 
electroscope. Curves were then obtained with various sub- 
stances, paper, tin, aluminium, and lead, lining the tube A, 
showing the percentage of the maximum activity at times 
from the moment of introduction of the emanation. 

Discussion of the Results. 

Provided no active deposit is carried through with the 
emanation the rise curve should start from zero. Moseley 
and Makower*, who used a somewhat similar method for 
the determination of the absorption coefficient of the y radia- 
tion from radium B through various thicknesses of lead, 
remark, with surprise, that the amount of contamination 
is negligible and at most cannot exceed 0-01 per cent. of the 
maximum. 

Fig. 2 shows the rise curves obtained when the tube A is 
lined with lead foil rolled down until of sufficient thickness 
to just more than stop the a particles of longest range— 
2. @., those from radium ©. Curves I, IT, III, and IV are 

* Moseley and Makower, Phil. Mag. xxiii. p. 802 (1912). 
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for absorbing lead bases of thickness 18°35 mm., 12 mm. 
> mm., and about 2 mm. respectively. It will be noted that 
the curves do not start from zero, but from points the lowest 
of which is above 0:01 per cent., which Moseley and 

Fig. 2.—Rise curves with lead target. 
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Makower give as the upper limit of contamination with such 
a method. However, even when the target bombarded is 
india paper or the glass of the containing walls, the curve 
does not start from zero as indicated by theory, and with 
the thinnest absorbing bases begins higher than 0:01 per 
cent. It should be pointed out, however, that Moseley and 
Makower (loc. cit.) were not interested in the first part of 
the curve, and probably concluded, by extrapolation, that 
the curve would always go back to within 0:01 per cent. 
of the maximum. This extra initial activity over that 
indicated by theory, obtained when paper lined the tube, 
may be due to contamination, or to radiation excited in the 
paper by the e particles, or to radiation excited in the active 
material itself, 7. e., the emanation atoms. The curves 
when paper lined the tube, by comparison with the lead 
curves, show a marked difference between the amount of 
radiation given by the two substances at zero time. The 
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difference between the two curves, the one for lead and the 
one for puper, for the same absorbing thickness, can probably 
only arise from radiation set up by the impact of the 
a particles on the lead, though a more detailed discussion 
will be given later in this paper. 

Thus by determining the initial difference in ordinate 
between the paper curve and the curve with any other 
substance, for different thicknesses of absorbing material— 
lead in this case—an idea of the quality of the radiation can 
be obtained. The theoretical rise cannot be taken as the 
standard from which this initial 1onization is measured, 
as it disregards contamination, which is always a variable 
quantity. It is reasonably safe to use the amount of initial 
activity obtained when paper is the target bombarded by the 
a particles as the standard from which the extra initial 
activity obtained when tin and lead are the targets can be 
measured. This initial standard activity was obtained by 
taking the mean of a number of results, and it incorporates 
the average initial activity due to contamination, thereby 
reducing the error which the latter would otherwise intro- 
duce. The actual amount of initial contamination activity, 
if present at all, would probably vary from experiment to 
experiment, and since it cannot be determined definitely for 
each investigation the method of using the paper standard is 
the only satisfactory system, and this procedure was adopted 
throughout these investigations. Paper contains atoms of 
low atomic number only, and from the results of these 
experiments its use seems fully justified. 

Since the amount of the difference of initial activity 
between the radiation from paper and any other element can 
arise only from the bombardment of the emanation @ particles, 
its magnitude in divisions per minute per milligram of ema- 
nation used was calculated for each par ticular absorption 
thickness of lead used. From these amounts the absorption 
coefficients of the excited tin and lead radiations are deduced 
in the usual way. 

The metals tried were lead, tin, and aluminium, which 
give a wide range of atomic number. The amount of radia- 
tion from lead and tin was sufficiently large to measure with 
some degree of accuracy, but aluminium gave quantities too 
small to determine the quality of the radiation with any 
certainty. 

Resutts.—Lead. The absorption curve in lead for the lead 
radiation is shown by curve Lh, fig. 3, where the logarithms 
of the ionization are plotted against the thickness of the 
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absorbing material in millimetres. It will be seen that the 
points marked in open circles lie very nearly on a straight 
line which corresponds to a radiation having an absorption 

Fig. 3. 
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coefficient 1°8 cm.~! in lead. The radiation is apparently 
homogeneous with almost an exponential absorption, though 
there was some experimental evidence of a softer radiation 

_ present. 

Tin. The absorption in lead of the tin radiation is shown 
by curve TT in the same figure. Again the points 
marked by filled-in cireles lie almost on a straight line, 
corresponding to a homogeneous radiation of absorption 
coefficient 2°1 cm.~! in lead. Here also there was some 
experimental evidence of a softer radiation. 

Owing to the effect of the primary §-rays of radium B 
and the high-speed @-rays of radium OC, it was impossible 
to reduce the thickness of the absorbing lead base much 
below 2 mm., and consequently the existence and nature 
of this softer radiation could not be ascertained definitely. 
The usual method of absorption curve analysis 1s not 
applicable here, as the curves given in figure 3 depend on 
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four points only over a very wide range of absorption 
thickness. This soft radiation, which Chadwick (loc. cit.) 
has already shown to exist when gold is bombarded by 
a particles, was investigated by another and more suitable 
method, given in Part II. 

Nature of Radiation. 

In order to obtain some evidence of the nature of this 
penetrating radiation, experiments were tried to discover 
whether it was confined to the same direction as the 
a particles, or whether, as with the characteristic radiations, 
a more uniform distribution obtained. Only half of the 
‘tube A (fig. 1) was lined with the metal target to be bom- 
barded, as shown in fig. 1 (a), which is a sectional view of 
the tube. In the same experiment this tube was rotated on 
its own axis alternately through 180° and back again to the 
original position. Thus the metal target was between the 
active material and the electroscope in one position, and on 
the side of the active material away from the electroscope 
in the other position. Ifthe radiation under investigation is 
emitted mainly in the direction of the incident & particles, 
greater activity would be induced in the measuring vessel 
when the target was in the first position than in the second 
position. Although greater activity was found when the 
target was in the first position, the increase was so small 
that much more sensitive detecting apparatus is required to 
settle the point with certainty. ~ Also, with this arrange- 
ment the beam of @ rays is too indefinite. Not only is the 
emanation distributed throughout the tube and.« particles 
are being fired off in all directions, but some of the gaseous 
molecules may be between the target and the walls of the 
containing-tube, so that even in the first position @ particles 
are impinging on the metal at all angles. The test can only 
be an exceedingly rough one, but since the general direction 
of the « particles in the first position is towards the electro- 
scope, and the reverse holds in the second position, and 
as the increase is so small, the result seems to favour a 
more uniform distribution as found in the characteristic 
radiations. 

The absorption coeflicients given above can only be a 
rough representation of the penetrating power of the radia- 
tion, owing to the very small intensity obtained. Even 
with the thinnest absorption plate used the initial activity 
due to the lead radiation is only 0:2 div. per minute per 
milligram of emanation, while for the thicker bases a small 
error in observation has a very large effect on the result 
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To render the results as accurate as possible, a large number 
of experiments were made for the same target and the same 
thickness of absorption material, and the mean value taken. 
Also, since the first reliable readings in each experiment 
could not be taken at times much less than 30 secs. from 
zero, the process of extrapolating the curve to zero is open 
to some objection on the grounds of personal error. Also 
even at 30 secs. from zero the products radium B and 
radium ©, which emit primary y radiation, are present in 
minute quantity, and although their effect is small compared 
with the initial activity observed, their presence has some 
influence on the shape of the curve at the initial stages. 
However, the flattening of the rise curve in its initial 
stages is so marked and so invariable, that with some 
certainty the radiation may be attributed to the @ particles 
from the emanation. 

Discussion of Radiation. 

The origin of this hard y radiation which is emitted when 
the a particles bombard metals such as lead and tin is. 
difficult to ascertain, with the meagre evidence at our disposal 
concerning the smneclierntern by which the hard y radiations 
emitted by many radioactive elements are excited. The radia- 
tion under } investigation differs but little in quality when the 
radiator is changed from lead of high atomic number to tin 
of medium atomic number. It is slightly harder for lead 
than tin, and the intensity is about 50 per cent. greater for 
the former than the latter under the same absor ption con- 
ditions. ‘There seems to be little doubt, from the character 
of these experiments, that the radiation is produced by the 
a particles from radium emanation impinging on matter. 

' On any theory existing at present, the possibility of such a 
hard radiation being generated by such collisions is highly 
improbable. 

There is the question of the nucleus of the atom emitting 
radiation after a close collision with an a particle. Some 
evidence can be obtained from the results of these expe- 
riments, indicating that this is a distinct possibility, in the 
following way. The number of radium C atoms disinte- 
grating per second at the equilibrium value is approximately 
equal to the number of ne emanation atoms disinte- 
grating per second initially—z. e., at the moment w hen the 
emanation is admitted to the on: tube. When it is 
assumed that each radium © atom disintegrating emits one 

y-ray, if such an expression may be used, and that one close 
collision of the « particle witha lead nucleus emits one y- ray 
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of the radiation under consideration, the probability of an 
« particle from the enanation being effective is at the most 
1 in 6000. 

This is obtained from the ratio of the initial intensity of 
the lead radiation to the final equilibrium intensity of the 
y rays from radium ©. It is assumed that the initial 
intensity arises from the impact of the emanation @ particles 
only, which is very nearly true as pointed out previously. 
When a particles fall normally on matter of thickness ¢ and 
containing 2 atoms per unit volume, the probability m of 
entering an atom within a distance p ot its centre, dis- 
regarding the forces present in regions close to the nucleus, 
is given by 

m= pnt. 

The expression nt can be obtained from the weight of lead 
per unit area which will completely stop the « particle trom 
radium emanation. This weight is given by Marsden and 
Richardson *. Substituting for m the probability obtained 
above from experimental data, the value cf p obtained is 
1:0X10-” ecm. approximately. The upper limit of the 
radius of the nucleus of a heavy atom like lead is given by 
the closest distance an « particle can approach, and was 
found by Marsden and Geigert to be 3:°0x10°¥ cm. 
for gold, and the value for fe will be a little greater. 
Thus, since the a particle would approach within 10x 
10-7 em. of the centre of an atom, if there were nothing in 
the way, in order to give the probabilit ty found experi- 
mentally it must be aimed directly at the nucleus. Some 
information as to the nature of these collisions can be 
obtained from Rutherford’s t formula for the fraction dm of 
the number of @ particles scattered through an angle 

dm=7/4 nt . b? cot? 6/2, 

where nt is the same as in the previous consideration and 

2NeH neg - 
= >» Where Ne is the central charge of the lead 

mu 

nucieus, EH the charge on the e particle, m its mass, and wu its 
velocity taken as ‘T: 73 xX 10° cm. sec. for the emanation 
a particle. When the probability 1 in 6000 is substituted 

* Marsden and Richardson, Phil. Mag. xxy. p. 184 (1913). 
+ Phil. Mag. xxv. p. 604 (1913). 
t Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xxi. p. 669 (1911). 
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for the fraction of the a particles scattered, the angle @¢ 
obtained is 150°. Thus, if the original assumptions are 
correct, the particle would have to be turned back nearly on 
its own track in order to produce the intensity of the lead 
radiation observed. The probability 1 in 6000 isa maximum 
estimate, so that it may be assumed that the collision is 
practically of the head-on type. The law of force near the 
nucleus has not been experimentally determined. for such 
collisions with heavy atoms, and perhaps the inverse square 
law breaks down under such conditions. Rutherford * has 
shown that in the case of the light atoms these very close 
collisions happen but rarely, but when they occur the 
nucleus of an atom like nitrogen is probably broken up 
under the intense disturbing forces brought into action. 
Although this does not prove that hard y rays are emitted 
when the « particles collide directly with lead nuclei, it is 
of great interest to find that with such rough experimental 
data the order of the intensity expected from theoretical 
considerations is that actually obtained. If it is granted 
that such head-on collisions generate hard y radiation, the 
difficulty of explaining the mechanism is still unsolved. 
The most that can be said of the origin of this radiation is 
that it is probably emitted when the head-on collision con- 
dition is fulfilled. It may be due to the vibration of the 
electrons contained in the structure of the nucleus or to 
the vibration of the elemental portions of the nucleus. 
Rutherford has suggested that the aw of the very hard 
y rays of some radio-elements is probably in the od 
itself, since the frequencies observed are far higher tha 
correspond to the K series. It is somewhat Se iry 
that there is practically no hard radiation emitted when the 
emanation atom explodes with the emission of an «@ particle, 
though it is conceivable that the shock to an unstable system 
like the emanation nucleus on disintegration is not so violent 
as that incurred by the stable lead nucleus on collision with 
an a particle. There is little evidence of any hard radiation 
being emitted from the emanation itself (see curves in 
fig. 2). It is difficult to believe that there is no contamina- 
tion, and this would account for the initial activity observed 
when paper is the target bombarded. Furthermore, there is 
nothing to show that the light atoms in the paper are not 
emitting radiation when bombarded by the a particles, 
though “it is extremely unlikely under the experimental 
arrangement used. 

* Rutherford, Phil. Mag. xxxvii. p. 5387 (1919). 
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Parr II. 

Soft Radiations. 

It has been pointed out that evidence of soft radiation was 
indicated in the preceding investigations. 

To study the nature of this radiation the method used was 
the samein principle as that described in Part I. of this 
paper. 

The electroscope was somewhat smaller than the lead 
electroscope used previously, and could be filled with SO, 
by displacement to increase the effect of the soft radiations. 

The examination-tube differed from that used in Part L,, 
being specially designed to allow very soft radiation to pass 
through its walls. To accomplish this the glass tube A | 
(fig. 1) was made as thin as possible, but even then it was 
too thick to permit examination of the softest radiations. 
This thin glass tube was used to determine the ionization- 
thickness curve for total absorption thicknesses greater than 
4-5mm. The softest radiations were examined by using a 
brass tube asshown in fig. 4. This limited the effective area 

Fig. 4. 
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of the target bombarded by the particles, since the holes 
occupy a comparatively small fraction of the total internal 
surface area of the tube. This grid formed the essential 
feature of the tube, and was covered by a thin sheet of 
mica to render the whole vacuum-tight. The metal target to ~ 
be used was fixed on to a light carrier which slipped into 
the tube and was held firmly against the under surface of 
the grid by four light spring supports. When a metal target 
was being examined, the curved internal surface of the tube 
was lined with india paper to eliminate any radiation which 
might be emitted by the ‘brass. 
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The operation of introducing the emanation into this tube 
was exactly as described previously, but the whole tube was, 
in this case, placed between the poles of a large electro- 
magnet giving a field of about 3000 gauss, to prevent any 
rays entering the electroscope. 

The rise of y radiation from zero time was taken with 
various absorbing screens of aluminium placed over the 
examination-tube and between the pole-pieces of the magnet, 
as shown in fig. 4. 

For the same reasons as given before (in Part I.), the 
amount of radiation excited by a particles in any element is 
obtained from the difference between the activity in divisions 
per minute at zero time, when (1) the element is the target, 
(2) rice-paper is the target bombarded by the @ par ticles. 
This eliminates any errors due to the fastest rays which 
may escape the action of the magnetic field and enter the 
electroscope. It does not avoid the effect on the form of 
the rise-curve discussed in Part I. of this paper. 

In this way the quantity of radiation, in divisions per 
_minute per milligram of emanation meee, excited in the 

element under consideration is obtained. This quantity was 
measured thr ough various thicknesses of aluminium, and the 

quality of the radiation deduced from the usual Ter eaone 
thickness curve. 

The electroscope base was covered by a thin sheet of 
aluminium, and the total aluminium equivalent of the electro- 
scope base, mica, and air-space between the examination- 
tube and the electroscope was 0°12 mm. 

The elements investigated were Pt, NUE, 1 eel Shae 
The Pt, Au, and Sn targets were each equivalent to 3 cm: 
of air in a-particle stopping-power. Difficulties were en- 
countered with the lead foil, as it is not possible to roll this 
metal down to the same extent as the metals mentioned above. 
The best sheets obtainable weighed 38 milligrams per sq. cm. 
Thus beyond the extreme range of the « particles there was 
a thickness of lead equivalent to 0°13 mm. of aluminium, 
which brought the total minimum absorption thickness to an 
equivalent (in aluminium) of 0°25 mm. 

The absorption curves (in aluminium) for the Au and § 
radiations are shown in fig. 5. The gold curve is of ne 
same form as the platinum ‘and lead curve , and is probably 
the typical heavy element curve. It is quite obvious that 
there are two well-defined radiations present: (1) a hard 
radiation, (2) a soft radiation. The smooth absorption 
curves for each of the elements investigated are analysed in 
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Table I. For each heavy element investigated the column 
headed * Total Ionization” shows the relative ionization, at 
various absorption thicknesses of aluminium, as read off 
from the smooth experimental curve. 

FOPUS2EICIZ 

Mins. 0f Al uT1r! ifr 

The columns headed “Tonization due to soft rays” and 
“Tonization due to hard rays”? for each element are the 
analysed components of the smooth experimental curve. 
There is a discrepancy in each case where the experimental 
curve bends sharply (see fig. 5), since the experimental curve 
is very ill-defined at this point. There is no strong in- 
dication, in the case of the heavy elements, of a radiation 
intermediate in quality between hard and soft radiations 
except in the case of Pt, where the soft type is harder than 
would be expected by comparison with Pb and Au. 
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In fig. 6 the logarithm of the ionization is plotted against 
the thickness in mms. of absorbing aluminium for the soft 

Fig. 6. 
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type from Pb, Au, and Pt respectively. Similarly, fig. 7 
shows the Log I-thickness curves for the hard radiations 
from the same elements. 
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Table II. shows these radiations and qualities. The 
numbers are for 4/p in aluminium. | 

TABLE II. 

| Gold. Platinum, | Lead. (Pin. 

| 21:0 13-4 | 13:0 1-85 

0:25 0:32 0°22 

Discussion of Results. 

The outstanding feature of this investigation is that with 
each of the elements of high atomic number two radiations 
fre emitted when bombarded by aparticles, which in quality 
are of the order of their “ Characteristic Radiations” of the 
“K” and “L” types. Tin, an element of medium atomic 
number, emits one radiation of the order of its “ K” radia- 
tion, but the method used could not possibly detect a soft 
type of the order of its “ L.” radiation. 

The relative intensities of the two types of radiation 
cannot be compared correctly owing to experimental diffi- 
culties. The investigation of the soft radiation was carried 
out with the grid-tube, but with this arrangement the 
amount of radiation excited is, for reasons given before, too 
small to measure accurately “gine more hen 2) mam. of 
absorbing aluminium is interposed, and the hard radiation, 
deduced from the flat part of the curve (see fig. 5), was 
determined with the thin glass tube arrangement. Thus a 
comparison of the relative intensities depends on an un- 
certain grid factor and cannot be made with certainty. 

These determinations were rendered very tedious and 
difficult by the extremely small quantities to be measured. 
It is remarkable that even when the total absorbing thickness 
of aluminium is only 0:1 mm., the quantity of radiation 
excited in platinum is only of the order of 0:5 per cent. of 
the maximum equilibrium vy radiations. Thus several deter- 
minations were necessary for one mean point. 

Another surprising fact is that the disintegrating emana- 
tion atom emits so little radiation, if any. It is difficult to 
believe that no active deposit is carried over with the 
emanation, and this would easily account for the initial 
activity observed when paper is the target bombarded, and 
the absorption thickness at a minimum. 

Phil, Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec. 1921. 5 
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SUMMARY. 

Part I.—A hard y radiation is emitted when the « particles 
from radium emanation impinge on metals like lead 
and tin. 

The radiation differs but little in quality when the radiator 
is changed from one of high atomic number to one of 
medium atomic number. The coefficients of absorption in 
lead are 1°8 cm.~! for lead and 2°1 cm.7! for tin. | 

The intensity obtained is very small, and only a small 
fraction of the impinging «@ particles can be effective. For 
the same absorption conditions the intensity is about 50 per 
cent. greater for the lead radiation than for the tin radiation. 

It appears to be emitted fairly uniformly in all directions, 
but differs in all other respects from the characteristic 
radiations. 

It is probably emitted from the nuclei of the atoms in the 
radiator after direct collision with the « particles. 

No hard radiation is emitted by the disintegration of the 
radium emanation nucleus in the ordinary course of radio- 
active transformation. 

Part I7,—Elements of high atomic number, when bom- 
barded by «& particles, emit two well-defined types of 
radiation, corresponding roughly with their characteristic 
“K 7? and “' li? radiations: 

Tin, an element of medium atomic number, emits one type 
(within the experimental range) of quality roughly the same 
as its “ L” radiation. 

The quantity of radiation emitted by any element is so 
small that a very small fraction of the impinging @ particles 
can cause excitation. 

Radium emanation emits no soft radiation (within experi- 
mental limits) on disintegration. 

TasueE ITI. 

Coeffs. are for u/p in Aluminium, except where otherwise 
stated, 

| Lead. | Gold. Platinum. Tin. | 
| EE 
| 13:0 | 21:0 13-40 | 1:85 

0:22 | 0:25 0:32 | | 

0-18 | cite | = 2 | 
| | | (u/p in Lead) 

/ 
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The rise-curves obtained during these investigations throw 
much light on the heterogeneity of the y radiations from 
Radium B, These considerations are reserved for a further 
paper. 

I am much indebted to Professor Sir E. Rutherford 
for his suggestion of this research and for his assistance 
in overcoming many difficulties which appeared from time 
to time; and to Mr. G. A. R. Crowe for his help in mani- 
pulating the radioactive material. 

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. 
June, 1921, 

C. The Collisions of « Particles with Hydrogen Nucler. By 
J. CHapwick, Ph.D., Clerk Maxwell Student of the Uni- 
versity of Cambridge, and HK. 8. Biever, M.Se., 1851 
Scholar of McGill University, Montreal *. 

§1. Q\A7HEN « particles pass through hydrogen gas 
or a substance containing hydrogen, close 

collisions between an @ particle and a hydrogen nucleus 
occasionally take place. As a result of such a close 

- collision, the hydrogen nucleus is set in swift motion, 
and can be detected by the scintillation it produces on 
a zinc-sulphide screen. Assuming that both the « particle 
and the hydrogen nucleus can be regarded as points, and 
that the forces between them arise from their charges, 
C. G. Darwin { calculated the number of H partielss pro- 
jected within any given angle to the path of the e particle. 
Sir Ernest Rutherford 1, however, found that the numbers 
and angular distribution of the projected H particles did 
not agree with the simple theory, and he attributed the 
divergence to the complex structure of the « particle. His 
results indicated that the field of force between the @ particle 
and the hydrogen nucleus undergoes rapid changes in mag- 
nitude, and probably also in direction, when the nuclei 
approach within 3°5x107* em. of each other. These 
experiments were of a preliminary nature, and were not 
carried out to any high degree of accuracy. J urther, the 
experimental arrangement was such that the deduction 
of the collision relation from the observations was very 
involved. 

Recently, improvement of the optical conditions has made 

* Communicated by Prof. Sir KE. Rutherford, F.R.S. 
{1 Darwin, Phil. Mag. vol. xxvii. p. 499 (1914). 
t Rutherford, Phil. Mag. vol. xxxvil. p. 537 (1919), 

Suk es 
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the counting of the weak scintillations produced by these 
H particles much easier and more certain. The micro- 
scope used consisted of a Watson holoscopic objective of 
16 mm. focal length and ‘45 numerical aperture combined 
with a low-power eyepiece. Compared with the old system, — 
this increased greatly the brightness of the scintillations 
and gave at the same time a larger field of view, 7. e. a larger 
number of particles, other conditions remaining constant. 
This system was found to be the most suitable for these 
xperiments; further increase of the numerical aperture 
with corresponding increase in brightness of the scintil- 
lations could only be obtained with a ‘smaller field of view. 
Careful tests showed that with the above system, H particles 
with a range of more than 2 em. could be counted with 
certainty under good conditions of experiment. The counts 
of both observers were found to be consistent over an interval 
of some months. 

In this way, the more direct method of experiment 
described in this paper was rendered possible. These 
experiments were carried out in the hope that a detailed 
study of these collision phenomena would give definite 
information as to the size and shape of the @ particle or 
helium nucleus, and as to the field of force around it. 

§ 2. The Collision Relation. 

Experiments of the kind described here can only give 
a statistical account of the numbers of hydrogen nuclei 
projected in various directions and with various velocities 
by a pencil of « particles of known velocity. H there is no 
loss of energy in the collision, all the hydrogen nuclei 
projected in any one ‘direction have the same velocity. The 
experiments then lead to a relation between three variables 
which has been called by Darwin * the Collision Relation. 

Let E, M, and V be the charge, mass, and initial velocity 
of the « particle. Let e, m be “the charge and mass of the 
hydrogen nucleus, initially at rest, and let wu be the velocity 
after collision, in a direction making an angle @ with the 
initial line of motion of the « particie. 

If the law of conservation of energy holds, it follows 
that 

M 8V 
Ue cane V ‘cos 8 = °V cos 0, 

since M=4m. 

* C, G. Darwin, Phil. Mag. vol. xli, p. 486 (192]). 
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The maximum velocity of the H particles projected by 
the « particles of RaC has been measured by Sir Hrnest 
Rutherford *, and found to be in accord with that relation. 
He has also shown that the range of the H particle is pro- 
portional to the cube of its velocity. Therefore, if Ro is 
the range given to an H particle by a direct impact, the 
range R of a particle projected at an angle @ is given by 
R= Rp cos? 6. 

The validity of the assumption that the law of con- 
servation of energy holds in these collisions can be tested 
by observing simultaneously the range and direction of 
the H particles. It will be shown later that the above 
relation holds within the accuracy of the experiments, and 
the assumption is therefore justified. 

The observations then consist in counting the number of 
H particles produced within a given angle by a known 
pencil of @ particles. This number is a direct measure 
of the probability of a collision’ which will project the 
H particles within an angle 6, and this probability will 
depend on the structure of the « particle and of the 
H particle. 

If both particles can be regarded as point charges, it can 
be shown that the number of H particles projected within 
an angle @ by a single a@ particle in its passage through 
1 cm. of hydrogen gas is 

i TN vane O; 

where N is the number of H atoms per c.c., and 

ear ( i, | IL 
se oo ae aN 

As stated above, Sir Ernest Rutherford found that this 
relation did not hold, and he attributed the discrepancy 
between theory and experiment to the complex structure 
of the « particle. On the nuclear theory, the ¢ particle is 
composed of four H nuclei and two electrons. For the 
present, therefore, it is justifiable to regard the H particle 
as a point charge and to ascribe the difference between 
experiment and the simple theory to the complexity of the 
a particle. 

The experiments give a relation between n and @ for a 
given velocity of the « particle, or, if observations are made 
with sets of « particles of different velocities, a relation 
between the three quantities n, 0, and V. 

* Ruthertord, loc. eet. 
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The interpretation of the experiments consists in deducing 
from this relation the field of force around the @ particle, 
and in finding what structure of the « particle, or com- 

_ bination of four H nuclei and two eleenoms, will give this 

field of force. 

$3. Method of Experiment. 

In these collisions it is immaterial whether the hydrogen 
is present in the form ot hydrogen gas or in the combined 
state as in paraffin wax. The use of paraffin wax as a 
source of hydrogen has many advantages, and was preferred 
in the present experiments. 

In fig. 1 let R be the source of « particles, AA’ a thin 
sheet ae paraffin wax in the form of an annular ring, and 
let a zinc-sulphide screen be placed at S on the axis of 
the cone RAA’, so that RA=AS. 

Fig. 1. 

Ce 5 3 

{ ct 

The solid angle subtended at R by an elementary annular 
ring at P is 2arsin0/2.d6/2. If Q is the number of 
2 particles emitted per second by the source, then the 
number falling per second on_ this elementary ring is 
/2 sin 6/2 46/2. 
‘Let the number of H particles projected within an 

angle © by a single « particle in passing through 1 cm. 
of hydrogen gas at N.T.P. be n=F (@). Then the number 
projected between 0 and 0460 is dn=F'(6)60, and the 
number observed on a sereen of unit area placed r em. 
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'@) 
2rr* sin @, 

sheet AA! is such that it is equivalent in hydrogen content 
to ¢ cm. of hydrogen gas, then the number of H particles 
projected from the elementary ring at P to unit area at §, 
placed at right angles to RS, is 

Q/2.sin 0/2 .d(6/2) .cos 0/2 .t.sec 0/2. 

a @ 
«Sarr? 

away will be If the thickness of the paraffin 

1") 
2rrr* sin @ 

sec 2 hl (6) 1d (0/2). 

For the whole angular ring of angular limits 0,/2, 6/2 the 
number of H particles falling on unit area of the zinc- 
sulphide screen is 

: (gta. t seo 0/2. F(A) .d(6)2). 
Joj2 Sar 

For our purpose, it is sufficient to take mean values of 7? 
and t.sec 0/2. Calling these 7? and ¢, the above number is 

GIy 

If the number of H particles observed on the screen be 
referred to a source of Ra(B+C), of 1 mg. y-ray activity, 
Q is then the number of @ particles onmiied per second by 
1 mg. Ra. 

If the paraffin wax is in the form of a circular sheet, 7. e. 
0,/2=0, the number of H particles observed on the ZnS 
sereen is directly proportional to F(@;). The simplest 
method of experiment is therefore to use circular sheets of 
wax of different angular limits 6,/2, @2/2, etc. ‘The obser- 
vations give immediately points on the curve n= I*(@) 
corresponding to the various angles @,, 0,', ete. ‘This 
method, however, has the disadvantage that H_ particles 
projected at very different angles, and therefore with very 
different velocities, fall upon the screen during the same 
observation, and it is doubtful if in such a Snixture of 
bright and weak scintillations all the weak scintillations 
would be counted. It was considered advisable, therefore, 
to use circular sheets for the smaller angles only ; for angles 
greater than 20°, annular rings of wax of suitable angular 
limits were used. The use of these has the further advanti ge 
that the “natural” H particles emitted by the source of 
a-rays can be prevented from reaching the ZnS screen. 

if 
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§ 4. Apparatus. 

The apparatus was almost the same as that described by 

one of us* in a recent paper on the scattering of « particles. 
The general arrangement is shown 1n fig. Me 

Fig, 2. 
To Pump 

The sheet of paraffin was held on a diaphragm placed 
at A, equidistant from the souree R and the ZnS screen. 
The opening O was covered with aluminium foil of 3°7 em, 
air-equivalent, and absorbing screens of aluminium could be 
inserted between the opening and the ZnS screen. These 
screens were necessary to prevent scattered @ particles 
from hitting the ZnS screen, and were also used in mea- 
suring the range of the H particles. } 

The ZnS screen was observed through a microscope, M, 
which had a numerical aperture of 0°45 and a field of view 
of 7:7 sq. mm. area. 

The box containing the source and diaphragm was placed 
between the poles of an electromagnet. ‘This served to 
deflect the B-rays emitted from the source, and was only 
necessary with the diaphragms containing central holes. 

The paraffin sheets were cut by means cf a microtome, 
and their thickness was found by weighing. 

The source of « particles was a-brass disk of 3 mm. 
diameter, coated on the face with Ra(B+C€). Its initial 

* J, Chadwick, Phil, Mag. vol. xl. p. 734 (1920). 
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y-ray activity was usually equivalent to from 5 to 10 mg. 
Ra. When the source and diaphragm were in position, 
the box was evacuated, and the H particles falling on the 
ZnS screen were counted. 

§ 5. anges of H particles projected at known Angles. 

It was stated in § 2 that, if the laws of conservation of 
energy and momentum hold in these collisions, the range R 
of an H particle projected at an angle @ is given by 
R= R, cos? 6, where Ry is the range of the H particle 
projected in the line of motion of the : particle. 

At various times during the experiments, measurements 
of the ranges of the @ particles observed between known 
angles were made by inserting aluminium screens of known 
stopping-power between the opening O and the ZnS screen. 
It was found that the maximum range Ry of the H particle, 
measured in aluminium and expressed in equivalent cm. of 
air, was 30 cm. 

Fig. 3. 
OLE EN To a ae SE NA Ta AAI AAS n SS CO 

(> 

kenge (7 cms. oF ar 

In one set of experiments, a sheet of paraffin wax of 
effective thickness 8-0 w or 87 mm. stopping-power was 
used on a diaphragm of angular limits 21°4 to 31°3. The 
greatest range of the H particles observed on the screen 
should then be 24:2 em , corresponding to an angle of 21° 4 
and an e particle of range 7:0 cm., and the least range 
should be 16°3 cm. for an angle of 31°°3 and an « particle 
of range 6°13 cm. 

The curve of fig. 3 shows the experimental results. 

h 
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Within the accuracy of experiment, the measured ranges, 
after allowing for the fact that the H particles travel 
through the screens at an angle, agree with the calculated 
ranges, indicating that there is no appreciable loss of energy 
in these collisions, such as might occur owing to radiation 
or to the conversion of translational energy into rotational 
energy. 

$6. Angular Distribution of the H particles. 

The relation n=F(@) has been investigated carefully 
up to an angle of 48°4 for the impact of a particles of 
average range 6°6 cm. 

The foliowing diaphragms were used :— 

Diaphram A, for which 06=0 amd 6 = lloe 

ca aunles = 0 : 21-4, 
eer : eee 319-3, 
Se 1D: . 21 41°0, 
Lewin : Jo 48° 4. 

Each diaphragm carried a sheet of paraffin wax of 
effective thickness equal to 8:0 w, equivalent to 1:22 em. 
of hydrogen gas at N.T.P. Its stopping-power was equal 
to 8°7 mm, of air. The range of the incident @ particles 
was 7°0 cm., and their average range in the paraffin sheet 
was 6°6 cm. 
The distance from source to diaphragm, and from 
diaphragm to screen, was 26°8 mm. 

In the case of diaphragms A and B, the H particles 
observed on the screen consisted partly of the so-called 
‘natural’? H particles”. These are supposed to be due to. 
a slight hydrogen contamination of the source or any 
absorbing foils in the path of the « rays. All foils which 
were exposed to the « rays were heated zn vacuo to reduce 
the number of these ‘‘ natural’’ particles to a minimum. 
Their number was found by observations when the dia- 
phragm and paraffin were removed, and was usually about 
1°5 per minute per mgm. activity of the source. 

With the other diaphragms no correction of this kind was 
necessary, for the central disk of the diaphragm stopped the 
‘natural ” H particles completely. 

The second column of the following table gives the 

* Rutherford, Joc. cit. p. 544. 
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number of H particles observed on the screen per minute 
per mg. activity of the source for each diaphragm :— 

No. of H particles 
Diaphracm. Ste, Fee mae, F(@,)— F(@,). 0. n. 

2\ “ap eee le PUSAN Oa! es) 39 x 107° 

1D coats wel 1:28 x 107% 21a Oop alm: 

GS sceee sees 5°5 9X1 = 2 Oba =) 2,94 tOe 

1D) elena 4:0 “HO <1? ALS 02 392 10—? 

Eye ein cas 2-4 iS <>? 48°-4 458107° 

The third column gives the values of F(0,)—F(@,) cal- 
culated according to the final result of § 3, putting 

Q = No. of « particles emitted by 1 mg. Ra per second 
= 37x10! 

6 == 12 
— 

and substituting for r? the values pertaining to each 
diaphragm. 

The fifth column gives the numbers of H particles pro- 
jected within various angles, as calculated from the data of 
column 3. These are also given in curve B of fig. 4. In 
this calculation, a correction is necessary for the fact that 
all the H particles which fall within the field of view of the 
microscope do not hit a ZnS crystal, and therefore do not 
produce a scintillation. The efficiency of the screen was 
determined by comparison with a standard screen, which 
had been carefully calibrated by sources of RaC, and found 
to be 76 per cent. 

The values of n are probably correct to within 5 per cent. 
In addition to the numbers of column 5 above, one point 

is plotted on curve B of fig. 4, corresponding to an angle 
of 66°. Owing to the fact that, at large angles, the « par- 
ticles scattered from the C atoms in paraffin wax have a 
range almost equal to that of the projected H particles, 
it was found impossible to use paraffin wax in the deter- 
mination of this point. Hydrogen gas was used instead, 
and two diaphragms of angular limits 48°-4 and 66° were 
so arranged that the second one cut out any @ particles 
scattered in the direction of the screen by the first one. 

The number of H particles projected at various angles by 
a particles of mean ranges 82, 4°3, and 2:9 cm. was deter- 
mined in a similar way. 

The source of @ particles of mean range 8°2 cm. was 
a deposit of thorium ©, obtained on one side of a nickel 
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disk by immersion in a strong solution of radiothorium. 
Thorium © gives complex a-rays, viz. 65 per cent. of range 
8°6 cm., and 35 per cent. of range 5-0 cm. The number 
of particles of range 86 cm. emitted by ThC has been 

Fig. 4. 

compared recently in this laboratory by Professor Schlundt 
and Mr. Shenstone with the number of a particles emitted 
by Ra(B+C) of equal y-ray activity. Under the con- 
ditions of measurement fn our experiments, the number 
of 8°6 cm. particles per milligram aetivity of ThC is taken 
as 0°75 of the number of 7 cm. « particles per milligram 
activity of Ra(B+C). 

The H particles due to the @ particles of range 5:0 em. 
were cut out by absorbing screens placed in front of the 
ZnS screen. 

Sources of @ particles of smaller range than 7 em. were 
obtained by placing gold or silver foils of known stopping- 

wer over a source of radium (B+C), as at F in fig. 2. 
The results are shown in curves A, C, and D of fig. 4. 

lt will be noted that the observed numbers of H particles 
are greatly in excess of these which would be given by 
point charges and the inverse square law of force. On this 
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theory, the value of n for an angle of 30° and an @ particle 
of mean range 82 cm. is 444x107"; for an a particle of 
mean range 2'9 cm. it is 15°8x107'. The corresponding 
observed values are 4°3x 107° and 0 6 x 10-° respectively : 
in the first case 100 times as great as the inverse square 
number, in the second not quite 4 times as great. This 
suggests that the inverse square forces would hold for the 
collisions of «-rays of still lower velocity, and it may be 
stated here that this anticipation is borne out by the results 
to be described in the next section. 

It will frequently be necessary to compare our resulis 
with the collision relations calculated by Darwin® for 
various models of the « particle; and for convenience of 
comparison, the n, @ curves of fig. 4 are translated into 
the p, @ curves of fig. 5, as this is the form in which Darwin 

Fig. 5. 

expresses his results. If we define a quantity P as the 
probability of the collision of a single « particle with a 
single H nucleus resulting in the projection of the H nucleus 
within an angle @, the quantity p is given by P = ap*. 

~ n 
Elence 7 = \/ oe where N = 5:41 x10", the number of 

H atoms per c.c. of hydrogen gas at N.T.P. 

* Darwin, Phil. Mag. vol. xli. p. 486 (1921). 
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§ 7. Variation of the Number of H particles with the 
Velocity of the « particle. 

The variation of the number of H particles projected 
within a given angle with the velocity of the incident a-rays 
can be deduced from the curves of fig. 4 for a range of 
velocities from 2°02 10" to 1:43x 10° cm. per sec. As 
previously mentioned, these results suggested that the 
inverse square law would be valid for the collisions of a-rays 
of still lower velocity. It was found impracticable, how- 
ever, to determine the whole n, @ curve for a-rays of very 
small range ; for, when using the diaphragms A and B, the 
“* natural” H particles coming from the source and absorbing 
screens in the path of the a-rays were more numerous than 
those produced in the parafiin film. Consequently, the effect 
of particles of low range was investigated with diaphr agm C ; 
that is, between 21° 4 rand 31°3 

The results for a-rays of mean range varying from 6°6 to 
1:0 cm. are collected in the following table. The second 
column gives the value of (V,/V)?, where Vj>=1'92 x 10° cm. 
per sec., the velocity corresponding to a range of 7 cm., and 
V is the velocity corresponding to the range given in the 
first column. The third column gives the observed number 
of H particles per mgm. activity of the source, and the fourth 
the values of F (31°°3)-F ( 21° 4) after correction for the 
efficiency of the screen. 

In the case of the counts with «rays of range 1°6 cm. and 
1:0 cm., a further correction was necessary to take into 
account the stoppage of « particles by the absorbing screens 
of gold which were used to cut down the range. This was 
determined by a second experiment, in which the @ particles 
from a weak source of Ra(B+C) were counted through the 
same thickness of gold. It was found that the effective 
number of « particles in the count at a range of 1°6cm. was 
84 per cent. of the number emitted by the source, while in 
the count at 1 cm. range the effective number was only 
50 per cent. The numbers observed at these ranges were 
therefore multiplied by factors of 1:2 and 2°0 respectively. 

For comparison, the values of F'(31°:3)—F(21°-4) which 
would be given by point charges and the inverse square law 
are shown in the last column. 

It is seen that as the range of the e-rays is diminished, 
there is a very rapid decrease in the observed number of 
H particles, until, for an @ particle of range about 2 cm., a 
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minimum is reached at which the number is about that to be 
expected on the inverse square law. As the velocity of the 
a particle is further reduced, the number of H._ particles 
increases in the way demanded by this law of force. 

peuse OF viv) eee F(81°'3)—F(21°-4), Taverne 
a particle. per mgm, Square Law. 

66 1-04 5:5 99x 10-8 0:34x 10-8 

56 116 4-6 8-4 0-43 

46 1S Berl 6-7 0-55 

3°6 1:55 oe 5-6 0:76 

33 1:65 2-8 51 : 0-86 

29 1:80 V7 3:0 10 

2-0 2°32 VIL 19 18 

16 2-70 0:8 18 2-3 

10 3°69 1-4 4:9 4:3 

It appears from these results that the inverse square law 
holds, at least approximately, for the collisions of » particles 
of low velocity, that is, for large distances of collision. Tt 
was clearly of great importance to make certain of this 
point. The experiments with the low-range a-rays were 
therefore repeated several times, all possible precautions 
being taken. The observations were naturally difficult, 
owing to the weakness of the ‘scintillations produced by 
the low-range H particles concerned, but we estimate 
that the error is within 30 per cent. The fact that H par- 
ticles due to a-rays of 1 cm. mean range could still be 
counted consistently would indicate that the count with 
a-rays of 2 cm. range must certainly be reliable ; and the 
latter count agrees within the error of experiment with 
the inverse square number. 

The variation of the number of H particles with the 
velocity of the a-rays is shown very clearly in fig. 6, where 
Darwin’s p is plotted against (Vo/V)?. For a-rays of range 
less than 2°9 cm. [(V)/V)?>1°80], the numbers between 0° 
and 21°-4 could not be determined directly, for the reason 
stated above. ‘To obtain the total numbers between 0° and 
31°°3, it was assumed that within this range these numbers 
follow the same law of variation with angle as that given 
by the inverse square law, viz. nx tan? @, and the results 
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obtained for the angles between 21°4 and 31°3 were 
multiplied by the factor tan? 31°°3// (tan? 31°3—tan? 21°4), 

Fig. 6. 

Wo} bt eS Cod 
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The curves of fig. 4 lead one to expect that this would be 

very closely true at the smaller ranges. From the values 

of nso calculated, the values of » were obtained according 

to the formula at the end of § 6. 

§ 8. Discussion, 

The results of the experiments described in this paper are 

crystallized in the curves of figs. 5 and 6. From these we 

should be able to deduce information about ihe field of force 

around the @ particle or helium nucleus, and also about its 

structure. 
In the first place, our results are in strong contrast to 

those to be expected if the nuclei behaved as point charges 

repelling each other with forces varying as the inverse 

square of the distance between them. Not only is the 

angular distribution of the H particles different, but the 

numbers projected at small angles are, for @ particles of 

high velocity, many times greater than those for point 
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nuclei. For example, the observed number of H particles 
projected within 30° of the direction of incident «-rays of 
range 82 cm. is more than 100 times as great as the 
theoretical number ; the number projected within the same 
angle by arays of range 4°3 cm. is 15 times the theoretical 
number. Again, the observed variation of the numbers of 
H particles with velocity of the @ particle is in the opposite 
direction from that given by the point-charge theory. For 
example, a-rays of range 82cm. project within an angle 
of 30° nearly 3 times as many H particles as a-rays of range 
4°3 cm.; on the point-charge theory, the a-rays cf 4°3 cm. 
range should give nearly 3 times as many as the 8:2 cm. 
a-Tays. 

Ii seems clear, then, that in the collisions of high-velocity 
a particles with H atoms the forces between the « particle 
and the H nucleus do not vary according to the inverse 
square law. On the other hand, the results obtained with 
a particles of low velocity show that this law is approximately 
true for larger distances of collision. It is our task to find 
some field of force which will reproduce these effects. 
A similar task has been undertaken by C. G. Darwin * for 

the experimental results of Sir E. Rutherford. In his paper, 
he has worked out the collision relations for all possible 
models of the a particle which give integrable orbits. 

He showed that a square nucleus, in which the H nuclei 
are arranged at the four corners of a square and the two 
electrons together at the centre, would give a field of force 
very similar to that of a bipole; the collision relation of the 
bipole was roughly similar to that deduced from Rutherford’s 
experiments. 

Comparison of the p,@ and p, (V,/V)? curves for the 
bipole with those of figs. 5 and 6 shows clearly that such 
a system does not give our collision relation. Simple 
calculations show that the forces around the bipole are 
much too small to give the observed effects. It appears, 
indeed, that any combination of four H nuclei and two 
electrons with inverse square law forces cannot give our 
collision relation, for this indicates that, at a certain distance, 
the forces around the « particle increase with great rapidity. 

The simplest representation of such a field of force is 
afforded by the hard elastic sphere. An H particle pre~ 
jected towards the sphere moves under inverse square forces 
until it strikes the sphere, when it rebounds elastically. 
The p, @ curyes for the elastic sphere are given by Darwin 
on p. 502 of his paper, and it will be seen that they are, at 

* Darwin, Joe. cit. 

Phil. Mag. S. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec, 1921. a Q 
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first sight, very similar to the curves of fig. 5. The curves 
for « particles of different velocities are, however, much 
closer together than our experimental curves: in other 
words, the elastic sphere gives a much smaller variation 
in number of projected isi particles with velovity of the 
z-rays than we require. By comparison of the two sets 
of p, @ curves, it is easy to find the radius of an elastic 
sphere which ‘will give approximately both the observed 
number and the distribution of the H particles for any one 
velocity of the « particle. For a particles of range 6°6 em. 
this radius is 8x 10-1® cm. ; while for @ particles of range 
4-3 cm. it is 5x10-8 cm. If we consider the elastic 
sphere as a simple representation of a discontinuous field 
of force, in which the repulsive forces increase very rapidly 
at a short distance from the a particle, we should expect an 
effective radius smaller at high velocities than at-low. 
Since the effective radius varies in the opposite way, we are 
forced to reject the elastic sphere. If, as Darwin suggests, 
the elastic sphere represents in a general way systems of any 
shape, but orientated equally in all directions, we may con- 
clude that the « particle is probably an orientated system so 
arranged as to throw more of the H particles forwards. 

This view is strengthened by consideration of the collision 
relation for the elastic plate, worked out by Darwin. This 
model of « particle repels the H particle with a force varying 
as the inverse square of the distance from the centre, and 
the centre is surrounded by a circular plate from which the 
H particle rebounds elastically. The >, @ curves for such 
an elastic plate (Darwin, p. 504) show a greater variation 
with the velocity of the @ particle than our experimental 
curves: that is, they differ in the opposite sense to the curves 
for the elastic sphere. 

In fig. 6, curve 8 is the p, (V)/V)? curve for 02=31°3 for 
an elastic sphere of radius 4x 10-!% em., and curve P that 
for an elastic plate of radius 8x 10-% cm. At the point of 
intersection they turn into the inverse square law line B’. 
The dimensions are so chosen as to give a deviation from the 
inverse square law in the region given by the observations. 
The corresponding experimental curve lies about midway 
between these curves. 

As a first approximation, we may say that the @ particle 
behaves in these collisions as a body with properties inter- 
mediate between the elastic sphere and the elastic plate, 
and compare it with an elastic oblate spheroid of semi- 
axes about 8x10-® cm. and 4x10- em. respectively, 
moving in the direction of its minor axis. On this view, 
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an H particle projected towards an « particle would 
move under the ordinary electrostatic forces governed 
by the inverse square law, until it reached a spheroidal 
surface of the above dimensions. Here it would encounter 
an extremely powerful field of force and recoil as from a 
hard elastic body. The effect of this model of «& particle 
will be studied further, and an attempt will be made to 
obtain its collision relation. 

It is not possible to say from these experiments whether 
there is any actual discontinuity in the law of force between 
the nuclei. The absence of a flat ve in the p, @ curves, 
and the general shape of the p, (Vo/V)? curves, would 
suggest that these new forces merge gradually into the 
inverse square law forces. 

As regards the structure of the « particle, it will be 
apparent at once that no system of four H nuclei and two 
electrons united by inverse square law forces could give 
a field of force of such intensity over so large an extent. 
We must conclude either that the « particle is not made up 
of four H nuclei and two electrons, or that the law of force 
is not the inverse square in the immediate neighbourhood 
of an electric charge. It is simpler to choose the latter 
alternative, particularly as other experimental, as well 
theoretical, considerations point in this direction. The 
present experiments do not seem to throw any light on the 
nature or the law of variation of the forces at thé seat of an 
electric charge, but merely show that the forces are of very 
great intensity. 

It is of interest to note that, assuming an a@ particle 
composed of four H nuclei and two electrons, the present 
experiments provide the only direct evidence we have as 
to the size of the electron. These results show that 
the radius of the electron cannot be greater than about 
el? em, 

§ 9. Summary. 

In this paper, the rejations which hold in the collisions 
between a particles and H nuclei have been investigated. 

(1) The angular distribution of the H particles projected 
by « particles of mean range 6°6 cm. has been determined 
up to an angle of 66°. The distribution for e-rays of mean- 
ranges 8°2, 4:3, and 2:9 cm. has been obtained over a smaller 
range of angle. It is shown oe the number of H particles 
projected within these angles by a-rays of high velocity is 
greatly in excess of f that given by forces varying as the 

3.Q 2 
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inverse square of the distance between the centres of the two 
nuclei. 

(2) The variation in the number of H particles projected 
within a given angle with the velocity of the a-rays has been 
observed over a wide range. It is shown that for a-rays of 
high velocity the variation is in the opposite direction to 
that given by the inverse square law; for a-rays of range 
less than 2 em., velocity less than 1:26 x 10° cm. per sec., 
however, the collision relation is about the same as that 
given py the inverse square law. 

(3) The experimental collision relation is compared with 
those calculated by Darwin for various models of @ particle, 
and the conclusion is reached that the # particle behaves in 
these collisions as an elastic oblate spheroid of semi-axes 
about 8x 10-! and 4x10-% em., moving in the direction 
of its minor axis. Outside this surface the force varies 
approximately as the inverse square of the distance from 
the centre of the spheroid. 

In conclusion, we desire to express our best thanks to 
Sir Ernest Rutherford for his interest and advice throughout 
the course of the experiments. 

Cl. The Mutual Action of the Convection Currents arising 
from two fine heated Platinum Wires. By J. 8. G. 
THomas, Se: (lond.), B.Sc. (Wales), Asi. CyS eAeeee 
Senior Physicist, South Metropolitan Gas Company, 
London*. 

Introduction. 

TYP of hot-wire inclinometer wherein two fine heated 
44. platinum wires, parallel to one another, were subjected 
to the mutual thermal effects due to their respective free 
convection currents, such thermal effects being dependent 
upon the inclination to the horizontal of the plane of the 
wires, was recently described by the author t. The effects 
to which attention was directed in that paper are of some 
consequence in a variety of directions, e. g. in con- 
nexion with the theory of the hot-wire microphone as 
described by Tucker and Paris{. Likewise in the design 

* Communicated by the Author. 
+ Proc. Phys. Soc. vol. xxxii. Part v. pp. 291-314 (1920). 
{ Phil. Trans. Roy. ’Soc., A.592, vol. 221, pp. 389-480 (1921). 
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of Shakespeare’s katharometer *, it is desirable that the free 
convection effect should be eliminated as completely as 
possible, so that the heat transfer from the heated wire is 
effected, if possible, entirely by conduction through the 
gaseous medium surrounding the wire. Ina recent paper, 
by Humphrey f, the effect of surrounding the inclinometer 
wires by air, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide respectively was 
studied. In this latter work, the relative dimensions of the 
distance between the wires and of the chamber containing 
them were such as to make it extremely improbable that the 
main part of the heat transfer from the wires was effected by 
convection. A comparison of the results obtained with those 
previously referred to, in which the free convection effect 
was of relatively greater importance, was on this account 
impossible. ‘The present paper, arising out of an inyesti- 
gation into the distribution of velocities around a fine heated 
platinum wire, details results showing how the mutual effect 
experienced by two fine heated wires, surrounded by air at 
atmospheric pressure, is conditioned by their distance apart, 
and their disposition with regard to the walls of the 
enclosure containing them. 

Eapermmental. 
The apparatus employed is shown in elevation and sectional 
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plan in fig. 1. The two fine platinum wires A, B, approxi- 
mately 0:1 mm. in diameter, were soldered by means of the 

* Proc. Roy. Soc. A. vol. xcvii. p. 276 (1920). 
+ Proc. Phys. Soc. vol. xxxiii. Part iii. pp. 190-195 (1921). 
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smallest amount of silver solder affording a secure junction 
to copper leads L as shown and were mounted within the 
cylindrical brass chamber C, the wire A passing axialiy 
through the chamber. The ends of the chamber were 
closed by ebonite disks, which were secured to the tube by 
means of screws. The chamber C was contained within an 
outer chamber formed of a brass tube screwed to ebonite 
distance rings Ff. The chamber C could be rotated about a 
horizontal axis within this stationary chamber, the latter 
being screwed to the rigid stand G. Lugs H, affixed to 
each of the ebonite distance rings I’, served to retain the 
ebonite ends of the chamber C in their respective vertical 
planes during such rotation. After rotation, the-inclination 
of the plane of the wires A and B to the horizontal was read 
by means of the pointers P shown in the elevation which 
moved over circular scales 8 divided into degrees, and the 
plane of the wires could be fixed at any desired inclination, 
by clamping the chamber C by means of the screws P shown 
in the sectional plar. The studs Q were inserted in the 
ebonite ends of the chamber ©, to enable the chamber to be 
conveniently rotated. The wire A, passing axially through 
the chamber, was soldered to the copper leads L which were 
carried by the spring supports V, so that the wire was 
always maintained just taut, the tension in the wire being 
regulated by means of the screws W, passing through slots 
cut in the spring supports, the screw-heads engaging with 
the spring as shown. The tension did not affect the resistance 
of the wire by more than 0°1 per cent. The leads were con- 
nected to the terminals X affixed to the respective ebonite 
plates. The leads from the wire B passed through slots in 
the ebonite plates and were similarly carried by the spring 
supports V’, the tension in the wire being adjusted as already 
explained, so that the wire remained just taut throughout the 
experiments. The spring supports V!’ were respectively carried 
by racks R, R, engaging with pinions P’, P’. The wire B 
could be moved to any desired distance from the wire A and 
affixed thereat by tightening the screws T. The distance 
between the wires A and B could be ascertained from the 
reading on the scales Y, verniers carried by the racks R, R 
enabling this distance to be determined correctly to 0-01 cm. 
When the wires were closer together than 2°0 cm., their 
distance apart could be very accurately determined by 
means of a reading microscope inserted through one of two 
openings Y 1 in the cylindrical wall of the chamber © showll 
dotted in the sectional plan. Readings of distance apart 
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could be made directly to 0-001 cm. and by estimation to 
00001 cm. ‘These openings Y served for inspection of the 
wires, and could be closed when desired. The axial position 
of the wire A could be accurately determined by viewing A 
by means of the microscope and rotating the chamber 
through 180°. The axial position was ascertained by 
securing that no radial displacement of A in the chamber 
occurred during such rotation. The necessary axial adjust- 
ment could be effected by suitable motion of the blocks E 
carrying the spring supports V, and the wire was secured 
in the desired position by means of the screws Z. The wires 
constituted two adjacent arms of a Wheatstone bridge, the 
remaining two arms being made up respectively of a resist- 
ance of 1000 ohms connected to the central wire of the pair, 
and the other arm was capable of suitable adjustment so that 
the bridge was balanced when the plane of the wires was 
horizontal. The battery terminals were connected to the 
bridge so that the maximum heating effect was produced 
in the fine platinum wires. The bridge current was adjust- 
able by means of a rheostat, and was maintained constant to 
within 0°002 amp., readings being made by means of a 
Siemens & Halske milliammeter, For any chosen distance 
apart of the wires, galvanometer deflexions could be read 
corresponding to various inclinations of the plane of the 
wires to the initial horizontal position. The respective 
resistances of the wires could be deduced from the drop of 
potential across each wire as determined by means of a 
Weston voltmeter inserted across each wire in turn. The 
temperatures of the respective wires were deduced therefrom 
using the respective values of their resistances at 0° C. and 
the values of their temperature coefficient, determined by 
means of a Callendar & Griffiths bridge. The comparative 
values of their resistances were more readily and somewhat 
more accurately measurable by disconnecting the wires from 
the bridge and epioyne the galvanometer in series with a 
resistance of 12,000 ohms as a voltmeter. Galvanometer 
deflexions were read in both directions by reversing the 
current in the wires, and could be made with accuraey to 
within half a scale division. - As previously explained*, ihe 
galvanometer deflexions to which the respective resistances 
are proportional were throughout corrected to a uniform 
atmospheric temperature of 17°C. In general, during the 
course of the experiments detailed herein, the atmospheric 
temperature did not vary by more than 1° Ok 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xli. p. 722 (1921). 
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Results and Discussion. 

Diameter of chamber containing the wires 40 inches. 
Breadth of chamber containg the wires ... 32 inches. 
Length olicentral ware (SM) a eo eee ae 6°402 em. 
Lengihvot movableswire. (bee 42 oe 6°378 cm. 
Diameter of wires (A and B)) 7.22) 0O- 101 mm. 
ig OF ceniiualiswane (CAs) 7 een 0°7288 ohm. 
Ro of movable wire (B) 
Temperature coefficient of central wire (A) 0°003748 
Temperature coefficient of movable wire (B) 0:003753 
Heating current employed in the bridge 1:000 amp. 

The first part of the investigation was directed towards 

determining the manner in which the sensitivity of an 

DEFLECTION ON ROTATING THROUGH 90" 
2 

STANSE APART OF WIRES (cms) 

| 
| 

-100 

inclinometer device constituted of the two wires depended 
upon the distance apart of the two wires*. In fig. 2 the 

* See Proc, Phys. Soc. vol. xxxii. Part v. p. 810 (1920). 

NAT AG kes Caen a Geis 0°7377 ohm. 
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respective galvanometer deflexions obtained on rotating the 
plane of the wires through 90° from its initial horizontal 
position, for which position the bridge was initially balanced, 
are plotted as ordinates against the corresponding distances 
apart of the wires as abseissee. The heating current 
employed was 1 000 amp., and in each case the plane of the 
wires was rotated so that the movable wire was placed above 
the central wire. It is seen from fig. 2 that as the distance 
between the wires increases from zero, galvanometer 
deflexion occurring on rotation of the wires through 90° 
increases until a maximum deflexion of 260 is attained at P’, 
corresponding to a distance apart of the wires equal to 
0-170 cm. Thereafter the deflexion decreases somewhat 
less rapidly than the previous rate of increase to the 
maximuin, and attains the value zero at Q’ corresponding to 
a distance apart of the wires equal to 0°60 cm. With 
increasing distance apart of the wires, the galvanometer 
deflexion is reversed and attains a maximum negative value 
equal to 175 scale divisions at R’, corresponding toa distance 
apart of the wires equal to 1:8 cm. With further increase 

PLANE OF WIRES [© CENTRAL WIRE. A 
HORIZONTAL. 4. MOVEABLE WIRE .B. 

PLANE OF WIRES {X CENTRAL WIRE. C 
VERTICAL . 

& 

ee 

GaLvanomeTer DEFLECTION (oc RESISTANCE OF Wire) 
B 

z105 

a ‘S Os 1:0 5 20 
DisTANCE BETWEEN WIRES (cms) 

in the distance apart of the wires, the negative deflexion 

diminishes very slowly. The Gunve in fig. 2 is best dis- 

cussed in the light of the curves given in fig. 3, which show 
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how the respective resistances of the wires varied with their 
distance apart, results being given for the cases in which 
the plane of the wires is respectively horizontal and vertical, 
‘the heating current being 1:000 amp., as in the case of the 
results shown in fig. 2. The temperature of the wires when 
at a considerable distance apart was approximately 370°C. 
Considering first the curves A and B referring to the central 
and movable wires respectively, the plane of the wires being 
horizontal, it is seen that as the distance between the wires 
diminishes from its initial value of 3°27 em., the resistance 
of the central wire (curve A) diminishes very slowly with 
approach of the movable wire until a minimum value of the 
resistance, corresponding to a distance between the wires of 
about 0°6 cm., is attained as shown at P. Thereafter the 
resistance of the central wire increases at an increasing rate 
as the distance between the wires decreases, the rate of 
increase becoming extremely great when the distance apart 
of the wires is less than 0°2 cm. From curve B, it is seen 
that, contrary to the case of the central wire, the resistance 
of the movable wire increases initially as the distance 
between the wires decreases, attaining a maximum value at 
R corresponding to a distance apart of the wire equal to about 
16cm. Thereafter with continued decrease in the distance 
apart of the wires, the resistance of the movable wire varies 
in a manner similar to that detailed above in connexion with 
the central wire. A similar sequence of values of the 
respective resistances of the central and movable wires, 
when the heating current employed was 1°200 amp., corre- 
sponding to an initial temperature of the wires of 605° C. 
is shown by curves A and B in fig. 5 (later). The velocity 
of the free convection current in the case of the curves 
in fig. 2 was of the order 8 cm. per sec., and in the case 
of those shown in fig. 5 was of the order 14 cm. per sec., 
the air stream being assumed raised to the temperature 
of the wire*. Now a’ comparison of the respective 
curves A and B in figs. 3 and 5 shows that with decreasing 
distance between the wires, (1) the initial decrease of 
resistance of the central wire is considerably less when the 
smaller heating current is employed, and (2) that the initial 
increase of the resistance of the movable wire is considerably 
greater under the same circumstances. Considering first 
the increase of resistance of the movable wire. It is clear 
that this is conditioned by two opposing tendencies, viz., 
(a) the diminished cooling effect due to radiation and con- 
duction experienced by the wire due to proximity of the wall 

* See Phil. Mae. vol. xxxix. p. 525 (1920). 
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of the chamber, as the distance between the wires is 
diminished, and (6) the increased cooling effect owing to 
the diminished - influence of the wall of the chamber in 
retarding the velocity of the free convection current arising 
from the wire, as the wires approach nearer to one another. 
The initial increase in the resistance of the movable wire is 
clearly attributable to the fact that initially the tendency 
(a) more than counterbalances that due to (b). Ultimately 
the movable wire is so far removed from the wall of the 
chamber that the variation in the effect (a) due thereto becomes 
neglivible compared with the increased cooling effect due to 
free convection, and the resistance of the wire accordingly 
falls. It is clear that in the case of the results shown in fig. 5, 
the effect due to free convection is greater relative to the 
effect due to proximity of the wall of the chamber, than is 
the case in the results shown in fig. 3. Accordingly it is 
te be anticipated that the decrease of resistance of the 
movable wire would commence at a greater separation of the 
wires in the former than in the latter case (cf. point R, 
figs. 3 and 5). Some increased heating effect on each wire 
is to be anticipated due to radiation «nd conduction from the 
other wire of the pair, but this, except when the wires are 
exceedingly close to one another, may be safely neglected. 
The initial fall in temperature of the central wire (see curve 
A, figs. 3 and 5), as the wires approach one another is to be 
explained as follows:—From a comparison of curves A 
and ©, in both figures it is seen that when the wires are 
widely separated, the initial resistance of the central wire is 
greater when the plane of the wires is horizontal than when 
the plane of the wires is vertical, and the central wire below 
the movable wire (cf. points S & OC in fig. 5). Now in 
each case the central wire is similarly disposed with regard 
to the wall of the chamber, and as the movable wire is at 
the same distance in each case from the central wire, it may 
be legitimately assumed that the radiation and conduction 
loss from the central wire, which in any case is very small, 
remains constant. The initial decrease in the resistance of 
the central wire can therefore be attributable only to a con- 
vection effect originating in the movable wire. Moreover, the 
initial resistance of the central wire when heated at some 
distance from the heated movable wire, the plane of the 
wires being horizontal, was found to be greater than when 
the movable wire was not heated. Tho respective resistances 
of the central wire in the two cases, when heated by a 
current of 1:200 amp., were in the ratio 463 : 402, which 
ratio is very nearly that of the galvanometer deflexions 
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indicated by Sand C respectively in fig. 5. Itis clear therefore 
that with the heated movable wire vertically above the central 
wire, and at some distance therefrom, the latter experiences 
only avery slight heating effect owing to the presence of the 
former. With the wires disposed in a horizontal plane and 
widely separated from one another, the greater resistance of the 
central heated wire in the presence , of the movable heated wir a 
compared with its smaller value when the latter is not heated, 
is therefore to be attributed to the fact that in the former case 
the heated wires are so disposed with regard to one another 
that the free convection current initially arising from the 
movable wire exerts the influence of a downwardly flowing 
stream upon the central heated wire. This influence, as has 
been shown in a previous paper™, if the velocity of the 
downwardly directed stream is not greater than twice the 
velocity of the free convection current arising from the 
central wire, results in the temperature of the latter being 
raised. . A consideration of the curves given in the paper 
referred to, indicates that the subsequent increased cooling 
effect experienced by the central wire, as the distance between 
the wires is decreased, may arise owing to either an increase 
or a decrease of the effective velocity of the downward 
stream in the neighbourhood of the central wire, originating 
in the free convection current from the movable wire, for 
it is clear that, if the downward impressed velocity is less 
than the normal velocity of the free convection rising from 
the central wire, a decrease of the former velocity would 
result in a decrease of the resistance of the wire, whereas if 
the downward impressed velocity were greater than the 
normal free convection velocity, an increase of the former 
would be required in order to decrease the resistance of the 
wire. The results published in the paper referred to { 
indicate that the resistance of the central wire would be 
increased approximately 3 per cent., if the velocity of the 
downward stream were equal to the velocity of the normal 
free convection current. ‘This increase is of the same order, 
though somewhat greater than the increase of resistance of 
the central wire (2°4 per cent.) due to presence of the 
movable heated wire. The initial increased cooling effect 
experienced by the central wire, therefore, probably arises 
owing to a decrease in the effective downward velocity of 
the convection stream arising from the movable wire. This 
diminution in the effective downward velocity may be partly 
attributable to a numerically diminished value of the velocity, 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xxxix. pp. 518-523 (1920). 
+ Lbid, plate xil. fig. 18. 
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and in part attributable to a decrease in the temperature of 
the downwardly flowing stream owing to the longer circuit 
travelled by the stream, as the movable wire is removed 
further from the wall of the chamber. 

The rapid increase of temperature of the wires as they are 
brought into close proximity with each other, is due only to 
a small extent to the diminished radiation and conduction 
losses from the respective wires owing to the proximity of 
the other heated wire, and is to be attributed mainly to the 
diminished losses by convection from each wire, such 
diminution being due to the shielding influence exerted b 
the respective convection currents, whereby the lateral flow 
of cold air into the stream arising from either of the wires, 
occurs only from the side removed from the other wire. 
‘This increase in temperature of the wires is considerable. 
Thus when a heating current of 1:000 amp. was employed, 
the temperature of the central wire increased from 370° C. 
when the wires were widely separated to 535°C. when the 
wires were separated by a distance equal to 003 em. 
Employing a heating current of 1:200 amp., in like cirecum- 
stances the pee onee of the central wire rose from 
605°C. to 823° C. when the wires were placed within 
0:029 cm. of one another. 

Referring now to the case where the plane of the wires is 
vertical, the movable wire being above the central wire, it is 
clearly seen from a comparison of curves C and A in both 
figs. 3 and 5, that with the wires widely separated, the 
resistance of the central wire is less for the ver tical disposition 
of the plane of the wires than is the case when the plane of 
the wires is disposed horizontally. This arises because as 
suggested on p. 948, with the vertical disposition of the wires, 
the effect of a downward flowing stream of air in the neigh- 
bourhood of the central wire, whereby with the wires hore i 
zontally disposed the resistance of the central wire is in- 
creased above the normal value in the absence of the movable 
wire, is lacking. The curves A and C intersect at T, and 
thereafter for a region of values of the distance apart of the 
wires included between the points T and V, the resistance 
of the central wire is greater when the plane of the wires 
is disposed vertically than i8 the case for the horizontal dis- 
position of the plane of the wires. Very little change in the 
resistance of the central wire due to approach of the movable 
wire disposed vertically above is to be anticipated until the 
wires are at such a distance apart that the air supply 
to the free convection stream rising from the movable wire 
is in part derived from air which has already deprived the 
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central wire of some heat. The close appreach of the wires 
disposed in a vertical plane—of the order of 2 mm.—before 
the lower wire 1s effectively cooled due to the presence of 
the upper wire, indicates that the free convection current 
does not extend to any considerable distance below either 
wire, and thatthe air supply to the free convection current is 
derived mainly from a lateral How of air. The curves A and 
C clearly indicate that the sensitivity of the hot wire 
inclinometer —the wires must be used close together, as will 
be evident from the sequel—does not depend to any con- 
siderable extent upon the thermal effect experienced by the 
lower wire of the pair. Referring to curve D in fig. 3, it is 
seen that, as the distance between the wires is increased, the 
movable wire being disposed vertically above the central 
wire, the resistance of the former falls of at a continually 
decreasing rate. For values of the dis!ance apart less than 
about 0°65 cm., the movable wire experiences a heating effect 
due to the free convection current arising from the central 
wire. When the distance apart of the wires is increased 
beyond this value, the movable wire experiences a cooling 
effect due to the sime cause, the rate of Ee of temperature 
decreasing continually, eel a minimum value of the resist- 
ance is attained corresponding to the point W. Thereafter 
the resistance of the wire increases slightly as the distance 
apart of the wires is increased. With the wires disposed in 
a vertical plane, the thermal effect experienced by the upper 
wire, owing to the presence of the lower wire, depends both 
upon the velocity and the temperature of the free convection 
current rising from the latter. It is clear that the tempera- 
ture of this free convection current at any point decreases in 
the direction vertically above the wire. ‘The initial increase 
in the temperature of the upper wire, when the wires are 
very close together (point X, figs. 3 and 5), shows that the 
heating effect. due to the nerd temperature of the free 
convection enrrent in the neighbourhood of the upper wire, 
more than counterbalances the effect of the increased 
velocity of the current. At this short distance from the 
lower wire, the free convection current is being accelerated, 
and consequently it is to be anticipated that at greater 
distances apart of the wir es the effects upon the upper wire 
due to the temperature, and to the velocity of the convection 
stream rising from the lower wire, will be both operative in 
the same direction, tending to reduce the temperature of the 
upper wire. The temperature of the upper wire will 
attain its normal value, 2. é. its value if the lower value were 
absent, when the heat convected from it due to the velocity 
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of the impressed convection current from the lower wire is 
exactly compensated by the diminished free convection loss 
owing to the stream being at a temperature above the 
normal. Thereafter, with increase in the distance apart of 
the wires, the temperature of the movable upper wire wiil 
fall below its normal value, as represented by the portion QW 
of the curve D in fig.3. The subsequent increase in the resis- 
tance of the upper wire, as shown in fig. 3, is due partly to 
the retarding influence exerted by the upper part of the wall 
of the chamber upon the free convection current rising from 
the upper wire, and in part to the wire when disposed in a 
vertical plane at a distance from the central wire greater 
than that corresponding to W, entering a zone of heated air 
accumulated in the upper portion of the chamber. A corre- 
sponding increase in the resistance of the upper wire is not 
shown by the curve D in fig. 5. As the convection effect in 
this latter case is much evreater than in the case represented 
in fig. 3, it may be concluded that the increase shown in the 
latter case is to be attributed mainly to the effect of the 
warm air collected in the upper part of the chamber. The 
point is of some consequence in the design of a hot-wire 
inclinometer in that if the disposition of the wires within the 
enclosure is such that one or both can enter the heated zone 
in the upper part of the enclosure, a symmetrical deflexion- 
inclination curve will be obtained for the upper and lower 
pairs of quadrants only if the wires are symmetrically 
disposed about the axis of the chamber. In cases of such 
disposition of the wires, the observed effects are not to be 
attributed even mainly to the existence of the free convection 
current, and deductions with regard to the temperature 
gradient in the free convection current rising from the wire 
may be subject to error™ 

The variation in the sensitivity of the hot-wire inclino- 
meter with increase of distance apart of the wires as shown 
in fig. 2 can be readily interpreted in the light of the 
remarks referring to the curves in fig. 3. Thus the point 
of zero deflexion “represented by Q’ in fig. 2, corresponds to 
a distance apart of the wires ‘slightly Jess than 0°65 em. 
(point Q in fig. 3), such that the distances between the 
curves A and B corresponding to that distance is very 
approximately equal to that between the curves C and D 
thereat. For values of the distance apart of the wires 
greater than this, it is clear that the galvanometer deflexion 
will be negative and increasing numerically untila maximum 
is obtained corresponding to a distance apart of the wires 

* See Humphreys, Joc, ct. p. 192. 
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between 1°5 and 2:0 cm. The occurrence of a maximum 
deflexion on rotating the plane of the wires from the hori- 
zontal to the vertical position, as shown by the points P’ in 
fig. 2, corresponding to a distance apart of the wires equal 
to very approximately 0°170 cm., is readily interpreted by 
means of the four curves given in fig. 3. Thus for values of 
the distance apart of the wires less than 0°5 em., it is seen 
that whether the plane-of the wires be vertical or horizontal, 
a decrease in the distance apart of the wires is accompanied 
by a continuous increase in the resistance of each wire. 
Now the magnitude of the deflexion occurring on rotation 
through 90°, when the arms are separated by a given 
distance, may be taken as approximately proportional to the 
amount by which the difference of ordinates corresponding 
to that distance for the curves C and D is greater than the 
corresponding difference of ordinates for the curves A and B. 
It is sufficient for the purpose of comparison of these differ- 
ences to disregard the difference of ordinates of the curves 
A and C in the region considered, as those curves are there 
practically parallel. The maximum deflexion may therefore 
be anticipated to occur at approximately that distance apart 
of the wires for which the difference of ordinates of the 
curves D and Bisa maximum. It is clear from the shapes 
of the curves D and B in the region considered, that owing 
to the initial, very much steeper gradient of the curve D, as 
the distance between the wires diminishes below 0°5 cm., 
such a maximum difference of ordinates occurs corresponding 
to a distance apart of the wires of about 0°2 em. The 
occurrence of a distance apart of the wires such that the 
deflexion on rotation is a maximum, interpreted physically, 
signifies that on closer approach than this distance of the 
wires to one another, the mutual thermal effect on the wires 
due to such approach becomes increasingly greater compared 
with the thermal convection effect experienced by the wires 
on rotation*. In like manner there is a disposition of the 
wires of a directional hot wire anemometer affording the 
maximum sensitivity, 

_ In fig. 4 are given the forms of the deflexion-inclination 
calibration curves obtained, when the wires heated by a 

* Professor L. V. King has recently drawn the author’s attention to a 
paper by B. Ray of the University of Calcutta (Proc. Indian Assoen. for 
the Cultivation of Science, vol. v1. p. 95), in which, by an optical method, 
the existence of a stagnant region on the down-stream side of a cylinder 
12 mm. in diameter was established in the case of both free and forced 
convection. Such a stagnant region, if present in the case of fine wires, 
affords a satisfactory explanation of the diminished deflexion on rotation 
when the wires are very close together. 
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current of 1°G00 amp. were used as an inclinometer. The 
respective curves correspond to distances apart of the wires 
equal to: 07170 emz0:595 cm, and’ 2°480 cm. Whe first, 
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that corresponding to a distance of 0°170 em., shows very 
considerable symmetry in the various quadrants, and is the 
type of calibration curve obtained in the paper already 
referred to*. The curve corresponding to a distance apart 
of the wires equal to 0°595 cm., shows that for all inclina- 
tions, the resulting deflexion is very small. The zero 
deflexion corresponding to rotation through 90° has been 
already discussed. At other inclinations, the zero or at most 
very small deflexion probably arises owing to the movable 
wire being subjected to the effect of a downward convection 
stream originating in the central wire, the effect of a higher 
temperature of such downward convection stream being 
counterbalanced by the smaller velocity of the stream as 
the plane of the wires is rotated from the initial horizontal 
position. The effect of such downward convection stream is 
clearly shown in the remaining curve of fig. 4, corre- 

sponding to a distance apart of the wires equal to 2450 cm. 

It is clear that as the inclination of the plane of the wires to 

the horizontal is increased from zero, the deflexion is 
initially positive, corresponding to an increase of the 

* Proc. Phys. Soc. vol. xxxii. part v. pp. 291-314 (1920). 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec. 1921. 8R 
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resistance of the movable wire. ‘This positive deflexion 
attains a maximum value as shown at A, thereafter 
decreasing until a maximum negative deflexion hae m at B, 
1s attained, corresponding to an inclination, of 90°, in 
accordance with results based on the curves in fig. 3. The 
initial increase in resistance of the movable wire as indicated 
by the initial positive deflexion, is in this case clearly 
attributable to the increased effect of a downward convection 
current, originating in the upward convection current from 
the central wire. With increasing inclinaticn of the plane 
of the wires to the horizontal, the movable wire clearly 
becomes increasingly under the influence of the ascending 
stream, and the initial increase of resistance is succeeded by 
a decrease of resistance of the movable wire*. Tle form of 
the curve shows a fair degree of symmetry in the first and 
second quadrants, but there is marked asymmetry of the 
calibration curve about the ordinate corresponding to a 
rotation of the plane of the wires through 180°. Thus the 
maximum positive deflexion shewn at B, corresponding to 
270°, is considerably larger than the maximum negative 
deflexion shown at B, corresponding to 90°.. The resuiters 
clearly due to a retarding iepenes exerted by the upper 
part of the wall of the chamber upon the conv ecticn currents, 
more especially that ascending from the oe able wire. 
With the movable wire disposed in the lower pair of 
quadrants, the principal thermal effect is experienced by the 
central wire, and this being situate at some considerable 
distance from the wall of the chamber, it is to be anticipated 
that the maximum deflexion under these conditions corre- 
sponding to a rotation through 270°, would be numerically 
greater than the corresponding deflexion for a rotation of 
90° from the initial horizontal position of the plane of the 
wires, the movable wire being then near the upper wall of 
the chamber. The portions of the calibration curve shown 
dotted at D and Hi in fig. 4 represent unstable values of the 
galvanometer deflexion, These oscillating about 5 divisions on 
either side of the mean shown in the figure. The instability 
is probably due to turbulence arising owing to the wall of 
the vessel not conforming to the contour of the stream lines 
‘in its neighbourhood. The asymmetry of the thermal effect 
experienced by the wires w hen the movable wire is respec- 
tively in the upper or lower pair cf quadrants, is clearly 
seen from a comparison of the curves C and Dwith E and F 
in fig. 5. Inthe former pair, the movable wire was above 

* Similarly, the depression at the maximuni ef the calibration curve 
given in a previous paper (Proc. Phys. Soc. loc. et. p. 805) may Le 
explained. 
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the central wire, while in the latter case, the movable wire 
was below the central wire. The heating current employed 
was 1-200 amp. Itis clearly seen that, corresponding to a 
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distance apart of the wires equal to 2°5 cem., with the 
movable wire disposed vertically below the central wire, the 
latter experiences a considerably greater cooling effect than 
the movable wire experiences when the central wire is 
disposed below it. Furthermore, the difference of ordinates 
of the curve E and F corresponding to this distance is very 
considerably greater than that for the curve © and D, so 
that on using the wires disposed at this distance as an 
inclinometer, the deflexion obtained on rotating through 
270° from the initial horizontal position would be consi- 
derably greater than that corresponding to a rotation of 90°. 

The author desires to express to Dr. Charles Carpenter, 
C.B.i4., his thanks for the provision of the facilities necessary 
for carrying out the work detailed in this paper. 

28 April, 1921. 
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CII. Manometric Observations at the Poles of the Electric 
Arc. By H. 4. G. Breer, JZ Sc. (Bristol), and Professor 
AM. Tynparn *. 

HE recent work of Duffield, Burnham, and Davis (Phil. 
Trans, A. vol. 220. p. 109, 1919; Proc: heysssec: 

A. vol. xcvii. p. 326, 1920) on the pressure on the poles of 
the electric arc has revived interest in the problem of the 
mechanism of the transmission of current in theare. In their 
first paper, when discussing the possible causes of the effect 
which they obtained, they drew attention to some early 
experiments of a different character by Dewar in 1888. 
Dewar made observations on the hydrostatic pressure de- 
veloped at carbon electrodes drilled centrally along their 
length. He found that a positive pressure of the or rder of 
1 or 2 mm. of water was developed at the anode, whereas 
that at the cathode was either absent or slightly negative. 
As, however, further quantitative data were not given, it 
was felt that a full invéstigation of the effect might be 
profitable and possibly give some information on the relative 
importance of positive and negative ions as carriers of 
current in the are. The following is an account of experi- 
ments that we have carried out on the problem. 

From the start we suspected that the effect was an electric 
wind phenomenon and that its small magnitude was evidence 
of the fact that both signs of ion take part in the discharge, 
in which case the wind-pressure would be the difference 
between the effects of each ionic stream taken separately. 
The results have substantiated this view. 
Now if throughout the are the ionic flow is viscous and 

the current carried by each sign is strictly proportional to 
its mobility, then there will be no space-charge in the are 
and consequently no wind-pressure. If, however, in any 
region an excess of one sign of ion is present, a wind will 
be set up by the motion of these ions to the appropriate 
electrode. The experimental study of the relation between 
wind-pressure, arc-length, and current has enabled us to 
show that the wind-producing regions are confined to the 
vicinity of the electrodes, and that therefore the main body 
of the arc has no net space-charge. Itis therefore presumably 
a region in which intense ionization and recombination is 
going on. 

Moreover, the wind-pressure method enables a very 
sensitive test to be made of the perfection of the balance 

* Communicated by the Authors, 
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between the two ionic streams. This may be seen by con- 
sidering the magnitudes of the effects produced by each sign 
separately. Taking Chattock’s expression for electric wind- 
pressure, a current density of 10 amperes in an arc of 1 cm. 
length carried entirely by electrons of, let us say, mobility 
10,000 cm./sec./volt/em. would give rise to a difference of 
pressure between the electrodes of about 10° dynes per 
sq.cm., 2.¢. about 100 cm. of water. The corresponding 
calculation for the same current carried entirely by the 
relatively slow-moving positive ions gives a_ pressure 
difference of several atmospheres. __. 
Now the results show that in the main body of the are 

the gradient of pressure, if any, is less than 1 dyne per cm. 
of arc. The mobilities of the ions in an arc are not known, 
But if it is assumed that the negative ions are electrons, 
the ratio of the mobilities is at least 500. Accepting this 
value for the time being, this means that in this region 
only 1/5 per cent. of the current is carried by positive 
ions*. Thus, on this view, though the presence of this 
positive ionic stream is essential to bring about the observed 
balance, the main outcome of this result is that for most 
practical purposes we may regard the whole of the current 
as being carried by electrons. 

It should be pointed out, however, that the above num- 
bers must be modified if any appreciable part of the current 
is carried (1) by negative ions of molecular magnitude 
(see the following paper by one of us, A. M. T.), or (2) by 
ions not moving viscously or, to give the specific case pos- 
tulated by Daffield, Burnham, and Davies, by electrons 
projected from the cathode and travelling with a speed 
large compared with that which they would acquire in the 
field itself. In the latter case the estimated fraction of 
current carried by positives would be still less. But this 
matter is referred to again below. 

HX PERIMENTS. 

The first experiments were made with a horizontal straight 
are of soft carbons 1°3 cm. diameter, through each of which 
a hole 3°5 mm. diameter had been bored by removing the 
soft core. All experiments were carried out at atmospheric 
pressure. The pressure at either anode or cathode was 

* These experiments are briefly mentioned in a note in the Phil. Mag. 
(Dec. 1920). Since that time it has been shown that the residual wind- 
pressure therein referred to originates near the electrode and not 
throughout the body of the are. 
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observed by connecting it to one limb of a Chattock Fr 
tilting bubble gauge of the usual type. In general, the other 
limb. was open “to air—that is to say, to some point in or 
near the body of the are at which the DIC was that of 
the surrounding atmosphere. The particular instrument used 
responded to a difference of pressure of about 1/1000 mm. 
of water. 
An image of the are was focussed on a screen so that the 

distance between the carbons could be maintained at 
required values and simultaneous readings taken of current 
and manometer pressure for various lengths of arc. At 
intervals the carbons were adjusted by filing to a standard 
shape. The Dewar effect was readily o btained—r amely, an 
excess pressure at the anode for a silent are and a com- 
paratively negligible pressure which was sometimes negative 
at the cathode; also there was a greatly reduced value of 
anode pressure when the are was hissing. 

But the effects were variable and difficult to correlate with 
one another, even when all readings for which the luminous 
patch on the electrode was not centred round the hole, were 
discarded. An observation that the anode pressure seemed 
to decrease with time suggested either that the Dewar effect 
was not an electrical wind-pressure phenomenon at all or 
that there was some superposed disturbing effect. 

It is well known that carbon contains occluded gases. 
If the end of the carbon is raised to inecandescence these 
gases will be gradually evolved, and if any of this evolution 
oceurs from the walls of the hole leading to the manometer 
an excess pressure will be developed in the hole and at the 
gauge, the value of this pressure being dependent upon 
the rate of evolution of gas and the amount of constriction 
between the heated region of the hole and the outside air. 

This view was easily put to test by using carbons bored 
as before, except that the last centimetre of carbon at the 
are end was pierced with a hole 1:0 mm. diameter instead 
of 35mm. If the effect was due to the evolution of gas, 
a much greater resultant pressure at the gauge was to be 
expected, because the constriction between the inner limit 
of the heated region and the outside air is approximately 
inversely proportional to the 4th power of the radius of the 
hole and the heated surface area of the inner wall to the first 
power. 

- This was found to be the case, pressures as muchas a 
hundredfold greater being observed in certain circumstances. 
Since we should expect that in time the end of the carbon 
would be denuded of its absorbed gas by incandescence, the 

ce ba 
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variation of pressure with time from the moment of starting 
the are was studied. The results are shown in curves 
(1A, B,C, D) for cathode, (2A, B, ©, D) for anode. 
Curves 1 A and 2A definitely show tht evolution of gas 
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is at first the main cause of the pressure. The rate of 
evolution rises as the carbon warms and falls afterwards 
as the supply of absorbed gas is exhausted. Curves B, C, 
and D are observations taken with the same carbons 
untouched. There was an interval of 5 minutes between 
the end of A and the beginning of B, of 30 minutes 
between G and B, and a whole night between C and D. 
It is clearly seen that while a little re-absorption of gas 
took place in the 5 minutes’ interval, it is more obvious 
after a 30 minutes’ interval. From the form of curves 1 D 
and 2D the recovery of gaa, except in the deeper-seated 
part of the carbon, would appear to be practically completed 
over night. : 
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EXPERIMENTS WITH GAS-DENUDED CARBONS. 

It appeared, however, that after the carbon had been 
denuded of its gases there was still a residual pressure 
which might possibly be attributed to an electric wind. 
This was borne out in the following long series of experi- 
ments with carbons which had been as far as possible 
denuded of gas by running the are at a high current for 
5 minutes before readings were taken, the current used 
for denudation being in all cases greater than that of which 
pressure measurements were subsequently taken. 

The carbons used were filed down to a diameter of about 
8 mm., partly to ensure a more complete denudation of gas 
and still more to minimize as far as possible the tendency 
of the arc to leave its central position. This tendency was 
one of the main experimental difficulties of the work 
Considerable care and patience had to be exercised before 
a satisfactory set of readings could be cbtained, because 
lack of centrality was often a matter of degree only. If the 
discharge shifted—as it frequently did—to one side of the 
carbon, this was immediately apparent without looking at 
the are, as the gauge readings dropped instantly. But when 
it was nearly central, it was quite possible to mistake the 
appreciable reading which was obtained for the maximum 
reading which would have resulted from perfect centrality. 
In all cases of doubt the are was adjusted and kept burning 
for some time, and the maximum gauge reading during this 
period was the one recorded. 

For small currents and large holes, however, the incan- 
descent patch of light on the anode was smaller than the hole 
itself, and it is doubtful how far the readings then are 
quantitatively valuable except for purposes of comparison. 
For the cathode with any hole buta small one this was always 
the case, and the readings were most variable and uncertain. 

Another experimental difficulty was “hissing,” which 
considerably restricted the scope of the observational work. 
It was particularly noticeable with post-war carbons. When 
the arc was hissing, the luminous patch on the anode was 
quivering and travelling about, with the result that the 
effective pressure was greatly reduced on that electrode 
owing to the departure from centrality, if from no other 
cause as well. On the other hand, hissing caused the 
cathode pressure, which was generally negative for a large 
hole, to become positive. 

It might also be mentioned that to obtain consistent 
readings for such minute pressures, precautions had to be 
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taken to eliminate disturbances due to heating effects in the 
tubes leading to the gauge. These had to be kept strictly 
horizontal, close together, and screened with the gauge from 
the are by asbestos sheets. 

For the observation and measurement of some of the 
residual pressures at low currents, the gauge referred to 
above was not sensitive enough, and a Fry diaphragm 
gauge (Phil. Mag. vol. xxv. 6th ser. p. 494) was substituted 
for it. This was used in two grades of sensitivity: 1n one 
case the sensitivity was ‘0076 dyne per mm. scale deflexion, 
and in the other ‘0205 dyne per mm. It may be noted 
that in no case, except with the new undenuded carbons, 
were pressures recorded so high as the value 1 to 2 mm. 
of water which Dewar quotes for an anode in his paper. 
Nevertheless, for the size of the hole used the signs of the 
effects are in agreement with those of Dewar—namely, a 
positive residual pressure at the anode and a pressure which 
was usually negative at the cathode. 

Before considering theoretical explanations of these effects, 
two tests were applied :— 

(a) A reading was taken with a denuded carbon. The 
current was then greatly increased for a few minutes, after 
which it was reduced again to its previous value and the 
reading immediately repeated. The absence of any change 
was taken to indicate that the reading was uninfluenced by 
the evolution of gas. There was no evidence of such evolu- 
tion in any of the results given below, though naturally 
those taken with carbons of wide bore are less susceptible 
to this effect. But it should be mentioned that, particularly 
in the case of the anode, afresh surface at the end of the hole 
is continually being exposed by the eating away of the 
electrode, and if this effect extends up the hole for even a 
short distance the evolution of gas may never be negligible. 
Whatever may be said, therefore, as to the true magnitude 
of the residual positive pressures—and this is discussed 
further below—there is every reason to suppose that the 
negative pressure often observed at the cathode is a true 
effect uninfluenced by evolution of occluded gases (see also 
below). -It may be noted that the above remarks do not 
apply to the evolution of carbon vapour in the hole; this can 
produce no permanent pressure on the gauge. 

(6) The possible influence of convection currents in the 
are was studied. It was found that for a given current and 
length of arc the pressure reading was not affected by placing 
a plate of fused silica just over or just under the arc, though 
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a profound modification of the convection current must have 
been brought about by this means. Again, the carbons were 
enclosed in a horizontal quartz tube 1} in. in diameter and 
closed at one end. Readings under these conditions were 
very difficult to obtain, and it was almost impossible to 
maintain a silent ceutral burning arc. But, so far as they 
went, they gave no evidence of modification as a result of 
the prevention of convection by the tube. 

These results are consistent with the view that the pres- 
sures have their origin in the arc itself, and arise from ionic 
streams giving rise to a residual wind-pressure. HEvidence 
as to the particular region or regions in the are in which 
this wind is generated can be deduced from a study of the 
variation of pressure witu length of are at constant current. 
For this purpose the following observations were made. 
It is convenient to deal with the anode and cathode results 
separately. 

Anode pressure. 

Values of pressure and length of are for various currents 
with holes of different sizes were obtained. For reasons 
which will be clear later, only those for a hole of diameter 
1°5 mm. are inserted in this account, and these are shown 
graphically in curves IIT. 

It will be seen that fluctuations of considerable magnitude 
occur ; these could be traced to slight departures from true 
centreing on the hole of the luminous patch on the electrode. 
In fact, the readings are so sensitive to this that much work 
was necessary before we were assured that results such as 
are given there represent the facts. 

With each observation great care was taken that the 
luminous patch was centred as perfectly as possible. This 
was easy with short ares, but with long ones burnt in the 
ordinary way there was a marked lack of centrality—due 
no doubt to ‘the action of convection currents on the flame, 
-as the are was horizontal; but by holding a quartz plate 
horizontally just over the are, it was found that the patch 
could be brought back on to the hole, and “central” 
readings for all lengths of are were thus obtained. 

Curves III. show that the pressure at the ancde is practi- 
cally, if not wholly, independent of the length of the are, 
the apparent slope of two of the lines being not more than 
might be attributed to experimental errors. 

This result strongly suggests ee the pressure originates 
in the region quite close to. — anode itself, and experiments 
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with different sizes of hole and current afford additional 

support for this view. Readings were obtained for holes 

Curves ILI. 
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up to 5 mm. in diameter, and it was found that the pressure 
decreased as the hole was made larger. Now there are 
three possible causes for this effect, namely :— 

(1) If the pressure is set up by evolved gas, its effect will 
be reduced by the reduction in constriction. 

(2) If the pressure reaches a maximum at the centre of 
the incandescent patch and falls off towards its cireum- 
ference, the average pressure over a large hole will be less 
than over a small one when properly centred. 

(3) If the origin of the pressure lies in a layer quite close 
to the electrode, as the pressure-are length curves suggest, 
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the true pressure at the surface of the electrode will only be 
recorded by using a hole which is smal] compared with the 
thickness of this layer. ; 

The evidence given above is definitely against (J). Our 
experiinents furnish no evidence for or against (2), whereas 
‘ can be shown that they give strong quantitative support 
or (3). 
The experimental troubles brought about by the constric- 

tion due to a fine hole place a lower limit on the diameter 
which can be successfully used, and, except in a few cases 
(when the pressure rose still higher), no hole of diameter 
less than 1°7 mm. has been experimented with—a length 
which is almost certainly enormously greater than the 
liickness of the pressure layer. 
Given, however, that the pressure-producing layer is very 

thin and that the current density at the luminous patch is 
independent of the size of the hole, it is easy to see that the 
pressure observed at a relatively large hole at the centre of 
the patch is approximately proportional to the circumference 
of the hole at which the pressure is communicated and 
inversely proportional to the area of the hole. In other 
words, we might expect on hypothesis (3) that the observed 
pressure will be approximately inversely proportional to the 
diameter of the hole. When the hole is comparable in size 
with the luminous patch, it is impossible to obtain true cen- 
trality of hole, but it is reasonable to extend the argument 
to the case of a displaced hole, provided the conditions are 
similar for all the holes used. An analysis of the following 
results for different currents and sizes of hele substantially 
verify the hypothesis. 

In every case, whatever the size of the hole, an increase 
of current is accompanied by an increase of pressure at the 
anode. Typical results are shown in curves LV. The values 
of size of hole and length of are applying to curves A, B, 
and C are given on the graph. 

Graph D is the only line passing through the origin. 
The readings for this were taken under conditions in which 
the greatest care was observed in ensuring centrality of the 
arc, the hole being always smaller than the Juminous patch 
so that this was possible. In curves A, B, and C, on the 
other hand (except perhaps at the largest currents), the hole 
was always larger than the luminous patch and the centreing 
consequently not perfect. 

The conditions of centreing were, however, sufficiently 
similar to enable us to use the three curves, A, B, and © 
(as well as others which for sake of clearness are not 
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included in the graph), to test the above relationship. 
The results are shown in Table I. for three values of current, 
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the test of the hypothesis lying in the values of the product 
of the diameter of hole and the pressure observed, given in 

each vertical column :— 

TaBue I. 
Diameter X manometer reading. 

—_— ee eS — 

Diameter of Current Current Current 
hole in mm, 7-5 amps, 10°5 amps. 14°5 amps. 

EYE 23 52 85 
2°3 28 53 82 

30 25 48 72 

40 32 55 89 

50 3d 59 96 
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If we omit the results for the 5-mm. hole, it will be seen 
that the values of the product in each vertical column are 
reasonably constant considering the difficulties of obtaining 
reliable results for comparison. The increase in the value 
of the product for the larger holes is also not unexpected, 
because such a hole reduces appreciably the effective area 
of the electrode and causes an increase in the current 
density which is not allowed for. In our opinion, there- 
fore, there is strong qualitative and quantitative evidence 
for the view that the Dewar pressure at the anode is due 
to a negative space-charge in a layer of gas very close to 
the electrode itself. 

With regard to graph D, some of the points on it are 
taken om those in curves ITI., selecting a value of arc- 
length of 1:4 mm.; the other ‘points included are from 
similar pressure arc-length results not plotted in curves IIT. 

It seems quite clear, then, that for a truly central are, 
as given by curve D, the current and anode pressure are 
proportional. Under other conditions the readings are too 
low, due to the fact that the true average pressure at the 
luminous patch is not felt at the hole. At low currents 
and large holes it was found, indeed, that for a non-central 
arc the pressure was in some cases actually reversed. 
This effect, which in all cases was very minute, is referred 
to again below. 

Cathode pressure. 

Quantitative work at the cathode is almost impossible, 
owing to the fact that the luminous patch is much smaller 
and will rarely remain centred on a small hole in the 
electrode long enough to obtain readings which are definite 
except in sign. It is si imple to obtain readings of a sort 
with ares which are not quite central on the cathode; and in 
order that they may be correlated with similar curves for 
the anode they are given in curves V. 

For large currents in all these non-central cases the 
pressures were negative. In the case of the large holes 
the luminous patch wes sometimes seen to be actuaily 
playing right inside the hole at a point on its wall. In the 
case of the small holes the spot was about half on and 
half otf the hole. With small currents the pressures were 
often but not always reversed in sign, but were so irregular 
that it is impossible to include them in any graph. 
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Finally, careful readings were taken with a hole of 
15 mm. diameter, selecting only the rare occasions on 
which the are was really central. In every such case a 

Curves V. 
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relatively large positive pressure was recorded. ‘This result 
was confirmed by a few readings taken with a smaller hoie 
1-1 mm, in diameter. The order of magnitude of the effect 
is given by the results shown in Table IL., though the spot 
rarely remained central long enough to ensure that the 
gauge had filled up to the full pressure at the mouth of 
the hole :— 
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TaBe II, 

Cathode = 0°9 cm. diam. Cathode = 0°9 cm. diam. 
Holes — 0glbicmeaas Hole’) =(0:}cmaaare 

pw ee | ee — 

Pressure Pressure 
Are-length Currentin indynes | Are-length Currentin in dynes 

in mm. amperes. persq.cm. | in mm. amperes. per Sq.cm. 

— 13°5 6°9 70 13°5 24-7 

70 17-0 132 

1:3 17:0 186 50 Ike 57 

60 19°5 31:8 

For this reason it was not found possible to obtain any 
definite relationship between are-length and pressure or 
between current and pressure, and so to rule out evolution 
of gas as the cause of the pressures, as was possible for the 
anode. But the experiments at least afford no evidence of 
regular variation of pressure with arc-length; and as the 
temperature is lower and the current more concentrated at 
the cathode than at the anode, there is now still more reason 
than in the case of the anode to suppose that we are dealing 
with the effects of space-charge near the electrode and not 
with those of gas evolution. 

It is clear that with the large holes used by Dewar he 
did not observe the positive cathode pressure of a perfectly 
central arc, but was dealing with negative pressures similar 
to those shown in curves V. Comparison of these with the 
anode results under similar conditions show that in agree- 
ment with him the cathode negative pressures are smaller 
than the anode positive pressures, though the difference in 
magnitude is perhaps not so great as his remarks suggest. 
He did not state, however, what range of current he was 
using, and the fact that the luminous patch takes up a more 
or less central position on the anode more readily than on 
the cathode may well have led to an under estimate by him 
of the cathode pressure. 

Anode and Cathode together. 

Lastly, some attempts were made to measure the total 
difference of pressure between the electrodes by connecting 
the two carbons to opposite sides of the gauge at the same 
time. The purpose of these measurements was partly to 
check the previous results, but mainly to obtain readings 
from which the effects of convection were eliminated. But 
the difficulties of hissing and of obtaining centrality of are 
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at both carbons at the same time made quantitative study 
quite impossible. The readings, such as they were, were 
consistent with the results obtained separately on each pole, 
and, taken in conjunction with the experiments on con- 
vection referred to above, support the view that this plays 
no fundamental part in the phenomena. 

The fact that there is no excess of ions of one sign in the 
body of the are was confirmed during the progress of 
the above investigations by some experiments which were 
carried out to detect the lateral loss of momentum, which 
will, in general, take place when an unbalanced ionic stream 
crosses the are. With short arcs and flat poles of relatively 
large area this can, in any case, certainly be regarded as 
very small in amount. But its presence might be detected 
if it could be accentuated by increasing the arc-length and 
decreasing the pole diameter. Accordingly, the arc was 
struck inside a quariz tube of 14 inches diameter, the 
earbons lying along the axis of the tube. The anode was 
solid, and was filed down to a diameter of 0:7 cm, and was 
made pointed. The anode end of the quartz tube was closed 
except for an opening to the pressure-gauge ; the cathode 
end was open to the air. 

Under these circumstances with the longer arcs that are 
possible in such a narrow tube, if there were an electric 
wind in the are from cathode to anode, a large fraction of 
its momentum would be transmitted laterally to the air in 
the quartz tube. This should lead to an excess pressure 
around the carbon at the anode end of the tube. Assuming 
all the momentum to be so transmitted, this pressure would 
be the Dewar pressure, reduced, however, in the ratio of the 
current-receiving area of the anode to the area of the quartz 
tube. This ratio was of the order of 0-03 for 20 amperes. 

Definite results were difficult to obtain, partly owing to 
hissing and partly to the great generation of heat. In some 
cases with a current of about 20 amperes a deflexion of from 
2 to 4 mm. of scale was obtained with the diaphragm gauge 
in its most sensitive form—7. e., ‘0076 dyne per mm. 
Between large electrodes giving no sideway loss this is 
equivalent to a Dewar pressure of not more than 1-1 dynes 
em.” for 20 amperes. But as it was independent of the 
direction of the current, it 1s reasonable to attribute it not to 
wind, but to a slight change in density of the air in the 
tube leading to the ¢ gauge, owing to its proximity to the are 
and the hot quartz tube. 

This therefore indirectly confirms the view that the 

Dewar pressure does not originate from wind-producing ions 
moving in the main body of ‘the are. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec. 1921. 358 

ee 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

The above experiments show most clearly that the body of 
the arc possesses no net charge, and that this statement 
holds to within a very short distance from the anode and 
probably—though on this point the evidence is not so- 
definite—from the cathode as well. 

Compared with any slope of potential method of in- 
vestigating space-charge distribution in the arc, the wind- 
pressure method is extraordinarily sensitive. In the body 
of the arc, therefore, the balance between the two ionic 
streams is perfectly maintained. 

If the negative ions are electrons, the ratio of their 
mobility to that of the positive ions is presumably at least 
500; so that, except close to the electrodes, the current 
carried by positive ions cannot be more than one-fifth per 
cent. of the total. If, however, any of the negative ions are 
of atomic magnitude, this percentage is too low. 

The view that the are is in a highly dissociated state 1s 
therefore confirmed. Production and recombination of ions 
is continually taking place, and the ions in drifting to the 
electrodes under the influence of the field give rise to space- 
charges near the electrodes. It has been shown above that 
the pressure observed at the anode is in quantitative agree- 
ment with the view that it is produced by the motion of a 
space-charge of negative ions in a thin layer close to the 
electrode ;_ but the data are not sufficient to give the 
magnitude of the charge or the thickness of the layer in 
which it is appreciable. We may, however, make a rough 
cuess if we take a current of 10 amperes and assume 
the anode pressure at an infinitesimal hole to be, let us say, 
00 dynes/sq. cm. (or five times that observed at the smallest 
hole used). If we further assume the current to be carried 
entirely by negative ions of mobility 10,000 cm./sec./volt/em., 
it may be shown from the wind-pressure formula that the 
thickness is 107-? cm. The thickness would be far less if 
the negative ions in the are are vf molecular and not elec- 
tronic magnitude. On the other hand, the presence of 
positive ious taking part in the flow of the current would 
increase the estimated thickness. 

Taat some positive ions are present at the anode surface 
is almost certain on thermionic grounds. Also they afford 
a simple explanation of the small reversed readings, referred 
to above and obtained in some cases with a displaced are. 
The region outside the luminous area where the main 
current arises is red-hot, and is therefore presumably emitting 
positive ions. If these form an unbalanced stream of positive 
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ions travelling right across the are and carrying a current 
of less than a microampere, a reversed pressure of the 
required magnitude would be set up. If, as is more likely, | 
they travel a shorter distance and then become merged in 
the body of the are and balanced there by negatives, the 
current “they must carry would be larger, but Sail cna 
compared with the total current in the are. 

At the cathode the pressure effects appear to be roughly 
similar to those at the anode, though much more erratic. 
When the luminous patch rea ily covers the nole, the pressure 
is positive and may be quite large ; but if the patch is. off 
the centre—either playing on the wall of the hole in the 
ease of a small patch, or partly on and partly off in the case 
of a large one,—the pressure becomes negative 

This suggests that, as at the anode, there is a space-charge 
(in this case positive) at the luminous spot itself; while from 
the hot carbon around it, negative thermions are emitted 
which travel for an appreciable distance before ceasing to 
produce suction by their drag on the gas. 

This drag, if it exists, 1s not to be confounded with the 
drag which would result from the slowing-down of electrons 
emitted at’ high speeds from the cathode, as postulated by 
Duiheld. The latter, even if it could appreciably affect the 
manometer, would not give a suction anything like large 
enough. ‘The drag here referred to is the steady pull of the 
field upon unbalanced ions, and may be quite large. 

Bat speculation on this point is the less necessary, as it 
has no effect on the main conclusions of the work. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) By a wind-pressure method it has been shown to a 
degree of accuracy unobtainable by potential slope methods 
that the body of the are at atmospheric pressure contains 
no net space-charge, and that therefore the proportion of 
the currents carried by the two signs of ion is that of their 
respective mobilities. : 

(2) An excess hydrostatic pressure is set up at the anode 
by the motion of an unbalanced space-charge of negative 
jons in a very thin layer close to the anode. The results 
indicate that this pressure is proportional to the current 
carried by the are 

(3) The distribution of pressure in the neighbourhood of 
the cathode is much more complicated, being sometimes 
positive and sometimes negative. The conditions under 
which given results are obtained are discussed, and a tenta- 
tive explanation in terms of space- -charge suggested. 

oS 



CII. On the Forces acting upon the Poles of the Electric Are. 
By Professor A. M. TynpaLu*. 

ie the preceding paper by Mr. H. E. G. Beer and the author 
it is shown that the hydrostatic pressure at the poles of 

the electric are, first observed by Dewar, may be regarded as 
arising from an electric wind set up by the motion of space 
charges in the vicinity of the electrodes ; and, further, that as 
the main body of the are contributes practically nothing to 
the wind, it must contain practically equal quantities of each 
sign of ion per cubic centimetre at all points. 

Reference is also made to the work of Duffield, Burnham, 
and Davis, who observed the existence of a mechanical 
‘pressure on each pole of the are tending to thrust them 
apart. In looking for the cause of this pressure, Duffield 
rules out all motion of ions which arises from the electro- 
static forces within the are ; and adopting Pollock’s view of 
the projection of high-speed electrons from the cathode, he 
regards the pressure on the cathode as representing the recoil 
of this projection, while that on the anode is due to the trans- 
ference of the momentum of the electrons to it either directly 
by the electrons themselves or indirectly by its communication 
to the gas as drag. 

It seems to the author it 1s not legitimate to rule out 
entirely the effects of tie electrostatic forces within the are, 
and that it is desirable to re-examine the theoretical basis 
of the Duffield effect in the light of the further information 
which the study of the Dewar hydrostatic pressure has 
provided. 
When an ion moves viscously anywhere in a gas between 

two electrodes, it receives momentum from the electric field 
and simultaneously hands it on to the gas, while the electrodes 
experience reaction equal and opposite to the foree acting on 
the ion. 

Tf the electrodes are so large and so near one another that 
there is no appreciable loss of momentum from the gas 
between them to that outside, the momentum in the gas will 
be passed back to the electrodes and will be exactly equal 
and opposite to that which they receive from the electrical 
reaction. This is, however, only general when the forces on 
both electrodes are taken together. 

Before a similar general statement is possible for the 

elecirodes taken separately, one special condition must 
obtain—namely that of symmetry. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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Take the case of discharge between two large parallel 
electrodes A and C close together (that is virtually between 
two infinite parallel plates). Let the dotted line B represent 
a thin uniform sheet of negative ions which has started at 
the cathode C and is on its way to the anode A. Let the 
initial pressure of the gas between A and C be ‘‘ p,” and a 
the conditions be such that the field between A and C 
sensibly uniform; also assume the motion of B to be ne 
1. e. steady on the average. The drag of B on the gas is 
constant and calls into existence a aaa difference of , 
pressure p,—p, between AB and BC, due to the transfer- 
ence of a small amount of gas from right to left through B. 

Fig, 1. 

A Bane 

' Pe, ae 

P 
Since the electrodes are large and the distance AC short, 
there'is no eddying, and the momentum of the drag is passed 
straight on to that of static pressure without any appreciable 
amount taking the form of motion of gas in the process. 

At the beginning of B’s journey close to C, p, will be 
equal to p, and the whole change in static pressure will 
oceur in py. Hence C will feel the whole of B’s drag as a 
suction, while A will be unaftected. 

As B travels across , Pr rises above p while pg < approaches p 
until, when B is cogs to A, po=pand the whole change of 
static pressure occurs in p,. The momentum imparted to 
the gas is thus returned wholly to C at the start and wholly 
to A at the finish, and divided between A and C in varying 
proportions on the j journey. But the process is sy mmetr ical, 
and, if the whole journey is taken into account, it will be seen 
that half the drag momentum is received by A and half by Q, 
the resultant force on each being directed towards the left. 
As, moreover, half the drag is also felt by A as electrical 
reaction and ine other half by ©, these being forces directed 
towards the right, it follows dhe A and C will be separate ly 
in equilibrium when the whole journey of the ions 1s con- 
sidered. This argument holds equally when the discharge 

oD 

takes the form of a constant current between A and C. 
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If the diameters of A and C are not infinite compared with 
the distance between them, it will still be true that the whole 
drag is taken by C at the start and by A at the finish during 
those stazes of the motion when the distance from B to either 
electrode is still very small. But in the main region between 
them the direct effect of the drag will be to set the gas in 
motion; and it is only after this motion has been transformed 
into static pressures and suctions that the electrodes receive 
back their shares of the drag momentum. None the less, so 
long as the motion of the gas is not excessive, that is to say 
sO long as it is viscous, the process will be symmetrical and 
the electrodes will each end by receiving half the total 
momentum. In this case also, therefore, the electrodes will 
be separately in equilibrium when the whole j journey is taken 
into account. 

But now let us consider the effect of a dissymmetry in the 
form of the electrodes. 

If © is of wire gauze and A is continuous, the electrical 
reactions are unaltered, but the plate now receives nearly 
the whole momentum from the gas, because gas can flow in 
through C-+behind the layer B as it moves forward. The 
electrodes are therefore in this case thrust apart by equal 
and opposite momenta. If C is continuous and A of wire 
gauze, the electrodes will be thrust towards one another. 
Or if the electrodes are of very different sizes, the balance of 
forces at each separately will be upset. The case of the 
electric windmill is well known. Also when a fine point 
discharges against a large pi ite delicately suspended, the 
plate moves towards or aw “y from the point according as it 
is or is not perforated to allow the wind to pass through it. 
It appears, therefore, that only when complete symmetry in 
all the discharge conditions is present can it be said with 
certainty that each electrode separately will be in equilibrium 
in respect of the viscous motion of ions between them. 

But when the ions are accelerating under the force of the 
field, symmetry is generally lost and the electrodes are no 
longer separately in equilibrium. Two cases of this type 
which bear on the present discussion are referred to below—- 
the starting from rest of an ion which later reaches the steady 
state of viscous motion, and the projection of ions from 
one electrode to the other without perceptible drag on the 
gas. 

Given the correctness of Pollock’s view of high-speed 
electrons projected from the cathode with a velocity of 
1:4 10° cm. per sec., Duffield deduces that they must carry 
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one-half of the current in the arc. The absence of wind- 
pressure in the body of the are makes it impossible to suppose 
that the remainder is carried by positive ions. A further 
supply of relatively low-speed ions must therefore be available 
for the purpose. Tor the same reason, these low-speed ions 
must be associated with a positive space-charge equal and 
epposite to their own ; otherwise the drag on the gas would 
be enormous—some thousands of dynes per sq. cm. for an 
are-length of 1 em. 

fon) 

This positive charge is doubtless brought into sone and 
held there by its attraction for the negative ions, from which 
it follows that the high-speed electrons in shooting across 
the are will also be associated with an equal and opposite 
space-charge. 

Now, in order to produce a Duffield effect, it would appear 
that these electrons must retain their original momentum in 
travelling across the are ; because, if they exert any drag on 
the gas, ‘they will very rapidly be pulled up quite close to 
the ode. thereby setting up a suction there which will 
balance the recoil of the electrode and so reduce the Duffield 
effect to zero. 

On the projected electron view, the are will ihe be 
traversed by four sets of ions—the slow-moving negatives N, 
with their compensating positives M,, and the Eobspecd 
electrons N, with their positives M,. Of these, N, alone 
do not drag the gas—a condition which is very difficult to 
reconcile with thie absence of wind in the body of the arc ; 
for absence of wind implies that, while the proportion of N, 
to N, is purely accidental, the space-charges of M, and M, 
together are equal to the space-charge of N, alone, th ough 
the value of M, is determined only by Ny, and th ah of M, 
by No. 

It is, of course, easy to understand how the drags of Ny, 
and M, may neutralize one another, since their mutual 
attractions tend to equalize their space-charges; but on 
that view .we should expect to find a wind due to M, 
blowing from anode to cathode. The drag of this wind 
for an are 1 cm. long is given by the product of the field 
in the body of the are and the ratio of the current carried 
by the projected electrons to their velocity. Taking a field 
of 25 volts per cm., a current of 10 amperes, and a velocity 
of 1:4x10® cm. per sec., this gives a ‘slope of pressure 
of 89 dynes per cm. of arc-length directed towards 
the cathode. One half of this, or 4°4 dynes, would be 
observed on the gauge attached as it was in the wind- 
pressure measurements, viz. with one limb to the electrode 
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and the other to the open air; and curves giving the 
variation of hydrostatic pressure at, say, the anode with 
length of are should therefore dip by that amount as the 
are-length increases. | 

But this is a pressure which would have been readily 
observed if it had been present; whereas the pressure- 
distance curves given in curve III. of the previous paper 
show no sign of it, and in fact slope, if anything, in the 
opposite direction. 

This result is, moreover, consistent with other evidence 
militating against the view that electrons of speed of the 
order of 10° em. per second would shoot across the are 
without exerting an appreciable drag. This velocity is 
considerably below that at which an electron is usually 
regarded as acquiring an abnormal free path. Also, Campbell 
Swinton failed to detect in the arc electrons sufficient energy 
to penetrate an aluminium sheet of thickness 0°:0026 mm., 
which, taking Whiddington’s constants for @-rays, is equi- 
valent to 0°094 mm. of air. The author is indebted to 
Mr. E.G. Hill, M.Sc., for carrying out a somewhat allied 
experiment on ions from a very fine point and from a white- 
hot loop in point-plane discharge. Any projected electrons 
must under these conditions be subjected at the point to the 
action of a very high accelerating field, which would pre- 
sumably increase their range. He failed, however, with 
‘hese sources to find ions of sufficient energy to penetrate 
oil of this thickness, even when the potential of the point or 
loop was 10,000 volts and the discharge-gap only a few milli- 
metres. Nor was any effect obtained down to a pressure of 
2 mm. of mercury. 

Lastly, Pollock’s argument that the forward E.M.F. of 
6 volts which, according to Duddell*, exists at the cathode 
faee must lead to the projection of electrons, is not above 
question. 

Pollock neglected the opposing potential step which this 
H.M.F. would set up; yet, if the two were equal, the electrons 
would leave the cathode with no excess momentum. It is 
true that after leaving the cathode the electrons have to pass 
through what is presumably the cathode dark space, where 
they encounter a further step of 11:7 voltsf, in which, if they 
have a free fall, they will acquire a speed of about 2x 108 
or 1'4 times that calculated by Pollock. The following 
argument shows that this might also give rise to a Duffield 
effect. 

* Duddell, Phil. Trans. vol. 203. A. p. 382. 
+ Duddell, loc. cit. 
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Take the above figure, and let B now represent a layer of 
positive electricity giving rise to the cathode dark space. 
All electrons passing from C to B will be urged forward 
with a force P, half of which is produced by the charge 
on B and half by that on C. C therefore feels a direct 
backward thrust of }P,and as the attraction of the electrons 
for B urges B towards C, a hydrostatic pressure of $P will 
also be felt by C. The net effect is that C feels the full 
recoil of the momentum imparted to the electron with the 
same result, though not by the same mechanism, as if 
the electron had been projected from C by forces with 
C’s surface. As before, this recoil will be balanced by a 
suction if the electrons rapidly lose their momentum on 
leaving the dark space, with the result that no Duffield 
pressure will be thereby produced. But it will be un- 
balanced if they shoot across the are without drag. Taking 
Duffield’s calculation but substituting the drop of 11°6 volts 
in the dark space for the 6°1 volts at the cathode face, 
one obtains for the current carried by these high-speed 
electrons one-third of the total current instead of a half. 
The corresponding pressure-slope set up by the compensating 
positive ions will be 5°9 dynes per ecm. instead of 8°9, a 
quantity which would have been also readily detected in 
the wind-pressure experiments had it been present. 

In the opinion, therefore, of the author the theory of 
electrons projected across the are either from the cathode 
itself or from its immediate neighbourhood is not in accord- 
ance with other experimental data. 

On the other hand, if the effects of viscously moving ions 
are not necessarily ruled out in looking for an explanation 
of the Duffield effect, there seem to be possibilities therein 
which, though not affording a theory that is above reproach, 
are at least worth putting on record. ‘The argument is as 
follows. 

In « symmetrical field it will be a condition of symmetry 
that the drag of the ion on the gas shall be everywhere 
equal to the force with which the field drives the ion. 

But in the act of starting from rest close to one of the 
electrodes, that drag of an ion on the gas is smaller than 
the driving force, owing to its lower speed ; its suction on 
the electrode it is leaving is therefore proportionately 
reduced. It follows that every ion which starts ifs motion 
in the gas close to an electrode gives rise to an effect which 
is equivalent to an unbalanced backward thrust on this 
electrode, the momentum supplied by this thrust being 
equal and opposite to that received by the ions. 
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At the other end of its path each ion imparts this momentum 
to the electrode in coming to rest, and the latter is therefore 
also thrust back, the forces on the two electrodes being thus 
equal but opposite in direction. 

Hence, in so far as a horizontal are may be regarded as 
symme strical, we should expect its carbons to be thrust apart 
with forces which are equal both to one another and to the 
sum of the momenta imparted per second to the ions starting 
at the two electrodes ; this is on the assumption (justified 
by the present experiments) that the amount of lateral loss 
of momentum from the arc to the surrounding air is 
inappreciable. 

The above applies to the case of ions which start from rest 
in the gas; but the conclusion is the same if they have been 
projected with high velocity from the electrode and have 
then slowed down near the latter to the steady velocity of 
viscous motion ; for the recoil felt by the electrode is now 
in excess of the suction due to the slowing down, and by an 
amount which is equal to the momentum left in the ions. 

It thus seems to be generally true that, provided the ions 
reach the velocity of viscous motion close to the electrode 
from which they start, the two electrodes will be thrust 
apart by forces equal to the momentum put into the ions 
per second in reaching that velocity. 
Now we may obtain some idea of the magnitude of these 

forces by applying Langevin’s original formula for the 
mobility ‘of an ion. In this the average velocity “v” of 
ions moving viscously in a field of intensity “X” is 
given by 

Ca 

(oe ay 

where m is the mass of the ion, and > its mean free path 
and U its velocity of molecular agitation. 

In estimating the mean free path we may follow Welsch. 
who found an expression for the influence of the charge on 
the ion on its mean free path. Accor aie ) ae 

P Wr aany/ 14 a (1 
mu" 

omel 4! 
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where 

Re = 

nis the number of molecules per c.c., ‘‘u” their velocity of 
molecular agitation, M and m the mass of molecule and ion 
respectively, o the sum of the radii of molecule and jon,’ 
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and K the dielectric constant of the gas. ‘The term inside 
the bracket represents the effect of the charge upcn the 
mean free path. | 

Wellisch showed that, given that the ion is a single 
molecule, the formula is in agreement with the experi- 
mental values of mobility obtained at ordinary temperatures. 
In applying it to the case of the are at a temperature of, let 
us say, 3500° C., certain approximations are necessary. We 
may assume the arc to be filled with carbon vapour, for 
which, however, K and @ are unknown. K may be taken 
to be proportional to density but otherwise independent 
of temperature ; o may be corrected for temperature by 

Sutherland’s formula, a (1 + 7): 

Two sets of calculations are included, the first using the 
values of K and o for the diatomic gas oxygen and the other 
for the monatomic gas helium. The other constants are 
known for carbon, and are therefore the same in both 
calculations. In each case the values of X are worked out 
(1) assuming the ion to be a carbon atom, (2) assuming it 
to be an electron. 

The table shows the corresponding values for i. 

(K—1)x 10°. mM. Orc. CIOS 

eli ierssce Maas 3 59 carbon atom. 31 96 

T4 do. 1°86 AG 

23) Cielo eRe 59 electron, 15 92 

v4 do. 0:93 35 

Y : p Now, the number of grammes leaving one of the electrodes 
ie a ein ete: 

per second is eh where “2” is that part of the current 

carried by the ions starting at that electrode. Hence 

the force on that electrode due to them is P=”. y =i X. 
e U 

If the carriers are electrons, the fact that there is no 
appreciable wind from the body of the arc, i.e. that the 
space-charges of positive and negative electricity in it are 
equal, requires that the current carried by positive ions 
shall be to that carried by negative ions in the proportion 
of their respective mobilities. In other words, the negative 
ions will carry practically the whole current in the are. On 
the other hand, if the carriers are molecules the mobilities 
will be roughly the same for each sign. In either case we 
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shall obtain approximately the total force on either electrode 
if “7” in the above expression stands for the total current 
in the are. This gives for a current of 10 amperes and a 
field of 25 volts per em. in the body of the arc the following 
values for P :-— 

_ For electrons : P = either 0:006 dyne 
or 0-020 45 = 

For carbon atoms: P = either 0°87 dyne 
Ore 2:34 aes 

Now, the Duffield effect for the same current is about 
2 dynes, which is of the same order of magnitude as those 
obtained as above on the assumption that the negative ion 
is a single charged molecule. 

The weak point of the argument is, of course, the fact 
that in flames and in the air drawn from the neighbourhood 
of the arc, mobility measurements show that the negative ions 
must be electrons and not molecules. But it is perhaps 
possible that the nearly saturated state of the carbon vapour 
in the are makes the ions, so long as they remain in the 
vapour, more complex than is generally supposed. 

Should the theory of negatively charged atoms be con- 
sidered untenable, there is another possibility. It is seen 
that electrons moving viscously with a mobility given by 
the formula cannot account for more than a fraction per 
cent. of the Duffield effect. But little is known of the 
conditions obtaining in the are, and it is quite conceivable 
that the mobility formula used breaks down entirely at the 
high temperature of the. arc, and that the mobility of 
electrons at that temperature is far greater than measure- 
ments at ordinary temperatures and in flames would lead 

one to expect. The formula P=— can be used to 

determine at what average speed electrons would have 
to move in order to give rise to a Duffield effect of 2 dynes. 
The value is 1°5x 10° em./sec./volt/em. The maximum 
value of mobility recorded for flames is 13,000 obtained by 
Gold at 1800° C., which is about double the value (6000) 
given by Wellisch’s formula at that temperature. Whether 
this is an indication of.a deviation from the formula is, how- 
ever, doubtful. 

The position, therefore, may be summed up as follows :— 
(1) Duffield’s explanation of the mechanical pressure he 

observed breaks down. 
(2) A pressure of the order of magnitude observed would 
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exist (a) if the negative ions in the are are charged atoms 
moving with a mobility given by the recognized mobility 
formula of Wellisch, or (>) if the negative ions are electrons 
moving with a mobility of 1:5 x 10° cm./sec /volt/em., a value 
far in excess of that to be expected from measurements at 
lower temperatures. 

That there are objections to both theories there is no 
doubt ; but the matter can only be definitely settled when a 
method is devised for measuring the mobility of the negative 
ions while they remain in the arc itself. 

CIV. Ona Theory of the Striated Discharge. 
By Sir J. J. THomson, O.M., FRS.* 

()' the many and varied phenomena connected with the 
Discharge of Electricity through Gases, few are more 

striking than the regular and rhythmic alternations in 
luminosity in the positive column called striations. These 
have been the subject of many investigations, and some idea 
of their beauty and variety can be got from the excellent 
plates given by De la Rue and Miiller in a series of papers 
in the ‘ Philosophical Transactions’ beginning 1878, Pt. 1. 
The alternations in luminosity along the discharge are 
accompanied by alternations in the electric force, and an 
explanation of the alternations in the force would go far 
in explaining the alternations in luminosity. 

I gave in my ‘ Discharge of Hlectricity through Gases ’ 
reasons why there should be alternations in the electric 
force. The object of this paper is to endeavour to reduce 
these general considerations to a definite mathematical form 
and to see whether they lead to results which are in accord- 
ance with experience. 

‘the differential equations which represent the variations 
of the electric force along the discharge are not linear, and 
are so intractable that solutions have only been obtained for 
special cases. This is so even when there is only one kind 
of positive and one kind of negative ion and when the 
pressure of the gas is so high that the velocities of the ions 
at any point may be taken as proportional to the electric 
force at that point. The conditions are even more com- 
plicated when the pressure of the gas is as low as that in the 
striated discharge, when the mean free path of an electron 
is several millimetres, and when its velocity at any point 
will depend not merely upon the electric force at that 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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point but also upon the magnitude of the forces acting upon 

the electron for some distance before it reaches the point. 

It is necessary, therefore, to make some simplifications in 
the conditions. I shall suppose that at these low pressures - 
the negative ions are electrons, and that in consequence of 
their great mobility as compared with that of the positive 
ions, the current is carried by the electrons. This assump- 
tion makes a great simplification in the equations which 
represent the distribution of the electric force. 

The case we shall consider is that when the discharge 
passes between two parallel plates at right angles to the axis 
of « so that the electric force X is everywhere parallel to x 
and depends only upon this co-ordinate. Let m and p be 
respectively the number of electrons and positive lons per 
unit volume at a place fixed by the co-ordinate w measured 
from the cathode ; then, if e is the charge on an electron, 

SEG). . 2 2 
dx 

if 7 is the current through unit area and w the average 
velocity of the electrons parallel to a, 

p= wnes oo ae ree 

If q be the number of ions produced per second per cubic 
centimetre at aw, « the coefficient of recombination, then, 
since wn is constant, 

GHP. 2s Weis. rr 

Thus equation (1) may be written as 

dX sae 2 q we 
——w Th = 

dx ge a7 

We have now to consider the relation between the velocity 
of the electron and the electric force. If we suppose that 
the energy imparted to an electron while it is describing 
a free path is taken from it at its next collision with a 
molecule, the average velocity of the ions at any point will 
be preportional to the electric force at that point. This 
result will not, however, be applicable if the free path of the 
ion is long enough to be comparable with lengths which-are 
within the scope of our observation ; and to assume it would 
make impossible the explanation of any structure whose 
length-scale was not large in comparison with the mean free 
path. Again, the assumption that after each collision the 
ion starts off with regard to energy just as it would if it had 
not previously been under the action of the electric force is 
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hardly defensible, and wholly so if the collisions between the 
ions and the molecules are elastic, when the ion retains after 
collision any energy it may have acquired before. 

I shall suppose that the energy @ possessed by an electron 
at # is represented by the relation 

x 

@=\. eo? OX dé, 
JB 

where X; is the electric force at &, &, the value of w at the 
place where the electron was generated. This equation 
expresses the condition that if the electron acquires an 
amount of energy dw at any place, the chance of its retaining 
this energy after passing through a distance w is e~**. 
We must proceed to find the probability of an electron 

travelling a distance w without being absorbed. The ab- 
sorption of the electron arises in two ways:—(1) By the 
adherence of the electron to a molecule of the gas through 
which it is passing; this gives rise to a negatively charged 
molecule. The magnitude of this absorption is proportional 
to the density of the gas through which the electrons are 
passing. (2) By the combination of an electron and a 
positively-charged molecule, resulting in the formation of 
a neutral molecule. The magnitude of this absorption is 
proportional to p the density of the positive electrons. Thus, 
if a stream of electrons is travelling throug! the gas, and if 
I be the number which pass through unit area in unit time, 

dl 
Gig == (2p top), 

where p is the density of the gas and a and 8 are constants ; 
thus, if I, is the intensity of the stream at w=0, I the 
intensity at w will be given by 

x 

—_— 0 e 

Hence, if gg be the number of ions produced per unit time 
per unit volume at a place where the 2 co-ordinate is equal 
to &, the ionization in the region dé will cause 

ene (ap-+-Bp) dx i dé 

electrons to pass in unit time through unit area ata, Hence 

Mw aN (ap+Bp) dx 
. g en € ge dE. 

0 Vv 
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The energy at 2 possessed by an electron: coming from 
dé is 

x 

( em Care dn 
Jé 

which we shall write as e"(&, x); $(&, «) vanishes when 
BSE. 

The energy Q carried in unit time across unit area at w is 
therefore given by the equation 

ate ae (ap+p) de 
Q= \ : d(w. Beye dE. 

a 

Hence } 

dQ z a: (apteian gd bie 2), 
ee ews 2a EN Se (2B oe oa at) a) da? 8 Sete 

since : ae aoe Dee 
da 

d 
a +(ap+rA+ Bp)Q= Xi. 

Let H=3mw? be the mean energy of the electrons at 2, 
where m is the mass of an electron; then Q=7K/e, and the 
preceding equation becomes 

C= + (ap-+X-+ Bp) B= Xe. . . i eae 

Since wis the coefficient of recombination, «pdt is the chance 
of an electron combining with a positive ion in a time 6 ; 
since in the time ot it passes over a space dv=wét, the 
chance of its recombining while traversing a distance 62 is 

poe We have expressed this chance by Bpdx; hence B= = 

By equations (2) and (3) 

_ 70 ap= = 

Hence eps a 

di ge t 
Thus ae + (ap+0+ © \H—Xe s.r (6) 

and therefore 

dE d oo (cp-+a+ abe ema = : dx? 

we Bi)’ 
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Since 4mw?=E, and q=ip/(E) where /(E) denotes a funce- 
tion of E which does not involve either 2 or p, all the terms 
in this equation can be expressed in terms of HE; so that 
when /(E) is known, (7) is the differential equation from 
which EH must be determined. | 

In a uniform positive column E is constant ; hence we 
have by equation (7) 

(I en 

2E\? 
or pf( EK) Ca Ch OUR ee eee 28) 

Now /(E) vanishes when E is <V,e, where Vy is the 
ionizing potential of the gas; and for such values of H as are 
found in the positive column it is probable that the ioniza- 
tion is proportional to the excess of E over Ey, where 
Eo=Voe. Putting f(H) =c(H—E)), equation (8) becomes 

(7) @-B)= 2, ee 
m cpe’ 

which leads to a cubic equation to determine EH. For small 
values of 7/p an approximate solution of this equation is 

gy rullay 7 eae oe ae 3B, 

When © is independent of w, we have by equation (6) 

XN Bi ( Eym \? 
Xe=p(a+~) E+ a ( 9 ) ° 

Since X is proportional to p, X for small values of 7 will 
be proportional to the density of the gas in the discharge- 
tube. 

The connexion between the force along the positive 

column and the pressure of the gas and the current has been 

the subject of many investigations. These indicate a linear 

relation between the force and the density of the gas. The 

connexion between the force and the current is more com- 

plicated ; in some experiments the force diminished as the 

current increased, in others it increased. ‘The expression 

we have obtained indicates that, provided the ionization is 

confined to that due to the collision of electrons, the force 

should increase with an increase of current. It should be 

remembered that an increase of current will increase the 

temperature of the gas, and so in many types of discharge- 

tubes diminish the density ; the diminution of the density 
“ | 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vole 4e0 Nov 252. Dec. 1921. ead 
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would produce a diminution of the electric intensity along 
the positive column. 

Let us now consider the case when, though the positive 
column is not quite uniform, the fluctuations in E are small 
compared with their average value. When this is so we 
may put in equation (7) H=H,+€&, where KH, is the value 
of E along the uniform positive column and & a quantity 
whose squares and higher powers may be neglected ; if we 
do this and assume g=icp(H— Ky), we get 

dé dg S 
ae - —E,. 2 2 

wi oe where 2S rom lane «te eel 
214, 

s Z i 

or, since eco, = “= E> = E, = 

25 
al=ap+n+ 2 te y. » ioette analy 

where w= {2H,/m}2 

Ame*cp io 2are® re (3H, —E,) Eo) ee f = 
oe Bmw? CE an > 

ey (3H,— Ko) “10 

If & is greater than J, the solution of (10) is 

&=Ae~™ cos } (KP —P iv +e}. 

This equation represents a series of periodic variations in & 
of diminishing amplitude ; it indicates that at the head of 
the positive column—. e., the end nearest to the cathode— 
there will be periodic variations in the intensity of the lumi- 
nosity, and that the intensity of these variations diminishes 
as the distance from the head of the positive column 
increases. Thus there will be a maximum of luminosity 
at the head of the positive column followed by other 
maxima at regularly spaced intervals, the intensity of these 
maxima getting fainter “and fainter. These maxima are 
superposed on a uniform distribution of luminosity, so that 
there are no absolutely dark spaces. This is Just what we 
observe when the positive column first begins to show 
striation ; the striations can at first only be seen near the 
head of the column, and get fainter and fainter as the 
distance from the head increases. 
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The variations in the intensity will not be periodic unless 
k? is greater than /?. Now from (11) / is a linear function 
of p and 7; hence /? will be a quadratic function of these 
quantities, while k? is at most a linear function of the same 
quantities. Thus, above certain critical values for the 
density and the current, /? will be greater than /? and 
the solution of (10) will no longer represent a harmonic 
variation in & but one which diminishes exponentially 
with w ; the head of the positive column will not be striated ; 
the energy of the electrons and the intensity of the electric 
force will fall exponentially with w from the values they 
possess at the head of the positive column to the values 
Hy, and X, corresponding to a uniform column. 

The expressions we have obtained involve quantities which 
have not yet been determined with accuracy. They involve, 
for example, the rate of recombination of electrons and 
positive ions; and though the rate of recombination of 
negative and positive ions has been determined for many 
gases, there are, as far as I know, no determinations of the 
rate of recombination of electrons and ions. The tests we 
are able to apply are qualitative rather than quantitative. 
Thus from equation (9) we see that, while HE, depends to 
some extent on p and 7, we may, as a very rough approxi- 
mation in equation (13), put H,=Hy. This would make /? 
vary as p; so when J is small, the distance between the 
maxima—which is inversely proportional to s—would vary 
as p-#. Groldstein found that the distance between the 
striations varied as p~™, and Wehner (Ann. der Phys.-xxxii. 
p. 49) has shown that for hydrogen m=°'53; so that in this 
gas the distance between the striations varies very nearly 
inversely as the square root of the density. 

Though we have not yet the data which would enable us 
to calculate the absolute value of the distance between the 
striations, we can, I think, show that the expression we have 
deduced is not incompatible with known results. Thus in 
low-pressure tubes 2 is often of the order of a milliampere 
in the striated discharge ; in electrostatic measure a milli- 
ampere is 3xX10°. The energy EK, will be a little greater 
than that corresponding to the beginning of ionization, let it 
correspond to 15 volts, so that in electrostatic measure 

e 
= 20 

2:1x 10°. Substituting the values in equation (14), we find 

atm (3H, — 1) 
a 7 ehy— he : 

; the value of w corresponding to this value of H, is 

3T 2 
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The distance between two maxima is 27/k, or, approximately, 

a) ho 7B 3 

so that, unless the value of EK, differed from that of Hy by 
less than 1 per cent., the distance between the maxima would 
be several millimetres. This distance is of the order indicated 
by experiments. 

The striations we have considered hitherto have been those 
on a background of continuous luminosity, the variations in 
E being so small that EH nowhere fell below the value Ho. 
necessary for ionization. If the pressure is so small that we 

may neglect the term le in equation (7), we can proceed 

a step in its integration and obtain further insight into the 
variations of H. Let us suppose that we follow the electrons 
from a place in the negative glow where both H and X 
vanish ; by equation (6) dH/dwz will also vanish. As long as 
FH is less than Ho, g vanishes and equation (7) becomes 

He oe al 
—, =Arre == 5 

dx € EASES, 

of which the solution when both E and ali|da vanish when 
v=0 is 

qmer \3 3s 
Dos ew Ne 

=( 7 : Gey 

This holds until H=E,; for larger valtfes of E the 
equation is 

dK, eae 7 -%): 

da? }( ae V2H/m Bi)’ 

or, if g=icp(H—E,), 

a7 Hh 2 cep OB  see(— ten) 
ada? ine eV2E/m £8 ( ) 

a first integral of this is : 

1 /dH\ , 21 He L cep 
——) =Arne’? —— — - — (H—E,)”}. . 

2 Ge) ue i: Win ays viet) ) ne) 

This satisfies the condition that when H= Ep, the value of 
dii/d« given by this expression is the same as that given 
by equation (15). The maximum value of E is therefore 
given by- 

ZEYH TBI, ee ae ee 
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Se EH, is the value of E in the uniform positive column, 
then 

2 ce 

ea 2h 0 e Sie 
henee 4 / BE, (E, —E,)=(E—E,)’. 

It Hy, —Ey=/Kp, 

EK — Ey= gk, 

Uf VAt/)d+n=e 
or, when f and g are small, 

g=2nf. 
Thus, when small, g is considerably larger than /, so that 
the maximum value of E exceeds Hy by. an amount con- 
siderably larger than the excess of EH, over Ep. 

The graph representing the relation between E and @ is 
represented in fig. 1. 

Starting from a point A where E is small, the curve 
between A and B—the point where H=H,)—is represented 
by equation (15). After passing B, the curve is repre- 
sented by equation (16). There is a point of inflexion 
at C where H=E,; the ordinates reach a maximum at D. 
The curves before and after passing D are symmetrical 
with respect to the vertical through D; the ordinates reach 
a minimum at H and the next stage of the curve is a 
repetition of that from A to E. The graph represents a 
periodic curve ; the portions above the horizontal line through 
B correspond to places where the gas is ionized; at other 
places the energy of the electrons is too small for them to 
produce ionization. The distance between two places where 
the energy of the electrons is a maximum =2(%p)—.,). 
=2(%,—#, +&p—%_); where w,, py, Lp are the values of 
xz at A, B,D. The value of #,—a, is easily found from 
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equation (15). Putting H=E) in this equation, we get 

pee 
Up A z } ay a 

To get the value of 2)—w, is more difficult ; we see from 
the form of the equation (16) that the relation between 
E and w could be expressed by means of elliptic integrals. 
A simpler way is to proceed as follows: if H, is the 
maximum value of E, put H=E,—£; between D and B 
& is small compared with K,. 

Then equation (16) becomes, approximately, 

ge) =A8'—see my): « 
2 

= vanishes when K=E, (2. e, when o— E,—)). We 

see from equation (16) that 

Ne Anrie (Ko sr 33) 

= V7 2Eo/m (E,—Ep) 

If we put £=2(H,— H,) sin’ @, then from (17) 

H,—F, 2 21 ive. . os 

Now at D, €=0 and at B, £=E,—E); we have seen that 
E,—E, is much larger than H,— Ep, so that at B we may 
for a first approximation put €=E,—KE,, for this value of 

and by (18) 

‘since 

WU 

eosin O= 1 + sof ath ae 

2, £3 — ig — 

~ We find after some reductions that 

A 3 E,_E, =Amcpe?/B ; 

hence lp —@y= 

Thus 2(¢)—«,), the distance between two maxima for 
EK, is equal to 

itr ei 
or = $e) 
72 p? 
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cr) where L= 3b (“2")’, SU ered (19) 
TE 

Matnt{Bjecelt.-, . » » »- (20) 

The distribution of X the electric force along the tube 1s 
represented by the lower curve in fig. 1. The electric force 
is a maximum at the places C, ©, C., the points on the 
cathode side where the line H=H, cuts the graph for H; 
it is a minimum at the points C’, C,', C,’, the points on 
the anode side where the same line cuts the graph. The 
graph shows that the electrification in the tube is positive 
between © and C’, C, and C,’, C, and Cy, negative at 
other parts of the tube; the positive electrification is 
greatest at the maximum values of EH, the negative at the 
minimum values. The electric force may change sign ; 
it will be in the normal direction, 7.e. the direction indi- 
cated by the potential difference between the anode and 
eathode, on the ascending parts of the graph for EH, but may 
be in the opposite direction in the descending portions. I 
have observed (Phil. Mag. xviii. p. 441, 1910) this reversal 
of the sign of the electric force in the striated discharge. It 
must be remembered that these results have been obtained on 
the assumption that the pressure is so low that we can in 
the equation for E neglect the terms in dE/dx in com- 
parison with d?H/dx®. If we take the other extreme when 
the pressure is so high that we can neglect d*H/da? in 
comparison with dH/dz, we find that the graph for EH is 
like that represented in fig. 2. In this, E does not fluctuate 

but approaches as an asymptote the line H=H,; the graph 
for X takes a similar course and there are no alterations 
in sign; the electrification is everywhere negative, but 
diminishes in intensity towards the anode. This type of 

discharge would show a uniform positive column but no 
striations. 
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The light and dark parts of the Discharge. 

At the places where there is ionization there will be 
recombination, and where there is recombination we should 
expect to-find luminosity. Now, when EH is > H, there will 
be some ionization, so that we should expect the parts of the 
tube where E>, to be luminous. If the gas is one which 
has a radiation potential lower than the ionizing potential, 
then luminosity may set in before ionization, and all parts 
of the tube corresponding to portions of the graph above 
the line E=R, when R=Vjye, V; being the radiation 
potential, will be luminous ; the other portions will be dark. 
The source of the light when E is between Rand Ey will 
be atoms which have not been ionized and so have not been 
charged, and have therefore not experienced any tendency 
to move one way or another in the tube. At the places 
where E is greater than EH, there is ionization; the atoms 
which have recombined and which are the sources of the 
light have been positively charged, and under the electric 
forces in the tube will have moved towards the cathode. 
We may get some idea of the velocity of the positive ions 
by supposing that at the pressure in the tube the mobility 
of the positive ion is inversely proportional to the pressure. 
If X is the electric force and k the mobility, the velocity of 
the positive ion is kX. Now the force along the positive 
column is approximately proportional to the pressure ; thus 
X is directly and & inversely proportional to the pressure, 
so that kX will be approximately independent of the 
pressure. At atmospheric pressure X for air is about 
30,000 volts per centimetre, while the mobility of the 
positive ion in air is such that its velocity is about 
1-5 cm./sec. for the force of a volt per centimetre. Thus 
the velocity of drift of the positive particles towards the 
cathode will be about 45,000 cm./sec. This is of the order of 
the velocity of sound through the gas, so that the particles 
which are to give out the light are moving towards the 
cathode with something like the velocity of sound. They 
will not get far, however, before they get neutralized, when 
they will soon lose their velocity. 

The drift of the positive ions before they begin to emit 
light will make the curve which represents the distribution 
of luminosity along the tube differ appreciably from that 
representing the distribution of the energy of the electrons, 
and will make the places of maximum luminosity nearer 
to the cathode than the places of maximum energy and 
ionization. The places where the ions are produced are 
the places where the energy and speed of the electrons are 
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nearly at their maximum value; and since the density of the 
distribution of the electrons is inversely proportional to 
the speed, these will be the places where the density of the 
electrons is least. 

Thus, when a positive ion starts from such a place as P 
(fig. 3) on ihe curve representing the distribution of energy 
of the electrons, it will not at first be so likely to combine 
with an Aeron and give out light as it will when it has 
reached a place nearer the cathode where the energy of the 
electrons is less and their number greater; both these things 
improve the chance of recombination and. therefore of ie 
nosity. Again, if the ion starts from the cathode side of the 

Fig. 3. 

curve, it is moving towards places where the chance of 
recombination is continually increasing ; whereas if it starts 
from a point like Q on the anode side of the curve, as it 
moves to the cathode, it will at first be moving to places slic e 
the energy of the electrons is increasing and their density 
diminishing, 2.e. into places where the chance of recom- 
bination is continually diminishing, and it is not until it 
has passed P that its chance of recombination will begin 
to unprove. The result of this will be that the luminosity 
will be far brighter on the half of the curve on the cathoide 
side than on the other half, The maximum of luminosity 
will be on the cathode side of the maximum.of ionization, 
and the curves representing respectively the distribution of 
energy of electrons and luminosity will be like those shown 
in fig. 3, where the shaded portions correspond to luminous 
patches. 

We see from the curves (1) and (3) that while the peaks of 
the energy curves cover both maxima and minima values of 
the electric force, the peaks of the luminosity curves inciude 
maxima but not minima values of the electric force. ‘This 
is in accordance with all the measurements which have been 
made on the distribution of the electric force in the striated 
discharge. 1t will be seen from the slope of the X curves 
that there is negative electrification on the cathode side of 
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the luminous parts of the striations. This was very con- 
splcuous In some experiments I made on the distribution of 
the electric force in the striated discharge (Phil. Mag. xviii. 
p- 441, 1910). ‘The bright parts of the striations are on the 
cathode side of the maxima of the energy of the electrons. 
The distribution of the energy of the electrons can be deter- 
mined by measuring the temperature attained by a thin 
platinum wire at various places along the positive column. 
This has been done by Professor R. W. Wood ( Wied. Ann. 
XXx1x. p. 238, 1896), and the curves he gives show that the 
places of maximum temperature are quite distinctly on the 
anode side of those of maximum luminosity. 

The thickness of the bright part of the striations need not 
be the same as the thickness of the spaces over which there 
is ionization, thongh the space between the bright parts of 
two striations will be equal to the distance between two 
maxima on the curve representing the distribution of the 
energy of the electrons. The breadth of the luminous por- 
tions will depend upon the way the positive 1ons combine 
with the electrons.. Thus, to take an extreme case, if a 
positive ion did not combine at all with an electron whose 
energy was greater than EH’, but combined at every collision 
with electrons whose energy was less than this, the Jight 
given out by the positive ions would be condensed into a 
thin layer on the cathode side of the places where the energy 
of the electrons was equal to Hi’, 

In a mixture of gases the places where the ionization is 
greatest will be the same for each component of the mix- 
ture; and if the positive ions were immovable, the places 
where the spectra of the different constituents are brightest 
would coincide. In consequence, however, of the drift of 
the positive ions under the electric field, the places where 
the light is emitted will be nearer the cathode than those 
where the ions are produced, and the displacement will vary 
with the character of the ions. If the bright parts of the 
striations are thin, the difference in the displacement may be 
sufficient to make the bright part due to one gas clear of 
those due to the other gases, making the bright parts of the 
striated column consist of bright layers corresponding to 
different gases in the mixture. 

If the gas is one whose atoms or molecules can be excited 
to luminosity without the detachment of electrons, then some 
of these will be luminous though they have not previously 
been positively charged; they will not move under the 
electric force, and the light they emit will come from all 
those parts of the tube which correspond to points on the 
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energy curve above the line H=V,e where V; is the 
radiation potential. Light of this kind would thus be 
distributed over wider patches than that due to ionized 
atoms or molecules. A careful study of the distribution 
of the different spectral lines throughout the striated dis- 
charge would probably throw much light on questions of 
this kind. 

The light from the ionized atoms or molecules arises from 
particles “which are moving down the tube with a velocity 
approaching that of sound through the gas. If we could 
isolate the light due toa thin layer of these particles, the 
front and rear of the patch of, light to which it would give 
rise would appear to be moving “towards the cathode with 
this velocity. If the discharge were absolutely steady, the 
light would remain quite constant at each part of the tube, 
and we could not detect this movement by observing the 
appearance of the discharge in a rotating mirror. We might 
expect, however, to get evidence of it in this way if the 
discharge were flickering, and especially if it were inter- 
mittent. 7 
Movements of the striations towards the cathode have 

been detected by Spottiswoode (Proc. Roy. Soe. xxv. p. 73, 
1876), also by Aston and Kikuchi (Proc. Roy. Soc. xeviil. 
peo0, 1920), and by Kikuchi (Proc. Roy. Soc. xcix. p. 257, 
1921). The method employed in each case was to observe 
the discharge after reflexion from a rapidly rotating mirror ; 
the appearance of the discharge showed that some of the 
striations were moving towards the cathode. Spottiswoode, 
who used an induction-coil to produce the discharge, did 
not give any estimate of the velocity. Aston and Kikuchi, 
who studied the discharge through neon, used both an 
induction-coil and also a large number of small storage 
cells; they estimated the velocity as about that of the velocity 
of sound through the gas. The effects observed with a 
revolving mirror are somewhat complicated, and include 
a good deal besides the movements of the striations. Thus 
Spottiswoode, using the discharge from an induction-coil, 
found, in addition to the moving strie, ]uminous patches 
moving from the anode towards the cathode. In some 
experiments which I made many years ago (Proc. Roy. 
Doce xXx. piece AOL with a tube about 40 ft. long, 
through which the dischar ge from an induction-coil was 
sent, I found that luminosity following the inception ot 
the discharge travelled down the tube towards the cathode. 

I think we can understand why there should be effects of 
this kind if we remember that when the tube has settled 
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down to the state in which it is showing striations, there is 
a complicated distribution of positive and negative charges 
through the tube which must have involved as a preliminary 
considerable movements of the positive ions along the tube. 
Let us consider a column of gas containing two electrodes 
between which a large difference of potential is suddenly 
established. a electrons which may be in the gas will be 
driven by the electric field towards the anode, acquiring, if 
the field is strong enough, sufficient energy to ionize the 
gas and produce fresh electrons ; these in turn will a 
energy enough to produce other electrons, and thus the 
Dumber of electrons will increase with great rapidity as we 
approach the anode. The electrons will be driven to the 
anode, while the assemblage of positive ions in the neigh- 
bourhood of the anode will sweep down the tube towards 
the cathode, giving out light whenever they get neutralized 
by combining with an electron. Thus there will be a patch 
of luminosity sw eeping o down the tube towards the cathode 
before the or derly regime indicated by the stratified discharge 
is established. ‘The experiments made by Spottiswoode ae 
myself give indications of an effect of this kind. 

Potential Difference between consecutive Striations. 

A considerable number of measurements have been made 
of the potential difference between consecutive striations ; 
some observers seem to have expected that this difference 
should be equal to the ionizing potential of the gas. From 
the considerations given above, however, we should not 
antici)ate that this relation would be always fulfilled. If, 
as in the case considered on page 988, the kinetic energy 
of an electron falls to a very low value between the bright 
parts of two consecutive striations, then since at these parts 
the energy of the electrons must be greater than that 
correspouding to the ionizing potential, the potential differ- 
ence between the centre of a bright part and the centre of 
the adjacent dark parts must be greater than the ionizing 
potential. But in the case discussed on page 986, where 
the variations in the energy of the electrons along the line 
of discharge is small, and where the electrons have not to 
pick up their energy between one striation and the next, 
there isno need for a relation of this kind. And, in fact, 
we can easily see that there must be wide variations with 
the pressure in the potential difference between the bright 
parts of consecutive striations. We found (see page 987) 
that the distance between consecutive bright portions is 
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proportional to p~?, where p is the density of the gas; the 
electric force X has in this case to a first approximation the 
value it has in the uniform positive column. The potential 
difference between the bright parts. of consecutive striations 
will be proportional to Xp7?, and since X is approximately 
proportional to p, the potential difference between consecu- 
tive striations will, in this case, be approximately pro- 
portional to the square root of the pressure of the gas. 
Wehner’s experiments (Ann. der Phys. xxxii. p. 49, 1910) 
show a very marked diminution of the potential difference 
between consecutive striations as the pressure diminished : 
thus at the pressure of 1:48 mm. of Hg the potential differ- 
ence was about 33 volts, while at 9 mm. of Hg it was only 
about 9 volts. 

Proportion between the bright and dark parts of the 
Striations. 

This varies very much with the type of gas, the pressure, 
and the intensity of the current. In some cases the bright 
parts are very thin and clear-cut, while in others the 
appearance is more like a gradual waning and waxing in 
intensity at regular intervals. An eifect of this kind iy 
indicated by the solution of the problem given on page 986 ; 
in this case there is a continuous background of uniform 
luminosity. The bright and dark parts of the striations are 
more definitely separated in the problem discussed on p. 988. 
The dark parts correspond to the places where the energy 
of the electrons is less than that corresponding to the 
ionizing potential, the bright parts to those where it is 
greater. Under the conditions assumed for this problem, 
we see from equation (19) that the thickness of the dark part 
depends upon nothing but the intensity of the current; 
within the hmits of pressure for which this solution is 
applicable it is independent of the pressure, nor does it 
depend upon the nature of the gas. The expression for the 
thickness of the bright place is given by equation (20) ; 
it depends on p the pressure of the gas and on ¢ and 8, 
quantities which vary from one gas to another. We see 
from equations (19), (20), and (16*), that the ratio of 
thicknesses of the bright part of the striation to that of. the 
dark part is always proportional to (H—E))/Eo, where B is 
the maximum value of the energy of the electrons and Hy 
the minimum energy which can give rise to ionization. 
Thus, when the bright parts are very thin, the maximum 
energy of the electrons should differ but little from that 
required for ionization, 
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Liffect of Impurities on the Striations. 

Suppose the gas in the discharge-tube contains a trace of 
impurity, and that this impurity has a higher ionizing 
potential than the original gas. Suppose, too, that the 
quantity of impurity is so small that the graph representing 
the distribution of the energy of the electron along the tube 
is not affected. Thus, to find the places where the light due 
to the impurity will be excited, draw in fig. 1 the horizontal 
line for which H=E,) where E,’ is the ionizing energy for 
the impurity. The parts of the tube where the light from 
the impurity is excited will be the parts corresponding 
to points on the graph of Hi which are above this line. If 
EK,’ is so large that the horizontal line through it does not 
eut the graph, the light from the impurity will not be 
excited. If the line cuts the curve, then since EH)’ is greater 
than Ey, the light from the impurity will be confined to a 
narrow patch in the middle of the striations due to the other 
gas. This will emphasise the brightness of the centres of the 
striations and make the contrast between them and the dark 
parts more distinct. We see in this way that the presence of 
an impurity of the right kind might inerease the brilliance 
and distinctness of the striations. It is well known that stria- 
tions are often made much more pronounced by impurities; 
indeed, some physicists have suggested that a pure gas does 
not show striations. 

Since the maximum energy of the electrons is greater 
when the bright parts are broad than when they are thin, 
it is advisable, if we wish to observe the spectrum of an 
impurity, to adjust the conditions so as to get broad 
striations. 

In a very strongly electronegative gas like oxygen, where 
an electron quickly gets attached to a molecule of the gas, 
the absorption of the electrons would be very rapid, so 
that the coefficient a which occurs in equation (11) would 
be exceptionally large, and the condition k>/ which is 
necessary for striation would require the pressure to be 
much lower than for a gas like nitrogen or argon, in which 
the electrons do not combine with the molecules and where 
the coefficient a has a much ‘smaller value. The pressures 
at which striations are possible in these very electronegative 
gases might be so low that in tubes of moderate dimensions 
there would be no room for the positive column. If, how- 
ever, the electronegative gas were an impurity in a gas like 
nitrogen or argon, the free path of the electron would be 
much longer than in the electronegative gas at the same 
pressure, and the pressure at which striations occur might 
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increase to one within our power of attainment. Thus we 
might get striations showing the light of the electronegative 
gas in a mixture, though it might not be possible to obtain 
them in the pure gas. 

Relation between the Lengths of the Striations and the 
Diameter of the Tube. 

It is well known that the distance between the striations 
depends upon the diameter of the tube, and that in narrow 
tubes the striations are nearer together than they are in 
broad ones, the pressure of the gas being the same in both 
cases. : | 

Goldstein (Berliner Ber. 1881, p. 877) came to the con- 
clusion that the relation between /, the distance between the 
striations, * the radius of the tube, and p the density of 
the gas could be expressed by the equation 

: == (O(a) 

where m is a number less than unity ; and this relation for 
a limited range of values of 7 has been confirmed by the 
experiments of Wehner (Ann. der Phys. xxxii. p. 49, 1910) 
and Neubert (Ann. der Phys. xlii. p. 1454,1913). Inasmuch 
as this formula makes / infinite when 7 is so, it involves the 
disappearance of striations in very wide tubes ; this, how- 
ever, is contrary to experience. The relation must therefore 
be an empirical one, holding for only a limited range of 
values of 7, 

The diminution of the length of the striations with the 
bore otf the tube is, I think, due to the presence of a layer of 
condensed gas on the inner surface of the tube: this layer 
of gas will be ionized by the impact of electrons, and will 
furnish a supply of positive ions and electrons. 
A simple calculation will show that the supply from this 

source may, in narrow tubes, easily exceed that from the 
free gas; for if the layer of condensed gas was only one 
molecule thick, there would be on each square centimetre of 
surface of the tube about 10° molecules of gas; so that, if 
vy is the radius of the tube, the number of molecules on a 
length Aw of the tube would be 27rAv.10'% Since the 
number of molecules in 1 c.c. of gas at standard pressure 
and temperature is 2°8 x10”, -if the pressure of the gas in 
the tube is p mm. of Hg, the number of molecules of free 
gas in the length Aw is equal to 

mre» Fm X 28x 108 =a Aw px 37 x 10", 
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The ratio of the number attached to the glass to the 
number of free molecules is thus 2/3°7rp ; thus, when p is 
equal to unity, there would, even on a tube a centimetre in 
diameter, be more molecules on the olass than in the body 
of the tube. 
When we take the gas condensed on the surface into 

account, the number of ions produced per second in a section 
of the tube whose thickness is Aw is, if o is the surface 
density of the surface layer, 

27rAx .10¢;(H— Ey) + wr?Az:.ipc(H — E,). 

The first term is due to the condensed and the second to tlie 
free gas: as the two are not in the same physical state, 
the constant ¢ for the condensed gas has been differentiated 
from that for the free gas. The number of ions produced 
per second is thus 

mr’ Ax, icp {i+ a e ; a} (i — E,) 

So that the number produced in unit volume per unit time is 

iep (14+ | ae a ea 

This is the quantity we a denoted by g, and we see that 
we can take account of the influence of the size of the tube 

by Ww ae in our pr evious equations p(1+2 —— 7 instead 

of cp 
We e have seen (equations (13) and (20)) that ae thickness 

of the bright parts of the striation in the unrestricted 
discharge is proportional to (cp)—?; hence in the discharge 
thr ough a tube this thickness will be proportional to 

(cp) (14 22 2)”. He 

For a very small tube the second term inside the bracket will 
be more important than the first, and the thickness of the 
dark space will be proportional ine 2(2oc,)—®, and thus vary 
as the square root of the radius of the tube. Since in 
Goldstein’ s equation the value of m for hydrogen is very 
nearly 1/2, the distance between the striations in this gas 
would vary as 7#. If o is proportional to ¢, the results got 
by the preceding theory are for small tubes containing 
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hydrogen in agreement with those deduced from Goldstein’s 
expression. 

At very low pressures the thickness of the dark part of 
the striation depends only upon 7, the intensity of the 
current, varying as i~®, see equation (19). As the current 
density in the narrow parts of the tube is greater than that 
in the wide, the dark parts as well as the bright ones will be 
Papier miihe marrow tube than in the wide. As 7 varies 
inversely as 7’, the thickness of the dark parts will be pro- 
portional to 7; it will therefore diminish more rapidly with 
the radius of the tube than that of the bright parts, which 
only varies as r?. Thus the narrower the tube the lare er will 
be the ratio of the bright places to the dark ones. 

From equations (9) and (16%) we see that the energy of 
the electrons in a uniform column and the maximum energy 
they acquire in a striated column increase with z the current 
density; as this is greater in the narrow parts of the tube 
than in the wider ones, the electrons will acquire greater 
energy in the narrow parts. With very narrow tubes this 
effect may be very considerable, so that the UI of a 
narrow with a wide tube, the latter being the nearer to the 
anode, may be regarded as a source of high-speed electrons 
and thus produce effects in its neighbourhood analogous to 
those produced by a cathode. 

The similarities between the effects observed at a con- 
striction and those occurring near a cathode were pointed 
out long ago by Goldstein. 

Summary. 

The distribution along the line of discharge in a vacuum 
tube of the energy of ie electrons and the intensity of the 
electric force is investigated when the current through 
the gas is carried by the Aeon It is shown that w nen 
the pressure 1s below a certain value depending on the 
nature of the gas in the tube, there will be periodic varia- 
tions in the energy of the electrons and the electric force, 
and that these variations would produce periodic variations 
in the luminosity such as are observed in the striated 
discharge. 

Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec. 1921. 3U 
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CV. The Excitation of the Enhanced Spectrum of Magnesium 
m a Low Voltage Arc.” By PAuL \).- Poort) 
W. F. Mrcerrs, Ph.D., and F. L. Monier, Ph. D.* 

[Plate XX VII. ] 

SYNOPSIS. 

A vacuum are is described in which the electronic-atomic collisions 
take place at any desired definite velocity of the electrons. The neutral 
magnesium atom absorbs quanta of the following values, which may be 
emitted as equivalent quanta of radiation: 46°9 volts, L-radiation ; 22°8 
volts (probably), producing double ionization and resulting in the simple 
enhanced and the are spectra; 7°61 volts, producing simple ionization 
and resulting in the arc spectrum; 4°33 volts, resulting in the two-line 
spectrum ; 2°70 volts resulting in the single-line spectrum. The simply 
conized magnesium atom absorbs quanta as follows: 14:97 volts, producing 
double ionization and resulting in the simple enhanced spectrum ; 
4:4 volts resulting in the single-line enhanced spectrum. With high 
current density other quanta may be absorbed corresponding to funda- 
mental lines of the subordinate series. 

YOMMERFELD+ has shown there is evidence that 
enhanced spectra arise from the removal of more than 

one electron from the normal atom. In the case of the 
alkali earths the simplest type of enhanced spectra would be 
produced by the removal of both valence electrons followed 
by the return of one of these to its equilibrium position 
in successive interorbital transitions {. We have to deal 
accordingly with a core of net charge +2e. The outer 
structure of the atom is then similar to the simply ionized 
element of the next lower atomic number, with the exception 
that the net nuclear charge is 2e instead of e. Hence the 
enhanced spectra should be doublets, characteristic of the 
“are” spectrum of the alkali metals, but with 4 N instead 
of N appearing in the simple spectral series formule. Also 
the separation of the doublets in the enhanced spectra of an 
alkali earth should be approximately four times that for the 
corresponding alkali. Sommerfeld (oc. cit.) has pointed out 
that these conditions are approximately confirmed by existing 
data. An exact confirmation would not be expected on the 
basis of these deductions made from the simplest theory 

* Communicated by the Authors, and published by permission of the 
Director of the Bureau of Standards. 

+ Sommerfeld, Atombau und Spectrallinien, 2nd edition (1920). 
{ More generally interpreted as transitions between quasi-stationary 

states of different, quantum number. 
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which neglects the modifying effects arising in the mutual 
repulsion of the electrons forming the atom. 

The highest convergence frequency in the are spectrum 
(nuclear charge 1e) of an alkali earth is 1°58, corresponding 
by the quantum relation hy=eV to the amount of work 
required to remove one valence electron from the neutral 
atom. Similarly, the highest convergence frequency of the 
simply enhanced spectrum is 1°5 ©, which thus corresponds 
to the amount of work required to remove thesecond valence 
electron after the first has been ejected. 

The enhanced spectrum of magnesium has been studied by 
several investigators, recently by Fowler* and by Fues f. 
The value of 1: 5G is v=121,270 (wave number), corre- 
sponding to a potential difference of 14:97 volts. Hence it 
would appear that the simply enhanced spectrum of magnesium 
could be excited in a 15 volt are. In fact, the enhanced 
spectrum of any element, if arising from a ‘Agoctole ioni- 
zation, could be produced at less than 50 volts, since it 
requires the energy equivalent to only 54 volts to remove 
the second electron from the helium atom. The removal of 
the second electron from atoms of other elements requires 
less work on account of the repulsive force due to the 
remaining electrons. This evident conclusion is rather 
striking in view of the fact that enhanced spectra have been 
in general studied with a capacity discharge at ten to twenty 
thousand volts—a voltage representing an amount of work 
sufficient to completely disrupt atoms of low atomic number. 

The present experiment was undertaken with the object 
of determining approximately the value of the critical voltage 
necessary to excite the enhanced doublets of magnesium. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the apparatus employed. The are was 
formed in a 3-electrode tube having a tungsten hot-wire 
cathode, a spiral grid mounted as closely as “possible to the 
cathode and a concentric cylindrical plate, 6 cm. in diameter, 
in metallic contact with the grid. The accelerating field 
was applied between the cathode and grid. These electrodes 
were mounted within a heated and evacuated (0:0001 mm. 
Hg) pyrex glass tube containing the boiling metal vapour. 
By properly regulating the temperature (400° to 500°C.) a 
pressure range may be chosen for which relatively few 
collisions of electrons and atoms occur in the short space 1 
which the accelerating field is applied, so that the electrons 
passing through the grid attain the velocity corresponding 

* Fowler, Phil. Trans. cexiv. p. 265 (1914). 
+ Fues, Anns d. Phys. |xiii. p. 1 (1920). We follow here the notation 

used by Fues, Paschen, e¢ al, 
Sa 2 
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to the applied potential. These electrons then collide with 
atoms in the large force-free space between the plate and 
erid, while the impacted atoms, in approaching equilibrium 
condition following collision, emit radiation which may be 
photographed. 
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Arrangement of electrodes. 
The grid must be mounted very close to the hot wire. 

With an are of this type in which electrons of any desired 
definite velocity may be secured, one may expect to obtain 
results of some interest in the theory of atomic structure. 
On the other hand, in an ordinary capacity discharge or are, 
where the potential is applied across the discharge-gap, we 
know nothing of the actual velocity attained by an electron 
at the instant of a collision with an atom. The velocity 
developed per mean free path probably determines the 
general characteristics of the arc, but even when this mean 
velocity is low some electrons may be accelerated, without 
collision, for many free paths, thus accumulating a high 
velocity. We accordingly find in the ordinary are many 
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spark-lines of the alkali earths, although the majority of 
electrons do not attain a velocity much exeeeding that 
corresponding to the simple ionization potential. 

Plate XX VII. illustrates typical spectra of magnesium 
obtained for electron velocities of 3°2, 6°5, 10, 20, 30, and 
60 volts. It should be emphasized that in the reproduction 
of such photographs much of the detail of the original 
negatives is obscured. However, the general effect of 
increased electron velocity is readily noted. An analysis 
of some of the plates measured is given in Table I. These 
spectrograms were made with Seed’s 30 plates, using a large 
Hilger quartz spectrograph, Type ©. The lines were 
carefully measured and reduced to wave-lengths by the 
method of the Hartman-Cornu interpolation formula, using 
Fowler's measurements as standards. The arc lines of 
magnesium were given by Fowler ft on the Rowland scale 
of wave-lengthsand a table of enhanced lines in international 
Angstrom units was published later {~. ‘The are lines in 
Table I. are Fowler’s values corrected to the international 
scale, except for the lines belonging to the last three triplets 
of the diffuse and of the sharp series which are here listed 
for the first time. The intensities represent careful visual 
estimates of the relative photographic effect of the different 
lines. 

* Explanation of Pl. XX VIL.—The voltages represent the maximum 
values of applied potentials, since the accelerating potential was con- 
nected to the negative hot-wire terminal. The following legend gives 
other data :— 

No. Volts. Milliamperes. Time of exposure. 

TL es Be or 1 15 hours 
DIE ange A 6:5 5-6 2 hours 
1 ease arate desta 10 300 10 minutes 
CaN guerra 20 200 45 minutes 
AS ee ees ta 30 200 30 minutes 
ORR, 60 400 15 minutes 

In the first two exposures the plates were so badly fogged around 
4600 by the continuous spectrum from the hot wire that in making 
prints for this reproduction it was necessary to over-expose. In this 
way it was possible to reduce in the print the intensity of the continuous 
spectrum, but the brightness of the emission-lines of magnesium are also 
reduced somewhat by this procedure. For the same reason the repro- 
duction does not show the fainter lines in spectra obtained at the higher 
voltages. Table I., representing a careful analysis of our best spectro- 
grams, should be regarded as supplementing and correcting these repro- 
ductions, which, at best, are difficuly to make and are not wholly 
satisfactory. 

+ Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. Ixxxix. p. 183 (1915). 
* Wowler, Phil. Trans. cexiv. p. 265 (1914). 
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Spectra of Magnesium in Low Voltage Ares. 
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77-86 | 1 (odes fees a 2p,—9'5s 
8063 1 1 | 1- 1 2p, —9°5s 

64:23, | =| ao Sala 1 | | 2p,—10d 
85°54 | 3 3 2 3 2p, —10d 
8828  4-— 4 3 4 2p, —10d 
O85 ot — lt ee 2p,—8:5s 
9319 1 1 ial | 2p, — 85s 

259592 | 2- | 1 1 1 | 2p, —8°5s 
Ze) Ne ee a eee 8) 2p,—9d 

03:89 | 3 3 3 3 | 2p, —9d 
0664 4 4: 4 5 | 2p,—9d 
1382.04 1 Lat | 2p, —7'5s 

Se OS St oa —— 

14-650 |.29 Lol Dee 2 | 2p,—T7-ds 
174s Z 2 2 3! 2p,—T ds 
2863 Nas 2 2 3 | 2p,—8d 
3004 | 4 4 4 5 Qn, — 8d 
32°88 | 5 5 6 6 2p, — 8d 

44-78 | I 1 1 1 | 2p,—6'5s 
AGLIAG 2 alee gd. 2 | Ip, —6-5s 
49:02 | 3 3 3 3 | 2p, —6'5s 

* 60°755!). ; 8D,—6B 
* ebeat| (2) ee 1 33°68 

ST a 
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| | 
30) 160208... 510 i i | By 
| volts. | volts. | volts.| volts. | volts. | volts. | volts. 

ATLA. | Notation. 

Intensity. 

68'14 B.| 3 4 4 2n,—Td 
69°56 bacl eo 7 7 2p,—Td 
72°43 6 of 9 9 2p,—Td 
93°75 Doh dl 2 2 baa 58 
Jos | * 3 3 3 3 2p, — 9's 

2698'13 4..| 4 6 6 2p,—bds | 
Py7a2 06) | 4 | 4 4 4 2p, —6d 
Bode G.- | -6 6 7 2p,—6d 
36°53 As 9 9 i 2pe 6a 
64-05 BD 2 2 2n,—-6 D 

68:36 Aol 4 5 2p,—6 D 
7676 5 | 4 5 5 2p,—4°5s 
78:29 4 2 4. 4 2p,--4'5s 
Wein |. 4. -3 4 AOA es ei cerens a! aie al ge aes ae, | 
81-52 Aol 8 4 4 Dyp, ay | 

O08 cb. \ > 4 5 Bet ee Nee i ee ae 
290768 7.-| 8 6 1 | 23,-3D 
955931 12° | 12 10 9 28, -15S 
¥2797-989| 5--| 5 4 ies 28-3 
*2802°698| 9 | 12 10 8 , 28, 15 S| 

AGT | OB alae 2 2 2n,—5d 
48:43 Bees 2 2 Bese? 
51°65 a 2p 

sasz11 $20 20 | 50 | 50 | yy | g 158-2P _ 
#2928625, 5 | 8 6 1 25,-256 | 

* 36496/] =| sre | 29, —2:5 © 
36°88 } Pies 6 5 aE { 27,—3'°5s | 
88°56 Balad 4 5 soo | Se ES 

294210 De ee 10 9 | | .. | 2p,—-35s | 
3091-07 A 6 10 9 Ad | 

eee pei ras (ue ee Rae eee | 
92-97 7 | 4 6 7 i De Ad | 

3096-91 9 | 9 9 9 vn | 2p,—-4d_ | 
EIIOATATS | 3D,—5H | 
* 04-805 j ‘ of 3D,-5 8 | 
* 65°94 ie 1 3R,-7D | 

+ 63:98 OB ea 1 lt < eee ee ee 
*3175:84 fe Te ee aaa ae | 3$,—65 © 
3329-94 AS 8 eee ese | 2p, — 2°58 

32°14 6 5 8 8 ne 29,—2°5s 

3336-69 8 | 10 10: >= 10 1-| 2p,—-2°5s 
ee ree See (na ce [abet Gee | nee Te eos 

#358504 | 1 | 1 1 | 3 ¥,—6D 
* 38:86 Bien 1 3B. 6, 
e4O:Oleth (bes | 1 H,-5 S 
*3553:51 Deine Deis sree | 3h, SHS 
361380 wit 1) | ie 4h,-29¢ 
* 15°64 Teall hee i}, -—2'5 © 
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: ; | 

| 30 | 60 | 20 | 10 | 7 | 5 | 32 | 
| | volts. | volts. | volts. | volts. | volts. | volts. | volts. | 
(ae Nye Ars ag | | | Notation. | 

| 
| Intensity. 

| | 

| 3674-1 eae al esber Mood ai oe 
3820-36 4/6 11S ae, 1 | 10 var sl Gaba 2p,—3d 
Poses eb tO OEIC Ds PANO Ses eOhec|| fel =a) 

SEO) NT ae MO) 2 eT TI): 2) Ss. te: 2p, — 3d 
* 48:94 Bla: 2 43,-3D 

ry lie ony Ge | ee | 43,-3D 
Ot sp Sicalamoy lege 2 2P—13D | 

Be7e58 | 4) 4 2 3 2P—12.D 
390402 | 5 | 6 3 5 2 Pie 

SOS cele Urperlints 6 i 2P—10D 

3986-79 | 10 |10 | 10 | -10 | 2p—9D 
| 4057-63 | 12 | 12 if 2P—8D 

AIGi 399) 1p | 14 BO 225 2P—7D 
4249-47 | J leone ae | 49-108 
AZo) els 6 40 30 | | | 2P=-6 Di 

Hered 47 | 2? es ie | | |} oom 
*4390°41 | 3 3 2 a. | SRS Oe 

| *4427-995 | (| 88-4 S 
XAUSS-OOM ND ae Oe gael | 2) 33-4 6! 

| * 36-48 | | | 1} 49-98 | 
Led el ee ee ee er ee Oe 

|* 81-199\) . | | r| 3 Qs =aae 
| xa4gi-3a7/; © | © ° 1] 39,-4% 
| *4534-96 | 9—| 1 ae oe lee ae |} a. 12 aos 
| 4571-10 | 20 | 15 20 | 15 5 5 | 5 12 Some 
et703;004 |) Soe 0 eh aD | 2P—5D 

2s || oe ss | ee | | ee ee | ee | eee | 

| «473959 | 7 | 5 ec teen ee. |... |) eye eaee 
BGTSS (| 7) | Qn,.—153 | 

7270 | 8 | 7 10 10 i= oa Qp,—Lds | 
5183-67 | 9 | 8 7 leas |] 2p, =15s | 
p28 42 a) 2, 1) 2 1 | | 22 =e 

pyle4e ot | A 1 | | | | oan 

* denotes enhanced lines. 

Number, Volts. Milliamperes. Time of exposure. 

25 30 300-500 3 hours. 

115) 60 400 15 minutes. 

26 20 1200 2 hours. 

18 10 300 10 minutes. 

23 7 5 45 minutes, 

21 55 1-4 32 hours, 

24 ow 1 15 hours. 
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It is apparent from Pl. XXVII. that the spectrum is 
developed in successive stages. Just above the first resonance 
potential, 2°70 volts, as was first shown by Mohler, cote, 
and Meggers *, we have the single-line spectrum A= 4071 
(A=4573 in vacuo). Just above the. second resonance 
potential, 4°33 volts, another line appears, \ 2852, forming 
a two-line spectrum. No marked change then takes place 
until the simple ionization potential, 7°61 volts, is reached. 
At this voltage the entire are spectrum is excited. When 
the electron velocity exceeds 15 volts the enhanced lines are 
prominent. The enhanced line 14481 is particularly well 
defined in the 20-volt exposure illustrated. Other prominent 
enhanced lines which show clearly in the reproduction are 
marked in Pl. XX VIL., but for a more careful consideration 
reference must be made to Table I. 

Fic. 2 illustrates in a graphical manner the arc lines to be 
‘S) 

expected on the basis of an atomic structure, in general 

| FrinctPot Series Singlets 15$-mP m=2,3-" 
| CombinationSeries Singlets 15S-mpa M= 2B, F-- 

| £Sub. Series Singlets 2P-mD m=34-- 

Prin. Series Triplets |.54- mb,.3m=3,4-~ 
i Sub Sevies Triplets 2Pjps- md m=3,4-~ 

ne ws ot om) 
2° Sub Series Triplets ZDies MA m= 15,25,-- Magnesium 

Bergmann Series 3d-msp m24,5--- 

——— SSS SSO) Ol fone 

Complete arc spectrum 

15S 
4 , SP. 2b, 

3 oP ke-2.70 volts—| 2 
A4573 = 

“a 4.33 volts iS 
4d 3d A2853 ec ete Sees = 

H u 

554 254 154 rs 
| s 

H A SITS = 
4ap} ee ee g 

HO Ge cert a ane ne . 
! i ee ee cae, ia 

a AS58352 

—@ ----34 38 39 4.0 4 42 43 a6 AS 46 a4 a 
L og Wave Number 

Schematic drawing representing lines of the are spectrum. 

character similar to that postulated by Bobr. Most of the 
orbits between 1°58 and 3°5s are shown. As abscisse are 

plotted the logarithms of the wave numbers. ‘The series of 
parallel lines broadly considered simply represent different 
energy levels. Any spectral line is given by the difference 
in wave numbers corresponding to a particular change in 

* Bureau of Standards Scientific Paper No. 408. 
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energy level. The outermost stable orbit 158 contains the 
two valence electrons, and the are spectrum is produced by 
one of these returning toward equilibrium following a dis- 
placement. Several of the more fundamental lines are 
shown on this plot. For example, a displacement of one 
electron to the left from 1°58 to 2p. requires an amount of 
work represented by 2°65 volts. On returning to equilibrium 
this amount of energy is radiated in the line X 4573. The 
arrow-head shows the direction and end of the displacement 
in each case. ; 

Fig. 3 represents the enhanced spectrum and X-rays in a 
similar manner. It will be noted that one of the valence 
electrons is absent, which greatly alters the values of the 
different energy levels. 

Fig. 3. 

Ke Seo Lz 46.9 Volts — 

L i ——_ 

LS & 
Two-fold Ionization 14.97 Volts 

Stmple Enhanced Spectrum 

396 256 Magnesi Om 

af 
3 
g < = +12€ 3 2 2 

5B 3 + S nucleus y ° = y a 

2 OS = 
Ss v 
= 2 N 

-e742 43 44 45 46 47. +448 49 «450 Si $2 SS SS SSN) Scere ee 
Log Wave Number 

Schematic drawing representing lines of the enhanced spectrum 
and X-rays. 

If the enhanced spectrum arises in an are at 14°97 volts, 
the electronic impact must occur with an atom already 
simply ionized. That is, the atom before it recovers from an 
impact of 7°61 volts, resulting in simple ionization, must be 
subjected to a second impact of 14°97 volts, resulting in 
double ionization. Otherwise the enhanced spectrum would 
require a voltage equivalent to 1:5 @+1:58 or 14:97+7:61 
= 22°58 volts for its excitation. No marked change in the 
spectrum could be detected at this latter value, indicating 
that, at least with the current and vapour densities employed 
in this work, two successive collisions, each resulting in the 
ejection of an electron, were more probable than a single 
collision resulting in the ejection of two electrons. That 
the phenomenon of successive collision is, in general, an 

4 
; 
; 
of 
% 
by 

£ 

a 
si 
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important one in are characteristics will appear at once. 
Referring to Table I., in the 7-volt are (below the ionization 
potential) we find the following arc-lines :— 

Line. Intensity. Notation. 

2852 10 158—2P 

3337 ee 2p, —2°5s 
Boo 3938. In —3d 
4571 i) L5S—2po 

9167—73—83 1— 2p—1°5s 

The two lines 2852 and 4571 are accounted for by the two 
‘resonance potentials, but the presence of the other arc lines 
requires further explanation. It will be noted that these 
lines are terms of series converging at 2p, the first ring out 
from the stable 1°58 ring, as shown in fig. 2. We have 
found that such lines are greatly intensified by employing a 
high current density. This fact was demonstrated in the 
photographs published by Foote and Meggers* for the 
cesium are. Also in recent unpublished work of the present 
writers with potassium, some of the strongest lines on the 
plate, of series converging at 2p, with a current of 1000 
milliamperes, were very taint in a similar exposure at 50 
milliamperes, although the exposure times were so adjusted 
that other corresponding lines showed about the same 
intensity. This indicates that the electron normally in the 
1:58 ring of the magnesium atom may be ejected to the 2p, 
ring, either by direct impact or by absorption of radiation of 
the frequency 1°5 S — 2y., and before it has had time to return 
to the 1:58 ring again it collides with a second electron 
which drives it still farther away from the nucleus of the 
atom. It is then in a position to fall to the 2p, ring, pro- 
ducing a line in a series converging at 2., and finally may 
fall to 1:58, producing the line 14571. This explanation 
appears more probable than the assumption that displace- 
ments to any ring directly from the 1:58 ring may take 
place on electronic impact of the corresponding energy 
value, since we have not been able to observe more than two 
resonance potentials for any of the alkali earths (viz. 
corresponding to electron displacements from 1:58 to 2P 
and 2p, respectively). 

Certain lines of the enhanced spectrum may be excited 

* Foote and Meggers, Bureau of Standards Scientific Paper No, 580. 
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considerably below 15 volts. On the 10-volt exposure shown 
we find the following enhanced lines :— 

Line. Intensity. Notation. 

2791 —~8 1 2N—3D 
2796 —802 9 15G—29 
2928— 36 15 2W—2:5 G 

The pair 1:5 G@—2 9), 2796 and 2802 represent a dis- 
placement of the single remaining valence electron from the 
15© ring to the 9 {§ ring. This requires an electron 
collision of but 4-4 volts. However, the atom must be first 
simply ionized, requiring an impact of 7°61 volts. Hence 
this fundamental enhanced line may appear in an are at the 
simple ionization potential if the current density is sufficiently 
high and the vapour pressure low, so that successive impact 
may take place. 

Referring to fig. 3 it will be seen that, just as in the case 
of the simple spectrum, the enhanced lines 2791—8 and 
2928 —36 belong to series converging at 2 4s, the first ring 
out from 15@. These enhanced lines, observed faint 
compared with 1°55 @—24§, are, with high-current density, 
possibly the result of three successive impacts (or equivalent 
absorptions of radiation quanta) : the first ionizing the atom 
requiring 1:21x107" erg; the second displacing the 
remaining valence electron from 1:55@ to 2, requiring 
0°'7x 10-4 erg; and the third displacing this electron from 
2‘f to an outer orbit. We have then below the second 
lonization potential of magnesium a single-line enhanced 
spectrum consisting of The doublet 12796 and A 2802, and 
with high current density fundamental enhanced lines of 
series converging at 29). In this respect the simply ionized 
magnesium atom “behaves ex actly like the neutral sodium atom, 
as should be expected. 

The occurrence of enhanced lines in the spectrum of the 
magnesium are at reduced pressures was first recorded by 
Fowler *, who found the enhanced line 4481 A and pairs of 
lines at 4385, 4391, and 4428, 4434 A very conspicuous in 
the are operated on 100 volts with 1 or 2 mm. Hg pressure. 
He concluded that this modification of are spectra at reduced 
pressure might be due to the presence of hydrogen liberated 
from the heated poles. This conclusion was still adhered Tf 
to in 1913, when it was pointed out that the spark-lines of 
magnesium form two series lilse those of hydrogen, 4481 

* Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. Ixxii. p. 255 (1903). 
+ Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. Ixxxix. p. 183 (19138). 
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being analogous to the line 14686, which was at that time 
called the principal line of hy drogen. The line X 4686 had 
been produced only by passing powerful discharges through 
helium tubes containing hydrogen, and it was supposed that 
in a similar manner the spark-lines of a metal were also 
excited in the presence of the hydrogen liberated from the 
electrodes. It is now known that the line 24686 originates 
in doubly ionized helium and has no relation to hydrogen. 
Fowler’s observations on magnesium are readily explained. 
‘The spark-lines appeared in his arc for two reasons: Ist, the 
high potential drop (at least 40 volts) across the discharge 
was sufficient to doubly ionize magnesium. If any of the 
electrons between collisions fell through a field of but 
15 volts the enhanced spectrum would hare resulted ; 2nd, 
the high-current density employed would have excited 
fundamental spark-hines by successive impact, as described 
above. 

A summary of the fundamental energy quanta of lower 
value, which the magnesium atom, in its normal or simply 
ionized states, is capable of absorbing, is given in the 
follewing Table. With high current density electrons may 
be driven to the 2p and 2S rings, in which positions other 
quanta, not here tabulated, may be absorbed—-as, for example, 
those represented by 2p—2°5s, 2p—3d, 2 Y—3 D, ete.:— 

SEeso JUL 

Hnergy Energy , 
absorbed. v. radiated, Spectrum. 
Volts. Notation. 

469 | 880000 L L-radiation X-rays. 

92°38 121270461663 1:5 © +158} Enhanced spectrum (No experimental 
evidence, but probably true). 

14:97 MIO ise ka & (Also simple enhanced spectrum.) 

4-4 35772—680 1:5 © —2 8 | 4 2796 and d 2803 (atom must be first 
| | simply ionized), 

761 | 61663 | 1:58 | (Also complete arc spectrum.) 

4-33 35050 15S—2P | 2852 (also d 4571). | 

270 | 21869 | 158—2p, | 4571. | 

At 46°9 volts* the L-radiation of magnesium is excited. 

* This value is computed from the relation L,=K,-—K,, and has been 

confirmed experimentally by Mohler and Foote, ef J. ‘Opt. § Soc, Am., 
July 1921. In this work the limits of the L series were given down to 
Neon. 
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The enhanced spectrum of triply ionized magnesium—or, 
more explicitly, a doubly ionized atom with a third electron 
displaced to various outer orbits, so that we have to deal 
with a core of net charge + 3e—might be expected upon the 
production of L-radiation, if the current density is sufficiently, 
high to keep the two valence electrons completely ejected, | 
The spectrum should be extremely complicated, resembling 
that of Neon. We were unable, however, to detect any 
sharp transition in the spectrum between 20 and 60 volts. 

This type of are is probably less subject to the presence 
of impurities than most forms of spectroscopic sources. 
Any metal occurring us an impurity would have to have 
about the same vapour-pressure temperature-relation as the 
metal employed, Otherwise it would be either not vaporized 
or so rapidly distilled and condensed that no appreciable 
concentration of the vapour would be present after continued 
operation*. The magnesium employed was not of high 
purity, yet the only lines of other elements present were 
zinc and hydrogen. The 30-volt arc shows the first 8 terms 
of the diffuse triplet series and the first 4 terms of the sharp 
triplets of zinc. At 9 volts (below the ionization potential 
of zine, 9°35 volts) but two lines appear, 73076 and 22139. 
This is to be expected from the behaviour of magnesinm, as 
shown in the second spectrogram of Pl. XX VII. These two 
lines constitute the two-line spectrum of zinc, 1:5 S— 2p, and 
1:5S—2P, observed by Mchennan f, the first to recognize 
the importance of the study of low-voltage arcs. At still 
lower voltages the line 1 3076 appears alone as an impurity, 
i. e. the single-line spectrum of zine. 

The presence of hydrogen as an impurity is of especial 
interest. The magnesium was distilled with a gas-pressure 
of the order of only 0:0001 mm. Hg throughout the experi- 
ments. Yetten terms of the Balmer series ) 4861 to X 3721 
showed on a 380-volt exposure. The fact that no trace of 
the secondary spectrum was observed indicates that the 
hydrogen was present in the active or atomic state. Possibly 
it may be accounted for by the dissociation of magnesium 
hydride occurring as an impurity. 
“It will be noted from Table IT. that the lines of the arc- 

spectrum 2p,—dd and 1dS8—2 P, although representing 
entirely different types of interorbital transitions, in wave- 
length are separated by only 0°46 A, about the separation of 

* The filament should be welded to tungsten or molybdenum leads. 
If hard soldered, lines of impurities may arise from the vaporization of 
the solder. ; | 

+ McLennan and Ireton, Phil. Mag. xxxvi. p. 461 (1918). 
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the two components of H,. With ordinary resolving-power 
this appears as a single line, but the part due to 2p, — 5d i 1s 
absent below the ionization potential. 

The combination line 2p,—2 P, X 7587, has never been 
observed in magnesium. If this represents a physically 
possible type of interorbital transition, it should accompany 
the two-line spectrum for, on referring to. fig. 3, it is seen 
fle Gut thece combinations could take place once an electron 
is in the 2 P ring, viz. 15 S—2 P, 2p,—2 P, and L5S—2pv. 
Certainly the conditions for the production of 2p,—2 P are 
most favourable from the probability standpoint. Using 
dicyanin-stained plates having high sensitivity at this wave- 
length, 77587, the two-line spectrum was carefully photo- 
graphed, but no trace of 77587 was present, the lines \ 4571 
and AX 2852 appearing alone with pronounced intensity. 

In conclusion, the writers desire to express their sincere 
thanks to Dr. Dushman of the General Electric Co., and to 
Dr. Rentschler, Dr. Shackelford, and Mr. Holden of the 
Westinghouse Lamp Company for furnishing them with 
Seana parts to the apparatus used in the present experi- 

ment. 

Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D.C., 

May 18, 1921. 

CVI. The Excitation of soft characteristic X-rays. By O. W. 
Ricwarpson, F.L.S., Wheatstone Professor of Physics in 
the University of London, and C. B. Bazzoni, Ph.D., Pro- 
fessor of Physics in the University of Pennsylvania * 

FFXHIS work was commenced by one of us (O. W. R.) 
during the war as a development of our work on the 

limiting frequency in the spectra of helium, hydrogen, and 
mercury in the extreme ultra-violet +. It was planned to 
extend the use of the photoelectric spectroscope there de- 
scribed to the analysis of soft X-rays generally. However, 
the work had to be abandoned temporarily, and it has not 
been possible to resume it until recently. 

The apparatus was of quartz glass, essentially the same as 
the one used in the work on helium already referred to. 
The cathode was of tungsten wire, and the anode and other 
electrodes included in the discharge chamber were of such 

* Communicated by the Authors. 
+ Phil, Mag, vol. xxxiv. p, 285 (1917), 
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dimensions and so insulated that they could easily be raised 
to a white heat or even melted down with the electron 
discharge from the cithode. The diffusion of ions from the 
discharge chamber to the detection chamber was prevented 
by a parallel plate condenser set in the slit-like tube con- 
necting the two chambers. No windows or partitions were 
used. In order to render this method of protection against 
diffusion successful, particular relations of the potentials of 
the various electrodes were necessary. After the particular 
arrangement was reached through trial no difficulties from 
stray lons were encountered. 

The radiations were stimulated by impact of electrons of 
known velocities on small targets of the element under 
investigation located similarly to A, of fig. 1 of our former 
paper (loc. cit. p. 288). It was soon ‘obvious that the amount 
of radiation to be dealt with, as judged by its photoelectric 
activity, was very much smaller from the solid targets than ~ 
when gases were used. It therefore became desirable before 
attempting any magnetic analysis of the photoelectric elec- 
trons to explore the conditions under which any radiation 
is generated, using some more sensitive method. We 
accordingly connected the box in the receiving chamber 
to the electrometer and looked for discontinuities in the 
negative current from it, due to the photoelectric effect of 
radiation falling on it, as the potential driving the electron 
current in the discharge chamber was gradually increased. 
It is, of course, an assumption that these increases are really 
due to radiation generated at the bombarded target, but we 
believe we have made subsidiary tests on this point which 
exclude every possible alternative. It is a further assump- 
tion which can only be defended by analogy with the known 
laws of production of X-rays of ates frequency, that these 
photoelectrically active rays are really X-rays of frequency 
corresponding, on the quantum relation, to the voltage of 
the exciting discharge. It is our hope to be able to 
supply the proof or disproof of this by the magnetie or 
by an electrostatic method, but it is not possible to do 
this until a preliminary exploration of the conditions under 
which some sort of radiation is generated has been made. 
In the helium work the electrostatic method (loc. cit. p. 287) 
was discarded as hopeless, but with the radiation from solids 
the secondary effects which we then had to contend with 
may not be so serious. 

The success of the measurements depends, amongst other 
things, on obtaining and maintaining a vacuum as nearly 
perfect as possible, since the radiations set up from gas 
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molecules appear at lower voltages than those from the 
target and, if any considerable amount of gas is present, 
completely swamp the effect sought. The device was 
therefore exhausted with the most extreme precautions and, 
protected by two liquid-air traps, was held constantly on a 
very fast diffusion pump throughout the measurements. 
The electrodes in the discharge chamber were so related 
that they could be used as an ionization manometer, and the 
pressure fluctuations in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
target followed during the observations. The pressure 
during the runs recorded below was of the order 10-8 to 
107-9 mm. 

Mo. a 

420 

220 240 260 230 300 320 340 

; Exciting voleage. 

The emission of ra tiation has been detected with earbon, 
molybdenum, copper, and tungsten targets. In the case of 
carbon and molybdenum, the critical potential at which the 
radiation sets in has been determined with considerable 
exactness, as will be seen from the sample data plotted in 
the accompanying diagram, The details of the experiments 
with these two elements are as follows :— 
CarBon.—The target was prepared by precipitating carbon 

on a copper disk from a solution of india-ink. A smooth 
coherent deposit was obtained. In making the observations, 
the exciting thermoionic current was kept constant by 
reducing the temperature of the filament as the operating 
voltage was increased. Although the pressure was of the 
order 10-° to 10°° mm., a radiation effect was present at 
Phil. Mag. 8. 6. Vol. 42. No. 252. Dec. 1921. 3 X 

369 
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220 volts, which may have been due to residual gas as it 
was independent of the voltage above 220 volts, under the 

~ working conditions. The curve shows the setting-in of new 
radiation at 286 volts. The points marked © were taken 
with rising, and those marked with falling potentials. 
The observations are consistent with each other, showing that 
the rise in the current is not due to a generation of gas as 
the potential is raised. The voltages were measured with 
reference to the negative end of the filament, and the 
voltage drop along this was between 6 and 7 volts in all 
the experiments. 

The deflexions due to this characteristic radiation from 
carbon were rather small, and some of the points do not fall 
very well on the curve drawn. Nevertheless, they are 
sufficient to determine the critical voltage and, assuming 
the quantum relation to hold good, the wave-lengths of the 
radiation pretty accurately. “Numerous independent tests 
showed that there was no increase at 280 volts and a 
measurable increase at 300. The reading at 290 is not so 
certain. We believe, however, that it is impossible for the 
uncorrected exciting voltage to lie outside the limits 280- 
290 volts, aud it is probably close to 286. There are two 
corrections—one for the drop of potential in the hot filament 
and the other for the work done on the electron when it 
passes into the anode. These cancel one another in this 
ease to within about 1 volt, which is about as accurately as 
they can be estimated. If we admit that these radiations are 
soft X-rays excited according to the same jaws as hard X-rays 
and apply the quantum relation, we find that the wave- 
length of the shortest member of the group must lie between 
he limits 42°7 and 44°3 A.U., and is probably very close to 
43-4 A.U. Extrapolating from Kg for Al, using Moseley’s 
relation, we find that K3 for carbon shoal have a wave- 
length of 45°5 A.U., and from a formula given by Uhler * 
50:25 ALU. It is thus practically certain that we are dealing 
here with the IK X-rays from carbon, although, as has 
already been pointed out, we are not yet able to supply a direct 
proof that the radiations generated are actually K X-rays. 

MotyspEeNum.—The target was cut from a sheet of pure 
molybdenum. The false zero line attributed provisionally to 
gas was lower and the vacuum steadier than in the work 
with carbon, probably because of the higher temperatures 
(above the melting-point of copper) attained in the clean- 
ups. Two out of a number of sets of readings, all of which 
were concordant, are shown in the figure. The voltage drop 

* Phys. Rev. vol. ix. p. 825 (1917). 
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down in the filament varied between 6 and 8 volts during 
these experiments. The curves show radiation setting in 
at 356 volts. It is difficult to see how this point can lhe 
outside the limits 354-358 volts in view of these experi- 
ments. As in the case of carbon, the two corrections practi- 
eally cancel each other. The corresponding wave-length 
limits aro 34:6 to 35:0 A.U. and the probable value 34°8 A.U. 
Caleulating from an empirical formula given by Vegard * 
for the M, line, 

p/ R= iz N?—2°37 N +40, 

‘where vp is the frequency, R Rydberg’s constant, and N the 
atomic number, the extrapolated wave-length for the Mz 
line for molybdenum is found to be 35:2 A.U. As we 
should expect the radiations to be excited by a voltage 
corresponding to a frequency somewhat higher than that of 
the « line of the series, we see that there is good ground for 
identifying the phenomena here investigated with the exci- 
tation of the M X-rays of molybdenum. 

The ultimate objective of the experiments is to examine 
the frequencies of the emitted radiations by measuring the 
energy of the electrons which they liberate by photoelectric 
action. We believe that this apparatus is capable of giving 
the desired information, and the work is being carried for- 
ward at the present time. During the past three years similar 
measurements have been made by one of us (C. B. B.) on 
sodium, potassium, and lithium, on which it is hoped shortly 
to publish results. During 1919-20 some tests were made in 
the Wheatstone Laboratory by Mr. G. Williamson, using 
lithium salts and carbon, and by Dr. Holtsmark with carbon. 
Whilst these experiments did not lead to results which 
seemed unequivocal, we feel that we have probably profited 
through the experience gained thereby. 

CVII. Remark concerning Professor Vegard’s Paper entitled 
“ Recent Results of Northlight Investigations and the 
Nature of the Cosmic Electric Rays.’ By Professor Cart 
SrorRMER, Christiania fF. 

1 consequence of a paper appearing under the above title 
in the Philosophical Magazine for July, 1921,I beg 

to draw attention to the work I have recently completed, 
and which appeared at the beginning of July last in Geo- 
fysiske Publikationer, vol. 1. No. 5, Christiania, under the 
title ‘‘ Rapport sur une expédition d’aurores boréales a 
Bossekop et Store Korsnes pendant le printemps de l’année 
1913,” 269 pages with 104 plates. 

* Phil. Mag. vol. xxxv. p. 316 (1918). 
+ Ce is by the Author, 

3X 21 
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In this work, in which 336 aurora photograms from the 
above expedition are reproduced, calculated and discussed, 
there is also a chapter treating of the very same problems 
that, are discussed in Vegard’s paper. In this chapter 
(pp. 157-212), of which the title is “Sur l’absorption et 
Pintensité lumineuse des rayons corpusculaires pénétrant 
dans Vatmosphére terrestre en suivant des trajectoires non 
rectilignes,”’ there are, in addition to the necessary formule, 
also a number of numerical calculations of trajectories in 
the atmosphere applied to the auroral phenomena. 

I will content myself with this reference, without going 
into the questions of priority. 

CVIIL. On the First Root of Bessel Functions of Fractional 
Order. 

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine. 

GENTLEMEN, 

A pointed out by Dr. J. R. Airey in the February issue 
of the Phil. Mag., the first root of Bessel functions of 

fractional order appears to play an important role in the 
solution of physical problems, e.g. the elastic stability of 
tapered long struts*. If we assume that the moment 
of inertia I of the cross-section at any distance a from the 
free end of a strut is represented by 

te ty (5) 5: ee. ll 

where I, is the value of I at the other fixed end w=l, and 
n is a constant independent of «, then the critical load is 

: 2 : eS . ae 

Tn this equation E is the modulus of elasticity, and z, is the 
first root of the Bessel function J_1—n (¢). 

2-n 

: j ( TNR 
Now calculating the value of bbe si) for sexeel 

assigned values of n, we observe that it can be approxi- 
mately represented by a linear function of n, thus: 

( n\? 5 
ee 9 Al =Co+ kn. 

* On the Stability of Long Struts of Variable Section,” Akimasa 
Ono. Memoirs of the College of Hngineering, Kyushu Imperial 
University, vol. i. No. 5 (1919). j 

ee ee a ee ee 

ri ay 
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Accordingly 

pee cot kn (3) 

ee 
2 

If we put 
LS 

FAG SS a at 
then 

- 142s 

1l+s 

Substituting this expression for nm in (3), we obtain 

A Co eens. | 2 4) 

This formula was already given in my previous paper 
mentioned in the footnote. 

The accuracy of the approximate value of z, given by (4) 
depends of course on the proper choice of the .constants 
ao and &. For example, take cy=2°471 and k=—1:032; 
then 

2D J CO oe Oy, 5 

and the values of z, given by (5) are shown in the third 
column of the fol llowing table, the difference between the 
correct and approximate values being given in the last 
column. 

Values of z,. 
s. oe peice AE awe ote an Difference. 

Correct. Approximate. Correct — approximate. 
=a ccna ond 1572 —0:001 

SoH Hheannadee 1-700 1-700 0-000 

aa Eeseceenece: 1°866 1-864 0-002 

Orne sce oee 2°405 2°399 0-006 

ER cua 3'142 3139 0-003 

dere eto osee 3°832 3°843 —0-011 

By actual calculation it can be further shown that (5) 
may be used even in the case of s=—2 probably with a 
similar degree of accuracy to the case of s=1. "Thus the 
approximate equation (4) or (5) may be very conveniently 
used for calculating the first root of Bessel functions of 
fractional order, if minute accuracy is not wanted as in the 
problem referred to at the beginning of the present note. 

woare faithfully, 
Kyushu Imperial University, AKIMASA ‘Ovo. 

Fukuoka, Japan, 
April 2, 1921. 
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OLX. On the Measurement of the Viscosity of Gases. 

By Prof. A. ANDERSON *. 

SIMPLE method, suitable for laboratory students, of 
: finding the coefficient of viscosity of air or any gas 
will be understood readily from the figure. A bulb furnished 
with a vertical tube communicates with a long capillary tube 
of uniform hore which can be opened or closed by means of 
the pinch-cock P. To this vertical tube is connected by 

Pio ele 

flexible tubing another vertical tube AB which can be 
moved readily up and down. ‘These tubes contain mereury 
the levels of the two surfaces of which can be read off on 
fixed graduated vertical scales. The volume of the bulb to 
a fixed mark O on the stem is supposed to be known. 

Let the pinch-cock be closed and suppose the levels of the 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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mercury to be at O and A. The difference of level is read 
off the scales. The pinch-cock is then opened so as to let 
the air or other gas escape, and the tube AB gradually 
lowered so that the level of the mercury in the other tube 
always remains at O. After the lapse of a measured time 
the pinch-cock ts closed and. the difference of level of the 
surfaces of the mercury again read off. These observations 
are sufficient to determine the coeflicient of viscosity pro- 
vided the length and cross-section of the capillary tube are 
known. | 

Let V=volume of the bulb to the mark O. Strictly V 
should be the volume of the bulb together with that of the 
capillary tube. This volume is kept constant in the experi- 
ment. Then, if pis the pressure of the gas in the bulb at 
any instant, 

dp (p?—P?)xr* 
Ee Lone. 

where P is the atmospheric pressure, r the radius of the 
capillary tube, / its length, and y the coefficient of viscosity. 
Hence - 

-V 

(Daeie Git le: 
] el Bo aie t+ const., 

Or log hts, = hi + const., 

4 

whore (= 2) may be regarded as the constant of the 

apparatus, 

Thus if p; 1s the pressure at the beginning of the experi- 
ment, p, the pressure at the end, and ¢ the time, 

gy on ten (Pig Bs Be 
GaN) Tp 

from which 7 may be easily calculated. 
The apparatus may be used in another way. Instead of 

keeping the volume constant, the difference of level may be 
kept constant during the time of outflow. In this case the 
stem of the bulb must be graduated in parts of equal known 
volume. The rise of mercury in the stem gives the volume v 
of gas which has escaped, its pressure being supposed p, that 
is the pressure due to the constant difference of level of the 
mercury plus the atmospheric pressure P. We have, then, 

(p?— P?)arr* 
 — a 

Lonlp 

The apparatus resembles very much the ordinary torm of 
the air thermometer. It is just as easy to work with. 
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CX. Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GROLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from p. 872. ] 

May 25th, 1921.—Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

HE foilowing communication was read :— 

‘On the Junction of Gault and Lower Greensand near Leighton 

Buzzard (Bedfordshire).’ By George William Lamplugh, F.R.S., 
F.G.S. 

The paper, a continuation of one by the author and the late 
J. F. Walker published by the Society in 1903, describes about 
twenty sections exhibiting the base of the Gault in sandpits and 
other excavations around Leighton Buzzard and westward at Wing 
and Long Crendon. 

The variable ‘ Basement Beds’ of the Gault are ‘condensed ’ 
deposits, strongly influenced by local conditions like the ‘ Tourtias ’. 
of Flanders, and falling mainly within the ‘zone of Ammonites 
mamunillatus ’ as recognized in Northern France (= zones of A. 
regularis and A. tardefurcatus of a later German classification). 

The evidence bears out Jukes-Browne’s suggestion of the 
occurrence of a current-swept strait in this quarter during late 
Lower Cretaceous times, uniting northern and southern sea-basins. 
During the accumulation of the ‘ Basement Beds,’ a shoal in this 
strait north of Leighton formed a reef capped by ferruginous ‘ pan ’ 
and breccia, with lenticular patches of shell-limestone preserving a- 
fauna of ‘reef-facies, while the deeper water to the southward 
gathered a stratum of gritty glauconitic loam and clay with 
fossiliferous phosphatic nodules of the French ‘ coquins de sable’ 
type. The transitional stages are visible in the sections. 

The dark clays above the ‘ Basement Beds’ belong to the Lower 
Gault, here reduced to about half its thickness at Folkestone, the 
same reduction being exhibited also toward the opposite edge of 
the basin, in Northern France. These clays rest sharply on the 
ironstone ‘pans’ of the reef, but usually pass downward by gritty 
intercalations into the glauconitic loams. Fossils other than 
‘Belemnites minimus’ and ‘Inoceramus concentricus’ are scarce and 
in poor state, but are in agreement with the stratigraphical evidence. 

The incoming of the Liege Gault, with keeled ammonites of 
the ‘ rostratus’ group and ‘ Tnoceramus sulcatus,’ is shown in three 
of the sections, of which, however, two are at present obscure. A 
band of corroded phosphatic nodules, like those of the ‘ Junction- 
Bed’ at Folkestone, occurs near the hoe of the division, and marks a 
long pause in the sedimentation. This band has yielded many fossils. 

The paleontology of the deposits is discussed, and is held to he 
in general agreement with that of the same succession in Northern 
France. : 

A recent suggestion that the beds at Shenley Hill may have 
been inverted by Glacial agency is fully considered, and shown to 
be untenable. 
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Showing effect of thickness of scattering film 

on the visibility of the rings. 
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